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FOREWORD

Punjabi University, Patiala feels highly honoured in presenting the first volume of

the Encyclopaedia ofThe Sikh Literature, the'English version ofGurushabad Ratnakar

Mahan Kosh by Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha.

Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha was the most erudite Sikh scholar. Bhai Sahib’s erudition,

vision, hard work and devotion are unmatched. Mahan Kosh, his magnum opus, over

which he spent fifteen years bears eloquent testimony to his great qualities. Visualized

by him as the Encyclopaedia ofThe Sikh Literature, it comprises the exposition of

64,263 terms, relating in the first instance to Gurmat and Gurbani'. He embellished his

exposition with illustrations richly drawn from seminal Sikh sources. To his exposition,

so opulently illustrated, Bhai Sahib sought to provide a wider perspective. Terms relating

to the ancient Hindu scriptures, masterpieces of Sanskrit literature, the Indian systems

ofprosody, music and medicine are explicated with as much authority.

Mahan Kosh, prepared in 1926 and published in 1930, is the 12… in the history of

encyclopaedias in the world. Yet the world is unaware that a Sikh scholar did this path-

breaking scholarly work single handed at that time, when no modern research facilities

were available. Magnificent source ofprofound and varied knoWledge, Mahan Kosh

has remained shrouded in mystery, particularly for people in India and abroad, not

well-versed in the Punj abi language. For enabling them to make the best use of this vast

reservoir of knowledge, Punj abi University Patiala has embarked upon its English

translation. This stupendous project has been made possible by the liberal grant so

magnanimously sanctioned by Captain Amarinder Singh, the ChiefMinister ofPunj ab.

‘ MajorA.P. Singh, grandson of Bhai Kahan Singh, has used his tremendous persuasive

skills in arranging resources for the purpose. Eight decades back, Patiala State had

rendered a great service by bearing all expenses of publication of Mahan Kosh in

Punj abi. The name ofthe House of Patiala figures a second time in bringing this store of

knowledge in English version before the whole world. '

Vice-Chancellor Swarn Singh Boparai

Punjabi University, Patiala Kirti Chakra, Padma Shri Awardee





PREFACE

This volume ofthe Encyclopcedia of The Sikh Literature is the English version ofthe

first volume of Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh popularly known as Mahan K0311,

Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha’s creation of 1930 in four volumes.

Mahan Kosh is the greatest work of scholarship till today published in Punjabi.

Since the publication of its first edition, it has often been cited as the most authoritative

reference work in the academic world. It is hard to think of a more cherished source of

knowledge and general information about Sikhism. It presents the most comprehensive

attempt to consolidate, authenticize and synthesize the knowledge of Sikh literature. It

sets a trend in making an organized and systematic access to Sikh literature, philosophy,

history, culture, Punj abi language as well as other ancient languages. Comprising 64,263

entries on seminal words drawn from all fields ofknowledge, Bhai Sahib'put in rigorous

work for fifteen years to explicate them. It is beyond human power to imagine the labour

gone into the composition ofthis enormous work. The way this Encyclopaedia has selected,

organized, preserved and disseminated knowledge, is marvellous. It is an eloquent witness

to the extraordinary phenomena of the genius of a race, the exquisite sensibility of a

highly evolved and unique personality and the ethos of a particular epoch. What Bhai

Kahan Singh Nabha did, was nothing short of a miracle.

The Encyclopaedia of The Sikh Literature was designed to provide comprehen-

sive and authentic version about the growth and development of Sikh literature. Sikh

scriptures, Guru Granth Sahib, Dasam Granth, writings by Sikh savants form the

kernal of this huge writing. No source of philosophical, historical or lexicographical

skill has been spared to fulfil the purpose. To explicate the meanings ofseminal words,

illustrations are drawn from original sources. To my mind, the scope ofthis unimaginably

grand work goes beyond these realms of knowledge. Hindu scriptures, literary epics,

myths and chronicles have also been explained with equal authority. Thereby, Bhai

Sahib’s memorable work achieves cross-cultural proportions. To the discerning eye,

the notes reveal a striking continuity of tradition from ancient to modern times.

Etymologies or word-histories give interesting insights into the richness and versatility

ofPunj abi language. There is no discounting ofBhai Sahib’s understanding and felicity

of expression. ‘

It is with great pleasure that Punj abi University, Patiala presents the translation ofthis
wealth ofknowledge, to the English speaking public. We believe that the scope ofthis work

is global, and reflects the needs ofthe present-day world at large.

In an informal meeting with Major A.P. Singh and myself the novel and significant
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idea of this proj ect was first mooted by Sardar Swarn Singh Boparai, Vice-Chancellor,
Punj abi University, Patiala. Sardar Swarn Singh Boparai has an excellent futuristic vision
ofPunj ab, Punj abi and Punjabiyat in the fast changing world. While conceptualising this
proj ect, the Vice-Chancellor held that the rich cultural heritage ofthe Punjab should be
presented and projected for global requirements. Convinced ofthe validity ofthis project,
I discussed it with scholars of Sikh philosophy, history, literature and language. All praised
the proposal and recommended its urgent need. Some highlighted the hardships as well.
They underlined how much intellectual acumen was required. We weighed the pros and
cons ofour capacities and resources. After detailed deliberations with officials and scholars,
we decided to take up this challenging task. We submitted the proposal to the Department
ofHigher Education, Government ofPunjab for financial help. The Department cautioned
us about the numerous difficulties the proposed proj ect entailed and directed us to submit
some specimens oftranslation.- We did thejob and the concerned officials got convinced
ofour capacity and commitment and the grant was sanctioned without any delay.

With such an ambitious prOj ect in hand, it was necessary to plan it with requisite care.
Sardar Swarn Singh Boparai, our Vice-Chancellor not only encoUraged us but guided us in

ਥੂ this venture. He took the responsibility ofseemg that the project picked up momentum and
got all support from the administration. ×

As a first step, we identified prominent scholars, to serve on the Advisory Board.
These distinguished scholars drawn from the fields of religion, philosophy, history,
science, language, literature and culture, were gracious enough to advise and help us
for finalizing the modalities of the project. They laid down guidelines which —Were
crucial in devising the methodology. The Advisory Board was ofthe considered opinion
that the translation of Gurushabad Ramakar Mahan Kosh (Published by'Sudarshan
Press, Hall Bazar, Amritsar under an arrangement with Lala Dhani Ram Chatrik) must
be authentic in letter and spirit. The important guidlines laid down by the Advisory.
Boardwe1:e

.To preserve the authenticity and spirit ofMahan ਨੌਂਪਿੰ/ਡ਼ਾ, the original text will be

kept unaltered, and unedited. No editorial activity regarding addition, deletion,
correction of updating will be taken up.

ii. ‘ The different categories into which the original text is classified i.e. the seminal
word, its grammatical form, etymology, variant meaning, usage in quotations,

bibliographical entryiofth‘e quotation etc., will be accurately identified.
iii. The English version of Mahan Kosh will embrace the original Gurmukhi

alphabetical order of the words. The Roman transliteration of the seminal

word will follow the Gurmukhi word and will be placed in parenthesis.
Transliteration will be done in accordance with its spellings and not
pronunciation.
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iv. The etymological words will be kept in the original script (i.e. Persian, Devnagari,

Roman).

v. Only original quotations will be transliterated.

Vi. Footnotes will be given as in the original text.

vii. Equivalent computer fonts will be prepared from Gurmukhi fonts used in Mahan

Kosh.

The Advisory Board, played an important role in framing this proj ect and identifying

the team. I am grateful to all the respected members of the Advisory Board for their

valuable guidance and support.

The Editorial Board was entrusted the task of maintaining the authenticity,

standardisation and uniformity oftranslation. We were fortunate to have Dr. Prem Singh,

a linguist of great repute, Dr. Tejwant Singh Gill, a Professor of English, renowned

translator and scholar ofEnglish and Punj abi literature and Dr. Gurkirpal Singh Sekhon,

Professor of English and British trained linguist, in the Editorial Board. ‘

The efforts of the Editorial Board have gone a long way in awarding final shape to

the translated version. After rigorous discussions, its members laid down the parameters

for maintaining uniform standard of translation. While editing the text they worked like

missionaries. We accepted the hand-written copies from the translators. The editors vetted,

copyedited, supplied missing information on their own, got the material typeset and

monitored till its final stage. It is worth. noting that the translated text has gone through

so many proofreadings before it was finalized for print order. '

The Editorial Board held eighteen sittings to discuss the keys and lay down rules

for maintaining uniformity. For the translators, two workshops were organized. With the

sane advice ofthe senior scholars and the collective wisdom ofthe experts working in the

field, we laid downsome rules which are given in the Editors’ Note. The contribution of

the Editorial Board is remarkable indeed.

In this volume, the translation aspect of the text, has been vetted wholly by

Dr. Tejwant Singh Gill. Transliteration and the related linguistic exercise has been performed

by Dr. Gurkirpal Singh Sekhon. My special thanks go to both ofthem for their tireless

contribution. They have put in enormous amount ofwork with commendable coordination.

Dr. Gurkirpal Singh Sekhon was assigned the additional job ofgiving print order for the

whole text. He has been tireless in this regard as well.

The translators took on the challenging task and worked enthusiastically to complete

it. It was impossible to evolve a flawless and perfect model for such a tough and

complicated text dealing with numerous subjects i.e. religion, history, philosophy,

literature, music, medicine and art, etc. There is no aspect of life, that this Encyclopaedia

has not covered. Its scope is so wide and treatment is so intensive that no scholar can

claim complete authority over the knowledge it conveys. This volume is a collective
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endeavour'put in by an excellent team oftranslators. An open call to scholars in the field and
experts in the art oftranslation was made to assist the project. I am proud to say that senior
scholars offered their services for this prestigious cause. The list ofthe translators to this
volume is appended alongwith. I want to express my deep gratitude and sincere thanks to all
the translators.

It is worth to mention that the maj or part of the translation of this volume was done
by the late Major Gurmukh Singh, a lexicographer of great dedication and compiler of
the highly acclaimed Punjabi-English Dictionary, earlier published by Punj abi University,
Patiala. He showed examplary commitment to this formidable task. He started his work
on the very first day we organized a meeting ofscholars (including Maj or Gurmukh Singh)
to discuss the feasibility ofthe proj ect and kept on working till last breath ofhis life. He
translated all words ofthe first three Gurmukhi characters (i.e. ੳ, Wand ੲ) included in this .
volume. He completed the assignment, enshrined the papers in a file for handing them over
to me. That very evening, he breathed his last, thereby putting Punj abi University under a
debt ofgratitude to him. .

, This Volume has been completed in a period oftwo years. The Advisory Committee
‘ of University Scholars met on May 12, 2004 to discuss its viability and opined that the

proj ect could actually start only when the Editorial Board laid down the guidelines. The
Advisory Board met four times and finalized the guidelines in a workshop held on September
13, 2004 in the University Campus. Hence, it has taken exactly two years to complete this
task. Taking into account the magnitude ofthe work, we can proudly say that this proj ect
has been completed in a record time. The credit for its successful completion in reCor’d time
goes to the commitment and dedication ofall those who were involved in it, the Advisory

Board, the Editorial Board, the translators, the keyboarders, the proofreaders, the secretarial

staffand all the well-wishers.

The honourable ChiefMinister ofPunj ab, Captain Amarinder Singh has been kind

enough to lend valuable support to this proj ect. The Punjab Government, under his

dynamic and visionary leadership, has liberally sanctioned a grant of rupees forty one

lacs. Almost eight decades back, the Patiala State had fulfilled its obligation by bearing

all expenditure for its publication. By undertaking to bring out its English version, the

esteemed Chief Minister has repeated his predecessors’ feat with added glory. Punj abi

University has the honour to dedicate the English version of Gurushabad Ratnakar

Mahan Kosh to the worthy Chief Minister.

With his acumen and sharp wisdom, Sardar Swam Singh Boparai has initiated many

visionary proj ects in Punj abi University, Patiala. The present one is the most preStigious

academic endeavour. It embraces global dimensions. It was just not possible to complete

this task in such a short span oftime without his patronizing persuasion, valuable guidance

and administrative support. He has remained sensitive to the travails of the team and
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moved in to aid its completion. As the co-ordinator ofthe project, I felicitate him and owe

him a deep debt ofgratitude.

Major A. P. Singh, a kin to Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha is an enthusiastic supporter and

has done a lot for this proj ect. My sincere thanks are due to him for his extensive efforts in

initiating and getting this project started.

The Department of Advanced Centre for Technical Development of Punj abi

Language, Literature and Culture headed by Dr. Gurpreet Singh Lehal was extremely

helpful in offering digitilization services to this project. Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha had

created almost nineteen new fonts in Gurmukhi to meet the needs ofPersian and Sanskrit

sources ofMahan Kosh. The Romanisation ofGurmukhi script needed many more fonts.

The' Department was very helpful in meeting all the computer problems.'Mr. Rajinder

Singh and Ms. Bharti under the guidance ofDr. G.S. Lehal very successfully keyboarded

the text. Mr. Rajinder Singh has worked hard to consolidate the entire material into a

coherent form worthy ofpublication. His contribution is highly appreciated. I am thankful

to the department ofAdvanced Centre ofTechnical Development ofPunj abi Language,

Literature and Culture for the sincere and timely cooperation.

I wish to express my warm appreciation for the great assistance rendered in proof

reading and editing by Mrs. Inderj it Kaur and Mr. Satnam Singh. Without their remarkable

expertise this volume‘would not have acquired the required standard. -

I would like to thank the Publication Bureau ofPunjabi University, Patiala headed by

Dr. Satish Sharma, for its timely help. S. Harjit Singh’s artistic and technical aid should be

appreciatively acknowledged.

I also want to express my gratitude to all the well wishers ofthis proj ect. Everybody

in the academics or in the administration, when asked for help, responded with enthusiasm

and generosity. I am indebted to my senior faculty members and colleagues for their

sincere advice, and unfailing support. I owe profuse thanks to all the administrative staff

ofthe department, Mrs. Harsharan Kaur in particular, for clerical contribution tirelessly

rendered, without any reservation, whatsoever. ’

This translated volume is a work of pioneering nature. Inspite of rigorous efforts

put in foi' achieving uniformity in approach, presentation, translation and transliteration,

some lapses might have remained. Nevertheless the Encyclopaedia ofThe Sikh Literature

will fulfil the intended purpose and prove to be a magnificient tool ofreference-work for

scholars all over the world. Its publication will definitely widen the horizons, the study

ofPunjabi literature, language and culture have so for claimed. This will be ofimmense

help to the Punjabi Diaspora as well as scholars ofEnglish who would like to study Sikh
literature, history and culture. I, sincerely, believe that this prestigious publication. will

encourage academic and research work in the field ofvarious kinds ofstudies relating to

Sikhism, history, culture, language and literature ofPunj ab. This wonderful store ofknowledge
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and wisdom will acquire altogether a new dimension and meaning across lands, languages,

literatures and cultures.

With a deep sense of gratitude and ardent hope, I feel elated and elevated while

presenting this monumental work to the readers, researchers and scholars.

Department ofDevelopment ' Dhanwant Kaur

of Punjabi Language Professor & Head

Punjabi University, Patiala. ‘

September 12, 2006

     



EDITORS’ NOTE

This is the first volume ofthe English version ofBhai Kahan Singh Nabha’s Mahan Kosh,
also termed by him as Encyclopaedia ofThe Sikh Literature, published in four volumes. The
first volume, spread over 760 pages, explicates words and terms beginning with the first four
characters ofthe Punjabi script in sequential order. Sticking to the sequential order observed by
Bhai Sahib inthe original, the Englishversion maintains that without any diminution and diversion. '
All care is taken to maintain the authenticity ofthe original text. Each word, phrase and sentence
ofBhai Sahib, figuring at whicheverplace in the entIy, is translated into English. Quotations, given
by Bhai Sahib from variegated sources and documents are transliterated in specially evolved
symbols. For transliterating them, a methodology was devised, and to avoid any vagary, every
effort was made to stick to rules so devised.Afier several deliberations, the choice ofsymbols for
transliteration was decided for reasons ofconvenience and clarity ofusage. The detail ofthis
methodology goes as under :

SYMBOLS FORTRANSLITERATION
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ਉ, : . ਊੰ, ਹੂ ਓ, “: ਅ ਆ, -1'

U u o a a

ਐ, ਤੈ ਔ, 1' ਇ, f— ੲੀ, ਮੀਂ ਏ, 3
' a I i e

ਟਿੱਪੀ ਬਿੰਦੀ ਸ ਹ
~ ~ 5 h
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y r 1 v !'
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13.

14.

15.
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TRANSLITERATION RULES

Transliteration ofquoted material, long passages or short lines, is within double quotes.
In Gurmukhi orthography, there are 10 vowels: 3 short, and 7 long.

The short Vowels are : ਅ/- [a], fE/F- [I], and ਉ/: [U].
The long vowels are : ਆ/-ਥਾਂ [a], ੲੀ/ਜੇੰ [i], ਊਂ/ਠੂ [u],

ਏ/ਨੂ [e], ਐ/ ਤੈ [€], ਓ/ਬ੍ਰੂ [o],

and ਔਂ/ਥੂ [:)].
Gurmukhi symbols before-the ‘slashes’ in 2) and 3) are used syllable-initially or as

second part ofa diphthong, and those after the slashes, called ਲਗਾਂ [laga], are hooked

to the Gurmukhi consonant symbols.

Final consonant in a syllable is always a—fiee, that is WImukta].

In ਕਰ [kar] and ਕਰਤਾ, ‘ਕ’ is ਅਕਾਰਾਂਤ [akarat] and ‘ਰ’ is ਮੁਕਤਾ [mokta].

ਅਕਾਰਾਂਤ [akarét] means that the consonant symbol includes a, and ਮੁਕਤਾ [mukta] means

that the consonant in question is a-less. ,

To put in other words, a is neither marked nor pronounced after the last consonant of

a syllable.

ਲ਼ੀ Short vowels, I and u, are not normally pronounced ifhooked to the final consonant

ofa word.

All long vowels, on the contrary, are pronounced in all positions.

Since the three short vowels are not pronounced after the last Consonant of a word

(even though I and u are marked in Gurmukhi as also in transliteration), they do not

constitute. the nucleus ofthe last syllable.

The nucleus ofthe last consonant ofa word to which a long vowel is hooked is the

long vowel itself. In all other cases - that is, where a short (unprbnounced) vowel is

hooked to the last consonant — the a preceding the final consonant constitutes the

nucleus.

In view ofsomewhat Sanskritized and Persianized vocabulary of Punj abi, a number of

words may have conjunct consonants like ਕ੍ਰਿਪਾ [krIpa], ਸ੍ਵੈਜੀਵਨੀ [svejiv'ni], ਖਾਚੂੰ [khadyé],

ਰਜ੍ਹਾ [rakhya] etc. formed by adding half letters to the preceding consonant. Similarly, `

there are quite a few cases of consonant clusters like _ਹਰਸ਼ [hers], ਹਸਤ [hast], ਬਹਸ਼ਿਤ

[bahIst], ਬਿਸਤ [bIst], ਕਰਮ [karm], ਗਰਮ [germ], ਸਰਬ [sarb], ਸਰਦ [sard] occurring
finally in a written word, though it cannot be denied that most Punjabis declusterize

these consonants by interposing a a in between them exactly as Gurmukhi orthography

demands. But a few hyper-sensitive and sophisticated speakers prefer a-less

pronunciations in such cases. We follow the practice of declusterization 0f the

consonants by inserting a a between them. ‘

We also find occasional use of VIsarag [8] and udat L] symbols in Gurbani as in
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ਦ੍ਰਿਤੰਤਣੳ [drIrétanah], ਬੰਨ੍ਰਿ [bénhI].

In the case oftwo abutting consonants, the first consonant is the arresting (closing)

consonant ofthe first syllable, and the second consonant is the releasing (initiating)

consonant of the next syllable. In such a situation no a intervenes between the two

consonants. Remember: there is no a marked in between two consonants in

transliteration when theformer closes a syllable and the latter starts the next.

' Taking this view, it is possible to posit a syllable structure for Punjabi : (C) (C) V (C),

which gives us the following syllables : 1. V [ਆ]; 2. VC [ਉਸ]; 3. CV [ਜਾ]; 4. CVC

[ਬੋਰ]; 5. CCV [ਸ੍ਰੀ]; 6. CCVC [ਕ੍ਰਿਤ].

The comnionest syllables are the first four : V; VC; CV and CVC. The last two occur .

with varying degree offrequency depending on a number of factors. ’

In our transliteration, nasalization is marked only when the original text demands it.

In no case, do we supply nasalization on our own. A tilde /~/ is used for nasalization

in Punj abi. It appears over the vowel carrying nasalization:

ਕੰਤ /1<ਡੁ੮/ ਅੰਬ /ਟੈ}੭/
All quoted material including long passages/stanzas in the Mahan Kosh is

transliterated.

Head word(s) of every entry is/are transliterated immediately after it/them within

square brackets. Cross-references in the Mahan Kosh are not transliterated, only the

Gurmukhi form is given as it is. Transliteration follows only the headwords. Words

written in Devnagari, Arabic/Persian scripts are retained as such to the extent

possible, but wordsfrom Sanskrit/Hindi, andPersian/Arabic Written in Bhai Kahan

Singh is modified Gurmukhi script are transliterated within the framework of the

rules devisedfor transliteration 0f Punjabi words as given above, irrespective of

current practices adoptedfor their transliteration in respective languages.

When two Gurmukhi vowel symbols are hooked to the same consonant, the one hooked

over the consonant precedes the one hooked below the consonant in transliteration:

ਭੂਖੇ ਪ੍ਰੀਤਿ ਹੁੰਦੈ ਅੰਨੁ ਖਾਇ! |
bhukhe pritI houvs ਰੌ…) khaI.

ਸਰਣਿਪਇਆਨਾਨ੍ਯਸੁੰਹੇਲਾ
saranI paIa nanak souhela

ਸਹਸਮੂਰਤਿਕ੍ਯਾਏਕਤੋ਼ਹੀ
sahas muratI nana ek touhi.

A voiced aspirated consonant (ਭਰਾ bhara) is distinguished from a voiced consonant
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followed by ‘h’ sound thus: ਕਬਹੂੰ kab-hfi. By retaining voiced aspirated consonants in our

transliteration, we have only tn'ed conservatively to trudge a relatively safe track.

SOME OTHER RULES

Translation : We have provided within single quotes translation only for references which

Bhai Sahib Kahan Singh has translated, and to the extent he has done it.

Punctuation : Following Bhai Kahan Singh’s punctuation may seem difficult to follow,

but consistency, uniformity and editorial convenience suggested that we deviate from it to

the minimum extent possible.

Proper Nouns : A11 proper nouns in the body ofthe running text have their usual roman

spellings without an ‘a’, that is a schwa [a] after last consonant as per Punjabi practice, ie,

Shiv, Ram, Krishan, Dev, Nanak.

Footnotes : Footnotes are retained at the end ofthe relevant pages and not absorbed in the

body ofthe text. This is to ensure that we stayed as close to Bhai Sahib as possible.

Addendum : It was considered best to incorporate the addenda in the last Volume.

Special Symbols : Like I S... for metre are retained.

TRANSLITERATED PASSAGES FOR REFERENCE

੧ਓਂ/ਲ਼ਾਸਤਿਨਾਮੁਕਰਤਾਪੁਰਖੁਠਿਭਉਠਿਵੈਰੁਅਕਾਲਮੂਰਤਿਅਜੂਨੀਸੈਭੰਗੁਰਪ੍ਰਸਾਦਿਮ ||ਜਪੁ|’|
Ikoékar satInamU karta purakhu nIrbhau nII'VEI'U akal muratI ajuni sebh‘é gur prasadI.

japU.

ਆਦਿ ਸਚੁ ਜੁਗਾਦਿ ਸਚੁ! |
adI saCU jugadI sacu.

ਹੈਭੀਸਚੁਨਾਨਕਹੋਸੀਭੀਸਚੁਸ੍ਯਮ
he bhi sacu nanak hosi bhi sacu.

ਸੋਚੈ ਸੋਚਿ ਨ ਹੋਵਈ ਜੇ ਸੋਚੀ ਲਖ ਵਾਰ! l
soce SOCI na hovai je soci lakh var.

ਚੁਪੈ ਚੁਪ ਨ ਹੋਵਈ ਜੇ ਲਾਇ ਰਹਾ ਲਿਵ ਤਾਰ! |
cups cup na hovai je 1aI raha lIv tar.

ਭੁਖਿਆ ਭੁਖ ਨ ਉਤਰੀ ਜੇ ਬੰਨਾ ਪੁਰੀਆ ਭਾਗ |
thkhIa bhukh na utri je béna puria bhar.

ਸਹਸਸਿਅਾਣਪਾਲਖਹੋਹਿਤਇਕਨਚਲੈ ਨਾਲਿ||
sahas SIanpa lakh hohI ta Ik na cale nalI.

ਕਿਞਸਚਿਅਾਰਾਹੋਈਐਕਿਵਕ਼ੜੈਤੁਟੈਪਾਲਿਮ
kIv saCIara hoie kIv i<ure tote palI.

ਹੁਕਮਿ ਰਜਾਈ ਚਲਣਾ ਨਾਨਕ ਲਿਖਿਆ ਨਾਲਿ! |੧| |
hukamI rajai calna nanak IIkhIa nalI.
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ਸੁਣਿਐ ਸਿਧ ਪੀਰ ਸੁਰਿਨਾਥਮ
sunIe SIdh pir surInath.

ਸੁਣਿਐ ਧਰਤਿ ਧਵਲ ਅਾਕਾਸ! |
sunIe dharatI dhaval akas.

ਸੁਣਿਐ ਦੀਪ ਲੋਅ ਪਾਤਾਲ! |
sunIs: dip loa patal.

ਸੁਣਿਐ ਪੋਂਰਿ ਨ ਸਕੈ ਕਾਲੁ! | '
sunIe pohI na saké kalu.
ਨਨ੍ਯ ਭਗਤਾ ਸਦਾ ਵਿਗਾਸੁ! |
nanak bhagta sada VIgaSU.

ਸੁਣਿਐ ਦੂਖ ਪਾਪ ਕਾ ਨਾਸੁ| |੮| |
sunle dukh pap ka nasu.

II ਸਲੋਕੁ || saloku. .

ਪਵਣੁ ਗੁਰੂ ਪਾਣੀ ਪਿਤਾ ਮਾਤਾ ਧਰਤਿ ਮਹਤੁ! |
pavanu guru pani pIta mata dharatI mahatu.

ਦਿਵਸੁ ਰਾਤਿ ਦੁਇ ਦਾਈ ਦਾਇਅਾ ਖੇਲੇ ਸਗਲ ਜਗਤੁ! |
dIvasu ratI dUI dai' daia khele sagal jagatu.
ਚੰਰਿਅਾੲੀਅਾ ਬੁਰਿਆੲੀਅਾ ਵਾਚੈ ਧਰਮੁ ਹਦੂਰਿ! |
CégIaia burIaia vace dheramu hadurI.

ਕਗਜੋ ਆਪੋm ਕੇ ਨੇੜੈ ਕੇ ਦੂਰਿ! |
karmi apo apni ke nere ke durI.

ਜਿਨੀ ਨਾਮੁ ਧਿਆਇ‘ਆ ਗਂਏ ਮਸਕਤਿ ਘਾਲਿ! |
_jIni namu thaIa gae masakatI ghalI.

ਨਾਨ੍ਯਤੇਮੁਖਉਜਲੇਕੇਤੀਛੁਟੀਨਾਲਿਸ੍ਯ-ਮ
nanak te mukh Ujle keti chuti nglI.

ਫਿਰਿਕ੍ਯਾਗਇਆਬਰਢ਼ਾਦਿਨੋਬਾਹਰਿਜਾਇਕੀਅਾਅਸਕ੍ਯਾ!
phIrI baba gaIa bagdadI no baharI jaI kia ésthana.
ਇਕੁ ਬਾਬਾ ਅਕਾਲ ਰੂਪੁ ਦੂਜਾ ਰਬਾਬੀ ਮਰਦਾਨਾ!
Iku baba akal rupU duja rababi mardana.
ਦਿਤੀ ਬਾਂਗ ਨਿਞਾਜਿ ਕਰਿ ਸੁੰਨਿ ਸਮਾਨਿ ਹੋਆ ਜਹਾਨਾ!
dIti bag nIvaj karI sfinI samanI hoa jahana.
ਸੁੰਨ ਮੁੰਨਿ ਨ੍ਯਰੀ ਭਈ ਦੇ'ਖਿ ਪੀਰ ਭਇਆ ਹੈਰਾਨਾ!
sfmI mOnI nagri bhai dekhI pir tha herana.

ਵੇਖੈਧਿਅਾਨੁਲਗਾਇਕਰਿਇਕੁਫਕੀਰੁਞਡਾਮਸਤਾਨਾ!
vekhe thanu lagaI karI IkU phakiru vada mastana.
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ਪੁਛਿਆ ਫਿਰਿਕੈ ਦਸਤਗੀਰ ਕਉਣ ਫਕੀਰੁ ਕਿਸਕਾ ਘਰਿਆਨਾ!
pUChIa phirIke dasatgir kaun phakiru kIska gharIana.~
ਨਨ੍ਯ ਕਲਿ ਵਿਚਿ ਆਇਆ ਰਬੁ ਫਕੀਰੁ ਇਕੋ ਪਹਿਚਾਨਾ!
nanak kalI VICI aIa rabu phakiru Iko pahIcana.
ਧਰਤਿ ਆਕਾਸ਼ ਚਹੂੰ ਦਿਸਿ ਜਾਨਾ!
dharatI akas cahfi dISI jana.

ਸਲੋਕ ਭਗਤ ਕਬੀਰ ਜੀਉ ਕੇ
salok bhagat kabir jiu ke.

੧ਓਂ/ਲ਼ਾਸਤਿਗ਼ੁਰ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦਿ! |
Ik o'ékar satIgur prasadI.

ਕਬੀਰ ਮੇਰੀ ਸਿਮਰਨੀ ਰਸਨਾ ਉਪਰਿ ਰਾਮੁ! |
kabir meri SImarni rasna uparI ramU.

ਆਦਿਜੁਗਾਦੀਸਗਲਭਗਤਤਾਕੋਸੁਖੁਬਿਸ੍ਰਾਮੁਸ੍ਯਮ
adI jugadi saga] bhagat ta k0 sukhu bIsramU.

ਕਬੀਰ ਮੇਰੀ ਜਾਤਿ ਕਉ ਸਭੁ- ਕੋ ਹਸਨੇਹਾਰੁ! |
kabir meri jatI kaU sabhu k0 hasnehar.

ਥਲਿਹਾਰੀਇਸਜਾਤਿਕਉਜਿਹਜਖਿਓਸਿਰਜਨ੍ਯਰੁਸ਼੍ਯਮ
balIhari IS jatI kau jIh japIO SIrjanhar.

ਕਬੀਰ ਡ‘ਗਮਗ ਕਿਆ ਕਰਹਿ ਕ੍ਯਾ ਡੁਲਾਵਹਿ ਜੀਉ!
kabir dagmag kIa karhI kaha dulthI jiu.

ਸਰਬਸੂਖਕੋ ਨਾਇਕੋਰਾਮਨਾਮਰਸੁਪੀਉੰ||੩||
‘ sarab sukh k0 naIko ram nam rasu piou.

ਕਬੀਰ ਕੰਚਨ ਕੇ ਕੁੰਡਲ ਬਨੇ ਉਪਰਿ ਲਾਲ ਜੜਾਉ! |
kabir kécan'ke kfidal bane UparI lal jarau.

ਦੀਸਹਿਦਾਧੇਕਾਨਜਿਉਜਿਨ੍ਮਨਿਨਾਹੀਨਾਉਸ੍ਯਮ
dis-hI dadhe kan jIU jIn" manI nahi nau.
ਕਬੀਰ ਐਸਾ ਏਕੁ ਅਾਧੁ ਜੋ ਜੀਵਤ ਮਿਰਤਕੁ ਹੋਂਇ||
kabir esa eku adhu']0 jive“: mIrtakU hOI.

ਠਿਭੈਹੋਂਇਕੈਨ੍ਯਰਵੈਜਤਪੇਖਉਤਤਸੋਂਟਿਮਪਮ

nIrbhe ho: 1<€ gun rave jat pekhau tat SOI.

ਕਬੀਰਰ੍ਜਾ ਦਿਨ ਹਉ ਮੂਆ ਪਾਛੈ ਭਇਆ ਅਨੰਦੁ! |
kabir ja dIn hat) mua pache bhaIa anédu.

ਮੇਂਹਿਮਿਲਿਓਪ੍ਰਭੁਪ੍ਯਾਸੰਗੀਭਜਰਿਗੁੰਬਿੰਦੁਮੲੀ!
mohI mIlIo prabhu apna ségi bhaj-hI goubidu.

ਕਬੀਰਸਭਤੇਹਮਬੁਰੇਹਮਤਜਿਭਲੋਂਸਭੁਕੋਇਮ
kabir sabh te ham bure ham tajI bhalo sabhu kOI.
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ਜਿਨਿਐਸਾਕਰਿਬੂਝਿਅਾਮੀਤੁਹਮਾਰਾਸੋਇਂਸ੍ਯਮ
jInI esa karI butha mitu hamara SOI.

ਫਰੀਦਾ ਜੇ ਜਾਣਾ ਤਿਲ ਥੋੜੜੇ ਸੰਮਲਿ ਬੁਕੁ ਭਰੀ! |
pharida je jana tIl thorre sémalI bUkU bhari.

ਜੇਜਣਾਸਹੁਂਨੰਫੜਾਤਾਂਥੋੜਾਮਾਣੁਕਰੀ||੪||
je jana sahu nédhra t5 thora manu kari.

ਜੇ ਜਾਣਾ ਲੜੂ ਛਿਜਣਾ ਪੀਡੀ ਪਾਈਂ ਗੰਢਿ! |
je jana ਬਿ.… cthna pidi pai géth.

ਤੇਜੇਵਡੁਮੈਨਾਹਿਕੋਸਭੁਜਗੁਡਿਠਾਹੰਢਿਮਘ!
te jevadu me nahI k0 sabhu jagu dItha 115th.

ਫਰੀਦਾਜੇਤੂਅਕਲਿਲਤੀਫੁਕਾਲੇਲਿਖੁਨਲੇਖਮ, .

pharida je tu akali latiphu kale IIkhU na lekh.

ਮਗ਼ਰਿੰੜੇਰਿਖ਼ੀਵਨ੍ਹਿਮਚਿਸਿਰੁਨੀਂਵਾਂਕਰਿਦੇਖੁ||੬||
apanre gIrivan mahI SII‘U nivé karI dekhu.

ਫਚੀਦਾਜੋਤੈਮਾਰਨਿਮੁਕੀਆਂਤਿਨ੍ਹਾਨਮਾਰੇਘੁੰਮਿਮ
pharida jo t8 maranI mukié tInha na mare ghOmI.

ਆ?.ਜ੍ਯੋਘਰਿਜਾੲੀਐ ਪੈਰਰ੍ਤਿਨ੍ਹਾਂਦੇ ਚੁੰਮਿ||੭||
apanre gharI jaie per tInha de COmI.

ਫਰੀਦਾਜਾਂਤਉਖਟਣਵੇਲਤਾਂਤੂਰਤਾਦੁਨੀਸਿਉਮ ਰ੍
pharida jé tau khatan vel t5 tu rata duni SIU.

ਮਰਗਸਵਾੲੀਨੀਹਿਜਾਂਭਚਿਅਾਤਾਂਲਦਿਅਾਮਯ!
marag savai nth jé bharIa t5 ladIa.

ਦੇਖੁ ਫਰੀਦਾ ਜੁ ਥੀਆ ਦਾੜੀ ਹੋਈ ਭੂਰ! |
dekhu pharida ju thia dari hoi bhur.

ਅਗਹੁ ਨੇੜਾ ਆਇਆ ਪਿਛਾ ਰਹਿਆ ਦੂਰਿ! |੯| |
ag-hu nera aIa pIcha rahIa durI.

ਦੇਖੁ ਫਰੀਦਾ ਜਿ ਥੀਆ ਸਕਰ ਹੋੲੀ ਵਿਸੁ| |
dekhu pharida jI thia sakar hoi VISU.

ਸਾਂੲੀਬਾਝਹੁਅਾਪਣੇਵੇਦਣਕਹੀਐਕਿਸੁ||੧੦1|
sz‘ii bajh-hu apne vedan kahie kIsu.

ਫਰੀਦਾ ਅਖੀ ਦੇਖਿ ਪਤੀਣੀਆਂ ਸੁਣਿ ਸੁਣਿ ਰੀਣੇ ਕੰਨ! |
pharida akhi dekhI patinié sunI sunI rine kén.

ਸਾਖਪਕੰਦੀਅਾਈਆਹੋਰਕਰੈ'ਦੀਵੰਨ!!੧੧!!
sakh pakédi aia hor karédi vén.

ਫਰੀਦਾ ਕਾਲੀਂ ਜਿਨੀ ਨ ਰਾਵਿਅਾ ਧਉਲੀ ਰਾਵੈ ਕੋਇ! |
pharida kali jIni na raVIa dhauli rave kOI.
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ਕਚਿਸਾਂੲੀਸਿਉਪਿਰਹੜੀਰੰਗੁ ਨਵੇਲਾਹੋਇ||੧੨||
karI 551i SIU pIrahri r5gu navela hOI.
ਆਪਣਾ ਲਾਇਆ ਪਿਰਮੁ ਨ ਲਗਈ ਜੇ ਲੋਚੈ ਸਭੁ ਕੋਇ! |
apna laIa pIramU n5 lagai je loce sabhu kOI.
ਏਹੁਪਿਰਮੁਪਿਅਾਲਾਖਸਮਕਾਜੈਭਾਵੈਤੈਦੇਇਸ੍ਯਡ਼ਮ
th pIramU pIala khasam ka js bhave te deI.
ਫਰੀਦਾ ਜਿਨ੍ ਲੋਇਣ ਜਗੁ ਮੋਹਿਆ ਸੇ ਲੋਂਇਣ ਮੈ ਡਿਨੁ! |
pharida jInh 1011] jagu mohIa se 10:11 me dIthU. _
ਕਜਲਰੇਖਨਸਹਦਿਅਾਸੇਪੰਖੀਸੂਇਬਚਿਨੁ||੧੪||
kajal rekh n5 sahdIa se p5khi suI bahIthU.

ਦੇਹਸਿਵਾਥਰੁਮੋਹਿਇਹੈਸੁਭਕਰਮਨਤੇਕਬਹੂੰਨਟਰੋਮ ,
deh Slva baru mohI IhE subh karman te kab-hfi n5 taro.
ਨਡਰੋਂਅਰਿਸੋਜਬਜਾਇਲਰੋਂਨਿਸਚੈਕਰਿਅਪੁਨੀਜੀਤਕਰੋਮ
n5 daro 5rI so jab)aI laro nIsce' karI apuni jit karo.
ਅਰੁਸਿਖਹੌਂਅਾਪਨੇਹੀਮਨਕੋਇਹਲਾਲਚਹਉਗੁਨਤਉਉਚਰੋਂਮ '
arU SIkh ha apne hi man k0 Ih lalac hau gun tau ucro.
ਜਬਆਞਕੀਅਉਧਠਿਧਾਨਬਨੈਅਤਿਹੀਰਨਮੈਤਬਜੂਝਮਰੋਮ’
jab av ki audh nIdan' bane atI hi ran me tab jujh m_aro.

ਭੰਡਿ ਜੰਮੀਐ ਭੰਡਿ ਨਿੰਮੀਐ ਭੰਡਿ ਮੰਗਣੁ ਵੀਆਹ! |
bh5dI j5mie bh5dI nImie bh5dI m5g5nu ViahU.
ਭੰਡਹੁ ਹੋਵੈ ਦੋਸਤੀ ਭੰਡਹੁ ਚਲੈ ਰਾਹ! |
bh5d-hU hove dosti bh5d-hU cale rahu.

ਭੰਡੁ ਮੁਆ ਭੰਡੁ ਭਾਲੀਐ ਭੰਡਿ ਹੋਵੈ ਬੰਧਾਨੁ! | ,
bh5du mua bh5du bhalie bhédI hove b5dhanu.

ਸੋ ਕਿਉ ਮੰਦਾ ਆਖੀਐ ਜਿਤੁ ਜੰਮਹਿ ਰਾਜਾਨ||
so ho m5da akhie thu j5m-hI rajan.
ਭੰਡਹੁ ਹੀ ਭੰਡੁ ਉਪਜੈ ਭੰਡੈ ਬਾਝੁ ਨ ਕੋਇ! |
bhéd-hu hi bh5du upje bh5de bajh‘u na kOI.
ਨਾਨ੍ਯ ਭੰਡੈ ਬਾਹਰਾ ਏਕੋ ਸਚਾ ਸੇਇ! |
nanak bh5d£ bahra eko saca s01.

ਲੈਤ ਦੇਤ ਉਨ੍ ਮੂਕਰਿ ਪਰਨਾ! |
let det unh mukarI perna.
ਜਿਤੁ ਦਰਿ ਤੁਮ੍ ਹੈ ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ ਜਾਣਾ||
]ਨੂਥੂਛੂੰਪ dai'I tumh he brahman jana.
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ਜਿਨ੍ਹੀ ਏਕੋ ਸੇਵਿਆ ਪੂਰੀ ਮਤਿ ਭਾਈ! |
'Inhi eko seVIa uri matI bhai.] P

ਮੰਤੁੰ ਰਾਮ ਰਾਮ ਨਾਮੰ ਰ੍ਹਾਨੰ ਸਰਬਤ੍ਰ ਪੂਰਨਹ||
métré ram ram namé dhyanfa sarbatr purnah.

ਅਕਰਣੋਂ ਕਰੋਤਿ ਅਖਾਦ੍ਰਿ ਖਾਰੁੰ ਅਸਾਜੁੰ ਸਾਜਿ ਸਮਜਯਾ||
akarné karotI akhadyI khadyé asajyé sajI samjaya.

ਤ੍ਰਾਰਿ ਤ੍ਰਾਹਿ ਸਰਣਿ ਸੁਆਮੀ ਬਿਗ੍ਹਾਪ੍ਰਿ ਨਾਨਕ ਹਰਿ ਨ੍ਯਹਰਹ! |
trahI trahI saranI suami bIgyaptI nanak harI narharah.

ਸਰਬ ਦੋਖ ਪਰੰਤਿਅਾਗੀ ਸਰਬ ਧਰਮ ਦ੍ਰਿਤੰਤਣ8 | |
sarab dokh parétIagi sarab dharam drIrétanah.

ਲਬਧੇਣਿ ਸਾਧ ਸੰਗੇਣਿ ਨਾਨ੍ਯ ਮਸਤਕਿ ਲਿਖੁਣ8 | |
labdhenI sadh ségenI nanek mastakI IIkhyanah.

ਹੋਯੋੰ ਹੈ ਹੋਵੰਤੋ ਹਰਣ ਭਰਣ ਸੰਪੂਰਣਛ | |
hoyo he hovéto harem bharan sépuranah.

ਠਿਫਲੰ ਤਸੁ ਜਨਮਸ੍ਵ ਜਾਵਦ ਬ੍ਰਹਮ ਨ ਬਿੰਦਤੇ! |
nIhphalé tasy janmasy javad braham na bIdéte.

ਸਾਗਰੰ ਸੰਸਾਰਸ੍ਵ ਗੁਰ ਪਰਸਾਦੀ ਤਰਹਿ ਕੇ| |
sagré sésarasy gur parsadi tarhI ke.

ਮਿਰਤ ਮੋਹੰ ਅਲਪ ਬੁਧੁੰ ਰਚੱਤਿ ਬਰਿਤਾ ਬਿਨ੍ਯ ਸਾਹੰ|‘ |
- mIrat mohé slap budhyé racétI banIta bInod sahé.

ਘੋਰ ਦੁਖੁੰ ਅਠਿ ਹਤੁੰ ਜਨਮ ਦਾਰਿਰੁੰ ਮਹਾ ਬਿਰ੍ਹਾਦੰ! |
ghor dukhyé anIk hatyé janam darIdré maha bIkhyadé.



 

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ENGLISH VERSION OF
BHAI KAHAN SINGH’S ENCYCLOP/EDIA OF

THE SIKH LITERATURE

Abbreviations used in

 

Abbreviations used for

in Mahan Kosh the English Version

ਉਪਸਗੰ. Preposition. prep

ਅਸ੍ਵਪਦੀ ਅਤੇ ਅਧ੍ਯਞਾਯ. a

‘ ਅਰਬੀ ਭਾਸਾ. A

ਜ੍ਯੋਟਕ ਕਬਿੱਤ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. aspho

ਅਕਾਲਉਸਤਤਿ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. aka]

ਰਾਜਾ ਅਜ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. aj
ਅਜੈ ਸਿੰਘ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. aje
ਅਨੁਕਰਣ. ਸ਼ਬਦ ਦੀ ਨਕਲ. Onomatopoeia. onom

ਅਹਾੰਤ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. arhét

ਆਸਾ ਰਾਗ. asa

A.D. ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ. AD

ਅੰਗ੍ਰੇਜ਼ੀ ਭਾਸਾ. £

ਸਲੋਕ. s

ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ ਸਲੋਕ. sahas

ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ (ਸਾਲ). ‘ AD

ਸ਼ਸਤੁਨਾਮਮਾਲਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. sanama _

ਸਮੁੰਦਰ ਰਿੜਕਣ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. samudrmathan

ਸਰਵਨਾਮ. ਪੜਨਾਉ". Pronoun. pron

ਸਰਵਲੋਹ ਗ੍ਰੰਥ. saloh

ਸਲੋਕ ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ ਵਧੀਕ. sava

ਤੇਤੀ ਸਵੈਯੇਡੂੰ ਦਸ੍ਯਗ੍ਰੰਥ. saveye 33
ਸਾਰੰਗ ਰਾਗ. sar

ਸਿੰਧੀ ਭਾਸਾ S
ਸੂਹੀ ਰਾਗ suhi

ਸੂਰ੍ਯ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰਥ suraj

ਸੋਰਠ ਰਾਗ. sor

ਸੰਸਕ੍ਰਿਤ ਭਾਸਾ Skt

ਨਾਮ. Noun )1

ਵਿਕਮੀ ਸਾਲ sémat  



ਸ੍ਰੀਰਾਗ.

ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥਵਿੱਚਜ਼ਫਰਨਾਮੇਪਿੱਛੇਜੋ੧੧ਹਕਾਇਤਾਂਲਿਖੀਆਂਹਨ.

Abbreviations

ਹਜਾਰੇ ਸ਼ਬਦ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਹਿੰਦੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਹੀਬੁ(ਮ6!)ਖ਼ਾਂ6ਖ਼ਾ) ਭਾਸਾ ਇਬਰਾਨੀ.

ਕਲਿਆਨਰਾਗ.

ਬਾਵਨਕਵਿ,ਸ਼੍ਰੀਦਸ਼ਮੇਂਸ਼ਜੀਦੇਦਰਬਾਰੀ.

ਕਸ਼ਮੀਰੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਕਾਨੜਾਰਾਗ.

ਕੇਦਾਰਾਰਾਗ.

ਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਵਾਚਕ ਸ਼ਬਦ. Verb.

ਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ. Adverb.

ਖ਼ਾਲਸੇ ਦਾ ਸੰਕੇਤ ਕੀਤਾ ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਗਉੜੀਰਾਗ.
ਗੁਜਰਾਤੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਗੁਰੁਪ੍ਰਤਾਪਸੂਰਯ (ਸੂਰਜ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼).

ਗੁਰੁਪਦਪ੍ਰੋਮ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.

' ਗੁਰੁਵਿਲਾਸਛੀਵੀੰਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀਦਾ.

ਗੁਰੁਵਿਲਾਸਦਸਵੀਂਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀਦਾ.

ਗੂਜਰੀਰਾਗ.
ਗੋ'ਡਰਾਗ.

ਚੳਬੋਲੇ.
ਗਂਭੰਰਤੁੰਪਾਪ੍ਯਾਨ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਰੰਬੇ ਦੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਜਨਮ.
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sn‘

hakayat

hajare 10

hanu

H

He

kassap

kacch

- kalki

kaII

52 Poets

K

kan

keda

v

krIsan

adv

xa

xam

gau

Gj
GPS

- gurupad

GV 6

GV 1 0

gu} '
g5d
gYan
can

can tr

caupai

cabis

Cédi I

cédi 2

cédi 3

cédr

C

b
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ਫ਼ੂ
ਥੂਥ

ਿੰਸ
ਿ਼ਭ

ੰਛੂ
ਯੂੰ

ਥੂਖ
਼ੂਥ

ੂਲ਼
ਾਭੂ

ਛੂ
ਭੁਯੂ

ੰ
ਭੂਕ

ੈੰਯ
ੂੰਛ

ੂਛੂ
ਭੁਛ

ੂਛੂ
ਭੂਫ

਼ੌਛ
ੂ

ਯੁ ‘ਕੋ
,

, ,

ਭੁਛੂ-ਭ
ੰਥੂਚੂਥ

ੂਫੂਫ਼ੈ
ਥੂਲ਼ਾਭ

ੰਰੂੰ
Encyclopaedia of The Sikh Literature

, ਜਨਮਸਾਖੀਭਾੲੀਮਨੀਂਸਿੰਘਜੀਦੀ.
ਜਨਮਸਾਖੀਭਾਈਬਾਲੇਵਾਲੀਂ.

ਜਗਰਾਜੋਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਾਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਰਾਜਾਯਯਾਤਿਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸ਼ਾ-ਗ੍ਰੇਥ.

ਜਫ਼ਰਨਾਮਹ.

ਜ਼ਿੰਦਗੀਨ੍ਯਜ਼੍ਕ੍ਰਿਤਭਾੲੀਨੰਦਲਾਲਜੀ.

ਜੈਜਾਵੰਤੀਰਾਗ.

ਵਾਰਗ਼ੁਰੂਗੋਬਿੰਦਸਿੰਘਜੀ,ਕਿਸੇਪੇ੍ਮੀਦੀਰਚਨਾ,ਜਿਸਵਿਚ
ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬਅਤੇਉਸਦੀਪੁਤ੍ਰੀਜ਼ੇਬੁੱਨਿਸਾਦਾਸਵਾਲਜਵਾਬਹੈ.
ਟੋਡੀਰਾਗ. '

ਡਿੰਗਲਭਾਸਾ.ਇਹਰਾਜਪੂਤਾਨੇਦੇਕਵੀਆਂਦੀਪੁਰਣੀ

ਬੋਲੀਹੈ.

ਤਨਖਾਹਨਾਮਾ.

ਭਿਲੰਗਰਾਗ.

ਤੁਰਕੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਤੁਖਾਰੀਰਾਗ.

ਬਲੀਦੇਸ਼ਦੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਚੱਖਣੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਦੱਤਾਤ੍ਰੈਯਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਰਾਜਾਦਿਲੀਧਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਦੀਵਾਨਗੋਯਾ(ਭਾਈਠੰਦਲਾਲਜੀਦੀਆਂਗ਼ਜ਼ਲਾਂ).

ਦੇਵਗੰਧਾਰੀਰਾਗ.

ਧਨਾਸਰੀਰਾਗ'.

Verbalroot.

ਨਸੀਹਤਨਾਮਾ.

ਨਟਰਾਗ.

ਨਰਨਾਰਾਯਣਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਨ੍ਯਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਗੁਰੂਨਾਨ੍ਯਪੁਕਾਸ਼.

ਪਹਾੜੀਂਭਯਾ.

ਰਾਜਾਪਰੀਕਿਤਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

   

JSBM

JSBB

jag
jaja tr

janmejay

jafar

jalédhar

jfdgi

jeja

jet

jégnama

todi

Dg

tanama

trlég

T

tukha

Th

Dcn

datt *

(:1I11'p

digo

d

dev

dhana

dhanétar

Vr

nasihat

nat

narsfgh

namarayan

narav

NP

Pa

paras

prichat  



ਟੂਬ
ੂਭੂ

ਖ਼ੂ
ਛੂਖ

਼ੂਯ
ੂੰਥ

ੂਰੂ
ੰਛੂ

ਜੈਂ
ਭੰਛ

ੂੰਫ
਼ੈਕ

਼ੀਕ
ਿੰਬ

ੂਭੂ
ਥੂ

ਯੋੰ
ਫ਼ੂ

ਥੂਭ
ੰਭੰ

ਭੂਕ
ੋੰਸ

਼ੈਭ
ੰ‘ਭ

ੰ’ਭ
ੂਥੂ

ਫੂ…ਵੂ
-ਭੰਰ੍

ਚੂਥੂਲ
਼ਾਫ਼ੋ

ਭੋਂ
Abbreviations

ਪਾਲੀਂਭਾਸਾ.

ਪੁਰਤਗਾਲੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਪੂਰਵੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਪ੍ਰਤਸ਼ਯ. Suffix. '

ਪ੍ਰਭਾਤੀ ਰਾਗ.

ਪ੍ਰਾਕ੍ਤਿ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਫ਼ਾਰਸੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਫ੍ਰੈ'ਚ. French.

ਬਸੰਤ (ਵਸੰਤ) ਰਾਗ.

ਬਾਂਗਰ ਦੀ ਭਾਸਾ.

ਬਾਵਨਅਖਰੀ.

_ਬਿਹਾਗੜਾ ਰਾਗ.

ਬਿਲਾਵਲ ਰਾਗ.

‘ }3.(ਧੂ.ੲੀਸਵੀਸਨਤੋਂ'ਪਰਿਲਾਂ.

ਰਾਜਾਵੇਣਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਬੈਰਾੜੀਰਾਗ.

ਭਾੲੀਬੰਨੋਵਲੀਸ਼੍ਰੀਗੁਰੂਗ੍ਰੰਥਸਾਹਿਬਦੀਬੀੜ.

ਬੁਹਮਾਦੇਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

ਬਾਈਗੁਰੁਦਾਸਜੀਦੀਗਜ਼ਾਰਵੀੰਵਾਰਦੀਵ੍ਯਾਖਜਾ

ਭਾਈਮਨੀਸਿੰਘਜੀਕ੍ਰਿਤ.

ਭਾਈਗੁਰੁਦਾਸਜੀਦੀਆਂਵਾਰਾਂ.

ਭਾੲੀਗੁਰੁਦਾਸਜੀਦੇਕਬਿੱਤ.

ਭੈਰਉ(ਭੈਰਵ)ਰਾਗ.

ਮਹਲਾ,ਅਰਥਾਤਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹੀ(ਸਤਿਗ਼ੁਰੂ).

ਮੱਕੇਮਦੀਨੇਦੀਗੋਸਟਿ.

ਮੱਛਅਵਤਾਰਦੀਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

ਗਿ੍ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ.
ਮਨੁਦੇਰਾਜਦਾਪ੍ਰ'ਸੰਗ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.

ਮਹਾਗਾਟ੍ਰੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਮਲਾਰਰਾਗ.

ਮਾਧਵਾਨਲਸੰਗੀਤ.

ਮਗਧਦੇਸ਼ਦੀਭਾਸਾ.

ਮਾਝਰਾਗ.
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paras

Pg
Pu

P0

PP

suf

prabha

Pkt

PPP

prIthu

P

- F

basét

Bg
bavan

bIha

bIIa

BC

ben

bera

béno

braham

bhagta v11

BG

BGK

bher

m

mago

macch

menu

manuraj

M

maIa

ma 55g

Mg
majh
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ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ. ਮਾਂਧਾਤਾ ਦੀ ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. madhata

ਮਾਰ. ਮਾਰਵਾੜੀ. Mv

ਮਾਰੂ. ਮਾਰੂ ਰਾਗ. maru

ਮਾਲੀ. ਮਾਲੀਗੌੜਾ ਰਾਗ. maIi

ਮੁਲ. ਮੁਲਤਾਨੀ ਭਾਸਾ. Ml

ਮੋਹਨੀ. . ਮੋਹਿਨੀ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. mohni

ਯੁਧਿਸ਼ਟਰ ਰਾਜ. ਰਾਜਾ ਯੁਧਿਸ੍ਰਿਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ. yuthstar

ਯੂ. ਯੂਨਾਨੀ ਭਾਸਾ. G
ਯੌ. ਯੌਗਿਕ ਸ਼ਬਦ. Etymological. cpd, ety
ਰਹਿਤ. ਰਹਿਤਨਾਮਾ. rahIt

ਰਘੁਰਾਜ. ਰਾਜਾ ਰਘੁ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. raghu

ਰਾਮ. ਰਾਮਕਲੀ ਰਾਗ. ram

* ਰਾਮਾਞ. ਰਾਮ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. ’ ramav

ਚੁਦ੍ਰਾਵ. ਰੁਦ੍ਰ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦਾ ਪ੍ਰਸੰਗ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. ਰ੍ rudr

Latin. ਲੈਟਿਨ ਭਾਸਾ. L

ਲੋਕੋ. ਲੋਕੋਕ੍ਰਿ. ਲੋਕਾਂ ਦੀ ਕਹਿਨਾਵਤ. prov
ਵਡਹੰਸ ਰਾਗ. vad

ਵਰਾਹ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. varah

ਵ੍ਯਯ. sen

ਵਾਮਨ ਅਵਤਾਰ ਦੀ ਕਥਾ, ਦਸਮਗ੍ਰੰਥ. vaman

ਜਿਸਰ੍ਯਦੀਇੱਕਵ੍ਯਹੈਉੰਸਲਈਕੋੲੀਅਂਗਿਠਹੀਂ. var]

ਜਿਸਰਾਗਦੀਆਂਇੱਕਤੋ-‘ਵੱਧਵਾਰਾਂਹਨਉਨ੍ਹਾਂਲੲੀਅੰਗ. ਪ੍ਯਾਢ਼ਾਡੈਂ'

੧-੨-੩ਵਰਤੇਹਨ,ਐਸੇਹੀਐਤਸੋਮਆਦਿਦਿਨਾਂਸੰਥੰਧੀ. var3

ਬਾਣੀ ਲਈ ਵਾਰ ੭ ਹੈ.
ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਣ. Adjective.

ਵਿਸਨੁਅਞਤਾਰਦੀਕਗ਼ਦਸਮਗੁੰਥ.
ਵਿਚਿੜੂ ਨਾਟਕ.
ਅਵ੍ਯਯ. Particle.

ਵ੍ਰਜਭਯਾ(ਮਥੁਰਾ1°ਰੁੰਦਾਵਨਦੀਬੋਲੀਂ).

ਵਿੰਦਕਵਿਦੀਸਤਸੲੀ.

 
var 7

adj

VIsan

VN

Part
VI
vrfd

 



NEW LETTERS

For writing in the standard language ofa country, there is no need to form new letters.

Whichever letters the scholars 0fthe language have formed, those perform the whole task.

While writing in a foreign language, the task gets tough. No wonder there is an urgent need

to form new letters. For writing in Punjabi, the Gurmukhi letters are so flawless that no

new formations are required.

ਕਹੂਂ ਰਿ-ਰਿਸਿ _“, ਤ-ਤਕਲੀਫ਼ .; ਸ-ਸਬੂਤ

ਗ ਸ਼-ਸ਼ਰੀਰ }, ਤੁ-ਤੁਬੀਥ J ਸ-ਸਹੂ-ਲਤ

ਧ ਸ-ਸਟ ma; ' , ਹ-ਹਜਞ ,j ਸ਼-ਸ਼ਹੀਦ
ਚ ਸ-ਸਮਾਯ z, ਹੁਂ-ਹਰਾਮ ‘f ਸ-ਸਬਰ

ਫੇਰਾ ਕ-ਕਮਾ é, ਖ਼-ਖ਼ੁਸ਼ਕ Z, ਉ-ਅੁ-ਇ
ਕ ਜ. ਜਾਨ (ਕ੍ਯਾਨ) 5 ਜ-ਜਿਕਰ * ਉਮਰ-ਅੁਕ਼ਲ-ਇਲਮ

- ਹਸੰ' ,- ਜ਼-ਜ਼ਚਿਰ ਨੁੰ ਗ਼-ਗ਼ਰਕ਼

: -ਦੁ:ਖ ਨਮ:2 ਭੰ ਜ-ਅਜਦਹਾ _; ਫ਼-ਫ਼ੌਜ

ਮਨਸ੍3 J ਜ-ਜਯਾਫ਼ਤ J ਕ਼-ਕ਼ਤਲ .
]; ਜ-ਜਹੂਰ ` ਚਸ਼ਮੇ Hr.“

 

'This ‘r’ is marked over a character.

2This is called VIsargé.

3This marks a a-less consonant.

4This sign stands for a vowel sound in between [I] and [e].

 



 

INTRODUCTION
After going through Pandit Tara Singh’s Guru Granth Kosh in Sammat 1955 (1898

AD) and Bhai Hazara Singh’s Sri Guru Granth Kosh in 1957 (1900 AD), I got the idea
to especially prepare a useful good lexicon by including words which have appeared in
Guru Granth Sahib and arranging them in the order of characters and vowel symbols.l

For making this idea a success, I commenced a special study ofSri Guru Granth Sahib

which took me five years to complete. As I started arranging the words in order and saw
the Encyclopadia Britannica, I thought that there should be a similar reference book for
Sikh literature which might properly distinguish all words contained in Sikh religious

literature. ‘

_ During Sammat 1963 (1906AD), I studied Dasam Granth, and after that works ofBhai

Gurdas, Bhai Nand Lal, Sarab Loh Prakash, Guru Sobha, Anecdotes by Bhai Mani Singh,

GurupadPrem Prakash, Hukamnamas, commentaries on Gurubani and several historical

treatises. Having read them, I noted down words and after pondering over all aspects of

etymology and semantics2 and after discussing them from time to time with learned men, I

succeeded in discovering their actual and suggestive meanings.

Due to several reasons, following the death of Maharaja Hira Singh of Nabha on

May 10, 1912, I gave up service ofthe State; I went to Kashmir to Spend the summer, and

there on 20th May after ardas started writing Gurushabad Ratnakar Mahan Kosh. It was

completed on February 6, 1926.

The completion ofthe book was followed by concern about its publication. Maharaja

Brijendra Singh ofFaridkot who had promised its printing and publication, had expired,

and Maharaja Ripudaman Singh ofNabha, who for one and a halfyear had been giving

ample funds for my staffand had sanctioned large amount ofmoney for the printing ofthe

book, abdicated and went away from Nabha. The Administrator ofthe state declared treasury

as empty and declined to get the book published.

‘ At last in consultation with some friends, it was decided'that five hundred customers

should be found each ofwhom would pay halfthe price ofthe book in advance thus enabling

it to be sent for publication. For this purpose one thousand specimen booklets were got

printed and distributed as also advertisements were issued to newspapers. Only for two
'In Pandit Tara Singh’s Kosh, thus is the order in which words begin and end: ਸਉਤ, ਸਲਿਤਾ, ਸਮਰੱਥ, ਸਦਾ,

ਸਹਜਸਮਾਧਿ, ਸਰਨ, ਸਮਾਨ, ਸਰਬ… etc. In Bhai Hazara Singh’s Kosh, words observe this order as ਓਕ, ਉਕਤ, ਊਂਖਰ,

ਉਗਲਾਰੇ, ਓਘ, ਊੰਚ, ਉਛਾਹੜਾ, ਉਜੂ, ਉਜਲ, ਓਜਾੜ, ਉਝਰਤ, ਓਟ… etc.
2“

 

akaksa pun yogyata sénIdhan pahIcan. tatparay catho mIle, hove sabadgyan.”-Bhai Gulab Singh J i.

ln this connection, See ਵ੍ਰਿਤਿ 4.
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hundred copies did the customers come forward over nine months.l

Having been disappointed by the public, I appealed to the Sikh Maharaj as, requested
them to buy three hundred copies and favour me by assisting in the profitable venture.
Maharaja Bhupendra Singh ofPatiala called me to Chail on October 1, 1927 and issued an
order that he would meet all expenditure on the Mahan Kosh, and that it would be published
by the State ofPatiala and that all advance payment received from the prospective buyers be
returned forthwith. This was done and the printing ofthe book commenced at Sudarshan
Press Amritsar on October 26. 1927 and ended on April 13, 1930.2

The contents ofthisMahanKosh (Encyclopcedia 0fThe Sikh Literature) the readers will know
themselvesby reading it, but to mentionthem briefly inthe introduction seems appropriate indeed:

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

Included are wordsfrom all well-knownbooksofprose and versewhichrelate to Sikhism.
Not only the alphabetical order ofwords, but that ofthe vowel symbols has also
been maintained, like —ਅਉ [av], ਅਉਸਰ [ausar], ਅਉਹਠ [auhath], ਅਉਹਾਰ [auhar],
ਅਉਖ [aUkh], ਅਉਖਦ [aukhad], ਅਉਗੁਣ [augun], ਅਉਘਟ [aughat], ਅਉਚਰ [aucar],
ਅਉਛਕ [9061181<]...ਅਇਆਨ [aIan], ਅਈਏ [aie], ਅਸ [as], ਅਸਰ [asah], ਅਸਤ [asat],
ਅਸਤਾ [asta], ਅਸਥਿ [asathI], ਅਸਥਿਰ, [asthIr] ਅਸਨ [asan], ਅਸਪ [asap], ਅਸਬਾਬ
[asbab], ਅਸਮਰਥ [asmarath], ਅਸਮਾਨ [asman], ਅਸ਼ਰਫੀ [asraphi], ‘ਅਸਾ [asa], ਅਸਾਡਾ
[asada], ਅਸਾਧ [asadh], ਅਸਾਰ [asar], ਅਸਿ [aSI], ਅਸਿਤ [aSIt], ਅਸੀਸ [asis], ਅਸੀਮ
[asim], ਅਸ਼ੀਲ [asil], ਅਸੁ [asu], ਅਸ਼ੁਚਿ [asUCI], ਅਸੁਰ [asur], ਅਸੂਆ [asua], ਅਸੂਤ
[asut], ਅਸੇਖ [asekh], ਅਸੈ [ass], ਅਸੋਕ [asok], ਅਸੋਦ [asoc], ਅਸੰਖ [੩5ਟੋ1<11],ਅਸੰਗਤ
[aségat], ਅਸੰਭਵ [asébhav], ਅੱਸੀ [assi], ਅੱਸੂ [assu],3 ਅਸ਼੍ਵ [asru] etc.
Meanings ofwords have been clarified by mentioning their roots and derivation.
In this regard, readers are required to keep in mind that in Sanskrit 1708 roots
have resulted in lacs ofwords. On further investigation, it seems valid to hold
that betwixt the roots and the words formed therefrom, supreme is the conceived
meaning. From vr ਅਸ੍ is derived ਅਸਿ [aSI]. The root means ‘to cut’. On this
basis, ਅਸਿ can without any problem be used ਧਿਢ਼ਾਕੁਹਾੜਾ [kohara], ਛਦ੍ਹੀ [chavhi] or
ਟੋਕਾ [toka], but by extension this word has been used by scholars for a sword too.
Ifa word has several meanings, its components are given and with examples their
meanings are classified. See ਸਾਰ, ਹਰਿ, ਕਾਮ, ਗਤਿ, ਗੁਣ, ਨਾਰ, ਨਿਹੰਗ, ਪੀਰ, ਬਾਮ, ਬਾਰ, ਰਾਮ… etc.
If a noun relatesto a Puran, Simriti or Shastar, its full detail is provided. See

ਉਗ੍ਰਸੇਨ, ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਂਧ, ਸ਼ੁਨ੍ਯਸ਼ੇਫ ਗਜ, ਜਨ੍ਯ. ਪੁਰਖੁ, ਪਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ, ਮਧੁ, ਮਨੁ, ਯਾਰ੍ਯਵਲਰ੍ਯ… etc.
 

'Order for seventy copies was placed by Sardar Bahadur Sardar Dharam Singh, a government contractor.
2I spent 28 years in identifying words, explicating them and checking their proofs.

3Conjunct characters come after matras, that is why words like ਅੱਸੀਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਅੱਸੂ follow ਟਿੱਪੀ [tIppi] (nasalization)
as a conjunct character will come after a character with an ਅਧਿਕ [athk] if they were written using

Sanskrit pattern : Staff, ਗ਼ਗ੍ , conjunct characters not being there [hal] sign has occasionally been used

as in ਪ੍ਲਕ.
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(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
(11)

(12)

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)
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Briefreferential detail is given to explain words relating to history. Seeਅਕਬਰ,ਅਮਰਦਾਸ

ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ, ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ, ਹਕੀਕਤਰਾਇ, ਹਰਿਸ੍ਚੰਦ੍ ਨਾਨਕ ਦੇਵ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ, ਨੰਦ, ਪ੍ਰਿਥੀਰਾਜ… etc
‘ Full location of gurdwaras, alongwith historical account, is given. See ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯਸ੍ਵਾਰ,

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ, ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ, ਕਰਤਾਰਪੁਰ, ਚਮਕੌਰ, ਨਾਨਕਿਆਨਾ, ਬਗਦਾਦ, ਮੁਕਤਸਰ, ਲਹੌਰ… etc.
Full specification is provided ofwords relating to geography. See ਉਚਿ, ਕ੍ਯਾ, ਕਾਬੁਲ,

ਦਿੱਲੀ, ਪੰਚਾਲ, ਮਦ੍, ਰਾਢਾ... etc.

Full effort has been made to explain botanical names deriving from Latin. See

ਉਰੁੰਬਰ, ਅਕਾਸਬੇਲ, ਤਗਰ, ਤਿਲਕ, ਮੌਲਸਰੀ, ਲਸਣ… etc.
Elucidation is given ofwords concerning science. See ਘੁੰਮਣਘੇਰ, ਬਿਜਲੀ, ਭੁਚਾਲ… etc.
Correct forms are given ofhistorical names which with the passage 0ftime and

colloquial pronunciation have so changed that it is difficult to specify their original

or real formations, as in case ofਅਦੁਹਮਾਨ [adrahman], ਅਥੂਤਬੇਲਾ [abutbela], ਖੋਜ
ਜਨਾਵਰ [khoj janavar], ਟਟੀਹਰੀ ਸ਼ੇਖ [tatihri sekh], ਸ਼ੇਖ ਬ੍ਰਹਮ [sekh braham], ਢਬਾੲੀ
[dhabai], ਲੋਣੀ ਅਖਤਰ [loni akhtar]... etc

Religious terms relating to Islam, Christianity, Parsees, have been distinguished

and explained in full. See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ ਫਿਰਕੇ, ਇੰਜੀਲ, ਈਸਾ, ਈਦ, ਹੱਜ, ਕੁਰਾਨ, ਖ਼ਲੀਫ਼ਾ, ਜਗਾਤ,

ਨਮਾਜ਼, ਪਾਰਸੀ, ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ, ਮੁਹੰਮਦ, ਮੂਸਾ… etc.
At several places, maps, sketches and images have been provided to facilitate

their understanding. See ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯ1ਰ, ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ, ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ, ਸਾਜ, ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ, ਸਿੰਘ, ਦਿੱਲੀ,

ਨਾਨਕਪੰਥੀ, ਬਗਦਾਦ, ਲਹੌਰ… etc.
Thorough research has been undertaken'1nthe case of musical terms. See ਸ਼ੂਤਿ,

ਸ੍ਵਰ, ਠਾਟ, ਬਿਲਾਵਲ, ਭੈਰਵ, ਮੂਰਛਨਾ, 6131... etc.
Words appearing as riddles have been elaborately explained. Seeਸਸਿਅਨ੍ਯਨਨਿ ਜਾ

ਚਰਨਾਥਸੜੂ, ਝਖਧਰਸੁਤਧਰਧਰ, ਪ੍ਰਿਥਵੀਬਿੰਦਪੰਚਾਨ੍ਯ, ਚਿਪਸਮਦਕ੍ਤਿਕਨ੍ਯਰਿ… etc..- ਖੲੀ

DetailIS given about words relating to medicines and diseases. See ਸੌ'ਢ, ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ,

ਹਲਕ, ਹੈਜਾ, ਜਵਾਇਨ, ਤਾਪ, ਦਾਰਚੀਨੀਂ, ਬਠਫ਼ਸ਼ਾ, ਮਿਰਗੀ… etc.
Pronunciation ofwords taken from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian, etc. has been clarified

> by putting them1n the source language.

It18 also essential to tell the readers that words of different languages which after

absorption by the Punj abi language have totally changed their form and meaning, should

in their present form and meaning be taken as correct. It is not proper to call them incorrect

and relegate them to their former shape.I ’
'With the passage 0ftime. spellings ofwords change in all the languages. However, current orthography

doesnot regard obsolete spellings wrong as in Ramayan: ਧ੍ਰਬ੍ਰੂਗੈਟ੍ for ਧ੍ਰਥੂਬ੍ਰੂਫੈ, ਛਜਜਰ੍ for ਛਰਥਫ੍ਰਾਜ਼੍; ਧੁਸ੍ਯਟਧੀ for

ਧੁਗਂਵ੍ਯਾਣਧੀ; ਡ਼ਇਿਗਧਰ for ਕ਼ਾਧ੍ਯਾਧਰ; ਰਾਢਧ for ਗੰਧੇਵ੍ਯਾ; ਸਨ੍ਯੂਰੀ for ਧਨ੍ਯੂਗੀ. Similarly, in old English words: aboute

(about); bricke (brick); Cabull (Kabul); gode (good); hande (hand); heuen (heaven); hight (height); hys

(his); lande (land); Londinium (London); Noapolis (Naples); nyght (night); preue (prove); speche (speech);

tonne (ton); trouthe (truth) etc. are not incorrect.
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Scholars have divided words into eight categories, viz, ਤਤ੍ਸਮ [tatsam], ਅਰਧ ਤਤ੍ਸਮ

[aradh tatsam], ਤਦਭਵ [tadbhav‘], ਮਿਸ੍ਰਿਤ [mIngt], ਅਨੁਕਰਣ [anukaran], ਪ੍ਰਤਿਧ੍ਰਨਿ
[pratIdhvanI], ਸਾਂਕੇਤਕ [8ਫੋ1<€ਚਿ1<], and ਸੰਕਿਖੂ [5ਰੌ1<ਝੁਗ਼ੁ})ਦਿ].

(a) ਤਤ੍ਸਮ (unaltered) are those words which after absorption into Punjabi/other

(19)

languages retain their original form and meaning. For example ਉੱਤਮ [uttam], 

ਉਦਾਰ [Udar], ਉਂਪਂਕਾਰ [Upkar], ਉਪਮਾ [Upma], ”ਚਿ [anét], ਅਪਮਾਨ [apman], ਔਤ 
[5t], ਅੰਨ [5n], ਇੱਛਾ [Iccha], ਸੁਖ [sukh], ਸੁਗੰਧ [sugédh], ਸੇਵਾ [seva], ਹਠ [hath], 
ਹਲ [hal], ਹੰਸ [}1ਟੈ5], ਕ੍ਯਾ [katha], ਕੀਲ [kil], ਕੋਟ [kot], ਗੁਣ [gun], ਚਿੰਤਾ [cita], ਚੰਚਲ 
[cécal], ਜਗਤ [jagat], ਜਾਪ [jap], ਜਾਰ [jar], ਤੇਜ [tej], ਤੋਲ [੮੦1], ਦਾਸ [das], ਦਾਨ 
[dan], ਦਿਨ [dIn], ਧਨ [dhan], ਧੂਪ [dhup], ਨਾਮ [nam], ਨੀਚ [nic], ਪਲ [pal], ਪੁਲ 

[pul], ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ [prasad], ਪ੍ਰਾਣ [pran], ਫਲ [phal], ਬਲ [bal], ਬੰਧਨ [bédhan], ਭਜਨ 
[bhajan], ਭਾਰ [bhar], ਭੋਗ [bhog], ਮੱਲ [mall], ਮਿਤੁ [mItr], ਮੋਹ [moh], ਮੰਗਲ [mégal], 
ਮੰਤ੍ਰ [métr], ਰਸ [ras], ਰਣ [ran], ਰਥ [rath], ਰਾਜਾ [raja], ਰੂਪ [rup], ਰੋਮ [rom], ਲੋਕ 
[1੦1<], ਲੋਭ [lobh], ਵਸਤੁ [vastu] etc. are from Sanskrit;

ਉੱਮਤ [ummat], ਅਮਾਨਤ [amanat], ਅਮੀਰ [amir], ਔਰਤ [arat], ਸਨਦ [sanad],

ਸਬਬ [sabab], ਸਰਦਾਰ [sardar], ਸਲਾਮ [salam], ਹਵੇਲੀ [haveli], ਹਿੰਮਤ [himat], ਹੌਲ
[11:੭1], ਕਬਾਬ [kebab], ਕਮਾਲ [kamal], ਕਮੀ [kami], ਕਿਤਾਬ [kItab], ਕੁਰਸੀ [kursi],
ਗੁਨਾਹ [gunah], ਚਮਨ [caman], ਜਹਾਨ [jahan], ਜ਼ਲਸਾ [jalsa], ਜਾਨ [jan], ਜਿਗਰ [jIgar],

ਜੰਗ [jég], ਤੀਰ [tir], ਦਸਤਾਰ [dastar], ਦਰਗਾਹ [dargah], ਦਰਜਾ [darja], ਦਰਦ [dared],
ਦਿਲ [dIl], ਦੀਨ [din], ਦੀਵਾਨ [divan], ਦੇਗ [deg], ਦੌਲਤ [dalat], ਨਹਿਰ [nahIr], ਨ੍ਯਦ

[narad], ਨ੍ਯਮ [naram], ਨਵਾਬ [navab], ਠੋਕ [nok], ਨੌਬਤ [nabat], ਬੰਦ [b'éd], ਮਦਰਸਾ
[madrasa], ਮਰਦ [marad], ਮਾਲ [mal], ਮੁਰਦਾਰ [murdar], ਮੁਰੰਬੀ [murabbi], ਮੁਰੀਦ 
[murid], ਮੋਰਚਾ [morca], ਮੌਜ [maj], ਮੌਤ [mat]... etc. are from Persian/Arabic; 
and ਅਪੀਲ [apil], ਸਕੂਲ [sakul], ਸੋਡਾ [soda], ਕਲਾਸ [kalas], ਕਾਲਰ [kalar], ਕਾਲਿਜ 
[kale], ਕੇਸ [kes], ਕੋਟ [kot], ਕੋਰਟ [korat], ਕੰਪੌਂਡਰ [k§p5c_lar], ਗੇਮ [gem], ਗੋਲ 
[gol], ਟਾਈ [tai], ਟੈਨਿਸ [tenIs], ਟ੍ਰੋਮਵੇ [tremve], ਡਾਕਟਰ [daktar], ਨਿਬ [nIb], 
ਪਲੀਡਰ [palidar], ਪੋਲੋ [polo], ਪ੍ਰੋਫੈਸਰ [prophesar], ਬੂਟ [but], ਬੈੱਰਿਸਟਰ [berIstar], 
ਬੋਰਡਿੰਗ [bordig], ਮਾਸਟਰ [master], ਮੈਚ [mac], ਮੋਟਰ [motar]... etc. are from 

English.

ਅਰਧ ਤਤ੍ਸਮ (half-altered) are those which have somewhat changed in writing and 

pronunciation, but not much in their shape, for example ਉੱਚਧਾ [ucca], ਉੱਜਲ [ujjal],

_ ਉੱਦਮ [061619111],ਅਕਾਸ [91<85],ਅਗੰਮ [agém], ਅਨਿੱਤ [ਗ਼ਾਜ਼ੀ], ਇਕਾਂਤ [ਗ਼ੁ1<ਬੋ੮],ਸ੍ਯਰੱਥ 
[samrathh], ਸੂਰਜ [suraj], ਸੰਜੋਗ [séjog], ਕਲੋਲ [kalol], ਕਾਰਜ [karaj], ਕੋਸ [kos], 
ਗਿਆਨ [gIan], ਛਿਤਿ [chItI], ਛਿਨ[੦}1ਗ਼],ਜਮਂ[]'9ਧ1], ਜੈ [}'ੲ],'ਜੌਗ []08],ਜੋਧਾ [jodha], 
ਦਇਆ [ਯੱਰ੍ਯਗ਼],ਦੁਅਾਰ [ਧੰਪਪਿੱ],ਨਿੰਦਿਆ [ਢ਼ਾਧੰਯੱਗ਼ੁਕੈ],ਨੈਣ [ਸ਼ੲਗ਼ੁ],ਪੁੰਨ [})ਪੋਸ਼],ਪੁਰਖ [purakh], 
ਪ੍ਰਾਂਨਮੁ'ਖਿ [pranmukhI], ਬਾਹਰ [bahar], ਬਿਜੋਗ [bIjog], ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ [brahman], ਭਗਤ 
[bhagat], ਭੈ [bhe], ਮਰਜਾਦਾ [marjada], ਮਾਇਆ [maIa], ਰਾਤ [rat], ਲੱਛਮੀ [lacchmi], 
ਵਨ੍ਯ [vanaj], ਵਰਖਾ [varkha], ਵਿੱਦਿਆ [VIddIa]... etc. are from Sanskrit;
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and ਸਹੀਦ [sahid], ਸੱਕਰ [sakkar], ਸਜਾ [saja], ਸਰਬਤ [sarbat], ਸਾਹਬ [sahab], ਸਾਦੀ
[sadi], ਸੈਤਾਨ [setan], ਹਜਾਰ [ਸ਼ਿ]8੮],_ਹਾਜਰ [hajar], ਕਸਾਈ [kasai], ਕਬਜਾ [kabja],
ਕਰਜ [karaj], ਕਾਗਜ [kagaj], ਖਸਮ [khasam], ਗੁੱਸਾ [gussa], ਚਰਖਾ [carkha], ਜਰੂਰਤ
[jarurat], ਜੋਰ [jor], ਤਮਾ [tama], ਤੋਂਸਾ [tosa], ਨਗਾਰਾ [nagara], ਬਾਜ [baj], ਮਨਜੂਰ
[manjur], ਲਿਹਾਜ [IIhaj]... etc. are from Arabic-Persian;
and ਅਸਟਾਮ [astam], ਅਫਸਰ [aphsar], ਸਕਿੰਡ [sakicl], ਕਪਤਾਨ [kaptan], ਕਰਾਬੀਨ
[karabin], ਕੁਨੈਨ []<011£11], ਜਰਨੈਲ [jarnel], ਟਿੱਕਸ [tIkkas], ਟੈਮ [tam], ਡਿਗਰੀ [dIgri],
ਦਚੇਸੀ [daresi], ਪਤਲੂਨ [patlun], ਪਰੇਟ [paret], ਪਿਸਤੌਲ [pIstal], ਬੈਰਾ [bera], ਬੋਤਲ
[botal], ਮਿੰਟ [mit], ਮੀਲ [mil], ਰਜਮਟ [rajmat], ਰਪੋਟ [rapot], ਰਫਲ [raphal] etc.
are from English.

(c) ਤਦ੍ਭਞ (evolved) are those words which, come from Sanskrit, Arabic, Persian

Sanskrit

and English, ahd have altogether changed their former shape. The following
will make it amply clear : ‘

Punjabi Example

ਉਸਨੀਕ “SIr pahI usnik-hI nik banai.”—NP.
, ਉਗਲਣਾ “bIkhU kadhe mukh uglare.”~m 4 var gau 1.
ਅਉਤ “aut janeda jaI.”—-m' 1 var ram 1. _

" ਅਂਫ਼ੀਚੁ “navanu purabu abhicu.”—tukha chét m 4.
ਸਉਕਨਿ “saukanI ghar 1<i 1<ਟੋ੮ tIagi.”—asa m 5.
ਸਤਿਠਿਤਿ “satI nIratI bujhe je kOI.”—sukhmani.
ਕਬਰੋਂ “jIU kécan kothari carIo, kabro hot phIro .”—sarm 5.
ਕਿਅਾੜਾ “asmanI kIara chIhonu.”—var ram 3.

ਖਰਬਾੜੂ “kharbaru khira.”—BG.
' ਖੂਹਣਿ “khIma VIhune khap Ige khuhanI lakh asékh.”—o§1<ar.
ਗਾਖਣਾ “na galli gakhie.”——BG
ਗੁਸਾਈ “gusai ! partapu tuharo ditha.”——sar a m 5.
ਗੁਲਾਲੁ “kamal aleat he 58 hatha VICI gulalu.”—m 4 var sri.
ਘਸਣਾ “ghaSI cédanu jasu ghaSIa.”—kGII m 4.
ਜਾਹਰਠਵੀਂ “jaharnavi tape bhagirathI ani.”—maIa ਧੀ 4.
ਗੋਪਣਾ “jo gur gope apna, su bhala nahi.”—m 4 var gau 1.
ਛਠਿਤੰਰ “chanIchar varI saun sasat bicaru.”—bIIa m 3 var 7.
ਜਵਾਈ “kuram sake naII javai.”—asa m 4.
ਜੋਕ “qu kusti tanI jok.”-—sar surdas.
ਝੀਵਰੁ “Ihu jiu machli, jhivaru trIsna kalu.”—m 1 var ram 1.
ਡ਼ੀਨਿ “chike par teri bahutu dithI.”—basét kabir.
ਤਤਬਿੰਦ “mokh tatbid mahI jan nIrdhar hs.”—NP.
ਤਪੜ “taper jha_r VIchaI.”—BG.
ਤਮੋਲ “kajal har tamol ras.”—var maru 2 m 5.
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“kIt-hi kamI na‘ dhaulhar thu harI bIsrae.”—suh1' m 5.

“put pota parota natta.”—BG
“nanak paIépe karhu kIrpa.”—bIIa chét m 5.

“sagal parachat lathe.”—sor m 5.
“parosanI puchIle nama.”——sor namdev.

“masi 3r masa jag VIVIdh VIkhyata he.”—BGK.
“kInhi laug supari.”—keda kabir.

Example

“kause sapat payala.”—bh€r namdeV.
“galhu kavaI kholI pahInai.”—BG
“kunséi kini tin prabina.”—GPS.
“khusre kIa gharvasu?”—m 1 var majh.
“jin khurgir sabhu paVIt hahI.”—m 4 var sor.
“cunI vekhI kadhe jajmalIa.”—v'ar asa.
“marhate dakhni kIye tagir.”—PPP.

“satIguru pura kars tabibi.”—BG
“tIsu maIa 55g: na talka.”—-maru solhe m 5.
“me gur mIlI UC dumalra.”—sr1' m 5 pepaI.

“gur ks sabadI najikI pachanhufiflmaru solahe m 3.

“us di namoSi hon lagi.”—JSBB. ‘
“us di nit badli vekhke.”—JSBB.
“nugadi modak adIk brid.”—GPS.
“kIUkarI paIa hOI bajgari.”-—BG
“bio puChI na maslatI dhare.”—g5d m 5. ,

“kIa masitI SIr nae?”—prabha kabir.
“brid majur lage tab aI.”——GPS.
“pathyo matbar take pas.”—GPS.
“anIk musaddi karte kar.”—GPS.
“na jalu leph tulaia.”—vad alahani m 1.

Similar is the rule applicable to tadbhav words from English, Portuguese and French

languages — MFflEE—Adjutant; ਅੜਦਲੀ-(ਨੂਘੀਘੀ; UHUBW—Hospital; EME—Command; ਕਰਨੈਲ- .

Colonel; ਕਾਰਤੂਸ-(ਹੂਂਪਿੰਚਿਪਘੀੳ; ਕੁਮੇਦਾਨ-(ਹੂਂ0ਮਿੰ111811ਧੰ8111; ਗੜਡੀਲ-(ਫੂਫਿ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਧੰਤੋ਼ਪਿੰ; ਗਿਟਸ-(3811815;

ਗ਼ੁਲਜਰੀ-ਸ਼ੁਪ11'5 eye; ਦਰਜਨ-1)02611; ਪਲਟਣ-ਸ਼ੁਘੀਗੀਘਾ or Platoon; ਪਾਦਰੀ-ਥਿਧੀੳ; ਫਲਾਲੈਨ-ਗ਼ਪਿੱਘਗਂ;

ਬਟਨ-130ਖ਼ਿ੦11; ਮੇਮ-ਇਿਕਧੰਪਿੱਧ੍ਯ; ਰਪੇਟੀਆਭੰਢਿਞਾਘਾਂਹਿ; ਚੰਗਚੂਟ-ਪਿਤੈਧਿਪਬ੍ਰੂਜ਼ੂ; ਲਫਟੰਟ-ਸ਼ੂਫਿ਼ਪਫਿ਼ਪੋੰਟਘਿ; E'Z—Lord;

ਲਾਲਟੈਣ-[ਭੰਕੈਪਿੰੳਪਿੰ etc.
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ਮਿਸ੍ਵਿਤ (mixed) words are those which have come into being through a combination
oftwo or more languages, for example ਅਣੀਆਲੇ ਤੀਰ [aniale tir], ਸਾਹਿਬਸਿੰਘ [sath
sigh], ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨ ਪ੍ਰੌਸ [sudarsan pres], ਸੁਲਤਾਨਪੁਰ [sultanpur], ਹਕੀਕਤਰਾਟਿ
[hakikatraI], ਹਰਿ ਕੀ ਪੌ'ੜੀ [harI ki pari], ਹੁਗਲੀਬੰਦਰ [huglibédar], ਕੁਬੋਲ [kubol],
ਖਾਲਸਾਕਾਲਿਜ [khalsakale], ਗੁਰਬਖਸ਼ ਸਿੰਘ [gurbakhas sigh], ਗੁਚੂਡਮ [gurudom],
ਜਾਰਜਨਗਰ [jarajnagar], ਮੁਖ਼ਲਿਸਗੜ੍ਹ [muxlIsgarh], ਰੇਲਗੱਡੀ [relgaddi], ਲਾਯਲਪੁਰ
[layalpur] etc.

ਅਨੁਕਰਣ (imitation) words are formed by imitating some sound, for example ਸਾਂ ਸਾਂ
[5ਰੇੰ ਠੰਫੇੰ], ਸੂੰ ਸੂੰ [sfi sfi], ਟਣ ,ਟਣ [tan tan], ਟੈੱ ਟੈੱ [੮'੬ ਦਿ], ਠਾਹ ਠਾਹ [thah thah], ਨੈ' ਨੈ“
[thé thé], ਡੁਗ ਡੁਗ [dug (_108],ਡੈੱ ਤੋਂ [d5 d5], ਧਤੰਮ [dherém]... etc.
ਪ੍ਰ'ਤਿਧੁਨਿ (resonance) words are formed by juxtaposing words of similar sound
such as ਕੱਟ ਵੱਢ [1<੪ਨੂਨੂ vaddh], ਖਾਣਾ ਦਾਣਾ [khana dana], ਪਾਣੀ ਧਾਣੀ [pani dhani],
ਪੂਰੀ ਊਰੀ [puri uri], ਮਾਰ ਧਾੜ [mar dhar]... etc.1
ਸਾਂਕੇਤਕ (allusive) words are those which by referring to certain traits or qualities
carry special meaning such as ullu (owl) for a stupid person, or anéd for maniage.
ਸੰਕ਼ਿਖੂ (abbreviated) words are formed by shonening others such saba from sadbas,
sudi from sukal dIn, badi from bahul dI-n.

Literary terms are provided detailed definition and explication, See ਉੱਲਾਸ, ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ,
ਸਵੈਯਾ, ਸਾਰ, ਕ੍ਰਿਪਾਨ, ਚਿਤੁਪਦਾ, ਛੱਪਯ, ਦੀਪਕ, ਦੋਹਰਾ, ਭਾਵ, ਭੁਜੰਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ, ਰਸ, ਰੂਪਕ… etc.
Errors committed by historians have been rectified with full evidences, See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘ,

ਧੂਬਰੀ, ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ etc.
Words relating to rituals are explained in full. See ਔਜੀ, ਕਾਂਉੱ ਉਡਾਉਣਾ, ਜੂਨ ਵਿੱਚ ਧਨ
ਪਾਉਣਾ, ਤਣੀ ਛੁਹਣੀ, ਪਾਣੀ ਵਾਰਣਾ… etc.
Difficult words, phrases or lines are indicated by the first word ofthe line followed
by the remaining a couplet or quatrain. See ਅਣਮੜਿਆ ਮੰਦਲ਼ੋਂ ਬਾਜੈ., ਅਧਮ ਚੰਡਾਲੀ.,
ਏਕਮਰੰਤੇਦੋਂਇਮੂਟੇ,ਤੀਸਇਕੁਅਰੁਪੰਜਿਸਿਧੁ, ਫੀਲੁ.,ਪਰਿਲਾਪੂਤੁਪਿਫ਼ੈਰੀਮਾਈ etc.
Certain lexicographers and scholars not understanding the grammatical rules of
Prakrit and Punjabi grammar applicable to derivations from Sanskrit have given
wrong meanings contrary to context. These words have been corrected so as to
be in accordance with Gurbani. See ਸੁੰਨ 9, ਗ਼ੁਲਾਲੁ 2, ਪਗਾਰ 3, ਪਰਲ 2, ਪਾਵਸ… etc.

Some additional words have been given against lexicographical traditions so

that semi-literate scholars do not misinterpret Gurbani wilfully by (going against
the scriptural texts. For instance ਚਉੜਿ [ਞਬਪਿੰਗ਼ੁ] after ਚਉੜ [(:ੲਭੇਂਧਤ੍ਹਾ], ਰਿੰਨ੍ਹਿ [rinhI]
after ਰਿੰਨ੍ਹ [rinh] have been separately put. Similarly See ਗੁਰਿ, ਜਪਿ, ਮਨਿ, ਮੰਘਰਿ…
etc.2 '
 

'Ruralites, use onomatopoeic words as ਕੜੀ ਕਚੌਰੀ, ਪੜੀ ਪੂਰੀ, ਚੜੀ ਰੋਟੀ… etc. _

2I, myself, have heard certain scholarly persons pronounce ਜੋ ਚਉੜਿ as ਚਉੜੂ and ਕੁਹਿ ਬਕ੍ਯਾ ਚਿਨ੍ਹਿ ਖਾਇਆ as

ਕੁਹਬਿ ਕਰਾਰ ਨ ਖਾਇਆ. Through mispronuciation they play havoc with meanings.
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(24) New letters have been devised to transliterate in Punj abi the words of Sanskrit,
Arabic and Persian so as to enable their correct pronunciation.l Historians of
languages know that a word after entering another language becomes a part of
that language. To relegate such Punjabi words back to their original form would
be a hostile act against the mother tongue. See illustrations under heading
seventeen ofword-distinctions and altered words.

(25) At the end of the illustrations, information is provided about poets and their
writings.2 A list of symbols used has been given in the beginning of the book
under the head ‘ABBREVIATIONS ’

To give detail of obstacles and disappointments faced during the preparation and
publication of this book would lessen the enthusiasm of the writers. However it is also
necessary to mention in passing that our community has very little regard for work ofthis
kind. Not many know how such works are written and what benefit can to be drawn from
them. ’ '

I am highly indebted and grateful to those votaries ofknowledge who provided me
help in this venture, especially reverend Bhai Bishan Singh J i, Mahant Gurdwara Baba
Ajapal Singh, Nabha, who took great pain in writing in order the words noted by me from
numerous volumes, Pandit Krishandas Shastri Udasin, professor Teja Singh, M.A., Khalsa
College and Bhai Dharmant Singh who gave valuable suggestions during the revision.
Raja Sir Daljit Singh of Kapurthala and Sardar Mukand Singh Engineer Simla spared
time to write on rags’, Bhai Mohan Singh Vaid ofTarn Taran and Bhai Dharam Singh J1
Vaid ofBudiala helped'1n writing about diseaSes. Sardar Nand Singh Ramgarhia ofSimla
contributed a lot1n the preparation ofmaps ofgurdwaras, Maulana Maulavi Hakim Mirza
Muhammad Nazir Sahib Asshe, Munshi Fazil took the trouble ofreplying to history-
related queries, Late Dhani Ram ‘Chartik’, Printer Sudarshan Press Amritsar, not behaving
like a businessman but as a votary ofknowledge, published it, excellently with enthusiasm
and devotion. Last of all, I am grateful to the court of Patiala entitled to blessing from
Satguru and honour from Sikh Panth through the benevolence ofwhich this book has
reached the readers.3

I am highly indebted to those scholars whose histories, glossaries, dictionaries etc. have
been helpfiil'1n this endeavour ofmm.“

'See under ‘New Letters’.
 

2'Such quotations as carry no names of authors at the end are mine.

3Due to the publication of 1,000 copies instead of 500 as envisaged earlier, the increase of pages from

3000 to 3338 and the retention of scholars for supervision, the price has been increased to Rs 110/-

from the initial one of Rs. 70/-. It does not include any payment to the author for devoting so much time

to the project.

4The names of books are not listed to avoid increase in size.
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Subject to forgetfiilness and little knowledge, I shall heartily thank by speech and writing

those who would take the trouble ofpomtmg out any errors to be found here.

Nabha

l Baisakh, Sammat Guru Nanak 461,

Vikrami 1987

13 April 1930

Servant ofthe lovers of knowledge

Kahan Singh
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1ਸ਼^ਢ਼$^ਮਿੰਸੁ1ਸ਼੍ਰ6ਬ੍ਰਾਧਢ਼ਸ਼ੁ5,

Akalbunga — Sri Amritsar J i

Darbar Baba Attalrai Ji — Sri Amritsar

Sant Atar Singh J i Mastuana

Sardar Sir Atar Singh, Bhadaur

Map ofAbchal Nagar ,

Takhat Sri Abchal Nagar (Hazoor Sahib)

Sri Harimandir — Amritsar Ji

Sri Amritsar City

Khalsa College. Amritsar Ji

Map ofAmritsar

Weapons of Sri Dashmesh Ji at Takhat Kesgarh Sahib

Takhat Kesgarh Sahib — Sri Anandpur '

Map ofAnandpur _

Name of Weapofis and their pictures in serial order; ਲ਼ੀ

Gurdwara Fatehgarh Sahib — Sirhind

Map of Sirhind -— Fatehgarh

Musical Instruments ,

Saragarhi Memorial — Sri Amritsar

Birds of prey

Lion, Tiger

Leopard, Panther

Map of Sultanpur

 

Page No.

84

116

125

125

171

172

187
188

189

190

247

248

249

331—4

409

410

450

467

482—4

491

492

561

 



 

  



੧ ‘ਸਤਿਗੁਰਪ੍ਰਸਾਢਿ

ਅਥਗਰਸ਼ਬਦਰਤਨਾਕਰ
~-

ਮਹਾਨਕੋਸ਼

ੳ [ura] the first vowel letter of Punjabi script,
pronounced with lips. From ੳ are formed

vowel symbols_, =, `, ` [5kar, dulékar, hora

and kanara respectively].

ਉ [u] Skt? n Brahma. 2 Vishnu. 3 Shiv. 4 part
wonderment, astonishment. 5 a vocative.

6 also, again. 7 in old Punjabi, ਉ is also used

in place of `, ”, ਮ, ਯ, ਵ and , as for example

ਕਰਉ for ਕਰੋ, ਜਪਉ-ਜਪੋ, ਅਉਰ-ਔਰ, ਹਉਮੈ-ਹੌਮੇਂ, ਜਉ-

ਅਵਗੁਣ, ਦੇਉ-ਦੇਵ, ਉਕਰ-ਵਕ਼ਰ and ਉਜੂ for ਵੁਜ਼ੁ, etc.

ਉੱ [ਪੋ] part a word indicating interrogation,

anger, prohibition or warning.

ਉਅਸਤੁਅਾ [uastva], ਉਅਸਤ੍ਹਾ [uastva] sen ‘You
are because of ura.’ ura indicates you, your.

-gyan. See its complete meaning under ਉਕਾਰ.
ਉਆ [ua] pron that, a form of ਉਹ. It is an
oblique form of third person pronoun. “ua

‘ ausar ks hau baleai.”—sar m 5. “ua ka étu na

jane kou.”—bavan. “ua te utamu ganau

c5dala.”—bavan.

ਉੰਆਹਿ [uahI] his, to him. “uahI jape bIn ubar
na hou.”—ba van.

ਉਇ [UI] pron a form of ਉਹ, which means
‘he, she, or that’. “01 sukh kaSIU baran

sunavat.”—sar m 5. 2 See ਓਇ.
ਉਸ [us] pron a form ofਉਹ, which means ‘he,

she, or that’. “us uparI he marag mera.”

. -suhi fetid. 2 S n sunshine, sunlight. 3 SktB'EL

(W to heat, bum, kill) from which are derived

words such as ਉਟ੍ਰਿ, ਉਣਿ, ਉੰਸ਼ੀਸ. '

ਉਸਕਣਾ [0591038],ਉਸਕਨਾ [usakna] See ਉਕਸਨਾ. 2 to

draw a long deep breath, breathe deeply, sigh.

ਉਸਗਾ [usga] See ਅਸ਼ਗਾ-
ਉਸਟ [usat] SktGISE; n ਰਾਜ੍ਅਾ to heat, burn. One

who eatsjunk and digests it with the heat of

its stomach is a camel; one with a long neck.

P fi'. “ture usat maIa mahI bhela.”—bher

kabir. See ਕਰਹਲ. 2 Skt ੳਾਨ. a lip. “pharkét

usat ru nen.”—datt. ‘Lips and eyes flutter with

anger.’ See ਓਸਟ and ਅਧਰ.

ਉਸਟਨ [ustan]SktG'c'HTri71' n throwing, forsaking.

“Ik pani VIC ustiahI.”—var sor m 3. ‘Some

are thrown in water.’

ਉਸੁਟਰ luster] See ਉ'ਸਟ.
ਉਸਟਰੁ ਨੈਨ [ustaru nen] ਓ11ਠ (lips) and ਨੈਨ

(eyes). See ਉਸਟ 2.
ਉਸਟੀਅਹਿ [ustiahI] See ਉਸਟਨ.

ਉਸਟੰਡ [ustéd] Skt ਚਿਧੇਰਸ੍ਯ n an act of sitting in

the dark i.e. insistence on doing ajob without

thinking. 2 turbulence. 3 a slander. 4 a scramble.

5 Skt ਉੱਚੰਡ adj indignant. 6 Some scholars take
this word as originating from ਉਸਟ-ਅੰਡ, an

impossibility as is laying an eggby. a camel.

ਉਸਟ੍ਰ [ustra] a camel, an ostrich. See ਉਸਟ-
ਉਸਟ੍ਰੀ [ustri] adj concerning a camel. See ਉਸਟ੍ਰੀ

ਦਮਾਮਾ. 2 Skt ਰਲ੍ਹ n a female camel.

ਉਸਟ੍ਰੀ ਦਮਾਮਾ [ustri damama] n a kettle-drum

mounted on a camelback. “mace kop 1<ਬ1<8 su

ustri damame.”—carItr 405.

ਉਸਤ [usat] _..ਭੰ/ਜੁੱ n buttocks, rump. 2 to throw, haul.

ਉਸਤਖਾਨ [usat khan], ਉਸਤਖ਼ੁ’ਨ [usat xvan]

1In the Hindu scriptures the camel is an impure animal and
 

riding it causes impurity. See manu SImrItI Ch 12 $ 20|

and arr: SImrItI s 293. According to Islam, the camel is a

sacred animal and worthy of sacrifice. See ਹੱਜ.



ੳਸਤਤ-

P ਘਾਂਝੁੱਜੰ n a part of food that is thrown away

like the bone of meat or stone of fruit.

“usatkhan gosat tnagth pun.”—NP.

ਉਸਤਤ [ustat], ਉਸਤਤਿ [ustatI] Skt ਜਤੁਤਿ ‘n
praise, a eulogy. “ustatI kahanu n9 jaI mokh-

hu tuharia.”—phunhe m 5. See 7=ਤੁ.

ਉਸਤਤਿਵ੍ਯ'ਜ ਨਿੰਦਾ [ustatI vyaj nfda] Skt
ਜਤੁਤਿਵ੍ਯ'ਜ ਇਿ n a censure under the garb of

praise. 2 a rhetorical ਗਿ…. See ਵ੍ਯਯਇਿ.
ਉਸਤਰਾ [ustara1P ,;i n a razor. Skt ਕੁਰ-

ਉਸਤਵਾਰ [usatvar] P AF"? adj firm, strong.
2 honest, firm in religious belief.

ਉਸਤਾ [usta] P ਪਿੰ n a translation of the
Zoroastrian scripture also called Zend Avesta.

See ਜੰਦ 3. 2 short form of ਉਸਤਾਦ.

ਉਸਤਾਦ [ustad]P ਭੰਇਿ n ateacher, an instructor.

2 Guru Nanak Dev. “tIn ustad panahI.”—va'r

maru 2 m 5.

ਉਸ਼ਤੁਰ [ustur] See ਉਸਟ.

ਉਸਤੌਤੁ [ustotr] Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਤ੍ਵ n praise, a eulogy. 2 a
hymn in praise of someone; a psalm. See ਸੂ. ,

In Punjabi it is also pronounced as ਅਸਭੋਤ੍ਰ

[astotr].

ਉਸਨ [usan] SktUEUT adjwarm, hot. 2 11 summer.

“usan sit karta kare.”——bIIa m 5. 3 an onion,

silver. 4 in the Purans, the name ofa particular

hell. 5 fire. 6 the sun. 7 agile, free from sloth.

866ਉਸ 3.

ਲ਼ੀਉਸਨਕ [usnak] Skt ਤਧ੍ਯਕ਼ adj smart, active.
2 which warms, or heats.

ਉਸਨਤਾਪ [usantap] Skt ਰਧ੍ਯਗਧ੍ n a fever caused
by heat. 6’?” (ਰੂੰ bilious fever. In it, the normal
body temperature heats up the blood

abnormally to produce a burning sensation

and dryness in the eyes, mouth and throat,

causes nauseous feeling and bitter taste; the

urine becomes yellowish in colour; intense

thirst and headache occur.

For its cure the first step is to alleviate

constipation, then take a mixture ofkaru, cat’s

ੳਸਾਸ 

tail (cypress scouiosus), holerlhera antidy 

senterica, frageria vesca, and creeper patha 

in equal measures; pound and boil them in 

the proportion of half a pound of water fOr l 

tola of the pounded mixture. When half the 

water has evaporated, add one tola of lump 

sugar. Administered to the patient after sieving, 

it brings him relief.

- Alternatively, a pounded mixture of 

oldenlandin bifora, basa, karu, wormsood, 

coriandrum stivum (coriander seeds), myrtle, 

all in equal measure, is beneficial. The patient 

is required to avoid hot condiments, pickles 

and liquor. “sital jvar aru usantap bhan chai 
rog alru sénIpat gan.”—-carItr 405. 2 sun-
stroke. ,

ਉਸਨਾ [usna] Skt ਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ adv with pleasure. 2 at 

once, immediately. 3 n ਤਡ੍ਸ੍ਯਰ੍. Shukrachary, 

mentor of the demons. See ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ.

ਉਸਨ'ਕ [usnak1A 9c; plural ofਹੁਂਸਨਤ. virtues,

moral excellences. 2 adj virtuous, morally 

upright. “két sughar usnak.”—NP. 3 P ਹੁਸਨ-

S'Erbeautiful. See ਹੁਸਨਾਕ. 4 shrewd, sagacious. 

5 See ਉੰਸਨਕ.

ਉਸਨਾਕ ਸਿੰਘ [usnak sigh] a resident of Sirhind 
who was a whisk-holde‘r in the service ofGuru 

Gobind Singh.

ਉਸਨੀਸ [usnis], ਉਸਨੀਕ [usnik] Skt ਰਾਂਥੂਯੀਯ n 

something that protects the head from the sun 

etc.; a helmet, crown. 2 a. turban, an under-

turban. “sIr pe usnik-hI nik banai.”—NP.
ਉਸਮਾਨ [usman] ufiSee ਖ਼ਲੀਫ਼ਾ.

ਉਜ਼ਰ [user] A ff a tenth part, tithe. 2 one tenth

of income from land payable to the king. 

ਉਸਰੲੀਆ [usraia] builds up. See ਉਸਾਰਣਾ. “qu
balak balughar usraia.”-—bIIa a m 4. 2 n 

construction, building. 3 adj(one) who builds 
by laying bricks.

ਉਸਾ [usa] See ਊਖਾ 3. 

ਉਸਾਸ [bsas], ਉਸਾਸਾ [੦885815/“ਰਜ੍ਠੁਗ਼ਚ n a cold
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breath, long breath, sigh. “cot suheli sel ki

lagat leI usas.”—s kabir. “péth nIhare kamIni

locan bharile usasa.”—gau kabir.

ਉਸਾਰ [usah] Skt ਨ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਫ਼ੁ n zeal, courage. 2 an
enterprise.

ਉਸਾਹੀ [usahi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਪੋੰਕ੍ਯਾਫਿਜ੍ adj zealous, enthusiastic.
2 enterprising.

ਉਸਾਣ [usan] Skt ਅਵਸਾਨ n the end. 2 a result,
consequence, an outcome. 3 consciousness,

awareness. 4 y3'174*?'>‘timely sense of means to

be employed.

ਉਸਾਰਣਾ [usarna], ਉਸਾਰਣੁ [usaranU] Skt ਰਟ-ਰ੍ਵਕ੍,
ਰਵ੍ਯਚਜਿਂ 11 making, constructing. 2 the act of

placing one above another. “jo usare so dhahsi

tIsu bInu avaru na kOI.”-—051<ar.

ਉਸਾਰੀ [usari] n the process of constructing,

building. See ਉਸਾਰਣਾ.
ਉਸਾਰੂ [osaru] adja mason, builder.

ਉਸਾਰੇਦੇ [usaréde] adv in the act ofconstructing
or building. 2 adj (those) who build. “kothe

médap maria usarede bhi gae.”—s farid.

ਉਸਿ [051] to or for him/her. See ਉਸ. “tesa
suvaran tesi USI mati.”—sukhmani.

ਉਸ਼ੀਨ੍ਯ [usinar] Skt n a place inhabited by those

who fulfil desires; Gandhar Desh. 2 son of

King Mahamana and father of Shivi, a

Chandarvanshi king.‘ “gayo usinar bhupatI

pas.”'—GPS. See ਗਾਲਵ.

ਉਸ਼ੀਰ [usir] Skt n the scented root ofAndropogon
muricatus a grass plant, used for making fans

and straw screens, also used to make perfumes

and numerous medicines. See ਖਸ.

ਉਸੁ [USU] See ਉਸ. “USU asthan ka nahi bInas.”

—sukhmam'.

ਉਸੂਲ [usu1]A Jr", plural of ਅਸਲ. n a tenet,
principle. 2 a doctrine, an outcome. 3 a root,

a base.

ਉੰਸੇੲੀ [usei] See ਉਸੇਨਾ.

ਉਸੇਸ' [uses] Skt ਰਦਾਵ੍ਭ੍ਗਚ n a sigh, cold breath.

'For Ushinar’s tale, See Mahabharat part one, p. I3 I.
 

ਉਕਤਾਉਣਾ

“nares ji uses li.”—ramav. ‘King Dashrath

heaved a sigh.’

ਉਸੇਨਾ [usena] to heat, warm, foment. 2 to cook,

boil, “bfjnadI bhune bhije pise o usei

bIbIdhanie.”—BGK. ‘meals of different

kinds, roasted,-soaked, ground, or boiled.’

ਉਗਾਂਟ੍ਰ [ustra] See ਉਸਰ.

ਉਸ੍ਵਤਿ [ustatI] See ਉਸਤਤਿ. “kavan bIth ustatI
karie?”—-saveye sri mukhvak m 5.

ਉਹ [uh] pron he, she, they. “Uh tau bhut bhut

karI bhagi.”—suhi raVIdas. 2 part expressive.

of grief, surprise and fear. 3 a vocative

pointing to some one or something.

ਉਹਦਾ [uhda] A “.!" n a rank, post, position. 2 a

responsibility.

ਉਹਦਾਦਾਰ [uhdadar], ਉਹਦੈਦਾਰ [Uhdedar] P 1M4;

n the holder ofa rank. See ਉਹਦਾ.

ਉਹਾਂ [ਘੀਫੇੰ] at that place, there. See ਊਹਾਂ.
ਉਹੀ [uhi] pron the same, that. “jahI dekho, uhi

he.”—c§d1’ 1. “Uhi pio Uhi khio.”——gau m 5.

ਉਹੀਂ [ਪੀਪੌ] at that very place. See ਊਹਾਂ.

ਉਹੁ [uhu] pron he. See ਉਹ. “uhu sakatu bapura

marI gaIa.”——s kabir.

ਉਕਸਣਾ [Ukasna], ਉਕਸਨਾ [ukasna] Skt ਤਵ੍ਯਾਧਯਿ v

to rise or move upwards. “guru ke sar jIn ke

loge nahI Uksan pae.”—GPS. 2 to flare up,

shine. 3 to raise head.

ਉਕਸਾਉਣ [uksaut] n incitement, instigation. See

ਉਕਸਣਾ.
ਉਕਸਾਉਣਾ [uksauna] v to raise, instigate, provoke.

2 abet. See ਉਕਸਣਾ.

ਉਕਸਾਵਟ [uksavat] See ਉਕਸਾਉਟ.

ਉਕਤ [ukat] Skt ਉਕੁ adj said, mentioned. “sagal
Ukat Upav'a.”-sriam 5. ‘All efforts mentioned
above failed.’ 2 Skt ਚਕ੍ਕ n vital air, breath.

3 an utterance, a statement. “harIo ukte tan

khinsua.”—gau m 5. ‘failed to speak.’

ਉਕਤਾ [okta] n a speaker, talker. 2 a poet.
ਉਕਤਾਉਣਾ [uktauna] v to fail to'speak, stop
speaking. 2 to be indifferent, to lose interest.
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3 to be tired. “pache bojh uktavai.”—BGK.
ਉਕਤਾਣਾ [Uktana], ਉਕਤਾਨਾਂ [Uktanéi] adj devoid
of strength, weak. 2 with weak sight. “kItre
ratiane oktane.”—BG ‘many suffering from
nyctalopia, and weak vision.’ 3 tired.
4 apathetic. 5 v to get tired. 6 to fluster.
ਉਕਤਿ [ukatI] Skt ਉਕ੍ਰਿ n a speech, remark. 2 a
novel phrase. “UkatI SIanap kIchu na jana.”
—asa'm 5. 3 Skt ਯੁਕ੍ਰਿ n a scheme or plan;
proposal. “apni UkatI khalave bhojén apni
UkatI khelave.”-—dhana m 5.

ਉਕਤਿਥਿਲਾਸ [UkathIlas], ਉਕਤਿਵਿਲ਼ਾਸ [ukatI-
vxlas] a free translation of Durga’s
omnipotent power in Dasam Granth,
Chandicharitar excels in marvellous quotes.
Its first line reads “3th cédi carItr ukatI
bIlas.”—dhana m 5.

ਉਕ'ਥ [Ukath] See ਉਕਤ 2. '
ਉਕਰ [okar] ), n a weight, load. 2 weightage,
regard. “ukar apno kyokar khoth.”—GPS.
3 elderliness, reverence. 4 to spread, sprawl.
5 See ਉਕਰਣਾ.

ਉਕਰਣਾ [ukarna], ਉਕਰਨਾ [Ukarna] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਣਤਜ੍ਯਜਿ਼ v
to cut, chop into bits. 2 to dig, scrape.

ਉਕਲੇਦ[ਪ1<19(1]5/ਢਫ਼ਾਂਚਰ੍ਯਤ੍ਜੇਞ n vomit, puke causing
nausea or sweat.
ਉਕੜਨਾ [ukarna] v to bend, bow. 2 to catch,
pounce.

ਉਕਾਈਂ [Ukai] n an omission, oversight, a
mistake. ,

ਉਕਾਸਣਾ [Ukasna], ਉਕਾਸਨਾ [Ukasna] See ਉਕਸਣਾ.
“sis ukase uparI jOI.”-—GPS.
ਉਕ਼ਾਬ [ukab] A ...-,ਕਿ n a chasing and hunting
bird, larger than a falcon but smaller than a

vulture that has black eyes; an eagle. It is a

foreign bird and does not lay eggs in the

Punjab. It has a large head and heavy talons.

An eagle can easily kill a fox or a rabbit. On

seeing other hunting birds like hawks preying, '

it swoops on them, snatches their prey and
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flies away. It keeps away from the odour of
roses and does not get close to them. Snakes
do not come where its feathers are burnt. In
the past its feathers were stuck in arrows. See

ਉਕਾਰ [ukar] n the character ੳ. 2 pronunciation
of ੳ. 3 ਓਅੰਕਾਰ. “uastua Ukaré.”—gyan.
meaning ‘Through ura is the form of the
ultimate realised.’ 4 the Creator. “jéjar ukar
prakas mIte.”—NP. ‘The realisation of the
Creator eliminates worldly bonds.’
5 immanent, . latent with qualities. See
ਉਕਾਰਸ.
ਉਕਾਰਸ [ukaras] sen has form, is immanent. “kI
Ukaras, kI nIkaras.”——gyan. ‘is with and
without form.’

ਉਕਾਲ [ukal] n a bad time, an evil hour. 2 the
lack of something; destruction. “trete cauthe
caran Ukala.”—BG.

ਉਕੇਰਾ [ukera] n an engraver, inscriber. 2 adj
engraved. “SIIpIn CItr VIsal ukera.”——GPS.
‘The craftsmen engraved a wide picture.’ See

ਸਿਲਪ and ਸ਼ਿਲਪੀ. a
ਉੱਕਣਾ [ukkna] v to forget, err.
ਉੱਕਤ [ukkar] adj (one) who misses, fails or
forgets to act. “guru te Ukkar cela.”—BG.
ਉੱਕਾ [ukka] adv originally, initially, completely.
2 adj altogether, overall.

ਉਬ੍ਹ [ukt] See ਉਕਤ.

ਉਕੂ’ਨਿਮਿੱਤਾ [uktnImItta] See ਵਿਸ਼ੇ'ਸੋਕ੍ਰਿ (b).
ਉੰਰ੍ਹਿ [uktI] See ਉਕਤਿ.

ਉਥਲ [ukhal], ਉਖਲੀ [okhli] Skt ਉਲੂਖਲ n one

whose face is Skyward; a vessel of wood or

stone with a deep pit in which grain is hulled,

flailed or thrashed. 2 sockets ofsense organs.

“nau ukhal.”—BG 29-10. ‘nine openings ofthe

human body.’ 3 sense inhering the organs;

socket'. “nau ukhal VIC ukhli.”—BG.

'Nose, ear. eye etc. are limbs formed like sockets. In them,
 

the faculty to smell, hear and see, operates as sense.
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ਉਖੱਲਣਾ [ukkhalna] v to skin, scrape or remove

the surface layer. “kuhI kUhI‘khall ukhall

VInassi.”—BG.

ਉਖੜਣਾ [ukharna] v to become rootless. 2 to
shift from a place.

ਉਖਾ [ukha] See ਊਂਖਾ 3. 2 Dg night.

ਉੱਖਣ [ukkhan] v (ਉਤ੍-ਖਠਨ) to d:g up, excavate,
to mine. “khan Ukkhan kadh an de nIrmolak

hira.”——BG.

ਉਗਣਾ [ugna], ਉਗਨਾ [ugna] v to sprout, come

out ofthe seed. 2 (for the sun) to rise, appear.

ਉਗਰ [ugar] See ਉਗਰਿ and ਉਗ੍ਰ.
ਉਗਰਣ [ugran] Skt ਗਂਟ੍ਰੋਧ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ v to throw out eaten
stuff from the mouth, vomit. 2 (for a weapon)

to come out of the scabbard with force. See

ਉਗਰਿ.
ਉਗਰਾਹੀ [ugrahi] n collection; the act ofraising,

taking or receiving.

ਉਗਰਿ [ugarI] adv with a jerk. 2 with a leap.
“ur te ugarI katari 1agi.”—caritr 113.

ਉ'ਗਲ [Ogal] Skt ਗ਼ਬ੍ਯੂਜਿ. See ਔਗੁਲਿ.
ਉਗਲਣਾ [ugalna], ਉਗਲਨਾ [ugalna] See ਉਗਰਣ.

“bIkhU kadhe mukh uglare.”—var gau m 4.

‘gurgled out of the mouth.’ “ugal myan te

kharag papate.”—GPS. ‘The sword leapt out

of the scabbard and fell.’

ਉਗਲਾਰੇ [uglare] leaping out. See ਉਗਲਨਾ.
ਉਂਗਲੀ [ugli] See ਅਗੁਲੀ.
ਉਗਵਣ [ugvan], ਉਗਵਨ [ugvan] v to come out,

sprout. “nau bije nau ugve.”—Var ram 1 m 3.

2 to rise, appear, become manifest. “je sau

'céda ugath.”—Var asa m 2. 3 11 early'

morning, dawn. 4 the east, where the sun rises.

“ugvanhu ts athvanhu‘.”—var ram 3.

ਉਗਵੰਦਾ [ugvéda] rising, appearing. 2 n Arora,

a resident ofChuhnian who became a disciple

of Guru Arjan Dev and attained beatitude.

“setha ugvéda dou apar sabhaga tin.”—GPS.

ਉਗਾਹ [ugah] See ਉਗਾਹਣਾ. . 2 n a witness. See
ਗਵਾਹ.
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ਉਗਾਹਣਾ [ugahna], ਉਗਾਹਨਾ [ugahna] Skt ਤਫ਼੍-ਧਜ੍ਯ

‘ v to collect, receive. 2 to deposit, realize.

ਉਗਾਹਾ [ugaha] a matrIk metre of two lines,
each having 26 matras with a mid pause after

the fifteenth "and the final pause after the next

eleventh matra, the last two matras being guru

and laghu.

Example:

“me manI tanI premu pIrém ka,

atthe pahIr lagénI.

jan nanak kIrpa dharI prabh,

satIgur sukkhI vasénI.”‘—vargau 1 m 4.
ਉਗਾਹਿ [ugahI] n See ਉਗਾਹ. 2 ਉਦ-ਗਾਹ a boat,

ship. “caran tale ugahI bESIO sramu na rahIo
sarirI.”—maru am 5. ‘The passenger sat with

the boat under his feet unmindful of the

disrespect shown, rather he alleviated his

fatigue.’

ਉਗਾਹੀ [ugahi] n evidence; the statement of a
witness. “lake vadhi denI ugahi durmatI ka
galI phaha he”—maru solhe m 1.

ਉਗਾਣਾ ਸਰਾਇ [ugana saraI] See ਉੰਗਾਣੀਂ.

ਉਗਾਣੀ [ugani] a village in tehsil and police

station Rajpura in Patiala state. It has a

gurdwara dedicated to Guru Teg Bahadur

and Guru Gobind Singh. Pandit Tara Singh

has referred to Ugani as Ugani Sarai.

Two halls have been built in a single

compound, the right hand one is in the

memory of the ninth Guru and the left hand

one in that ofthe tenth Guru. Maharaja Karam

Singh of Patiala had got them constructed.

The gurdwara has 20 bighas of land attached

to it. Its s-ewadar is a baptized Singh.

1In this the sign ofadhak (" ) has been used at two places,
 

only to show the number ofmatras. In Gurbani, we should

not add any sign on our own because expert granthis. while

reciting, pay adequate ear to geminated words. In “kénI

musla suphU galI.” -s farid., the pronounciation of

“musalla” is evident enough.



 

From Sarai Banjara railway station, a mile

long path leads eastward to this place.

ਉਗਾਥਾ [ugatha] a ganIk metre comprising four
lines, each line organised as ISl, SSI, SIS, S,

with pauses after every five characters.

‘ Example:

atht thte, abah bahe,

akhécj khéde, adah dahe,

abhéd bh§cle, adég dége,

amfin mime, abhég bh5ge.'—ramav.

ਉਗਾਧ [ugadh] n a varnIk metre also named
tIlkaria and yasoda. It has four lines each

organised as lSl, S, 5.

Example:

sabarI nené, Udas bane”),

kahyo kun‘ari, kuvrItIkari.2—ramav.

ਉਗਾਲਣਾ [ugalna] v See ਉਗਲਣਾ. 2 to roll whatever
is put into the mouth between tongue and

palate; to ruminate; to chew the cud.

ਉਗਾਲਦਾਨ [ugaldan] n a utensil in which whatever
is being rolled in the mouth is spit; a spittoon,
cuspidor.

ਉਗਾਲੀਂ [ugali] n rumination; the act ofchewing
the cud as goats and sheep do.

ਉਗੂਰ [ugur] Skt ਗ਼ਛਤੂੰਨ੍ਹੂੰਦ੍ n a bud, sprout. “kallar
khet na bij ugurs.”—BG ‘in saline barren field,
the seed does not sprout.’

ਉਗ੍ਰ [ugr] Skt ਗਾ adj frightening, fearful,
terrible. “ugr pap sakat nar kine.”—1<aII a m

4. 2 sharp, piercing. 3 irate. 4 strong,

powerful. 5 n according to Manu, a kshatri

offspring born to a shudar (low caste) woman;

(in Aushnas Simriti) a Brahman’s offspring

born to shudar woman. 6 Shiv.

ਉਗ੍ਰਸੇਨ [ugrsen], ਉਗੁਸੈਣ [ugrssn], ਉਗ਼ੁਸੈਨ [ugrsen]

,ਵੂ/ਧਿਤ੍ਯਰੈਜ n one who has a strong army; son of
 

'Excitement of women is shown through the example of

Kekai.

2With tear filled eyes, King Dashrath said to Kekai. “O ’

false woman! you are an evil woman.”

6 ਉਗ੍ਰੇਸੁਜਿਅਾਰਾ

Ahuk born to Pavanrekha, husband ofKarani,

father of Kans, elder brother of maternal

grandfather of Krishan and elder brother

Devki’s father. Ugarsen brought up his niece

as his own daughter and therefore Devki came

to be known as Ugarsen’s daughter.

Ugarsen ruled over the kingdom of

Mathura very efficiently, but his wicked son

Kans dethroned him and himselfbecame the

king. Krishan killed his maternal uncle Kans

and reinstated Ugarsen on the throne.

Ugarsen was a devotee of the Creator.

“ugrsen kau raj abhe bhagtah jan dio.”

—saveye m 1. “ugrsen ki kénlka nam devki

tas.”—I<rIsan. 2 a son of king Parikshit. 3 a

devotee of Guru Amar Das whom the latter

imparted religious instruction. “ugrsen aru
ramu dipa.”—GPS.

ਉਗ੍ਰਕਰਮਾ [Ugrkarma] Skt ਰ੍ਯ alTRELadKone) who

commits terrible deeds. 2 cruel, merciless.

ਉਗੁਧਨ੍ਵ' [ugrdhanva], ਉਗ੍ਰਧਨ੍ਵਸ੍ਰਾ [ugrdhanvi],
ਉਗ੍ਰਧੰਕ੍ਯਾ [ugrdhénya] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਗ਼ਾਸ੍ਯਕਧੰ/who wields
a stiff bow, mighty bowmana “maha~

ugrdhénya badi phaj lek”—ramav. 2 Indar.

3 Shiv. 4 Guru Gobind Singh.

ਉਗ੍ਰਾ [ugra] Skt n goddess Kali; Kalika. 2 a
wrathful woman. “toms log ugra atyogra

bakhans.”—carrtr I. 3 parsley seed.

ਉਗ੍ਰਾਯੁਧ [ugrayudh] according to Harivansh, a
celebrated king. 2 dreadful arms, sharp

weapons.

ਉਗੂ [ugru] n a devotee ofGuru Arjan Dev who
rehdered signal service during the raising of

Amritsar. “bhai ugru aru kalyana.”——GPS.

ਉਗ੍ਰੇਸ਼ [ugres] Skt n god of fierce people; lord
of village-republics, Shiv.

ਉਗ੍ਰੇਸੁਜਿਆਰਾ [ugresuanra] sen ਉਗੁਸੇਨ-ੲੀਸ਼-ਉਜਿਆਰਾ.
Ugarsen, the illustrious king. 2 majesty of

king Ugarsen. “dvaravatI ugresuanra.”
—caritr 203.
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ਉਘਟ [ughét] S n cleanliness. 2 the idea of ਉਦਕ [ucak] See ਉਚਕਨਾ. 2 n boredom, mental

becoming manifest.

ਉਘਟਤ [ughatat] being born, rising. See ਉਘਟਨ.
“‘ਪਥੂਜਿ਼ਭੋਨੂਰਿ tan tarég rég atI.”—hajare 10.

ਉਘਟਨ [ughatan], ਉਘਟਨਾ [ughatna] Skt ਚਫ੍ਧਸ਼੍ਯ

v to reveal. “nida kOI na SItho, i0 ved

ughate.”—BG. 2 to create, make, organise.

ਉਘਰ [ughar], ਉਘਰਨਾ [ugharna] v to get away

from the screen, become distinct. 2 to get

manifest. “ugharI gala jssa khota dhabua-

nadarI saraphé aIa.”—asa m 5. See ਢਬੂਅਾ.

ਉਘਰਾਰਾ [ughrara] n a gully formed by running

water; a pit formed by a water current. 2 a

crevice, fissure.

ਉੱਘਲਾਉਣਾ [Oghlauna] v to doze, be sleepless.

ਉਘਲਾਨਾ [ughlana] adj dozing, feeling sleepy,
drowsy. “mera menu alsia ughlana.”-—j£tm 4.

ਉਘੜ [ughar] ਉਘੜਨਾ [ugharna] See ਉਘਰਨਾ.

“suavgir sabh ughar ae.”—var gau 1 m 4. See

ਸੁਅਾਵਗੀਰ.
ਉਘਾ [ugha] See ਉੱਘਾ.
ਉਘਾਨਾ [ughana] v to doze off; to jerk into
wakefulness while drowsy, to be sleepless.

2 to challenge, call to fight. “mar mar cahG

or ughae.”—Car1'tr 405. 3 to call. “jab rani hve

din ughayo.”—carItr 113.

ਉਘਾਰਨ [ugharan] See ਉਘਾੜਨਾ.

ਉਘਾਵਨ [ughavan] v to be drowsy; to doze off.
2 to render prominent. 3 to roar, challenge to

fight. “dou mar hi mar ughav‘é.”—1<rIsan.

ਉਘਾੜਨ [ugharan], ਉਘਾੜਨਾ [ugharna] S v to

remove the cover; to denude. 2 show, reveal.

ਉੱਘ [uggh] n news, trace, information. 2 fame,

reputation.

ਉੱਘਾ [uggha] adjmanifest. 2 famous. “péca VIC
ugha karI vekhalIa”—gau var 1 m 4. 3 the

weapon drawn out from the scabbard. “ugghe

jIn neje.”-ramav. '

ਉਚ [UC] See ਉੱਚ.

ਉਚਹਦੀ [uc—hadi] See ਹਦੀਂ.

instability. 3 hangover after doping has

ceased. “das kabir tas mad mata ucak na kab-

hu jai.”-—ram kabir.

ਉਚਕਨਾ [ucakna] v to be distracted, be distraught.

2 n the act of lifting up, making one jump.

“mahé kop 1<€ bir baji ucakké.”—caritr 405.

3 to take and run away, carry away.

ਉਚਕਾ [ucaka], ਉਚੱਕਾ' [occaka] n a lifter, thief,

swindler; pickpocket, robber, dacoit.

“harIdhan kau ucaka me: me avai.”—suhim 5.

ਉਚਟ [ucat] See ਉਚਾਟ.

ਉਚਟਨਾ [ucatna] to be fed up, become indifferent,

not to remain firm. 2 to get out of the way,

discontinue. 3 to be free from worldly

attachments.

ਉਚਰਣ [ucran], ਉਚਰਣਾ [ucarna], ਉਚਰਨਾ [ucarna]
Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯ v to say, speak, utter. “ucarhu ram

nam.”—gau m 5. 2 ਤਰ੍-ਧ੍ਯਾ to eat up, devour.

“kam krodh trIsna ucre.”——var sar m 3.

ਉਚਵਾਉਣਾ [ucvauna], ਉਚਵਾਨਾ [ucvana] Skt v to

lift from lower to higher level, raise.

“$Ikkhan te ucvaI su 1ina.”——GPS.

ਉਚੜਨਾ [ਪਧਗ੍ਸ੍ਯ] See ਉਚਟਨਾ.

ਉਚਤਾ [06੮8], ਉਚੜੀ [ucri] See ਉਚਟਨਾ. 2 See ਉੱ-ਜੁੜਾ.

ਉਚਾਉਣਾ [ucauna] v to lift, raise, in cite. “bénI
bhar ucaInI chatis.”—var ram 3.

ਉਚਾਈ [ucai] See ਉਚਾਉਣਾ. 2 n height, altitude.
3 elderliness, praise.

ਉਚਾਟ [ucat] Skt ਰਦ-ਪੀਂਟ n melancholy, apathy.

2 a state of the mind, getting distraught.

ਉਚਾਟਨ [ucatan] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਟਜ੍ n disjoining,

dismantling. 2 distraction. “ucatanadx

karmané.”-gyan.

ਉਰਾਣ [ucan], ਉਚਾਨ [ucan] high level, high

place, grandeur. 2 height, altitude. 3 v to lift,

raise. “bhar ke ucanhar tyar bhe apar hi.”

—NP.

ਉਚਾਪਤ [ucapat], ਉਚਾਪਤਿ [ucapatI ], ਉਚਾਬਤ [ocabat]

n the sale or purchase on credit; taken from
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shop without cash payment. “dotI ucapatI

lekh na lIkhis.”——tukha chét m 1. See ਚੇਤਿ.
2 the process of lifting.

ਉਚਾਰਣ [ucaran], ਉਚਾਰਨ [ucaran] See ਉਭਰਣ.

ਉਚਾਰਾ [ucara] SktB'fitTR’cf adj said, spoken. 2 n
a recital of pedigree or genealogy at the time

of marriage. “nathkamal mahI bedi raCIIe,

brahamgyan ucara.”——asa kabir.

ਉਚਾਲਾ [0੮818],5ਲ਼ੀ/ਹਿਰਦਗ਼ਕ਼ਿਰ adjtransient, mortal.
ਉਚਾਵੱਚ [ucavacc] adj uneven. 2 criticism, See

ਉੱਚਾਵਚ.
ਉਚਾਵਾ [ucava] adj high, lofty. 2 raised, lifted.

“satIgurU sacca sahu he hor sahubesah

ucave.”——BG. ‘Trust in other traders has

vanished.’

ਉਚਿਸਟ [UCIsat] See ਉਛਿਸਟ.
ਉਚਿਤ [ucxt] Skt adj suitable, appropriate. “udar
UCIt darId haran.”—saveyem 2 ke. 2 condign,

correct. 3 known, acquainted. 4 connected.

5 happy, satisfied.

ਉਚਿਤਾ [UCIta] n suitability, propriety.
2 superiority. “UCIta SIkkhi par cadhjaI.”—

GPS.
ਉਚਿਤਾਨੁਚਿਤ [UCItanUCIt] ety ਉਚਿਤ-ਅਨੁਚਿਤ fair

and foul, good and bad.“uc1tanuc1tnahiman

janhI.”——GPS.
ਉਚੇਰਾ [ucera] adj marked by loftiness, highly

exalted.

ਉਚੇੜ [ucer] n an act of teasing, a reasoning.

2 See ਉਚੇੜਨਾ.

ਉਚੇੜਨਾ [ucerna] v to pull apart; to peel. 2 to

separate. See ਉੰਛੇਦਨ.
ਉੱਚ [uc'c] Skt ਤਦਾਜੋਂ adj high, lofty. 2 superior,

superb. “tIn kau padvi ucc bhai.”——saveye m

4. 3 n a town on the southern bank of Satluj

river in Ahmedpur subdivision of

Bahawalpur state. Thirty eight milesI to the

south east of Bahawalpur town, it had

Devgarh as its old name. Towards the end ,

ਉੱਚਕਾਪੀਰ

of the twelfth century, its ruler Raja Dev

Singh, having been defeated by Sayyad

Jalaludin Bukhari escaped to Marvar.2 The

Sayyad plundered Devgarh and married the

king’s daughter Sundarpari and renamed the

town as Uch. It is a famous seat for many

Muslim saints and they call it “Uch Sharif.”

Now it comprises three neighbouring

settlements.

ਉੱਚਸੁਰ [uccsur] See ਉੱਚਸ਼੍ਰਵਾ. In Dasam Granth

some ignorant scribe has putthis word

wrongly in place of ਉੱਚਸੁਵ. “eravat tam uccsur

hathI dae sukhpaI.”—carItr 113. ‘Eravat,

the elephant, Kalap tree and Uchshrav, the

horse were given to Indar.’ 2 a high pitch,

loud tone.

ਉੱਚਸ਼੍ਰਵਾ [uccsrava] Skt ਤਦਥੈਸੋਂਥੂਕਰ੍ n one who
has high ears, such horse of Indar is white,

which is in colour. According to the Purans,

it emerged when gods and demons churned

the ocean. “ucc sravah saman nIrat karat.”

—prichat. See ਉੱਚਸ੍ਵਵਾਇਸ. 2 a seven-mouthed‘
horse of the sun which neighs loudly. ਤ੍ਵ deaf;

xa also called ਚੌਬਾਰੇ ਚੜ੍ਹਿਆ (ascended to the

top floor) by the Nihangs. 4 adj highly

reputed, celebrated.

ਉੱਚਸ੍ਰਵਾਇਸ [uccsravaIs], ਉੱਚਸ੍ਰਵਾਈਸ਼ [uccsravaIs]

n the owner of this horse. ‘iuccsravaIs es esni

Isni arIni.”—sanama. ‘Uchshrav is owned by

Indar, his master is Kashyap, earth is his

property, his protection is by the king’s army,

the gun is his enemy.’

ਉੱਚ ਕਾ ਪੀਰ [ucc ka pir] adj a guru of a lofty
status, universal teacher, teacher’s teacher. 2 n

Guru Gobind Singh, whom Gani Khan, Nabi

Khan and Bhai Daya Singh attributed this

doubly suggestive epithet to the royal army

at the time ofhis departure from Machhivara.

Thereby the Muslims took him for some
 

'E a mile has 1760 yards i.e. eight furlongs.

 

2Jalaludin was a disciple 0fShcikh Bahauddin ofMultan.
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holyman of this town (Uch). “nagar ucc ko

basi bhakhat diragh pir ritI lakhyét.”—GPS.

See ਉੱਚ 3.
ਉੱਚਤਾ [uccra], ਉੱਚਡ਼ੀ [uccri], ਉੱਚਾ [ucca] marked
by greatness. “pIr ucrie mania tIhu 10a SIr

taja.”—suhi chét m 1. ‘some one staying in a

lofty palace.’ See ਉੱਚ.
ਉੱਚਾਘਰ [uccaghar] n the loftiest state, salvation.

2 the ultimate stage in spiritual exercise. 3 a

holy congregation. 4 See ਘਰ ਉਚਾ and ਨਿਰਣਉ.

.ਉੱਚਾਟ [uccatlSee ਉਚਾਟ.
ਉੱਚਾਥਲ [uccathal] Skt ਚਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ n the region of

the True One, the exalted state. 2 a holy

congregation. 3 an aspirant with pure

conscience and spiritual loftiness. 866ਊਚਾਥਲ.

ਉੱਚਾਵਚ [occavac] ‘ਧੂ/ਢਲ਼ਾਚਦਗ਼ਧ੍ਯ adj high and low.
2 small and big. 3 good and bad. “jag mahI
uccavac je kaj.”—GPS.

ਉੱਛ [Och] ਲ਼ਾ/{ਲ਼ਰਕ੍ਟ੍ਨੁ n the act ofpicking up grains

fallen in the harvested field. 2 grains lying in

the passage or food fallen in the field after

harvesting. ‘

ਉਛਸ਼ੀਲ [Ochsil] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਚਕ੍ਵ੍ਯ‘ਸੇਜ adj (one) who lives

by collecting ears of corn fallen inlthe .

harvested field.

ਉਛਕ [0੦11੩1<],ਉਛਕਨ [uchkan] n the act of

jumping upwardin sitting position, a gambol.

“uchkét taji.”—ka]1<i.‘The Arab horses

gambol. ’

ਉ'ਛਿਬੁੱਤਿ [OchbrIttI] Skt ਚਕ੍ਰੁਠੁਰ੍ਵਜਿ n the act of

making both ends meet by picking up stray

grains from the harvested field. 2 a holyman

specifically mentioned in Mahabharat, so

named because of his habit of picking up

fallen grains or cars ofcorn from the harvested

fields. '
ਉਛਰਨ [uchran],ਉਛਲਨ [uchlan], ਉਛਲਨਾ [ochalna]

Skt ਰਨ੍ਯੂਜ੍ਯ v to leap, gambol, skip, frisk. 2 to

~ overflow the banks. “bharI sarvaruvjab uchle,

tab taranu duhela."—s farid. “UChlIa kamu kal

ਉਛੇਰਚਰਣਾ

matI lagi.”—beni sri.

ਉਛਲਾ [bchla] n a varnIk metre also named

ochal, hésak and p5ktI. It has four lines, each

line is organised as SH, 5, 5.

Example:

gavat nari. bajat tari.

dekhat raja. devat saja.—aj.

ਉਛਵ' [ochav] ਲ਼ਾ/ਮੈੰਤਵ੍ਯਥ n a pleasure-giving task,

joyful work. 2 happiness.

ਉਛਾਹ [uchah] Skt ਹਤ੍ਯਾ n courage, boldness.

2 ambition. 3 endeavour. 4 fondness.

5 amusement.

ਉਛਾਹੜ [0੮11811ਗ੍] n hatred, disgust. 2 nausea,

numbness, the act of wretching.

ਉਛਾਹੜਾ [uchahra] n zeal. See ਉਛਾਹ. 2 a person

full of zeal and ardour.

ਉਛਾਹਾੜਾ [ochahara] with ardour, courageously.

“kur mare kal uc.iahara.”—maru soIhe m 1.

ਉਛਾਰਿ [uchahI] with zeal. 2 for amusement.

“khel kiya apne uchahI jiu.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਉਛਾਹ [uchar] n a covering, bolster. “jari ség

jare rajé arun uchar hi.”—NP. ‘red coloured

(quilt) covers.’ 2 See ਉਛਾਲਨ.
ਉਛਾਰਨ [ucharan] See ਉਛਾਲਨ.

ਉਛਾਲ [uchal] See ਉਛਲਾ and ਉਛਾਲਨਾ.

ਉਛਾਲਨ [uchalan], ਉਛਾਲਨਾ [੦੮1181ਸ਼815/ਧ੍ਯਦਚਜ੍ਯਜ੍

v to make one leap, to make onejump across.

2 to throw upward. 3 to turn upside down.

ਉਛਾੜ [ਪਯੀਪਿੱ] n a covering, bolster. See ਉਛਾਹ.

2 covering material.

ਉਛਿਸਟ [UChIsat] Skt ਗਿਣ adj Ieft-over
victuals or leavings, refuse. ,

ਉਛੇਦਨ [uchedan] Skt ਚਟਲ਼ੇਰ੍ਯ vto dig up,
excavate.-2 to cut into pieces, chop; to gnaw.

I 3 to destroy.
ਉਛੇਰ [ucher] n ਉਦ-ਛੋਰ. water—front, river—bank.

2 the act of grazing animals. 3 See ਉਛੇਰ ਚਰਣਾ.

ਉਛੇਰ ਚਰਣਾਂ [ocher carna] Skt ਦ੍ਕੈਦ੍ ਯਕ੍ਜ੍ਯ.

unrestricted wandering of animals; grazing

freely.



ੳਛੋਂਹਾੜਾ

ਉਛੋਹਾੜਾ [uchohara] See ਉਛਾਹਾੜਾ.
ਉਛੰਗ [uchég] SktBFHE-ET n a lap. “SIri céd dhar
nam tIh pay uchég bhatij.”—NP.

ਉਜੱਡ [ujadql] adj uncouth, very stupid.
ਉਜਬਕ [ujbak] P J51' n an inhabitant of Tatar.
2 an uncivilized race of Tatar. There were
many Uzbaks in the army of Taimur whose
ancestor was an Uzbak. This race is
mentioned at many places in the Indian
history. 3 In Punjabi, a tall, strong but stupid
man is called by this name. “ujbak kIsu
valayat kera. khaI bahut aru oj ghanera.”
—GPS.
ਉਜਰ [ujar] n strength, power. 2 adj desolate,
uninhabited. 3A ਖ਼ੁਫ਼ੂ n excuse. 4 reason, cause.

5 an act of expressing helplessness.

ਉਜਰਮ੍ਹਾਹੀਘਿਰਿਇਿਕ਼ਧਿ] Pm} ,1; the act ofasking
for the cause or the reason. 2 asking about
the reason of a person’s death, condolence.

3 the act of asking for pardon.

' ਉਜਰਤ [ujrat]A _.ਭੰਲ਼ੀ/ਬ੍ਰੂ'ਹੁੰ n the act ofpaying for the
work done, wage. 2 hire, fare.

ਉਜਲ [ujal] Skt ਚਰ੍ਯਥਗ, ਰਟ੍ਧ੍ਯਰ. shining, clean,
clear. “Ujal moti sohne.”—-suh1’ Var m 1.
‘2 white. “ujal kehé CIlékna.” Poets consider
the following objects as shining and clean:

amrIt (ambrosia), Eravat (Indar’s elephant),

satyug (the epoch of truth), satgun (qualities
of truth), crystal, saradghan (killer of cold,

fire), goddess Sarda, oyster, Shiv, sudarsan

(Vishnu’s discus), the sun, sesnag (serpent
. god), cOnch, saints’ heart, laughter, snow,

Himalayas, swan, cotton, camphor, .katI

manI (a‘jewel), Radha’s mother Kirati, kfid

flower, Ganga (river Ganges), moonlight, rice;

lime, sandalwood, moon, sunlight, Narad,

. mercury, pfin (meritorious act), Baldev (elder

brother of Krishan), pearl, silver, teeth and

heron. 3 free from blemish. 4 beautiful. 5 See

'Many writers pronounce this word as “uzbak.”
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ੳਥੂਜਲ.
ਉੱਜਲ [Ojal] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਯਜਿ n the hollow formed with
both the hands, palms raised upwards to
receive something.

ਉਜਲਾ [Ujla] See ਉਜਲ. “soi kém 1<੪ਧ18: thU
mukh ujla.”——asa m 5. “sath mera Ujla.”—Var

ram m 1. _ ‘

ਉਜੜ [ujar] adj uninhabited. “kori narak barabre
* Ujar soi thau.”——'var jet.

ਉਜੜਨਾ [ujarna] v to become uprooted, to get
homeless. 2 'to be totally destrbyed.
ਉਜਾਸ [ujas] n light, brightness, radiance. “bijuri
prakass jIm tej k0 Ujase.”—GPS. “badhyo céd
sam caru pjas.”—GPS. 2 renown.

ਉਜਾਗਰ [ujagar] adjwell-known, famous. “harI
ke nam kabir Ujagar.”—asa ravdas. 2 manifest,
bright. “avtar Ujagar an kiau.”-—saveyem 5 ke.
3 awakened, knowledgeable. 4 n the sun.
5 xa a lamp, candle.

ਉਜਾਗਂਰੀਂ [ujagri] n renown. 2 xa lantern.
ਉਜਾਨ [ujan] Skt ਤਜ੍ਯ-ਧ੍ਯ n a high flying rider,
aeroplane. 2 a god riding, a celestial vehicle.

I ਉਜਾਨਾ [Ujana], ਉਜਾਨੀਂ [ujani] adj rider ofa high
flying vehicle, rider ofan aeroplane. 2 ti god.
“kotI tetislujana.”—asa kabir. ਰ੍

ਉਜਾਰ [ujar] See ਉਜਾਰਾ, ਉਜਾੜ and ਔਜਾਰ.
ਉਜਾਰਉ [ujarau] n light, brightness, illumination.
“‘tab jaI jotI ujarau lahe.”—gau bavan kabir. '
ਉਜਾਰਾ [Ujara] n destruction, devastation. 2 cost
or compensation for destruction. “sabh kIda.
1<੦ bharhu Ujara.”r-NR 3 light, radiance. “nam
jabat kotI sur Ujara.”—j£t m 5.
ਉਜਾਰੀ [ujari] adj shining, sparkling. “sobhat
pan]: krIpan Ujari.”—paras.

ਉਜਾਰੋ [ujaro] See ਉਜਾਰਾ3. 2 lighted, illuminated.
“satIguru sabadI ujaro dipa.”!—bIIa m 5. ‘lit
the lamp of knowledge.’

ਉਜਾਲਾ [ujala] n light, radiance, brightness.
“pragat rahIo prabhu sarab Ujala.”—maru

solhe m 5. See ਜੁਲ-



ੳਜਾੜ

ਉਜਾੜ [ਪਨ੍ਹੂੰਕ਼ਤ੍ਵ‘] n an uninhabited place, a

wasteland. '

ਉਜਾੜਨਾ [ਪਨ੍ਹੂੰਪਿੱਧ੍ਯ] v to depopulate, remove

habitation. 2 to destroy. ’

ਉਜਾੜਾ [ujara] n devastation. 2 a firie for causiiig
destruction.

ਉਜਿਆਰਉ [UanraU], ਉਜਿਆਰਾ [ਪਨ੍ਹੂੰਗ਼ੁਪਿੱਕੈ],ਉਜਿਆਰੋਂ

[ujiaro], ਉਜਿਆਲਾ [uanla], ਉਜੀਅਾਰਾ [Ujiara] light.

See ਉਜਾਲਾ. “harI ka nam 55g Ujiara.”
—sukhman1'. “bhan Uanro bhavan'saglare.”

—dhana ravdas.

ਉਰ੍ਵ [uju] A ਭੰ, n washing of hands, feet and
face prior to namaz. “uthu pharida Uju sajI

subah nIvaj gujarI.”—s farid. “kIa Uju paku

kia muhu dhOIa?”—prabha kabir.

ਉਜੋਨ [ujen] Skt ਚਧ੍ਯਬਿਜੀ n a town in Gwalior
state, old capital of Malwa, situated on the

southern bank of Shipra river. Vikramaditya

also ruled here for some time. In Sanskrit

texts, this place is also named “Avanti”. The

ancient temple ofMahakal is to be found here.

“bhup ujen puri k0 jahfi.”—krIsan.

ਉੱਜਲ [ujjal] See ਉਜਲ. 2 Dg adj of a high caste.
3 of a pristine race.

ਉਜਿਂੜ [ਘੀਰਨੂ] 866 ਉਜਾੜ.
ਉਜ੍ਯਾਰਾ [ijara] See ਉਜਾਲਾ. “jah anhat‘sur
ujyara.”—sor namdev.

ਉਜ੍ਲ [Ujvall See ਉਜਲ.

ਉਝਕਣਾ [Ujhakna], ਉਝਕਨਾ [Ujhakna], v to shine,

be startled. 2 tojump, leap. 3 to bend in order

to see. ‘

ਉਤਰ [Ujhar], ਉਝਰਣਾ [Ujharna], ਉਝਰਨ [Ujhran]

v to depart; to be ruined. “khIn pal baji

dekhie Ujhrat nahi bara.”—asa a m 1. 2 to be

separated, get displaced or uprooted. “jabs

ujhar tfi bhakh hE turat vahe chutjaI.”—caritr

68. “rIs jujjh Ujjhre rajput.”—ramav. Skt

ਉੱਝਨ. to be separated. 3 to be unravelled or
solved.

ਉਝੜ [ਧਸਿ਼ਗ੍] n a garden, forest. 2 a wilderness

ਉਟੰਕਨ

through which no path can be found; also ਔਝੜ. ';

“bhane ujharI bhane raha.”——majh m 5. '
ਉਝੜਪੰਬਿ [ਪਸਿ਼ਭਧਾਟੈਧਿਗ਼ੁ], ਉਝੜਪੰ'ਥੀ [Ujharpéthi] adj '

ignorant, gone astray, (one) who loses his way

in a dense jungle. “ujharpéth: bhrame

gavari.”—suh1' chét m 4.

ਉਝੜਿ [ਪਸਿ਼ਗ੍ਗ਼ੁ] in a pathless wilderness. See

ਉਝਾਰ [ujha'r] n a wild wasteland, an uninhabited
place. 2 See ਉਝਾਰਨ.

ਉਝਾਰਨ [ujharan] v to uproot. 2 to scatter,
disperse. 3 to wind up. “bhanat nanak jab khel

Ujhare tab eke ekékara.”—maru m 5.

ਉਝਾਡ਼ [Ujhar] 866 ਉਝਾਰ-

ਉਝੀੜ [ujhir] adj undisputed, imcontested,

uncontroverted. “gurumukh marag callna as

nIrasi jhir ujhiri.”—BG. 2 not dense, sparse,

sporadic. “chIn me ghan so kardin ujhira.”

—1<rIsan.

ਉੱਝੜ [ujjhar] See ਉਝੜ.

ਉੱਝੜਪੰ'ਥਿ [UjjharpéthI] See ਉਝੜਪੰ'ਥਿ.
ਉੱਞ [6J1] adv like that, in the same manner.

ਉਟ [01;] See ਓਟ. 2 Skt straw, herbage.

ਉਟੰਕਣ [utékan] n a ganIk metre of four lines,
each line organised as SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS,

SIS, S, with the first pause at the twelfth

character and the second at the tenth chaiacter

thereafter.

Example:

surbira saje ghor baje baje,

bhaj kéta! sune ram ae,

balI maryo bali sfdhu patyo jine,

tahI so ber kese racae?

byadh jityo jIne jébh maryo one,

ram atar soi suhae,

de mIlo janki bat he syan ki,

cam ke dam kahe calae ?‘—ramav.

ਉਟੰਕਨ [utékan] Skt the act of stopping; an
impediment, obstacle. 2 wrangling, an excuse.

'Mandodari’s advice to Ravan.
 



 

ਉਟੰਗਣ

ਉਟੰਗਣ [utégan] n seeds of k5cphali,

12 ੳਡੀਸਾ

kabir. See ਕਾਉਂ ਉਡਾਉਣਾ. 2 See 33.
a canthodium hirtum, used to cure several ਉਡਗ [udag] See ਉਡੁਗ.
diseases.

ਉਠ [11th] See ਉਸਟ and ਉਠਣਾ. 2 Skt ਹਨ੍ ਘੱ to
beat; to chide. ,
ਉਠੲੀਆ [uthaia] adj rising. 2 n a dancing horse,
gamboling like an acrobat. 3 v rises. “sardha,
manI bahuti) uthaia.”—bIIa a m 4.
ਉਠ ਜਾਣਾ [uth jana] v to' go away, march off.
2 to die, leave the world. “uthJana ta keha
mana ?”——prov.

. ਉਠਣਾ [uthna],363' [uthna] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਚ-ਫ੍ਰਾਧ੍ਯ vto stand
. up. 2 to wake up. 3 to be alert, get ready for
work. 4 to sprout, grow. “jahI te uthIo am
hi an.”.—salr m 5. “jI osu mIle tIsu kusat
uthahi.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਉਠਵਨੀ [uthvani] n an attack, a charge. “ture
dhavaI uthvani kari.”-—carrtr 1 76.

ਉਠਵੈਂਯਾ [uthveya] adjwho rises. 2 who arouses.
3 n ajumping horse, smart horse.

' ਉਠਾਉਣਾ [uthauna] v to lift. See ਉਠਣਾਕੈਘਾਂ ਉਠਾਰਨਾ.
“})ਟੌਸ਼ਧਿ: uthai potli.”—s farid. 2 to remove,

` abolish, cancel. “sabh lekhav rekh-hu uthai.”
~sorm 5. 3 to decipher a document.
ਉਠਾਨ [Uthan] n rise, progress. 2 desire for
copulation after menses. 3 an attack, a charge.
“hari sigh tab kari uthana.”—-VN. 4 heroic
stanzas sung before the p5ri stanza for
generating a heroic feeling. -
ਉਠਾਰਨਾ [utharna], ਉਠ'ਲਨਾ [uthalna] v to make
one rise or stand up, lifi- “pakarI kes jam
utharIo.”—asa m 5 parta1."‘Il<na sutIfi deI
uthalI.”—s farid. 2 to begin. “harIJansIu bad
uthrie.”—bIIa m 5. 3 to bear, endure. “dukh
bahut othayo.”—GPS. 4 to stop, prohibit. 5 to

obliterate, destroy. See ਉਠਾਉਣਾ.
ਉਠਾਲਿ [uthalI] adv having lifted. See ਉਠਾਲਨਾ.
ਉਨਿ [uthI] having got up, having risen up.
“uthI Isnan kerhu parbhate.”—bas§t m 5.‘
33 [ਘੀ] See 333'. “Ud hun kaga kare.”—gau

ਉਡਗਿੰਦ [ungd]n the master of udgan (stars),
the moon. “gyan van SIkh yut udg’I‘d.”—GPS.
ਉਡਛਾ [udcha] See ਓਡਛਾ. “khojat Udchanath
ke.”—carItr 2. ,
ਉਡਣਾਂ [udna] Skt ਤਫ਼ੂਧ੍ਯ v to fly, rise up into the
air. ,
ਉਡਨਖਟੋਲਾ [udankhatola] n a. flying cot, an
aircraft, aeroplane. “udankhatole bahut
sajai.”—PP.

ਉਡਨਪੰਖੇਰੂ [Udanpékheru] adj a migratory bird.
2 human mind. “Ihu manu udanpékheru ban
ka.”—sar kabir. 3 n mind. 4 a body showing
erotic charm. ਰ੍

ਉਡਨਾ‘ਪਿਹੁੰਧਕ] See 333'.
ਉਡਰਿ [udarI] adv having flown. “hés udarI
kodhre paIa.”—s farid. 2 adj flier, capable of
flying. “pékhi péc UdarI nahi dhath. ”
—maru soIhe m 1. ‘five senses imaginedas a
bird1n flight.’

ਉਡ਼ਰਿਅ' [udrIa] flew away, disappeared.
“dharamu pékh karI UdrIa.”—var majh m 1.
ਉਡਵਾ [udva] stars, planets “harI jan sobha
sabh jag uparI', jIU VICI udva saSIkik.”
—prabha m 4. See ਸਸਿਕੀਕ. '
ਉਡਾਊ [udau] adj spendthrift, prodigal. 2 who
flies; capable of flight.

ਉਡਾਰੀ [udari] n a flight, the act of flying.
“mIthe makhu mua kIu lae Udari.”—asa ché't
m 5. ‘Unstable, distracted mind flies like a
bird.’

ਉਡਾਰੂ [udaru] adj fit for flying, capable of
flying. ‘
ਉਡਿ [UdII/ having flown. “menu pékhi bhan
udI udI’dah dISI jaI.”—s kabir.

ਉ'ਡਿੰਦ [UdId] ਉਡੁ-ਇੰਦ੍ਰ n the master of stars;
the moon.

ਉਡੀਸਾ [udisa] Skt ਗੀਟ੍ਰ 11 part of Bengal‘that
includes Cuttack, Balsur and Puri. It is called
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majanu kia ?”—prabha kabir.

ਉਡੀਕ [udik] n wait. See ਉਡੀਕਣਾ;

ਉਡੀਕਣਾ [udikna], ਉਡੀਕਨਾ [udikna] Skt ਉਤ-ਈਕਣ
to look upward, to cast censtant gaze in One

direction. 2 to wait, await. .

ਉਡੀਣ [udin], ਉਡੀਣਾ [UdinaL ਉਡੀਣੀ[Udini] Skt

ਗ਼ੀਯੰ adj perplexed, confounded. 2 sad. “hau
h'arI bajh Udinia.”—bIha Cétm 4. 3 surprising.

“vat hamari khari Udihi.”es fa‘rid.

ਉਡੀਨ [udin] 886ਭੰਉਡੀਣ. 2 Skt ਤਵੀਜ. n flight.

,ਉਡ਼ੀਨੀਰ੍ਪਿਗੂੰਪੇਪਂ] become sad. Se'e ਉਡੀਣੀ. “udini

Udini udini, kab gh‘arI ave ri.”—bIIa partalm 5.

ਉਡੁ [udu] Skt ਚਰ੍ਤ n a bird; 2 water. 3 a star,
planet. .

ਉਡੁਗ [udug] short form for ਉਡੁਗਣ. Stars.

ਉਡੁਗਣ [udugan] n stars, nebula, starry cluster.

ਉਡੁਗਨਾਥ [udugnath] n lord ofUdugan, the moon.

ਉਡੁਗਟਿਗ੍ਰੇਤ [udugnIket] house of stars; night.
—sanama.

ਉਤੂਗਨਿਕੇੜਿਸ [udug niketIs] the night, a house
of stars, the moon, master.—-sanama.

ਉਡੁਗਭੂਧ [udugbhup] the king ofstars the moon.
—sanama. '

ਉਡੁਗਭੂਪਣੀ ਭੂਪ [Udugbhupni bhup] the moon,
the lord ofstars its consort river Chandarbhaga

, whose matron is the earth.—sanamé. feminine

form of the lord.

ਉਡੁਪ [Udup] Sktlagq n the lord ofਉਡੁ (water),

ਰ੍ Varun. 2 a ship, boat. 3 the moon. 4 a blue

jay, heren. ਨੌੳੳਰ੍ਉਡੁ. , *

[3

Utkél as well. The famous temple of ਉਢਲੀਆ [udhlia] See ਓਢਲੀਆ.
Jagannath is at Puri See ਜਗੰਨਾਥ. “kaha udise. “

ਉਢੋਂਨੀ [udhani] n a cloth for covering the body. _

ਉਢਾਉਣਾ [Udhauna] See ਓਢਾਉਣਾ.

“manhu sabidu nil udhani.”—GPS. ‘As if

deep green earth covered with red velvety

lady-bugs is a blue embroidered sheet.’

ਉੱਢਲ [uddhal] adj who seeks shelter. “dhal

uddhlé.’’—ramav. 2 a wearer; ‘

ਉਣ [un] See ਉਲਾਪਿੱਘੰ ਉੱਨ. 2 Dgpron they.
ਉਣਤਾਲੀ [untali] thirty-nine.

ਉੱਣਤਰ [unattar] sixty-nine.
‘ ਉੱਲੀ [unatti] twenty-nine. See ਉਟਤਿੰਪ੍ਰੈ. .
ਉਣਨਾ [unna] v to knit, weave. “tanI ਘਰ੍ਸ਼ khfib

caraIke.”—BG S ਉਣਣੁ. ‘

ਉਣਮਣ [unman] Dg adj unhappy, sad. Seer

ਉਨਮਨ. .
ਉਣਵੰਜਾ [unvéja] Skt ਹ੍ਜ੍ਯੋਜ੍ਯਕ੍ਢਸ੍ਯਰ੍ forty-nine.
ਉਣਾਸਂਠ [unasath] fifty-nine.

ਉਣਾਸੀ ‘[ਪਸ਼੍ਯਡ਼ੀ] SeVenty-nine.

ਉਣਾਨਵੇ [unanve] Skt ਯਾੰਜ ਜਥਚਿ.6|ਬੂ||[)/-|||||8.
. - ਉਣਿ [unI] adv having knitted. See ਉਣਨਾ.

ਉਣੇਤੁ [urietu] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਚਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ n the ritual ofwearing
the sacred thread. “bhadanu unetu karaia.”
—rani m 5 ba'mo. See ਉਪਨੀਤ.

ਉਣੌਜਾ [unéja] See ਉਗੰਜਾ.
} ਉਤ [ut] Skt ਉਤਰ n the other world. “it ut jia

ਉਤੂਪਤਿ [udupatI] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਤੜੂਧਕਿ n the moon. 2 blue .
jay. See ਉਡੁ.

ਉਡੁਵਾ [Uduva] See ਉਡਵਾ. ਰ੍

ਉਡੇਰੋਲਾਲ [Uderolal] See ਦਰਯਾਪੰ'ਥੀ.

ਉਡੰਤ [udét] n flight. 2 adjflown. 3 flying, while
flying.‘‘pavan udét na dhave.”—saveye m 3.

See ਪਾਞਣਉਡੰਤ.

ਉਢ [udh] See ਓਢਨ.

nal ségi.”—gujm 5. 2 adv on that side, thither.

“ut take ut te utI pekhe.”—dhana m 5. ,

3 perhaps. 4 pron he. See ਉਤੁ. _ ਰ੍
ਉਤਸਰਗ [utSarag] Skt ਰਵ੍ਯਾਸੰ n renunciation,‘
abandonment. 2 charity. 3 termination, end,

conclusion. ‘ ‘
ਉਤਸਰਪਿਣੀ [utsarpIni] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਲ਼ਰਟਚਥਿੰਯੀ n visualised

by the Jains, a view ofTime. Like the Hindus

have their cycles of Satyug, etc., Jains have

their view ofuts'arpIni. (moving forward) and

avsarpani, (inoving backward). ‘

ਉਤਸਵ [utsav] Skt ਤਟਯਥ n pleasure, rejoicing.
2 a pieasure-giving action.

ਉਤਸਾਹ [utsah] SktW321 enthusiasm, boldness.
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2 zeal, tenacity. “din daIal, karhu utsaha.”

—suh1'm 5.

ਉਤਸ਼ਾਹੀ [utsahi] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਵਿਜ੍ adj enthusiastic.
2 energetic.

ਉਤਸੁਕ [utsuk] Skt ਤਟਚੂਕ਼ਾ adj eager to know,
excited with desire.

ਉਤਸੁਕਤਾ [utsukta] Skt n eagerness, ardent desire
to possess something.

ਉਤਕਟ [utkat] Skt ਜ੍ਯਟ adj arduous, hard,

tough. 2 furious, fierce. 3 strong. 4 beyond

propriety. 5 inebriated, intoxicated. 6 vain.

ਉਤਕਰਸ਼ [utkaras], ਉਤਕਰਖ [utkarakh] Skt ਰ੍ਯਯੰਰ੍

n abundance, excess. 2 praise, applause.

3 superiority, prominence. 4 a king OfKashmir
who succeeded Kalash to the throne.

ਉਤਕਲ [utkal] Skt ਚਜ੍ਯ son of king Sudyuman
who gave his own name to the country. See

ਉਡੀਸਾ.

ਉਤਕਲਾ [utkala], ਉਤਕਾ [utka] See ਉਤਕੰਠਿਤਧਾ.

ਉਤਕੰਟਕ [utkétak] Skt n kar5da, a tree with
hard thorns, from the fruit ofwhich pickle is

made. See ਕਰੋੰ'ਦਾ.
ਉਤਕੰਠਾ [utkétha] Skt ਹਤ੍ਯਾ n intense desire.

“bIhbal hve utkétha bhuri.”—NP.

ਉਤਕੰਨਿਤਾ [utkéthIta] Skt ਤਵ੍ਯਾਰਿਨ੍ਯ n in poetry,
a heroine who, not finding her lover at the

appointed spot in time, thinks about possible

reasons for his not coming. She is also called

Utkala and Utka.

ਉਤਕ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵ [utkrIst] Skt ਚਜ੍ਯ adj superb, grand.
2 superior, best.

ਉਤਕੇਪਣ [utksepan], ਉਤਖੇਪਣ [utkhepan] Skt
ਚਟਯੇਧ੍ਯ v to throw upward. 2 to steal. 3 n a lid.
4 a winnowing tray. 5 a fan.

ਉਤੱਥ [utatth] Skt ਚਰਟਧ n son of Angira, born

of Shradha, married to Bhadra, daughter of

Som. Varun, the god, got enamoured of

Bhadra and abducted her from Utath’s hut.

Utath sent Narad to bring her back, but

Varun refused to hand her over. In wrath,

ੳਤਪਾਦਕ

Utath drank up the entire ocean. Still Varun

did not relent. When Varun’s pond went dry

and the entire universe became waterless,

Varun sought refuge with Utath and restored

Bhadra to him. The latter was highly pleased

to have his wife back, and he alleviated all

, the troubles ofVarun.

There is a story in Mahabharat that Mamta

was Utath’s wife. While she was pregnant,

Utath’s younger brother Vrihaspati, driven by

lust, went to his sister—in-law and expressed

his desire for sex with her. Mamta and her

child in the womb warned him against the

alleged sin. Vrihaspati cursed the child with

blindness. Thus the child came to be called

Dirghtama (literally great darkness). See

ਭਰਦ੍ਵਾਜ.
ਉਡਪਤਿ [utpatI] Skt ਤਵ੍ਯਰਿ n birth, production;

“tIsu prabh te sagli utpatI.”—sukhmani.

2 creation ofthe universe. “utpatI parlau apI
nIrala.”——maru soIhe m 1. ਲ਼ੀ

ਉਤਪ'ਤਿ ਪਰਲਉ [utpatI parlau] See ਉਡਪਤਿ 2.
2 the phenomena of the oniginal creation and

final annihilation of the universe. “utpatI

parlau sabde hove.”—majh a m 3.

ਉਤਪਲ [utpal] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਚਣਧ੍ਯ n blue lotus. 2 a lotus
flower. _

ਉਤਪਲਲੋਂਚਨ [utpal-locan] adj lotus-eyed, having
very beautiful eyes. “aVIlokat‘bhe utpal

locan.”—NP.

ਉਤਪਾਟਨ [utpatan] Skt ਤਜ੍ਯਟਥ n digging,
excavating, dismantling, uprooting.

ਉਤਪਾਤ [utpat] Skt ਚਗ਼ਾਰ n tumult, calamity.
2 disturbance. 3 the act of falling over, rushing

upon.

ਉਤਪਾਤਿ [utpatI], ਉਤਪਾਤੀ [utpati] Skt ਚਟਧਰਿ n
birth, genesis. “braham bfdu te sabh utpati.”

—gau kabir. 2 Skt ਚਵ੍ਯਾਰਿਜ੍ adj trouble maker,
rioter. ‘

ਉਤਪਾਦਕ [utpadak1Skt‘3‘c11W adjwho produces.

   



 

ਉਤਪਾਦਨ

2 n father, begetter. 3 a mythical animal

named Sharabh, having four feet on the back

and four at the chest. See ਸਿਆਹ.
ਉਤਪਾਦਨ [utpadan] ਚਜ੍ਯਥਜ੍ n the process of
creation or production.

ਉਤਪੰਨ [utpén] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਜ੍ adj produced or
created, born.

ਉਤਪ੍ਰੌਕਾ [utpreksa] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਚਗੈਬਤ੍ਯਾ n the act ofdecoding
similarity. 2 a figure of speech in a literary

composition that involves comparison of

two distinct objects to be compared. “an

bat ko an me jahf sébhavan hOI.”—$Ivraj

bhugan.

Example:

kop bhai bar cédI maha ਤਿਥੀ…
juddh karyo ran me be] dhari,

lake krIpan mahé balvan

pacarke sth ke upar jhari,

sar 56 sar ki dhar baji

jhankar uthi tIh te CIngari,

manhu bhadav mas ki ren

lass patbijan ki camcari.—c5di 1.
(b) If such words as “goya” and “mano”

are not employed, then gamyotpreksa or

guptotpreksa comes into being.

Example:

Ikk vaddhe teg'l tarphan

mad pite lotan bavle. —c5d1' 3.

‘as if drunkards were rolling.’

ਉਤਪ੍ਰੋਕੋਪਮਾ [utpreksopma] See ਉਪਮਾ (e).
ਉਤਪ੍ਰੇਖਜਾ [utprekhya] See ਉਤਪ੍ਰੇਕਾ.

ਉਤਭਿਜ [utthj] ੳਤਭਜ [utbhuj] a ganIk metre, ., -

in Dasam Granth also called utbhuj, ardh

15

bhujég, somraji and $5khnari. It has four lines, `

each line being organised as ISS, ISS.

Example :

1191185ਚੈ kapa15.'subhasé chItalé.

prabhasé jualé. anasé kara15.—k911<i.

2 Skt ਗਂਫ਼ੈਜ੍ਯ n terrigenus or abiogenic matter

including minerals and vegetation. “jal bIn

ੳਤਵਤਖ਼.

utbhuj kam nahf.”——asa m 1. “5daj jeraj setaj

kini. utbhuj khanI bahur racdini.”—c3pai.

3 ਰ੍ਉੱ/ਢ਼/ਤਟ੍ਰ-ਚੂਯ one who extends his own arm or

grips another’s arm to render help; a helper.

“utbhuj calatu ap karI cine ape tatu

pachane.”——ram m I. “Utbhuj sarup abIgat

abhég.”—gyan.

ਉਤਮ [utam], ਉਤਮੁ [utamU] See ਉੱਤਮ. “utam
sét bhale séjogi.”—dhana m 5.

bicar he.”—var asa.

ਉਤਰ [utar] See ਉਤਰਣਾ and ਉੱਤਰ. ,
ਉਤਰਸਿ [utraSI] will go across. “ram nam ki
gatI nahi jani kese utarSI para.”—maru kabir.

ਉਭਰਣ [Utran], ਉਤਰਣਾ [utarna], ਉਤਰਨਾ [utarna]

Skt ਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ v to reach across. 2 to come down
from above, descend. 3 to take birth, assume

another form. “gharI guru ramdas bhagat
utarI ayau.”—savsye m 5. 4 to cease; to '

disappear. “utar gan mere man ka sésa.”

—sarm 5. “laga rég apar ko na utarai.”—sava
m 5.

ਉਤਰਾਉੰ [utrau] n the idea of coming down. 2 a

slope.

ਉਤਰਿ [utarI] northwards. “utarI dakhanI pub:
des pascamI jasu bhakhah.”——saveye m 3.

2 having descended. “teu utarI par pare.”
—dhana kabir.

ਉਤਰੀਪਿਧਿ] will descend. “thaIdIa tfi prabhu

mIlU, nanak utri cft.”—var guj 2 m 5.

2 descended. 3 (you) should descend.

ਉਤਰੀਆ [utria] adj (one) who takes across;

deliverer. “bhesagar sét par Utria.”—gaum 5.
2 descender.

ਉਤਰੁ [Utaw] See ਉੱਤਰ. “ape akhe ape samjhe

tIs kIa utaru dije?”—srdh gosatr.

ਉਤਲਾਨਾ [utlana] v to get excited, hurry. 2 adj
excited.

ਉਤਲੰਤ [utlét] excited, eager. 2 adv in haste,
with eagerness.“sun $or jat utl'ét dhaI.”—GPS.

ਉਤਵਤ [utvat] ,ਝ/“ਕ੍ਯਾਕਰੰ n a whirlpool, an eddy.

“utamu ehu
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2 flatulence, the bloating of the abdomen.
ਉਤਵਤਾ [utvata] adj excited, bewildered,

baffled. 2 overwhelmed by bafflement.
“phIrhI utvatae.”—asa a m 3. See ਉਤਵਤਲ਼ਾ
ਉਤਾਉਲ [ਭੰਖ਼ਿਕ਼ਪੀ], ਉਤਾਇਲ ‘[uta11].n excitement,

' eagerness. “nIkte tih jan utaIl.”—1<rIsa‘n.

ਉੜਾਈ [otai] n a picture, portrait. “manhu utai

bhaI..”—-NP. ‘portrait of admiration indeed.’

ਉਤਾਰ [utah], ਉਤਾਹਿ' [UtahI] adj excessive.

“ghate n5 vadhe utahI.”—05kar. 2 above.

' 3 upward; S from above. ‘

ਉਤਾਕ [utak] See ਓਤਾਕ and ਅਉਤਾਕ.
ਉਤਾਨਪਾਦ [utanpad] See ਉੱਤਾਨਪਾਦ.

ਉਤਾਰ [utar] In a copy, duplicate. “utar khase
dastkhat ka.”—aka1. ‘copy of a specific

sighature.’ 2 a'used dress that is not worn any

more. “amir da utar garib da, sigar.” 3 Skt
“ਸ਼੍ਯਗਣ੍ a prophet, birth, incarnation. 4 'an

incarnation of a god in some other form.
5 866 ਉਤਾਰਣਾ.
ਉਤਾਰ ਚੜਾਉ [utar carau] cpd n a-discussion,

rebuttal. 2 a talk of profit or loss. “ev utar

carat) sunae. jahfigir ko man bharmae.”—GPS.

ਉਤਾਰਣਾ [utama], ਉਤਾਰਨਾ [utarna] v to bring

doWn from above. 2 to cross over. 866 ਉਭਰਣ.

ਉਤਾਰ ਰੱਖਣਾ [ਯੀਪਿੱ‘ rakkhna] v to drop from -

memory. See ਰਾਖੁ ਉਤਾਰਿ. 2 to look down upon,

insult. 3 to bring down.

ਉਤਾਰਾ [utara] 866 ਉਤਾਰਣਾ. 2 n a copy, duplicate.
“us ne gumbani da suddh utara kita he.”—pr0v.

3 In'Tantra, the act that is undertaken to get

rid of soInetrouble hovering over a person’s

head. To avert it, a piece of bread is waved

over the head ofthe sick person and thrown to

birds and animals for eating. 4 an assault,

invasion. “taha ap kinohuseni utar5.”—VN.

5 a Cloister, place for having rest. 6 an act of

deliverance. “par utara hOIz”—dhana m 1.

ਉਤਾਰਿਅਨੁ [utarIanu] he went across. “bhaojalu

parI utarIanU.”—sor ਕੇ m 3.

V

ਉਤਰ

ਉਤਾਲ [utal] n haste, promptness. _“kalu ne otal
lin 5k hIt nal.”—NP. 2 Skt ਰਗਕ adj good.
3 fast. '4 a lot, more. 5 terrible, scary.

‘ ਉਤ'ਵਲ[ਪਿਕ\/9]],|7 haste, promptness. 2 cleverness,

smartness.

‘ਉਤਾਵਲਾ [utavla] adjeager, quick. 2 smart, agile.
3 nervous, agitated. 4 adv quickly,

immrediately “sac tIkE gharI aI sabadI

utavla.’’—asa a m 1.

ਉਤਾਵਲੀ [utavli] n haste, promptness. 2 adj

likely tovanish in a minute.‘‘jese bhadau

khumbraju tu tIs te khari utavli.”~b555tl
ravrdas.

ਉਤਿ [utI] advIn that direction, that way. “ut

te utI pekhe.”——dhana m 5.

ਉਤ੍ਵ'ਪਿਪਿ] pron that. “utu bhukhe khaI caliahI
dukh.”’—-sodaru. ‘from that hunger.’

ਉਤੇ [ute], ਉਤੈ [ute] adv on that side, in that
direction.

ਉਤੰਸ [ut5s] See ਅਵਤੰਸ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਉੱਤੰਸ an ornament.

3 ajewel in the crown.

ਉਤੰਕ [ut5k] See ਉ“ਡੰਕ. ਰ੍
ਉਤੰਗ [ut5g] Skt ਤਰ੍ਹਰ੍ਯ adj very high. “ut5gi
peohari.”—sava m I. ‘O with such high

' expectations.’ See ਪੈਓਹਰੀਂ.
ਉੱਤਮ [ottam] Skt ਤਰਸ. adj the best, superb. 2 n
elder step—brother of Dhruv. 866 ਉੱ-ਤਾਨਪਾਦ.

ਉੱਤਮਤਾ ਲ਼ੀ [uttamta], ਉੱਤਮਤਾੲੀ [uttamtai] n

superiority, superbness, virtue.

ਉੱਤਮਾ [uttma] Skt ਚਕ੍ਯਾ n a heroine in poetry,

who does not get angry even after seeing or

hearing about her husband’s faults. 2 a female

messenger who softens the disagreement

between the lover and the beloved with her

sweet talk and impeis them to love each other.

3 adj virtuous (woman). ‘

ਉੱਤਰ [utter] Skt ਰ੍ਯਵ੍ n the northerh direction.
2 an answer. 3 the next world. 4 son of KIng

Virat who was the maternal uncle of Parikéhit.

5 a literary figure ofmeaning and speech. See

 

 



 

 

 

ਉੱਤਰਪਕ

ਪ੍ਰਸ਼੍ਰੋਥੂਤਰ and ਪੁਰੋ'ਲਿਕਾ. ਲ਼ੀ6 other‘side. 7 adj rear.
8 front.

ਉੱਤਰ ਪਕ [utter peaks], ਉੱਤਰ ਪੱਖ [utter pakkh]

Skt ਤਰ੍ਯ- W _n a counter argument, rejoinder. '

2 an answer to a legal complaint, counter

' measure.

ਉੱਤਰ ਮੀਮਾਂਸਾ [uttar mimé'sa] n a'final view,
philoSophy 'asopposed to ritualism; spiritual

knowledge,Vedant. ,

ਉੱਤਰਾ [uttra] Skt ਤਰਹ n daughter ofking Virat,

wife ofAbhlmanyu son ofArJun and mother

of Parikshit. 2 the northern direction.‘‘uttra

or SIdhai.’’—carrtr 259.

ਉੱਤਰਾਖੰਡ [uttrakhéd] Skt ਰ੍ਯਹਰ੍ਕਧਤ n the northern
region of India close to the Himalayas.

ਉੱਤਰਾਧਿਕਾਰੀ [uttrathkari] Skt ਰ੍ਯਹਬਿਕ੍ਯਾਗਿ੍ n 8

successor.
ਉੱਤਰਾਯਣ [uttrayan] Sktਤ੍ਯਹਧ੍ਯ n that half of
the year when the sun moves towards the

north. See ਅਯਨ. ,

ਉੰ‘ਤਰਾਰਧ [uttrardh] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਠੰਤ੍ਯਾਹ'ਥੂਰੂੰ n the second half.
2 the last half of a book.

ਉੱਤਰਾਂ [utta] SktGfi’fiU adj next. 2 n a commentary,
explication. 3 the upper part. 4 a mantle, shawl.

ਉੱਤਾਨਪਾਦ [uttanpad]Sktmn son ofManu

and Shatrupa, whose wife Suniti gave birth

to four sons, Dhruv, Kirtiman, Ayushman and

, Vasu. His second wife Suruchi gave birth to

Uttam. See ਧੂਞ 8.

ਉਤਿ'ਵਾਚਣਾ [uttavacna] v to check accounts:
2 to foretell. 3 to find the details. 4 to

anticipate the future.

ਉੱਤਿਸ੍ਵ [uttIst] ਰ੍ਉਂ/(ਲ਼ਾਰਰਿਕ੍ਙ (imperative) stand up.

2 standing. “uttIst devx pujét jaI.”—-paras. ‘

ਉੱਤੀਰਣ [uttiran] Skt ਤਚੀਯੰ adj successful.
2 swum across. 3 passed the test. 4 got free.

ਉਤੇਜਕ [uttejak] Skt ਰਰੇਯਗ੍ adjwhat stimulates,

or elevates. 2 n a magnifying glass, a precious

stone that causes fire.

ਉਤੇਜਨ [uttejan] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਰਰੈਧ੍ਯ n exciting, stimulating.

ੳਥਾਰਾ

2 the act of abetment.

ਉੱਤੰਕ [0੮੮ਟੋ1<] Skt ਰ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਕ਼ਾ 8 sage who was the
disciple ofVed Muni, See ਧੁੰਧੁ. “asram tahé

ut5k muni ko.”—GPS. 2 a diciple of sage

Gautam.

ਉਤ੍ਰਾਯਣ [utrayan] See ਉੱਤਰਾਯਣ.
ਉਥਕਨ [uthkan] v be adjourned, be tired. 2 to

lift, to raise to an upright position. 3 to make

one rebound or jump. “ranhI turég uthakk .

h'é.”—paras. “bajI uthakkié”—suraj. 4 to cover;

to put the lid on;

ਉਬੜ [uthat] See ਉਂਥਿਤ.

ਉਥਪਨ [uthpan] See ਉਥਾਪਨ. .
ਉ'ਥਪ ਬਿਥਪ [uthap bIthap] See ਉਂਥਾਪਨ and ਬਿਸ਼ਪ.
ਉਥਲਨਾ [uthalna] v to turn over. 2 to tum up

and down or upside down. “agr ju ayat t5

uthlavat.”—GPS. ‘ ‘
ਉਥਲ ਪਥਲ [uthal pathal] n the state of being
topsy turvy. “uthal pathal kardin.”—GPS

ਉਥਾਨ [uthan] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਯ n the'act of standing '

up. 2 an exertion. 3 a beginning. 4 progress.

5 see ਉਠਾਨ.

ਉਥਧ੍ਯਾ [uthanka] ਲ਼ਾ/ਗ੍ਤਵ੍ਯਾਜਿਧ੍ਯ n an introduction,
a preface, prologue. 2 a book written by. some

scholar in the name of the Sikh Guru in which

reasonvfor and context of the formation of

many words is given. * ‘ .
ਉਥਾਧਨ [uthapan] Skt ਚਜ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ v to obliterate,
delete. “khIn mahI thapI uthapanhara.”

—majh m 5. “khIn mahI thapI uthapda.”

—-varjet. 2 to raise, erect. 3 re-establish.

ਉਥਾਰਾ [uthara] Sਉਥਾੜੋਂ 0|ਅਉਥਾਤੋ ਪਾਲ਼ਾ 8 nightmare;

a disease caused by heaviness in the stomach '

and weakness of the brain. While asleep, the

patient feels pressure on his chest as if some

load were laid or someone were pressing him.

It causes 8 breathing-trouble, fear and the

patient starts talking, crying and making a

noise in distress. As an antidote for this disease,

the patient is given a purgative and medicine
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for strengthening the heart and the digestion.

Besides standard medicines, the administration

of goat or cow milk, lump sugar, almond,

cardamom, black pepper, myrobalan, silver

leaf, preserve of myrobalan and fruits, light

food of vegetables and pulses, and the gravy

of partridge meat is beneficial. Intoxicants,

chillies, meat, jaggery, oily food,'sex, fear,

anger-etc. are to be avoided. “re jan ! uthare

dabIohU sutIa gai VIhaI.”—var sor m 3. ‘In

the sleep of ignorance, worries pounce on one

like a nightmare.’

ਉਥਿਤ [uthIt], ਉੱਥਿੱਤ [uthItt] ਲ਼ਾ/ਚਿਗੀਧ੍ਯ adjrisen.
“.bahur uthIt upar ko ave.”—GPS.

ਉਦ [ud] Skt ਤਕ੍ vr to wet; to flow. 2 n water.
3 an iron-chain to tie the elephant.

ਉਦਉ [udau], ਉਦਇ' [udaI] Skt ਚਟ੍ਧ n the act of
coming up, rising, manifestation. 2 progress,

an increase. “satIguru mile ja bhage ka udau
hOI.”—sri m 3.,

ਉਦਕ [Udak] Skt ਭਦ੍ਕਝ n water. “ram UdakI tanu

jalat ijhaIa.”—gau kabir. 2 the ritual of

offering water to the forefathers. See ਉਦਕਣਾ.

ਉਦਕ ਕੁੰਭ [udak kfibh] Skt ਚਟ੍ਨ੍ਯੂਸ੍ਯ n a pitcher
of water; 2 water standing still in a pitcher.

“qu pratibfb bib kau mIli he Udak kObh

bIgrana.”—asa kabir. ‘Just as reflection ofthe
sun merges into the pitcher’s water when the

water is disturbed, in the same manner after

death, the body (like an image in the still

water) disintegrates and the soul merges with

the Great Soul.’ 3 an ancient physician whose

mention has appeared in several texts.

ਉਦਕਣਾ [udakna], ਉਦਕਨਾ [Udakna] v to startle

with fear, take fright. “Scak Udke sare.”-GPS.

2 to jump, leap. 3 to tremble, stumble.

ਉਦਕਭੁਕ [udakbhuk] adj (one) who lives on

water alone. 2 n submarine fire. 3 lightning

ਅਬਿੰਧਨਾਗਨਿ.| One whose fuel is water.
 

'That which has water as fuel.

ੳਦਪਾਨ

“tab kamles harakh hve dyala,

kahyo, sunhu sabh bhusur sala !

yasy ucar Udakhbhuk, vari—

tirath raj det phal cari.”

—GPS rasr 7 a 4, céd 36.

The kind Brahma was pleased and said to

the sages, The mantar whose recitation after

rinsing of the mouth with the waters of the

chiefofpilgrimages, Amritsar, gets (you) four

boons goes as . : “05 amrItodbhavay,

amrI trupay, tirathrajay, namonamh.”

ਉਦਕਰਖ [udkarakh] Skt ਚਵ੍ਯਾਤਾਯੰ n plentitude,
abundance; elaboration, expanse. “jab

Udkarakh kara kartara.”—capai. See ਉਤਕਰਖ.
ਉਦਕਿ [udakI] because of or with water. See
ਉਦਕ.
ਉਦਕੁ [Udaku] water. See ਉਦਕ. “ram Udaku jIh

jan pia.”—-maru kabir.

ਉਦਗਾਤਾ [udgata] Skt ਚਟ੍ਰ’ਸਰ੍ਵ n a brahman who

recites hymns ofSam Ved in a sacrificial ritual.

ਉਦਗਾਰ [udgar] SktBEITR n a belch, or eructation,

or wind released from the stomach. Normal

belching is not painful, but with phlegmatic or

rheumatic cough when strength ofthe stomach

decreases and the incidence and frequency of

belching increases, it is a type of disease to

avoid with the administration of digestive

medicines, and restraint to be practised in

eating. 2 vomiting, puke, cholera. 3 comfort.
4 pain. 5 6ਸੇੰ6ਇਿ850ਗ਼ੀ06, simmer.

ਉਦਧ [udadh], ਉਦਧਿ [Udath] Skt ਰ੍ਯਬਿ n a

pitcher. 2 an ocean. “udath guru gahIf

gébhir beétu harI.”—-—saveyem 4 ke. 3 a cloud.

ਉਦਧਿਸੁਤ [udthsut] Skt ਰਟ੍ਬਿਚੂਰ n the son of

the sea; the moon. 2 a jewel. 3 ambrosia.

4 Dhanvantri (the physician god). 5 precious

stones and substances formed in the ocean.

ਉਦਪਾਨ [Udpan] Skt ਰਥਾਸ਼੍ਯ n a well. “ghat sis
dhara jal levan k0 udpan jahe‘i.”—NP. 2 an ofien

~ well. 3 a small water bucket carried by a sadhu.

  

 



 

 

 

ੳਦਬਿਗਨ

ਉਦਬਿਗਨ [udegan] Skt ਗਂਫ਼ੈਯ adj flustered,
perplexed, nervous. “bethi sare dIn udegan

bhai he man.”-GPS.

ਉਦਬਿਲਾਵ [udelav] See ਜਲ ਬਿਲਾਵ.

ਉਦਬੇਗ [Udbeg] See ਉਦਵੇਗ.
ਉਦਭਟ [udbhat] Skt ਰਫ੍ਰਾਂਜਾਟ adj strong, mighty.

2 famous, well-known. 3 superior. 4 a tortoise.

5 the sun.

ਉਦਭਵ [udbhav] Skt ਚਰ੍‘ਸਕ n birth, creation.
2 increase, progress. 3 universe; the creation

of the world.

ਉਦਭਿਜ [udthj] See ਉਤਭੁਜ.
ਉਦਭਿਦਵਿਦਜ਼ਾ [udthdVIdya] Skt ਰਫ਼ਿਫ਼ਿਵ੍ਯ n
botanical knowledge.

ਉਦਭੂਤ [udbhut] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਤਟ੍ਰਬ੍ਰੂਰ adj produced, born.

2 appeared. \

ਉਦਮ [Udam] See ਉੱਦਮ. “Udam karedIa jiU tfi.”

—Var guj 2 m 5.

ਉਦਮਾਤ [Udmat], ਉਦਮਾਦ [Udmad] Skt ਚਜਜ੍ਯ n

intoxication, ecstasy. “maIa mad cakhI bhae

Udmate.”—maru m 5. ‘got intoxicated with

the wine of the wealth.’ 2 yfl, melancholia,

a disease ofbrain, a severe form ofdepression

bordering on insanity. It is the result ofeating

dry food, excessive drinking and copulation,

loss of sleep, worry, anger and grief, but

occasionally of stoppage of blood caused by

piles, consuming ofraw mercury, head injury,

financial'loss, public disgrace and excess of

heat and dryness. - .

A patient of melancholia talks too much

and for gets manners, sometimes laughs then

cries, does not respect anyone, feels scared

of people and avoids them. Women and

children are less susceptible to this disease.

Early detection and treatment'by capable

doctors can easily cure it; passage of time

renders the cure difficult. '
To irritate and annoy a melancholic patient

is not proper. On the contrary, he should be
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entertained with loving conversation, music

and pleasurable games. He should be given

milk, butter, cream, almond oil, light fruit and

light food. Cold drinks prepared from

groundseed of pumpkin, cucumber and

cardamom with lump sugar are beneficial if

regularly administered. Almond oil should be

rubbed on the pate and sandalwood paint

applied to the forehead. Lemon water is

useful. The patient should not have

constipation and factors which cause this

disease should be guarded against. 3 In Sindhi

language, this word means wony and concern.

ਉਦਮਾਦਾ [udmada] Skt ਰ੍ਯਢ adj intoxicated,
crazy. “man khut-har, tera nahi bIsasu tu

mahé udmada.”—b11a m 5. 2 sufi‘ering from

melancholia; insane, mad.

ਉਦਮਾਦੀ [udmadi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਤਿਤ੍ਯਾਫਿਜ਼੍ਥਯੰ/ mad, tenacious,

insane. 2 a drug addict, often intoxicated. “qu

udmadi atisar.”—BG. ‘as opium addict is

killed by diarrhoea.’

ਉਦਮੁ [Udamu] See ਉੱਦਮ. “Udamu soi keraI

prabhu.”—majh m 5 dInrsn.

ਉਦਯ [Uday] Skt ਤਟ੍ਧ n an inc‘rease, progress.

_ 2 rising, appearing. 3 sunrise. 4 according to

the Purans, an eastern hill from behind which

rises the sun, Its well-known name is

Udyachal. See ਉਦਯਗਿਰਿ. *

ਉਦਯ ਅਸ੍ਵ [Uday ast] n two mountains, Uday and
. Ast. The sun rises from behind Uday in the

morning and sets behind Ast. 2 the sunrise and

sunset. 3 east and west, meaning the entire earth.

"‘uday est la raj.”——saloh. 4 birth and death.

ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ [Uday sigh] a famous king of the
Shishodhia dynasty,l and younger son ofRana

Sanga (Sangram Singh),Uday Singh ascended

the throne of Chattaur in Sammat .1599

'The rulers ofUdaypur consider themselves Raghuvanshi,
 

which dynasty is held in high esteem in the whole of

Rajputana.
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(154|-42 AD). He was cowardly and
disgraced the name of his dynasty. His
illustrious son Rana Pratap (who is considered
the pride ofthe Rajput race) founded Udaypur
and named it after his father. It is now the
famous capital of Rajputana. See ਚਤੌੜਗੜ੍ਹ,

2 Mani Ram was the son of Mai Das of
Alipur (district Multan). He was a Rajput who
dedicated all his five sons Uday Singh, Ajab
Singh, Ajaib Singh, Anak Singh and Vichitar
Singh to the service of Guru Gobind Singh;
The» tenthGuru baptised them on 1 Vaisakh.
Sammat 1756 when he founded the Khalsa’
and initiated them into Sikhism.

Uday Singh once killed a tiger and
presented its hide to the Guru,'who put it on'-'
an ass that became fearless and roamed in
the fields grazing freely because no one dared
go near and check it.

Once hearing the sound of donkeys.
braying, itjoined them and went tothe house
of its master, the potter, and indulged in a
boistorous horseplay along with the other
donkeys. The potter, recognizing its real
worth removed the tiger skin from its back
and put a heavy load on it. Giving its analogy
the Guru instructed 'his disciples by telling
that those wl1o,,forsaki11gthe Khalsa, reverted
to their old caste system wouldimeet thesame
fate as met the said ass‘.

During the battle of Sammat 1758, Uday
Singh severed the head’of Raja Keshri
Chand, stuck it 'on his spear and brought it
to the Guru. When the Guru evacuated
Anandpur, Uday Singh was with him and on
way to Chamkaur in Sammat 1761 he fought
bravely against the enemy and attained
martyrdom. “paharek 13 ran paryo mahfi

- prabal Iksar. Uday sigh jujhe tabé satIguru
saran VIcar.”-guru sobha. His younger

ਉਦਰਚੋਗ

brothers also died fighting in the battles
fought for the cause of thecountry and the
community. See ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਰ ਸਿੰਘ.

3 Son of Bhai Lal Singh of the. clan of.
Bhai Bhagtuand Rani Sahib Kaur and ruler
of Kaithal under whose patronage the poet

‘ Bhai Santokh Singh wrote his ‘Guru Pratap
Surya’. Uday Singh died of paralysis on
Phagun Sudi 14 sammat 1879 (“5 March 1843
AD.) See ਸੰਤੋਖ ਸਿੰਘ, ਕੈਥਲ and ਭਗਤੂ. .
ਉਦਯਗਿਰਿ [udaygIrI] See ਉਦਯ 4. 2 a mountain .
in district Jasgadh of Gwalior state. 3 a
mountain in NellOr district of Madras. 4 a

' mountain in Travancore state. 5 a mountain
in Ganjam district of Madras. 6 a mountain
in Puri district of Orissai
ਉਦਯਨ [udyan] Skt ,ਰ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ n manifesting as does
the rising sun. 2 See ਕੁ'ਸੁਮਾਂਜਲਿ 2.
ਉਦਯ ਪੁਰਸ਼੍ਘਾਂਗ੍/ pur] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ 1.
ਉਦਯਾਚਲ [udyacal] See ਉਦਯ 4.
ਉਦਰ [Udar] Skt ਚਟ੍ਦ੍ abdomen. “udre karanI
apne.”—-var,r‘am 1. 2 a chest, breast. “abki
sarupI sujanI sulakhni sathg udarI dhari.”
-—asa kabir. 3 the stomach; that which digests.
4 an intestine. 5 awomb. 6 the'Inner side,
interior.

ਉ'ਦਰ [udar] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a rat, mouse. See.ਉਦਰ
ਉਦਰ ਉਦਕ [udar udak] water in the uterus
surrounding the embryo. “jan-ni kere udar
Udak mahI pid kia das duara.”-asa dhéna.
ਉਦੈਰਅਰਿ’ [udararI] n the enemy ofthe abdomen,
a dagger.—sanama.
ਉਦਰ ਸੰਜੋਗੀ [udar séjogi] n real brother, born to
the same motl1er.2 the earth which gives birth
to plants. “udarséjogi dharti mata.”—maru
soIhe m 1. 3 adj selfish, interested only in
stuffing his own stomach.

ਉਦਰਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ [udarjvala] n abdominal heat.
2 hunger.

ਉਦਰ ਰੋਗ [udar rog] a disease of the stomach. ਭੰ

 
 

 



 

It is caused by decrease in digestion or decline
of the abdominal heat. It may be called the.
father of countless diseases. There is no
disease which does not arise from disorder in

the stomach. || may be caused by overeating

or untimely eating, stoppage of urine, stools

and perspiration, or eating while thirsty or

drinking while hungry, eating too frequently,

constant worry or excessive fatigue.

The patient suffers from flatulence, foul

belching, foul smelling, farting, loss of

appetite or feeling of burning sensation in the

heart and heaviness in the forehead.

Taking small quantities of castor oil and

seeds ofceletruss paniculata mixed with milk

is beneficial for the patient. The powder of

holarrhene antidy sentence, borax roasted

asefoetida ash ofconch shell in doses of four

masas taken with the whey of cow’s milk is

very effective. For a patient of this disease,

rice that ripens in 60 days, barley, green gram,

cow’s milk and its whey, bitter gourd and

gravy ofmeat from wild animals is beneficial.
Another drug, Narayan Churan (powder), a

mixture of 28 ingredients, taken in doses of

two to four masas, depending on the patient’s

age, is very beneficial. ‘ ‘
Dropsy, lymph, windball etc. are also said

to be diseases ofthe stomach. Narayan Churan

is beneficial for them too.

ਉਦਰਾਗਨਿ [udraganI] abdominal heat. See
ਉਦਰਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ.
ਉਦਰਾਮਯ [udramay1n a disease of the stomach,
or of the abdomen.

ਉਦਰਿ [udarI]m the stomach or belly. 2 with
the chest. See ਉਦਰ 2. 3 in the womb. _

ਉਦਵਨ [Udvan] See ਉਦਯਨ. “asébhau udVIaU.”
—saveye m 5 ke. ‘What is beyond birth has
become manifest.’

ਉਦਵਰਤਨ [udvartan] Skt ਚਟ੍ਰਰੰਜ n a paste for
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rubbing on the skin before a bath to make the

body clean and fragrant.

ਉਦਵਾਹ [udvah] Skt ਰਗ਼ਫੁ n the act of taking

away. 2 taking the bride away from her

parental home; marriage, wedlock, marital

union.

ਉਦਢਿਓ [udVIo], ਉਦਵਿਅਉੰ [udvzau] v rose,

appeared. See ਉਦਯਨ and ਉਦਵਨ. See ਆਸੰਭਉ.

ਉਦਵਿਗਨ [udvrgan] Skt ਗਂਫ਼ੈਯ adj perplexed,
flustered.

ਉਦਵੇਗ [udveg] Skt ਰਫ਼ੈਧ n perplexity, perturbation.
“teg bahadur satIguru dé satrun Udveg.”

—GPS. 2 vigorous excitement of the mind.

3 passion. 4 aspiration.

ਉਦਾਸ [udas] Skt ਚਗਬ੍ to sit aside, pass by.
2 Skt ਤਵ੍ਯਜੀਂਸ੍ adj downcast, estranged,

apathetic. 3 callous. 4 a recluse. “ghar hi

mahI udas.”—sr1’ m 3. 5n indifference

asceticism, apathy. “gIrasat mahI cit udas
ahékar.”—asa m 5.

ਉਦਾਸੀ [Udasi], ਉਦਾਸੀਨ [udasin] Skt ਰ੍ਯਜਿ਼ਜਗ n

non-attachment, asceticism. 2 hopelessness.

“us de mfih Upper Udasi chai hoi he.”—pr0v.

3 adj free from worldly attachment, ascetic.

“gurubacani baharI gharI eko nanak bhaIa

udasi.”—maru m 1. 4 n a sect within the Sikh

community established by Guru Nanak Dev’s '

elder son Baba Shri Chand. Baba Gurditta

was his first disciple. The latter had four

disciples: a) Balu Hasna. b) Almast. c) Phu]

Shah and d) Gonda or Goind.‘

These four dhuni’s (literally small open

fires) alongwith the six blessed groups were

known as dasnami udasi Sadhus. They are:

(a) Suthreshahi blessed by Guru Har Rai.

(b) Sangatsahibie blessed by Guru Har Rai and

Guru Gobind Singh.

(c) Jitmallie blessed by Guru Gobind Singh.

"‘balu hasna phul pun géda am almast. mukh Udasi Ih bhae

bahurc”) sadhu samst.”-—GPS.
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(d) Bakhatmallie blessed by Guru Gobind Singh.

(6) Bhagatbhagvanie blessed by Guru Har Rai.

(t) Mihanshahie blessed by Guru Teg Bahadur.‘

They wear a dress dyed in deep red colour

and a black cord around the neck, carry a

hollow gourd shell in the hand and put a high

cap on the head. The saints ofthis sects earlier

used to keep their hair and beard untrimmed

and clean, but now most ofthem wear matted

hair or are clean-shaven, with ashes rubbed

on their bodies or wear ochre coloured

garments. Guru Granth Sahib is their leading

light. See ਅਖਾੜਾ and ਮਾਤ੍ਰਾ.

ਉਦਾਸੀਨਤਾ [Udasinta] See ਉਦਾਸੀ 1.

ਉਦਾਸੁ [Udasu] See ਉਦਾਸ. .
ਉਦਾਸੇਰਾ [udasera] adj apathetic, indifferent.

2 non-attached. “sigi baje nI’t'udasera.”——ram

m 5.

ਉਦਾਹਰਣ [udahran] Skt ਰ੍ਯਫੁਵ੍ਯਾ n an example,

instance, illustration.

ਉਦਾਚਲ [Udacall ਉਦਯ-ਅਚਲ. See ਉਦਯ 4.

ਉਦੱ'ਤ [uddat] ,ਝ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਰ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ n a syllable pronounced

in high or loud tone. 2 a large musical

instrument. 3 high tone. 4 a metaphoric

expression in which the lover is glorified by

landing the things related to him.

Example:

dhén so v55, dhén su pIta,

dhén so mata jInI jan jane.—bher n. 4.

dhany anédpur nagar he jahi VIcre dasmes.

dhany sigh jo prem kar hajIr rahe hemes.

5 adjliberal, charitable. 6 high. 7 good, noble.

8 shining.

ਉਦਾਨ [Udan] See ਪ੍ਰਾਣ.

ਉਦਾਯੁਧ [udayudh] Skt ਤ੍ਯਗਧੂਬ adj (one) who
has taken up a weapon to strike. “§jan se tan

Ugr Udayudh.”—carrtr I. See ਉਗ੍ਰਾਯੁਧ.
ਉਦਾਰ [udar] Skt ਚਗ਼ਲ਼ਾਣ੍ adj charitable, liberal.
'For full details about the names ofthese saints consult this
 

book alphabetically.

ੳਦੀਪਨ

“Udar UCIt darId haran.”—saveye m 2.

. 2 grand, superb. 3 Skt ਰਟ੍ਸਂ. ਉਤ੍-ਦਾਰ. See ਦ੍ਰਿ
vr a saw, grinder, destroyer. “sabh 10k

sokaudar.”-—aka1.

ਉਦਾਰਤਾ [udarta] n liberality, humaneness.

2 goodness, well being. 3 nobility.

ਉਦਾਲਕ [udalak] Skt ਚਰ੍ਵਤ੍ਯਾ n a sage, father of

Shvetketu, his original name was Aruni but

his guru Ayod Dhaumya renamed him

Udalak. “ek udalak rIkhI huto.”—carItr

117. 2 a wild plant, whose seed is ground or

roasted and then eaten. 3 a deciduous tree,

cordia myza; its fruit. “hare madhuk udalak

hare.”—-GPS. -

ਉਦਿਆਚਲ [udIacal] See ਉਦਯ 4.

ਉਦਿਆਨ [udIan] Skt ਚਗੁਯ n a garden. “man
kécur kaIa udIane.”—gau a m 1. 2 a

wilderness, jungle. “jatI na patI na adro

udIanI bhramina.”—varjet 3 river Swat and
its adjoining country. 4 a stroll. 5 a resolve,

determination.

ਉਦਿਆਨ ਜਾਣਾ [udIan jana] v to go out at the
call of nature; to ease oneself; to defecate.

“kar tfibi lekar tIs kala. jat huto UdIan

visala.”—GPS. `

ਉਦਿਅਾਨ੍ਯ [ਘਾਂਗ਼ੁਗ਼ਰਯੰਸਿ਼ hilly woods. See ਉਦਿਆਨ

and ਦ. “jaha sravan harI katha n‘a sunie tah

mahabhaian UdIanad.”—sarm 5.

ਉੰਠਿਜਨਾ [udIana] n forest dwelling, the third

stage of man’s life. “tirath varat nem karhI

UdIana.”——maru soIhe m I.

ਉਦਿਆਨਿ. [UdIanI] in the wilderness. See
ਉਦਿਅਾਨ੍ਯ.
ਉਦਿਆਨੀ [udIani] adj a forest dweller. See
ਉਦਿਆਨਾਂ. “som pak aparas UdIani.”-—bavan.

ਉਦਿਤ [udIt] Skt ਰਢਿਰ adj manifest, apparent.

2 having risen. 3 SktBEIfi adjready, prepared.

ਉਦਿਮ [udIm] See ਉੱਦਮ.
ਉਦੀਚੀ [Udici] Skt ਗੀਥੀ n northern direction:

ਉਦੀਂਪਨ [udipan] Skt ਰਫੀਧ੍ਯ n incitement,
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instigation. 2 awakening. 3 anything like musk
and saffron etc., that arouses sexual desire.
4 in poetics, what enhances erotic pleasure.
For example, the spring season, a cuckoo, a
black bee, a garden, a female friend, etc.
ਉਦੀਰਣ [Udiran] Skt ਉਦ੍-ੲੀਰ੍ n an utterance, a
description, talk. 2 Skt ਉਦੀਟੰ adj perplexed,
confused, agitated. ‘

ਉਚੁੰਥਰ [Udfibar] Skt ਚਣੂਸ੍ਯਦ੍ n ਉਤ੍-ਅੰਬਰ higher
than the sky; a very large tree; gullar; ficus
glomerata. “braham Udfibar VItap sémana.”
——NP. ‘Gullar fruit has innumerable tiny
organisms in it. Similarly God inheres

. countless creatures.’ 2 copper. 3 weight equal
to 80 rattis. 4 entrance, threshold. 5' a sect of
ascetics who carry staff of gullar in their
"hands. 6 a type of leprosy in which the patient
has boils of the size of gullar fruit bursting
and oozing on his body.
ਉਦੂਲ [udul] ਪੰਖਿ n theact of separation;
disobedience. “hukam udul apko kin.”-GPS.
ਉਦੇ [ode] See ਉਦਯ.
ਉਦੇਸ [odes] See ਉੱਦੇਸ਼. 2 adj appointed,
established. “dIn holi ko karhI udes.”—GPS.
ਉਚੇ ਸਿੰਘ [ude sigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਉਦੇਗ [Udeg] short form of ਉਦਵੇਗ a desire,
longing. “pritI kar rIde harkhavan udeg
hi.”—NP.
ਉਦੇਦਾਰ [Udedar] See ਉਹਦੇਦਾਰ. “Udedar UI dOI
hari ke.”—GPS.
ਉਦੈ [ode] See ਉਦਯ. “ode asatu ki man buth
nasi.”—asa kabir.

ਉਦੇ ਅਸਤੁ [ode asatu], ਉਦੈ ਅਸੂ [ode est] See ਉਦਯ
ਅਸ੍ਵ.
ਉਦੈ ਸਿੰਘ [ਘਾਂੲ sigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਉਦੋਸਾਹ [udosah] adj _ਉਦਿਤ-ਉਤਸਾਹavid, courageous.
“Udosahe kIa nisani.”—sava m 1. .
ਉਦੋਸੀਅ [udosia] ਉਦਯ-ਸ਼੍ਰੀ'? hegemony, eminence.
“Udosia ghare hi vuthi.”—-sava m 1.

ਉਦੋਂਤ [Udot] Skt ਚਟ੍ਧੀਰ )1 light, marvel: “bhavi

ੳਦਜੋਗੀ
~”Udot karma. —varjet. 2 morning, dawn. “asat

Udot bhaIa uthIcale.”-mam a m 5. 3 adv
resplendent, illuminated. ਭੰ
ਉਦੋਤਕ [odotak] Skt ਉਦਯੋ'ਤਕ adj respiendent.
“Ik jotI udotak rupad so.”—GPS.

ਉਦੋਂਤੁ [udatu] See ਉਦੋਤ. “Udotu bhan puren
bhavi ko.”—maIa m 5.
ਉਚੰਗਲ [ਘਾਂਰੋਥੂਗੰ] n a fair, carnival.
ਉਦੰਡ [udéd] Skt ਰਫ੍ਹਤ adj fearless, not afraid
of punishment. “udéde améde pracéde
pramathe.”—aka1. 2 (one) carrying a long
staff. 3 furious, violent. 4 chief, head. “੩1-
katke palkhéd. parh ved métr Udéd.”——gyan.
ਉਦੰਤ [udét] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n the end of hard labour,
result of hard work. “sukh sagar pan Udét.”
—savsye m 4. 2 a decision. 3 an event; a
narrative. 4 a topic; a context. 5 adj(one) who
reaches a logical conclusion. 6 good, noble,
virtuous.

ਉਦੰਬਰ [udébar] See ਉਰੁੰਬਰ.
ਉੱਦਮ [oddam] Skt ਉਦਯਮ n an effort, attempt;
hard work, exertion.
ਉੱਦਮੀ [uddami] adj industrious, hardworking.
ਉੱਦਾ [udda] See ਉਦੈ. 2 n an authority. See ਉਹਦਾ.
3 a jat of Harika who became a disciple of
Guru Hargobind and rose to be a scholar and
warrior. He displayed great valour in the
battle of Amritsar.

ਉਚਿਜ੍ਪਨ [uddipan] See ਉਦੀਪਨ.
ਉੱਚੇ [Udde] a community of cultivators found
mainly in Shahpur district.

ਉੱਦੇਸ਼ [uddes] Skt ਰਟ੍ਰੇਗ੍. (ਉਚ੍-ਦਿਸ਼੍ਵ) 11 an objective,
purpose. 2 a reason, cause. 3 a desire, wish.

ਉੱਚੈਸ਼੍ਯ [uddesy] Skt ਚਟ੍ਰੇਧ੍ਯ adj desired,wanted,
needed. 2 )2 an object that is kept in mind
while making an observation; idol.
ਉਦਸਾਨ [udyan] See ਉਦਿਆਨ. ' ਰ੍
ਉਦਜੋਂਗ [udyog] Skt ਚਵਯਿ n an effort, industry,
endeavour. “alas tyag karat Udyog-hI .”—GPS.

ਉਦਯੋੰਗ਼ੀ [udyogi] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਡਾਂਚਗ਼ੈਸਿਂਰ੍ adj active, energetic,



 

hardworking.

ਉਦਜੋਂਤਕ [Udyotak] 866 ਉਦੋਤਕ.

ਉਦ੍ਰੋਕ [udrek] Skt n an. increase, progress. 2 a

beginning, commencement.

ਉਧਉ [UdhaU] See ਊਂਧਵ. “udhau akruru trIlocan

nama.”—saveye m 3.

ਉਧਰ [udhar] adv on that side. 2 See ਉਧਰਣ.

“udhar deh 5dh kup te.”—jetm 5. 3 See ਉਧਲਨਾ.
' “Udhar cali tésé hIt keke.”—carrtr 214.

ਉਧਰਣ [Udhran] SktBFRUT n upward movement,

the act of rising. 2' the act of emancipatioh.

“nanak UdhraSI tIsu jan ki dhurI.”—prabha

m 5. 3 ਰਕ੍ਯਾ v to take across. 4 to emancip'ate.

“sét udhran daIalafi”—Var jet. “tirath Udam

satIguru kia sabh lok Udhran artha.”—tukha

chinLm 4.

ਉਧਰ ਧਰੇ [udhar dhare] sen liberated; set free.

“sabadmatr te udhar dhare.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਉਧਰਨ [udhran] See ਉਧਰਣ.
ਉਧਰਨਹਾਰਾ [Udhranharalladj(one) who liberates

or emancipates. “dinanath pranpatI puran

bhavjal udhranhara.”—devm 5. 2 desirous of

liberation.

ਉਧਲਨਾ [udhalna] v to take another husband;

to elope with a lover without telling the

husband. “kIsu 55g udhlani SOI.”—GPS. See

ਉਧਰ. ‘
ਉਧਾਣ [Udhan] See 3%.
ਉਧਾਰ [udhar] SktGTa'R n debt, loan; something

borrowed with a promise to return. In Sanskrit

“dhar” is another word for debtor loan.

2 salvation, emancipation. “tIsu guru

balIhari jInI sabh ka kia udhar.”—gujm 5.

ਉਧਾਰਨ [udharan] n a ship, that one takes across.

“kallsamudr bhae rup pragat harI nam

udharan.”—saveye m 5 ke. 2 v to liberate; to

take across. ‘

` ਉ-ਧਾਲੀਂ [Udhali] See ਅੰਧਾਲੀਂ.
ਉਧੇੜਨਾ [udherna] v to unstitch, peel or pare.
2 to open. (from Skt root ਚਫ਼ੈਢਣਜ meaning to
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unbind and wrap).

ਉਥੋ [udho], ਉਥੋਂ [udha] See ਉਧਉ and ਉਧਵ. “udha
akruru bIdarU gun gave.”—

ਕਿੰ [Odh] See 3%.

ਉੱਧ [uddh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਚੂਲ਼ਾਤਲ਼ੀਵ੍ਰੱਣੌਖ਼ adjhigh, tall. “drIr darh
karal dve set Udhé.”—VN. “barvanal jval

samudr ke madth VIrajat uddhé.”—cédi 2.

See ਉੱਧਤ.
ਉੱਧਤ [uddhat] SktBEfi adj high, tall. 2 lifted

raised. “Uddhat stayé Ite sigh dhayo.”—c5di

2. ‘The lion ran with its tail raised.’ 3 furious.

4 mighty. 5 shrewd. 6 vain, arrogant. 7 n a

royal champion.

ਉੱਧਞ [uddhav] See ਊਧਵ. 2 Skt a fire during
the oblational ceremony. 3 pleasure, joy.

ਉੱਧਾਣ [uddhan] n a high place; sky. “rararéke

gIddhé Uddhané.”—ramav.

ਉਪ੍ਰਿਤ [udhrIt] Skt ਰਰ੍ਬ੍ਰੂਰ adj raised, lifted.

2 redeemed, selected. 3a text extracted from

some book.
ਉਨ [un] pron plural of ਉੱਸ. “un ks 55g tu karti
kel.”—asa m 5. 2 n See ਉਨੇ. “h'édhe un kataIda

pedha lore pétu.”—sfarid. \
ਉਨਏਂ [unae] See ਉੱਨਤ. 2 overcast (with clouds)

“savan ko unae ghan ae.”—1<rIsan.

ਉਨਸ [unas] A J; n recognition, acquaintance.

2 friendship. .

ਉਨਸਰ [unsar], ਉਨਸੁਰ [unsur] A />‘ an element,

ingredient See ਅਨਾਸਿਰ.
ਉਨਕਾ [unkalA [,ਫ਼ n a long necked'imaginary

bird whichIs supposed to remain always in

the air. It neither lands on earth and nor is it

to be seen by anyone. “unka ukaba carga

simurga.”—saloh.

ਉ'ਨਤਿ [finatI] See ਉੱਨਤਿ.
ਉਨੱਤੀ [unnati] ਠੱ/ਢਠੰਹ੍ਕ੍ਜੈਜ਼ ਕਿੰਤ੍ਪੇਂਰ੍, twenty-nine.
ਉਨਮਤ [unmat], ਉਨਮੱਤ [unmatt] Skt ਰ੍ਯਢ adj

intoxicated, charmed, infatuated. “.unmat

kam mahfi bIkh bhule.”——sri bem’. 2 ob’sessed,
unhinged, lunatic. See ਉਦਮਾਦ.

saveye m 1.
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ਉਨਮਦ [unmad] Skt ਰਹਂਸ੍ਯ n ecstasy, intoxication.

“unmad cadha madam res cakhIa.”—ram

kabir. 2 See ਉਨਮੱਤ.

ਉਨਮਦਾ [unmada] adj ecstatic, intoxicated.
“jacch gédhrabi atI unmada.”—carItr 256.

- ਉਨਮਨ [unman] Skt ਤਸ੍ਯਰ੍ adj greatly agitated

or excited, with unsettled mind. “unman

manua sOnI samana.”—gau kabir. 2 according

to yog, one whose mind is indifferent to the

world. “unman nam lagan.”—prabha m 4.

3 Skt ਚਜ਼ਜ੍ਯਜ਼ਬ੍ lofty mind, high thinking.

“unman tatu kamahu.”—var suhi m 1. See

ਉਨਮਨੀ.
ਉਨਮਨ ਰਥ [unman rath] 866 ਰਥ.

ਉਨਮਨਾ [unmana] See ਉਨਮਨ.

ਉਨਮ'ਨਿ [unmanI] in a state of indifference

towards the world. “unmanI rathu dharIa.”

—saveye m 4 ke. ‘conscience imbued with

spiritual knowledge.’ See ਰਥ 4.

ਉਨਮਨੀ [unmani] Skt ਤਢਸਰੀਂ n a posture in yog

in which eye lids are pulled upward and eyes

are concentrated on the tip ofthe nose. 2 state

of spiritual knowledge attained by taking

breath to the sukhmana nerve. “uhmani jotI
patétar dije kan.”—BGK.

ਉਨਮਾਦ [unmad] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਥ n a condition of

unstable mind. 2 indifferent behaviour, ecstasy,

drowsiness. 3 madness, tenacity. “kam krodh

mIt-hI unmad.”—g5c,i m 5. See ਉਦਮਾਦ.

ਉਨਮਾਦੀ [unmadi] 866 ਉਦਮਦੀ.

ਉਨਮਾਨ [unman], ਉਨਮਾਨੁ [unmanU] Skt ਗ਼ਜ਼ੂਸ਼ਾਜ਼ n

concentration, thought. “badbhagi unmanIau

rId sabad basayau.”—savsye m 5 ke. “sath-

ajgaru jInI kia unman.”—saveyem 2 ke. ‘one `

who has brought the evil snake under control

with discretion.’ 2 an estimate; a guess.

“carankamal 1<i mauj k0 kahI kese unman.”

—s kabir. 3 a measure; a measurement. 4 Skt

ਤ੍ਯਾਜ weight. 5 a measure of32 seers (roughly

30 kilograms) 6 price, value.

ੳਨਿ

ਉਨਮਾਰਗ [unmarag] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਜੰ n the wrong way,

an ignoble path. 2 an awkward gait, bad

custom.

ਉਨਮੀਲਨ [unmilan] Skt ਰਾਂਸੀਜਜ੍ n the act of

opening the eye; opening the eye. 2 blooming,

blossoming.

ਉਨਾ-ਸੇਲਿਤ [unmilIt] a literary figure ofmeaning

in which distinction is posed between overtly

similar qualities. “unmilIt sadrIsy te hetu

bhed kachu man.”—-1<avy prabhakar.

Example:

gahIne jy6 jarpos de nahI SOIn sakhe,'°

dhaule dIssan chah duddh sad-hu gun gakhe,

tIu sadhu asadhu parakkhian kartut subhakhe.

—BG.

2 adj open. 3 blossomed, bloomed.

ਉਨਮੂਲਨ [unmulan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਤਜ੍ਯਾ v to uproot; to dig.

ਉਨਮੋਖ [unmekh] Skt ਤਵਸੇਯ n a blink, wink.

2 time required for the eye to wink; an instant.

ਉਨਮੇਂ [unmo] 866 ਉਨਿਮੋ and ਓਔਨਾ-ਨਿ.

ਉਨਂਞ [unav] Skt ਚਜ੍ਯ adj enlarged, expanded.

ਉਨਵਿ [unavx] having swollen. “unavx ghan
chae bares subhae.”—tukha baramaha m 1.

ਉਨਵੰਜਾ [unvéja] See ਉਣਵੰਜਾ.
ਉਨਾ [una] pron plural of ਉਸ marked with

inflexion. “una th ath ohi sadu.”—varasa.

ਉਨਾਨਵੇ [unanve] See ਉਣਜ੍ਯੋ.

ਉਨਾਬ [unab] A .ਵ੍ਭੰਖ਼ਾਂ n a kind of berry, blackish

red in colour. Physicians ofthe Greek system

of medicine use it in several medicines. Its

effect is cool, moist and it removes

constipation. It refines the tenor of voice,

purifies blood, removes cough, back-pain and

diseases of liver and is beneficial for

quenching thirst. 2 adj having a long nose.

ਉਨਾਬੀ [unabi] adj of the colour of blackish,
red berry. 2 n blackish red.

ਉਨਿ [UnI] adv they, to them. “unI canal] oh

sokhIa.”——asa m 1.
 

'Overtly similar.
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ਉਨਿਮੋ [unImo] Skt ਗੈਸ੍ ਕ੍ਯਾ: salutation to the
protecting God. “unImo bhagvét gusai.”
-ram 111 5.

ਉਨੀ [uni] See ਉਨਿ.
ਉੱਠੀ [Uni] See ਉੱਟ੍ਰਾਂਜੋ.

ਉਨੀਂਦਾ [unfda], ਉਨੀਦ੍ਰਾ [unidra] Skt ਤਜਿਟ੍ਰ adj
feeling lethargic because of sleep; sleepy.
“hute fmide dvs nISI kere.”——GPS.
ਉਨੰਜਾ [unéja] See ਉਣਵੰਜਾ.
ਉਨ੍ਹਾਲ [unhal] 11 summer time; the summer
season.
ਉੱਨ [unn], ਉੱਨ [On] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਸੰ wool, fleece of
sheep etc.—romav1i. 2 spider’s web.

ਉੱਨ੍ਯ [unnat], ਉਂਨਤ [Unat] Skt ਰ੍ਯਰ adj high.
“unnat nase jotI prakase.”-aka1. 2 great,
excellent. 3 sovereign; holding more riches.
Bfi-lunnatll, ਉ‘ਨਤਿ [OnatI] Skt ਚਕ਼ੀਰੇ n an
increase, progress, growth. 2 height, eminence.

ਉੱਨੀ [unni], ਉ‘ਨੀ [om] Skt ਡ਼ਜੈਯਿ. adjwoollen.
2 ਦ੍ਜ੍ਯੋਜ ਬਿਗ਼ੀਰੇ nineteen.
ਉਠੀ ਵੀਹ [fini vih] marginally different from
the other.

ਉਪ [Up] short form of ਉਪਮਾਂ. “jagtesvar up ur
na sahicu.”—NP. 2 Skt prep It imparts the
meaning of particularity or specificity to
words to which it is prefixed as in ਉਪਗਮਨ,
ਉਪਕੰਠ, ਉਪਨਯਨ. 3 profusion, abundance as in
ਉਪਕਾਰ, ਉਪਦੇਸ਼. 4 deputyship as in ਉਪਮੰਤ੍ਰੀ, etc.
ਉਧਅਵਤਾਰ [upavtar] a secondary incarnation,
inferior to the primary one. See ਉਪ. “ab gano
‘upavtar.”—-braham. Ram, Krishan, Kalki etc.
are primary avtars: Vyas, Prithu etc. are
regarded as secondary ones.

ਉਪਇੰਦ੍ਰ [upfdr] Vaman Avtar. See ਉੰਪੇ'ਦ੍ਰ. “kotI
idr Upifdr banae.”——aka1.
ਉਪਈ'ਆ [upaia] adj producer, creator.
2 produced, made. “53th varan rup jiajét
Upaia.”—bIIa a m 4. '

ਉਪਸ [Upas] See ਉਪਾਸਜ਼
ਉਧਸਥ [Upasath] See ਉਪ੍ਯਾ.

ੳਪਕਰਤਾ

ਉਪਸਥਿਤ [upasthIt] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਣਾਂਰਧਲ਼ਿਰ adjsitting near,
present, ready at hand.

ਉਪਸਥਿਤਿ [UpasthItI] Skt ਤਧਇਂਯੀਰੇ n presence,
attendance.
ਉਪਸ਼ਮ [upsam] Skt n tranquility; control over
the organs of perception. 2 controlling sexual 
desire. 3 effort to eradicate disease. “ti'h 
Upsam k0 karahu VIcari.”—NP.
ਉਧਸਰਗ [Upsarag] Skt ਤਾਜਾਣ੍ਜੀਂ n the process of 
prefixing ਉਤ, ਉਪ, ਅਤਿ, ਅਧਿ. ਅਨੁ, ਅਪ, ਅਪਿ, ਅਤਿ, 
ਅਞ, ਆਂਙ, ਸਮ, ਸੁ, ਦੁਸ, ਦੁਰ, ਨਿ, ਨਿਜ, ਨਿਰ, ਪ੍ਯਾ, ਪਰਿ, 
ਪ੍ਰ, ਪ੍ਰਤਿ, ਵਿ etc. in the beginning of words for 
imparting special meanings to them. 2 a disease. 
3 a disorder, disturbance. 4 had. 5 hindrance.
ਉਪਸਾ [upsa] Skt ਗ਼ਧਜ੍“ work, task. “k1 amItopsa 
he.”—japu. ਆੰਮਤ-ਅਪਸ੍. 
ਉਪਸੂੰਦ [Upsfid] See ਅਪਸੁੰਦ.

ਉਪਸੰਹਾਰ [upséhar] Skt ਰ੍ਯਚ'ਜ੍ਯ n the act of
pulling towards oneself. 2 a conclusion, 
immersion. “Upkram Upséhar jan CIt.”—GPS. 
‘be absorbed in the Lord’s creation.’ See 
ਉਪਕ੍ਰਮ, ਉਪਸੰਹਾਰ. 3 principle, consequence.
ਉਪਜਥ [upasth] Skt adj sitting near, situated,
close by. 2 n sex, gender. 3\pudendum. 
ਉਪਜਿ਼ਥਤ [upasth1t],€uf’FEIF3 [upasthItI] See
ਉਪਸਥਿਤ and ਉਪਸਥਿਤਿ.
ਉਪਹਾਸ [uphas] Skt n a joke, jest. 2 laughter.
“prIa bacan Uphas kaho.”—-sar m 5.
ਉਪ੍ਯਾਰ [uphar] Skt n the act of carrying
something close. 2 a present, gift, offering. 
3 worship.

ਉਪਰਿਤ [uphIt] Skt adj holding a title, titled.
2 assumed. 3 gifted.

ਉਪਕਰਣ [upkaran] Skt n material; provisions.
2 means and material for making some object 
such as potter’s wheel, string and staff or a 
writer’s pen, inkpot etc. 3 things such as a 
king’s whisk and canopy or ascetic’s mat and 
water container.

ਉਪਕਰਤਾ [upkarta] Skt ਤਧ੍ਯਟ੍ਰਰੂੰ adj a benefactor.
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2 helper.

ਉਪਕ਼ਰਨਾ [upkarna] v to go for aid; to render
help. 2 to prove benevolent. “jIn karanI guru

VIsarIa, se na Upkare 5tivar.”—var vad m 3.

“jo tudhu upkare dukh sukhasa.”—g5d m 4.

ਉਪਕਾਰ [upkar] Skt n help, aid. 2 an act of
kindness, benefaction. “sar maha SImran

satInamu, kar mahé karbo upkar.”—GPS.

3 conformity. 4 employment, service.

5 kindness.

ਉਪਕਾਰੀ [upkari] Skt ਰਧਕ੍ਯਾਪ੍ਰਿਜ਼੍ adj helpful.
2 benevolent, beneficent. “data tarvaru daIa

phalu Upkari jivé’t.”—s kabir. 3 benign,
benevolent.

ਉਪਕੰਠ [Upkéth], ਉਪਕੰਠਿ [upksthI] Skt ਰਧ੍ਯਾਧਠ
adv near, close. 2 on the bank, ashore. “nadi

UpkéthI jsse ghar tarvaru.”—maIa a m 1.

ਉਪਕ੍ਰਮ [upkram] Skt ਤਧਸ੍ਯ n beginning, origin.
2 a preface, preamble. 3 a sequence of the

creation. See ਉਪਕ੍ਰਮ ਉਪਸੰਹਾਰ.

ਉਪਕ੍ਰਮ ਉਪਸੰਹਾਰ [upkram upséhar] These two
words coming together denote unity of the

preamble and ultimate doctrine of a book.

2 a description of the world’s creation from

God and its ultimate [cabsorption in Him.

3 the beginning and the end.

ਉਪਕ੍ਰਿਤ [upkrIt] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ one who has been
obliged, beneficiary. See ਉਪਕਾਰ.

ਉਪਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [upkrItI] Skt ਰਧਡ੍ਰਿ n a favour,
benefaction. 2 virtue, goodness. 3 aid, help.

4 kindness, benevolence.

ਉਪਗੰਤਾ [upgéta], ਉਪਗੰਭ੍ਰਿ [upgétrI] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ

adjgetting close. 2 acquaintance, confidante.

3 (one) who helps.

ਉਪਚਾਰ [upcar] Skt n service. 2 an effort. 3 a

bribe. 4 a treatment, therapy. 5 a recitation

ofa mantar or spell and the procedure to do so.

ਉਪਚਾਰਕ' [opcarak] Skt adj (one) who cures.
2 attendant. 3 one who actualizes a spell or

mantar. 4 n a secondary word, which is not

primary.

ਉਧਚਿਤ੍ਰਾ [upCItra] See ਤਿਲੋਕੀਂ.
ਉਪਜ [upéj] Skt n origin. 2 produce, product.
See ਜਲ ਮਹਿ ਉਪਜੈ.
ਉਪਜਣਾਂ [upajna], ਉਪਜਨ [upjan], ਉਪਜਨਾ [upajna]
Skt ਤਧ੍ਯਜ੍ v to be born, to take birth. “0ij

nij5 nIpajI samai.”—gau kabir. 2 to grow,

germinate. 3 to take birth, have rebirth.

“gurumukhI jia pran Upj-hI.”—prabha m

1. ‘Impelled by Guru’s teaching, mind and life

are then reborn i.e. they assume higher form

of living.’

ਉਪਜ ਨਿਪਜ [upaj nIpaj] See ਉਪਜ and ਨਿਪਜ.
ਉਪਜਯ [ਪਲਿਬਪੂੰਪਂ See ਉਪਜੈ.
ਉਪਜਾਪ [Upjap] See ਉਪਜੰਧ.
ਉਪਜਿ [UpajI] having been produced, having
been born, having taken birth.

ਉਪਜਿਂਅੜਾ [uijara] adj born, produced. “sz
te uijara tInI lia samai.”—bIha chétm 5.

ਉਪਜੀਵਨ [upjivan] Skt n living, livelihood. 2 a
means of subsistence.

ਉਪਜੀਵਿਕਾ [upjiVIka] Skt 71 living, livelihood.
2 a means of subsistence.

ਉਪਜੈ [upje] See ਉਪਜਨ. 2 makes progress,

succeeds. 3 comes out the winner. “khoji upje

badi bInse.”—ma]a m 1. ‘The seeker wins, the

disputant fails.’ ‘

ਉਪਜੰਪ [Upjép], ਉਪਜੰਪਿ [upjépI] Skt ਚਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ n a
recitation or repetition (of God’s name) in a

voice not audible to others, also called “upasu

jap.” “Upjép UpaI na paie kat-hu.”—prabha m

4. 2 Skt ਤਸਤ੍ਯਾ adj proper, suitable, correct.

‘fram namI CItU rape je‘ika. UpjépI darsan kije

t5ka.”—gau a m I.

ਉਪਟਨ {uptanL ਉਪੱਟਣ [Upattan], ਉਪੱਟਨ [Upattan]
ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼/ਚ੍ਵ੍ਯਾਣਜ੍ v to tear; to saw. 2 to render

worthless, uproot. “upatét bar.”—datt. ‘uproots

hair.’

ਉਪਠਾ [Uptha], ਉਪਠੀ [upthi] adj bent backward,

turned face backward; that is, opposite or

 



 

against. “nadarI Upathi je kare sultanéi ghahu

karaIda.”—var asa. See ਘਾਹੁ.

ਉਪਤਾਪ [uptap] Skt n a burning sensation.
2 pain from sickness. 3 worry. 4 calamity.

5 sickness caused by sun’s heat.

ਉਪਤਿਸਟ [uptIsat], ਉਪਤਿਸ੍ਵ [uptIsth1Skt ਤਧਗਿੲ

adj nearby, standing close. “nfdak avadh ho:

uptIsatte.”—sahas m 5. ‘standing nearby to
murder.’

ਉਧਦਿਸ਼ਾ [udesa] Skt n mid-way between two
directions such as southeast (agni kon),

northeast (isan kon), southwest (nerat kon);

and northwest (vayvi kon). See ਦਿਸ਼ਾ.

ਉਪਦੇਸ [updes] Skt ਰਧਟ੍ਰੋਜ੍ਯ (ਉਪ-ਦਿਸ੍) n teaching,
advice. “ap kamau avra Updes.”—gau m 5.

2 beneficial talk. 3 a religious preceptor’s

teaching. 4 a county within a country, province

etc. “mer kete, kete dhu, Updes.”—japu.

ਉਪਦੈਂਸਕ [updesak] Skt ਚਧਟ੍ਰੋਵ੍ਸ੍ਯ n a preceptor. 2 a
guru, mentor.

ਉਧਦੇਸੜਾ [(}})6165ਨੂ8] guru’s teaching. “soi daSI
Updesra.”—suh1' m 5 gunvéti. See ੜਾ.

ਉਪਦੇਜਿ [UpdeSI] with or through teaching.
“guru UpdeSI kal SIU jure.”—bherkabir. ‘fights

death through Gurp’s teaching.’ ਰ੍

ਉਪਦੇਸੀ [updesi], ਉਪਦੇਸ੍ਵਾ [updesta] Skt ਚਧਰੇ'ਥੂਗਂ

n a teacher, preacher, preceptor. “gIani

thani bahu updesi.”——gau kabir. 2 guru.

ਉਪਦ੍ਰਹ'ਪਿੳਰਧੀਗ਼ੀ], ਉਪਦੁਞ [upadrav] Skt ਤਧਫ਼ਥ n

violence, turbulence, tumult. “mIte upadrah

man te ber.”—asa m 5. 2 an uproar; a turmoil.

3 a calamity, disaster.
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}ਚਿਨੂਛਿਕ], antimony, mica, red arsenic, and

khaprIya. “kahI dhatu sabe Updhatu

bhano.”—samudr methan.

ਉਪਧਾਨ [updhan] Skt n a head-rest; a pillow.

“bad Updhan dharyo ji‘h pache.”—GPS. 2 a
mantar recited before laying the foundation

of an altar. 3 love, affection.

ਉਪਨਤ [upnat] Skt adj visible, apparent. “jan

Upnat suhag.”——manu. 2 bent towards the front.
3 one who bows in order to seek protection; a

refugee.

ਉਪਨਯਨ [Upnayan] Skt n the ceremony of the
sacred thread. See ਜਨੇਊ.' 2 the act of taking
the pupil close to the preceptor.

ਉਪਨਾਮ [upnam] Skt ਤਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾਸਚ੍'; a second name
given out of love; nickname. 2 a poet’s

adopted name as Goya by Bhai Nand Lal.

See ਛਾਪ.

ਉਪਨਿਸ਼ਦ [upnIsad], ਉਪਨਿਖਦ [UpnIkhad] Skt
ਤਧਜਿਂ'ਕਕ੍ n the act of sitting closeby to listen to
the preceptor’s teachings. 2 a branch of Ved

Brahamans containing spiritual precepts.

They are one hundred and seventy in number

but the main ones are ten: ishavasy, ken,

kathvalli, prasn, mfidak, méduky, tetIrriy,

strey, ché’dogy, vthdarnyak. “kachu

upnIkhad path mukh thana.”—GPS.

Some of the Upnishads were translated

into Persian during the reign of emperor

Akbar. Darashikoh also got fifty of them

translated in 1657 AD. 3 an uninhabited

place, isolated spot. 4 religion.
ਉਪਦ੍ਰਵੀਂ [upadravi], ਉਪਦ੍ਹੀ [Upadri] Skt ਰਧਟ੍ਥਿਜ਼੍ ਉਪਨਿਯਮ [upnIyam] Skt n bye-laws framed
adj riotous, tumultuous. “dhuja phat basétr

su dhare upadri.”—paras.

ਉਪਧਾਤੁ [updhatu] Skt n dross. 2 an alloy. 3 a

metallic or metal-like substance like

antimony, blue vitriol, yellow arsenic, etc.

sOme writers have put their number at seven

adding to the above somamakkhi, bluevitriol,

under principal laws. For example, principal

precepts of Sikhism are nam, dam and 15mm,

and secondary principles or upnIyams are

reading and recitation of the sacred texts,

katha and kirtan, gifting of food, clothing,

'Being a ritual of the moment when the novice is taken to
 

the preceptor for teaching, it carries this name.
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medicine and education, and maintenance of

cleanliness of clothes, house, etc.

ਉਪਨੀਤ [upnit] Skt adj(one) who has undergone

the ceremony of the sacred thread. 2 brought

closeby.

ਉਪਨੇਤਾ [upneta] Skt ਤਧਜੇਰ੍ਵ n one who brings.

2 the priest who offers the sacred thread.

ਉਪਨੇਤ੍ਰ [upnetr] Skt n the second eye, education

or knowledge. 2 spectacles.

ਉਪਨ੍ਯਯ [upanyas] Skt n the act of keeping

closeby. 2 an abdication. 3 a statement,

narration. 4 an imaginary tale, a novelritrust

money. 6 thought.

ਉਪਪਤਿ [up-patI] Skt n the second husband,

jar.‘ “patI marat jIh lagi na bara. ka Up-patI

tIh ੩81- bIcara?”—carrtr 267. See ਉਪਪੱ'ਤਿ. “up-

patI khastam karhI ucaran.”—GPS.

ਉਪਪੱਤਿ [up-pattI] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਚਧਧਚਿ n an achievement.

2 a spiritual success. 3 the skill, method or

reason for ascertaining a fact.

ਉਪਪਾਤਕ [up-patak] n a sin of the second

degree. For example, stealing is a sin of the

first degree, while dealing with a thief is an

Uppatak.

‘ ਉਪਪਾਤੀ [up-pati] Skt ਰਾਸ਼ਾਰਿਜ਼੍ਕੈਯੰ/who has gate-

crashed. 2 arrived suddenly. 3 caught in the

trap. “tyo 9b taptavhu Up—pati.”—GPS.

ਉਪਪਾਦਨ [up-padan] n describing cogently,

proving methodically.

ਉਪਪੁਰਾਣ [up-puran] minor Purans or books of

Hindu mythology. They are 18 in number:

usna, sanatkumar, sab, shev, kale, kalIka,

durvasa, devi, narsigh, nardiy, nédIkesvar,

parasar, padm, bhaskar, mahesvar, maric,-

vayviy and varun, See ਪੁਰਾਣ.2

fin Punjabi there is difi‘erence ofmeaning between yar and

Q

 

jar. The former means a friend and helper, but the latter is

a person who cohabits with the other’s wife.

’Names of Purans and Upp-purans differ in many books.

866ਕੂਰਮ ਪੁਰਾਣ, Chapter 17.
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ਉਪਬਨ [upban] Skt ਚਧ੍ਯਜ਼ n a garden.

ਉਧਬਾਹ [upbah] a marriage, wedding, See

ਉਪਵਾਹ. “dve Upbah agari bhae.”—GPS.

ਉਪਭੁਕ੍ਰ [Upbhukt], ਉਪਭੁਗਤ [Upbhugat] Skt ਰਧਜ਼ੂਜ਼ਾ

adj used, exploited.

ਉਪਭੋਗ [upbhog] n pleasure derived from using

something. 2 the act of tasting or enjoying.

ਉਪਮਾ [upma], ਉਪਮਾਂ [Upméi] Skt ਉਪ-ਮਾ n the

act of judging equality; similarity. “kaun

Upma deu kavan badai ?”—sar chét m 5. 2 a

literary figure of speech in which upman and

upmey being different objects have a shared

quality that calls for comparison.

karIye jahi upmey k0 bar Upman saman,

pun sadharan dharam dhar sou upma jan.

—aI§kar sagar sudha.

In order to understand this figure ofspeech,

four terms i.e. upman, upmey, dharam and

vacak should be thoroughly grasped:

‘upman’ is an object whose quality is

compared with that ofanother, as for example

the mOon’s brightness/beauty is compared

with a face. ‘upmey’ is that object which is

recipient of an attribute ofsome other object,

as for example, the face that is imagined

comparable to the moon.

‘dharam’ or ‘sadharan dharam’ is the

common quality being cOmpared. In the present

example, the common quality or dharam is

brightness or charm which is common to both

the moon and the‘face.

‘vacak’ is an expression or a word pointing

to the fact of similarity. For example in “locan

amal kamaldal jese.” the word ‘jese’ is a vacak.

Other words such as tesa, jIfi, tn”), sam, 50,

sa, yatha, tatha, 13, etc. are indicative of this

similarity. The figure of speech in which all

these four qualities are found goes by the name

of purnopma alékar.

In the above example, netr is upmey, kamal
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(petal of lotus) is Upman with both having purity
as a shared quality i.e. their dharam; and jese is
vacak here.

(b) If one or two terms comprising are
absent, it is a case of a hidden comparison,
and the missing entity is called luptopma
which means If a ‘dharambodhak’ word is
missing, it is a case ofdharamlupta; ifupman
is absent, it is a case ofupmanlupta; ifa vacak
is messing, it is a case of vacaklupta.

(c) If an upamey has several upmans, it is
called a malopma alékar.

Example:
chir kesi chiravath chach kesi chatraner

chapakar kesi chabI kalfdi ke kul ke,
hésni 51 siharum, hira si husenabad

géga ki 51 dhar cali sat5 sfdhu rulke,
~ para si palaugadh, rupa kesi rampur

‘ sora si surégabad nike rahi jhulke,
cépa si céderikot, cfidni 51 ਢਫੌਧੰਕ਼ਸ਼ੁਗ੍

kirti tIhari rahi malti 51 phulke—akal.
(d) if Upmeya and Upman are described

consecutively in the altered order, it is a case
of rasnopma.

Example:
kesi rav1 rasamI ghata p8 he tahIl sigh?

jesi nilmanIn ki avli pahar he,

kesi nilmanIn ki avli sabaj sel?

jesi brIjkOjan me jamuna 1<i dhar he, *
1<ੲ51 brIjkOjan mé jamuna ki dhar dekhi?

jesi bijuri ki san panap apar he,

kesi bijuri ki sari panap apar dekhi?

jssi sri gobid sigh teri talvar he.

——aI§I<ar sagar sudha.
(e) Imagining the possiblity ofthe quality

of one thing in several other objects is a case
of utpreksopma to the fore.

Example:

tal kup phale dram megh ja purIt me

mano guru nanak ki némrata basat ਸੈਣ,…

30 ਉਪਯੁਕ੍ਰ

SIta kalakéd madhu mIsri a 5mrIt ne 
mano gurUgIra me te madhurai lini he.

3 appreciation, eulogy. “bIn upma jagdis ki 
bInse n3 §thara.”—gau m 1.
ਉਪਮਾਤਾ [upmata] Skt ਰਧਸਸ੍ਰਾਰੂ n a foster—mother. 
2 mother’s female cousin, aunt, elder 
brother’s wife. 3 a portrayor, portraitist. 4 adj 
a eulogizer.
ਉਪਮਾਨ [upman] See ਉਪਮਾ. 2 n a matrIc metre 
of four lines, each having 23 matras the last 
two being guru, with pauses, at the thirteenth 
matra, and the tenth matra thereafter. It is also 
called a nIsani céd.

Example:
bhali suhavi chapri, jamhI gun gae,
kIt-hi kam na dhaulhar, thu harI VIsrae. 

—suhi m 5. 
(b) Another form of this matra has four 

lines each having 23 matras, ending in sagan, 
that is ”S with pauses at the l3”‘ matra and 10
matra thereafter in each line.

' ‘ Example:
akkhi bajh-ho vekhna, V\II) kéna sunna,
para bajh-hu callna, VII) hatthé karma, 
jibhe bajh-hu bolna, IU jivat mama, 
nanak hukam' pachanke, tau khas‘me mIlna.

—var majh m 2. 
ਉਪਮ'ਨੰਪਮੇਯ [Upmanopmey] Or ਉਪਮੇਂਯੋਪਮਾਨ 
[opmeyoman] n a figure of speech in which 
Upman is described as upmey and vice versa.
“jahé paraspar hot hi: Upmeyo Upman, bhusan
upmeyopma tfihI bakhanat jan.”—sIvraj
bhusat).

Example:
dasmes ki krIpan bhase bijori saman,

bIjli camak dekhi sri guru krIpan 51. 
ਉਧਸੇਯ [Upmey] See ਉਪਮਾ.
ਉ`ਪ'ਸੇਯੋ’7.[)-|1 [upmeyopma] See ਉਪਾਜ੍ਯਨੋਧਮੇਂਯ. 
ਉਪਯੁਕ੍ਰ [upyukt] Skt adjsuitable, proper, cotrrect.
2 connected, related.



 

 

~.

ਉਪਯੋਗ [upyog] Skt n a relation, connection.
2 a job, business. 3 a motive, purpose.

4 competence, talent.

ਉਪਯੋਗੀ [Upyogi] Skt ਤਾਧ੍ਰਧੀਜਿਂਜ਼੍. adj helpful.
2 assistant, helper. 3 suitable. .

ਉਪਰ [upar] Skt ਗੀ adv on, over, upon, See

ਉੰਧਰਿ. ,
ਉਪਰਉਨਾ [uprauna] n a garment for the head; a
dupatta. “upar pit dhare Uprauna.”—I<rIsan.

2 a towel, wash cloth.

ਉਪਰਜਨ [uparjan] Skt ਰਧ੍ਯਯੰਜ n producing,
creating. “nanak apan rup am: hi uparja.”

—su1<hmani. ‘self created.’ “kadéc karuna na

uparjate.”—sahasm 5. ‘Little kindness doesn’t

grow.’ 2 earning. 3 collecting, gathering.

ਉਪਰਤ [uprat] Skt adj detached from worldly
cares, dejected. “Uprat manua VIsay te.”
—GPS. 2 dead.

ਉਪਰਤਨ [upratan] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a jewel of the

second order, inferior jewels such as

carnelian, crystal, crystallized quartz, mother

of pearl etc.

ਉਪਰਤਿ [upratI] Skt n dejection, detachment,
alienation. “jo upratI hove s'ésari.”—NP. 2 death.

ਉਪਰਨਾ [Up'ama] See ਉਪਰਂਉਨਾ. “dhoti ek Uparné

pan.”-—GPS.

ਉਪਰਮ [upram] Skt n detachment, dejection,
sadness, apathy.

ਉਪਰਾਗ [uprag] Skt n colour, caste. 2 the process

of dyeing or colouring. 3 the reflection of

colour.

ਉਪ੍ਯਾਜ [upraj] Skt n a ruler’s deputy; a Viceroy.
2 See ਯੁਵਰਾਜ.

ਉਪਰਾਜਨ [Uprajan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਉਪ੍ਯਾਗਨ v to dye; to draw,

to paint. 2 Skt ਰਧਗਿੱਜ੍ to produce. “tum sabh
k0 'Upraj-hi tumhi lehu Ubar.”——sanama. 3 to

accumulate, collect. “sukh upraje maddh

uré.”——aka1. “gyan rIde Uprajat he.”—-GPS.

following this.
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ਉਪਰਾਮ [upram] Skt n renunciation, detachment.

2 rest, repose. 3 adj averse, indifferent.

ਉਪਰਾਲਾ [uprala], ਉਪਰਾਲੇ [upralo] n an effort;
labour. 2 help. 3 a favour. “path uprala kin

hamara.”—-GPS. “ab hamro Upralo kije.”——guru
sobha.

ਉਪਰਿ [uparI] adv on, upon, See ਉਪਰ. “uparI
aI bathe kurIaru.”—var asa. 2 according to,

in accordance with. “karma uparI nIbre.”

—'gau m 1. 3 puissant, preponderant. “pure

guru ka bacan UparI aIa.”——gau var 1 m 4.

ਉਪਰੀਅਾ [upria] n a measure; an effort. 2 a

treatment, remedy. “anIk upria.”—bIIa m 5.

3 adj rootless, uprooted, pulled out. 4 extirpator.

ਉਪਰੇ [Upre] adv upward. “mukhu tale per

Upre.”—var jet. ‘

ਉਪਰੋਰੈ [uprere] advexcessively upward, towatds

the higher side. “Uprere calla.”—BG.

ਉਪਰੋਕਤ [uprokat] adj said above, mentioned
above.

ਉਪਰੋਧ [uprodh] Skt n a hindrance, an
obstruction.

ਉਪਰੋਂਧਕ [uprodhak] Skt adj a hinderer. 2 an
obstructionist. ,

ਉਪਰੋਧਾ [uprodha] n a purohIt, a family-priest
of the Brahmin caste who guides the

performance of all ceremonies and warns

against wrong doings. -

ਉਪਰੌਂਨਾ [Uprana] See ਉਪਰਉਨਾ.

ਉਪਰੰਤ, [dprét] See ਉਪਰਾਂਤ.

ਉਪਲ [upal] Skt n a stone. 2 a hail stone. 3 a
cloud. 4 sand. 5 forest dung. 6 See ਉੱਪਲ.
ਉਪਲਕਿਤ [Uplakslt], ਉਪਲਖਿਤ [UplakhIt] Skt
ਰਧਕਯਿਰ adj already known. 2 inferred.
3 known, explicated.

ਉਪਲੱਖਣ [uplakkhan], ਉਪਲੱਛਣ [Uplacchan] Skt

ਰਧ੍ਯਸ਼੍ਯ n an indicator or sign to underline the

/ significance of an object. 2 the quality ofa

ਉਪਰਾਂਤ [uprat] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adv subsequently,’ ' word which differs from its literal meaning.

For example, to protect the field from the deer

 



means that the field is to be protected from

the other stray cattle too.

ਉਪਲਬਧ [Uplabadh] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬ adj available,
found. 2 known.

ਉਪਲਬਧਿ [Uplabath] Skt ਤ੍ਯਗਂਟੇਬ n the act of
searching, power offinding. 2 an achievement.

3 intelligence, knowledge.

ਉਪਵਾਸ [upvas] Skt n a fast; missing a meal;
observing a fast.

ਉਪਵਾਹ [upvah] a marriage, See ਉਦਵਾਹ. “kino

Upvah athram y5 |€ ram.”——NP.

ਉਪਵੀਤ [upvit] Skt n a thread worn by extending

the right hand; a sacred thread. See ਜਨੇਊ.

ਉਪਵੇਸ਼ਨ [upvesan] Skt (ਉਪ-ਵਿਸ਼੍) n the act of
sitting; being situated.

ਉਖਵੇਦ [upved] Skt n a Ved ofthe second order.

Four upveds of the Hindus are. (1) Ayurved

on medical science. (2) Gandharv Ved

containing musicology. (3) Dhanur Ved about

weapons including bows. (4) Sthapaty Ved on

architecture.

ਉਪੜਨਾ [upama] v to arrive; to reach; to approach.

ਉਪਾਉ [upau] Skt ਰਾਜ੍ਯ n an effort, a means.

“kachu Uan mukatI ka kar re.”—gau m 9.

2 a device, plan. 3 the act of coming close.

4 a treatment, effort to cure a disease.

ਉਪਾਉਣਾ [upauna] v to produce; to create.’

ਉਪਾਇ [upaI] 866ਉਪਾਉ and ਉਪਾਉਣਾ. “upaI kIte

na 1abhai.”—-gau m 4. 2 having produced or

created. “53th UpaI ape vekhe.”—sri m 3.,

ਉਪਾਇਆ [upaIa] 11 an effort; a means. “e sajan!
kachu kah-hu upaIa.”—‘bavan. “trItie meta

kIchu karau upa‘Ia.”—asa m 5. 2 produced,

created.

ਉਪਾਇਨ [upaIn] offering. See ਉਪਾਯਨ.
ਉਪਾਸ [upas] SktBTIRL to sit near. 2 n the act of
sitting closeby; worship, adoration, service.

“men, camarbid upas.”—gujm 5. 3 See ਉਪਾਸ੍ਯ.
ਉਪਾਸਕ [Upasak], ਉਪਾਸਕੀ [upaski] Skt ਚਧਜ੍ਯ adj

(one) who sits closeby, a servant. 2 a worshipper.
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3 a devotee.

ਉਪਾਸਨ [Upasan], ਉਪਾਸਨਾ [Upasna] Skt n the act

of sitting near. 2 rendering service, waiting

upon. 3 devotion. 4 worship.

ਉਪਾਸ਼ਿ [upaszr] having worshipped. 2 will
produce. 3 See ਉਪਾਸਜ਼

ਉਪਾਂਸ਼ੁ ਜਪ [upfisu jap] Skt n a recitation or
repetition in low voice so as to be inaudible

to those sitting at a distance.

ਉਪਾਸਯ [upasy] Skt adj (one) sitting near whom
is proper; fit to be served. 2 worshippable.

ਉਪਾਹਾ [upaha] adj produced, created. “jInhI
upaha. tInhI bInaha.”—asa m 5.

ਉਪਾਖਜ਼ਾਨ [Upakhyan] Skt ਉਪ-ਅਾਖਜਾਨ n an
ancient or antique tale; history. 2 a story

connected with an antique tale.

ਉਪਾਂਗ [upfig] See ਉਪੰਗ.

ਉਪਾਜਨ [upajan] See ਉਪਾਰਜਨ.
ਉਪਾਟਨ [upatan] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਟਜ੍ v to dig up; to
dismantle. 2 to saw; to split.

ਉਧਾਤ [Upat], ਉਪਾਤਿ [UpatI], ਉਪਾਤੀ [Upati] Skt

ਚਟਧਰਿ. birth, creation. “anIk parlau anIk
upatI.”—sar am 5. 2 produced, created. “apI

ersatI Upati.”—var majh 1.

ਉਪਾਦਾਨ [upadan] Skt ਉਪ-ਆਦਾਨ acquisition,
adoption. 2 spiritual knowledge. 3 an

achievement. 4 prevalence ofsenses in their

respective fields. 5 a cause that changes

into an action, as clay is changed into a

pitcher or steel is transformed into a sword.

“Upadan Ih ਲ਼ੀ sabh jag keri.”—GPS.
‘According to Vedant, maya is upadan of

the world.’

_ ਉਪਾਦੇਯ [upadey] adj fit to be got or acquired.
2 fit to be known, knowable. 3 exquisite,

superb. 4 n work.

ਉਪਾਧ [upadh] See ਉਪਾਧਿ.

ਉਪਾਧਾਨ [Upadhan] a pillow, See ਉਪਧਾਨ੍. “as
gadi das rUCIr fares par upadhan diragh

dhardin.”—GPS.

  



 

 

ਉਪਾਧਿ [upath] Skt n a stratagem. 2 status,

rank. 3 a title. 4 an indicator to bring to

cognizance an object. It is different from the

object as a pot that gives the idea of the

firmament, though both are so different.

5 tumult, rowdyism.

ਉਪਾਧੀ [upadhi] See ਉਪਾਧਿ.
ਉਪਾਧ੍ਯਾਯ [upadhyay] Skt n a teacher; a guru
to impart religious teaching; a priest etc.l

ਉਪਾਨ [upan] the foundation of a building.

2 See ਉਪਾਯਨ.

ਉਪਧ੍ਯ [Upanah], ਉਪਾਨਤ [Upanat], ਉਪਾਨਯ

[Upanay], ਉਪਾਨੈ [Upane] Skt ਰਧ੍ਯਤ੍-ਤ੍ਯਯਰ੍ n
shoes, xa a humble servant. “dharyo upanah

guru ko cin.”—GPS. “taje Upanay n5ge paI.”

—GPS. “das Upane lekar dhae.”—-GPS.

ਉਪਾਮ [Upam] plural of ਉਪਮਾ. 2 n all created

beings; mankind; the living multitude. “sabh

gavat jet Upam.”—b£ra m 4. 3 Skt ਅਪਾਮ adj

farthest. 4 very far.

ਉਪਾਯ [Upay] 866 ਉਪਾਉ.

ਉਪਾਯਉ [upayau] adj produced, created.

ਉਪਾਯਨ [upayan] Skt n a present, an offering.

2 a meeting.

ਉਧਾਰ [upar] See ਉਪਾਰਨਾ.
ਉਪਾਰਜਨ [Uparjan], ਉਪਾਰਜਨਾ [uparjana] Skt

ਉਪਰਾਗਨ. v to draw, print. 2 to decorate,

bedeck, adorn. “kotI uparjana tere §g.”-bh£r

a m 5. 3 Skt ਉਪਾਜੰਨ adding up, collection.

“phalgunI anéd Uparjana.”-majh baramaha.

4 creation. “SImrs saga] uparjana.”—maru

soIhe m 5. “jet kin Uparjana prabhu dan deI

datar.”-ma11' m 5.

ਉਧਾਰਣ [uparan], ਉਪਾਰਨਾ [upama] Skt ਤਗ਼ਾਟਜ਼ ੮੦“

uproot, dismantle. “mul VIkar upar.”—GPS.

2 to tear apart, saw. 3 ਰਾਜ੍ਯਾਧ n a crime, an

offence, a sin. 4 ਧ੍ਸ੍ਯ the end of fasting. See

'lt is written in the third chapter ofShankh Simriti that one
 

who teaches a celebate is a ‘guru’ and he who teaches for

monetary reward is a teacher.
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ਵ੍ਰਤ ਪਾਚਣ.
ਉਧਾਰਾ [upara] adj dug up, uprooted. 2 created,

built, formed. “kai jét bInahI upara.”—suhi

m 5. “oékar te ersatI Upara.”—VN.

ਉਪਰੀ [Upari] adj created, formed. “sabh 58

dataru jetu uparie.”—varguj2m 5. ‘gives gifts

to all the created ones.’ 2 dug up, dismantled.

ਉਪਾਲੰਭ [upalébh] Skt ਰਧਜ੍ਯ n a complaint,

blame, grievance.

ਉਪਾਞ [upav] measure. See ਉਪਾਉ. “sabhna upava

SII‘I Upau he harInam parapatI hOI.”—var

guj I m 3. “Upav chodI gahu tIs ki ot.”—gau

m 5.

ਉਪਾਵਣ [upavan], ਉਪਾਵਣੁ [upavanu] vto produce,

create.

ਉਪਾਵਣੁਹਾਰ [upavanuhar] adj producer, creator.

“ap upavanuhar.”—var guj 2 m 5.

ਉਪਾਵਨ [upavan] 866 ਉਪਾਵਣ. “apI upavan.”

—bIla m 5.

ਉਪਾਵੀ [upavi] with endeavour, with effort.
“anIk upavi rogu n3 jaI.”—sukhmani.

ਉਖਾੜ [01੭8ਸ੍ਵਾ] 866 ਉਪਾੜਨ.

ਉਪਾੜਨ [uparan] SktBflTE‘T n the act ofuprooting.
“jar apni apI upari.”—majh m 5. n sawing,

splitting. “bahur jam na upara.”-—asa ché't m

5.

ਉਪਾੜਿ [ਘਾਂਟਪਧ੍ਰ] adv having split or torn apart. .

“bheanrup nIkSIa thém uparI.”—bher m 3.

2 having pulled apart or uprooted.

ਉਪਾਡ਼ੀ [Upari] See ਉਪਾੜਨ.
ਉਪਿੰਦ [upid], ਉਪਿੰਦ੍ਰ [upidr] Vaman. See ਉਪੇਂਦ੍ਰ.
“kai kotI Upidr banay khapayo.”—saveye 33.

ਉਪੇਕਾ [Upeksa], ਉਪੇਪ੍ਯਾ [Upekhya] Skt ਤਸੇਣ੍ਜ n
renunciation. 2 apathy, indifference,

dejection. 3 disrespect, scorn. “matri karuna

dve lakho mudIta tiji jan. catur2 Upekhya sz

bIkhe sanmukh so pahIcan.”—NP.

ਉਪੇਤਾਣਾ [upetana] adjwithout shoes, barefoot.

“peg Upetana.”—var asa.

2Fourth.
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ਉਪੇ'ਦ੍ [upédr] Skt ਰਸੈ-ਟ੍ n Kashyap’5 son born
to Aditi; younger brother of lndar; Vaman
Avtar.

ਉਪੇਯਾ [Upeya] See ਉਪੲੀਆ.
ਉਪੋਦਘ'ਤ [upodghat] Skt ਰਾਜੈਰ੍ਬਜ੍ਯ n a prologue,
an introduction, a preface, brief description
of things dealt with in the book. 2 different
from a normal statement, description of a
special object.

ਉਪੰਗ [up5g] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a part of a limb (a
hand is a limb; a finger is an up5g). 2 limb-
like, artificial limb. 3 a kind of musical
instrument, nastarég. “jhalar tal mrId5g
up5g.”~c5di I. 4 Udho’s father.
ਉਪੰਨ [up5n], ਉਪੰਨਾ [up5na] SktBF‘fiT adj born,
begotten. “ape apI UpaI up5na.”—maru solhe
m 3. “apI pup5nIa.”—var ram 2 m 5. “cauthe
pIarI Up5ni khed.”—-var majh m 1.
ਉੱਪਲ [uppel] a subcaste of Khatris. “gajjan
Uppal satIgurU bhave.”—BG
ਉਫ਼ [uf] Pd; part an exclamation of pain, grief

or fatigue; ah, oh! ha! alas!

ਉਫਟਨ [uphatan] v to burst; to explode; tojump.
“Upht5t sronat chIcchy5.”—c5di 2. ‘Drops of
blood rebound. ’ ‘
ਉਫਣਨਾ [uphanna] v to ferment. 2 to boil.
ਉਫ਼ਤਦ [uftad]P j}; the felled ones. See ਉਫੁਤਾਦਨ.
ਉਫ਼ਤਾਦ [uftad] P ,3; the felled one. See ਉਫੁਤਾਦਨ.
ਉਫ਼ਤਾਦਹਪਿਯਿਘੰਗ਼ੀ] P „ਪਿੰ felled, humiliated. See

ਉਫ਼ਤਾਦਨ [uftadan] P WW
‘ 2 to be ruined.
ਉਫਨਨਾ [uphanna] See ਉਫਣਨਾ. “tej tale pay
upanyo jesa.”—GPS.
ਉਫਾਨ [uphan] n the process of boiling; boiling
over . 2 an outburst.

ਉਬਕ [ubak] A „ਨੂ! adj fat, plump. 2 smart,
shrewd. “bajje ੦1੭81<1<.”-ਧਡੁਯੂੰ1'2." Smart fighters
clashed among themselves.’

ਉਥਕਾਈ [ubkai] n nausea, vomit.

v to fall, collapse.

ੳਬਾਲਣਾ

ਉਬਟ [ubat] Skt ਰਗ਼ੁਟ n an irregular or rough
path; an arduous valley. “ubat cal5te IhU madu

_ paIa.”——keda kabir. See ਖੋ‘ਦ.
ਉਥਟਨਾ [ubatna] Skt ਤਫ਼ੁਚੰਜ੍ a paste of oil seeds,
sandalwood, sesame seeds, carSji, etc., for
massaging the body before bathing; it makes
the body clean, soft and fragrant.
ਉਬਟਾਨਾ [ubtana] v to put on a wrong and rough
path. 2 to turn back. 3 See ਔਟਾਉੰਣਾ.
ਉ'ਬਰ [ubar] liberation, salvation, redemption.
See ਉਆਹਿ and ਉਬਰਣ.

ਉਥਰਣ [ubran], ਉਬਰਨ [ubran] Skt ਨ੍ਯਗ੍ n the
. act oficoming up. 2 turning from bad to good
condition; improving. 3 attaining liberation.
“Ubrat raja ram ki sarni.”—gau m 5.
ਉਬਲਨਾ [Ubalna] v ਉਦ-ਵਲਨ to boil. 2 to cook.
“ij; Ubli majithe r5g gahgaha.”——var 350 1 m
3. 3 to gush forth.

ਉਬਾਸੀ [ubasi] n a yawn, gape. (Many people
think that the root of this word is from Arabic
U’“ which means a wrinkle or scowl on the
brow)f See ਅਵਾਸੀ.
ਉਬਾਹਣਾ [ubahna] without shoes; barefoot.
2 without a carriage.

ਉਬਾਰ [Ubac] See ਉਵਦ੍ਰਚ.
ਉਬਾਰਣਾ [Ubarna], ਉਬਾਰਨ [Ubaran] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾ.
to raise, lift. 2 to liberate. 3 to save. “drapdi
5bar let ubariale.”—ma1i namdev. “me taki 0t
s5tah lehu Ubaria.”—gau am 5. 4 to boil; “kahI
cakar 56 deg Ubari.”—GPS.
ਉਬਾਰਿਅਨੁ [UbarIanU] he saved. “apI UbarIanU.”
—var guj 2 111 5.

ਉਬਾਰੇ ਖ਼ਾਨ [Ubare xan] Abdul Rahiman Khan,
a devotee of Guru Nanak Dev, who served
the congregation at Kartarpur after imbibing
the Guru’s precept and was counted among
the devout Sikhs. See Janamsakhi of Bhai
Bala.
ਉਬਾਲਣਾ [Ubalna], ਉਬਾਲਨਾ [Ubalna] v to boil, cook
in boiling liquid. See ਉਬਲਨਾ.
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ਉਬੇਦ ਬੇਗ [ubed beg] K6152 He was appointed
the subedar ofLahore province for some time

in 176] AD by Ahmed Shah Durani. In fact

he was the ruler of Kalanaur (Gurdaspur)

under the aegis of Delhi, and was badly

defeated by Raja Chatur Singh of Chamba,

Raja Raj Singh of Guler, Raja Dhiraj Pal of

Basoli and Raja Kripal Deo of Jammu.

ਉਥੈਰਾਇ [uberaI] n a sub-caste of Khatris.

ਉਬੇਦ ਖ਼ਾਨ [UbEd xan], ਉਬੈਦ ਬੈਗ [Ubed beg] See

ਉਬੈਦ ਬੇਗ.

ਉਤਂ [ubh] adj standing. 2 adv above, upon.
“pfdhi Ubh kale sésara.”—dhana namdev. See

ਕਲੇ and ਪਿੰਧੀ. 3 Skt??? both of them. 4 Skt ਚਾਬ੍
vr to fill, complete. 5 S n sky.

ਉਭਇ [ubhaI] See ਉਭਯ.

ਉਤਸੁਕ [ubhsuk] adja tree, that has dried before
it is cut; dead even when alive. “bharam suke

bahu Ubhsuk kahiahI.”—kaII a m 4.

ਉਭਕਲੇ [ubhkale] See ਉਭ, ਕਲੇ and ਪਿੰਧੀ.
ਉਭਯ [Ubhay] Skt adv both.
ਉਭਯਤ੍ਰ [ubhyatr] Skt advon both sides or places.

2 in both the worlds, here and hereafter.

ਉਭਯਾਲੰਕਾਰ [ubhyalékar] n This figurative
expression, whether ornamental or semantic

is formed when two or more. figurative
expressions are found at one place, and is of

two kinds: sésrlstI and sékar.

(a) If a number of figurative expressions,

even if merged, appear separate, then this is

an instance of séerstI:

alékar Ik thal bahut jude jude lakh jéth,

tIl tédul ki ritI 56 séersti tahi.

—garabg5jni. `

(b) but, if on merging, they do not appear

separate, then it is a case of sékar:

pay pani ki ritI kar h6y parspar lin,

téko sékar nam he bhakhat param prabin.

—kavyprabha1<ar.

ਉਭਰਣ [ubhran], ਉਭਰਣਾ [ubharna], ਉਭਰਨਾ

ੳਮਦਹ

[ubarna] Skt ਰਰ੍-ਛਧ੍ਯ v to Iraise upward, get

higher. 2 to burst forth into flame. 3 to swell,

rise, spring up.

ਉਭਾ [ubha] a region ofMultan, Dera Gazi Khan
and adjacent parts of Bahavalpur state. 2 See

ਉਤ and ਉਭਯ. '
ਉਭਾਰਣਾ [ubharna], ਉਭਾਰਨਾ [ubharna] v to push

up, lift. 2 to incite, instigate. 3 to promote to

a higher rank.

ਉਤੇ [ubhe] See ਉਭਯ.“}18੮੩‘1<11 sok Ubhe

darbar.”—gau a m 1. 2 See ਊਭੋ
ਉਭੋਸਾਸ [Ubhesas], ਉਭੇਸਾਹ [01੭1185811]ਲ਼ਾ/(2ਚਟ੍ਰੋੲਕਥੂਗ੍ਬ੍

n sighs, gasps caused by contraction of lungs,

by sorrow or by excessive phlegm. “muh kala

hoa 5darI Ubhesas.”—var-sor m 3. “nave

dhaule Ubhesah.”—Var majh m 1. 2 sighs.
ਲ਼ੀ ਉਤੇ [Ubhe] See ਉਭਯ.

ਉਮੲੀ [umai] adj exuberant, enthusiastic. “man

me am hi umai.”—krIsan.

ਉਮਰ [umah], ਉਮਹਾ [umha] See ਉਮਾਹ. “sabh
umhai dekhbe ko vadhu lal ko.”—GPS.

ਉਮਕ [umak] n keen desire, enthusiasm, fit of

ecstasy. “man 113 rahe bahu bIth umkai.”

—sarm 5. 2 A 0} depth, seriousness, gravity.

ਉਮਕਨਾ [umakna] See ਉਮਗਣਾ.

ਉਮਕਿਓ [umho], ੳਾਠਿ [umkIt] filled with
zeal. See ਉਮਕ. “umkI_o hio mIlan prabhu
taI.”—suhi m 5. “umkIt res cale.”~—mala

partal m 5.

ਉਮਗ’ [umag] See ਉਮਕ and ਉਮੌਗ.

ਉਮਗਣਾ [umagna] v to have longings, long for.
2 to jump.

ਉਮਡਨਾ [umadna] v to long for. 2 to jump. 3 to

rise. 4 to spread. 5 to surround.

ਉਮੜ [umat], ਉਮਤਿ [umatI] A _..,;i n a nation,

nationality. 2 a sect, following a particular

religious belief and practice. “darI sevs

umatI khari.”—var ram 3.

ਉਮਦਹ [umdah], ਉਮਦਾ [umda] A u} adj good,

excellent. 2 healthy, sound. 3 chosen.



ੳਮਨਾ-

4 beautiful.

ਉ'ਮਨਾ [umna] See ਉਨਮਨਾ. “ab jag janI jU umna
rahe.”—gau bavan ka bir.

‘ਉਮਚ [umarJA / 11 age, life span. According
to Charak Sanhita, age is a state of the union

of body, senses, heart and soul. In the Veds,

Manu writes that man’s age in Satyug was

400 years but decreased by 100 years1 in each

Yug, and it has come down to 100 years2 in

Kalyug. In the Purans it is shown as thousands

and lakhs ofyears. “jo jo véye dihra sou umar

hath 'pavénI.”—s farid. See ਉਮਰ ਖਿਤਾਬ and

ਖਲੀਫਾ.

ਉਮਰ ਸ਼ਾਹ [umar sah] a jat masand (preacher

cum agent) ofSangha clan, resident of Darauli

village. He lovingly participated in the

construction of the Harimandar under orders

ofGuru Arjan Dev. He looked upon offerings

and money as poison. His son Nand Chand

became a revenue officer of Guru Gobind

Singh.See ਠੰਦਚੰਦ.

ਉਮਰ ਹਥ ਪਵੰਨਿ [umar hath pavénI] S sen Days
of life. are decreasing, as crops do during the

harvesting. “jo jo véps dihra sou umar hath

pavénI.” It is an ironical statement as

lengthening of life stands for dying and raising

the flame for extinguishing it.

ਉਮਰਖਤਾਬ [umarkhatab], ਉਮਰਖ਼ਿਤਾਬ [umarkhItab]

.../ਕਿੰ c;/ Caliph Umar son of Khattab was
father of Hafsa, third wife of prophet

'ਸ਼੍ਯ' ਯੀਥ ਸ਼੍ਯਗੇ ਥਥੰਣਸ਼੍ਯ: (Rig Ved)

JSThTII: ਚਥੰ ਚਿਗ਼ਧਿ ਸ੍ਯਰੂੰਕਥੰ ਗ਼ਗਧੂਧ: |

ਬ੍ਯੂ ਫੈਂਗ਼ਢਿਥੂ ਗੈਥਸ੍ਯਬ੍ਰੂਛੂੰਜਰਿ WEI; I—manusrmrItI a I, s 83.

In Shabadmala, it is written that man and elephant live for

 

one hundred twenty years and five days. The horse, dog,

donkey and camel, bullock and he-buffalo and he-goat

live for two, twelve, twenty five, twenty four and sixteen

years respectively. For an estimate of the age-span by

modern thinkers, reference may be made to the entry on

‘Longevity’ in Encyclopaedia Britannica.

36 ੳਮਰਾ

Muhammad. He was stabbed to death by

Firoz, a slave, in 23 Hijri (644 AD) Under

Caliph Umar, the Muslims conquered Egypt

and north Africa, and he undertook boundless

preaching of Islam. “kino umarkhItab }')/(~) aj

hamaro nyafi.”—carItr 38.

Several tales of Umar’sjustice are current.

In the book ‘Alfaruk’ it is written that Caliph
Umar had framed the rule that one who drank

liquor be given 80 lashes. One day his own

son Abu Shamah got drunk whereupon Umar

himself lashed him so severely that he

died. “umarkhItab adalti beta marvaIa.”

-—j5gnama.3

ਉਮਰਥਲ [umarthal ] Skt ਜਿ਼ਬਿ tumour in
the intestines, caused by incontinence in

eating and drinking and the taking of

intoxicating drugs which results in

malfunctioning of the four humours of the

body. Blood deteriorates and tumours are

formed on internal organs. Swelling of

tumours causes pain especially when this

occurs in the stomach, nave, pelvis, liver,

kidney, spleen, etc. There is an acute pain all

the time and sleep is impossible to get.

The best treatment for it is a surgical

operation and the use of blood-cleansing and

laxative medicines. Food should be light but

invigorative. Juice of hers; (myrobalan) and

suha‘jna is found beneficial. “jIna {adarl

umarthal sei jananI sulia.”—var gau 1 m 4.

This means that as the patient knows the pain

of this illness, so does the love-lorn lover

know of the inner pang.

ਉਮਰਾ [umra], ਉਮਰਾਉ [umrau], ਉਮਰਾਇ [umraI],

ਉਮਰਾਯ [umray], ਉਮਰਾਵ [ਘਪਿੰਗ਼ਾ],ਉਮਰੀਆ [umriaL

3This composition of32 pauris is from the pen ofa devotee.
 

It is also called “Var Guru Gobind Singh Ji.” It carries a

dialogue between princess Zebunisa and empeior

Aurangzeb, and a description ofthe battle of Panvate.
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‘ ਉਮਰੇ [umrelA 1/! pluralofnnfia.“sahrajekhan

umrav SIkdar hahI.”-—var bIIa m 4.

2 administrators and ministers. “umravhu age

jhera.”—sorm 5. “sultan khan maluk umre gee

karI karI kuc.”—sn‘ a m 1. 3 a sub caste of

- khatris.

ਉਮਲ [umal] adj ambitious, aspirant, inspired.

“umal lathe jodhe maru vaan.”——C5di 3.

ਉਮਾ [uma] Skt n light, lustre, radiance. 2 Shiv’s
wife, Parvati. Kalidas has written in

Kumarsambhav that Parvati’s mother Menka

asked her not to do penance, that is, ਉ (intense

penance) ਮਾ (not to do) and for this reason she

came to be known as uma.

ਉਮਾਸੁਤ [umasut] n Uma’s (Parvati’s) son Ganesh.
2 Kattikey, an army commander of the gods.

ਉਮਾਹ [umah], ਉਮਾਹੜਾ [umahra], ਉਮਾਹਾ [umaha]
n enthusiasm, excitement. 2 aspiration.

3 merry-making, gaiety. 4 festival.

ਉਮਾਤਨ੍ਯ [umatanay], ਉਮਾਤਾਤ [umatat] son of

Uma (Parvati), See ਉਮਾਸੁਤ.
ਉਮਾਧਞ [umadhav], ਉਮਾਨਾਹ [umanah], ਉਮਾਪਤਿ

[umapatI] Skt husband of Uma, Shiv.

“gotamnarI umapatI suami. sisdharan sahas

bhag gami.”—j£travdas. ‘...Indar got a thousand

vulva- marks on his body.’ See ਸੀਸਧਰਨਿ.

ਉਮੀਦ [omid], ਉਮੇਦ [umed] P „ਖ਼ਾਂ n a hope,

expectation. 2 trust.

ਉਮੇਦਵਾਰ [umedvar]P ,’,ਭੰਰ੍/ਹੁੰ adj hopeful, expectant
ਉਮੇਦਾ [umeda] n a servant of Rai Bular of
Taiwandi who served Guru Nanak Dev with

great devotion. See ਗੁਰੁ ਨਾਨਕ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.

ਉਮੇਰੀਆ [umeria] rich people. See ਉਮਰੀਆ.
“anIk umeria.”—bIha m 5. '

ਉਮੰਗ [umég] n exuberance, exultation. 2 a

wave of happiness. “ek dIvas man bhai

umég.”—bas§t ramanéd.

ਉਮੱਡ [um‘éd] See ਉਮਡਨਾ and ਉਜੰਗ.

ਉੱਮਤ [ummat] See ਉਮਤ.

ਉਥੂਸੀ [ummi] See ਓਮੀ.

ੳਗੰਝ

ਉਰ [or] Skt ਰ੍ਯਬ੍ n breast, bosom. “or lag-hu

pritam prabhu mere.”—bIIa m 5. “carankamal

hIrde ur dharhu.”—gau m 5. 2 mind, heart.

“dharIo her: or che.”—bas§tm 4. 3 abdomen,

stomach. “rohni ke ur bic dharyo he.”—krIsan.

‘Balbhadar was put in Rohini’s womb.’ 4 Skt

ਗ੍ vr to go, walk. ‘
ਉਰਸਾ [ursa] n a round piece ofstone for rubbing

sandalwood on it. Priests have it in Hindu

temples. Skt ਸ਼ਾਨਪਾਦ. “tera nam kari cannathia

je man ursa hOI.”—gujm 1.

ਉਰਕਟ [urkat] Skt ਗ਼ਦ੍ਗੂਰ adj prepared, cooked,

boiled. “Ikatu patarI bharI urkat kurkat,

Ikatu pater: bharI pani.”—asa kabir. ‘In one

pot the Tantrics put a cooked cock and in the

other put liquor.’

ਉਰਗ [urag] Skt n one that moves on its belly.

2 a snake, reptile.

ਉਰਗ ਨਾਥ [urag nath] the king of snakes,

Sheshnag.

ਉਰਗਾਦ [urgad], ਉਰਗਾਰਿ [urgarI] Skt n the eater
of snakes or enemy of snakes; blue jay.

2 a mongoose, peacock, stork, crane etc. are

also eaters of snakes.

ਉਰਗੇਸ਼ [urges] Skt n the king ofsnakes, Sheshnag.

2 Writing in the form ofa riddle in Our Vilas

Bhai Sukha Singh has used ‘nag’ instead of .

‘nagraj’ (cobra), ‘gajraj’ (elephant) and

‘hastIraj’, a term also used for elephants.

ਉਰਛਾ [urcha] See ਓਰਛਾ.
ਉਰਜ [uraj] See ਉਰੋਂਜ. 2 the month of Kattak.

“uraj mas ki puranmasi.”—NP. See ਊਰਜ.
ਉਰਝ [urajh] See ਉਰਝਨ. “jhajha urajh surajh nahi
jana.”——gau bavan kabir.

ਉਰਝਨਾ [urjhan], ਉਰਝਨਾ [urajhna] Skt ਗ਼ਥਞ'ਧ੍ਯ v
to be entangled. 2 to be obstructed; to stop.

“urajh rahIo bIkhIa k8 séga.”——suhi a m 5.

“urtho kanak kamIni'ke ras.”—todi m 9.

3 to get involved in a dispute.

ਉਰਝਿ [urath] having been entangled.



 

ੳਰਦ

ਉਰਦ [urad] See ਉੜਦ. “dal urad ki chamak
banai.”—-GPS. ‘
ਉਹਦਾ ਬੈਗਨੀ [urda begni], ਉਰਦਾ ਬੇਗੀ [urda begi]
T ਨੁੂੰਨੂ. Lu? n a uniformed and armed female to
guard the harem; an amazon. During the
Muslim rule, it was only through these female
guards that petitions and messages could be
sent inside the palace. See ਅਰਜਬੇਗੀ.
ਉਰਦੂ [urdu] T„J; n an army. 2 a cantonment.
3 a military market. 4 a mixed dialect of the
armed camp or cantonment, which evolved
during the reign of Khilji kings from the inter-
mixing of the Hindu and Muslim dialects
when soldiers frequented the markets. It came
to be called Urdu or ‘laskari’, the language
of cantonments. During the Mughal rule,
especially that of Shah Jahan, this language
became very common. Its framework is Hindi
but its vocabulary is rich in Persian, Arabic
and Turkish words. The Persian script is used
for writing it. Although it is understood
throughout northern India but the United
Provinces (of Agra and Oudh) constitute its
special home. In fact, any mixed language
can be given this name, but the Persianized‘
language ofIndia is exclusively named Urdu.
ਉਰਧ [uradh] Sktਨਿਕ adV upwards. “uradh mul
szu sakh talaha, car bed thu lage.”‘—guj a m
I. 2 adj high, lofty. “garabh 1<੦<ਬ੍ਰੂਰ1 mahI uradh
thani.”—maru solhe m I. See ਉਰਧ ਧਿਆਨੀ,
3 standing, erect. 4 n the Creator who is the

iloftiest of all. “ardh-hI uradh mIlIa sukh

pava.”—gau bavan kabr'r. ‘Human beings attain
peace when union with the Divine is

consummated." 5 adjupside down. “uradh pék

le sudha kare.”—gau var satt kabir. ‘Upside

down lotus is the mind itself.’ See ਉਰਧ.
ਉ'ਰਧਤਪ [uradhtap], ਉਰਧਤਾਪ [uradhtap] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਟੈੱਉੰਗ੍ਰ
'ਗਫ੍ਕੰ ਸ੍ਰ ਸਬ: ma ਸਾਰ੍ਥਞਾਕਂ mg ਵ੍ਕ਼ਾਧਸ੍ਰ!

ਰ੍ਯਇਿ ਧਞਧ ਧਧਸੀਂਜੈ ma ਰੈਥ ਚ ਬੇਫਿਥੈਰ੍! (Bhagvat Gita, l5-l)

 

 

ੳਰਞਸੀ

ਤਪ. intense meditation. 2 meditation in standing
position. 3 meditation with arms raised upward.
“kaIa sadhe uradhtap kare VIc-hu haume n3
jaI.”—sr1' m 3.

ਉਰਧ'ਧਿਅਾਨੀ [uradhthani] adj one who
concentrates on God above. See ਉਰਧ.
ਉਰਧਬਾਹੁ [uradhbahu] See ਊਰਧਵਾਹੁ.

ਉਰਧਾਰਨ [ordharan] v to settle, have firm faith.
“carankamal rId mahI urdharhu.”—sukhmani
ਉਰਫ [uraf1A ਭੰਨ੍ਹ! n plural 01°ਉਰਫੁਤ boundary
marks 2 A __5/ adj well-known, famous.
3 equal. 4 n education, knowledge.
ਉਰਬਸੀ [urbasi] See ਉਰਵਸ਼ੀ.

ਉਰਬਰਾ [urbara] SktBTfiTn fertile land. 2 irrigated
land. “jImI urbara krISI chin.”—aj.. ‘as
irrigated land does not claim appreciation
without cultivation.’

ਉਰਬਰੇਸਣੀ [urbresni] the army of the king of
the fertile land. 2 See ਲੁਰ ਬਰੇਸਣੀ.
ਉਰਬੀ [urbi] Skt ਹਠੀ n earth. “akas urbié jalé.”
—gyan.
ਉਰਮਾਂਡਣ [urmadan] Dg n the breast that adds
grace to a woman’s bosom. 2 an ornament, like
a necklace, suspended over a woman’s breast.
ਉਰਮਿ [uramI], ਉਰਮੀ .[ਹਿਗ਼ਤੋ] a ripple, wave,
breaker, surge. See ਊਂਰਮੀ. Books which are
titled as ‘sagar’ or ‘sar’ (sea, tank) have their
chapters metaphorically named urmi (waves).
ਉਥਲਾ [urla] adv ofthis side. 2 ofthis world.
ਉਰਵਸ਼ੀ [urvasi] Skt ਰਕੰਝਸੇ n ਉਰੁ-ਅਸ੍ something
that overpowers the great; a desire, wish.
2 According to Rig Ved, a fairy in paradise,
known as Urvashi because she was born from
Narayan’s thigh (uru). According to the
Mahabharat, Mitar and Varun shed their

semen on seeing Urvashi from which the
sages, Agasti and Vashishth, were born. Once

Urvashi annoyed these sages, who cursed her,

that she would take birth on earth and be the

wife of king Pururva.

 

 



 

 

ੳਰਵਾਰ

The tale of Urvashi and Pururva is
contained in ‘Shatpath Brahman’ and the poet
Kalidas has narrated it beautifully in the play
‘Vikramorvashi’. In Padam Puran, Ui'vashi
is described'as having been born from the
thigh of Kamdev. “rébha urvasi or saci su
médodri p2 esi prabha kaki jag bic n9 kachu
bhai.”—krrsan. 3 In the Nirukt, lightning is
also named Urvashi.

ਉਰਵਾਰ [urvar] the nearer bank. 2 this world.
“bIkhIa adarI paCImue na urvaru na par.”
-—sri m 3. 3 the far bank, meaning the other
world; hereafter. “:5 tan dhan ki kavan vadai?

dharanI pare, urvarI na jai.”—gau kabir.
ਉਰਵਾਰਪਾਰ [urvarpar] this bank of the river and
that. 2 this and the other world; here and
hereafter.See ਉਰਵਾਰ. '

ਉਰਵਾਰਪਾਰ ਕੇ ਦਾਨੀ [urvarpar ke dani] knowers
of this as well as the next world, the saints.
2 Chitargupt, the mythological scribe of all
human actions. “urvarpar ke dania! lIkhlth
alpatalu. mohI jamdédu na lagai.”—-gau
ravdas.

ਉਰਵਾਰਿ [urvarI] adv on this bank. 2 on that

side; on the far bank. See ਉਰਵਾਰ.
ਉਰਵਿਜ [urVIj] n born from ਉਰਵੀ (earth);
vegetation, trees and grass.—sanama.

ਉਰਵਿਜ ਚਰ ਰਿਪੁ [urVIj car rIpu] enemy of the
grazing deer, the lion.—sanama.

ਉਰਵੀ [urvi] See ਉਰਬੀ.
ਉਰਾ [uraln this or the near side. “para ura
lakh lIyat pachanhu.”—NP. 2 this world.
ਉਰਾਹਨ [urahan], ਉਰਾਹਨਾ [urahna], ਉਰਾਹਨੋ
[urahno] n a complaint, an expression of
grievance. “kahIke kaj urahen ri sahI?”
—1<rIsan. '
ਉਰਾਂਭਾ [urabha] See ਉਲਾਂਭਾ. “ngh l<e log urébhe
delfi.”—carItr 33.

ਉਚਾਰ [urar] bank, on this side, this side’s end.
2 this world, See ਉਰਵਾਰ.

39

ਉਰਿ [urI] on the chest or breast, See ਉਰ. “harI
ke caran hIrde UI‘I dharI.”—gaum 5. 2 in the

_ heart. “harI rakhe urI dharI.”—sr1' m 3.
ਉਚਿਣ [urIn], ਉੱਚਿਣਤ [urInat] Skt ਤਕਗ਼ੁਧਸ੍ਰਾ adj
without debt on his head, free from debt.
“urInat hoe bhar utare.”—BG.

ਉਰੁ [um], ਉਰੂ [uru] Skt’a'fi n thigh. 2 adjbroad.
3 long, tall. 4 high. 5 large.

Bg'rflurujIA (9,] misc, progress.2 J3] Khalil
bin Ahmed of Mecca was a scholar and
teacher of this branch of knowledge and was
therefore nicknamed Uruz, just as prosody
came to be called after the name of Pingal
Rishi.

ਉਰੇ [ore] adv near here, this side. 2 in this
world. 3 farther away.

ਉਰੇਬ [ureb] P .51! adjaslant, awry. 2 winding,
zigzag. 3 crafty.

ਉਰੋਜ [uroj] n born from the breast; teat, bud.
ਉਲ [01] A „]! suf precedes Arabic names as
alquran, but in compound words it becomes
01 as in. “hamesul salame.”—japu. ‘always safe
and sound.’ 2 Skt ਰਗ੍ vr to burn, get burnt.
ਉਲਸ [0195] T U4; leftover food, leavings,
provisions from the royal tables. “ulas pIal€
khari khumari.”——BG
ਉਲਸਤ [Ulsat], ਉਲਸ਼ਿਤ [UlSIt], ਉਲਹਤ [Ulhat] Skt
ਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਿਰ adjshining, bright. 2 happy, delighted.
ਉਨ੍ਯਨਾ [ulhana] See ਉਪਾਲੰਭ and ਉਰਾਹਨਾ.
ਉਲਕਾ [ਪ11<8]^5”/ਢ2ਜ੍ਯਾ n a ray of light. 2 a spark;
a small smouldering piece ofwood. 3 light of
a shooting star or meteorite. See ਉਲ 2.
ਉਲਕਾਪਾਤ [ulkapat] n falling of embers from
the sky, shooting stars, meteorites, considered
inauspicious in the Purans. “ulkapat hot
akasa.”—carItr 405. See ਉਲਕਾ 3.

ਉਲਗਣੇਂ [ulgane] M v to conclude. 2 to stop.
3 to sweep. 4 to scrub.

ਉਲਝਣ [uljhan], ਉਲਝਨ [uljhan] See ਉਰਝਨ. “jIU
uljhan badh buth ka martIa nahi



    

ੳਲਝੋਰਾ

bIsrani.”——gau a m 5. See ਬਾਧਬੁ'ਧਿ. 2 n a
complication, an enigma, a circumlocution,

an ambiguity.

ਉਲਝੇਰਾ [01ਨ੍ਹੂੰ11818],ਰ੍ ਉਲਝੇੜਾ [uljhera] n an

entanglement. 2 a devious dispuie. 3 an action

under bondage.

ਉਲਟ [ulat] adj against, opposed. “ulatbhai jivat

marI jagIa.”—gau am 1. 2 adv having turned
back; avoiding. “ab man ulatI sanatan hua.”

—gaukabir.

ਉਲਟਨਾ [ulatna] Skt ਚਰਰ੍ਵਧਨ੍ਯ v to turn back, to

return. “manua ulatI sfm mahI gahe.”—ram

beni. 2 turn turtle.

ਉਲਟਾ [ulta] adj contrary,
2 upsidedown.

ਉਲਟਾ ਸੇਵਕ [ulta sevak] n a purchased slave.

“sétan 1<e ham Ulte sevak.”—dhana namdev.

2 different from ordinary servants; one serving

without self interest. , _

ਉਲਟਿ [ulatI] adv having turned or returned.
“ulatI kamalu amrItI bharIa.”—Var mala m 1.

ਉਲਟੀ [ulti] adj opposite, reverse. “satIgurU

mIlIe Ulti bhai.”—sr1' m 3. 2 n vomit.

ਉਲਟੀ ਗੰਗਾ ਞਹਿਣੀ [Ulti géga vahIni] a practice
contrary to established religious and social

norms.
ਉਲਟੀਲੋ‘ ਸ਼ਕਤਿ ਸਹਾਰੰ [ਪੀਠੁਪੋੲ sakatI saharé] sen

breath forced in the opposite direction or

drawn upward.—ram kabir.

ਉਲਟੇ ਸੇਵਕ [ulte sevak] See ਉਲਟਾ ਸੇਵਕ.

ਉਲਥਨਾ [ulathna] v to come down; to subside.

2 to descend. “sar hés Ulthare aI.”—-sr1' m 1

opposhe.

pahrre. “a1 ulthe h5jh.”-s farid. 3 to turn .

over. 4 to translate from one language into

another.

ਉਲਥਾ [ultha] n translation. 2 See ਉਲਥਨਾ.

ਉਲਫੁਤਘਿਇਿਇਿ ਕ਼ੀਜੁੱ nlove.2friendship.
ਉਲਮਾ [Ulma], ਉਲਮਾਉ [Ulmau], ਉਲਮਾਞ [ulmav]

A U3 adj plural ofਆਲਿਮ. scholars, pandits,
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doctors, philosophers. “coda se Ulmavan '
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rakhe.”—GPS.

ਉਲਰਨਾ [ularna] v to overflow. 2 to tilt; to lean
backwards. 3 (in carts etc.) the state in which

front parts are higher and rear parts are lower.

ਉਲਵੀ [ulvi] A d): n one possessing height; a
star. 2 an angel. 3 an inhabitant of the upper

part ofArabia. 4 one belonging to the prophet

Ali’s clan, but not to lady Fatima’s progeny.

ਉਲਾਸ [ulas] Skt ਰਣਾਗਬ੍ n light, wonder. 2 a
desire, yearning. “khat pit varte anad Ulas.”

—sul<hmani. 3 courage, zeal. “ran dekhI sure

CItI Ulas.”—basét m 5. “hésa seti am 01513-

hI kukar di odari.”—gau varZ m 5. 4 comfort,

happiness. 5 a chapter or section of a book.

6 a figure of literary speech in which merits

and demerits of one are attributed to another.

“ek—hI ke gundos t‘é ore ko gun dos. varnat

yS Ullas h’é jo pédIt mat]: kos.”—-IaIIt IaIam.

It haS‘four forms: ,

(a) expression of one merit through

another.

Example:

guni guni mIlI laha RaVSI,

gurmukhI nam vadai.”—bher m 1.

géga jamna godavri sarsuti,

te karhI udamu dhurI sadhu ki tfii,

kIIVIkh melu bhare pare hamre VIcI,

hamri melu sadhu ki dhurI gavai.

—maIa m 4.

(b) expression of merit through demerit.

Example:

saphal bIrch phal det }')/(') pakhan mare

SII‘ karvat sahI hot par par he,

sagar se kadh mukh phorIyat sip ko }')/6

det muktahal avagya na VIcar he,

jsse khanvara khanI khanat hanat ghan

manak amo] hira par upkar he,

ukh mé pIyukh }')/(~) pragas hot kolu pace

avgun kie gun sadhun ke dvar he.

—BGK.  
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(0) expression of demerit through merit.

Example:

dhanu jobanu dUI veri hoe,

jInhi rakhe rég laI.—asa a m 1.

sadan VIbhutI apar ke dekhi.

pira pavhf rIde VIsekhi.——NR

chami purakh ke kaj Udara,

na$t hot jImI agni para,

tIs k0 sake] karhI apradha,

dar k0 chor det h'é badha.—GPS.

(d) expression of demerit through demerit.

Example:

kuségat: bah-hI sada dukhu

path dukhodukh kamaIa.

—-maru solhe m 3.

par dukh pIkhkar hot hi

dukhi sét man méhI.

—aI§I<ar sagar sudha.

7 See ਕਲਸ-

ਉਲਾਸਾ [ulasa], ਉਲਾਸੀ [ulasi] adj happy, pleased,
delighted. “ij1 mina jal mahI ulasa.”~—gau a

m 1.

ਉਲਾਸੁ [Ulasul See ਉਲਾਸ. .

ਉਲਾਰ [ulah], ਉਲਾਹਨ [Ulahan] v to bring down.

2 to stop; to remove; to push back or aside.

“habhe dukkh ulahI.”—var jet. “sagli trIsan

ulahi, sét-ho.”-—ram asa m 5.

ਉਲ਼ਾਹਨਾ [ulahna], ਉਲਾਹਨੋ [ulahno] n a complaint,

an expression of grievance. “lakh ulahne

mohI.”——bIha chétm 5. “ulahno me kahu na

dio.”—nat m 5.

ਉਲਾਹਿ [ulahI] adv having brought down, having-
taken off (garment); 2 zealdusly.

.ਉਲਾਹਿਅਮੁਪ੍ਰੰਪੀਗ਼ੀਸ੍ਰਗ਼ਪ] I have shed. “habhe

dukh uléhIamU.”—var mam 2 m 5.
ਉੰਲਾਹੀ [ulahi] v put down, took down, shed.

See ਉਲਾਹਨ.

ਉਲਾਣਾ [ulana] adj without a rug, saddle or
saddle blanket, bare back (horse etc.) “jin

turégam paI nIkara. kIth ulana lin

ਬੈੱਲ

SIdhara?”-GPS. 

ਉਲਾਦ [ulad] See ਔਲਾਦ.
ਉਲਾਂਭਾ [ulébha], ਉਲਾਮਾ [ulama] n a taunt, gibe.

See ਉਪਾਲੰਭ “Ulame jia sahe.”—asa [arid 
ਉਲਾਰਣਾ [ularna] v to raise and make uneven or
tilted. 2 to raise or make the front part higher 

than the rear. .

ਉਲੀਚਣਾ [Ulicna], ਉਲੀਚਨ [Ulican] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਤਕ੍ਰੂਜ੍ਯਜ਼ 1} 
to throw (water) out with cupped hands or 

with some utensil. “sip na sfdhu UIiCIye, raj 
kan gIne na jahI.”—GPS. 2 to sprinkle. 

“mahfi sugédh ulican karke.”——GPS.

ਉਲੂ [Ulu], ਉਲੂਕ [Uluk] Skt ਰਰ੍ਵਭਾ n an owl. 2 the 

second name of the author (kanad) of 

Vaisheshik Shastar.

ਉਲੁਖਲ [Ulukhall See ਉਖਲੀ.
ਉੰਲੂਪੀ [ulupiln daughter of Kaurvy Nag' of
Eravat clan whom Arjun married in the Nag 

country.‘ She gave birth to Mahavir 

Vabhruvahan. The ruler of Tripura considers 

himself the descendant of Ulupi’s son 

Vabhruvahan. _

ਉਲੇ'ਹਦੜਾ [ਪੀਗ਼ਘੰਗ੍ਫੋ] See ਉਲੈਹਾ.
ਉਲੈਹਨ [Ulehan] See ਅਵਲਹੇਨ.

ਉਲੇਹਾ [uleha] n a kind of wild grass that grows
during the rainy season. Its seeds are covered 

with tiny prickles which on touching stick 

firmly to the hands. 2 uleha seed. 3 a person 

who sticks like uleha.

ਉਲੇਖ [Ulekh] See ਉਥੂਲ਼ੋਂਖ.
ਉਲੰਘਣਾ [Uléghna], ਉਲੌਂਘਨ [੦1ਭੈ8ਖ਼8ਧ15/(ਲ਼ਚਜ੍ਯਛਧੂਧ੍ਯ

ਸਿਫ਼ਟ੍ਘਾਂ of overtaking; crossing of a river or 
mountain, passing over. “jot: bIna jagglis ki

ਰ੍ jagat uléghe jaI.”—s kabir. 2to violate rules

or bypass them. 3 to disobey or ignore rules_

or orders.

ਉੱਲ [੦11] Many Punjabis regard this as painlin

the eyebrows, but it is a disease of the eyes. 

'In some documents America has been mentioned as

Naglok.
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Its name in Arabic Persian medicine is

wfl-filéor Glaucoma in English, also is
commonly known as “sabaz motiabid.”

When the production of aqueous humour

around the pupil of the eye is more than its

absorption, or when due to some shock or

blow, the pupil is dislocated from its place,

then darkness appears before the eyes, the

eye-ball gets hard, and acute pain is felt in

the eyes and the temples and the eyeball

grows red. The patient sees a circle forming

itself around the candle flame, and, the eye
becomes inert.

In this disease, the patient should be

administered a light purgative; leaches should

be stuck to the temples, and a little opium or

morphine should be taken. The best would

be to have the eye operated upon by a

competent surgeon. This would end pain and

secure the remaining eye sight.

Patients of this disease should avoid
pickles, Chutneys, condiments and spices,

coition and walking in the sun. They should

take light food and milk. Effort should be

made to push out the foul matter sticking in

the intestines.

ਉੱ-ਲਾਸ [ullas] See ਉਲਾਸ.

ਉੱਲਾਲ [ullal] a matrIk metre of two lines of

28 matras each with pauses at the 15th matra

and at the next 13th matra respectively. The

last two lines of chappay cod are in the form

of ullal.

Example:

man me vasayke guru gIra,

Ik aka] 1<o nIt bhajo,

ch31 var irkha krIpanta,

mItr ghat home tajo.

Several poets have erred in considering

ullal and ullala as the same when definingtheir

characteristics.
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ਉੱਕ੍ਯਾ [ullala] n a matrIk metre, also named

cédramanl, has four lines of 13 matras each

and pauses at the 8‘h and at the next 5th matra.

Some poets have wrongly called it ullal. ln

Guru Granth Sahib it has appeared under

salok.

Example:

SIdakU saburi, sadIka,

sabaru tosa malaIka,

, dIdaru pure, paIsa,

thau nahi khaIka.—var sn' m 1.

ਉੱਲੂ [ullu] See ਉਲੂਕ. 2 a big fool, brainless
_ person.
ਉੱਲੇਖ [ollekh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਪੋੰਰਜ੍ਰੇਫ੍ਥ n a writing, description,
script. 2 a figure of speech in which different

people frame or imagine the same thing in

different forms according to their thinking or

feeling. ‘

ks bahute 1<£ ek jahi ek vastU ko dekh,

ahU bIth kar ullekh h'é so ullekh ulekh.

—-Shivraj Bhushan.

Example:

satru VIlokat kal sam janhI 1e prana,

devtrovar ks lakhé jan kamanvana,

gyani lakh—hi paratma vfichIt tan dhara,

nIscay bhagtan ke rIde VIsnu avtara,

sri nanak ko tan dasam SIkkhan man jana,

praja lakhe raja mahéi pals VIth nana,

—GPS.

(b) In the second version of ollekh, one

person perceives a single object in various forms.

Example:

pranve nanak benti ਪਿੰ sarvaru t6 hés,

kaul tfi he kavia tfi he, ape vakhI VIgas.

—sri LJ.

guru tirathu guru parIjatu

guru mansa puranharu,

guru data harInamU deI

Udhre sabh sésaro.-—sri m 5.

ਉਵਟ [uvat] Skt ਤਗ਼ਣ n a difficult path; an
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arduous route.

ਉਵਟਣ [uvtan] n water added to milk at the
time ofboiling. 2 See ਉਦਵਰਤਨ. 3 an exchange

of money; earning, gain. “kaun hare kInI
uvtie.”-—var ram 3. 4 an exchange, act of

receiving one object in exchange for another.

ਉਵਤਾ [uvta] adj flustered, flurried, confused.

See ਉਤਵਤਾ. “phIre uvtIa.”—-var maIa m 1.
2 vagrant, stray, vagabond, loafer.

ਉਵਾ [uva] pron he, she, that. See ਉਆ. “caran

uva kc pau.”—devm 5.

ਉਵਾਚ [uvac] spoke, said. “keVI uvac benti.”

——c3pai. Sktafi means ‘to speak, explain, state’.

ਉੜਦ [()ਡੂ‘ਰਧੰ] n horsebean, lentils.

ਉੜਦਾਬੋਗ਼ੀ [ਪਿੰਧੰਕ਼ੀਹੁਂੲਥੂਤੇ] 866 ਉਰਦਾਬੈਗਨੀ and ਅਰਜਬੇਗੀ.

ਉੜਦੀ [urdi] a subordinate’slreport to his senior

officer that every thing is ‘orderly’. This

pronunciation was' coined by the Indian

military personnel not adept in English.

ਉੜਚੂ [U_rdu] See ਉਰਦੂ.

ਉੜਮੁੜ ਟਾਂਡਾ {ਪਿੰਗ਼ਪਿੰ high] See ਟਾਂਡਾ ਉੜਮੁੜ;

ਉੜਾਊ [ਘਕੈਪ] 866 ਉਡਾਊ. 2 “par ke bal kar hot
urau.”-—NP.

ਉੜੀਸਾ [urisa] See ਉਡੀਸਾ.

ਉ [u] part word expressing fear and grief; ah!

oh! ha!. 2 again, also. “SIV u brahma kachu

par na payo.”—33 savsye. 3 Skt ਤ; n Mahadev,

Shiv. 4 the moon. 5 P ,1 pron he, she 866ਊਰਾ 4.

ਉਸਰ [usar] See ਉਖਰ.
ਉਸਾ [usa] See ਊਖਾ.

ਊਹ [uh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਤਲ਼ਾਰੇਂ vr to imagine; to speculate; to

fancy. 2 to gather; to accumulate.

ਊਹਾ [uha] adv there, at that place. “uha tau

jaie jau iha na hOI.”—basa"traman5d. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ

n reason, argument, proof. 3 subtle intellect.

4 thought. '

ਊਹਾਂ [ਘੀਫੋ] adv there, at that place. 2 in the

next world. “i115 uhé sada suhele.” —gaum 5.

ਉਹੀ [uhi] adv only there. 2 from there. “uhi te
' harIo, uha 1e dharIo.”—sarm 5.

ਊਂਗਵਨ ‘
ਉਕਰ [uk'ar] respect, regard. 866 ਉਕਰ. “bado

lakh ukar kino.”—I<rIsan.

ਊਂਖ [ukh] Skt ਫ੍ਬਰੂੰ, n sugarcane. 2 Dg zeal,

enthusiasm.

ਉਖਰ [ukhar] Skt ਤਭ੍ਰਧ੍ਯ n a White crust formed
on saline land surface. 2 saline, barren soil.

“k'Ia kasi kIa ukhar mag-har.”——dhana kabir.

See ਉਖਲ.

ਉਖਲ [ukha]] See ਉਖਲ.

ਉਪਾ [ukha] ਲ਼ਾ/“ਜ੍ਯ n saline land. 2 a princess

who was the daughter of King Van of

Shonitpur and grand daughter of Bali. Once

in a dream she saw a handsome prince and
fell in love with him. On getting up, she

enquired from her friend Chitarlekha whether

there could be a prince like that. Chitarlekha,

who was a clairvoyant, drew portraits of all

handsome men and gods for the princess.

Usha recognized Aniruddh, son of

Pradyuman as one of them and declared him

her husband. To fulfil her desire, Chitarlekha

managed to bring Aniruddh to the palace.

When the king came to know all this, he got

Aniruddh tied with a snake-rope.—sarp-pas.'

Krishan, Pradyuman and Balram went to'

rescue him. Although Shiv and Sakand helped

Van, they were defeated by Yadavs. Krishan

however rescued Aniruddh and brought him

to Dvarka alongwith Usha.

“55g layo anIruddh k0 duti harakh badhaI,

Ukha k0 pur tho jahé‘ tahfi pahfici aI.”

—1<rIsan. 3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ early morning. “ukha kal

pahucyo jai.”—carItr 142.

ਊੰ'ਖਿਤ [ukhIt] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਗਂਥੇਰ adjspent, (time) passed.

ਊੰਗਵਨ [ugvan] to appear, emerge. 2 to sprout,

grow. “suratI hove pat ugve.”—sri m 1.
 

'In the Purans, it is contended that ifsome string is cast at

the enemy afier reciting a nag-mantar, it assumes the form

ofa snake and grips the enemy tightly. Only gamr-mantar

can undo its spell.
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ਊੰ‘ਘ [figh] n Sleep. “cauthe ai figh.”—Var majh ਊਂਛਲਨਾ [uchalna] See ਉਛਲਨਾ.
221 1. “rati fighe dabIa.”—vargau 1 m 4. 2 a ਉਜ [uj] n blame, insinuation, aspersion.

,ਊਂਡ਼ੀ

direction, side.

ਊੰਘਿਨ [fighan] v to go to sleep; to doze; to feel
sleepy. 2 to bellow. See ਜਟਾਵਲਾ.

ਉਘੜ [ughar] See ਅਉਘੜ.
ਉਘੇ [ughe] Dg adv on that side. “ighs nIrgun
ughe sargun.”—brla m 5. 2 to the slumbering,
the dozing one. See ਸਉੜ.

ਊਂਚ [uc], ਊਂਚਉ [ucau] See ਉੱਚ. “uc athah best.”
—majh m 5. “uchau thanu suhavna.”—srim I.
333 ਉਚਾ [ucan uca] adj highest. “ucahuca bic
na khica.”—bIIa m 5.

ਊਂਚਮੂਚ [uc muc] adjhigh beyond limit, highest
of all. “uc muc beét thakur.”~—prabha partal
m 5.

ਉਚਰਣ [ucran] See ਉਚਰਣ. “thu mukh: nam
n3 ucarhI.”—var asa.

ਊਂਚਾ [uca] See ਉੱਚ. 2 adj best. “ atI uca taka
darbara.”—vad m 5.

ਊੰਚਾਥਲ [ucathal] a mountain top. 2 an arrogant
- mind. See 3% ਥਲਿ. 3 a holy congregation. See
ਉੱਚਾਥਲ.
ਊੰਚੀ ਹੂੰ ਊਦਾ [uci hfi uca] adj the highest among
the high. “uci hfi uca thanu agam aparia.”
—Var guj 2 m 5.

ਊੰਚੀ ਬਾਣੀ [uci bani] n the Guru’s speech,
sublime utterance, divine discourse. “ucibani
uca hOI.”-asa m 3.

ਊਚੂ [ucu] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂ: first person plural ofਵਚ (to
speak).“danva ucu.”—saloh. ‘The demons
spokef

ਊੰਚੇ ਥਲਿ ਫੂਲੇ ਕਮਲ [uce thal phule kamal]
Auspicious lotuses blossomed in the desert.
i.e. ‘I-Iumility was aroused in the vain heart.’
33 [fich] See33.
ਊਛ ਸਿਲਾ [uch 511a] See .ਉ'ਛਸ਼ੀਲ. 2 the act of
picking up dropped grains during harvesting.
“uch SIIa kar jiv he jo de muni kahaI.”
—GPS.

“dharmi mi uj léuni vadda pap he.”—prov.
ਉਜਰ [ujar], ਊਂਜਚੁ [ujaru] adj desolate,
unpopulated. “ujaru mere bha:.”—s kabir.
“basto hOI, hOI so ujar.”—sar kabir.
2 transparent,white. 3 excuse, strength. “kes
bhae ujar n3 rahyo kachu ujar.”—verag$atak
‘Hair turned white, no strength was lefi.’
ਉਜਲ [ujal], ਊਜਲਾ [ujla], ਊਂਜਲੁ [ujalu] See ਉੱਜਲ.
“man ujal sada mukh soh-hI.”—majh a m 3.
“kagau ho: n3 ujla.”—var maru 1 m 3. “ujalu
saw so sabadI hOI.-”—ram a m 1.

ਊੰਝਡ਼ [ujhar] See 333.
ਊੰਝੜਿ [ujharI] in a trabkless wasteland. “ujharI
bharme rah na pai.”—-asa a m 1. See ਉੱਤੜ.
ਊਟ [ut], ਊੰ'ਟ [ਪੰਨੂ] Skt ਰਾਟ੍ਰ camel. See ਉਸਟ.
33 [uth] See ਉਠਨਾ. 2 Skt ਤਾਟ੍ਰ n a camel, See
ਉਸਟ. 3 See 33.
ਊਂਠਤ ਬੋਠਤ [uthat bethat], ਊਂਠਤਿ ਬੈਠਤਿ [uthatI
bethatI] adehile sitting or standing, during
normal work. “uthat bethat harI harI gaie.”
—majh 221 5. . ×

ਉਠਨਾ [uthna] See ਉਠਨਾ. “jal te uth-hI anIk
taréga.”—-suhi m 5.

33' [utha], 33' [fitha] multiplication table of
three and a half. “dhace })021ਪਨੂ118 joran
kothe.”—NP.
ਉਨਿ [uthI] adv having stood up. “bure kam
kau uthI khaIOIa.”—suh1' m 5.

33 [uci], 333 [udan] See ਉਡਣਾ. “udI jaIgo
dhumbadro.”—sor m 5.

33' [uda] adj upside down, overturned.
2 contrary, opposite.

ਊਂਡਿ [udI] adv having flown, by flying. “udI
carhI akaSI.”-sava m 3.

ਉਡੀ [udi], 331 [ਪੋਥੀ] See ਉਡਣਾਂ. 2 rose. See
ਅਖਲੀਂ 331. 3 upside down, on its head. “In
bIth clubi makuri bhai, fidi 512- 1<£ })}18'2'2.”
~sor a m 1.
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ਉਡੇ'ਉਡਿ [ude udI] continuously flying. “ude

udI avg 52 kosa.”—sodaru.

ਊਢ [udh] Skt married. 2 was carried away.

ਊਦਾ [udha] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n one brought away from

her father’s home, Le. a bride.

ਉਣ [un] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂਨ adj less, short, See ਊਨ.
2 empty. “un na kai jaI.”——var gau 2 m 5.

ਉਣ ਮਝੂਣਾ [un majhuna] adj empty and sad
mind. “un majhuna guru sajan jiu dharaIa.”

-—var ram 2 m 5.

ਊਂਣਾ [una] See ਊਨ. “una nahi kIchu jan take.”
-bh£r m 5.

ਉਣਾ ਝੂਣਾ [una jhuna] disappointed and repentant.

“nam VIhune une jhune.”——suhi chéit m 1.

ਉਤ [ut] adj big fool, idiot. 2 without a son,
childless. 3 adv on that side. See ਉਤ. 4 the

other world. “it ut ke mit.”—bavan. 5 Skt adj

woven, knitted. 6 sewn, stitched. 7 famous,

well-known.

ਉਤਮ ,[11੮9111] 866 ਉੱਤਮ. “utam ségatI utam
hove.”—asa a m 1.

ਊੰਤਮਇਸਨਾਨ੍ਵ [utamIsnanu] purity of mind,
internal purification, heart’s purity. “gIanu

sresat utam Isnanu.”—su1<hmani.

ਉਤਮੁ [utamu] See ਉੱਤਮ. “utamu hove”: prabhu

mIle Ik manI eke bhaI.”—-o§1<ar.

ਉਤਰ [utar] a reply, an answer.

ਊਤਰਿ [utarI] See ਉਤਰਿ-
ਊਂਤਰੁ [utaru] 866 ਉਤਰ.
ਉਦ [ud] A ”a n the aloe tree. 2 the aloe wood.
3 a lute-like instrument called barbat; it is

like a peacock but usually it looks like a duck.

ਉਦਕ [udak] water, See ਉਦਕ. “811116 1<੦1੭11

bhraiale udak.”—asa namdev.

ਉਦ ਬਿਲ਼ਾਵ [ud bIlav] a sea-cat. See ਜਲ ਬਿਲਾਵ.
ਊਦਿਰ [fidar] Skt ਰਾਥਦ੍ n a rat, mouse. “fidar kc
sabadI bIleya bhagi.”—ratanma1a béno. ‘On

account of the precept of the true One that

gets into the heart, the cunning ego ran away’;

the rat stands for reflecting, the cat denotes

. ਉਨ
desire.

ਉ'ਦਰ ਚੂੰਦਰ [fidar dfidar] adj silently damaging

the interior (mind) by digging holes in it

like a rat. 2 n rat-like ill-intention, nibbling.

3 nature that causes needless damage to

others. “fidar dfidar paSI dharije.”—ram a

m 1. ‘Wrong actions and ideas, be thrown

out.’ .

ਊੰਦਾ [uda] adj reddish brown, brinjal-coloured.

ਉਧ [udh], ਊਧ [fidh] adj inverted, upside down.

“fidh kaval sz ho: pragasa.”—majh m 5.

2 Skt ਡ਼ਾਬਕ੍'? an udder. “udh bhar te calyo na

jai.”—GPS.

ਉਧਉ [udhau], ਊੰਧਉ [fidhau] )1 See ਊਧਞ. 2 adj

inverted. “udhau kaval manmukh matI

hochi.”—bher m 1.. “fidhau khapar péc bhu

topi.”—-srdh gosatI. ‘Mind disenchanted with

the world is like a begging bowl.’ See ਤੱਤਾਂ ਦੇ ,

ਗਣ.

ਉਧਕਮਲ [udh kamal] n an inverted lotus; mind

turned away from God. “udh kamal

bIgsaIa.”——sor m 5.

ਊਧਜ [udhaj] n what is evolved from udder;
milk. See ਊਂਧ 2 and ਓਧਜ.
ਊਧਤ [udhat] See ਉੱ‘ਧਤ.

ਊਧਮ [udham] n a turbulence, riot. 2 a noise.
ਉਧਞ [udhav] Skt ਤ੍ਯਥ _n a son of Devbhag

Yadav and uncle and friend of Krishan. He

carried Krishan’s messages to the milkmaid—

devotees at Vrindavan. “prat bhae te bulayke

udhav pe brIjbhumhI bhejdayo he.”—1<rIsan

ਊਧਾ [udha], ਊਂਧਾ [fidha] adj inverted. S ਉਥੋ
“fidhe bhécle kachu na samave, sidhe émrItu

pare nIhar.”—gujam 1. 2 high, straight, erect,

standing. “kad udha kad mudha hox.”—PP.

‘sometimes erect and inverted at other times.’

ਊੰਧੋ [udho] 866 ਊਂਧਉ and ਊਧਵ. -
ਉੱਥੋ [fidho] adj inverted. “fidho kavalu sagal
sésare.”——gau a m I. See ਊ-ਧਾ.
ਊਨ [un] Skt ਤ੍ਯ~ vr to reduce. 2 to count.
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3 ਨ੍ਯੂਨ adj less, deficient. “un na kat hu bata.”
—sorm 5. 4 ਗੀ“ wool, soft hair on the body.
ਊਂਨ੍ਯ [unat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਰ੍ਯਰ adjhigh, tall. 2 increased,
raised, advanced. 3 swollen, overflowing.
ਊਨਵਿ [unaVI] adv overflowing, advancing.
“unQVI ghanhar garje.”—sar m 1.

ਊਨਾ [una] Sktgfiadj incomplete, not full, short. '
“une kaj ne hovat pure.”—ramm 5. 2 n a short
amenable sword which can be kept under a
pillow. “mIsri una nam, seph sarohi
sastrapatI.”—sanama. 3 a town in Hoshiarpur
district. It was the seat of Baba Sahib-Singh
Bedi. In 1848, during the time of Baba
Vikram Singh, the British attached it. The
descendants ofthe Baba are now landholders

~ here. See ਵੇਦੀ ਵੰਸ਼. '
Close to Una to the southeast is gurdwara

Damdama Sahib, dedicated to Guru
Hargobind. The gurdwara has only a 6-
ghumaons garden which is managed by a
noble of the Bedi dynasty. Jejon Doaba

Railway station is 12 miles away from Una.

4 a mountain in between Indus and Swat rivers
in northwest India which is 1600 feet above
the sea-level. The Greeks called it Aornos in
their history ofAlexander. The Afghans called

it “Pir sar.” According to the Janamsakhi,
Guru Nanak Dev consecrated it with his visit.
ਉਪ [up] n admiration, praise.
ਉਪਜ [upaj] See ਉਪਜ.
ਊਪਜਨ [upjan] See ਉਪਜਣਾ. “guru mIlIe namu
upje.”—var sorm 4.

ਉਪਜਿ [upajI] adv having grown, having been
produced.

ਊਪਰ [upar] See ਉਪਰ and ਉਪਰਿ. “upar kau
mégau kh'idha.”—sor kabir.

ਊਪਰ ਆਉਣਾ [upar auna] v to come up or over,
be victorious, conquer.

ਊਪਰਹਾਥ [upar hath] n magnanimity, liberality,
protection. See ਊਪਰ.

, ਊਂਭਚਰ
ਊਂ'ਪ'ਰਿ [uparI] Sktਗੀ adv upon, over. “uparI
bhuja karI me guru pahI pukarIa.”—suhi
kabir. 2 from above. “raj mal joban tanu jiara
In upon 12 bare.”—dhana m 5.

ਊਂਪਚਿਹਾਟੁ ਹਾਟਪਰਿਆਲਾ, ਆਲੇ ਭੀਤਰਿਥਾਤੀ [uparI
hatu hat par: ala, ale bhitarI thati] —ram beni.

‘On the earth is the bodily shop (humans);
above the shop is alcove (human‘head); and
in the alcove is a window (brain), containing

the ultimate spiritual treasure.’

ਉਪਰਿ ਕੂਪ [uparI kup] See ਗਗਨ 6.
ਉਪਰਿ ਗੱਲ ਹੋਣੀ [uparI gall honi] v to be successful
in a debate, have the upper hand. “tIn
ki uparI gal tudh ani he.”—maru solhe
m 4.

ਊੰਪੈ [ups] on, upon. See ਊਂਪ'ਰਿ. “duu det dare
daya si‘dho upe.”—GPS. ‘Both the dragons
attacked Vishnu.’

ਉਥ [ub] n bewilderment, bafflement.
ਊਬਟ [ubat] Dg arduous path. See ਉਥਟ.
ਊੰਬਰਨਾ [ubarna] See ਉਬਰਨ. “bed puran
SImrItI sabh khoje, kahu na ubarna.”——asa _

kabir. “namI lage se ubre.”wsava m 3.
ਊਰ [ubh] See ਉਭ. 2 n the sky, See ਉਭ 5. “ubh
paIal sarab mahI puran.”—bher m 5.

3 paradise. “chutes nahi ubh paIal.”
-sukhman1’. ‘There is no escapefrom heaven

and hell.’ 4 pride. “pahIrava dekh-hI
ubh jahI.”—bas§t raVIdas. 5 courage,

enthusiasm.
ਊਂਭਉ [ubhau] See ਊਭ. adj standing. “jéman
maran SII‘ uparI ubhau.”—sorm 3. 2 See ਉਭਯ.

ਉਤਸੁਕ [ubhsuk] See ਉਤਸੁਕ. “sakat kure ubhsuk
hue.”—bIIa a m 4.

ਉਭਰ [ubhac] short form forਊਭਚਰ. n wanderers
in the sky; birds. 2 A firework filled with gas

that flies high in the sky like a balloon. “ubhac

payodhar es phIrae.”—krrsan. ‘Fireworks
float about like clouds.’ '

ਉਭਚਰ [ubhcar] a wanderer in the sky, See ਊਂਭਚ.
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ਊੰਭਾ [ubha] adj standing. “anIk fdr ubhe
darbar.”-sar m 5. 2 inverted, upside down.

3 straight, right side up. “jal metIa ubha

karIa.”——sor kabir.

ਊਂ'ਤਿ' [uth] adv upwards. “kab-hu jiara uth

carat he, kab-hu jaI paIale.”—ram m 1. See

ਊਭ.
ਊਭੀ [ubhi] adj standing. “supne ubhi bhai,
gahIo kin §cla?”—phunhe m 5.

ਊਭੀਸੇਵ [ubhisev] service done while standing,
i..e serving without lassitude. “ubhi sev

kareI.’’——var sorm3. ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਤਞਸਿਂ: ਥੋਗ.

ਉਤੇ [ubhe] adj standing.
ਊੰਤੇਜੰਤ [ubhej‘ét] people ready and active for
taking away others’ wealth; thieves, dacoits,

thugs. “kare ubhe jét.”—s kabir. See ਉਭ-
ਊਭੈ [ubhe] adv on that side, there. 2 in the
hereafter. “ibhe bithalu ubhe bithalu.”——asa

namdev. 3 See ਉਭਯ. “maths ubhe jam marsi

nanak melon namI.”—var maru 1 m 1.

‘Finding himself helpless, even the demon

would beat his head with both hands.’

ਊਭੋ [ubho] Dg adj standing, up on one’s feet.
ਉਮ [um] Skt ਰ੍ਯ adj a companion, comrade.
“lare kop keke hate": nahI umé.”~GV 6.

2 town, city.

ਉਰ [ur] adj short, incomplete, See ਊਂਰਾ. “pur
ur ko lakhie bhev.”—NP. ‘Distinction between

what is complete as against incomplete is

obvious enough.’

ਊਰਜ [uraj] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਗਿ੍ vr to acquire life, be strong.
2 n strength, power. 3 food. 4 zeal, ardour.

5 life. 6 the month of kattak. See ਉਰਜ 2.

or yarn in its navel, a spider. 2 a silkworm.

ਊੰਚਣ' [uma] SktEVTl 11 wool, silk.

ਉਰਧ [uradh] Skt ਤ੍ਯਵ੍ਠੋਕ adj standing, upright.
2 high, tall. 3 upper. 4 adv upwards i.e.

towards heaven. “uradh ge audhes.”

—ramav. ‘Dashrath, the king of Oudh,

 

ਊੰਰਮੀਂਮਾਲੀਂ

ascended to heaven.’ 5 after this. 6 See ਉਰਧ.
7 This word has also been used for ਅਧੋ
(below). “uradh mukh maha gubare.”

—maru 5jUIi m 5.

ਉਰਧ ਕਮਲ [uradh kamal] 11 an inverted lotus
assumed by the yogis to denote the ultimate

spiritual stage. 2 See ਉਰਧ.
ਉਰਧ ਪੁੰਡ੍ਰ [uradh pudr] Skt ਗਿ੍ਣੋਖ਼ਥੂਹਡ੍ਰ a caste-
mark donned by the Vaishnavs on the forehead

consisting ofthree upright lines like segments

‘ of sugarcane. Vaishnav wearing uradh podr
look down upon Shaivs wearing horizontal

tIlak.‘ See ਆਡਾ ਟੀਕਾ.
ਊਰਧਬਾਹੁਂ [uradhbahu] Skt ਗਿ੍ਧ੍ਯਜ੍ਹਾਡੂ n an ascetic
who always keeps his arms raised. 2 a son of

Vashishth. 3 adj’(one) who has his arm raised.

ਊੰਰਧਰੈਤਾ [ਘਰਯੰਸ਼ੁੰਢ਼ਾਖ਼ਿਕ਼] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਤ੍ਯਯਿਟ੍ਰੇਰਚ੍ adj(one) who
does not let his semen fall; (one) who vows

to remain celibate. “thiré asneké mahéi

uradhreta.”—datt. ‘sitting firm in one posture,

a great celibate.’ 2 Bhisham Pitama.

3 Hanuman. 4 Shiv. 5 ascetics like Sanak etc.

6 Baba Shri Chand.

ਊਰਧਲ਼ੋਂਕ [uradhlok] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ੜਰ੍ਟ੍ਰੀਖ਼ਗ਼ੈਗ n the paradise.
2 the heaven. 3 the sky. ‘

ਊਂਰਮ [uram] n ਊਰਮਿਮਯ. a sea or a wave, See
ਊਂਗੀ1'. “uram dhuramjotI Ujala.”—05kar. ‘
‘bright light on sea and land.’ God’s light

shines everywhere.
ਊਂਰਮ ਧੂਰਮ [uram dhuram] See ਊਂਰਮ.
ਊਂਗੀ1' [uramI], ਊਂਰਮੀ [urmi] Skt ਤਡ੍ਰਜਿੰ n a wave,
surge, billow. 2 sorrow. 3 six hazards: cold,

heat, hunger, thirst, old age, greed, attachment;

. ਊੰਰਣਨਾਭਿਪਿਰਿਫ਼ੂਘਗੀੴਮੋਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਤ੍ਯਾਚਿਇਿਸ਼ਾਘਿਜਿ wool ਲ਼ੀ or : hunger, thirst, old age, death, grief and

attachment. 4 the number six. 5 light,

brightness. 6 illusion, delusion. 7 haste.

ਊਂਗ਼ੀਮ'ਲੀਂ [urmimali] ਡ਼ਾਥਿੰ ਜਿਰਿਜ਼੍ n the sea,
wearing a rosary of waves.

'ਥਭੰਵ੍ਰੱਙ ਬ੍ਰੂਧਤ੍ ਬਿਫੀਜਣ੍ਚੂ Inna ਸ਼ੇਯਧੇਫ੍ ਵਿਕਸ!

MR? ਸਿਂਣਧ੍ਯਾਗW ਗਜ਼ ਰੰਗਸ਼ਾ-ਸ਼ਿਗ਼ੁਘੀ haritséhzta ch 2.

 



ਉਚਾ
ਊਰਾ [ura] Skt ਗਾਝੂਸੰ adj incomplete, not complete.
2 less,~ short. “ਭੰਗੀ ura, tu pura.”—sarnamdev.

“tu pura ham ure hoche.”—sorm I. 3 stupid,

illiterate. 4 See g and ਰਾ. P l»! to him.
ਊਰੀ [uri] incomplete, See ਊਰਾ 1.
bIth uri.”—sar m 5.

ਊੰਲਖਾ [ulkha] A “ਸੂੰ, adj charitable, generous.
“lakh tirath Iakh ulkha.”——BG

ਉਲ ਜਲੂ'ਲ [ul jalul] adj irrelevant,» without head
or tail, out of context.

ਊੜਾ [ਘਟਣ] the sound or pronunciation of letter
ੳ. “ure Upma téki kije.”—asa patti m 1.
fi [੦] part vocative for a person of lower rank

or status. 2 short form for ਔਰ; conjunction.

“jhar jhakher ੦ ha_r.”—savam 1. ‘web ofclouds,

storm and flood.’ 3 expression of grief and

surprise. 4 pron short form for ਓਹ. 5 Skt ਗੀ n
Brahma. 6 P ,! pron he, she, that.

fig [ou] pron the very same (form of ਓਹ by
adding the particle g)

fi‘lo], ਓਅ [0ਰੌ], ਓਅੰਕਾਰ [oékar] Skt ਡ਼ਯਿ from

root (ਗ਼ਕ੍) which means to protect, save, get

satiated, spread,etc. This word signifies God,

the protector of all. “°ਤੋਂ sadh satIgur

namaskaré.”—bavan. “05 prIy pritI citI.”

—sar m 5. Its synonyms are ਪ੍ਰਣਵ and ਉੰਦਗੀਥ.

Literally the word ਓਅੰਕਾਰ means the sound
of ਓਅੰ. “prItham kal jab kara pasara. oékar

te sristI upara.”—VN. At places this word is
perceived as indicative of the Creator.

“oékar eko rav1 rahIa.”——1<an m 4. “oékar

akar karI pavan pani besétar saje.”——BG

Sanskrit scholars, having presumed ਓਅੰ

comprising ੳ,ਅ and ਮ, have the trinity of

Brahma, Vishnu and Shiv in mind but

Sikhism, the prefix ੧ to Oankar stresses the

unity of the ultimate reality. “eka ekékar

lIkhI vekhalIa, ura oékar pas: bahaIIa.”

—BG. 2 In Nimar district of Central India,

there is a famous Hindu temple named

“aver saga]
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Oankar. Guru Nanak Dev composed his

writing Dakhni Oankar there'. 3 part yes.
4 true, real, correct.

ਓਂਅੰਨ੍ਯ: [oénamah], ਓਅੰਨ੍ਯਹ [oénamah],

ਓਅੰਨਮੋ [oénamo] sen salute to the Creatorwho
is the Protector.

ਓਇ [OI] pron'he and its plural ‘they’. “OI

japI ’japI pIara jivde.”—tII§g m 4. “OI

bIkhadi dokhia.”—asa m 5.

ਓਈ [oi] pron the very same, he , she, they.

“Ik man Ikk aradhan oi.”—BG.

ਓਸ [05] pron See ਉਸ. “os bIna ਡਿਪੋ chutki rol.”'
—asa m 5. 2 to him. “050 silu n3 séjamu sada

jhuthu bole.”—var suhi m 3. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਧ n

dew, See ਬੁ'ਸ.

ਓਸਟ [osat] Skt ਗੀਨ੍ਯੂ n a lip, especially the upper
lip; the lower lip is called adhar.

ਓਸਧਿ [osath] See ਅਉਖਧ.

ਓਸਾਨ [osan] See ਔਜਾਣ.

ਓਸੁ [050] See ਓਸ.
ਓਹ [oh] pron he, she, it, that, they. “oh nehu

navela.”—asa m 5. 2 the other world. “na tIs

eh n3 oh.”—sr1' m 1. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਫੁਫੁ part word

expressing grief or surprise. “he he karke oh

karen.”—sava m I.

ਓਹੇਂਡ [੦11ਰੇੰਫ੍1] the Odar country. See ਉੜੀਸਾ. “ohéd
bégsatan pathan ségharke.”-—car1tr 195.

ਓਹਦਾ [ohda] A ,ਕਿ n a rank, post, an authority.

lThere is, at Rawalpindi in Bhai Buta Singh Hakim’s

dhannshala, a very old hand-written copy ofGuru Granth

 

Sahib. In it under Ramkali measure, there is, in addition to

dakhani oékar, another composition oékar comprising 87

stanzas which begins thus:

“oékar m 1 (page 1315)

oékar nIrmal sabh thanI. tate hoi sagli khanI.

khan]: khan: mahI bahu bIsthara. ape jam: sxrjanhara.

SIrjanhar ke kete bhekh. bhekh bhekmahI rah: alekh. (l)...

bhau bhaga nIrbhau gharI aIa. tab eh caran pahhalc maIa.

maIadhin sevakI darI thadhi. jako carankaval rUCI hadhi.

drIsatI maI sara jag dekhe. apI alekhi ਬਹਿ sabh lekhc.(87)  
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ਓਹਰੀ [ohri] n a subcaste of khatris linked to
sarins. “bhagat ju bhagta ohri.”—BG.

ਓਹਲਾ [ohla] n a cover, screen, refuge.

ਓਹਾ [oha] pron a form of ਓਹ with a particle.
The very same. “oha prem pIri.”-asa m 5.
ਓਹਾੜ [ohar] See ਓ. ,

ਓਹਿ [ohI], ਓਹੀ [ohi], ਓਰੂ [ohu], ਓਹੈ [ohe], ਓਹੋ

[oho]pron form ofਓਹ combined ’with particle
ਈ and ਓ; that very person. “ohI 5darhu
baharhu nIrmale.”—var majh m 1. “hoa ohi

91 jag mahI.”—var maru 2 m 5. “dan deI

prabhu ohe.”—guj m 4. “oho sukh oha

vadIai.”—asa m 5. 2 ਓਹੋ particle expresses
grief or surprise too.

ਓਹੰਡ [੦11ਰੋਯੂੰ] See ਓਹੰਡ.

ਓਕ [੦1<] n a cupped palm or hand. “tab teri ok

koi panio na pave.”—sor kabir. 2 Skt ਗੀਕਧ੍ਰ: a

home, an abode. “man manhI sabh étak 0k.”

'—NP. ‘Yam’s world.’

ਓਖ [okh] Skt ਗ਼ੈਚ੍ vr to be strong, set right.
ਓਖਧਿ‘ [okhath] See ਅਉਖਧ.
ਓਖਲੀ [okhli] See ਉਖਲੀ.
ਓਗਰਾ [ogra] adj butter-free, dry. 2 n an edible
weed, goosefoot.‘ “ogra alono hi chakat hute

ap sada, akbar mégyo dio téihf te nIkas he.

gval kaVI kahe téko ek gras hi ke mahI, ae

bahu svad bhayo némrata ki ras he.”—gwju
pécasa.

ਓਗਲ [ogal] n visible moisture on the earth,
wetness.

ਓਗਲਾ [ogla] See ਓਗਰਾ.

ਓਗਾਹ [ogah] See ਉਗਾਹ and ਗਵਾਹ. “amal jI kitIa
duni viCI se dargahi ogaha.”—s fetid.

ਓਘ[੦811]^5`/੮23ਜੈਧ“ a crowd, mass, faction. “agh “
ogh tare Inhi ke prasadI.”—kham. 2 flow,
flood.

ਓਰਕਾ [ocka] a thug, thief, See ਉਚਕਾ. “na ocka
lejaI.”—var guj 1 m 3.

'Those who observe fast do not count ogra as cereal. though
 

they grind it and make chapatis of it.

 

ਓਟਣਾ

ਓਛਾ [ocha] Skt ਗੂਰਦ adj chicken-hearted, non-
serious. 2 lowly, inferior. “ochi mat: meri jatI
julaha.”—guj kabir. 3 ignoble. “ocha janam

' hamara.”—asa ravidas.

ਓਛਾਪਨ [ochapan] n wickedness, paltriness,

meanness.

ਓਜ [oj] Skt 3?!qu to be strong; to live; to grow.
2 Skt ਗੀਯਚ੍ n strength. 3 light, glory. 4 The
quality ofpoetry that overwhelms the listener

with desire and passion.

ਓਜਸ੍ਰ’ਹੈੱ [ojasvi] Skt ਕੀਂਗ੍ਇਿਕਜ਼੍ adj mighty.
2 glorious.

ਓਜ ਵਿਲਾਸ [oj VIlas] a book of verse compiled
by the bard Lal Singh Containing narratives

and verses of several poets. It was compiled

at Nabha in Sammat 1910. “dIsa so 111th

5951 sal me aSVIn sud: dIn car. guru dIn

sukhad suhavno bhayo gréth avtar.” See ਲਾਲ
ਸਿੰਘ.
ਓਂਜਾੜ [ojar] See ਉਜਾੜ. “phathe oja;i.”—maru a
m 1. '

ਓਜਾੜਾ [ojara] See ਉਜਾੜਾ destruction.“tine ojare

l<a bédhu.”—dhana m 1.

ਓਜਾਡ਼ੀ [ojari] adv'In the wilderness. See ਉਜਾੜ.
ਓਝਰੀ [ojhri] See ਓਝਲੀਂ 2. “nadi darbe ojhri le
SIdhayo.”-carItr 297.

ਓਝਲ [ojha]] n screen, cover. 2 a cave, dungeon.

“jog juto rahe ojhal ms.”—-I<rIsan.

ਓਝਲੀਂ [ojhli] n a belly, an abdomen, a stomach.
2 placenta.

ਓਝਾ [ojha] Skt ਤਧਤ੍ਯਾਧ n a teacher. 2 onE'of the
subcastes of Maithali and Gujrati Brahmans’

who live across the river Sarayu. “cédrcur

ojha tIh nave.”—-carItr 3 70.

ਓਝਾਰ [ojhar] See ਉਜਾੜ. “bhramI bhramI ojhar
gahe.”—prabha m 4.

ਓਟ [ot] n cover, screen. 2 support. 3 refuge,

asylum. “ot gobfd gopal raI.” -—majhl

barahmaha.

ਓਟਣਾ [oma] v to bear; to tolerate. 2 to accept
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responsibility. 3 to wear.

ਓਟਾ [ota] n cover, screen. 2 wall, tent-wall.
ਓਟਾਈ [otai] v took over; has protection of. See

ਓਟ. “gode caran otai.”——maru m 5.

ਓਠ [0th], ਓ'ਠ [6th] Skt ਗੀਲ੍ਧੂ n lip, especially
the upper one. ‘ ‘

ਓਡ‘[੦€.1] n a tribe whose members know inner

secrets of the earth. They unearth stones and

pebbles, dig wells and from experience tell

the type of earth that offers saltish or sweet

water. People seek their help in tracing old

wells hidden underneath the earth’s surface.

See ਓਡਾ.

ਓਡਛਾ [odcha] Skt ਕ਼ੀਵ੍ਰ ਥੇਵ੍ਜ See ਉੜੀਸਾ. 2 Orcha,

capital city of in Bundel Khand, Central India.

See ਓਰਛਾ. “abhavati odche rani.”—carItr I38.

ਓਡਛੇਸ [odches] Lord of Orissa. 2 king of
Orcha. See ਓਰਛਾ.
ਓਡਾ [oda] adj that big. 2 n See ਓਡ. “qu oda

kup guhaj khIn kadhe.”—bas§t m 4.

ਓਡਾਰੀ [odari] See ਉਡਾਰੀ. “kukar di odari.”
—gau var 2 m 5.

ਓਡੀਣਾ [odina], ਓਡੀਣੀ [odini] See ਉਡੀਣਾ. “sabh

dfi niv‘i dharatI he, ap gavaI hoi odini.”—BG.

ਓਡ੍ਰ [0dr] See ਉੜੀਸਾ.

ਓਢਣਾ [odhna], ਓਢਨ [odhan] v to bear, tolerate.

2 to put on, wear. “pisan pisx oth kamri

_. sukh manI sétokhae.”—suhim 5. “odhe bastra

kajar mahI parIa.”—sar m 5. “qu mIrtaku

odhaIa.”—todi m 5.

ਓਢਨੀ [odhni] n a garment worn to cover the

body, sari, head-gear.

ਓਢਲੀਆ [odhlia] wore, put on, donned. “vastra

odhlia.”—asa m 5. 2 the wearer of a garment.

ਓਢਾਉਣਾ [odhauna] v to make someone wear.

“anIk prakari bastra odhae.”——dhana m 5.

2 to offer robe of honour in regard and

submission.

ਓਢਿ [oth] adv having put on. “0th nagan
na hoi.”—bIIa m 5.

  

ਓਧਜ

ਓਤ [ot] Skt ਗੀਰ n a warp; a yarn spread to weave
cloth. 2 See ਓਤੁ. 3 See ਓਤ ਪੋਤ.” .
ਓਤਸਾਹ [otsah] 'See ਉਤਸਾਹ. “bhare otsahé bhae

savdhani.”—GPS.

ਓਤਪੋਤ [otpot] Skt ਕੀਰ ਗੇਰ n warp and woof.
2 merged. See ਓਤਿ ਪੋਤਿ-

ਓਤਾ [ota] adjthat much. 2 childless, without a
son.

ਓਤਾਕ [otak] P JIM n a parlour; a drawing room

for male members. 2 residence. See ਅਉਤਾਕ.

“tItU tanI melu na lagai, sac gharI szu

otak.”—sr1' a m 1.

ਓਤਿਪੋਤਿ [otIpotI] See ਓਤਪੋਤ. 2 having spread
warp and woof. “otI potI mIlIo bhagtan

kau.”—kanm 5. 3 in warp and woof. “otI potI
raVIa rup r5g.”—sukhmani.

ਓਤੁ [otu] pron that. “otu mati salahna.”—sri m

1. 2 n a male cat. …

ਓਤੇ [ote], ਓਤੈ [ota] adv at that place, there.

2 that very (person) “tudhu ote kémI o:

1a:a.”—var sri m 4. “ote sathI manukhu he.”

—sri m 5.

ਓਤੰਗ [otég] See ਉਤੰਗ. ×
ਓਥੇ [othe] adv See ਓਤੈ there, at that place.
“othe anhad sabad vaj-hI dIn rati.”—majh a

m 3. ਰ੍

ਓਫ੍ [od] Dg n a fishing hook. `

ਓਦਨ [odan] Skt ਕ਼ੀਵ੍ਯ n cooked rice. “dath
arU odan mat te arthk khaI plaI.”—NP.,

2 food, meal.

ਓਦਕ੍ਤਿ [oank] a cook.
ਓਦਰਣਾ [odarna] v to miss (someone), feel
lonesome .

ਓਂਦਾਸੀ [odasi] See ਉਦਾਸੀ. “na Ihu gIrhi na

odasi.”—g5d kabir.

ਓਚੂੰ [odfi] adv from that.
ਓਧ [odh] Skt ਗਿ੍ਣੋਗ਼ adj high, tall, long. “355
odh pané.”—paras. ‘with a long sword in

hand.’ See ਊਂਧ. '
ਓਧਜ [odhaj] milk. See ਊਧਜ. “tere hi bhitar  
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odhaj makhan se] ke ਗੈਂਗ“ pavak pani.”—GPS.

ਓਧਰ [odhar] adv on that side, there. 2 towards

the other world.
ਓਨ [on] pron he, she.

ke.”-—var maru 2 m 5.

ਓਨਮ [onam], ਓਨਮੋ [onamo] See ਓਅੰਨਮ:. “
akhar sunhu bicar. onam akhar trIbhavan

~ saru.”—o§kar. “onam sri satIgurU caran.”—BG

ਓਨਾ[੦118],ਓਨਾਹਾ[੦118118] advthat much, to that

extent. 2 pron to them. 3 they. 4 their. “ona

§darI namu nIdhanu he.”—-sr1' m 1. “pIara

rab onaha jogai.”—var ram 2 m 5.

ਓਨਾ ਮਾਸੀ ਧੌ‘ [ona masi dh5] ਕ਼ੀਧ੍ਰ ਜ੍ਯ: ਚਿਜ਼ੁਬ੍ਸ੍ਰਾਮਿੰਙ.
is how those teaching vowel-free characters,

called léde, pronounce the phrase. It means

‘salute to God, the Protector.’

ਓਨਿ [onI], ਓਨੀ [oni] pron they. “onI halatu
palatu sabhu gavaIa.”—vargau 1 m 4. 2 they.

“oni takre pae hath.”-sr1' m 5 pahIre.

ਓਖ [op] n praise. 2 water, splendour,

magnificence. 3 glory.

ਓਪਤ [opat], ਓਪਤਿ [opatI] the creation. See
ਉਡਪਤਿ. “na opat hoi.”——var guj I m 3. “ekas te
sabh opatI hoi.”—gau a m 1. 2 Skt ਕ਼ੀਧ੍ਯ n the
knot of hair. 3a bag shaped like cow’s head,

dipping their hands in it the Brahmans tell their

rosary. “mUdrIt netr uradh kar upat.”—paras.

ਓਪਨੀ [opni] n a slab ofstone on which weapons
are rubbed for sharpening and giving them a

shine.

ਓਪਮਾਰ੍ [opma] See ਉਪਮਾ. “bahut opma thor
k'ahi.”—-ma1i m 5.

ਓਪ੍ਯਾ [opra] Skt ਗ਼ਧਦ੍ adjunacquainted, stranger.
“nah: opra pravesan pave.”—GPS.

ਓਪਾਉ [opav], ਓਪਾਇ' [opal], ਓਪਾਵ [opav] n
’ means, endeavour. See ਉਪਾਯ. “upava SIrI

Uan he.”—var bIIa m 3. 2 See ਉਪਾਉਣਾ. “ek
nImakh opaI samave.”—sar m 5. ‘In an

instant He creates and absorbs.’

ਓਬਰਾ [obra] Pa a cow-shed, byre.

“on chade lalac duni

onam

 

ਓੰਰੈਭਰ ਮੀਂਹ

ਓਥਰੀਂ [obri] Pa n a cow-shed. 2 Mਉਭੰਥਰਾ a door-
frame, threshold. “kagad ki obri, mas: ke
karam kapat.”—s kabir. ‘Treatises composed by

ignorant persons come in the way ofsalvation.’

ਓਭੜ [੦})}1੩1] adj illiterate, uneducated.
ਓਮਾਹ [omah], ਓਮਾਹੜਾ [omahra], ਓਮਾਹਾ [omaha]
n enthusiasm, excitement, exuberance. “guru

mIlIE omaha.”—jét m 4.5

ਓਮੀ [omi] A ਘੱ adjsuch as at the time ofbirth
(ਉਂਮ); without any teaching, uneducated,

“parIa hove gunahgaru ta omi sadhu na

maria... parIa ate omia vicaru age vicarie.”

—var asa.
ਚਿ [or] n a direction, side. “CItvaU tumri or.”

——jet m 5. 2 a side, an aspect. 3 shore, coast,

bank. 4 short form for ਓਰਕ (ਓੜਕ); the end,

limit. “gInty6 jIn ke paI 119 or.”—GPS.

ਓਰਕ [orak] n ਓੜਕ the end. “orak narak gaman
tIn hoi.”—NP. 2 a boundary, limit. “bhit upre

ketaku dhaie 5t orko aha.”—asa m 5.

ਓਰਛਾ [orcha] a town in Bundhel Khand (Central
India) founded by a Rajput named Bharati

Chand in 1531 AD on the bank of Vetwa

river. It is approached by Manakpur—Jhansi

railway line (G.i.P.). Raja Bikramjit Bundela

transferred his capital from here to Tikamgarh
in 1783. Now the state itself is called

Tikamgarh. Orcha is now the headquarter of

a tehsil (sub division). See ਓਡਛਾ.

ਓਰਛੇਸ [orches] the king of ਓਰਛਾ-
ਓਰੜਨਾ [orarna] v to rise, overflow, swell. “orar'

phaja aia.”—c5d1’ 3. 2 to leap, spring, pounce

upon the enemy for fighting.

€81 [ora] n a furrow. 2 hail, hailstone. “ora

garI pani bhaIa.”—s kabir. “ore sam gat he.”

—jeja m 9. 3 See ਓਲਾ 2. 4 this side, near side,
near bank. ‘

ਓਚੁ [010] after all. See ਓਰ 4. “kathni kathau
na ave oru.”—gau a m 1.

ਓਚੇਭਰ ਮੀਂਹ [orebhar mih] n rain sufficient to
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flood the furrows, regarded enough for the

sowing operation. …

ਓਰੋ [ore] adv on this side, hither, here. “sac-
hu ore sabhuko.”—sri am 1. 2 the other person.

“ore kachu na kInhu kia.”—ba van.

ਓਲ [01] Skt ਕੀਕ n an edible tuber. 2 Pu part of
a‘scarf spread as a beggar’s bag to receive

alms. “paI 01 me dhan ki thati.”—NP. 3 a lap.
4 a cover, safe position. 5 a refuge, asylum.

6 mortgaged or pawned thing. 7 estimated

yield ofa field.

ਓਲਗ [੦198]ਪਿੰਉਲਗ;7 left over stufi‘ after eating,

leavings. .

ਓਲਗਓਲਗਣੀ [olag olagni] to clean utensils after
eating. “sét acaran sét co marag sétac olag

olagni.”—asa ravidas. 866 ਉਲਗਣੇ and ਓਲਗ.
ਓਲਗੀ [olgi] Th n village menial, living on
donations. “111ਏਂ olgia olgi ha‘m choru thare.”
—asa a m I.

ਓਲਗੀਆ ਓਲਗੀ [olgia olgi] a menial ofthe lowest
level; servant of servants. 866 ਓਲਗੀ.
ਓਲਾ [01a] n a hailstone, See ਓਰਾ. 2 sugar ball
used for making a sweet drink. 3 ਓਲ੍ਹਾ refuge,

support. “jiare 01a nam ka.”—gau m 5. 4 a

cover, support, refuge.

ਓਲ'ਮਾ [olama] 866 ਉਪਾਲੰਭ and ਉਲਾਮਾ. ~“sau olame

dIne ke rati mIlanI sahés.”—var suhi

m 1.

ਓਲੀ [oli] n one who measures produce ofa field

  

ਓੜਵ

by making an estimate of the standing crop.

“musraph dar daroge oli.”—BG. 2 This word
may also be derived from Arabic ਵਲੀ. 866 ਵਲੀ.
3 the front part of a shirt or a part of a dupatta

spread to receive/collect whatever is offered.

4 a brown coloured sparrow-like bird called

dumni. 5 S an oar.

ਓਲੂ [olu] n a pit or masonary trough for
collecting water drawn from the well. 2 Dg

the act of remembering or learning by heart.

ਓਲ੍ਗ [olhag] See ਓਲਗ.
ਓਲ੍ਹਾ [olha] n a curtain, support. 2 help, shelter.
ਓੜ [or] n end, boundary, limit. “01 pahucavhu

date.”—gau m 5. “tesi nIb-he or.”—s kabir.

2 ਓਟ. refuge. “nanak 01 tuhari parIo.”—gau
m 5. “me ahi 01 £ਪ11੩1.”_-880 a m 5. 3 in that

direction, towards that side. 4 death. 5 the

last moment.

ਓੜਕ [੦181<] n the end, limit. “orak orak bhalI
thake.”—japu. ‘

ਓੜਕਿ [01੪1<1] adv at the end, lastly. “kur

nIkhute nanka, ogakI sacu rahi.”—var ram

m l. ×

ਓੜਕੁ [੦131<0] 866 ਓੜਕ. “ਪਿੰਕੀ… aIa tIn

sahIa.”—sri pahrre m 1.

ਓੜਛਾ [016118] 866 ਓਰਛਾ.

ਓੜਵ [orav] Skt ਡ਼ਜੈਫ਼ੂਥ n a musical measure

comprising five rags such as humid and

malkas. See ਰਾਗਸ਼ਬਾਥ.

 

  



 

 

I
ਅ [am] the second character of the Punjabi

script pronounced from the throat. 2 Skt part

prefixed to words for expressing meanings of

negative and opposite stance and ofdifference.

i.e. ਅਕਾਲ, ਅਗਜਾਨ, ਅਧਰਮ, ਅਨੀਤਿ, ਅਨੇਕ, etc. 3 Skt

n the world. 4 absence. 5 fire. 6 Brahma._

7 Vishnu. 8 Indar. 9 wind. 10 ambrosia.

ll glory; 12 the forehead. l3 adj (one) who

defends or protects. 14 helper.

ਅਉ [30] part and; a conjuction. “dipak 30 net
naIk rag.”—I<rIsan. 2 Skt in Punjabi it also
appears in place ofSktਅਪ and ਅਞ, as in ਅਉੰਹਠ

instead of ਅਪਹਠ, ਅਉਗੁਣ instead of ਅਵਗੁਣ,

ਅਉਤਾਰ instead of ਅਵਤਾਰ, ਅਉਧੂਤ instead of

ਅਵਧੂਤ, etc. 3 See ਅਉਹਠ.

ਅਉੰਅਲ [3031] See ਅਵਲ.

ਅਉੰਸਧ [ausadh], ਅਉਸਧੀ [ausadhi] See ਅਉਖਧ.
ਅਉਸਰ [ausar], ਅਉਸਰੁ [ausaru] Skt ਅਵਸਰ n time,-
occasion, opportunity. “ausar bitIojat he.”——tII§g

m 9. “phIrI Ia ausar care na hatha.”—bavan

2 a sentence uttered for the satisfaction of an

inquisitive inquirer. 3 a suggestion, context.

4 the time ofbirth and the moment ofliberation.

“ausar karhu hamara pura jiu.”—majh m 5.

ਅਉਸਾਫ [ausaph] A ਮੂਲਿ! plural of ਵਸਫੁ merits,
good points, compliments, qualities.

ਅਉਸੀ [ausi], ਅਉ'ਸੀ [365i] See ਔਜ਼ੀ.

ਅਉਹਟਪਟਣ [auhat patan] an arduous destination .

i.e. a spiritual opening. “auhat pagan ki cine.

bat.”—ratanma1a.

ਅਉਹਠ [auhath] Skt ਅਪਹਠ n wrong insistence,
improper persistence. “gahI auhath abla rahi,

manyo bacan n9 ek.”—ramav. 2 Skt ਅਵਹਿਤ. adj

.duhaganI

engrossed, absorbed in contemplation. 3 alert.

4 Skt ਅਪਹਤ destroyed, killed. 5 discharged,

removed. 6 See ਅਉਹਠਿ'.

ਅਉਹਨਿ [auhathI] having renounced wrong
insistence. “auhathI hasat mari gharu chaIa

dharanI gagan kaldhari.”—ram a m 1.

‘Renouncing the ego, the Creator who has

control over earth and heaven, is in the heart

imbibed.’ 2 Skt ਅਪਹਤਿ n refutation, rejection.
“auhathI hasat mahI bhikhIajad.”—p19bham 1.

‘For false belief’s rejection, I have begged alms.’

ਅਉਹਰਣ [auharan] Skt ਅਪਹਰਣ v to steal. 2 to
loot. See ਅਉਹੇਰੀ. 3 to hide, conceal.

ਅਉਹਾਣੀਂ [auhani] adj liable to harm. 2 fit for

stealing. 3 fit for hiding. 4 whose life has

ended; perishable. “oh auhani kade nahI, na

ave na jaI.”—var guj 1 m 3.

ਅਉਹਾਰ [auhar] Skt ਅਪਹਾਰ n theft, plunder.

2 hiding, concealing. 3 damage, loss. “bInu

mukéd tanu hUI auhar.”—g5d ravrdas. 4 Skt

ਅਵਹਾਰ a thief. 5 an alligator, a crocodile. 6 a

call, an invitation.

ਅਉਹੇਰਣ [auheran] Skt ਅਵਹੇਲਨ n disobedience.

2 insult. 3 See ਅਉਹਰਣ. 4 See ਅਵਹੇਰਣ.

ਅਉਹੇਰੀ [auheri] disobeyed, insulted. “khasam:

tajI auheri.”—g5d kabir.

‘Unfortunate is the woman whom her husband

has deserted and insulted.’ 2 a female dacoit.

“sagal mahI nakti ka vasa, saga] marI

auheri.”—asa kabir.

ਅਉਹੇਲਨ [auhelan] See ਅਉਹੇਰਣ and ਅਵਹੇਲਨ.

ਅਉਖ [aukh] n M—B‘ddifi‘iculty, hardship. 2 pain,
suffering. 3 calamity, distress. 4 P ਨੂੰ,! grief,
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_ sadness,distress.

ਅਉਖਦ [aukhad], ਅਂਉਖਦਿ [aukhadI], ਅਉਖਦੀ
[aUkhadi], MBHEbukhadu], ਅਉਖਧ [aukhadh],

ਅਉਖਧਿ [aukhath], ਅਉਖਧੀ [aukhadhi], ਅਉਖਧੁ

[aukhadhu] Skt ਗੀਯਬਿ n that which assumes
brightness; a medicinal herb, medicinal plant.

2 aim: n something prepared from a herb. 3 a

medicine. “aver na aukhadho tét n3 méta.”

—asa am 1. “sabh aukhadh daru laI jiu.’7—asa

.cét m 4. ‘all medicines prepared either from
herbs or metals.’

ਅਉਖਾ [aukha] adj See ਅਉਖ difficult, hard.

2 perplexed, bewildered. 3 miserable. “aukha

jag mahI hOIa.”—-Var gau 1 m 4.
ਅਉਖੀ ਘੜੀ [aukhi ghari] hard time, a moment

of adversity “aukhi ghari na dekhan dei.”
—dhana m 5.

ਅਉਖ਼ੀਞਨ [801<}|1\/ਗ਼ਾ],ਅਉਖੀਵਨਾ [aukhivna] v to
suffer; to undergo hardship. 2 ਅਪ-ਕੀਵਨ a

hangover, a condition of decline in

intoxication. “matIa harI res mahI rate, tIs

bahurI n3 kab-hu aukhivna.”—maru a m 5.

ਅਉਗਣ [augen], ਅਉਗਨ [eugan] Skt ਅਵਗੁਣ n a

demerit, defect. “augan katI mukho ujla.”

——var ram 2 m 5. 2 a crime, sin.

ਅਉਗਾਨ [augan] adj (one) who leads. “kudrat
ke augan.” -—n_1 I béno.
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arduous. “aoghat rodhe rah.”—var maIa m 1.

2 n a difficulty, hardship, distress. “thhe

aughat aI banat he firani.”—maru solhe m 5.

3 a hard time, painful period. 4 See ਘਟ.

ਅਉਘਟ ਘਾਟ [aughat ghat] adj a difiicult path,

an impassable passage, a way on which

travelling cannot be done. “age aughat ghat.”
-s kabir. See ਅਉਘਟ.

ਅਉਘੜ [ਰਧਫ਼ੂਸ਼ਿਰਨੂ] n ਅਪ-ਘਰ an ascetic who has

‘ renounced the world; a mendicant. “aughax

ਅਉਗੁਣ [੪08011]ਅਵਗੁਣ, Seeਅਉਗਣ. “augun sabadI '
jalae.”—vad m 3.

ਅਉਗ਼ੁਣਿਅ'ਰਾਰਿਪਡੈਂਪਸ਼ਗ਼ੁਪਿੱਕ਼], ਅਉਗ਼ੁਣਿਅਾਰੀਂਫਿ਼ਪਥੂਧ੍ਯਗ਼ੁਕਬਂ]

adj without merit. “augunIare kao gun.’’-asa

’ am 1. “augunIari 1<ਰੈ| na bhavs.”——maru soIhe

m I.

ਅਉਗੁਣੁ [augunu], ਅਉਗੁਨ [augun] See ਅਉਗਣ
and ਅਉਗੁਣ.

ਅਉਗੁਨਿ [augonI], ਅਉਗੁਨੀ [auguni] adjworthless,

vicious. 2 adv because of demerits; with

demerits.

ਅਉਘ laugh] See ਓਘ and ਔਘ.
ਅਉਘਟ [aughat] Skt ਅਵਘੱਟ rugged, uneven,

apno nam kahayo.”—NP. 2 a worshipper of
Shiv; a Shaivaite; an ascetic. 3 a sect of

mendicants who hang a horn around the neck,

wear a cord around the head, append ‘Nath’

to their name, and mark a sign of a trident

with ash on their foreheads. Brahmgiri was

the chief advocate of this cult. Gorakhpur is

its centre.

ਅਉਚਰ [aucar] adj inedible. “pId aparce aucar
cara.”—BG ‘1 have taken inedible food from

those who are not acquainted with Gurmat.’

2 what cannot be grazed; that which is not

eaten or drunk quite often. Seer??? ਚਰਣਾ.

ਅਉਛਕ [auchak] Skt ਕੀਕ੍ਯਾ n a bull as part of a
herd. 2 a drove of oxen. “ubhe brIkhabh an
auchak m5hi.”—NP. ‘

ਅਉਜ [auj] Skt ਕ਼ੀਯ n strength, might. ‘i‘tan same
atI auj janayo.”—krIsan. 2 See ਔਜ,

ਅਉਜਾਤਿ’ਫਿ਼ਪਫਿ਼ਗਿ੍] ਅਪ-ਜਾਤਿ n a low caste. 2 adj
belonging to a low caste. “aujatI ravdas

camIar camaia.”——bI1a a m 4.

ਅਉਝੜ [ਰਪਸਿ਼ਰਨੂ] ਲ਼ਾਅਵਝੜੂ n a thick forest; a deep
jungle that is impassable. 2 adj (one) who is

misled.

ਅਉਝੜਿ [aujhau] in a thick forest, in a dreadful
jungle.

ਅਉਝਡੁ [ਰੈਪਸਿ਼ਰਪਿ] See ਅਉਝੜ.

ਅਉਟਾਨਾ [autana] See ਔਟਾਉਣਾ.

ਅਉਤ [aut] Skt ਅਪੁਤ੍ਵ adjchildless, sans offspring.’

“aut janeda jaI.”——var ram 1 m 1.
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ਅਉਤਰ [autar] Skt ਅਵਤਾਰ n birth; assumption of

bodily form. See ਅਉਤਰਣ. 2 without a son;

childless.

ਅਉਤਰਣ [autaran] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਅਵਤਰਣ n a copy, facsimile.

2 the act of coming down from above or

descending. 3 taking birth, getting bodily

form. “autarIa autar le.”—Varram 3. “sarpanI

hOIk€ autre.”—s kabir.

ਅਉਤਰਾ [autra] without offspring; childless. See

ਅਉਤ.
ਅਉਤਰਾਸੀ [autrasi] will be born, will take birth.
2 gets begotten, is born. “macho kachu kuramu

agIa autrasi.”—-marti soIhe m 5.

ਅਉਤਰਿਆ [autarIa] See ਅਉਤਰਣ.

ਅਉਤਚੈ [autre] See ਅਉਤਰਣ.

ਅਉਤਾਕੁ [autaku] P Jun: n a home, an abode.

2 a tent. 3 S a parlour for men. “kIthe gharu
autaku.”—suhi a m 1.- ‘residences for women

and men respectively.’ 4 residence. “dukh

bhukh dalad ghana dojak autak.”—BG. See

ਓਤਾਕ. 5A 0C9 ਸਾਂਘਗੰਘੰਉਤਾਕੁਮਿੰਅੁਤੀਕ਼. gentlemen,

gentry. 6 the nobility, rich people. 7 high-bred

horses, hawks, etc.

ਅਉਤਾਰ [autar] Skt ਅਵਤਾਰ n taking birth.

2 coming down from above. 3 per Hindu

belief, incarnation ofsome god in human form.

“hukamI upae das autara.”—maru solhe m 1.

See ਚੇਂਬੀਸ ਅਵਤਾਰ and ਦਸ ਅਵਤਾਰ.
ਅਉਥਾੜੋਂ [autharo] See ਉੰਥਾਰਾ.

ਅਉਦਾਸ [audas] Skt ਉਦਾਸੀਨ adj disenchanted,

apathetic, uninterested. “dhar ek as audas

CItt.”—datt.

ਅਉਧ [audh] Skt ਅਯੋਧਜਾ n the prihcipal town of

the Koshal kingdom, the capital of Rani

Chandar. “audh te nIsar cale line 55g sur
bhale.”-ramav. See ਅਯੋਧ੍ਯਾ. 2 area around

Ayodhya; the Koshal country. See ਕੋਸ਼ਲ. 3 Skt
a boundary, border, limit. 4 life’s duration,

life-span, age. “audh ghate dInasu rena re.”

—sohIIa.

ਅੳਰਾਤ

ਅਉਧਘਨੇਰੀ [audhghaneri] long life. 2 (ironical)
end, finis as ‘enlarging the lamp’means

‘putting it out. “dusat sabha mIlI mz‘étr upaIa

karas-hI audh ghaneri.”—bhernamdev. ‘It was

jointly resolved to end Prahlad’s life.’

ਅਉਧਡ਼ੀ [ਰਪਧੰਯਿਫ਼ੋ] n a tanned hide of cow or

buffalo. 2 a time-span, age. `

ਅਉ'ਧਿ [auth] See ਅਉਧ 3.

ਅਉ'ਧੂ [audhu] Skt ਅਵਧੂਤ one who dusts cloth.
In Sanskrit it means ‘to cause shivering,

dusting, exorcising the evil spirit.’ So an

avdhut is one who casts ofTevil from his mind.

A recluse who at night rolls ash and dust on

his body and leaves after dusting his body in

the morning is also an avdhut. 2 a sanyasi.

“bIn sabde ras na ave audhu.”—srdhgosatI.

ਅਉਧੂਤਰ੍ਫਿ਼ਘਿਸਿ਼ਖ਼ਿ] See ਅਉਧੂ- “so audhut s_si matI

pave.”—ram m 1_.

ਅਉਧੂਤੀ [audhuti] adj of the avdhut sect; free
from worldly attachment. “na aodhuti na

sésari.”—ram am 1. 2 naked and penniless like

an avdhut, extremely poor. “jete jia phIrhI

audhuti ape thkhIa pave.”—var sarm I.

ਅਉਧੂਤੁ [audhutu] See ਅਉਧੂਤ.

ਅਉਧੇਸ [audhes] ਅਯੋਧ੍ਯਾ-ਈਸ਼, ਅਵਧ-ਈਸ਼ n Dashrath.

“uradh ge audhes.”—ramav. ‘Heavenward

went Dashrath.’ 2 adj King ofAyodhya.

ਅਉਰ [aor] partand; that whichjoins two words.

“danav aur dev mIl sabahIn.”—saloh. 2 Skt

ਅਪਰ adj first. 3 last. 4 another. “aur saga] jagu
maIa mohIa.”—gau m 9. “aur dharam take

sam nahan.”-sorm 9. _

ਅਉਰਤ [aurat] P _..ਲ਼ੀ/ n something deserving to

' be concealed. 2 a female, woman, wife. “ete

aurat marda saje e sabh rup tumare.”—prabha

kabir. 3 wife. “sOnatI kie turaku je hoega, aurat

ka kIa karie? ”—asa kabir. 4 vagina; woman’s

genital organ.

ਅਉਰਾਤ [aurat] plural ofਅਉਰਤ. “das aurat rakh-

hu badrahi.”—maru soIhem 5. Here, the word



denotes the ten senses.
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ਅਈਅੜ [ਗਂਗ੍] 866 ਅੱਜੜ.

ਅਉਰੁ [auru] See ਅਉਰ. “harI bInU auru na ਅਈਅਾ [aia] adv having come, on coming.‘

dekha.”—sor kabir.

' ਅਉਰੰਗ [aurég], ਅਉਰੰਗਾ [auréga] Aurangzeb, the
emperor, generally mentioned‘in Sikh history,

as Aurang and Aurangzeb. “tab aurfig man

mahI rIsava.”—VN. -

ਅਉਲ [301] See ਅੱਵਲ. 2 See ਆਵਲ. 3 866 ਅਉਲਿ.
4 a sub-caste of Jats.

ਅਉਲਿ [aulI], ਅਉਲੀਆ [aulialA y» plural ਘੰਵਲੀ.

In Arabic it means a master, an owner, a

husband, helper, friend, holy man, religious

leader. “avail aulI dinu 1<ਰਿਗ਼ੁ,ਗ਼ਡ਼ਾਛੁ118.”-7ਪਿੰ

majh m I. “sekh masaIk aulie.”—Var guj 2

m 5. .

ਅਉਲੰਗ [auléglna blemish, stigma. “aulég
v1ckara.”—BG.‘ ‘There is blemish in the

moon.’

ਅਉੜ [aux] n lack of rain. 2 drought. “aufi akk

suphulli bharIa.”—BG ‘In dry season akk plant

(calotropis procera) blossoms, but withers

away with rains.’I

ਅਊਰਾ [aura] adj incemplete. 2 not ਊਰਾ; full,
not incomplete, complete.

ਅ'ਊਂਰਿ'ਆ [aurIa] without deficiency, not
incomplete. 2 deficient, lacking. “terah tal

aurIa. ”—BG. ‘Incomplete are the thirteen

beats of music.’

ਅਇਆਣਾ [aIana] See ਅਇਆਨਾ.

ਅਇਆਨ [aIan] Skt ਕ਼ਾਗ਼ਜ਼ lack of knowledge;
ignorance, stupidity.

ਆੰੲਅਾਨਤ [aIanat], ਅਇਆਨਥ [aIanath] Skt
ਧ੍ਯਯਾਨਤ੍ਵ ignorance, lack of knowledge.

ਅਇਆਨਾ [aIana] adj ignorant, unintelligent.
2 n a'child; one who is innocent and innocuous.

ਅਇਆਲਿ [aIalI], ਅਇਆਲੀਂ [aIali] n a goat-herd,

shepherd. “dObe tahi‘ aIaII caraI.”—-NP.

ਅਂਈ [ai] Skt ਅਯੰ pron this. 2 adv here, at this

place. 3 short form for ਆਈ`

“bhade bhau pave tItU aia.”—bI1a a m 4.

ਅਈਏ [aie] Skt mfipron this. 2 to this, i.e. to

this world. “aie maie ek an jiu.”—dhana 
namdev. ‘Bring this world and myself in mind 

as one.’2

ਅਏ [ae] short form for ਆਏ. “mIlke bahu satru 

ae.”—GPS. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਧੇ a polite form of address. 

ਅਸ [as] Skt ਰੂੰਰ੍ਵਸ੍ਯ adjlike this, similar to this, as 

this. “as sfidar nahI kou.”—sanh. 2 v ਅਸ੍ਵਿ is. 
“bah gahe ki laj as.”—ramav. 3 n a sword. See 
ਅਸਿ. “ਙਫੇੰਥੂ sarohi seph as.”—sanama. 4 a horse. 
See ਅਸ਼੍ਵ. “aspatI gajpatI.”—t115g namdev.
5 the name of a king, See ਧੁਨੀ (ੲ). 6 P j;' 

pron his. “xake rahas tutyae casme mast.” 

—zfdgi. ‘Dust underneath His feet is collyrium 
for my eyes.’ 7 Skt 3T9]; vr to spread, reach, 

get, collect, undergo, eat; from the same root 

are formed words like ਰਾਸ਼ੀ, ਅਸ਼ਨ, and ਅਸ੍ਵ etc. 

8 Skt ਕਰ੍ vr to go, shine, take, be, throw, let 

go, halt, bring out, put or keep, cut, divide 

into parts,join. Fmm the same root are words

as ਅਸਿ, ਅਸੁ, ਅਸੁਰ etc. derived.

ਅਸਰ [asah] Skt ਅਸਰ੍ਯ. adj unbearable. “asah
dukkh bhogat bIl-lave.”—-GPS.

ਅਸ਼ਹਦ [as-had1A „ਸੂੰ! pertainingte martyrdom.

“kalma as-had akhke.”—mago. ‘having termed 

it as the sacred exhortation for martyrdom.’

ਅਸਹਾਬ [as-hab] plural of ਸਾਹਿਬ. 2 in Islamic 
literature, this term is used for prophet 

Muhammad’s close friends.

ਅਸ਼ਕ [353k] P J! n a tear. “asak jari surpatI 

nazik burdas.”—saloh. ‘With 'flowing tears, 
they took him to [ndar.’

ਅਸਕਤ [asakat] Skt ਅਸ਼ਕ੍ਰ adj without strength, 

weak, unable. “tfh asakat lakh vak alava.” 

—GPS. 2 Skt ਅਸ਼ਕੂ adj without bondage; free. 

3 Skt ਆਂਸਕੂ adj in love, infatuated. “su sepat
'arak javas pat bIn bhaIu.—tulsi. 2866, Gita Ch 7, 5,7-
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1<ਟੋਤ੍ਰ(_11.1੦ kathyo asakat 10k hve rahyo.”—braham.

‘Valmik uttered, that is, composed Ramayan

comprising seven chapters and on reading

people got enamoured of it.’

ਅਸ਼ਕੁਨ [asakun] Skt n an inauspicious symptom,

ill-omen. See ਅਪਸ਼ਗਨ.

ਅਸ਼ਕਯ [asaky] Skt adj beyond one’s power or

reach, irremediable.

ਅਸਗਨ [asagan] See ਅਸ਼ਕੁਨ.

ਅਸਗਾ [asga] Mnmarn a crowd, an assembly, a

multitude. 2 adj all, entire. “asga as usga.”
—dhana namdev. ‘All this is His.’ 3 See ਅਸ.

ਅਸਗਾਹ [asgah], ਅਸਗਾਹੁਂ [asgahu] adjfathomless,
unfathomable. “sunIe hath hove asgahu.”
—japu. ‘Measuring the fathomless leads to the

knowledge of the Divine.’

ਅਸਗੰਧ [958ਰੈ6111] Skt ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯ a medicinal plant,
physalis flexuosa, hot and damp in effect, used

for curing ills like cough, asthma, worms in

the abdomen, 'etc. It strengthens and

invigorates male potency.

ਅਸਚਰਜ [asceraj] Skt ਆਸ੍ਵਯੰ n surprise, wonder,

amazement.
ਅਸ੍ਯਰ [asjar] adj unbearable, intolerable.

ਅਸ ਜਰਿ [as jarI] n burning sensation, mental
torment, agony. See ਅਸੁ. “as jarI par jar: jar:

jab rahe, tab jaI jotI Ujarau lahs.”—gau bavan

kabir. ‘When a man burns in envy and pain

got from others and also bums within his own

self, then descends the bright light (ofspiritual

knowledge).’

ਅਸੱਜਨ [asajjan] Skt ਗ਼ਚਧ੍ਯਜ not a good person;
a wicked man.

ਅਸਟ [asat] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵ adj eight.

ਅਸਟ ਸਾਖੀ [asst sakhi] ਅਸ੍ਵ-ਸਾਕ਼ਿਨ੍- n eight gods
providing evidence of fate awaiting human

beings for their actions in this life. Per Hindus

scriptures they are: 1 the earth. 2 the sky.

3 the moon. 4 the sun. 5 the fire. 6 the air.

7 the dawn. 8 the radiance. “tab sakhi prabhu

ਅਸਟਸਿੱਧਿ

asatbanae, sakh namItdebe thahIrae. te kahi

karo hamari puja, ham bIn aparna thakur

duja.”—VN.

ਅਸਟ ਸਾਜ ਸਾਜਿ ਪੁਰਾਣ ਸੌਧਹਿ ਕਰਹਿ ਬੇਦ ਅਭਿਆਸ
[asat saj sajI puran sodh—hI kar-hI bed

athasl—dhana m 1. sen In grammar eight

points of articulation are: throat, heart, head,

tongue, teeth, nose, lips and palate. 2 Eight

deformations marking the recitation of the

Veds are: jata, mala, $Ikha, rekha, dhvaja,

déd, rath and ghan. 3 eight grammars'

authored by Indar, Chandar, Kashkritsan,

Apishali, Shaktayan, Panini, Amar and

Jainendar resyectively. Grammars listed in

Bhavishy Puran are Aindar, Yagy, Raudar,

Vasavy, Brahm, Varun, Savitray and Vaishnav.

4 Eight aids or parts to help reading and

interpretation are hrasv, diragh, plut, uddat,

anuddat, svarIt, anunaSIk and an-nunaSIk.

5 Eight forms of Vedic metres are; arsi, devi,

asuri, prajapatya, yajusi, samni, arci and

brahmi.

ਅਸਟਸਿੱਧਾਂਤ [asat sxdhat] principle ofastéig yog.
2 eight summarised parts of Yog Shastar.

3 astég marag of Buddhism. See ਅਸਟਾਂਗ.
ਅਸਟ ਸਿੱਧਿ [asat SIdth] Eight miraculous
powers attained through yog are:

(l) anIma— to become very small.
(2) mahIma- to become very large.

(3) garIma— to become heavy.

(4) laghIma— to become light.

(5) praptI— to obtain anything desired.

(6) prakamy— to know others’ thoughts.

(7) isxta— to command everyone according to

one’s desire.

(8) vaslta— to bring everyone under own

control. .

“asat SIth new 111th eh, karamI

'ਫ੍ਜ਼੍’ਧ੍ਯਕਧ੍ਯਰ੍ਹਾਨ੍ਯਗਿਕਿਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਾ: |WWW

ਰ੍ਹਜਫ਼ਿਧ੍ਯ2-ਸੌੰ0ਹਿ Kalpdrum.

 



ਅਸਟਕ

parapatI sz nam deh. ”-baszitm 5.

ਅਸਟਕ [85ਨੂ81<] See ਅਸ੍ਵਕ. '

ਅਸਟ ਕਰਨ [asat karan] ਅਸ੍ਵਕਟੰ one who has eight
ears; Brahma; Chaturanan.

.ਅਸਟ ਕੁਲ [asst kul] See ਅਸ੍ਵਕੁਲ.

ਅਸਟਦਸ [asatdas] eighteen, ਅਸ੍ਵਾਦਸ਼. 2 eighteen

Purans. “asatdasi cahu bhed na paIa.”—asa m

1. 3 eighteen SIddhiS or spiritual powers. “car

padarath asat dasa SIth.”——sor ravdas. See
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਸਿੱਧਿ.
ਅਸਟਦਸਾਸਿਧਿ [asatdasasxth] eighteen SIdhiS
or spiritual powers. “asatdasa SIth kartale

sabh krIpa tumari.”—bIIa ravdas. See ਅਠਾਰਹਿ
ਸਿੱਧਿ.
ਅਸਟਦਸਾ ਖਟ ਤੀਨ ਉਪਾਏ [asatdasa khat tin upae]

—bIIa thIti m 1. Eighteen Purans, six shastrs

result from three gunas or qualities. See ਗੀਤਾ
ch 2 s 45. 2 eight direction providers, ten

incarnations and three gods.

ਅਸਟ ਦੁ [asat du] eight and two, ten. “kahfi asat

do avtar katths kathané.”—gyan. ‘They narrate

the stories often incarnations.’ 866ਦਸਅਉੰਤਾਰ.

ਅਸਟ ਧਾਤੁ [asat dhatu] eight metals, which as

ancient scholars mention are: gold, silver,

copper, aluminium, mercury, tin, iron and

lead. 2 The following primary substances

constitute the body: skin, hair, blood, veins,

bones, limbs, fat, semen. “astami, asst dhato

ki kaIa.”——gau thiti kabir. 3 For some scholars,

these are the eight constituents of the body:

bodily secretion, blood, flesh, fat, bone,

marrow, semen and vigour. 4 In Gurbani '

asatdhat comprises four castes and four

religions. “asat dhatu patsah kt gharie sabadI

VIgas.”—sri a m 1. “asat dhatu Ik dhatu

karaya.”—BG In Sikhism all these eight merge

into one.

ਅਸਟਨਦੀ [asatnadi] See ਅਸ੍ਵ ਨਦੀ.

ਅਸਟ ਨੈਣ [asat nan], ਅਸਟ ਨੈਨ [asst nen] eight-

eyed; Brahma. In the Purans he is shown with
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four faces, thus eight eyes. “trasyo asat

nené.”—cabis.

ਅਸ਼ਟਪਦੀ [asatpadi] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਪਦੀ. n a hymn ofeight

stanzas. 2 eight stanzas written in a singular

order. In Guru Granth Sahib many stanzas

figure under the heading asatpadi. Guru
Nanak Dev’s following asatpadi is in Maru
Rag, Nishani metre.

Ih menu avgunI béitha sahu deh sarire.

The following asatpadi is in MaIar Rag

sar metre:

cakvi nen nid nahI cahe,

bInu pIrU nid n9 pai.

sur care prIu dekhe nsni

nIVI nIVI lags pai.

The same Guru’s next asatpadi in Gauri

Rag is in copai metre:

na man mare n3 karaj hOI,

man véSI duté durmatI dOI.
Likewise asatpadi of Sukhmani are in the

form of capai metre.

ਅਸਟਭੁਜੀ [asatbhuji] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਭੁਜਾ n Durga, who

has eight arms. See ਅਸਟਾਇਧੁ.
ਅਸਟਮ [astam] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਮ adj eighth.

ਅਸ਼ਟਮੀ [astami] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਮੀ n eighth of the light

or dark phase ofthe moon. “astami asat SIth

nav nIth.”—gau thIti m 5.

ਅਸਟ ਮੰਗਲ [asst mégall See ਅਸ੍ਵ ਮੰਗਲ.

_ਅਸਟਾਇਧ [astaIdh] ਅਸ੍ਵ-ਆਯੁਧ. eight weapons

ofwar. “astaIdh camke.”—akaI. eight weapons

in Durga’s eight hands, one held in each.

“ghéta gada trIsul aSI sékh Jarasan ban,

cakr bakr kar me lIye janu grikham rItu

bhan.” —c5d1' 1. ‘Bell and conch are also taken

as weapons because they help in warfare.’

See ਆਯੁਧ.

ਅਸਟਾਂਗ [ਰਙਨੂਠੋਛੁ] Skt ਗ਼ਧਗਛਹੂਂਸ੍ਰਾ n eight limbs or parts;

eight parts of yog are yam (control), nIyam

(rule), asan (posture), pranayam (restraining

breath), pratyahar (restraining sense organs),
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dhama (determination), dhyan (meditation),

and samath (suspension of body and soul

connection). 2 Eightfold path in Buddhism is

realised through resolve, thought, action,

vocation, exertion, vision, recollection and

contemplation. See ਬੁੱਧ 3.
ਅਸਟਾਂਗ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਮ [astfig pranam] Skt ਹਤ੍ਯਾ ਧੁਧਸ੍ਯ

n a salutation done with eight body-parts:

knees, feet, hands, chest, head, speech, eye-

sight and conscience. This is also called.

“dandvat pranam.”

ਅਸ਼ਟਾਂਗਯੋਗ [astagyog] eightfold yog. See ਅਸਟਾਂਗ.
ਅਸਟਾਥ [astath] eight hands. “astath hathyaré

sébhare.”—C5di 2.

ਅਸਟਾਪਦ [astapad] Sktmjnre n gold, which has

the highest rank among the eight metals. 2 a

grasshopper, an insect with eight feet. 3 a

locust. 4 a thorn apple, datura stramonium.

5 Kailash mountain. 6 chess, a game with eight

columns, each of eight places. 7 chaupar, a

game played with dice. “kItak kal astapad

khela.”—-GPS. 8 an eight-footed animal having

four feet on the side of the chest and four on

the back. See ਸਿਆਹ.
ਅਸਟਾਂਮ [astam] E stamp; a stamped paper. 2 a

postage stamp. 3 a ticket.

ਅਸਟਾਵਕ੍ਰਫਿ਼ਝੀਗ਼ਾਰਯਿ] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਾਵਕ੍ਰ n a rishi whose

bodyhad eight twists. He was the son of

Kahod, a Brahman, born to Sumati (Sujata),

daughter of Uddalak. Thus goes his story in

the Mahabharat.

Once while Ashtavakar was in his mother’s

womb, Kahod was teaching Vedic texts to his

disciples. The foetus of Ashtavakar told his

father that he was reciting the Ved incorrectly.

Kahod got angry and cursed the child to have

crooked limbs. So eight parts of the newborn

got crooked. According to Vishnu Puran, once,

standing in water, while Ashtavakar was

praying, four fairies paid obeisance to him. He

ਅਸਤਬਾਜੀ

was pleased and he told the fairies to ask for

any boon and he would grant it. They said that

they wanted to marry the most handsome man.

At this Ashtavakar came out of water and

presented himselfas a prospective groom. They

laughed at his crooked body. Ashtavakar got

angry but remembering his promise, he resumed

his cool and said, “Your wish will be fulfilled

but you will fall in the hands of thieves.”

These fairies later became consorts of

Krishan and after the destruction ofthe Yadavs,

while Arjun was carrying them from Dvarka to

Astinapur, they were captured by dacoits.

It is written in Brahm Vaivart Puran, that

Devai, son ofrishi Asit was observing austerities

on the Gandhmadan mountain. When the fairy

Rambha came there she got infatuated on

seeing him. When she found that her desire

would not be fulfilled, she cursed the rishi and
his handsome body became crooked. Thus it

was that De'val became known as Ashtavakar.

ਅਸਟੰਟ [astét] E assistant, helper, deputy.

ਅਸਠ [asath] ਅ-ਸ਼ਠ. adj without deceit or
wickedness; simple. “OI khare asathe.”—-BG

2 See ਅਸਟ.

ਅਸਣ [33313ng n hail, a hailstone, sleet. 2 See

ਅਸਨ.

ਅਸਤ [asat] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵ. adj destroyed. 2 hidden,

invisible, missing. 3 11 an act ofdlsappearmg

4 the setting of the sun. “asat udot tha uthI

cale.”-—maru éjuli m 5. 5 Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਿ existence,
power. 6 Skt ਅਸਤ੍ਯ. adj falsehood, untruth.
7 Skt ਅਜਿ਼ਥ n bone. See ਅਸੂ 6. 8 Skt ਗ਼ਚਰ੍ਕਯੰ/
Untrue, bad, wicked. 9 See ਅਸ੍ਵ.

ਅਸਤਨ [astan] Skt ਸੂਨ n a teat. 2 Skj ਅਸੂਮਨ n the

setting of the sun, moon, etc. vanishing,

disappearing.

ਅਸਤਬਲ [astbal]. A J“ , n a stable, horse—stable.

ਅਸਤਬਾਜ [astbaj] See ਆਤਸ਼ਬਾਜ਼.

ਅਸਤਬਾਜੀ [astbaji] See ਆਤਸ਼ਬਾਜੀ.
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ਅਸਤ ਬਿਅਸਤ last bIasat] topsy turvy, upside

down. See ਅਸ੍ਵ ਵ੍ਯ'ਸ੍ਵ.‘ “asat bIasat su hUI

anmila.”—NP.

ਅਸਤਮਨ [astman] Sktnflj'Hfi n a palanquin. “ij

hve sramIt astman dhar h’1.”—carItr 117.

2 setting, disappearing. See ਅਸਤਨ 2.

ਅਸਤਰ [aster] n a poetic metre also known as

bhujég prayat. It has four lines and each line
is organised as: ISS, ISS, ISS, ISS.

Example!

maha ghor 1<€1<€ ਥੂਸ਼ਿਸ਼ਟੋ ki ghata }’)/(~),

su dhaya r3135 bIjlei ki chata }')/(~),

sune sarb clano samahé SIdhae,

maha krodh 1<€1<€ su baji nacae.—m5dhata.

2 P 2“! 8 mule. Skt ਅਸ਼੍ਵਤਰ. 3 the inner lining of
a quilt orjacket. 4 See ਅਸਤ੍ਵ.

ਅਸਤਵਨ [astvan] Sktlj‘e'a' n praise, appreciation.

“asatvan puj kar.”—-saloh. 2 the act ofpraising.

ਅਸਤਾ [asta] a poetic metre variously known as

astra, kIlka, tarak and totak. It has four lines,

each organised as: MS, IIS, NS, US.

Example:

351 Is: kalki kar l<op thryo,

ran rég surég bIkh€ bIcryo,

gahI panI krIpan bIkhs na daryo,

r13 56 ran an VICItr karyo.—kalki.

ਅਸਤਾਉਣਾ [astauna] v ਆ-ਤ੍ਯਾ to stay; to stop;

to relax. “ghari doI astaIke unhé bacan
kita.”—JSBB. ’

ਅਸਤਾਚਲ [astacal] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਾਚਲ n the mountain

behind which the sun sets according to the

Purans.

ਅਸਤਾਮਾ [astama] See ਅਸ਼ੁੱਥਾਮਾ. “jujhat sall bhayo
astama.”—janmejay.

ਅਸਤਾਫਾ [astava] P „[੭'7 (the actual word is ਆਬ
ਤਾਬਹ, ‘ਬ’ replacing ‘ਫ਼’). 8 narrow mouthedjug

with a curved spout used by Muslims for

ablution. '

ਅ'ਸ'ਤਿ [asatI], ਅਸਤੀ [asti-l n ਅ'ਸ੍ਵਿ being,
existence. “asatI ek dIgar kui.”—var majh m

ਅਸਤ੍ਰ ਮਾਨ

I. 2 ਅਜਿ਼ਥ bone. “asatI caram bIsta ke
mfide.”—1<eda kabir.

ਅਸਤੀਨ [astin] See ਆਸਤੀਨ. “an astin halavan
karke.”—GPS.

ਅਸਤੁਰਾ [astura] See ਉਸਤਰਾ. “tej astura ek méga-

yo.”—carItr 190.

ਅਸਤੋਤ੍ਰ '[95੮੦੮ਢ਼] Skt ਸੂੰ'ਤ੍ਵ n praise. 2 a hymn of
praise. See ਸ੍ਵ.

ਅਸਤੰਜਾ [astéja] See ਇਸਤਿੰਜਾ.
ਅਸਤੰਭ [astébh] Skt ਸ਼ੁੱਭ“ 8 pillar, column. 2 a

base, basis, support. 3 halting, obstruction.

4 being like root; stationary.

ਅਸੰਤ [asatt], ਅਸਤ੍ਯ [asaty] adj not true; false.

2 opposite of the truth; a lie.

ਅਸਤ੍ਵ [astral Skt ਆਥੂਤ੍ਰ n a weapcn meant for

throwing such as a quoit, arrow, ball, etc. See

ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ. 2 In the Purans, weapons, working by

spells or by recitation of mantars are also

termed astra, such as mohanastra (one of the

five arrows of cupid), pavakastra (fire),

varunastra (water), parvastra (mountain),

vajrashtra (thunderbolt), etc. People at that

time believed that such weapons hurled after

reciting mantars proved very destructive.

Defence was possible if an opposing weapon

after reciting the mantars was likewise hurled.

For example a fire-weapon could be undone

by a water-weapon etc. Detail ofthese missiles
is given in Sarabloh and charitr 405.

“aganI astra chada tab danav, ja’ite bhae

bhasam bahu manav. varun astra fab kal

calayo, saga] aganI l<o te)’ mItayo. rachas

pavan astra sédhana, je‘ite Udat bhae gen nana.

bhudarastra tab kal prahara, sabh SIvkan ko

pran ubara. megh astra chora tab'danav, bhij

gae jflfh te sabh manav, vayu astra ls 1<ਙ1 calayo,

sabh meghan tatkal Udayo.”—CarItr 405.

ਅਸਤ੍ਵ ਮਾਨ [astra man] equipped with missiles,

See ਅਸਤ੍ਰ. 2 Skt ਅਸਤ੍ਰਾਯਮਾਣ who himself is like

an astra. “namo astramane.”—japu.
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ਅਸਤ੍ਰਾ [astral See ਅਸਤਾ.

ਅਸਤ੍ਹਾਪਾਦਕ [astvapadak] Skt n something which

is real but does not appear to be so due to

ignorance.

ਅਸਥ [asath] n ਅਸਿਥ. a bone. 2 adj not firm;
unsteady, fickle.

ਅਸਥਕ਼ਿਤ [asthakit] Skt 7-ਥਗਿਤ adj tired, weary.
2 covered.

ਅਸਥਨ [asthan] Skt ਸੂਨ n a teat. “bInu asthan

gau laveri.”—bas§t kabir. See ਜੋਇ ਖਸਮ.

ਅਸਥਲ [asthal] Skt F88 n a place. 2 dry land.

3 earth. 4 See ਅਸਥਲ. 5 not a nice place;

unpopulated waste land. “se asthal som

caubare.”——majh m 5.

ਅਸਥਲੀ [asthali] Skt ਸ੍ਯਲੀ. n a place, spot. 2 a
boundary line. 3 earth.

ਅਸਥਾਈ [asthai] Skt ਸ੍ਯਧਿਜ੍ਥਯੰ/ stable, lasting,
enduring. 2 resident, inhabitant. 3 See ਅਸਥਾਈ
ਭਾਵ. 4 ਅਸਥਾਈ in music the earlier part of

recitation in Dhrtlpad. 5 a refrain.
ਅਸਥਾਈ ਭਾਵ [asthai bhav] n In poetics, the nine
bases ofemotion, i.e. ratI (passion), hasi (joy),

sok (distress), krodh (anger), utsah

(enthusiasm), bhay (fear), nfda (scorn),

VIsmay (wonder) and nIrved (non-chalance).

They result in aesthetic pleasures named after

these sites. See ਰਸ.

ਅਸਥਾਨ [asthan] Skt ਸੌੰਥਾਨ n a residence, place

to stay. “a_sthan harI nIh kevlé.”—guj a m 1.

ਅਸਥਾਪਨ [asthapan] n the act of establishing.
ਅਸਥਾਮਾ [asthama] See ਅਸ਼ੁੱਥਾਮਾ.

ਅਸਥਾਲਯ [asthalay] ਘੀਥ-ਪ੍ਯਾ. a house of
bones, grave. “pahanko asthalay ko SIr nat

phIryo kachu hath no ayo.”——saveye 33.

ਅਸਥਾਵਰ [asthavar] Skt 7ਰ੍'ਥਾਵਰ adj stable, static,

immovable. “asthavar jégam kit patéga.”-—gau.
kabir. 2 n immovable objects of nature like

trees, mountains, etc.

ਅਸਥਿ [asthI] n ਅਸਿਥ a bone.
ਅਸ'ਥਿਤ [asthIt] Skt ਸਿਥਤ adj situated,

ਅਸਦਖਾਨ

established, firm. “asthIt bhae bInsi sabh

Ci‘d.”—bh£r m 5. “carankamal asthIt rId

§tarI.”—sarm 5. 2 ਅ-ਸਿਥਤ unstable.

ਅਸਥਿਤਿ [asthItI] Skt ਸਿਥਿਤ n stability,

steadiness. “kaha asthItI paie.”—bIha, chét
m 5. 2 ਅ-ਜਿ਼ਥਤਿ instability.
ਅਸਥਿਰ [asthIr], ਅਸਥਿਰੁ [asthIru] Skt ਇਿਧ੍ਯ adj

stable, eternal. “asthIr jo manIo deh so tau

terau hOI he kheh.”—j£ja m 9. 2 fixed, stable,

firm. “asthIr rah-hu dolhu mat kab-hfi.”

-dhana m 5. 3 ਅਸਿ਼ਥਰ adj not firm, transitory,

volatile, unstable. “asthIru kare nIhcalu Ih

manua.”-dhana m 5. ‘Stabilise this infirm

mind.’

ਅਸਥਿਰੁਮਤਿ [asthIrumatI] a firm resolve or

belief, firm faith. 2 capricious thinking.

ਅਸਥੂਰ [asthur], ਅਸਥੂਲ [asthul] Skth‘o'anng'E
adj fat. 2 dense. 3 broad, extensive. 4 huge,

massive. “nanak so sukham soi asthul.”

—su1<hmani. ‘

ਅਸਥੰਭ [asthébh] See ਅਸਤੰਭ. “asthébhé sabad
sadhu svajanah.”—sahas m 5. “nath kamal

asthébh na hoto, t5 pavanu kavanu gharI

sahIta?”—srdhgosatr.

ਅਸਥੰਭਨ [asthébhan], ਅਸਥੰਮਨ [asth'éman] Skt

ਸੂੰਭਨ“ the act ofstopping, hindering. 2 support,

basis. “baI rup asthébhanah.”——sahas m 5.

“guru ka sabad manhI asthéman.”—sukhmani.

3 petrify.

ਅਸਦ [asad] Skt adj not ਸਦ੍(੮}16 best) 2 n a lion,

tiger. 3 Leo, the fifth sign of the Zodiac.

ਅਸਦਖਾਨ [asadkhan] Nawab Asad Khan, whose

title was Asafuddaula. Ibrahim was his original

name. During the reign of Shahjahan, he held

the rank of a commander offour thousand and
ofseven thousand troops respectively. During

the initial compaign of Banda Bahadur, he

was subedar of Delhi. Bahadur Shah ap-

pointed him as chief attorney, a rank above
that ofa minister. He died ਜ਼ਿੰ'1-717 AD.
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ਅਸ਼ੱਦ [asadd1A ਗ਼ adj very much, beyond
measure. ,

ਅਸਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [asdrIs] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਵ੍ਯਾ adjwho has no equal;
unique, unparalleled, unequalled.
ਅਸਨ [asan] Skt ਅਸ਼ਨ n a meal; food, things
worth-eating. “asan basan dhan dham kahu
me ha dekhyo.”—BGK. 2 Skt STGT-Lblood. 3 Skt
ਗ਼ਰਜ਼ [}18'88੮ of throwing. See ਅਸ vr.

ਅਸਨਾ [asna], ਅਸਨਾਇ [asnaI] P gin a friend.
2 an acquaintance. 3 a swimmer.

ਅਸਨਾੲੀ [asnai] P 81537 n friendship, intimacy.
2 acquaintance. “jo kIchu hoa sabh kIchu tujh
te teri sabh asnai.”—br]a m 1. 3 the art and
skill ofswimming. _ ,

ਅਸਨਾਹ [asnah], ਅਸਨਾਹਾ [asnaha] Skt ਸੂੰਹ“ love,
affection, intimacy. 2 a paramour, chum,
friend. See ਆਸ਼ਨਾ. “sabh mIthIa asnaha.”——asa
m 5. “guru kIrpa te mohI asnaha.”—gaum 5.

ਅਸ਼ਨਾਨ [asnan] See ਇਸਨਾਨਗ਼ਯੱ ਸਨਾਨ. 2 A UL‘” a
tooth.

ਅਸਨੇਹ [asneh] Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਹ 11 love, affection, at-

tachment. “nam na path bInU asneh.”—gau
m 3. 2 ਅਸ(5[10}1)ਨੇਹ;5ਪ੦}1 love

ਅਸਨੇਚਿ [asnehI], ਅਸਨੇਹੀ [asnehi] Skt ਯੇਭਿਜ੍ adj
dear friend, relative, well wisher. “sabh

mIthIa asnehi.”—sor m 5.

ਅਸਨੇਹੁ [asnehu] See ਅਸਨੇਹ.

ਅਸਪ [asap] :7" n a horse, stallion. 2 knight (in

the chess game)

ਅਸਪਤ [aspat], ਅਸਪਤਿ [aspatI] adj lord 'of
horses. 2 n the sun‘. “aspatI gajpatI narhI
narId.”—-ti15g namdev. ‘There are lords of

horses, elephants and men, but that ofNamdev

is the lord of all the chiefs.’

ਅਸਪਦ [aspad] See ਅਾਸਪਦ.

ਅਸਪਰਸ [asparas] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਯੰ adj untouched; not
touching. 2 a sect that avoids touching metals

etc. 3 In'Sikhism, a person who restrains his

.senses from indulging in evil. See ਅਪਰਸ.

4 ਧ੍ਯਥੂਝਧ adj unworthy of touch; untouchable.

ਅਸਪਾਂ [aspé] plural ofnmu.
ਅਸਪਾਣ [aspan] See ਅਸਿਪਾਣਿ.
ਅਸਪਾਤ [aspat] Skt ਗ਼ਧਞਧਕ n a sheet of steel,
from which swords are made. See ਅਸਿਪਤ੍ਰ.
ਅਸਪੀ [aspi] adj a keeper of horses. 2 n a
cavahen

ਅਸਪ੍ਰਿਹ [aspth] Skt ਗਾਬ੍ਯੂਫ਼੍ adj without greed;
uncovetous. 2 desireless.

ਅਸਫਲ [asphal] adj fruitless;
2 worthless. 3 abortive.

ਅਸਫੁਰਤ [asphurat], ਅਸਫੁ'ਰਿਤ [asphurIt] Skt

ਸਫੁਰਿਤ adj suddenly struck (idea), intuitive.

2 capricious, transient. 3 revealed. 4 ਅ-ਜਫੁ’ਰਿਤ.
which is not within the grasp of knowledge.

ਅਸਫੋਟ [asphot], ਅਸਫੋਟਕ [asphotak] ਲ਼ਾ/ਮੈੰਆਭੰ-ਫੁਟ

adj not clear, not well known. 2 sundry,

perfunctory. See asphotak kabetm Dasam

Granth.

ਅਸਛੰਦ ਯਾਰ [asphéd yar] P4p: son ofGustasap,

king of Iran. He was a valiant person who on

the orders of his father went to capture

Rustam, but was killed by the latter. Asfand

Yar greatly promoted the fire worshipping

Parsi cult. His name appears in the eighth

Hikayat.

ਅਸਬ [asablP .../‘! nhorse.
ਅਸਬਾਬ [asbab] P ਰ੍-ਲ਼ੀਫ਼ੂਮਾੰ n plural ੦1°ਸਬਬ reasons.
2 goods, provisions.

ਅਸਤ੍ਯ [asabhy]. Skt adj lacking in etiquette,

uncultured, vulgar, uncouth, ill-mannered.

ਅਸਮ [asam] Skt unequal, uneven. 2 an odd

number. 3 Skt n a stone. 4 a mountain. 5 a

cloud.

ਅਸਮਝ [asamajh] adj ignorant, unwise, stupid.

2 devoid ofknowledge “menu asamajh sadhu
ségI patiana.’’—ram m 5.

ਅਸਮਦ [asmad]Skt31FH§ pron we, the like of

us. 2 our, ours.

ਅਸਮਰਥ [asmarath] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸਧੰ adj uriable,
incapable, weak. 2 unintelligent, dull’, lacking

in vain.
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the ability for work.

ਅਸਮਾਣ [asman] See ਅਸਮਾਨ.

ਅਸਮਾਨ [asman1P U” n the sky, that revolves

like a grindstone. “asman jImi darakhat.”
—t1'15gm 5. 2 Skt ਅ-ਸਮਾਨ. unequal, not plain.

3 unparalleled, superb, unique, infatuation,

violence, greed, vanity. “kahI kabir khojau

'asman.”—gau. 4 n one who does not regard

any one as an equal; vanity, arrogance. “hés

het asa asman.”—gau m 1. ‘violence,

infatuation, greed and vanity.’

ਅਸਮਾਨ ਖਾਂਨ [asman xé’m] See ਆਸਮਾਨ ਖ਼ਾਂਨ.

ਅਸਮਿਤਾ [asmIta] Skt ਅਜਿ਼ਮਤਾ n considering the
visible and the invisible as one; according to

Yog Shastar this is one of the five torments,

and is named hridaygréthI in Vedant.

ਅਸਮੇਧ [asmedh] See ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਧ.
ਅਸਮੰਜਸ [ਬਙਸ਼ਿਰੌਰ੍ਹਿਝੀ Skt ਗਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯਚ adj inappropriate,

improbable, unsuitable. “sun masi, asmanjas

gatha.”—NP. 2 incoherent, impertinent.

3 tactless. 4 n improper time. 5 son of Sagar

born to Keshini; he was an evil person, so his

father drove him out of his house. After his

father’s death, he ascended the throne.

_ According to Harivansh, he became a valiant

fighter. His son’s name was Anshuman. See

ਸਗਰ. '

ਅਸਯੁਪਾਸਕ [asyupasak] Skt ਆੰਸ਼੍ਵਯ-ਪਾਸ਼ਕ adj
training, cavalry. 2 ਅਸ਼ਿ-ਉਪਾਸਕ a worshipper
of the sword; a practitioner of weaponry.

ਅਸਰ [asarlA ;, n an effect. 2 pressure. 3 a mark,

spot. 4 a connection, relation. 5 history. 6/1/
to squeeze. 7 to stop. 8 to give.

ਅਸਰਗ [asarag] Skt ਅਸਗੰ adj sans ਸਗੰ (creation),
uncreated. “namastév asarge.”—-japu. See ਸਰਗ.

ਅਸਰਣ [asaran] SktbeaEadjwho does not find

refuge anywhere; helpless. See ਅਸਰਣ ਸ਼ਰਣ.

ਅਸਰਣਸਰਣ [asaran saran], ਅਸਰਨਸਰਨ [asaran

saran] adj the protector ofthose whom no one

gives shelter; a shelterer of the shelterless.

ਧ੍ਯਰੂਖ

“asaren sarné ek dai.”—gyan.

ਅਸ਼ਰਫ਼ [asaraf] A 4/“: adj (one) who is

profoundly noble; unique; who has no parallel.

ਅਸ਼ਰਫੀ [asarfi] P ਲੂੰ/ਪ੍ਰਿ n a gold coin; This coin

was first introduced in Spain. It was equal to

three rupees at current rates. In India, several

emperors issued it in their name, but its value

has never been constant like that of silver

coins. It has fluctuated with the rise/fall in

the price of gold. “kadh asarphi dhani

kahayo.”—caritr 38.
ਅਸ਼ਰਫ਼ੁਲ਼ਾਚਿੰ'ਲੂਕ਼ਾਤ [asrafulmaxlukat] A 95,1515};

adjthe best ofthe created beings; man, human

being.

ਅਸਰਾਉ [asrau] Skt ਆਸ਼ੁਯ n support, succour,
' basis. “VICI saca asrau.”——var ram 1 m 3.

2 refuge. “cuke sabh asrau.”—sr1' am 5. “jakau
kOI na rakhs prani tIsu tu dehI asrau.”~sar

m 5.

ਅਸਰਾਨਦੀ [asranadi] according to Ratan Mala,
the wind discharged from the anus. See

ਅਸੁਰਨਦੀ.
ਅਸ਼ਰਾਫ਼ [asraf] A J?! adj plural ofਸ਼ਰੀਫ਼; gentle
and noble persons.

ਅਸਰਾਰ [asrar] adv continuously, without break.

2 A 11/! n plural ofਸਿੱਚ, secrets, hidden hopes.
3A ,i/y persistence, insistence. 4A A}! plural

of ਸ਼ਰੀਰ.

ਅਸਰਾਲ [asral] adj terrible, dreadful. 2 P pit or *

tuft n a python. 3 ਅਸੁਰਾਲਯ the place of the

demons. 4 hell, the Hades. “bhe sagar asral

paIa.”—ram a m 1. See ਜਲਾਬਿੰਬ.
ਅਸਰੀਤ [asrit] such a custom, such usage. 2 Skt

ਕ਼ਾਯਿਰ੍ adj gluttonous. 3 a village menial,

dependent on others. 4 a special menial

Brahmin by caste, incharge of kitchen on the

occasion ofa marriage or mourning. “ho: asn’t

purohIta.”—BG.
ਅਸਰੂਪ [asrup] Skt ਸ੍ਵਰੂਪ n a form, figure. “an13

pani agni asrup.”—o§kaz: “varan bhekh asrup



ਅਸਲ

n5 japi.”—sidhgosatr. 2 one’s own image.
3 adj ਅਰੂਪ without form; shapeless. 4 ਅਸੁ
(breath) ਰੂਪ, the embodiment of life.

ਅਸਲ [asl]A L)”; adj pure, true, real. See ਅਸ਼ਲਿ-
2 na root, See ਅਸੁਲੂ. 3 principal amount. 4 a
race, tribe, lineage. 5 respect, reputation.
6 A ਕੀਂ honey. 7 adj good, gentle. 8 Skt‘n
iron. 9 a weapon.

ਅਸਲਮ [aslam]A {VI adjvery simple. 2 highly
virtuous. 3 very secure.

ਅਸਲਮ ਖ਼ਾਂ [aslam X5] 866 ਇਸਲਾਮ ਖ਼ਾਂ.

ਅਸਲਿ [asall] adv in fact, really. “nanak te nar
asalI khar jI bInU gun garabu k5r5t.”—sava
m 1. See ਅਸਲ 1.

ਖ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਞ[ਰ5੪\/],5'/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਆਸਞ. wine, liquor.‘‘pIp5tasv5
bh5t5.”—datt. See ਅਾਸਞ.

ਅਸਵਦ [asvad]A „×! adj thick black (ਸਵਾਦmeans
black) 2 n a black stone, about six or seven
inches in length, fixed in the wall of Kaba.

According toAbbas Muhammad, it was white

when it fell from the heaven but gradually

turned black because of touching by human

beings. After the dissolution of the world,

while God will be administering justice to

people, this stone will acquire two eyes and a

tongue. With its eyes, it will identify persons

who kissed it and with the tongue it will give

evidence in favour of such devotees.

ਅਸਵਾਰ [asvar] P ,in a horse rider. adj(one) who

is riding a horse. 2 riding some conveyance.

3 n cavalry soldier. Skt ਗ਼’ਯੁਜ੍ one who bridles

a horse.

ਅਸਵਾਰਾ [asvara] n an attack, a march,

procession. “xalse ne ajj asvara karna he.”
—prov. 2 death, breathing one’s last. “nav‘i
patsahi da asvara kIs prakar hOIa?”
—bhagtav11'. 3 a copy of Guru Granth Sahib.

“bahuro 1e javhu asvara.”—GPS. 4. Guru

Granth Sahib being taken in a procession.

ਅਸਵਾਰੀ [asvari] P ਪਿੰ,“ n the act of mounting a
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horse. 2 knowledge of horse riding. 3 a
conveyance, fit for riding.

ਅਸਾ [asa] short form for ਆਸ਼ਾ. “man mahI
rakhau ek asa re.”—dev m 5. 2 See ਅਸਾਂ.
amongst us. “55a joru nahi je kIChU karI sak-
hI.”—suhi m 4.

ਅਸਾਂ [555] pron plural of ਮੈੰ we. “555 th othe
jana.”—vad m 1 alahnia.

ਅਸਾਸਹ [asasah] See ਆਸਾਸੈ.

ਅਸਾਸਾ [asasa] A ਪਿੰ! n property. 2 assets,
eminence.

ਅਸਾਸਤ੍ਰੀ [asastri] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਕ਼ਿਜ਼੍ adj (one) who does
not know the Shastars (religious texts);
uneducated, illiterate. 2 (one) who goes
against the Shastars. 3 believing in fake
Shastars.

ਅਸਾਹ [asah], ਅਸਾਂਹ [85ਕੋੰ11] Skt ਗਾਜ੍ਯਾਚੂ in us, among
us. “augun sabh asah.”—sr1' m 1.

ਅਸਾਜਯ [asajy] adj impossible to create;
irreparable, impossible. “asajyé sajI
saija.”—sahas m 5. See ਸਮਜਿਆ.
ਅਸਾਡੜਾ [ਰਡ਼ਕਟ੍ਰੀਨੂਕ਼] adj ours. “je tu mItr asadra.”

—Var maru 2 m 5. ×

ਅਸਾਡਡ਼ੇ [asadre] adj ours. “mItr asadre sei.”

—Var guj 2 m 5.

ਅਸਾਡਾ [asada] adj See ਅਸਾਡੜਾ-
ਅਸ਼ਾਂਤਿ [asétI] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸਾੰਫੈਰ n lack of peace,
restlessness, commotion.

ਅਸਾਧ [asadh] Skt ਅਸਾਧਯ adj which cannot be

proved, intractable. 2 that cannot be cured.
“asadh rog uijo tan bhitarI tarot n5 kahu

tario.”—maru m 5. See ਅਸਾਧੁ.

ਅਸਾਧਾਰਣ [asadharan] adj uncommon,

exceptional. 2 special, extraordinary.
ਅਸਾਧਿ [858ਧੀ1ਗ਼ੁ]ਅਸਾਧ੍ਯ. See ਅਸਾਧ.
ਅਸਾਧੁ [asadhu] Skt adj unholy, bad, wicked,

villainous.

ਅਸਾਧ੍ਯ [asadhy] See ਅਸਾਧ.

ਅਸਾਨ [asan] A up! Skt a benefaction, a virtuous
act. 2 kindness. 3 P dl/f adjeasy, convenient,  
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facile.

ਅਸਾਨਾਦਿ [ਬਝਕ਼ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾਰੈਧੰ], ਅਸਾਨਾਭੁੰਦ [asanvéd] Ppp.
adj indebted, obliged, grateful.

ਅਸਾਮੀ [asami] A ਚੀਖ਼?“ n plural of ਇਸਮ; plural
of ਅਸਮਾ. 2 a rank, post, an appointment. 3 a

person paying hiring charges, revenue etc.

4 a party taking side in a legal case.

ਅਸਾਰ [asar] S adj unconscious, oblivious,

inattentive. “na soie asar.”—s kabir. 2 Skt

without ਸਾਰ (essence); inessential. 3 shoddy,

cheap. 4 n a castor oil plant. 5 sandalwood.

6 an incense stick. 7 Skt ਆਸਾਰ rain shower.

“nenahu nir asar bahe.”—asa kabir. 8 A ਮੱ?

plural of ਅਸਾਰ, mark, sign, symptom.

ਅਸਾਰਤ [asarat] A _..ਭੰਭੰਹਿਂ n a sign, signal. “karhi

ucaI, asarat dal dai.”—car1'tr 151. ‘By raising

his hand, (he) gave a signal to the troops.’

ਅਸਾਰਥ [asarath] Skt ਅਸਾਰਾਥੰ n worthless things,
vain possessions. 2 a worthless action.

“suarath tIagI asarathI raCIo, nahI SImre

prabhu. ”—sar m 5.

ਅਸਾਗੰਥ [asarathI] in vain, See ਅਸਾਰਥ.

ਅਸਾੜ [asar] SktWFFE’ n the month ofHarh , the

fourth month of Bikrami year. Full moon

marks its utrasadha.

ਅਸਾੜਾ [ਰਡ਼ਕੈਣੁਕ਼], ਅਸਾੜੀ [asari] adj our, ours. “néhi

kIchU asara jiu.”-—majh m 5. “rakh-hu saram

asari. ”-majh m 5.

ਅਸਿ [351] See vr ਅਸ੍ਰ n a cutting weapon,
sword. “aSI krIpan khédo kharag tupak
tabar aru tir.”—sanama. 2 a stream that flows

near Kashi. “banarasx aSI basta.”—g5d

namdev. 3 in the phrase. “tatvmaSI.” (ਤਤ੍-

ਤੁੰ-ਅਸਿ) which means ‘that is you’, it is second
person singular ‘thou’. “5am ju bed tatvmas:
mane.”—GPS.

ਅਸਿਕਨੀਂ [95ਗ਼ੁ1<1ਪਂ]^5'/(ਠੰ3ਇਿਥਰੀਂ See ਚੰਦ੍ਭਾਗਾ. Chenab
river. 2 night. 3 a female servant or slave of

ladies of the harem. .
ਅਸਿਕੇਤੁ [asxketu] n one who has ਅਸਿ (sword)
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in his ਕੇਤੁ (flag); the deathless one, God. “sri

asxketu jagat 1<e isa.”—c3pai. 2 Guru Gobind

Singh. ਰ੍

ਅਸਿੱਖ [asxkkh] adjwho is not a Sikh; who has
not imbibed the doctrine ofGuru Nanak Dev.

2 See ਅਸਿੱਖਿਤ.

ਅਸਿੱਖਿਤ [aSIkkhIt] Skt ਅਸ਼ਿਕਤ adj who has not
received training. 2 uneducated, illiterate.

3 uncouth, uncivilised, vulgar.

ਅਜਿਤ [aSIt] adj not white. 2 black. “asxt bastra
tIh §g.”—paras. 3 unlimited, endless. 4 Skt
ਅਸ਼ਿਤ blunt, not sharp. 5 eaten, contaminated.

6 n the name of a king of the Surya dynasty

who was a son of Dhruvsandhi. After his defeat

by the Haihay clan, he retreated to the

Himalayas.

ਅਸਿਤਬਾਰਿ [as:tbarI] n a river carrying black
water; Jamna (Yamuna) river—sanama.

ਅਸ਼ਿਤਬਾਗਿਡਿ [as:tbarIpatI] master of Jamna
river, Krishandev-sanama.

ਅਸ਼ਿਤਾ [aSIta] adj not white, black. “aSIta nISI
mo saSI se bIgse.”—samudr m5than. 2 n

Jamna river. 3 Skt ਕਕਿਰੂ adj an eater, a devourer.
' 4 Skt ਗ਼ਚਿਰ੍ a thrower.

ਅਸਿਧਰ [aSIdhar], ਅਸਿਧ'ਰੀ [aSIdhari] adj who
wields a sword, swordsman. “aankar

as:dhari.”—hazare. 2 n Mahakal; Shiv, the

destroyer. 3 sword wielding, Khalsa.

ਅਸਿਧਾਵ [asxdhav] a nomad who bolishes
weapons. See ਅਸ਼ਿ and ਧਾਵ-

ਅਸ਼ਿਧੁਜ [aSIdhuj] See ਅਸਿਕੇਤੁ. “sri BSIthj ju
kariahu raccha.”—capai. '

ਅਸਿਨੀ [asmi] n an army ofswordmen—sanama.

' 2 an army of ਅਸ਼੍ਵ (horses), cavalry—sanama.

ਅਸ਼ਿ ਪਤ੍ਰ [aSI patr] Skt n the blade of sword.
2 according to the Purans, hell spread over

four thousand miles on the earth, having a

dense forest oftrees bearing swordlike leaves

which, while falling‘upon the sinners, clip

their limbs. ‘
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ਅਸਿਪਾਣਿ [aSIpanI], ਅਸ਼ਿਪਾਣੀਂ [asxpani], ਅਸਿਪਾਨਿ
[as:panI] n Mahakal, the great destroyer 
holding a swordm hand. “er asipanI krIpa 
tumrI kar.“'—ramav. 2 Guru Gobind Singh. 
3 a baptized Sikh.

ਅਸ਼ਿਵਾ [asxva] adj inauspicious. “siva (ਗਿਦੜੀ) 
asIva (ਅਮੰਗਲ) pukarat bhai.”——GPS. ‘a female 
jackal giving out ill-omened sounds.’ See ਸ਼ਿਵਾ.
ਅਸੀ [asi] See ਅਸ਼ਿ. 2 See ਅੱਸੀ. 3 pron plural of 
ਮੈਂ, we. “asi khate bahut kamavde.”—sava m 5.

4 adj who holds ਅਸ਼ਿ (sword). “asi gadi kaci
bal gadhe.”—carItr 405. ‘wielder ofthe sword, 

wearer of the armour.’

ਅਸੀਸ [੩515],ਅਸੀਸੜੀ [asisri] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾੜਿਪ੍ਰਿੰ n a 
blessing, prayer. “dehu sajan asisria. ”—sohIIa. 

ਅਸੀਨ [asin] sat. See ਆਸੀਨ. 2 “asan das asin.’ 
_Np .

ਅਸੀਬਹਾਦੁਰ [asibahadur] Poets like Bhai Sukha 

Singh having translated ‘teg’ into ‘asi’, have 

attributed this name to the ninth Sikh Guru.

ਅਸੀਮ [asim] adjendless, boundless, unlimited.

“payo anad asim he.”—saloh.

ਅਸੀਰ [asir] A ਸੂੰ! adj great, high. 2 chosen,

choicest, best. 3 A Art arrested, prisoner. 

“gIryo 5dh jy6 hve anpatI drIg yut bhayo 

asir.”—car;rtr 30. 4 A ,3! near, close by. 
5 tangled hair.

ਅਸੀਰਬਚਨ [asirbacan], ਅਸੀਰਬਾਦ [asirbad] n a 

blessing; benediction, an initiatory sermon.

ਅਸੀਲ [asil] Skt ਅਸ਼ੀਲ n lack ਘੰਸ਼ੀਲ (good 

conduct), without virtue. 2 adj of bad 

character; depraved. 3 A JEI'J‘I' adjvirtuous, 

nice, gentle. 4 a legitimate issue of wedded 

parents; gentle, descent.

ਅਸੁ [350] See vr ਅਸ੍ n mind, heart. 2 vital 

breath. “basu de 950 de jag me jas 1ij€.”—krisan. 

3 Skt ਅਸ਼ੂ a tear. “utsav same janI asu roki.” 

—GPS. 4 Skmng a horse. “asu hasti rath asvari.” 

—sukhmam'.

ਅਸੁਅਰਿ [asuarI] n the enemy of vital breath;

ਅਸ਼ਭ

Yam, the God of.death. 2 the destroyer of life,
a weapon-sanama. 3 a killer, thug—sanama.
4 the enemy of ਅਸ਼੍ਵ (horse), a tiger.—sanama.
ਅਸੁਅਰਿ ਅੰਤਕ [asuarI étakl—sanama. enemy of
ਅਸੁ (breath), the noose.

ਅਸੁਆਸਨ [asuasan] an assurance. See ਆਸਾਸਨ.

2 ਅਸ਼੍ਵ-ਆਸਨ a blanket to cover the saddle. 3 a
saddle; padded seat on the horse back.

ਅਸੁ'ਅੰ [850ਰੌ] adj without ਸੁਵਨ (son), childless.
2 without ego, unselfconscious, free from

pride. “ankal apal dIal asué.”—aka1.
ਅਸੁਹਰ [asuhar] one who takes ਅਸੁ (breath), a
killer, an enemy. 2 Yam, the god of death.
3 poison.

ਅਸ਼ੁਚਿ [asucfl Skt adj impure, profane.
ਅਸੁਦਾ [asuda] n the provider of ਅਸੁ (vital air);

amrit, nectar—sanama.

ਅਸੁਦਾਨ [asudan] “ਅਸ਼੍ਵਦਾਨ horse giving in charity.

“asudan gajdan.”—ram namdev.

ਅਸੁਧ [asudh] adj unconscious, unaware,

senseless. 2 Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਫ਼ adj impure, filthy.
3 incorrect, erroneous.

ਅਸ਼ੁੱਧਿ [asudth] 11 an impurity. 2 a lapse.
ਅਸੁਨ [asun] n Skt ਅਾਸ੍ਵਿਨ n the month of Assu,

seventh month of the Indian calendar, its full

moon is in Asvini lunar mansion.

ਅਸੁਨਿ [asunI] n during the month of Assu.

“asunI au pIra! sa dhan jhurI mUi.”—baramah

tukhari.

ਅਸੁ'ਨੀ [asuni] n cavalry.—sanama.
ਅਸੁਨੀਕੁਮਾਰ [asunikumar] See ਅਸ੍ਵਿਨਿ ਕੁਮਾਰ. “asuni
kumar kete 55a avtar kete.”—aka1.

ਅਸੁਪ'ਤਿ [asupatI] )1 master of the horse, the

sun. 2 master of life, the human soul.

3 transcendent God.

ਅਸੁਪਵਨ [asupavan] adj(horse) having the speed

ofwind; a very fast running horse. “asupavan
hasatI asvari.”—gaum 5.

ਅਸ਼ੁਭ [asubh1Sk1 adj inauspicious, unpropitieus.
2 n an unlucky happening, a calamity.
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ਅਸ਼ੁਭ ਚਿੰਤਕ [asubh chftak] adj hostile; (one)
who wishes ill of others.

ਅਸ਼ੁਭ ਚਿੰਤਨ [asubh chitan] n illwill, hostile

thinking.

ਅਸੁਮੇਧ [asumedh] See ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਧ. “asumedh jagne.”
'—g5c_l namdev. 2 son of king Janmejay born

to a slave girl. See ਦਸਮ ਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਜਨਮੋਜ੍ਯ ਰਾਜ, ਅੰਗ

195.

ਅਸੁ'ਮੋਧਾਨ [asumedhan] Janmejaya’s second son

born of a slave girl. See ਦਸਮ ਗ੍ਰੰਥ.

ਅਸੁਰ [asur] Skt n one who over throws gods, a

demon. See ਅਸ੍ vr “angan kal asur tab mare.”
—can'tr 405. 2 a fiend, ghost. 3 the sun that

shines, See ਅਸ੍ vr 4 a wrong act, sin. “asur

séghare sukhI vase.”-sr1' m 3. “satIguru asur

ségharu.”—sn’ a m 1. 5 an evil doer. “kukrIt

karam je jag mahI karhi,‘ nam asur tIn ko jag

dharhi.”—VN. 6 in Nighuntl it means a cloud.

7 adj life-bearing, alive. 8 In Shastarnammala

ignorant writers have put ਅਸੁਰ in place ofਅਸ੍ਰ,

which means ‘throWn away’. See ਅਸ੍ vr

_ “pasupatI prItham bakhanke asur sabad

phun dehu.”—112. The correct version is: “asr

sabad phun dehu” meaning ‘an arrow thrown

after remembering the name of Pashupati

(Shiv)’. 9 In the Rig Ved, this term figures for

god because ਅਸ੍ vr stands for brightness of

metal. It is also so for imparting life. See

ਰਿਗਵੇਦ 1-35-9: ਗ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਣ੍: ਰਰੇੰਧਿW: In the Zoroastrian
scripture, 2611ਧੰ,ਅਹੁਰ stands for god. Sanskrit

[5] becomes [h] in Zend. For example: ਸਪੂ-

ਹਫ਼ਤ, ਦਸ਼-ਦਹ, ਮ'ਸ-ਮਾਹ. 10 In Valmik’s Ramayan,

in chapter 45 it is held that Varun’s daughter

Varuni (wine), named Sura as well, appeared

at the time ofthe churning of the sea of milk

and rice but she was not accepted by the

'An ancient dictionary of the the Vedas by Kashyap, on
 

which saint Yasak wrote a commentary. This is a very

old document. It efficiently enables the grasp of the

Vedic diction.
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demons. So they were named ਅਸੁਰ as against

those named ਸੁਰ who accepted her.

ਅਸੁਰ ਸੰਘਾਰ [asur séghar] adj comparable to
destroyers or killers Iike demons, monstrous.

“hoa asur séghar.”—sri a m 5. 2 killer of
demons. 3 killed the evil doers.

ਅਸੁਰਸੰਘਾਰਕ [asurségharak], ਅਸੁਰਸੰਘਾਰਣ [asur-

ségharan] adj a killer of demons, destruction

of evil-doers. 2 eliminator of the property of

demons. “mera prabhu saca asur ségharan.”

-maru solhe m 3.

ਅਸੁ'ਰਗੁਰੁ [asurguru] n the teacher of demons,

Shukracary. ‘

ਅਸੁਰ ਨਦੀ [asur nadi] n rectum; anus through

which filth flows out. “asur nadi ka bédhe

mul.”—ram beni. per yog the posture of sitting

with heel stuck in the rectum so as to close it.

2 a flow of evil ideas.

ਅਸੁਰਪਿਤ [asurpIt] n father of the demons,

Kashyap.-sanama.

ਅਸੁ'ਰਪਿਤਣੀਂ [asurpItni] n the earth, Kashyap’s
wife.—sanama.

ਅਸੁਰਰਾਜ [asur raj] adj the king of demons. 2 n
Ravan.-sanama.

ਅਸੁਰਰਾਜਅਰਿ [asur rajarI] n the enemy ofRavan,

Ram Chandar.—sanama..

ਅਸੁਰਾ ਨਦੀ [asura nadi] discharge ofwind through

the anus, “asura nadi aputhi tare.”—ratanma1a

b5no. ‘By preventing its slanting discharge it

regulates the flow.’

ਅਸੁਰਾਰਦਨ [asurardan] Skt ਕਬ੍ਰੂਧਟੰਜ n one who
crushes demons. 2 Ram Chandar. “asurardan

… ke karko jIn ek-hi ban bIkhe tan'cakhyo. ”—

ramav. *

ਅਸੁਰਾਰਿ [asurarI] Skt n enemy of the demons,

god. “nIksi asurarI ki sen cali.”—c5di I.

ਅਸੁ'ਰਿਸ [asurIs] adj ਅਸੁਰ-ੲੀਸ਼the king ofdemons.
2 n Ravan.—sanama.

ਅਸੁਰੀ [asuri] n a demoness—sanama. See ਆਸੁਰੀ.

2 Dg rye Skt ਆਸੁਰੀ mustard.
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ਅਸੁਚੇ'ਸ [asures] ਕ਼ਯੱ/‘ਅਸੁਰ-ਈਸ਼the king ofdemons.
2 n Ravan. 3 Bali. 4 Hiranyakashipu.
5 Shumbh. 6 the rule of demons, Mahadev.

ਅਸੁਰੋਂ ਪੁਰ [asuro pUr] the battlefield brimming
with demons. “mfid katyo asuro pur ma.”
—c5di I. 2 city of demons, the underworld.

ਅਂਸੁਲੂ [asulu] adv from the origin, since the

beginning, from the creation of reality. “asulu
ik dhatu.”—japu. See ਅਸਲ 2 and ਧਾਤੁ.
ਅਸੂ [asu] See ਅਸੁ and ਅੱਸੂ. “asu 8ਪ1<1ਪਂਪ੍ਯਾ8ਟੋਧੀ8
jIna maIa harI raI.”—majh barahmah.
ਅਸੂਅ' [asua] Sktmgw njealousy, malice, envy.
“saran parIo tajI garabasua.”—gau m 5.
‘renouncing pride and malice.’

ਅੱਸੂ'ਆ [ਰੈ5੫8] n a tear.
ਅਸੂਝ [asujh] adj invisible. “asujh he.”—japu.
2 ignorant, stupid.

ਅਸੂਣੀ [asuni] n hope, longing. “vat: asuni
b5nI.”—s fan'd. ‘equipped again with hope.’

ਅਸੂਤ [asut] adj lacking alignment, misfit.
2 unborn. 3 Skt ਅਸਯੂ'ਤ unstitched, without
connection, uninterested. “adI rup asut.”
—-japu.

ਅਸੂਦਾ [asuda] See ਆਸੂਦਾ. “an an sen asudi

karke.”—GPS.

ਅਸੂਯਕ [asuyak] Skt adjjealous, envious.
ਅਸੂਯਾ [asuya] See ਅਸੂ'ਆ.

,ਅਸੂਲ [asul] See ਉਸੂਲ.

ਅਸੋਅ [asee] Skt ਆਸ਼੍ਰਯ 11 support, prop, basis.
“k1 aseas.”——gyan. 2 adj‘(one) who does not
consume anything. 3 what is difficult to

consume.

ਅਸੇਸ [ases], ਅਸੇਖ [asekh] Skt ਅਸ਼ੇਸ, adjcomplete,
whole. 2 endless, boundless. “ajonI adI
asek .”—-japu.

ਅਸੇਤ [aset] adj not white. 2 black. 3 blue,
yellow, etc.

ਅਸੈ [ass] surely, certainly. 2 is. See ਤਿਲੌਕ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਅਸ਼ੋਕ [asok] Skt ਅਸ਼ੋਕ adj free from sorrow;
happy, content. “bhayo asok devpatI tab-hi.”
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-sanh. 2 n absence of grief; happiness, jOy,
pleasure. “asok gayo tIn hfi te nasai.”—I<rrsan
‘Happiness fled from them.’ 3 a tree that is
evergreen and has fragrant flowers, ਮਧੁਪੁਸਪ. L
Jonesia Asoca. 4 mercury. 5 Vishnu. 6 king of
Magdh Desh, son of Bindusar of Maurya
dynasty and grandson of Chandargupat. His
full name is Ashok Varadhman. In the history
of Buddhism, his is an exalted name.

Ashok was initially a Shaivite and ac-
knowledged the Brahmans as religious
preceptors. Later he became a Buddhist. He
provided for 64000 Buddhist [monks and
erected 84000 columns of fame on which

. political and religious edicts were engraved.

During the 18‘h year of his reign, he
organised a huge religious assembly and

~ later sent Buddhist missionaries to Ceylon
and other countries. He prohibited the

killing of animals. The entire country from

Afganistan to Lanka was under his control.

This information may be gathered from the

edicts engraved in the Pali language on

stones and found in various parts of the

country. Many writers have referred to him
as Priyadarshan.

Ashok ruled with great ,elan from

Patliputra (Patna) between 269 and 232 BC.

His daughter, the pious Charumati was a

famous preacher of Buddhism.

ਅਸ਼ੋਕ ਬਣ [asok ban], ਅਸ਼ੋਕ ਵਨ [asok van], ਅਸ਼ੋਕ
ਵਾਟਿਕਾ [asok vatIka] adj a sorrow-eradicating
(garden) 2 n Ashok-garden. a particular

garden in Ceylon where Sita was kept by

Ravan. 3 a garden of Ram Chandar in

Ayodhya.

ਅਸੋਖ [asokh] adj which _cannot be dried, not
dry.

ਅਸੋਗ [asog], ਅਸੋਗੀ [asogi] adj free from soriow,
joyful, happy, content.
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[asoc] adj devoid of thinking, ignorant, 
“trigad joni acet sabhav pun pap asoc.”-asa 
ravidas. 2 n absence of the thinking process, 
a state of thoughtlessness, “jan ajan bhae ham 
bavar soc asoc divas jahi.”-sor ravdas. 3 Skt 

n impiety, uncleanliness.
[asoca] adj free from worry, carefree. 

2 polluted, impure, defiled. 3 (one) who does 
not think; unthinking.

[asota] n wakefulness, lack of sleep, “nit 
payhavc karc asota.”-BG

WTO- [asac] See W 3.
WiHtf [asakh],*HHMG{ [asakhay],»fHW3’ [asakhyat] 
adjcountless, numberless, limitless, unlimited, 
“asakh jap asakh bhau.”-japu.

[asag] shameless, unashamed. 2 Skt 
adj alone, without company. 3 uncommon. 
4 unattached. 5 n God. 6 Shiv. 7 Guru Nanak 
Dev.

3T3 [asagat] adj incompatible, improper, 
discordant.

»f7farf=r [asagati] n incompatibility, 
unsuitability. 2 compatibility-error, if for 
example one says, “an elephant has long 
curved horns” or “a cow with a long trunk”, 
such compatibility-errors gets committed. 
3 a literary figure of speech in which action 
and cause are at variance, “hetu anat hi hoy 
jahl kaj anat hi hoy.”-sivraj bhusan.

Example:
prem matt mardana gave, 
srota sunat bhul sudh jave.

‘Mardana sings in trance, but it is the audience 
who lose consciousness.’

(b) Putting a thing for effect at a different 
place is another form of incompatibility, “ar 
thar karniy jo karat ar hi thar.”-laht lalam.

Example:
vcd dava dini sukhad dukhia purekh nihar, 
akhc ki phaki kari phaki akhan dar.

-alakar sagar sudha.
(c) The third form of incompatibility is 

when the conclusion is at variance with the 
action, “karan lagE jo kaj kachu ta hoy 
viruddh.”-falit lalam.

Example:
ball pota prahlad da Idrpuri di icch ichada, 
kar sapuran jagg so ikk ikotar jagg karada, 
Jdrasan no parharc jai patal su hukmibada.

-BG 
wfajU’ [asagrah] n absence of collectivity, 
failure to collect.

WHST [asajat] Skt sntifyyio ad; collected, joined, 
closed, “dvar asajat kare.”-GP<S'. ‘closed the 
doors.’ 2 closed, shut.

wfd" [asat] Skt SRFxT adj not saintly, unsaintly, 
bad, false, vile, “mile asat masafi kari 
rahiE.”-g5d kabir.

ttfRydld'd iwftl [asapragyat samadhi] Skt 
3RT9T?TRr tfnifa n a posture of Yog in which 
the distinction between the knower and the 
known vanishes; unambiguous meditation, 
accompanied by concentration.

[asapreh] Skt adj free from desire; 
content.
W [asabh] Skt n ill-omened, inauspicious, 
“kalijug caryo asabh, jagat kavan bidhi bac 
hE?”-kalki. 2 Skt adj birth free, beyond 
birth “asabh he.”-japu. 3 impossible, “jite 
asabh.”-gyan. ‘conquered those who were 
impossible to conquer.’ 4 Skt am asmbhut, 
stone-bodied, “sun mitr matri asabh.”—gyan.

[asabhau] impossible. See 2.
wfHU HsT [asabh sabh] n Brahma bom to 
(Vishnu); the four-faced, “asabhsabh manic, 
karor bisanu thani£.”-gyan.

[asabhav] Skt adj what is not possible. 
2 n the Creator, who is beyond birth; not bom. 
3 Vishnu, according to the Purans. 4 a figure 
of meaning in poetry denoting happening of
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the impossible; thus asébhav is one which

describes the impossible as actually occurring.

“anhube ki bat kachu pragat bhai si jan.”

—$Ivraj bhusan.

Example:

maské bhagnétI 5815 1<ਰ1‘(1੪111ਰੌ tarétI

papilakah,

sagré laghétI pig?) tam pragas édhakah,

sadh ségen SImrét gob'id saran

nanak harI harI hare.—sahas m 5.

adI tImarlég te anek patsah bhae

keti kul bit gai amal calaIke,

des te vides caré cakk sabh nivE ay

kahfi na mevasi bhat dIye viclayke,

angan sen kos diragh durag bhari

raj k0 samaj kan sake su gInayke

$ri gubid sigh e sarup péth xalsa kc

kon jane dége badgahat khapay ks.

—GPS.
pet bajavat chudha dukh $ri satIguru samuhay,

ko janat tho phul k0 desanpatI hvejay.

5 a defect of a characteristic. See ਅਸੰਗਤਿ 2.
ਅਸੰਭਾਵਨਾ [85ਟੈ1੭118ਪ੍ਯਾ8] Skt ਗ਼ਯਸ੍ਯਥਗ n impossibility,
absence of possibility.

ਅਸੰਮਕ [asémak] Skt ਗ਼ਚਸ੍ਯ adj inappropriate,

improper. 2 false, untrue. 3 opposite, contrary.

“sz te dares asémak pIkhe.”—GPS.

ਅਸੰਮਤ [85ਰੋ1119੮] Skt adj not liked, unapproved.
2 contrary to opinion, without approval.

ਅਸੰਮਤਿ [asématI] Skt n a lack of agreement; a
difference of opinion. '
ਅੱਸੀ [assi] Skt ਅਸ਼ੀਤਿ eighty.

ਅੱਸੂ [assu] Skt ਆਸ੍ਵਿਨ n the month of Assu on
the night of full moon; it is in the mansion

asvxni.

ਅਸ੍ਵਰ੍ਯ [asceraj] See ਅਚਰਜ and ਆਸ਼੍ਵਰਯ. “asceraj
rupé rahét janmé.”—sahas m 5.

ਅਸ੍ਵ [est] See ਅਸਟ, ਅਠ énd ਆਠ.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਸਿਧਿ [est SIth] See ਅਸਟ ਸਿਧਿ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਕ [astak] Skt n a group of eight objects. 2 a
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recitation of eight stanzas. “Im astak ustatI

kari path man vachIt paI.”—GPS. 3 son of
the royal seer Vishvamitar, born to Madhvi

daughter of king Yayati.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਕੁਲ [est kul] n eight races of cobras. In the

Purans, they are shown as descended from

eight cobras: ses, vasukI, kémbal, karkotak,

padam, mahapadam, $51<h and kUlIk.

ਅਸ੍ਵਗੰਧ [astgédh] Skt ਗਾਚੂਨ੍ਯਢਥ n a group of eight
fragrant obj ects viz. agar (aloe wood), kasturi

(musk), kuth (costus speciousus), kesar

(saffron) kapur (camphor), khas (root of

andropogon muricatus), cadan (sandalwood),

and taj (bay tree or its bark) “ast gédh saj arti
dhare.”—sanh. '

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਛਾਪ [est chap] eight celebrated poets of
Vrij who have left their impact on other poets.

They are: Surdas, Krishan Das, Parmanand,

Kumbhan Das, Chatur Bhuj, Chhit Swami,

Nand Das and Govind Das.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਦਿਕਪਾਲ [est dIkpal] See ਦਿਗਪਾਲ.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਦਿੱਗਜ [ast dIggaj] See ਦਿੱਗਜ.
ਅਸ੍ਵ ਧਾਤੁ [est dhatu] See ਅਸਟ ਧਾਤੁ.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਗੀ [ast nadi] n In the Purans and the

Simritis, eight sacred rivers are: Ganges,

Jamna, Sarasvati, Shatdrav (Satluj), Vipasha
(Beas), Eravati (Ravi), Chandarbhaga

(Chenab), Vitsata (Jehlum). “lakhe est nadyan

ko darap bhaje.”—-caritr 405.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਨਾਇਕਾ [est naIka], ਅਸ੍ਵ ਨਾਯਿਕਾ [est nayIka]
See ਨਾਇਕਾ and its footnote.

ਬ੍ਯੂਰ੍-ਕੈੰਦੀ [astpadi] See ਅਸ਼ਟਪਦੀ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਥਸੂ [astbasu] See ਬਸੁ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਭੁਜਾ [astbhuja] See ਅਸਟਭੁਜੀ.

ਅਸ੍ਵ ਮੰਗਲ [est niangal] In the religious scriptures

ofthe Hindus, eight agents for arranging bliss

are: horse, elephant, cow, pitcher full ofwater,

fan, flag, trumpet and lamp. In some books a

lion replacestthe horse and a wardrum conies

in place of the trumpet. 2 In some scriptures  
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they are the following: Brahman, cow, fire,

gold, ghee (purified butter), the sun, water and

king. 3 a horse that has its mane, tail, chest

and four hoofs all white.

ਅਸ੍ਵਲੋਕ [est lok] Hinduism accepts the following
worlds (other than the one ofhuman mortals);

braham lok (divine sphere), pItrI lok (world

of/deceased ancestors), cédr lok (sphere of

the moon), idrlok (heaven, abode of gods),

gédharav lok (domain of celestial music),

raksas lok (sphere of demons), yaks lok

' (sphere of wealth), and pI$aC lok (world of
evil spirits).

ਅਸ੍ਵ- ਵਜਾਕ਼ਰਣ [est vyakaran] 866 ਅਸਟ ਸਾਜ ਸਾਜਿ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਾ‘ਗ [astéig] 866 ਅਸਟਾਂਗ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਾਦਸ਼ [estadas] Skt eighteen.

ਅਸ੍ਵਾਪਦ [astapad] See ਅਸਟਾਪਦ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਾਵਕ੍ਰ [astavakr] See ਅਸਟਾਵਕੁ.

ਅਸ੍ਵੈਤਰ [astotar] 866 ਅਠੋਤਰ.

ਅਸ੍ਵ [est] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ vr to be without splendour;

be invisible; to set. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj hidden,

concealed, withdrawn. 3 destroyed, perished;

4 n the mountain behind which sets the sun.

5 P ...,/! is ਅਸ੍ਵਿ. 6 Skt ਅਸਿਥਕੈ bone. “bIsta est
krImI Udaru bharIo he.”—saveye sri

mukhvakm 5.

ਅਸੂਮਨ [astman], ਅਸੂਮਯਨ [astmayan] See ਅਸਤਮਨ.

ਅਸ੍ਵਵ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ [astvyast] Skt adj topsy turvy, helter-
skelter.

ਅਸ੍ਵਿ [astI] Skt n existence, being, essence.
2 visibility, presence. 3 daughter ofJarasandh

and wife of Kans, king of Mathura.

ਆੰਸ੍ਵ ਭਾਤਿ ਪ੍ਰਿਯ [astI'bhatI prIya] sen three
attributes of the Divine: sat (truth), CIt

(knowledge) and anéd (happiness) “sat cetan

anéd Ik astI bhatI prIy pur.”—GPS. See

meanings of all the three words.

ਅਸ੍ਵਚਿਡ਼ਖਿ] part Skt yes, all right, OK. 2 be it so.

ਅਸੂੰਯ [astey] n giving up theft, renouncing

stealing.
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ਅਸਤ੍ਰ [astral See ਅਸਤ੍ਵ.

[astri] Skt ਰਿਠਿਜ੍“ an armed person.
ਅਸਥਲ [asthal] See ਅਸਥਲ. 2 heart, mind. “jaka
asthal tol amIto.”—gatha.

ਅਸਿਥ [asthI] n a bone.

ਅਸਿਥਤ [asthIt] See ਅਸਥਿਤ. 2 Skt ਡ਼ਇਿਧ੍ਯ adj not
firm, transitory. “asthIté sog harkhé.”—sahas
m 5.

ਅਜਿ਼ਥਰ [asthIr] See ਅਸਥਿਰ.

ਅਸਮ [asm] See ਅਸਮ 3.

ਅਸ੍ਰ [3er a tear. 2 Skt ਕਲ਼ਾ n blood. 3 water.

4 adj thrown, shot. See ਅਸੁਰ.

ਰ੍ਅਸ੍ਰਮ [esram] adj without toil or tiredness.
2 free from suffering and pain.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਫਿ਼ਤ੍ਵਪਿ] Skt 'n a tear; water shed from the

eyes because of sorrow orjoy.

ਅਸ਼ੂਪਾਤ [asrupat] n shedding of tears; crying,

weeping. “asrupat $6 vastré thgoe.”—NP.

ਅਸ਼ੁੱਤ੍ਰਿਯ [asrotrIy], ਅਸੂੰਤ੍ਰੀ [asroti] Skt adj (one)*

who has not listened to the Scriptures.

ਅਸ਼੍ਲੀਲ [aslil] Skt adj obscene, indecent. 2 an
embarrassing remark. 3 vulgar speech.

ਅਸ੍ਵ [asv] Skt ਕਥਕ n a horse, colt. 2 adjextensive.
3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ poor, indigent. “kanak asv hevar

bhumIdan.”—-sukhmani. ‘giving of land
horses and gold in charity.’

ਅਸ਼੍ਵ'ਏਸ਼ [asves] n lord of the celestial horse, the
sun.—sanama.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਸ਼ਾਲਾ [asvsala] n a horse stable.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਕਵਚਨੀ [asvkavacni] n an army that has
horses equipped with helmets.—sanama.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਚਰਿ [ਰਝੁਙ/ਥੂਗ਼ੀਗ਼ੁ] 866 ਬਿਸ਼ੋਖ. 2 horse trot.
ਅਸ਼੍ਵਤਰ [asvtar] See ਅਸਤਰ.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਤਰੀ [a5vtari] Skt n a mule, an offspring of a
mare and a donkey.

ਅਸ਼ੁੱਥ [asvatth] Skt ਗ਼ਧੂਥਜ੍ਯ n peepal, a sacred big

tree, Ficus relegiosa (Religiosa lndica) called

asvatth because horses were tied under it for

resting.l

'In the olden times, horses were tied under such trees.
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ਅਸ੍ਵਾਥਾਮਾ
ਅਸ਼ੁੱਥਅਾ [asvatthama] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਥਗ਼ਸਜ਼੍ adj (one)

whose voice is like the neighing of a horse.

2 n son ofDron, born to Kripi who gave out a

neigh-like sound at birth and was therefore

named Ashvthama. He was a commander of

the Kaurav army. At the end of the final

Kurukshetar battle, when Duryodhan was

gravely wounded, only Ashvthama, Kripi and

Kritvarma were left behind. He wanted to take

revenge upon Dhrishtadyuman who had

earlier killed his father Dron. He sneaked into

the Pandavs’ camp at night and killed

Dhrishtadyuman in sleep. He then killed

Shikhandi, son ofDrupad and five sons ofthe

Pandavs and took their severed heads to

Duryodhan.

With the help of his Brahmastar he also

killed Parikshit who was yet in the mother’s

womb. At this Krishan cursed him and blessed

Parikshit with life.l On the following day,

Ashvthama and his accomplices fled out of

fear. Daraupadi wailed and called for the

vengeance of her son’s death. Yudhishthar

pleaded that, Ashvthama being a Brahman, it

would be a sin to kill him. Draupadi agreed

with this but demanded that the jewel in

Ashvthama’s forehead be brought and handed

over to her. For this Bhim and Krishan went

after Ashvthama, brought the jewel and gave

it to her. Dropaudi passed this jewel on to

Yudhishthar who studded it in his crown.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਪਤੀ [asvpati] n the sun. See ਅਸਖਤਿ and
ਅਸੁਪਤਿ. 2'Prasen, son of Nighan Yadav and

brother of Satrajit. Wearing the syamétak

jewel he went for hunting and got killed by a

tiger. “asvpati bIn pran pare.”—I<rIsan.

ਅਸ੍ਵਪਨ [asvpan] Skt n a god; an angel who

cannot dream (go .to sleep).

lThe name Prikishat derives from which means to award
 

life to a dead person.
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ਅਸ੍ਵਮੁਖ [asvmukh] Skt a type of demigods,

having the mouth of a horse. According to the

Purans, they are adept in singing and dancing.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਮੇਧ [asvmedh] a religious sacrifice or

oblation in which a horse is sacrified. In the

remote times, ashvmedh yag was performed

with a twin motive i.e. to prove the

performer’s sway over the entire land or for

the sake of progeny.

.The procedure was that a horse under the

spell of certain mantars or holy texts, was set

free, with the name and royal dignity of the

owner inscribed on its head. It was followed

by the king and his army of chiefs. The horse

went about in the country. Anyone challenging

the sovereignty of the king would catch and

tie the horse down. Then a battle would ensue.

If the horse was recovered by the king, the

chief who tied it down, had to accept the

sovereignty ofthe king. At the end ofthe year,

the horse was brought back to the capital

where a yag (sacrificial ceremony) was held

to which all the kings in whose territories the

horse had roamed unhindered were asked to

attend. An altar was erected on 21 poles and

18 pits were dUg for a sacrifice. Numerous

birds and animals were killed and their dead

bodies were consigned to flanies by the king
and the queen. Then the sacrificial horse was

brought in, duly washed amidst the chanting

of hymns by the Brahman priests. It was

slaughtered by the king and his queen with

cries of triumph raised from all sides.

In case the Ashvmedh was performed for

the sake of progeny, the queen slept with the

dead body ofthe sacrificed horse. The Hindus

believed that any one who performed 100 such

yags attained the rank of Indar. That is why,

it is mentioned in the Purans that Indar often

put hindrance in the way of the yags.
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In the 14‘h chapter of Valmik’s Ramayan,

king Dashrath tied three hundred animals to

the poles during an Ashvmedh jag, and

Kaushlya and other queens killed the horse

with a sword and slept with its dead body

during the night. 2 a son of King Janmajeya.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਵਾਰ [asv var] See ਅਸਵਾਰ.

ਅਸ਼੍ਵਵੈਰ੍ਯ [asv vedy] n a veterinary surgeon.
ਅਸ਼੍ਵਾਰੂਢ [asvarudh], ਅਸ਼੍ਵਾਰੋਂਹੀ [asvarohi] adj a
horse—rider, horseman, cavalier.

ਅਸ੍ਵਿਨੀ [asvmi] n a mare. 2 the first of the
twenty seven phases of the moon, so named

because the combination ofthree phases looks

like a horse’s mouth.

ਆੰਸ਼੍ਵਨੀ ਕੁਮਾਰ [asVIni kumar] They are two
demigods, sons of a mare, regarded as

physicians of the gods. 1n the Nirukt, in the

chapter about the gods and in Harivansh, it is

written that Sangya, wife ofthe sun could not

withstand the light of her husband. Leaving a

fake woman, Chaya, in her place, she herself

assumed the form of a mare and went to the

woods. When the sun came to know of this,

he assumed the‘ form of a horse and had twin

sons from her. They ‘came to be known as

Ashvini Kumar.

There is a story in the Mahabharat-that

Pandu’s widow had begotten her sons Nakul

and Sahdev by mating with Ashvini Kumar.

In the Vedic age they were believed to be gods

of morning and evening respectively.

ਅਚ [ah] Skt ਗਡ੍ vr to spread, to be pervasive.

2 pron this. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਛਰ੍ n a day. 4 the sun.

5 Vishnu.

ਅਹਸਾਨ [ahsan] A Up: 11 a favour, an obligation,

a good turn. 2 mercy.

ਰ੍ਅਹਸਾਨਫਰਾਮੋਸ਼ [ahsanframos] P J34) ਚਿਤਿ! adj
(one) who forgets a favour; ungrateful.

ਅਹਹ [ahah] part expressing, sorrow or grief.

ਅਹਕਰਣ [ahkaran] n pride, arrogance, conceit,

ਅਹਮਦ

vanity. “jIn VIC-hu ahkaran cukaIa.”-—sri m

1 jogiédar.

ਅਹੁਂਕਾਮ [ahkam1A (K)! plural ਧਿਰੂਕਮ.
ਅਹਣ [ahn] See ਅਹਨ and ਆਹਣ.

ਅਹਦ [ahad] A ਭੰਰ੍ਭੰ,‘ n a promise, determination,

resolve. “badh ahad Ih ritI so.”—GPS. 2 time,

period. 3 duration of a king’s rule. i.e., ‘eh
ghatna badsah akbar de ahad VIC hoi.’

ਅੁਹਦਸ਼ਿਕਨੀ [ahadsIkni] P 613 ਭੰਲ੍ਹਾਂ n a breach of a

promise.
ਅਹਦੀ [ahdi] A (ਤੂੰ… n a particular rank or post

during the Mughal rule usually held by

horsemen. The pay ofan Ahdi was between Rs.

20 to 25 per month. They served under particular

mansabdars (title holders), and were especially

sent to convey royal commands or to realize

particular dues. They would not leave until the

completion of their mission for which they

observed a sort of sit down strike. Sometimes

an Ahdi during travel was carried on a cot by

persons ‘begar’ (unpaid labour). “tab arég jIy

mahI rIsae, ek ahdia Ihfi pathae.”—VN.

ਅੁਹਚੋ ਪੈਮਾਨ [ahdo peman] P wk; :4 n framing
of the rules of an agreement.

ਅਹਨ [ahan] Skt ਗਂਤ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ n hail, hailstone.

ਅਹਨਿਸ [ahnIs] Skt ਗਛਇਿ adv day and night.
2 always, at all times. ਰ੍

ਅਹਪਤਿ [ahpatI] Skt ਅਹਪੰ'ਤਿ lord of the day, the
sun.

ਅਹਪਤਿਦਿਨ [ahpatIdIn] n the day of the sun, ‘
Sunday.

ਅਹਮ [sham] See ਅਹੰ. 2 A (7! adj urgent,
essential. 3 difficult, hard.

ਅਹੁਮਕੁ [ahmak1A J"; adja fool, an idiot.

ਅਹਮਦ [ahmad] A 1! adj praised, admired,

eulogized. 2 n name of prophet Mohammad.

3 a poet of Persian and Hindi from the

seventeenth Bikrami century who wrote

prosodic metre and couplets.

“ahmad, ya man sedan me harI avhft kih bat?
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bIkat jure jo 13 nIpat khulé na kapat kapat.

ahmad ham na suhay, ami leave man bIn,

jo bIkh det bulay, man sahIt marbo bhalo.”

ਅਹਮਦ ਸ਼ਾਹ ਅਬਦਾਲੀ [ahmad sah abdali] of

Durrani branch of Abdalis, son of Zaman

Khan Saddozai, a poor pathan who by virtue

of his intelligence rose to become the army

commander of Nadir Shah. After the latter’s

death in 1747, he occupied Qandhar, as also

Balkh, Sindh, Punjab and Kashmir. He

launched eight invasions on Punjab between

1747 and 1767. In Sammat 1818 through his

subordinate Qalandar Khan, he committed

sacrilege by demolishing the sacred Harimandir

Sahib at Amritsar which, however, the Khaisa

reconstructed soon upon its original

foundation. Ahmad Shah died at Murgab on

7th Harh Sammat 1830. ਠੋੳੳਘੱਲੂਘਚਾਜਿ਼ਧੰ ਦੇਸਰਾਜ.
ਅਹੁ'ਮਦ ਸੱਯਦ [ahmad sayyad] Sayyad Ahmad
Shah Ghazi, was a Muslim priest of Bareilly.

In 1827 he instigated Muslims of the

Northwestern province against the ruling

Sikhs. Several thousand Muslims gathered

under his flag for Jehad or religious warfare.

He was severely defeated by Sardar Budh

Singh Sandhawalia. He died in May 1831 at

Balakot in Hazara district fighting against

Sher Singh, governor of Kashmir. The

Muslims believed that he did not die, but had

simply disappeared.

ਅਹਮਦਾਬਾਦ [ahmadabad] principal town of

Gujrat in Bombay presidency. It was founded

by Ahmad Shah, king of Gujrat, in 1413 AD

on the bank of Shavarmati river.

ਅਹਮਦੀ [ahmadi] adj a disciple of prophet
Muhammad. 2 n a Musalman. 3 a follower of

the Mirza of Qadiani. See ਗ਼ੁਲਾਮ ਅਹਮਦ.

ਅਹਰ [ahar] Skt ਕਫ਼ੁਣ੍“ day.

ਅਹਰਖ ['aharakh] See ਅਹਿਰਖ. 2 n absence of
happiness; unhappiness, grief.

ਅਹਵ

ਅਹਰਣ [ahran] ਅਹਰਣਿ [ahranI], ਅਹਰਨ [ahran] n
ਆਯਸਘਨ ironsmith’s block; an anvil on which

the ironsmith beats hot or cold iron into the

desired shape. “ahrénI mat: vedu hathiaru.”
—japu.

ਅਹਰਨਿਸ [aharnIs] See ਅਹਨਿਸ and ਅਹਿਣਿਸ.
ਅਹਰਮਨ [aharman] P cfflt 11 according to the
Parsi or Zoroastrian religion, the god of evil.l

Opposed to it is Yazdan, the god ofgoodness.

ਅਹਚੰਤ [ahrét] adj(one) crying ah! oh! lamenting,
wailing. “ahrét kotI katyétI gat.”—GPS. 2 See

ਅਰੁੰਤ.
ਅਹਲ [ahal] adjnot moving; firm, stable, fixed.

“gad thém ahle.”—gau var 2, 'm 5. 2 A J; n

an assemblage, a community. 3 family.

4 husband. 5 adj able, capable. “ahal arf
kamal.”—GPS.

ਅਹਲਕਾਰ [ahlkar] P ਖ਼ੁਫ਼ੂ“ adj worker, employee,

servant. 2 expert, specialist.

ਅਹਲਾ [ahla] adjdifficult to find; rare. 2 without

profit, unprofitable, in vain. Skt ਅਫਲ. See

ਅਹਿਲਾ. .
WEIahlad]SktWFZ[81€ n happiness, pleasure,

delight, See ਅਹਿਲਾਦ.

ਅਹਲਿਆ [ahalIa] Skt ਅਹਜ੍ਯਾ n daughter of

Vridhashav and wife of Gautam (Shardvat).
In Ramayan, she was the first and the most

beautiful woman created by Brahma. Cursed

by her husband she petrified into a stone only

to be liberated from the curse by Ram

Chandar. “gotam narI ahaIIa tari.”—ma1i
namdev. See ਗੌਤਮ 4.
ਅਹਲੀਆ [ahlia] A __.ਠੁ! n the one with a family,
wife.

ਅਹਲੀਹਾ [ahliha] A [ਨ੍ਹੀਂ those living there.
ਅਹਲੇ ਨ੍ਯਰ [ahle najar] P Pd“ adj wise,
intelligent, sagacious.

ਅਹਲਜਾ [ahalya] See ਅਹਲਿਆ and ਗੌਤਮ 4.
ਅਹਞ [ahav] Skt ਅਾਹਞ n a battle, war. '

'For this reason, many poets describe Satan as ਅਹਰਮਨ.
  



 

ਅਹਵਯ

ਅਹਵਯੰ [ahvayé] Skt ਅਾਹਵੀਯ adj concerning war.
“gIrét bhumI ahvayé.”—-ramav. ‘They fall in

the battlefield.’ See ਅਹਵੀ ਭੂਮਿ.
ਅਹੁਂਵਾਲ [ahval] A dry; plural ਘੰਹਾਲ; conditions,

states, circumstances.

—t1'15g m 1. 2 news.

ਅਹਵੀ ਭੂਮਿ [ahvi bhumI] Skt ਅਾਹਵੀਯ ਭੂਮਿ n a
battlefield. See ਅਹਵਯੰ.
ਅਹਾ [aha] part word expressing gladness and

surprise. 2 v past form of ‘be’; was. “jah kachu

aha, taha kIchu nahi.”—-gau kabir.

“mam i CIni ahval.”
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against killing any living being. 2 not causing

pain'to anyone; Yog Shastar mentions 81 forms

ofnon-violence. According to it any utterance,

,act or idea of causing pain is counted as the

violence.

ਅਹਿਸਾਨ [ahIsan] See ਅਹਸਾਨ.

ਅਹਿਕਰਣ [ahIkaran] See ਅਹਕਰਣ.

ਅਹਿਤ [ahIt] Skt n against TUEKself-interest), a

disfavour, wrong, evil. 2 an enemy, opponent.

3 an evil-doer.

ਅਹਿਦ [ahId] See ਅਹਦ.
ਅਹਾਜ [ahaj], ਅਹਾਜੁ [ahaju] Skt ਅਹਾਯੰਜ਼ adj ਅਹਿਦੀ [ahIdi] See ਅਹਦੀ.
unsuitable. 2 unacceptable. “khana khaj

ahaju.”—var sar m 1. 3 inedible; unfit for
eating.

ਅਹਾਤਾ [ahata] See ਹਾਤਾ. ,

ਅਹਾਰ [ahar] Skt ਆਹਾਰ n food, meal, diet.

ਅਹਾੜ [altar] adj immeasurable, beyond

weighing, inestimable. 2 n a wail, lament, cry

of despair. “khuli vali det ahare.”—c5di 3. 3 a

battlefield. “rule aha: vicc.”—c5c_1i 3. 4 Skt

ਅਾਸਾਢ. 112੫“, the fourth month of Bikrami

calendar.

ਅਹਾਡ਼ੀ [ਗ਼ੀਪਿੰਤੋ਼], ਅਹਾੜੂ [ਗ਼ੀਪਿੱਪ]. n rabi or summer

crop which is harvested during the summer.

0.”—var

—varram

“phasal ahari ek namu savni sacu na

mala m 1. “savanu ratI aharu dIhU.”

1 m 1. ‘Like auspicious and inauspicious days

or good and evil deeds, are winter or summer

crops.’ 2 adj immeasurable. See ਹਾੜਨਾ.

ਅਹਿ [ahI] ਇਹ this. “ahI tan dheri thisi.”—suhi

‘ farid. “ahI kar kare su ahI kar pae.”—varmaru

2 m 5. 2 is. 3 ਅਹੰਤਾ egotism, self-pride, See

ਪਰਚਾਇਣ. 4 Skt ਗੀਫ਼ੈ n a snake. 5 the sun. 6 a

traveller. 7 adj lowly. 8 a swindler, cheat.

9 eight, because there are eight prominent

snakes. “jab VIsakh ahI divas vitae.”-GV6.

10 Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼ੁਜ 11 day.‘‘man re, ahI nISI harIgun
sar.”—sr1' m 1.

ਅਹਿੰਸਾ [ahfsa] Skt n non-violence, a vow

ਅਹਿੰਦ੍ਰ [ahfdr], ਅਹਿਨਾਥ [ahInath] ਅਹਿ-ਇਂਦ੍ n the
snake king, Sheshnag.

ਅਹਿਨਿਸਿ [ahInISI] day and night; continuously;
always, See ਅਹਨਿਸ. “ahInISI harIjasu
guruparsadI.”—asa a m 1.

ਅਹਿਨੀ [ahIni] n a female snake. “patak dadur
gen k0 ahIni.”——GPS.

ਅਹਿਧਤਿ [ahIpatIJ n Sheshnag, the king of

snakes. 2 ਅਵ੍ਖਿਤਿ, lord of the day, the sun.

ਅਹਿਫੇਨ [ahIphen] Skt n opium. 2 froth coming
out of a snake’s mouth.

ਅਹਿਬਾਤ [athat] Pkt n status of a married

woman whose husband is alive; bliss of

married life. “rahe ate] athat.”—GPS.

ਅਹਿਮ [ahIm] See ਅਹਮ.-
ਅਰਿਮਕ਼ [ahImak] See ਅਹਮਕ਼.

ਅਹਿਮਤ [ahImat] See ਅਹੰਮਤਿ. “dhanVIsvasi
ahImat apa.”—NP.

ਅਹਿਮਦ [ahImad] 888 ਅਹਮਦ.

ਅਹਿਰ [ahIr] See ਅਹਰ.

.ਅਹਿਰਖ [ahIrakh] Skt ੲੀਜੰਥਾਂ n jealousy, envy.
“ahIrakh vad na kije, re man.”—asa kabir.

ਅਹਿਰਣ [ahIran], ਅਹਿਰਣਿ [ahIranI] See ਅਹਰਣ.

ਅਹਿਰਪਤਿ [ahIrpatI] the sun, See ਅਹਰਪਰ੍ਤਿ.
“bahuro ast ahIrpatI bhayo.”——NP.

ਅਹਿਰਾਜ [ahIraj] n the snake king. 2 Takshak
Nag, one ofthe eight principal serpents ofthe

underworld.
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ਅ'ਹਿਰਾਵਣ [ahIravan] See ਪਰਚਇਿਣੁ. 2 See

ਮਹਾਰਾਵਣ.

ਅਹਿਰਿਪੁ [ahIrIpu] n the enemy of snakes;
garur; bluejay.

ਅਹਿਰਿਪੁਕੇਤੁ [ahIrIpu ketu] Vishnu, who has a

bluejay, the enemy of snakes, as his emblem

in his flag. grurdhvaj —sanama. “yaddapI sam

he ahIrIpUketU.”—NP.

ਅਹਿਚੰਨ [ahIrén] See ਅਹਰਨ.
ਅਹਿਲ [ahIl] See ਅਹਲ. ‘
ਅਹਿਲਾ [ahIIa] fruitless, useless, See ਅਹਲਾ.
“ahIla janam gavaIa.”—sri m 1 pahrre.

ਅਰਿਲਾਦ [ahIlad] delight, See ਅਹਲਾਦ. “manI

harI ko ahIlad.”—sarm 5.

ਅਹਿਲਿਆ [ahIIIa] See ਅਹ'ਲਿਆ. “gotam tapa
ahIlIa Istri.”—prabha a m 1. 2 adj

unacquainted, not used to. 3 immovable. See

ਹਿਲਨਾ,

ਅਹਿਲੀਆ [ahIlia] See ਅਹਲੀਆ.

ਅਚਿਵਰ [athar] See ਦੋਹਰਾ 2. 2 the best among
the snakes, Sheshnag.

ਅਹਿਵਾਤ [athat] See ਅਹਿਬਾਤ.

ਅਹਿਵਾਲ [éthal] See ਅਹਵਾਲ.

ਅ'ਹੀ [ahi] is. “sai basatu ahi.”—sar m 5.

2 inclination, desire. “saranI suami ki ahie.”

~devm 5. 3 Skt a female snake. 4 a snake.

ਅਹੀਂਆ ਪੁਰ [ahia pur] a village in Tanda police
station, tehsil Dasuya. The railway station is at

a distance oftwo kilometres to the west. Here

in the house of Baba Jiwah Singh Bhalla is to

be found one ofthe two pothis (books) ofBaba

Mohan. Both these pothis were earlienat

Goindwal. But now these two priests own one

each. One is here, the other is at Goindwal.

ਅਹੀਸ਼ [ahis] Skt n ਅਹਿ-ਈਸ਼ the king of snakes;
Sheshnag.

ਅਰੀਨ [ahin] adj not defieient, complete. 2 not
low or mean; superb.

ਅਹੀਰ [ahir] Skt ਅਭੀਰ n a dairyman, milkman.

“gala béth dUhI leI ahir.”—sarnamdev. 2 a
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type of poetic stanza. See ਅਭੀਰ.

ਅਹੀਰਣੀ [ahirni], ਅਹੀਰਨੀਂ [ahirni] n a milkmaid,

a dairyman’s wife.

ਅਹੀਰਾ [ahira] Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਛਯਿ adj destroyed, burgled,

plundered. “picj vasaya pher ahira.”-GPS.
2 See ਅਹੀਰ.

ਅਹੀਰੀ [ahiri] the wife of an ਅਹੀਰ; a milkmaid.

ਅਹੁ [ahu] is. “laj ko kaj nahI ek ahU re.”
—gurusobha. 2 he, that.

ਅਹੁਟਨਾ [ahutna] v to get tired. 2 to come back,

return. 3 to be separated.

ਅਹੁਰੇਬੀ [ahurebi], ਅਹੁਰੋਵੀ [ahurevi] A Qt]!

inhabitants ofArabia; Arabian Bedouin. “keu

thatte bhakkhri Irani ahurevi mIl keu kasmiri

jIn bolan pachanie.”—GPS.

ਅਹੂਟਾ [ahuta] See ਅਹੁਟਨਾ. “so chIn lIkh 1‘8 das

ahuta.”—GV 6. ‘The servant returned.’

ਅਹੂਤੀ [ahuti] See ਆਹੁਤੀ.

ਅਹੇ [she] is. 2 part a vocative. “ahe anéta.”
~er }avidas. 3 This word has also been used
once in place of ਹਏ (destruction). “sxmrat
nam kotI jatan bhae. sadhu ség mIlI harIgun

gae, jamdutan ko tras ahe.”—bIIa m 5. 4 ਅ

(not) ਹੇ (is),|$ not, does not exist.

ਅਹੇਸ੍ [ahes] n ਅਹੀਸ਼ the master of snakes,

Sheshnag. “je nar grase kalukh ahes.”—NP.

ਅਹੇਹ [aheh] adj free from desire for copulation,

ascetic, “aheh hehe.”—ramav. ‘women have

turned ascetics into lechers.’

ਅਹੇਰ [aher], ਅਹੇਰਾ [ahera] Skt ਆਖੇਟ n game;

hunting deer. “ahera pan ghar k2 gaI.”-—bher

m 5.

ਅਹੇਰੀ [aheri], ਅਹੇਰੀਆ [aheria] .ਉੰ/ਧਿਆਖੇਟੀਕੈਧੰ/who

hunts. “kal aheri phIre bathk on. ’—dhana

kabir. 2 n a particular caste so named because

of its fondness for hunting.

ਅਹੈ [aha] is. “jo kIchu ah: sabh teri rajaI.”
—bh£rm 1.

ਅਹੋ [aho] part joy, sadness or surprise. ‘zaho!

jasy rakhen gopalah.”—sahas m 5. “tan samé  
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guru aho! ucari.”—GPS.

ਅਹੋਈਂ [ahoi] n common goddess, a goddess

belonging to the Ahi dynasty, worshipped by

virgins. During the festival of navratra (nine

nights), virgins make clay models of this

goddess and paste them on the walls. On the

first of half of the light lunar month, they

observe fast and worship its image by burning

incense and lighting lamps. On the first ofthe

light halfofKartik month, they immerse these

images in running water. A large Ahoi fair is

held at Radhakundpur in Mathura district.

“harI ka SImran chadIke ahoi rakhe narI.”

-s kabir. ‘She who observes the fast ofAhoi

instead.’

ਅਹੋਣੀ [ahoni] adj not likely to happen, unlikely,
impossible. ‘

ਅਹੋਰਾਤ੍ਵ [ahoratr] Skt n day and night, a period
of24 hours; eight pahars ofthree hours each.

ਅਹੰ [ਗੀਟੋ] Skt ਗ਼ਛਬ੍ n pride, vanity. 2 pron I.
“ahé ahé aha aver mu:.”—kanm 5. “jagat pasu

ahé, kalu kasai.”—o§kar. ‘Due to pride the

world is getting like an animal and time is

turning into a butcher.’

ਅਹੰਕਰਣ [ahékaran] n ਅਹੰਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ pride, hubris. “so
sura variamu jIni VIC-hU dusat ahékaran

marIa.”—var 511' m 3.

ਅਹੰਕਾਰ [ahékar] n pride, hubris, vanity. “ahékar

tIsna rogu laga.”—asa Cétm 3. 2 According to
Vedant, pride is a variety ofthe mind ofwhich

self-pride is the essential state. 3 According

to Sankhy Shastar, pride grows in the intellect.

It is a perversion that gives rise to the vain
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gods of sense organs and mind. From the '

passionate state arise five senses ofperception,

organs ofaction and from the dark state come

out the five elements.

ਅਹੰਕਾਰ ਗਰਬ [ahékar garab] See ਗਰਬ 2.
ਅਹੰਕਾਰਿ [811ਰੈ1<ਪਿੰ]:] with pride. “ahékarr marhI
dukh path.”—varmam I m 3. 2 See ਅਹੰਕਾਰੀ.

ਅਕ

ਅਹੰਕਾਰੀ [ahékari] Skt ਗਛੁੱਗ਼ੀਜ਼੍ adj proud, vain.

“ahékari detu marI pacaIa.”—-bh£r a m 3.

ਅਹੰਕਾਲ [ahékal] n pride, vanity. 2 pride like

that of the god of death. 3 See ਅਹੰ.
ਅਹੰਗ੍ਰਹ ਉਪਾਸਨਾ [ahégreh upasna] n a worship
with the belief that the worshipper and the

worshipped are one and inseparable.

ਅਹੰਗ੍ਰਹ ਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [ahégrah dhyan] n concentration
with the belief that the deity is not separate

from the worshipper.

ਅਹੰਤਾ [ਗ਼ੀਟੋਰਿ] n egoism.
ਅਹੰ’ਫਾਸ [ahéphas] the noose of pride. 2 a noose
marked by vanity.

ਅਹੰਬੁੱਧਿ [ahébudth] vain intellect. 2 belief in

the ego. “ahébuth bahu saghan maIa.”—guj

m 5.

ਅਹੰਬੰਧ [ahébédh] bondage ofthe self. 2 bondage
forged by pride.

ਅਹੰਭ੍ਰਡ਼ਾਲ਼ੀ [ahébhramni] a whirl of pride.

2 misunderstanding caused by vanity. See ਭੁਮਣੀ.

ਅਹੰਮਣੀ [ahémani] n a proud offering, See ਮਣੀ.

ਅਹੰਮਤ [ਗ਼ੀਚੈਗ਼ਰਿ], ਅਹੰਮਤਿ [ਗੀਟੈਧਾਗਂਗ਼ੁ] See »ਰਿੰਮੋਉ.
“ਗੀਰੌਗ਼ਕ਼ੀ anrat kumIt hIt.”—kan m 5.

W [ahémani] n ego, idea of selfliood.
“bharamI bIapi ahémani.” L—basétm 5. 2 adj

arrogant; (one) who has vanity in his mind.

ਅਹੰਮੋਉ [ਗੀਰੋਗ਼ੲਪ], ਅਹੰਮੋਇ [ahémeI], ਅਹੰਮੇਵ
[811ਟੈਧ1ਗ਼ਾ] Skt ਸ੍ਯਤਿ n ego, pride, vanity. 2 I

alone am. ‘There is none like me or to excel

me.’ “jo jo karte ahémeu.”—gau var 1 m 4.

“man'mata ahémeI .”—sr1'm 5 pahIre. “karam

karat badhe ahémev.”——gau kabir.

ਅਹੰ [arh] Skt ਗਾਡੂੰ adj Worthy of worship,
venerable. 2 suitable, qualified. 3 n the

Creator. 4 lndar. It is to be noted that

according to the rules of Sanskrit, words like

ਅਹੰਣਾ, ਅਹੰ'ਤਗ਼ੀਦੂ. should have been listed here,

but in accordance with Punjabi practice they

figure as ਅਰ੍ਹ, ਅਰੁਣਾ, ਅਚੂੰਤ etc.

ਅਕ [ak] Skt ਗ਼ਥਫ਼ੂ vr to go; to go aslant. 2 n ਅਕ
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absence of ਕੰ (comfort), grief, sorrow.

3 suffering. “ak nam dukkh ko VIdIt he jagat
madhy.”—NP. 4 sin. 5 ਥੂਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਅਕੰ a wild plant of
sandy wilderness; akk, calotropis procera. “9k

SIU pritI kare aktIqla.”—var mala m 1.

ਅੁਕ਼ਸ [akas] A n a reflection, an image. 2 a
likeness, picture.

ਅਕਸਮਾਤ [akasmat], ਅਕਸਮਾਤ੍ਵ [81<੪51118ਘਿ],ਅਕਸਮੰਤ
[81<95ਧ1ਟੈ੮], ਅਕਸਮੰਤ੍ਰ [81<85…ਰੈ੮੮]5/ਢਲ਼31ਕ੍ਯਾਸ1ਰ੍ adv
providentially, by chance, suddenly,

unexpectedly. “akasfnat karuna kari.”—NP.

“akasmatr ab mIle krIpala.”—NP. “bhayo

akasmétré kahyo nah]: kauns.”—gyan.

ਅਕਸਰ [aksar1A ft”; adv often, especially,
several times.

ਅਕਸੀਰ [aksir]A Aft n a chemical. 2 a medicine
that has a sure effect; an effective medicine.

ਅਕਹ [akah], ਅਕਹਿ [akahI], ਅਕਹੀਉ [akahiU],

ਅਕਹੀਅਾਉ [akahiau], ਅਕਹੁ [akahu] adj

unspeakable, inexpressible, ineffable. “akah

kaha kahI ka samjhava.”—-gau bavan kabir.

2 n the Creator. “rIde base.akahiu.”—savsye

m 3 ke. ` ਰ੍

ਅਕੱਜ [ਡੂੰ1<ਰ]'ਨ੍ਹੂੰ] adj uncovered. 2 without shelter.

See ਕੱਜਣਾ. “akajj kupa,”-—ramav. Kekai has

referred to that open well which has no raised

platform around it, causing a person to fall

unawares inlit.

ਅਕਟ [akat] adjwhich cannot be cut, that cannot

be pierced. ‘
ਅਕਣਾ [akna] v to be down with akk (pain or

sorrow). 2 to fret, express annoyance._

ਅਕਤਿਡਾ [aktIda] 11 an insect living on akk plant.

See ਅਕ 5.

ਅਕਥ [akath] Skt ਅਕਧ੍ਯ adj indeScribable.

2 God. “akath ki karhI kahani.”—-an5du.

ਅਕਥਕਥਾ [akathkatha] adjwhat is indescribable;

beyond description. 2 the story of the

Almighty. “akathkatha tInI jani.”—sohIIa.

ਅਕਥਘਰ੍ [akathghar] n the abode of the

 

ਅਕਬਰ

indescribable Creator; sac khécj (the True

Region). 2 a thinker’s conscience. 3 the

highest spiritual stage. ਰ੍

ਅਕਦ [akad] See ਲ਼ਾਅਗਦ. 2 adj painful.

ਅਕਨ [akan] See ਅਕਣਾ. 2 Skt ਅਾਕਣੇਂਨ n hearing,
listening. 3 adv ਤ੍ਯਯਾੰਧ having heard, on
hearing. “akan nIdes race sukh sare.”—GV 6.

‘Having heard the order, all comforts were

created.’ _

ਅਕਨੂੰ [aknfi] P wzfi adv now, at this time, on

this occasion. ‘

ਅਕਪਕ [akpak] adj steadfast in adversity;

forbearing.

ਅਕਪਟ [akpat] adj sans deceit. 2 n sincerity.

“sigi sac akpat kéthla.”—hazar‘e 10. 3 See ਕਪਟ

and ਕਾਪਟ.

ਅਕਬ [akab] A ...,ਖ਼ੂ dust, dirt. 2 A __„2੭ a heel.
3 hind parts, behind. 4 a chase. See ਉਕਾਬ. ਰ੍

ਅਕਬਰ [akbarIA [G adjolder, elder, principal.
2 n the Creator, God. 3 son ofHumayun born

to Hamida Bano at Amarkot (Sindh) on .15

October 1542 (Sammat 1599). His father

having been defeated by She: Shah was then

fleeing India.I

Akbar occupied the throne of Delhi at the

age of 13 years and nine months. The rule was

carried on under the guidance of the prime

minister and chief commander Bairam Khan

(Khan Khana) till Akbar took complete control

in Sammat 1617. He greatly extended the

Mughal empire. In Sammat 1618, Akbar forged

a relationship with Rajputs by marrying the

daughter of Raja Bihari Mal of Ambar.2 Later

he also married a princess of Jodhpur. Bihari

'Akbar was born on November 23, but on the advice of
 

the astrologers. to evade the evil influence of the planets,

his birthday was declared to be October 15. For the same

reason he was named Jalaludin Akbar in stead of

Badrudin Ahmad. '

2See ਜਯ ਸਿੰਘ. .
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Mal’s son Bhagvan Das and grandson Man

Singh were Akbar’s famous generals who always

stood by him. The emperor did not hesitate to

give high ranks to the Hindus. Thus Todar Mal

and Birbal were among his senior ministers.

Rana Uday Singh ofMevar, who hated the

Raja of Ambar because the latter had given

his daughter in marriage to a Musalman, was

naturally regarded by Akbar as an enemy. He

invaded Chattaurgarh. Uday Singh was

wounded and fled, but two Rajput chiefs

Jaimal of Bednor and Patto (Phatta) of

Kailvara fought against the Mughals so

valiantly that the accounts of their gallantry

still exercise charm upon the minds of the

listeners.

Both were among the sixteen nobles of

Mevar. At last Jaimal was killed by a bullet

from Akbar’s gun. This has been mentioned

by Akbar himselfand is recorded by Jahangir.

The gun which killed Jaimal was named

‘Sangram’(battle).l On the death of Jaimal,

the rite ofJauhar,2 was performed in the course

of which nine queens, five princesses, two

princes and several Rajput ladies, hurled

themselves in the pyre. This tragedy took

plate on ll Chet Sammat 1624. Its anniversary

is celebrated in every home in Mevar where

poets and singers sing panegyrics to

immortalise their memory.

After the rituals of Jauhar, Patto and

thousands of Rajputs in saffron dress came out

of their fort and attained martyrdom fighting

1This word is from Sanskrit and means ‘a battle’.
 

Akbar was very fond ofemploying Sanskrit words. But

this word should have been accompanied by some other

word from which information about the conquest or

end could be gathered. But that word is missing.

zSee, the word ‘johar’. Some scholars have found ‘jivhar’

as its root.
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against the army ofAkbar. The sacred threads

ofthe martyrs, they say, weighed 74.5 maunds

or 398 seers. It is customary to inscribe the

sacred figure of ੭੪|| on commercial letters

ofbusinessmen to purport that one who opens

a letter not meant for him commits the sinful

murder of Chattaur. This writing figures not

only on letters but also on government papers

and donations, “catar marIa ra pap” meaning
that a person who stops the charity would call

upon himselfthe curse of the dead. See Col

James Tod: The Rajasthan.

From the letter written by the French

physician Bernier on 1 July 1663, it seems

that the two statues of elephant-riders in front

ofthe gate ofthe Delhi fort are those ofJaimal

and Patto. Their bravery inspired Akbar to

instal them there?"

Akbar stopped the collection of Jazia and

pilgrimage tax imposed on the Hindus. He

ordered Dharampur for Hindus and Khairpur

for Muslims to be built where lodging and

boarding for persons of these communities

were provided.

He stopped the practice of natural or divine

justice (dIvynyay)4 and ordered that no

widow could be forced to commit sati or

immolation on her dead husband’s funeral

pyre.

The emperor, collected one third of the

produce as tax. Nobles in active service were

called ‘mansabdars’ (rank holders) each

having 500 to 10,000 soldiers under him.

‘Todar Mal was the chief revenue officer;

under him were officers named kroris meant

to purchase rations, clothings, perfumes,

3These statues were made on the orders of Akbar. When

Shah Jahan had the Red Fort built, they were placed at

 

thu, entrance.

‘8: " ੜਾਪਾਞਸ and ਦਿਵ੍ਯਨ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ.



ਅਕਬਰਾਬਾਦ

metals and precious stones. Subedars of
provinces exercised both criminal and civil
justice. They were called faujdars.l In cities
cases were decided by Kotvals and Qazis.

In Akbar’s rule people could perform their
religious rites without restriction. The emperor
was fond of listening to merits of various
religions. He was also a poet of Hindi and
composed a verse on the death of Birbal.
“din jan sukh din, ek na dino dusah dUkh,
so ab ham ko din, kachu na rakhyo, birbal.”2

Akbar also visited Guru Amar Das and
received his blessing, Bhai Santokh Singh
mentions:

tab akbar dIlli te ava,

sarIta utar $Ivar an pava,

dhar pratitI darsan l<o cahyo,

uttam lin Upayan ahyo.—GPS.
Besides being an emperor, he also

considered himself a religious Khalifa
(prophet’s deputy) and he started a religious

. sect, Din Elahi, to forge unity among all
religions. Its members, on meeting greeted one
another with ‘Allahu Akbar’(God the great).

He developed Agra, which he renamed as
Akbarabad. He got built the Red Fort and
other buildings. A beautiful building at
Fatehpur Sikri shows that Akbar loved to

synthesise Indian and foreign architectures.

His extensive empire was divided into 18

provinces called subas. They were Allahabad,

Agra, Avadh, Ajmer, Gujrat, Bihar, Bengal,

' Delhi, Kabul, Lahore, Multan, Malwa, Bairar,

'Earlier, the person administering the region was called
 

Suba and the revenue collector, Dewan. One who

controlled the army was called Faujdar.

2For all his life, he helped the poor. So all the capital he

had, was spent on them. He gave trouble to none.

Whatever was saved, that he bestowed upon me while

dying. With himself Birbal kept nothing.
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Khandesh, Ahmednagar, Bidar, Haidrabad

and Bijapur.

The celebrated poet of Ramayan, Tulsi
Das, lived during Akbar’s time and the famous
musicologist and singer Tansen also adorned
his court.

Akbar died on 16 October, 1605 (Sammat

1663). The beautiful sepulchre ofthis graciOus
emperor is situated at Sikandara near Agra.
ਅਕਬਰਾਬਾਦ [akbarabad] EmperorAkbar renamed
Agra as Akbarabad after his own name. See
ਅਕਬਰ.

ਅਕਯਥ [akyath] adj ਅਕਧ੍ਯ. indescribable.
2 useless, in vain, worthless. See ਅਕਾਰਥ.
ਅਕਰ [akar] See ਅਕੜ. 2 Skt adjdifficult to do
or perform. 3 tax free. 4 without hands, with
one or both hands mutilated.
ਅਕਰਕ਼ਰਾ [akarkara] Skt ਆਕਾਰਕਰਭ L Anacy
Clusperethrum.A {‘,/7! n a plant amply found
in Algeria. Its root is used in several
medicines, especially for curing toothache. Its
effect is warm and dry. It removes chest pain
and impurities ofthe stomach. Rubbed on the
tongue it cures lisping and stammering.
ਅਕਰਖ [akarakh] Skt ਅਾਕਸੰ pull, attraction.
“nanak kiti sas akarakhte.”—sahas m 5. ‘The
ant draws out breath, that is, it kills.’

ਅਕਰਖਣ [akarkhan] Skt »ਸ੍ਯਸੰਣ n attraction,
gravitation, pull.

ਅਕਰਣ [akaran] Skt ਅਕਣੇਂਜੈਂਯ adj unfit for doing,
improper. “akamé karotI .”-sahasm 5. “cahI
akaran kina.”-—GPS. 2 deaf. 3 with ears
clipped. 4 without ears, without tools.
5 without provisions.

ਅਕਰਤਾ [akarta] Skt ਗ਼ਥਫ੍ਰਾਰੂੰ adj indolent. “sabh
kachu karta tau akarta.”—GPS.

ਅਕਰਨ [akaran] See ਅਕਰਣ. 2 v to be overbearing

or supercilious. “akre an n9 manai hUI ap

bharosa.”-GPS. ‘

ਅਕ਼ਰ੍ਯ [akaram] adj sans divine blessing; not
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favoured. 2 Sktnraif without work, idle. “kahfi

karam karat akaram.”—aka1. 3 n improper or

inappropriate task. “peg naCSI CIt akarmé.”

—prabha beni. “karam akaram bicarie.”—-gau

ravidas.

ਅਕਰਮਾ [akarma], ਅਕਰਮੀ [akarmi] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਜੰਜ਼੍ n

an unfortunate person. “ham pathar hin

akarma.”—bi1a m 4. ‘We are senseless like

stone, low and unfortunate.’ 2 adj lethargic,

idle.

ਅਕਰਾ [akra] a type of poetic metre also known

as anka, anhad, anubhav, sasIvadna, cédrasa

and madhurdhunI. It has four lines, each line

organized being as Ill, I55

Example:

kas sar mare, SISU nahI hare.

bahu bIth bani). atI dhanu tan'a'.—ramav.

2 Skt adj which cannot be bought; costly.

3 ਅ-ਕ੍ਯਾ, a woman without hands or a she-

elephant without a trunk.

ਅਕਚੂਰ [akrur] See ਅਕ੍ਰ. “udhau akrur trIlocan

nama.”——saveye m ਭੰ ke.

ਅਕਲ [akal] A ਹਿੰ n intelligence, In fact ਅੁਕ਼ਲ
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means a fetter locked on the forelegs of a.

camel to control its wayward movements. That

way it is intelligence that keeps man’s conduct

on the right track. 2 memory, recollection.

3 Skt adj undivided. “sada aka] IIV rahe.”

—saveyem 2 ke. 4 without limbs. 5 inartistic
or without qualities. “akal kaladhar soi.”

—srdhgosa_tI. 6 the Creator. “sz0 guru te

akalgatI jani.”—gau a m 5. 7 S adj unknown.
ਅਕਲਸਰ [akalsar] adj(one) who is levelheaded;

|wise. 2 a tank of intelligence. 3 brain, the

place of intellect. “Ikna 5::th na buth na

akalsar.”—sava m 1. ‘Their head is devoid of

intelligence.’ 4 short form for ਅਕਲ ਸ਼ਊਰ.
ਅਕਲਹ [akalah] Skt adj without conflict or

discord; peaceful. 2 to God, the wise one.

“kalma akalah jane.”-—asa Rabin

ਅਕੜਾ

ਅਕਲਕਲਾ [akalkala] See ਅਕਲ and ਕਲਾ. 2 adj

undivided power or skill. “akalkala bharpurI

rahIa.”—var asa.

ਅਕਲਪਤ [a-kalpat], ਅਕਲਪਿਤ [a-kalpIt] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਢਿਧ੍ਯ
adj without imagination. 2 what cannot be

thought of, beyond thinking. “a-kalpat mudra

gurugyanu bicariale.”—srdhgosatI.

ਅਕਲਮਖ [akalmakh] Skt ਕਕ੍ਯਾਧ sansamm(sin),

adjsinless. 2 guiltless.

ਅੁਕ਼ਲਮੰਦ [akalméd] P pf adj wise, discreet,

intelligent, sensible.

ਅਕਲਿ [akaII] intelligence, See ਅਕਲ 1. “akalI

eh na akhis akalI gavais badI.”—var sarm I.

ਅਕਲੀਆ [aklia] See ਅਕਲਮੰਦ.
ਅਕਲੀਂਣ [aklin], ਅਕਲੀਨ [aklin] Skt ਕਗਿ੍ਜ੍ਯ adj
detached, disinterested. “aklinI rahItau sabad ‘

susar.”—-srdhgosatI. 2 See ਅਕੁਲੀਨ.
ਅਕਲੀਮ [aklim] See ਇਕਲੀਮ.
ਅਕਲੁ [akalu] adjshort form ofਅਕਲੁਸ. God, who

is free from sin or blame. “akalu gaI jam te
kIa darie?”—maru soIhe m 1.

ਅਕਲੱਕ [8-1<91ਰੈ1<] adj unblemished, unsullied.

2 flawless. “a-kalék rup apar.”—al<a1.
ਅਕਲੱਕ੍ਰਿਤ [aklékrIt] adj blameless. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਰਿ
undivided form. “akalékrIt he.”—japu.

ਅਕਵਾ [akva] a vamIk metre also known as ajba,

kéya and tima, having‘four lines, each line

organized as 555,5

Example:

jutte viré, chutte tiré,

jujjhe taji, d1gge gaji.—kalki.i
ਅਕੜਨਾ [akarna] v to behave arrogantly. 2 to

contract on drying. 3 to lack softness.

ਅਕੜਾ [akra] a ganxk metre with four lines, each

line having ”5, I5l, l5l' arrangement.
Examplef

munI ban chad na garb,

mIl an 1110th sarb,

lay jahI raghav tir,

tUhI nek dskar cir.—ramav.



ਅਕਾੳ..

ਅਕਾਉ [akau] n idea ofਅਕ (pain), a painful state;
confusion, perplexity, See ਅਕ.

ਅਕਾਉਣਾ [akauna] v to cause ਅਕ (pain); to irk;
to irritate. 2 t0 vex, to annoy, See ਅਕ. “bIna
hetu te an akavat.”——NP.

ਅਕਾਇ [akaI] Skt ਅਕਾਯ adj sans ਕਾਯ (body).
“namasté akae.”—japu. 2 Anang Kamdev, the
god of love. 3 Rahu, the Planet.
ਅਕਾਸ [91<85]5/<2ਅਾਕਾਸ਼੍ਯ the sky. 2 the abode of

gods, paradise. “sét ka nIdak akas te tarau.”

~g5d m 5. 3 a high rank. 4 See ਆਕਾਸ਼
ਅਕਾਸਗੰਗਾ [akasgéga] See ਆਕਾਸ਼ਗੰਗਾ.
ਅਕਾਸਬੋਲ [akasbel] n amarbel; a dodder, cascuta
apidendron or cassyta filiformis, or cascuta

reflexa; a parasitic creeper. It is soft, without

thorns and yellow and red in colour. It strikes

its root in the bark ofwhichever tree it creeps

upon. As a result, the sap of the tree dries up.

See ਅਮਰਬੋਲ.

ਅਕਾਸੀ ਫੌਜ [akasi faj] 11 an army of martyrs. 2 an
army suddenly arrived for help. “pari akasi
fajé aI.”—GPS.

ਅਕਾਜ [akaj] Skt ਅਕਾਯੰ n a loss, harm. 2 evil
doing. _“taj kaj, akaj k0 kaj savaryo.”—saveye
33. 3 adv in vain, useless.

ਅਕਾਂਤ [akét] See ਏਕਾਂਤ.

ਅਕਾਂਤਿ [91<ਨੌ੮1] adj inglorious. 2 without glory
or distinction.

ਅਕਾਥ [akath], ਅਕਾਥਾ [akatha] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ'ਯੀਥੰ adj
useless, purpOseless. “tujh bInU jiv‘an sagal

akath.”—bIIa m 5. “tIn sabh janam akatha.”

—j£t 211 4.

ਅਕਾਬਿਰ [akabIr] A ਖ਼ੁਸ਼ੀ plural ofਅਕਬਰ the great
ones.

ਅਕਾਮ [akam] adj useless, worthless. 2 Skt
without desire. “akam he.”—japu. 3 not
affected by Kamdev or lust; free from Sexual

desire.

ਅਕਾਯ [akay] See ਅਕਾਇ.
ਅਕਾਰ [akar] n pronunciation of the letter ਅ.
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2 the letter ਅ itself. “amIt sigh ke bacan sun
bolyo harI kar kop, ab akar tua lop kar amIt
si‘gh bIn op.”—krIsan. ‘With the omission of
ਅ, it is mIt sigh (that is, nothing)’ 2 Ska'EFEr
n a shape, form, creation of shape and form.
“jab akar Ihu kachu n3 drIsteta.”—sukhmani.
3 a figure. 4 adja sign, mark. 5 adj in form,
manifest. “apI akaru apI nIrékaru.’-—g5dm 5.
ਅਕਾਰਜ [akaraj] See ਅਕਾਜ

ਅਕਾਰਣ [akaran] adj without cause or reason.

2 having no reason, self-operating. 3 adv in

vain, useless.

ਅਕ'ਰਥ[੪1<8੮9੮11],ਅਕਾਰਥਾ[ਰ1<8ਮੀ18] adjofwhich
the result (ਅਰਥ)IS only pain (ਅਕ), in vain.

“janam akarath kin.”—s m 9. 2 See ਅਕਾਥ.

ਅਕਾਰਨ [akaran] See ਅਕਾਰਣ.

ਅਕਾਰਯ [akaray] See ਅਕਾਜ.

ਅਕਾਰੁ [akaru] See ਅਕਾਰ.

ਅਕਾਲ [akal] n a hard time, an evil hour, famine.

2 Vahguru, who is eternal deathless and is

not affected by time. 3 adj deathless,

immortal. “or $0 kal sabe baSI kal ke ek hi kal

akal sada he.”—VN. 4 n the time‘of death, the
final hour. “kal akal khasam ka kina.”—maru

kabir. 5 long living ones like Markandey etc.

“SImarhI kalu akal'SUCI soca.”——maru soIhe

m 5. 6 adv untimely, not at the proper time,

as for example untimely death. ‘

ਅਕਾਲ ਉਸਤਤਿ [akal ustatI] The title of Guru

Gobind Singh’s laudatory hymn to God in

Dasam Granth. Due to the ignorance of the

scribes, its text has got scattered, disorganised

and disoriented. See ਏਕਸਮੈ ਸ੍ਰੀਆਤਮਾਗ਼ਾਧੰ ਗੁਰੂਮਤ

ਸੁਧਾਕਰ.

ਅਕਾਲ ਸਹਸ੍ਰਨਾਮ [akal sahsra nam] See ਜਾਪੁ ਜੀ.
ਅਕਾਲਸਰ [akalsar] a well in Amritsar that Guru

Hargobind got built in Sammat I669.

ਅਕਾਲਗੜ੍ਹ [91<8]88.211] a town in Vazirabad, sub

division of Gujranwala district. Maharaja

Ranjit Singh’s favoured subordinate, Divan
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ਅਕਾਲਚਲਾਣਾ

Savan Mal and his son Mulraj, lived here.

ਅਕਾਲ ਚਲਾਣਾ [akal calana] n untimely death

during the prime of life; casting off body

before actual death. See ਉਮਰ.

ਅਕਾਲ ਤਖੁਤ [akal taxat] See ਅਕਾਲਬੁੰਗਾ.

ਅਕਾਲਪੁਰਖ [akalpurakh] Skt ਅਕਾਲਧੁਰੂਸ“ a timeless
or deathless being; an indestructible power,

God. “tu aka] purakh nahI SII‘I kala.”—maru
soIhe m 1.

ਅਕਾਲਬਾਂਗਾ [akalbanga] xa the Khalsa’s loud

shout of‘Sat Sri Akal’ resembling the Muslim

call for prayer.

ਅਕਾਲਬੁੰਗਾ [akalbfiga] 1n Sammat 1665 Guru

Hargobind got a high throne raised opposite

the Harimandir atAmritsar and named it Akal

Bunga, the house ofthe timeless One. He held

congregation here every morning and evening.

This Akal Bunga is the Takhat (or throne) of

the Sikhs. From the very beginning, the Panth

has been organising gurmatas here. This

gurdwara is the first Takhat of the Sikhs. It

contains historical relics of the Sikh Gurus

and martyrs including :

(1) the sword of miri (temporal authority)

of Guru Hargobind

(2) his sword of piri (spiritual authority)

(3) the sword of Guru Gobind Singh.

(4) the sword of Baba Budda J i

(5) the sword of Bhai Jetha Ji.

(6) the sword ofBaba Karam Singh Shahid.

(7) the sword ofBhai Uday Singh who was

an attendant of Guru Gobind Singh.

(8) the sword of Bhai Bidhi Chand.

ਅਕਾਲੀ

weighing 10 seers.

(13) the mace ofthe sixth Guru, weighing

10 seers in weight. It was bestowed

by Mata Sundari to Jassa Singh the

warrior.

(14) the sword-like weapon with brass grip

ofGuru Hargobind.

(15) the dagger of Guru Hargobind

(16) the dagger of Baba Ajit Singh. '

(17) the dagger of Baba Jhujar Singh.

(18) the sword of Guru Hargobind.

(19) the poniard of Guru Hargobind.

(20) the poniard ofBaba Dip Singh Shahid.

(21) the sword-like weapon of Baba Dip

Singh Shahid.

(22) the pistol of Baba Dip Singh Shahid.

(23) the pistol of Baba Gurbaksh Singh

Shahid.

(24) Guru Gobind Singh’s two arrows with

a tola of gold at each point.

' (25) the medium size khanda of Baba Dip

Singh.

(26) two swords of Baba Dip Singh.

(27) two short khandas ofBaba Dip Singh.

(28) the quoit of Baba Dip Singh.

(29) a small quoit of Baba Dip Singh.

(30) Baba Dip Singh’s quoit for wearing

on the head. .

(b) the spot in Anandpur Sahib where Guru

Gobind Singh performed the last rites of the

ninth Guru. See ਅਸ੍ਦਿਪੁਰ.

(c) In the gurdwaras at Patna and at other

places too there are bungas bearing this name.
(9) the double-edged sword (khanda) of ਅਕਾਲ ਮੂਰਤਿ [akal muratI] Skt ਕਜ੍ਯਰਜ਼ੂਜ਼ਿੰ n God

Baba Gurbaksh Singh Shahid whose installation is not subject totime. 2 ever-

(10) the double-edged khanda of Baba Dip existing form which is timeless. “akalmuratI
Singh. ajuni sebhé.”—japu.

(11) the khanda of Baba Naudh Singh ਅਕਾਲ ਮ੍ਰਿਤਸੁ [akal mrItyu] See ਉਮਰ and ਅਕਾਲ
Shahid. ਚਲਾਣਾ

(12) the sword of Bhai Vichitar Singh, ਅਕਾਲੀ[81<811]8ਯੰ/'111116165ਡ੍ਰ, not related to time.



   

ਅਕਾਲੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਛਾਵਨੀ

2 n a worshipper of God, the timeless One.

Vahguru’s Khalsa (own, pure)

kamal jy6 maya jal VICC he alep sada

sabh da sanehi cal sabh t6 nIrali he,

karke kamai khave m§gna haram jane

bhane VICC VIpda n11 méne xushali he,

svarath t6 bIna gorudvarIfi da cokidar

dharam de jég lai carhe mUkh lali he,

puje na aka] bIna hor koi devi dev

SIkkh dasmes da so kahie ‘akali’ he.

3 This term is particularly used for Nihang

Singhs. See ਲਿੰਗ. ,

ਅਕਾਲੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਛਾਵਨੀ [akalia di chavni] also called

nIh'égéi di choni, is a place in Amritsar where
Akali Phula Singh, with 1200 horsemen and

1800 infantry-men used to stay. Maharaja

Ranjit Singh had bestowed upon them ajagir

for their maintenance.

ਅਕਿਆਤ [ahead A gm v to be strong. 2 adj

“He sustains.” to nourish, to sustain. “k1

akIatas.”—gyan.

ਅਕਿੰਚਨ [akican] Skt ਗ਼ਕਿਗ੍ਧ੍ਯ’ adj poor, penniless,
penurious. 2 (one) who has nothing, barest

sustenance. 3 born recluse.

ਅਕਿਤ [akIt] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਯਾ adj who is not made by
anyone, self-existing. 2 See ਮਠਿ-

ਲ੍ਰਿੰਤ [akItt] Skt ਅਕੀਤਿੰ n infamy, notoriety.
2 See ਅਕਿਤ.
ਅਕਿਤ੍ਯ [akIty] See ਅਕਿੱਤ. 2 Skt ਡ਼ਧ੍ਰਜ੍ਯਾ n ignoble
act, evil action. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਭੂਕਿਧ adj not artificial
or fake; spontaneous. “nImItyé akItyé.”

—c5di 2.‘

ਅਕਿਰਤਘਣ [akIratghan], ਅਕਿਰਤਘਨ [akIrtghan]
Skt ਤ੍ਵਕਥਜ਼੍ adj (one) who forgets or denies

favour done to him, thankless, ungrateful.

“akIrat ghana no palda.”—sn' m 5.

mad VIC rIddha paIke kutte da mas,

dharIa manas khopri tIs médi vas,

rattu bharIa kappara kar kajjan tas,

dhak 18 calli cuh_ri kar bhog bIIas,

   
ਅਕਲੀਣ

akh sunae pUCChIa lahe VIsvas,

nadri pave akIratghan mat hOI VInas.

~BG.

ਅਕਿਲ'ਬਿਖ [akIlbIkh] Skt ਗ਼ਕਿਝਾਲ਼ਿਯ adj sinless,
blameless. 2 virtuous.

ਅਕ਼ੀਕੁ [akik] A J? E Carnelian n a very hard

and glittering precious stone of red, blue or

other colours, inlaid with signets. It is cut and

used in ornaments and for inset decoratio’nbf

plants and pictures.

ਅੁਕ਼ੀਦਾ [akidalA .4539 n firmness ofthought and

belief, devotion, especially religious belief.

ਅਕੀਨ [akin] adv Without doing. “nar ek akin

hi pritI kare.”—1<rrsan. ‘Some people requite

love even when the others ignore them.’ 2 n

performing a deed without pride of any sort.

“kin akin lakhe phal ho.”—krIsan. 3 not

cultivated, natural. 4 See ਯਕ਼ੀਨ. '

ਅਕੀਰਤਿ [akIratI] Skt ?,ਕ਼ੀਜ਼ਿੰ/ਯੂੰ infamy, ill repute,

bad name. _

ਅਕੁੰਠ [akOth] Skt ਗ਼ਗੂਧਠ adj not blunt; sharp.

ਅਕੁੰਡਾ [akOda] adj free, without any external

constraint; not under anyone’s thumb;

independent.

ਅਕੁਤੌਭਯ [akotobhay] Skt adj not under fear from
anywhere. 2 not afraid of anyone; fearless.

ਅਕੁਂ~ਭ[ਰ1<ਪੇਠਿ}1]^5ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ23ਸ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਹਾਢਬ੍ਰਾਸ a son ofKumbhkaran
and younger brother of Kumbh. “kobh akobh

se jit sabhe.”~VN. 2 At some places ਅਕੁੰਭ also

appears in place of ਅਠਕੁੰਭ. The latter was a

demon who was killed by Durga. That story

is told in Markanday Puran.

ਅਕੁਲ [akol] adj (one) who has no race, caste or

pedigree; God. “kahIt kabir akul nahi

cetIa.”—gau. 2 ਅਕੁਲੀਂਨ. of low caste.
ਅਕੁਲਾਉਣਾ [akulauna], ਅਕੁਲਾਨਾ [akulana] v to

have mental distress; to be mentally pained,

distressed or perplexed. See ਆਕੁਲ. t

ਅਕੁਲੀਣ [akulin], ਅਕੁਲੀਨ [akulin] adj of low

birth, ignoble. 2 renotmcer of caste-culture.
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3 not related to any caste or race. “akulin

rahItau sabad susar.”—srdhgosatr.

ਅਕੂਅਣਾ [akuana], ਅਕੂਅਾ [akua], ਅਕੂ'ਈਅਾ [akuia]

Sktfivr to produce a sound. adjsilent, taciturn,

(one) who has taken a vow of silence. “ta sahI
nalI akuana.”—vad m 1. “ek phIrE res rég

akuia.”—I<rIsan. 2 See ਝੂਲਨ ਸਿੰਘ.

ਅਕੂਜ [akuj] Skt ਅਕਾਯੰ, adj bad deed, vice.
2 See ਕੂਜਘਾ beyond description; indescribable.

“praja dukhaI akuj.”—GPS.

ਅਕੂਤ [akut] adj beyond measure; limitless,
boundless, See ਕੂਝ. 2 not criticized, not
condemned.

ਅਕੂਪਾਰ [akupar] Skt n a sea, an ocean. 2 a

fabulous tortoise said to be under the earth.

,3 the sun.

ਅਕੂਯਾ [akuya] not talking, silent, See ਅਕੂਅਾ.
“nam akuya sabh hi kah‘é.”—-GPS.

ਅਕੂਰ [akur] n something which is not false,
opposite of falsehood; truth.

ਅਕੇ [eke] See ਅਕੈ.

ਅਕੇਰਾਂ [akeréi], ਅਕੇਰੋ [akero] adv once. 2 See

ਅਕੇਲਾ. 3 adj‘ solitary, alone. “jab ghat bani
subh thar akero.”—I<rIsan.

ਅਕੇਲਾ [akela] adj alone, single, without

cOmpanion. “age hés akela.”—sor kabir.

ਅਕੈ [ਰ1<ਟ੍] part or. “eke koi kIhu devae.”¥var

bIIa m 4.

ਅਕੋੲੀ [akoi] a village ofJ ind state two kos north
of Sangrur; Here is a gurdwara of Guru

Hargobind who came here from Saunti and

stayed with Manak Chand, a devotee, in

Sammat 1673. Guru Granth Sahib is installed

in the gurdwara building got built by Sardar

Diwan Singh of Badrukkha.

Close to the eircumambulatory passage,

there is a solid caper tree under which, so

believe the local people, the Guru’s horse was

tied. According to them, earlier Guru Nanak

Dev had also visited Akoi.
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The shrine owns about 125 bighas of land

donated by Bhai Matab Singh. One hundred

rupees in cash and three quilts are given

annually by the state. Two Sikh mahants serve

the shrine with devotion. It is about two miles

to the south from the railway station Bahadur

Singhwala (N.W. Rly).

ਅਕੋਕ [akok] adj ignorant ofKok Shastar. “kam
ke] akok.”—prIthu.

ਅਕੋਡ [91<੦€.1] Skt ਅਕੋਟਿ adj endless, countless.
See ਕੋਡ.

ਅਕੋਰ [akor] n a present, an offering. “dije pran
akor.”—j€t m 5.

ਅਕੰਗ [੪1<ਚੈ8] adj without armour. “tukke akég.”
—ramav. See ਕੰਗ.

ਅਕੰਟਕ [akétak] Skt ਭਿੰਕ੍ਯਾਟਕ੍ਤਿ adjthornless, without
hurdles. 2 unobstructed. 3 without any enemy,

having no adversary.

ਅਕੰਤ੍ਰ [akétr] Skt ਗ਼ਧਰ੍ਰੁੰadjnon-doer. “ajétré amétré
akétré.”—gyan. 2 (one) who prefers reclusion.

ਅਕੱਥ [੪1<5੮11] adj beyond description,
unspeakable, indescribable, inexpressible.

“bhumadI dan dine akéth.”~gyan. 2 without
even a ragged blanket.

ਅਕੰਪਨ [aképan] Skt ਪ੍ਯਾਰ” 11 state of not-
trembling or not shivering; steadiness. 2 one

of Ravan’s commanders and a minister. He

was Ravan’s maternal uncle, and the son of

Sumali and Ketumalini. His sister Kaikasi was

Ravan’s mother. Hanuman killed him in a

battle. “barId nad aképan se.”—VN. See ਧੂਮ੍ਹਾਛ

and ਪ੍ਰਹਸਤ. 3 Per Harivansh, he was an Indian

_king and was Hari’s father.

ਅੱਕਣਾ [akkna] See ਅਕਣਾ.

ਅਕਜ੍ਥ [akyath] See ਅਕਥ and ਅਕਯਥ.

ਅਕ੍ਰਯ [akray] adj inactive, motionless, stationary.

“akray ek paratam puran.”—NP. 2 unpurchasable.
ਅਕ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [akrIs] adj not lean or weak. 2 which

cannot be pulled; not deserving to be pulled.

ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤ [akrIt] Skt ਗ਼ਚ੍ਡੂੰਰ adj unmade, unbuilt.
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2 Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਹਾਧ adj not fit to be done, misdeed,

sin. “aer karma.”—ramav.

ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤਕ੍ਰਿਤ [akrItkrIt] adj doing what cannot be
' done by others. “tej su rasi akrIt krIté.”—gyan

ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤਰ੍ਯ [akrItagy] Skt ਗ਼ਕਖ਼ੂਜ਼੍ਹਜ਼੍ਹ adj ungrateful,
thankless.

ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤਮ [akrItam] Skt ਗ਼ਦ੍ਕਿਧ adj not artificial,
genuine. 2 real, true. ,

ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤਾਕ੍ਰਿਤ [akrItakrIt], ਅਕ੍ਰਿਤਾਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [akrItakrItI]

adj not made or shaped by any one; assuming

various forms. “akrItakrIt he.”—japu.
ਅਕ੍ਰਿਯ [akrIy] adj inactive, passive.
ਅਕੂਰ [akrur], ਅਕੂਰੁ [akruru] Skt ਤ੍ਯਕ਼ਫ਼ੂਤਂ adj not
cFuel, merciful: kind. 2 not irate, calm. 3 n
Krishan’s paternal uncle and son of

Shvaphalak and Gandini. He came to deliver

Kans’s challenge for battle and took Krishan

and Balram from Gokul to Mathura where

Krishan killed Kans and re-installed his own

maternal grandfather Ugarsen 0n the throne.

“udhau akruru, bIdarU gun gave.”—saveye m

I ke. “mohI abs akrur ke hath bulay pathyo

mathura hfi ke rai.”—1<rIsan. ’

ਅਕ੍ਰੈ [akre] See ਅਕ੍ਰਿਯ.

ਅਕ [91<ਝੁ] Skt ਡ਼ਬ੍ਰਾਲ੍ਸ੍ਰਾ vr to enter; to penetrate; to

pierce; to attain desire’s fulfilment; to spread;

to be diffused. 2 11 one ofRavan’s sons whom

Hanuman killed while laying waste the Ashok

garden. His full name was Akshay Kumar.

3 counters in chess. 4 an axle. 5 eye. 6 a blue

jay. 7 seed of eleocarpus ganitrus used in

rosaries. 8 16 masas of oil. 9 soul. 10 Dg

myrobalan.

ਅਕਤ [aksat] See ਅਛਤ.

ਅਕਮਾਲਾ [91<ਝੁ…818] Skt n a rosary of rudraksh

(elecarpus ganitrus) seeds. 2 a rosary of letters

from ਅ to ਕ.

ਅਕਮੀ [aksmi] Skt ਅਕਮ adj sans forgiveness.
2 incapable.

ਅਕਯ [aksay] Skt adj imperi‘shable, everlasting.
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' standard.

ਅਕਯਵਟ [aksayvat] See ਅਖੈਬਟ.

ਅਕਰ [31<ਡੁ91'] See ਅਖਰ.

ਅਕਰਾਂ ਦੇ ਸਥਾਨ [aksré de sthan] See footnote to
picture 4. .

ਅਕਰਾਂਧ [aksrfidh] adj blind with intoxication
of knowledge, See ਵਾਉ ਦੁਆਉ.

ਅਕ਼ਿ [aksI] Skt an eye. 2 a count of two, two.
ਅਕੌਂਣੀ [aksani] See ਖੂਹਣਿ.
ਅਖ [akh] See ਅਕ. 2 Dg n a garden, park. 3 See

ਅਖਿ. 4 See ਅਖੂਨ 2.
ਅਖਉ [akhau], ਅਖਇ [akhaI], ਅਖਇਓ [akhan]

adj indestructible, everlasting. “atal akhan
deva.”——maru m 5.

ਅਖਸਰ [akhsar] See ਅਕਸਰ.

ਅਖ਼ਗਰ [axgar] P [[3, n a spark; an ember, a
scintilla. -

ਅਖਜ [akhaj] A115, n acquisition. 2 catching,

grasping, gripping. ,

ਅਖਡਾ [akhada] adj strong, powerful. 2 without

a hole, complete.

ਅਖ੍ਤਰ [axtar] P 7'; n a star, planet. “rasandxmag

axtar.”—ramav. 2 a portent, an omen. 3 a flag,

ਅਖਤਾ [akhta] See ਆਖਤਾ.

ਅਖਤਿਆਰ [akhtIar] See ਇਖ਼ਤ੍ਯਾਰ.
ਅਖਨੀ [akhni] P (f: n thick soup ofmeat. “salan
:) akhni bIrié.”—krIsan. 2 stock _of food. adj
cooked food.

ਅਖੁ'ਬਾਰ [axbar] A 4,3! plural of ਖ਼ਬਰ. news.

“lavpur te ai akhbaru.”—GPS. 2 newspaper.’
ਅਖਯ [akhay] See ਅਕਯ.

ਅਖਰ [akhar] Skt ਅਕਰ n a character, a letter;

letters for writing Gurbani. “akhar ka bheu na

lahét.”—var sar m 1. 2 adj which does not
dissolve, insoluble. 3 n God who remains in

the same state.' “e akhar khIrI jfihIge ox
akhar In mahI nahI.”—gau kabir, bavan. 4 n

a sermon, an advice, “akhar nanak akhIo

apI.”—var majh m 1. 5 a mantar according to
'See Vishnu Puran Part 1, Chapter 22.
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books on magic. “kavanu su akharu kavan

gonu kavanu su mania m5tu.”——s farid.

6 nominal; objects which bear names. “drIsat

man akhar he jeta.”—bavan.

ਅਖਰ ਕਾ ਭੋਂਉ [akhar ka bheU] n a grammar;

grammatical knowledge. “‘akhar ka bheu na

lahét.”——var sarm 1. 2 meaning or implication

of a sentence. _

ਅਖਰਬ [akharab] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਕੱ adj beyond the figure

of one kharab: 100,000,000,000 ; countless,

innumerable. 2 (one) which is not small; great.

“garab akharab dur hve gayo.”—c§dar. 3 tall,

not short. .

ਅਖਰੋਟ [ਰਘਿਯਿਢੂੰ] Skt ਅਕੋਟ n a walnut tree and its

fruit. It does not grow in hot climate. It has

beautiful wood which is used in manufacturing

beautiful articles of various types. It grows

plentifully in Kashmir. Its kernel is hot and moist

in effect. Its Latin name is aleurites triloba. E

walnut.

ਅਖਲ [akhal] Skt ਅਖਿਲ adj whole, complete.

“akhal bhavan ke SIrjanhare.”—caritr 405.

2 (one) who is not mean. 3 (one) who is not

stupid; wise, intelligent.

ਅਖੁਲਾਕੁ [axlaklA [just plural ofਖ਼ੁਲਕ਼ n character,

morality, conduct. 2 nature, disposition.

3 culture, decency.

ਅਖਲੀਂ ਉਡੀ [akhli udi] This is the initial phrase

from one ofGuru Nanak’s asatpadis in malar

rag. '

1) “akhli [ਘੀ jalu bhar mail,

2) dugar ucaU garu patalI,

3) sagaro sitalu gursabadI vicarI.”

It means:

1) All downward young streams, full ofwater

flowed proudly,

2) From high mountains, they went towards

deeper dungeons.

3) Merging into the ocean they got silent, i.e.

their speed came to an end. Likewise, the
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hymn states, by meditating upon the Guru’s

word, the turbulent mind gets peaceful and

humble.‘

ਅਖਲੇਸ [akhles] adj ਅਖਿਲ-ੲੀਸ਼ master of all;

God, the Creator.

ਅਖਡ਼ੀ [akhri] Skt ਅਕਿ, an eye. “nanak se akhria

bIén.”—vad chét m 5.

ਅਖਾਉਤ [akhaut] n a saying, proverb, an

aphorism. See ਅਖਾਣ. and ਲੋਂਕੇਕ੍ਰਿ.

ਅਖਾਜ [akhaj] See ਅਖਾਦਜ਼ inedible, uneatable.

“ghar ghar mégan khaj akhaje.”—BG.

ਅਖਾਣ [akhan] Skt ਆਪ੍ਯਾਨ n a story, tale. 2 a

proverb, See ਲੋਂਕੋਕ੍ਰਿ.

ਅਖਾਤੀਜ [akhatij] See ਅਖੈਤੀਜ.

ਅਖਾਦ [akhad],wfi:' [akhadllmfbtm [akhady],

ਅਖਾਦਿਯ [akhadyI], ਅਖਾਧ [akhadh], ਅਖਾਧਿ

[al'hath] Skt ਅਖਾਦਯ adj not fit for eating,

inedible. “akhadyI khadyé.”-—sahas m 5.

“akhath khahI harkaIa.”—asa m 5.

ਅਖਾਰਾ [akhara] See ਅਖਾੜਾ. “jIU besva ke pare

akhara.”—bh£r namdev. 2 adj not brackish,

insipid.

ਅਖਾਵਤ [akhavat] See ਅਖਾਣ and 8&1?

ਅਖਾੜ [akhar] Skt ਆਸਾਢ the month of Harh. On

its full moon day, meet two planets ofthe lunar

month, the pre-Harh and post-Harh.

ਅਖਾੜਾ [akhara] Skt ਗ਼ਣ੍ਜ੍ਯਪਿੰ an arena, a theatre,

ampitheatre, stadium, battlefield. “sab tera khel

akhara jiU.”—majh m 5. 2 a wrestling pit. 3 a

battlefield. “th akhara harI prItam sace ka

jInI apne jorI sath anI nIvae.”—var get) 1

m 4. “bIkham akhara me guru mIlI jita.”

-asa chét m 5. 4 an abode of the anchorites.,

- 5 Bands of holymen especially of the Udasi

and Nirmala sects in particular going as

religious preachers, are known to form an

Akharha, the briefaccount ofwhich is as below:

(a) Mahatma Pritam Das of the Udasi cult

lSome scholars interpret this hymn with reference to the
 

cranes flying with their gullets filled with water.
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once thought that bands of Sikh sadhus often
experienced great difficulty in finding
residence and food dLiring fairs at pilgrimage
centres. To tackle this problem, he approached
Nanak Chand, the paternal uncle of Chandu
Lal, a minister of the Nizam of Hyderabad,
who offered seven lacs of rupees. With the
money thus offered, Sant Pritam Das
approached the Udasi saints of Paryag and
suggested the establishment of their separate
Akhara where they could stay away from the
sanyasis and preach Sikhism in different parts
of the country. Accordingly the Panchayati
Akhara was established in Sammat 1836. A
committee of four sadhus, Ganga Ram,
Kutsath Braham, Sarup Braham and Atal
Braham, was constituted under the guidance
of Guru Granth Sahib. They made
arrangements to procure tents, canopies,

durries, carpets, horses, camels, bullock carts,
kitchen utensils, musical instruments, walking
staffs and umbrellas and framed rules and
injunctions so as not to leave any lacunae in
their smooth management. The headquarters
of the Udasi Akharha are at Allahabad with
numerous buildings at Kankhal, Kashi etc.

(b)-In Sammat 1896, some differences
arose, and Sadhu Santokh Das, Hari Narayan
,Das, Sur Das etc. of Sangat Sahib (Bhai
Pheru)estab1ished a separate Akhara, Sri Guru
Naya Akhara, commonly known as Udasian
da Chhota Akhara. Its headquarters are at
Kankhal and it has buildings at other centres
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ofpilgrimage.1ts administration is sound like ,
that of Panchayati Akhara.l

'Santokh Das’s Akhara was established in Amritsar in
 

Sammat 1838, and Sangal wala Akhara was set up in

Sammat 1843 and Nirvansar in Sammat 1850. So

named, they are only Cloisters of sadhus unlike

Panchayati and Chhota Akharas.
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(0) Like the Udasis, Nirmala saints,
finding their sadhus humiliated at pilgrimage
centres also thought of having their separate
Akhara. They were inspired to do so by saints
like Bhai Tota Singh, Ram Singh, Matab
Singh etc., Maharaja Narendar Singh of
Patiala, Maharaja Bharpur Singh of Nabha
and Maharaja Sarup Singh ofJind, in Sammat
1918 established Dharam Dhuja Akhara of
Nirmala saints. Bhai Matab Singh was
appointed its first Mahant (chiefpriest).Grants
in cash of Rs. eighty, sixteen and twenty
thousand respectively were given by Patiala,
Nabha and Jind states. Annual grants of Rs.
4000, 575 and 1300 were donated by those
states in the same order. Jointly all the three
states2 drew up Dasturulamal (rules of action
or constitution) for Akhara Nirmala Panth of
Guru Gobind Singh.3 Its constitution carried
these clauses:

1) Shri Mahant will be appointed in
consultation with the three states and four
other mahants, all wearers of Sikh symbols
(underwear shorts, kirpan, hair—comb, steel-
bangle) shall be appointed in consultation with
Chief Mahant.

2) The cooks in the kitchen shall also
observe the same code of conduct. *

3) Two workers, two storekr‘epers, one
granthi and one gyani (scholar knowledgeable
enough as to interpret the scriptural texts), all
observing the same code of dress, shall be

appointed, besides one or two orderlies.

4) This code is not compulsory for the
present ChiefMahant. Those appointed in the
future shall have to be intelligent, ascetical
and observers of the code of conduct and
dress.

2Patiala.1\labha,Jind. ‘ '

3This Dasturalamal was approved on 12 August 1862.
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5) Whenever Shri Mahant visits the capital

of a state, or whenever a chief finds time to

visit the Akhara, he shall give offerings to

Guru Granth Sahib or to Shri Mahant, but not

individually to other priests.

6) All income ofthis sort will be accounted

for. If any priest brings anything from

anywhere, that too he shall deposit in the

Akhara without keeping anything with

himself.

7) At his discretion, Chief Mahant may

offer to a brahman or an invalid, clothes or

cash for visiting places ofpilgrimage, but the

details of all such offerings shall be

maintained in writing.

8) If Dharam Dhuja Akhara Guru Gobind

Singh wants to have a bhandara (free

distribution of food), it shall be done in

consultation with and approval of Chief

Mahant. If at any time this is not possible,

food may be offered but Chief Mahant must

be informed of it as early as possible.

9) Ifthe need arises to appoint a new priest,

it must be obligatory for him to swear before

Guru Granth Sahib that he shall observe the

code of conduct and deposit all income from

all sources with the Akhara.

10) It shall be essential for Chief Mahant

and his colleagues to ensure that if any Sikh

fiefliolder or chief wants to organise a free

meal (bhandara), he shall be allowed to do so

according to his own faith and belief, and the

mahants shall not interfere in any way and

shall be considerate so as to respect the

donor’s sense of honour.
11) Similarly,if any other Sikh follower

of the sect desires to conduct a free meal, the

foregoing clause shall be observed. If it is

found that though a person of means wilfully

shows inability to do so, a report can be lodged
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with the respective state and his money

confiscated and deposited with the Akhara.

12) Ifduring ajourney there is a gurdwara,

the Akhara must not bypass it. An offering is

to be paid according to the status of the

gurdwara concerned.

13) Seating arrangements should be in this

order: Guru Granth Sahib in the centre, on

the right of it ChiefMahant followed by other

mahants a nd saintly Sikhs respectively, on the

left the gyani, the interpreter of sacred text,

and behind him other holy Sikhs. Other

persons, however holy, shall sit at their

respective places. In this, rank and not

scholarship shall be the criteria .If a mahant

of some other sect comes, he shall be seated

on the left of the gyani. A seat on the right

side, if given, should be behind (Nirmala)

mahants of the concerned Akhara.

14) No other holy man shall stay in Chief

Mahant’s house, though a few holy men

detailed to serve him may do so. Similarly no

one is allowed to sleep in the room reserved

for keeping Guru Granth Sahib, because to

do so amounts to disrespect.

15) Any Sikh, ascetic or householder, who

comes to pay obeisance, may do so. There is

no restriction. He should be seated according

to his respective status.

16) It is obligatory for Shri Mahant and

other mahants not go to the house ofany state

official. lf need be, they may send a worker,

` store-holder, some orderly or any other mahant

ofthe dera. If invited for a meal however, they

may go.

17) It is obligatory for the Sikhs of the

Akhara that if a mahant asks them for any

service, they should not avoid rendering it on

one pretext or the other; if they avoid doing

so, they shall be liable to a fine as decided by
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a mahant of the Akhara.

18) If any ascetical Sikh wants to stay in

the dera, he shall first have to declare with

his hand on Guru Granth Sahib that he shall

return to the gurdwara everything offered and

shall not retain anything with him, and that

he shall remain loyal to the Sangat

(congregation). Without such a pledge, he

shall not be admitted.

19) The mahant must take parsad prepared

and served only by the baptised Sikhs. Even

water used in the kitchen must be such as is

drawn (from the well) by the Sikhs.

20) There is no restriction on serving meals

to other Sikh holy men; food must be served

to all, care be taken that those observing rahit

sit in a separate row.

21) Women shall never be allowed to enter

the Akhara. This restriction also applies to

liquor but not to opium and cannabis.

22) If anyone not observing rahit or

belonging to a non-Sikh community, wants to

offer parsad or a meal, he should not be

refused, provided he gives uncooked ration

_ for cooking by those in the Akhara.

23) The income accruing to the amount

which has been put to the credit ofthe Akhara

in the beginning, from lending or through

other investments, shall be used for

maintaining the community kitchen and for

conducting other repairs; the initial grant must

remain intact.

24) Financial management of the Akhara

will be entrusted to three mahants, one

belonging to each contributing state. They

shall try to increase income by lending money

on interest and investing in commerce, and

shall spend it in accordance with rule 23. They

shall inspect the accounts at least once in a

year, and forward them to Shri Mahant for
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further inspection.

25) If he 'wants to appoint anyone in his

own place, during his life, ChiefMahant shall

be allowed to do so in consultation with the

Akharas of the three states.

26) IfChiefMahant has already appointed

his replacement during his tenure, or ifhe has

not performed satisfactory work during his

tenure, the three states through mutual

consultation may remove him from the post.

27) if any mahant violates the code of

conduct, the three governments, through

mutual deliberation, shall have the right to

remove him.

28) Prior commitment will be taken from

each of the five mahants that they shall not

do anything against the Dasturulamal.

Whenever the three states write anything

to the mahants, its copies in Gurmukhi script

shall be provided for safe keeping and also

duly stamped and sealed with date to be kept

in the office files. …

29) It shall be obligatory for ”the Sikhs of

the Akhara to keep in reserve one turban of

vermillion colour andthe rest ofwhite colour.

This is a traditional custom, symbolising the

renunciation of family life.

30) Instead of a tfibi (mendicant’s bowls of

hollowed guard shell) and CIppi (oval begging

bowls) the mahants shall keep steel karmédal

(mendicant’s bowl with the top handle) or

metallic vessel (container for keeping drinking

water), because tfibi and CIppi are unclean and

cannot be cleaned with earth (or sand).

ਅਖਿ [akhI] Skt ਅਕ਼ਿ n an eye.

ਅਖਿਉ [akhIU], ਅਖਿਓ [akhIo] See ਅਕ਼ਯ. 2 said,

uttered, “akhar nanak akhIo apI.”—Var majh

m 1. ‘

ਅਖਿਆਨ [akhIan] See ਅਾਪ੍ਯਾਨ.

ਅਖਿਇਉੰ [akhIIo], ਅਖਿਇਓ [akhIIo] See ਅਕਯ  
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and ਅਖਇਓ.

ਅਖਿਜ [akth], ਅਖਿਝ [akthh] adj (one) who
does not fret; not peevish, forbearing, sober.

“akthje athjje.”——japu. 2 See ਅਖਿਦ.

ਅਖਿਟ [akhIt] short form ਧਿਸ਼ਾਆਖੇਟ, prey, hunting.

“anp akhIt SIdhayo.”~Caritr 111. .

ਅਖਿਦ [akhId] See ਅਖੇਦ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਪੋੰਅਖਿਦੁ adj untiring.
ਅਖਿਦਾਣੀਂ [akhIdani] ਅਖੋਦ-ਦਾਣੀਂ comforting,
pleasure-giving, comfort-providing.

ਅਖਿਲ [akhIl] See ਅਖਲ.
ਅਖਿਲੇਸ਼ [akhIIes] See ਅਖਲੇਸ.
ਅਖੀ [akhi] an eye. See ਅਖਿ. “akhi kath dhari
carna talI.”—suh1‘ am 4. 2 said, uttered. “batifi

harI ke ség hi akhIé.”——1<rIsan. 3 with or

through the eyes. “akhi kudratI kéni bani.”

—bas§t m 1. 4 to or for the eyes. “akhi sutaku

vekhna partrIy.”—var asa.

ਅਖ਼ੀਰ [axir] A j; n an end, a closure, an ending.

ਅਖੁਟ [akhut], ਅਖੁਟਿ [akhutI] 5/(ਣਾਂਅਤੂਟਿਸ੍ਯ continuity,

uninterruptedness. 2 without decrease or loss.

3 adj unending. “Ihu dhan akhut na nIkhuts

na jaI.”—dhana m 3.

ਅਖੁਟੀ [81<1…ਛੁ1]^5ਲ਼ਾ/ਜੰਧ੍ਯ1ਟ੍ਵੇ n a bad custom, wrong
practice. 2 the idea of childhood. “hidu mule

bhule akhuti jahi.”—var bIha m 1.

ਅਖੁੰਦ [ade] P 1;}, n a teacher. 2 a chief.
ਅਖੂਹਣਿ [akhuhanI] 566 ਖੂਹਣਿ.

ਅਖੂਟ [akhut] See ਅਖੁਟ. “bhare bhédar akhut

atol.”—gau m 5.

ਅਖੂਨ [akhun] P ਪਾਂਭੰਜੌਸ਼ੱ n a fine speaker, teacher.
“Ihi hakikat jb kahe soi bada akhun.”—mago.

‘ 2 A ਘਾਂ, a companion, friend. 3 plural ofnm,

brother.

ਅਖੇਟ [akhet], ਅਖੇਟਕ [akhetak] See ਆਖੇਟ.

ਅਖੇਦ [akhed] n happiness, pleasure. 2 adj free
from suffering.

ਅਖੇਰ [akher] 566 ਆਖੇਟ. '

ਅਖੇਲ [akhel] adj without play. 2 ਅਖਿਲ all. “khel
khel akhel khelan 5t k0 phIr ek.”-japu.

‘Human beings having been busy playing
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games of all sorts, come to realize the oneness

ofthe Divine.’

ਅਖੇੜ [akher] Skt ਆਖੇਟ n hunting, chase.

ਅਖੇੜਬਿਰਤਿ [akhe bIratI] Skt ਟਸ੍ਯਢੇਟਰ੍ਵਰਿ 566 ਅਾਖੇੜ
ਬਿਗੰਤ.

ਅਖੈ [akhe] See ਅਕ਼ਯ.

ਅਖੈਤੀਜ [akhetij] ਅਕਯ ਤ੍ਰਿਤੀਯਾ the third of the
bright half of Baisakh month. According to

the Hindu belief, Satyug (the epoch oftruth)

commences with it.

ਅਖੈਬਟ [akhebat] Skt ਅਕ਼ਯਵਟ n According to

Purans that banyan tree which does not die

even on the doomsday, and God Vishnu,

assuming the form of an infant, sucks the big

toe ofhis foot on it. Per the Hindu beliefthis

tree used to be at Prayag; death as a result of

fall from it was believed to lead to result in

the liberation of numerous travellers. Jahangir

had got this aksayvat tree cut but now the

Hindu priests point to an indestructible tree

in the fort of Prayag to collect offerings. “])/6

bat akhe rup laghu chaje.”—NP. See ਪੁਯਾਗ. Another

aksayvat is believed to be in Gaya too.

ਅਖੋਟ [akhot] adjwithout adulteration, real. “lal

padarath sac akhot.”—:>5kar. 2'pure, endless.

ਅਖੋਭ [akhobh] Skt ਅਕੋਭ adj sans excitement.
2 without confusion. 3 n quietude, serenity.

ਅਖੰਡ [akh‘éd] adjunbroken.‘2 endless, continuous.

“akhéd kirtanu tInI bhojan.”——gau a m 5.

»ਖਿੰਡਸੁਰਹੀ [੪1<}1ਟੈ(.15ਪਿੰ}ਪਂ] 566 ਸੁਰਹੀ.

ਅਖੰਡਕਲ [ਰ1<}1ਟੋ੮.11<81] n the full moon. 2 adj
complete in all respects.

ਅਖੰਡਤ [31<}1ਟੋ(.1ਚਿ] 566 ਅਖੰਡਿਤ.

ਅਖੰਡ ਪਾਠ [91<11ਰੈ<ਬ੍ਰੂ path] n a continuous recitation.

2 a continuous recitation ofGuru Granth Sahib

which is completed in 39 hours. Four or five

granthis, devote themselves to it one after the

other continuously without any break. This

custom was initiated by the Buddha Dal.

Akhand path was not held during the time of
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ਰ੍ the Gurus. Many people keep an earthem lamp

burning day and night, and place a pitcher full

ofwater and coconut, etc. But this practice was

not in vogue in the beginning. 3 See ਅਤਿ ਅਖੰਡ
ਪਾਠ. '

ਅਖੰਡਲ [akhédal] See ਅਖੰਡ ਕਲ. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਧਰ੍ਯ n

lndar, the king of the gods. “thap akhédal ko

surmédal.”—carrtr I.

ਅਖੱਡਲੀਂ [81<}1ਚੇ<.111] adj unbroken, complete. 2 n

the rank or status of Indar. See ਅਖੰਡਲ.

ਅਖੰਡਿਤ [akhédIt] adj unbroken, complete,

whole. 2 advcontinuous, incessant, ceaseless.

ਅੱਖਰ [akkhar] See ਅਖਰ.

ਅੱਖਲ [akkhal] Skt a sound ofjoy, joyful tune.

ਅੱਖਾਂ ਮੁੰਦਣੀਂਆਂ [akkha mfidnia] to ignore the

wrong committed by another. 2 to be

overbearingly arrogant. 3 to die, to pass away.

bhukhan basan bas ratan anek jatI

chode pil palki anup chabI dham ki,

kahéi narnah kaha bhae badsah kahfi

$ahan ke sah jan dehé parnam ki,

beni kaVI kahe khal phal me bItavs dIn

pale khal khal'é ks pakhalé jas cam ki,

man hi ki man rah: jati athlakhé jab

mfid gai ékhé tab lakh'é kIhI kam ki.

ਅਖਯਉ [akhyau] ਅਕਯ eternal. “pura guru
akhyau jé ka métr.”—su1<hmani.

ਅਖਜਾਨ [akhyan] See ਆਖਜ਼ਾਨ.

ਅਖਸਾਲ [akhyal] adj beyond thinking,
unthinkable. “akhyal akhéd rup he.”—aka1.

ਅਮ੍ਹਾਂਦ [axv5d1P ਮੈਂ}! a teacher, tutor.

ਅਗ [agl Skt ਗ੍ਧ vr to go, enter. 2 Skt short form

for ਅਗਨਿ.-3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj ignoramus. “ij3 tag
age ag argai.”—-NP. ‘just as an ignorant man

gets dumb before a'spiritually awakened

person.’ 4 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj motionless, immobile.

5 n a mountain. 6 a treeT 7 Skt ਅਗੁ front, the

front side. 8 adjfirst, primary. 9 a leader, head.

10 adv before, in front. “9g tab cala.”—datt.
‘Then he proceeded forward.’

ਅਗਸਤ

ਅਗਸਤ [agasat], ਅਗਸ੍ਵ [agaSt] Skt ਅਗਸ੍ਵਿ and

ਅਗਸਤ੍ਯ. a celebrated sage who lived in the

Vindaya mountain. He composed several

hymns of Rig Ved wherein it is held that

Agastya was the son of Mitravarunl At the

sight of Urvashi he ejaculated his semen, a

part ofwhich fell in a pot from which Agastya

was born; from the portion that fell outside

the pot was born Vashishth. That is why Sayan

has held that Agast came out of a pot like an

elegant male fish, So he was called Kalshi-

sut (son of a pitcher), Kumbh Sambhav and

Ghatodbhav, etc. Due to such a birth, he is

also called Maitravaruni orAurvashey as well.

At the time of birth, he was of the size of an

extended hand. ,

Once Kalkey demons spread terror in the

world, killing holy saints and spoiling religious

oblations. When the gods went to kill them,

they hid themselves in the ocean. Paying heed

to the request of the gods, Agastya drank the

entire sea in one draught and the gods

succeeded in destroying the demons. For this

reason Agastya came to be known as Pitabadhi

and Samuderchuluk as well.

In the Purans it is recorded that Agastya

was the son of Pulasaty. There is a story in

the Ramayan that when Agastya‘saw his

ancestors hanging upside down in a pit, they

told him that they could be liberated only if

he produced a son. Gathering parts of several

animals, Agastya formed a girl whom he sent

to the ruler ofVidarbh where she was brought

up like a princess. When she grew up, Agastya

married her. She was named Lopamudra. The

Ramayan gives further account ofAgastya that

for a long time he observed austerities at

Kunjar Hill south of Vindhayachal. The

'Mitar and Varun are twin gods. But their names figure ‘
 

together. They are twins like Ashvini Kumars.  
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demons were frightened of him. Ram,
Lakhshman and Sita stayed with him there.

To Ram he gave a sword, Vishnu’s bow and a

quiver of arrowswith which he killed Ravan.

Agastya was present in Ayodhya at the time

of Ram’s coronation. The Dravids ofthe south

worship Agastya Muni. “agast adI je bade

tapastpi VIsekhIe.”—aka1.

2 There is a star by this name which rises from

the south on 17‘“'of Bhadon. (August-
September) “Uday agast péth jal sokha.”—tulsi.

,ਅਗਹ [agah] Skt ਅਗ੍ਰਧ੍ਯ adjwho cannot be

seized. “mere thakur agah atole.”—gau m 5.
2 Wildeep, bottomless. “rasna agah agah gun

rati.”—bi1a m 5. 3 n life-breath which is

difficult to hold back. “agah gahe gahI gagan

rahai.”—gau bavan kabir. 4 mind, which is
difficult to control.

ਅਗਹਗਹਣ [agah gahan] sen seizing the unseizabie;

understanding what is beyond the mind’s

grasp. “agah gahan bhrarn bhratI dahan.”—

saveye m 5 ke. 2 mental poise.

ਅਗਹਨ [agahan] Skt n ਆਗੁਹਾਯਣ beginning of the

year, month of Magghar; per the old custom

the year commenced from the month of

Magghar. That is why it was given the name

ofAgarhayan. 2 ਅਗ੍ਰ-ਪ੍ਯਾ commencement of

the year, first mcnth ofthe year. “katak bItyo
su agahan ava.”—GPS.

ਅਗਹਿ [agahI] See ਅਗਹ-
ਅਗਹੁ [agahu] See ਅਗਰ. 2 adv in or from the

front. “agahu dekhe pIch-hu dekhe tujh te
kahé chapave.”—gau m 1. 3 n future. “ag-hu
nera aIa pIcha rahIa durI.”—s farid.

ਅਗਹੂਚਾ [ag-huca] adjunfathomable, bottomless.
2 ਅਗਹ (bottomless) and ਊਚਾ. “thah nahi ag-
huca.”——dev m 5.

ਅਗਹੇਉ [ag-heu] Skt ਅਗ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ. which cannot be
grasped; not a subject for the mind and the

senses.

ਅਗਨ

ਅਗਛਮੀ [agachmi] Skt ਪ੍ਯਾ-[ਨ੍ਯਜੋਲ adv which does
not move, motionless, still, eternal. “sarbe jOI

agachmi, dukh ghanero athI.”—varmaru 1 m

1. ‘At the sight of the eternal Creator, the

senses get widely perturbed.’ SeeWEIand ਆਸ਼ਿ-

ਅਗਜ [agaj] n born fromਅਗ (mountain), ajewel.

2 a metal. 3 a fruit. 4 Skt ਅਗੁਜ Brahman. 5 a

headman, leader. 6 Skt ਅਗ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ. adj beyond

grasp; what the mind and senses cannot grasp.

ਅਗਡ [agad] adj not fixed, planted or studded.

“su dhén jIno man he agade.”——krIsan.

ਅਗਣ [agan] n according to the rules of poetics,

inauspicious character combination, that is:

ਜਗਣ, ਸਗਣ, ਰਗਣ and ਤਗਣ. 2 adj uncountable.

ਅਗਣਤ [aganat], ਅਗਣਿਤ [aganIt] adj beyond
calculation. “aganat uc apar thakur.”—bIha (ਗੈਂ

m 5.

ਅਗਤ [agat] adj unmoving, not fallen. 2 un-

ended. 3 unattained. 4 See ਅਗਤਿ.

ਅਗ'ਤਿ [agatI], ਅਗਤੀ [agati] n miserable
condition, poor plight. 2 adj being in bad

shape. 3 not entitled to salvation. “parhI
narak marks agat'I.”—GPS.

ਅਗਥ [agath], ਅਗਥਾ [agatha] adj of which the
story is beyond narration; indescribable.

“samrath agath apar'nIrmal.”—asa chét m 5.

“pale nam agatha.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਅਗਦ [aged], ਅਗਦੁ [agadu] Skt adv without ਗਦ

(disease); healthy. “kal krIpa kar bhae aged

sab .”—sanh. 2 n medicine, cure for a disease.

3 A m' a vow, promise. 4 marriage, wedlock.

“agadu pare sstan ve lalo.”—-t115g m 1. ‘The

devil instead of a qazi performs the marriage

ceremony.’ See ਸ਼ੈਤਾਨ.
ਅਗਧ [agadh], ਅਗਧਾ [agadha] adj bottomless,

unfathomable. “harI agam agadha.”—gau var

2, m 5. ‘
ਅਗਨ [agan] See ਅਗਣ 1. “gen agan navo hi

ras.”—NP. 2 Skt ਆੰਗੂ n fire, flame. 3 one ofthe

1See footnote to ਗਲ਼ਾਲ 4.
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five elements, symbolizing heat. 4 adj

countless, innumerable. “It kop malech carhe

agne.”—I<rrsan. “aI agan rachas yut raven.”
’ -—GPS. 5 a bird ofthe lark family, smaller than

a lark; while flying it gives out a sweet chirp.

It is very common in the Punjab; its colour is

brown and head is without a plume; it makes

its nest on the ground and lays eggs there;

some call it hazar dastan (a thousand tales).

Some ignorant poets describe the nightingale

also as hazar dastan.

ਅਗਨਅਚਿ [aganarI] n enemy of fire, water. 2 In
Sastarnammala, wind is described as enemy

of fire. If fuel is there, the wind helps it burn,

but without it, the wind puts out the ambers.

“prItham agan ke nam ]ੲ 5t sabad arI dehu,

tanuj 3nt suterI ucar nam ban lakhlehu.”

—sanama I50. ‘fire’s enemy (wind), his son

and younger brother (Bhimsen and Arj un) the

latter’s charioteer (Krishan) and his enemy,

the arrow?

ਅਗਨ ਅਰਿ ਅਰਿ ਤਠੁਜ ਅਨੁਜ ਸੂਤਰਿ [agan arI arI
tanuj 3nt suterI] n arrow—sanama. literally

meaning enemy offire, water; enemy ofwater,

air;l son of air, Bhim; his younger brother,

Arjun, with Lord Krishna as charioteer who

was killed by an arrow.

ਅਗਨਈ [agnai] n river of fire, maya (wealth)

2 desire. “nahI pohe aganai.”—var ram 2 m

5. 3 heat, torment.

ਅਗਨਸਖਾ [agansakha] n friend of fire, wind or

air.
ਅਗਨਸਾਗਰ [agansagar] See ਧ੍ਯਹਾਠਿਜ੍ਯਰ.
ਅਗਠਾਤ [aganat], ਧ੍ਯਜ਼ਨਤੁ [aganatu] See ਅਰਇਿ-ਤ.
“aganat sahu apni de raSI.”——sukhmani.

ਅਗਨਬਾਣ [aganban] See ਅਗਨਿਬਾਣ. “aganban ran
chuttde.”——ja"gnama.

ਅਗਨਾਝੱ'ਞ [aganbhav] See ਕ੍ਰਿਸਨ੍ਯਵ. 2 torment of
separation. 3 feeling of anger.

'air dries up water.

ਅਗਨਾਰ 

ਅਰਜ੍ਯਾਯੁ [aganvayu] Skt ਆਗਨੇਯ ਵਿਸਰਪ, a kind 

of fever accompanied with pimples on the 

body; its basic cause is disorder of heat in the 

stomach caused by excessive salt, sour, raw 

or overripe fruits, chillies, condiments, liquor 

and other intoxicants. The patient’s appetite

decreases, nausea sets in, body aches, more 

thirst follows and burning sensation is caused 

in the forehead. If not cured early, many 

ailments such as spruce, diarrhoea, dysentery,

colic pain, flatulence, etc., come to seize the 

patient. `

To cure it, a mild purgative be given and 

vomiting induced, but such medicines as cause 

burning sensation in the stomach had better 

be avoided.

A mixture of ophelia charitta, adhatoda 

vasica, bitter, patol patra (trichosauthess 

cucumerina), haritaki (myrobalan), balela 

(torminalia belerica), aula (emblic 

myrobalan), talchandan (red santalum 

album), bark of nimm (melia azadirachta) 

each taken in equal quantity, thoroughly 

boiled and sieved, when given in small 

measure to the patient proves beneficial, See 

ਅਗਨਿਬਾਇ. ‘
ਅਹਲ਼ਾਖ [agnakh] n Shiv’s third eye, which is in 

his forehead. According to the Purans fire is 

stored in it. 2 Shiv, who keeps fire in the eye.

ਅਗਨਾਂਤਕਰ [agnfitkar] n the eradicator of fire,

water.—sanama.

ਅਗਨਾਯੁਧ [agnayudh] n ਆਗੂੰਯਾਸ੍ਵ, ਅਗਨਿ-ਅਸਤ੍ਵ,
ਅਗੂਗਾਤ੍ਵ. In the Purans there goes a story that a 

missile fired with the recitation ofAgni mantar 

(a spell of fire) reduces foes to ashes, See ਅਸਤੂ-

2 a musket, gun, fire-arms. ,

ਅਗਨਾਰ [agnar], ਅਗਨਾਰਿ [agnarI] n the fire of 
hell. 2 the fire of the womb. “nahI pohe 
agnarI.”-—asa m 5. See ਨਾਰ. 3 ਅਗਨਾਚਿੰ, [}1‘6 
flame of fire. 4 ਅਗਨਿ (fire) and ਨਾਰ (water).



 

ਅਗਨਿ

ਪ੍ਯਾਨਿ [aganI] See ਅਗਨ. 2 fire. (See L lgnis). In
Nirukt it is defined as agarni. i.e. what is first

put there in oblation is ੪89111.866ਤਿੰਨਅਰਲੀਂਆਂ.
3 desire. “kaleug rathu aganI ka kur age

rathvahu.”—var asa m 1.

ਅਗਨਿ ਅਸਭ੍ਰ [aganI astra] Those who believe in
Tantarshastar or the book of magic, hold that

ifa weapon is shot after the recital ofa spell

involving the god of fire, it burns the foe to

ashes and brings about rain offire. 2 fire-arms

and bombs like guns and muskets. Many

people think that in the ancient times, in wars

as ofthe Mahabharat such weapons were used,

but researchers in history have established that

explosives were not invented till 1326 AD and

firearms were manufactured between 1344

and 1354 AD.

ਅਗਨਿਸਖਾ [aganIsakha] n the friend of fire, wind
or air.
ਅਗਨਿਸਟੋਮ [aganIsatom] Skt ਅਗਿ੍ਸ੍ਵੈਮ n a form
of religious sacrifice consummated in five

days with the burning of Somras.l This is done

for attaining entry into the heaven. “agnihotr

satom.”—GPS.

ਅਗਨਿਸਾਗਰ [aganIsagar] n an ocean-like world
which is full of sufferings and torments.

“aganI sagar japI utarhI par.”——gau m 5.

ਸ਼੍ਯਗਿੱਤ੍ [aganIhotr] n a rite of sacrifice

performed by dropping ghee in fire in the

course of reciting the Vedic spell. See ਹੋਤ੍ਰ.

ਅਰਇਿਰੋਤ੍ਰੀ [aganIhotri] Skt ਕਸ੍ਰਿਥਗੈਕਿਰ੍“ a person

who performs oblation with fire. See ਹੋਤ੍ਰੀ.

2 See ਦੇਵਸਮਾਜ.
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ਅਗਠਿਕੁੰਟ [aganIkOt] n ਅਗਨਿ ਕੂਟ an intermediate ਲ਼ੀ‘

direction between the east and the south,

southeast. 2 Skt n ਗ਼ਕ੍ਤਿਗੂਧਛ a .firepit formed
with special specifications for performing a

sacrifice and oblation. See ਹਸ਼੍ਯਨੁੰਡ. 3 belly’s

pit where 1651ਧੰ65;’੮116 fire of the womb.

'See ਸੋਮਰਸ.
 

 

ਅਗਨਿਬਾਣ

“aganIkOt mahI uradh IIv laga.”—b£ra m 4.

ਅਗਿਨਾਕੁੱਡ [aganIkOd] See ਪ੍ਯਾਨਿਭੰਟ 2 and ਹਮਨਕੁੰਡ.

ਅਗਠਿਕੂ'ਮਾਰ [aganxkumar] Son of Shiv, Khranan.

See ਕਾਰਤਿਕੇਯ. 2 per Ayurveda (Hindu system of
medicine), a juice which dispels diseases like

phlegm, cholera, indigestion or dyspepsia, fever

and diarrhoea and constipation.The formula to

prepare it is: take mercury and sulphur in equal

measures and grind them for three hours; then

take sweet aconytincal and borax, as much as

mercury, and eight times black pepper; mix it

with mercury; then grind this mixture in lemon

juice for seven days; when it gets thin and dry

like antimony, put it in a bottle. For a fully

grown up person a dose of one to two rattis is

enough.

ਅਗਨਿਕੁਲ [aganIkul] See ਰਾਜਪੂਤ.
ਅਗਨਿਜਿਹਵ [egaanIhav], ਪ੍ਯਾਥਾਨਿਜਿਰ੍ [agaanIhv]
Skt ਗ਼ਯਿ ਚਿਤ੍ਰ n one whose tongue is fire; a
god. In the Veds, the god of fire is regarded

as the tongue of gods. The juice of things

oblated in it is taken by them. That is why

sacrifice is so highly rated in the Veds.

ਅਰਠਿ [aganIt] See ਅਰਠਿ.
ਅਗਨਿ ਤਲਾਉ [aganI talau] n the world, a pond
of pains; a pond of torments troubling the

mind. 2 a womb. “age aganI talau.”—sava m 1.

ਅਗਨਿ ਪਰਾਹਨ [aganI prahan] adja robe of fire,

fiery attire, malignant dress.

ਮਗ਼ਠਿਸ਼ੀਪ੍ਯਾ [aganIprikhya] See ਦਿਵ੍ਯ.
ਅਗਨਿਧੁਰਾਣ [aganIpuran] See ਪੁਰਾਣ.
ਪ੍ਯਾਨਿਬਾਇ [aganIbaI] See ਅਗਨਵਾਯੁ. “kete
aganIbaI te jare.”—carItr 405. 2 ‘wind hot

like fire.’

ਅਗਨਿਬਾਣ [aganIban] n In the magical treatises
and the Purans, it is mentioned as an arrow

shot with the recitation of the fire man’tar

which burns the army and equipment of the

foe. See ਅਸਤ੍ਵ. 2 a bomb or missile ofthe sort.

3 According to Bernier rotating fire reels were



ਅਗਨਿਬਾਣੀ

fired to frighten the elephants.
ਅਗਨਿਬਠੀ [aganIbani] adj bittter speech that
scalds the tongue. 2 n the text ofYaJur Vedm
which procedure for fire-oblation is described.
ਅਗਨੀ [agni] See ਅਗਨਿ. 2 n malignant nature.
“manmukh bole 5dhule tIsu mahI agni ka
vasu.”—s.=)va m 3.
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ਅਗਨੀਅ [agnia], ਅਗਨੇਯ [agney] Skt ਅਾਗ੍ਰੇਯ adj
concerning fire, of fire. 2 n gold. 3 a volcanic
mountain. 4 ਅਗਨਿਪੁਰਾਣ. 5 southeast direction.
6 ਰ੍ਉਂ/ਨੁ/ਅਗਗੀਯ adj countless. “mahé bir agnia.”
-—GPS.
ਅਗਨੇਤ [agnet] See ਅਗਣਿਤ. 2 a leader; one who
gives the lead.

ਅਗਨੰਗੁਨ [agnégun] sen guilty of countless
faults. 2 avarice; evil wealth. “agnégun ko
harh6.’’.—1<rIsan

ਅਗਟਤਿ [agnét] See ਅਗਣਿਤ.
ਅਰਸ਼੍ਯਧਾਤ੍ਵ [agnyastra] See ਅਗਨਿ ਅਸਤ੍ਵ.
ਅਗਮ [agam] adj inaccessible, unapproachable.
“agam agocaru anathu ajoni.”—sar a m 1. 2 n
a tree. 3 a mountain. 4 Skt ਅਗਸ੍ਯ adj
unapproachable. “agam tir nah léghanah.”
~—sahas m 5. 5 beyond the reach of intellect.
6 See ਆਗਮ. 7 future. “jan nanakagam vicarIa.”
—var gau 1 m 4. 8 a sacred text; a Shastar.

“agam nIgam satIguru dIkhaIa.”—maru am
3. “harI agam agocar gurI agam dIkhali.”
—bh£rm 4. ‘The supreme Shastar has revealed
it. ’ 9 Bhai Santokh Singh has used ਅਗਮ for
‘.ardu0us’ “sab bIth sugam agam kachu
nahi.”—NP.

ਅਗਮੲੀ [agmai] adj unapproachable one.
2 ਅਗਸ੍ਯਤਰ “agam agam agmai.”—asa m 5.
3 firelike.
ਅਗਮਨ [agman] See ਆਗਮਨ. 2 not moving; firm
position.

ਅਗਮਨੇ [agmane], ਅਗਮਨੈ [agmans] adv before
time, earlier. “Ik dIn k6varI agmane gai.”
—caritr 266. 2 ahead of, in front. “bhej agmane

ਸ਼੍ਯ

din.”—I<rrsan.

ਅਗਮਪੁਰ [agampur] adj a place where there is
no griefor anxiety. 2 n highest spiritual stage,
salvation. “tItu agampure ਚਿ}… kItubIth
jaie?”—asa chétm 1. 3 one of the five forts of
Anandpur where in Sammat 1761 Bhai Uday
Singh and Ishar Singh fought against the Turk

‘ army. 4 See ਅਗੰਮਪੁਰ.

ਅਗਮਰੂਪ [agamrup] n God, the eternal one;
indivisible appearance. “agamrup ka man
mahI thana.”—gau a m 5.

ਅਗਮਾ [agma] adj unapproachable. See ਅਗਮ.
“pIta mero bado dhani agma.”—guj a m 5.
2 See ਅਗਮਯਾਂ.

ਅਗਮਾਅਗਮ [agma agam] utterly beyond approach,
absolutely unapproachable. “harI agma agam
apara.”—sopurakhu.

ਅਗਮੁ [agamu] See ਅਗਮ.

ਅਗਮਗੁਰੂ [agamguru] See ਗੋਰਖ 2.
ਅਗਮਜਾ [agmya] Skt n a woman with whom
mating is a heinous sin; another’s wife
especially of the teaeher or the king.
ਅਗ਼ਯਾਰ [aGyar1A 4.}! plural of ਗ਼ੈਰ੍ strangers,
aliens. ’
ਅਗਰ [agar] Skt ਅਗਰੁ n an odorous tree found
aplenty in Assam. There is juice in its roots
which is extracted and mixed in incense, as
also used in preparing perfumes. its, Latin
name is Amyris Agaiocha.‘ Its effect is warm
and moist. “kasturI k6gu agar cédan lipI ave
cau.”—srim 1. 2 Skt ਅਗ੍ਰ front. 3 adj foremost.

4 noble,_virtuous. 5 P )1 part if.
ਅਗਰਕ [agrak] adj a chief; leader with an
attendant walkingin front. “agrak us ke bade
thagau.”—asa m 5.

ਅਗਰਚਿ [98੪੮੮1],ਅਗਰਚੇ [agarce] P ,.ਭੂ/Ipart
though, even if. 2 although.

ਅਗਰਵਾਲ [agarval] a sub-caste ofthe Vaish caste.
Its origin is traced to Agroha village in Hisar
'E Eagle-wood.
 

 

 



ਅਗਰਾਜ

district. 2 a Khatri sub-caste arising from Sarins.

ਅਗਰਾਜ [agraj] A jg}; plural ੦1~ਗ਼ਰਜ਼ needs.

ਅਗਰਿ [agarI], ਅਗਰੁ [agaru] 866 ਅਗਰ.

ਅਗ਼ਲਬ [aclab] A __,ਚਿ adv predominantly,

probably, surely.

ਅਗਲਾ [agla] adv first, prime. “tu bakhsisi

agla.”—varasa m 1. 2 old, former. 3 front, fore.

4 very much, plenty. “Ikna ata agla Ikna nfihi

lon.”—s fan'd. 5 n hereafter; the next world.

ਅਗਲਾੲੀ [aglai] adv forward, to the next. “suma
ruppa pod bénh aglai arIa.”——BG 2 S in the

manner of a low caste; indecently.

ਅਗਲਿਤ [agalIt] Skt ਟਿਜਿਲਿਤ adj swallowed.
“péjhu dIssan régule maria agalIte.”—GPS.

‘Disgorging causes death.’ 2 vomited,

disgorged.

ਅਗਲੀ [8811] adj plentiful, much. “kheti jémi
agli.”—sr1' m 3. “hurmatI tIs 116 agli.”—var

asa. 2 of the future, of the next world. “3in

gal 113 jania.”—maru m 5 éjulia. 3 See ਅਗਲਾ.

ਅਗਵਨ [agvan] See ਅਗਮਨ and ਆਗਮਨ. “ap agvan
‘ hon: tIs des.”—GPS. ‘May you reach that

country.’

ਅਗਵਾਈ [agvai] See ਅਗਵਾਨੀ.

ਅਗਵਾਨ [agvan] n one who leads; a receiver.

2 adj a headman, leader. 3 adv in front,

opposite. “nahI kur kaho tumre agvan.”—NP.

ਅਗਵਾਨੀ [agvani] n welcome, lead, going

forward to receive. 2 headship, leadership.

3 future. “Is ko phal dekho agvani.”—GPS.

4 adv in front, in the presence of, “bhayo lop

dekhat agvani.”——GPS.

` ਅਗਵਾਡ਼ੀ [agvari] n an act during which limbs
stretch in drowsiness; yawning.

ਅਗਾਉਲ [agaul] See ਅਗੋਂਲ.

_ ਅਗਾਊਂ [agau] adj advance (payment). 2 adv
before hand, in advance.

ਅਗਾਸ [agas] n the sky. 2 firmament, heavenly

sphere. “jInI dhare bahu dharenI agas.”—gau

m 5.

    

ਅਗਯੀ

ਅਗਾਹ [agah], ਅਗਾਚਿ [agahI], ਅਗਾਹੁ [agahu] adj
ਅਗਾਧ bottomless, boundless. “mahfi agah

aganI ka sagar.”—asa m 5. “guru sabad sunae

matI agahI.”—bas§t a m 1. 2 ਅਗ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ which

cannot be grasped by the mind and the senses.

“harI agam agahu.”—var bIha m 4. “gahyo

jo ne jaI so agah kek; gahiat.”—gyan. 3 See

ਆਗਾਹ.

ਅਗਾਜ਼ [agaj], ਅਗਾਜਾ [agaja], ਅਗਾਜਿ [agajI] P ”;./|'
n beginning, creation, genesis.Mਅਗਾਜਣੇ. 2 an

echo, resonance. “tahI anhad sabad agaja.”
—sor m 5. 3 which cannot be grasped by the

the mind and the senses. “sur narI gan munI

bohay agajI.”—saveye m 2 ke. See ਬੋਹਯ. 4 S
countless, innumerable.

ਅਗਾਤ [agat] n one 'without body. eros. “upma
agat.”—gyan. 2 Skt ਆਗਤ a guest. “jahi agat

diney.”—NP. 3 adj unknown. “nahI na tum te

ab-hI agat.”—NP. 4 incorporeal, beyond the

body. “agat anéda.”—NP.

ਅਗਾਤੀ [agati] See ਅਗਾਤ 1. 2 income, receipt.
“aj nah'i ko dam agati.”—GPS.

ਅਗਾਤ੍ਵ [agatr] 866 ਅਗਾਤ 1.

ਅਗਾਥ [agath] adj whose story cannot be told;
ihdescribable. '

ਅਗਾਧ [agadh] adj bottomless, unknowable,
very grim, serious. “agam agadh parbrahamu

$01.”—sukhmani. 2 n the Creator, God, whose

limits none can know; whose expanse cannot

be grasped by the mind or intellect.

ਅਗਾਧਬੋਧ [agadhbodh] adj whose knowledge is
limitless; having endless knowledge.

“agadhbodh samrath suami.”—asa chét m 5.

ਅਗਾਧਿ [ਰ'ਥੂਸ਼ੁਧੀਸ੍], ਅਗਾਧੁ [agadhu] See ਅਗਾਧ.

ਅਗਾਮ [agam], ਅਗਾਮਾ [agama] Skt ਅਗਸ੍ਯ adj

impassable, out of reach. 2 difficult to trace,

scarce. “hath carIo lal agama.”——sarm 5. See

ਪ੍ਯਾਘੀ.
ਅਗਾਮੀ [agami] Skt Wadjexpected to come;
awaited.



  

ਅਗਾਹ

ਅਗਾਰ [agar] n frontside or the front part. 2 adv

forward, in front._ “Its guru agar ko sxdhar
pau darke.”-—GPS. 3 Skt ਆਗਾਰ n a house,

residence. “gun agar sabh sukh datar.”—GPS.

ਅਗਾਰਿ [agarI], ਅਗਾਰੀ [agari], ਅਗਾੜੀ [agari] adv

in front, forward. 2 in former times, in the

past. 3 in future. 4 n the front halters or fetters

of a horse; the front rope of a horse.

ਅਗਾਡ਼ੀ ਪਿਛਾੜੀ ਸਾਹਿਬ [agari pIchari sath] See

ਜੀਓ ਵਾਲਾ.
ਅਗਿ [agI] Skt ਅਗਿ੍ n fire. “gharI gharI eha
agI.”—s farid. 2 See ਅਨ੍ਯ.

ਅਗਿਆਤ [agIat] See ਅਗਜ਼ਾਤ.
ਅਗਿਆਨ [agIan] Skt ਗਾਝੌਸ੍ਯ n ignorance, stupidity.
uneducatedness, illiteracy. “gIan éjan guru

dia agIan édher bInas.”—sukhmani. See ਗਜਾਨ.

ਅਗਿਆਕ੍ਯਾ [agIanta] Skt ਗ਼ੜਸ੍ਯਗ n ignorance,
idiocy, stupidity. “guru kati agIanta.”—asa m 5.

ਅਗਿਆਨਥ [agIanath] because ofignorance, for

lack of education. “tum kahe bIsarIo
agIanath.”—.marum5 2nignorance, illiteracy.

ਅਰਿਧਿਸ੍ਯ-[ਤੀ [agIanmatI] 11 an ignorant mind,
a head 'devoid of knowledge. “agIanmati
édher he.”—sn'm 3. 2 adjwhose mindIS devoid

of knowledge.

ਅਗਿਆਨਿ [agIanI], ਅਗਿਆਨੀ [agIani] Skt ਪ੍ਯਾਸਿਂਜ਼੍
adj devoid of knowledge, ignorant, foolish.

“agIani'édha magu na jane.”—majh a m 1.

2 adv suddenly, without knowing. “bInse kaci

deh agIani.”—sorm 5.

ਅਗਿਨਾਠੰ [agInt] See ਅਗਣਿਤ.
ਅਗੀ [agi] Skt ਅਗਨਿ n fire. 2 fires. “dukh kia

agi mariahI.”—var sarm 1.3 to the fire. “agi
pala kI kare?”—var majh m 2. ‘

ਅਗੁਣ [agun], ਅਰ੍ਰਿੰ [agun] adj without merit,

without skill or art. 2 without worldly desire,

passion and quality of goodness. 3 demerit,

vice. “gun SIkhraI agun parharke.”—GPS.

ਅਗ਼ੁਰੁ [aguru] See ਅਗਰ. 2 adjnot great or weighty.
ਅਗੁਆ [agua] n front, front side. 2 one who
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welcomes. “agua len agau ae.”——caritr 247. 3 a
leaden

ਅਗੂਢ [agudh], ਅਗੂੜ [agur] adj which does not

remain hidden, manifest, well known. “re man

mur, agur ISO prabhu |£ kIh kaj kaho

bIsrayo.”—saveye 33.

ਅਗੇ [age] adv in front, face to face. 2 after

this. 3 formerly. 4 in the next world.

5 manifest. “bhagat jana ki patI rakhe VICI

kaleug age.”—sarm 4. 6 See ਅਗੇਅ.

ਅਗੈ'ਉ [ageu], ਅਗੇਅ [ages] Skt ਗ਼ਕੇਧ adj which
cannot be understood, incomprehensible.

ਅਗੇਹ [ageh] adj without a house, homeless.

ਅਗੇਤਾ [ageta] adv before time, premature. 2 adj
early, early fruit.

ਅਗੋਰਾ [agera], ਅਗੇਰੇ [agere] adv before now,

already. “tan Upjan te hute agere.”—GPS.
ਅਗੇ [age] adv in front, opposite. 2 in the next
world. “age jatI ma jor he.”—var asa.

ਅਗੋਂ [੩86] adv in the first instance, in the first
place, before death. “ago de je cetie, ta kaItU

mIle sajaI.”-asa a m 1. 2 from the opposite

. side, from the front. “t5 uh ag6 aOda mIlIa.”

-JSBB.

ਅਗੋਚਰ [agocar] adj which does not concern the
senses. “agam agocar alakh apara.”——bIIé m

1. 2 not manifest or veritable. 3 hidden,

concealed. “kab-hu na hovhu' drIsatI

agocar.”—-bIIa m 5. 4 Just as ਅਕਿਰਤਘਨ is used
or ਕ੍ਰਿਤਘਨ, ਅਗੋਚਰ is used for ਗੋਚਰ. “jo kachu
drIsatI agocar avat, t5 kahu man maya

thahIravat.”——C3bis.

ਅਗੋਚਰ ਬਸਤੁ [agocar basatu] n the Creator, God.

2 spiritual knowledge.

ਅਗੋਤ [agot] n disappearance of caste; complete

wiping out. This term is used for annihilation

ofthe enemy, meaning that not a single person

of the rival side is left alive. “satru mar kino

agot.”-GPS. 2 a low caste. 3 without any
lineage, casteless.

 



 

 

ਅਗੇਤੀ

ਅਗੋਤੀਂ [agoti] adj not of the same sub-caste.
ਅਗੋਦੇ [agode] adv in the beginning, during the
earliest time. “agode satbhau na dIcs,
pIChode akhIa kémI na ave.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਅਗੋਂਤੀ [agati] adv firstly, formerly, from the
beginning.

ਅਗੌਲ [agal] a village in Amloh sub-division,
police station Bhadson ofNabha state; about

three furlong northeast of the village is a

gurdwara named after Guru Tegh Bahadur.

Formerly there was no gurdwara building;

only an old pipal tree was there under which,

according to tradition, the Guru had rested.

The construction of a building commenced

in Sammat 1976. Bhai Natha Singh ongaul

donated 10 bighas of land to the gurdwara

which he himself is looking after with

dedication and devotion.

This village is to the northeast of Nabha

railway station, 6 miles by unmetalled and 8

miles by metalled road.

ਅਗੰਜ [agéj] adj indestructible, everlasting, See

ਅਗੰਜਾਣ ਅਗੰਜਣ [agéjan agéjan] adj destroyer of

what is not destructible, annihilator of the

unannihilated.

' ਅਗੰਜੁਲਗਨੀਮੇਂ [agéjulganime] —japu adjnot subject
to destruction by the enemies.

ਅਗੰਡ [agéd] adj not having temples etc.
“namastua agédé.”—gyan.

ਅਗੰਤ [agét] See ਅਗੰਤੁਕ.
ਅਗੰਤੀ [agéti] adj countless, numberless, in-
numerable. 2 futuristic. 3 of the future.

ਅਗੰਤੁਕ [agétuk] Sktਧ੍ਯਾ adj(one) who comes;

new comer. 2 cattle grazing on green plants.

3 n a guest. 4 next world, hereafter.

ਅਗੰਥ [agéth] the next world. See ਅਗੰਤ and
ਅੰਗਤੁਕ. “ iha jas pavo, vad sukh hve agéth
me.”—PP.

ਅਗੰਤ [agébh] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਜ਼੍ adj bottomless,
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unfathomable. “agébh he.”——japu.

ਅਗੰਮ [ਗ੍ਝੂਟੋਗ਼] See ਅਗਮ. “agém agém asékh
loa.”—japu. 2 See ਅਗਸ੍ਯ.

ਅਗੰਮਪੁਰ [agémpur] See ਅਗਮਪੁਰ. 2 a village in
police station Anandpur, tehsil Una, district

Hoshiarpur, 25 miles east of Garh Shankar

and Navanshahar Doaba railway station.

There are two gurdwaras in this village:

(a) Holgar, where Guru Gobind Singh,

coming from Anandpur, used to held

congregation at the time ofHola; the gurdwara

has no land attached and the priest is a Singh. .

(b) Dehra Mata Jito J i. She was cremated

in the land of this village in Sammat 1757.

There is a shrine at the cremation site near an

old pipal tiee. It is about 1.5 miles west of

Anandpur. The gurdwara gets monetary grant

of Rs. 100 annually assigned by Bhai Uday

Singh of Kaithal which is received from

village Chiparchiri, district Ambala. Another

grant of an equal amount since the Sikh rule

comes from village Khumerha police station

Anandpur. Twelve ghumaons of land assigned

by the ancestors of Mian Pradyumen Singh

zaildar is also in the name of the shrine. Its

priests are Singhs. See map ofAnandpur.

ਅਗੰਮਪੁਰਾ [agémpura] There is a village named
Balacha'ur in districtAmbala, tehsil and police

station Jagadhari. Half a mile northwest of

this village is Gurdwara Agampura where the

Guru had stayed on his way from Kapalmo-

chan. It consists ofa small building looked

after by Akali Singhs. It has 50-60 bighas of

land donated by the villagers. It is connectd `

with Jagadhari railway station to the northeast

by a seven-mile long metalled road. .

ਅੱਗਾ [agga] n front side. 2 the next world, the
hereafter.

ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯ [agy] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ an ignorant person. 2 un-

educated, illiterate. 3 knowing little, semi
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literate.

ਅਗਜਾਤ [agyat] Skt ਗ਼ਗ਼ਰ adj unknown.

ਅਗਜਾਤਜੋਥਨਾ [agyatjobna], ਅਗਜਾਤਯੋਵਨਾ [agyaty-
avna] In poetics, a type of naive heroine, un-~

aware of her youth.

ਅਗਜਾਨ [agyan] See ਅਗਿਆਨ. In Punjabi it is
mostly written as ਅਗਿਆਨ but, in poetry, in
order to keep correct the number of matras

ਅਗਜਾਨ is written.

ਖ਼ਤ੍ਯਾਨਂਣੌ ‘[ਭਥੂਝੁ/ਕਪਿੱਖ਼ਾ] Pkt ਅਗਸਾਨੀ, ignorant,
ignoramus. “garben agyanno.”—gatha. 2 be-

cause of ignorance.

ਅਗਤਾਨੀ [agyani] See ਅਗਿਆਨੀ. in Punjabi verse

it is better to write ਅਗਸਾਨੀ. See ਅਗਜਾਨ.
ਅਗ੍ਰ [agr] n a facade, front part. 2 adj first,

topmost, foremost. 3 best. 4 chief, headman.

ਅਗੁਹਾਯਣ [agrhayan] See ਅਗਹਨ.

ਅਗ੍ਰਜ [agraj] n the first born, elder brother.

2 adv in the presence of, in front of, before.

“jIm lute te agraj codhari ke.”—c5di 1.

3 already. “agraj Ih balak mastana.”—NP.

ਅਗੂਜਾ [agraja] n the elder sister. 2 the river

Ganga which is the elder sister of all the rivers.

See sanama 160.

ਅਗ੍ਰਣੀ [agrani], ਅਗ੍ਰਣੀਵ [agraniv] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਯੀ adj

leader, headman, chief. “pachékarotI

agrniva .”——sahas m 5.

ਅਗ੍ਰਭਾਗ [agrbhag] n front part, the front. 2 end,
corner. 3 According to the Hindu scriptures,

it is a part of food reserved beforehand for

gods during feasts for the dead ancestors.

ਅਘ [agh] Skt ਗਾਧ੍ vr to commit a sin or crime.
2 n 5ਜੂ੮1.886ਅਘਨਾਸਨ.3 pain, sorrow. 4 irreligion.

5 affliction, evil. “bitat audh karat aghana.”

—saveye ਤੁਧ“ mukhvak m 5. 6 a demon named

Agh. See ਅਘਾਸੁਰ.

ਅਘਓਘਦਲੀ [aghoghdali] adj (one) who destroys
all sins, or eradicates pain and suffering. “sac

kahc”) agh ogh dali sau.”—datt. See ਸਉ.
ਅਘਅੰਤਕ [aghétak] adj who eradicates sins and

ਅਘੜ ਸਿੰਘ

pain. “agétak baden.”—saveye m 4 ke. ‘...say

the destroyers of sins.’

ਅਘਕੰਟ [aghkét], ਅਘਕੰਟਕ [aghkétak] n a thorn

for (rooting out) sin; river Ganga as a thorn to

uproot sins.—sanama 265. 2 (one) who

destroys sins.

ਅਾਧਖੰਡ [aghkhécl], ਅਘਖੰਡਕ [éghkhfadak], ਅਘਖੰਡਨ

[aghkhédan] adjwho negates or revokes sins.

2 who destroys suffering. “sukh sagar aghkh‘éd.”
~sr1' m 5. 3 who eradicates irreligion.

ਅਘਟ [aghat] adj not likely to be. 2 unfit,

unworthy. 3 not likely to decrease; irreducible.

4 without body, formless. “ghat mahI khele

. aghat apar.”—gau kabir ba van.

ਅਘਟਨ ਘਟਨਾ [agatan ghatna] n one who turns

the impossible into the possible; maker ofwhat

cannot be made; maya. “he aghatan ghatna

su ghaneri.”—GPS. ਭੰ _

ਅਘਟਿਤ [aghatIt] adj what has not happened;

what has not been made. 2 impossible. 3 unfit.

ਅਘਨਾ [aghana] ਅਘਗਨ. See ਅਘ. 2 ਅ-ਘਨ not

dense, sparse.

ਅਘਨਾਸ [aghnas], ਅਘਨਾਸਕ [aghnasak], ਅਘਨਾਸਨ

[aghnasan] adj who destroys sin, who

eradicates suffering. “abInasi aghnas.”

—bavan. “aghnasan jagadisurah.”—var jet.

ਅਘਵਾ [aghva] n embodiment or aggregate of

sins. “nam ke let hare aghva.”—krIsan.

ਅਘੜ [ਗ੍ਟੂਸ਼ਿਨੂ] adj unhewn, unmade, unformed.

2 uninstructed, untrained. “gurumukhI bani

aghar ghayavc.”—srdhgosa,tr. ‘Gurmukh forms

speech in the taksal of sangat’. 3 See ਚੰਦਸਤ.

ਅਘੜਸਿੰਘ [aghar sigh] a Sikh warrior, nephew
othai Mani Singh. He killed Momin Khan,

a Pathan of Kasur, who, on the orders of

Murad Begum, headed an a'rmy, roaming

about in the country, to eliminate the Sikhs.

Aghar Singh severed the head ofMomin Khan,

and presented it in a congregation of the

Khalsa in 1757 AD. He fought many battles
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during the invasions ofAhmed Shah Durrani,
and continued to serve the Khalsa with full
dedication.

ਅਘਾ [agha] n plural of ਅਘ. sins. “kotI agha
sabh nas hohI.”—-Var jet. 2 adv forward, be-
yond. “agha sIdhani siga dhaul dIfi.”—c5di
3. ‘Sword cutting through the underworld
went beyond the horns ofthe bull’.
”W'erlaghauna], ਅਘਾਇਣ [aghaIn] v to eat
one’s fill; to overeat; to be satiated. “gobid
japat aghaIn.”——asa chétm 5.
ਅਘਾਸੁਰ [aghasur] n a demon named Agh,
younger brother of Vakasur, and Raja Kans’s
army commander. Under Kans’s orders, he
transformed himself into a python. All the
associates of Lord Krishan entered its mouth
mistaking it for a cave. Krishan after entering
it, expanded his own body so much that the
python exploded. “jivanmurI huti hamri ab
sou aghasur cabgayo he.”—1<rIsan.
ਅਘਾਨਾ [aghana] v to eat one’s fill, See ਅਘਾਉਣਾ.
2 adj satiated. “bahut darab karI man no
aghana.”—gau m 5.

ਅਘਾਰਿ [agharI] adj ਅਘ-ਅਰਿ, enemy of sins;
goodness. 2 Lord Krishan, enemy of demon
Agh.

ਅਾਪਾਵਨ [aghavan], ਅਘਾਵਨਾ [aghavna] v to eat
one’s fill, overeat. See ਅਘਾਉ'ਣਾ. “smut nam
prIa pritI manohar IhE aghavan pan kau.”
—sarm 5.

ਅਘੀ [aghi] adjwho sins. 2 an irreligious person.
3 a libertine. “ham se jU aghi tIn ko gatI
devan.”—NP.

ਅਘੀਜਾ [aghija] adj satiated, surfeit. See ਅਘਾਉਣਾ.
ਅਘੁਟ [aghut] adjdrinking a sip ofwhich is rare.
“aghut émrIt sam.”—paras.
ਅਘੁਲ [aghul] adj free, unbound. See ਅਘੁਲਨਾ.
ਅਘੁਲਨਾ [aghulna] v to get release, achieve
liberation.”tIn ki dhurI aghulie.”—o§kar. 2 to
be different, get separate. “ko guru parsadI

aghule.”jprabha a m 1. See ਘੁਲਨਾ.
ਅਘੂ [aghu] S adj weak. 2 sick.
ਅਘੂਮਨ [aghuman] Skt ਆਘੂਣਨਿ n a feeling of
dizziness; giddiness; falling in a whirl. “gIryo
bhumI jhumyo aghumyo.”—ramav.
ਅਘੂਰ [aghur] adj sans stare, snarl or scowl.
“aghur netr ghumhi.”—-gyan. ‘The stable ones
go about serenely.’ 2 without ill-temper,
serene, steady.

ਅਘੂਰਣ [aghuran] See ਅਘੂਮਨ and ਘੁੰਮਨਾ.
ਅਘੂਲ [aghul] adjwithout dizziness. “karat pan
payukh nIs dIn ram raSIk aghul he.”—saloh.
‘...does not feel dizzy like drunkards.’ 2 See
ਅਘੁਲਨਾ.

ਅਘੋਰ [aghor] adjwho is not formidable; lovely,
beautiful. 2 n Shiv.

ਖ਼ਜ੍ਯੋਰਿ[98}1੦੮]:],ਅਾਪੇਂਰੀ[੩8110ਸਂ] adjwho worships -
Shiv. “jugia aghori mUhI jhori me dharat
he.”~hanu. 2 n Shiv’s attendants. “aghorI aI
agghae kate pare so prasané.”——ramav. ‘Shiv
came and were satiated feasting on warriors
cut into pieces’. 3 a sect founded by Kinanram,
the deviant, who not only advocates the
consumption of wine and meat but also of
excreta as part of religious practice. Aghoris
consider eating in skulls ofthe dead as sacred.
They are also called Kinaramie.
ਅਘੰਨ [agh‘én] short form ਘਿਅਘਗਨ; heap of sins. `
“dekh car'én aghén haryau.”—saveye m 4 I<e.
ਆੜਾ [ac] Skt ਗਾਧ੍ਘਾ to go, walk, respect, beg.
ਅਚਕਡ਼ਾ [ackara] a ganxk metre also called
sragVIni, kamxnimohna and laksmidhara. It
has four lines, each line (having four ragans)
organised as SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS :

Example :

ébIka totla sitla sakIni,

sI'dhuri suprabha subhrama dakIni,
savja sébhri sidhula dukkhri,
sémIla sébhla suprabha duddhri.'—paras.

lThese are all Durga’s names.



   

   
ਅਦਨ

ਅਦਨ [acan] v to eat; to dine, See ਆਚਮਨ.

ਅਚਨਚੇਤ [acancet] adv suddenly, without prior

notice, abruptly.

ਅਚਨਾ [acna] v to eat, See ਅਾਚਮਨ.

ਅਚਰ [acar] adj which does not move, inert.

2 ਅਭੱਖ inedible, not fit for grazing. 3 n the

Creator, who is ever still and stable. 4 lack of

knowledge. “acar cars: ta SIth hoi.”—sorm 4.

ਅਚਰ ਚਰਨਾ [scar carnal v to eat the uneatable.

2 to consume the unconsumable; sins. “acar

care t5 nIrmal hoi.”—dhana m 3. 3 to move

the immovable.

ਅਚਰਜ [acaraj] Skt ਕਸ੍ਯਧੰ n wonder, astonishment,
amazement, surprise. “acarajrup nIréjano.”

~sr1' m 5.

ਅਚਰਣ [acaran] Skt ਆਚਰਣ n behaviour, conduct,

action. “kahiat an, acariat an kachu.”—-sor

ravrdas. ‘One thing is said, but another is

done.’ 2 a carriage such as the chariot, etc.

ਅਰਰੀਅਤ [acariat] behaviourism. See ਅਚਰਣ ].
ਅਚਲ [acal] adj immobile, immovable, fixed.

“acal amar nIrbhe pad pan.”-bIIa m 9. 2 n

a mountain. 3 Pole Star. 4 the Creator. 5 a

village in Gurdaspur district. See ਅਚਲ ਵਟਾਲਾ.

ਅਚਲ ਸਾਹਿਬ [੪੦91 sath] See ਅਚਲ ਵਟਾਲਾ.
ਅਚਲ ਚਲ ਥਪਿਆ [acal cal thapIa] See ਚੰਦਸਤ.
ਅਚਲ ਠਾਟ [੪੦81 that] In music, a scale in which

all tunes can be played without moving the

equippage positionally; it contains pure notes:

saraj, rIsabh, gadhar, madhyam, pécam,

dhevat and nIsad sudh; rIsabh, gadhar,

dhevat and nIsad komal; and madhyam tivar

(slow-fast). They are thirteen notes in all;

depending on the volume they can be

multiplied to 26 and 39. See ਠਾਟ ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਅਚਲਠਾਣ [acal than] immovable place, fixed

position. 2 four stages of spiritual knowledge;

fourth state of the soul ਪਦ. “jaki dr;satI

acalthan.”—savsye m 2 ke. 3. God, Creator.

ਅਚਲ ਬਟਾਲਾ [acal batala] See ਅਚਲ ਵਟਾਲਾ.
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ਅਚਲਮਤਿ [acalmatI] n lasting or unwavering '
intellect. 2 adj possessing firm intellect.

“satIguru purakh acal aclamatI.”——sar m 4.

ਅਚਲਵਟਾਲਾ [acalvatala1Two kos to the south of

Vatala in Gurdaspur district, there is Achal

temple dedicated to Mahadev; The name of

the village has also come to be known as

Achal, after-this temple. Together with Vatala,

it is called Achal Vatala. Here in Sammat

1586 a discourse took place between Guru

Nanak Dev and the Gorakhpanthis described

as Sidhgost in Guru Granth Sahib. “mela sun

SIvratI da baba acalvatale ai.”—BG.

' Shivratri fair is held on the 14lh of the

bright half of the lunar month of Phagun. A

gurdwara was raised where the Guru stayed

is named Achal Sahib. A ber tree from the

time ofthe Guru is still there. Maharaja Ranj it

Singh allotted 150 ghumaons of land to the

gurdwara besides sanctioning an annual grant

of Rs. 50. The priests are Singhs.

ਅਚਲਾ [acla] n the earth.1 2 adj still.

ਅਚਲਾਮਤਿ [aclamatI] See ਅਜ੍ਲਮਤਿ.
ਅਚਲੇਸ [acles], ਅਚਲੇਸੁਰ [96165ਘ]ਅਚਲ-ੲੀਸ਼,

ਅਚਲੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ. adj the mountain-king. 2 n Mahadev,
Shiv, master of Kailash mountain. 3 Shivling

installed in village Achal. See ਅਚਲ and ਅਚਲ

ਵਟਾਲਾ. '

ਅਚਵਨ [acvan] Skt n munching, chewing, eating

food. “acvan lage sarav mIl tab-hi.”—GPS.

2 See ਆਚਮਨ.

ਅਚਾਹ [acah] adj sans desire; without want;

satisfied, patient.

'Sanskrit scholars of ancient times have called the earth
 

Achal (static) and the stars of the firmament as moving.

Guru Gobind Singh interprets Achla as the earth. It does

not end with kings who call themselves bhupati

(husband ofearth). “55g cali abb nahi kahfi ke sac kahS

agh ogh dali sat”). cet re cet acet maha pasu, kahO !‘(6 5ਰੌ8

caii na hali haO."—datt.  



 

ਅਚਾਚੱਲ

ਅਚਾਚੱਲ [acacall] adj without playfulness, not
sprightly, immobile. See ਚਾਚੱਲ.

ਅਚਾਚੇਤ [acacet], ਅਚਾਣਕ [acan‘ak], ਅਚਾਣਚੱਕ

[acancakk] adv suddenly, unexpectedly,’

without prior inkling or warning.

ਅਚਾਣ" [scans] adj who eats. “acané juané.”
-I<aIki. 2 See ਅਚਧ੍ਯ. ' - ,

ਪ੍ਯਾ[੪੦811],ਅਚਧ੍ਯ[8੮81|81<] See ਅਚਾਣਕ. “ban

acan hanyo.’’—krIsan.

ਅਚਾਰ [acar] P Jkipickle; an edible preparation
of salt, chilli, mustard, oil, vinegar, jaggery,

etc. “anIk acaran IIavan thana.”—GPS..2 Skt

ਆਚਾਰ established rules of conduct, character,

social behaviour. “guru mIlI caju acaru
SIkhU.”-sr1' m 5.

ਅਚਾਰਜ [acaraj] See ਆਚਾਰਯ.

ਅਰਾਰਵੰਤ {acarvét} ਅਚਾਰਵੰ'ਤਿ [acarvétI] adjwhose
conduct and manners are good; of noble

character. “acarv§tI sai pardhane.”—majhm 5.

ਅਚਾਰੀ [acari] See ਆਚਾਰੀ.
ਅਚਾਰੁ [acaru] See ਅਚਾਰ 2.

mf‘a3[ac1t]adjinsentient, senseless. “ham aCIt

acet na janhI gatI mItI.”—kan m 4. 2 ate,

tasted. 3 Skt ਅਚਿੱਤ. neither overtly known nor

sincerely learnt.

ਅਚਿੰਤ [aci‘tl-adj free from anxiety, carefree.
“acit hasat beragi.”—sarm 5. 2 ਅਚਿੰਤ੍ਯ, which
cannot be thought of. “acft hamare karaj

pure.”—-bher a m 5. 3 beyond thinking,

forgotten. “citamani acit karae.”—BG fWith

a touch of the Guru’s feet, Worries caused by

thinking drop from the mind.’ 4 adv suddenly,“

without prior thinking. “acft ਨੈਰੋ… karhI

pi'abhu t'In ke jInI harI ka nam pIara.”—sor

a m 3.

ਅਚਿੰਤਦਾਨ [acitdan] n a gift bestowed withoui
asking for it; an unsolicited gifi.

ਅਚਿੰਤਨਿਮਿੰਤਾ [acitanImItta] See ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸੋ‘ਭ੍ਰਿ ((!).
ਅਚਿੰਤਾ [ਰਧਝੂਫਿ਼] n thoughtlessness, lassitude,|ack

of impulse to exert oneself. “cit acfta 53in
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gai.”—bher a m 5. 2. state of being carefree.
ਅਚਿੰਤੁ [acitu] See ਅਚਿੰਤ. 2 n czirelessness,

indifference. 3 state of being carefree. “cita

th apI karaIsi, acitu bhi ape deI.”—-s kabir.

ਅਚਿਤ੍ [aCItr] adj who cannot be depicted.
2 without shape; formless. “su bhute

bhaVIkkhe bhavane ac;tre.”—-aka1.

ਅਚਿਰ [acxr] adv without delay, soon, at once.

ਅਚੁਤ [acut] Skt ਅਚਯੁਤਬਯੰ/"ਹਿ fallen, unpolluted.

2 undripped, not leaking. 3 unmoved, ever

steady. 4 n God, the Creator. “gun gavat acut
abInasi.”—sor m 5.

ਅਚੁਤਗੋਤ੍ਰੀ‘ਚਿਧਧਿਫ਼ੁਧਿਸਂ] adj of infallible descent,
ofGod’s lineage. 2 a saint who discards pride
ofcaste and considers himselfGod’s offspring.

ਅਚੁਤਤਨਹ [acut-tanah] son ofthe infallible One,

son (ਮੰ God, saint. “bhagvan SImran nanak
labdhyé acut-tanéh.”—sahas m 5. 2 infallible
form, indestructible form.

ਅਚੁਤਪੂਜਾ [acutpuja] adjunbroken (uninterrupted)
worship. “acutpuja jog gopal.”—bIIa m 5.

ਅਚੂਕ [acuk] adj unerring, unfailing, sure.

ਅਚੇਤ [acet] adj lacking in consciousness;

insensible. 2 foolish, idiotic. “nar acet ! pap

|€ dar re.”—gaum 9. 3 unconscious, senseless.

ਅਚੇਤਨ [a'cet'an] adj unconscious. 2 entranced,
swooned. 3 imbecile. ~

ਅਚੇਤਪਿੰਡੀ [acetpidi] adjhavingsenseless body;

slothful; lacking in zeal or watchfulness.

“acetpidi agIan 5dhar.”—bIIa m 3 var 7.

ਅਚੇਤਬਿਞਸਥਾ [acethvastha] n condition ofbeing
senseless; torpor.“acetb1vastha mahI

. laptane.’’—-suh1' m 5.

ਅਚੇਤਬੁ'ਧਿ [acetbuth] n mental inertia; a dull
person; fopl.

ਅਚੈਨ [acen] adj restless, perturbed, uneasy. .
…ਅਚੋਰੀ [acori] n absence of theft. 2 adv not

secretly; openly. “javhige mam pran acori.”

—NP. ‘Breathing will stop at the sight of it’.

ਅਚੰਗ [ਰਢਟੋਛੁ] adj without a parallel, the best.



 

ਅਚੰਚਲ

“ਰਢਟੈਥੂ ਠਿ||੦8,})}|088ਗ਼ੁ8.”-8(ਝੂ
ਅਚੰਚਲ [8੦ਰੋ੮81] adj earnest, not playful. 2 sober,

earnest. .

ਅਚੰਭਉ [acébhau], ਅਚੰਭਵ [acébhav],>9{€§!T [acébha],
ਅਚੰਭਿਓ [acétho] 72 an impossible happening,
astonishing event; a surprising matter usually

considered impossible. “kahIo na jai ehu

acébhau.”—gau mala m 5. “ek acébhau

dekhIo.”—s kabir. “sagri ersatI dIkhay

acébhav.”—c3pai. “mahé acébha sabh man

lahyo.”—GPS.

ਅੱਚਵੀ [accvi] n uneasiness, restlessness (as of a

fish out of water.

ਅਚਯੁਤ [acyut] See ਅਚੁਤ.

ਅਛ [ach] See ਅਕ and ਅੱਛ. 2 S ocean, sea.

ਅਛਜ [achaj] adj inglorious, inelegant. “alap

ajog achaj.”—k911<i. 2 n mucous formed in the

eyes.
ਅਛਤ [achat] H adv in the presence of, face to

face. 2 despite the existence of, in the presence

of. “achatraj bIchurat dukh paIa.”—sor

raVIdas. 3 Skt ਅਕਤ adj without a wound,

unhurt. 4 undivided, uncut. 5“ n whole

unbroken grains of rice used in religious

ceremonies. “achat dhup dip arpat hen.”

—hajare 10. 6 (per Katyayan) unhusked barley

grains.

ਅਛਮਾਲ [achmal], ਅਛਮਾਲਾ [achmala] See ਅਕ਼ਮਾਲਾ.

ਅਛਯ [achay] See ਅਕਯ.
ਅਛਰ [achar] adj innocent. guileless. “acchs

achan acchar achar.”—gyan. 2 See ਅਕਰ and

ਅਖਰ. “bavan achar 10k tre.”—gau bavan kabir.

ਅੋਛਰਾ [achr’a] See ਅੱਛਰਾ.
ਅਛਰਾਂਕ [achrfik], ਅਛਰਾਂਗ [achrég] ਅਕਰ-ਅੰਕ n a
seal or stamp with letters inscribed. “dur khare

achrék lavae.”—NP. ‘From a distance (the

navab) got (the shop) sealed’.

ਅਛਲ [achal] adjwithout deception or duplicity,

guileless. 2 who cannot be deceived. “achal

ached apar prabhu.”—dhana m 5.
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ਅਛਲ ਛਲਾ [achal chala] adj not susceptible to

deception, i.e., 'God. “mun: jan gath achal

chala.”—saV£ye m 1 ke. 2 Lachhmi, goddess

of wealth that is not suspectible to guile.

3 wealth which deceives the undeceiving

worshippers.

ਅਛਲੀਂ [achli] See ਅਛਲ.

pahrcanIa.”—asa dhana.

ਅਛਾ [acha] 'See ਅੱਛਾ.
ਅਛਾਈ [achai] n goodness, virtue, cleanliness.

2 kindness, gentleness.

ਅਛਾਣ [achan] S whiteness, brightness.

ਅਛਾਦਨ [achadan] See ਆਛਾਦਨ.

ਅਛਾਚਿਓ [achadIo], ਅਫਾਦਿਆ [achhadIa]
covered, wrapped, See ਆਛਾਦਨ.‘

achadIo prani.”—asa .1111 5.
ਅਛਾਨ [achan], ਅਛਾਨਾ [achana] Skt ਗਂਰ੍ਯ adj not
concealed, evident, apparent, famous. See

ਅਛਰ. 2 Seem.

ਅਛਾਪ [achap] adjwithout imprint or impression;

who does not have identification marks like

conch, shell or quoit, on his body. 2 without a

sign or symbol. .

ਅਛਿਅ [achIa] ਅਕਯਛੂੰ adj indestructible,
imperishable.‘‘achediachIé.’’——aka1.

ਅਛਿੱਜ [acthj] adj not subject to wearing out,
unbroken. “acthj rup anbhe.”—gyan.

ਅਛਿਤ [achIt] See ਅਛਤ 2. “sagal dharam
achIta.”—g5d namdev. ‘while performing all

religious acts.’ 2 Skt ਅਕਿਤ adj‘unbroken,
integral, uniform. “acchu achIt.”—gyan.'

ਅਛਿਤਾ [achIta] See ਅਛਤ 2. “sagal dharam
achIta.”-—g5d namdev. ‘performing all

religious rites.’

ਅਛੁੱਤ [achuttl, ਅਛੁੱਥ [achutth] adj untouched.

2 which cannot be caught. “gae vi; achutthé.”

—ramav.
ਅਛੁਪ [achup], ਅਛੁਪਾ [achupa] Skt ਅਕੁਪ adj

naked, undressed. “rég surég kurég a‘chupa.”

—BG 2 unworthy of touch. See ਛੁਪ.

“achli prabhu

‘ese gunah

 



 

ਅਛ

ਅਛੂ [achu] adj untouched, untouchable. “achhu

tuhi.”—aka1.

ਅਛੂਹਣੀ [achuhni], ਅਛੂਹਨਿ [achuhnI] See ਖੂਹਣਿ.

ਅਛੂਤ [achut] adj untouchable “achut.”—japu.
2 low born; untouchable, whom to touch is

regarded sinful.

ਅਛੇਉ [acheu] adj impregnable, which cannot
be pierced. 2 unseverable.

ਅਛੋਹ [acheh], ਅਛੇਹੂ [achehu] adjwithout a hole,

unpunctured. 2 uncut, undivided. “pad

arbidan prem achehu.”——GPS. 3 boundless,
much. “bhayo saneh acheh duhan man.”—GPS.
ਅਛੈਦ [ached] Skt ਅਛੇਰ੍ਯ adj impregnable,
indivisible. “ached he.”——japu.

ਅਛੈਪ [achep] 866 ਆਕੇਪ.
ਅਛੇਪਕ [achepak] adj who slanders. 2 who
throws. 3 who inserts additional matter in a

book; who interpolates.

ਅਛੇਮ [achem] n lack of ਕੈਮ (auspiciousness),
inauspiciousness. 2 disquietude.

ਅਛੇਵ [achev] adjfaultless. 2 ਅਛੇਦਜ਼ impregnable.
“achev hari.”é-al<a1.

ਅਛੈ [ache] adj indestructible.
ਅਛੋਤ [achot], ਅਛੋਤਾ [achota] adj involved,

unengrossed, untouched. “kaval achota.”-—BG

2 See ਅਛੂਤ.

ਅਛੋਪ [achop] See ਅਛੁਪ and ਆਛੋਪ. 2 of no
' consequence, trivial, small. 3 naked.

ਅਛੋਭ [achobh] adj without ਕੋਤ (fluster); calm,
quiet, patient, without playfulness.

ਅੱਛ [acch] Ravan’s son Aksh, See ਅਕ. “pur jar

acch kumar Che ban tarke phIr aIyo.”-—ramav.

2 birds such as bluejay, "etc. “kete nabh bic acch .

pacch ko kar‘ége bhacch.”—aka1. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਦਰ 11

crystal. 4 clean water. 5 adj clean, clear. 6 sacred.

7 sectarian scholars define it is mean an egg.

ਅੱਛ ਕੁਮਾਰ [acch kumar] Ravan’s son, Aksh, who

_ was killed by Hanuman. See ਅਕ and ਅੱਛ ].

ਅੱਛਰ [acchar] See ਅਕਥ and ਅਖਰ. “acchar adI

anil anahat.”—saveye 33.
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ਅੱਛਰਾ [acchra] Skt ?ਸ੍ਯ-ਯ n a female denizen of
the land of gods; a fairy, nymph, See ਅਪਸਰਾ.

2 adj having beautiful eyes, fawn-eyed.

“VIlok acchran ko apacchra lajavhi.”—ramav.

See ਮੱਛਰਾ. 3 Skt ਅਕਰਾ n utterance, narration,

speech.

ਅੱਛਰਾ ਪੱਛਰਾ ਮੱਛਰਾ [acchra pacchra macchra] See

ਅਛੁਧਾ 2 and ਮੱਛਰਾ.

ਅੱਛਰੀਂ {acchri} adj of ਅਕਰ, of a character, or a

letter. 2 n a fairy, nymph. 3 See ਅੱਛਰਾ 2.

ਅੱਛਾ [accha] Skt ਗ਼ਦਵੂਨੁ adjclean water. 2 a crystal.
3 a bear. See ਵਛ.

ਅੱਛੇਕ [acchek] ਅਕਿ-ਏਕ. one eye. “acchek
kupé.”—paras. ‘One eye is like a well’.
ਅਛੁ [achr] a character, letter (of alphabet). “su

kabo! tahI achr bana katho.”——ramav. 2 an

eye. “mates sabad prIthme ucarI achr sabad

pun dehu.”—sanama. milter’s eye.

ਅਛੂ’ ਪਛੁ [achr pachr] 318R ਧੂਦਾਵ੍ਡ਼ desire to know

letters (ofalphabet); questions about grammar.

“achr ke pachr ke SIddh sadhe.”—aka1.

2 sectarian scholars interpret it as this and the

next world; here and there.

ਅਫ੍ਰਾ [achra], ”ਫ੍ਰੀ [achri] a fairy, celestial

damsel. “ghumét gen achri uchah.”—I<alki.
2 When ਅਡ੍ਰਾ, ਪਡ੍ਰਾ and ਮਫ੍ਰਾ occur together, the

sectarian scholars interpret them as a woman

ofthis world, a fairy ofparadise and a female

of the underworld respectively. See ਅਛੁ.

ਅਜ [aj] Skt ਅਰ੍ਯ advtoday. “calan aj kI kal.”

—s farid. 2 Skt ਕਰ੍ vr to throw, drive, go, run.
3 Skt ਧ੍ਯ adj who does not take birth. “aj

abInasi jotI prakasi.”—saloh. 4 n Brahma. “ਗ੍“

sIv Indr ramapatI thade.”——saloh. 5 a billy

goat. “aj ks vaSI guru kino keharI.”—asa m

5. ‘...put pride in subjection to humility.’

6 the moon. 7 sonof king Raghu of the solar

clan and ruler of Ayodhya, who was the

husband of Indumati and father of Dashrath.

“tare putr hot bhayo aj bar.”—VN. 8 Cupid.



ਅਜਸ

9 the Creator. 10 P )1 part from. “dolte az mah
ta mahi turast.”—zfdgi.

ਅਜਸ [ajas] n infamy, ignominy.

nahI dare kur.”—GPS.

ਅਜਸੇਨ '[ajsen] son of Janmejay who is also
known as Ajay Singh.

_ਅਜਹਤਿ ਲੱਛਣਾ [ajhatI lacchna] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਛਜ੍ਯਯਾੰ n a
distinction of the figurative sort in which the

predicate has a meaning other than its literal

sense. In ‘Thieves slipped away as soon as

they saw black uniform.’ black uniform

signifies policemen in addition to the dress.

ਅਜਹੂ [ajahu], ਅਜਹੂ [ajhu], ਅਜਹੂੰ [ajhfi] adv even
now, still, despite this. “aj-hu bIkar na
chodai.”—bI1a kabir. “ajhu kachu bIngo nahi”

~t1'15g m 9.

“Is lok ajas

ਅਜਕਲ [ajkal] Skt ਅਰ੍ਯ ਕਨ੍ਯ today and tomorrow.‘
2 dilly dallying. “ajkal kardIa kal bIaps.”—vac_i

alahnim 1. 3 a little time, brief duration.

ਅਜ਼ਖ਼ੁਦ [azxud] P „ਤੁ j, part by oneself, personally.

ਅਜਗਰ [ajgar] n a swallower of goat; a large

snake, python. “ajgar bhar lode atI bhari.”

—ma1a m 1. 2 adj very heavy, weighty.

3 painful. 4 difficult. “ajgar kapat kah-hu kIu

khule.”—maru solhe m 1.5 See ਉਨਮਾਨੁ.

ਅਜਗਰੁ [ajgaru] See ਅਜਗਰ.

ਅਜਗੈਬ [ajgeb] P J)! adv from an unseen
place,'1.6. from the other world.

ਅਜਗੈਬੀ ਫੌਜ [ajgebi phoj] n an army of martyrs,
army coming from some invisible place. See

ਅਜਗੈਥ.
ਅਜੱਗ [ajagg] adj without a religious sacrifice.

2 SUpernatural, not of this world. “sokhaggé
adaggé ajagg”.a”—kaIk1'. ‘the sword, unblem-

ished and exceptional.’

ਅਜਦਹ [ajdah], ਅਜਦਹਾ [ajdaha] P ],ਭੰ! a python.

2 a snake. “cfi tOd ajdah.”—ramav.

ਅਜਨ [ajan] adj without any human being;

desolate. 2 without birth. 3 See ਅਜਿਨ.
ਅਜਨਬੀ [ajnabi] A ਗੀ adj marginal, unknown.
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2 foreign.

ਅਜਨਮ‘ [ajanam], ਅਜਨਮਾ [ajanma] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯ adj

who does not take birth, beyond birth.

ਅਜਨਾਸ [ajnas] A dc?! plural ਧਿਜਿਨਸ things,
samples.

ਅਜਨੇ [ajne] adeithout knowing, unknowingly,

by mistake. “bhrI ttan mo ajne tum tat anyo.”
-—I<rIsan.

ਅਜਨੰਦਨ [ajnédan] n 500‘01ਰ੍`ਅਜ, Dashrath.
ਅਜਪ [ajap], ਅਜਪਾ [ajapa] adj which cannot be

recited constantly. 2 who rears goats. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ

11 per yog, recitation ofGod’s name in silence;

mental recitation while thinking of characters

‘ਹੰ’ and ‘ਸ’ (‘ਹੰਸ’ known as gayatri mantar) with
each inhalation and exhalation, respectively.

ਅਜਪਾਜਾਪ [ajapajap] n mental recitation without

the help of the tongue. “ajapa jap na visre.”

—var maIa m 1. “atom updes bhes séjam ko jap
su ajapa jape.”—hajare 102 adj recitation of

the transcendent Creator. 3 recitation without ‘

the aid of a rosary. 4 See ਅਜਪਾ 3.

ਅਜਪੈ [ajape] P 4.)! adv for, for the sake of.
2 therefdre.

ਅਜਬ [ajabIA J adjsurprising, strange, novel.

“ajab kém karte harI kere.”—majh a m 3. 2 a

resident of Daroli and brother of Umar Shah,

who became a disciple of ’Guru Arjan Dev.

Appointed as a masand (Sikh preacher-cum-

collector), he served the congregation at

Amritsar. See ਡਰੋਲੀ and ਨੰਦ ਚੰਦ.
ਅਜਬ ਅਜਾਬਾ [ajab ajaba] adj stranger than the

strange, strangest. “patIt udharan ajab

ajaba.”-BG

ਅਜਬ ਸਿੰਘ [ajab sigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਅਜਬਾ [ajba] a varnIk metre also called akva,

kanya and tirna. It is a stanza of four lines,

each line being organised as SSS, S.

Example:

laggE tiré, bhagé bhiré.

ਲ਼ੀ r055 rujjhe, asté jujjhe.—rama v.

 



 

. ਅਜਬਾਂਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ

ਅਜਬਾਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [ajbakrItI] ਅਜਬ-ਆਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ a strange
form, quaint shape. .“ajbakrItI hE.”—-japu.

ਅੁਜਮ [ajam] A ਨੰ adjmute, dumb. 2 n The Arabs

call Iran and Turan ajam because they regard

it as a country ofdumb people. As compared

with them they do not consider the latter as

good speakers. “hakayat sunidem sahe

ajam.”—hakayat 8. -

ਅਜ਼ਮਤ [ajmat] A ਆੰ glory, greatness.

2 grandeur, veneration. 3 a miracle.“‘sara than

ks azmat den.”—GPS.

ਅਜਮਾਉਣਾ [ajmauna] v to test, try, put on trial,

experiment with.

ਅਜ਼ ਮਾਹ ਤਾ ਮਾਹੀ [az mah ta mahi] P (54, t ,L ji.
from the moon to the fish, or from the sky to

the underworld. See ਅਜ 10.

ਅਜਮਾਨਾ [ajmana] See ਅਜਮਾਉਣਾ.

ਅਜਮਾਯਸ਼ [ajmayas] P flu? n a test, trial, an
examination. See ਆਜ਼ਮੂਦਨ.

ਅਜਮੀਢ [ajmidh] See ਹਸ੍ਵਿਨਾਪੁਰ.
ਅਜਮੁਖ [ajmukh] n one whose face is like that

ofa goat, son of Brahma. See ਦਕ 2.

ਅਜਮੇਧ [ajmedh] n an oblation accompanied by

the killing of a goat. “gavalébh ajmedh

aneka.”——ramav. _

ਅਜਮੇਰ [ajmer] ਸ਼੍ਯਧੇਞ n a town founded by Raja
Ajaypal ofthe Chauhan dynasty in Sammat 202,

which is now an important city in Rajputana.

Here is the mausoleum ofthe famous Muslim

saint Khwaja Muinuddin Chisti' who died in
'This Muslim saint was born in central Asia in 1 |42 AD.
 

He visited Samarkand, Baghdad, Jilan, Hamdaan and

Mecca in pursuit ofreligious knowledge. He was greatly

influenced by the Sufi Saint Sheikh Abdul Qadir Jilani. '

He reached Ajmer in I I66 AD and preached Islam

till the age ofseventy. After converting a Hindu saint of

Ajmer into a Muslim, he married a Rajput wbman. His

daughter, Bibi Hafiza Jamal. also preached Islam far and

wide. Thousands of Hindus and Muslims visit his

mausoleum from far off places.
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ਅਜਰਜਰਣਾ

1235 AD. It is called Khwaja Sahib di Dargah.

In history books a wonderful story is related

about it. In the course of an expedition,

attendants of the Dargah used to unstring the

bows of the commanders and keep them in

the mausoleum for the night. The folllowing

morning he, whose bow was found duly strung,

was considered one chosen by God to lead

the expedition and become the ruler. Per the'

custom, when Darashakoh’s bow was found

strung, Aurangzeb after being enthroned, got

the whole matter examined and discovered

that there was a tunnel connecting the room

where bows were placed with the house of

the priest who'used to string one of the bows

during the night. “an ghar te surég ke rahu.
jaI mujavar médIr mahu. 5dar dehI kaman

cadhaI. IS bIth rakhi banat banaI.”——GPS.

ਅਜਮੇਰ ਸਿੰਘ [ajmer sigh] See ਬਹਮੀ ਸ਼ਾਹ.
ਅਜਮੇਂਰਚੰਦ [ajmer céd] son of Raja Bhim Chand
who without any reason but like his father,

was an opponent of Guru Gobind Singh.

ਅਜਮੇਰ ਵਿਚ ਕਮਾਣ ਚੜ੍ਹਨੀ [ajmer VIC kaman carhni]
See ਅਜਮੇਰ.

ਅਜਯ [ajay] adj unconquerable, invincible

ਅਜਯਾ [ajya] Skt n hemp, cannabis. 2 Bhai

Gurdas has used this word in place ofa nanny

goat. “ajya adhin tate param paVItr bhai.”

—BGK.

ਅਜਰ [ajar] adj intolerable.‘‘sadhu ks ségI ajar

sahe.’’—su1<hmani. 2 Skt sans ਜ੍ਯਾ (old age), _

ever young, new. 3 A ਗ਼ n reaction, conse-

quence. 4 See ਅਜਿਹ 2. 5 who never gets old;
ideas. “ajar gahu jarIle amar gahu mania.”
—maru m 1.

ਅਜਰਸੁਖ [ajarsukh] adj ever new happiness,
permanent comfort. ‘
ਅਜਰ ਜਰਣਾ [ajar jarna] v to tolerate the
intolerable, digest the indigestible. “ajar pad
kese jarau.”—kalI m 5.

 



  

  
ਅਜਰ੍ਯਦ

ਅਜਰਪਦ [ajar pad] See ਅਜਰ ਜਰਣਾ.

ਅਜ਼ਰਾਈਲ [ajrail], ਅਜਰਾੲੀਲੁ [ajrailu] See ਫਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ.
“ajrailu pharesta tIlU pi_re ghani.”—gau var I

m 5.

ਅਜਰਾਨਾ ਕਲਾਂ [ajrana kalé] a village in tehsil
Thanesar ofKarnal district. It has a gurdwara

named after Guru Teg Bahadur.

ਅਜਰਾਮਰ [ajramar], ਅਜ੍ਯਾਵਰ [ajravar] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਹਸ੍ਯ

adj free from old age and death. 2 better than

gods, i.e. lord of gods. “ਪਿੰ ajravar amar tfi.”

—maru a m 1. 3 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਹਰ੍ਵਚ੍. spread on the

way, scattered on the road. “latte”: heth latarie

ajravar ghahu.”—BG

ਅਜਲ [ajal] adj without water. 2 A w; n time to

die. 3 death. 4 appointed time. 5 old,

venerable (person). 6A J}; beginning. 7time

past that cannot be determined.

ਅਜਞ [ajav] without movement. 2 weak. 3 See

ਅਜਬ. 4A ,2! a limb.

ਅਜਵਾਇਨ [ajvaIn], ਅਜਵਾਯਨ [ajvayan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਯਵਾਫਿ਼ਧ੍ਯਾ
and ਯਵਯੀ n parsley seed or plant resembling

aniseed; a kind of medicine beneficial for

digestion. “yéko anupan ajvayan.”—NP. See

ਅਠਪਹਿਰੀ and ਜਵਾਯਨ.
ਅਜਾ [aja] n a nanny goat. “aja bhogét kéd

mulé.”-sahas m 5. 2 wealth. 3 nature. “jih

satta ke aja aléba.”—NP. 4 adj unborn, free of

birth. “ਗੁੰਬ he, aja he.”—japu. 5 a varnIk metre,
also called ajén. It has four lines, each being

organised as I55, 5’|5, |, 5 :

Example:

ajite jit jitke,

abhiri bhaj bhirU hve,

SIdhare cinraj pe,

sathoi sarb sath k£.—-1<aIki.

6 A La“ limbs, collectively so regarded.

ਅਜ਼ਾਂ [92ਕੇਂ] PM” part from that, with or by means

^ of that. 2 for him.
ਅਜਾਆ [aja-a], ਅਜਾਇ [ajaI], ਅਜਾਂਇਂ [ਗ੍'ਬੋਂਗ਼ੁ] ਰ੍ਵ੍ਰਅਜਾਯੋਂ

A 8L3 adj useless, for nothing. “mfida mfid
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ajaI.”-s kabir. “so dIn jat ajae.”—gau m 5.

2 unborn, eternal. ‘FajaI jarabIn.”—saveye 33.
3 who has no place; not living at any particular

place. “namasté ajae.”—japu.

ਅਜਾਇਬ [ajaIb] P 4t; plural ਗੰਅੁਜੀਬ and ਅੁਜੀਬਹ,
strange, quaint, majestic. “ajaIb bIbhute.”

—japu. 2 brother of Umar Shah and Ajab and
a loving disciple oquru Arjan Dev. See ਅਜਬ.

ਅਜਾਇਬ ਸਿੰਘ [ajaIb sigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਅਜਾੲੀ [ajai] in vain, useless. See ਅਜਾਇ.

“manmukh karam kare ajai.”—prabha am 5. 2 a

wrong place. “bhula phire ajai.”—prabha m 1.

ਅਜਾਏ [ajae] See ਅਜਾਇ.

ਅਜਾਹ [ajah] without a specific place. “ajah

hs.”—japu. 2A (,1?! n a curtain, screen. 3 a cover

for the pillow, quilt, etc.

ਅਜਾਦੀ [ajaci] adj unestimated, inestimable,
beyond estimation. “amar ajaci harI mIle.”

—o§n1<ar. “tolau nam ajaci.”—maru m 1.

“satIgurU te magaU nam ajaci.”—maru soIhe

m 4. 2 adv without asking for, without

begging. 3 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿਕ਼ਯੰ/ (one) who does not

beg or ask for. .

ਅਜਾਣ [ajan], ਅਜ"ਧ੍ਯਾ [ajanéta] adj devoid of
knowledge, unknowing, ignorant. “soi ajan,

kahe me jana.”—asa m 5. “pukaréta ajanéta.”

~var sar m 1. ‘reads the scripture but

understands it not.’ S ਅਜਾਟਿੰਦੋ.
ਅਜਾਤ [ajat] Skt ਧ੍ਯ1ਰ adj who is not born. “ajat

he.”—japu. 2 Skt ਗਡ੍ਜ੍ਯ untraced, unknown,

without trace. “krIpan ban bah-hi, ajat ég lah—

hi.”—VN. ‘With alacrity they strike with

swords and arrows and unknowingly cut off

the limbs’. 3 See ਅਜਾਤਿ 2 and 3.
ਅਜਾਤ ਸ਼ੜੂ [ajat satru] adj whose enemy is not
born; without any enemy. 2 Guru Nanak Dev.

3 King Yudhishthir. 4 a scholarly king of

Kashi who imparted spiritual instruction to a

Brahman.l 5 Bimbsar’s son and king of

ਛੂਛੂ Koshitaki Upnishad, Ch. 4.
  



 

 

ਅਜਾਝਸਾਗਰ

Rajgrih who killed his father but later

repented a lot and became a Buddhist. He

ascended the throne around 554 BC and died

in 527 BC. Darshak was the son ofAjatshatru

and Uday was his grandson.

ਅਜਾਤ ਸਾਗਰ [ajat sagar] See ਅਜਾਤ ਪੰਥੀ-

ਅਜਾਤਪੰ'ਥੀ [ajat péthi] members of an Udasi sect
founded by Bhagat Bhagvan. Surjan Das

belonged to this sect. His seat was at Ajneval

in Gujranwala district. He described himself

as free from any sham or sect, for which his

followers came to be known as Ajat Panthi.

Surjan Das compiled a granth named “Ajat

Sagafii

ਅਜਾਤਿ [ajatI] adj without caste. “jatI me me
ave so ajatI 1<€ 1<€ jan jIy.”-—gyan. 2 of a low

caste. “jatI ajatI namu jInI thaIa, tInI

param padarath paIa.”——Vad Chétm 4. 3 P :UT

free, unbound, without shackles. “jo lauda

prath kia ajatI.”-—asa m 5. ‘The disciple

whom the master has set free.’

,ਅਜਾਤੁ [ajatu] adj belonging to a low caste.

. “suansatr ajatu sabh te.”—1<eda r'aVIdas. ‘A

dog-eater belongs to the lowest caste.’ See

ਸੁਅਾਨ ਸਤੁ.
ਅਜ਼ਾਦ [ਗੁੰਥੂਘੰ] See ਆਜ਼ਾਦ. “ajad he.”—japu.

ਅਜਾਦਿ [ajadI] ਅਜ - ਆਦਿ Brahma, etc.
ਅਜਾਦੀ [ajadi] See ਅਜਾਦਿ and ਆਜ਼ਾਦੀ.
ਅਜਾਨ [ajan] adj without knowledge, ignorant.

“jane kahfi ajan.”—GPS. 2 Skt ਆਜਾਨੁ adj upto

the knee. “bhuj bar ajan.”—ramav. 3 A um n

advertisement. 4 a call from the mosque or its

minar for Muslim prayer, also called bag. The

practice ofazan commenced from the time of

prophet Muhammad. According to rules, azan

call is given with face towards Mecca and

ears plugged with fingers. Foul men,

drunkards and women do not have the right

to give this call.

ਸ਼੍ਯ [ajanéd] n a nanny goat’s offspring, a

ll] ਅਜਾਬਾ

billy goat. 2 son ofKing Aj, Dashrath. “ajanéd

juko sat?) 10k jane.”—carItr 102.

ਅਜਾਪ [ajap] adjwhich cannot be recited, which

has no recitation. “jap ke kIye‘te jope payat

ajap dev.”—aka1. '

ਅਜਾਧ ਜਾਪ [ajap jap] adj reciting the name of

One (God) who cannot be contained in

repetition. 2 See ਅਜਪਾ ਜਾਪ. “ajap jap jap-hi.”

—suraj.

ਅਜਾਪਾਲ' ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ [ajapal sigh baba] The
antecedents of Baba Ajapal Singh are not

known to any one. In which town or family he ‘

took birth, ofthis nothing is known. He was a

teacher of weaponry, a reciter of the divine

Nam and was’ the embodiment of meditation. '

Reference to his aiding some Rajput noble of

Bhadra town in Rajputana in Sammat 1812,
and to his stay in ajungle of Jind near Patiala

have come down but their full details are not

available. During Sammat 1830 this revered

person stayed in a grove near Nabha and

continued to live there till his death.l Here he

preached the Sikh faith and imparted weapon-

training with full zeal and fervour. His

weapons are still displayed in the gurdwara

here. His great devotee, Baba Sarup .Singh,

was among my (the author’s) elders. After the

death of Baba Ajapal Singh, he was appointed'

‘ chief priest ofthe gurdwara. See ਸਰੂਪਸਿੰਘਬਾਬਾ.
ਅਜਾ ਪ੍ਰਸੂਨ [aja prasun] a billy lamb, a goatling.

-GV 10. '

ਅਜਾਥ [ajab] A WLia n pain, suffering. 2 calamity,

adversity. 3 admonition about hell. “toba

pukare jo pave ajab.”—nasihat. 4 See ਅਜਾਇਬ
and ਅਜਾਬਾ. “pIkh sah ajab.”—GPS. “sabad

rababi rag ajab.”-'GPS. -

ਅਜਾਬਾ [ajaba] A a,lf adj strange, wonderful,

surprising. “aVIIOkat he an rup ajaba.”—NP.

See ਅਜਾਇਬ.

'Babaji passed away on Jeth Sudi Sammat 1869.
 



ਅਜਾਮਤ

ਅਜਾਮਰ [ajamar], ਅਜਾਮਲ [ajamal], ਅਜਾਮਲੁ
[ajamalu], ਅਜਾਮਿਲ [ਰ]ਕ…ਗ਼ੁ1]ਧ੍ਯ([ਮਂਖ਼ੀਖ਼1888)ਆ{ਰ
(deathless) n a wicked brahman ofKanauj who
married a prostitute. Ten s_ons were born to
her. In Bhagatmal and Bhagvat it is mentioned
that the youngest son was named Narayan. So
Ajamal got liberated, found salvation because
he would repeat the name Narayan.l “bIadh
ajamalu tariale.”—gau namdev.
ਅਜਾਮੇਧ [ajamedh] See ਅਜਮੋਧ.
ਅਜਾਮੇਲ [ajamel] See ਅਜਾਮਿਲ. - ‘
ਅਜਾਯ [ajay] adj unborn, not liable to birth.
2 without ਜਾਯ (any particular place).
ਅਜਾਯਬ [ajayab] See ਅਜਾਇਬ.
ਅਜਾਰ [ajar] P ਭੰ…ਭੰ n torment, suffering, distress.
“deI ajar garib nfi.”—mago. 2 See ਇਜਾਰ.
ਅਜਾਰਾ [ajara] a contract. See ਇਜਾਰਾ. “sabh desan
par badh ajarei”—GPS.

ਅਜਾਲੀਂ [ajali] n a goatherd, shepherd. “tIs chIn
ek ajali ayo.”~GPS.
ਅਜਿਤ [ath] adj invincible.-
ਅਜਿਤੇ‘ਦ੍ਹੀ [athédri] Skt ਗ਼ਕਿਰੈਢਿਧ adjwho has no
control over his senses.
ਅਜਿੱਤ ਗਿੱਲ [3th gIll] a village in tehsil and
police station ofKot Kapura in Faridkot state.
About one furlong south of the village is a
gurdwara named after Guru Gobind Singh.
The Guru stayed here and adorned his turban.
'There is no building except only a platform
ofthe shrine. The place is also called Gurusar.

' It is about two miles east of the railway
station Rumana Albel Singh.

ਅਜਿੱਤਾ [athta] a Randhava jatt, headman of
village Pakkho in Gurdaspur district who
attained salvation by becoming a disciple of
Guru Nanak Dev. His conversation with the
Guru figures in detail in thezJanam' Sakhis.
ਅਜਿਨ [ajIn] Skt n a skin, hide. 2 a goat’s hide.
3 a deer skin.

'See Bhagwat Sakandh 6, Ch. 1, 2 and 3.
 

l]2 ਅਜੀਤ ਸਿੰਘ

ਅਜਿਰ [ajIr] Skt n a courtyard, compound within
the house. 2 air, wind. 3 body. 4 a frog.
ਅਜੀ [aji] part a form of polite addreSs.
ਅਜੀਂ [afi] P Lg)! part from this; from this place.
ਅਸੀ ਆਮਰੀ [aji amri] Skt ਗਧ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯ adj free from
old age and death. 5‘aji amri nIvalka karam
vare.”—datt.

ਅਜੀਹ [ajih] adj who has no tongue; sans taste.
2 dumb, mute. 3 which cannot be described
in speech; inexpressible, ineffable. '
ਅਜੀਜ [ajij] A 27 adj dear, lovable, beloved.
2 n a friend. “ajijul nIvaj he.”—japu. 3 God,
the Creator.

ਅਜੀਜੁਲ ਨਿਵਾਜ [ajijul nIvaj] adj (one) who
bestowscomfort on his devotees. See ਅਜੀਜ,
ਅਜੀਟਨ [ajitan] E Adjutant, an army assistant,
who is a subordinate rank-holder and helps

* his army commander.
ਅਜੀਤ [ajit] See ਅਜਿਤ. “11ਏਂ jug bir ajit bade Ik
kal duti man sur karare.”—saloh.
ਅਜੀਤ ਸਿੰਘ [ajit sigh] the eldest son of Guru
Gobind Singh, born to Mata Sundari on 23
Magh Sammat 1743. He laid down his life
fighting bravely in the battle at Chamkaur on
8 Poh Sammat 1761. "

2 a son of a goldsmith adopted by Mata
Sundari for his resemblance with her late son.
Once when he put on weapons given by the
tenth Guru to Mata Sahib Kaur, and also
trimmed his hair, Mata Sundari disowned him.
Emperor Farrukhsiyar got. him killed on the
charge ofmurdering a poor beggar in Sammat
1775. l-Iis maUsoleum is near Sabzi Mandi in ‘
Delhi where a sect named after him holds the
annual fair. See ਹਰੀ ਸਿੰਘ. ‘

3 according to Bandai Sikhs, son of Baba
Banda Bahadur born in Sammat 1777.

4 son of Raja Jaswant Singh of Jodhpur
born in Sammat 1736 who died in Sammat ’
1781. King Farrukhsiyar is Supposed to have
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married his daughter.

5 son of Raja Sahib Singh of Patiala born

to Rani Anand Kaur on Bhadon Sudi 6 Sammat

1866 (1 August 1809 AD). He was the

younger brother of Maharaja Karam Singh.

6 Ajit Singh Sandhavalia who killed Maharaja

Sher Singh, king ofLahore with his gun before

he was put to death. See ਸ਼ੇਰ ਸਿੰਘ. 7 See ਸਾਹਿਬ

ਸਿੰਘ 4 and ਵੇਦੀ ਵੰਸ਼.
ਅਜੀਤ ਗੜ੍ਹ [ajit garh] There is a gurdwara to the

north of Bandar village, dedicated to Guru

Gobind Singh who came here from Bhagta. It

has 14 ghumanon ofland donated by the village.

The gurdwara'was'first raised by Sant

Sampuran Singh. A fair is held here on lst of

Baisakh and on Lohri.

This village is in police station Baghevala,

tehsil Moga, district Ferozepur, 9 miles east

of the nearest railway station Jaito. ’

ਅਜੀਤੋ ਮਾਤਾ [ajito mata] See ਜੀਤੋ ਮਾਤਾ.

ਅਜੀਬ [ajib] A „,ਤੂੰ adj strange, uncommon,

supernatural.

ਅਜੀਮ [ajim] A (3” adjgreat, eminent. “hariphul

ajims.”—japu. ‘stronger than the competitors,

that is strongest of all.’

ਅਜੀਮਾਬਾਦ [ajimabad] See ਪਟਨਾ.
ਅਜੀਮੁੱਸ਼ਾਨ [ajimussan] A 0w! (3” adj exercising

great influence; claiming majesty.

ਅਜੀਰਣ [ajiran] Skt ਗ਼ਯੀਯੰ adj which does not
become old. 2 n dyspepsia, (“$5 ’in Arabic/

Persian, indigestion, also called ajiran or

modaganx. It is caused by overeating, exertion
with filled stomach, untimely sleep, grief,

swimming immediately after eating, etc.

Fasting is good for a dyspeptic patient. Black

cumin, corriander seed, pepper longum, black

pepper, ginger, patraj (pollen of flowers),

aniseed kernel, root of long pepper, extra,

curcuma reclinata, myrobalan, ébalbed,

cardamom, common salt, black salt, all in

equal measure should be mixed to make curan.

This should be taken in dozes of one and a

half to two masas with water twice a day into .

a ground to cure dyspepsia.

ਅਜ਼ੀਵ [ajiv] adj inanimate, lifeless, inorganic.
2 inorganic matter_.

ਅਰ [aju] adv today. “aju n3 suti két SIU.”

—s farid. that is, ‘in this human body.’
ਅਜੁਗਤ [ajugat] ‘ਧੂ/(ਸ਼ੱਅਯੁਕੂ adjwhich is not united,
separate. 2 unworthy, improper. “sakhi VICC

ajugta paIke.”—JSBM
ਅਜੁਟ [ajut] adj not united, separate. 2 un-

matched, unique.

ਅਰਥਿਅਾ [ajutha], ਅਜੁਧ੍ਯਾ [ajudhya] See ਅਯੋਧ੍ਯਾ.

ਅਜੁਰਦਾ [ajurda] P ,…੦,’ adjdistressed, unhappy,

grieved, distressed. 2 over-wrought,

perplexed, its root is azurdan. (causing pain,
aggrieving)

ਅਰੁ [aju] adj sans birth, unborn. 2 immovable,

.motionless. “aju he.”—japu. See ਜੂ. 3 part a
vocative, ‘yes sir.’

ਅਜੂਨੀ [ajuni] Skt ਅਯੋਨਿ adj without origin.
2 unborn.

ਅਜੂਨੀ ਸੈਭੰ [ajuni sebhé], ਅਜੂਨੀ ਸੰਭਉ [ajuni
sébhau], ਅਜੂਨੀਸੰਭਞ [ajuni sébhav] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਜਿਸ੍ਯਥ
adj who is not born through the vagina.

2 whose existence is not on account ofanother

entity; self perpetuating; 3 sans birth and self

existing. 4 n the Creator, Vahguru.

ਅਜੂਪ [ajup] Sktbflg‘u adj without restriction or ‘

check, unbound. “namasté ajupe.”—japu. 2 Skt
guileness, innocent.

ਅਜੂਬਾ [ajuba] a four line matrIk stanza, each

line having eight matras with pauses at the

end of each set of four matras, the last matra

being guru. It is also known as jivan.

Example:

krudhyo bhai. sar jhar lai.

as sar chore. janU nabh ore.-GV 6.

2A 7,5 adj strange, wonderful, supematuxal.



 

ਅਜੇ

ਅਜੇ [aje] adv now, yet. 2 even now, till now.

3 Skt ਅਜੇਯ adj not worthy of conquest.
ਅਜੇਅ [ajea] See ਅਜੇਯ. .
ਅਜੇਹਾ [ajeha] adj like this, similar, ofthis sort.
ਅਜੇਯੰ [ajey] Skt which is not worth conquering.
“ajeyé abheyé.”——VN.

ਅਜੋਵ [ajev] See ਅਜੇਯ. “ajev hari.”—aI<aI. 2 See
ਅਜਾਇਬ and ਅਂਜੀਂਬ. “rudravtar sfidar ajev.”—-datt.

3 ਅਜ-ਏਵ like Brahma.

ਅਜੋਵੀੰ [ajevi] See ਅਜੋਵ. “alakh abhevi adI
ajevi.”—I<alki.

ਅਜੈ [aje] till now, See ਅਜੇ |. “aje su rabu na
bahurIo.”—S fan'd. 2 ਅਜਯ. n defeat, rout,

reversal. 3 adjwhom it is difficult to conquer;
invincible. “aje ale.”—japu. 4 n the Creator,

God. “aje gég jal ਹਨ੍ਹੇਰੇ] 5']:|<}1 ségatI sabh nave.”

~saveyem 5 ke. 5 Raja Aj, grandfather ofRam

Chandar. “aje su rovs bhikhIa khaI.”—ram var

1 m 1. ‘Raja Aj wept after abdicating the

throne while begging alms in separation from

queen Indumati.’ See ਇੰਦ੍ਹਾਲ਼ਾਫ਼ੀ.

ਅਜੈ ਸਿੰਘ [aje sigh] son of king Janmejay born
to a slave girl. “aje sigh rakhyo rajiputr
suyé.”—janmejay.

ਅਜੈ ਜੈ [aje |£] adjwho conquered the unconque-
rable.

ਅਜੈਮਲ [ajamal] See ਅਜਾਮਿਲ. “ajemal kio bakfith-

hI than.’1—ng namdev.

ਅਜ਼ੋ [azo] P ,,! part from him, from that.

ਅਜੋਹ [ajoh] adj invisible. 2 beyond estimation.
“ajoni ache adI adve ajohé.”—aka1.

ਅਜੋਗ [ajog] Sktnffii'dm adjimproper, inappropriate.
2 incapable. 3 without proper relation.

ਅਜੋਧ [ajodh] Sktmfimadjwho cannot be fought
against. “ajodhasc.”-—gyan.
ਅਜੋਧਨ [ajodhan] See ਪਾਕਪਟਨ. 2 866 ਅਯੇਧਨ.
ਅਜੰਨ [ajon], ਅਜੌਨਿ [ajonI], ਅਜੋਨੀਂ [ajoni] ਲ਼ਾ/ਕਿਅਯੋਨਿ
adj who does not come through the vagina;

beyond birth.

ਅਜੋਂਨੀਸੰ'ਭਉ [੪]'੦|1|5ਟੈ|)}|80] 866 ਅਜੂਨੀ ਸੈਭੰ “ajoni
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5ਰੈ|੭|190 na tIsu bhau na bharma.”—sor m 1.

“abInasi acal ajonisébhau.”~saveye m 4 ke.

ਅਜੌ [aja], mfi" [ਗੁੰਡ] adjeven now, uptil now. “aja
na patIaI nIgam bhae sakhi.”—jet ravdas.

ਅਜੰਗਮ [ajégam] See ਛੱਪਯ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 12. 2 adj who
does not walk around; stationary.

ਅਜੰਨ [ajén] See ਅਜਾ. 2 ਅਜਨ੍ਯ. 866 ਜਨ੍ਯ .

ਮਜ਼ਿੰਭ [ajébh] Skt adjtoothless. 2 n a frog.
ਅਜੰਮ [ajém] ਅਜਨਮ. “ajém he.”-—japu.

ਅੱਜੜ [ਗ੍ਰੀ'ਬਨੂ] n a flock, herd (of goats or sheep)

ਅਝਰ [ajhar] adj which does not drop or fall

off. 2 without dropping

ਅਝਾਤ [ajhat] adj which cannot be glanced at or

peeped into, invisible. “k1 ajhatas.”—gyan.

ਅਝਾਪ [ajhap] adj without a cover or screen,

uncovered. 2 without sloth or lassitude; active.

See ਝਾਪ.

ਅਝੁ [ajhu] n a tear.

ਅਭੂਤ [ajhujh] adjwho cannot be fought against.
“ajhujh he.”—japu.

ਅਝੰਝ [ajhéjh] adj not trembling, steady. See ਝੰਝਾ
. “ajhéjh he.”—japu.

ਅਵਾਣ [ਗ੍ਹਾਕ਼ਸ਼੍] adj without gyan (knowledge),

ignorant, naive. 2 a child. 3 ignorance,
naivety.

ਅਟ [at] Skt ਕਰ੍ vr to go about, loiter, wander.

2 n pricking, planting, drivinginto.‘‘pag me

at 1<ਭੈ੮81<Jase.”.——1<rIsan *

ਅਟਕ [atak] n an obstacle, obstruction. 2 an

impediment. 3 River Atak (Indus). 4 a town'

on the bank of river Atak; a district of this

name in Rawalpindi division also named

Campbellpur.

ਅਟਕਣਾ [atakna], ਅਟਕਨਾ [atakna] v to stop, stay

(temporarily). 2 to fall in love. “atho sut

banIta ség.”~—kan m 5. “atak rahi lakh raj

kumara.”—car1'tr 312.

'Fort ofAtak was built on emperorAkbar's order in 1583

AD. Maharaja Ranjit Singh further fortified it and

stationed a large army there.
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ਅਟਕਰ [atkar] See ਅਟਕਲ “੮ਕੋੰ1<1 nas ghat

atk’arIo.”—caritr 124. ‘thought of a trick to

destroy him’. ,
ਅਟਕਲ [atkal] n a guess. 2 a thought. 3 an

estimate. 4 a know-how; plan.

ਅਟਕਲਨਾ [atkalna] v to guess, evaluat'e. 2 to

consider. 3 to appraise, estimate. “paraIa

chIdr atkale.”—asa m 4.

ਅਟਕਾਉਣਾ [atkauna], ਅਟਕਾਵਨ [atkavan] v to stop,
hinder. “bahurI bahurI atkaVSI re.”—marum

5. ‘gets involved again and again in vices’.

ਅਟਨ [atan] See ਅੱਟਣ and ਅੱਟਣਾ. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਰਜ਼ n a

stroll, walk, travel. '

ਅਟਪਟਾ [atpata] adj topsy turvy. “gInat gIni

atI atpati.”—NP. ‘high and low.’ 2 hard,

_ difficult. 3 tangled. 4 gone astray, stumbled.

ਅਟਲ [atal] adj unm'oving, firmly settled;

inevitable. “atal bacan sadhujana.”—bIIa m 5.

2 Skt ਕਛਾਰ a tower, fort. “bhe nIrbhau harI

atal.”—saveye m 3 ke. ‘Free of fear is God’s

fort’. 3 See ਅਟਲ ਰਾਇ ਜੀ.

ਅਟਲ ਬਾਬਾ [atal baba] See ਅਟਲ ਰਾਇ ਜੀ.

ਅਟਲਮੰਡਲ [8ਣੁ81ਗ਼ਰੇੰਵ੍1੪1] n a true and. holy
congregation. 2 a stage ofspiritual knowledge.

3 a region of the Pole Star. ‘

ਅਟਲਮੰਡਲਵੈ [atalmédalve] n the Pole Star with
, its fixed position. “gath gun dhomu atalmé-

dalve.”—saveye m I ke.

ਪ੍ਯਾਇਿ ਜੀ [atalraI ji] son of Guru Hargobind
and Mata Mahadevi (Mata Nanki ji,

acCording to Suraj Prakash) was born at

Amritsar in‘Sammat 1676 and died at the

same place on Savan Badi 10 (Assu Badi 10

as per GPS) Sammat 1685. His memorial is

a nine-storey building.l Its fdundation was laid

in Sammat 1835 by Sikh devotees; then

Sardar Jodh Singh Ramgarhia got some

storeys added; verandahs ofsome storeys are

lHis memorial is a nine storey building, corresponding
 

to his death at the age ofnine.

yet to be completed. Here cooked food is

always kept ready for visitors by the city-

dwellers. No wonder, there goes the saying -

“baba stall, pakki pakai ghall.”

ਅਟਲਾਧਾ‘ [atladha] adj unavoidable, sure,

inevitable. “Ik sadhubacan atladha.”—sarm 5.

ਅਟਵਿ [ataVI], ਅਟਵੀ [atvi] Skt ਗ਼ਟਥੀ n a forest,

wood; jungle. “mahé UdIan atvi te kadhe.”

—sar m 5.

ਅਟਾ [eta] Skt ਗ਼ਟੂ n a windy upper storey of a

building. See E Attic.

ਅਟਾਕ [atak] n a shield; a cover against the blow

of a weapon. “atak ote.”—ramav. ‘
ਅਟਾਟ [atat] adj without caste 'or sub-caste, See

ਟਾਟ. “atatasc.”—gyan.

ਅਟਾਰ [atar] adj stable, constant. “harI SImrat

amar.atare.”—maru m 5. '

ਅਟਾਰੀ [atari] an attic See ਅਟਾ. 2 a town in

Amritsar district; jats ofSiddhu subscaste live

here. Most renowned ofthem was the hero of

Sikh faith Sardar Sham Singh, the supreme

patriot and the Sikh general who attained

martyrdom while fighting in the battle of

Sabhraon on 10 February.1846.

His daughter Nanki was married with great

pomp and show on March 1837 to Naunihal

Singh, grandson of Maharaja Ranj it Singh.

ਅਟਾਲ [atal] adjunflinching, sure, certain. “tohI

bhag me lIkhyo atal.”——GPS. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼ੂਸ੍ਯ n
dome. 3 a heap, pile.

ਅਟਿਆ [atIa] 886‘ਅੱਟਣਾ. 2 See ਅਟਨ.
ਅਟੀ [ati] short form forਅਟਵੀ. a hazardousjungle.

“‘ati bIkti.”——ramav. 2 See ਅਟਨ and ਅੱਟਣਾ.

ਅਟੁਟ [atut], ਅਟੂਟ [atut] adjflawless, unbreakable,

inviolable, firm. 2 inexhaustible, whole. ਰ੍

ਅਟੇਟ [atet] adj without deficiency, integral.

2 See ਟੋਟਾ. `

ਅਟੇਰਨ [ateran] n a reel or frame for making

hank of yarn; a tabor-like appliance to roll

yam on it. “punhI ateran ki bIth preran.”
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-GPS. 2 a kind of spider also called kahna.

See ਅਟੇਰੂ. 3 the process of making hank of
yarn. “sahIt pritI ke karhI ateran.”—GPS.

ਅਟੋਰਨਾ [aterna] v to rotate, revolve. 2 to make

hank of yarn around a reel. 3 to deceive; to

entangle in some problem.

ਅਟੇਰੂ [ਰਨੂਦਿਪ] n an insect which can move around;

a long-legged spider; a kahna. “ateru ko

kanheya nam.”—aka1. 2 an implement for

making hank ofyarn. 3 one who makes a hank

of yarn.

ਅੱਟ [ਰਢੁਨੂ] Skt ਗ਼ਡ੍ vr to exacerbate; to cause pain;

to insult; to be subtle.

ਅੱਟਹਾਸ [att-has] Skt ਗਵੂਫੁਸ੍ਯ n a loud laughter, a‘
guffaw.

ਅੱਟਣ [atten] n a corn on the skin (caused by

friction), stiffness ofthe skin. “attan pare égust

éguri, ”scat panac oj ko dhar.”—GPS. 2 See ਅੱਟਣਾ.
ਅੱਟਣਾ [attna] v to fill up, complete. “garab atia

trIsna jalhI.”—s’ri m 3. “sara dIno lalaCI

atIa.”—var gau 1 m 4. 2 See ਅਟਨ.

ਅੱਟਾ [atta] n a skin of yarn wound around a

reel. 2 an estimate, a guess.

ਅੱ'ਟੀ [atti] n feminine of ਅੱਟਾ 1. 2 completely

filled up like a ditch or a trench. 3 Po

untwisted multi-strand yarn used on

ceremonial occasions.

ਅਠ [ਰਸਿ਼] Skt ਗ਼ਨ੍ vr to go. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj eight.

ਅਠ ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਬਾਰਹਿ ਬੀਸ [3th atharhI barhI bis]—

ratanmala. eight prominent demigods, eighteen

castes, fivelve signs of Zodiac, twenty years

reign of each of the three gods.1 2 eight parts

of yog, eighteen accomplishments, twelve

virtues as listed in Bhagvat, (acquistion of

wealth, nobility of descent, beauty, penance,

learning, faultlessness, lustre, dignity, effort,

strength, philisophy and acumen); twenty

means of salvation mentioned in yog rahasya

'Twenty years were reserved for each god to rule. His

tum came after sixty years.
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(truth, hatred oftheft, celibacy, abnegation, non-

violence, ablution, contentment, penance, 

education, exertion, meditation, saintly 

company, charity, benefaction, meekness, 

mental happiness, performance of yog, faith, 

worship and spiritual knowledge).

ਅਠਸਠ [athsath], ਅਠਸਠਿ [athsathI] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵ ਸਸ੍ਵਿ. 

sixty eight. 2 In the Sikh scripture the figure, 

sixty eight, points to the pilgrimage centres 

of the Hindus. 1n the line. “sunIe athsathI ka 

Isnanu.”—japu. the Guru refers to all places 
of pilgrimage. _ -

The Hindu scriptures differ from one 

another as to the exact number of their holy 

places. Many texts give a much larger number; 

in the 22nd chapter of Matsya Puran 222 holy 

places are mentioned; Bhavish Puran’s nagar 

section Ch. 102, has a different number.

In Kapil Tantar the following sixty eight 

places of pilgrimage are given: Oankar 

Ayodhya, Avantika, Eravati, Shatdru, 

Sarasvati, Saryu, Sindhu, Shipra, Shon, 

Shrishell, Shri Rang, Haridwar, Kapal 

Mochan, Kapilodak, Kashi, Kanchi, 

Kalanjar, Kaveri, Kurukshetra, Kedarnath, 

Koshiki, Gaya, Gokaran, Godavri, Gomati, 

Govardhan, Ganga Sagar, Gandaka, 

Gharghara, Charmnvati, Chitarkut, 

Chandarbhaga, Jaganath, Jawalamukhi, Tapti,

Tamraparni Tungbhadra, Dashashvmedh,

Drishdavati, Dvarika, Dhara, Narmada,

Nagtirath, Naimish, Pushkar, Prayag Triveni

Sangam, Prithudak, Badri Narayan,

Bhadreshvar, Bhimeshvar, Bhrigutung,

Mahakal, Mahabodhi, Mathura, Mansarovar,

Mayapuri, Mandakini, Yamuna, Rameshwar, 

Vitsata, Vindhya, Vipash, Vimleshwar, Vena, 

Vetarvati, Vaishnavi and Vaidaynath. ,

ਅਠਸਠਿ ਤੀਰਥ [athsathI tirath] See ਅਠਸਠਿ. 2 a 

specific place near Dukhbhanjani and Thara
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Sahib on the bank of Sri Amritsar tank, where

Guru Arjan Dev uttered the hymn “athsath:

tirath jah sadhu peg dharhI.”—ram m 5. This

spot was also visited by Guru Nanak Dev,

Guru Angad Dev, Guru Amar Das and Guru

Ram Das. Located here is a temple with a

small golden umbrella; built by Maharaja

Ranjit Singh.

ਅਠਸਠੇ [athsathe] See ਅਠਸਠਿ. “das atha athsathe

care khani.”—dhana ravdas. ‘eighteen purans,

sixty eight pilgrimage centres.’

ਅਠ ਸਾਖੀ [3th sakhi] See ਅਸਟ ਸਾਖੀ.

ਅਠਕਾਠਾ [3th 1<8ਧਿਕ15ਗਿ੍31ਧ੍ਯਾਹਾਠਗ eight directions.

2 one who has two feet, two knees, two arms,

chest and head (skull) all hard like wood; a

strong-bodied person. ,

ਅਠਕਾਠਾ ਮਨ [athkatha man] See ਅਠ ਕਾਠਾ. the

mind running in eight directions; volatile

mind. .

ਅਨਕੂਲ [athkul] See ਅਸ੍ਵ ਕੁਲ.

ਅਠਖੇਲੀ [athkheli] adj clever, smart; who plays

many games. 2 He who has learnt several

miracles by wandering in all directions.

ਅਠਖੰਡ [athkhéd] eight parts. 2 rejection ofeight
evils. “athi pahIri athkhéd.”—var majh m 2.‘

‘eight parts of the human character including

five senses, that is, sex, anger, greed, love and

pride as also three qualities of maya’. 3 four

castes and four stages of life. 4 four castes

and four religions. “ath khéql pakhéd mahI.

guwmat Ikman Ikk thaya.”—BG.

ਅਠ ਜੌਗਣੀਆਂ [3th jognié] See ਯੇਗਿਨੀ.
ਅਠਟ [8ਨੂ118ਣੁ],ਅਠੰਟ [athattl adj not established

for or by some one, existing by or itself.

2 See ਬੱਟ.
ਅਠਤਰ [ਚੰਸਿ਼ਕ਼ੀਰਿ] adj seventy-eight. `
ਅਠਤਰਾ [athatxfa] adj seventy-eighth. See ਆਵਨ

ਅਨੁਤਰੈ.
W [athdas] eighteen. 2 eighteen Purans.

‘ See ਪੁਰਾਣ. 3 eighteen spiritual attainments. “jau
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gurdeu athdas quhar.”—bh€r namdev.

4 eighteen castes. See ਦਸਅਠ ਵਰਨ.

ਅਠਦਸ ਗੰ'ਠੀ ਖੋਲੈ 'ਜੋਂਇ [athdas gétlii khole jOI]
-ratanma1a. whoever unties the eighteen

knots; whoever forsakes the fallacy of caste

distinctions.

ਅਠਦਸ ਵਰਨ [athdas varan] See ਦਸ ਅਠ ਵਰਨ.

ਅਠਪਹਿਰੀ [athpahIri] n parsley seed that is kept
soaked in water for twenty four hours in a

brand new earthen pot and is then ground’and

drunk in the morning as a cure for indigestion

and fever.

ਅਠ ਧਹਿਚੀਆ [ath'pahIria] adj (one) who takes
only one meal in twenty four hours.

ਅਠਪੁਰੀਆਂ [athpuria] in the Purans eight imagined

cities of eight gods : Indar’s Devadhani,

Agini’s Agneyi, Yam’s Sanyamni, Nairiti of

- Nairit; Varuni of Varun; Paun’s Vayavi;

moon’s Vibhavari and Shiv’s Aishani.

ਅਕ੍ਯਾਹਾ [athraha] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਲ਼ਮ੍ਰਿਤਵਤਸਾਬੰਧ੍ਯਾਦੋਸ਼ the death
ofa child on the eighteenth day afier birth or

after eighteen months. Believers in mysticism

hold that this disease is caused by yoginis

(female attendants of the goddess Durga) but

it is not true that death occurs at the count of

eight alone. Scholars have mentioned 'three

types of barren women: .

(a) kak bédhya — who bears one child but

none there after.

(b) garabhsravi —who conceives but aborts.

(c) mrI tvatsa — whose children die young.

This type is said to suffer from athraha. This is

caused by some defect in the mother’s mensural

outflow or father’s semen, and its commonest

cause is syphilis. When a foetus is not fed to

proper nourishment, its blood gets polluted and

death becomes inevitable.

The best treatment is for parents to keep

their bodies free from disease, stop coition.

after pregnancy. the mother should observe
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moderation in eating and drinking, consuming
less salt and eating light food of milk, rice,
etc. She should spend more time in fresh air
and wear clean clothes.

A mixture ofphysodis flexussa, turmeric,
chitra curcuma, ceder, myrobalan, cardamon,
warmwood, curcuma reclinate, coral ast
parsley, kernel of the seed of water lily,
sunflower, extract of root of barberry, red.

sandalwood, emblica ribes, all in equal

measure should be ground and kept in a duly

corked bottle. If the expectant mother takes
this mixture with water for six months during

conception but discontinues it in the

beginning of the seventh, athraha gets

ineffective.

ਅਨੁਵਾਰਾ [athvara], ਅਠਵਾੜਾ [athvara] n a period

of eight days; the term is used for the week.

ਅਠਵਾੜਾ ਤਾਪ [athvara tap] See ਤਾਪ (b).

ਅਨਾਮ [atham] adj sans space; who has no place.

“namasté athame.”—japu.

ਅਠਾਰਹ [atharah] eighteen. 2 eighteen Purans.

See ਪੁਰਾਣ. 3 eighteen races of snakes. “tIn

karI jag atharah ghae.”—prabha a m 1. Eight

plus ten additional races of snakes are

mentioned in books i.e. subudth, nédsarI,

prIthusrava, taksak, asvtar, hem-rhalIn,

narédv, vajrdrIstI, vrls and kulir.

ਅਠਾਰਹ ਸਿਧੀ [atharah sxdhi] eighteen miracles;
eighteen powers. For eight sxddhis refer to

ਅਸਟ ਸਿਧਿ; the other ten are : ਰ੍

]) anuramI (not feeling hunger and thirst);

2) dur sravan (hearing from a distance);

3) dur darsan (seeing from afar);

4) manoveg (proceeding at the speed of
mind);

5) kam rup (changing into the desired form);

6) parkay proves (entering into other’s body);

7) svachéd mrI tyo (death at one’s own will);

8) surkrira (enjoying the company of gods);
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9) 5ਰੌ1<91ਗ੍੭ SIdth (coming true ofany wish); 
10) apratIhat gatI (absence of hindrance 
while going somewhere). “nav nIdhi atharah 
SIdhi pICh€ lagia phIrhI.”—var sor m 3.
ਅਠਾਰਹ ਦਸ ਬੀਸ [atharah das bis] forty-eight. 
“sabhe putr ragén ke atharah das bis.’’—‘ma 55g. 
ਅਠਾਰਹ ਭਾਰ [atharah bhar] the entire flora; the
idea is that if one leaf is taken from each plant, 
it will amount to eighteen loads (each load is
equal to five raw maunds) See ਭਾਰ. “atharah 

bhar banaspati.”—mala namdev. “romavalI
kotI atha'rah bhar.”—bh£r a kabir. 

2 Mahabharat with its eighteen chapters. See
ਭਾਰ ਅਨਾਰ.

ਅਠਾਰਹਿ [atharhI] See ਅਠਾਰਹ.
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਸਿੱਧੀ [atharhI $Iddhi] See ਅਠਾਰਹ ਸਿਧੀ. 
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਗੋਤ [atharhI got] See ਦਸਅਠ ਵਰਣ. 
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਘਾਏਂ [atharhI ghae] See ਅਠਾਰਹ 3. 
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਤੀਰਥ [atharhI tirath] See ਤੀਰਥ ll. 

ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਪੁਰਾਣ [atharhI puran] See ਪੁਰਾਣ. 
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਬਚਣ [atharhI baron] See ਦਸਅਠ ਵਰਣ. 
ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਭਾਰ [atharhI bhar] See ਅਠਾਰਹ ਭਾਰ. 

ਅਠਾਰਹਿ ਵਿਤ੍ਯਾ [atharhI VIdhya] knowledge of
e:ghteen things; e1ghteen sciences or\subjects: 

four Veds, six subordinate branches of Veds, 

mimésa (through determination of a point), 

nyay (rule, equity), puran (mythology), menu 

SImrItI (manu’s Code of Hindu law), etc. 

ayur ved, dhanur ved, gédharav ved and mu 
gastra. See ਵਿਸਨੁ ਪੁਰਾਣ, part 3, Ch. 6. 2 See 

ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ.
'ਅਠਾਰਾਂ [atharéi] See ਅਠਾਰਹ.

ਅਨਿਓ [athIo] adj an eighth. “athIo SII‘ dhore
navam nIhore.”—ramav.

ਅਠੂਹਾਂ [athuhfi] n eight-legged insect, scorpion.

“métri hOI athuhIa, nagi lags jaI.”—varmajh
m 2.

ਅਠੇਤਰ [athotar] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵੈਥੂਤਰ adj eight added to
any sum. “qu sau tIvé athotar laya.”—BG See
ਜਧਮਾਲਾ and ਤਸਬੀ ਸ਼ਬਦ.



 

ਅਠੋਤਰੀਮਾਲਾ

ਅਠੋਤਰੀ ਮਾਲਾ [athotri mala] n a rosary of 108
beads. See ਜਪਮਾਲਾ.

ਅੱਠ [atth] See ਅਠ.

ਅੱਠ ਅਠਾਰਚਿ ਬਾਰਹਿ ਬੀਸ [atth atharhI barhI bis]

See ਅਠ ਅਠਾਰਹਿ.
ਅਡ [ad] Skt ਕਰ੍ vr to exert, spread, bring under

control.

ਅਡਨ ਸ਼ਾਹ [adan sah], ਅਡਨ ਸ਼ਾਹੀ [adan sahi] Bhai

Ghanaiya, a khatri of Dhamman sub-caste

belonging to village Sodora in Gujranwala

district became a disciple of Guru Teg

Bahadur as water carrier for the community

kitchen. In the time ofGuru Gobind Singh he

served water to the injured Sikhs and Muslims

at Anandpur without any discrimination. With

this philanthropic act and also by giving first

aid to the wounded, he earned the pleasure of

the Guru. The Guru appointed him to a

missionary seat and gave him his handkerchief

as a symbol of benediction. After Bhai

Ghanaiya, his seat was occupied by Bhai Sahaj

Ram, Rana Ram, Lachhman Ram, Narayan

Ram, Sahib Ram, Bhadar Ram, Santokh Ram,

Adan Shah and Seva Ram, etc. Adan Shah and

Seva Ram became great celebrities because of

their services. Thus the name of Bhai

Ghanaiya’s sect became Adanshahi and

Sevapanthi. The famous Sevapanthi centre is

at Thai in Sindh Sagar Doab.

Adanshahi Sikhs and saints live on their

earnings, earned through hard and honest

labour. Earlier writers used ink of black hue

prepared by them that came to be known as

Adanshahi ink.

ਅਡਰ [adar] adjwithout fear, fearless, intrepid.

ਅਡਾਟ [adat] adj without reproof, not reproved

or rebuked. “ac_latasc.”—gyan.

ਅਡਾਣ [adan] See ਆਡਾਣ.

ਅਡੀਨੁ- [adith], ਅਡੀਨੁ [adithu] adjunseen, invisible.

“ghatI ghatI dithu adithu.”—sr1' a m 1.
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ਅਡੋਲ [adol] adj not wobbling, not unsteady;

firm, established.

ਅਡੰਗ [adég] adj without a sting or barb, without

getting stung. See ਡੰਗ.
ਅਡੰਡ [adéd] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਤ੍ਧ adj not punishable,

unpunished.

ਅਡੰਬਰ [adébar] Skt ਗ਼ਛਸ੍ਯ n outer show, display,
ostentation. 2 affectation. 3 a tent. 4 a casing

or cover, for pillow and quilt. 5 the sound

of an elephant’s cry or a trumpet. 6 orna-

mentation, ostentation. “nanak habh adébar

kurIa.”—var jet.

ਅੱਡ [add] adj separate, different. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਡ੍ vr

to unite, encircle, attack, endeavour.

ਅੱਡਣਾ [addna] v to straighten, spread, dilate,

open out, broaden.

ਅੱਡਾ [adda] n a sojourn, halting place. 2 a frame

of steel, wood, etc. for knitting. 3 See ਆਡਾ.

ਅੱਡੀ [addi] n a heel. In Sanskrit, ਏਡੂਕ is a wall

in which bones etc. are set; the structure of

the heel resembles it.

ਅਢ [adh] adj half. 2 n half a damri (= one

eighth of paisa). See ਅਢੁ-

ਅਢ ਅਾਢ [adh adh] n half of a half damiji.

ਅਫਾਈ [adhai] adj two and a half. “pacanu ser

adhai.”—gau kabir. See ਗਜ ਨਵ.

ਅਢਾਈ ਘਰ [adhai ghar] See ਢਾਈ ਘਰ.
ਅਢੁ [adhu] See ਅਚ. “9th n3 lahdaro mulu.”

-—var jet.

ਅਢੁਕ [adhuk], ਅਫੂਕ [adhuk] adjunapproachable,

unreachable, difficult to reach.

ਅਫ਼ੂਣਾ [adhuna] adj two and a halftimes, “lahe

adhune dém.”—mago.

‘ ਅਣ [an] Skt ਗਾਧ੍ vr to articulate; to utter sound;

to keep alive; to be strong. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਜ਼੍ adv

without. “bédhan sauda anbicari.”—asa am I.

3 See ਅਨਪੂੰ ‘ '
ਅਣਾਹੂੰਦਾ [anhfida] adj withoutany material.
2 without money or education, etc. 3 poor,

penurious.
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ਅਣਹੋਣੀ [anhoni] n'an impossibility. 2 adj
impossible.

ਅਣਰੋਂ'ਦਾ [anhoda] See ਅਣਰੁੰਦਾ. “anhoda nau

dharIo padha.”—-asa pati m 3.

ਅਣਹੋਦੀ [anhodi] adjwithout existence, imaginary,
iilusionary. 2 n unreality. “hodi kau anhodi

hIre.”——ramm 5. ‘Immersion in material objects

is offset by detachment and belief in truth.’ '

ਅਣਕਾ [anka] a ganIk metre also known as akra,

anhad, anubhav, sasIvadna, cédrasa and

madhurdhunI. It has four lines, each line

observing III, ISS arrangement.

Example:

jab sar lage, tab sabh bhage.

dalpatI mare, bhat bhatkare.—ramav.

ਅਣਖ [anakh] n ਅਨਂਗ਼-ਅੱਖ the other eye; an act

that makes the eye turn. 2 desire for bravery.

3 desire for self-respect.

ਅਣਖੀ [ankhi], ਅਣਖੋਂਅਾ [ankhoa] adj possessing

sense of honour; angry. 2 self-respecting; with

a sense of honour.

ਅਣਚਸ੍ਯ [enganat], ਅਣਗਣਿਤ [anganIt], ਪ੍ਯਾ|ਤਾ

[angata] Skt ਅਗਕ੍ਤਿ. innumerable, endless,

countless. “SIkh ségat ave angata.”—BG.

ਅਣਚਾਰੀ [ancari] Skt ਜ੍ਯਗ਼ੀਜ਼੍ adj of a bad
character; wicked, immoral. “ancari ka

dhanu.”—saveye m 3.

ਅਣਜਧ੍ਯ [anjanat] without knowing the purpose.

“anjanat namu vakhanie.”—basé‘t m 1.

2 innocently, unknowingly.

ਅਣਡਿਠ [andIth], ਆਣੋਡੀਠ [andith], ਅਣਡੀਠਾ

[anditha] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਗ਼ਵ੍ਠਣ adjunseen.“ar_1ditha kIchu

ਗਿ….» na jaI.”—mala m 1.

ਪ੍ਯਾ [anad] a khatri sub-caste, which is one of

the high castes of Khukhranas.l “anad murari

maha purakh.”-BG 2 Dg pleasure, joy.

»ਤ੍ਯਾਗੇ ਗੋਲੇ [andage gole] bombs not

needing explosive or fire; martyrs and

'They are suri. kohli, chaddhe, anad, sahni, sethi, bhasin,
 

sabharval.
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celestial bombs. “andage gole chutange.”

Fjégnama.

ਅਨ੍ਯੂਤ [andut] adj without brilliance, non-

iridescent, not miraculous. 2 Skt ਅਣੁਦਯੂੰਤਿ n

lightning. “andut khané tan sohi.”—ramav.

ਅਣਪੜ੍ਹ [anparh], ਅਣਪੜ੍ਹਿਆ [anparhIa] adj

illiterate, uneducated.

ਅਣਬਿੱ'ਧ [aanddh] See ਅਨਬਿੱਧ.

ਅਣਮੜਿਆ ਮੰਦਲ ਬਾਜੈ [anmarIa médal baje] This

is Namdev’s hymn in sorath rag:
1 “anmaria médalu baje.

2 bInu savan ghanharu gaje.

3 badal bInu barkha hoi.

4 jaU tatu bIcare `1<੦1.

5 jal bhitarI kObh samania.” (3)

This means :

1 Unstruck word sounds like unstrung

instrument.

2 The cloud thunders though it is not the rainy

season.

3 The blessing of ambrosia rains without a

cloud.

4 So it seems if one has spiritual knowledge

to grasp it.

5 Water in the pitcher has mingled with that

in the ocean, meaning thereby that human soul

has merged with the Divine.

ਅਣਮੰਗਿਆ [anmégla] adj without asking;
bestowed free. “anmégIa dan devna.”—sr1'm
1 jogi 5darI.

»ਵਿੱਵੀਚਾਰੀ [anvicari] adjwithout thinking; bereft
of power to think. 2 adv without considering.

“bédhan sauda anvicari.”—asa am 1.

ਅਣਾਉਣਾ [anauna] Skt ਆਨਯਨ n the act of

bringing; fetching. 2 sending for. “caukarI

mOII anaIa.”—var asa.

ਅਣਾਪ [anap] adj unmeasurable; without

measuring.

ਅਣਿ [anI] Skt n the sharp point of a weapon
like a lance. 2 Skt army.

 
 



  

ਅਣਿਆਲਾ

ਅਣਿਆਲਾ [anIala], ਅਣਿਆਲੀ [anIali] Skt adj

having a sharp point. 2 n a lance, javelin,

spear. 3 a dagger. 4 a weapon like an arrow.

ਅਣਿਣੇਸ਼ [anInes] n the master of an army, a

military officer, an army commander. “anInes

duhfi dIs dhuk-hffge.”—1<alki.

ਅਣਿਮਾ [anIma] one of the sxddhis (spiritual

performances). See ਅਸਟ ਸਿੱਧਿ.
ਅਣੀ [ani] See ਅਣਿ 1 and ਮਲ਼ੀਆਲਾ. 2 See ਅਣਿ 2.

“aniéi jutia.”—c5di 3. ‘Armies clashed’.

ਅਣੀਆਰਾ [aniara], ਅਣੀਆਲਾ [aniala] 11 something

having a sharp point. See ਅਣਿ. 2 a javelin,
spear. 3 an arrow. “prem bani man marIa

aniale ania.”—asa chétm 4.

ਅਣੀਂਮਾਂਡਵ੍ਯ [animfidavy] See ਵਿਦੁਰ.
ਅਣੀਰਾਇ [aniraI] n Chief of an army, 21 Chief.

2 son of Guru Hargobind born to Mata

Damodari (Mata Nanki according to GPS) in

Amritsar on 26 Magh Sammat 1675. He did

not marry and always remained in a state of

spiritual bliss. He breathed his last at Kiratpur

where his shrine exists.

ਅਣੀਰੋਂ ਧਣੀ [aniro dhani] n a commander or chief
ofthe army. 2 a king. 3 a commander—in-chief,

general. “kahfi ChE aniro dhani n8 nIhare.”

—ramav. ‘Where is the commander ofthe army?’

ਅਣੁ [anu] Skt n a speck, mote, particle. “ergo

saman hvejan pahar saman ko.”—NP. 2 adj

very small. 3 of no consequence, trivial.

ਅਣੁਕੀਟ [anukit] a germ invisible to the naked

eye. Germs exist in blood, water, etc.

ਅਣੁਵਾਦ [anuvad] Skt n Vaishashik philosophy

according to which atoms are ever existing

and through their concord they constitute the

material world. 2 philosophy of logic.

ਅਣੇਂ [ane] of the army. See ਅਣਿ 2. “that saj

ane.”-—krrsan.

ਅਣੋਖਾ [anokha] adj unseen by the eye;
supernatural. 2 rare, uncommon. 3 surprising,

wonderful.
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ਅਣੋਖੀ ਬੀਬੀ [anokhi bibi] daughter of Guru

Angad Dev born in Sammat 1591.

ਅਨੰਗ [anég] See ਅਨੰਗ.
ਅਤ [at] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਘ' to go, tie, receive. 2 Skt ਗਰ

n bondage. 3 arrival. 4 continuous travel.

5 Skt ਅਤਿ adj excessive; too much. 6 n

profusion, abundance.

ਅਤਏਵ [at-ev] adv for this reason only; due to

this.

ਅਤਸਹਿਤਾ [atsahIta] Skt ਅਸਰ੍ਯਤਾ n intolerance;

want of tolerance. 2 inability to tolerate/

appreciate others’ greatness or glorygjealousy.

See ਅਤਿਸੈਤਾ. “atsahIta dukh sukh mahI hoi.”

—NP.
ਅਤਸੁਹੀਆ [atsuhia] adj gorgeous, very beautiful,

winsome.

ਅਤਤਾਈ [at-tai] Skt ਗਤ੍ਯਾਧਿਜ੍“ one who has drawn

his bow to kill; a killer or tormentor, torturer.-

In Sanskrit texts six kinds ofwicked men have

been noted: a setter of fire, a giver of poison,

a snatcher of wealth, a snatcher ofwoman or

land;‘ a denigrador of a pious person. “s'ét ka

nfdak mahé at-tai.”—sukhmani.

ਅਤੱਤ [atatt] adj lacking reality; sapless,

worthless. 2 without the five physical

elements. 3 n illusory world (though its real

essence is not different from the supreme

reality) “namo pararn tatté atatté sarupe.”

-japu. 4 one who is not mentioned as tat (He).

5 without ਤਤ (He) and ਤੁੰ (you).

ਅਤਦਗੁਣ [atadgun] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਗੂਯ n Where the

context is immaterial, a literary figure of

speech wherein a description retains its

original quality or meaning unscathed. “jahi

ségatI te 3r ko gun kachuk nahf let.”—$Ivraj

bhusan.

Example:

jese pahan jal mahI rakhIo bhede nahI tIh

'Apstambh and Manu, etc. write that to kill an at-tayI is
 

no sin even ifhe is a brahmin. etc. See manu, a 8, s 350.

 



ਅਤਨ

pani,

tese hi tum tahI pachano bhagatIhin jo prani.

—bIIa m 9.
pathar kau bahu nir pavaIa,
nahI bhige athk sukaIa;
khat sastra murkhe sunaIa,

jese dah dIs pavan jhulaIa.

—bh£rm 5.
ਅਤਨੁ [atanu] Skt 11 one without a body; Cupid.
ਅੁਤੁਫ਼ [ataf] P .5» n a favour, grace, compassion.

2 attention, consideration.

ਅਤਭੁਜ [atbhuj] See ਅਤਿਭੁਜ.

ਅਤਭੁਤ [atbhut] See ਅਦਭੁਤ.

ਅਤਰ [star] adj which one cannot swim across,
unswimmable. “atar tarIo nahI jai.”¥gau
kabir. 2A )1? n a perfume, scent, oil ofsandal-
wood, extract of rose wood.
ਅਤਰ ਸਿੰਘ [atar sigh] son of sardar Amir Singh
Sandhavalia and brother of Lahina Singh.
After the death of Kanwar Naunihal Singh,
he wanted to instal Maharani Chand Kaur,
widow of Maharaja Kharak Singh, on the
thrown, while the Dogras were planning to
make Sher Singh the king. Sher Singh
succeeded and Sandhavalias felt extremely
slighted. They wanted to put an end to Sher -
Singh. The Dogras alsojoined them in their
plan. When Ajit Singh shot Sher Singh dead
at Shah Balaval, a great calamity befell the
entire family. Atar Singh ran away and took
refuge with Bhai Vir Singh ofNarranagabad.
The Lahore army under orders from Hira
Singh Dogra encircled him there. In May ] 844
(27 Baisakh Sammat 1901, Sardar Gulab
Singh shotAtar Singh dead with his rifle. See
ਬੀਰ ਸਿੰਘ.

2 son ofSardar Kharak Singh, an aristocrat
of Bhadaur was born in 1833 AD. He was a
very shrewd and erudite person. Sardar Sir
Atar Singh Mahamahopadhayay set up an
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excellent library at Ludhiana. He died in 1896
AD.

3 Sant Atar Singh, a devotee of the
Almighty andflpreacher of the Sikh scripture.
He was born at village Chima in tehsil Sunam
of Patiala state on the first of the bright half
of the lunar month of Chet Sammat 1923. At
the age of 18 years, he joined the Burmese
Platoon No, 4, but left it after some time to
devote himself to the preaching of the Sikh
religion. He administered amrit to thousands
of persons. Sant .1 i was a perfect recluse and
practitioner of Karam Yog (the path ofaction)
and labour (work). His institution Gur Sagar
at Mastuana and beautiful buildings at
Damdama Sahib are a permanent memorial ‘
to him. Sant Atar Singh breathed his last at
Sangrur on 19 Magh Sammat 1983 and was
cremated at Mastuana.

ਅਤਰਕ [atarak], ਅਤਰਕਜ਼ [atarkya] Skt ਗ਼ਰਥਧੰ adj
which cannot be debated, non-debatable. “tor
atarak gIra res bhini.”—NP.

ਅਤਰਦਾਨ [atardan] n a perfume-vial.
ਅਤ੍ਰਾਫ਼ [atraf] A J1); plural 01`ਤੁਰਫ਼ direction.
2 tax collected from several sides. 3 duty on
goods exported.

ਅਤਲ [atal] n the first and uppermost part of
the nether world.

ਅਤੁਲਸ [atlaslA J“; n a kind ofglistening silken
cloth. “soe rumi tale 1a] darke atlasé.”—I<rrsan.

In the ancient times red coloured Roman
silken cloth was very famous.
ਅੁੜਾ [ata] A “„; n a largesse, bounty. 2 See ਅੱਤਾ.
“aja he, eta he.”—ramav.

ਅੁਤ੍ਰਾਉੱਲਾ [ataulla] A “ਹੈ,ਕਿ adj gifted by God.
ਅਤਾਉੱਲਾਖ਼ਾਂ [ataulla xan] See ਗੁਲਖ਼ਾਨ. 2 a Rajput
of Taravri who sided with the Muslim
religious zealots assembled under Haidri flag
to fight for the destruction of Banda Bahadtir
and the Khalsa force.  
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ਅਤਾਈ

ਅਤਾਈ [atai] A 6”,, adj one whom the Creator

has blessed or gifted with knowldege. 2 This

word meaning ‘mighty or dominating’ is

derived from ,ਪਿੰ- “eh fakii bada atai.”—BG
“nod céd kIrpal clas Ih bade atai.”—j5gnama.

3 half-literate, partially educated. “bajigar lakh

bhéd atai.”—BG 4 S a beggar; a supplicant.

ਅਤਾਕ [atak] A 07 adj independent, free from

bondage. “ponité ataké.”—al<a1.

ਅਤਾਤ [atat] adjwithout a ਤਾਤ(50[1). 2 fatherless.

3 without rancour. 4 A ya! n obedience,

allegiance.

ਅਤਾਨ [atan] adj without defence; who has no
protector. “atanasc.”—gyan. See ਤਾਨ.

ਅਤਾਖ [atap] adj not attainable through

austerities/penance. “tap ke kIye te jope paie

atap nath.”—aka1. 2 free from sorrow; calm.
ਅਤਾਰ [atar] A 1% n a maker or seller of

perfumes. 2 a seller ofdistilled drugs.

ਅਤਾਲੀਕ਼ [ataliklA J33; ateacher, an instructor,

a preceptor, an educator.

ਅਤਿ [atI] Skt adj very much, excessive. “at:
sura je kou kahave.”—sukhmani.

ਅਤਿਅਖੰਡਪਾਠ [atI akhéd path] an uninterrupted

recitation ofGuru Granth Sahib by one reciter

in a single sitting without eating anything. It

usually takes twenty seven hours to complete.

See ਨਾਰਾਯਣ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ.
ਅਤਿਸਚਿਤਾ [atI sahIta] See ਅਤਸਰਿਤਾ.

ਅਤਿਸ਼ਯ [atrsay] Skt adj very much.

ਅਤਿਸ਼ਯੇਕ੍ਰਿ [atIsayoktI] See ਅਤਯੂੰਕ੍ਰਿ.
ਅਤਿਸਾਰ [atIsar] n essence. 2 JV! diarrhoea. It
is caused by disorder. in the digestive system

that is in turn caused by overeating or eating

of foul food, raw or over ripe fruit, or viscous

giutinous things, sleeping on wet ground,

drinking unclean water; in this state food is

not well digested causing frequent loose

motions.

Before preventing loose motions, stomach
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should be cleansed by administering castor oil

or some other waxen stuff. Then prepare a

compound of bamboo manna, cardamom,

verdigrass, gum of acacia, fine gum (mastagi),

lump sugar, and opium into pills of one tola

each. Taking one to three pills a day, according

to the patient’s age, with aniseed extract or fresh

water for three days, would cure diarrhoea.

AlternatiVely, Indian baekl kem and aniseed

boiled in water like tea or curd of cow’s milk

with black pepper, ginger and salt may be

taken. Or powder ofmyrobalan, patis aconitum

heterophylum asafoetide, black pepper, ginger

and salt be taken two to four masas daily with

warm water.

The patient suffering from diarrhoea

should not eat thick loaves of wheat flour or

other heavy things. Light items like sago,

white of the egg, rice, milk etc. should be

taken. “us ]<0 lags athk atIsar.”——GPS.

ਅਤਿਸੈ [atise] See ਅਤਿਸ਼ਯ.

ਅਤਿਸੈਤਾ [atIseta] Skt ਅਤਿਸ਼ਯਤਾ n excess and

deficiency, profit or loss. “atIseta mahI jIn
cIt layo.”—GPS. 2 See ਅਤਸਚਿਤਾ.

ਅਤਿਸ੍ਵਾਖ [atIsvap] Skt n eternal sleep; death.
See ਸ੍ਵੈ.
ਅਤਿਕਾਯ [atIkay] adj having a large body, big- ਭੰ
bodied, hefty. 2 son of Ravan born to

Dhanyamalini. Lachhman killed him in a

battle. His name was also Mahakay.

“mahakay nama maha bir evé.”—ramav.

ਅਤਿ ਕੁੰਭੀ [atI kabhi] See ਕੁੰਤੀ 6.

ਅਤਿਕ੍ਰਮਣ [atIkraman] Skt n walking over.

2 exceeding the limit. 3 overstepping the rules.

ਅਤਿਗੀਤਾ [atIgita] a matrIk metre comprising
four lines, each line having 32 matras with

pauses first at the fifteenth matra and the next

at the seventeenth matra after that.

Example:

“jInI harI harI namu na cetIo (meri jfdurie)



ਅਤਿਥਿ

te manmokh mur Iane ram.”—bIha m 4.
In these lines, meri jidurie is an address, and
is not a part ofthe metre. Ifthere are two guru
matras instead of guru and lagho matras at
the end, the metre is known asrkaméd. ‘
ਅਤਿਬਿ [atIthI] Skt n one whose time of arrival
is not fixed; a visitor, guest. 2 son of Kushu
and grandson of Ram Chandar. He was born
from Kumudvati’s womb.
ਅਤਿਪਤ [atIpat] adjdissatisfied, unsatiated. See
ਅਤ੍ਰਿਪਤ. _
ਅਤਿਪਤਿ [atIpatI] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਵਜ਼ਿ n lack ofsatisfaction,
absence ofsatiety. “atIpatI man mae.”—sahas
m 5.

ਅਤਿਬਲਨਾ [athalna] adj extremely powerful,
` very strong.

ਅਤਿਬਲਾ [athala] Skt n It is stated in Valmik’s
Ramayan that Vishvamitar taught Ram two
techniques ofbla and athla because ofwhich
he remained free from fatigue and disease.
2 a herb called gégeran or kéghi that
strengthens semen, paci'fies the burning
sensation and cholera afflicting the animals.
It kills worms in the stomach. Taking it with
milk and a lump ofsugar cures prameh disease
(L sidonia cordifolia).
ਅਤਿਭੁਜ [athhUj] adj long armed.l 2 one whose ‘
arms can reach anywhere. “athhuj bhan
aparla.”—mala namdev.
ਅਤਿਮਾਨੁਖ [atImanokh] adj one who though
human in form, possesses greater strength than
man; god in human form. 2 beyond human
power. 3 one who transcends human strength;
an animal.

ਅਤਿਮਾਲਤੀ [atImalti] a four lined matrIk
metre, also called padakulak, comprising
four cakals, that is four dagans, with two
pauses, each after eight matras, the final two
matras being guru.
 

'lt may also be pronounced as ਵਾਹੁ.
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Example:

kahfi na puja, kahfi 113 area,
kahfi na srutIdhonI, SImratI na carca,
kahfi na homé, kahfi na dané,

kahfi na séjam, kahfi sanan§.—I<aII<i.
ਅਤਿਸ੍ਰਿਤਸ਼ੁ [atIrantyo] Skt n salvation; death
that does not repeat itself. “sse marhu jI bahur
na marna.”—gau kabir.

ਅਤਿਰਸ [atIras] n spiritual bliss, ofwhich there
is no equal. “auras paI taje ras phike.”——saloh
2 thejoy of reciting the name of God.
ਅਤਿਰਥ [atIrath], ਅਤਿਰਥੀ [atIrathi] Skt ਕ਼ੀਰੈਰ੍ਯ
n a warrior who mounting a chariot alone
fights against countless enemies; a great hero.
“jatha subhat atIrathi hve larat na cahIt
sahay.”——GPS.

ਅਰਿਰਿਕਤ [atIrIkat] Skt ਅਤਿਰਿਕੁ adv besides,
in addition to.

ਅਤਿਰੋਗ [atIrog] n ignorance. 2 cough.
3 leprosy. 4 adjincurable; mortal.
ਅਤਿਵੰਤ [atIvét] Skt ਅਤਯੰਤ adj very much,
abundant, beyond measure. “danrbado atIvét
mahé balI.”—saV£ye m 4 ke. ‘

ਅਾਤਿਵਜਾਪ੍ਰਿ [atIvyaptI] Skt n a defective
characteristic of a particular object; the
characteristic which is to be found in other
objects as well. Suppose we describe a cow
as a horned animal but there are many other
animals like buffalo, and goat with horns, so
this is a defect in characterisation.
ਅਤੀ [ati] See ਅਤ and ਅਤਿ. 2 Skt vr to pass by,
go across, trespass.

ਅਤੀਸਾਰ [atisar] See ਅਤਿਸਾਰ. “tIn ko atisar dukh
1101.”;le
ਅਤੀਤ [atit] Skt adj gone by; past. 2 free from
worldly attachments; averse, ascetic. “atit
sadae maIa ka mata.”—suh1'm 5. 3 adv away,
beyond. “hvsbo trigun atit.”—hajare 10.
ਅਤੀਥ [atith] See ਅਤਿਰਿ-
ਅਤੀਦ੍ਰੋ [afidrel ਲ਼ਾ/(ਘਿਫ਼ੀਦ੍ਰਿਯ adj not comrehensible

 
 



  

,ਅਤੀਮ

through the senses; beyond sensory perception.

ਅਤੀਮ [atim] A r?- adj (one) whose parents are
dead. 2 poor, penniless, trivial. “jaI sute jiran

me thie atima gad.”—s farid.

ਅੁਡ਼ੀਯਹ [atiyah] A ਭੰ, a reward, an award.

' ਅਤੀਞ [ativ] Skt adjvery much, beyond measure.

ਅਤੁਟ [atut] adj undiminished.
ਅਤੁਲ [atul] adj immeasurable, measureless.

“ape ਰਖਿ] tUlaIda pIara.”—-sorm 4. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਯੋੰਅਤੁਨ੍ਯ
matchless, unequalled, rare. “gun gavat atul

sukh paIa.”—todi m 5.

.ਅਤ੍ਵਲਤ [atulat] adj unweighed, unmeasured.

“bal atulat bahu VIsala.”—-GPS.

ਅਤੁਲਤੋਲ [atul tol] n a spiritual insight; thinking
of what is immeasurable.

ਅਤੁਲਿਤ [atulIt] See ਅਤੁਲਤ.
ਅਤੁਨ੍ਯ [atuly] See ਅਤੁਲ 2.

ਅਤ੍ਨ੍ਯਯੋਂਗਿਤਾ [atuly-yogIta] a figure of

meaning with a specific feature“tuly-yog1ta

jaha na hoi, jan atuly-yogIta soi.—jasv5t jaso

bhusan. ‘The object to be compared is not

equal to the one it is compared with.’ It is

non-comparability, the obverse of

comparability.

Example:

thake nan sravan sunI thake,

thaki sfidarI kaIa,

jara hak di sabh matI thaki,

ek na thakaSI maIa.—suhi kabir.

gIrI basudha jal pavan jaIgo

IkI sadhbacan atladha,

ਏਂਟ੍ਰੀ bInasi jer bInasi

utbhuj set bInadha,

carI bInasi khat-hI bInasi

Il< sadhbacan nIhcaladha,

dIsatIman he saga] bInasi,

Ik sadhbacan agadha—sarm 5.

msla brahma mela idu,

raVI mela mela he cédu,

mela malta IhU sésar,
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Ik harI nIrmal jaka ਰੈਨਿ na par.

—bh£rkab1'r.

ਅਤੇ [ate] part a conjunction meaning ‘and’.
ਅਤੇਜ [atej] adj without lustre, ineffective. 2 n

darkness. “atej jese tej 1in.”—aka1.

ਅਤੇਞ [atev] See ਅਤੀਞ. “atevagnI hotri.”—datt.

‘high priest adept in performing rites.’

ਅਤੇ [ate] See ਅਤੇ. “gohe ate lakri édarI kira

hOI.”—Var asa.

ਅਤੌਕ [atok] Skt ਧ੍ਯਗ੍“ a limb, part. 2 a traveller,

wayfarer.

ਅਤੋਲ [atoll adj unweighed; beyond weighing.
2 unequalled, matchless.

ਅਤੋਲਕ [atolak], ਅਤੋਲਵਾ [atolva], ਅਤੋਲਵੀ [atolvi]

adj that cannot be weighed, beyond

estimation. “harI harI nam atolak paIa.”—asa

c115t m 4. “oh veparvahu atolva.”—sri m 1.

“mIti pai atolvi.”—s farid.

ਅਤੰਕ [ਗਂਡੁ1<], ਅਭੰਗ [ਗ਼ੀਟੋਥੂ] Skt ਗ਼ਾਰਤ-ਭਾ n terror,

fear. “sabh des dukal aték haryo.”—NP.

“kayar ke or hot at5ga.”—GPS. 2 glory.

3 dominance.

ਅੱਤ [att] n surplus, excess. 2 tyranny.

ਅੱਤਾ [atta] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ‘“ mother. 2 elder sister.

3 the Creator holding every one in grasp.

4 Skt ਕਰ੍ adj gourmand, gluttonous.

ਅੱਤਾਰ [attar] See ਅਤਾਰ. .
ਅਤਜਾਚਾਰ [atyacar] Skt n transgression of
morality, outrage. 2 depravity. 3 atrocity.

ਅਤਸੂਰ੍ਹਿ [atyuktI] hyperbole, overstatement, a

literary figure in which excess is the norm,

and to describe with greater emphasis is its

.function. It is also called atIsyoktI. “dan

$urta rup gun kathe atI athkay.”

Example:

“tahé satru ke bhim hasti calae, .

phIrE maddh gem”; ajS 1:) na ae.”—gyan.

“dhurI Udi khur puran te pab uradh hve

raVImédal chae. manhu pher race bIth lok

dhara khat ath akas banae.”—c5di 1.
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ਅਤਜੰਤ [atyét] Skt adj very much, too much, in

excess. “atyét asa athItybhavné.”—sahasm 5.

ਅਤਜੰਤਾਤਿਸਯੋਕ੍ਰਿ [atyétatIsyoktI] a literary figure
of meaning involving excessive imagination.

Its characteristic is to describe an action before

the cause for it arises. “jahfi hetu te pratham
hI pragat hot he kaj.”——sIvraj bhusan.

Example:

“pahIla putU pIcheri mai,

baharI belu gon gharI ai.”—-asa kabir.

“yuddh hetu dasmes jab kasi kamar kIrpan,

jag dukhdaIk satru gen turat bhae bIn pran.”

ਅਤਯੰਤਾ ਭਾਵ [atyéta bhav] See ਅਭਾਵ.

ਅਤ੍ਰ [atr] n short form for ਅਾਤ੍ਰ. a missile, weapon

for throwing. “atr ke caleya chItI chatr ke

dhareya.”-—aka1. 2 adv here, at this place.

ਅਭ੍ਰਟਾ [atrata] adj without a defect; complete.

ਅਤ੍ਵਪਤ੍ਰ [atrpatr] SktMBUEf n an umbrella, which

provides shelter from the sun. 2 a royal canopy.

See “atrpatr kahI sis dhurayo.”—VN.
ਅਤ੍ਰਿ [atrI] Skt n Brahma’s son in human form,

a sage counted among seven eminent sages.

His wife was Anusoya and their three sons

were Dattatrey, Durvasa and Som. “pun bhae

atrI rIkhI munI mahan, dascarcar

VIdyanidhan.”—datt. 2 See ਅਤ੍ਰੀ. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਵ adj

` who eats or devours.

ਅਤ੍ਰਿਸੁਤ [atrIsut], ਆੰਤ੍ਜ [atrIj], ਆੰਤ੍ਤਨਯ

[atrItanay] n Atri’s son, Dattatrey. 2 Durvasa.

3 Som.

ਅਤ੍ਰਿਪਤ [atrIpat] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਵਵ੍ਰ adjhungry. 2 impatient,

greedy.

ਅਤ੍ਰਿਪਤਿ [atrIpatI] lack of satiety. See ਅਤਿਪਤਿ.

ਅਤ੍ਰੀ [atri] See ਅਤ੍ਰਿ. 2 short form of ਅਤ੍ਰਿਨ੍ an

armed person. “yuddhveta atI atri.”—-paras.

ਅਤੁੰਗ [atrég] adjwithout waves 0r ripples, calm,

still. “atr§gasc.”~gyan. 2 of the inside, inner

one. 3 from the heart.

ਅਥ [3th] part now, at the moment. 2 after this,

hence. 3 ancient Hindu sages employed this

word for expressing a sense of‘bliss.

“ਯੀਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ fine: ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ ਗ਼ੁਥੈਗੋ W: ਜੂਹ!

(See Bhamti explication of the Brahamsutars 

and Sankhyvachan Bhashy) See ਵੈਸ਼ੇ'ਸਿਕ ਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ 

ਦੇਮੁੱਢ-ਰ੍ਯੲਸ੍ਯਗੇ emf ਟਧਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਸ਼੍ਯ: ਗ਼ਾਹਂਵੇਦਾਂਤਦਰਸ਼ਨਦੇ 
ਅਾਢਿ-ਗ਼ਘੀਗੇ WWW. See ਆਥਿ and ਸੁਅਸਤਿ. 

4 See ਅਥਿ 2.

ਅਥਕ [athak] adj tireless. 2 indivisible, 

continuous. “ahInIs diva bale athak.”—ram 

m 1.

ਅਥਤੀਸ [athtis] Skt ਅਤਿਥੇਸ਼ n God, the master of

the newcomers. “so to ma dadot astéig athtis 

ko.’-’—aI<a1.

ਅਥਨ [athen] Skt ਅਸੂਮਨ n sunset, See ਆਥਣ. 

ਅਥਰ [athar] short form for ਅਥਰਵ. “athar bed

pathyé.”—VN.

ਅਥਰਬ [athrab] Skt ਅਥਵੰ n the fourth Ved also

named Brahm Ved, See ਵੇਦ. 2 The sage who 

revealed the fourth Ved. See ਅਥਰਵਨ.

ਅਥਰਬਣ [atharban] See ਅਥਰਬ and ਅਥਰਬਨ. 

ਅਥਰਥਣਿ [atharbanI] Skt ਗ਼ਕਕੀਂਹੈਸ੍ਵਾ n a scholar of
Athrav Ved, pandit. 2 a priest who conducts a 

sacrifice etc. according to the provisions of 

Athrav Ved.

ਅਥਰਬਨ [atharban], ਅਥਰਵਣ [atharvan] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਅਥਵੰਨ
n the fourth Ved, See ਵੇਦ. 2 a sage mentioned 

in Rig Ved. He is mentioned as the son of 

Brahma, and his Brahman progeny is known 

as Athravan, who consider themselves 

supreme in conducting sacrificial rituals etc. 

“bhar atharban gurumukh tara.”—BG. 

‘Devotees of the Guru have taken away the 

burden of Athravan ritualists.’

ਅਥਵਣ [athvan] See ਅਥਨ. 2 the west, See ਆਥਵਣ. 

ਅਥਵਾ [athva] part or, rather, alternatively. 

ਅਥਾਈ [athai] n a place for sitting or settling

down. 2 a rest room. “huto athai ke VIC 

bethyo.”——GPS.

ਅਥਾਹ [athah], ਅਥਾਹੁ [athahu] adj measureless,



 

  

ਅਥਾਕ

very deep. “agam athah beét.”—var ram 2 m 5.

ਅਥਾਕ [athak] adj tireless, untiring. “kie rath

athak.”—sri m 5.

ਅਥਾਮ [atham] adjwithout a place ofone’s own,

homeless. 2 without check or hindrance.

“ukharyo dhiraj mul athamu.”—NP.

ਅਬਿ [athI] short form ofਅਜਿ਼ਥ. a bone. 2 adv at

this. “maja ruthr durgédha nanak ਰਿਸ਼ਿ

garben agyanno.”—gatha.

ਅਥਿਤ [athIt], ਅਥਿਤਾ [athIta] adjwhat is not set

or settled, restless. 2 mortal. 3 at some places

this word has been used to mean ਅਤਿਥਿ.
ਅਥਿਤਿ [athItI] See ਅਤਿਥਿ. 2 unsteadines's,

instability.

ਅਥਿਤ੍ਯਭਵਨ [athItybhavan] See ਆਥਿਤ੍ਯਭਵਨ.
ਅਬਿਰ [athIr] Skt'anFHa' adj unstable, unsteady.

2 mortal.

ਅਥੋਨ [athon] adv thereafter, after this. “athon
pursa damra.”—dhana namdev. ‘After this a

person should practise breathing.’ See ਦਮ.

ਅਬੂ [athru] n ਅਸ਼੍ਰ a tear.

ਅਦੇਂ [ad] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਫ਼੍ਭੰਘ‘ to eat; to cut; to chop; to

nibble.
ਅਦਗ [adag], ਅਦੱਗ [adagg] adj untainted,
stainless. “namo khagg adaggé.”—VN. “lekar

khagg adagg maha.”—C§di 1. 2 unblemished.
3 which cannot be burnt. “adokh adag adag

he.”——al<a1.

ਅੁਦਦ [adad] A w a number, numeral, figure,

sum. 2 a countable object.

ਅਦਨ [adan] Skt n eating, dining. 2 A u» adj

everlasting. 3 n in the Bible and the Quran, a

garden i.e. Eden, where God kept Adam. See .

ਆਦਮ. 4 a town situated on a hill at the sea

coast borderingArabia. Its height from the sea

level is 1775 feet. There is a strong military

fort which is a part ofthe Indian empire. Adan

was captured by the British in January 1839.

It is a harbour for ships going to and from

Britain.
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ਅਦਨਾ [adna] A ਰ੍ਭੰ'_,| adj lowly, inferior,

worthless.

ਅਦਬਫਿ਼ਯੋਰੀਹੁਇਿ ਖਾਂ" n respect, regard,deference.

“hadiye rahe xuda amad adab, be adab xalist

az altafe rabb.”—jfdgi. 2 a rule, regulation.

3 literature imparting morality.

ਅਦਭੁਤ [adbhut] Sktੴ adjwonderful, strange.

2 amazing. 3 in poetics one ofthe nine literary

excellences. See ਰਸ.

ਅਦਭੁਤ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ [adbhut ramayan] See ਮਹਰਾਵਣ.

ਅਦਮ [adam] Skt ਅਦਸ੍ਯ adj that cannot be

subdued, unconquerable, irrepressible. 2A [ਗ਼

n absence, non-existence, state ofwithdrawal.

3 the next world.

ਅਦਰਸ [adras] See ਆਦਰਸ਼. 2 See ਆਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਯ.

ਅਦਰਕ [adrak] Skt ਅਾਰੁੰਕ n ginger.

ਅਦਰਸ਼ [adarab] adj without wealth, poor.

2 priceless, invaluable. “su baji adarbé.”

—gyan. ,
ਅਦਲ [adal] Skt ਘੀ purified butter. 2 A J); n
justice. “adal kare guru gIan samana.”—maru

soIhem 1. 3 God, the Creator. 4 equality. 5 a

measure.
ਅਦਲੀ [adli] adj (one) who administersjustice.

2 n a judge. “adli ho: bstha prabhu apI.”

—gaum 5. 3 a resident of village Bhaini (now

renamed as Chohla or Cholha). He was a

spiritually awakened devotee of Guru

Ramdas. It was as a result of his teaching that

Bhai Bidhi Chand renounced burglary and

received spiritual teaching lessons from Guru

Arjan Dev. “adli guru ko $Il<l<h tahf jih

sumatI vIsekhi.”—GPS.

ਅਦਲੁ [adalu] See ਅਦਲ.

ਅਦਵੈ [adve] See ਅਦ੍ਯ.

ਅਦਾ [ada], ਅਦਾਇ [adaI] A „,! n grace, gesture,

gait. “adbhut adaI t5ki.”—ramav. 2 syntax.

3 settling of accounts. 4 lucid exposition. 5A

{1‘ cancellation, rejection. “tero hukam

karhf ge ada. guru ke ség rahége sada.”—GPS.

 



ਅਦਾਇਬ

6 adjdestroyed, perished. “Is the] te tfihi hUI
ada.”—GPS.

ਅਦਾਇਬ [adaIb] A .31)!” plural ੦1`ਅਦਬ. “brid
adaIb rakhat h‘é.”—GPS.

ਅਦਾਹਣ [adahan] adj which cannot be burnt,

incombustible, inflammable. “pracéd amet
adahan.”—paras.

ਅਦਾਗ [adag] adj spotless, clean, unblemished.
ਅਦਾਬ [adab] See ਅਦਾਇਬ. “karat adab athk
sabhkoe.”—GPS.

ਅੁਦਾਲਤ [adalat] A ਭੰ/ਕ੍ਤਿ n court. 2justice.

ਅਦਾਲਤੀ [adalti] who holds the court. 2 n a
judge, magistrate.

ਅੁਦਾਵਤਚਿਧੰਨ੍ਯਗ਼ੀਇਿ .....ਲ਼ੀਕ੍ਤਿ n enmity, hostility. “ਛਿਪੇ
karé adavat guru nal.”—j§gnama.
ਅਦਿਸਟ [adIsat] Skt31€5€ adjinvisible, unseen.
2 n the Creator. “sahje adIsato pachanie.”
—sr1‘ a m 3. 3 fate. 4 fortune, destiny.

ਅਦਿਸਟਿ [adIsatI] the unseen. “CItu adIsatI
lagai.”—ram a m 3.

ਅਦਿਸਟੁ [adIsatu] See ਅਦਿਸਟ.

ਅਦਿਖ [adIkh] adj without initiation,
uninitiated by the Guru. 2 invisible.

ਅਦਿਤ [adIt] See ਆਦਿਤ੍ਯ.

ਅਦਿਭਿ [adItI] n the earth. 2 daughter of Daksh

and wife of Kashyap who gave birth to the

gods. “dItI adItI e rIkhI bari banaI.”—VN.

3 mother. 4 a devourer, i.e. death.

ਅਦਿਤਿਸੁਤ [adItIsut], ਅਦਿਤਿਕੁਮਾਰ [adItIkumar]
the sun. 2 Indar. 3 Vaman. 4 god.

ਅਦਿਤੀ [adIti] See ਅਦਿਤਿ.
ਅਦੀਸ [adis], ਅਦੀਖ [adikh] invisible. See ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਯ.
“adise.”—japu.

ਅਦੀਨ [adin] adjlacking in humility. 2 fearless.
3 magnanimous. 4 son ofthe Pandav, Sahdev.

ਅਦੀਨਾ [adina] P =»! n Friday. adina means
adornment; the Muslims adorn themselves on

Friday, so it gets this name.

ਅਦੀਨਾ ਬੇਗ [edina beg] son of ChannuArain, a
poor man of Sharakpur, started life as a
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Patvari, (a recorder of land holdings) and by

virtue of his ability rose to be the nawab of
Jalandhar, and died as the subedar of Punjab.
His real name was Bahram Jang but born on
Friday (Adina), he came to be called Adina
beg. With the aim ofdestroyingAhmad Shah’s
son, Taimur and his.deputy Jahan Khan, he
allied first with the Sikhs and then with the
Marathas. Being dishonest, he could not
continue his alliance with either ofthem. He
died of colic during Assu of Sammat 1815
and was buried at Khanpur near Jalandhar.
According to Prachin Panth Parkash, he
conquered Jalandhar in Sammat 1813 with
the help of Sodhi Vadbhag Singh of Kartarpur
and the Khalsa Dal. The Khalsa disinterred
and burnt the body ofNasirAli who had earlier
consigned to fire the sacred pillar of Kartarpur.

ਅਦੁ'ਤਿਯ [adutIy], ਅਦੁਤੀ [aduti] See ਅਦ੍ਰਿਤੀਯ.

ਅੁਦੂ [adu] A w n an enemy, a rival.

ਅਦੂਖ [adukh], ਅਦੂਖਾ [adukha] adj without
suffering or distress. 2 guiltless, innocent.

3 sinless. “man rahyo aduklia.”—-GPS.
ਅਦੂਜ [aduj] adj matchless, unique.

ਅਚੂਲ [adul], ਅਦੂਲੀ [aduli] A ਪਂ“; n refusal,
disobedience, negation. 2 opposition,

antagonism. “hukamaduli gunahI VIcaro.”

—GPS.

ਅਦੇਉ [adeu] n a demon. 2 adj unable to give,
unfit for giving. “déu adeu vasatu jo hoi.”

—NP. ‘

ਅਚੇਅ [adea] adj not fit to be given, See ਅਦੇਯ.
" 2 n one who is not a god, a demon, See ਦੇਅ.

ਅਦੇਸ [ades] adjwithout a country. “akal purakh

ades.”—ja_pu. 2 igndble habitation. 3 See ਆਦੇਸ਼.
ਅਦੇਸਾ [adesa] P 2,51 n apprehension, concern,

anxiety. 2 envy. 3 misgiving, doubt. “cuke

manhu adesa.”—vad chét m 5. 4 fear, panic.

ਅਦੋਖ [adekh], ਅਦੇਥਿ [adekhI] adjinvisible. “jas
adekhI tas rakhI bIcara.”—gau bavan kabir.
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ਅਦੇਯ [adey] n not worthy of being given; what

is not given. “nahI adey kachu to te.”—NP.

ਅਦੇਵ [adev] n one who is different from a god;

a demon. “mIl dev adevan 5':th mathyo.”

—mohn1'. 2 who has no god to worship, who does

not worship any deity. “adI' adev he.”—japu

ਅਦੋਖ [adokh] adj faultless, sinless, blameless.

ਅਦੰਗ [adég]. ਅਦੌਗ਼ੀ [adégi] adj unblemished,
untainted. See ਦੰਗ. 2 free from bickering. 3 P

ਥੂਡੂੰਚੂਲ਼ਾ foolish.

ਅਵੰਡ [adéd], ਅਦੰਰ੍ਯ [adédy] Skt ਗ਼ਥਧਛਧ adj not

punishable, not liable to be punished.

ਅਦੰਭ [adélnh] adjfree from hypocrisy; unpretentious.

ਅਰ੍ਯ [ady] Skt adv today, now.
ਅਦ੍ਰ [3dr] See ਅਦ੍ਰਿ.

ਅਦੁਸਾਰ [adrasar] n sap of a mountain, secretion

of a rock. 2 iron. 3 steel. “kahfi adrsaré, kahu

bhadr rupé.a”—aI<aI. ‘At some places it is iron

and gold at other places.’ 4 a spring or a

stream, rising from Adri mountain.

ਅਦ੍ਰਹਮਾਨ [adrahman], ਅਦ੍ਮਾਨ [adrman] wtzy'u/

Abdul Rahman, a devotee ofGuru Nanak Dev.

He served the Guru at Kartarpur and is

counted among devout Sikhs. “ek fakir ju

adrahman.”—NP.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿ [adrI] Skt n a mountain. 2 a stone. 3 a

tree. 4 a cloud.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [adrIs], ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ਟ [adrIsat] See ਅਦਿਸਟ 1

and ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਯ. “dekhI adrIsat rahau bIsmadi.”

—sor m 1. “bItharyo adrIsat jIh karam jar.”

—aka1. 2 See ਅਦਿਸਟ3.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਯ [adrIsar] n sap ofa mountain, secretion
of a rock. See ਸਿਲਾਜੀਤ. 2 iron. 3 a fountain of
water that springs from a mountain.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸੁਤਾ [adrIsuta] n daughter ofthe mountain,
Parvati. 2 stream. 3 Ganga.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿ ਸੁਤਾਹੁ ਕੀ ਜੋਂ ਤਨੀਆ [adrI sutahu ki jo tania]

goddess Kaushaki, daughter of Parvati.‘

'ਝਸੀਦ੍ ਕਜੈਧਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਾ:m ਗਿਰ੍ਗਯਿਧ੍ਯ |

ਜ੍ਯੋਯਿਠੀਰਿW3 ਰਗੈ ਗੈਕ਼ੇਧੂ, ਧੀਧਰੇ | l—durga sapatsatia 5.
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2 Goddess Kali. According to a story in

Markandey Puran, she appeared from the

forehead of Durga during the formidable

battle of Saronatbij. “nIkli mattha phorks.”

—C5di 3.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵ [adrIst] See ਅਦਿਸਟ i and 3.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਕੂਟ [adrIstkut] a riddle, the resolution

of which is beyond grasp; a riddle with an

enigmatic clue. In Punjabi it is pronounced

as drIstkut.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ਜ [adrIsy] Skt ਗ਼ਫ੍ੜਧ adjinvisible, unseen,
missing.

ਅਦ੍ਰਿਜਾ [adrIja] n daughter of the Himalay,
Parvati. 2 a stream.

ਅਦ੍ਹੀਚਿਘਿ] 868ਅਦ੍ਰਿ. 2 adjhonourable, venerable.

3 a man from the hills.

ਅਦ੍ਰੋਹ [adroh] adj without ill-will, without
enmity; amiable.

ਅਦ੍ਯ [advay], ਅਦ੍ਰਿਤੀਯ [ਰਘਿ'ਸ਼ੀਲ਼ੀਜਿ਼ਦ੍ਰਿਯ [adVIy]
adjincomparable, unique, matchless. “adVIy
amar.”—-gyan.

ਅਵੇਸ [adves], ਅਦ੍ਰੋਖ [advekh] Skt ਅਦ੍ਰੋਸ adj
without enmity. 2 without envy.

ਅਵੈ [adve] adj u'nique. See ਅਦ੍ਰਯ. “adI purakh

advs.”—aka1.

ਅਦ੍ਰੋਖ [advekh] See ਅਦ੍ਰੋਖ.
ਅਦ੍ਰੋਤ [advet] Skt adj unrivalled, unique. 2 n
God who is peerless.

ਅਦ੍ਰੋਤਵਾਦ [advetvad] Skt ਵੇਦਾਂਤਮਤ, the principle
holding that there is nothing except God who

is the cause as well as the creator ofthe world.

ਅਧ [adh] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਝੁੰ adj half. “adh sepmagau
_ dale.”—sor1<ab1'r. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਬਰ੍ part below, under.
3 See ਅੱਧ.

ਅਧ ਉਰਧ [adh uradh] adv under and above.
‘ 2 n the earth and the sky. 3 nether and celestial

worlds. 4 heaven and hell. “kIrat paIa adh
urdhi.”—gau a m 1.

ਅਧਸੀਲੀਂ [adhsili] adj semi cultured, partly well

behaved. “adhsili treta aIa.”—c5d1' 3.

 



ਅਧਹ

ਅਧਹ [adhah] See ਅਧ 2.

ਅਧਕ [adhak] See ਅਧਿਕ.
ਅਧਕਾਰ [adhkar] Sec ਅਧਿਕਾਰ.

ਅਧਕੀ [adhki] adj additional, excessive. “adhki
trIsna VIape kam.”——gau a m 1.

ਅਧਨ [adhan] adjwithout wealth; poor. “adhan

dhani ho jat.”—sa]oh.

ਅਧਨੇਤ੍ਰਾ [adhnetra] See ਅੰਧਨੇਤ੍ਰਾ and ਅੰਧਰਾਤ੍ਰਾ.
ਅਧਪਤਿ [adhpatI] Skt ਅਧਿਪਂਤਿ n the master, a
king. “}')/(~) adhpatI Ik pO$I$ tajke.”—NP.

ਅਧਪੰਧ [adhpédh] half the journey, half the
distance. 2 According to the Hindu custom,

it is the mid point between the heme and the

cremation ground where the hearse is placed

and the oblation is performed. 3 Snimitr adv

resuming the travel then.

ਅਧਪੰਧੀ [adhpédhi] adjwho travels halfthe way
to the destination; who cannot complete the

journey. “adhpédhe he sésaro va.”—vad

alahriiai m I.

ਅਧਤੂਤ [adhbhut] See ਅਧਿਭੂਤ.
ਅਧਮ [adham] adj mean, low, base, wicked,

vile.

ਅਧਮਈ [adhmai] n meanness, impiety, baseness,
depravity.

ਅਧਮ ਚੰਡਾਲੀ [adham cadali] This hymn of Guru‘
Arjan Dev is in the Asa Rag.

(1) adham cédali bhai brahmani

sudi te srestai re,

(2) patali akasi sakhni lahbar bujhi khai re,

(3) ghar ki bIlai avar SIkhai

musa dekhI darai re,

(4) aj ks vaSI gurI kino keharI

kukar tInhI ilagai re,

ਲ਼ੀ(5) bajhu thunia chapra thamIa

nighrIa gharu paIa re,

(6) bInU jarie le jarIo jarava-

theva acaraju laIa re,

(7) dadi dadI na pahucanhara

cupi nIrnau paIa re,
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(8) malI dulice bethi 1e mIrtaku

nen dIkhalanu dhaI re,

(9) soi ajanu kahe me jana

jananharu n9 chana re.——asa m 5.

It means :

1 The‘murderous and pain-giving tendency

has turned into divine knowledge. The servile

has changed into nobility i.e. spiritual strength

has come within grasp. See ਸ੍ਰੇਸ਼ਟ and ਸ੍ਰੋਸਟਾਈ.
2 The fire of desire that was not satiated by

eating up the underworld and the starry world

has got extinguished. See ਲਹਬਰ.

3 The house cat has been taught in such a way

that it is now frightened of the mouse.

4 The Guru has placed the tiger (pride) under

the control ofthe goat (humility) and the dog

now eats grass instead of carrion.

5 The thatched roof of the body is held firm

without props. What roamed astray without

rest has found a home deep within.

6 Without (an) insetter flaunting his acumen,

the devotees have got within their own

conscience, and inset there a wonderful gem

(of spiritual knowledge).

7 The supplicant, failing to getjustice through

appeal raised with a hue and cry, succeeded

in his mission through silence i.e. through deep

understanding.

8 Man’s corpse man (lacking self-knowledge)

sits on'the throne, but his visual ostentation

(false pretension) has disappeared. He has

cultivated contempt for it.

9 An ignoramus alone claims that he knows,

but the (real) knower cannot remain
unknown.

ਅਧਮਤਾ [adhamta], ਅਧਮਤ੍ [adhamtv], ਅਧਮਾਈਂ

[adhmai] n lowliness, meanness, depravity,

falsehood, inferiority. “nah: chuti adhmai.”

'—sor m 9. “kahau kahé apni adhmai.”—_todi

m 9.



ਅਧਮਾਧਮ

ਅਧਮਾਧਮ [adhmadham] adj lower than the lowly,
the lowest, most ignoble, heinous sinning,
wicked.

ਅਧਯਨ [adhyan] Skt ਅਧ੍ਯਯਨ n study, learning,
perusal. ਅਧੇਨ.
ਅਧਰ [adhar] Skt adj which cannot be grasped
or adopted. 2 n the nether region; hell. “adhré
dhar§ dharanah.”—sahas m 5. ‘adopter of the
earth and the nether region.’ See ਅਧਰੰ ਧਰੰ
ਧਾਰਨ੍ਯ. 3 the lower lip. 4 a lip. 5 a constellation.
“hukme dharI adhar rahave.”—sukhmani.
6 the vagina, pudendum. 7 S adj baseless,
without support, helpless.
ਅਧਰਣ [adharan] adj not worth adopting;
unworthy of adoption. “adharan dharné
patItau dhamé.”—gyan.
ਅਧਰਮ [adharam] n irreligion, sin, depravity,
unworthy of adoption. 2 sans words such as,
sublime, etc. “namasté adharmé.”—japu.
ਅਧਗਧ੍ਯਾੲੀ [adharmai] n irreligiousness.
2 absence of religion.

ਅਧਰਮੀ [adharmi] Skt ਗ਼ਬਸਿੰਜ਼੍ n an irreligious
person, a sinner, a wicked person.
ਅਧਰਵਿਛੋਹਾ [adharVIchoha] See ਚਿਤੁ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ (b)

ਅਧਰਾਮ੍ਰਿਤ [adhramrIt] n sweetness of lip,
pleasure of kissing. “adhar trIya 1<੦ cat kahIt
adhramrIt payo.”~caritr 81.
ਅਧਚੀਆ [adhria] n a base, support. “nam sath
ko pran adhria.”—gaum 5. 2 adjwho provides
support.
ਅਧਰੰਗ [adhrég] ਅਧੰ ਅੰਗ half limb; a disease
that disables half the body. ਪਕਾਘਾਤ, $6
hemiplegia. It is a disease of the muscles
caused by stupor, brain-carbuncle, gas
formation in the stomach, epilepsy, syphilis,
etc. Its attack on the left side is more
dangerous because the heart is on this side.
Its treatment should Stan early because cure
is difficult after two months. Hemp seeds
ground and mixed with honey, or fresh ginger
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mixed with honey are beneficial for the
patient.

Powder of rock salt, roots oflong pepper,
gourd, ginger and raysan, taken in equal
quantity should be ground and taken 6 masas
daily in the gravy of horse beans, is a
standard treatment of hemoplegia. The use
of the gum of Anniysis comiphora is also
very effective.

Take sap of leaves of calatropis procara,
azedarach, drumstick, vitesnegundo, castor in
an equal measure. Boil them in oil equalling
the total weight ofall these ingredients. When
all the sap is burnt, clean the remaining oil
and put it in a bottle. Rubbing this on the body
of the patient is quite useful. Rubbing with
tiger or bear fat is indeed efficacious.

A patient of hemiplegia should not be
given glutinous diet as it produces gas in the
body. Instead meat and gravy of gram are
useful.

ਅਧਰੰ ਧਰੱ ਧਾਰਣਚ [adhré dharé dharanahl—sahas
m 5. See ਅਧਰ. 2 assuming form to give support
to one lacking it.

ਅਧਵੱਧ [adhvaddh] adj two equal halves; two
parts or pieces.

ਅਧੜੋ [adhro] Dg half. f‘adhro sigh adhro ,
manas.”—b5no. ‘half man half-lion’; Nar
Singh
ਅਧਾ [adha] See ਅਧ. 2 Skt part then. 3 and.
4 but. 5 therefore, hence.

ਅਧਾਂਕ [8ਧੀ151<] ਧ੍ਯਕ੍ਤਿ adj half a letter. 2 See

ਅਧਾਖਰ [adhakhar], ਅਧਾਖਯਰ [adhakhyar] ਕਗ਼ੀਤ੍ਯਾ
adj half letter. “braham gIani ka kathIa na
jaI adhakhyar.”—sukhmani. …
ਅਧਾਨ [adhan] Skt ਅਾਧਾਨ n trust money, deposit
for safe custody. 2 pregnancy, conception.
ਅਧਾਮ [adham] who has no habitation, homeless.
“namasté ‘ adhamé.”—japu.



 

 

ਅਧਾਰ

ਅਧਾਰ [adhar] Skt ਆਧਾਰ“ support, prop, succour.

2 a vessel, pot, utensil.

ਅਧਾਰੀ [adhari] Skt ਸ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿ adjwho gives support.
2 n a beggar’s bag, lap. 3 a female ascetic; a

' T-shaped stand wooden support on which holy

men rest their arms during meditation.

4 food. “sabhné deI adhari.”—-todi m 5.

ਅਧਿ [ath] Skt prep used to form words

denoting higher status as ਅਧਿਕਾਰੀ (officer),

ਅਧਿਧਤਿ (lord, king), ਅਧਿਭੂਤ (God), and ਅਧਿਰਾਜ
(monarch), etc.

ਅਧਿਅਾ [atha], ਅਧਿਅਾਉ [athau], ਮਘਿਇ

[athaI] See ਅਧਜਾਯ.

ਅਧਿਆਤਮ [athatam] Skt ਅਧਯਾਤ੍ਮ. n soul.
2 mind. 3 nature. 4 body. 5 knowledge ofthe

self.

ਅਧਿਆਤਮ ਕਰਮ [athatam karam] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਗ਼ਯਿ

ਕਹੀੰ n actions relating to spiritualism. 2 means

for attaining spiritual knowledge.“adh1atam

karam kare ta saca.”—gau am 1. 3 actions in

accord with one’s nature,l willed actions.

“athatam karam je kare namu na kab-hi

paI.”—sri m 3.

ਅ'ਧਿਅਾਤਮੀ [athatmi] adj concerning
spiritualism. “athatmi harIgun tasu manI

jap-hI ekU murarI.”—sri m 3.

ਅਧਿਸਟਾਤਾ [athstata], ਅਧਿਸ੍ਵਾਤਾ [athsthata] Skt

ਗ਼ਬਿਠਗ਼ਰ੍ਵ n a manager, an organizer, a chief.

ਅਧਿਸ੍ਵਾਨ [adhrsthan] Skt n a place for living, a
town. 2 a house, home. 3 support, prop.

ਅਧਿਕ [athk] adj plentiful. “athk suad rog
athkai.”—ma1a n1 1. 2 remainder, residue.

3 n gemination mark in Punjabi in the shape

of the new moon denoting double consonant.

4 a literary figure of meaning wherein the

supporter is magnified more than the support

provided. “jahf adhey te athk adhar.”

—garab géjni.

' “rom rom VICC rakkhIon

"‘ਦਿਕ੍ਯਾਗੇਝਸ੍ਯ ਬ੍ਰੂ-ਚੂਧਰੇ."-(;,ਧਿ.
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kar brahméd kayo: sumara.”——BG

Here the quality ofa hair is magnified more

than of the universe.

ਅਧਿਕਤਾ [athkta] excess, abundance.

ਅਧਿਕਰਣ [athkaran] Skt n basis, support. 2 a

context. 3 a title, heading. 4 locative case in

grammar.

ਅ'ਧਿਕਾੲੀ [athkai] See ਅਧਿਕਤਾ. “tanI manI
satI ho: athkai.”—1<aII am 4. 2 adjdesirous

of worldly objects, greedy. “maIa l<e jo

athkai, VIC maIa pace pacije.”—kaII a m 4.

3 having long life; long-living. “markéde te

k0 athkai, jInI trIn dharI mfid balae.”

—dhana namdev. 4 too much. “trIsna jalhI
athkai.”—bh£r m 3.

ਅਧਿਕਾਰ [athkar] n a rank, status. 2 a right.
3 competence. “étar bal athkar.”-sava m

1. ‘concerning the competence of the army.’

4 authority.

ਅਧਿਕਾਰੀ [athkari] Skt ਗੀਬੇਧ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿ“ one who has

the right or a title. 2 a rank holder. 3 an owner,

a master.

ਅਧਿਕ੍ਰਿਤ [athkrIt] Skt ਗ਼ਬਿਫ਼ੂਨੂਰ adj occupied,

under possession. 2 n an officer.

ਅਧਿਦੇਞ [athdev] n a deity. 2 a household god.
3 an adorable god.

ਅਧਿਦੈਞ [athdev] adj what'happens suddenly.

2 concerning a god.

ਅਧਿਧ [athp], ਅਧਿਪਤਿ [athpatI] n a master,
an owner. 2 a chief, Chieftain. 3 a king.

ਅਧਿਭੂਤ [athbhut] n the immanent God to
whom all living beings owe their dependence.

ਅਧਿਭੂਤਕ [athbhutak], ਅਧਿਤੌਤਕ [athbhatak]
See ਅਾਧਿਭੇਂਤਿਕ.

ਅਧਿਰਥ [athrath] See ਕਰਣ.

ਅ'ਧਿਰਾਜ [athraj] n a powerful king, an
emperor; a monarch ruling over a vast empire.

" ਅਧਿਵਾਸਨ [athvasan] Skt n the actpf residing

in another’s house. 2 residence. 3 consecration

of god in an image.



ਅਧਿਵੇਸ਼ਨ

ਅਧਿਵੇਸ਼ਨ [athve$an] Skt n a rally. 2 a session.
3 an assembly, a congregation.

ਅਧੀ [adhi] adjhalf. 2 wwithout) tfi(intellect),
foolish. “tudh bhave adhi parvan.”—dhana m
1. 3 n halfa damri, the smallest coin.

ਅਧੀਸ਼ [adhisl Skt n an owner, a master. 2 a king.

ਅਧੀਤ [adhit] adj studied, considered.
ਅਧੀਨ [adhin] adj subject, subordinate.
2 subdued. 3 humble, free from vanity. “ajya

adhin téte param paVItr bhai.”—BGK.' ‘A goat

(ਅਜਾ) being humble became holy.’

ਅਧੀਨਤਾ [adhinta] n subjection, dependence.

2 humility.

ਅਧੀਰ [adhir] adj impatient, restless.
ਅਧੀਰਜ [adhiraj] Skt ਅਪੈਂਯੰਯ. n impatience,
uneasiness, petulance.

ਅਧੀਰਾ [adhira] in poetry, a middle-aged heroine

who petulantly disapproves of the hero’s

conduct of making love to another woman. '

ਅਧੁ [adhu] adj half. “3th gula CIri ka‘

cuganu.”—var maIa m 1.

ਅਧੁਨਾ [adhuna] adv now, at this time, these days.

ਅਧੁਲਾ [adhula], ਅਧੁਲੀ [adhuli] adj blind.

2 ignorant. “durmatI adhuli kar.”—bas§t a m

I. “netr phun adhule.”—bher m 1.

ਅਧੂਆ [adhua] adj half. “bIlam na adhua rai.”

—guj a m 1. _
ਅਧੂਤ [adhut] Skt n one who remains unafraid;

a fearless one. “adhut he.”—japu.
ਅਧੂਮ [adhum] adj smokeless. 2 noiseless.

ਅਧੂਰਾ [adhura] adj partially complete,

incomplete.

ਅਧੇ [adhe] Skt am: part below, under. 2 Skt `
ਗ਼ਬੇਧ adj not held by anyone, without support.

“adhe he.”—japu.

ਅਧੇਅ [adhea] See ਆਧੇਯ.

ਅਧੇਨ [adhen] See ਅਧ੍ਯਯਨ. -
ਅਧੇਯ [adhey] See ਆਧੇਯ. “ahI adhey jhutho lakh
tese.”—NP.

'See Bhai Gurdas, Var 23. pauri l3.
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ਅਧੇਰ [adher], ਅਧੇਰਾ [adhera], ਅਧੇਰੁ [adheru] n

darkness. gloom. “sakatI adher jevri bhram
cuka.”—gau kabir. “bharam adhera lahi.”—dev

m 5. ‘fagIan adheru cukaIa.”—var guj 1 m 3.

ਅਧੇਲਾ [adhela] n quarter ofa pice; halfa dhela.

ਅਧੇਨ [adhsn] See ਅਧ੍ਯਯਨ.

ਅਧੋ [adho] See ਅਧੇ.
ਅਧੌਗਤਿ [adhogatI] n fall, decline, downfall,

retrogression.

ਅਧੇਗੀ [adhogi] Skt ਅਧੂਗ n one on the road; a
traveller, passenger. “bhajle guru

gyanadhogi.”—BG. ‘Pray to and serve the

Guru who leads to knowledge.’

ਅਧੋਮੁ [adhomu] short form ofਅਧੋ'ਮੁ'ਖ. See ਅਧੂਮ 1 .
ਅਧੋਮੁਖ [adhomukh] adj hanging with head
downward; prostrate. 2 upside down.

ਆੱਰੀ [adhori] adj who supportsvor helps.
“sukhdate prabhu pran adhori.”—gau m 5.

ਅਧੋੜਨਾ [adhoma] v to unstitch, un'sew, separate.
ਅਧੌਨ [adhan] ਅਧੰ-ਮਨ half a maund, twenty
seers.
ਅਧੰਧਰ [adhédhar] adj half the body, body in

‘ two parts. “sfidar sigh adhédhar ke.”—1<rIsan.

ਅਧੰਨ [adhe‘m] adj unfortunate, unfelicitious,

unblessed.

ਅੱਧ [addh] See ਅਧ.ਰ੍2 Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਚ੍ n a journey,

passage. 3 a path. “.sanaddh baddh addh

hve.”—I<aII<1'.

ਅੱਧਣ [addhan], ਅੱਧਨ [addhan] n half a maund,

twenty seers, two weights (of ten seers each).

ਅਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ [adhyast] Skt a'dj false, illusory; a thing
thought to be at a place but in reality there

may be nothing at ail; for example silver in

an oyster shell.

ਅਧ੍ਯਕ [adhyaks] Skt n one who keeps an eye

on every thing around, master, owner. 2 an

officer. 3 a headman. ‘

ਅਧ੍ਯਯਨ [adhy-yan] Skt n recitation of the

Guru’s words as uttered by him; that is, a

study, a reading.



  

ਅਧ੍ਯਞਸਾਯ

ਅਧ੍ਯਞਸਾਯ .[adhyvasay] Skt n enthusiasm,

courage. 2 confidence. 3 fondness, desire.

ਅਧ੍ਯਯ [adhyas] Skt n a thought. 2 false

knowledge. 3 imagining the quality of one

thing in another. 4 a seat. 5 a posture.

. ਅਧਜਾਹਾਰ [adhyahar] Skt n a thought. 2 a

talk. 3 (missing) words added during

explication of a text. “Ih jag me ram nam
so tau noh'i sunIo kan.”—jeja m 9. ‘In this

God’s name (great essence of which) you

have not lent an' ear to’ the words added in

brackets are adhyahar. Similarly in the

Vline. “karI karI harIo an‘Ik bahu bhati.”—

.gau m 5. ‘got tired of various (efforts)’,

the added word is an adhyahar to complete
the sense of the line.

ਅਧ੍ਯਾਤਮ [adhyatam] See ਅਧਿਆਤਮ.
ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਤਸ੍ਯਯਾਨ [adhyatamgyan] Skt n knowledge
spiritual or divine.

ਅਧ੍ਯਾਤਮ ਰਾਮਾਯਣ [adhyatam ramayan] n the

Ramayan, which contains the story of Ram

for imparting spiritual knowledge.Gulab

Singh, a learned scholar of the Nirmala sect

translated it from Brahmand Puran in Sammat

1839.

ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਤਮਾ [adhyatma] Skt n transcendent God.
ਅਧਯਾਪਕ [adhyapak] Skt n a teacher, an

educator.

ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਪਿਕਾ [adhyapIka] Skt a lady teacher, a
mistress.

ਅਧ੍ਯਾਯ [adhyay] Skt n a part of a book, chapter.

ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਰੋਂਪ [adhyarop] Skt n fabrication.
2 assigning the action of one to another, for

example, taking the behaviour of maya
(illusion) as the act of God. 3 climbing,

ascending.

ਅਧ੍ਰਞ [adhrav], ਅਧ੍ਰਞ [adhruv] Skt ਗ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਥ adj not

stationary, unstable, volatile. 2 transient,

impermanent, perishable. “sabh adhrav dIthe

jiu ta carankamal CItu 1aIa.”—suh1’ chétm 5.
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ਅਧ੍ਰਰ [adhvar] Skt n such an oblatory rituhl in
which violence and sacrifice do not figure and

no killing of the animal takes place.

2 uninterrupted oblation. See ਨਿਰੁਕ੍ਤ.

ਅਧੂਚਯੁ [adhvrayu] Skt ਗ਼ਣੌਖ਼ਧੰ n Yajurved. 2 a
Brahman who performs oblation by reciting

verses from Yajurved.

ਅਨ [an] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍‘ vr to go, be competent, take

away. 2 part indicating the negative aspect

by prefixing the main word. 3 ਅਨ੍ਯ adj other,

another, different. “lobhi an kau sevde.”—sri

m 3. “sagar bfid nahi an hera.”——bI1a m 5. 4 n
corn, grain. “latu madhanifi angah.”—varasa.

5 a suffix clarifying the idea of the principal

verb. “rakhe rakhanhar apI UbarIanu.”'—var

guj m 5. 6 ਅਨ is also used in place of ਅਨੁ.
See ਅਨਦਿਨ and ਅਨੁ.

ਅਨਸ਼ਨ [ansan] Skt ਅਨ-ਅਸ਼ਨ adj who does not

eat, or who undergoes fast. “acvahfi asan kI

rah?) ansana?”——NP.

ਅਨਸਾਧੁ [ansadho] an evil person, See ਧੋਪ 2.
ਅਨਸੂਆ [ansua] See ਅਨਸੂਯਾ.

ਅਨਸੂਤਾ [ansuta] n a barren’ woman, not capable
of bearing a child.

ਅਨਸੂਯ [ansuy], ਅਨਸੂਯਕ [ansuyak] adjfree from
ਅਸ਼ੂਯਾ (jealousy), unenvious. “ansuyak subh
man nahI mane.”—GPS.

ਅਨਸੂਯਾ [ansuya] daughter of Daksh and wife

of rishi Atri. According to the Ramayan, she

lived on Chitrakut mountain with her husband.

She was saintly and given to meditation and

therefore possessed several spiritual powers.

When Sita along with her husband came to

see her, Ansuya gave her a magical paste for

rubbing over her body which would keep her

ever youthful. “bari an ansuya narI.”—datt.

2 freedom from jealousy and envy.

ਅਨਸੰਖ [ਗ਼ਾ5ਫੌ1<}1] adj innumerable, copntless.
“ansékh achuhanI 35g dalé.”—datt. See ਸੰਖ.

lin Gurbani, it changes into ‘ਅਨੁ’.
 

 

 



 

ਅਨਸ਼੍ਰਰ

ਅਨਸ਼੍ਵਰ [ansvar] Skt adj indestructible,

everlasting. '

ਅਨ੍ਯਤ [anhat] Skt ਅਨਾਹਤ adj unstruck; without

a bruise. “darI vaj-hI anhat vaje ram.”—vacj

chétm 5. See ਅਨ੍ਯਤ ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਅਨਹਤ ਸ਼ਬਦ [anhat sabad], ਅਨ੍ਯਤਨਾਦ [anhat nad]

Skt ਅਨਾਹਤ ਨਾਦ| n the sound that is produced

without striking at anything. According to the

Yog, the yogis hear it when they reach the

transcendental stage of meditation, dasam

dvar or the ultimate spiritual stage.

“prathme bhramargfijar sékhdhunI dutIy

kahijje,
trItIy baje mIrdég caturath-hI tal suanje,

pécam ghéta nad khast binadhunI hoi,

saptam baje bherI astamé dOdath joi,

navme garaj samudr ki dasam megh ghokh-

hf gone, _

kahI sfidar anhatsabad ko das prakar jogi

suns.”—sfidarVIIas.

2 In Gurmat, it stands for transcedental music

that is not audible to the ears. The devotees

experience it during meditation. “anhata

sabad bajét bheri.”—sohIIa. 3 The revelation

of the Divine that dawns upon a spiritually

' awakened person.
ਅਨਹਦ [anhad] See ਅਨ੍ਯਤ. “anhad bani paie tah

haume hOI bInas.”—sr1' m 1. 2 adj unlimited,

beyond measure. “anhad rup anahat bani.”

-aka1. 3 n a gen metre, also named akra, anka,

anubhav, sasIvadna, cédrasa and

madhurdhunI. It has four lines, each line has

Ill, ISS arrangement.

Example:

satjug ayo, sabh sunpayo,

munI man bhayo, gunI gen gayo.——kaIk1'.

»ਸ਼੍ਯਦਸਬਦ [anhadsabad] ਅਨ੍ਯਦਨਾਦ [anhadnad],

ਅਨ੍ਯਦਬਾਣੀਂ [anhadbani] See ਅਨ੍ਯਤ ਨਾਦ. “anhad

'The antonym ofnma is ਆਹਤ, which arises out of
 

striking something.

I39 ਪ੍ਯਾ

sabad baj-hI darbare.”—bhsr m 5. “anhad

dhuni darI vajde.”—srim 5. “anhad bani sabad

vajae.”—gau a m 3.

ਅਨਹਿਤ [anhIt] 11 against one’s interest; evil,

damage, disadvantage, opposition.

ਅਨਂਹੋਨੀ [anhoni] adj what cannot happen;
impossible. “cita taki kijie jo anhoni hOI.”-—s

m 9.

ਅਜ੍ਯੋਵਨ [anhovan] adj impossible. “hovan kaura
anhovan mitha.”—-bIIa m 5. (that is) ‘Death

is bitter but sweet is life.’ 2 n non-existence,

absence.

m [anak] Skt adj low, mean. 2 Skt many.

3 Skt ))ਸ਼੍ਯ n a small kettle drum. “anak tur

bheri panav.”—car1tr 1. 4 A j; n happiness.

5 adjjoyful, pleasing.

ਅਨ੍ਯ ਸਿੰਘ [anak sigh] See ਉਦਯ ਸਿੰਘ.
»ਸ਼੍ਯਟੁੰਦਭਿਜ [anakdodthj] son ofAnakdundubhi

(Vasudev), Krishandev.—sanama. ਲ਼ੀ

ਅਨ੍ਯਰੁੰਦਭਿਜ ਥਲਭਠਿ'ਚਰਨਾਯਕ ਸਤ੍ਰ [anakdOdthj
balabhanacarnayak satr] n Anakdundubhi’s
son, Krishan, whose darling was Jamna; born

of Jamna Was the grass that the deer grazed;

the deer’s master was the lion; whose foe was

the gun.—sanama.

»ਸ਼੍ਯਚੁੰਦਭੀ [anakdOdbhi] See ਅਾਨ੍ਯਚੁੰਦਭੀ.
ਅਨ੍ਯਪ [ankap] Sktmfiaun one who drinks with
more than one limb, i.e. with trunk and mouth;

an elephant.—sanama.

ਅਨ੍ਯਪਨੀ [ankapni], ਅਨਕਪੀਂ [ankapi] n an army
of elephants.—sanama. See ਅਨਕਪ.

ਅਨ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਚਿ [ankapyarI] n the enemy of an
elephant, the lion.—sanama.

ਅਨਕਧ੍ਯਰਿ ਨਾਦਨਿ [ankapyarI nadanI] n an army
roaming like the lion, the enemy ofelephants,

having its roar.-—sanama. 2 gun, musket.

ਅੁਨਕ੍ਰੀਬ [anakriblA .74}? advnearly, roughly,

about (in time). 2 in the near future.

ਅਟਜ੍ਯਾ [anka] a gen metre of four lines, also

named $a$I, whose each line is organized as

 



   

ਅਨਕਾਇ

one yagan (ISS).
Example:

prabhu he; aju he; aje he; abs he.—ramav.

2 See ਚਾਚਰੀ. 3 See ਉਨਕਾ.-

ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਇ [ankaI], ਅਨ੍ਯਧਾਏਂ [ankae] Skt ਅਾਙਕਾਯ n

one who is bodiless; desire, lust; Cupid.

“ankae ratrIa! vat duheli ram.”—bIha Ch5tm

5. 2 ਅਨ੍ਯ-ਕਾਹੇ ! why (or for what) another; why
any other.

ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਦ [anakad], ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਦਿ [anakadI] adj the
origin of many; root of all. “ankadI sarup5

amIt bIbhut5.”—gyan.. -

ਅਲ਼ਕਾਮ [ankam] adjwithout desire. 2 SktMQ—om

fulfiller of desire. “sarab ke ankam.”—aka1.

hm [ankal] adj timeless; akal; God that

never dies.

ਅਨਂਕੁੰਭ [ankiibh] See ਅਕੁੰਭ. “tab kubh 3r ankubh

an; dal rukyo ram ki tyag kan.’’—ramav.

ਅਨਕੰਪਾ [ank5pa] See ਅਫ਼ੂਕਿੰਪਾ.

ਅਨਕਰ [anaksar] Skt adjwho has no knowledge
_ of letters; uneducated, illiterate.

ਅਨਖ [anakh] See ਅਣਖ. “man ankhaI su kup-

hi ghanere.”—GPS. 2 who has no nails, without

talons.

ਅਨਖੰਗ‘ਚਿਸ਼ੀਥੀਰੈਫ਼ੁ] See ਅਨੁਖੰਗ.

ਅਨੱਖਰ [anakkhar] See ਅਨ੍ਯਰ.
ਅਨਗ [anag] See ਆੰਗ. 2 who is not ਨ੍ਯ
(stationary); moving, liVing. 3 transitory.

4 volatile.

ਅਨਗਨ [engen], ਅਨਗਠਿਤ [anganIt] adj
countless, innumerable. '

ਅਨਗਰੂਅਾ [9ਸ਼8੪ਫ਼ਾਂ੫8]ਰ੍8ਧੱ/ lacking in sense of
honour, mean. 2ਅਨੰਗ-ਰੂਅਾ charming, attractive,

having graceful features. “angarua akhara.”—

'maIa namdev.

ਅਨ੍ਯ!ੜ [anger] adj unorganized, unforged, self-

existent. 2 n the Creator.

ਅਠਗਾਹ [angah] adj which cannot be organised;

boundless, very grim. 2 n a thrashing frame

which is dragged around in a circle over the
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corn that is threshed.

angah.’’—var asa.

ਅਨ੍ਯਧਿ [ang5dh] adj odourless. 2 without any

trace. 3 n a foul smell, stench.‘‘ang5dh)are

mahé kod anl5.”—gyan. '
ਅਨਘ [anagh] adj without ਅਘ (sin); sinless.
2 blameless, unblemished.

ਅਨਘੜ [ਗ਼ਾਥੂਸ਼ਿਤ੍ਹਾ] adjunhewn, See ਅਨ੍ਯਕ਼ਾੜ. 2 badly

hewn, unshapely, mis-shaped. 3 uneducated,

uncultured, vulgar.

ਅਨਦਾਰ [ancar] Skt ਅਨਾਚਾਰ nloose character;

immorality.

ਅਨ੍ਯਕ਼ਾ’ਰੀ [ancari] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਗ਼ੀਜ਼੍ adj licentious,
reprobate, profligate. “encari ka dhan.”—sava

m 3.

ਅਠਚੇਤ [ancet] adj without feeling, insentient.
2 adv all ofa sudden, suddenly. “jaI lagi harI

ko 5ncet.”—krIsan. ‘

ਅਨਛਿੱਜ [ancthj] adj indestructible, imperish-
able. “ancthj tej udar.”—aka1.
ਅਨਜਾਨ [anjan] adj ignorant, without know-
ledge, foolish, illiterate. .

ਸ਼੍ਯ [anjanat] adv ignorantly.

bIkhIa mahI race.”—su1<hman1’.

ਅਨਜੇਞ [anjev] adj unconquerable. “Im kapat
dev anjev anp, jadIn jhatak dz: dhaI he.”

-—paras. 2 Which cannot be ਜੇਮਨ (eaten);

“latu madhania'

“anjanat

.. inedible.

ਅਨਝੰਝ [anjh5jh] adj sans ਝੰਝਾ (trembling), un-
shivering, steady. “anjh5jh gat.”—japu. See

ਅਨ੍ਯ [anat], ਅਟਟਿ [anatt] n ਅਨ੍ਰਿਤ. a lie, false-
hood. 2 injustice. 3 adj who does not back

5 out. 4 immutable, permanent. “anatt
sukkhl5.”—gyan. ‘lasting comfort.’

ਅਨਡੀਠ [andith] adj unseen, unobserved.

ਅ'ਨਾਡੰਡ [5nd5d] Skt ਗਵ੍ਯਛਧ not liable to

punishment, unpunishable.

ਅਨ੍ਯ [anat] Skt adj which is not ਨਤ (bent),
unbending, without humility. 2 Skt ਅਤਿ  



ਅਨ੍ਯਤਚੰਗਾ

endless. “paero ap ho; anat tarég.”
—sul<hmam'. See ਪਲੂ. 3 Skt ਅਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਰadv somewhere
else. “kahI nahak ab nahI anat gatI.”—-todi
111 9. 4 Skt »ਠਿਜ਼ adj transitory, destructible.
“anata dhan dhami dhare anat na cahIa jaI;

anat kau cahan jo gae se ae anat gavaI.”—gau

m 1. ‘puts perishable wealth under the earth,

but does not desire the endless one (God); those

who pursued wealth have come to lose that

eternal One (God).’ 5 someone else. “srmran

bIna anat nahI kaju.”—NP.

ਅਨ੍ਯਤਰੰਗਾ [anat taréga], ਅਨਤਤਰੰਗੀ [anat tarégi]
adj having infinite waves; sea, ocean. 2 n‘the

Creator, God. “asa puran anat taréga.”-bIIa

m 5.

ਅਨ੍ਯਭਾਇ [anatbhaI] adv in numerous ways.

“raja ram maUlIa anatbhaI.”—ba$5t kabir. '

ਅਨ੍ਯਰ [anatar] Skt ਅਨ੍ਯਤਰ adj one of the two,’

the secOnd, the other one. 2 Skt adj at another

place, somewhere else. 3 ,ਧੂ/ਨੁਸਿ਼ਲਿੰਤਰ afierwards,

hereafter. 4 ਅਟਕ੍ਯਾ-ਤਰੁ another tree. “cédna

subasu jasu SImraf anatar.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਅਨਤਰਿਯਾ [antarIya], ਅਨ੍ਯਰੀਆ [antariya] adj
who does not know swimming. “antarIya jyo

sidhu ko cahIt taran.”——C5di 1.

ਅਟਢ਼ਾ [anata] See ਅਨਤ. “anata dhan dharI

dabIa.7’—suhi chétm 4. …

ਅਨਥਾ [an-tha] See ਅਨ੍ਯਥਾ.

ਪ੍ਯਾ [anad] Skt n pleasure, joy, happiness.

“anad sukh mégal bane.”—bila m 5. 2 felicity.

3 See ਪ੍ਯਾ. ‘
ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਮੂਲ [anadmul] adj the origin or cause of
happiness. “anadmul than purkhotamu.”

—bIla m 4.

ਅਠਦਚੂਧ [anadrup] adjwhose forte is happiness.
“anadnip pragatIo sabh thanI.”—ram m 5. ‘

ਅਨਦਾਇਕ [andaik] adj who does not give.
“andaIk tIh putr na pIt k0 badh kIyo.”

—carItr 266. 2 the provider of ਰਿਘੀ.

ਅਨਦਾਈ [andai] n ecstasy, joy, pleasure. “harI
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aradhe arog andai.”—sor m 5. 2 See ਅੰਨ੍ਯਚਾ.
3 a non--giver.

ਅਨਦਿਨ [811ਯੱਗ਼ੁ11],ਅਨਦਿਨੁ [endInu] Skt ਅਨੁਦਿਨ
advevery day,always, continuously.‘‘andIno

mohI ahi pIasa.”—soh1'1a. andInu sahsa kade

n3 cuke.”—brha var m 3. '

ਅਨ੍ਯੂ [anadu] See ਅਨੰਦ. “anadu kare saSI saSI

sémare.”—asa m 5.

ਅਨਦ੍ਰਿਸਟ [andrIsat] adj invisible, unseen.
ਅਨਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [andrIsatI] Skt the deluge; ultimate

destruction of the universe. “avanu javan ‘

drIsatI andrIsatI.”—sukhmani.

ਅਨਧਰ [andhar] Skt ਅਨਾਧਾਰ adj without a base,
groundless. “andhar pramath.”—datt. 2 ਅਨ-
ਧਰ which cannot be caUght; ungraspable,

irresistible. “Ih bhét nfd andhar subhat.”

‘ "}੭8'1'੪5.
ਅਨਧਿਕਾਰੀ [anathkari] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਬਿਧ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿ adj who
is not entitled or empowered; undeserving, ‘

incapable, unft 2 dismissed, demoted.
ਅਨਧ੍ਯਾ [anadhya] Skt ਅਨਧ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾ n time not

prescribed for studying. In Hinduism, study

is prohibited on the first, eighth and fourteenth

lunar dates and on moonless and full moon

days;' “anadhya jo VIdya pare so vadi jag

mahI.”—GPS. .

W [anan] Skt n life. 2 movement, dynamism.
3 breath. 4 See ਅਨਨਜ਼
ਅਠਨਪਰ [ananpar] Skt ਅਨਨ੍ਯਪਰ adj devoted or
attached to only one; a 'monotheist. “gIan aru

dhyan ananpar.”-—saveyetm 4.

.ਅਨਨ੍ਯ [anany] Skt adj not related to ਅਟਕ੍ਯਾ
(other); devoted only to one. 2 engrossed in

only one subject, devoted only to one type of

thinking.

ਅਨਨ੍ਹਯ [ananvay] Skt unrelated;a literary figure
of meaning, wherein there is none to be

compared with the one defined; a simile to

‘Many other days and. times are also added to them when
 

study is prohibited. See manusxmrIti. Ch. 4, s 102 to 121.



  

ਅਨਧੜ੍ਹ

reveal uniqueness where something is
compared with itself. “jahé karat Upmey ko
Upmeye Upman.”—$Ivraj. bhusan.

Example:
“kahI raVIdas akath katha bahu kaI karije?
jesa tu tesa tuhi, kIa upma dije?”—bIIa.
“bhale amardas gun tere teri upma tUhI
banIave.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਅਨਪੜ੍ਹ [anparh] Skt ਅਪਠ adj one who does not

know how to read; unlettered.
ਅਨ੍ਯਇਿਨੀ [anapaIni], ਅਨਪਾਵਨੀ [anapavani] Skt
ਗ਼ਜ੍ਧ੍ਯਧਿਜ਼੍ adj imperishable, constant, firm.
“anpavni bhagatI na Upji.”—sar parmanéd.
ਅਨਪੇਕ [anpeksh] See ਅਨਪੇਖ 2.
ਅਨਪੇਖ [anpekh] adj unseen, invisible. 2 Skt
ਅਨਪੇਕ desireless, indifferent.
ਅਠਵੁਰ [anphor] adj without will or resolve,
quiet. 2 n falsehood, untruth.

‘ ਪ੍ਯਾਬਿਕਤ[9ਸ਼ੀ311<ਗੰ]ਨੁੱ/ਢਲ਼ਜਿ਼ਕ੍ਯਾ adjwhose name
and form have not been revealed. 2 ਅਨ੍-ਅਵ੍ਯਕ੍ਰ
free from illusion. 3 n the Creator, God.

“aankat r5g.”—datt.
ਅਨਬਿੱਧ [aanddh] Skt ਗ਼ਗੀਥੈਫ੍ਫ਼ੁ adjwhich cannot
be pierced, unbreakable. 2 whose limbs have
not been perforated.

ਅਨਬੋਲ [anbol] adj silent, soundless.
ਅਨਬੋਲਤ [anbolat] adjwithont speaking. “anbolat
meri bIrtha jani.”—sarm 5.

ਅਨਬ੍ਰਣ [anbran] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਵੁਣ adjnot split, unpierced,
undivided. “anbran anét.”—-japu.
ਅਨ੍ਯਉ [anbhao] adj fearless. “anbhau padu
pave ap gavae.”—maru soIhe m 1. 2 n the
Creator, God. “anbhau kIne n9 dekhIa,
bsragiare.”—maru kabir. 3 Skt ਅਨੁਭਵ, n
knowledge gained without any guidance.

“anbhau prakas.”——japu. ‘is self-evident
knowledge.’ 4 ਅ'ਨ੍ਯ-ਭਯ, fear of the other.

‘ “anbhau bIsarIgae prabhu jaCIa.”-—saram 1.

ਅਨਭਉ ਭਾਉ [anbhao bhau] Skt ਅਨੁਭਵ ਭਾਵ n the
light of self-knowledge. 2 the Creator,
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Vahguru. “anbhau bhau n9 darse.”—ram
' ravdas.

ਅਨ੍ਯਯ [anbhay] adj fearless.

ਅਨ੍ਯਞ [anbhav] See »ਕ੍ਤਿਞ. 2 adjsans ਭਵ (birth);
which is not born.

ਅਨਭਾ [anbha] short form for ਅਨ੍ਯਭਾਞ. the other
thought. “nas ho: anbha thde.”—GV 10.
‘Ideas gathered in the other way came to
naught.’

ਅਨਭਿਗ [anthg], ਅਨਭਿਰਯ [anthgy] Skt ਥੂਸ੍ਯਥਿਜ਼੍ਹ
adj not knowing, ignorant.
ਅਨਭਿਜ [anthj] adj not trusting. 2 unrelenting,
not pleased. 3 ascetic, alone; detached.

ਅਨੁਭੂਤ [anbhut] adj not of material elements.
2 See ?){ਠੁ-ਝੂ'ਤ.`
ਅਨਭੇਵ [anbhev] See ਅਭੇਵ. “te jan hé anbhev.”
Jbraham. . ਲ਼ੀ

ਅਨਭੈ [anbhs], )?ਜ੍ਯੋ [anbha] See ਅਨਭਉ, ਅਠਭਯ
and ਪ੍ਯਾ. “karta hOI. so anbhe rahe.”—bher
ravdas. 2 ਅਨ੍ਯ-ਭਯ other fear. “anbhe VIsre
namI samaIa.”—gau m 1. ‘With the Divine
imbibed, vanishes the other fear.’

ਅਨਮਨ [anman], ਪ੍ਯਾਲ਼ਾ [anmana].adj attached
to other than the One; fickle-minded. '2 sad,
melancholy. “sonke sIkh anman hve ae.”
—GPS.
ਅੁਨਮਾਰਗ [anmarag] Skt ਨ੍ਯਸਾੰ n wrong or false
path. 2 ਮਸ਼੍ਯ-ਸ਼੍ਯ the other route.

ਅਨਮਿਖ [anmIkh] Sktmfisfim adjwithout blink-
ing, with constant stare. 2 n a fish. 3 The god

who does not blink. 4 Bhai Santokh Singh
has also used anmIkh for time. “tIh anmIkh
mukh bhai aronta.”—NP. ‘Then the face got
ruddy, is a transform of blink.’

ਅਨਮੀਲਾ [anmila] adj not aligned. See ਅਸਤ
ਬਿਅਸਤ.
ਅਨਮੇਂਖ [anmekh] See ਅਨਮਿਖ.

ਅਨਸੇਞ [anmev] ਕੈਯੰ/‘ਅਮੇਂਯ immeasurable. 2 un-
limited, boundless. “nanki sunét harkhét
anmev 5g.”—NP.



 

ਅਨਮੋਲ

m [anmol] ,ਵੂ/(ਲ਼ੋਂਅਮੂਨ੍ਯ adjpriceless, precious.

2 expensive.

ਅਠਮੰਡ [ਗ਼ਾਗ਼ਰੈਵ੍ਬ੍ਰੂ] adj undecorated. 2 See ਅਨਿਮੰਡ.

ਅਨਯ [anay] Skt n against ਨ੍ਯ (justice) injus-

tice. “samas manfd Iprakas nay, tam anay

nasae.”—GPS. ‘Light ofjustice equals that of

the sun.’ 2 inauspicious.

ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯ [anar] n an impotent person. 2_ a coward,

timid person.

ਅਨਫਾਸ [anras] adj ਅਨ੍ਯ-ਰਸ other taste. “anras

cuke harIras ménI vasae.”——majh a m 3.

2 insipid, tasteless. “hor anras sabh bisre.”

—an§du. 3 renouncer of taste. “dehrasa vallo

anras hoe h'én.”~—bhagtav1i. 4 n antagonism,
discord, hostility. 5 a literary defect inhering

conflicting qualities; poets have defined five

categories of anras: “pratynik niras VIras

keshav duhsédhan patradust kabet bahu

'karhi' na sukavx bakhan.”—raSII< prIya.
(a) pretank is mixing of love, power, pity

and horror. (b) niras is expressing love

hypocritically. (c) VIras is writing about

copulation amidst sorrow. (d) mixing up of

friendship and hostility is duhsadhan.

(e) writing contrary to the context is patradust.

6 Some poets have mentioned the savour of

quiescent peace as an anras. In their opinion

quiescence spoils poetics; they therefore

uphold only eight rasas in poetic literature.

7 Skt ਅਨੁਰਸ a mixture of two savours. See

ਆਨਰਸ.

ਅਨ੍ਯਗਲ [anargal] Skt ਰ੍ਯਧੰਰ adj without
restraint, unrestrained, free.

ਅਨ੍ਯਤ [amat] adj without love, loveless, sad.

2 ਅਨ੍ਯ-ਰਤwho loves someone else. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਰ

n a lie, an untruth. “ahémat anrat kumIt

hIt.”—1<an m 5. “matvé madyé kunaré

anraté.”—kalki.

ਅਨ੍ਯਥ [anarath] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਧੰ n a wrong meaning,
contrary implication. 2 wealth ’sinfully
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acquired. 3 violence, oppression. “karI karI

anarath VIhajhi maIa.”—asa m 5. 4 part in

vain, futile.

ਅਨਚਾਉ [anrau] Skt ਅਨੁਰਾਗ 11 love, affection,

amorous attachment. “nanak kc man:
Ihu anrau.”-—sukhmani. 2 ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਞ echo, rever-

beration.

ਅਨਰਾਗ [anrag] See ਅਨੁਰਾਗ. 2 without love,

bereft of love. See ਅਨੁਰਾਗੀ 2.

ਅਨਾਖਾਗਾ [anraga], ਅਨ੍ਯਗ਼ੀ [anragi] ਕਯੰ/‘ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਗੀ
lover. “gurmukhI so anraga.”-sor m 1.
“suratI sOnI anragi.”—gau kabir. “angharI

bastau pavanu anragi.”~SIdhgosatI. 2 ਅਨ

(ਘਿ[}10ਖ਼ਿ)ਰਾਗ(|0\/6), stoical. “sabh mahI vase

atit anragi.”—bh£rm 3.

ਅਠਰਧਾ [anradha] Skt ਗਰਿਨ੍ਯ adj unrestrained,
headstrong. “jan bIcre anradha.”—-sr1' beni.
2 See ਧ੍ਯਾ.

ਅਨ੍ਯੂਕਤ [anrukat] See ਅਠਿਰ੍ਵਕਤ.

ਅਨ੍ਯੂਲ਼ਾਧ [aanddh] See ਅਠਿਰੁੱਧ.

ਅਨੁਰੂਪ [anrup] adj ill-formed, ugly. “rup anrup

moro kachu na bicarIo.”-—todim 5. 2 Skt ਅਨੁਰੂਪ

adj similar, resembling, like. “dharanI me

$311] jese kup anrup‘ ke bImal jal chae ਗਿਏ.”

—BGK. 3 proper, suitable. “jo anrupIo thakur

mere hOI rahi uh bat.”—gujm 5. 4 concordant.
5 other or different form.

ਅਨਲ [anal] Skt ਗਜ਼ਰ n what never gets satiated;

a fire. “audh anal tam) tIn ko m5daru.”——gau

kabir. 2 representing the nurneral three

because three fires are recognised. See ਤਿੰਨ

ਅਗਨੀਆਂ. 3 Skt ਅਨਿਲ source of life; wind, air.
“anal agam jese laharI man dath.”-—sor

ravdas. ‘Waves come into being on account

of strong wind rising above the ocean.’ 4 Skt

ਕਬਿਲ a bird also called analpaks, supposed

always to stay in the sky. Its eggs ripen in the

sky during their fall to the earth, and the poults

'Traditional scholars use this term for ‘expressing’ as
 

well.
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begin flying in the air without ever touching

the earth. “anal akas péchi dolbo karat he.”

—aka1. See ਉਨਕਾ and ਹੁਮਾ.

ਅਨਲਹੱਕ [analhakk]A 04;, I am God. “analhakk
bolyo VIkhIata.”—NP. The followers of

Vedant philosophy, who like the Sufi saints
consider themselves Brahma, make this
utterance, See ਸਮਸਂ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼.

ਅਨਲਪਕ [analpaks], ਅਨਲਪੰਛੀ [analpéchi] See

ਅਨਲ 4.

ਅਨ੍ਯਵਾਉ [ਬਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਟਿਪ] n fire-like air, scorching

wind. 2 a hot suffocating, sand laden wind of

the‘desert ofArabia, Africa etc. which causes

many to parch to death and others to get

Stranded. A (f. .“anal vau bharambhulai.”

—maru solhem 3. 3 fire without life-sustaining

oxygen in which man cannot remain alive;

carbon dioxide. “fatar lobh bharam analvau,

diva bale na sojhi paI.”—asa m 3.

ਅਨਲੁ [analu] fire. See ਅਨਲ. “mukte gurI analu
bujhaIa.”—ram kabir.

ਅਨਵਸਥਾ [anavastha] Skt ਅਨ੍ਯਸਂਥਾ: n lack of

firmness in thought and speech. 2 a blemish

ofspeech wherein the device does not lead to

a conclusion, as in. “je ko bujhe hove sacram;

dhavle uparI keta bharu? dharti horu pare

horU horu; tIs te bharu tale kavanu joru?”—japu.

ਅਨਂਞਸ'ਥਿ'ਤਿ [anavasthItI] Skt ਅਨਵ'ਜਿ਼ਥਤਿ n

vacillation, unsteadiness. 2 lack of support.

3 instability of mind even after meditation.

4 See ਸ੍ਯਸਥਾ.

ਅਨਾਵ੍’ਸਰ [anavsar] a literary figure describing

the execution of action at the wrong time,

rendering it useless.

Example:

“suke sarvarI paII bédhave,

‘ lune khet hathvarI kare.

an cor turét-hI legan,

meri rakhat mugadh phIre. '

jIhva bacan sudh nahi nIkse,
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tab re dharam ki as kare.”

,—asa kabir.

“jab ghar médarI agI lagani,

kath kup kadhe panIhare.”

—nat am 4.

ਅਨ੍ਯਦਜ਼ [anavady] Skt adj free from ਅਵਰ੍ਯ (de-
feet), appreciable, admirable, praiseworthy.

“ajar amar anavady abhekha.”—NP.

ਅਨਵਰ [anvar] A 1,7; adj illuminating, shining,

very bright. 2 Skt ਅਨ-ਅਵਰ, not inferior,

superior.

ਅਨ੍ਯਰ ਖ਼ਾਨ [anvar xan] a ranked holder in the

army of the chief Mukhlas Khan. He fought

against Guru Hargobind during the battle of

Amritsar.

ਅਨਵਰਤ੍ਯਨ [anvartyan] See ਅਨਿਵਰਤਿਨ.
ਪ੍ਯਾਉਣਾ [anvauna] v to make available, send
for. “anvayo ham ne tIs bhe’it.”—GPS.

2 ਅਨ੍ਹਵਾਉਣਾ to get something or someone

washed or bathed. “rup sIth anvae.”—paras.
ਪ੍ਯਾਇਆ [anvaIa] adj called for, sent for.
2 ਨ੍ਹਾਞਾਯਾ got bathed, helped in having a bath.

ਅੁਨਵਾਨ [anvan] A U151 a title, heading. 2 a

beginning. 3 a preface, foreword.

WlanvarlA „,?! plural 01ਥੂਠੁਚ, light, flashes.
ਅਟਦ੍ਰਣ [anvran] . See ਅਨਬੁਣ.

ਅਨਾਸ [anas] adj hopeless, undesired. “anasé

Udasi.”—datt. 2 indestructible. “namo namo

ana's ko.” 3 Skt without ਨਾਸਾ (nose), noseless.
ਅਨਾਸਊਂਚ [anasauc] See ਅਨਾਸੌਚ.
ਅਨਾਸਨ [anasan] adj without a seat or position.

2 Skt ਅਨਸ਼ਨ food.

ਅਨਾਸਿਰ [anasxr] A ft! plural ofਉਨਸਰ. the five

elements: earth, air, water, fire and ether.

ਅਨਾਸੌਚ [anasac] Skt ਅਸ਼ੌਚ n uncleanliness,

impurity. “anasac nama mahé sur sohe.”

—paras. _

ਅਨਾਹਤ [anahat], ਅਨਾਹਿਤ [anahatI], ਅਨਾਹਤੁ [ana-

hatu] adj not wounded, unhurt. 2 indestructi-

ble, deathless. “adI anil anadI anahatI.”  
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-japu. 3 n one who has not been killed; the
Creator, the transcendent One. “jot: sarup

anahat lagi, kahu halal kIa kia.”—prabha kabir.

. 4 According to Amarkosh it is a piece ofcloth

that has not been beaten in washing by the

washerman. 5 See ਅਨਹਤ ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਅਨਾਹਾਰ [anahar], ਅਨਾਹਾਰੀ [anahari] Skt ਗ਼ਜ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿ
adj without food, fasting. ‘

ਅਨਾਗਾ [anaga], ਅਨਾਗ਼ੀ [anagi] adv without

missing a day or time, regularly, continuously.

“dan deu anagi séghar raCCIa.”—c5di 3. 2 adj

unprecedented.

ਅਨਾਚਾਰ [anacar] See ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਰ.

ਅਨਾਜ [anaj], ਅਨਾਜੁ [anaju] n foodgrain, corn,

cereals, See ਅਨਾਦ. “anaju magao sat si ka.”
-dhana dhé‘ma.

ਅਨਾਤ [anat] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਤ adj bathed; who has taken
a bath. 2 sends for, obtains. 3 something

fetched.

ਅਨਾਤਮ [anatam] Skt ਗ਼ਜ੍ਯ adj soulless, inert.

2 n five elements which are different from

the soul. 3 without conscience. “5g hin abhég

anatam.”—japu.

ਅਨਾਥ [anath] adj unprotected. 2 indigent,

destitute, orphan.

ਅਨਾਥਹਨਾਥ [anathahnath] ਅਨਾਥਨਾਥ [anathnath]

adj master of all orphans. “anathahnath daIal

sukhsagar.”—~sar m 5. 2 n God who is the

master of the orphans. “patIt odharan
anathnath.”—gau thIti m 5.

ਅਨਾਥਾਲ'ਯ [anathalay] n a house for the

homeless, an orphanage.

ਅਨਾਦ [anad] Skt ਕਜ਼ਾਕ n God who accepts all.

2 adj who eats corn or cooked food. 3 corn,

grain, etc. 4 rootless, without a beginning.

5 n a four lined varnIk stanza, also called

vapi, organised‘as SSS, ISS, S, l, with pauses

after every fourth varan (character):
Example:

calle ban, rukke gen; matte sur, ratte nan.
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dhakke dhol, dhuki dhal; chutté ban, utthe

jva1.—ramav. ਰ੍‘
6 Skt adj without ਨਾਦ (sound), soundless. 7 A
ੴ enmity, hostility.

ਅਨਾਦੱਤ [anadatt] n lack of charity, parsimony,
miserliness. “Its datt dhayo anadatt ਪਹਿਰੈ.”
—paras. ‘From here rushed charity, from there
came miserliness.’ ‘

ਅਨਾਦਰ [anadar1n disrespect, insult, dishonour.

ਅਨਾਦਿ [anadI] Skt adj sans beginning ever-

, existent. “adi anil anadI anahat.”——japu.

2 victuals, provisions. “anal anadI kiao.”

—saveye m 4 ke. “dhén anadI bhukhe kaval

tahkev.”—g5d kabir. “deth sabhan anadI.”

—NP.

ਅਨਾਮ [anam] Skt ਗ਼ਥੂਸ੍ਯਜ਼੍ adj nameless. “anam

he.”—japu. “jag nam sahés anam aho.”—-NP.
2 Skt ਅਨਾਮਯ without ਆਮਯ (disease), healthy.

“tan anam man anad h8.”—NP. 3 See ਇਨਾਮ.

ਅਨਾਮਯ [anamay] adj having no disease,

healthy. “akhIl anamay krIpa tumari.”—GPS.

ਅਨਾਮਾ [anama], ਅਨਾਮਿਕਾ [anamIka] Skt finger

next to the little finger which is sinful to name

because it was with this finger that Shiv had

cut Brahma’s head. At the time ofan oblation,

a ring Ofgrass is worn on it so that its impurity

goes away. “an anamIka te so bagai.”—GPS.

‘took the ring from Anamika and threw it

away.’

ਅਨਾਮੀ [anami] adj nameless. 2 ਅਨਾਮਯ without
disease. “karhfi aver ko kes anami.”—NP.

3 prize-winning, fit for the award.

ਅਨਾਮੰ" [ਰੋਧਕਸ਼ਿਏਂ] See ਅਨਾਮਯ.

ਅਨਾਯਾਸ [anayas] adv without ਆਯਾਸ (effort),

effortlessly. “anayas sabh hi banjaI.”—GPS.
ਅਨਾਯੁਧ [anayudh] Skt adj unarmed, without

weapons.

ਅਨਾਰ [anar] adj without ਨਾਰ (neck), neckless.

2 P ਗ਼,! n a pomegranate, L punica granatum.A

sweet pomegranate heals thirst and sickness
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of throat, strengthens semen andIS constipa-

tive. Seedless pomegranates of Kandhar are

the best. Its sour type is usedin preparing

sauces and condiments. Its rind called ‘naspal’

is used in several medicines.

ਅਨਾਰਦਾਣਾ [anardana] n dried seeds of

pomegranate used in sauces and condiments.

ਅਨਾਰਯ [anaray] Skt ਕਗਂਧੰ n non-Aryan. 2 a
clumsy fellow, a naive person. 3 an uncultured

fellow; a rustic.

ਅਨਾਲਕਾ [analka] adj not a companion. “khédIa
bharam anal ka.”—maru soIhe‘m 5. 2 without

sloth.

ਅਨਾਲੋਭ [analobh] n absence of greed, content-.
ment.

ਅਨਾਲੰ-ਬ [analéb] adjwithout a support or a stay.
“analéb lakh sis jhukava.”-GPS.

ਅਨਾਵਨ [anavan] v to bathe, to have bath. “jal

nIkas pun SIkkh anave.”—GPS. 2 n bringing

or fetching.

ਅਨ'ਵਰਤ [anavarat] adj without ਅਾਵਤੰ (circling
or turning) i .e. not rotating, not turning back,

not revolving. “anavarat biré mahé varat

dhara.”—paras. 2 Skt ਗਸ੍ਯਬ੍ਰੂਰ not covered,
uncovered, open.

ਅਨਾਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [anavrIstI] n absence of rain, drought. '

ਅਨਾੜੀ [anari] adj who does not know how to
feel ਨਾੜੀ (pulse), who is an incompetent

physician. 2 Skt ਅਨ-ਏਡ foolish, unintelligent.

“asét anari kade na bujhe.”—gaum 3.

ਅਨਿ [am] See ਅਣਿ. 2 Skt ਅਨ੍ਯ adj other. “an
na Upav karhé.”—asa m 5. ‘not to make any
deliberate effort.’ 3 army. “hau me an: SIU

ਰ੍ larI mars.”—bavan.

ਅਨਿਆਂਉ [anIéiu], ਅਨਿਅਾਇ [anIaI] Sktnmn
inequity, injustice. “ta karie je anIaI 1<o

mar’ta.”—bh£rm 5. See ਪ੍ਯਾਯ.

ਅਨਿਆਈ [anIai] See ਅਨ੍ਯਯੀ.

ਅਨਿਅਾਸ [anIas] Skt ਅਨਾਯਾਸ adv without effort,

effortlessly. 2 without ਆਯਾਸ (hard work).
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ਅਨਿਆਰਾ [anIara], ਅਨਿਆਰੇ [anIaro] adj pointed.
2 not different, ordinary. 3 n the crescent moon

that has two sharp points on the second day.

“bhal bIrajat he anIaro.”—carItr I.

ਅਨਿਸ੍ਵ [anIst] Skt adj not dear; against desire.
2 n a loss, harm, an evil omen.

ਅਇਿਕ਼ਿ [anIk] adj not one; many, several. “anIk
bhog bIkhIa ke kare.”—sukhmani. 2 Skt ਕਨ੍ਯ

n gold. “anIk katak jese bhulpare.”—sor

ravdas. 3 A …€; travel, journey. 4 an attack, a

charge. “karI karI harIo anIk bahu bhati

chod-hI kat-hu nahi.”—gau m 5. ‘After

launching several attacks on lust, I have met

with defeat.’

ਅਠਿਕਤ [anIkat] ਅਨੇਕਧਾ adv in many ways, of
many kinds. “khoj asékha anIkat p5tha.”—dev

m 5. 2 n plurality, multiplicity.

ਅਟਿਕਿਧਾ [anIkdha] ਬਧੀ/ਅਨੇਕ vr in many ways,
by several means.

ਅਨਿਕਮੁ'ਖੀ [anIkmukhi] adj multi-faced, having
several months. 2 n Sheshnag, a thousand-

hooded cobra. 3 Shiv, with five-faces.

4 Ravan, ten-headed. 5 Brahma, four—faced.

6 Kartikeya, six-faced.

ਅਟਿਕ਼ਿਰੰਗੀ [anIkrégi] n the Creator, who enacts
a multifarious play; the universal form.

ਅਟਿਗ਼ [anIg] adj many. 2 n limbless, Kamdev,
god of love, Cupid. “sfidar anIg bhau karat ਰ੍

phIrat.’’-—sarm 5.

ਅਠਿਘੋਭਾਉ [anIgbhau] many moods. 2 ਅਨੰਗਭਾਞ
theidea of love, See ਨੂਂਪਰੀ.
ਅਨਿੱਛਿ [anIcch] adj sans desire.
ਅਨਿਛਿੱਤ [anIcchIt] Skt ਕ਼ੀਜੈਜ਼ਿਨੁਰ adj undesired,
unwanted.

ਅਕ੍ਤਿ [anIt], ਅਂਇਿਤਿ [ਗ਼ਾਧੰਨੁੂੰਫਿ਼],ਅਕ੍ਤਿ [ਰਸ੍ਯਖਿ],ਅਨਿਤ੍ਯ
[anIty] adj not perpetual; transitory,

momentary. “anIt quhar acar bIth hinat.”

—1<an m 5. 2 not fixed, unappointed. “anIt

he.”—japu.

ਅਨਿੰਦ [amid] n opposite of ਨਿੰਦਾ; praise,



 

 

”ਲਿ

appreciation. “taj kam krodh anid ni’da.”

—asa chétm 5. ‘Forsake lust, rage, praise and

vilification.’ 2 Skt ਅਇਿਜ਼ adj not fit to be
vilified; praiseworthy. “jo anfd nid karI
chodIo.”—gujm 5. ‘

”ਲਿ [anIn], ”ਲਿ [anin] Skt ਅਠਾਨ੍ਯ adj not
attached to any one; worshipping One only.
“das anfn mero anrup.”—sar namdev. See
ਅਨੰਨ.

ਅਨਿਪ [anIp] n chiefofਅਨਿ (army); commander.
ਅਨਿਬੱਧ [anIbaddh] Skt ਗ਼ਜਿਂਧ੍ਯ adj untied,
unbound. 2 n a musical instrument without a

metallic or fibre strand tied to different tune-
ਰ੍ setters.

ਅਨਿਮਿਖ [anImIkh], ਅਨਿਮੋਖ [anImekh] Skt

Wadjwithout blinking; staring. 2 n a fish.
3 god; it is mentioned in the Purans like

Bhagvat that gods do not blink.
ਅਨਿਮੰਡ [anIméd] adj adornment of the army,
military decoration.

ਅਨਿਯਤ [anIyat] Skt adj unconfirmed,
uncertain. 2 ephemeral. 3 transitory.

ਅਨਿਯਾਰਾ [anIyara] See ਅਨਿਆਰਾ.
ਅਠਿਰਖ [anIrakh] adj priceless. 2 which cannot
be seen or observed. “anIrakh sab uccro.”
~braham.

»ਠਿਤ [anIrat] Skt ਗਰ੍ਵਰ n different from truth;
falsehood, untruth.

ਆੰਨ੍ਯਵਚਨੀ [anIrvacni], ਮਠਿਵਚਨੀਯ [anIrvacniy]
Skt ਗ਼ਜਿਥੰਦਯੀਧ adj inexpressible, beyond
expression. “lakh-hu anIrvacni IhU yéte.”
-GPS. 2 n God.
ਅਨਿਰੁਕਤ [anIrukat] ‘ਧੂ/ਨੁਘਿਇਿਚੁਕ੍ਰ adj which can’t
be uttered; unspeakable.

ਆੰਟਜੁੱਧ [anIruddh] Skt ਕਬਿਧ੍ਯ adj who cannot
be stopped; unrestrainable..2 n grandson of
Lord Krishan, son of Pradyuman born to

Rukmi’s daughter, and father of Vajar.

Ban’s daughter, ‘Ukha, fell in love with

Aniruddh and with the help of her shrewd
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friend Chitarlekha, she brought him to her
father’s town Shonitpur. When Ban heard of

this, he sent many warriors to capture

Aniruddh but he killed them all. At last Ban

somehow imprisoned Aniruddh. At this

Krishan, Balram and Pradyuman went to get

him released. A fierce battle took place. Ban

was a devotee of Shiv whom he called for
help. Shiv and Sakand sided with Ban. Lord
Krishan wounded Shiv and Sakand was

wounded by Garur and Pradyuman. At last

on Shiv’s request Krishan released Ban, and

Aniruddh along with Usha came to their home

at Dvarka. “55g layo anIruddh ko.”—krIsan
See ਊਖਾ. 3 a rope to tie animals with. 4 an
emissary, envoy. 5 Shiv. .

ਅਨਿਲ [anIl] n air. “anIl bera hau kheVI na

sakau.”—bas§tnamdev. 2 gout, paralysis. 3 See

ਅਨਲ. '

ਅਨਿਲਕੁਮ'ਰ [anxlkumar] n son of the Wind;
Hanuman. 2 Bhimsen.

ਅਨਿਲਭੁਕ [anIIbhuk] Skt n a serpent which lives

on air. 2 adjwho consumes air to remain alive.

ਅਠਿਦੱਰਤਿਨ [anIvartIn] Skt ਗਜਿਕਕਿੰਜ਼੍ adj who

does not turn back, impetuous. “anIvartIn
nIvaratke.”—carrtr 13 7. ‘pushing back the

impetuous ones.’ `

ਅਨੀ [ani] n a point, pointed end. 2 army. See

ਅਣਿ. “kc ks bal sObh ki hani ani.”—c5di 1.

ਅਨੀਆਲਾ [aniala] adj pointed. “ram bhagatI
aniale tir.”—gau kabir. See ਅਣਿ.
ਅਨੀਸ [anis] adj who has no ਈਸ਼ (master);
orphan..2 chief of the army; commander—in-
chief. 3 soul separated from its Creator.

ਅਠੀਸ਼੍ਵਾਰਵਦੀ [anisxrvarvadi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਲ਼ਗ਼ਕੀਂਡ਼ਜ੍ਯਗਿ੍ adj
atheist.

ਅਨੀਹ [anih] Skt adj without desire, uncaring.
ਅਨੀਕ [anik] Skt n army. 2 a battle, war. 3 a
battlefield.

ਅਨੀਕਨੀ [anikni], ਅਨੀਕਿਨੀ [anIkIni] Skt ਗ਼ਰੀਬਿਜ਼ੀ
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n a blue lotus, lily. 2 an army composed of

2,187 chariots, 2,187 elephants, 6,561 horses

and 10,935 foot soldiers. 3 army. “bIcal 

bIthar ese bhajgi anikni.”—c5di 1.

ਅਨੀਤ [anit] Skt ਅਨਿਤ੍ਯ adj not perpetual; for a 
briefperiod. 2 injustice. See ਅਨੀਤਿ. 3 fetched. 

See ਆਨੀਤ. 4 some other place. See ਸ਼੍ਯਤ੍ਵ.

ਅਨੀਤਿ [anitI] n absence of ਨੀਤਿ; injustice. 
2 adjnffifim not always, for a few days. “jaII 

dhove bahu dehI anitI.”—sukhmani.

ਅਠੀਤੇ [anite] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਅਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ adv at some other place. 
2 in evil and falsehood. “gath gite citI 

anite... bIn nave manI jhuth anite..”—asa a m 

1. ‘Reciting hymns, the mind wanders to other 
places, and is deprived of the Divine.’ 3 See 
ਅਨੀਤ.

ਰ੍ ਅਨੀਰਾਇ ਜੀ [anIraI ji] See ਅਣੀ ਰਾਇ.
ਅਨੀਲ [anil], ਅਨੀਲੁ [anilu] adj white, bright.

' 2 without form or colour.‘‘adI anilu anadI 

anahatI.”—japu. 3 beyond count i.e. countless, ’

boundless, uncountable. 4 See ਨੀਲ.

ਅਨੁ [anu] n ਔਨ corn, cereals. “ਹਿ… dhanu bahuta

upje.”—sava m 3. 2 Skt prep when added to 

words, it carries the sense ofafter, equal, with, ' 

each, repeatedly, etc. as in mfiollowing, 

succeeding)W(daily),mzrg’u(resembling) 

etc. 3 See ਅਣੁ. ‘

 ਅ'ਨ੍ਵਆਰ [anuar] See ਅਠੁਚ'ਰ. . 

ਅਨੁਸਰਣ [anusaran] n the act of pursuing,

conforming. 2 imitation.

ਅਨੁਸ਼ਾਸਨ [anusasan] Skt n an order. 2 an advice,

a precept. 3 thirteenth chapter of Mahabharat.’ 

ਅਨੁਸਾਰ [anusarlSkt adj according to. 2 like,

resembling.

ਅਨੁਸਾਰੀ [anusari] adj following. 2 conforming.
ਅਨੁਸੂਤ [anusut] adj diffused, pervasive, See 

ਅਨੁਬ੍ਯੂਤ. “an anusut sathn me dekhe.”-GPS.

ਅਨੁਰੂਪ [anustup], ਅਨਥੂਭ [anustubh] n a vamIk 

stanza of two lines, each with sixteen 

characters, that15, four quarter-units of eight
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characters, making a total of 32 characters.

The fifth and sixth characters ofeach quarter- '

units are laghu and guru respectively. The

seventh character of the fourth quarter-unit

must also be laghu. This poetic form is often

used in Sanskrit compositions. It is also called

a salok. In Sanskrit books there are many

metres but while counting, only a stanza of

32 words is taken as a $310k.

Example:

ਫਿਡ਼ਜ੍ਯੋਜ੍ਯਚਿਜ੍ਯ ਪੈਜ ਰ੍ਯਡ਼ਸ੍ਯ‘ WW1
ਜ੍ਯਾਰੇmam ਜ੍ਯੋਥਿ-ਟ੍ਗੀ ਹੂੰਞ:

—‘guru nanak satotr ratnakar.

kije man no bhulke, VIdya rup dhanadI ”k0,

dharo prem susilta gurumat dharo CIt.

ਅਨੁਸ੍ਰਾਨ [anusthan] Skt n commencement of

- work. 2 recitation of magical incantations in

accordance with the prescribed procedure.

3 the idea of performing religious deeds.

ਅਨੁਸ੍ਵ [anusan] Skt ਕਚੂਧ੍ਯ adj not hot; cold.
ਅਨੁਸ਼ਯੂਤ [anusyut] Skt adj sewn, stitched. 2 all-

pervasive. ‘ '

ਅਨੁਸ੍ਵਾਰ [anusvar] Skt n a voWel pronounced in
conjunction with some nasal symbol like bidi

and tIppi. lt nasalizes the vowel as in sét

mahét, jétu, tétr etc.

ਅਨ੍ਦਰ [anuhar] See ਅਨੁਹਰਣ and ਕ੍ਯਾ. “karhI

krIty nar- anuhar hoi.”—GPS.

ਅਠੁਚਰਣ [anuharan] Skt n copying, imitation.

ਅਨੂਂਹਾਰ [anuhar] adj similar, equal. “sanmukh

devi ke gayo salabh dip anuhar.”—c5d1' I. 2 n

a form, shape. 3 resemblance.

ਅਠੁਕਤ [anukat] Skt ਅਠੁਕ੍ਰ adj unsaid, unspoken.

“anukat pirabha h:.”—japu.
ਅਨੁਕਰਣ [anukaran] Skt n an imitation. 2 an act

performed in conformity with another.

3 pursuit of a law-suit. 4 a word formed with

sound as its basis, onomatopoeia as ਘਡੰਮ, ਧਡੰਮ,

ਰੀਂ .ਰੀਂ.
ਅਨੁਕੂਲ [anukul] Skt adjwho helps a drowning
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person like a shore or the bank(1<ul); a helper.

2 conforming. 3 benefactor. 4 who gives

support.

ਅਠੁ-ਕੂਲਤਾ [anukulta] n conformity, concord, See

ਅਠੁਕੂਲਾ [anukula] n a vamIk metre also known
as maktIkamala. It has four lines, each line

being organised as : SII,S$|,III,S,S with pauses at

the fifth character and the sixth character

thereafter.

Example:

$ri guru sevo, janam sudharo,

kamaru home, man nahI dharo,

alas tyago, kIrat kamao,

hve Upkari, jag sukh pao.

ਅਨੁਕੰਪਾ [anuképa] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n the act of trem-

bling on account of another’s distress; pity,

kindness. “mujh par an anuképa dharhu.”
—NP. . _

ਸ਼੍ਯਪੇਨਾ [anuképena] adj abode of kindness;
compassion, beneficence. “sun stonan bena

anuképena bani bhani rasal.”—NP.

ਅਨ੍ਕ੍ [anukt] See ਅਰ੍ਯਤ.

ਅਠੁਰ੍ਹਨਿਮਿੱਤਾ [anuktnImItta] See ਵਿਸ਼ੇਸੇਂ'ਕ੍ਰਿ. (c)

»ਰ੍ਹਿਕ੍ਰਮ [anukram] Skt n succession, order.

»ਧ੍ਯਾ-[ਠਿਕ' [anukramnIka] Skt n a serial list

or table of contents, index.

ਅਨੁਖੰਗ [anukhég] Skt ਅਨੁਸੰਗ n compassion,

beneficence. 2 connection, bond; 3 the process

of bringing words from one line to another as

in Guru Amardas’s compositions in order to

complete the sense. “cahu jug mahI 5mrItu

saci bani, SIdh sathk tars—hI sabh 101; pure

bhagI parapatI hor.”—dhana m 3. Here the

word smrIt ofthe first line has to be broUght

into the third line too, in order to complete

the meaning'of that line. This is anuség. .
ਅਠੁਗ [anug] Skt adj ਅਨੁ (behind) ਗ("1੦ਘੰਸਥੂ),

follower. 2 a servant, footman, dependent.

“anug apne k0 abhedan dati.”—chakke.
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ਅਠੁਗਨੀ [anugani] Skt army, which is composed

of followers and servants.—sana'm;a.
ਅਨੁਗਾਮੀ [anugami] Skt ਕਜ਼ੂਸ੍ਯਸਿ'ਜ਼੍ 8ਲ਼ੀ follower. .
2 an employee, a servant, slave.

ਅਨ੍ਯੂਣ [anugun] a figure of Speech in which

the company enhances the merit of the

companion. ,

Example: ‘

sadho ! Ih man gahIo na jai,

cécal trIsna 55g basat he, -

yate thIr n5 rahai.—gaum 9.

balIhari guru apne dIUhari sadvar,

jInI manas te devte kie karat na lagi var.

—var asa.

mamas janam amol he, ho: amol sadhuség pae.

—BG.

ਅਠੁਗਜਾ [anugya] Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਯਾn an order, a command.

2 a figure of speech involving a description

of one finding virtue in a matter popularly

considered bad.
Example:

bhali suhavi chapri jamhI gun” gae,

anadu garibi sadh 55g: thU prabhu CIt ae,

pisanu pisx oth kamri sukh menu sétokhae,

nagan phIrat régI ek ks ohu sobha pae.

_ ~suhi m 5.

jetak kanan ke dukh hE,

sabh se sukh ks tan pa anumand.——ramav.

bhai laddhe kahyo suno premi mere gumbhai!

kal ham ramdaspuri VIkhe javége,

kala mukh karke savar hOI gadhe par,

satta balvéd ko gunah baxsavége.

ਅਨ੍ਗ੍ਰਹ [anugrah], ਅਟਦ੍ਰਹਿ [anugrahI], »ਧ੍ਯਹੁ

[anugrahu] Skt ਕਜ਼ੁਧਫ਼ੂn kindness, mercy. “bhan

anugrahu prasadI sister) ke.”-—sorm 5.
ਅਨ੍ਦਰ [anucar] Skt n a follower. 2 a servant,

an attendant.
ਅਨੁਚਰਣੀਂ [anucarni] n an army, that has a

collection of servants.—sanama. 2 adj

following one’s commander.
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ਅਨੁਚਿਤ [anucxt] Skt adj improper, unbecoming.
ਅਨੁਜ [anuj] Skt n younger brother. “jivat 3nt

nam tIh lalu.”—NP. 2 born later. “rahu 3nt

adI pad dije.” ‘wood got from a tree, and a

gun or musket made from it.’

ਅਠੁਜ਼ਾ [anuja] Skt n younger sister, born later.

ਅਨੁੱਤ੍ਯ [anuttam] Skt 'adj not good. 2 having
inone better than itself, the best.

ਅਨ੍ਹਾਦਾੱਤ [anudatt1Skt ਕਤ੍ਯਾਰ adj ਅਨ-ਉਦਾੱਤਜੂਸਫਿ਼ਸਂਹਿ,

of no consequence, worthless. 2 low tone,

abated voice.

ਅਨੁਦਿਨ [anudIn] Skt adv each day, daily,
always.

ਅਨੁਨਾਸ਼ਿਕ [anunaSIk] Skt adj nasal sounds g,
p, 13, n, m.

ਅਨੁਨਾਦ [anunad] Skt n an echo, a resonance,

reverberation.

ਅਨੁਪਜਿ਼ਥਤਿ [anupasthItI] Skt n absence.

ਅਨੁਪਪੱ'ਤਿ [anup pattI] Skt n tactlessness,

irrationality, deviousness. 2 impropriety.

3 inability. 4 non-achievement.

ਅਨੁਪਮ [ahupam] Skt adj matchless, incompa-
rable.

ਅਠੁ-ਪਲਬ'ਧਿ [anuplabath] Skt ਕਚੂਧ੍ਯਣਿਬ n non-
achievement, non-attainment. 2 knowledge of

non-existence, for example, to know that a

horse is not an elephant, is in fact non-

knowing.

ਅਨੁਪਾਨ [anupan‘1Sktn something gulped to take

medicine, as water with a tablet. 2 water, etc.

taken after food.

ਅਨੁਪਾਤ [anupar] short form for ਪ੍ਯਾ-

ਅਨੁਪਾਰੀ [anupari] adj possessing matchless
beauty.

ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਯ [anupras] a figure of speech, drawing
its charm from the sameness ofsound in words,

is called alliteration or assonance. This is also

called padmetri and varan metri. Scholar have

recognized five types ofanupras: chek, vrIttI,

srutI, lat and éty.
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(a) When a sound repeatedly appears in

the middle or beginning of words, it is called

chekanupras.

Examples:

gave l<o VIdya VIkham vicaru.—japu.

kUCIl karupI kunarI kulakhni

pIrka sahaju na janIa.——sar m I.

chatrdhari chatripatI chelrup chItInath,

chonikar chayabar chatripat'I gaie.——gyan.

parampurakh parmesur svami pavan paun

ahari—hazare 10.

chalrupi cheli sada chaki rahIt chItI mahI

ache] chalet chItI patIn k0 chali kon te jahf ?

—car1'tr 70.

(b) If the same sound appears repeatedly

at the end ofwords in the same line or stanza,

it is called vrItyanupras:

Example:

darsan parsan sarsan harsan

régI régi kartari re.—asa m 5.

namu thai sada sakhai sahaj subhai govida,

ganIt mItai cuki dhai kade n3 VIape mancida.

4asa chétm 5.
nam kam bIhin pekhat dham hfi nahI jahI.

—japU.

kahfi devtan ke dIvan me VIrajman,

kahfi danvan ko gumanmatI det ho.—aka1. `

kahfi k0 taneya he na meya jéke bheya kou,

choni }"“! ke cheya chod kasé pritI 1aie.—gyan.

(c) Sounds articulated at the same place

(dental, labial part of body) appearing in the

same line constitute srutyanupras.

Example:

tIthe gharie sura 5Idha ki suth.-—japu.

In this line t, th, s, dh, are all dental.

(d) The same words carrying different

meanings according to their position in a line

they figure in, form latanupras.

‘ Example:

gave ko tanu hove kIse tanurjapu.  
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The meaning of this verse depends on
where the pause is placed in the text, that is,

whether the pause precedes the first tanu or

follows it. In the'sentence “jao mat thahIro

I115.” the sense conveyed depends upon

whether the pause is afterjao or after met. In

the first case it will be ‘go, do not stop here’

but in the second case it will be ‘do not go,

stop here.’ '

(e) The fifth type ofanupras is what rhyme

is in English. Here it is named 5tyanupras.
Poets have imagined six forms of this rhyme.

(I) In sarvéty anupras the last syllable of

each line rhymes.

Example:

amIt tej jag jotI prakasi,

adI ached abhe aVInasi,

param tatt parmarth VIkasi,

adI sarup akhécj udasi—gyan.

(2) saméity VIkhmaty anupras is where

odd and even lines rhyme:

Example:

gun mud mégal mul,

sabh karay 1<0 SIdh karat;

avgun gaho na bhul,

sukh sépatI 1<0 jo harat.

(3) In samaty anupras, even lines rhyme

but not the odd ones.

Example:

Idran 1dr,

balan bal,

rékan rék,

kalan kal.-—japu.

(4) In VIkhamaty anupras, odd lines rhyme

but not the even ones.

Example:

salahi salahI,

eti suratI na paia,

media etc vah,

path samOdI na janiahI.—japa

ਅਨਮਤਿ

(5) In samVIkhméity anupras, the first line

rhymes with the second and the third with the

fourth.

Example:

gun gen Udar,

mahIma apar,

asan abhég,

Upma anég.—japu. _

(6) Where the last words of all the lines

are of different quantities, and none of them

rhymes, it is bhintukaty anupras.
' Example:

kIto kal bityo bhae ramrajé,

sabe satru jite maha juddhmali,

phIryo chakr car6 dIsa maddh rams,

bhayo nam tate maha cakrvarti.

—ramav.
ਅਨੁਬੰਧ [anubédh] Sid ਗਚੂਥਾਥ n relation, connection,

contact, affinity. 2 the contents of the texts

which relate to the reader as title, subject,

relation and purpose. “Im cart“) anubédh 1<0

gyan rIde jab hOI.”-GPS.

ਅਫ਼ੂਭਿਞ [anubhav] Skt n‘knowledge evolved

without formal instruction or education. ‘

2 cognizable knowledge. 3 knowledge not

indefinite. 4 a four-lined ganIk metre also

known as akra, anka, anhad, saslvadna, cédrasa

and madhur-dhunzt. It is arranged as Ill, ISS.

Example:

anhad bajje, dhunI ghan lajje,

ghanhan ghoré, janu ban mor5.—suraj.

ਅਠੁਭਾਵ’ [anubhav] Skt n an effect. 2 a brief

revelation of pleasure through the gestures of

eyes and eyebrows.

ਅਫ਼ੂਜ਼ੂਤ [anubhut] Skt adj felt; known through

practical experience. 2 tested. 3 known.

ਅਨੁਮਤਿ [anumatI] Skt n an agreement, a con—

sensus. 2 a permission. 3 according to Vishnu

Puran, daughter of Angira and wife of the

moon.
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ਅਨੁਮਾਨ [anuman] Sktn an estimate, a conjecture,

guess, speculation. 2 See ਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ.

ਅਨੁਮੋਦਨ [anumodan] Skt n a confinnation, an

approval. 2 expression of satisfaction or

delight. 3 indulgence. “anumodan nédan mat

kare.”—GPS. … . ਭੰ

ਅਨ੍ਵਮੰਤਿ [anumétI] Skt ਧ੍ਯ adj expressing
approval or agreement.

ਅਨੁਯਾਈ [anuyai], ਅਨੁਯਾਯੀ [anuyayi] Skt ਗ਼ਜ਼ੂਯਿਧੇਜ਼੍
adj who follow. 2 servant, attendant._ ‘ ‘

ਅਠੁਚਕਤ [anurakat] Skt ਅਠੁਚਕੂ adj immersed in

love; enamoured. 2 dyed in red colour.

3 beloved.

ਅਫ਼ੂਜ੍ਯਾਉ [anurau] love. See ਅਠਰਾਉ. 2 Skt ਅਠੁਰਾਞ
n resonance, a reverberation, an echo.

ਅਠੁਰਗ [anurag] Skt 11 love, affection, attachment._

2'reciprocated love.

ਅਨੁਰਾਗੀ [anuragi] Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਹਧਿਰ੍ adj who loves.
2 a reciprocator of love.

ਅਨੁਰਾਧਾ [anuradha] Skt n seventeenth of the

twenty seven lunar mansions. According to

Hinduism, travelling or doing charitable deeds

in this period is auspicious.

ਅਠੁਰ੍ਵ [anuru] Skt ਅਨੂਂਰੁ n charioteer of. the sun

who has no thighs (or). See ਅਰੁਣ.

ਅਨੁਰੂਪ [anurup] Skt adj resembling, like,

congruous. 2 suitable, appropriate. See ਅਨ੍ਯੂਪ.

ਅਫ਼ੂਚਿਧ [anurodh] Skt 11 an obstruction, an

impediment. 2 obduracy. 3 impulse, impetus.

ਅਨੁਲੋਮ [anolom] Skt n descent. 2 See ਦਸਅਠ

ਵਰਣ. ਰ੍

ਅਨੁਲੋਮਜ [anulomaj] Skt See ਦਸਅਠ ਵਰਣ.

ਅਨੁਵਾਕ [anuvak] Skt n part of a book, a section,

a chapter. 2 a sentence formed to express the

idea of another. 3 repetition of words uttered

by the teacher. “padh‘e’ anuvak jese padha so

padhavai.”—NP.

ਅਨ੍ਹਾਂਞਾਦ [anuvad] Skt n translation. 2 a revision,

repetition, an iteration. 3 denigration,

vilification.

 

’)ਤ੍ਯਾਦੀ [anuvadi] in music, a note that iterates

the sévadi note, as the fifth one in bilaval

measure. See ਸੰਵਾਦੀ. 2 adjwho repeats another’s
utterance.

ਅਨੂਠਾ [anutha] adj strange; of a new kind;
wonderful. _

ਅਨੂਢਾ [anudha] Skt n a maiden; a virgin; a

woman who has not been married yet.

ਅਨੂਪ [annp] Skt n a region with a lot of water.
2 a buffalo. 3 adj unequalled, incomparable,

inimitable. “tIthe gharatI gharie bahutu

anupu..”—japu.

ਅਨੂਪ ਸ਼ਹਰ [anup sehar] a sub-divisional town
in district Bulandshahar of the' United

Provinces, 25 miles east of the city. It was

founded by Raja Anup Rai during the reign

of emperor Jahangir. Guru Har Rai’s father-

in-law, Daya Ram, was a resident of Anup

Shahan

ਅਨੂਪ ਨਰਾਜ ਛੰਦ [anup naraj chéd] n a poetic

metre not different from naraj chéd because

this metre has sixteen characters per line

orgnaised as |Sl, SIS,I$I, SIS, |Sl, S, in laghu and

guru order. In Dasam Granth the term anup

has been added because of this affiliation.

Example:

gajé gaje hay?) hale halahali halohalé,

babajj sfdhre sure”; chutét ban kevlé,

papakk pakkhre tore bhabhakk ghay nIrmalé,

palutth lutth bItthuri amatth jutth utthalé.

—ramav.

ਅਨੂਪਮ [anupam] See ਅਨੁਪਮ.

ਅਨੂਂਪਾਛ [anupach] adj ਅਨੁਪਮ-ਅਕ਼ਿ, matchless
eyes. “sohat anupach.”—-1<alki.

ਅਨੂਂਪਾਨ [anupan] See ਅਨੁਪਾਨ.

ਅਨੂਪਿਆ [anupIa] adj unequalled, having
matchless excellence. “cakrpanI daraSI

anupIa.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ਅਨੂਂਪੁ [anupu] See ਅਨੂਪ.

ਅਨੂਂਪੇਰਾ [anupera] adj possessing matchless  
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excellence. “r5g anupers.’

ਅਠੁ-ਪੋਂਚੈ [anupere] See ਅਠੁਪੇਰਾ.
ਅਠੁਰ੍ਵ [anuru] See ਅਨੁਰੁ.

ਅਨੇਸ lanes] adj ਅਨੀਕ-ੲੀਸ਼ army commander.
“raée car anes5.”—c5d1' 2. ‘appointed four army

commanders.’

ਅਨੇਹ [aneh] adj without afi‘ection, indifferent.
Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਜੋਂਛ.
ਅਨੇਹਾ [aneha] adj similar to this. 2 Dg n time,

occasion.
ਅਨੇਕ [anek] Skt adj not one, more than one,
many, several. “anek upav kari gur karanI.”

—suhi a m 4.

ਅਨ੍ਯਤਾ [anekta] Skt n plurality, multiplicity,
variety, abundance.

ਅਨੇਕਦਾ [anekda] Skt adv many times, often.

“anekda nIvavat hf: SIS ko.’’—aka1.

ਅਨੇਕਧਾ [anekdha] Skt adv in many ways, by

various means.

ਅਨੇਕਧ [anekap] See ਅਨਕਪ.

ਅਨੇਕ ਵਕ੍ਰਾ [anek vakra] See ਕੁਬਜਾ.

ਅਨੇਤ [anet], ਅਨੇਤਾ [aneta] See ਅਂਠਿਜ਼ 2 Skt
ੜਿਜਿਂਧ੍ਯ adj without certainty. “bahu bIth joni
phIrat aneta.”—maru m 5. 3 irresolutely. “jo

kIchU kino sou aneta.”—sukhmani. 4 See

ਆਨੀਤ.
ਅਨੇਰਾ[81|€18]|1(18ਸਂ(|1658, confusion. “dujebhaI
Wanera”—majh a m 3.

ਅਨੇ [ans] lack of M(ethics), absence ofvirtue.
ਅਨੈਸ lanes], ਅਨੈਸਾ [anssa] adj painful. “chatri
kharges hve aneso bol h5 sahé.”—krIsan.

2 ਅਨਾਯਾਸ without effort. “par bhai pat phar

anese.”——c5d1' 1. _ '

ਅਨੇਰ੍ਯ [aneky] Skt n absence of unity, disunity,
discord.
ਅਨੋਖਾ [anokha] 866 ਅਣੋਖਾ.

ਅਨੋਚਿਤ [anacn] adj improper, inappropriate,

inept. “vak anOCIt m'éju b5khane.”—NP.

ਅਨੇਜ [anoj] adj without ਓਜ(5੮16118ਪਂ1); weak.
“jiv 5an jaI jIh jai.”—NP. 2 See ਅਨੁਜ.

’—I<an m 5.
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ਅਨੇਧਮ [anopam], ਅਨੋਪਿਮ [anopIm] Skt ਅਨੁਪਮ
adj unequalled. “parmadI purakh

‘ manopIm5.”—guj jedev. ‘param adI purkh5

5nopm5.’
ਅਨੰਗ [an5g] Skt ਟਜ੍ਯਾਛਧੂਜ੍ਹਾ n one who does not have
a body, Kamdev (Cupid). There is a story in

the Purans that once Shiv was troubled by lust

(kam), and in anger Mahadev burnt him to

ashes. 2 adj bodiless. “5g te hox an5g kIn?”
—-ramav. ‘Why not one to give up the body?’

3 ਵਿਦੇਹ free from pride of the body. “dhanukh
dharyo ls bhavan me raja janak 5n5g.”

—ramc5drrka. 4 n the sky. 5 mind. 6 soul.

ਅਟਗਿਸ਼ੋਖਰ [an5gsekhar] n a varnIk metre also
known as mahanarac. It comprises four lines

and each line has thirty two characters, in

laghu and guru order, with pauses after every
eight characters organised as |5|, SIS, |$}, SIS, |SI,

SIS, |Sl, SIS, |5|, 5|5,|, 8.
Example:

guru gobid sigh k0 namo su hath jorke

kustru tej tor jéhI palIo hfdan k0,

krIpalU sis hath de su kit te kIye mrIgédr

idrcap laj pekh nath ki kaman ko,

bhuja bhuj5graj si VIraj sis kes

c5d syamta n5 hoy to mukharbid san ko,

apar dukh tarke nIvarke kales das

vas ~to VIkOth tej purIo jahan k0.

—adhyatam ramayan by bhaI guIab sigh.
ਅਨੰਗਪਾਲ [5n5gpa1] See ਅਨੰਦਪਾਲ and ਜਯਪਾਲ.

2 Balram or Balbhadr who brought up Anang

(Pradyuman) (Lord Krishan’s eldest son).

ਅਟਗਿਰਿਪੁ [5n5ngpu], ਅਠੰਗਾਰਿ [an5garI] n enemy
ofAnang (lust); Shiv, Rudar.

ਅ'ਟਗਿੰ [5n5gi] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਡ੍ਧਿਜ਼੍ adj without limbs,
bodiless. “an5gi aname.”—-japu. 2 n Cupid.

3 formless; the unmanifest Creator.

ਅਨੰਤ [5n5t] adj endless, boundless. “Iksu te

hOIo 5n5ta.”—majh a m 5. 2 n the Creator.

3 the sky. 4 Sheshnag. 5 Balbhadr, regarded
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as the incarnation of Shesh and is therefore

known as an'a’t. “ਗ਼ਾਜ਼ੀ ke upar kop calayo.”
—1<rrsan. 6 an ornament worn on the arm by
Hindus on the 14th of the bright half of the
lunar month of Bhadon believing it to be the
image of Sheshnag.

ਅਾਤਿਸ਼ੀਸਾੰ [anétsirsa] many-headed Sheshnag.
2 one with a stupendous body, God.

ਅਨੰਝਤਰੰਗ਼ੀ [ਜਿ਼ਗੌ tarégi] the oCean. 2 the Creator
whose waves are endless. See ਅਨਤਤਰੰਗ਼ੀ. 3 a
man in whose mind countless ideas arise. “anét
tarégi dukh maIa.”—gau m 4.

ਅਨੰਤਤੁਕਾ [anét tuka] a metre of diverse rhymes;

blank verse. This metre has no specific class,

any composition where end-words of two or

more lines do not ryhme forms blank verse,

as for example Ramavatar saveya and bhujég
prayat are in blank verse.

Example:

ros bharyo taj hos nIsacar

sri raghuraj 1<o ghaI prahare,

jos vado kar koslIsé

adhbic-hI te sar kat utare,

pher bado kar ros dIvardan

dhaIpare kapI pfij séghare,

pattIs loh-hathi parsé gar ls

jébuve jamdarh calav’é.

kIto kal bityo bhae ramrajé.

sabe ਭੂਰਿ… jite mahé juddhmali,

phIryo cakr carc') dIsa maddh rams,

' bhayo nam tate maha cékrvarti.

2 See ਸਿਰਖੰਡੀ. 3 In Sanskrit literature there

are many multi-rhymed compositions as

rhymed poetry is seldom found there. See the

following bhojég prayat and totak stanzas:
ਤ੍ਵਗਧੇਜ ਚੈਗਹੂਂਧੇਯੇਂਢ਼ਛੇਰੂ! ਸ਼੍ਯਥੂਜ਼ੈਥਕ੍ਯਾਜਿਂਗ਼ਜ੍ਯਲ੍ਧਬ੍!
.ਟ੍’ਗੈ fins: ਰਂਧ੍ਯmm | ਕ੍ਯਾਇਿ ਸ਼੍ਯਸਂ g5” ਧ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਸ੍! |

ਧ੍ਯ-ਟ੍ਰਾਂਹੂਂਞਫੈਂਥਸਤਂਚਕ੍ਯਾਇਿਧ੍ਯਧਿਜਿਂਦ੍‘ਰ੍ਯਸੈਜ੍ਯਜ੍!
ਸੂਦ੍ਧ੍ਯਜ੍ਯੋਯਬਿਗੈਧਦ੍ਗਿਗੀਟ੍ਰੋਥਟਰੂਜ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਜੰਬਿਸ੍ਯਬ੍ਮ
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—guru nanak satotr ratnakar.
4 There are also in Guru Granth Sahib
unrhymed verses which have no rhymed
endings:

ruro menu harIrégo lore,

gali harInihU na hOI,

hau dhudhedi darsan karanI,

bithi bithi pekhfi,

gurmIlI bharamu gavaIa he,

Ih buth pai me sadhu kénhu,

lekhu lIkhIo dhurI maths.

Ih bIth nanak harI nan a]oi.—todi m 5.

5 See ਚਉਬੋਲੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 2.
ਅਨੰਤਰ [anstar] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adv after this,
subsequently. 2 without break, continuously.

ਅਠੰਤਥਾਂ [anéta] vocative: ‘he anét.’ “jau pa ham
na pap karéta, ahe anéta.”—sr1' ravdas. 2 Skt

ਕ੍ਯਾ n the endless One! 3 the earth. 4 soft

grass, commonly used as fodder, L panicum

dectylon. 5 a medicinal creeper, L

Manispernum glabrum. 6 the only son of

Kakko Vadhan, Khatri, a disciple of Guru

Hargobind, who was a great warrior and died

fighting in the battle of Amritsar.

ਅਨੰਤਾਸਤ੍ \[anétastr] innumerable weapons.
“an5tastr Chutte.”—C5c_1i 2.

ਅਨੰਤੀ ਮਾਤਾ [ਗ਼ਾਰੋਸੁੰ mata] daughter of Rama Sill,

a khatri of Vatala in Gurdaspur districtand

Mata Sukhdevi. She was married to Baba

Guruditta on 21 Vaisakh Sammat 1681. She

gave birth to Baba Dhirmal and Guru Har Rai.

Her shortname was Natti. Many writers have

named her as Nihal Kaur.

ਅਨੰਦ [੩11ਰੌ61] Skt ਗਂਸ੍ਯ“ happiness,joy, delight.

“mItIa sog maha anéd thia.”—-asa m 5. 2 Guru
Amardas’s composition in Ramkali measure

which he composed in Sammat 1611 on the

occasion of the birth of Baba Mohri’s son.

Mohri was the Guru’s younger son. 3 Guru

Amar Dev’s grandson. He was a man ofgreat  
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spiritual eminence. Guru Hargobind sent a

special palanquin to bring him to Kiratpur.

That palanquin is now at Goindval. 4 In

Sikhism marriage ceremony is also called

anéd. “bIna anéd bIah ke bhogte par 1<i jOI...

mera SIkh na SOI.”—ratanma1. This bani is

also recited on other auspicious occasions, as

it was recited at the birth of Guru Hargobind.

“gurubani sakhi anéd gave.”—asa m 5. See

ਆਨੰਦ 4. 5 Skt ਤ੍ਯਜਟ੍ਰਾ adj without happiness.

ਅਨੰਦ ਸਿੰਘ [anéd sigh] an ardent devotee of
Guru Gobind Singh. He was a great spiritual

scholar as well as brave fighter. He attained

martyrdom at Chamkaur.

ਅਠੱਦਘਨ [anédghan] See ਅਾਟਦਿ ਘਨ.
ਅਨੰਦਪਾਲ [anédpal] son of Raja Jaipal l of
Lahore. He died in or about 1013 AD.

Historians have also named him Anangpal.

ਅਨੰਦਪੁਰ [anédpor] See ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ. 2 a village

under police station Bassi in tehsil Sirhind of

Patiala state. In a low-lying place in the“

interior of this village, there is a gurdwara

dedicated to Guru Teg Bahadur.

Because of its low lying area, rain water

accumates here. It gets an annual cash grant

of Rs. 70 from the state. Its priest is a baptised
Sikh. ‘

It is 9 miles northeast of Sirhind railway

station. There is a metalled road 5 miles long

upto Bassi; beyond that there is a unmetalled

four miles path. Village Kalaur is near by. So

the two villages collectively are known as

Anandpur Kalaur.

ਅਨੰਦਪੁਰ ਕਲੌੜ [anédpor kalor] See ਅਨੰਦਪੁਰ 2.

ਅਟਦਿਮੋ [anédme] ਅਾਟਦਿਮਯ abounding in happi-
ness. “ve parvahu anédme.”—asa m 5.

ਅਨੰਦ ਵਿਆਹ [an‘éd VIah] See ਅਨੰਦ 4 and ਆਨੰਦ 4.
ਅਨੱਦੀਂ [ਰਸ਼ਟੈਯੱਤੋ਼] Skt ਗਂਯਯਿਜ੍ਕ਼ਕ਼ੀ' happy. pleased.
“var paIa purakh anédi.”—sri Chétm 4.

ਅਟਦ੍ਰਿ [anédu] See ਅਟਦਿ. “ਗ਼ਾਰੌਧੰਪ bhaIa sukhu
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paIa.”—Var maru 2 m 5.

ਅਨੰਨ [ane‘m] one who does not acknowledge
any other perSon. See ਪ੍ਯਾ. “besno anén

brahmén salIgram seva.”—BGK. “SIkh anén

pédIt dIkh ese. grah tIthI var na jane kese,

ek bharosa prabhu ka pae, tyag lagan ardas

karae.”—GV 6.

ਅਟਨਿਤਾ [ਗ਼ਾਰੈਧਿਕ] Skt ਅਨਨ੍ਯਤਾ n disbelief in any
other relationship; monothism. '

ਅਨੰਨਿ [anénI] See ਅਂਨ੍ਯ. “hOI anon: manhath

ki drIrta.”—gujm 5. ‘being a monothiest with

firmness of mental resolve.’

ਮਗਿੰਕ੍ਤਿਗਉਤੀਂ [anénIbhagaoti] adj worshipping

only one deity. “koi kahItau anénIbhagauti.”

—ram 9 m 5. 2 ਅਨਨ੍ਯਭਕ੍ਰਿ worship of the only
One. ' ,

ਅਨਭਿੱਉ [anébhau] adj fearless, unafraid. “param

dokh nIvar apar anébhau.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਅਨ੍ਹ [anh] Skt ਗ਼ਡ੍ਜ਼ n a day.

ਅਨ੍ਹਚਾਤਾ [anhrata] a feeling that it is night-time

during the day. 2 night-blindness, nyctalopia.

See ਅੰਧਰਾਤਾ.

ਅਨ੍ਹਾ [anha] adj blind, without eyesight.

ਅਨ੍ਹਾਨਾ [anhana], ਅਨ੍ਹਾਵਨ [anhavan] v to bathe,

take a bath. “avadh anhae kahe'i tIlak lagae
kaha.”—h53ram.

ਅਨੁੂੰਰਾ [anhera] darkness. See ਸ਼੍ਯ.

nffilann]Sk131=r n food, victuals. 2 com,grains.

3 God whose energy imparts life to the

creatures. 4 the sun. 5 breath. 6 eatables.

ਅਨ੍ਯ [any] Skt adj other, second. 2 stranger,

unfamiliar. 3 different, separate, apart.

ਅਟਸ੍ਯਤ੍ [anyatr] Skt part at another place,

elsewhere. .

ਅ'ਨ੍ਯਥਾ [anyatha] Skt adj opposite, against.

2 false, illusory. 3 partotherwise, or.

ਅਨ੍ਯਧਾਉ [anyau], ਅ'ਨ੍ਯਇਿ [anyaI], ਅਨ੍ਯ'ਯ [anyay]

Skt ਕਜ੍ਯਧ n injustice, inequity. 2 an unlawful

activity, atrocity.

ਅਨ੍ਯਯੀ [anyayi] Skt ਜਿ਼ਜ਼੍ adj who has
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recourse to unlawful activity, commits atrocity,

goes against justice.

ਅਨਯੋੰਰ੍ਹਿ [anyoktI] See ਗੂਢੋੜ੍ਹਿ.
m [anyony] Sktpron mutual. 2 n a literary

figure of speech in which two objects are

described as mutually interacting with each

other.

Example:

“kfibhe badha jélu rahe, jal bInu kobh na ho:
—var asa.

“prabhu te janu janijs: jan te suami.”——sr1'ravdas.

ਅਨਯੋੰਨ੍ਯ'ਸ਼੍ਰ'ਯ [anyonyasray] Skt n mutual support;
reliance on each other. 2 knowledge of,

one thing‘ for the sake of another, as

knowledge of darkness is essential for

understanding light. 3 an inadequacy of

conversation, wherein one needs the other for

justification.

ਅਨ੍ਹਿਣ [aann] Skt adjwithout debt, not indebted.
ਅਨ੍ਰਿਤ [aant] Skt ਕਰ੍ਰ n lack of ਰਿਤ (truth),

falsehood. “rar hi: aanté.”~kalk1'. ‘willspeak

the untruth. ’

ਅਨ੍ਵਯ [anvay] Skt n taking away, carrying.

2 relation, contact, connection. 3 shifting of ,‘

words for clarifying the meaning, as for

example to re—write “bhe bohIth sagar prabhu
carna.”—vad chét m 5. as “bhesagar bohIth

prabhu coma.” or “dIvsya In ke 55g khelat

hi: kaVI syam su dan abhe.”——1<rIsan. as
“abhaclan dIveya In ke ség khelat hé.” and

“alekh bhekh dvekh rekh sekh k0 pachanIe.”

~gyan. Here the initial ‘9’ is to be carried with

all words so as to underline the negative

meaning. 4 dynasty, lineage.

ਅਨ੍ਹੇਸਣ [anvesan] Skt n research, finding,

discovery.

ਅਨ੍ਹੇ [anve] See ਅਨ੍ਵਯ.

“ਅਧ [3p] prep prefixed to words, it gives the

meaning ofopposite, against, loss, difference,

prohibition, or bad etc. See ਅਪਕੀਰਤਿ etc.
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2 Skt ਗ਼ਧ੍ਰ“ water. “ap tej baI prIthmi akasa'.”

—gaukab1'r. 3pron own, personal. “mul na jam:

ap bal.”—var majh m 1. “katI SIIak dukh

maIa karI line ap dase.”—var jet. ‘enslaved

them. ’ “apatan ka jo kare bicar.”—bas§travdas.

‘he who thinks of his body.’

ਅਪਓ [apao] adj dedicated, presented. 2 See

ਅਪਸਕੁਨ [apsakun], ਅਪਸ਼ਗਨ [apsagan], ਅਪਸਗੁਨ

[apsagun] Skt ਅਧਸ਼ਕੁਨ. 11 an evil portent,
inauspicious omen. “tau sagan apsagan kaha

bicare.”-—sukhman1'. “sagun apsagun tIs kau

lag-hI szu citI n3 ave.”—asa m 5.

People of many religions in all countries

believe in the good and the evil portents, those

mentioned in the Hindu Scriptures have thus

been listed by Bhai Santokh Singh.

Bad omens:

pharke bhuja VIlocan vamu,

SII‘ vayas' bethyo dukhdhamu,

nIksatI chik bhai dIs die.

dhunI khoti te bajat nagara,

dal par gidh bhraméti cale.

kast bhar agari mIle,

dinmane baji rudnavé.

calat akaran gIrgIr par'é,

kItak bhatan pagia par ਸ਼ਿਚਿਏ.

$Iva2 pukarat sanmukh avat,

mrIg ki mal kuphere dhavat.

darun kak bolte ode,

samukh vayu mrIgmal kupheri

khar bolyo mrItsucat bhari

jat lIye mIrtak sabh cina

Im apsagun VIlokat bade.

Good omens:

pharkyo dahIn VIlocran sOdar,

bhujadéd dahIno balmédar,

nIrmal dIvas vayu sukhkari,
 

'crow.

2she-jackal.
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in heaven who die fighting valiantly in wars.6

Apsaras possess the ability to change their

form; they know how to make moves in chess

and conduct exorcist exercises. In Athrav Ved; ‘

' several incantations are mentioned which can

prevent apsaras from exercising their magical

effect. “apsara anéd mégal ras gavni niki.”

—maIa partal m 5.

ਅਪਸਾਨ [apsan] Skt ਅਧਸ੍ਵਾਨ n using of water to

As for the Sikhs, such is Bhai Gurdas’s dictum. clean sexual organs before‘a bath. 2 bath taken

sajja khabba son me man vasaIa... after the cremation or burial ofa dead body.

bhakh subhakh vxcar na chIk manaIaa. ਅਧਸੁੰਦ [apsOd] Skt ਉਪਸੁੰਦ Sund and Upsund,

ਅਪਸ੍ਮਾਰ [apasmar] Skt ਅਧਸ੍ਮਾਰ. n epilepsy, as were real brothers and sons- of the demon

a result ofwhich memory gets lost. 866ਮਿਰਗੀ. Nikumbh or Nisund. They had Brahma’s

ਅਪਸਰ [apsar] Skt ਅਨ੍ਯਸਰ. n a wrong time; an . blessing that no third person could kill them

in-appropriate or late time. “sar apsar no as long as they did not fight with each other. ‘

pacanIa.”—sri bem'. 2 lack of leisure. 3. Skt Tilottama the apsara, was sent from heaven

ਕਧਸ੍ਯ. running. 4 an aquatic animal. to kill them. Both got ‘enamoured of her and

ਅਪਸਰਾ [apsara] Skt ਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਚ੍ n a female emerging quarrelled between themselves, She told that

mIli dughatdhar‘ sOdar nari,

mrIganmal dahIn ko ai,

madhur VIhégan sabad sunai,

mIli josIta2 balak god,
huti suhaganI sahIt pramod.’

surbhi3 vatas4 cfighavat thadhi.

catat rIde pritI bahu baclhi,

kag dahni dI$I ud ava,

nakul5 dares sabthn ne pava.—GPS.

from ਅਪ (water). According to Ramayan and `

the Purans, apsras came out when oceans Were

churned. The Veds contain little about them.

They only mention Urvashi, etc. Manu holds

that seven manus created them and they were

taken as their joint creation. Vayu Puran has

an account of 14 of them and Harivansh 7.

They mention their two varieties comprising:

ten orthodox and thirty four ordinary ones

respectively. With their enticement the apsaras

would disturb austerities of many holy men.

It is written in Kashi chapter that they are

350,000,000 in number but the more

prominent among them are only 1,060. In-

Ramayan their number is given as 60 crore.

Only those warriors are rewarded with apsaras

'woman carrying two pitchers of water.
 

2woman.

3cow.

‘calf.

’mongoose.

she would marry the one who was more

powerful. Both of them died fighting each

other, and Tilottama went back to. heaven.

“badhe 56d apsfid dve det bhari...”

“duhfi bhrat badhke trIya. gai brahmpur

dhaI.”—carItr 116.

ਅਪਸੋਸ [apsos] See ਅਫਸੋਸ. “athk kin apsos
ham.”—NP. 2 drier or sucker of ਅਪ (water),

the sun. 3 the wind, air.

ਅਪਸ੍ਵਾਰਥ [apsvarath] n selfishness.

ਅਾਗ੍ਰਾਰਥੀ [apsvarthi] adj selfish.
ਅਪਹਰਣ [apharan] n stealth, theft. 2 snatching,

plundering. 3 concealment, hiding.
ਅਪਕਰਖ਼ [apkarakh] Skt ਅਪਕਸਂ’“ insult,

disrespect. 2 the act of pulling down.

'3 deficiency, loss, ‘
ਅਪਕਰਮ [apkaram], ਅਪਕਾਮ [apkam] Skt ਅਪਕਮੰ
n a bad or wrong action. 2 sin.

ਅਪਕਾਰ [apkar] n opposite of iupkar. 2 evil,

. ham. 3 wickedness, villainy.
 

6See parasar srmrItI. Ch. 3.
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ਅਪਕਾਰੀ [apkari] adj who does wrong; who
inflicts harm.

ਅਪਕੀਰਤਿ [apkiratI] Skt ਗ਼ਧਠੀਰਿੰ n infamy,
opprobrium, notoriety. “kab-hfi apkiratI

mahI ave.”—sukhmani.

ਅਪਖੇਪਨ [apkhepan] Skt ਅਪਕੇਪਣ h the act of
pulling down; toppling.

ਅਪਗਤਿ [apgatI] n going down; a fall, misery.
2 going to hell. .

ਅਪਗਾ [apga] n what ਅਪ (water) merges into; a
river, stream. See ਬਿਨਪਗਾ.

ਅਪਚਾਰ [apcar] n an evil or bad behaviour.
ਅਪਛਰਾ [apchara], ਅਪੱਛਰਾ [apacchra] See ਅਪਸਰਾ.
ਅਪਜ [apaj] Skt 11 born of water; a lotus.
ਅਪਜਸ [apjas] or ਅਪਜਸੁ [apjasu] Skt ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯਡ਼ਗ੍ਰ੍ n
ignominy, infamy, opprobrium. “apjasu mIte

hove jagI kiratI.”—guj m 5.

ਅਪਜਸੁ [apjasu] See ਅਪਜਸ,“

ਅਪਣਾ [apnalpron own. 2 n a kinsman, relative.

ਅਪਣਾਉਣਾ [apnauna] v to make one’s own, adopt,
draw to one’s side.

ਅਪਤ [apat] adj without honour or respect,

disgraced. “apatu pasu manmukho betala.”
—maru soIhe m I. 2 leafless. “apat karir na

maulie.”—BG. 3 See ਅਪਤੁ. 4 S useless,

purposeless.

ਅਪੜਨ [apatan] See ਅਪ 3. 2 not in a state of
fall, steadiness; firmness.

ਅਪਤੀਜ [aptij], ਅਪਤੀਣਾ [aptina] adj not satisfied
or reassured, lacking faith. “aptij patina.”

—savéyem 5 ke. ‘was charmed without reposing
faith.’ “hath nIgrahI aptij na bhije.”—-maru

solhe m 1. ‘Faithless mind is obstinate in not
stopping to placate the senses.’

ਅਪਤੁ [apatu] n selfhood, ego, conceit, pride.

“kam krodh lobh moh apatu péc dut.”—saveye

m 3 ke. 2 See ਅਪਤ. 3 See ਆਪਤੁ.

ਅਪਤ੍ਯ [apaty] Skt n an offspring, a progeny.

ਅਪਥ [apath] n a wrong path, an evil passage.

2 awkward gait.
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ਅਪੱਥ [apatth] Skt ਅਪਧ੍ਯ n food or conduct that
aggravates sickness. 2 harmful conduct,
misconduct. _

ਅਪਦ [apad] n calamity, distress. 2 ਅ-ਪਦ,

reptiles like snakes etc. which crawl. 3 a

condemned place.

ਅਪਦਾ [apda] calamity. See ਆਪਦਾ. “apda ka

marIa ngh te nasta.”—prabha a m 5.

ਅਪਧਾਰੀਂ [apdhari] n maternal affection,
motherly tenderness. “bInsi apdhari.”—bIIa
m 5.

ਅਪਨ [span] See ਆਪਣਾ. “sabh kine baSI apan

hi.”—guj m 5.

ਅਪਨਇਅਾ [apnIa] owned, adopted. “kina
apnaIa.”—bIIa m 5.

ਅਪਨਪੋੰ [apanpa] n one’s self. “pragat na hot
apanpa goi.”—NP. 2 owning, possessing. 3 he
who blesses; one who utters a blessing.

ਅਪਨਾ [apna] See ਆਪਣਾ.

ਅਪਨਾਉਨਾ [apnaona] See ਅਪਣਾਉਣਾ.

ਅਪ੍ਯਾ'ਇਓਂ [apnan] See ਮਪਿੱਨਇਅਾ. 2 of the
_ adopted. “rakh 1ajapnan.”—todim 5. 3 one’s

own reality. “nah: butho"3pnan.”—todi

m 5.

ਅਪਨਾਇਆ [apnaIa] adv made one’s own.
ਅਪਨਾਈ [apnai] n one’s own existence.
2 familiarity. 3 made one’s own, adopied.

“dhanu dharti aru sépatI sagri jo manIo

apnai.”—sar m 9.

ਅਪਨਾਕ [apnak] having made one’s own. “rakh
lehu apan apnak.”—-I<an m 4.

ਅਪਨੀ [apni] pron one’s own. 2 Skt ਅਾਪਂਣ n a
shop, store. “apni apni pahucyo jaI.”—GPS.

‘reached his own shop.’ 3 Skt ਅਧ-ਨੀ to take

far away. 4 to steal, to plunder.

ਅਾ-1ਨੀਧੇ [apnidhe] belonging to one’s own.
2 presuming one’s own. “tum pej rakh-hu
apnidhe.”-—bas§tm 4.

nmgf‘a' [apnhutI] Skt ਗ਼ਧਵਫੂਚਿ n hypocrisy, con-
cealment. 2 an excuse. 3 a figure of speech in
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which the natural object is kept in the

background and truth is established; through

analogy the thing to be compared is made to

look as if it were the original thing.

Example:

ghan ki na garaj he sighnad sighan ]<0,

capla ki camak, no 331 dasmes ]<0,

By concealing the roar of the cloud and the

flash ofthe lightning, the heroism ofthe Sikhs

and the wonder ofthe Guru’s sword are shown

as the essential truth. Poets have illustrated

several other functions of this device.

(b) Concealing the actual subject some

how or under some pretext is ketvapanhutI.
Example:

“kalgidhar ke ban mIs kalbyal daslet.”

(c) Tactfully replacing one thing with

another is called hetvapanhutI.

Example:

ami nahi surlok me 5mrIt gurughar mahI,

jIh pivot hi martya sabh turat amar hvejéhI.

(d) Rejecting the nature of something and

reposing its quality in something else is called

paryastapanhutl.

Example:

cédan cédu na sarad rutI mulI na mItai gham,

sitalu thive nanka japédro harInam.—var jet.

Here, the poise of the Divine is reiterated by

concealing the coolness of cédan and such
objects.

(e) In the event of someone’s genuine

doubt, replacing the fact with a false answer

gives rise to chekapanhutI.

Example:

yodha ke nahI mi: pIkhyo kabhi pith pe ghau,

katyo 5g Ikk SIla te phIsal gayo mam an.

Seeing a wound inflicted on the back of a

soldier, ifsomeone asks him the reasons with

the remark that a valiant person sustains

wound in the front not at the back, the
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cowardly soldier responds to this by hiding

the truth.

ਅਪਬਲ [apbal] See ਅਪ 3. 2 n weakness. “bal

apbal apno na bIcara.”—carItr 405.

ਅਪਭੁੱਸ਼ [apbhrés] Skt n fall, falling down. 2 a
deformed word with a change in form as ਕੰਮ
from ਕਰਮ, ਚੰਮ from ਚਰਮ and ਧੰਮ from ਧਰਮ, etc.

ਅਪਮਾਨ [apman] n egoism, selfishness. “kInhu

pritI lai moh apman.”—asa m 4. 2 Skt
disrespect, insult, contempt.

ਅਪਮਾਨੀ [apmani] adjwho has given up the ego;
humble, without pride. “bes kIsor bIkhe

apmani.”—NP.

»ਪਿੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਸੁ [apmrItyu] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬ੍ਰੂਟਧੂ n unnatural or
uncommon death as by‘snake bite, hanging or

lightning etc. 2 untimely death. See ਉਮਰ.
ਅਪਯ [spay], ਅਪਯਉ [apyau] See ਅਪਿਓ.
ਅਪਯਸ਼ [apyas] See ਅਪਜਸ.

ਅਪਯੰਤ [apyét] adj drank. 2 (they) drink.
ਅਪਰ [apar] adj first. 2 later. 3 another, other.
4 different, separate. 5 ਅਪਰ has also appeared

in place of ਅਪਾਰ as in “samajh na pare apar

maIa.”—-sor ravrdas.

ਅਪਰਅਪਾਰ [aparapar] See ਅਪਰੰਪਰ. “so besno he
eparapar.”—gaum 5.

ਅਪਰਸ [aparas] n one who has taken a vow not
to touch metals etc. “sompak aparas

udIani.”—bavan. 2 one who keep himself

untouched by perversions; one who doesnt

have recourse to evil deeds. “nanak kotI

madhe ko esa aparas.”—sukhmani. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਣ੍ਧੂਝਧ
adj untouchable.

ਅਪਰ ਸੰਜੋਗ [apar séjog], ਅਪਰ ਸੰਯੋਗ [apar séyog]
n second marriage. “sz Istri ka bharta kalbas

hOIa hOI, cahie uske pIcche jet set sil pale,

kIte vall CItt dulave nahi, jo jane kIsi Uan

rahIt kar rahI nahi sakti, tab jari cori na kare,

apni laIk dekhks apar séjog kare.”-prem

sumarag.

ਅਪਰਚਾ [aparca] See ਅਪਰਿਚਯ.
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ਅਪਰਥ [aparath] See ਅਪਾਰਥ.

ਅਪਰਨਾ [aparna] v to reach, arrive. 2 to be equal
to. “takaU koi apar na sake.”—1<aII m 4. 3 See

ਉਪਰਨਾ.

ਅਪਰਪਰ [aparpar], ਅਪਰਪਰਾ [aparpara], ਅਪਰਪਰੁ

[aparparu] See ਅਪਰੰਪਰ. “th péj vakhat tere

aparpara.”—maru solhem 5. “aparparu manI

gursabadu vasaIau.”——saveye m 4 ke.

ਅਪਰ ਬ੍ਰਹ੍ਮ [apar brahm] n immanent God, the
Deity together with all the properties of

nature. 2 the individual soul.

ਅਪਰਮਾ [aparma] Skt ਅਪ੍ਰਮਾ“ untrue perception,

false knowledge, wrong understanding. See ਰ੍

ਪ੍ਰਮਾ. “trIputi me lakh ap ko kahé aparma

gyan.”—GPS.

ਅਪਰਾ [apra] n worldly wisdom; other than

. divine knowledge; practically useful

knowledge. “ਰਕਸ੍ਰਾਧ'ਧ ਵਸ਼੍ਵਾਥੇਗੇਂ ਧਚੂਥੈਦ੍: ਥਸ੍ਯਥੈਗੇਤ੍ਯਕੰਕੈਗੇ
ਝਧਧ੍ਯ ਧ੍ਯਾ ਜ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਬਿਹਂਸ੍ਯਰੇ.”-ਗ਼ਪੋੰਗ਼ੁ<0ਟ੍ਰ)ਗ਼ੀਗ਼ੁਤੁ8ਧੰ. See

'ਪਰਾ. 2 western direction.

ਅਪਰਾਜਿਤ [aprath] adj undefeated, uncon-
quered. 2 n Guru Gobind Singh.

ਅਪ’ਰਾਜਿਤਾ [apratha] feminine of ਅਪਰਾਜਿਤ
“apratha bhagvati bhima.”—GPS.

ਅਪਰਾਂਤ [aprfit] See ਉਪਰੰਤ. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯ n a
country north ofKonkan, ofwhich the capital

used to be Sopar, which is now a town in police

station Thana of Bombay Presidency.

ਅਪਰਾਧ [apradh] Skt n a sin, fault, an offence,

crime. 2 a mistake, blunder. 3 disobedience,

disrespect.

ਅਪਰਾਧੀ [apradhi] adj who commits a crime,
sin or does something wrong. “apradhi

matIhin nIrgun.”—asa chétm 5.

ਅਧਰਿਓ [aprIo], ਅਪਰਿਆ [aprIa] v reached,
arrived. ਲ਼ੀ

ਅਪਰਿਗੁਹ [aparIgrah] Sktn the act ofnot holding;
giving up, relinquishing, forsaking.

2 asceticism. 3 non-acceptance of charity.

ਅਧਰਿਚਯ [aparIcay] Skt n unfamiliarity,

ਅਪੜਾੳਣਾ

unacquaintance.

ਅਧਰਿਚਿਤ [aparICIt] Skt adj unacquainted,
unfamiliar. '

ਅਪਰੋਕ [aproks], ਅਪਰੋਂਖ [aparokh] Skt adj not
away from sight; manifest, present, apparent,

visible.

ਅਪਰੰਪਰ [aparépar], ਅਪਰੰਪਰੁ [aparéparu], ਅਪਰੰਪਾਰ

[aparépar] Skt ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯਦ੍ਰਾਧ੍ਯ adj not mutual 0r
reciprocal, not wishing or desiring help from

anyone. 2 without lineage or dynasty; who has

no need of another’s help in creation or

perpetuation of dynasty. “aparépar

parbrahamu parmesaru.”—-sor m 5. “ਪਿੰ

adeurakh aparépar karta ji.”—sopurakhu.

3 Skt limitless, boundless.

ਰ੍ਅਪਵਰਗ [apvarag] Skt ਅਪਵਗੰ n a high post or
position. 2 liberation, emancipation. “gahak

je apvarag ke.”—NP.

ਅਪਵਾਦ [apvad] Skt n indecent language, foul

talk. 2 censure. 3 opposition. “pardhan par
apvad narI nfda.”—sri mukhvak saveyem 5.

4 rejection, negation. 5 a perverse argument,

useless controversy.

ਅਪਵਾਦੀ [apvadi] Skt ਕਧਥਸੱਟ੍ਰੇਜ਼੍ adjwho slanders.
2 quarrelsome. 3 foul-tongued. “maha

bIkhadi dusat apvadi.”—asa m 5.

ਅਧਵਿਤ [apVIt], ਅਖਵਿਤੁ [apVItU], ਅਪਵਿਤ੍ਰ

[apvxtr] adj impure, unclean, profane. “sét

ka dokhi sada apVItU.”—sukhmaml' ‘

paVItr jInI tu karIa.”——ram a m 5.

ਅਪਵਿਤ੍ਰਤਾ [apVItrta] n profanity, squalor. “dukh
darId apVItrata nas—hI nam adhar.”—gau

thIti m 5.

ਅਪਵੀਤ [apvit] See ਅਪਵਿਤ੍ਰ. “navé chIdr apvit.”
—gau thIti m 5.

ਅਪੜਨਾ [spama] v to reach. “tIthe kal na apre.”

—sr1' a m 5. 2 to be equal, be similar. “aparI

ko: na sakai pure satIgur ki vadIaia.”—var

sarm 4.

ਅਪੜਾਉਣਾ [ਗ੍ਰਾਤ੍ਹਾਕਪ੍ਯਾਕ] v to deliver. “lakh caurasi

‘apVI tr
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rIjak apI aprae.”—majh a m 3.

ਅਪਾਇ [apaI] Skt ਅਪਾ'ਯ n a difference,

peculiarity. 2 destruction. 3 depravity. 4 See

ਉਪਾਯ. 5 Skt ਅਪੇਯ adj unfit for drinking. 6 not

drunk, did not drink. “jo ham te bhaj jaI, tIh

mata dudh apaI.”—krIsan. ‘didn’t suckle

mother’s milk.’ '

ਅਪਾਇਣ [apaIn], ਅਪਾਇਣੇਂ [apaIno] n selfhood,

one’s own personality. “ms: chadIa sagal

apaIno.”—Var maru 2 m 5. -

ਅਪਾਰ [apah] adj without being effected.

2 detached, unattached. 3 n pride, conceit,

egoism.

ਅਪਾਹਜ [apahaj] Pktmuiffi adjcrippled, disabled,
limbless; incapacitated.

ਅਪਾਹਿ [apahI] See ਅਪਾਹ 2. “manIku mohI
mau dina dhani apahI.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਅਪਾਹਿਜ [apath] See ਅਪਾਹਜ.
ਅਪਾਰੁ [apahu] unengrossed, unsullied. See ਅਪਾਹ.

“ape apI apahu.”—sor m 4.

ਅਪਾਕ [apak] adj (that) which is not pious;

unholy, polluted, profane.'2 Skt n rawness,

unripeness. 3 indigestion, dyspepsia. 4 wise,

intelligent. 5 knowledgeable, well-informed.

‘ਚ੍ਯੰ: ਗ੍ਗ੍, ਗਂਫ਼ੈਜ: WEE” ‘Pious is he who is
foolish, unholy is he who is not pious.’ “tum

ape apI apaki.”—dhana m 4.

ਅਪਾਕੀ [apaki] n unholiness, profanity. 2 See

ਅਪਾਕ 4-5.

ਅਪਾਗ੍ਰਹ [apagrah], ਅਪਾਗ੍ਰਹਿ [apagrahI] ਅਪ-ਆਗੁਹ
n false persistense, unwise obduracy,

mulishness, obstinacy.

ਅਪਾਜੀ [apaji] not ਪਾਰੀ 866 ਪਾਜੀ. 2 not artificial

or bogus; real, genuine. “paji 1<o apaji lakh t5

so vxrmayo he.”—NP. ‘taking the false as real.’

ਅਪਾਝ [apajh] See ਅਪਾਹਜ.

ਅਪਾਝ [apat] adj without leaves. “apaté palasi

mano phul 1age.”-GPS. 2 without a fall or

decline; infallible, imperishable. “namasté

ajate, namasté apate.”—japu.
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ਅਪਾਤਿ [apatI] adj sans N(sub-caste); who does

not belong to any sub-caste or class; classless.

“patI me no ave so apatI kc bulaie.”—gyan.

ਅਪਾਤ੍ਰ [apatr] adj unentitled, unofficial.

ਅਪਾਥ [apath] adjwrong way, false track. 2 dry.

“sakuce dal kéj apatha.”-GPS.

ਅਪਾਦਾਨ [apadan] Skt n a division, variety. 2 in

syntax, ablative case is marked by ਤੋਂ“ or ਸੇ

postpositions.

ਅਪਾਨ [apan] Skt n one of the five vital airs

which passes through the anus, 866ਅਪਾਨਬਾਇ.
2 anus. 3 selfliood, self. “bIsra apan tan.”

—NP.

ਅਪਾਨਬਾਇ [apanbaI] 8/(2ਅਪਾਠਵਾਯੁ wind that stays
in the alimentary canal, vagina, testicle bag,

urinary bladder, phallus, etc.\lt is because of

its pressure that the excretary system of the . ’

body works and the birth ofan offspring takes

place. When this wind is adversely affected

by phlegm, catarrh, rheumatism, etc., the

excretary system ofthe body cannot function

properly, and it becomes stiff and the back

begins to ache and ills such as piles, stone

gall-bladder come to afflict the body. To keep

flatulency in good order, regular walk, horse

riding, light food and keeping the alimentary

canalolean are the best ways. A powdered

mixture of white trIvi and sugar, four tolas

each and piper longum one tola, taken daily

in doses ofhalfa tola each with honey removes

the disorder of wind. “pranbaI apanbaI

bhan.”—carItr 405.

‘ Wiapana] n self, idea of selfhood. “bIsra

sathn apana.”—NP.

ਅਪਾਪ' [apap], ਅਪਾਪੀ [apapi] adj free from sin,
sinless. “apapi e apradh bIn sirxor guru bal.”

—PPP. ' '

ਅਪਾਰ [apar] adj endless, boundless, unlimited.

“apar agam gobi‘d thakur.”—asa chét m 5.

2 unfathomable, limitless. 3 abundant,
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excessive. 4 countless, innumerable. 5n God.
“payau apar.’’-saveye m 4 ke. 6 near side
bank, this side. “ape sagar bohItha, ape par
apar.”—sr1' a m 1. 7 Skt ਆਪਾਰ limit or extent.
“jane k0 tera apar nIrbhau nIrékar.”—saveye
m 4 ke.

ਅਪਾਰਗ [aparag] adj not going across, unable
to go across.

ਅਪਾਰਗਿ [aparagI] ਅਪਾਰਗਯ ignorant ofthe other
side; ignorant of knowing the end. “man
bachat phal pae sagle kudratI kim aparagI.”
—suhi chétm 5. ‘Ofthe extent ofthe Creator’s
greatness, man is ignorant.’
ਅਪਾਰਣ [aparan] adjwithoutwknding). “mere
suami agam aparna.”—maru soIhe m 5.
ਅਪਾਰਥ [aparath] SktMI'U'Ef n a defect in poetics

. due to which the sublime meaning ofa poem
is missed. “punaruktI aparath ki samajh na
avai.”—NP. 2 adj meaningless, without
meaning.

ਅਪਾਰਭਾਉੰ [aparbhau], ਅਪਾਰਭਾਵ [ਗ੍ਰਾਪਿੰਠਿਸ੍ਟਿਸਿ਼] adj
the tenor or meaning of which is endless.
“bhakhIa bhaU aparu.”—japu.
ਅਪਾਰਲਾ [aparla] adj who has no end. “athhUj
bhan aparla.”—ma]a namdev.
ਅਪਾਰੁ [aparu] See ਅਪਾਰ. 2 ਉਚਾਰ, near side bank.
“parI sajanu aparu pritamu gursabad suratI
léghvae.”—tukha chétm 1.
ਅਪਾਲ [apal] Skt ਅਪਾਲਜ adj not nurturable;
whom none can bring up. “apal hari.”—-al<a1.
_2 ਅਪਾਲ|185 also been used as ਅਪਾਰ in “buddhé
apal.”—aka1. ‘unnurturable wisdom.’
ਅਪਾਵਨ [apavan] adj not ਪਾਵਨ, not sacred,
unholy.

ਅਪਿ [apI] Skt part also, certainly.
ਅਪਿਉ [apIu], ਅਪਿਓ [apIo] n nectar, ambrosia;
not meant to be drunk by the common people.
“apIu harIras pitIa.”—Vad ghon'é’m 4. 2 sap
of God’s name. “apIo pIo get thio bharma.”
—j£t m 5.
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ਅਪਿਆਉ [apIaU], ਅਪਿਅਾਵ [apIav] Skt ਅਧ੍ਯ'ਯ n
light or soft food. “mukh apIau bath kau
den.”—su1<hmanr. 2 meal, victuals. “detsagal
apIaU.”—sar m 1. “kag sadhusabha rahyo
nIrahar muktahal apIav ke.”—GPS.
ਅਪੀਰ [apir] n lack of pain; comfort. “ghar ki
bujhé pir apir na.”—NP. 2 adj painless.
ਅਪੀਲ [apil] E appeal. n a request, an appeal.
2 the act of approaching a senior ofiicer for
changing the order of ajunior.

ਅਪੀਂਲਾੰਟ [ਗ੍ਖ਼ੀਕੇਂਣੁ] E appellant n the person
lodging the appeal.

ਅਾਸੋੜ [apir] n absence of pain; comfort. 2 Skt
ਕ੍ਯਾਜੈਤ pressure. “apir pirIt5 dukhé.”—ramav.
ਅਪੁ [apu] See ਅਪ.

ਅਪੁਸਟ [apusat] adj lean, thin, weak. 2 reversed,
upside down, against, contrary. “apusat bat te
bhai sidhri.”—asa m 5.

ਅਪੁਛ [apuch] adj without a tail; tailless.
2 without asking; unasked for. 3 without
question, unquestioned.

”ਪ੍ਰਿੰਛਿਅਾ [apuchIa] adj without asking for.
“apuchIa dan devka.”—var sri m 4.
ਅਪੁਠਾ [aputha], ਅਖੁਠੀ [aputhi] adj reversed,
opposite, See ਉਪਠੀ.

ਅਪੁੱਤਾ [aputta], ਅਪੁਤ੍ਰ [aputr] adj without a son,
without an offspring; childless, See ਅਉਤ.
ਅਪੁਨਾ [apuna] See ਅਪਨਾ.‘‘apune ramhI bhaju
re menu.”—g5d namdev.

ਅਪੂਛਾ [apucha] adv without asking for, without
question. 2 doubtlessly, without doubt. “des

mere beét apuche.”—bh£rm 5.

‘ਅਪੂਜ੍ਯ [apujy] adj not to be worshipped,
unadorable.
ਅਪੁਨਾ [aputha] adj reversed, upside down,
overturned. “sidha chodI éputha bun-na.”
—gaum 5. ‘

ਅਪੂਤ [aput] adjwithout a son, childless. 2 Skt
defiled.
ਅਪੂਪ [apup] Skt n fried bread, a kind of fritter.
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2 wheat. 3 fried cake of sweetened butter.

ਅਪੂਰਣ [apuran] Skt ਅਪੂਣੇਂ adj incomplete, not
whole, unfinished.

ਅਪੂਰਬ [apurab], ਅਪੂਰਵ [apurav] Skt ਅਪੂਵੰ adj
novel, hitherto unknown, uncommon, curious,

a strange. “apurab jép banai.”—suhi chétm 4.

2 a gar; metre of four lines, each line being
organised as SIS, SSI.

Example:
kan-né ge ram, dharm karma“; dham,

lacchne le 55g, janki sobhég.—ramav.

(b)Another form ofthis metre has four lines

organized as ISS, S.

Example:

gene kete, hane jete, kai mare, kIte hare.

—ramav.
ਪ੍ਯਾ [apuravta] Skt ਅਪੂਵੰਤਾ n novelty,
strangeness, singularity, peculiarity.

ਅਪੇਕਾ [8੭61<ਡੁ8],ਅਪੇਖਿਆ [ape1<hIa],»fD'r:1'r [apecha],

ਅਪੇਛਿਆ [apechIa] Skt ਕਸੈਲ਼ਾ n desire, want.
2 need, necessity. 3 basis, support.

4 comparison, balance.

ਅਪੇਯ [apey] adj undrinkable. 2 n wine, liquor.
3 hemp. 4 poppy husk.

ਅਪੇਲ [apel] adj impenetrable, stagnant, steady.
2 irremovable. 3 intransgressible.

ਅਪੈ [ape] Skt ਅਧ੍ਯਯ n accord, union. “nam nav
' nIth ape.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 See ਅਪਿਉ.
ਅਪੋਦਘਾਝ [apodghat] See ਉਪੋਦਘਾਤ.
ਅਪੋੰਰਖੇਯ [aporkhey] ਲ਼ਾ/ਰ੍ਵਲ਼ਆਪੋੰਰੁ'ਸੇਯ adj not existing
because of man, not man-made; formed by

God.

ਅਪੰਗ [apég] adj free from dust; clean, clear,

stainless. “sicat nir apég.”—GPS. 2 faultless,

stainless. “apég p5ge.”—ramav. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਧਧ੍ਰਛਹੂਂਧ.

without a limb, crippled. 4 with crooked

limbs.
ਅਪੰਗੌਕ੍ਰਿਤ [apécikrIt] Skt ਤ੍ਯਧਕ੍ਰਾਂਧਯਿਰ੍ਹਿ n elements
which have not been divided into five parts;

undivided elements. See ਪੰਚੀ ਕਰਣ. “bhut
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apécikrIt yut karay.”—GPS.

ਅਪੰ'ਡਿਤ [ਗ੍ਰਾਟੋਵ੍ਬ੍ਰੂਗ਼ੁਫਿ਼] adj not a scholar; illiterate,
foolish.

ਅਪੰਥ [apéth] adj wrong path, fake course. 2 n

a tantrik mode of worship. 3 atheism. “apéth
péth sabh logan 1aya.”—arh5t.

ਅੱਪ [app] n pride of self, ego. 2 Skt ਅਪ੍ fear,_
dread. 3 a disease. 4 Skt ਅਪ੍ਰਾ the air. “bhayo

app bhesé.”—1<alki. ‘took the form of air’.

ਅਧ੍ਯਉ [apyau] adopted; made one’s own,

occupied. 2 See ਅਪੈ “harI ka nam akhenIth
apyau.”—-saveye m 4 ke.

ਅਪ੍ਰਸੂਤਪ੍ਰਸ਼ੰਸਾ [aprastut prasésa] n a literary figure
of speech meant as praise which is out of

context.

Example:

khal ser ki odh kar gadha na karI SIr bhéj.

‘By regarding some cowardly person as a tiger

the former is admired’.

rajhés bIn k0 kare chir nir k0 dOI.—Vrfd.

‘An ignorant judge is praised by calling him

a swan.’

ਅਪ੍ਰਚਯਾਤ [apragyat] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਨਰ adj not known,
unknown. 2 n a state of meditation in which

the worshipper forgets his difference from the

worshipped.

ਅਪ੍ਰਤਿਮ [apratIm] Skt adjunmatched, peerless,
“apratIm rup bIth ne dayo.”—carItr I56.

ਅਪ੍ਰਤਿਮਾਨ [apratIman] Skt adj unparalleled,
unmatched, matchless.

ਅਪ੍ਰਧਰਖ [apradharakh] Skt ਗ਼ਧੁਬ੍ਹਘ adjwho cannot
be threatened, who cannot be brought under

pressure. 2 invincible, unconquerable.

ਅਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ [apraman] Skt adjunmatched, matchless,

peerless. 2 beyond measuring and weighing.

3 without proof.

ਅਪ੍ਰਮਾਦ [apramad] Skt adj unerring, guiltiess.

2 not intoxicated. See ਪ੍ਰਮਾਦ.

ਅਪ੍ਰਮੇਉ [apremeu], ਅਪ੍ਰਮੇਯ [apramey], ਅਪ੍ਰਮੇਞ
[apramev] Sktmjfifiradjbeyond measurement.
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2 beyond conjecture.

ਅਪ੍ਰਯੁਕਤ [aporayukat] Skt ਅਪ੍ਰਯੁਕ adj unused.
2 unconnected, nOn-contiguous.

ਅਪ੍ਰਾਧ [apradh] See ਅਪਰਾਧ “kotI apradh sadh

ségx mIte.”—sukhmani.

ਅਪ੍ਰਾਪਤ [aprapat] Skt ਅਪ੍ਰਾਧੂ adj not received,
unacquired. 2 rare.

ਅਪ੍ਰਿਅ [aprIa], ਅਪ੍ਰਿਯ [aprIy] adj not lovable.
2 n an enemy.

ਅਪ੍ਰੇਤ [apret] adj not yet dead. “namo pret
apret.”—japu. See ਪ੍ਰੋਤ-
ਅਫ਼ਅੁ'ਲ [af—al] A db“ plural ofਫਿਅਲ

ਅਫਸਰ [aphsar] E officer n a chief, commander.

2 a ruler. 3 an office-holder. 4 P j! a crown.

ਅਫ਼ਸ਼ਾਂਦਨ [afsa'idan] P Unfit v to spread; to

scatter. 2 to sprinkle; to spray.

, ਅਫਸਾਨਾ [aphsana1P Ajmastory, tale, legend,

narration. 2 a novel.

ਅਫਸੋਸ [aphsos] P U3). Skt ਅਪਸ਼ੋਕ. 2 sorrow.
3 regret.

ਅਫ਼ਕਨ [ਰਇਿਯ],ਅਫ਼ਗਨ [afgan] P ਰ੍ਥੂਲ੍ਹ n throwing
(imperative of ਅਫ਼ਗੰਦਨ.) you throw. 2 When

this word is suffixed to a noun, it carries the

sense of a thrower, as Sherafgan.

ਅਫ਼ਗਨ ਸ਼ੋਰ [afgan ser], ਅਫ਼ਗਨ ਖਾਂ [afgan kha]

Sherafgan Khan, governor of Kashmir who

under orders from Aurangzeb converted

Hindus to 'Islam. “suba tIh thé afgan ser.”

—GPS. 2 the first husband of Noor Jahan,

Alikuli Beg who having killed a tiger got the

title of ‘Sherafgan’ (defeater ofthe tiger). He

died in 1606 AD.

ਅਫ਼ਗਨਮ [afganam] P ° | 1 throw down, I shall

throw down, I shall defeat.

ਅਫ਼ਗ਼ਾਨ [afcan] P uh?! n noise, din. 2 a Muslim

tribe especially the one that lives between

Kandhar and the river Indus. that thunders in

battle. a Pathan. Pathans speak Pashto. 3 a

lament, wail. 4 adj an inhabitant of

Afganistan.
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ਅਫ਼ਗਾਨਿਸਤਾਨ [afcanIstan] Uriah n country of
the Afgans; a country northwest ofIndia with

Kabul as its capital. It is surrounded by Russia,

Turkistan in the north, Persia in the west and

Kashmir in the south-east. The ruler of

Afganistan formerly called Amir is now

known as Shah (King). See ਅਮੀਰ.
ਅਫਗਾਰ [aphgar] P 16‘! adj wounded, injured.

ਅਫਗੰਦਹ [aphgédah] P “f, adjthrown, cast.
2 put in, poured in. 3 defeated.

ਅਫਗੰਦਨ [aphgfidan] P £9584. v to put in, pour,
drop. 2 to throw, throw down. 3 to defeat.

ਅਫਜਲ [aphjallA J43, adjpossessing greatness,
very good, best.

ਅਫ਼ਜ਼ਾਯ [afzay] P “ਅਂ adj which increases; it

is a suffix and adds to the meaning of words

as ਆਬਰੂ-ਅਫ਼ਜ਼ਾਯ. ‘
ਅਫ਼ਜ਼ੂ [afzu], ਅਫ਼ਚੂੰ [afzfi] P w); n an increase,

a promotion. 2 adj more, special. “aphju

khodaIa.”—var majh m 1. In Dasam Granth

the word has been used at many places to

underline this context.

ਧ੍ਯਾ [afzud] See ਅਫਜ਼ੂਦਨ. “mIlas an aphjud
kar.”—sanh.

ਅਫ਼ਜ਼ੂਦਨ [afzudan] P U157.” v to be more,
increase, progress, rise.

ਅਫ਼ਤਾਬ [aftab] See ਅਾਫ਼ਤਾਬ “dunIa aphtabam.”

—1<rIsan. ‘I am the sun of the world’.

ਅਫ਼ਯੂਨ [afyun] See ਅਫੀਮ.
ਅਫਰ [aphar] adj what cannot be caught.

2 without fruit, fruitless. 3 bad fruit, bad

result. ' _

ਅਫਰਨਾ [apharna] v to bloat. 2 to swell with
pride, be arrogant.

ਅਫ਼ਰਾਖ਼ਤ [afraxat] P 951}; adj raised, elevated.

ਅਫ਼ਰਾਖ਼ਤਨ [afraxtan] P ਪਂਢਰੌਂ/ਫ੍! v to raise; to lift;

to elevate.

ਅਫ਼ਰਾਤਫ਼ਰੀ [aphrataphri] See ਅਫੜਾਤਫਡ਼ੀ.
ਅਫਰਿਓਂ [aphrIo], ਅਫਰਿਆ [aphrIa] adj not
grasped by senses. “aphrIo be parvah ਪਿੰ.”
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—maru solhe m 1. 2 bloated with pride, filled

with vanity. “aphrIo bhar aphar tare.”—maru

a m 1. 3 bearing evil fruit. “akk na la'gge 5b

aphrIa.”—BG. ‘A bloated wild plant,

calotropis procera, cannot bear mango fruit’.

ਅਫਰੀਤੀ [aphriti], ਅਫਰੀਦੀ [aphridi] P (51/31
ਅਫਰੀਤੀ is also correct. n Pathan community

is regarded as progeny ofthe Prussian emperor

Fridun; Orakzei and Shinvari Pathans are

branches of this clan.

ਅਫ਼ਰੋਖ਼ਤਨ [afroxtan] P fi/i v to illumine; to

enlighten.

ਅਫ਼ਰੋਖ਼ਤੀਂ [afroxti] P 653/, you lit it up.

ਅਫ਼ਰੋਜ਼ੀ [afrozi] P ਪੀਲ਼ਾ"! you may lighten it. Its

root is also afroxtan.

ਅਫਲ [aphal] Skt adj fruitless. 2 n a bush. 3 an

impotent male. 4 lndar, king of gods, whose

testicles got abraded because of a curse by

'the sage Gautam and he came to be known as

fruitless or barren. See ਗੋਤਮ 4.
ਅਫਲਾਡੂ [aphlatu], ਅਫਲਾਤੂੰ [aphlatfi], ਅਫਲਾਤੂਨ
[aphlatun] P 0,51}?! G `ਪਲਾਟੋਨ E Plato. A
celebrated personality among western

philosophers, son of Ariston and Priksoene,

he was born in the capital Athens in 428 BC.

His real name was Aristocles but because of

his broad chest and forehead he came to be

known as Platon. Ancient historian

Olympudorus writes that while his parents

took him to Mount Himatus to obtain the

blessings of gods, honey bees put honey to

the infant’s lips which earned him the

- adjective Athenswi (a large black bee), and

poets concluded that his tongue spoke words

sweeter than honey.

Plato became master of poetics early in

his life. One day while passing through a

narrow lane, he came across the great sage

Socrates whom he had not met earlier.

Socrates barred Plato’s path with his stick and

ਅਫਲਾਤ੍ਵ

said. ‘Blessed boy, please let me know the

way to the school of goodness.’ Held in

ecstatic awe by Socrates’ words, Plato said,

‘I do not know, sir.’ Pointing towards him

Socrates said to his companions, ‘This is the

swan who in my dream last night sat on my

breast and then flew away! ’ Plato was twenty

years old then. He was so charmed by Socrates

that he, considering the latter’s company as a

path to emancipation, decided to spend the

rest of his life at Socrates’ feet and be

educated by him.

After the death of Socrates, Plato roamed

about far and wide and then, around 388 BC,

he settled down at the world famous Academy

Garden and for 40 years concentrated on

philosophic questions, and explained them to

his associates and pupils who belonged to both

the sexes. They became so famous for their

truthfulness that whenever called to the court
for evidence, they were not formally sworn

to speak the truth.

Plato wrote many celebrated treatises

which, fortunately for the scholars, still

survive. Easy and correct translations ofthese

treatises have been done in Various languages

of the West for readers not only of Europe

and America but also of India. The Indians

respectfully admit that Plato born in Europe

was a saint-philosopher of the calibre ofVed

Vyas. To call this philosopher a metaphysician

and a paragon of education and knowledge

wouldnot be an exaggeration. That is why

Emerson writes that Plato is philosophy and

philosophy is Plato.

, Many principles ofPlato are in accordance

with the Sikh tenets, even his idea about

keeping fulI-grown hair accord with what was

ordained by Guru Gobind Singh (see his book

Timaeus and his statue). On this topic, the
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Sikh scholar Dharam Anant Singh has written
a book of over 300 pages entitled ‘Plato and

' the True Enlightener of the Soul’. He
wrote this book after consulting Plato’s
writings in the original Greek. It was
published in London by Luzac and Co. in
1912 AD.

‘Plato died on his birthday in 348 BC when
he was exactly 81 years old. Some scholars
hold that even at the time of his death, he
was busy writing.

The influence of Plato’s wisdom and
knowledge on people’s mind is so deep that
while praising any person for his wisdom, he
is called aphlatun (Plato). 2 xa a quilt, a
ragged mattress.

-ਅੁਫ਼ਞ [afav] A ,ਫ਼? n a pardon, forgiveness. See

ਅਫ਼ਵਾਹ [afvah] A „ਨ੍ਹੂੰ, n plural ੦1`ਫ਼ੂਹ. (It means
mouth, thus afvah is the talk ofmany mouths),
news, rumour, canard.

ਅਫ਼ਵਾਜ ‘[ਗੰਪ੍ਯਾਨ੍ਹੂੰ] P ਠੂਠੀ! n plural of ਫ਼ੌਜ.
ਅੁਫ਼ਵੁਲਗੁਨਾਹ [afvulgunah] P ohm!" adj one who
pardons sins._ “kI aphvulgunah he.”—japu.
ਅਫੜ [ਰਸਾਂਗਿ੍] adjwho cannot be caught, beyond
grasp.

ਅਫੜਾਤਫੜੀ [aphrataphri] A ]ਥੂਟੂ[J- ],!)1 n more or

less, confusion, disorder, melee.

ਅਫ਼ਾਕ਼ਾ [afaka] 5m relief from pain or sickness.

ਅਫਾਤ [aphat] A _..ਭੰਪਿੰ plural 01~ਅਾਫ਼ਤ. calamities,
tribulations. “hor aphat pari atI diragh.”
—GPS.

ਅਫਾਰ [aphar], ਅਫਾਰਾ [aphara] adj impetuous,
headstrong. “chale hukam aphar.”—sri a m 5.

an order that no one can check. “bIn guru
kal aphar.”—sn'am 1. ‘Death is unrestrainable

without a spiritual guide’ “karIa hukam

aphara.”—-sor a m 5. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ unrestrained,

spreadout widely. 3 broad. 4 great. “mol

aphara sac vapara.”-—vad chétm 3. ‘ta ko bhar
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aphar.”—bavan. 5 force, severity. “barat-hI
ho: aphar.”—srim 5. 6 ‘1‘; ਭੰ flatulence caused
by eating heavy indigestible food, increase
ofrheumatic effect, defect in stomach or liver,
as a result ofwhich the stomach gets bloated,
respiration becomes difficult and nausea is
felt.

The medicines, which are prescribed for.
colic pain, are good for flatulence, but if it
persists for long periods and recurs frequently
then, the following recipe should be tried.

Take nIsoth (a purgative drug) two parts,
piper longum four parts and myrobalan five
parts, all powdered and sieved, then mix them
with guy (raw sugar) and roll into small pills
which taken in the morning with fresh clean

water permanently remove flatulence. ‘

Alternatively, pistocial lonticus (a fine
gum mastagi) 3 masas mixed with one tola
gulkand (preserve prepared with rose petals)
taken with water along with the use of
aniseed and mint is beneficial. 7 getting
puffed with pride; self-conceit, vanity. “ek

mahall t6 hohI apharo, ek mahalI

nImano.”—gau m 5. “aki marhI aphari.” _
-—maru m 1.

ਅਫਾਰੀ [aphari], ਅਫਾਰੋਂ [apharo] See ਅਫਾਰਾ. 2 adj ਲ਼ਾ
vain, arrogant.

ਅਫਾਲ [aphal] See ਅਫ਼ਆਲ.

ਅਫੀਮ [aphim] Skt ਅਹਿਫੇਨ which is as strong as'
a serpent’s poison. A way E opium n an

intoxicating and poisonous drug prepared

from buds of poppy plant. Physicians use it

as medicine to cure several ailments. It has a

very dry effect and shrinks the muscles and

causes slackness and dullness.

ਅਫੀਮੀ [aphimi] an opium addict.
ਅਫੁਟ [aphut] See ਮਫੁਟ.

ਅਫੁਰ [aphur] adj without thought, desire and

doubt; free from volition. 2 sans shudder.
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ਅਬੂ [aphu] See ਅਫਞ.

ਅਫ਼ੂਨਤ [afunat1A .2»)? foul smell, stink, stench.

ਅਬ [ab] adv now, at this time, at present, “ab

harI rakhanharo CItarIa.”—dhana ਖ਼.! 5. 2 Skt

adj not perverted, always alike. “suhagu

hamaro ab hUI_1I sohIo.”—asa m 5. ‘our eternal

blessing.’ 3 Skt ਅਰ੍ਯ adv today. “kal karéta

ab-hI kar ab karta su Ital.”—s kabir. 4 A ‘=“' n

father. 5 teacher, guru.

ਅਬਹੀ [ab-hi] adv this very moment, now,

immediately.

ਅਥਹੀ ਕਬਹੀ [ab-hi kab-hi] adv now and any

time; now and not later. “ab-hi kab-hi kIchu

na jana.”—ram m I.

ਅਬਕੇ [abke], ਅਬਕੇ [abke] adv this time, this
moment. “abke chutke thaur na than.”—gau

kabir. “abke kahIe namu na mIlaI.”—maru

m I.

ਅਬਖ਼ਰਹ [abxarah1A p}! plural of ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰ.

ਅਬਖ਼ਰਾਤ [abxarat] plural of ਅਬਖ਼ਰਹ.

ਅਬਖੀ [abkhi] Dg n a bad time, an ill-omened
moment.

ਅਬਗਤ [abgat] Skt ਅਪਗਤਿ. n a miserable
condition, poverty, misfortune “sadhu bInu ese

abgatI jave.”—g5d kabir. 2 Skt ਅਵਿਗਤ adj
imperishable, eternal. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਘਿਸ੍ਯਕੂ adj bodyless.

“adI purakh abgat abInasi.”—akal 4 Seeਅਵਗਤ.
ਅਬਚਲ [abcal] See ਅਬਿਚਲ.
ਅਬਚਲਨ੍ਯਰ [abcalnagar] See ਅਬਿਚਲ ਨ੍ਯਰ.
ਅਬਜ [abaj] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਯ 71 born of water, lotus.

2 the moon which was born from the sea.

ਅਬਜਦ [abjad] A ਨੂ! n a series of letters

beginning with alIf, be, jim, dal, etc. 2 an

alphabet. 3 a table of letters used for counting

numbers beginning with alIf, be, jim, dal. The

complete table is as under:

I ਟਿ' @ J a ੭ J L L

l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

(5 J L} r U 0' C ..,

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80
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J J J J c." ੬,

90 100 200 300 400 500

c 5 J B (L
600 700 800 900 1000

While mentioning dates in years, poets use

two such suggestive letters in which these

counting letters may also be employed.

ਅਬਤਬ [abtab] n a dilly-dallying, an evasion.

2 an excuse, pretext. 3 advalways. 4 anytime.

“ab tab avaru na magau harI pahI.”—guj am

1. 5 this and the other world.

ਅਬਤਰ [abtar] A )1! adj very bad. Skt ਅਵਰਤਰ.

2 with a short tail, with tail cut, tail-less.

ਅਬੱਤਾ [abatta] See ਅਵਤਾ.
ਅਬਦ [abad] metathesis ofਅਦਬ, See ਅਦਬ. 2 Skt

ਅਬਦ“ a cloud that provides water. “5mrI tvak

abad 5mrIt te.”—GPS. 3 year. 4 camphor.

5 sky. 6 Skt ਅਵਰ੍ਯ adj unspeakable,

unutterable. 7 A „ਚੂ! without end, boundless.

8 constant, perpetual, always the same. 9 A

4/ n a slave.

ਅਬਦਾਲ [abdal] A J54; adjchangeable, changing.

2 n saintly persons ofa particular rank similar

to the Hindu’s dikpals as guardian deities of

different directions. The Muslims believe in

70 abdals out of which 40 are in Syria and

30 in other places. Some writers accept only

40 abdals and they believe that the world is

intact because of them. When one of them

dies, God appoints some other holy person in

his place. Thus they go on changing and hence

their designation abdal persists. Prominent

abdals are called Gaus. Abdal is a plural of

beds] (change) “marphatI menu marhu

abdala.”——maru solhe m 5. To transfigure

concepts with spiritual exercise is essential

for attaining the status of an abdal. In this

verse-line abdal has a double meaning; those

who kill the fickle mind are also abdals.

3 Abdal is one ofthe five ofMuslim holymen:
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gaus, kutab, va1i, abdal, and kalandar. Many

put kutab in place of kalander. 4 a Muslim

community in Kangra district, whose

members live on beggary and accompany

dead bodies singing to the burial/cremation

ground. They also sing about exploits of the

valiant warriors.

ਅਥਦਾਲਾ [abdala] See ਅਬਦਾਲ.

ਅਬਦਾਲੀ [abdali] adj connected with Abdal,
“karI abdal'i bhesva.”—bher namdev. See

ਅਬਦਾਲ 3. 2 n Pathans of Saddozai tribe are

also called abdali. They are a branch of

Durranis and are also called by this name.

See ਅਹਮਦ ਸ਼ਾਹ ਅਬਦਾਲੀ and ਦੁੱਰਾਨੀ.

ਅਬਦੀ [abdi] A (}’/ਚੂ! adj everlasting, immortal.
ਅਬਦੁਲ [abdul] See ਅਬਦੁੱਲਾ. “sun abdul dhadi

cal ayo.”—GPS.

ਅਬਦੁਲਸਮਦ ਖਾਨ [abdulsamad khan] wumg son

of Muhammad Amin Khan, a ran‘k-holder

who courtier during the reign ofAurangzeb,

who was given the title ofDiler Jang(va1iant-

in-battle). During’the reign of Farukhsiyar,

he was transferred from Kashmir to Lahore

as subedar. He launched an invasion on Banda

Bahadur at Gurdaspur and by employing

deceit made him a prisoner and sent him to
Delhi.

During the time of Muhammed Shah, he

was subedar of Multan. He died in 1739 AD.

In Sikh history he also figures as Samund

Khan. Zakariya Khan subedar of Lahore

‘(Khan Bahadur) was his son. See ਬੰਦਾ.

ਅਬਦੁਲ ਖ਼ਾਨ [abdul xan]. See ਅਬਦੁੱਲਾ ਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਅਬਦੁਲ ਰਹਮਾਨ [abdul rahman] companion of

. the Prophet and religious fighter who

accompanied him in numerous battles. He

died at Madina in 32Hijri. According to

JSBM, Abadul Rehman initiated nine

families. .

ਅੁਬਦੁਲ ਰਹੀਮ ਖ਼ਾਨ [abadol rahimxan] ਘੀ; (2’; Jug
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well known as Khan Khanan, son of Bairam

Khan, who was an ally ofAkbar. He was born

at Lahore in 1556 AD. After the death of

Todar Mal, he became Akbar’s foremost vazir

in 1589. His daughter Jani Begam was
married to prince Dania1.AfterAkbar’s death

he remained in Jahangir’s service for 21 years,

and died in 1627. His grave is near the

mausoleum of Sheikh Nizamudin in Delhi.

He was a scholar ofmany languages and poet

with Rahiman and Rahim as his noms-de-

plume. ‘His couplets in Hindi are very

fascinating:

kahI rahim ya pet 56 }<}/6 na bhayo tu pith,

bhukhe man bIgar hi: bhare bIgarE dith.

sadhu sarahe sadhuta, yati yosIta jan,

rahIma’n sace sur ki veri kare bakhan.

kahI rahim gatI dip ki kul kuput ki SOI,

bare Uanro kars bado édhero hOI.

pharji sah na hve sake gatI tedhi tasir,

rahIman sidhi cal te pyado hot vazir.

karat nIpunai gun bIna rahIman nIpun hajur,

mano terat VItap cadh Ih prakar ham kur.

khira mukh dhar katIye malIye namak lagaI,

karve mukh ko cathe rahIman yahi sajaI.

2 a paymaster of Ahmad Shah Abdali. The

Khalsa Dal in Doaba killed him and liberated

many Hindu girls from his clutches.

ਅਬਦੁੱਲਾ [abdulla] adj God’s slave. 2 a musician
in Guru Hargobind’s retinue who encouraged

and roused the bravery of Sikh army by

singing ballads of the heroes. See ਅਬਦੁਲ.
3 the eldest son ofAbdul Mutallib ofQuraish

tribe, and father of Prophet Muhammad. He

died in 571 AD.

ਅਬਦੁੱਲਾ ਖ਼ਾਨ [abdulla xan] subedar of Jalandhar

who died during a battle against Guru

Hargobind fought at Gobindpur (Har-

gobindpur) in Sammat 1687.

ਅਬਧ [abadh] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਯਾਝੂ adj unbound, free. 2 Skt

  



 

 

ਅਬਧਿ

ਅਥਧ੍ਯ. not worthy to be killed, suCh as a child,

a sick person, a woman and a refugee. 3 who

cannot be killed by any one. 4 Skt ਅਬਾਧ੍ਯ,

unbound, unobstructed, unhealable. “kal phas

abadh 1age.”—asa ravdas.

ਅਬਧਿ [abath] See ਅਵਧਿ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼'ਡ਼ਾਦਿਥ n bearer
of water; sea, ocean. .

ਅਥਧਿਜਾ [abthja] Skt ਗ਼ਜ਼ਿਗ n born of sea,

Lachhmi. 2 wine, liquor.

ਅਬਧੂਤ [abdhut] See ਅਵਧੂਤ.
ਅਬਧ੍ਯ [abadhy] See ਅਬਧ 2.

ਅਬਨਾਸੀਂ [abnasi] 866 ਅਵਿਨਾਸ਼ੀ.

ਅਬਨੂ-ਸ [abnus] 866 ਆਬਨੂਂਸ. “syah mano abnus-

hI l<o taru.’_’.—1<rIsan

ਅਬਯਕਤ [abyakt] ਅਵ੍ਯਕੂ without body, formless,

unembodied. See ਅਵਿਅਕਤਰ੍. “abyakat rup
apar.”.—aka1

ਅਬਯਾਤ [abyat] A ow plural of ਬੈਤ, a metre,
“abyat hfdvi.’’.—saloh ‘bet stanzas in

Hindi’.

ਅਬਰ [abar] adj whichIS 11੦1ਵਰ(1}16 best); not

good, bad. 2 P ×] ‘ਧੂ/ਮਿੰਅੰਬੁ-ਧਰ a cloud. See ਅਭ੍ਰ.

ਅਬਰਸ਼ [abrasl P J]; adj piebald, dappled

speckled, like the sky or a cloud. 2 his cloud.

ਅਬਰਕ [abrak] See ਅਭ੍ਰਕ.

ਅਬਰਨ [abaran] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਵਣੇਂ adjcolourless, without
any colour. 2 ofbad colour, wrongly coloured.

“abaran baron gham nahicham.”—bh£r a kabir.

3 without any religion; low; outside the four

castes, “gavat sonat japat Udhare baron abarna

sabh hfi.”-dev m 5. 4 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਹੰਧ. adj
indescribable. “abaranbaran 510 men hi

pritI.”-—bh£r a kabir. ‘love for the

indescribable One from the heart’s core’.

5 unspeakable, slander “baran he abaran ko.”

—1<aII<i. w‘ill slander.’

ਅਬਰਨ ਬਰਨ [abaran baran] See ਅਬਰਨ 4 and ਹਉਮੈ

ਅਥਰੂ [abru] P M; E eyebrow Skt ਭੂ n an

eyebrow. 2 See ਆਬਰੂ. -
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ਅਬਰੇ ਬਹਾਰਾਂ [abre baharé] P um“! rainfall in

the spring season. _
ਅਬਰੋ [abro], ਅਬਰੋਂਇ [abrOI] See ਆਬਰੂ.
ਅਬਲ [abal] adj lacking strength, weak, “abal

bal torIa.”-—maru jedev. ‘broke the might of
the mighty’, i.e., weakened the senses. 2 A

J}! first. “abal nail khudaI da.”-—JSBB.

ਅਬਲਕ਼ [ablak] A ਕੋੰ! adj piebald, speckled

(horse), white and black.

ਅਬਲਾ [abla] Skt n a woman. 2 adjweak, feeble.

3 A ,y lacking in intelligence, foolish.

ਅਬਲੀਸ [ablis] A U49, n one who is bereft of
God’s grace; Satan, devil, “takabbarkita ablis'

ne gal lanatpma.”~j5gnama.

ਅਬੜਵਾਹਾ [abarvaha] adj half-asleep, half-
awake.

ਅਬਾ [aba] A ਨੂ! n plural ofਅਬੂ (father). Skt ਅਾਵੁਕ.

“5m abe thavhu mIthra.”—sri m 5.

ਅਬਾਸੀ [abasi] n a yawn. See ਉਬਾਸੀ. 2 flower of
basal. “januk phul abasi rahi.”—carItr31 7. See

ਅੱਬਾਸ 2. ‘
ਅਥਾਹ [abah] adj without arms, armless.

2 without transport; who does not ride a blue

jay (as does Lord Vishnu “narnasté abahe.”

—japu. 3 without ਬਾਹ (sexual desire). See ਬਾਹ.

ਅਬਾਜਾਰ‘ਫਿ਼ਠਿਗੁੱਪਿੰ] P 11/13 adj unhappy, ਬ (with)

ਅਾਜ਼ਾਰ (hurt).

ਅਬਾਦ [abad] adj without ਵਾਦ (dispute),

undisputed. 2 See ਆਬਾਦ.

ਅਬਾਦਾਨ [abadan] See ਆਬਾਦਾਨ.

ਅਬਾ'ਧ [abadh] adj without restriction,

unrestricted, unchecked. 2 unimpeded,

unobstructed. 3 See ਅਬਾਧ੍ਯ.

ਅਬਾਧਜ [abadhy] adj unrestricted, unimpeded.

ਮਖ਼ਾਬੀਲ [ababil] A J59! n a swallow.
ਅਬਾਰ [abar] adj without slackness or delay.

2 without obstruction, unobstructed “kh'éda

abaré.”—gyan. 3 866 ਅਵਾਰ.

ਅਬਿ [abI] adv now, at this tiine. “abI kIchu

kIrpa kije.”—dhana m 3. 2 Skt ਅਵਿ n a ram.
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3 a hilly goat “abI madh horn karaI.”—gyan.
4 the sun. 5 a mountain. 6 a mouse, rat. 7 the
air. 8 calotropis procera, a wild plant.
9 modesty, shyness. 10 adj good, all right.
ਅਬਿਅਕਤ [abIakat] See ਅਵਿਅਕਤ.
ਅਬਿਖਾਦ [abIkhad] adj without a conflict.
“abIkhad dev durét.”—aka1.

ਅਬਿਗਤ [abIgat], ਅਬਿਗਤੁ [abIgatu] Skt ਅਵਿਗਤ.
adj unknowable. “jab abIgat agocar prabhu
eka.”—sukhman1'. 2 imperishable and
perpetual. “jo jan janI bhaj—hI abIgat kao.”
—suh1'1<abir. “abgatv samajh Iana.”-gau kabir.
3 See ਅਵ੍ਯਕੂ.

ਅਬਿਗਮ [abIgam] Sktmaam. n certain acumen,
sure knowledge. 2 ਅਵਿਗਮ adj indestructible.
ਅਬਿਗਾਮੀ [abIgami] adjhaving sure knowledge.
“adve alakhpurakh abIgami.”—-aka1.
2 imperishable. See ਅਬਿਗਮ 2.
ਅਬਿਚਲ [abIcal] adj motionless, unmovable,
permanent. “abIcal niv dhari gur nana .”-guj
m 5.

ਅਬਿਚਲਨ੍ਯਰ [abrcalnagar] a sacred town related
with the tenth Guru situated near Nader

(néder, ਜਿ਼) city on the bank of Godavari

river. Here Guru Gobind Singh breathed his

last on the 5‘h of the bright half of the lunar
month of Katak Sammat 1765.

The Sikhs have chosen this name with ,

reference to a line in Suhi Chhand “abIcal

nagar' gobfd guru ka. ” to the true

congregation and the highest spiritual state.

Its other name is Hazoor Sahib and it is now

accepted as the fourth Takhat of the Khalsa.

Here the following weapons ofGuru Gobind

Singh are preserved: a quoit, a broad sword,

a steelbow, a mace, a steel arrow, five golden

swords and one small sword, six inches long.

Besides these many more priceless weapons,

'ln Gurbani, Abchal Nagar, means congregation-cum-
 

highest spiritual state.

ਅਬਿਚਲਨਗਰ

which cannot be seen in the museums of
capital cities, are beautifully displayed on the

. Guru’s throne. They include a blade of Mai
Bhago’s spear whom ignorant people call an
eight-armed goddess.

ghanachri

abIcalnagar Ujagar sagar jag

jahar jahur jahfi jot he jabar jan,

khéde h'é pracéd khar kharag kudéd dhare

khéjar tuphég pfij karad krIpan ban,

sakti sarohi sef 55g jamdar cakr

dhale gen bhale rIpU ghale chIpr jég than,
camkat caro or ghor rup kalIka k0

bédna karat kaVI jor panI tahi than.

manhar

sfidar godavri VIhin mal cale jal

salIta satul gég kul chabI pavsi,

- khare khare taro khare hare hare pat jare

pat: patI kare chaI séghni ko chavai,

bolat bIhég rég rég ke utég than

$ri gobid si‘gh ko sfghasan suhavai,

jaI darsavai manorath uthavai

so kamna k0 pavai sétokh sigh gavai.

—GPS.
Nander has other gurdwaras as'under:

2 Shikarghat in the south of Nander on

the bank of Godavari where the Guruwould

relax for a while after hunting.

3 Sangat Sahib where soon after his arrival

at Nander, the Guru addressed his first

congregation. This place is within the

precincts of the city. .

4 Hira Ghat where he threw a' diamond

into Godavari presented to him by Bahadur

Shah. This place is in the south of the city.

5 Gobind Bag, about two furlongs from

the main gurdwara where the Guru

occasionally went and rested for a while. Now

this is an agricultural field, though a small

room is also built there.
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ਅਬਿਚਲਨਗਰੀ

6 Nagina Ghat where the Guru threw a

jewel into the river presented by the Sikhs.

Some small glittering stones on the river bank

are to be seen there. This is in the west of

Nander.

7 Banda Than. At this place was the

thatched hut ofMadho Das Bairagi. The Guru

sanctified this place with his visit and baptised

Banda as a Sikh. See ਬੰਦਾ ਬਹਾਦੁਰ. This place is

in the west ofNander.

8 Shrine of Mata Sahib Kaur near Hira

Ghat. She had come to the south from

Damdama Sahib along with the Tenth Master,

stayed and served the Guru for sometime and

went back to Delhi as orderd by him. $86ਸਾਹਿਥ

ਕੋਰ ਮਾਤਾ.
‘ 9 Maltekri in the north of Nander. Here

the Guru dug out a hidden treasure and made

payment to the Pathan employees and again

buried the remaining treasure there. See ਨਕਸ਼ਾ.

ਅਬਿਚਲਨਗਰੀ [abIcal nagri] Sikh conclave, Sikh
congregation. “abIcalnagri nanak dev.”—asa

a m 5. 2 a spiritual state, stage of spiritual

knowledge. _ -

ਅਬਿਚਾਰ [abIcar] n lack of thinking,
ignorance. “raCIo bIcar abIcar.”—al<a1.

2 adj devoid of thinking, thoughtless,

foolish “tE abIcar jarh! kartar kahI na

man.”—paras. 3 adv without thinking,

without calculation “lacch lacch turég ek-

hI dijie abIcar.”—paras. 4 n Skt ਅਭਿਚਾਰ n a
custom of making a sacrifice or killing of

animals according to Atharva Ved. “parh

bed métr abIcar.”—gyan. 5 According tc

books on magical incantations there are six

abIcars : killing, attracting, hindering,

hating, extirpating and conjuring.

ਅਬਿਦਿਆ [abIdIa] See ਅਵਿਦਸਾ.
ਅਥਿੱਦ [abIdd] Skt ਅਵਿਦਯ adj uneducated,
foolish, unwise.
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ਅਬਿਦਜ਼ਾ [abIdya] See ਅਵਿਦਜਾ.

ਅਬਿਨਯ [abInay] See ਅਵਿਨਯ.

ਅਬਿਨਾਸ [abInas], ਅਬਿਨਾਸਿ [abInaSI], ਅਬਿਨਾਸੀ
[abInasi] Skt ਗੀਥੇਸ੍ਯਯਿਜ਼੍ adj imperishable,
immortal, indestructible, “parbraham puran
abInas.”—sar m 5. 2 perpetual, eternal. “he

acut he parbraham abInasi aghnas.”—bavan.

3 See ਅਵਿਨਾਸ਼ੀ.
ਅਬਿਨਾਸੀਖੇਂਮ [abInasikhem] n perpetual pros-
perity, eternal liberation, after which there is

no bondage. 2 eternal happiness. “abInasi

khem cah-hI je nanak sada SImar naraIn.”

—todi m 5.

ਅਬਿਨਾਸੀਪੁਚਖੁ [abInasipurakh] n an indestructible

or perfect person; God. “abInasi purakhu

paIa parmesaru.”—sohIIa.

ਅਬਿਬੇਕ [abIbek] Skt ਅਵਿਵੇਕ“ thoughtlessness,
ignorance. “abIbek he tIh naO, tav hiy me

jIh thafi.”—paras.

ਆੰਬਂਬੇਕੀ [abIbeki] Skt ਤਿਬਿਥੇਕਿਜ਼੍ devoid of
reasoning and thinking; foolish, ignorant.

ਅਬਿਯਕਤ [anyakat] See ਅਵਿਅਕਤ.
ਅਬਿਰਥਾ [abIrtha] adj fruitless. “janam abIrtha
jai.”—maru kabir.

ਅਬਿਲੱਬ [ablléb] See ਅਵਿਲੱਬ.
ਅਬੀ [abi] adv now, at this very moment. See

ਅਬਿ.
ਅਥੀਨਾ [abina] adj without ਬੀਨਾਈ (eyesight),

blind. 2 ignorant person. “sabh phokat

dharam abinIa.”—prabha bem'. ‘Deeds by the

ignorant are ineffective.’

ਅਬੀਨਿਆ [abinIa] See ਅਥੀਨਾ.
ਅਈਰ [abixf] A X n gulab; coloured powder of
musk, rose, saffron and sandalwood which is

very fragrant. See ਅੰਬੀਰ.
ਅਬੁਝ [abujh] adj which is not extinguished;

ever lit. 2 Skt ਅਬੁਧ adj unintelligent, dull,

ignorant.

ਅਬੁਝਣਾ [abujhna] 11 remaining lit; (of fire) not

dying. 2 ignorance. “bujhna abujhna tudh



'ਅਬੁਧ

kia.”—asa a m 3.

ਅਬੁਧ [abudh] See ਅਬੁਝ 2. …
ਅਬੁੱਥਿ [abudth] Skt ਗ਼ਕੂਫਿ adj ignorant, lacking
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ਅਬੋਧ [abodh] adj unintelligent, stupid. 2 n
stupidity, ignorance.
ਅਬੋਲ [abol] adj without voice, silent, “karar;

intelligence. 2 n ignorance, lack of kavan abol.”—dhana ravdas.2$ee§'$hf§'8.
intelligence.

ਅਬੂਝ [abujh] See ਅਬੁਝ 2.

ਅਬੂਤਬੇਲਾ [abutbela] Paolo di Avitabile, was
born in Italy in October 1791 AD. After
having served at different places, he became
an armyofficer ofMaharaja Ranjit Singh, the
lion ofPunjab, at Lahore. General Avitabile’s
cantonment was at Naulakha and his
residence was at Buddhu’s Kiln. He was of a

‘ hefty build and an astute soldier. He raised
_ Vazirabad again in a new design. For some
time he was governor Of Peshawar. After the
decline of the Sikh administration he went
away from India, and died in France on 28
March 1850.

ਅੁਬੂਰ [abur] A' J; n the act of going across;
crossing, ferrying.
ਅਬੇ [abe] See ਅਬੀ. 2 partvocative. are ! 0 !
ਅਬੇਅ [abea] See ਅਵ੍ਯਯ.
ਅਬੇਹ [abeh] adjwithout hole or gap; unbroken.
“abeh nath ajit.”-—aka1. “ravri deh abeh k0
dekh ke.”—-GV 10.
ਅਬੋਚਲ [abecal] adj See ਅਬਿਚਲ- “mal hamara

, akhut abecal.”—bherm 5.

ਅਬੇ ਤਬੇ [abetabe] See ਅਬਤਬ. 2 n an insult. “abe
tabe ki cakri.”—asa a m 1. 3 adv always,
everyday. “abetabe kure h’é paja.”-—gau am 1 .
ਅਬੇਰ [aber] adv without delay, at once. 2 n
delayed time, wrong time. 3 adv evening.

“ketak kar aber nIkséte.”-—GPS.

ਅਬੇਹ ਸਵੇਰ [aber saver] n evening and morning,
sunrise and sunset. “ath jaI aver saver.”
~GPS.

ਅਬੇ [abs] See ਅਬੀ. 2 Skt ਅਵ੍ਯਯ. adjimperishable,
eternal, always the same. “aje he. abe he.”
—japu. ‘

ਅਬੰਚ [ਰ1੭ਰੇੰ0] adj who cannot be deceived,
undeceivable. “as prakar lakh rIde sadiv abéc
jo.”—NP.
ਅਬੰਦਤਾ [abédta] n boundlessness, freedom,
salvation. “bédna 1<0 let hi abédta 1<0 det
jan.”——NP.
ਅੱਬਾਸ [abbas] A LII?“ n son of Abdal Mutallab
and paternal uncle of Prophet Muhammad.
He died on 21 February 653AD. His grave is
in Medina. Abasi family to which caliphs of
Baghdad belonged is so known after his name.
2 a flower; plant gulabbas or gulabbas.
ਅੱਬੁਲ ਫਜਲ [abbul phajal] Mm son of Sheikh
Mubarak and brother ofFaizi was minister of
emperor Akbar. His title was Allami and he
was a great scholar. Born in 1551 AD, he died
in 1602 AD. He wrote many important books
includingAiyar Danish a translation in Persian
of Panch Tantra. His Aini-Akbari is a great
book of history describing Akbar’s
administration.

ਅਥਕ [aby] See ਅਵ੍ਯਯ.
ਅਧ੍ਯਾਕ੍ਰਿਤ [abyakrIt] See ਪ੍ਯਾਕ੍ਰਿਤ.

' ਅਬ੍ਰਿਣੀ [abrIni] Skt ਅਵ੍ਰਣ adj without a wouhd
(ਵੁਣ); unwounded. “jo abrIni thadhe hute brIni
kIye kartar.”—carrtr 128.
ਅਤ [3th See ਅਭਿ-
ਅ'ਭਉ [abhau] adj fearless, intrepid. 2 n
fearlessness intrepidity. “guru amar das parsie
abhau labhe.”—saveyem 3 ke.
ਅਭਅੰਤ [81੭115੮], ਅਭਅੰਤਰ [abh—étar] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ n
in the middle. 2 heart, mind, conscience.
3 adv inside, in the heart. “agam agoéar rahIa
abh—fit.”—bh£r a kabir. “nirbhau so abh-étar
vaSIa.”—maru soIhem I.

ਅਭਮਜਿ਼ [abh-étarI] adj inner, mental “sacu  
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kami abh-étarI seva.”——gau am 1. 2 adv from

within, inside. “jal mahI keta rakhie abh-étarI

suka.”—asa a m 1.

ਅਭਕ [abhaks], ਅਭਖੁ [abhakhu] Skt ਅਭਕਜ਼ adj

not fit for eating; religiously forbidden food.

“lobhi jétu na janai bhakhu abhakhu sabh

khaI.”—sr1‘ m 5.

ਅਭਗ [abhag] Skt ਅਭਗ੍ਰ adj unbroken,

unbreakable. “tIs diban abhag.”—var asa.

“abhag sabha ség he sadha.”—-asa m 5. 2 Skt

ਗ਼ਾਸ੍ਯ. unfortunate, unlucky.

ਅਭਗਤ [abhagat] Sktmag adjwithout devotion,

irreligious. 2 which has not been divided,

unbroken. “abhagat he.”—japu. ‘(God) is

indivisible’.

ਅਭਗਨ [abhagan] See ਅਭਗ l.

ਅਭਛ [abhach] See ਅਭਖੁਖ਼

ਅਭਜ [abhaj] adjwho does not run away; firm.

2 who cannot be defeated or overcome.

3 unbreakable. 4 not fit to be consumed.

ਅਭਦ੍ਰ [abhadr] adj wicked, ungracious.

2 inauspicious. See ਭਦ੍ਰ.

ਅਭਪੀਂਰ [abhpir] See ਅਭਿ and ਪੀਰ.
ਅਭਭਗਤਿ [abh—bhagatI], ਅਭਭਗਤੀ [abh-bhagti]
See ਅਭਿ and ਭਗਤਿ. 2 n worship ofthe manifest

deity or saint. “manmukh te abh-bhagatI na

hovsx.”—prabha o m 1. “abh-bhagti pIr

age.”—tukha baramaha.’

ਅਭਮਾਨ [abhman] See ਅਭਿਮਾਨ.
ਅਭਯ [abhay] adj fearless.

ਅਭਯਦਾਨ [abhaydan] n bounty of intrepidity,

making the refugee fearless, removing the

refugee’s fear.

ਅਤਰ [abhar] adjunfilled, empty. “guru ramdas
sar abhor bhare.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 See ਅਭ੍ਰ.

ਅਭਰਕ [abharak] See ਅਭ੍ਰਕ.

ਅਭਰਣ [abharan] See ਆਭਰਣ. 2 adjWhich no one

wears, uncherished.

ਅਭਰਤ [abharat] adj which has not been filled;

empty. “abharat sic bhae subhar sar.”—sar a ‘
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m 1. ‘Empty (minds) are irrigated (with

Guru’s teaching) and filled to the brim’.

ਅਭਰਨ [abharan] an ornament. See ਆਭਰਣ. “har '

kajar bastra abharan kine.”—bIIa portal m 5.

“abharan he.”—japu.

ਅਭਰਾ [abhara], ਅਭਰਿਆ [abharIa] adjnot filled,

empty, partly filled. “abhara saru bharIa.”

—saveye m 4 ke. ‘Mind filled (with content—

ment) is really full’. _

ਅਭਰਿਠ [abharIth], ਅਭਰਿਠਾ [abharItha] See

ਅਭਿਰਿੱਠਾ.
ਅਭੜਵਾਹਾ [abharvaha] See ਅਬੜਵਾਹਾ.

ਅਭਾ [abha] glory, See ਆਭਾ. “lass trIy vaki

abha.”—1<rIsan 2 ਅ (without) ਭਾ (light).

ਅਭਾਉ [abhao] n lack 01°ਭਾਞ (respect); disrespect,

insult, “jo lo bhau abhau Ih mane.”—sor m 5.

2 Skt ਅਭਾਵ. absence, want, non-existence,

“pekhan sonan'abhau.”—NP. 3 destruction. See

ਅਭਾਵ.

ਅਭਾਇ [abhaI] See ਅਭਾਉ. 2 n hatred. 3 an ill-

intentioned attitude. 4 lack of interest.

“subha'I abhaI ju nIkatI aVe situ taka jaI.”

——maru a m 5. ‘Interested or diSinterested.

whoever comes near (fire), loses his cold’.

ਅਭਾਸ [abhas] Sktnf'a'fin a reflection, an image.

2 light. “das car lok abha abhas.”—braham.

ਅਭਾਖ [abhakh] Skt ਅਭਾਸਕ adj silent, reticent:

“re lépat krIsan abhakhé.”7prabha bani. ‘You

are mute for saying God’s name.’

ਅਭਾਖਣ [abhakhan] Skt ਆ-ਭਾਸਣ n an utterance,

a statement. “avra dekhI na suns abhakhe.”

—suhi ravdas 2 M(not)3'HE (speaking), silence.

ਅਭਾਖਾ [abhakha], ਅਭਾਂਖਿਆ [abhakhIa] n

language not fit to be Spoken. The Hindus

regarded Greek and Arabic as barbarian

languages and directed the people not to use

these uncivili'sed languages. See ਵ੍ਰਿਹਤ ਪਾਰਾਸ਼ਰ

ਸੰਹਿਤਾ b. 4. ਵਿਸਿਸ੍ਰ ਸੰਹਿਤਾ b. 6. “abhakhIa ka

kutha bakra khana.”—var asa. The Guru did

not consider any language barbarian but only
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pointed out to the Hindusl and the Muslims
the ideas ofpollution. Referring to the practice
of beating a came] with a stick drawn from its
own load, he tells the Muslims that they kill
an animal by repeating ‘ in the name ofAllah’.
To the Hindus he remonstrates that they forbid
others from polluting their'kitchen though they
themselves eat meat prepared in Allah’s name.
How strange is their reason. If the Guru had ਰ੍
considered Arabic, Persian etc., as foul
languages, he Would not have employed them
in his spirituaiutterances.

ਅਭਾਖੈ [abhakhe] See ਅਭਾਖਣ.

ਅਭਾਖੰ [abhakh5] See ਅਭਾਖ. ,
ਅਭਾਗ [abhag] adj who does not get his share.
2 Skt ਅਭਾਗਜ਼ n misfortune, bad luck. 3 adj
unfortunate, unlucky. “ram kin japsx abhag.”
—bh£r ravdas.

ਆਭਾਗਾ [abhaga], ਅਭਾਗੀ [abhagi] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਧਿਜ੍ ad
unfortunate, luckless. “sz kau bisre pranpatI
data, soi gan-hu abhaga.”—dhana m 5. “nam
VIsarIa se manmukh mur abhagi.”—asa ch5t
m 4.

ਅਭਾਗੁ [abhagu] Skt ਅਭਾਰ੍ਯ. n misfortune, bad
luck. “ram 115 jap-hu abhagu tumara.”—gau a
m 1.

ਅਭਾਂਤ [abhat] adjwhich has no parallel; unique,
peerless. “sobha abhat.”-ben

ਅਭਾਨ [abhan] n disbelief, lack of faith.
ਅਭਾਨੀ [abhani] See ਆਭਾਨ and ਆਭਾਨੀਂ.
ਅਭਾਵ [abhav] Skt n lack, absence, non-
existence. Scholars have accepted five types
of it:

a) pragbhav(pra1< - abhav): non-existence
in the past, as the sword was non-existent
before its manufacture from steel as a weapon.

b) pradhv5sa bhav: non-existence of
something after its destruction, as when
'Taking a stick from the load on the back ofthe camel
 

and beating it with that.
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fireworks get burnt into ashes.

c) anyonyabhav: mutual non-existence, of
one thing in the form of another, as an ass is
not a cow and vice-versa.

d) aty5tabhav: non-existence at all times
as horns of a rabbit or flower of the sky.

e) samyIkabhav: non-exisence at any
particular time, for example of a pot after it
has been taken away. 2 bad or wrong idea or
vow. 3 lack of faith.

ਅਭਿ [abhxlprep which prefixed to a word gives
the meaning of vis-a-vis (ਸਨਮੁਖ), bad (ਮੰਦ),
upon (ਉੱਪਰ), near (ਨੇੜੇ), far (ਦੂਰ), around
(ਚੁਫੇਰੇ), well (ਚੰਗੀ ਤਰ੍ਹਾਂ),ਰ੍ਘਿ੮!10ਖ਼ਿ (ਬਿਨਾਂ), desire
(ਇੱਛਾ), |||(||18(ਰੁਚਿ), etc. 2 in the Sikh scripture
ath has appeared as a short form for abhy5tar,
which means inside the mind, or'conscience.
“pritam pritI bani ath esi.”—m51a a m 1.
“sabadI ath sadhare.”—asa ch5t m 1. “bIn
ath sabad n5 m51ie.”—sr1'am 1. ‘Without the
word, the mind cannot be rendered pure’.
ਅਭਿਉ [athu], ਅਭਿਓ [atho] Skt ਅਤ੍ਯਹੂ n doubt.
2 reasoning, argument. “apa pad nIrban n5
cinIa In bIth athU n5 cuke.”—asa kabir.
3 ਕੈਯੰ/‘ਅ-ਭਯ unafraid, fearless.
ਅਭਿਅ [atha] adjwithout fear, fearless. “abhed
ath5.”—akaI. `

ਅਭਿਆਸ [athas] Skt ਅਤ੍ਯਯ n practice,
repetition for improving performance. “karhI
bed athas.”—dhana m 1.

ਅਭਿਆਸੀ [athasi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਚਿਰ੍ਸ਼ੁਧੰ/who practises
ascetic discipline or devotion.

ਅਭਿਆਗਤ [athagat] Sktmawaian coming face
to face. 2 a visitor, guest. 3 a mendicant,
sadhu. “athagat ehI n5 akhianI jI pargharI
bhojan karenI.”-var ram 1 m 3.
ਅਤਿਅੰਤ [ath5t], ਅਭਿਅੰਤਰ [5th5tar] See
ਅਭਅੰਤਰ,
ਅਭਿਸਰਣ [athsaran] Skt‘n advancing, going
forward. 2 getting closer.

I
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ਅਭਿਸਾਰ [athsar] n a battle; 2 method. 3 effort.

ਅਭਿਸਾਚਿਕਾ [athsarIka] n In poetics the hero-
ine who makes deliberate effort to go to the

lover. It is oftwo types: (a) krisnathsarIka:

‘ who on a dark night goes dressed in the black,

and (b) suklathsarIka: who goes wearing

white clothes on a moonlit night _
“set saj saj chali sévre ki pritI kaj,

cadni me radha mano cédni si hvegai.”

—krIsan.

ਅਭਿਸੇਚ [athsec], ਅਭਿਖੇਕ [athkhek] Skt

ਅ'ਭਿਸੇਕ. n the act of sprinkling (water). 2 a

ritual bath at coronation when water is

sprinkled with kusa (sacred grass).

3 sprinkling amrit in the eyes and the hair at

the time of baptism.

ਅਤਿੱਖ [athkkh] adj who does not beg alms.
2 Skt ਅਭਿਖਯ n fame, renown. 3 splendour.

4 Skt ਅਭਿਪ੍ਯਾਤ adj famous, renowned.
ਅਭਿਗ [athg] adj which does not get wet; dry.
2 cruel, brutal. 3 ਕਸਿਂਕ adj well-acquainted,

knowing closely. 4 awakened (soul).

ਅਭਿਗਅਾਤਮ [athg-atam] Skt ਤਿਸਿਂਛਸ੍ਯਧਜ਼੍ adj
profound scholar, metaphysician. “kai kotI

athg-atam nIkor.”—sukhmani. ‘Crores of

profound scholars and crores of novices are

here’.‘

ਅਭਿਚਿਥਾਆ [athgIa] Skt ਗਸਿਂਗ਼ n memory,
remembrance, recollection.

ਅਭਿਰ੍ਯ [athgy] See ਅਭਿਗ 3 and 4.
ਅਭਿਚਾਰ [athcar] n According to the book of

charms or incantations there are six barbarous

deeds consisting of killing, attracting,

stupefying, hating, distracting and bewitching.

See ਅਬਿਚਾਰ 4 and 5.

ਅਭਿਜ [athj] adj which does'not get wet.
2 not compassionate, stone-hearted. 3 See

ਅਭਿਗ 3. “akthje athjje.”-japu.
ਅਭਿਜਿਤ [athth] Skt ਗ਼ਸਿਂਚਿਰ੍ n According to
astrology, the last stages of the zodiac, along
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with the first four phases of the moon, during

which period victory over the enemy is

achieved by encountering him from the front.

That is why it is termed athth.' 2 son of

Chandarvanshi king, Puru, and father ofAhuk.

3 adj in a contest victor over his enemy.

ਅਭਿਦ [athd] ਸ਼ੁਧੰ/‘ਅਭੇਦਜ਼ which cannot be
pierced; not fit to be pierced.

ਅਭਿਧਾ [athdha] Skt n power to clarify the
power 'of the spoken word; word-power to

reveal its objective.

ਅਭਿਧਾਨ [athdhan] Skt n an utterance, speech.

2 dictionary. _..ਭੰਬਿੰ.
ਅਭਿੰਨ [abhin] adj who does not feel any
empathy. “manmukh athn na thjai.”—var

sar m 4. 2 Skt (ਮੌਥਿਕ adj not different, not
separate, similar.
ਅਭਿਨ੍ਯ [athnay] Skt n the act of revealing
heart’s disposition. 2 The act of revealing; a

play through bodily gestures, dramatics.

ਅਭਿਨਿਵੇਸ਼ [athnIves] Skt n an entry, admittance.

2 concentration. 3 In yog system, mental

conflict is accepted as distress arising from

the fear of death.

ਅਭਿਨੰਦਨ [athnédan] Skt ਗ਼ਸਿਂਜਜ੍ਯ n happiness.
2 contentment. 3 praise “sar majjé athnédan

karé.”—GPS. 4 supplication request. “sur kar

athnédan. ”—GPS.

ਅਭਿਪੀਂਰ [athpir] n mind’s agony. “prabhu jam:
athpir.”—sn‘am I . 2 Sktnfiéifiiéenthusiasm,
courage. 3 desire. 4 See ਅਭਿਪ੍ਰੋਤ.

ਅਭਿਪ੍ਰਾਯ [athpray] Skt n intention, purport.
2 import, tenet.

ਅਭਿਪ੍ਰੇਤ [athpret] Skt adj intended. desired.
ਅਤਿਬੰਦਨ [abIbédan] Skt ਕਸਿਂਥਸ੍ਯ n a salutation

done while standing in front. 2 praise,

admiration.
ਅਭਿਮਤ [athmat] adj heartily, desired. “jo
'Some people regard the zodiac (ਅਭਿਜਿਤ) as a planet but

it is not so. See ਅਭੀਚ.
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athmat datar:”—NP. 2 sémat. according to

opinion. _

ਅਭਿਮਤਿ [athmatI] n pride, arrogance. “ta
athmatI kya phal tum pavhu.”—NP. 2 desire,
inclination: “athmatI bat dharo ur mahi.”

—NP. 3 an opinion, counsel.

W [athmanyu] adj who in his heart
bears anger against the enemy. 2 n son ofArjun

and Krishan’s sister Subhadra. He killed “

Duryodhan’s son Lakshman on the second day

of the battle of Mahabharat, but himself died

after displaying valour on the thirteenth day.

He was married to Uttra, daughter of king of

Viratpati. She gave birth to king‘Parikshit who

‘ ascended the throne after the PandaVs.

ਅਭਿਮਾਨ [athman] Skt n pride, vanity.

“athman khox khOI.”—brla m 5. 2 ego, self,

conceit, egotism. ' “lobh athman bahut

h5kara.”—majh am 3. 3 Skt disrespect, insult.

“man athman médhe so sevak na'hi.”—srim

5. “tesa man tesa athman.”—su1<hmani.

ਅਭਿਮਾਇਿਲ਼ੀ [athmanIni] adj proud (woman).
2 n stream.—sanama.

ਅਭਿਮਾਨੀ [athmani] adj (a woman) who is.

proud. “athmani ki jar sar par jae.”—g5dam

5. 2 n pride, ego, sense of vanity. “cuki

athmani.”—tukha chétm I.

ਅਭਿਮੁਂਖ [athmukh] Skt adj face-to-face,
confronting. 2 ready to work. 3 adv in front,

opposite.

ਅਭਿਮੌਤ੍ਰਣ [ਰਮੂਲ਼ਿਗ਼ਰੈਗਿ੍ਬਸ਼੍] n a ceremony performed

by reciting mantars. “m5tran s5 athmétr kg

gahI dhanu chadyo ban.”——1<rIsan. 2 the

process ofconj uring up some god with the aid

of mantars. . ‘

ਅਭਿ‘ਮੰਨੂਂ [athménu] See ਅਭਿਮਨ੍ਯੂ. “jIm bharat
athménu kin.”—GPS.

ਅਭਿਰਾਮ [athram] adj beautiful, attractive.
2 pleasing. ’

ਅਭਿਰਿਠ [athrIth], ਅਭਿਚਿੱਠਾ [athrIttha] Skt
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ਅਭੀਸ੍ਵ adj heartily desired. 2 comfortable.
“guruseva janant athrIttha.”—BG

ਅਭਿਲਾਖ [ਕ਼ੀਖ਼ੀਲ਼ੀਗ਼ੀਖ਼ੀ], ਅਭਿਲਾਖਾ [athlakha] Skt

ਅਭਿਲਾਸ਼ਾ. n a strong desire, intense longing.
2 an inclination, a disposition.

ਅਭਿਲਾਖੀ [abhxlakhi] Skt ਗ਼ਸਿਂਗ਼ਯਿਜ਼੍ਸ਼ੁਕ਼ੀ' desirous,
eagen

ਅਭਿਵਜੰਜਕ [athvyéjak] Skt ਗ਼ਪਿਣਧਜ੍ਯਕਧ adj who

reveals or en] ightens. 2 who teaches or reveals.

ਅਭੀ [abhi] advjust now, this very instantf
2 Skt adj without ਭੀ (fear), fearless.

ਅਭੀਸ੍ਵ [abhist] Skt adj keenly desired, heartily

longed for. 2 something one is fond of.

ਅਭੀਚ [abhic], ਅਭੀਰੁ [abhicu] See ਅਭਿਜਿਤ 1.

“dhén abhic nachatr he kam krodh ahékar

tIage.”-—BG. ‘2 victory in a face-to-face
contest. “navanu purabu abhicu 'gur satUIgur

dares bhaIa.”—-tukha chétm 4. ‘The true Guru

Amar Das gave darshan to pilgrims at the holy

places, where they went for a holy dip’

meaning thereby that a glimpse ofthe Guru is

better than'bathing at holy places. 3 ਗਸੀਯਿਰ.

desired, wanted; the idea being that Sikhs got

a much-desired darshan of the Guru on the

occasion of the sacred bath.

ਅਤੀਤ [abhit] adj without fear, fearless.
“namasté abhite.”—japu. ,

ਅਭੀਰ [abhir] Skt n a shepherd, herdsman. 2 a

four lined matrIk metre also called ahir, each

line comprising eleven matras ending in ISI

combination.
Example:

atI Sadhu ਚਿ]: raj,

karan lage durkaj,

pap hrIde mahI than,

karat dharam kar hanI.—kaII<i.

3 adjnot coward ly; brave, heroio, fearless. “Ih

gadhoi abhir he.”—NP.

”ਸ਼ੀਰੀ [abhiri], ਅਭੀਰੁ [abhiru], ਅਭੀਲ [abhil] Skt

ਅਭੀਰੁ adjwho is not timid; brave. “abhiri bhaje
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bhiru hve.”—I<aII<1'. “bir béke abhile.”—GPS.

ਅਭੁਲ [abhul], ਅਭੁਲੁ [abhulu] adj who does not

forget or miss, unfailing. “bhulan 5darI

sabhuko ébhulu guru kartar.”—sri am 1.

ਅਭੂ [abhu] adj without birth, unborn; “abhu
he.”—japu. See ਭੂ.

ਅਭੂਖਨ [abhukhan] Skt ਆਭੂਸਣ. finery, decorative
things. 2 ornaments, items ofjewellery.

ਅਭੂਖੀ [abhukhi] adjwhose hunger has come to

end; satiated. “abhukhi jese bhukh ti.”

—I<rIsan. 2 content. ,

ਅਭੂਤ [abhut] adj what has not happened in the

past. “abhuté bhyané.”—VN. ‘Such fearful

beings have not been there in the past’. 2 ਅਪੂਰਵ

which is not sans beginning; without a past.

“tese bIsvrup te abhut bhut pragat hve.”

—akaL 3 existing in the present only. 4 not a

function of the elements. “namasté abhute.”
—-japu. 5 n disappearance, destruction.

“kruddh k0 abhut hé RI achhe abInasi hé.”

—gyan. 6 See ਅਭੂਤਿ and ਭੂ'ਤਿ. .

ਅਭੂਤਕ [abhutak] Skt ਅਭੌਤਿਕ adj not born or
made from the elements.

ਅਭੂਤਭਯਾਣ [abhutbhayan] See ਅਭੂਤ 1.

ਅਭੂਤਿ [abhutI] Skt n non-existence, absefice

of existence, opposite of increase. See ਭੂ'ਤਿ.

ਅਭੂਮ [ਕ਼ੀਹੁਘਿਗ਼] Skt ਗ਼ਦ੍ਰਧਜ਼੍ਕ਼ਧੱ/ little, meagre, of

no consequence. 2 ,ਵੂ/(ਲ਼ਅਭੇਂਮ adjnot made from
earth; unearthly.

ਅਭੂਲ [abhul] See ਅਭੁਲ. “abhul né bhule.”—sar

m 5.

‘ ਅਭੈ [91੭118],ਅਭੋਉ [abheu], ਅਭੇਅ [9ਠਿ116੪],ਅਭੇਇ
[abheI] adjwithout a difference. “alakh abheu

harI rahIa samae.”—majh a m 3. 2 Skt ਅਭੇਯ
without fear, not fearful, not afraid. “abhe

he.”—japu.

ਅਭੇਸ [abhes], ਅਭੇਖ [abhekh] Skt ਅਭੋਂਸ adj

without a dress; undisguised. 2 ill-dressed.

3 invisible, non-existing, annihilated. “kijIye

abhes une bado yahI kam he.”—c§di 1. “sabh
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dust; mar kine abhekh.”—narsfgh. ‘killed all

the wicked and annihilated them’.

ਅਭੇਟ [abhet] n lack ofmeeting, separation. “jam
ki abhet det.”—NP.

ਅਭੇਦ [abhed] adj whose secret cannot-be
known, unknowable. 2 without a secret. 3 n

identification, unity. 4 ‘ਧੂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਭੇਰ੍ਯ impregnable,
impermeable.

ਅਭੇਦ ਰੂਪਕ [abhed rupak] See ਰੂ'ਪਕ.

ਅੋਭਰ੍ਯ [abhedy] See ਅਭੇਦ 4.
ਅਭੋਯ [abhey] adj without a difference.
2 without fear, fearless. See ਅਭੋਂ. “ajeyé abheyé
anamé athamé.”—VN.

ਅਭੇਵ [abhev] adj unsecretive, whose secret

cannot be known. “abhev hari.”—-aka1. 2 n non-

existence, annihilation. “man tan nIrmal

athman abheva.”—ram a m 1.

ਅਭੇਵਾ [abheva] See ਅਭੇਵ.
ਅਭੈ [abhe] See ਅਭਯ.’

ਅਭੋਂਦਾਨ [abhedan] n a gift of fearlessness.
“abhedan pavau purakh date.”—bIIa m 5.

ਅਭੋਂਪਟ [abhepat] n a dress which renders the
wearer fearless; a helmet, an armour. “abhepat

rIpu madh tIh.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਅਭੋਪ੍ਯਾ [abhe pad] n a state from which there is
no fear of falling down. “abhepad dan SImran

suami ko.”—jet m 5. 2 salvation, the highest

state, the fourth spiritual state. _

ਅਤੌਗੀ [abhogi] adjwho renounces pleasures.
ਅਭੋਜ੍ਯ [abhojy] adj inedible food.

ਅਭੋਂਲ [abhol] See ਅਭੁਲ.

ਅਭੌਤਿਕ [abhatIk] Skt adj non-material.
ਅਭੰਗ [abhég] Skt ਗ਼ਸਫ਼੍ਧ adj unbreakable.
imperishable. 3 n a poetic metre in Marathi

used by Tukaram and Namdev in their literary

works. It has two forms : in the first there are

16 characters in each line and in the second
there are 22. 4 Dg adj fearless, dauntless.

ਅਭੰਗੀ [abhégi] Skt ਜ੍ਯਛਜੁੰਪੈਜ਼੍ ਕੋੰਧੰ/ਭੰ00ਮਿੰਸਾਂੳਫਿ਼,
undivided. “abhégi aname.”—japu.
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ਅਭੰਜ [abhéj] Skt ਗਾਸਜ੍ਯ adj unbreakable. 2 un-
conquerable. 3 without bend, unbending.

ਅਂ'ਭੰਜਨ [abhéjan] unbreakable, unbroken,

imperishable. 2 Skt ਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ੍ਯਜ n an oily substance
for rubbing or pasting over the body.

ਅਭੰਜਾਨਭੰਜਨ [abhéjanbhéjan] adjwho divides the
indivisible ones. 2 who bends those who do

not bend before anyone.

ਅਭੰਡ [abhéd] adj not condemned, not

condemnable'.

ਅਭੰਤ [abhét] Sktnfaffiadj indescribable. “abha
abhét barni na jai.”—datt.

ਅਤ੍ਯਸ੍ਵ [abhyast] Skt adj practised.
ਅਭਜਾਸ [abhyas] See ਅਭਿਆਸ.

_ ਅਭਜਾਸੀ [abhyasi] See ਅਭਿਆਸੀ.
ਅਭਜੰਤਰ [abhyétar] See ਅਭਿਅੰਤਰ.
ਅਭ੍ਰ [abhr] Skt 3W vr to go, wander. 2 Skt‘ST‘H n

' a carrier of water; a cloud. P ਗ਼. 3 mica. 4 the—

sky. 5 gold. 6 a demon who was in the army

of the Yadavs. “rachas abhr huto harI ki

dIs.”—krIsan.

ਅਭ੍ਰਕ [abhrak] Skt n a glittering mineral like

mica or glass that is extracted from the mines.

A J/J.

ਅਮ [am] Skt vr ਗ਼ਸ੍੮੦ go; to speak; to be sick;
to serve; to eat. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ a disease. 3 the cause ‘

of a disease, diagnosis. 4 fear. 5 strength,

power. 6 P [| pron indicative of first person,

singular, 1. “n9 danam kI imarad rubah pec.”
—-jafar. '

ਅਮਸਿਆ [amaSIa] See ਅਮਾਞਸਿਆ.

ਅਮਸੋਂਸ [emsos] See ਅਫਸੋਸ.

. ਅਮਚੂਰ [amcur] n a dried 'and powdered form

of chopped mangoes.

ਅਮਜਬ [amajab] adj who follows no religion,

irreligious. “namasté amajbe.”—japu. See ਮਜਬ.

ਅਮੱਥ [amatth] adjwithout a forehead; headless.
2 which cannot be churned, unsubued.

ਅੁਮਦਨ [amdan] A {j adeillfully, deliberately,

intentionally.
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ਅਮਰ੍ਯ [amady] n something different from
wine; elixir, nectar, anything not an intoxicant.

“dayo bat madyé amadyé.”—V£rah. ‘Mohini

distributed wine and nectar.’

ਅਮਨ [amen] A cf! n peace,tranqui1|ity.

ਅਮਰ [amar] Skt n a god, that does not_die.

“amar SImarkar jfihI samar jay path arI

har.”—GPS. 2 adj deathless, undying. “émrIt
pive amaru su hOI.”—sukhmani. “amar gahu

marIle.”—maru m I. ‘Conquer your

unconquerable mind i.e. bring it under
control.’ 3 unmoving, immutable, irrevocable.

“teri amaru rajaI.”—asa Chét m 5 bIrhai'e.

4 short form for Guru Amar Das. “sacu saca
satIguru amaru he.”—var gau 1 m 4. “131111121

tu he guru amaru tu vicarIa.”—var ram 3. See

ਅਮਰਦਾਸ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ. 5 A /! n order, command.
“amar hiné jatha rajanah.”—sahas m 5. “sn

uparI amaru karara.”—maru m 5. 6 currency;

a coin. “amar calave ਫ਼ਰੋ… de.”—BG 7/T a
ruler. “amaru veparvahu he.”—var sarm 3.

ਅਮਰ ਸਿੰਘ [amar sigh] grandson of Baba Ala
Singh and the younger son of tikka (prince)

Sardul Singh. He was born to Rani Hukma on

Harh Badi 7 Sammat 1805 (1748 AD) and

ascended the throne of Patiala at the age of

18. He was a great soldier, expert administrator _

and staunchly religious person who was

initiated into the Sikh faith by Sardar Jassa

Singh Ahluwalia. The state of Patiala

registered great progress under his reign.

During 1767 AD he rescued 20,000 Sikh men

and women from the clutches ofAhmad Shah

Durrani and earned the popular title ofbodicho;

(librator ofcaptives). He died on Phagan Badi

8 Sammat 1838 (February 1781 AD). 2 See

ਰੂਪ ਕੋਰ. 3 a scholar of Sanskrit and author of
Amarkosh. 4 eldest son ofRana Partap Singh,

king of Mevar. 5 See ਸਲਾਬਤ ਖਾਂ.
ਅਮਰ ਸਿੱਧੂ [amar sxddhu] A village in police
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station Muzang of district Lahore. About one

furlong east of the village is a gurdwara

dedicated to Guru Hargobind who arrived

here from Guru Mangat. Earlier there used to

be a simple shrine here. Now with the

initiative of Bhai Mohan Singh Akali, Rai

Bahadur Sir Ganga Ram constructed the well

of the gurdwara in Sammat 1979. There is in

the same village seventeen kanals of land in

the name of the gurdwara.

This is about 1.5 miles east of Kot Lakhpat

railway station.

ਅਮਰਸੀ [amrasi] adj of the ,colour of mango

juice.

ਅਮਰਰਿਭ੍ਰਸੈੱਤਿ [amarthhrétI] n an illusion of

immortality born out of ignorance.

“amarthhrfitI chod.”—BG
ਅਮਰਕ [amarak] adj immortaliser, 2 immortal,

unextinguishable. “so d_ipak amarak sésar.”

—ram kabir. 3 See ਮਹਕ.

ਅਮਰ ਕੋਸ਼ [amar kos] a dictionary compiled in
Sanskrit verses by a Jain scholarAmar Singh.

In it, words belonging to different groups are

listed in separate parts. Bhai Santokh Singh

compiled a Hindi translation of this dictionary

for public benefit and named it Namkosh. It

contains 2044 couplets. The Bhai has not

given the year of its compilation, but has

quoted at the end:

“jamna tat jo buria gréth karan lag tahI,

an sudhasar tir par kari samapat yahI.”

ਅਮਰਖ [amarakh] Skt ਅਮਸੰ n lack offorgiveness;

anger, wrath.

ਅਮਰਖਣ [amarkhan] Skt ਮਮਿੰਸ਼ਾੰਣ n lack of

forgiveness, indignation. “ਬਿਧੀ amarkhan

dharamdhuje.”—aka1.

ਅਮਰਤ [amrat] Skt ਕਸਰੋਂ adjdeathless. 2 Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਰ.
n an elixir; an immortalizing substance said

'to have come from the ocean. 3 See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ.

ਅਮਰਤ੍ਵ [amratu] Skt ਅਮਰਤ੍ਵ n immortality,
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deathlessness. “amar das amratu chatr guru

ramhI diau.”—saveye m 5.

ਅਮਰਦਾਸ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ [amardas satguru] the third
preceptor of the Sikhs. He was the son of Tej

Bhan (Tejo), a Bhalla Khatri and Mata

Sulakkhani (Lachhmi) of village Basarke.

Born on the 14‘h ofthe bright halfofthe lunar

month Vaisakh, 10‘h Jeth Sammat 1536

corresponding to 5 May 1479 AD. On 11th

Magh Sammat 1559, he was married to Mansa

Devi to whom were born two daughters, Bibi

Bhani and Dani, and two sons, Baba Mohan

and Mohari. Amar Das became a disciple of

Guru Angad Dev in Sammat 1597 and served

him with so much devotion that the latter

chose him as his successor on 3ml Vaisakh

Sammat 1609.

Occupying- the religious throne, he

preached Sikhism by sending out preachers

far and wide and establishing hospices' for

prayers and charity. With the introduction of

meal-taking by the congregation sitting

together in a row, he eradicated differences

between the high and the low castes. At

Amritsar, he ordered Guru Ram Das to

construct a' bathing tank. He also added to

the splendour of Goindwal, made efforts for

help to the sick, and for general welfare got

an open well constructed in Sammat 1616
with 84 steps leading down to the water level

in it. He breathed his last on Bhadon Sudi

15‘h (2 Assu) Sammat 1631 (1 September

1574) at the age of 95 years 3 months and 23

. days. “guru amardas jInI seVIo tInI dukh

drIdr parhar pare.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਅਮਰਦਾਸਿ [amardasx] Guru Amar Das. “guru
amardasx kartaru kiau vaSI.”—savayam 4 ke.

ਅਮਰਨਾਥ [amarnath] a spot in Kashmir sacred

to Shiv. It is a cave in a range ofthe Himalayas

'See twenty two Manjis.
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east ofSrinagar across Vaitarani stream. There
is an interstice at the top through which water
drips and turns into a column ofice which the
Hindus worship believing it to be the Lingam
of Shiv. The place is inexcessible in winter; a
fair is held on Savan Sudi 15. It is 15000 feet
above sea level. 2 a village in Thana district
of Bombay presidency; it has a famous Shiv
temple built in Sammat 1108. Shivratri fair
is held here. 3 God Indar who is master (ਨਾਥ)
of gods (ਅਮਰ).

ਅਮਰਪਤਿ [amarpatI] n Indar, the king of gods.
ਅਮਰਪਦਾਰਥ [amarpadarath] n spiritual
knowledge. “amarpadarathtekIrtarath.”—bher
m1..

ਅਮਰਪਿੰਡ [amarpid] adj immortal body like that
ofgods. “amarpfd bhae sadhu ségI.”.—brla a
m 4. .

ਆ1'ਰਪੁਰ[ਰ…ਰਧਾਘ],ਅਾ|ਰਪੁਰਿ [ਬਗ਼ਰਧਾਪਿੰਗ਼ੁ],ਅਮਰਪੁਰੀ
[amarpuri] n the city of gods. 2 the fourth
spiritual stage, salvation. 3 a holy

congregation. 4 Goindwal. 5 Amritsar.

ਅਮਰਬੇਲ [amarbel] See ਅੰਬਰ ਵੱਲੀਂ n dodder
’ cascuta apidendron; a parasite plant which

grows and spreads on tree branches and lives

by sipping their juice, and is also called

vrIksadni (eater of a tree). See ਅਕਾਸਬੇਲ.
ਅਮਰਰਾਜੁ [amar raj] n Indar, the king of gods.

ਅਮਰਰਾਜ ਸੜ੍ਹਾਂਤ ਕਰ [amar raj satrét kar] n the
arrow which killed RaVan, whowas the enemy

of Indar.—sanama.

ਅਮਰਰਿ [amararI] n the enemy of gods; a
demon, monster. “ama'rarI dharkhe lahI kar

samré.”—ram. ‘-D'emons trembled on seeing

the battle.’

ਅਮਰਲ਼ੋਂਕ [amarlok] n paradise, the land of gods.
2 the holy congregation, Sikh society.

ਅਮਰਵਾਰੁਣੀ [amarvaruni] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਧਾਰਾ.
ਅਮਰਾੲੀ [amrai] n a mango grove; a line of

mango trees. - '
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. ਅਮਰਾਜ਼ [amraj]A ਗੀ… h plural ofਮਰਜ਼, diseases.
ਅਮਚਾਂਤਕ [amréitak] n ਅਮਰ-ਅੰਤਕਸਿੳ killer ofgods;
a demon, monster. “amratak sis ki or hue.”

—kacch ‘At the time of churning the ocean, the

monster Vasuki turned towards Nag’s head’.
ਅਮਰਾਧਤਿ [amrapatI] See ਅਮਰਪਤਿ.
ਅਮਰਾਪਦ [amrapad] n a stage of spiritual
knowledge; state ofself-knowledge. “amrapad
pave.”—tII§g m 1. 2 adj imperishable. 3 the
high spiritual status of Guru Amar Das.
“amrapad guru égad hD.”—BG.
ਅਮਰਾਪੁਰ [amrapur], ਅਮਰਾਪੁਰੀ [amrapuri] See

. “amrapur basa karhu.”—s kabir. 2 the
congregation ofGuruAmar Das. “akath katha

amrapuri.”—saveye m 4 ke. 3 Goindwal.
ਅਮਰਾਰਦਨ [amrardan] ਯੌ-ਅਾਸੈੱਰ-ਅਦੰਨ demons, the

killers of gods. “kop anak bhare amrardan an
pare karvar ughare.”—carItr 52.

ਅਮਰਾਰਦਨ ਅਰਿ [amrardan arI] gods, the

enemies of the demons, who are killers of

gods.—sanama.

ਅਮਰਾਰਿ [amrarI] n ਅਮਰਵ੍ਅਰਿ enemies of gods.
' ਅਮਰਾਲਯ [amralay] n ਅਮਰ-ਅਾਲਯ. the house of

the gods; paradise.-

ਅਮਰਾਵਤਿ [amravatI], ਅਮਰਾਵਤੀ [amravti] n the

city ofgods; the capital ofIndar. In the Purans,

its circumference is mentioned as of 800

.miles, “nIrakh 1ਰੈ1< amravatI 1aji.”——VN. 2 a

town in Guntur district ofMadras Presidency.

It is situated on the bank ofKrishna river, and

was once made the capital ofAndhra by Suraj

Dev, a ruler of Orissa duritig the 12th century.

ਅਮਰਿਓ [amrIo] adj deathiess. 2 reached,
arrived. “kIs jatI te kIs pad--hI amrIo.”

—keda ravdas.

ਅਮਰੀਕ [amrik] See ਅੰਬਰੀਕ.‘‘marida amrik
_chuc_laIa.”—BG 10.

ਆਸ਼ੀਕ ਸਿੰਘ [amrik sigh] of Jambar sub-caste,
a resident of village Meghiana. Baptised by

Guru Gobind Singh, he displayed great
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bravery during the battle ofAnandpur.

ਅਮਰੂ [amaru], ਅਮਰੂ [amru] See ਅਮਰ. 2 short
name of Guru Amar Dev. “guru amaru tfi

vicarIa.”-var ram 3. 3 a devout disciple of

Guru Amar Dev.

ਅਮਚੂਤ [amrut], ਅਮਰੂਦ [amrud] P u}! n a fruit
and its tree jamphal; E guava, L psidium

guajyava. In Persian both these words signify

a pear, but many writers have used them for

jamphal. in Arabic it is named 51,9.

ਅਮਰੇਸ [amres], ਅਮਰੇਸੁਰ [੩ਗ਼1'65ਘ],ਅਮਚੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ
[amresvar] n Indar, lord of gods, also called

Amritesh.

ਅਮਰੇਤ [amret] See ਅੰਮੁੰਤ.

ਅਮਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ [amro bibi] daughter ofGuru Angad
Dev married to Guru Amar Dev’s nephew in

Basarke village. It was on hearing from her

the line, “bhaIa manuru kécanu phIrI hove

je guru mIls tIneha.”—maru m 1, that Guru

Amar Das became a devotee of Guru Angad

Dev. Bibi Amro’s memorial shrine is at

Basarke village. See ਬਾਸਰਕੇ.

ਅਮਰੰਤਰ [amrétar] adj immortal, ever living.
2 god-like. “gurumukh amrétar.”—BG 3 (one)

who rules over his own conscience.

ਅਮਲ [amal] This word has been used for ਅਮਰ.

“bhalyu amalu satguru ségI nIvasu.”——savsye

m 4 ke. ‘Noble is the compnay ofGuru Amar

Dev.’ 2 S n opium or any inebriant. “amlan

51,0 amli Iaptan.”—sor m 5. 3 Skt ਕਸਰ adj

without filth; clean. “locan amal kamaldal

jese.”—NP. 4 n mica. 5 Skt ਸ੍ਯ sbhrness,
acidity. “hanat jal ag ko amal sur rag k0.”

-kr:rsan. ‘Water kills fire and soumess spoils

music.’ 6 adj sour, acerbic. “madhur salvan

, su amal bIdh pun tIkat kakhaya.”——GPS. See
ਖਟਗਜਾ. 7A ਕੀਂn an act, action, character. “amal

ਰ੍ jI kitIa duni VICI se dargah ogaha.”-—s fetid.

8 a rule, principle. 9 management. 10 government,

goverance. “turak pathani amalu kia.”—var
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asa. ll pratcice. 12A J; hope, expectation.
ਅਮਲਤਾਸ [amaltas] a-plant bearing light yellow

flowers and long beanlike fruit containing

pulp, medicinally used as a purgative. Its

effect is warm and moist. Its name in Arabic

is fig and in Latin Catharto carpus fistula.

ਅੁਮਲਦਾਰ [amaldar] P m); adjan administrator,

officer, a governor.

ਅੁਮਲਦਾਰੀ [ਰਗ਼ਬਧਿਪਿੰ'ਜੂ] n administration,
government, rule, reign.

ਅਮਲਨ [amlan] adjnr (not)+ ਮਲਿਨ (dirty); not

dirty. “amlan malan chah nahidhup.”—gau

thIti kabir. 2 P ਪਿੰ adv practically; by ~

. implementing some rule or principle.

ਅਮਲਾ [amla] A y plural of ਅਾਮਿਲ, a team of
workers; staff. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ tamarind. 3 Mind, a
species of citron or lemon.

ਅਮਲਿਤ [amalIt] Skt adjnot rubbed, or crushed,
or split or trampled; uncrushed.

ਆਲ਼ੀ [amli] S an opium addict; addicted to

any drug. “bInu amle amli marIgaia.”—bIIa

a m_ 4. 2 ਅੁਸ਼ਾਂਮਿਲ. a performer of an act, or

executor of an order, etc.; an official, a

practitioner. See ਅਮਲ. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਯਿਕ੍ਯਾ L

Tamarimdus Indica, n Imli tree or its sour

fruit used in sauces, etc, Its effect is cold and

dry; it'increases appetite and strengthens head

and heart, and its use during cough and

common cold should be avoided.

ਅਮਲੁ [amalu] See ਅਮਲ.

ਅਮੜਨਾ [amama] v to reach, arrive at. See ਅੰਮੜਨਾ.
ਅਮਡ਼ੀ [amri] n mother. 2 adj who has reached
or arrived (from the mortal world). See ਅਮੜਨਾ.

ਅਮਾ [ama] See ਅੰਮਾ. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n noon, new

moon; moonless night. 3 a house, home,

residence. 4 this world, the earth.

ਅਮਾਉ [amau] Skt ਅਮੋਯ adj without measure,
immeasurable, boundless. “uce agam amau.”
——majh dInren m ‘5. 2 what cannot be
contained, does not get absorbed.
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ਅਮਾਣ [aman] adjwithout pride, humble. 2 ਅਤੋਲ.
which can’t be weighed. 3 deathless. “sei rahe

aman jIna satIgurU bhetIa.”—var mam 2 m

5. 4 n ਅਮਾਨਤ. an entrusted thing. “parai aman

kIU rakhie?”—-var sar m 3. 5 See ਅਮਾਨ.

ਅਸ਼ਾਂਤ [amat], ਅਮਾਤ੍ਯ [amaty] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a

minister, councillor, advisor.

bat mukh bhakhi.”—NP.

ਅਮ'ਤ੍ਰ [amatr] adjwithout a vowel. 2 unlimited,
immeasurable.

ਅਮਾਨ [aman] See ਅਮਾਣ. 2 n an insult, disrespect.

“nic uc nahi man aman.”—gau kabir thIti.

3 ਅਮਾਨਤ. money/object placed _in trust. “aver

vasatu tujh pahI aman.”—asa m 5. 4 Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ

adj immeasurable. “aman he.”—japu.

5 humble. 6 unbelievable, unacceptable.

“sune su hasy avai aman vak toria.”—NP. ‘Your

word is unbelievable.’ 7 P ਗੀ! n protection.

8 protection given to jazia payers imposed

upon non-Muslims during the Muslim rule.

9 See ਈਮਾਨ. ,
ਅਮਾਨਤ [amanat] A _..ਣੌਖ਼ n trust money, anything

entrusted to semeone for safe custody.

2 protection. 3 sleep. 4 See ਇਮਾਨਤ.
ਅਮਾਨ ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ [aman baxas] P U?UU adj provider

of refuge, saviour from suffering. .

ਅਮਾਨਾ [amana] See ਅਮਾਨ. 2 A „ਸ਼ੀ trust money or

anything given in trust for custody. “beri karanI

pap karta basatu rahi amana.”—asa m 5.

ਅਮਾਨੀ [amani] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਜਿਜ਼੍ adj without pride,
humble. 2 renouncer of self-respect. “buri

amani ritI.”—GPS.

ਅਸਾਧ [amap] adjunmeasured. 2 immeasurable.

ਅਮਾਮ [amam] See ਇਮਮਿੰ.

ਅਮਾਮਾ [amama] See ਇਮਾਮਾ,
ਅਮਾਯ [amay] Skt adj free from illusion.

.2 wileless, guileless.

ਅਮਾਰਗ [amarag] n a wrong path, an evil course.
ਅਮਾਰਗਿ [amaragI] n on or in a wrong path or
an evil course. “maragu chodI amaragI

“nupatl amat
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paI.”—bher namdev.

ਅਮਾਰੀਂ [amari] See ਅੰਬਾਰੀ-
ਅਮਾਲ [amal] See ਆਮਾਲ-

ਅਮਾਵਸ [amavas], ਅਮਾਵਸਿਆ [amavasm],WWW!T

[amavsya] Skt ਅਮਾਵਾਸ੍ਯਧ? When the moon and
the sun are under the same Zodiac sign, it
shows the last date of a lunar month counting

the 30'h of it as the terminal one. “kur amavas

sac cédrama.”—Var majh m 1. “amavaSIa céd

gupat genar.”—bIIa Hum" 111 1. New moon n1ght
stands forignorance and the moon light for

spiritual knowledge.

ਅਮਾਵਣ [amavan], ਅਮਾਵਨ [amavan] adj which

cannot be contained. 2 beyond meaéure,

uncountable. 888ਅਂਮਿ'ਵਣ.

ਅਮਿਊਂ [amIU], ਅਮਿਓ [amIQ], ਅਮਿਅ [amIa] Skt

ਕਚੂਰ71 an elixir, ambrosia (P abehayat). “3qu

harIras COIa.”—bIha chatm 5. “amIa sarovro

piU harI harI nama.”——bIha Chétm 5.

ਅਮਿਅਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [amIadrIsatI] n a life-providing
glance, compassionate look. “amIadarIsatI

subh kare hart agh.”—savsye m 2 ke.

ਅਮਿਕ [amIk], ਅਮਿਕਾ [amIka] adj matchless,
immutable, second to none. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਚੂਕਝ adjthat

one, so-and—so. 3 Skt ਨਿਯੂਕਤ adj safe and sound.

ਅਮਿਟ [amIt] adj ineradicable, inadvertent.

ਅਮਿਤ [amIt], ਅਮਿਤਾ [amIta] adj dateless;
limitless, boundless.

ਅਮਿਤੋਜ [amItoj] SktWadjwhose strength
is boundless. “amItoj kathjs.”—japu.

ਅਮਿਤੌਪਸਾ [amItopsa] ਅਮਿਤ-ਉਪ੍ਯਾ. See ਉਪਸਾ and
ਅਮਿਤ.
ਅਮਿਤੇਪਮਾ [amItopma] ਅਮਿਤ-ਉਧ੍ਯਧਾ.
ਅਮਿਤ੍ਰ [amItr] n not a friend; an enemy.

ਅਸਿਯ [ame] See ਅਮਿਅ.
ਅਮਿਲ [amxl] adjseparate, incompatible. “amIl
jan kardayo hatavan.”-GPS.

ਰ੍ਅਸੀ [ami] See ਅਮਿਅ.

ਅਮੀਆ [amia] a devotee belonging to Hehar

sub-caste who became a disciple of the sixth  
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Guru and displayd great valour during the

battles ofAmritsar and Kartarpur.

ਅਾ-ਜੇੰਆਲਾ [amiala] adj/where ambrosia is

available. 2 n the moon; a ray of nectar.

“carankamal sital amiale.”—BG
mfiH'U [amisah] a village in police station
Khalra in Lahore district which was visited

by Guru Nanak Dev. A gurdwara of hard

bricks was raised here in Sammat 1978. The

village has donated 25 bighas of land to it;

the priest is an Udasi Sikh. This place is 13

miles south-west of Jallo railway station.

nn-fi‘o'rlamiklA ਪੂੰਨੂ.“ adjdeep, bottomless. “amik
he.”—japu. '

ਅਮੀਕੁਲ ਇਮਾ ਹੈ [amikul Ima hei—japu. ‘has
deep faith; is deeply religious.’

ਅਮੀਨ [aminIA ਥਾਂ! adjhonest to a deep religious
faith. 2 n an official of revenue department

who measures land and makes estimate ofthe

produce. See ਬਿਤਾਲੀਂ.
ਅਮੀਂਨ੍ਯੜ੍ਹਿ [ਰੇਗ਼ਡੌਪ੍ਰਿਣੂਬਜਿ਼] Skt ਗਾਂਯਿਸਫਾਂਧੂ, ਸਫ਼ an old

village on a mound between Thanesar and

Taravari where Abhimanyu fell as a martyr.

At this place, a raging battle was fought

between the Khalsa and the royal army during

the time of Banda Bahadur on 11 Maghar

Sammat, 1767 (November 1710 AD.)

ਅਮੀਰ, [amir] A fit n a sovereign, king. 2 a chief.
3 a rich man. 4 adjwho gives orders. 5 title of
the ruler of Afghanistan; the present Amir

Amanullah however calls himselfa king.

ਅਮੀਰੀ [amiri] P 5/! n sovereignty, mastery,

affluence, liberality.

ਅਮੁ [emu] Skt pron your, to you.

ਅਮੁਹਾ [amuha] adj renegade, apostate.

2 imperious, intractable. See ਅੰਮੁਹਾ.

ਅਮੁਕ [amok] See ਅਮਿਕਾ 2.

ਅਮੁਕਤ [amukat] adj not free, bound. 2 See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਅਮੁਤ੍ਰ [amutr] Skt adv in the other world.

2 there, at that place. 3 here, at this place.
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4 during the next birth or life between death

and the next‘birth.

ਅਮੁਲ [amul], ਅਮੁਂਲਕ [amulak], ਅਮੁਂਲਾ [amula],

ਅਮੁਂਲੀਂਕ [amulik] Skt ਅਮੂਨ੍ਯ adj priceless,

invaluable. “amul bhaI amula samahI.”—japu.
“amulik lal $}… ratan.”—sukhmam'. “harI ap

amulak he mulI n3 paIa jaI.”—an5du.

ਅਮੂ [emu] See ਅਮੁ. 2 A ਮੱ a paternal uncle.

ਅਮੂਢ [amudh] adj not foolish, wise.

ਅਮੂਰਤ [amurat], ਅਮੂਰਤਿ [amuratI] Skt ਕਚ੍ਰੇੰ-ਗ਼ਚ੍ਜਿੰ
adjformless, shapeless. 2 n the sky. 3 the soul.

4 the air. 5 direction. 6 the transcendent one.

ਅਸੂਲ [amul] adj rootless, groundless. 2 See

ਅਮੂਨ੍ਯ. ‘

ਅਮੂਨ੍ਯ [amuly] adj priceless, invaluable.

ਅਮੂੜ੍ਹ [amurh] See ਅਮੂਢ.

ਅਮੋਉ [ameu] Skt ਅਮੋਯ adj beyond measure:
~ unlimited, boundless. “nanak apI ameu he.”

—varmm m 3. 2 which is not contained.

ਅਮੇਜ [amej] See ਆਮੋਜ਼. “bhojan meve amej
karae.”—NP. ‘with fruit served food’.

ਅਮੇਂਟ [amet] adj indelible, firm. 2 ineradicable;

impersishable.

ਅਮੇਂਠਨ [amethan], ਅਮੇਕ੍ਯਾ [amethna] Skt ਚਫ਼ੈਠਰ੍ਯ

v to twist, rotate. “satpat bethat bhuja

amethat.”—-NP. 2 to take airs. “Eth-hx éth

ameth gavavZ‘.”—carrtr 266.
ਅਮੇਤ [amet] adj boundless. “abha amet.”—datt.
ਅਮੇ'ਧ [amedh], ਅਮੇਧ੍ਯ [amedhy] Skt ਗਜੇਯ adj
not worthy of sacrifice. 2 impure. 3 n an

impure substance. 4 adj without intellect,

brainless, foolish. “se apaVItr amedh khala.”

—var gau 1 m 4.

ਅਮੋਯ [amey] See ਅਮੋ'ਉੰ. _

ਅਮੋਲੀ [ameli] adj unsocial, uncooperative.

2 See ਅਮਿਲ.
ਅਮੋਘ [amogh] Skt adj who does not fail;
unfailing, successful. “amogh darsan be5t
apara.”-majh m 5. 2 sure, unfailing. 3 n

Vishnu. 4 Shiv. 5 Satguru.
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ਅਮੋਘਦਰਸਨ [amogh darsan] adj whose glimpse
is not fruitless. See ਅਾਥੂਘਿ. 2 n Guru Nanak Dev,

the true preceptor.

ਅਮੋਲ [amol], ਅਮੋਲਕ [amolak] See ਅਮੁਲ. “gun

amol szu rIde na VBSIa.”—SOI‘m 5.

ਅਮੋਲਕ ਸਿੰਘ [amolak sigh] a valiant Sikh of
Guru Gobind Singh, martyred during the

battle of Chamkaur. -

ਅਮੋਲਵਾ [amolva], ਅਮੋਲਾ [amola], ਅਮੋਲੀ [amoli]

See ਅਮੁਲ. “agam amola spar apar.”—bh£r m

5. 2 without price, priceless. “karI dino jagat

sabh gol amoli.”—gau purbi m 4. ‘enslaved

without recompense.’

ਅਮੰਕ [amék] adj which causes fear and disease.
See ਅਮੁਲ. 2 n vice, sin. “améké katela.”—NP.

“gég tarég amékan bh5g.”—NP.

ਅਮੰਗਲ [ਬ…ਚੈਫ਼ੁਕੀ] n opposite 01~ਮੰਗਲ; lack of bliss

and prosperity; misfortune. 2 castor oil plant.

3 adj inauspicious, evil. `

ਅਮੰਡ [améd], ਅਮੰਡਨ [amédan], ਅਮੰਡੱ [ਰਗ਼ਟੈਧੰਟੈ]

Skt ਗਸਹਛਜ adj undecorated inelegant. “jotI
amédé bhanu prabhé.”— VN._ ‘The shine of the

sword excels the brilliance of the sun.’ 2 Skt

ਸ੍ਯਧਛ adj radiant, very pretty, glorious. “jal

thal améd.”—japu.

ਅਮੰਤ [amét] Skt ਗ਼ਸਜ਼੍ਹ adj unadvised, without
counsel. 2 unaware. 3 an invitation. See ਅਮੰਤੂ.

“sabh l<o dayo amét pukari.”—NP.

ਅਮੰਤੂ [ਬਧਾਟੈਪਿ] See ਅਸੰਤ. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਯ n a call,
an invitation. “sathn amétu dine khyati.”—NP.

ਅਮੰਦ [améd] adj not bad; good. 2 not dull;

smart. 3 adv at once, soon. “rIde VIcaryo

calan améd.”—GPS.

ਖ਼ਪੋੰਨਿ' [ਗਂਧਰੌਸ਼੍ਯ] A „,‘/| 11 protection, care. 2 fear-

lessness. 3 truth. 4 confidence, surety, certainty.

“asbIth bIn mam nahi aména.”——NP.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ [amrIt1 Skt ਕਰ੍ਵਰ n a drink that keeps

death away; nectar, ambrosia. 2_ potion

sanctified by Guru Gobind Singh and served

to Sikhs on their initiation into the Khalsa.
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See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਸੰਸਕਾਰ. 3 water. 4 ghee, purified

butter. 5 milk. 6 wealth. 7 liberation,

Salvation. 8 a tastyjuice. “jIh prasadI chatih

amrIt khahI.”—sukhmani. See ਛਤੀਹ ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ. 9

god.10 soul. 11 mercury. 12 com. 13 ajuicy

or delicious food. 14 a medicine that heals.

15 adj alive, not dead. 16 beautiful, lovely.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ [amrItsar] With permission from Guru
Amar Das, Guru Ram Das got a tank dug near

Tung, Gumtala and Sultanwind villages,

which was completed by Guru Arjun Dev in

Sammat 1645 and named Santokhsar.

Again as directed by the third Guru, a

village named Guru ka Chakk was established

in Sammat 1631 and residences known 'as

Guru ke Mahal built and to the east of them

near Dukh Bhanjani Beri 'a tank was got dug

in Sammat 1634 which remained, incomplete

then.‘

Guru Arjan Dev, on ascending the Guru’s

throne, started completing the village and the

tank and called upon traders and workers from

far and wide to settle there, and named the

settlement as Ramdaspur. Bhai Salo’s services

in populating this sacred city were

commendable. Paving of the tank began in

Sammat 1643 when it was named Amritsar.2

Slowly the entire settlement came to be known

by this name. On 1 Magh Sammat 1645, the

fifth Guru laid the foundation of Harimandir

in the middle of the tank and, after the

completion ofthe mansion, placed Guru Granth

Sahib in it in Sammat 1661. In Amritsar the

principal shrine is Harimandir (God’s house or

temple) where hymns to the Almighty are

'Guru Ram Das first settled near the tank in about 1574
 

and obtained a grant for the site with 500 bighasefland

from Akbar in 1577 (Imperial Gazetteer of India).

2The Sarovar (tank) is 500 feet long. 490 feet wide and

17 feet deep.  
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continuously recited.‘ The annual Baisakhi fair

was initiated by the fifth Guru himselfand Baba

Buddha started the Divali fair in celebration

ofGuru Hargobind’s return from the Gwalior

fort.

During Phagun Sammat 1818,Ahmad Shah

Durrani got Harimandir blasted the tank with

gun powder and filled with earth. Foundation

for its rebuilding was laid by Sardar Jassa Singh

Ahluwalia on 11'h Vaisakh Sammat 1821 and

the complex was rebuilt with in a few years

through the efforts Bhai Des Raj.

Water for the tank comes through a hasli

(narrow canal) constructed by Udasi saints,

Pritam Das and Santokh Das, in Sammat 1838

with the help of the villagers. It brought water

from river Ravi but now since 1923 it is brought

from the Bari Doab canal and put into the hash.

Maharaja Ranjit Singh occupied this holy

city in Sammat 1859 and decorated

Harimandir with gold and marble. He also got

built Rambag garden in the name ofGuru Ram

Das, and Gobindgarh fort in the name ofGuru

Gobind Singh during 1805-09 AD. On the

road to Lahore, the Khalsa College was built

by the Panth (Sikh community) in 1892 AD.2

'The circumambulatory passage ofHarimandir is 13 feet
 

wide and the length ofeach side is 66 feet. The passage

of the bridge from Darshani Deori to Harimandir is 240

feet long and 21 feet wide and is supported by 38 vaults.

’The foundation of Khalsa College was laid by the

Governor of Punjab, Sir J.B. Lyall, on‘March 5, 1892.

On April 12, 1904, a huge conference was organised by

Maharaja Sir Hira Singh. the ruler of the Nabha State

under his own chairmanship in which representatives

ofthe Sikh States took part alongwith Sir Charles M.

Rivaz, the then Governor of Punjab. A large sum of

money was collected and donated to bring the college

on firm footing. The government ofPunjab and the Sikh

States rendered a lot of monetary help to this institution.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ

This sacred city is 33 miles from Lahore,

1232 miles from Calcutta, 1260 miles from

Bombay and 816 miles from Karachi.

According to the last census, the population

ofAmritsar city is 1,60,218 including 65,313

Hindus, 71,180 Muslims, 21,474 Sikhs, 1,446

Christians, 5 Buddhists, 738 Jains and 54

Parsis (Persian Zoroastrians).

There are four more sacred tanks in

Amritsar: .

(a) Santokhsar named after a Sikh,

Santokha of Peshawar, was completed by

Guru Arjan Dev, though its construction was

started by Guru Ram Das. See ਗੁਰੁ ਪ੍ਰਤਾਪ ਸੂਰਯ

ਰਾਸਿ2,912 and 13. '

(b) Kaulsar was got built by Guru

Hargobind in Sammat 1684 in Kaulan’s

memory.

(0) Bibeksar was got built by Guru

Hargobind in Sammat 1685 outside the city

as a residence for a rationalist Sikh sect,

Bibeki Bihangams.

(d) Ramsar was got built by Guru Arjan Dev

in Sammat 1659-60. It was here, seated on the

bank of the tank, that the Guru composed

Sukhmani as well as compiled Guru Granth

Sahib.

Other gurdwaras and sacred spots in

Amritsar are:

(1) Akai Takhat. See ਅਕਾਲ ਬੁੰਗਾ.

(2) Dehra Atal Rai on the bank ofKaulsar;

attached to it are 91 shops and 42 kanals of

land in Sultan village and a 58 ghumaons

hunting ground reserved in Amritsar tehsil

(subdivision). See ਅਟਲ ਰਾਇ ਜੀ.
(3) Athsath Tirath. See ਅਠਾਸਨਿ ਤੀਰਥ.
(4) Dharamsala Bhai Salo known as Bhai

Salo’s Tobha. Here Guru Arjan Dev held

congregation on several occasions. See ਸਾਲੋਂ.

(5) Har Ki Pauri(lit. God’s 1adder)behind
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the Harimandir. Guru Arjan Dev started the
excavation of the tank from this point, by
taking the first palmful of its water from here.

(6) Guru ke Mahal, residential quarters of
the Guru, first gOt built by Guru Ram Das and
completed by Guru Arjan Dev. It is now known
as Manji Sahib where Guru Granth Sahib is
always placed ready for recitation. Guru
Hargobind lived here, and Guru Teg Bahadur
was born at this place.

(7) Churasti Atari (a mansion with four
ways) at the'end of the main street inside the
city is a gurdwara in the name of Guru
Hargobind near the Guru’s residence. The Guru
would often come and sit here. Now a small
gurdwara with Guru Granth Sahib placed in it
is at the comer ofthe street.'A festive gathering
is held in it on the first and fifih lunar date.

(8) Tahli Sahib is a gurdwara dedicated to
Guru Ram Das near Santokhsar tank, to the
northwest of it. After Guru Amar Das ordered
the construction ofa tank, Guru Ram Das used
to sit here under a tahli (Indian rosewood) tree
to supervisethe digging.‘ That tree is still there.
It is a small gurdwara with shops attached to
it. It is looked after by an Akali Sikh. An annual
fair is held here on the first of Phagun.

(9) Thara Sahib (platform) is on the
circumambulatory passage of Darbar Sahib,
close to Dukhbhanjani Beri. Like the adjacent
gurdwara, it is dedicated to Guru Amar Das and
Guru Arjan Dev. Both of them used to sit here
supervising the digging of the tank. Maharaja
Ranjit Singh got the place paved with baked
bricks.

(10) Thara Sahib II is a gurdwara near

Takhat Akal Bunga. It is dedicated to Guru

Teg Bahadur. When he came from Baba

'The digging of this tank was completed under the
 

supervision of Guru Arjan Dev.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ

Bakala to pay obeisance at Darbar Sahib, the
priest denied him. entry and locked the door
fearing that he might occupy it. Five shops and
21 kanal land in Sultanwind village are attached
to it. An annual fair is held on the full moon of
Magh, and the death anniversary ofGuru Teg
Bahadur is observed.

(1 1) Damdama Sahib to the north-east of
the city near the cattle market is also a shrine
of Guru Teg Bahadur, who stayed here for
some time after leaving Thara Sahib. Since
Sammat 1961 a beautiful gurdwara of baked
bricks has been under construction here by
Bhai Sant Singh, a lime merchant ofAmritsar;
residential quarters are in the vicinity. The
gurdwara has no landed property. It is one
furlong to the west of the railway line and
about two miles to the north-east ofAmritsar
railway station. It can be seen while travelling
by train.

(12) Darshani Deodhi (entrance porch) near
Guru Bazar inside the city is a gurdwara of
Guru Arjan Dev. This was got constructed by
him as a portico to Ramdaspur. At that time
there was no populated area between it and
Darbar Sahib except Guru ka Bazar. It is a small
gurdwara with a single priest. Here Guru Granth
Sahib is always kept ready for recitation.

(13) Dukhbhanjani Beri (jujube tree, the'
eradicator of sorrow) is a shrine within the
circumambulatory passage of Darbar Sahib.
Here a leper got healthy after having a dip in
the tank. This gurdwara gets an annual grant
of 24 rupees from Maharaja ofNabha. It is a
small shrine with Guru Granth Sahib kept
ready for recitation.

(14) Pipali Sahib situated on Amritsar
Lahore road about one and a half mile north
west of Darbar Sahib, is dedicated to Guru
Arjan Dev who reached here to greet the
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sangat of Kabul coming to participate in the

digging of’the tank. Once Guru Hargobind

also came here. It is a small shrine. A

congregational fair is held here on Basant

Panchami. ,

(15) Ber Baba Buddha ji is within the

circumambulatory passage ofDarbar Sahib is

where the savant sat with digging implements

and made baskets and distributed them to

workers engaged in the actual digging,

supervised them, made payment to artisans

and disbursed wages to the labourers;

(16) Manji Sahib in Guru ka Bag is near

Darbar Sahib where during the digging

operation, Guru Arjan Dev held congregation.

The gurdwara consists only of a cot (méji) on

a high pedestal. The marble dome-shaped

pavilion was presented by the Deputy

Commissioner Mr Cooper who had brought it

from Ram Bag after the mutiny of 1857.

(17)Lachi Beri near Darshani Gate is Bhai

Salo’s jujube tree. Sitting here he would

supervise the work going on. The fruit of this

beri is sweet like a litchi. Hence this name is

given to this gurdwara. Guru Arjan Dev also

spent some time here.l

(18) Fort Lohgarh is inside the Lohgarh
gate. Guru Hargobind got this fort built for

the protection of the city, and he fought a

defensive battle here against the Milghal army

in Sammat 1686. Some traces of the fort are'

still visible. Ajujube tree ofthat period is also

to be found there. Guru Granth Sahib is

installed here, and a 2.5 feet long sword is

preserved that is said to have belonged to Guru

Hargobind.

(19) In Thakurdwara lane ofFort Bhangis,

'The aged Singhs tell that the valiant defender ofthe faith,

Matab Singh, had tied his horse under this tree before

 

beheading Massa Ranghar.
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the following relics are kept in the house of

Bhai Ram Saran and Bhai Gyan Chand

Brahmins:

These were bestowed upon their ancestor

by Guru Har Rai : (1) Guru Har Rai’s asa,

5.75 feet long, bestowed upon Bhai Harra,

by Guru Har Rai. (2) Guru Gobind Singh’s

long loose gown and a pair of shoes bestowed

on Bhai Natthu son ofBhai Harra at Anandpur.
ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਸੰਸਕਾਰ [amrIt séskar] This is the second

main ceremony of the Sikhs performed as

unden

In a congregation with Guru Granth Sahib

open and present there, five sword bearing

Singhs (duly baptised and practising the

tenets) selected for their perfect conduct, sit

in a particular posture, virasan, around a steel

trough in which with a double-edged steel

dagger, khanda, they churn in turn water

sweetened with patasas.2 They keep on

reciting Japu Ji,‘ Jap Sahib, Saviyas, Chaupei

and Anand, after which they do ardas, the

supplicatory prayer, and then administer amrit

thus prepared to those eager to take it one by

one in turn.

The person eager to be baptised should

have taken a bath and put on clean clothes.

While amrit is being prepared, he should keep

standing and continue repeating the name of

Vahguru, with mind concentrated on Him.

For taking amrit, he too sits in virasan

posture. He is given five palmfuls of amrit to

drink, then five palmfuls of it are sprinkled

2It has come to be known from the aged Baba Nihal Singh

Ji and Bibcka Singh Ji that Guru Gobind Singh Sahib

did not use patasas on lst Baisakhi 1756 in Keshgarh

 

and the story of Mata Sundri mixing patasas on that

day is a fiction. The practice ofmixing patasas with water

started later in Delhi after Mata Sundri ordered Bhai

Mani Singh to do so.
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on his eyes and another five palmfuls are

sprinkled in his hair. The remaining amrit is

circulated in the same trough to all the eager

ones to sip from the same pot in turn. With

each palmful of amrit given to him to drink

or sprinkled on his eyes or in hair, the taker

of it is made to repeat aloud “vahguru ji ka
khalsa, vahguru ji ki fateh.” If his earlier name
was not given to him from Guru Granth Sahib,

a fresh one is now given from this Scripture.

After this the baptised ones are imparted

instruction about the conduct of the Khalsa

to be henceforth practised by them. The

neophytes are made to dinetogether in the

same vessel in order to remove any idea of

caste and subcaste.

The same procedure applies in the case of

women. To set a different procedure for them

would be a sacrilege against ‘gurmat’.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਕਾਲ [amrIt kal] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਵੇਲਾ.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਕੁੰਡਲੀ [amrIt kbdli] See ਤੋਮਰ ਛੰਦ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 3.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਗਤਿ [amrIt gatI] a matrIk and vamIk
metre characterized by a stanza of four lines,

each line having 12 matras, ending in Ill

combination.

Example:

sumatI mahé rIkhI raghovar.

dodath bajat dar dar.

jag ki asu dhunI ghar ghar.

pur rahi thnI surpur.-ramav.

2 Its second form is tvarIt gatI which has four

lines each structured as: Ill, lSl, III, 5.

Example:

sumatI mahé monI sunIye,

tan man sri an gunIye,

man méh hoy so kathe,

dhan sab apan lathe.—ram cédrIka.

3 In its third form there are ten characters in

each line, fifth and tenth ones being guru. This

characteristic applies to the second form as well.
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ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਗੁਣ [amrIt gun] adj salvation providing
trait. _

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਘਟ [amrIt ghat] a pot of nectar. 2 a four
line matrIk metre, each line having 29 matras

with pauses at the 16… and the subsequent l3th
matra.

Example:

ram jana mIlI bhaIal anéda,
harI niki katha sunaI,

durmatI melu gai sabh nikaII,

satségatI mIlI buth paI. ...-ਕਿੰ… m 4.

ਆੰਸ਼੍ਯ ਜਲ [amrIt jal] n water, animated by the
Guru’s words, renders to the ceremony of the

Khalsa the power of immortalising the

recipient. 2 the name of God. 3 water of the

sacred tank of Amritsar. , -

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਧਾਰ [amrIt dhar], ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਧ੍ਯਾ [amrIt

dhara] n unbroken concentration on God.

2 as believed by the followers onog, flow of

elixir in the forehead is caused with the force

of pranayam (restraining breath). It is also

known as amrIt varoni (spiritual liquor) 3 a

medicine prepared by mixing sap of parsley,

mint and camphor taken in equal measures. It

is a very good drug to cure ailments of the

stomach.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਧਾਰੀ [amrItdhari] adj (a Sikh) who has

taken amrit by undergoing the baptismal

ceremony. 2 a river ofelixir. 3 a flow ofelixir.

4 a melody sung in God’s praise. 5 a spiritual

discourse. See ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਧਾਰੀ.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਧੁਨਿ [amrIt dhunI], ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਧੁਨਿ [amrIt
dhvanI] Skt ਤ੍ਯਸ੍ਵਰ $3134 melodious singing of

God’s praise. 2 a matrIk metre, having six

lines, the first two lines forming a couplet,

each of the remaining four lines having 24

matras each with a pause after every eighth

syllable; the initial phrase comes‘at the end

of the last line and the last phrase of the

'It is pronounced bhaya here.
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couplet comes at the beginning ofthe third line.

This form is used in heroic poetry as well.

Example:

thal thal dal khalbhal paryo,

13th ulatth palatth, /
jasvari k0 phIrat he, hathi hatth pramatth, —/

hatth prematthath, ਧਿਰ]… n3 patthath,

thIt jéh: juthatth, /

thal thal guthatth, thIrat na sathatth, ,

thar thar guthatth, /
thakat na kIthatth, thIr thIr eItthath,

bapu Uplatthath, /
thurIyan matthath, thakat partthath,

mal dal thal thal.—GPS.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਨੀਰ [amrIt nir] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਜਲ.
ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਫਲ [amrIt phal] Skt n a mango. 2 a
custard apple. 3 a banana.,4 a grape. 5 a pear.

6 a pomegranate. 7 adjjuicy fruit. “ban trIn

trIbhavan maulIa amrIt phal pai.”—ba55t var.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਬੂੰਦ [amrIt bad] n a drop of rain failing
in a particular lunar mansion. 2 rain of God’s

name. “harI amrIt bOd suhavni mIlI sadhu

pavinharu.”—baramaha majh.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਰਾਇ [amrIt raI], ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਰਾਯ [amrIt ray]

a poet in the court ofGuru Gobind Singh. He

was the son of Chhailrai Bhatt of Lahore. At

the instahce of the Guru, he translated the

court-chapter (5fMahabharat into Hindi verse.

Here is his translation:
manhar

jéhi or jafi atI adar tahé te pafi,

tere gun gan k0 agau gene $es ju,

hir Cir mukta je dIn pratI dan det,

tIne dekh dekh athlakhat dhanes ju,

gunIn me guni kavx amrIt padhsya tero,

jab Ins hero pyar kijs amres ju,

$ri guru gobId sigh chimIth par bhai,

kiratI tIhari tum: kahIks sédes ju.

prIya prem so sfgari hasy so VInod bhari

dinan pe karunanusari sukh dino he,
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kine an rde mad rudr ras bharyo jhfid

phajan sudharan me bir ras kino he,

dék sun 15k bhaybhit satru bam nida

VIkram prabal adbhut ras lino he,

brahmgyan sam ras amrIt VIl‘ajE sada

sri guru gobid raI navo ras bhino he.

prIthme he jayo prIthU ben anp 1s: khIlayo

cum cum mukh dc dadhiCI sukh dino he,

balI raj man bhayo harIcéd le ladayo

calan SIkhayo kal karan prabino he,

VIkram padhayo bhoj bhojan karayo jag

dev pahIrayo jag athlakh lino he,

sri guru gobid raI amrIt sudrlstI hi te

ਹਿਦੁ: to pratIpal chItIpal ‘jas’ kino he.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਵੇਲਾ [amrIt vela] n early morning
comprising 90 minutes before the appearance

of dawn. 2 time of salvation, heavenly time.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਾ [amrIta] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਵਗ n a creeper plant, gilo;

Menispermum glabrum. 2 myrobalan. 3 fruit

of piper longum, magh pIpali. 4 dubb,

Panicum detylon. 5 ras'jt, a dried extract of

the barbery root.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਾਂਸੁ [amrIta‘isu] Skt ਗ਼ਚੂਗਜ਼ੂ whose rays have

amrit (nectar); the moon.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਾਸ੍ਰਿਤ [amrIta mrIt] adjwhich lends taste
to elixir; quintessence of nectar. “amrItamrIt

he.”—japu.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤੇਸ਼ [amrItes] n god, the master of nectar.
2 Guru Gobind Singh. .

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤੋਦਭਞ [amrItodbhav] adj born from nectar.
2 n Amritsar, the pilgrimage centre. See ਉਦਕਭੁਕ.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਜੂ [amrItyu] adj deathless, immortal.
ਅਯ [ay] Skt STILvr to go, run. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਧਚ੍“ fire.

3 iron. “banhI hem ay paras sath.”——GPS. 4 a

weapon. “ay dharan he.”—I<aII<i.

ਅਯਸ [ayas] Skt ਗਾਧ੍ਯਰ੍ n opprobrium. 2 adj

infamous, ignominous.

ਅਯਸਕਾਂਤ [ayaskat] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯ n a magnet. See

ਦਬਕ.

ਅਯਦਹਾ [aydaha] See ਅਜਦਹਾ.



’ ਅਯਨ

ਅਯਨ .[ayan] Skt n a house, home, place of

residence. 2 a period of six months; the

movement respectively ofthe sun to the north

and the south of the equator.l 3 a route, path.

4 See ਐਨ. .
ਅੁਯਾਂ [ayfi] A U? adj clear, wide, free from

delusion or illusion.

ਅਯਾਮ [ayas] Skt n an endeavour, effort. 2 adj
untiring. 3A J? asensualist, philanderer.
ਅਯਾਗ਼ [ayac] Tat n a cup, especially ofwine.
2 Skt without a religious sacrifice.

ਅਯਾਚੀ [ayaci] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬਿਜ੍ਸ਼ੁਯੰ/who does not beg;
contented.

ਅਯਾਨਪ [ayanap] 11 state of ignorance, stupidity.

ਅਯਾਨਾ [ayana] adj ignorant, unwise, stupid.

“nahI ram ayana.”—asa kabir. 2 n a child.

ਅਯਾਮ [ayam] A (E’plural ੦£ਯੌਮ (day).
ਅਯਾਰਦਾਨਿਸ਼ [ayardanIs] See ਅੱਬੁਲਫ਼ਜਲ. 2 See
ਅੱਯਾਰ.
ਅਯਾਲ [ayal] P ਪੰਨੂ! n the mane of a horse or a

lion. 2 A J? 11 family. 3 progeny. 4 one
responsible for bringing up; a servant etc.

ਅਯਾਲੀ [ayali] See ਅਜਾਲੀ.
ਅਯਿ [ayI] Skt parta polite word for addressing
8! 116!-

ਅਯੁਕਤ [ayukat] Skt ਅਯੁਫੁ adj unsuitable, unfit.

2 notjoined, separate.

ਅਯੁਤ [ayut] Skt n ten thousand. “ayut barakh

trete CIt dharhi.”—NP.

ਅਯੁਧਜਾ [ayudhya] See ਅਯੋਧਯਾ.

ਅਯੇਅੰਡੈ [ਗ੍ਹਾ੦ਟੈਧੂੲ] a combination of vowels ਅ-
ੲ-ਊ-ਅੰ-ਅ: for practising children by rote
learning. Similarly the Guru’s dictum. “ayoége

sabh jag aIa kakhe gh‘ége kal bhaIa.”—asa pati

m 3.

ਅਯੋਗ [ayog] Skt’n separation, difference. 2 a

wrong time, bad time. 3 See ਅਯੋਂਰ੍ਯ.
ਅਯੋਰ੍ਯ [ayogy] Skt adj unsuitable, unfit,
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unworthy, improper. 2 worthless, unintelligent.

ਅਯੋਧਨ [ayodhan] Skt ਆਯੋਧਨ. n a battle, war.
2 a battlefield. 3 See ਅਜੋਧਨ.

ਅਯੋਧ੍ਯ [ayodhy] adj which cannot be won,
which cannot be fought against.

ਅਯੋਧ੍ਯਾ [ayodhya]2 a principal town of Kaushal
country on the bank ofSaryu river in Faizabad

district of United Provinces. It is counted

among the seven sacred cities ofthe Hindus.

Ram Chandar was born here and it was for a

long time the capital ofthe Suryavanshi kings.

Balmik has written that it was founded by

Manu and that it was 12 yojan long and 2

yojan wide. There are three gurdwaras in

Ayodhya. ਰ੍

(a) Guru Nanak Dev’5, gurdwara, not well-

known now.

(b) Guru Teg Bahadur’s gurdwara near

Dashrath’s memorial shrine on the bank of

Saryu river.

(c) a gurdwara near Vashishth kund where Guru

Gobind Singh stayed for a while on his way

from Patna to Punjab.

ਅਯੇਨਿ [ayonI] adj unborn, not liable to birth
and death. 2 n God.

ਅਯੰ [ayé] Skt pron this. `

ਅੱਯਾਰ [ayyar] A J? clever, smart. 2 deceitful,

its root is ਐਰ, (horse-trot).

ਅਰ [er] part a conjunction; and. See ਅਰੁ. 2 Skt

ਕਰ੍ n the spoke of a wheel. 3 a corner. 4 moss,

fungus. 5 some ignorant writers have used ਅਰ

instead ofਅਜ in Sastarnammala. For example

— “er anujanIni.” (page 941) instead of “aj

anujanIni.” 6 obstinacy, stubbornness.
7 obstruction, disturbance. “kih SIkh ko karaj

ar jaI .”—GPS.

ਅਰਸ਼, [eras] A j; n a throne. 2 God’s throne.

3 a paradise, the world of gods. “xudavéd
 

'Summer solstice (from 10 Poh to 9 Harh) and winter

solstice (from 10 Harh to 9 Poh).

2From Ayodhya. the word Avadh came into being for

the areas extending beyond the city into the countryside.
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baxséd o as aras.”—jafar. 4 the sky. 5 a roof,

ceiling. 6 Skt ਗਾਣ੍ਚ adj without sap, tasteless.

-7 ਕ੍ਯਾਬ੍ਰਿ” piles.

ਅਰਸਹੁ ਕੁਰਸਹੁਂ [aras-hu kuras-hu], ਅਰਸ ਕੁਰਸ [eras

kuras] See ਕੁਰਸ.

ਅਰਸਤੂ [ਰਿ95੮੫],ਅਰਸਤੂੰ [arastfi] #,“ E Aristotle
GAristoteles, one ofthe ancient philosophers

of Greece, born in 384 BC at the new Greek

settlement of Stagira. His father Nicomachus

was the royal physician. Aristotle lost his

parents while still young. At the age of l 7, he

reached the Greek capital Athens, became a

pupil of Plato and received education there

for 20 years. After the death of Plato, he left

Athens and went to his friend Hermius who

was an independent ruler of Attornius. Here

lie married Pythia, the sister ofKing Hermius.

After some time Hermius got caught in the

designs laid by the Persians, and Aristotle

alongwith his wife went to Mitilini. After two

years he was sent for by King Philippos' of

Macedonia and appointed tutor of his son

Alexander. Aristotle stayed at this honorable

post for eight years. When Alexander left for

Asia with the aim of conquering the world,

Aristotle went to Athens where he taught

philosophy at the Lycium for 13 years. He

used to teach while walking around with his

pupils, for which they came to be known as

peripatetics.

Aristotle wrote celebrated treatises on

different subjects. According to one writer he

wrote 1000 treatises.2 His books, accepted in

Corpus Aristotelicum as authentic, prove that

he was really a wonderful man. His books on

logic, ethics, politics, economics, poetics,

rhetoric, natural history of animals, physics,

'See ਫੈਲਕੂਸ.

2See Zeller’s Aristotle and the Earlier Peripatetics Vol 1,

P. 49.
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metaphysics and other topics are the goals

scholars aspire for. They decorate the libraries

of rich persons. .

In Europe, Aristotle is known as the master

of the wise. His books have been translated

in to almost all European languages, and

students need to study them with diligence

for selection to higher posts and positions in

universities and academies. Aristotle died in

322 BC. at the age of 62 years. “bol arastfi

métr VIcryo.”—carItr 21 7.

ਅਰਸਾ [arsa1A ,ਲ਼ੀ/ n a period, time span,

duration. 2 delay. 3 a plain, an open ground.

ਅਰਸਾਤ [arsat] See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 12.
ਅਰਹਟ [arhat] Skt ਅਰਘੱਟ n a persian wheel; a

circular appliance for lifting water from a
well.

ਅਰਹਰ [arhar] n a type of grain/lentil.

ਅਰਹੰਤ [arhét] See ਅਰੂੰਤ. “dhar arhét dev ko
rupa.”——arh5t.

ਅਰਕ [arak] Skt ਕਗ੍ਰੰਘ‘ to heat up, admire. 2 Skt
ਗ਼ਕੀਂ n the sun. “kamal badan praci dISI jIh 1<0
vak arak parmana.”-—NP. 3 ਅੱਕ. a wild plant,
Calotropis. “arak javas pat bIn bhaIu.”——tuIsi.

4 Indar. 5 copper; 6 fire. 7 a pandit, scholar.

8 elder brother. 9 twelve (because the suns

are believed to be twelve in number) 10 A

(5/ perspiration, sweat. 11 sap flowing from

a pipe. 12 essence, quintessence.

ਅਰਕ ਸੁਤ [araksut], ਅਰਕਜ [arkaj] n son of the

sun; Dharamraj; the god of death. 2 Saturday.

3 Karan. 4 Sugriv.

ਅਰਕਬਾਦਿਯਾਂ [arak badIya] P ਪੀ.,ਭੰਠੂ (5/ n aniseed

water. It has the same properties as aniseed.

See ਸੋਫੇ.
ਅਰਕਾਨ [arkan] See ਯਰਕ਼ਾਨ.

ਅਰਥੀ [arki] adj pertaining to the sun; of the
sun. 2 n son of the sun, Saturn. 3 Yam, the

god of death. 4 See ਸੰਕਰਖਣ 3.

ਅਰਖਨ [arkhan] See ਅਾਕਰਖਣ. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਝਲਿਬ੍. order



ਅਰਖੇੳ

or gradation of saint-scholars.

ਅਰਖੇਂਉ [arkheu] Skt ਟੈਂਸ੍ਯਕੌਂਧ n the conduct of saint-
scholars. “gurumukh as nIras matI arkheu
he.”—BG. ਆਸੇੰਯ ਮਤਿ.

ਅਰਗਜਾ [argaja] n a scented product prepared

by mixing odorous substances for rubbing on

the body so as to render it fragrant. “mrIg
mad gara coa cédan kusum dal saga] sugéth

. ks argaja subas he.”—BGK. ‘Musk, gloss of

musk, perfume, sandalwood, safi‘ron and rose-

petals are ingredients of argaja.’

ਅਰਗਲ [argal], ਅਰਗਲਾ [argala] Skt ਗਿਲ਼ਾ n a

wooden bolt attached to the inner side of a

door to work as a locking system. 2 a click or

pawl. 3 according to books on magic, the act

of stopping by means of a charm or Spell. See

ਕੀਂਲ.

ਅਰਗਾਈ [argai] Pkt n silence. “}')/6 tag age ag
argai.”—NP. ‘as an ignorant person gets mute

in front of a metaphysician.’

ਅਰਗਾਨਾ [argana] Pkt v to get silent, become

mute.

ਅਰਗਾਰ [argar], ਅਰਗਾਰੰ [aragaré] adj ਅਰਿ-ਗਾਲਕ.
the destroyer of the enemy.
ਅਰਘ [aragh] Skt ਅਘੰ n a libation, offering,

worship. 2 price, cost. 3 water, milk, kusha

(soft grass), curd, mustardseed, rice and

barley, which are offered to the god. 4 the act

of giving water to the god. 5 a pot made in

the shape of cow’s ear for offering water to

the god. 6 ajewel. “aragh garabh anp trIyan

ko bhed na payo jaI.”—carItr 1. ‘The Secret

ofjewels (their exact spot in sea), what is there

in the womb, the mystery of the king and the

woman cannot be known’.

ਅਰਘਾ [argha] See ਅਰਘ 5.

ਅਰਚ [arac] Skt Slifvr to worship, serve, honour,

spruce, praise, establish. `

ਅਰਚਨ [arcan], ਅਰਚਾ [arca] Skt ਭਿੰਦਜਿ਼, 3T?“c n

worship. 2 respect. See ਅਰਦ vr. “puja area
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ahI na tori.”—guj ravdas.

ਅਰਚਾਰ [arcar] Skt ਗ਼ਕਾੰਭੰ adjfit to be worshipped.
2 honourable; worthy of esteem. “agar di Ikk

arcar pager di puja jab kupp-hI.”—paras.

‘when honourable worship gives rise to anger’.

ਅਰਰਿ [araCI] Skt ਗਂਥਿੰ n a ray. 2 a flame.
ਅਰਚੈ ਕੈ ਘਰਿ [arcs ks: gharI] in the company of
woshippers. “arcs ke gharI rahe udas, pares
ke gharI kare nIvas.”—ratanmala. ‘Getting

tired ofworldly people, a spiritual person puts

up with seekers of divine knowledge.’

ਅਰਛੈਨ [archen] adj ਅਰਿ-ਕਯਣ. destroyer of
, enemies. “archen ben maha bali.”—~ben.

ਅਰਜ [araj] Skt ਗਿ੍ vr to produce, collect, earn
prepare, strive. 2 A J7 n a request,

supplication. “yak araj guphtam pes to.”
—tII§g m 1. 3 breadth. 4 P „ਵਸ਼ੋਂ longing’,

aspiration. “saca araju saci ardas.”—asa m 1.

5 (ng rate. 6 price, value. 7 admiration.

ਅਰਜਦਾਸ਼੍ਵ [arajdast] P _.ਲ਼ੀਟੈ1,ਪਾਂਤੈ’/ 11 an application;

a written request. See ਅਰਦਾਸ.

ਅਰਜਨ [arjan] Skt ਅਜੀਤਾ n earning See ,ਅਜ਼ੰ vr.

2 collecting. “sri arjan arjan kari arjan bani

jes.”—PP. 3 Skt ਅਜੁੰਨ. an evergreen hard wood
tree also called jamala, flowering during

March-April, also named L TerminaliaArjuna.

4 middle brother of the Pandavas, who was

an unrivalled archer of his era. According to

the Mahabharat, he was born to Kunti as a

result of her union with Indar. In the forty

fourth chapter ofVirat section, it is mentioned

that he was named Arjun because of his

transparent actions. In Dasam Granth, Arjun

is mentioned as the twenty second incarnation:

katha brIddh kas karo VIcara?

baIsvo arjan avtara.—nar.

5 Sahasar Bahu, son of Kritviray, also called -

Sahasararjun. He was a famous king of the

Haihay dynasty. See ਸਹਸ੍ਰਵਾਹੁ and ਰੇਣੁਕ'. 6 a

white oleander. 7 a peacock. 8 Indar. 9 the
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fifth Guru ofthe Sikhs, Arjan Dev, son ofGuru chaste.

Ramdas and Bibi Bhani, was born on 19 Bhai Santokh Singh has combined the

Vaisakh (vaisakh Vadi 7) Sammat 1620 (15 words arjan and arjun: So here, they are

April 1563 AD) at Goindval. On 23 Harh explicated together.

Sammat 1636, he was married to Ganga Devi arjan‘ sunat su dasan 1<੦ dan det

daughter ofKishan Chand ofvillage Mau. She moh ke VIdarbe ko vak sar arjan,2

gave biith to their brave son Guru Hargobind. arjan3 yas VIstiran sétokh sigh

Guru Arjan Sahib sat on the pontifical jahfi ਰਿਸ਼ਿ janIyat mano taru arjan,4

throne on 2 Assu Sammat 1638 (1 September arjan5 bhae gen mokhpad lae tIn

1581 AD) He preached the Sikh faith in a syamghan tan hoy tore yamalarjan,6

very effective manner and framed the rule for arjan7 janyojaI keto he VIthar tero

contributing one tenth of one’s honourably 550 mp dhar aI raj‘é guru arjan.—GPS.

earned income to the common'cause. 111 ਅਰਜਨ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ'ਚਿਧ‘ਗ਼ੀ satIguru] See ਅਰਜਨ 9.

Sammat 1645 he got Santokhsar tank paved, ਅਰਜਨ ਪਿਤਾ [arjan pIta] Arjun’s father, Indar.

and during the same year founded Harimandir. ਅਰਜਨੁ [arjanu] See ਅਰਜਨ.

In 1647 Sammat he got a bathing tank ਅਰਜ ਬੇਗੀ‘ਫਿ਼ਢ਼ਾਗ੍' begi] P 0? J/ n an officer
constructed at Taran Taran. 1n Sammat 1651, during the Mughal rule who received petitions

. he established Kartarpur town in Jalandhar from the people and forwarded them to the

district. During Sammat 1659-60, he got king. “kharo arajbegi tIs thane.”—GPS.

Ramsar constructed and in Sammat 1661 he 1n ladies’ palace such an official was called

compiled Guru Granth Sahib. At the same Urda Begni.

time he installed the holy book in Harimandir ਅਰਜਮੰਦ [arajméd] P ,7,” adj who petitions.

and appointed Baba Buddha as its granthi. 2 good. 3 honoured, honourable. 4 respectable,

For safeguarding the rules of Gurmat (the honourable.

religious code) and teaching the Sikhs to be ਅਰਸਾ [arja] See ਆਰਜਾ.

firm in their faith, he was martyred on the ਅਰਜ਼ਾਂ [arzfi] P Um adj cheap.

bank ofRavi river on Jeth Vadi 4 (2 Harh) Wlarjadhflfla'fi'fi [arjadhe]n1ife,period

Sammat 1663 (30 May 1606 AD). The sacred or duration of being alive. “pal khInI chije

shrine raised over his cremation site is now a arjadhe.”—asa m 5.

place of pilgrimage for the Sikhs. ਅਰਜਾਨੀ [arjani], ਅਰਜਾਨੀ ਮਲ [arjani mal] son of

The fifth Guru lived for 43 years 1 month

and 15 days, out of which he remained at the

helm for 24 years and nine months. The Bhat

panegyrists sang,

“guru arjun SII‘I chatr apI paramesarI

diau.” and “muratI péc praman purakhu guru

arjunu pIkh-hu nayan.”—saveyem 5 ke. ‘God

himselfspread a canopy over the head ofGuru

Arjun’ and ‘Look at Guru Arjan for the model

of a man’ 10 adj white, bright. 11 clean,

Baba Mohri and grandson ofGuru Amar Das,

who after death was brought back to life by

the Guru’s blessing.
 

'arja (petitidns).

ZArjun (one ofthe padavs).

3white, bright.

‘Arjun (tree).

’clean, whose conscience is clear.

“See ਜ੍ਯਾਕ੍ਯਾ (pair of trees).

7width or expanse.



ਅਰਜਾਰੀ

afflicted with grief; grieved. “Istri arjari hoi
maran prayét.”—JSBM
ਅਰਜੀ [arji] A 0:7 11 an application, a petition. 2
adj apparent, visible. “kalIka kal hi qu arji
he.”—-c5di 1. .

ਅਰਜ਼ੀਦਨ [arzidan] P 9,31,! v to quote price; to
evaluate.

ਅਰਦ [ਰਿਗੁੰਪ] See ਅਰਜ.

ਅਰਜੁਨ [arjun] See ਅਰਜਨ.

ਅਰਜੁਨਾਯੁਧ [arjunayodh] n Arjun’s weapon, the

arrow.—sanama. 2 a bow, especially gadiv

(Arjun’s bow).

ਅਰਜੁਨੁ [arjunu] See ਅਰਜਨ.

ਅਰਜੋਈ [arjoi] n a request. See ਅਰਜ. “aVIloko
mam dIs arjoi.”—GPS.
ਅਗੰਝ ਉਗੰਝ ਕੇ [arath urath ks] adv having

been entangled. “arath urath ks
paczmua.”—s kabir.

ਅਰਣ [aran] See ਅਰੁਣ. 2 Sktmin a wave, ripple.
3 flow. 4 a letter, an alphabet, a character.

ਅਰਨ੍ਯ [arnav] n a body of water; sea. “arnav

bhav nas ko.”—NP.

ਅਰਣਾ lama] n ਆਰਨ੍ਯ a (forest) dweller; a male

buffalo. See ਅਰਨਾ 3. 2 adj wild.

ਅਰਣਿ [aranI], ਅਰਣੀ [arni] Skt n the sun. 2 a
tree L Premna Spinosa. 3 a wooden contraption

used to make fire for oblation. “mathan gyan
agni ko arni.”-—GPS. They would take two ‘

pieces of wood, one placed horizontally and

the other fixed vertically in it. Then wrapping

a cord around the horizontal one, they rotated

it vigorously and the friction produced fire.

This fire was considered pure in the Veds and

its use in religious oblation was regarded as

sublime. 4 In Shastamam Mala, ਅਰਣੀਂ}185 been

used for the hostile army.

ਅਰਣੇਸ [ames] See ਅਰੁਣੇਸ਼

ਅਰਣੋਦਯ [amoday] See ਅਰੁਣੋਦਯ.

ਅਰਨ੍ਯ [arany] See ਅਰੰਨ.
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ਅਰਜਾਰੀ [arjari] See ਆਰਜਾਰੀ. 2 P ”,7,” adj

ਅਰਥਾਂਤਰਨਜਾਸ

ਅਰਥ [arath] Skt ਕਪ੍ਰੰਮਿ to beg, desire, explore,
encircle. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਬੰ n meaning, purport, sense.
“dharyo arath jo sabad majhara, bar bar or kar-
hu VIcara.”—GPS. 3 purpose, motive, aim.
“pochIa dhadhi sadI ks kItU arath tfi aIa?”

—var srim 4. “tirath Udamu satIguru kia sabh

lok Udhran artha.”—tukha C115t m 4. 4 wealth

material. “arath dharam kam mokh ka data.”
—bIIa m 5. 5 a cause, reason. 6 five topics!

speech, touch, sight, taste and smell. 7 a result,

effect. 8 wealth, property, dignity. “arath

drabu dekh kachu ségI nahi calna.”—dhana m

9. 9 adj ਅ-ਰਥ, without a chariot.

ਅਰਥ ਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ [arath sastra] Skt ਗ਼ਬੰੜਸ੍ਯ n science
of wealth, or economics; study of skill and

trade. 2 title of Chanikya’s book on political

economy. See ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ and ਚਾਣਿਕਜ਼
ਅਰਥ ਚਿਤ੍ਰ [arath CItr] See ਚਿਤੁ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ (B).
ਅਰਥਨਾ [arathna] Skt ਅਥੰਨਾ. v to beg, ask for,

solicit. “asan hin basné nagan karat arathna
jan.”—NP.

ਅਰਥ ਪ੍ਰਹੇਲਿਕਾ [arath prahelIka] See ਚਿਤੁ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ
and ਪ੍ਰਹੇਲਿਕਾ

ਅਰਥ ਮੱਲ [arath mall] eldest son ofBaba Mohri
J i, and grandson of Guru Amar Das. “tab-hI

arath mal cal kar ayo.”—GPS.

ਅਰਥ ਵਾਦ [arath vad] Skt ਅਥੰਵਾਦ. n a motivating
sentence, for example, describing comforts of

heaven to persuade people to perform

oblations and fire sacrifices, or mentioning
the birth of a son or wealth as reward for

austerities. ~

ਅਰਥਾਉ [arthau], ਅਰਥਾਇ [arthaI] See ਅਰਥ and
ਅਰਥਾਨਾ. n a principle; purpose, intent. “es

sabad ko jo arthave.”—srdhgosatr. “Isu pad

jo arthaI he: so guru hamara.”—gauam 1. 2 S

ਅਰਥਾਇ an example, a citation, an instance.
ਅਰਥਾਤ [arthat] Skt ਕਧੀਰ੍ part that is, meaning,
or, namely. 2 in reality; really.

ਅਰਥਾਂਝਰ ਕ੍ਯਾਸ [arthétar nyas] abandonment of  



 

 

ਅਰਥਾਨਾ

difference in meaning, a literary figure in

which a common utterance is confirmed by a

special phrase, or a special phrase is confirmed

by a common one.

Example:

“nic uc hve jat hE, gurughar ki yahI ritI.”

“satIguru ségatI te jatI patI mIt jat,

dekho! mardana pujy bhayo guru 35g te.”

Look ! Mardana became worthy ofworship

because of his being in the Guru’s company.

This is a common practice as regards the

Guru’s company, but Mardana’s example or

case is a special one of being worthy of

worship. This is arthétar nyas.
sakat ségu na kijie durhI jaie bhagI,

basanu karo parsie tau kachu lags dagu.

—s kabir.

Here company of the worshipper of maya is a

special case but blotch being caused by a

black utensil is a common occurrence.

(b) a second form of arthfitar nyas is to

confirm a specific statement with its reference

to a common one.

Example :

“SIkkhan seva guru ਗਿਛ, vadIyan ki yahI n'tI .”

“satIgurU amar ne datu ki sahari lat,

vade sada chIma 3r némarta dharat hi.”

ਅਰਥਾਨਾ [arthana] v to interpret; to tell the

meaning of. 2 to understand the meaning of a

sentence.

ਅਰਥਾਪੱਤੀ [arthapatti] Skt ਕਥਧਿਚਿ n understanding
the unsaid meaning; an instance ofverification

when one statement automatically proves

another, as ‘ it rains’ automatically proves that

the sky is overcast. See ਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ. 2 a figure of

meaning in poetry. See ਕਾਵਜਾਰਥਾ ਪੱਤੀ.

ਅਰਥਾਞ [arthav] See ਅਰਥਾਉ and ਅਰਥਾਨਾ. 2 n a

bodily gesture conveying a mental condition.

3 a feat, performance or show of skill. “sastra

praharat suran pa kar hathan k0 arthav
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dIkhav‘é.”—1<r1‘san.

ਲ੍ਥਿੰਥਾਵਿੱਰ੍ਤਿ [arthavrIttI] See ਦੀਪਕ (d)
ਅਰਥੀ [arthi] Skt ਸ਼ਵਰਥ. n a bier; a hearse. 2 Skt

ਯੀਣੇਂਸ੍ਰਿ. adjsuppliant, petitioner. “jab IhU dhave
maIa arthi.”——gau am 5. _

ਅਰਬੀਆ [arthia], ਅਰਥੀਯ [arthiy] See ਅਰਥੀ.
2 “raje khan umrav sath harI ke arthie.”

—var bIIa m 4. “jo arthiy padarthan darsan

k0 avE.”—GPS.

ਅਰਥੇਉ [artheu] See ਅਰਥਾਇ. “gurumukh bhau
bhagatI artheu.”—BG `
ਅਰਦ [arad] Skt ਗ਼ਾਵ੍ਰੱ. vr to beg; to go; to inflict
pain; to kill.

ਅਰਦਨ [aradan] Skt adj without teeth (ਰਦਨ),

toothless. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਜ੍ n crushing, grinding.
“namo sronvirjardani dhumrhéti.”—c5di 2.

“rakatbij sfibhfidlk aradan?”—GPS. 3 to kill;

to destroy. 4 to bet, to crave.

ਅਰਦਲੀ [ardali] E orderly. n a batman, servant;

One who carries out orders.

ਅਰਦਾਸ [ardas], ਅਰਦਾਸਿ [ardaSI] Skt ਅਵਂ (beg)

ਆਸ (hope) vr to pray, request. 2 P .911); n a

request, supplication. “ardas bIna jo kaj
SIdhave.”-tanama. “ardasx suni bhagat

apune ki.”—sorm 5. In the Sikh religion, ardas

(prayer) is addressed only to the Creator and

it is said after the recitation of scriptural texts

or for the smooth completion of various

mundane tasks. It is performed standing with

both hands folded together. “sukh data bhe

bhéjno tIsu age karI ardaSI.”—$r1' m 5.

“ape jane kare apI ape ans l‘aSI,

tIse age nanka khalI-I kice ardasx.”

‘ —maru var 1 m 2.

“dm kar jorI karau ardaSI.”—bh£rm 5.

“tfi thakur tum pahI ardaSI,

jiu pidu sabh teri raSI,

tum mat pIta ham barIk tere,

tumri krIpa mahI sukh ghanere,

kOI na jane tumra étu,



ਅਰਦਾਸੀਆ

uce te uca bhagvétu,

saga] samagri tumrs sutrI dhari,

tum tehOI su agIakari,

tumri gatI m‘ItI tumlhi jani,
nanak das sada kurbani.”—sukhmani.

ਅਰਦਾਸੀਆ [ardasia] n someone, generally a

granthi, leading the Sikh supplicatory prayer.

2 one who performs a prayer.

ਅਰਦਾਗ [ardag] Skimfi'a'adjcrushed, pulverised.
2 begged, asked for. “deu sadhu S5gatI
ardagIo.‘”—sar m 5.

ਅਰਦਾਗਿਓ [ardagIo] begged, supplicated, asked
for. See ਅਰਦ and ਅਰਦਾਗ.

ਅਰਦਿਤ [ardIt] crushed, trampled See ਅਰਦਨ 2.
“bhajét ardIté aghé.”—datt. 2 (something)

asked for.

ਅਰਧ [aradh] Skt ਮਿੰਬਰ; part under, below. See
ਅਰਧ ਉਰਧ. 2 Skt ਕਰੂੰ adj half. “aradh sarir
kataie.”—er am 1. 3 the middle, centre. “adho

‘ uradh ardhé.a”-japu. 4 Skt ਕਬਿ worthy of
completion. 5 obtainable, procurable, fit to

be had. “aradh rIjak sabh jagot ko.”—sanama.

6 Skt W. adoration, adorable. See ਅਰਧਿ.
7 soul. See ਅਰਧ ਉਰਧ 4.

ਅਰਧ ਉਰਧ [aradh uradh] Skt ਅਧ: ਊ'ਯੂੰ‘ this and
the next world. 2 the earth and the sky.

“aradh uradh dou tahI nahi.”—gau kabir.

3 low and high. 4 creatures and God. “tau

aradh-hI uradh mIlia sukh pava.”—gau

kabir bavan.

ਅਰਧਸਰੀਰੀਂ [aradh sariri] one’s better half, wife.

' “aradh sariri narI na chode.”—asa kabir. “lok

ved gun gyan VICC aradh sariri mokh duari.”

—BG.

ਅਰਧਸਿਰਾ [arathIra] Skt ਅਰਧਾਵਭੇਦਕ. «ਕੁੰਆ"‘
Hemicrania (headache'in half the head)Its

causes are : eating meals without vegetable

dishes; eating before digesting the earlier

meal; taking too much 'ice and liquor;

excessive copulation, carrying heavy load on
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ਅਰਧਸਿਰਾ ’

the head, excessive menstrual discharge. Its
symptoms are headache in half the head,
severe headache, excessive palpitation of the
heart, weakening of eyesight, and heaviness

in the eyes. Its treatment comprises:

(]) Opium and gum of acacia tree should

be rubbed into a paste which should be
plastered over the temples and the aching half
of the head.‘ '

(2‘) About one ratti of saffron should be
roasted in purified butter and rubbed on the
aching part.

(3) Purified butter and raw sugar mixed in

warm milk should be taken.

(4) One should drink castor oil mixed in

hot milk.

(5) Grains of rice which ripen in 60 days

should be soaked and when dry should be

finely ground and taken as snuff.

(6) Oil of costus species, warmed in hot

water, should be applied as paste.

(7) Chebiolic myrobalan, buleric myrobalan,

emblic myrobalan, wormwood and bark of

margosa tree should be combined and

thoroughly boiled in water with raw sugar

mixed in it and taken as a drink.

(8) One should eat ten leaves of basil with

hot inilk.
(9) One should daub emblica ribes and

black sesame seeds ground in water. '

(10) One should drink water of raw

coconut

Ifhemierania pain starts after sunrise, and

increases as the sun goes up, but stops at

sunset, it is called suryavarat. To cure this,

two rattis of quinine and the same amount of

burnt alum be ground together finely and

taken with water at day-break, thrice after

every two hours. “arathIra aru

hrIdeséghat.”—car1tr 405.

 



 

ਅਰਧਕੁੰਭੀ

ਅਰਧ ਕੁੰਤੀ [aradh kfibhi] See ਕੁੰਤੀ 6.

ਅਰਧ ਚੰਦ੍ਰ [aradh chédr] Skt ਅਧੰ ਚੰਦ੍ n the moon
on the eighth day ofthe lunar month. 2 a kind
of arrow with its tip shaped like a half-moon.

“tarkas te sar karyo nIkasan aradh sucédrakar

saman.”—GPS. 3 a semi-moon-like mark on

the peacock’s feathers. 4 half-moon-like elasp

of hand and thumb around the neck of some

one being driven out of a place. 5 a symbol

representing gemination. See ਅਧਿਕ. 6 a mark

made by a nail pressed against a soft surface.

ਅਰਧ ਚੰਦ੍ਰ’ਇਣੀ [aradh chédralni] n goddess

Durga who carries the sign of a semi-moon

on her forehead. “namo aradh cédraIni

cédrcuré.”—cédi 2.

ਅਰਧਨ [ar dhan] See ਆਰਾਧਨ. -

ਅਰਧ ਨਗਸਰੂਪੀ [aradh nagsarupi] See ਨ੍ਯ ਸ੍ਵਰੂਪੀਂ
_ ਅਰਧ.
ਅਰਧ ਨਰਾਜ [aradh naraj] See ਨਰਾਜ ਅਰਧ.

ਅਰਧ ਨਾਰੀਸ਼ [aradh naris], ਅਰਧ ਨਾਰੀਸ਼੍ਵਚ [aradh

narisvar] Skt ਅਧੰ ਨਾਰੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ n that form of Shiv in
which his left side is that of a woman and

right side that of a man. See ਵਾਮ ਮਾਰਗ.

ਅਰਧਨਾਰੀ ਨਟੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [aradhnari natesvar] per Vedic
medicine, a cure for pain in half the body.

ਅਰਧ ਪਾਧਰੀ [aradh padhri] See ਪਾਧਰੀ ਅਰਧ.
ਅਰਧ ਭੁਜੰਗ [aradh bhujég] See ਸ਼ੰਖਨਾਰੀਂ.
ਅਰਧਾਂਗ [ardhfig] See ਅਧਰੰਗ and ਸ਼੍ਯਧੰਗ.
ਅਰਧਾਂਗੀ [ardhéigi] Skt ਗ਼ਥਢਿਵ੍ਰਿਥੀ. See ਅਰਧ ਸਰੀਰੀ.
2 ਗ਼ਥਫ਼ਿਧੂੰਸੇ n Shiv. See ਅਰਧ ਨਾਰੀਸ੍ਵਰ
ਅਰਧਾਂਭ [ardhébh], ਅਰਧਾਂਭਾ [ardhébha] adj ਅੰਭ-
ਆਰਾਧ੍ਯ worthy of worship by gods and

ancestors. See ਅੰਭ “japI man ram namo
ardhfibha.”—prabha m 4. 2 Skt ਗਧਿਸ੍ਯਜ੍ਹਾ n one
who has assumed Parvati (Amba) in half his

body; Shiv, Mahadev.

mafiT[arath]Sk1W8TUHadjworthy ofworship.
“arath kau artha.”—-maruj£dev.

ਅਰਧਿਅਾ [artha] worshipped, adored. See
ਅਰਧਨ, ਅਰਧਿ and ਚੰਦ ਸਤ.
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ਅਰਥੀ [ardhi] a worshipper. See ਅਲਿਪਾਤ.
ਅਰਧੋ ਅਰਧ [ardho aradh] adv exactly half.

ਅਰਧੋ ਅਰਧਿ [ardho arath] adv half and half,

in two equal parts, that is, in the centre or

middle. “dutia ardho arath sama'Ia.”—ram
m 5. ‘In dvapar, halfthe religion prevailed.’

ਅਰਧੰਗ [ardhég] Skt ਕਬਫਿਭਾਂ See ਅਧਰੰਗ. 2 n Shiv

who has his body half male and half female.

3 adjhalfpart, in two parts, bipartite. “ardhég

kare bha; kotI.”—carItr 1. .

ਅਰਧੰਗਕ .ardhégak] n one who has made half
his body female; Shiv; Rudar. “kcdho he anég

ardhégak ke étak te.”——carItr 109.

ਅਰਧੱਗੀ [ardhégi] n wife. 2 Shiv. “nacyo he ap
tahé ardhégi.”—carrtr 125.

ਅਰਨ [aran] See ਅਰੁਣ and ਆਰਨ੍ਯ. 2 v to take a

firm stand; to clash. “nahi aran ko aran dehige
aran karhI ran aran saman.”—GPS.

ਅਰਠਵ [arnav] See ਅਰਣਞ.

ਅਰਨਾ [arna] See ਅੜਨਾ. “hamre 55g tumaro
arna.”—GPS. “an 56 ark: atI yuddh

machayo.”—krrsan. 2 to get entangled. “arIo

prem ki khorI.”—sarm 5. 3 n a bison; a forest

buffalo. “moh rahi jamuna khag a harjacch

sabhe arna aru géda.”—1<rrsan.

ਅਰਨੀ [ami] See ਅਰਣੀ.
ਅਰਨੋੰਲੀਂ [arnali] This is a branch of the princely
state founded by Bhai Bhagtu in Karnal. Bhai

Gurbakhsh Singh’s elder son Bhai Desu Singh

established his state at Kaithal and the

younger Sukkha Singh set up his separate state

at Arnauli. The wealthy sardars of Suddhuval

are also descendants of Sukkha Singh. See

ਭਗਤੂ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਅਰਨ੍ਯ [arny] See ਅਰੰਨ. ‘

ਅਰਪਣ [arpan], ਅਰਪਨ [arpan] Skt ਅਪੰਣ. an
offering, a present, donation.‘‘arapI sadho

kau apna jiu.”—sukhmam'. “arpIa ta sisu

suthan gur pahI.”—gau chétm 5.

ਅਰਪੰਚ [arpéc] n_ something to which is made a



 

ਅਰਥ

dedication of a tightened bowstring; a bow.

“bh‘a’han ki arpéc kasi he.”—1<rIsan.

ਅਰਥ [arab] Skt ਕਗ੍ਰੰਘ‘ to kill, murder; to go. 2 A
ਮ੍ਹਾ/ n a country to the west of India; a desert
country across the Arabian Sea. Prophet

Muhammad was born there and lived in Mecca.

The principal religious place Kaaba is also in

Mecca. Arabia is divided into five parts.

Tihamah, Hijaz, Najad, Aruz and Yemen.

“mahadin tab prabhu Upraja, arab des k0 kino

raja.”—VN. 3 adj Arabian, of Arabia, such as

an Arabian horse. 4 the Arabian sea.

5 Skt ਗ਼ਰੂੰਟ੍ਰਾ n ten crores, one hundred million.
“bhédar darab arab kharab.”—ram parta]m 5.

ਅਰਬਅੁ [arab-a] A (’ਤੂੰ/, four. See ਅਰਥਾ ਨਾਸਰ.

ਅਰਬਦ [arbad] See ਅਰਬੁਦ. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਕ adj
commenced, begun. “arbad narbad

dhfidhukara.”—maru solhe m 1. ‘There was

utter darkness in the beginning." See ਨ੍ਯਬਦ.

ਅਰਬਨਿ [arabanI], ਅਰਬਨੀਂ [arbani] n an army or
cavalry having Arabian horses; an Arab horse-

cavalry.—sanama.

ਅਰਬਲ [arbal], ਅਰਬਲਾ [arbala] a short form for

ਆਰਬਲਾ. age, life. “jIm dehI arbal .chin.”—aj.

“mohI arbala anp ki janhu.”——carItr 305.

ਅਰਬਲਾਰਿ [arbalarI] n the enemy of youth; old

age, senility.—sanama.

ਅਰਬਲਾਰਿ ਅਰਿ [arbalarI an] enemy of old age,

amrit, ambrosia.—sanama.

ਅਰਥਾ [arba] See ਅਰਬਅੁ.

ਅਰਥਾ ਨਾਸਰ [arba nasar] A fang! four

elements: fire, air, water and earth. “arba nasar

1<a tan he.”—JSBM “khak bad ans 3 ab k0

ralau he.”——aka1.2

ਅਰਬਿੰਦ [arBId] Skt ਅਰਵਿੰਦ n something whose
petals are spread like spokes of a wheel, or

which bursts open during the day, a lotus. '2 a

'which human beings cannot state.
 

2In Gurbani and in Sanskrit akash, is the fifth element.

Here translation ofArabic-Persian books is given.
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ਅਰਵਲੀਂ

stork, crane. 3 a poetic form. See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ
17.

ਅਰਬੀ [arbi] adj Arabian horse. 2 an inhabitant

ofArabia. 3 the language ofArabia, Arabic. 4

. See ਅਰਵੀ. ‘
ਅਰਬੁਦ [arbud] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਅਬੁੰਦ” ten crores, one hundred

million. 2 a mountain range in Rajputana

(Rajasthan); Aravali. 3 MountAbu. 4 a cloud.

5 per Vedic lore, a'disease of the body; a

tumour. 6 an eye-disease.

ਅਰਬੰਗ '[ਰਿਠਿਰੈਫ਼ੁ] See ਅੜਬੰਗ “kou ave arbég ab
toko mar javai.”—NP.

ਅਰਧ੍ਯਰਿ [arbyarI] n the enemy of the Arabian
horse, a tiger or lion.—sanama.

ਅਰਭ [arabh] Skt ਅਭੰ n a child. 2 winter. 3 a
student, learner. , _,

ਅਰਭਕ [arbhak] Skt ਅਭੰਕ adj small, young. 2 a
child, lad. “arbhak rup SIkkh hé sésar
maddh.”—BGK. 3 foolish, unwise. 4 weak,

feeble. .

ਅਰਮਨ [arman], ਅਰਮਨੀਂ [armani] See ਇਗਰਿੰ and

ਇਰਮਨੀਂ.
ਅਰਮਾਨ [arman] P wt}! Skt ਅਥੰ-ਮਨ n a desire,

wish, longing. “kari avaj ab au arman jIh.”

—gurusobha. 2 a regret, repentance. “rajan 1<0

arman rahe jag.”—GPS.

ਅਰਰਾਨਾ [ar—rana] v to give a hoarse cry, give a

shriek. 2 to challenge, roar. “sen katocm ki

tabs gher lai ar-raI.”——VN. “log pre ar-raI.”
—carItr 23.

ਅਰਲਬਰਲ [anal baral] ਕਯੰ/‘ਅ-ਰਲ and ਵਿ-ਰਲ, topsy

turvy; nonsense; absurd. 2 n a nonsensicz'l talk.

“osu aral‘baral mUh-hu nIkale.”—var 501'm 4.

ਅਚਲਾ [arla] Skt ਅਰਲੁ n a variety of longish

pumpkin. “bahu ajanu su arla mano.”—-GPS.
2 See ਅਰਗਲਾ.

ਅਰਲੀ [arli] See ਅਰਗਲਾ.
ਅਰਵਲ larval] a sub-caste of Jats living mostly

in Dera Gazi Khan.

ਅਰਵਲੀ [arvali] See ਅਰਬੁਦ 2..

 
 



 

 

 

ਅਰਵਾਚੀਨ

ਅਰਵਾਚੀਨ [arvacin] Skt ਅਵੰ'ਚੀਨ. adj new, modern.
ਅਰਵਿੰਦ [arvi‘d] See ਮਥਿੰਬਿੰਦ.

ਅਰਵੀ [arvi] or ਅਰਬੀ n a variety of arum
calocasia; it is like sweet potato which grows

with autumn crops and is cooked like a

vegetable; it has broad-leaves, which are used

as disposable plates.

ਅਰੜਾਉਣਾ [arrauna] See ਅਰਰਾਨਾ. “arrave bIl-lave

nidak.”—asa m 5.

ਅਰੜਾਖੋਲ [arrakhol] n a contrivance to lock the

gate of a cattle-shed. 2 a winding passage

through which one has to pass by bending or

twisting his body.

ਅਰਾਈਂ [arail n ਰਾਂਈਂ a community mostly engaged

in growing and selling green vegetables. Its

members are also called Maliar in Pothohar

and Dhani areas.

ਅਰਾਕ [arak] A J}, n a tree of Arabia, whose

leaves are eaten by camels. 2 See ਇਰਾਕ਼.

ਅਰਾਕੀ [araki] n camel; the eater of leaves of

the arak tree. 2 See ਇਰਾਕ਼ੀ.

ਅਰਾਗ [arag] Skt adj without ਰਾਗ (love), devoid
of love. 2 without colour.

ਅਰਾਜੀ [araji]A ਖ਼ਾਂ… n plural ofਅਰਜ(land),lands,
fields. 2 cultivable field.

ਅਰਾਤੀ [arati] Skt ਅਰਾਤਿ n an enemy, foe.“
sake nahI nIkat arati.”——GPS.

ਅਰਾਦਾ [arada] See ਇਰਾਦਾ. “jég arada karat
buléd.”—GPS.

ਅਰਾਧ [aradh] See ਅਰਾਧਨ, ਆਰਾਧਨ and ਆਰਾਧ੍ਯ.

ਅਰਾਧਨ [aradhan], ਅਰਾਧਨਾ [aradhna] Skt ਆਰਾਧਨ

n service, worship, devotion. “harI harI nam

aradhna.”—maru a m 5.

ਅਰਾਧਿ [arath] having worshipped. “tIs-hI

arath sada sukh hOI.”-ram m 5. 2 See

ਆਰਾਧ੍ਯ.

ਅਰਾਨਾ [arana] v to give a loud cry, involve in.

“fikhal kanh ara I .”—I<rIsan.

ਅਰਾਪਉ [arapau] See ਅਰਾਧਨ.
ਅਰਾਧਨ [arapan] 'Skt ਅਪੰਣ n giving, entrusting,
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offering. “hiu arapau.”—sar ch5tm 5. ‘I offer
my heart’.

ਅਰਾਮ [aram] a garden, See ਆਰਾਮ “bityo jab ek

jam krirte aram bIkhe.”—GPS. ‘Three hours

were spent having a walk in the garden’.

ਅਹਾਰ [arar] adj without bickering or dispute.

2 without a fight. 3 stubborn, obdurate.

ਅਰਾਲਕ [aralak], ਅਰਾਲਿਕ [aralIk] Skt ਆਰਾਲਿਕ adj
walking aslant. 2 n a cook. “ayes din aralIk
tai.”—NP.

ਅਰਾਵਨ [aravan] v to entangle, hook. 2 n an

obstruction, a hitch. 3 a hindrance, an

obstacle. “mahé kutIl bahu paI aravan.”—NP.

ਅਰਾਵਨੀ [aravni] n an obstacle, riddle. 2 an

entanglement, obstruction.

ਅਰਿ [arI] Skt n an enemy, a foe. 2 a weapon.

ਅਰਿਓ [arIo] got entangled. 2 got caught up.

See ਅਰਨਾ. “arIo prem ki khorI.”—sarm 5.
ਅਚਿਅਾਰ [arIar], ਅਰਿਆਰਾ [arIara] adj who
resists, or contests. 2 stubborn, mulish. 3 ਅਰਿ

ofਅਰਿ, an enemy of an enemy; a destroyer of

the enemy. “arIar asI.”—sanama.

ਅਰਿਸਟ [arIsat], ਅਚਿਸ੍ਵ [arISt] Skt an obstruction.

2 a calamity, distress. 3 sorrow, agony. 4 a

crow. 5 a margosa tree. 6 a demon whom Kans

sent in the form ofa bull to kill Krishan but
who himself got killed. He was called

Vrikhabhasur. 7 a soapwart. 8 son of

Vishvamitar born to the daughter of King

Yajati. “tIs te ek putr upjava, nam arIst jéhI

ko gava.”—GPS. 9 Dg a mud house.

ਅਰਿਸ੍ਵਾਸੁਰ [9ਫ਼ਾਂ15ਛੁ850੮]ਅਰਿਸ੍ਵ-ਅਸੁਰ 866 ਅਰਿਸ਼੍ਵ 6.
ਅਰਿਖ਼ੇਉ [arIkheU] See ਅਰਖੇਉ.

ਅਰਿਜਨਨਿ [arIjananI] See ਅਰੁਜਨਨਿ.

ਅਰਿਜਿਤ [arIth] See ਸਂਤ੍ਰਾਜਿਂਤ.
ਅਰਿੰਡ [arid] See ਏਰੰਡ.

ਅਚਿਣ [arm], ਅਰਿਣਤ [armat] Skt ਕਕਟੋੰਧਸ੍ਰਾ adj who

does not have any debt to pay; free of debt.

ਅਰਿਣੀ [arIni] See ਅਚਿਣ. 2 ਅਰਿ-ਅਨੀ an army of
the enemy.—sanama.



 

 

 

ਅਰਿੰਦ

ਅਰਿੰਦ [arid] n an enemy. 2 a short form for

ਅਰਿੰਦਮ (destroyer of enemy). “gamne arid .su
gubfd ne chUdaI din.”—GPS.

ਅਰਿੰਦਮ [aridam] Sktਗਿ adj who destroys
the enemy. “sunat aridam tIt ko gae.”—GPS.

ਅਰਿਦੇਵ [arxdev] See ਦੇਵ ਅਰਿ.

ਅਰਿਯਾਰ [arIyar] See ਅਰਿਆਰ.

ਅਰਿੱਲ [arIll], ਅਰਿੰਲਾ [arIlla] See ਅਤਿੱਲ.

ਅਗੋਂ [ari] See ਅੜੀ. 2 See ਅਰਿ. 3 See ਅਲੀ. “ari

ਗੀ ti ka kari, kari kari ki ritI. nah nah toko

, bhali, bhali nah 56 pritI.”—an0nymous. 4 a

vocative for a woman. “ari bai! gobId namu

mat visre.”~—guj trIlocan.

ਅਰੀਅਲ [arial] See ਅੜੀਅਲ. “atI aria] nah: calhI
agare.”—GPS.

ਅਗੋਠਾ [aritha] Skt ਅਰਿਸ੍ਵ n a soap nut, seed pod.

ਅਰੀਲ [aril] See ਅੜੀਅਲ.
ਅਰੁ [aru] part and, as well as; a conjunction.

“maIa phas bédh nahi phare aru menu sOnI

na luke.”—asa kabir.

ਅਰੂਚਿ [arUCI] Skt lackof inclination; disinclination.

2 lassitude, hatred. 3 a disease in which hunger

disappears. See ਅਜੀਂਰਣ.

ਅਰੂਜ [aruj] adj free from disease (ਰੂਜ); healthy.

ਅਰੁਜਨਨਿ [arujananI] cpd Chandarbhaga river;

related to whom is the moon, who dispels

disease—sanama.

ਅਰੁੱਝਨ [arujjhan] v to get entangled. 2 to ride.
3 to get busy, be involved.

ਅਰੁਣ [awn] Skt n sun’s chariot. 2 sun’s charioteer,

son of Kashyap and Vinita and elder brother

of Garur. He is a cripple in the lower part of

the body, because his mother in her anxiety

to see him had broken the egg while yet raw.

Therefore he is also called ਅਠੂਰੁ.| In the Purans,

he is described as deep red in colour, and that

the pre-dawn redness is his. Arun’s wife is

named Shyeni; Sampati and Jatayu are their

sons. “karam karI arun pigula ri.”—dhana

'ਅਨ (without) ਉਰੁ (thighs), without thighs.
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Urban. 3 vermilion. 4 adjblood-red.

ਅਰੁਣਚੂੜ [aruncur] Skt n one having a red plume;

a rooster. “aruncur ko tan saSI bhayo.”

—sanama. ‘The moon turned a cock.’

ਅਰੁਣ ਬਾਰਿਣੀ [arun barIni] cpd Sarasvati river

with red (ਅਰੁਣ) water (affil—sanama.
ਅਰੁਣਾ [aruna] a tributory of Sarasvati which

joins the latter near Pehoa. 2 a madder. 3 a

potable red weed; calai; deracea. 4 seed of

Abrus precatorius. 5 a red coloured cow.

6 Skt ਗ਼ਤੰਧਜ worship. “ghati pic 13 aruna
karke.”—NP.

ਅਰੁਣੇਸ਼ [amnesl n Arun’s master, the sun.

ਅਰੁਣੋਦਧਿ [arunodath] n Red Sea separating
Egypt and Arabia.

ਅਰ੍ਵਣੇਂਦਯ [arunodayln the sunrise; the time
when the sun appears; the redness before

sunrise; dawn, morning, See ਅਰੁਣ.

ਅਰੁੰਧਤੀ [arodhati] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬਰੀਂ n daughter of saint

Karadam and wife of ascetic Vashishth. 2 a

small star seen near the Great Bear; according

to the Purans, one who cannot see Arundhati

star dies within 40 days. 3 tip of the tongue.

ਅਰੁੱਧ [aruddhl- adj ਅ (not) ਰੁੱਧ (busy),

unobstructed.

ਅਰੁਨ [awn] See ਅਰੁਣ.

ਅਰੁਨ ਬਾਰਿਠਿਝ [arun barInIn] See ਅਰੁਣ ਬਾਰਿਣੀ.

the land of Sarasvati river (Arun Barini).

—sanama.
ਅੁਚੂਜ [aruj] A (”f n' rise; progress; increase.

2 height, elevation. 3 See ਉਰੂਜ 2.
ਅਰੂਝਨ [arujhan] n a complication, tangle. 2 an

obstruction, impediment. 3 v to be busy with

something, be involved. “sah 55g kIm bak

arujhe.”—GPS.

ਅਰੂਢ [arudh] See ਅਰੂੜ and ਆਰੂਢ.
ਅਰੂਪ [arup] adj formless, shapeless. 2 ill-

shaped, ugly.

ਅਰੂਪਾ [arupa] a varnIk metre, also called karira,

characterized by four lines, each line being
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organised as ISS, 5.

Example:

sabe jage, bhramé bhage,

hathé tyage }੭98ਟੋ1886.-ਕਿੰ…8|/.

2 If we double the length of the verses, and

organise the structure as ISS, S, ISS, S then it is

known as suddhga.

Example:

jape joi tare soi.

bhramé khoi anbhe hoi.

ਅਰੂੜ[91'||ਝੁ],ਅਚੂੜਾ [ਗਘ'ਕ਼] adj mounted, ascended.

2 firm, steady. “menu caltau bhan arura.”

—jetm 4. 3 S ਅਰੂੜ a python, dragon.

ਅਚੂੜੀ [aruri] n a heap of garbage, waste and
animal manure.

ਅਰੇ [are] part a vocative for addressing a man

of lower rank than one’s own. “he!” “0”.

ਅਰੇਕ [arek] adj ofਅਰਿ (enemy), of the enemy.

“pataka tuk tak arek.”—c§d1’_ 2. 2 ਅਰਿ-ਏਕmany

an enemy; enemies. “arek s'u mar mar pukar
hi.’’—c5di 2.

ਅਰੇਖ [arekh] adjwithout a line, without direction,

sea animals and products lying haphazardly;

formless. “arekh he.”—japu. 2 ਅਲੇਂਖ which
cannot be written.

ਅਰੈਣੁ [arenu] adj without ਰੇਣੁ (dust), gritless.

2 n god; according to the Purans, gods do not

put their feet on the earth and this raises no

dust. 3 the sky.

ਅਰੇਲ [arel] adj not pushed, without a push;

stationary. See ਰੇਲ.

ਅਹੈਤ [aret], ਅਰੈਲ [arell adj who opposes, who
fights. “dal 56 aret dhae torag nacayke.”

—krIsan. 2 obstinate.

ਅਰੋਹਨ [arohan] See ਆਰੋਹਣ.
ਅਰੋਕ [arok] adj without let; unrestrained,
impetuous.

ਅਰੋਗ [arog] adj free from disease; healthy.
ਅਰੋਂਗਤ [arogat] adj not sick; healthy. “arogat
bhae sarira.”——vad chétm 4.

ਅਰ੍ਹਤ
ਅਰੋਗਤਾ [arogta] n absence of disease, sound
health.

ਅਰੋਗ਼ੀ [arogi] Skt ਕਹੇਧਿਜ੍ adj not sick; hale and
hearty, healthy.

ਅਰੋਰਯ [arogy] See ਅਰੋਗ.‘‘arogyé maharogyé.”
—sahas m 5.

ਅਰੋਂਧਨ [arodhan] Skt ਅਰੁੰਧਨ v to stop, impede;
to encircle. “ros arodhan krurbrIte.”—aka1.

ਅਰੋਪਨ [aropan], ਅਰੋਂਪਨਾ [aropna] See ਅਾਰੋਪਨ.
ਅਰੋਰਾ [arora], ਅਰੋਂੜਾ [arora] a trading community
risen from Khatris, so named because of

having migrated from village Aror in Rohri

sub-division of Sakkhar district of Sindh.l

2 Dg a fighter, brave warrior.

ਅਰੰਗ [arég] adj colourless. 2 ofbad or poor colour.
ਅਰੰਜ [aréj] adjfree from sorrow, griefor anger;

happy, glad. “aréjul aradhe.”-—aka1. ‘who

renders free from grief those who worship

(God)’. 2 colourless, See ਰੰਜ.

ਅਰੰਜਿਤ [aréth] See ਸਤ੍ਰਾਜਿਤ. 2 not coloured or

dyed. See ਰੰਜਨ.

ਆੰਜੁਲ [aréjul] See ਅਰੰਜ |.
ਅਰੰਡ [aréd] See ਇਰੰਡ. 2 adjwho is not a widow;
happily married, her husband being alive.

ਅਰੰਤ [ਰਿਗੌ] See ਅਰੂੰਤ. 2 ਅਤੰਤ, who sticks and
stays, opposes, or encounters. See ਅੜਨਾ.
ਅਰੰਨ [ਰਿਰੋਧ], ਅਰੰਨ੍ਯ [arény] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾ n a forest.
ਅਰੰਨ੍ਯਕ [arényak] See ਅਾਰਨ੍ਯਕ.
ਅਰੰਭ [arébh] See ਆਰੰਭ.

ਅਰ੍ਵ [arh]2 ਗ਼ਵ੍ਰੱਘ' to worship, respect, be capable.

2 Skt ਗ਼ਤੰ worthy ofworship adj3 capable, fit.
4 n the Creator. 5 Indar. 6 price, cost.

7 worship. 8 gold. 9 speed.

ਅਰ੍ਹਣਾ [arhna] Skt ਗ਼ਤੰਧਜ n worship, adoration.
2 capability, intelligence, sagacity.

ਅਰ੍ਵਤ [arhat]; ਅਰੂੰ’ਤ [arhét] Skt ਗ਼'ਛੁੱਲ਼ਾ-ਯੱ adj worthy

ofworship. 2 n Jin, god ofthe Jains. 3 Buddhist
'The remains of this village are now five miles southeast

ofRohari in Sakkhar district.

2See ਅਹੰ.

 



ਅਰ੍ਯ'ਰਾ

sage who has attained nirvan or liberation
through knowledge.

ਅਰ੍ਯ'ਰਾ [aryara] 888 ਅਰਿਅਾਰਾ.
ਅਲ [੪1] Skt ਗ਼ਚ੍ਘ‘ to spruce; to adorn; to push
aside; to forbid; to warn; to be powerful; to
worship. 2 ਕ੍ਯਾਜ੍ part complete, entire. “hoa
ohi al jagat me.”—var maru 2 m 5. 3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n
poison. See ਅਲੁਮਲੁ. 4 a scorpion’s sting.
5 orpiment. 6 a lock of hair. 7 See ਅਲਿ. 8 S an
obstacle; a hindrance, disruption.

ਅਲਉਤੀ [alauti] Skt ਤਿਰਿਧ੍ਯ n a tree, Bassia
latifolia or Madhuca indica, mahua, bearing

sweet yellow flowers used for making country

liquor also named mahua.‘ “alauti ka jese
bhaIa breda jInI pia tInI janIa.”—gaukabir.

‘Only he who has taken mahua drink, knows

' the exhilaration it brings.’ See ਬਰੇਡਾ.

ਅਲਸ [alas] Skt adj slothful, lazy, lacking in

zeal.

ਅਲਸਹਰ [alas-har] n a remover of sloth; amrit,

nectar.—sanama.

ਅਲਸਾਉਣਾ [alsauna], ਅਲਸਾਨਾ [alsana] v to feel

sloth; to get lethargic. 2 to be dull or drowsy.

“nam japat gobid nahI alsaie.”—asa ch5tm 5.

ਅਲਸੀ [alsi] Skt ਅਤਸੀ n linseed; flex seed, its

plant and fruit. In the Purans, Vishnu’s

complexion is described like that of a linseed
flower.2 Linseed oil is used in paints and its

powder is employed in bandaging boils.

Many people eat balls of linseed flour mixed

with butter and sugar. This is believed to

relieve lumbar pain. Its Latin name is Linum

usitatissimum.

ਅਲਸੋਟ [alset] n a complexity, complication.
2 an accusation, stigma. ,

ਅਲਸ੍ਵ [319st] A Q). This word appears in one of

the lines ofQuran where it means ‘God asked

Adam’s progeny, “Am I not your God?” They

'Traditional scholars by alauti mean sugar.
 

2rosy with tinge of blue.
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replied “Yes, why not”. In Bhai Nand Lal’s

works this word means ‘We are engrossed in

our resolve to believe in God as our nurturer

and sustainer’. .

ਫ਼ੀਞ/ਪਂ/‘ਕਿੰਡੈ’ਓਨੂ/ਡੀ
[.“ਮਿੰਖ਼ੂ/“ਰ੍‘ਤੌਂਸਿਂਡਾਪ੍ਰੀ -—digo.

ਅਲਹ [alah] adj invisible. “alah lahau tau kIa

kahau.”—gau kabir ba van. 2 A ਭੰ)! n God. “alah

ram jivau tere nai.”—prabha kabir.

ਅੁਲਹੁਦਾ [alahada1A …ਤੂੰ adj Separate, different,

apart. '

ਅਲਹਮਦ [alahmad] A j, n the name of the -
opening clause of Quran which commences

with this word, literally meaning praise. This

‘ clause is recited for the soul ofthe dead, and

also during namaz (Muslim prayer).

ਅਲਹਿ [alahI], ਅਲਹੁ [319110] See ਅਲਹ. “alahu ek
masitI basat he.”—prabha kabir.

ਅਲਕ [alak] n a strand ofhair falling on or along

the cheek; a lock. 2 on the Himalayas, a beautiful

city according to Megh Dut. See ਅਲਕਾ 2.

ਅਲਕਚੁਕਾਉਣੀ [alak cukauni] v to spoil or remove

decoration, pull hair; its transformation is ਅਲਖ

ਚੁਕਾਉਣੀ. 888 ਅਲਕ.

ਅਲਕਨੰਦਾ [alak nada] a stream in Garhwal which

joins with the Ganga forty miles upward

Lachhman Jhula near Devprayag. Vaishnavites

.believe that Ganga fell from paradise on

Shiv’s head at this spot. 2 a virgin girl.

ਅਲਕ ਭੁਜੰਗ਼ੀ [alak bhujégi] adj whose locks of
hair are like snakes. 2 n Shiv, who instead of

strands of hair has snakes hanging from his

head. `

ਅਲਕਾ [alka] Skt n a ten year old girl. 2 Kuber’s

city said to be in the Himalayas. 3 fat. 4 a

ganIk metre also called kusum VICItra. It has

four lines, each line having this arrangement:
Ill, ISS, Ill, lSS.

Example:

catpal; sené khatpat bhaje,
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jhatpat jujhyo lakh ran raje,

satpat bhaje atpat suré,

jhatpat bIsri ghatpat hur5.—ramav.

ਅਲਕਾਉਣਾ [alkauna] to be or feel lazy, lethargic

or sluggish. “nam let alkaIa.”—asa m 5. “apne

kaj kau kIU alkaie?”——sorm 5.

ਅਲਕਾਧਿਧ [alkathp], ਅਲਕਾਧਿਪਤਿ [alkathpatI],

ਅਲਕਾਪਤਿ [alkapatI] 'n master of the city of
Alkapuri, Kuber, and treasurer of gods. See

ਕੁਬੇਰ. ‘
. [alkab] A __,ਕਿੰ! n plural of ਲਕੁਬ, titles;

distinctive appellations.

ਅਲਕਾਮ [alkam] See ਅਲ and ਕਾਮ. adj complete

work; whose all desires have been fulfilled.

ਅਲਕਿਸ [alkIs], ਅਲਕਿੰਦ੍ [alkidr], ਅਲਕੇਸ [alkes]
n ਅਲਕਾ-ੲੀਸ਼, ਅਲਕਾ-ਇੰ'ਦ੍ਰ. master of Alkapuri,

Kuber. “alkIs ks jagdis.”—carItr 224.
ਅਲਖ [alakh] Skt ਅਾਲਰ੍ਯ. adj invisible,

imperceptible. “agam agocar alakh apara.”

—bIIa m 1. 2 without sign or symbol,

indefinable. 3 yogis’ term for mutual politeness.

ਅਲਖ ਚੁਕਾਉਣੀ [alakh cukauni] See ਅਲਕ ਚੁਕਾਉਣੀ.

ਅਲਖ ਜ੍ਯਾਉਣਾ [alakh jagauna] v to give a loud

call to draw attention of people for alms. 2 to

beg by giving a loud call, ‘alakh’!

ਅਲਖੁ [alakhu] See ਅਲਖ.

ਅਲਗ [81ਭੰ੩8], ਅਲਗਉੰ [algau] adj ਅ-ਲਗੂ which is
not attached or engaged; uncommon, strange,

rare. “algau jOI madhukarau.”—var maru 1

m 1. See ਮਧੂਕੜਉ.
ਅਲਗਯਾਸ [algayas] A 4,?“ n a loud call or cry

for justice.

ਅਲਗਰਜ [algaraj] A Q?! adjcareless, negligent;
without desire. 2 lazy, sluggish. 3 selfish.

ਅਲਗੋ [algo] See ਅਲਗਉ.
ਅਲਗ਼ੈਜ਼ਾ [algoza] P “3:.” n a kind of musical

instrument made of wood. It gives out a

musical sound when wind is blown into it. It

is popular in the Western Punjab. It is a pipe

blown at the top keeping it vertical, not

ਅਲਪ ਪ੍ਰਾਣ

horizontal like the flute.

ਅਲੱਛ [alachh] See ਅਲਖ. 2 without blemish. “rijh
rijh acchra alacch sur k0 bré.”-—1<alki. 3 ਅਲਰ੍ਯ

indescribable, invisible. See ਲਰ੍ਯ.

ਅਨ੍ਯ [alaj] adj shameless; brazen faced. “alaj

asubh subh karam kamavan.”—NP.

ਅਲਤਾ [81੮81ਰ੍5/ਵ੍2ਅਲਕ੍ਰ n a red dye prepared from

lac used on marital occasions and during the

Holi festival. “alta gan 5bir gulal.”—GPS.
ਪ੍ਯਾ [altaf]A Jug; plural ofਲੁਤ੍ਫ਼, kindnesses.

“be adab xalist az altafe rab .”—jfdgi.

ਅਲੱਧ [aladdh] adj ਅ-ਲਬਧ. rare, , scarce,

uncommon. 2 not found.

ਅਲਪ [alap] Skt ਅਲ੍ਪ’ adj a little, petty. “alap
sukh aVIt c5cal.”—sahas m 5. 2 ਆੰਲਪ੍ਤ

unsmeared, unaffected. “alap maIa jal kamal
rahtah.”—sahas m 5. “rahIt bIkar alap maIa

te.”-—sar m 5. 3 a literary figure meant to

suggest rather than describe.

Example of alap :

“name satIguru de pragtan di

$Ikkh5 jad sudh pai,

bhayo rumfic tuttifi tanié,

nené chathar lai.”

The bodies of the Sikhs are inferior to their

minds which cannot subsume them. “kékan

kari he chap sou he dhal dhalat.”—hanu. Sita’s

arm is more delicately described than the ring.

ਅਲ਼ਾ-ਸ਼ੀਅਉ [alpahiau], ਅਲਪਹੀਅਾ [alpahia] adj
unconnected, unengrossed. “lep nahi

alpahiau.”—j€t m 5. 2 feeble heart. 3 feeble

hearted.
ਅਲਪਗ [alpag], ਅਲਪਰ੍ਯ [alpagy] Skt ਕਜ਼ਾਕ adj

having little knowledge, ignorant.

ਅਲਪਟੀ [alpati] n a pouch in a soldier’s belt
containing gun powder or cartridges.

ਰ੍ ਅਲਪਪ੍ਰਾਣ [alap pran] Skt n unaspirated sounds,

the pronunciation ofwhich needs little force;
soft sounds k, g, ਸ਼ੂਧ, j, J1, t, d, n, t, d, n, p, b,

m, y, r, 1, and v; against them are mahapran
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sounds (aspirated sounds) kh, gh, ch, jh, th,
dh, th, dh, ph, bh, and r. 2 adj feeble.
ਅਲਪ ਬੁੱਧਿ [alap budth], ਅਲਪ ਮਤਿ [alap matI]
adjof little intelligence; unintelligent, foolish.
ਅਲਪਲਾਲ [91 palal] n a false show, an ostenation.
2 an insubstantial action. See ਅਲ and ਪਲਾਲ.
“gali al palali5.a”—gau var 2 m 5.
ਅਲਪਾ [alpa] See ਮਾਂਗਾ.
ਅਲਪਾਇ [alpaI] adj unengrossed, unconnected.
See ਅਲਿਪਾਇ.

ਅਲਪਾਹਾਰੀਂ [alpahari] Skt 3ਜ਼ਾਜ੍ਯਛੁ1ਗਿ੍ adj who eats
less, detached, alone.

ਅਲਪਾਤਾ [alpata] Skt ਆੰਲਖੂ adj detached, alone.
See ਅਲਿਪਾਤਾ.

,  ਅਲਪਾਰੀ [alpari] See ਅਲਿਪਾਰੀ.
ਅਲਫ਼ [alaph] A __ਗ਼]! n the first letter of Persian

’ and Arabic alphabet. 2 indictor of figure one 

in arithmetic. See ਅਬਜਦ. 3 abbreviated name 

of Allah (God). 4 indicating Monday in 

astrology and astronomy. 5 a horse standing 

straight on hind legs.

ਅਲਫ਼ ਖ਼ਾਨ [alaf xan] Alifkhan, an army 

commander ofAurangzeb, who fought against 

Guru Gobind Singh at Nadaun in Sammat 

1747. This battle is mentioned in Chapter IX 

of Vichitar Natak. 2 another Mughal army 

chief. See ਸੈਦ ਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਅਲਫਾ [alpha] See ਅਲਫੀ.
ਅਲਫਾਜ਼ [alphaj] A w], n plural of ਲਫ਼ਜ.

ਅਲਫੀ [alphi] A ਨੁੰ], adj upright like the letter
alaf. 2 n a long gown without arms worn by 

holy men; a khafani. It symbolises the oneness 

of God. ‘
ਅਲਬੱਤਾ [albatta] A ਭੰ}, part ofcourse, no doubt,
without doubt. 2 yes. 3 but.

ਅਲਬਾਲ [albal] See ਆਲਬਾਲ.

ਅਲਬਾਲਿਤ [albalIt] Sktmwfizs'adjsurrounded;
encircled. “bal rahé albaIIt jal.”—NP. See

ਆਲਬਾਲ. .

ਅਲਬੇਲਾ [albela] adj carefree, having no worry.
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2 foppish, crooked.

ਅਲਭ [alabh], ਅਲਭੁ [alabhu], ਅਲਤ੍ਯ [alabhy] adj
not obtainable, rare. “Isu jag mahI nam
alabhu he.”—var sorm 3.

ਅਲਸ [alam] adj suffering, afflicted. 2 A
standard. 3 adj standing upright. 4 raised.
“samser 319m kine dhae sabhi SIpaha.”—saloh
5 See ਅਲੰ.
ਅਲਮਸਤ [almas't] P ਅਂ! adj inebriated, drunk.
2 carefree, lost in love. “harIrasu pive almasat
matvara.”—asa m 5. 3 a devotee of Guru
Nanak Dev and Baba Shri Chand, known also
as Kamalia and Godria. Almast was born in
the house of a Gaurh Brahman in Sammat

1610. Balu Hasana was his younger brother.

After becoming a follower of Baba Gurditta,

he became the head of a sub-sect of Udasis.
Guru Hargobind went to Nanakmatta to the

aid of Almast.

pun almasat sadhu ko dhir,

dekarI bhale guru bar bir.—GPS.
This pious person died at Nanakmata in
Sammat 1700. See ਉਦਾਸੀ.

ਅੁਲਮ ਬਰਕਸ਼ੀਦਨ [alam barkasidan] P ਪਾਂਲ਼ੀਟੁੰਨੂ (‘2 v

to raise a spear high. 2 to raise a flag.

ਅਲਮਲ [almal] poison and dirt. See ਅਲ and ਮਲ.

“almal khai sIrI chai pai.”—var asa. ‘Ghoris ,

disgraced themselves by indulging in drink

and dirt.’

ਅਲਮਾਸ [almas] P U’U‘ n a diamond, a hard
substance.

ਅਲਮਾਰੀ [almari] Pg almerio or almirah n a
chest of drawers.

ਅਲਮੋਂਰਾ [almora], ਅਲਮੋੜਾ [almora] a city and

capital of Kumaon region of the United

Provinces. It was the capital of the kings of

Chand dynasty in the sixteenth century. The

British occupied it in 1815 AD. There is a

story in the third chapter of the second half

of Janamsakhi and Guru Nanak Prakash that

ਅਲਮੋਰਾ
I
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a king had captured Bhai Bala for offering

him as a sacrifice to goddess Chandi. He was

the ruler of this place. Guru Nanak Dev.

preached the name of God to the king and

the people of Almora and made them his

disciples. There used to be a gurdwara here

and the people were devoted to Guru Nanak

Dev. Due to the negligence of Sikh preachers,

the gurdwara as well as the Sikh faith have

vanished away from this region.

ਅਲਰਕ [alarak] Skt ਅਲਕੰ son of Madalsa and
king Kuvalyashv‘ (Ritdhvaj). He was a great

spiritual scholar also known as Bhumishth.

See ਕੁਵਲਯਾਸ੍ਵ and ਮੰਦਾਲਸਾ. 2 a mad dog, rabid
dog. 3 rabies, hydrophobia. 4 a white-coloured

coral tree. See ਮੰਦਾਰ.

ਅਲਲ [31੪1] Skt ਅ-ਲਲ adj not playful or brisk; '

firm, resolute. “cau al-lIa.”—BG. 2 See ਅਨਲ-

ਅਲਲਾਚੀਨ [al-lacin] Skt n a sea adjoining China.

2 per Janamsakhi, a mountain on the Chinese

sea coast. 3 Bhai Santokh Singh has described

the anal bird as al-lachin. “al-lacin bIhag jIh

thané.”—NP. See ਅਨਲ 4.
ਅਲਵਾਨ [alvan] A db" n a woollen sheet, a

mantle of Pashmina wool. ਅਲਵਾਨ is a plural

ਘੰਲੌਂਨ (colour). Alvan used to be multi-
coloured, hence this name. In the Western

Punjab it is called ਹਲਵਾਨ which is red-

coloured.

ਅਲੜ [alar] See ਅਲ੍ਹੜ.

ਅਲ਼ਾ [ala] A M 11 God “soi lagssaw szu ਡਿਪੋ dehI

ala.”—asa m 5.

ਅਲ਼ਾਉ [alau] Skt ਆਲਾਪ n a statement, speech,

conversation. “manmukh phika alau.”—sorm

3. See ਆਲਾਪ.

ਅਲਾਉਣਾ [alanna] See ਅਾਲਾਪਨਾ. “kahe pharid
saheliho! sahu alaesi.”—suhi. meaning that

‘With God’s call shall reach the message.’

ਅਲਾਉੱਦੀਨ [alauddin] A QAISU: adjwho uplifts
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'He was king of Pritshthanpur (Jhusi).

ਅਲਸ੍ਯ

religion. 2 king ofthe Khilji dynasty who ruled

at Delhi from Sammat 1353 to 1373. He got

the dome-iike gate near Qutab Minar built in

Delhi in 1310AD.
Kings bearing this name of Sayyad and

Bahmani dynasties have also been there in

Gaur and Bengal.

ਅਲਾਇਆ [alaIa] adj said, spoken. 2 sung.
ਅਲ਼ਾਸ [alas] n See ਉੱਚ੍ਨਾਸ. 2 Skt a disease of the

tongue.
ਅਲਾਸੀ [alasi] adj ਆ-ਲਾਸੀ. a female performer '
especially of laSy dance. “juala jayéti alasi
anédi."’—c5di 2.. See ਲਾਸ੍ਯ.

ਅਲਾਹ [alah] adj without gain or profit;

profitless. 2 n Allah, God. “alah paképak

he.”—t115g kabir. “bhagatI nIrali alah di.”

——asa a m 3.

ਅਲਾਹਣ [alahan], ਅਲਾਹਣਾ [alahna] v to say, speak,

utter. 2 to sing; to dilate upon the tunes. 3 to

praise, sing praise. . . _

ਅਲਾਹਣੀ [alahni] n a song of praise especially

for the dead. See Guru Nanak Dev’s instructive

hymn under the title ofAlahini commencing. '

“ਧੀਗਿਘ 5ਗ਼ੁ1'ਰੈ618 saca patSIsahu.”

ਅਲਾਹਾਬਾਦ [alahabad] See ਪ੍ਰਯਾਗ.

ਅਲਾਹਿ [818ਸ਼ਿ] See ਅਲਾਹ.
ਅੁਲਾਕ਼ਾ [alaka] A j”; relation, connection. 2 See

ਇਲਾਕਾ.
ਅਲਾਤ [alat] Sktnman a spark, flame, firebrand.

2 an ember, a burning coal.

ਅਲਾਤ ਚਕ੍ਰ [alat cakr] n red circle created in the

air by whirling a firebrand. “cakr alat ki bat

baghuran.”—c§di 1. 2 According to music, a

dance in which the dancer whirls with the

right arm extended.

ਅੁਲਯੀਯਹ [alaniyah]A ਭੰ“; advopenly, publically.

ਅਲਾਪ [alap] See ਆਲਾਪ.

ਅਲਾਪੀ [alapi] Skt ਗ਼ਗਾਂਧੇਜ਼੍ adj a singer of the
prelude.

ਅਲਾਮ [31am] A (1k adjknowing all, omnicient.
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2 a highly knowledgeable scholar; a savant.

“kI akal alame.”—japu. “kI alamasc.-—gyan.

ਅੁਲਾਮਤ [alamat] A ਭੰਨੀ]; n a characteristic.

2 mark, spot.

ਅਲਾਮੀ [alami] A dd; adj very clever, expert in
war tactics. “rakhas bade alami bhajj na

jande.”—c5d1' 3. 2 See nfgm._ ਰ੍ ‘

ਅੁਲਾਲਤ [alalat] A _..ਲ਼ਾਅੁ‘ illness, sickness,

indisposition.

ਅਲਾਵਣ [alavan], ਅਲਾਞਨ [alavan] Skt ਆਲਾਪਨ. v

to deliver a discourse. “mukh alavan

thothra.”—maru var 2 m 5. “nahI tum kije

kachu alavan.”—GPS.

ਅੁਲਾਵਾ [alava] A „“‘ adv besides, in addition

to, without that.

ਅਲਿ [alI] Skt n a large black bee, bumblebee.
“jese aII. kamla bIn rahI na sake.”——asa m 4.

2 Indian cuckoo. 3 wine. 4 See ਅਲੀਂ.

ਅਲਿਕ [911k] Skt ਆਲਿਕ n a forehead, brow.
2 See ਅਲਕਾ.

ਅਲਿਕਿਸ [aIIkIs] Mount Kuber. See ਅਲਕੇਸ਼.
ਅਲਿਖ [alIkh] See ਅਲੇਖ.

ਲ਼ਾ ਅਲਿੰਗਨ [aligan] See ਆਲਿੰਗਨ. “cahIt 811gan $ri
kartara.”—NP.

ਅਲਿਨਿ [alInI], ਅਲਿਨੀ [aIIni] Skt ਅਲਿਨਿ n a

female black bee. “kamal badan te nIkasi
na alInI gIra.”‘—NP.

”ਗਿ [311p], ਅਲਿਪਤ [aleat] Skt ਅਂਲਿਪ੍ਰ adj
unsmeared, undaubed. “jo 811p rahe man

mahi.”—sar m 5. “aleat bédhan rahIt

karta.”—-bIha chétm 5.

ਅਲਿਪਤ ਗੁਫਾ [aleat gupha] n pure conscience.

2 a clear head. 3 a scholar’s family-life. “allpat

gupha mahI rah-hI nIrare.”—ram a m 1.

ਅਲਿਪਤਾ [aleta] unsmeared, pure. See ਅਲਿਪਤ.
ਘੀਪਨ੍ਯ [alI panac] n whose bowstring consists

of black bees, Kamdev; god of love.

oh panac kach tanu kacha.”—raghu

ਅਲਿਠੋਂਯਾ [alena] adj unengrossed, unsullied,

unattached, pure. “nanak thakur sada
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“janu _-
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alena.”—bavan.

ਆੰਲਪਾਇ [aleaI], ਅਲਿਪਾਤ [aleat], ਅਲਿਪਚਾ

[aIIpata], ਅਲਿਪਾਰੀਂ [aleari] adj unattached,

unsullied, pure. “brahamgIani aleaI.”
-—maru m 5. “jIU jal kamla aleari.”—sar m

5. “ghatI ghatI puran he aleata.”—sar chét

m 5. “aleat ardhi.”—paras. one who worships '
Brahma.

ਅਲਿਫ਼ [alIf] See ਅਲਫ਼.

ਅਲਿਫ਼ ਖ਼ਾਨ [alIf xan] See ਅਲਫ ਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਅਲਿਲ [91:੮1] See ਅਨਲ 4.

ਅਲੀ [811] Skt ਆਲੀ. n a female friend. “kaVI
syam kahe 55g radhe ali.”——1<rIsan 2 a row,

line, class. 3 Skt ਅਲਿਨੀ a black bee. “ali al
gfijat ali al gojat he.”—asa chétm 5. 4 a bumble

bee. 5A ਲ਼ੀ husband of prophet Muhammad’s

daughter Fatima. See ਖ਼ਲੀਫ਼ਾ.

ਅਲੀਆ [alia] Sktnfifiaadjwho lies. 2 n untruth.
“jagat rahe na alia bhakhe.”—ram bani. ‘should
be on guard, and not tell a lie’.

ਅਲੀ ਸ਼ੇਰ [ali ਭੂਰਿ] a village in Patiala state tehsil

Bamala, thana Mansa. It is three miles away

from Bhander. Guru Teg Bahadur visited this

place. A gurdwara is there to which the state

donates Rs. 25 per year. The railway station

is 11 miles away from Mansa.

ਅਲੀਕ [alik] adjwithout a line; undistinguished.
“alik he.”—japu. 2 Skt a lie, falsehood. 3 A
‘33; very intelligent.

ਅਲੀਣ [31in], ਅਲੀਂਣਾ [alina], ਅਲੀਂਨ [alin] adj

unengrossed, separate, extraordinary,

peculiar. 2 engrossed, absorbed, rapt. “puja
car pakhéd alina.”—BG

ਅਲੀਂਬਖਸ਼ [ali bakhasl an officer in Shahjahan’s

army who was killed by Bhai Nanu during

the battle of Hargobindpur.

ਅੁਲੀਂਮ [alim] A (3' adj knowledgeable, wise,
scholarly.

ਅਲੀਂ ਮੁਹੰਮਦ [811 ਸ਼ਾਘੀਰੈਗ਼ਰਯੱ] an army commander

of Saharanpur. Leaving the city undefended,
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he escaped in Sammat 1767 on hearing that

Dal Khalsa was coming to attack him.

ਅੁਲੀਲ [alil] A JJ‘ adj sick, indisposed. See
ਅਲਾਲਤ.

ਅਲੀਂਵਣ [alivan], ਅਲੀਞਣਾ [alivna] v to be rapt,

absorbed, or engrossed. “sath alivna.”—BG.

ਅਲੀਵਾਲ [alival] a village on the bank of Satluj
in tehsil Jagraon of district Ludhiana where

a battle took place between the Sikhs and the

British on 28 January 1846.

ਅਲੀਂੜ [alir] See ਆਲੀਢ.

ਅਲੁਮਲੁ [alumalu] See ਅਲ 3.

ਅਲੂਰਾ [aluha] adj unburnt, unscorched. 2 new.

3 young. “ali anup subes aluhan.”——saloh.

ਅਲੂਰਾ [aluca] See ਆਲੂਚਾ. 2 adj not villainous;

good, gentle.

ਅਲੂਣਾ [aluna], ਅਲੂਣੀਂ [aluni] adj without salt.

2 uninteresting, insipid, dull. “sxl jog aluni
catie.”—var ram 121 3. 3 inglorious, inelegant.

“phIt aluni deh.”—var bIha m 5.

ਅਲੂਣੀ ਸਿਲਾ [aluni 511a] See ਸਿਲਾ ਅਂਲੂਣੀ.
ਅਲੂਦਾ [aluda] See ਆਲੂਦਾ,

ਅਲੂਫਾ [alupha] A _;ਕ਼ੀ n pay, salary. 2 stipend.

ਅਲੂਰ [alur], ਅਲੂਰਾ [alura] a town in Nellore

district of Madras. “nam alura téko sohe.”

—carItr 339.

ਅਲੂਲ ਜਲੂਲ [alul jalul] S unmethodical, rude or

foolish talk.

ਅਲੂਲਾ [alula] Pkt n a ripple, wave. 2 a bubble.
3 sudden bursting into fire, combustion. 4 adj

unflickering, not frivolous, calm. “raj ke

dharam alule.”——aka1. 5 not crippled, able-

bodied.
ਅਲੇ [ale] part“are!” a vocative. 2 sufindicating
a vocative verb as in “tajiale sésaré” and

“pekhiale dharam rao.”—sr1’ trIIocan.

ਅਲੇਸ [ales] adj without viscosity, not sticky.
2 unattached, unengrossed, without company.

3 See ਲੇਸ਼.
ਅਲੇਖ [alekh] adj which cannot be written.
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“alekh he.”—japu. 2 ਸ਼੍ਯ, ਅਲਖ. invisible.
3 Yogis shout alakh when asking for alms. It

was with this call that Ravan approached Sita.

“bhekh alekh ucar ke ravan.”—ramav. ‘Ravan

in disguise saying alakh approached Sita’.

4 unaccountable “ta'ite janam alekhe.”—asa
kabir. 5 who has no fate recorded on his

forehead; free from bonds of Karma. “alekh

hari.”-aka1. “God without any bonds.”

ਅਲੇਂਖੀ [alekhi] See ਅਲੇਖ.

ਅਲੋਪ [alep] adj unattached, unengrossed,
unsullied.

ਅਲੈਲ [alel] n a line. 2 a current, a stream. “chuti

ht": sis pa sran alelé.”——kalki. 3 adj adolescent,

inexperienced.

ਅਲੌਅ [3103] Look, see ! See ਅਲੋਂਅਨ and ਅਲੋਇਨ.

2 full ofwonder. “magar pache kachu na sujhe
ehu padam aloa.”—dhana m 1. ‘It is a rare

posture.’

ਅਲੋਂਅਨ [aloan] Skt ਅਵਲੋਕਨ. n the act of seeing,
looking.

ਮਲਿੱਇ [alox] See ਅਲੋਇਨ. 2 Skt ਅਲੌਕਿਕ'ਬਯੰ/
strange. 3 adv having seen, after seeing.

ਅਲੇਂਇਅੜਾ [aIOIara] adj seen. “nan aIOIara harI

janiara.”—ram ਗੀਤੋਂ!“ m 5.

”ਗਿ [aloxa] saw. See ਅਲੋਇਨ.
ਅਲੋਇਨ [910m] n seeing, beholding. “anad rup
sabh nan 3101a.”—asa m 1. “dusar nahi

aloie.”-—dev m 5.

ਅਲ਼ੋਂੲੀਐ [albie] Let us see. See ਅਲੋਇਨ.
ਅਲੌਹ [aloh] adj without iron i.e. without a
weapon. “gayo kan ਸ਼ਿਙ su yéte alohé.”—VN.

‘Who is that valiant who has not suffered the

weapon of death?’

ਅਲੋਕ [alok] Skt ਆਲੋਕ. n light, a miracle. 2 a
glimpse, look. “sOdar badan alok.”—sar

surdas. 3 Skt ਕਗੇਥਜ਼ adj not within sight;
invisible. “alok he.”-—japu. 4 n desolate,

lonely. 5 the other world. “lok alok gavaI

durananI.”—ramav. ‘O, evil faced Kekai, you
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have lost both the worlds’. 6 Skt ਅਲੋਕਜ਼.
unworldly, strange.

ਅਲੋਂਕਨ [alokan] Skt ਆਲੋਕਨ v to see; to peep.
“it ut dah dIs alokan.”—ram ruti m 5.

ਅਲੌਗ [310g], ਅਲੋਂਗਨੀ [alogni], ਅਲੋਗੀ [alogi] adj
not of this world; strange, uncanny.

2 untouched, unattached, Linengrossed. “surag

‘ paVItra mIrat paVItra, paIal paVItr

alogni.”—ram m 5. “nanak log alogi ri

sakhi.”—asavri m 5.

ਅਲੋਨਾ [alona] adj See ਅਲੂਣਾ.

ਅਲੋਪ [alop] Skt ਲੋਪ adj invisible, hidden. “hoi
alop bhavani devé raj de.”—c5di 3. 2 ਅ not

(ਲੇਪ) secret; evident, manifest.

ਅਲੋਲ [81੦1] adjnot8'8(frivolous or frolicsome);
serious, settled.

ਅਲੋਵਣਾ [alovna], ਅਲੌਵਨ [alovan] v to see, behold,

observe, watch. “nan alovau sadhjano.”—gau
a m 5. “ਕੋਂਗ-ਗ਼ baharI Iku nan alovna.”—var

guj 4 m 5.

ਅਲੌਕਿਕ [alaka] adj not of this world; other
worldly, unworldly. 2 strange, wonderful.

ਅਲੰ [੪15] Skt ਧ੍ਯਬ੍ part all, entire. 2 only.
. 3 able, capable. 4 n an'ornament.

ਅਲੰਕ [ਰ1ਟੋ1<] short form for ਅਲੰਕਾਰ. 2 ਆਲੰਕ upto

Lanka (Ceylon). 3 the celestial sphere,

firmament, sky. “sslhI dabat £1 parat 315k
par.”—GPS.

ਅਲੰਕਾਰ [alékar] Skt ਗ਼ਰਫ਼ਾਬੂਜ੍ਯ 11 an ornament.

“alékar mIlI theli hoi he.”—dhana m 5.

2 literary figure of speech which adds to the

_ beauty ofa poetic expression without obvious

ornamentation.l This is oftwo kinds:

sabadalékar or ornamentation ofwords as

in a rhyme and alliteration, and arthalékar or

ornamentation of meaning such as a simile,

metaphor, al legory. Where thesetwo types are,

merged together, it becomes ubhyalékar or a

double-edged ornament. In this book they

'ਜ੍ਯਛਭਰ੍-ਧੇਰੀਕਿ ਗਰਛਕ੍ਯਾ.
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have been shown in the alphabetical order.

ਅਲੰਕੀਂ [ਬ1ਟੋ1<1], ਅਲੱਕੇ [81ਰੌ1<6] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਫ਼੍ਗੂਰ adj
adorned, ornate. “alékar aléke.”—japu. ‘An
ornament was adorned’.

ਅਲੰਕ੍ਰਿਤ [alékrIt] See ਅਲੰਕੀ. “alékrIté sudehyé.”
—VN.

ਅਲੰਖ [੪1ਰੈ1<11] adjwhat cannot be written. 2 what
cannot be seen; invisible, imperceptible. “sace

sabadI alékh.”—sava m 3.

ਅਲੱਗ [81ਟੋ8] adjunattached, unengrossed. 2 Pk!
n direction, side. 3 adjwithout lameness. See
ਲੰਗ.

ਲ੍ਲਿੰਘ [81ਰੈ811],ਅਲੰਘਜ਼ [al'éghy] adj impassable;
difficult to cross.

ਅਲੰਬ [੪1ਟੋ1੭]^5’/61ਆਲੰਬ 11 a support, stay, shelter.
2 a refuge.

ਅਲੰਬਨ [81ਗੌ੭911], ਅਲਲ਼ਾ'ਬਨੁ. [91ਰੌ1੭9110] Skt ਆਲੰਬਨ 11

stay, support. “hasat alébanu dehu prabhu.”

—gaum 5. 2 See ਆਲੰਬਨ.
ਅਲੰਬੁਸਾ [alébusa] See ਸਾਰਸੁਤ.

ਅਲ੍ਹੜ [ਰਜਿਰਟ੍ਰਾ] adj unthinking, thoughtless.

2 ignorant. 3 inexperienced. ‘ਧੁਅਲੜ.

ਅੱਲ [all] Skt ਅਲਾਬੁ or ਅਰਲੁ 11 a longish variety

of pumpkin; a’gourd. 2 A J? sub-caste. See

ਆਲ. name of a dynasty.

ਅੱਲਾ [alla] adj not fully ripe. 2 n God. See ਅਲਾ.
ਅੱਲ਼ਾਸ਼ਾਹ [allasah], ਅੱਲਾਯਾਰ [allayar] a Pathan '

trader of horses in Delhi and Lahore. Bhai

Paro Parmahans ofDalla village met him one

day on the bank of Beas and impelled him to

see Guru Amar Das. Not only did he turn a

Sikh but also became extremely pious. The

third Guru assigned him the duty ofpreaching

Sikhism.

ਅਞ [av] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ vr to protect (the word ਗਿੰ
evolved from this root); to please; to go about;

to be loved; to satisfy; to understand; to enter;

to wish; to adopt. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਠੰਉਪ a prefix indicating

determination, disrespect, dearth, fall, etc.,

See ਅਵਗਾਹਨ, ਅਵਗੁਣ, ਅਵਤਰਣ etc.



 

 

 

ਅਵਇਯਾ

ਅਵ'ਇਯਾ [avaIya], ਅਞਈਆ [avaia] adj who
comes or arrives. “yadu bir ke dham
avaIya.”—krIsan.

ਅਵਸ਼ [avas] Skt ਅਵਸ਼ adj helpless, powerless.

2 866 ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯ. 3 ਗ਼ਥਰ੍ n help, aid. 4 grace,

kindness, beneficence.

ਅਵਸਥਾ [avastha] Skt ਅਵ1=ਥਾ n condition, state,

circumstance. 2 age. 3 four conditions:

wakefulness, dreaming, profound sleep and

state of blessedness. 4 stages of age:

childhood, youth and old age.

ਅਵਸਰ [avsar] Skt n a chance, an opportunity,

occasion. 2 leisure, recess, respite. 3 rain. 4 a

poetic embellishment describing timely

execution of work as the right use of time.

Example:

jab lagu jara rogu nahi aIa,

jab lagu kalI grasi nahi kaIa,

jab lagu bIkal bhai nahi bani,

bhajI lehI re man! sarIgpani,

ab na bhajSI bhajSI kab bhai?

ave ਗੈਪ, na bhaan jai.—bh€r kabir.

kal karéta ab-hI kar, ab karta su Ital,

pache kachu na hOIga jab SII‘I ave kal.

—sl<ab1'r.

»ਵ੍ਰਿਸਰਪਿਣੀ [avsarpIni] See ਉਤ ਸਗ਼ੀਠੀ.
ਅਵਸਾਨ [avsan] Skt n ਔਸਾਨ sense, wit, presence

ofmind. “avsan ke dIveya ho.”—aI<aI. “satrun

ke aVsan gae chut.”—krIsan. 2 Skt rest, repose.

3 limit, extent. 4 death. 5 end, conclusion.

6 evening, sunset.

ਅਵਸਾਰੀ [avsari] a'djworthless. 2 unappreciated.
“vanaspatI rahs Ujar ਗੀਰ!“ avsari.”—BG. 3 Skt
thich decreases, or comes to an end,
come to end.

ਅਵਸੇਖ [avsekh] Sktbfififiadjremainder, balance.
2 n end, a conclusion.

ਅਵਸੇਚਨ [avsecan] Skt n watering, irrigating.
2 getting wet with sweat, perspiring profusely.

3 extracting blood from the body; phlebotomy.
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ਅਵਜਥਾ [avastha] See ਅਵਸਥਾ.

ਅਵਜਥਾ ਚਤੁਸ੍ਵ'ਯ [avastha catustay] n four stages

of life: childhood, boyhood, youth and old

age. 2 See ਅਵਸਥਾ and ਚਾਰ ਅਵਜਥਾ.

ਅਵਸਥਾ ਤ੍ਰਯ [avastha tray] three states: waking,

dreaming and deep dreamfree sleep.

ਅਵਜਥਾਦ੍ਯ [avastha dvay] two states, prosperity

and poverty. 2 knowlege and ignorance.

3 pain and pleasure, etc.

ਅਞਸਿਥਤਿ [avasthItI] Skt n a halt, stop.

ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯ [avasy] Skt part surely, certainly;

without doubt.

ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ [avasyak] adj necessary. 866 ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ.

ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯਕਤਾ [avasyakta] necessity. See ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕਤਾ.
ਅਵਹਾਰ [avhar] See ਅਉਹਾਰ.

ਅਵਹਿਤ [atht] Skt adj alert, attentive.
ਅਞਹਿੱਥ [avahItth], ਅਵਹਿੱਥਾ [avahIttha] Skt
ਗ਼ਥਫ਼ਿਵ੍ਯਾ n poetic device of cleverly hiding, joy
because of modesty and fear.

ਅਵਹੇਚਣ [avheran] v to see, look at, behold.

2 to insult. 866 ਅਉਰੇਰਨ. 3 866 ਅਵਹੇਲਨ.

ਅਵਹੇਲਨ [avhelan] Skt n an insult, a disrespect.
2 disobedience, contravention of order.

“avhalan nah: tIn k0 kije.”—NP.

ਅਵਕਾਸ਼ [avkasl Skt n a place, post. 2 the sky.

3 a distance, space, gap. 4 leisure, respite.

ਅਵਕੀਰਣ [avkiran] Skt ਅਵਕੀਣ" adj spread.

2 scattered. 3 extended. “nar avkiran

jahIkahé.”—GPS. _ .

ਅਞਖਦ [avkhad], ਅਵਖਦੁ [avkhadu], ਅਵਖਧ

[avkhadh], ਅਵਖਧੁ [ਗ਼ਾ1<11੪611ਘ]ਰ੍5`/ਚਿਅੋਸਧ. n a
medicine, drug. See ਅਉਖਦ. “harI harI namu

avkhadu‘mukhxpaIa.”—sor m 5. “avkhadh

sabhe kitIan, nfdak ka daru nahI.”—vargau

1 m 5. “mg mIte harI avkhadhu laI.”

—sukhmani.

ਅਵਗਣ [avgan] 866 ਅਵਗੁਣ. “gunah vaSI avgan

nass.”—asa chét m I. 2 Skt to insult.

ਅਵਗਂਣਿ [avganI] adv because of faults and
foibles. “avganI muthe cota khahi.”—asa m 3.
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ਅਵਗਣਿਆਰਿ [avganIarI] adj having demerits,

sinful, vicious. “kamanI kamI na avai khoti

avganIarI.”-—sn'am 1. 2 insulting, degrading.

See ਅਵਗਣ 2.

ਅਵਗਤ [avgat] Skt adjknown. 2 fallen, apostate.

3 Skt ਅਵਿਗਤ adj unknown. “vahguru jo avgat
he us di gatI sabad kar lakhde hen.”—JSBM.

“avgat lila satguru keri.”—GPS.
4 indestructible. 5 Skt ਅਵ੍ਯਕੁ invisible,

formless. 6 n Kamdev, god of love. 7 the

Creator. 8 Soul.
ਅਵਗਤਿ [avgatI] Skt n intellect, understanding.
2 fall (as against rise) “teri gatI avgatI nahi

janie.”—basé’t m 1. ‘Your rise and fall is
beyond comprehension.’ 3 low speed.

ਅਵਗਤਿਬਾਣਿ [avgatI banI], ਅਵਗਤਿਬਾਨਿ [avgatI
banI] speech of the unspeaking One; God’s

unsaid utterance. 2 immortal word meditated

upon with complete concentration. “avgatI

bani chodI mrItmédalI tau pache

pachutana.”—sri beni.

ਅਵਗਨ [avgan] See ਅਵਗੁਣ. “avgan katI kie

prabh apune.”—prabha m 5. 2 Skt ਅਵਗਣਨ n

counting, reckoning. “Ira pigla sukhman

béde e avgan kat jahi?”—gau kabir. ‘Where do

they go (after death)?’

ਅਵਗਨ੍ਯ'ਰਾ [avganhara], ਅਵਗਨੀਅਾਰ [avganiar],

ਅਵਗਨੀਆਰਾ [avganiara] adj having faults or
demerits; vicious, sinful. “avganiare pathar

bhare.”——1<an m 4.

ਅਵਗਮ [avgam] Skt n sure knowledge, factual

information.
ਅਵਗਾਹਨ [avgahan], ਅਵਗਾਹਨੁ [avagahanu] Skt n

a bath taken by dipping in water; an ablution

by immersion. “bh5t1 bhé'tI ban ban

avgahe.”—majh m 5. 2 churning. 3 an

investigation, search. “sagal dev hare

avgahI .”—suI<hm ani.

ਅਵਗਿਆ [avagIa] See ਅਵਗਜਾ. “jo jo kart: avagIa
jan ki hOI gala tat char.”-—dhana m 5.
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ਅਵਗੁਣ [avgun] opposite ofvirtue; a fault, vice.

2 a sin. 3 a crime.

ਅਵਗ਼ੁਣਿ [avgunI] because of demerit, due to

vices.

ਅਵਗ਼ੁਣਿਅਾਰਾ [avgunIara], ਅਵਗੁਣਿਆਰੀ [avgunIari]
adj vicious, devoid of virtue, “avguniari két 

VIsari.”-dhana chétm I.

ਅਵਗ਼ੁਣੀਂ [avguni] adj having faults; accused, 

criminal. 2 full of drawbacks. “avguni 
bharpur hs.”—051<ar. 3 with or because of 

demerits.

ਅਵਗੁਣੁ [avgunu] See ਅਵਗੁਣ. “gunu avgunu

mera kIchU na bicarIa.”—Vad chét m 5. 

ਅਵਗੁਨ [avgun], ਅਵਗੁਨੀ [avguni] See ਅਵਗੁਣ and

ਅਵਗੁਣੀ.
ਅਵਗੁਨੀਅਾਰਾ [avguniara] adj having a flaw.
“avguniare manse bhalo na kahI he kOI.” 

~51<abi11

ਅਵਗਜਾ [avagya] Skt ਕ਼ਧ੍ਯਾ n an insult. 2 a defeat

setback, reverse. 3 disobedience. 4 a literary 

figure of meaning, used for renouncing or 

denouncing even a good thing by mentioning 

some of its demerits. This is also known as 

tIraskar (lit. reproach).

Example: 

kIt hi kamI na dhaulhar

thu harI bIsrae, 

jalljau ehu badpana

’ maIa laptae, 

eso raju n3 kItE kajI

thU nahI trIptae,

pat patébaru bIrthIa jIh raCI lobhae.

—suhi m 5. 

va sone k0 jarIye jésé tut? kan.—vrfd.

ਅਵਘਟ [avghat], ਅਵਘਾਟ [avghat] adj a difficult 

way, rough path. “Ik avghat ghati ram ki.” 

—s kabir. 2 difficult, inaccessible. “avghat 

galifi bhiriéi.”-maru m 4. “avgth utar sarovar 

majan kare.”—BGK. “avghat servarI nave.” 

—asa am 1.3 $66ਘਟਿਅਵਘਟਿ.
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ਅਵਘਾਤ [avghat] Skt n an injury, a wound,

concussion.

ਅਵਚਨੀਯ iavacniy] Skt adj unSpeakable,
unutterable, beyond words. 2 not fit to be

spoken.

ਅਵਛਿੰਨ [avchi’n] Skt ‘ਜ੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿਕ adj separated,
parted. 2 without an attribute; an adjective

or epithet. 3 See ਅਵਛੰਨ and ਅਵਿਛਿੰਨ. .
ਅਵਛੈਦ [avched] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਢੀਂਟ੍n a secret, separation,

a difference. 2 a division, partition. 3 an

investigation, a scrutiny, critical research.

ਅਵਛੋਦਕ [avchedak] SktmadJ-who divides,
or separates. 2 who investigates.

ਅਵਛੇਰ੍ਯ [avachedy] Skt ਵ੍ਯਕਚਵ੍ਛੂਗੁ adj difl‘erentiable.
ਅਵਛੰਨ [avchén] Skt ਗ਼ਥਦਟ੍ਨੁਕ adj covered.
2 spread. _

ਰ੍ ਅਞਝੜ [ਗ਼ਾਸਿ਼ਗ੍] See ਅਉਝੜ. 2 adj which does
not drop or fall off, infallible.

ਅਵਝੋਰਾ [avjhera] n a dispute, controversy. 2 an
enigma, a complication. “CItr baCItr Ihe

avjhera.”—gau kabir bavan,

ਅਵਟ [avat], ਅਵਟਣ [avatan], ਅਵਟਨ [ਗ਼ਾਭੈਝੂੳਮੋ],'

ਅਵੱਟਣ [avattan] v to boil on constant low heat.

“sam nirhI ki avateho.”——I<r1'san 2 to melt,

mould. “kanak avat sace janu dhara.”——dIIip.

3 n heat of fire. “sahe avattan egg da.”—BG.

ਅਵਣੇਸ਼ [amesl Skt ਅਵਨੀਂਸ਼ n the master of the

earth, a king. “avnes anin sudharhi‘ge.”

—1<alki.

ਅਞਤ [avat] See ਆਵਰਤ.

ਅਵਤਰ [avtar] adj without a son; childless.

2 Skt ਅਵਤਰਣ n going across, crossing.

3 imitation. 4 a ladder. 5 birth; assumption

of body.

ਅਵਤ੍ਯਕ [avtarak] Skt ਅਵਿਤਕੰ. n lack of
estimation or guess. “kahé tarak avtarak.”

~aka1.

ਅਵਤਰਣ [avtaran], ਅਵਤਰਨਾ [avtarna] See ਅਞਤਰ

2 and 5.

ਅਵਤਰਿ [avtarI] adv having been born, having
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taken birth. “avtarI aI kahfi tum kina.”—suhi

kabir.

ਅਵਤਚਿਉ [avtarIu], ਅਵਤਰ੍ਯਉ [avtaryu] took

birth, was born. “nanak kUlI nfmalu

avtarIU.”—savsye m 3 ke. '
ਅਵਤਾ [avata] adjm'es" caught in a vortex. 2 S

ਅਥੱਤਾ. opposite, contrary, reverse. “phIrhI
avata 10I.”—gau var2 m 5. 3 wayward, crude.

4 headstrong.

ਅਵਤਾਰ [avtar] Skt n birth, especially human.

“manukha avtar durlabh.”—asa ravdas.

2 taking birth, being born. 3 descending.

4 birth ofa god in bodily form. 866ਚੌਬੀਸਅਵਤਾਰ
and ਦਸ ਅਵਤਾਰ. “avtar na janhI ਰੈਨਿ, parmesar

parbraham bIét.”—-ram m 5. 5 a four line

matrIk metre, each line having 23 matras

with two pauses at the 13‘h and subsequent

10‘h matra, the last two matras being laghu

and guru. This metre is found in Dasam

Granth where the writer has erroneously given

it the title of a couplet by mistake as:

“asthan mukh ls: krIsn tIh, upar SOI gee,

dhaI tabs brIj lok sabh, god uthaI lee.”

—1<rIsan.

ਅਵਤਾਰੀ [avtari] who takes birth. 2 who

descends. 3 in taking birth. “kIsanu sada

avtari rudha.”—vad m 3.

ਅਵਤਾਰੀਸਵਤਾਰ [avtarisavtar] adj ਅਞਤਾਰ-ੲੀਸ਼-
ਅਵਤਾਰ chief incarnation. “avtarisavtar dhara

ke bhar utaran.”—kaII<i.

ਅਵਤੰਸ [avtés] Skt n an ornament. 2 a crown.

3 a bridegroom. 4 a king. 5 a knoll on a high

mountain. 6 a pinnacle ofa temple.

ਅਞਦ [avad] See ਅਞਰ੍ਯ. 2 ਕਯੰ/‘ਅਕਧ੍ਯ which

cannot be described.
ਅਵਦਾਤ [avdat] Skt adj white. 2 clean.

3 beautiful. 4 superb, grand. “bas-hI VIpI‘

Ik tahI avdat.”—GPS.

ਅਵਦਾਨ [avdan] Skt n a virtuous action,

meritorious work. 2 good moral character.
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3 refutation, demolition.

ਅਵਰ੍ਯ [avady] Skt adjcriticised, condemnable.
2 sinful, mean, vile.

ਅਵਧ [avadh] n Koshal country. 2 a principal

town of Koshal, Ayodhya. 3 See ਅਵਧਿ. “dIn
dIn avadh ghatatu he.”—sr1'1<abir. 4 See ਅਵਧ੍ਯ.

ਅਵਧਾਨ [avdhan] Skt n concentration of mind,

meditation. Zattention, vigilance 3 pregnancy,

conception. “tako pat]: margayo jab tahI

rahyo avdhan.’’—carItr 15.

ਅਵਧਿ [avath] Skt n boundary, border.
2 appointed time. 3 age. 4 time of death.

ਅਵਧਿਸ [avths] n ਅਵਧ-ੲੀਸ਼. king of Avadh,
Dashrath. “avths gaj-hfge.”—ramav.

ਅਵਧੂਤ [avdhut‘] Skt adj made to tremble,

exorcised. 2 destroyed. 3 n a person freed

from vices through exorcism; a sadhu, saint.

4 a renouncer, a recluse, an ascetic. 868ਅਉਧੂ.

ਅਵਧੂਤਾਨੀ [avdhutani] a female saint, renouncer
or recluse. They rub ashes on their bodies and

wear robes of monks. The first female monk

was Ganga Giri after whom the sect started.

They are initiated only by nuns because

monks cannot initiate them. The. nuns do not

have the right to sit in a line formed by the

monks.

ਅਞਧੇਸ [avdhes], ਅਵਧੇਸਰ [avdhesar] king of

Avadh, Dasharath. 2 Lord Ram Chandar.

ਅਵਧ੍ਯ [avadhy] Skt adj not fit to be
slaughtered. See ਅਬਧ੍ਯ.

ਅਵਨ [avan] Skt 71 protection, defence. 2 the

act of pleasing some one.

ਅਵਨਤ [avnat] Skt adj bent, humble. 2 fallen,

outcaste.

ਅਵਨਤਿ [avnatI] Sktn humility, bowing. 2 fall,
downfall, degeneration.

ਅਵਨਿ [avanI] Skt n the earth; land, ground,

soil. ‘ _

ਅਵਨਿ ਸੁਤਾ [avanI suta], ਅਞਨਿ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ [avanI

kumari], ਅਞਨਿ ਕੰਕ੍ਯਾ [avanI kénya] n born of
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the earth, Sita. See ਸੀਤਾ.

ਅਵਨਿਧ [avnIp], ਅਵਨਿਪਾਲ [avanIpal], ਅਵਨੀਸ਼

[avnis], ਅਵਨੀਂਸ਼੍ਵਰ [avnisvar], ਅਵਨੀਪ [avnip],

ਅਵਨੇਸ਼ [avne$], ਅਞਨੰਬਰ [avnébar] n the master

of the earth, its nourisher, God and husband:

a king. “sunat rIs-hI bheje avnip.”-GPS.
“kébar jy6 jarkébar ki thg tayc') avnébar tir

suhae.”—aj.

ਅਵਮਾਨ [avman] Skt n a disregard, an insult.

ਅਵਯਵ [avyav] Skt n a limb. 2 a part, segment.

ਅਵਰ [avar] Skt adj not grand; low, mean.

2 inferior. “1'1th SIth avra sad.”—japu.

3 close, cOntiguous. 4 Skt ਅਪਰ first. 5 last,

previous. 6 second. “jhur marhI dohagni
jInI avri laga nehu.”—var maIa m 2. 7 who

opposes; who contends. _

ਅਵਰਣ [avaran] Skt ਅਵਟੰ. n a slander. 2 adj
colourless. 3 outcaste. 4 beyond words and

letters. 5 ਗ਼ਥਾਧਿ indescribable. 6 See ਆਵਰਣ.
ਅਵਰਤ [avrat] Skt adjdevoid of love. 2 separate.

3 static. 4 See ਆਵਰਤ. 5 See ਆਵਿਰਤ.

ਅਵਰਤਏਥਹ [avarataethah] Skt ਕਿਕਜ਼ੰਥੇਧ੍ਯ: say

again and again. “avarataethah sudh

acharnah.”—sahas m 5.

ਅਵਰਦਾ [avarda] n age, life. “ban thaie saga]

avarda.”—majh m 5. “hau hau karat bIhaI

avarda.”—sorath m 5. 2 See ਅਾਵਰਦ. 3 See

ਆਵੁਰਦਾ. ‘

ਅਵਰਨ [avran] See ਅਵਰਣ. 2 adj ਅਮਰ-ਨ, not

immortal; mortal. “kI 1110 men avran sada

aVInasi.”-malar m 3. ‘13 this conscience

mortal, or ever indestructible?’

ਅਵਰਿ [even] part other, another.
nIraphal kama.”—suhi m 1.

ਅਵਰੀਤ [avrit], ਅਵਰੀਤਾ [avrita] adj ਅ-ਵ੍ਰਿਤ. not

covered; free from the defect of cover or

screen; whose veil of ignorance is removed.

“haU balIhari sajna mita avrita.”—suhi chét

m 1. 2 contrary custom. 3 opposite motion,
reverse routine.

“avarI

 



 

 

ਅਵਰ

ਅਵਰੁ [avaro] part and, other, another. “kahe

prabhu airaru, avaru kIchu kije.”——bIIa am 4.

2 pron stranger, other than self. “aver updese

apI na kars.”—sukhmani. 3 866 ਅਵਰ.

ਅਵਰੇਖਨ [avrekhan], ਅਵਰੇਖਨਾ [avrekhna] v to

engrave, carve, draw. 2 to write. 3 to See,

watch. 4 to guess, estimate. “rajan mahI ‘raja
avrekha.”—raghu.
ਅਵਰੈਞ [avrev] Skt n a zig-zag gait. 2 an ironical

statement; which conveys an oblique meaning.

ਅਵਰੋਹਣ [avrohan] Skt n a descent, fall. 2 going
downward, descending.

ਅਵਚੇਂਹੀ [avrohi] Skt ਗ਼ਥ’ਧੇਫਿਜ੍“ a musical tone in
which tunes are set in descending pitch. 2 adj

descending.

ਅਵਰੋਧ [avrodh] Skt n an obstacle, impediment.

'2 an encirclemcnt, a siege.

ਅਵਰੰਗ [avrég] emperor Aurangzeb. See ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ.
“avrég kur karyo bad bada.”—GPS.

ਅਵਲ [avallA d3. n origin, beginning. 2 adjfirst,

topmost, foremost.

ਅਵਲਾ [avla] See ਅਬਲਾ.'2 866 ਅਵੱਲਾ.

ਅਵਲਿ [avalI] adv in the beginning. “avalI ਗੰਗੀ

nur upaIa.”—prabh kabir. 2 See ਆਵਲਿ.
ਅਵਲੀ [avli] Skt ਆਵਿਲ n a multitude, crowd,

group. 2 line, row, file. “avli su hiran ki jati

si.”—NP. *

ਅਵਲੋਹਨ [avlehan] Skt n lapping with tongue.
2 a thing to be lapped.

ਅਵਲੋਇਨ [BVIOIn], ਅਵਲੋਕਨ [ਗਾ1੦1<ਗ1]^5ਲ਼ੀ/ਢ|ਅਵਲੋਕਨ

seeing, viewing._ “karI kIrpa prabhu nadarI

ਗ਼ਾ1੦1<੩||.”-‘858 in 5. “avlokya braham bharam

sab chutkya.’’—saveyem 4 ke 2 an inspection,

a scrutiny.

ਅਵਲੰ‘ਬ [avléb] Skt n a support, prop, basis.
ਅਵਲੰਬਨ [avléban] v to support, adopt.

ਅਵੱਲਾ [avalla] adj slanted. 2 irate.

ਅਵਾ [ava] n ਆਵਾ. a brick kiln. “det jare jese it

ava pe.”—c§di I.

ਅਵਾਇਲ [avaIl] A J3” adj plural ੦|~ਅੱਵਲ first,
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initial. 2 old, ancient. 3 habits or ways of

childhood: 866 ਆਵਾਇਲ. ×
ਅਵਾੲੀ [avai] n-arrival. 2 vagrancy. 3 adj
unfortunate. “manmukh ram najape avai.”
—maru soIhe m 1. 4 fruitless, in vain.

“manmukh pace avai he.”—maru soIhe m 1.

“Chadd, avai karhi ju bat.”—NP.

ਅਵਾਸ [avas] adj without clothes, naked. 2 Skt-

ਆਵਾਸ“ a house, home, residence.

ਅਵਾਸਾ [avasa] See ਅਵਾਸ. 2 adjwithout clothes,

naked.

ਅਵਾਸੀ [avasi] n a yawn; it is a sign ofindolence

and sleep. It is written in Mishkat that a

sneeze comes with divine grace and a yawn

with divine anger. One who does not cover

his mouth with hand during a yawn is laughed

at by Satan. In Sikhism there is no question

ofgood or bad; a yawn is a natural activity of

the body. See ਉਬਾਸੀ. _

ਅਵਾਹਨ [avahan] adj without a carriage or

conveyance. “kavan gupha thu rahe

avahan.”—srdhgosatr. ‘Where is the cave in

which a soul settles after giving up the

conveyance of life?’ 2 866 ਆਵਾਹਨ.

ਅਵਾਕ [avak] adj who does not speak; silent,
mate, dumb.
ਅਵਾਜ਼ [avac] adj silent. 2 Skt ਅਵਾਰ੍ਯ adj not

worthy of being uttered. 2 not fit to speak to;

low, mean.

ਅਵਾਚੀ [avaci] Skt n south direction. “kaho

lakhyo harI avaci dIsa mahI, kahfi pachah

ko sis nIvayo.”-aka1. ‘Some (Hindus) see you

~ in the south and some (Muslims) bow their

heads to the west (Kaaba)’. 2 a dumb person,

mute. 3 a woman with a downcast face.

4 goddess Bhavani.

ਅਵਾਜ [avaj] 866 ਆਵਾਜ.

ਅਵਾਜਾਰ [avajar] 866 ਅਬਾਜਾਰ.

ਅਵਾਂਤਰ [avatar] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ adj inner, interior,
internal.
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ਅਵਧ੍ਯ [avadhy] Skt adj unstoppable. 2 without
hindrance, unobstructed, unhindered.

ਅਵਾਨ [avan] P ਐਵਾਨ n a house, building. “lut

line avané.”—VN. 2 a Muslim caste living in

an abundant number‘in Jehlum district and

along the Indus river. 3 Skt dry fruit.

4 breathing, respiration.
ਅਵਾਯ [avay] Skt ਅਵਾਯੰ’ਗ਼ adj unstoppable,
irremovable.

ਅਵਾਰ [avar] Pkt n delay. 2 Skt nearside bank;

nearside. 3 ਅਵਾਯੰ which cannot be obstructed,

unstoppable. 4 This word has also been used

in place of ਅੰਬਾਰ. “chapran ke jahf ude
avare.”—carItr 93.

ਅਵਾਰ ਪਾਰ [avar par] near and far banks. 2 this

and the next world. 3 Skt a sea having two

coasts.

ਅਵਾਰਾ [avara] adj unrestrained, stray. 2 P

adj lazy, worthless. 3 ruined.

ਅਵਿ [am] See ਅਬਿ.

I

um

ਅਵਿਅਕਤ [aVIakat1Skthg adj without body, /

formless. 2 n God. 3 soul. 4 Kamdev, Cupid.

ਅਵਿਅਾਵਰ [avxavar] adj or unable to conceive.
2 barren, sterile. “aVIavar na VIavai.”—BG

ਅਵਿਚਿਤ [aVIhIt] Skt adj arbitrary, unnatural,
prohibited.

ਅਵਿਕਤ [aVIkat] See ਅਵਿਅਕਤ. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਾਬਿਗਵ੍ਰ
unchanged, unadulterated; original, real.

“aVIkatua abhégé.”—gyan.

ਅਵਿਕਲ [avxkal] Skt adj unbewildered, calm,
unflustered.

ਅਵਿਕਲਪ [aVIkalap] Skt ਅਵਿਕਲ੍ਪ adv without
doubt, surely, without a alternative. 2 definite.

ਅਵਿਖਾਦ [aVIkhad] ,ਵੂ/(ਲ਼ਅਵਿਸਾਦ. adjwho is never
demoralised; ever in high-spirits. 2 without

ਥੂਰ੍ lethargy. 3 without bafflement.

!.ਅਵਿਗ [aVIg] See ਅਵਿਰ੍ਯ. … .
ਅਵਿੰਗ [avfg] adj without a bend; straight.
“navam avig ju sudha bese.”—GPS.

ਅਵਿਗਤ [ਕਾੰ/ਗ਼ੁਥੂਗ਼ੀ], ਅਵਿਗਤੁ [aVIgatu] Skt adj
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which cannot be narrated, indescribable.

2 ਅਵਿਨਾਸ਼ੀ indestructible, ever-existent. “tatu

BVIgatU thaIa.”—guj a m 1. 3 See ਅਵਗਤ.

4 See ਗਤਿ ਅਵਿਗਤਿ. 5 866 ਵਿਗਤ.

ਅਵਿਰ੍ਯ [aVIgy] Skt ਫੋਜਾਬਿਰ੍ਹ adj who does not
possess full knowledge; ignorant.

ਅਵਿਰ੍ਯਤਾ [aVIgyata] Skt ਕਬਿਕ੍ਯਾ n ignorance,
naivety, simplicity.

ਅਵਿਘਟ [aVIghat] See ਅਵਘਟ.
ਅਵਿਚਲ [aVIcal] See ਅਬਿਚਲ.

ਅਵਿਚਲ ਨਗਰ [aVIcal nagar] See ਅਬਿਚਲ ਨ੍ਯਰ.
ਅਵਿਚਾਰ [aVIcar] See ਅਬਿਚਾਰ-

ਅਵਿਚਾਰੀ [aVIcari] adjunthinking, thoughtless.

ਅਵਿਛਿੰਨ [avxchin] Skt ਗਿਰੇਢਿਠੁਕ adj not separate,
continuous, unbreakable.

ਅਵਿਜ'ਤ[9\/1]'8੮],ਅਵਿਜ੍ਯਾ[੩ਪ੍ਯਾ]’ਗ਼ੀਥ] adjbelonging
to a low caste. “tumra jan jatI aVIjata harI

japIu.”-basét m 4. 2 not welI-known,
unknown.

ਅ'ਵਿਜਾ'ਤਿ [aVIjatI] n a low-caste. 2 not
casteless, well-born, of gentle blood.

ਅਫਿਤ [aVIt] Pkt n without a body; Kamdev,

Cupid. “alap sukh aVIt cécal.”—sahas m 5.

2 Skt adj protected. 3 without money, poor,

penniless.

ਅਵਿਦ [avId], ਅਵਿੰਦ [avid] Skt ਗੀਥੈਥ adjwithout
knowledge, ignorant, foolish. 2 See ਅਵਿਰ੍ਯ.

ਅਵਿੰਦਾ [avida] adj who comes and stays. “5g
5g me avfda.”—gyan.

ਅਵਿਦਾਤ [avxdat] See ਅਵਦਾਤ.

ਅਵਿਦਿਆ [aVIdIa] See ਅਵਿਦਜਾ.

ਅਵਿਦਿਤ [aVIdIt] adj not revealed, not
manifest; hidden.

ਅਵਿਰ੍ਯ [aVIdy] Skt adj uneducated, illiterate.
ਅਵਿਦਜਾ [aVIdya] Skt n ignorance, foolishness.
2 state ofhuman life which entangles the soul

in ignorance.

ਅਵਿੰਧ [avi‘dh] See ਆਵਿੰਧ.
ਅਵਿੱਧ [aVIddh] adj not pierced.
ਅਵਿਨਯ [avxnay] Skt n lack ofdecorum or good

 

 



 

 

ਅਵਿਨਾਸ਼ੀ

behaviour, impertinence, crassness, obtuseness.

ਅਵਿਨਾਸ਼ੀ [aVInasi] adj indestructible, immortal.
“harIgun suniahI aVInasi.”—suhi chét m 5.

‘Let us listen to the virtues ofthe imperishable

god.’ 2 n God, the Eternal. 3 Vishnu. “krudhke

yuddh kIyo bahu cédI, na eto kIyo madhu

$6 aVInasi.”—c5di 1.

ਅਵਿਨੈ [aVInel See ਅਵਿਨਯ.

ਅਵਿਰਥਾ [aVIrtha] See ਅਬਿਰਥਾ.

ਅਵਿਰਲ [aVIral] Skt adj without interstice;
dense, thick. 2 without a gap.

ਅਵਿਗੋਤਾ [aVIrita] See ਅਵਰੀਤਾ.

ਅਵਿਲੌਇ [aVIIOI], ਅਵਿਲੋਇਨ [aVIIOIn], ਅਵਿਲੋਕਨ

[aVIlokan] See ਅਵਲੋਕਨ 1. “aVIlokan punah

punah karau jan ka darsar.”—-suhi m 5. 2 See

ਅਵਲੋਕਨ 2. “sastra bed puran aVIloko.”—dev

m 5.

ਅਵਿਲੰਥ [8ਧ੍ਯ1ਰੈ1੭] Skt ਗਬਿਜ੍ਯ adv without delay,

soon, at once. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਸ੍ਯ n a basis, prop.

“tere nam aVI15b bahut jan Udhre.”—g5d

namdev.

ਅਵਿਵੇਕ [aVIvek] See ਆੰਬਬੇਕ.

ਅਵਿਵੇਕ਼ੀ [aVIveki] See ਅਬਿਬੇਕੀ.
ਅਵੀਚਾਰੀ [avicari] adj devoid of prudence,

discriminate. “ham din murakh avicari.”

-—maIar m 3.

ਅਵੇਸ [eves] See ਆਵੇਸ਼
ਅਵੇਸਿਆ [avesra] Skt ਆਵੇਸ਼ਿਤ. adj entered,
settled. “sabad aveSIa.”—BG

ਅਵੇਸ੍ਵਾ [avesta] See ਉਸਤਾ.
ਅਵੇਹਾ [aveha] adv like this, of this kind, such.

ਅਵੇਰ [aver] See ਅਬੇਰ.
ਅਵੇਰ ਸਵੇਰ [aver saver] See ਅਬੇਰ ਸਬੇਰ.

ਅਵੈਦਿਕ [avedIk] Skt adj not provided in the
Veds.

ਅਵੈਯਾ [aveya] adj(one) who comes, the arriving

(one).

ਅਵੈਂਯੰ [aveyé] See ਅਵ੍ਯਯ.
ਅਵੈਞ [avev] a limb, $66ਅਵਯਵ 1. “sut avev sabh

dekhan 1agi.”—NP.
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ਅਵੈੜਾਂ [avera] adjcrooked. 2 perverse, devious.
3 obstinate. -

ਅਵੋਂਜ [avoj] adj ਅਵ-ਓਜ protector of force,
conservator of strength or splendour.

“avojasc.”—gyan.

ਅਵੰਤਿਕਾ [avétIka], ਅਵੰਤੀ [avéti] Skt ਕਕਯਿਕਜ਼ a

town on the bank of Avanti (Shipra) river in

Gwalior state of central India. It is also named

Vishala and Ujjain. It is counted among the

seven Puris (cities) of the Hindus. “ajudhya

gomti av‘étIka kIdar hImdhar he.”—BGK.

2 where river Avanti (Shipra) flows, Malwa.

ਅਵ੍ਯਕ੍ਰ [avyakt] See ਅਵਿਅਕਤ.
ਅਵਸ਼ਯ [avyay] Skt adj which does not
deteriorate but remains unaffected. “suddh

VIapak avyay sou.”—NP. 2 n the Creator.

. 3 in grammar, a word that does not change its

form, like ਔਰ, ਫਿਰ, and ਆਦਿ. 4 a miser; a

niggard, who does not spend money.

ਅਵ੍ਯ’ਕ੍ਰਿਤ [avyakrIt] Skt ਕਣਧਜਕਖ਼ੂਜ਼੍ਹ adj not liable
to change, in constant state. 2 hidden, not

visible. 3 in Vedant, ignorance is the cause

of the world. “sz agyan VIkhe Ih khat his

as hi ko avyakrIt kahie.”—GPS. 4 according

to Sankhy philosophy, material cause of the

universe. ਰ੍

ਅਵਜਾਪਤਿ [avyapatI] Skt ਕਟਧਕ਼ਾਯਿ n opposite of
ਵ੍ਯਘਤੀ. 2 a defect of the symbol, when it is

not applicable to the whole but only to a part.

For example, when we define cow as a brown

quadruped, this definition does not apply to

a reddish brown, white or white-spotted cow.

ਅਵ੍ਰਣ [avrah] Skt adjwithout a wound or tumour,

blameless. 2 spotless.

ਅੱਵਲ [avval] See ਅਵਲ.
ਅੜ [ਗ੍] n stubbornness, obstinacy. “Im ਗ੍

hfdun l<i jab tuti.”—GPS. 2 obstruction.

3 interruption.

ਅੜਕ [ਵਿੰਗੀ] See ਅਟਕ.

ਅੜਤਲਾ [artala] n a place of shelter. “upban lehu
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3:t31a 13rbe.”—GPS.

ਅੜਦਲ [3:d31] n the job or pest of an orderly, a
group ofpeons despatch riders. 2 attendance

upon some officer as the “mi: ap di 3:d31v1cc

ha.”

ਅਡ਼ਦਲੀ [3:d311] an orderly. See ਅਰਦਲੀ.

ਅੜਨਾ [3:na] v to get stuck, stay. 2 to fight. 3 to '

oppose. “gurmukh SIU manmukh 3:£.”—var

majh m 2.

ਅੜਬ [3:3b] adj obstinate, obdurate, stubborn.

ਅੜਬਾਈ [3:bai] n obstinacy, stubbornness.

ਅੜਬੰਗ [arbég] See ਅਡ਼ਬਲ਼ਾ ,

ਅੜਾ [3:a] suf added to words, it indicates

triviality; its form'15 only :a also.See ਉਪਦੇਸੜਾ,
ਆਪਨੜਾ, ਸਿਖੜਾ, ਜਾਨੀਅੜਾ, etc.
ਅੜਿਆ [3:Ia] a vocative of endearment for a

male addressee, its feminine equivalent being

ਅੜੀਏ. 2 See ਅੜਨਾ. ' ‘

ਅੜਿਆਰਾ [3:Iara] adj stubborn. 2 opposing.
3 belligerent.

ਅੜਿਲ [3:11], ਅਤਿੱਲ [3:111] a four—line matrIk
metre, each line having 16 matras and ending

with an Sll arrangement.
Example:

“dolat jahi t3h1 purakh apavan,

1ag3t k3t-h1 dh3r3m k0 davan,

arth-hI chad anarath batavat,

dharam karam CIt ek n3 lavat.”—k31ki.

2 In the second form of 3:111, each line has

sixteen matras in ISS combination.

ਰ੍. Example:

guru nan31< sxkhya man dharo,

gurujan ki riti n3 VIsaro,

kahI kar vak kadi nahI haro,

saty dharam jag :ne parcharo.
3 The third form of 3:111 has 21 matras in

each line with pauses at 11'h matra in'lSl

combination and subsequent 10“1 matra in SIS

combination respectively. It is also called

“cédrayan.”
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Example:

“VIdya se anurag, reri dIn kijIye,
111 j sakti anusar, sathn sukh dijIye,

svarath k3 vas hoy, n3 parhani karo,

pr3bhuta 3r dhan man, rIde me 113 dharo.”

4 The fourth form of 3:111 has 21 matras per

line, ~each ending in SIS combination with

pauses at l 1'h and subsequent 10th matra, with
the proviso that the fourth line begins with a

vocative like ho! h3rh5! which are not counted

among matras; This is also called “cabola.”

ਲ਼ੀ Example:

“suns gag jo yahI, su rasna pavai,
suns mu:h c1t laI, caturta avai,

… dukh dared bha n1kat n3 tIn nar 1<e rahe,

ho.']0 yaki 1k bar, capai k0 kahe.”

—be11t1' capai de at.

ਅੜੀ [3:1] n stubbornness, obstinacy. ‘

W [a:ial] adj stubborn, obstinate.

ਅੜੀਏ [3:ie] a vocative for female addressee

showing familiarity. '

ਅੜੂਹਾ [a:uha] a four—line v3rr_11k metre,‘*also

'called séyukta‘ with each line organised as
”S, lSl, lSl, S.

Example: .

“saj sen bhart cale, ਰਿਸ਼ਿ,

r311 bal bir méde j3h5,

b3hU bhét bir ségharh’i,

sar ogh progh praharahi.”—ramav.

ਅੜੋਂਕਣ [3:ok311] n a support, stay, an obstacle.

ਅਭੰਗ [3:3g] adjobstinate, stubborn. 2 entangled

in limbs. “k1 arégasc.”—gyan. 3 curved.
4 contentiOus.‘

ਆ [a] Skt part from all sides. “a samudr 13

, phIri duhai.”~—d111‘p. 2 to, upto, unto. 3 prep
which preceding a verb denotes profusion as

in ਅਾਕੰਪਨ, ਆਗਮਨ, ਆਨਯਨ, ਆਰੋਹਣ, etc. 4 in

Punjabi, it replaces terminal ‘h’ of Persian

words as in ਪਰਦਾ for ਪਰਦਰ-

ਆਂ [ਬੋ] Skt part expressing wonder. 2 yes. 3 P

 

 



 

ਆੳ

ਹੀੰ pron he, she, that. “113 rIjak dasat ਕੋੰ kase.”—
varmajh m 1. ‘No one (but God) controls the‘

wherewithal of living creatures.’ ‘4 time,

occasion. 5 a moment, an instant.

ਆਉ [au] See ਆਉਣਾ. “au sét ‘mit pIare.”—majh

m 5. 2 Skt ਆਯੁ n age, duration of life.

ਅਾਉਖਾ [aukha] Skt ਅਾਯੁਸ੍ਯ n age, life-span.

ਆਉੱਢੀ [ਕ਼‘ਪੋਲੂੰਧਿ] 866 ਔ'ਢੀ.
ਆਉਣਾ [auna] Skt ਆਗਮਨ advent. ਰ੍

ਆਉ ਬੈਠ [au bath], ਆਉ ਭਗਤ [au bagat] n

welcome, reception. “ਣ… bath adar sab thai.”

—sor m 5.

ਆਉਲ [8੦115/“ੳਲ੍ n placenta, foetal membrane.
2 See ਆਵਲ.

ਆਉਲਾ [aula] SktWHEHn a kind of myrobalan

tree and itsfruit; (L Emblicmyrobalan). lt'IS

sour in taste and is used in pickles and

preserves; its effect is cold and dry and is
constipative; it cures diseases ofstomach and

liver, and strengthens muscles of heart, eyes

and brain; it stops nosebleading. It is a

component of trIphala (lit. three fruits), the

other two being chebidic myrobalan and the

Bellerie myrobalan. It is good for

inflammation of gall bladder and gonorrhoea.

ਆਉਲੀ [auli] n fate, predestination, destiny.

2 Sktmma'i a kind ofsmall-sized myrobalan;

forest myrobalan.

ਆਉ [au] See ਆਉ. 2 will come. 3 some one to

come, the awaited one.

ਆਅੰਗ [a-ég] See ਆ and ਅੰਗ.
ਆਇ [aI] n age. ‘2 adv having come. “a: mIlo
gurSIkh, aI mIlu.”——tIIé'gm 4. 3 one coming,

arriving, that is, taking birth. “a: na jai thIr

sada.”—sri a m 5. 4 See ਆਯ.

ਆਇਉ [aIu] came, arrived. 2 Skt ?,ਸ੍ਯ: n profit.

“jedev aIu tas saphuté.”—guj. ‘evidently gains

from him.’

ਆਇਅੜਾ [ਕੈਗ਼ੁਗ੍ਕ਼] adj one arrived. “gharI aIare

sajna.”—suhi chét m 1.
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ਆਇਆ [aIa] adj arrived, came. 2 was born,

took birth. 3 n birth. “aIa tIn ka saphalutha
he IkmanI jIni thaIa.”—vad alahani m 1.

ਆਇਸ [aIs] Skt ਆਯਸ adj of iron or steel. 2 n

an armour, a helmet. 3 steel. “aIs patI
pItni.”—sanama. ‘king of armour, Indar, and

the earth 'of his father KaShyap.’ 4 Skt ਆਯਸੁ.

command,
ਆਇਸੁ [aIsu] order. 866'ਆਇਸ 4.
ਆਇਤ [aIt] Skt ਆਦਿਤ੍ਯ n the sun.2 Sunday.
3 See ਆਯਤ.

ਆਇਤਨ [aItan] See ਆਯਤਨ.
ਆਬਿੰਦਾ [aIda] P „ਮੁੱ future.

ਆਇਧ [aIdh] See ਆਯੁਧ.
ਆਇਬੋ [aIbo] v to come. “na kachu aIbo na
kachu jaIbo.”—dhana pipa. 2 to take birth.

ਆਇੜਾ [aIra] See ਆਇਅੜਾ. 2 n the letter ਅ.

“aIre apI kare jInI chodi.”.——asa pati m 1.

ਆਇੜਿਆਂ [ਹਧਗ਼ੁਟੋਂ] adv on arrival, after those
who came. “je me hoda varIa mIta 31:15.”

—s fan'd.

ਆਈ [ai] n death. “ai n3 metal) ko samrath.”

—o§kar. 2 age, life-span. 3 aymata, goddess

Durga; a temple of a goddess of this name at

Baibhilara in Rajputana is famous. See ਆਈ

ਪੰਥ. 4 wealth or illusion. “ai puta Ihu jagu
sara.”—bila thrti m 1. 5 past tense of ਆਉਣ.

6 future tense ਆਉਣ.` “Ihu vela kat ai.”—gau

kabir. 7 S mother. 8 a calamity. 9 Dg a rope

for tying an elephant.

ਆਈਨ [ain] P of? n management, administration,

government. 2 law, rules.
ਆਈਨਾ [aina] P ,ਬ੍ਰੂਠੰਰੈੱ n a mirror. In ancient times

a well-rubbed piece of iron (ahan) was used

for this purpose, hence this name.

ਆਈਪੂਤਾ [aiputa] See ਆਈ and ਆਈ ਪੰਥ.
2 creation ofthe material world, maya. “aiputa

Ihu jagu sara.”—-bIIa thItim 1.
ਆੲੀਪੰਥ [aipéth] a radical wing of shakits, The
worshippers of Shiv and power, opposed to

ਆੲੀਪੰਥ



ਆੲੀਪੰਥੀਂ

daksIn marag. See ਅਰਧਨਾਰੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ and ਵਾਮਮਾਰਗ.

866ਆਈ 3. 2 one ofthe twelve sects ofyogis

which is more liberal in its dealings with other

sects.

ਆੲੀਪੰਥੀਂ [aipéthi] a worshipper of mother Ay
(iron, weapon, fire). 2 Gorakhpanth yogis who

are worshippers of shakti (power). 3 Seeਆਈ

ਪੰਥ 2. “aipéthi sagal jamati.”——japu. ‘befriending
all is to be an ai péthi.’

ਆਸ [as] Skt ਥਸ੍ਯਚ੍ਘਾ to sit; to be present; to be;

to forsake. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n hope, expectation,

desire, longing. “as anIt tIag-hu tarég.”

—sukhmam'. 3 direction, side. “tat khel jfh
as.”—NP. 4 Skt ਆਸ੍ਯ. mouth. “namo as ase

namo bak b5ke.”—-japu. 5 a face. 6 Skt ਆਸ਼,

food, meals. 7 Skt ਆਸ, ash. See E ash. 8 a

seat. 9 a bow. 10 soon, quickly. “kalu ko bulaI

raI lin tab as he.”—NP. See ਆਸਾਇਤੀ. 11 P J7

a millstone. See ਆਸਮਾਨ. 12 P ਰ੍/‘ਫ੍ਰਾ an essence

extracted by boiling some object, as the

essence of barley.

ਆਸ ਆਸੇ [as ase] See ਆਸ 4.

ਆਸਕ [asak] A (fl; Skt ਆਸਕ੍ਰ adj who loves.
“nanak asak kfidhie sad~hi rahe samaI.”—var

asa m 2. 2 Skt an eater, a guzzler. See ਆਸ 6.

ਆਸਕਤ [askat] Skt ਆਸਕੂ. adj who loves, rapt,

engrossed. “bIkhe ras SIU askat mure.”—I<an

m 5. 2 Skt ਆਸ਼ਕੂ powerful, mighty.

ਅਾਸ਼ਕਾਰ [askar] P 197 adj apparent, manifest,

obvious; its pronunciation as ਆਸ਼ਕਾਰਾ is also

correct.

ਆਸ਼ਕੀ [aski] P (35‘, 11 love, state of being in
love. “eh kInehi aski duje lags jaI.”—var asa
m 2.

ਆਸਕੁ [asaku] See ਆਸਕ.

ਆਸ਼ਕੇ [aske] part bravo! well done! S ਆਸ਼ਕੀਨ.

ਆਸ ਕੌਰ [as kor] queen of Raja Sahib Singh 'of
Patiala. She carried on the administration

during the reign of her husband and during

the minority of her son Maharaja Karam
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ਆਸਤਾਂ

Singh. She was very religious, brave and

' judicious by nature.
ਅਾਸ਼ਚਰ੍ਯ [ascarey] See ਅਸਚਰਜ and ਅਚਰਜ.

, ਆਸਣ [asan] Skt ਆਸਨ n a place, state, seat; an

act of sitting. 2 a cloth spread to sit upon.

3 third stage of yog during which the

practitioner assumes his sitting posture. In yog

shastar 84 postures have been taken from

various movements of animals, birds and

positionings of some other objects. Four of

them are considered paramount. They are:

(a) $Iddhasan: keeping left heel under the

rectum and right heel under the phallus.

(b) padmasan: placing of left foot on the right

thigh and the right foot on the left thigh and

catching with the right hand extended from

behind the back, the big toe of the right foot

and catching the big toe of the left foot with

the left hand and keeping the chin away from

the .chest, by a width of four fingers to

.concentrate the gaze on the tip of one’s nose.

(c) sfhasan: sitting with ankles placed tightly

under the rectum and the phallus, and placing

both hands on the knees fixing the gaze on

the tip of the nose.

(d) bhadrasan: catching the big toes while

keeping the posture ofpadamasan. “jog SIdh

asan caurasih ebhi karI karI rahIa.”——soram

5. 4 Skt mjaw.

ਆਸਤ [asat] See ਅਸ੍ਵਿ. 2 ਆਸ੍ਵਿਕ. adj a believer in
God and in the other world. 3 n west. “ode

nahi asat.”—maru soIhe m 1. 4 a weapon, a

missile. “asat dhare nIhare.”—gyan.

ਆਸਤਕ [astak] See ਆਸਤਿਕ.

ਆਸਤਰ [aster], ਆਸਤਰਣ [astaran], ਆਸਤਰਨ

[asataran] ਧ੍ਯਾ-ਕਤ੍ਯਾ n a bedstread; a bed

for a' newly married couple. “astaran bar

bIsad VIsala.”—GPS. 2 a warm covering for
an elephant.

ਆਸਤਾਂ [85੮5] P UPT n a place. 2 a door. 3 a

 



 

 

ਆਸਤਿ

hermitage.

ਆਸਤਿ [asatI] See ਅਸ੍ਵਿ. 2 short form of ਆਸ੍ਵਿਕ.
3 ਅਸ੍ਵਿਤ੍ਵ existence. See ਨਾਸ੍ਵਿ.
ਆਸਤਿਕ [astIk] Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਗਿਕਙ adj who believes in

the existence of the Creator and of the other

world; a theist.

ਆਸਡਿਕਤਾ [astIkta], ਆਸਤਿਰ੍ਯ [astIky] n theism;
firm belief in the Creator and in the hereafter,

Theist.

ਆਸਤੀਕ [astik] Skt ਵੈਂਸ਼੍ਯਣ੍ਰੀਗ੍ a sage who was the
son of sage Jaratkar and Mansa, sister of

Vasuki, cobra. During a sarapmedh (killing

of snakes) ritual, he saved the tribe of his

mother, the Takshak and Anant snakes. “aryo

astiké maha VIpr sxddhé.”—janmejay. See

ਮਨਸਾ.

ਆਸਤੀਨ [astin] P ਪਾਂਫ਼ੈ,‘ n the sleeve ofa shirt, coat.

ਆਸਤੇ [aste] See ਆਹਿਸਤਾ.
ਅਾਸਥਾਈ [asthai] See ਅਸਥਾਈ 4 - 5.

ਆਸਨ [asan] See ਅਸ੍ਯਣ. “nIvli karam asan

caurasih In mahI séitI na ave jiu.”—majh m 5.

2 a saddle. “asan ae bag gahI balvécl VIsesa.”

—GPS. 3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯ thunderbolt of Indar,

lightning. 4 Indar. 5 one who serves meals.

ਆਸਨ੍ਯਸੁੰਨ [asanaksfin] adj who sits in perfect
mental tranquillity. “asanaksfin aankat
r5g.”—datt.

ਆਸਨਾ [asna] Skt n state, stage, situation. 2 See

ਅਸਨਾਇ.
ਆਸਨਾਈ [asnai] See ਅਸਨਾਈ.
ਆਸਨਿ [asanI] on or in a seat. “prIa a: base
ngh asanI.”—mala m 5.

ਆਸ਼ੀਢ਼ਾਸ [8'5ਪਿੰਪ੍ਯਾ5] adj home Of all hopes;
whom people trust for the fulfilment of their

hopes. See ਆਸਾ WW. '
ਆਸਨੀ [asni] n lust, hope. “prabhu puran asni

mere mana.”—asa m 5. 2 See ਆਸੀਨ. 3 See

ਆਸੰਨ.
ਅਾਸਪਦ [aspad] Skt ਅਧਾਪਦ. n a place, spot. 2 a

position, rank. 3 reputation, honour. 4 work,
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ਆਸਾ

function.

ਆਸਪਾਸ [aspas] near about, around, in the
vicinity. “as pas ghan tursi ka bIrva.”—gau
kabir.

ਆਸ ਪਿਆਸ [as pIaS] 71 strong hope, intense
desire.

ਅਾਸਪੂਰਣਾ [aspuma], ਅਾਸਪੂਰਨਾ [aspurna] n caste

goddess of Chauhan Rajputs who believe her

to be the fulfiller fo all desires. 2 service of the

spiritual guide. 3 spiritual knowledge of self.

ਅਾਸਫੁਲ ਰੌਲਾ [asphul dola] See ਅਸਦ ਖਾਨ.

ਆਸਮਾਨ [asman] See ਅਸਮਾਨ.

ਆਸਮਾਨ ਖ਼ਾਨ [asman xan] son-in-law of Painde

Khan who stole Baba Gurditta’s hawk, and

together with Painde Khan fought against

Guru Hargobind at Kartarpur in Sammat

169]. He was killed by Baba Gurditta in this

battle.

ਆਸਮਾਨ ਚਰ '[asman car] 11 a rambler of the sky,

bird. 2 an arrow.-sanama.

ਆਸਮੁਦ੍ [asmudr] adv up to the sea. “asmudr

];) phIri duhai.”—GPS.

ਆਸਮੰਤ [85ਗ਼ਰੋ੮] Skt ਆ-ਸਮੰਤ. adv on all sides,

all around. 2 with full ceremony, very

properly.

ਆਸ਼ਯ [asay] n an aim, object, intention. 2 a

longing, wish.

ਆਸਰ [asar] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਣਅਾਸ਼੍ਰ'ਯ n a prop, basis, stay. 2 an

asylum, a resort, refuge. “jIh asar Ia bhavjal

tarna.”—bavan. “Ih asar puran bhae kam.”
—gaum 5.

ਆਸ਼ਰਮ [asram] See ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ.

ਆਸਰਾ [8੬੮8] See ਆਸਰ.

ਅਾਸਞ [asav] Skt n life breath. 2 a type ofwine

not extracted through distillation but prepared

by fermentation, like somras and toddy.

ਆਸੜੀ [asri] n a hope, desire, an expectation.

“nanak asri nIbahI.”—var jet.

ਆਸਾ [asa] Skt ਆਸ਼ਾ n a desire to have, hope.

“asa karta jagu mua.”—var guj I m 3. 2 a



 

ਅਾਸਾਇ

direction, side. f‘tum nahI avo tab} It asa.”

~NP. “magan mane mahI CItvaU asa nenhu

tar tuhari.”—I<eda'm 5.

3 a musical measure in its own right, sung in

the early morning. Guru Angad Dev started

the daily routine of singing Asa di Var in the

presence ofGuru Nanak Dev. Guru Arjan Dev

added to it twenty four. stanzas composed by

the fourth Guru, one stanza to each balladic

measure. Now it is daily sung in the

gurdwaras. “gal rababi asa var.”—GPS.

In Sikh way oflife, Asais also sung in the. `

course of evening prayer. In this measure, all '

notes are pure.l gadhar measure may be added

to Asa in descending but not in ascending

, tone. The descending tone ofAsa comprises

sa, re, ma, pa, dha, ni, sa, and ascending tone

has re, sa, ni, dha, pa, ma, ga, re, sa, in that.
order.2

Among the Rags in Guru Granth SahibAsa

is the fourth in order.3 4 aim, intention,

purport. 866 ਆਸ਼ਯ. “t5 babe us da asa janIa.”

~JSBB. 5A w a club, heavy stick. “asa hatth

kItab kacch.”—BG. “mansa marI nIvathU

asa.”—maru soIhem 5. ‘Killing or eradicating

of desire is hope.’4

ਆਸਾਇ [asaI] Skt ਆਸ਼ਯ n an object, a purport,
meaning. “puran asaI.”—bIIa m 5.

ਅਾਸਾਟਿਸ [asaIs] See ਅਾਸਾਯਸ਼.
ਆਸਾਇਤੀ [8582੮1] adj hopeful, expectant. 2 A

.../,!“ adj grieving (woman). “asaIti as kI as

puraie.”—phunhe m 5. ‘Fulfll the hope of the
sorrowful’.

'For various notes See ਸ੍ਵਰ and ਠਾਟ.
 

2In view of differences in different places, singersjoin

Asa with rishabh and dhaivat soft also.

3Many writers have considered Asa as a subordinate sub;

measure ofMegh and the time of its rendition as sunrise.

4Muslim hermits also, like monks ofDandi sect, consider

holding a club as their denominational sign.
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ਆਸਾਈ [asai] n hope, expectation. “man mahI
’CIWaU esi asai.”—asa m 5.

ਆਸਾਸਹਿ [asas-hI] See ਆਸਾਸਨ. 2 866 P Ugg/T.
3 to praise. 4 to raise, lift. ’

ਆਸਾਸਨ [asasan] Skt ਆਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਨ n an assurance, a
‘ consolation. 2 support, succour. “sxdh sadhak

lasas—hI'.”—saveye m 3 ke. “chIa darsan

asase.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਆਸਾ ਸਿੰਘ [asa sigh] a clerk of Guru Gobind
Singh. Once, in order to help a poor Sikh, he

sent a demand draft for Rs. 500 to another

Sikh. That Sikh made the payment. When the

demand draft was presented to the Guru, he

enquired why it was sent without his order.

Asa Singh got frightened and fled during the

night, and sent the following couplet to the

Guru:

“mukh kara mero kare karat na pampkar,

tIs ko m‘é phIr karogi palta is darbar.”

This meant that the offence was of the

clerk’s pen which now says, ‘if my face was

not blackened for a good deed for another’s

good, then I would have in turn blackened
the face of the clerk’. The Guru was pleased

at Asa Singh’s note and he called the latter

back and reinstated him in the same job.

ਆਸਾਸੇ [asase] See ਆਸਾਸਨ.

ਆਸਾ ਦੀ ਵਾਰ [asa di var] written at the end of

Asa measure in Guru Granth Sahib, it is a

composition in saloks and balladic stanzas,

by Guru Nanak Dev, though it also includes

a few saloks ofGuru Angad Dev. Since olden

times it is sung early in the morning. Guru

Arjan Dev also included in it 24 stanzas of

Guru Ram Das to correspond to each balladic

stanza, and taught the Sikhs to sing them. See

ਚਾਰ ਚੌਂਕੀਆਂ. “paryo bhog jab asavar.”—GPS.

ਆਸਾਧ [asadh], ਆਸਾਧਿਓ [asatho] incurable.

See ਅਸਾਧ. “diragh rog maIa asatho.”—gau

thIti m 5.



 

ਆਸਾਨ

ਆਸਾਨ [asan] P up? adj easy.

ਆਸਾ ਕ੍ਤਿ'ਧਾਸ' [asa nIvas] See ਆਸ ਜ਼ਿਸ. “guru
amardas asa nIvas.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਅਾਸਾਬੰਧ [asabédh], ਆਸਾਬੰਧੂ [asabédhu] adj tied
down because of hope; hopeful, expectant.

ਅਯਾਮ [asam] a Country north east of Bengal
and south of the Himalayas, mostly covered

with forests, mines, rivers and streams. It was

visited by Guru Nanak Dev and Guru Teg

Bahadur. It was also known as Kamrup in the

past.

ਆਸਾ ਮਨਸਾ [asa mansa] hope and desire to

acquire things.

—asa m 1.

ਆਸਾਯਸ਼ [asayas] P fig? 12 comfort; a happy

“asa mansa dou bInasat.”

state; this word is derived from the root ਆਸੂਦਨ. -

ਆਸਾਰ [asar] Skt n a severe downpour or

' shower; rain. 2 Dg clouds. 3 A Jet“ plural of

ਅਸਰ, signs, indicators. 4 a trait. 5 breadth,

width.
ਆਸਾਵਰੀ [asavri] This is a completel musical

measure, one of the ten arragements of

musical notes or modulations ofIndian music.

It is sung for three hours of the day frem the

. sunrise onward. It has three soft notes of

gadhar, dhevat and nIsad, the remaining

being pure (See ਸਵਰ and ਠਾਟ) In asavari,

dhevat is basic but gadhar is only supporting,

the remaining ones are all basic notes. During

the ascent nI$ad and gadhar are not used but

all notes are applicable during the descent;

five notes sa,,re, ma, pa and dha figure in the

ascent but seven notes sa, ni, dha, pa, ma, ga

and re are used in the descent. Owing to the

difference of place and opinion among most

' …ਪ5|੦0|੦8|5੮5,ਰ੍|1|8||)/ have accepted asavari

singing in bherav and bhervi measures. In

Guru Granth Sahib, asavri has been combined

with asa measure also.

'Arohi has five and Avrohi seven tunes.
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ਆਸਾ ਵਾਰ [asa var] 888 ਆਸਾ ਦੀ ਵਾਰ.
ਆਸਾਵੰਤ [asavét] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਕ਼ਯੰ/ hopeful, desirous.
ਅਯਾਵੰਤੀ [asavéti] 888 ਆਸਾਵੰਤ. “asavéti as gusai,
purie.”—varjet.
ਆਸ਼ਾੜ [asap] Skt ਆਸਾਢ n the month of Harh.
See ਅਖਾੜ. “asa: suhéda tIsu lage szu manI

harIcaran nIvasu.”—majh baramaha.

ਆਸਾੜਾ [asara] See ਅਸਾੜਾ. `

ਅਾਸਾੜਿ [asarI] during the month of Harh.

ਅਾਸਾਡੁ [asaru] See ਅਖਾੜ and ਆਸਾੜ.

ਆਸਿਖ [8511<}|],ਆਸ਼ਿਖਾ [aSIkha] ਠੰ/ਧਿਆਸ਼ਿਸ੍ n a

blessing, benediction.

ਆਸੀ [asi] A ੴ; adjwho sins, or is an evil doer,
or a criminal.

ਆਸੀਸ [asis] See ਅਾਸ਼ਿਖ. “puta, mata ki asis.”
-—guj m 5. ‘

ਆਸੀਨ [asin] Skt adj sitting, seated. “sagal
manorath puran asina.”—bIIa m 5. 2 situated.

ਆਸੀਨਾ [asina] See ਆਸੀਨ.
ਅਾਸੀਰ [asir] Skt ਆਸ਼ਿਸ੍ a blessing. 2 See ਅਸੀਰ.

ਆਸੀਰਵਚਨ [asirvacan], ਆਸ਼ੀਰਵਾਦ [asirvad] Skt

n a blessing, benediction. See ਆਸਿਖ. -

ਆਸੁ [asu] Skt ਆਸ਼ੁ adv at once, promptly. “asu

hi tichan ls aSI sri harI.”—krIsan. 2 See ਅਸੁ-

ਆਂਸੁ' [ਫੇੰ5ਪ] n a tear, tears.

ਆਸੁਗ [asug] adj quick-footed. 2 n wind. 3 an

arrow. 4 light.

ਆਸੁਤੌ'ਖ [85੦੮੦1<|1]5/<|ਆਸੁਤੋਸadj easy to please.
2 n Guru Nanak Dev. 3 Shiv according to the

Purans.

ਆਸ਼ੁਫ਼ਤਹ [asuftah] P ਖ਼ਾਂ!“ adj upset, perplexed.

* Its root is ਆਸੁਫਤਨ. .

ਆਸ਼ੁਫ਼ਤਨ‘ [asuftan] P ਰ੍ਭੰਬੰਭੈਫ੍ਰਾ v to be distraught,

bewildered or deeply agitated.

ਆਸੁਰ [asur], ਆਸੁਰੀ [asuri] adj concerning a

demon, of a demon. 2 n an ogress, a giantess.

“suri asuri kinri rijh rahIt pumarI.”-carItr

2. 3 See ਅਸੁਰੀ 2.
ਆਸੁਰੀ ਸੰਪਤਿ [asuri sépatI], ਆਸੁਰੀ ਸੰਪਦਾ [asuri

sépada] Skt ਲ਼ਾਚੂ’ਧੇMn wealth or glory earned



 

ਆਸੁਰੇਸ

through demonic means. 2 excess of foul
actions like lust, anger, etc.

ਆਸੁਰੇਸ [asures] king of demons. See ਅਸੁਰੇਸ.
“asures kopa h5kari.”——C5d1' 2.

ਆਸੂ [asu] soon, quickly, See ਆਸੁ 1. “gaman

tayar bhae kayo asu.”—NP.

ਆਂਸੂ [asu] n tears.
ਆਸੂਣੀ [asuni] n hope, desire, wish. “vatI asuni
b5n1.”—s ਰਿਸ਼ੀ. ‘having tied the luggage of
countless hopes’. 2 adj an unrealizable hope.
ਆਸੂਦਨ [asudan] P 0,;‘1’ v to be comfortable,

be prosperous. .

ਆਸੂਦਾ [asuda]P „, ,5'.’ adjin comfort, prosperous.
2 happy. 3 living in comfort. “gaj baji asude

karke.”—GPS.

_ਆਸੇਬ [aseb] P __...»ਟੂਕੋੱ n a distress, suffering. 2 a
shock, trauma, blow. 3 the shadow of an evil

spirit; its entry in the body or the mind.

ਆਸੇ [ass] See ਅਾਸਂਯ.
ਆਸੋਕ [asok] See ਅਸ਼ੋਕ. 2 ਆ (from all sides),
ਸ਼ੋਕ (grief); excessive sadness.
ਆਸੌਨ [asan] an unlucky omen. See ਸੋਨ.
ਅਾਸੰਕਾ [aséka] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਧ੍ਯ n a doubt, worry,
suspicion. 2 fear, dread.

ਅਾਸਂ'ਜਨ [aséjan] Skt ਸ੍ਯਕ੍ਯਜ n binding and
connecting. 2 hanging, suspending. See ਸੰਜ

and ਸੰਜਨ.

ਆਸੰਨ [ase’m] Skt ਵੈਂਸ੍ਯਕ adj sitting near. 2 adv
near, close by.

ਅਾਸੰਭਉ [85ਰੌ1੭1180] adj who has not been born,
birthless; “asébhao udVIaU.”—-saveye m 5 ke.

‘The birthless has appeared.’ 2 See ਅਸੰਭਵ.
ਆਸ਼੍ਵਰ੍ਯ [ascaray] See ਅਚਰਜ.

ਆਸ੍ਵਿਕ [aStIk], ਆਸ੍ਵਿਕਤਾ [astIkta] See ਆਸਤਿਕ
and ਆਸਤਿਕਤਾ.

ਅਾਸ੍ਵੀਕ [astik] See ਆਸਤੀਕ.
ਅਾਸ੍ਯ [asy] See ਆਸ 4. ,
ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ [asram] Skt ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ n a place to live,

residence. “caran kamal guru asram dia.”
—bIIa m 5. 2 four stages of life according to
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Hinduism: brahmcharay, nghasth, vanprasth
and sanyas. “car varan car asram hahI, jo
harI thave so pardhanu.”—g5dm 4. See ਚਾਰ
ਆਸ਼੍ਰਮ.
ਆਸ੍ਰ'ਮਾਈ [asrmai] See ਆਸ੍ਰਾਵ. “kamal bIgse
madhu asrmai.”—sr1' m 5. ‘Lotus blooms and

honey drips.’

ਆਸ੍ਰਮੀ [asrami] adj who lives in a hermitage.
2 who lives through the four-stages of life.

ਆਸ੍ਰਯ [asray] See ਆਸਰ. “tat asrayé nanak.”

—sahas m 5.

ਆਸ੍ਰ'ਞ [asrav] Skt n flow, current. 2 n a

dripping, falling in drops.

ਅਾਸ੍ਰਿਛ [aerch], ਅਾਸ੍ਰਿਤ [aert] Skt ਆਸ੍ਰਿਤ adj
staying on support, dependent. 2 n a servant,

an attendant.

ਆਸ਼ੇ [asre] ਆਸ਼ੁਯ. See ਆਸਰ.

ਆਸ੍ਵਾਸਨ [asvasan] See ਆਸਾਸਨ. “asvasan yut

sikh ocar.”-GPS.

ਆਸ੍ਵ'ਦ [asvad], ਆਸ੍ਵਾਦਨ [asvadan] n savour,

taste. 2 tasting, sucking, relishing.

ਆਹ [ah] v is. “jIn kau dhurI lIkhIa ah.”—gau

var 1 m 4. 2 n a desire, an inclination, wish.

“jogi jati SIdh harI ahe.”—gau m 5. 3 part a

word indicating griefand surprise, ah. 4pron

this, that. ’

ਆਹਟ [ahat] Pkt a noise caused by someone’s

arrival, sound of footsteps. 2 a battlefield.

“ath pahIr aha: bIkhe juddh bhayo bIkrar.”

—carItr 97.

ਆਹਣ [ahan] n locust. See ਅਾਹਨ l.

ਆਹਤ [ahat] adj injured, wounded, beaten up.

See ਅਨਾਹਤ.

ਆਹਨ [ahan] See ਅਾਹਣ. “ahan manfd brId ae

dal.”—GPS. 2 P U57 n iron, steel. 3 a sword.

ਅਾਹਨ੍ਯਰ [ahangar] n an ironsmith, blacksmith.
' ਆਹਨੀ [ahni] adj made of iron. See ਆਹਨ.
ਅਾਹਮ [aham] See ਅਹਮ. 2 See ਅਾਹਞ.

ਆਹਮੋਂ ਸਾਮਣੇ [ahmo samne] See ਆਮੋ ਸਾਮਣੇ. “ae

ahmo samne bher pIa karara.”—j5gnama.



 

 

ਆਹਰ

ਆਹਰ [ahar] n an impulse to be active, effort.

2 an endeavour, attempt. “sevak ks: thakur hi

ka ahar jiU.”—majh m 5. “ahar sath karda

phIre aharu Iku na hOI.”—var ram 2' m 5.

3 Skt a sigh, deep breath indicating grief.

4 adj who collects.

ਆਹਰਣ [aharan] Skt n snatching. 2 stealing.

3 taking away. Pkt ਆਹਰੋਂ.

ਆਹਰਮਨ [aharman] See ਅਹਰਮਨ.

ਆਹਰਿ [aharI] with zeal. “ja aharI harI jiu
parIa.”—sodar. ‘whereas the Almighty is

exerting zealously.’

ਆਹਰੀ [ahri] adj energetic, vigorous.

ਆਹਰੁ [aharu] See ਆਹਰ.

ਆਹਲੂ ਵਾਲੀਆ [ahlu valia] 868ਆਹਲੂਵਾਲੀਂਆਂਦੀਂਮਿਸਲ.
2 adj connected with Ahluvalia misl.

3 belonging to the house of Sadda Singh. See

ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ.

ਆਹਲੂ ਵਾਲੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ [ahlu valiéi di mIsal]

Sadda Singh of Ahlu village; 5 kos east of

Lahore, was a celebrated prosperous Sikh. He

established the Ahluvalia house. In his family

was born Jassa Singh in 1718 AD whom

Navab Kapur Singh brought up as a son. Mata

Sundari blessed him and bestowed upon him

the mace of Guru Hargobind (which is now

in Akal Bunga). The misl grew a lot under

Jassa Singh as a confederate branch of the

rising Sikh power. First of all it was he who

conquered Lahore, founded the Khalsa state

and issued his own currency. Now Kapurthala

state belongs to this !11ਜੂ5|.566ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ8[1(1 ਜੱਸਾ
ਸਿੰਘ.

ਆਹਞ [ahav1Skt n a battle, war. 2 fire oblation.

3 a challenge or call to battle, shout.

ਆਹਾ [aha] v is. “harI sétjana pahI aha.”——dev

m 5. 2 was. (past tense of ਹੈ). “talvédi VIC

vasda aha.”—JSBB. 3 part a word indicating

surprise and grief. oh! vah!

ਆਹਾਰ [ahar], ਆਹਾਰੁ [aham] n See ਅਹਾਰ. “jia
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ka aharu jia.”—var ram 1 m2. “detsagal ahare

jiu.”—majh m 5. ‘(God)’.
ਆਹਾੜਾ [ਗ਼ੀਕਨੂਕ] adj thoroughly estimated or

measured. “agam agocar be5t atola, he nahi
kIchu ahara.”—maru solhe m 5. ‘There is

nothing which has not been measured by the

Almighty’.

ਆਹਿ [ahI] v is. “sadhuségat: bekOthe ahI.”
—gaukab1'r. “jalI thalI remaia ahIo.”—sor m

5. See ਆਹ. 2 adv having desired (ah). “nanak

ahI saranI prabhu an.”——asa m 5.

ਆਚਿਓ [ahIo], ਆਰਿਆ [ahIa] adj desired,

wanted, needed. “ahIo tumra dhora.”—gujm

5. “eko suami ahIa jiu.”——majh m 5. 2 See

ਆਹਿ. 3 ਅਹੈ. is. “jet kat pekhau ahIo.”—kan
m 5.

ਆਹਿਸਤਾ [ahIsta] P _;ਲ਼ਾ’,‘ advslowly, gradually.
ਆਹੀ [ahi] is. SeeWand ਆਹਿ. “punarpI janam
na ahi.”—gaum 3. “nanak ghatI ghatI ahI.”

—asa m 5. 2 desired, wanted (for feminine

object) “me ahi ੦!“ tuhari.”—gau majh m 5.

3 may want, may need. “sz 55g lage prar}

tIse kau ahie.”—phunhe m 5. 4 S is. 5 a
hardship, calamity.

ਆਹੀਐ [ahie] let us desire, let us seek. See ਆਹਿ
and ਆਹੀ.
ਆਹੁ [ahu] See ਆਹ. 2 short form of ਆਹੂ'ਤ.
(called, summoned)

ਅਾਹੁਕ [ahuk] See ਉਗ੍ਰਸੇਨ.

ਆਹੁਟ [ਟਪਂਘਿ], ਆਹੁਡ [ahud] Dg n a battle, war.

2 tiredness, fatigue.

ਆਹੁਤਿ [ahutI] Skt n calling (invoking) god.
2 an oblation to gods, pouring purified butter

in fire by addressing the deity. 3 fire, sacrifice,

material needed for this ritual.

ਆਹੁਰਨਾ [ahurna], ਅਾਹੁੜਨਾ [ahurna] v to bend,

spring at, pounce at. “ahure jég.”—ramav.

ਆਹੂ [ahu] P ,;ਫ੍ਰਾ n a deer, buck. “dédan dur

ahu casam.”-saloh. ‘teeth like jewels and

eyes like those of a deer.’ 2 an appeal.



ਅਾਹੂਖ਼ੁਤਨ

3 asthma. 4 Skt a summoner. 5 the summoned.

ਆਹੂ ਖ਼ੁਤਨ [ahu xutan] deer of Khutan (in

China). See ਖ਼ੁਤਨ. ,

ਆਰੂੜ [ahut] Skt adj was called, was

summoned; sent for. “gayo beg kalu ahuta.”
—NP. . ' . .

ਆਹੇ [ahe] See ਆਹ, ਆਹਾ and ਆਹਿ. “he hosi

ahe.”—maru m 5. ‘is, shall be and was.’

“nanak saranI ahe.”—asa m 5.

ਆਹੇ [ahe] Seeਆਹ and ਆਹਿ. “jogi jati SIdh harI

ahe.”—gaum 5. ‘Jogis desire to realise God’.

ਆਹੋ [aho] See ਆਹ and ਆਹਾ. “tfi aho kerhe

k5m.”——s farid. 2 part yes; that is right. 3 or,
else. 4 otherwise.

ਆਹੰਗ [ah‘ég] P “6‘7 11 a desire. 2 a resolve, an
aim. 3 time, occasion. 4 a prelude to singing.

ਥੂਆਰ੍ਹਾਨ [ahvan] Sktn a call, summon, invitation.

2 an invitation letter. 3 a name. 4 an edict.
ਆਕ [ak] n ਅਕੰ a wild plant, calotrosis procine.

“dhan joban ak ki chaIa.”—dhana chét' m 1."

2 P J.” a trouble, a conflict. 3 a vice, fault,

demerit. 4 A at. adj disloyal. 5 disobedient.

ਆਂਕ [ਕੋੰ1<] See ਔਕ. 2 S a weight; '/|6"' of a seer,

a Chhatank. 3 an anna, a coin, l/l6th of a rupee.

ਆਂਕਸ [akas] P Jgrpron that person, that man.

ਆਕਟਰਲੋਨੀ [aktarloni] Sir David Ochterloney,
son of a noble American. He came to India

and made himselfprominentwith his bravery

and prudence. He was a general in the Bengal

army. In October 1804 AD, he allied himself

with general Lake and drove Out Jasvant Rao

Holkar from Delhi. The British appointed him

to oversee British-Sikh relations, and on

several occasions he entered into

correspondence with Maharaja Ranj it Singh.

On the occasion of the marriage of Prince

Kharak Singh in 1812, he was Maharaja’s

guest at Lahore. He died at Meerut on 15

July 1825 at the age of 68 years.

ਆਕਥ [akath] See ਅਕਥ. “nanak akath ki katha
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sunae.”—maru m 1.

ਅਾਕੁਥਤ [akbat] A .;.ਭੰਢੂੰ'ਲ਼ਿ n the next world, the

hereafter. 2 the end, finis. See ਅਕਬ.

ਆਕਰ [akar] see ਆਕੜ. 2 Skt n a mine.

ਲ਼ਾ 3 treasure. 4 a store, stock. 5 a caste, class.

6 adj good, superior. 7 more, excessive.

ਆਕਰਖ [akarakh] Skt ਅਾਕਸੰ n a sense organ. 2 a
test, touchstone. 3 a magnet. 4 attraction. “jab

akarak‘h karat ho kab-hfi, tum me mIlat

. dehdhar sabh-hfi.”—capai. “citi sas

akarakhte.”—sahas m 5. “jaha trIkha man

tujhu akarakhe.”—su1<hmani. _

ਅਾਕਰਖਣ [akarkhan] 'Skt ਆਕਸਂ’ਣ n attraction,

pull. 2 act of ploughing. ‘

ਆਕਲ [akal] Sktmfgm adjperplexed, confounded.

“hau akal bIkal bhai bIn dekhe.”—bI1a a m

4. 2 A Jb adj wise, intelligent. “kI aka]
alame.”—japu. 3 a carpenter Sikh of village

Vadeghar who was the maternal grandfather

ofBhai Rup Chand. “akal kah‘é tahI 1<੦ namu,

man me gummat ko VIsramu.”—GPS. See

ਰੂਪਚੰਦ ‘ਭਾੲੀ. 4 a spiritually awakened devotee

of Guru Arjan Dev from Sultanpur.

ਆਂਕਲ [ਬੋ1<ਰ1]'੭8 n a branded and cauterized

bull set free, a stud bull.

ਆਕੜ [81<8.੮] n pride, arrogance. 2 rigidity. 3 a

village seven kos north of Patiala in Sirhind

tehsil and under Musepur police station

visited by Guru Teg Bahadur. There is only

one platform and no building where the Guru

stayed. The priest is a Nirmala Sikh. It is two

miles north of Kauli railway station.

ਆਕਾ [aka] T ਪਿੰ n a master, an owner.

ਆਕਾਸ਼ [akas] See ਅਕਾਸ. 2 all-pervasive God.

3 space, the sky, paradise, heavenly spheres.

“tre gun mohe mohIa akas.”—asa m 5. 4 the

sun, the moon, and other planets which emit

light or shine. See ਗਗਨਅਾਕਾਸ. 5 pride, conceit.
“uparI carat) tale akas.”—ram m 5. ‘Humility

is superior to pride’.

 

 



 

ਆਕਾਸ਼ਕੁਸੁਮ

ਆਕਾਸ਼ ਕੁਸੁਮ [akas kusum] n a flower of the

sky. 2 impossibility, improbability.

ਆਕਾਸ਼ ਗੰਗਾ [akas gsga] n a celestial river,
named médakIni mentioned in Purans which

flows in the sky. In Punjabi it is known as

‘bachelors’ road.’ a galaxy called the Milky

Way. P ਘੀਨੂਭੰਨੂਮੈੱ .

ਆਕਾਸ਼ ਚਰ [akas car] n birds. 2 an arrow.

—sanama. 3 a god. 4 a star, planet. 5 an aircraft,

a balloon, etc. 6 adj who wanders in the sky.
ਆਕਾਸ਼ ਬਾਣੀ [akas bani] n a celestial .utterance.

2 according to Sikhism, a divinely inspired

idea or speech of a spiritually awakened

person.

ਆਕਾਸਿ [akaSI] in the sky. See ਆਡਾਣ.

ਆਕਾਸੀ [akasi] adjconcerning the sky; celestial,

` heavenly.

[akasu] See ਆਕਾਸ-

ਅਾਕਾਂਕਾ [ਕ਼1<€11<521],ਆਕਾਂਖਿਆ [81<੩1<}118],ਆਕਾਂਖਸਾ

Iakakhya] Skt ਟਸ਼੍ਯਫਿ਼ਜ n a desire, wish. 2 the
heed ofone word for expressing the meaning

ofanother word, as for example in the phrase

“Read this lesson”, the lesson is the need of

reading or in “Go there”, there or that place

is the need (akaksa) of going.

ਆਕਾਰ [akar] Skt n a form, structure, semblance,

“hukmi hovanI akar.”—japu. 2 stature, bulk,

figure. 3 composition, construction. 4 a mark,

sign.

ਆਕਾਰ ਚਿਤ੍ਰ [akar CItr] See ਚਿਤ੍ਰ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ 3.

ਆਕਾਰੁ [akaru] adj having a shape, form or

figure. “soi gupat soi akaru.”—asa m 5. 2 n a
form, shape;

ਆਂਕਿ [akI]P ff pron that which, he, who.
ਆਕਿਲ [akIl] See ਆਕਲ.

ਆਕਿਲ ਦਾਸ [akII das] a priest of the Hindali
sect who assisted Lahore officials to

apprehend many Sikhs.
ਆਕੀ [aki] A ਲੂੰ"; adj defiant, rebellious. “aki
marhI aphari.”——maru m I.
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ਆਕੁੰਚਨ [akOcan] Skt ਤਿਸ੍ਰਾਥੂਕ੍ਥਜ n contraction,
shrivelling, shrinkage, constriction. See ਕੁੰਦਨ.
ਆਕੁਲ [akul] Skt adj diffused, pervasive.

“remaia akul ri bai.”—guj namdev. 2 ਅ-ਕੁਲ,

without a pedigree or lineage. 3 without birth.

“amar hOI sad akul rahe.”——prabha namdev.

4 n God. “akul ke gharI jauge.”—ram namdev.

5 perplexed, confounded. “sokakul rodan ko

kina.”—GPS.

ਆਕ੍ਰਮਣ [akraman] Skt n an attack, assault.

2 crossing the limit.

ਆਕ੍ਰਾਂਤ [akrét] Skt adj surrounded. 2 spread,
expansive. 3 assaulted, attacked. 4 helpless.

“jab hot dharanI bharakrét.”—rudr. ‘helpless
under pressure’. See ਭਾਰਾਕ੍ਰਾਂਤ.

ਅਾਕ੍ਰਿ'ਤਿ [akrItI] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਥੂਚੂਕਿ n a shape, form.
2 stature, structure. 3 an idol, image.

ਆਕੇਪ [aksep] Skt ਕ਼ੀਯੇਧ n the act of throwing.
2 a taint blemish, stigma. 3 a literal figure of

meaning (irony) having self-abuse in the
utterance.

Example:

“kabir rora hOIrahu bat ka tajI man ka

athmanU, esa koi dasu hOI tahI mIle

bhagvanu. kabir rora hua ta kIa bhaIa? péthi

kau dukhu deI, esa tera dasu he jIU dharni

mahI kheh. kabir, kheh hui tau l<Ia bhaIa? ja

udI lags 5g, harIjanU esa cahie jIU pani

sarbég. kabir, pani hua ta kIa bhaIa? sira tata

hOI, harIjanu esa cahie jesa harI hi 1101.”

—s kabir.

(b) a second form ofAkshep or irony is where

utterance appears legally sound, but is

intended to reject the ideas; '

Examples
“bh'ég phim madIra chako raho mast dIn rat,

In seven te turat hi nar VIdeh hvejat.”

4 an irony, a sarcasm, sneer.

ਆਖ [akh] See ਆਂਖ. 2 See ਆਖਿ. 3 See ਆਖਣਾ.
ਆਂਖ [ékh] Skt ਅਕਿ. n an eye. “tab te kou ékh



ਆਖਣ

tare nahi anyo.”—ramav.

ਆਖਣ [akhan], ਆਖਣਾ [akhna] v to say, speak,

tell. “akhan vala kIa vecarla.”—asa m 1.

ਆਖਣਿ [akhanI] n something said or spoken

of. “akhanI akhe bake sabhukOI.”-asa m 3.

2 n a statement explanation. “akhanI aukha

saca nau.”—sodar.

ਅਾਖਣੁ [akhanu] v to say, utter, speak, tell.

“akhanu sunna teri bani.”—-bh£r m 1. 2 n a

speech, an utterance.

ਅਾਖ਼ਤਾ [axta] P :57 adj castrated, sterilised.
axtan means to pull, axta thus means whose

testicles have been castrated.

ਅਾਖਨ [akhan] See ਆਖਣ. 2 adv every moment,

always.

ਆਖਯਰ੍ [akhay] Skmmfl'n a name. “bhavbhédhan
ke am ko akhay bhekhaj car.”—NP. ‘The four
characters of the name Vahguru are a

medicine against the disease of worldly

bondage’. .

ਆਖਰ [akher] Skt ਅਕਰ a letter of the alphabet,

a character. “kine ram nam Ik akhar.”

—suI<hman1‘. 2 A ਗ਼“ adj last, ultimate. 3 n the

end, a finis. 4 a result, consequence, outcome.

ਆਖਾਉਣਾ [akhauna] v to be called, named or

described. “pédIt akhae bahuti rahi.”—var

ram 2, m 5.

ਆਖਾਣ [akhan] Skt ਅਾਖਜਾਨ n a tale, story. 2 a

description, explication.

ਆਖਾਰ ਮੰਡਲੀ [akhar médli] n a theatre, stage.
“akhar modli dharanI sabai.”—ram m 5. 2 a

group of actors.

ਅਾਖਾਰਾ [ekhara] See ਅਖਾੜਾ. “ra5I_m§dal kino

akhara.”——suhi parta] m 5.

ਆਖਾੜ [akhar] Skt ਆਸਾਢ. n Harh, a summer

month in which occurs the full moon in the

mansion of purabakhara.

ਆਖਾੜਾ [81<}181‘8] See ਅਖਾੜਾ. “recanu 1<1118']:1<0

akhara.”—maru soIhe m 5. “gurumati sath

ras bhogda vada akhara.”——var maru 2 m 5.
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ਆਥੋ

ਆਖਿ [akhI] n mouth, which is used to utter
everything. “akhanu akhI na raan.”-—var

majh 111 2. 2 adj mentionable, utterable, fit to

be talked about. “akhI na jape akhI..”—var

sarm 1_. ‘The mentionable one (God) is not

visible to the eye’. 3 n an eye. See Example

2. 4 adv having said. “méda kIse na akhI

jhagra pavna.”—vad chét m 1. 5 See ਆਖਰ.

ਆਖਿਰ [akhIr] at last, in the end. See ਆਖਰ 2.
“akhIr bIaphtam.”——t115g m 1.

ਆਖੀ [akhi] See ਆਖਣ. 2 n an eye. 3 with or by
means of eyes. “dekhIa gurmukhI akhi.”

—var sri m 4. “gurmukh hove ta akhi sujhe.”

—maru soIhe m 3.

ਆਖੀਫੋਰ [akhiphor] n a wink, a moment, an
instant.

ਆਖੀਫੋਚਿ [akhiphorI] adv in an instant, instantly.
“UdharSI akhiphorI.”—guj m 5.

ਆਖੀਰ [akhir] See ਅਖੀਰ.

ਆਖੁ [akhu] Skt n a digging animal. 2 a rat,

mouse. 3 a mole, porcupine, etc.

ਆਖੁੜਨਾ [81<1101'118] See ਔਖੜਨਾ.

ਆਖੂ [akhu], ਆਖੂ" [akhfi] adjwho says. 2 fit for
saying, mentionable. “akhfi akha' sada

sada.”—var sar m 1. 3 See ਆਖੁ.

ਆਖੂਟ [81<}…ਣੁ],ਆਖੂਟਾ [akhuta] See ਅਖੁਟ. “bahut

khajane mere pale parIa amol lal akhuta.”

—sar 111 5.

ਆਖੇਟ [akhet], ਆਖੇਟਕ [akhetak] Skt n hunting,

game, chase.

ਆਖੇਟੀ [akheti] Skt ਤ੍ਯਯੇਟਿਜ਼੍ਥਧੰ/ who hunts; who
chases wild animals.

ਆਖੋਂਪ [akhep] See ਆਕੇਪ.
ਆਖੇਰ [akher], ਆਖੇਰ ਬਿਰਤਿ [akher bIratI], ਆਖੇੜ

[akher], ਆਖੇੜ ਬਿਰਤਿ‘ [akher bIratI] See ਅਾਖੇਟ.

n hunting as a means of livelihood or

profession. 2 interest in or practice ofhunting.

“akher bIratI baharI an dhaI.”—bh£rm 5.

“akher bIratI rajan ki lila.”—gaum 5.

ਆਖੈ [akhe] name. See ਆਖਜ਼ “nanak akhe guru
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k0 kahe.”—var ram 1 m 1. and “vaje pavanu

akhe sabh jaI.”—dhana m 1. ‘The airstream

striking (the throat and the palate) reminds of

Him.’

ਆਖੰਡਲ [akhédal] See ਅਖੰਡਲ 2.

ਆਰ੍ਯ [akhy] Skt ਆਖਸਾ a name, noun. 2 good

reputation, prestige, renown.

ਆਧ੍ਯਰ [akhyar] a letter, a character. See ਅਖਰ.
“kine ram nam Ik akhyar.”—sukhmani.

ਆਖਜਾ [akhya] See ਅਾਧ੍ਯ.

ਆਪ੍ਯਾਇਕਾ [akhyaIka] Skt ਆਪ੍ਯਾਯਿਕਾ. n a story,
tale, fable.

ਆਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [akhyan] Skt n a story, tale. 2 history,

chronicle.

ਆਖੂੰਦ [avad] See ਅਖ਼ੁਦਿ.

ਆਗ [ag] n sugarcane; the top portion ofcertain

tall grasses like sorghum etc. 2 fire, “ag lagau
tIh dhaulharI jIh nahi harI k0 nau.”—s kabir.

3 an order, command. See ਆਗਿ. 4 adv in front,

ahead. “pan ke gon te ag calyo.”—1<rIsan.
5 Skt n a crime, sin.

ਅਾਗਸਤ [agasat] See ਅਗਸਤ. 2 Skt ਅਾਗਸ੍ਵਯ adj

connected with the sage Agast. 3 ofAgastya’s

sub-caste. 4 n the southern direction.

ਆਗਹ [agah] Sktm‘aJUn persistence, obstinacy. '

2 ad" forward, in front. 3 adj second, other.

“dos det agah kau 5dha.”-bavan.

ਆਗਜ [agaj] See ਆਗਾਜ. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਾ/ਅਗੁਜਗ਼ elder brother.

3 a principal officer, leader. 4 Brahman.

ਆਗਤ [agat] Skt adj arrived. 2 n a guest.

ਆਗਨ [agan] See ਅਗਨਿ. 2 See ਪ੍ਯਾਣਿਤ. 3 See
ਆਂਗਨ.
ਆਂਗਨ [Egan] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਤਾਯ a compound, courtyard.

ਆਗਠਤ [ਗ਼ਥੂਗ਼ਾ‘ਗ਼ੀ], ਅਾਰਜ੍ਯਾ [aganta] adj countless,

innumerable. “parbraham eso aganta.”——ba van.
ਅਾਗਨਿ [aganI], ਆਂਗਨਿ [figanI] in the courtyard.
“sobha mere: aganI.”—-bIIa m 5. “aganI sukh

basna.”—phunhe m 5. ‘living comfortably in

the compound’. “gharI éganI na sukhai.”—

~sri beni. 2 See ਅਗਨਿ.

ਆਗਨੇਤਾ [aganeta] countless. See ਅਾਗਠਤ. 2 a
fire—carrier.

ਆਗਮ [agam] Skt n arrival, coming. “man cau
bhaIa prabhu agam sunIa.”—an5du. 2 future.

“agua janu agam kanh janae.”-—krIsan. 3 Ved.

4 Shastar. 5 Tamar Shastar, book of charms

and mystical formulae which has seven parts:

creation, dissolution, worship of gods,

practice of mystical formulae, performance

of sacrifices and repetition of the name of

some deity with a definite aim and

contemplation. “agam nIgam kahe janu nanak

sab dekhe loku sabaIa.”—todi m 5.

ਆਗਮਨ [agaman] Skt n arrival, advent. 2 profit,

gain. _

ਅਾਗਮਾਪਾਈ [agamapai], ਆਗਮਾਪਾਯੀ [agamapayi]
Skt ?ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯਬਿਜ਼੍ਹੋੰਯੰ/who comes and goes, visitor.

2 subject or liable to birth and death or to

growth and decay, transient, impermanent.

ਆਗ ਯੰਤ੍ਵ [ag yétar] Dg a fire-arm, weapon like
a gun, musket, etc.

ਆਗਰ [agar] n a mine, quarry. See ਰਤਨਾਗਰ.

2 ਅਗ੍ adv before, at first, earlier. “sabad tarég

pragatat dIn agar.”—saveye m 4 ke. ‘A wave

of recitation appears before daybreak.’ 3 ਅਗੁਯ

adja headman, chief, “carI caran kah-hI bahu

agar.”—gau kabir. 4 Skt n night of the new

moon, moonless night. _

ਆਗਰਾ [agra] Agra, a city on the bank of
Yamuna in United Provinces. Sikandar Lodhi

first made it his capital and built Badalgarh

fort on the bank onamuna. Later at a cost of '

Rs. 36 lacs, emperor Akbar got built a grand

and strong fort at the same site through Mir

Muhammad Qasim Khan.

Akbar greatly added to its prosperity and

renamed it Akbarabad. See ਅਕਬਰ and ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂ.

In and around the Maithan sector of this

city are gurdwaras dedicated to Guru Teg

Bahadur and also a gurdwara ofGuru Gobind



ਆਗਲ਼

Singh. According to Guru Partap Suray, Guru

Hargobind also came here with emperor

Jahangir.

ਆਗਲ਼ [agal] adj foremost, leading, chief.
2 excessive, abundant. “sukh magat dukh agal
hox.”—gau a m 1. 3 adv in front, ahead. 4 n

the nextworld, hereafter. “bahut SIanap agal
bhara.”—gau m 5.

ਅਾਗਲੜਾ [aglara] adj ofthe past, former. “maIa

moh manI aglara prani.”—sri trIIocan.

ਆਗਲੜੇ [aglare] plural ofਅਾਗਲੜਾ. 2 adv in front,

face to face, “tInI aglare me rahIn na jaI.”

——sri trIIocan.

ਅਾਗਵਨ [agvan] See ਆਗਮਨ.

ਆਗ ਵਮਨੀ [agvamni] n a gun or musket (which
pukes fire)—sanama.

ਆਗਾ [aga] n the front part, front side. 2 a

forehead. 3 a chest. 4 Skt adj near, closely-

related. 5 future. 6 the hereafter “aga span
sudharan karan.”—GPS. 7 the result, effect,

_ outcome. 8 T ਚਿ“ a transform ofਅਾਕ਼ਾ, a master,

owner. ,

ਆਗਾਸ [agas], ਆਗਾਸੁ [agasu] See ਆਕਾਸ਼ “lakh
agasa agas.”—japu. ‘-

ਆਗਾਹ [agah] adjbottomless. 2 P ,ਡੁੱ‘!’ informed,

knowing, privy. “garab jIna vadIaia dhan
joban agah.”—s fan'd.

ਆਗਾਹਾ [agaha] towards the front, to the future.
“agaha ku trégh pIcha pher na muhadra.”

—maru var 2, m 5.

ਆਗਾਹੀ [agahi] P d.gr n knowledge,

acquaintance, vigilance.

ਆਗਾਜ [agaj], ਆਗਾਜਾ [agaja] P ਭੰਇਿ' n a beginning.

2 the origin. “jIhva dhunI agaja.”—ram m 5.

ਆਗਾਮੀ [agami] SktWadjcoming‘. 2 future.

ਆਗਾਰ [agar] Skt n a home, residence. 2 a store.

3 a treasury. ਰ੍

ਅਾਗਿ [agI] fire. “agI IagaI médar mahI
soth.”—gau kabir. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯਜ੍ਹਾ an order,

command. See ਆਗਿਜ਼ 3 ignorance. “sabadI
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nIvari agI jotI di paie.”-suhi a m 1.

ਆਗਿਓ [agIo], ਆਗਿਆ [agIa] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ an order,
command, “man gobide agIo.”—gau m 5.

“agIa manI bhagatI hOI tumari.”—asa m 5.

ਆਗਿਆਕਾਂਗੌ [agIakari] Skt ਵਸ੍ਯਡ਼ਜਧ੍ਯਣਿਜ਼੍ adj
obedient. “agIakari sada suhaganI.”—var

suhi m 3.

ਆਂਗਿਰਸ [figxras] ਤਿਡ੍ਧਿਚ੍ਚ adj belonging to the
clan of sageAngira. 2 n Vrihaspati, the

teacher of gods.

ਅਾਗੀ [agi] n fire. “dekhI nIvarIa jal mahI
agi.”—prabha a m 1. ‘absorbed dark traits in
the qualities of goodness’.

ਆਂਗੁ'ਰੀ [figuri] Skt ਗ਼ਵਹੂਰੀ n a finger.

ਆਗੂ [agu] adj a leader. 2 a guide. “5dha agu

je this kIU padharu jans.”—suhi chét m 1.

3 Skt n a vow, solemn declaration, commitment.

ਆਗੇ [age], ਆਗੈ [age] adv in front. 2 after this.
“age gham pIche rutI jada.”-tukha

barahmaha m 1. 3 future. “age dayu pache

naraInu.”—bher m 5. ‘In between the future

and the past is the eternal.’

ਆਗੈ ਪਾਛੇ [age pache] adv before and behind.
2 in this world and the next. “age pache médi ‘
SOI.”—gaum 5.-

ਆਗੰਜ [agéj] See ਅਗੰਜ.
ਅਾਗੰਜਤ [agéjat] adj free from destruction,
indestructible, immortal. “agéjat paga.”—ram
var2 m 5.

ਆਗੰਤੁਕ [agétuk] Skt adj (one) who comes. 2 n
a visitor, guest.

ਆਗਰਾ [agya] See ਆਗਿਆ.

ਅਾਰ੍ਯ'ਕਾਰੀ [agyakari], ਆਗਯਾਪਾਲਕ [agyapalak]
See ਅਾਗਿਅਾਕਾਰੀ.
ਅਾਰਿਯ [agyI] with or by order. “me sukh pan
guragyI.”—j£t m 5.

ਆਂਗੁਹ [agrah] Skt n obduracy, obstinacy.

2 perseverance, perSistence. 3 a shelter, place,

abede. _4 grace, kindness. 5 an arrest; a grasp.

6 an attack, ihvasion.

   



  

 

 

ਆਗ੍ਰਹੀ

ਅਾਗੁਹੀ [agrahi] Skt Wadjobstinate, obdurate.
See ਆਗ੍ਰਹ.

ਆਘ [agh] See ਅਘ. 2 Sktmuf n price, rate, cost.

“tfiba/suvaran 55g te suvaran agh bIkaI.”

—9151<ar sagar sudha.

ਆਘਾਉਣਾ [aghauna] See ਅਘਾਉਣਾ. “jIni cakhIa

premras se trIpat rahe aghaI.”—barahmaha

majh. ‘Those who tasted the juice of love,

remained satiated and content’. “aghae

s§ta.”—maru m 5.

ਆਘਾਂਇਆ [aghaIa] adj satiated, content,
surfeited.

ਆਘਾਤ [aghat] Skt n a blow, stroke. 2 an injury,
hurt, wound, push. “karé bahu aghat sastré

praharé.”—VN. 3 a butchery, slaughter-house.

ਆਘਾਨਾ [aghana] 866 ਅਘਾਉਣਾ. 2 adj satiated,

surfeited, content. “harI pi aghane.”—sri chét
m 5.

ਅਾਘਾਞਨ [aghavan] 866 ਅਘਾਉਣਾ. “nam japat
aghave.”—sul<hmani.

ਆਘੀਜਾ [aghija] See ਅਘੀਜਾ. “trIpat rahe aghija
he.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ਆਘੁਲਨਾ [aghulna] 866. ਅਘੁਲਨਾ.

ਆਘੂ [aghu], ਆਘੇ [aghe] Sadv in the presence

of, face to face. “sacu jané kacu VEdIO tu aghu

aghe salve. nanak atsari méth nenu bIa

dhalI pabanI qu jOmIo.”—var maru 2 m 5.

‘You consider false things which shall pass

away as true, and you go forth to get them,

but they are fleeting like butter in fire and a

lily in water’.

ਆਘੋਰ [aghor] See ਅਘੋਰ. 2 adjhighly frightening,
terrible. “param aghor rup tIh.”——paras.

ਆਘੁਣ [aghran], ਆਘੁਯਾਣ [aghran] Skt ਟਸ੍ਯਕ੍ਯਾਧ n

smelling, sniffing. 2 adj satiated, surfeited.

ਆਂਙਣ [ਕੋੰਸੁਬਸੁ] 866 ਆਂਗਨ and ਅੰਗਣ.
ਆਂਙਣਿ [ਕੋੰਸੂਰਸੁਗ਼ੁ] in a courtyard or compound.

“pIr bajhrIahu, mere pIare! agar}: dhurI

lute.”—asa chét m 4.

ਆਚ [ac], ਆਂਚ [5c] Skt ਅਚਿੰ n a flame of fire.
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2 heat. “jal dUdh nIai ritI ab dudh ac nahi.”

—asa ch5t m 5. “ਕੈਂਥ n9 lage aganIsagar te.”

—devm 5.

ਆਚਨ [acan] v to eat; to drink. “raktasur

acan.”—aka1. See ਆਚਮਨ.

ਅਾਚਪ੍ਰਭਞ [acprabhav] Dg n a Rajput dynasty

born from fire. See ਰਾਜਪੂਤ.

ਆਚਮਨ [acaman] Skt ਆ-ਚਮ (vr ਚਮ੍ to eat), n

drinking water. 2 rinsing mouth to clean it

before starting recitation of prayers; in

Gautam Simriti the quantity mentioned for

this is of fifteen drops. 3 eating.

ਆਚਮਾਨ [achaman] 866 ਆਚਮਨ.

ਆਂਦਰ [ਕੋੰਧਰਿ] 866 ਅੰਚਲ.

ਆਚਰਜ [acaraj], ਆਚਰਜੁ [acaraju] See ਅਚਰਜ.

“acaraj suami 5tarjami.”—mala ch5t m 5.

“acaraju ditha aqu vutha.”—asa m 5.

ਆਚਰਣ [ਗ਼ਾਰਿਗਿ੍] Skt n conduct. 2 behaviour.

“jadI bIth acarané.”—-gujjedeu 3 a mark,
trait.

ਆਚਰਣੀਂ [acarni] See ਆਚਰਣੀਂਯ. 2 adj inert,
inactive, “cari acami.”—krrsan.

ਆਚਰਣੀਂਯ [acarniy] Skt adj fit to be performed,
capable of being dealt with.

ਆਚਰਿਅਾ [acarIa], ਆਚਰਿਤ [acarIt], ਆਦਰੀ [acri]

Skt ਆਚਰਿਤ. adj dealt with, brought into use.
ਆਂਚਲ [ਫੇੰ੦81] 866 ਅੰਚਲ.

ਆਚਾ [aca] 866 ਭ੍ਰਮੀਅਾਚਾ.

ਆਚਾਰ [acar] See ਅਚਾਰ. “gave ko gun vadIai
acar.”—japu. ‘
ਅਾਚਾਰਜ [acaraj], ਆਚਾਰਯ [acaray] Skt ਆਚਾਯੰਜ਼ n
a teacher, religious teacher. 2 an educator.

3 a sub-caste ofBrahmans who live on money

or material taken on account ofthe dead. They

accompany the dead to the cremation ground

and are popularly called maha (grand)

brahmans.

ਆਚਾਰੀ [acari] Sktim'mfiiadja practitioner. adv
by or through moral behaviour. “acari nahi

jitIa jaI.”—asa m 1.



 

ਆਚਾਰ

ਆਚਾਰੁ [acaru] See ਅਚਾਰ. “SImran suami IhU

sadhu ko acharu.”—sarm 5.

ਆਦਿ [aCI], ਅਾਚੁ law] See ਆਂਚ. “acu kacu

dharIpahi.”—malara m 1. ‘Glass melts in a

fire.’

ਆਛ [ach] adjgood, nice, excellent. 2 free from

disease; healthy. 3 n an eye. 4 desire, wish.

“surag na ach-hI.”—bavan. See ਆਛੈ. 5 S a sea.

ਆਛਚਿ [ach-hI] See ਆਛ.

-ਅਾਛਤ [achat] was. See ਅਛਤ. “re nar ! garabh

kfidal jab achat.”—sr1' beni.

ਅਾਛੱਨ [achann] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਕ adj covered.
ਅਾਛਰ [achar] n a letter; a character. 2 imperishable.

ਆਛਲ [acha]] See ਅਛਲ.

ਅਾਛਾ [acha] adj good, nice. 2 healthy. 3 clean.

4 n desire.

- ਆਛਾਦਨ [achadan] Skt ਥਸ੍ਯਦਾਂਹੀੰਵ੍ਯ n garment. 2 the
act of covering. 3 a roof. 4 a lid.

ਆਛਿੱਜ [acthj] See ਅਛਿੱਜ. “kI acthj dese.”
—japu.

ਆਛੇ [ache] See ਆਛਾ.
ਆਛੋਪ [achep] See ਆਕੈਪ.
ਆਛੈ [ache] 866 ਆਛ and ਅਾਛਾ. “ache kamal

anup.”—bIIa kabir. 2 ਅਕਯ immortal. “sac

mahI ache saCI rahe.”—var asa. 3 (he) wants,

desires. “darsan nam kau man ache.”—devm

5. 4 is. “bhu médal khédal prabhu tum hi

ache.”—maru m 5.

ਅਾਛੋਂ [acho] See ਆਛਾ.

\ ਆਛੋਪ [achop] adj untouchable. “tas ki jatI
achop chipa.”—-m31a ravdas. 2 See ਅਛੁਪ and
ਛੁਪ.

ਆਜ [aj] Skt ਅਰ੍ਯ adv to-day, this day. “aj

hamare m5galcar.”-basé’t m 5. 2 Skt ਆਜ n

goat’s milk (ਅਜਾ). 3 A ਆਜ ivory, elephant’s

tusk.

ਆਜਜ [ajaj] See ਅਾਜਿਜ. .
ਆਂਜਨ [ਟੈਂਧੁੰਗ਼ੀ] Skt ਤ੍ਯਕ੍ਧ੍ਯ' . adjconceming collyrium.
2 n Anjana’s son, HanUman.

ਆਂਜਨਾ [éjna] v to put collyrium in the eyes.
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“éije Ise nen.”—kalki.

ਆਜਮ [ajam] A [“”, S adv very great.

ਆਜਮ ਸ਼ਾਹ [ajam sah] at: (”I third son of

Aurangzeb born to Banu Begam whose name

in Sikh history is Tara Aazam. He was born

on ]] July 1653. He died fighting against his

elder brother Bahadur Shah at Jaju or Jajovan

near Agra on 8 June 1707. Bhai Santokh

Singh writes that he died of an arrow, shot by

Guru Gobind Singh. See. ਤਾਰਾ ਆਜਮ.

ਆਜ਼ਮਾਇਸ਼ [azmalsl P flu.” n a test, trial. This
word has been derived from ਆਜ਼ਮੂਦਨ meaning
to test.

ਆਜ਼ਮੂਦਹਕਾਰ [azmudahkar] P J(,,,»J-T adj

experienced, clever.

ਆਜ਼ਮੂਦਨ [azmudan] P unifl v to test; to

examine.

ਆਂ ਜਾ [ਕੇਂ ja] P [ff that place, there.

ਆਜਾਣ [ajan] See ਅਜਾਣ.

ਆਜਾਣੌਤਾ [ajanéta] Skt ਲਿਥੇਜ੍ਯਜ੍ਕੋਯੰ/not knowing,
ignorant, unacquainted.

ਆਜ਼ਾਦ [azad] P :le adj free from bondage; n

independent. '
ਆਜ਼ਾਦਗੀ [azadgi] See. ਆਜ਼ਾਦੀ.
ਆਜ਼ਾਦ ਮਗ਼ਜ਼ [azad macaz] P fguf adj who
produces new ideas.

ਆਜ਼ਾਦੀ [azadi] P JMT' ਨੂੰ”)!“ n freedom, 11

independence, lack of restrictions. "

ਆਸਾਨ [ajan] See ਅਜਾਣ and ਅਜਾਨ. 2 Skt ਟਸ਼੍ਯਯ n

gods born at the time of the creation of the

universe. “ajan bah.”—japu. ‘inspires gods.’
3 creation. 4 nature. 5 See ਆਜਾਨੁ.

ਆਜਾਨ ਬਾਹ [ajanu bah] See ਆਜਾਨ and ਆਜਾਨੁ ਬਾਹੁ-

ਅਾਜਾਨੁ [ajanu] upto the knee. See ਆਜਾਨੁ ਬਾਹੁਂ.

ਆਜਾਨ ਬਾਹੁ [ajan bahu] adj long-armed; whose
arms touch his knees.

ਆਜਾਬ [ajab] 866 ਅਜਾਬ.

ਅਾਜਾਰ [ajar] 866 ਅਸਾਰ.

ਆਜਿ [ajI] Skt n a battle, contest, encounter.

2 a battlefield. 3 a path, route. 4 surpassing.



 

ਆਜਿਜ

5 See ਅਾਜ੍ਯ.

ਆਜਿਜ [ajIj] A ਗ਼; adjhumble. “ajIj na bat.”
—japu. 2 upset. 3 poor. 4 incapable. 5 helpless.

ਅਾਜਿਜ਼ ਨਵਾਜ਼ [ajIz navaz] P 1-ij1, adj who
encourages the helpless.

ਅਾਜਿਜ਼ੀ [ajIzi] 52“ n helplessness, humility.
ਆਜਿਮ [ajIm] See ਆਜਮ.
ਆਜਿਮ ਸ਼ਾਹ [ajIm $ah] See ਆਜਮ ਸ਼ਾਹ.
ਅਾਜੀਵਿਕਾ [&]ਬ੍ਰੂਸ੍ਯ'ਗ਼ੁਠਿਕੈ] Skt 11 means of livelihood;
a vocation, profession. SeeA 5,31.

ਆਜੁ [ajU] today. “aju kalI marIjaie prani.”
—maru solhe m 1. 2 adv on going day.

ਆਜੁਰਦਾ [ajurda] See ਅਜੁਰਦਾ.

ਆਜੂਨੀ [ajuni], ਆਚੁਨੀ ਸੰਭਉ [ajuni sébhau] See
ਅਜੂਨੀ ਸੈਭੰ. “ajuni sébhau.”-maru 501119 In 5.

ਆਂਜੇੰ [aje] See ਆਂਜਨਾ. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਕ੍ਮਿ to refine; to
shine; to produce. “jo aje so disc kal.”—bIIa a
m 1. ‘Whoever is born is subject to death’.

ਆਜੋਨੀ [ajoni], ਆਜੇਨੀਉ [ajoniu] adj ਅਯੋਂਨਿ. See
ਅਜੂਨੀ. “ajoniu bhalyu amalu satIgur ségI
nIvasu.”—saveye m 4 ke. ‘your stay with the

birthless, decent and true guru (Amar Das)’.

ਆਜੋਂਨੀ ਸੰਭਉ [ajoni sébhau], ਆਜੋਂਨੀ ਸੰਭਵਿਅਉ

[ajoni sébhaVIau] See ਅਜੂਨੀ ਸੈਭੰ. “parbraham
ajoni sébhau.”——sar m 5. “ajoni sébhaVIau

jagatguru bacanI tarayau.”—saveye m 4 ke.

‘ਆਜ੍ਯ [ajy] Skt n butter, ghee. 2 oil. 3 milk.

ਆਝਾ [ajha] adj without a master, humble.
2 needy.

ਆਟ [at] M obduracy, willfulness.

ਆਂਟ [5t] Pkt n the space between the thumb

and the forefinger. “5t seti nak pakarhIJ”
—dhana m 1. 2 a trick, tactic. 3 connection,

consonance. 4 S sharp sight. 5 smartness of

sight. 6 Dg tenacity.

ਆਟਨ [atan] See ਅਟਨ and ਅੱਟਣ.

' ਆਟਾ [ata] n ground corn, flour. “Ikna ata agla

Ikna nahi lonu.”——s farid. .

ਆਠ [ath] Skt ਅਸ੍ਵ. adj eight, 8. “ath pahar apna

khasamu thavaU.”——asa namdev.
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ਆਠ ਸਿਫਤਾਂ ਨੀਤਿਵਾਨ ਦੀਆਂ [ath sthta nitIvan
dial Eight qualities of a statesman are :

“prIthme ese lije her,

sabh karaj me boy dIler.

dusar apno kadar pachan,

drIsatI dhare nike man man.

trItIye agya svami sath,

rahe prasén cahe ya$ gath.

caturath maram apno joy,

t5 ko kahe patr jo hoy.

pécam bat chupave ese,

kou lakhe bhed nahi jese.

khastam ese karo ucar,

badeah ko jo darbar,

t5 mahI nIkti jo sad rah‘é,

55g $ah ke baté kahé,

tIn k0 CIt mithe kahI ban,

kare hath me buth k0 en.

saptam sukhan sébhar nIkale,

darja apna ap sébhale.

astam suhbat lahI patsah,

rahe xamos hos ke mah,

jab 1:) nah]: puche k0 bat,

tab 13 nah: bhakhe kusarat.

sz mahI SIphat ath yahI ah:

phate pthe sab bIth mahI.”

—budthvarath m I.

ਆਠ ਸ੍ਰਵਣ [ath sravan] one with eight ears,

Brahma. Having four heads, he had, therefore,

eight ears and eight eyes.

ਆਠਜਾਮ [ath jam] eight periods of three hours

each, meaning a complete day and night. “ath

jam causathI ghari tua nIrkhat rahe jiu.”

~s kabir. See ਚਉਸਠ ਘਰੀ.

ਆਠ ਦ੍ਰਿਗ [ath drIg} See ਅਸਟ ਨੈਣ and ਆਠ ਸ੍ਰਵਣ.
ਆਠਾ [atha] n a group of eight. 2 eight. 3 the

digit 8.

ਆਠੋਂ [atho] adj ਅਸ੍ਵਮ eighth. “tat bhayo jab
atho.”—-krIsan.

ਆਡ [ad] Pkt n a cover, shelter, refuge. 2 a



 

ਆ'ਡ

screen. 3 a support, basis. 4 a nose-string

which is attached with a hook to the hair so

that the weight of the ornament does not

impinge on the nose. “éjan ad sudhar bhale

pat.”—krIsan. 5 See ਅੱਡਣਾ. “ad SIpar 1<o rokas

a'ga.”—GPS. 6 in Punjabi, a water channel is

also called ad.

ਆਂਡ [5d] n an egg. 2 an ovary.
ਆਡਣ [adan] Dg n a shield.

ਅਾਡਤ [adat] See ਆੜ੍ਹਤ. brokerage. 2 a soldier
of Soini sub—caste who was a sepoy in the

King’s army at Delhi. He became a disciple

of Guru Arjan Dev, who besides giving the

former the gift of God’s name taught him to

be brave for the good of here and hereafter.

ਆਡਾ [ada] adj crooked, aslant, awry. 2 a

competition. 3 an obstruction, obstacle.

4 basis, support. “hamro kou 3r na ada.”

.—krIsan. 5 a halting place, resort. 6 a band

for a hawk to perch. “bakhsIs guru 1<i baz

sahIt tfh ade par bathaI sukh man.”—GPS.

ਆਂਡਾ [ਟੋਂਪਬ੍ਰੂਥੋ] 11 an egg. “phuto 5da bharam ka.”

—maru m 5. 2 (the egg shaped) universe.

ਆਡਾ ਟੀਕਾ [ada tika] n a slanting forehead mark
‘ worn by Shaivites shaped like the moon of
the second night of the bright fortnight; a

trIpfid. “ada tike mukh-hfj no lag.”

—ratanma1a. The Vaishnavites regard the

slanting forehead mark of the Shaivites as a

derogatory. See ਉਰਧ ਪੁੰਡ੍ਰ.

ਆਡਾਣ [adan], ਅਾਡਾਨ [adan] See ਉਡੁਗਣ “})118

VICI adane akaSI.”—var asa. 2 n ਉਗ਼ਾਥਨ the

celestial sphere, the vault of heaven, the sky.

“bajh kala adan rahaIa.”—maru 501119 111 1.

ਆਡਿ [adI] See ਆਤਿ.

ਆਡੀ [adi] Pkt n a raised boundary line; an

embankment made in front of the trenches of

a fort. “adi parbal maIa.”-—bher kabir. “a
strong boundary ofillusion.’ 2 adjslanting.

ਆਡੀਠ [ਗ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਤੋ਼ਸਿ਼] invisible. See ਅਡੀਠ.
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ਆਂਡੋ [ado] n an egg, “jese ado hIrde mahI.”

—ma11' m 5.

ਅਾਡੰਬਰ [adébar] See ਅਡੰਬਰ. “meri sejrie adébar
banIa.”—asa cha‘t m 5.

ਅਾਢ [adh] See ਅਢ. “adh dam ko chipro hOIo

lakhina.”—asa dhéha. 2 n support, basis. 3 See
ਆਰ੍ਯ.

ਅਾਢਕ [adhak] Skt n one fourth of a dron; four

seers in weight. 2 a measure ofsize, ten fingers

in breadth from each of the four sides. 3 S

message.
ਆਢਲਿ [adhall], ਆਢਲੁ [adhalu] adj dependent.

“nanak so sahu ahI jfike adhalI habhuko.”

—var guj 2 m 5. 2 dependent, needy.

ਆਢਾ [adha] n a dispute, a violent fracas. 2 adj

needy, wanting, dependent.

ਆਢਿ [ath] Skt ਆਢਜ਼ adj complete. 2 with,

including. “dhanath ath bhédarI harI

111th hot jIna na cir.”——guj a m 5. ‘Those

who had no garment to wear became far richer

than the rich on receiving the treasure of

God’s name’. 3 See ਆਢ and ਆਢਜ਼

ਅਾਢੀਣੀ [adhini] adj worth a quarter of a pice;

cheap. “adhini hoi lakhini.”—BG

ਆਫੁ [adhu] See ਅਾਢ and ਅਾਢਜ਼

- ਆਢਜ੍ [adhy] Skt adj strategic, tactful. “sarba

bharnadhy.”—japu. ‘is inclusive of all

metaphors.’ 2 rich, wealthy.

ਆਣ [an] See ਅਨ੍ਯ. 2 See ਆਣਿ. 3 S subjection,

allegiance. 4 obedience, dutifulness. 5 Dg a
cry for mercy or justice.

ਆਣਣ [anan] S to bring, fetch, Skt ਆਨਯਨ. See

ਆਣਨ.

ਆਣਨ [anan] Skt ਆਨਯਨ n bringing, fetching.

“jaharnavi tape bhagirathI ani.”—-mala m 5.

‘The Ganges was brought by Bhagirath.’

“anagu raSI.”—sava m 1. “ape ans raSI.”—var

mam 1 m 2. “vaSI anIhU ve jan, ISU man

kau.”—suhi chét m 4.

ਆਣਿ [anI] n fire. “sacu bujhanu anI jalais.”
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—sri m I. 2 Skt ਡ਼ਜਯਿ a custom, tradition. 3 an

oath, vow. 4 honour, reputation. “nam deu taci

anI.”—mala namdev. 5 adv having brought.

“prath an an mahfdi pisai.”—bIIa a

m 4.

ਆਣੀ [ani] brought, See ਆਕ,- and ਆਣਿ. “guru

ani ghar mahI ta sarab sukh paIa.”—_asa m 5.

2 S n selfishness. 3 hope. 4 practice. 5 trust.

ਆਂਤ [5t] Skt ਨ੍ਯ n a bowel, an intestine.

ਆਤਮ [ates] P ff n fire. “ates dunia khunak
nam khUdIa.”—var maIa m 5.

ਆਤਸ਼ਕ [atsak] See ਬਾਦ ਫਿਰੰਗ.

ਆਤਸ਼ਦਾਨ [atasdan] P usfi'f n a fireplace,

portable hearth.

ਆਤਸਬਾਜ [atasbaj] P_ prf n one who makes and

displays fire works, a pyrotechnist.

ਆਤਸ਼ਬਾਜੀ [atasbaji] P (5ng n fireworks,
pyrotechnics, a display offireworks. 2 firing,

bombing etc. during the war. “atasbaji sar

vekh ran VIC ghaIl hOI maréda.’-’-—BG

ਆਤਸਡ਼ੀ [ਗ਼ੀਡ਼ਗ੍ਜ਼ੂ] 11 fire. See ਨੈਣੂ.
ਆਤਸੀ [atsi] adj of fire. “age sagaru atsi.”—m 1

` b5no.

ਅਾਤਤਾੲੀ [at-tai], ਅਾਤਤਾਯਿਨ [at-tayIn] See
ਅਤਤਾਈ.
ਅਾਤਧ [atap] Skt n sunshine, sunlight. “atap
chfiv dIvas nISI sahe.”—GPS. 2 heat. 3 fever,

temperature.

ਆਤਪਤ [atpat], ਆਤਪਤੁ [atpatu], ਆਤਪਤੁ [atpatr]

Skt ਗ਼ਾਰਧ੍ਯ n protector from the sun’s heat, an

umbrella; a parasol. 2 a canopy or umbrella

as a mark of royalty. “srr atpatu saco
takhat.”-saveye'm 4 ke.

ਆਤਪਤ੍ਣੀ [atapatrani] army of a crowned king.

-sanama.

ਆਤਮ [atam] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸਗ੍ਯੂੰ God, for full detail of

this word, See under ਆਤਮਾ. “atam ram tIsu

nadri aIa.”—sukhmani. 2 individual soul.

“atam mahI ram, ram mahI atam.”—bher a

m 1. 3 mind. “prabhu kau SImarhI tInI atam

ਆਤਮਦਰਸ

jita.”—sukhmani. 4. one’s own self. “sabh te
nicu atam karI manau.”—devm 5. 5 a body,

corpse. 6 patience. 7 nature. 8 Skt m—mdeep

darkness, meaning darkness of ignorance.

“nfda karI karI narak nIvasi, étarI atam

jape.”——maru a m 1.1

ਆਤਮਹਤ੍ਯਾ [atamhatya] n a suicide.

ਆਤਮ ਗਉਣੁ [atam gaunu] n entrance into the

self. 2 travelling to attain self-knowledge.

“atam gaunt) karenI.”—var ram 1 m 3.

ਆਤਮ ਗੜ [atamgar], ਆਤਮ ਗਤੁ [atamgaru] n a

fort of the mind, mind as a fort. “atam garu

bIkham tIna hi jita.”—majh m 5.

ਅਾਤਮਰਯ [atmagy] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਚੌਂਸ੍ਯ adj one knowing

the self.

ਆਤਮਗਜਾਨ [atamgyan] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਡ਼ਸ੍ਯ n knowledge
of the self. 2 knowing God.

ਅਾਤਮਗਜਾਨੀ [atamgyani] n a Brahmgyani. one
who has attained knowledge of the supreme

spiritual reality. 2 a knower of the self.

ਆਤਮ ਘਾਤ [atam ghat] n a suicide.

ਆਤਮ ਘਾਤੀ [atam ghati] adj who commits
suicide. “nam na jap-hI te atam ghati.”—gau
m 5.

ਆਤਮਜ [atmaj] Skt ਡ਼ਜਟਸ੍ਯ n own-born son.

2 Kamdev, Cupid. 3 blood.

ਆਤਮਜਾ [atmaja] n daughter.

ਆਤਮਜੋਣੀ [atamjoni] Dg n one’s own source of
origin; mood; Cupid, Kamdev.

ਆਤਮ ਤੀਰਥ [atam tirath] n pilgrimage place of

the self; spiritual knowledge of the self.

ਆਤਮ ਤੀਰਥਿ [atam tirathI] in the sacred
precinct of the self. “sac taparu janie ja atam

tirathI kare nIvas.”—var asa.

ਆਤਮ ਦਰਜ [atam dares] a glimpse of God.
'Some ignorant persons, without following the meaning
 

hold that the writer, has written erroneously ‘atas’ as

‘atam’. Following their suggestion, some persons have

dared to print ‘atas’ there. See Guru Granth Sahib’s bir of

1430 pages published by Mufid Aam Press p. l013, line 3.
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2 Dg a mirror in which one looks at one self.

ਆਤਮ ਦਰਸੀ [atam darsi] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ ਫਿਥੈਸ੍ਰਿਕੈਯੰ/ who
sees spiritual reality; forwhom God is a visible

reality. ‘
ਅਾਤਮਦਾਨ [atamdan], ਆਤਮਦਾਨੁ [atamdanu] n a

gift of the self; self—sacrifice. 2 a gift or

donation of spiritual knowledge. “guru jevadu

data ko nahi jInI dIta atamdan.”—sri m 5.

ਆਤਮ ਦ੍ਰਵਣਾ [atam dravna] v to feel pity or

compassion; to' soften.
ਆਤਮ ਪ੍ਰਗਾਸ' [atarn pragas] n spiritual light. 2 a
miracle of self-knowledge.

ਆਤਮਪ੍ਰਬੋਧ [atom prabodh] n spiritual knowledge;
knowledge of God. “dukh bhéjan atam
prabodh.”-—saveye m 4 ke.

ਆਤਮ ਬਸ [atam bas] adj who has one’s self

under control. 2 self-reliant. “atom bas he.”
—japu. 3 n continence.

ਅਾਤਮਭੂ [atambhu] n born from self, God.

2 son. 3 Brahma. “atambhu bhal ritI

pachanat.”—NP. 4 Shiv. 5 Vishnu. 6 Cupid.

ਆਤਮ ਰਸ [atam res] n a relish of spiritual

knowledge. “atamras jInI janIo.”—saveyem

1 ke. ‘

ਆਤਮ ਰਕਾ [atam raksa], ਆਤਮ ਰੱਖਿਆ [atam

rakkhIa], ਆਤਮ ਰਖਜਾ [atam rakhya] n self-

defence, protection of one’s own self.

2 protection of mind or soul “atam rakhya

gopal suami.”—sahas m 4.

ਅਾਤਮਰਤ [atamrat] adj who loves the soul.

2 who has attained spiritual knowledge.

3 proud of one’s body. “atamraté sésar gahé

te nar nanak nIhphalah.”—sahas m 5. ‘Those

who take pride in their body, donot attain

salvation’.

ਆਤਮ ਰਾਮ [atam ram] 11 such a soul in which
those possessing spiritual knowledge dwell;

the supreme Soul; God. “gurmokhI man

samjhaie atamram bicarI.”—sri m 1. 2 a yogi

frequenting the spiritual domain.

ਆਤਮਾ

ਆਤਮ ਵਿਦ [atom VId] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਬਿਟ੍ਰਥੋਧੱ/ equipped

with spiritual knowledge; possessing mystery

of the soul.

ਅਾਤਮਵਿਦਜਾ [atam VIdya] n theology especially

as taught in the Upanishads; knowledge or

science of the self.

ਆਤਮਾ [atma] Skt ਸ੍ਯਜ੍ (ਗ਼ਰ੍-ਸਜਿਂਰ੍) by which
knowledge is acquired; the basis of

knowledge got from the Guru’s teaching.

Knowledge ofthe soul is the central element

in living beings which is the source of many

desires. In human beings it is the source from

which knowledge ofl and mine arises. Some

have accepted its location in the brain, and

others in the heart while still others believe it

permeating the entire body. According to

Nyay philosophy, the soul possesses qualities

of comfort, pain, knowledge etc., Their

presence is the proof of the soul’s existence.

“ਫ੍ਦਾਹੀੰ ਟ੍ਰੇਯ ਧੁਧ੍ਯ liter ਫ਼ੂਦ੍ਰਥWm ਜਿਂਗ੍ਸਿਂਰਿ.”
——nyay darsan, a ahnIk 1, maxim 10.

According to the Vedant, atma is the

reflection of sentience in ignorance, abode

of ignorancein consciousness, and ignorance

itself. Jivatma or spiritual essence is one, as

the reflection of the sun in thousands of pots

is one, similarly spiritual essence (atma) in

different bodies is one and is not separable

from the supreme Soul, the sachchidanand

(truth, consciousness and joy) or from time-

space continuum. Individual soul is not

different or separate from Brahm; it only
appears so because of the different names

given to it. Reflection of Brahm in Maya

(physical nature), abode ofMaya in conscious

beings, and Maya — these three together

constitute Ishvar or God. If Maya and abode

ofMaya are taken away, what remains is pure

ਰ੍ Brahm.

The atheists consider the soul also
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transitory and impermanent like the material

substances. Scientists consider the brain

cortex as an attribute of ganglionic cells.

For Sikhism the soul and the superme Soul

are one. “atma paratma e1<o kare.”—dhana m

1. 2 God. “atmadeu pujie gur ks sahajI

subhaI. atme no atme di pratitI hOI, ta ghar

hi parca paI.”—var sn‘m 3. 3 inner self, mind,
soul. “atma adolu na dolai gurke bhaI

subhaI.”—Var sri, m 3. 4 character,

temperament. 5 body, physique. 6 patience,

forbearance. 7 intellect. 8 sun. 9 fire. 10 air.

11 son.

ਆਤਮਾਸ਼੍ਰਯ [atmasray] n own support, self

support. 2 according to Nyay Shastar, it is a

literary defect where subject ofa verb is taken

as its object. Any topic which anticipates itself

is called “atamasaray” or self-supporting.

ਸ਼੍ਯਤ੍ਰਿਬਿਧਿ [atma trIbIth] the mind which

possesses three qualities of peacefulness,

enjoyment and anger. “atma trIbIth ters:

ek IIvtar.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘Your mind

possessing three aspects is singularly oriented

and concentrated on the One’.

ਆਤਮਾ ਦੇਉ [atma deu] God. “atma deu pujie.”

—var sri m 3.

ਅਾਤਮਾਵੰਤ ਗਿਆਨ [atmavét gIan] “atamgyan
v5t.”—saveye m 2 ke. '

ਆਤਮਿਕ [atmIk] Skt ਨ੍ਯਜਿਂਕ਼ਾ adj relating to the

soul; spiritual. 2 own. 3 mental; ofthe heart.

ਆਤਮੁ [atamu] See ਆਤਮ and ਆਤਮਾ. 2 God.

3 the individual soul. “atamu cine su tatu

bicare.”—gau am 1. 4 conscience. “atamu jita

gurmati gun gae gobfd.”—gau thIti m 5.

ਆਤਮੇ ਤੀਨ ਬਹੇ ਹੈ [atme tin bahe hel—krrsan.

three minds (of Rukamini, of her father, and

of her brother) are floating in the river of

anxiety.

ਅਾਤਰ [atar] Skt n a tax on unloading ofcharges

on boats. 2 See ਆਤੁਰ.
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ਆਂਤਰਿਕ [atarIk] Skt ਤਿਸ੍ਯਲਿੱ adj internal.

ਆਂਤਰੋਂਗ [smog] a disease of the intestines, also

known as chIdrodar, or baddhgudodar,

w! (J: in Persian, and phlebitis in English.

According to the vedic books onmedicine,

if along with eatables, sand, straw, thorn, .

bone, hard crust of wood, etc. enter the

intestines and peel it, pus starts seeping and

sometimes causes phlebitis. Besides, there are

several diseases of intestines such as ileus, or

bloating due to phlegm. Their treatment

should be done by some expert physicians as

early as possible. Patients of intestinal disease

should not eat hard and heavy eatables and

should take measures to avoid deposits of

impurities in the intestines. “kete ਰੋਣੇ rog te

tare.”—carrtr 405.

ਆਤਾੲੀ [atai] See ਅਤਾਈ.

ਆਤਿਸ਼ [ਛਪਂਗ਼ੁਝੁ] See ਆਤਸ਼-

ਆਤਿਥ [atIth], ਆਤਿਧ੍ਯ [atIthy] n hospitality,

respect for and service of guests.

ਅਾਤੀਤ [atit] See ਅਤੀਤ.
ਆਤੁਰ [atur] Skt adj perplexed, confounded.

“mohI atur teri gatx nahi jani.”—dhana m 5.

2 sick. “atur nam bIn sésar.”—sar m 5.

3 humble. “asan te uth atur hve.”—1<rIsan.

. 4 adv soon, quickly, at once.

ਆਤੁਰਤਾ [aturta] Skt n disease. 2 pain.

3 distraction, bewilderment, confusion.

4 haste, hurry. 5 humility. 6 submission.

ਆਤੰਕ [aték] See ਅਤੰਕ.
ਆਂਤ੍ਰ [5tr].S'k13TF5I n an intestine, lower part of

the alimentary canal. ’

ਆਥ [ath] See ਅਥ. 2 ਅਥੰ wealth, money.

3 sensual pleasures. 4 ਅਸ੍ਵ disappearance.

5 ਕ੍ਯਾ engrossed, seized, possessed. 6 injured,

beaten. 7 See ਆਥਿ.
ਆਥਣ [8੮118ਧ],ਅਾਥਞਣ [athvan], ਆਥਵਣੇਂ [athvano]

Skt ਅਸ੍ਵਮਯਨ n setting of the sun. “dInasu care

phIrI athve.”—-sn‘ m 4. 2 direction in which
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the sun sets; west, “ugvanhu t8 athvanhu cahu
caki kianu loa.”—var ram m 3.
ਅਾਥਾਹ [athah], ਆਥਾਹਾ [athaha] See ਅਥਾਹ “bhagat
vachal athaha he.”—maru soIhe m 3.
ਆਥਿ [athI] See ਅਾਥ. 2 ਅਬੰ money, wealth.
“athI sel nic gharI hOI, athI dekhI nIvs sz
dOI.”—oa"kar. ‘If the lowly and the foolish
possess wealth, the clever and the noble,'also
bow in respect.’ 3 in sensual matters. See
ਅਗਛਮੀ. 4 set, disappeared. “mero janam
maran dukh athI.”—ba55t kabir. 5 ਅਤ੍ਵ here.
“maIa bhuli athI.”—o§kar. 6 tired. “bhukh
pIaso athI kIU darI jaIsa jiu.”—dhana chét
m 1. 7 ਅਬਿੱਨ੍ਵ supplicant, desirous, aspirant.
“bhulo marag athI.”—sr1' a m 1. 8 the rich;
the wealthy. 9 a word with ਅਥ in the
beginning. “suasatI athI bani barmau, satI
suhanu sada man: cau.”—japu. Words like
those beginning with ਸ੍ਵਸ੍ਵਿ and ਅਥ enthuse the
mind (like the Arabic word sub-han or the
Sikh formula satInamu) See ਅਥ and ਸੁਅਸਤਿ.

Professor Teja Singh interprets these lines
as ‘Salute is to Him who Himself is Maya,
Bani and Braham. He is truth incarnate,
beautiful and in the form of infinite
pleasurable desire for doing good’.
ਆਥਿਤ੍ਯ [athIty] n instability, impermanence.
2 See ਆਥਿਤ੍ਯ ਭਵਨ. 3 See ਆਤਿਧ੍ਯ.
ਆਥਿਤਯ ਭਵਨ [athIty bhaven] n the world, a
guest house, an inn. “atyét asa athIty
bhavné.”'—'sahas m 5. 2 a transient home.
ਆਦ [ad] Skt ਆਦਿ adj first, initial, basic. 2 n
the beginning; origin. 3 the primary cause.
4 part others.
ਆਂਦ [5d] See ਆਂਤ and ਆਂਤ੍ਵ. _
ਆਦਕ [adak] See ਆਦਿਕ. 2 Skt ਅਾਦੰਕ n fresh
ginger. See ਆਦਿਕ 2.
ਆਦੱਗ [adagg] adj burning, aflame, afire. '
2 shining, lighted. “adagg jog sGdar sarup.”
—datt.
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ਆਦਤ [adat] A 9,9 n a habit, nature, addiction.
ਆਦਮ [adam] father of Bhai Bhagtu who was
a devotee of Guru Ram Das, See ਭਗਤੂ ਭਾਈ.
2 EAdamA (:7 the first man whom, according
to the Bible and Quran, God made with earth
and in his own image. “baba adam kau kIchu
nadarI dIkhai.”—bh€r kabir. According to a
Biblical story, whileAdam was sleeping, God
took out one ofhis ribs and turned it into Eve.
God put this couple in the garden of Eden
telling them that they might live there in
pleasure and eat fruit. He instructed them not
to eat fruit of a particular tree. Satan came
and lured Adam and Eve to eat the forbidden
fruit, for which act they were expelled from
Eden with the curse that Adam’s progeny shall
have to toil for living and shall be liable to
death. In the Bible, Adam’s age was 930
years, and Cain', Abel2 and Seth were his sons.

T.P. Hughes writes in his Dictionary of
Islam that after explusion from heaven, Adam
fell in Ceylon and Eve in Jeddah in Arabia.
They remained separated for 200 years, after
which the angel Gabriel brought Adam to
Mount Arfah and united him with Eve. Adam
then went with his wife back to Ceylon where
there is a 7426 feet high hill and also a bridge
named after Adam. According to the
Ramayan this bridge was made by Ram
Chandar. Some poets think that Ram was
Adam, and Sita was Eve. 3 adj wrapped in
leather. 4 of wheatish colour.
ਆਦਮ ਸ਼ਨਾਸੀ [adam sanasi] n test of a man; a
method to assess man’s merits and demerits.

jope déy jivan to sajjan sanehi 35g
jape déy mic to bhali hi bhumI kasi ki.
jope déy darId to ban ke bhajan yut
jape déy lacch bane seva BVInasi ki.
 

'This pronounced as ‘ਕਾਨ’.

ਧ੍ਯਝਿ‘ਝਿ pronounced as ਆਬਲ’.

 



 

 

japs déy lag nI j gharni ke 5g 55g

ségatI n9 dijio karor kotI dasi ki,

jape déy cakri to thakuri he yahi teri

jfime mat: hOI nsk adam sanasi ki.

~nava] sigh.

ਆਦਮਖ਼ੋਰ [adamxor] adj (one) who eats men;

cannibal.

ਆਦਮ ਦਾ ਪੁਲ [adam da pol] Adam’s Bridge, a

17 miles long low ridge extending from

Rameshvaram in Madurai district of Madras

to Munnar in Ceylon. According to the

Ramayan tale, it is a bridge which Ram

Chandar got constructed through Nal and Nil

for transporting his army to Lanka (Ceylon).

866 ਆਦਮ 2.
ਆਦਮੀਰ੍ਫਿ਼ਧੰਗ਼ਤੋ਼] A „’,? n man; progeny ofAdam.

“ham adami ha Ik dami.”—dhana m 1.

ਅਾਦਮੀਯਤ [admiyat] n humanity, human nature,

gentlemanliness, civility.

ਆਦਰ [adar] Skt n respect, regard, hospitality.

2 welcome, reception, hospitality. “adaru

dIta parbraham.”—suhi a m 5.

ਆਂਦਰ [Eider] See ਆਂਤ and ਆਂਤ੍ਰ.

ਆਦਰਸ [adaras] Skt ਅਾਦਸ਼ੰ n a mirror. “darse.

VIC adaras badan ko.”—GPS. 2 an annotation,

a commentary. 3 a sample. 4. a principle,

purport.

ਆਦਰੁ [adaru] See ਆਦਰ.

ਅਾਦਲ [adal] See ਆਦਿਲ.

'ਅਾਦਲਾ [adla] See ਆਦਿਲਾ.

ਆਦਾ [ada] See ਅਦਰਕ.

ਆਦਾਤ [adat] plural of ਆਦਤ.

ਆਂਦਾ [ada] adj brought. “majanu guru: Eda

rase.”—sor m 5. ‘

ਆਦਾਬ [adab] plural of ਅਦਬ.

ਆਦਿ [adI] See ਆਦ. “ad: anil anadI.”—japu.

2 11 God. “adI kau kavanu bicar kathiale7.”

—s:dh gosatI.

ਆਦਿ ਅੰਕੁਰ [adI 5km] n the result of past

actions. 2 manifestation or cumulative effect
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of previous actions. “adI 5kur aIa.”—bIha

chét m 5.

ਆਦਿ ਅੰਤਿ [adI ਗੌਗੁ] adv in the beginning and
at the end; birth and death. “adI ਗੈਂ]: jo

rakhanharu.”—sukhmani. 2 at any or every

time. ‘

ਆਦਿਸ [adIs] See ਆਦੇਸ਼. 2 866 ਅਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਯ. 3 adv

all around. “adIs phIreya teto bhut ks

pachanie.”—aka1. 4 See ਆਤਿਸ਼ and ਆਦੀਸ 2.
ਆਦਿਕ [adIk] part etcetra, and' others. 2 Skt
ਆਦਕੰ n fresh ginger. “adIk ke bIkh cabat
bhore.”—krrsan. ‘munches aconite root

instead of fresh ginger’.

ਆਦਿ ਕਵਿ [adI kaVI] n the first poet; Valmik.

2 Shukrachary.

ਆਦਿ ਕੁਮਾਰ [adI kumar] n Brahma’s sons, Sanak

etc. “kai dev adIkumar.”—aka1.

ਆਦਿ ਕੁਮਾਰਿ [adI kumarI], ਆਦਿ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ [adI

kumari] n goddess Druga. Parvati. 2 Lachhmi.

ਆਦਿਗੁਰ [adI gur] n Guru Nanak Dev. “adIgurae
namah.”—sukhmani. See ਗੁਰਏ.

ਆਦਿ ਰਗਾਦਿ [adI jugadI], ਆਦਿ ਜੁਗਾਦੀ [adI

jugadi] from the beginning of time. “and:
jugadI daIalu tu thakur.”—asa a m 1. “adI

jugadi rakhda.”—majh m 5 dInrmI.

ਆਦਿਤ [adIt] See ਆਦਤ. 2 the sun. See ਆਦਿਤ੍ਯ-

ਆਦਿਤਞ'ਰ [adItvar] the day ofthe sun; Sunday.
ਆਦਿਤ ਵਾਰਿ [adIt van] on or during Sunday.
“adIt varI adItpurakh he soi.”—bIIa var 7

m 3.

ਆਦਿੱਤ [adItt], ਆਦਿਤ੍ਯ [adIty] the progeny of

Adity; from the dynasty of Adity. 2 Adity’s

son, the sun. “kI adItt sokhe.”—japu.
‘controls even the sun’. 3 the god Vaman.

4 Indar, the king of gods. 5 god, angel.

ਅਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ ਵਾਰ [adIty var] See ਆਦਿਤ ਵਾਰ.

ਆਦਿ ਨਾਥ [adI nath] n the primal Lord, God.
2 according to Yogis’ belief, Shiv.

ਆਦਿ ਪੁਰਖ [adI purakh] n Skt ਆਦਿ ਪੁਰੁਸ਼ 11 God.

“adI purakh ades.”—japu.



ਆਦਿਬ੍ਰਿਤ
ਆਦਿ ਬ੍ਰਿਤ [adI brIt] Skt ਆਦਿਵੁਤ. adja rule or
custom in practice since the beginning. “dusat
nLkédan adI brIte.”—aI<aI. 2 ਆ'ਦਿ ਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਤਿ
subsistence since the beginning of time.
3 pristine habit of the mind.
ਆਦਿਮ [adIm] See ਆਦਮ. 2 Skt adjfirst, initial.
3 in grammar, first part of a sentence which
is related to the final part, for example in
“VIdvan gyani si‘gh, Uttam kethq-karda he”,
VIdvan gyani sigh ਡਿਆਦਿਮ.

ਅਥਾਂਦਿਮੰਤੁ [ਕ਼ੇਯੱਗ਼ੁਗ਼ਫੌਪਿ],ਆਦਿਮੌਤ੍ਰ [adImétr] “ਸਤਿਨਾਮੁ
the primal formula. “satInamu tera para
purbala.”—maru soIhe m 5. “dehI ta japi
adImétu.”—bas§t m 3.

ਆਦਿਲ [adIl] A d» adjjust, impartial, fair.
“adIl adal caléIda.”—BG
ਆਦਿਲਾ [adIla] adj the first, initial. 2 vocative,
‘0, Judge !.’

ਆਦਿਲੇ [adIle] of ancient times, aboriginal.
“adIle bhagat thU lagI tare.”—saveyem 4 ke.
ਆਦੀ [adi] See ਆਦਿ. 2 adj brought, fetched.
“jInI éita adi dauru vaI.”—var ram m 1. 3 A
09“ adj habituated. 4 practising.
ਆਂਦੀ [aidi] See ਆਦੀ 2. _
ਆਦੀਸ਼ [adis] n ਆਦਿ-ੲੀਸ਼. primal, master, God.
2 P ‘fi; fire.

ਆਦੇਸ਼ [ades], ਆਦੇਸੁ [adesu] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਆਦੇਸ਼“ an order
command. 2 news, intelligence. 3 instruction,
advice. 4 in grammar, replacing a letter with
another. 5 Yogi’s mutual salutation. “adesu
tIse adesu.”—-japu.
ਆਂਦੋਲਨ [ਕੇਂਧੰਥੀਗ਼ਾ] Sktn repeated oscillation,
swinging. 2 a disturbance, a commotion.
3 excitement. 4 a noise, clamour, uproar.
ਆਰ੍ਯ [ady] Skt adj initial. 2 principal, great.
3 n a thumb. 4 eatable, food.

ਅਾਦਜੋਪਾ'ਤ [adyopat] Skt adv from the first to
the last, from the beginning to the end,
throughout.

ਅਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ [adrIs], ਆਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਯ [adrIsy] Skt ਆਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਯ adj
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invisible. 2 Sktbf'E'Ef a model, standard, norm.
“adrIsy dharam.”—japu.
ਆਧ [adh] adj half. “adh ghari kou nah:
rakhe.”—dev m 9. 2 See ਆਪਿ.
ਆਧਨਿ [adhanI] short form of ਅਯਿਠੀ; king’s
army.—sanama. ‘
ਆਂਧਰ [ਕੇਂਞਧਿਰਿ], ਆਂਧਰਾ [fidhra] adj blind. “édhar
ki padvi kahi‘ pave.”—-VN. 2 ignorant, stupid.
3 arrogant, conceited.

ਆਧਾ [adha] adj half.
ਆਧਾਨ [adhan] See ਅਧਾਨ.
ਆਧਾਰ [adhar] See ਅਧਾਰ. “nam tera adhar
mera.”—gau kabir. 2 food. “jIn pedals tu kia
soi deI adhar.”—t115g m 5.
ਆਧਾਰੀਂ [adhari] See ਅਧਾਰੀ. 2. n stay, support.
“sabhna jia ka adhari.”—maru soIhe m 3. 3 a
mendicant’s bag. “déda mOdra khitha adhari.”
—bIIa kabir.

ਆਧਿ [ath] Skt n mental suffering. See ਰਸ.
2 worry, anxiety, concern.
ਆਧਿ ਦੈਵਿਕ [ath dEVIk] Skt adj (suffering)
caused by gods. 2 n a calamity caused by heat
and cold, rain, lightning, a natural calamity.
ਅਾਧਿ ਭੌਤਿਕ [ath bhatIk] Skt adj (suffering)
caused by living beings. 2 n (pain) caused by
snakebite, tiger, dogbite, etc.

ਆਧੀ [adhi] adj (feminine) half. “ek ghari adhi `
ghari.”—s kabir. 2. See ਆਧਿ. 3 Skt n vigilance.
ਆਂਧੀ [adhi] n a fierce blinding storm; a dust
storm “gIan ki ai 5dhi.”—gau kabir.
ਆਧੀਤ [adhit] See ਅਧੀਤ.
ਆਧੀਨ [adhin] See ਅਧੀਨ.
ਆਧੁਜ਼ਿ [adhunIk] Skt adj of the present;
modern.

ਅਾਧੂ [adhu] adj half. 2 suffering mentally.
ਅਾਧੋ'ਯ [adhey] Skt n something which stays on
some support like a bangle on the arm. 2 adj
sustainable.
ਆਧੇਰ [adher], ਆਂਧੇਰਾ [adhera] See ਅੰਧੇਰ “adhere
rahu na koi.”—var majh m 1.
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ਅਾਧੋਰਣ [adhoran] Skt n a keeper and driver of
an elephant; a mahout.

ਆਧਜਾਤਮਿਕ [adhyatmIk] Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਣੌਗ਼ੀਟੈਧ੍ਯਾ adj
spiritual; pertaining to the soul; concerning

the mind. See ਤਾਪ and ਦੁਖ.

ਆਨ [an] See ਆਣ. 2 Skt ਅਨ੍ਯ adj other, alien,

stranger. “an apna karat vicara.”—sor m 5.

3 n honour, glory. “jInI rakhi an sétani.”

-sar m 5. 4 Skt face, mouth. 5 seIf-respect;

pride. “In logan te an manafi.”—NP. 6 P U7
wine. 7. savour, relish. 8 beauty. 9 See ਆਂ 2.

ਆਨ੍ਯ [anak] Skt n a battledrum, kettledrum.

2 a thundering cloud. 3 adj sound producing,

clamorous.

ਆਨ੍ਯ ਰੁੰਦਭੀ [anak dOdbhi] Skt ਆਨਕ ਚੁੰਦੁਭੀ n a

high sounding war-drum. 2 Krishan’s father

Vasudev. There is a story in the Purans that

gods had sounded war drums at Vasudev’s

birth, therefore he got this name.l “balak

anak dOdbhi ke bhayo dOdbhi bajat an ke

dvar'.”—rahim kavr. ‘A son was born in the

house of Vasudev but the drum is being

beaten in the house of another (Nand).’

ਆਨਕੀ [anki] n where war drums are sounded,

army.—sanama.

ਆਨਤ [anat] Skt adj bent, humble. 2 A ...-ਅੰਨਿ! n

aid, assistance.

ਆਨਦ [anad] See ਆਨੰਦ “anad rup sab nadri

aIa.”—bIIa m 5.

ਆਨਦ ਦੁੱਦਭ [anad dedabh] See ਅਨ੍ਯ ਚੁੰਦਭੀ. In
krisnavtar, page 185, some scribe has written

ਟੁੰਦਭ instead of ਚੁੰਦੁਭੀ as the name of Vasudev.

“anad dfidabh chaune.” Krishan son ofAnak

Dundubhi.

ਆਨਦ ਮੂਲ [anad mul] adj root of joy. “anad
mu] jagjivan data.”—gujm 4.

ਆਨਦੁ [anadu] See ਆਨੰਦ. 2 Guru Amar Das’s

composition ‘Anand’ in Ramkali measure.

“anadu sunhu'badbhagi ho.”—an5du.

lSee Vishnu Puran, Ch 4, Section 14.
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ਆਨੱਧ [anaddh] Skt ਭਿੰਸ੍ਯ n a musical instrument
in which metal or cotton cords are tied in knots

as markers indicating different notes and

pitches. 2 a musical instrument tightly stitched

in leather. “anaddhé murjadIké.”

—amar kos. 3 adj tightly stretched. 4 tied,

bound. ‘

ਅਾਨ੍ਯ [anan] Skt )1 face, mouth. “anan ras kas

lave na 1ai.”—gau m 5. ‘Tastes of the palate

can’t compare with those of His name.’ 2 face

and head. “anan kaj bIda brIjraj pe ayo.”
—krIsan. ‘Kharag Singh’s head has come to

Krishan as if to bid farewell’.

ਅਾਨਪਾਇਨੀਂ [anpaIni], ਅਾਨਪਾਵਨੀ [anpavni] See
ਅਨਪਾਇਨੀਂ.
ਆਨਯਨ, [anyan] Skt n bringing, fetching. ,

ਅਾਨ੍ਯਸ [auras] See ਅਨ੍ਯਸ. “r355 anrassé bhali

bhat bhugg~a”—VN.

ਆਨਲ [anal] fire, See ਅਨਲ. “pavan pavan, anal

anal, nabh nabh, bhu bhu ség.”—carItr 108.

‘Breath blended with air, body’s heat with

fire, ethereal fluid with the sky, and earth with

the earth’. '

ਆਨਾ [ana] v to come, arrive. 2 Skt ਅਾਣਕ n a

coin; an anna, worth one sixteenth of a rlipee

or four paisas. 3 an eyeball. 4 adjnm,other,

another, different.

ਆਨਿ [anI] adv having brought, havingcome.

“am am samdha bahu kini.’’—kalI a m 4.

ਆਨੀਤ [anit] Skt adj brought, collected. 2 See
”ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿ. -

ਆਨੀਤਾ [anita] See ਅਾਨੀਤ. 2 adjhelpless (without
God). “bIn her: her: anita re.”—asa m 5.

ਅਾਨੀਲੇ [anile] let us bring. 2 adv having
brought; having come.

mala.”—asa namdev.

ਅਾਨੁ ਪੂਰਬੀ [anu purbi] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼'ਆਨਪੂੰਵੀਯ adj serially,
in order.

ਅਾਠੁਵਾਕ [anuvak] See ਅਨੁ ਵਾਕ.

ਅਾਨੂਂਪ [anup] See ਅਨੂਪ. “japI japI karhI anéd

“anile phul paroile



ਆਨੇਕ

jan acaraj anup.”—j€tm 5.

ਆਨੇਕ [anek] See ਅਨੇਕ.
ਆਨੇਤ [anet] See ਅਚਿ- 2 See ਆਨੀਂਤ.
ਅਾਨੇਤਾ [aneta] See ਅਨਿੱਤ. 2 Skt ਤ੍ਜ੍ਯੋਰ੍ਵ one who
brings; a fetcher.

ਆਨੇਰਾ [anera], ਆਨੇਰੁ [anew] n darkness, gloom.
“bIn sabde starI anera.”——majh am 3. “ghatI
canna aneru bInasanI.”—var ram 1 m 3.
ਆਨਂ’ਤ [anét] See ਅਨੰਤ. “harkhavét anét
daIala.”—maru soIhe m 5.

ਆਨੰਦ [ਕਸ਼ਟੈਧੰ] 866 ਅਟਦਿ. “anéd guru te janIa.”
—an5du. 2 a metre. See ਕੋਰੜਾ. 3 the Eternal,
the Creator. 4 According to the Sikh custom,
the marriage ceremony comprises —

_ (a) a Sikh girl he engaged to a Sikh youth;
(b) in age, physical condition, etc., both should
be suitable for marriage and both should be
desirous of having mutual marital
relationship;

(c) the engagement should take place after
ardas (supplicatory prayer) in the presence

of Guru Granth Sahib;

(d) the day of marriage be fixed on a religious
day or with the consent of the five beloved
ones;

(e) the marriage party should consist of as
many persons as the bride’s parents/guardians

invite, and both sides should meet while
reciting sacred hymns;

(0 early in the morning, after asa di var, the
bride and bridegroom should be imparted

instructions according to the scripture, and

their marriage be confirmed. Then the lava

(circumabulatory) text and anéd be recited

and consecrated pudding distributed.

The anéd form of marriage is very old

among the Sikhs. Nabha’s heir apparent,

prince Ripudaman Singh tried to give it a

legal status. A bill was presented in the

Council on 30 October 1,908. With efforts put
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in by Sardar Sundar Singh Majithia, on 27
August, 1909 report was called for from a
select committee, and on 22 October 1909,
the Anand Marriage Act was passed.l
ਆਨੰਦ ਸਿੰਘ [anéd sfgh] A pious Sikh who
became an ascetic on reading from Anand the
line: “Ihu kutéb tu jI dekhda cale nahi tere
nale.” He came into the service of Guru
Gobind Singh and got entitled to the highest
spiritual glory.

ਆਨੰਦ ਗੜ੍ਹ [anéd garh] one of the forts of Guru
Gobind Singh. See ਅਇਿਪੁਰ.
ਆਨੰਦ ਘਨ [anéd ghan] a famous Udasi saint,
who lived mostly in Kashi. He wrote a
commentary on Japuji in Sammat 1852. Bhai
Santokh Singh has strongly criticised and
rejected it. 2 a Kayasth poet who wrote Sujan
Sagar Granth. He was killed during Nadir
Shah’s invasion on Mathura.
ਆਨੰਦ ਚੁੰਦਭ [anéd dodabh] See ਆਨਦ ਚੁੰਦਭ.
ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ [anédpur] See ਅਨੰਦਪੁਰ. 2 .Guru Teg
Bahadur, having purchased land in Makhoval
village nearNainadevi hills founded this town
on the bank of Satluj river in Sammat 1723.
It is now in Una sub-division of Hoshiarpur
district. It flourished a great deal under Guru
Gobind Singh. It is known as the home ofthe
Khalsa which signifies that the home of the
father of the Khalsa is also the home of his
progeny, the Khalsa.

In Sammat 1746, Guru Gobind Singh got
five forts built for the defence of the city: '

(a) Anandgarh, (b) Lohgarh, (c) Fatehgarh,
(d) Keshgarh, (e) Holgarh. Now gurdwaras
add to the prestige of these sites. Following
is the detail of the gurdwaras at Anandpur:
(l) Aka] Bunga is Guru Gobind Singh’s
gurdwara within the compound of Gurdwara
'This has been printed in several languages and is
 

available with book sellers.
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Sisganj. Here he was consecrated as the Guru.

It has a beautiful building in which Guru Granth

Sahib is placed.

(2) Anandgarh Fort is less than half a mile to

the south. It was raised as one of the forts for

the defence of the city.

Inside the fort there is an open well of

which the steps are difficult to ascend and

around which there are cells where, if one

enters, it is difficult to find one’s way out.

The gurdwara is also very elegant and

recitation ofGuru Granth Sahib goes on here.

It has a grant of land worth Rs. 1600 a

year in villages Chandpur, Burj, Chikuna and

Mehandri in Anandpur police station. A cash

grant of Rs. 37% per annum is given by the

Kalsia state. The gurdwara has 125 ghumaon

of land.

It was to destroy this fort that the hill chiefs

sent a drunken elephant whose head was

pierced 'by Bhai Bachittar Singh with his

spean
(3) Within the town of Anandpur Sahib is

gurdwara Sisganj raised in the memory of

Guru Teg Bahadur. Here Guru Teg Bahadur’s

head brought from Delhi was cremated.

Attached to it is grant of land worth

Rs. 900 sanctioned from the time of the Sikh

rule. Besides this there are annual cash grants

of Rs. 37% from the Kalsia state, Rs. 60 from

the Patiala, and Rs. 70 from the Nabha states.

(4) Close to Anandpur to the southWest is Guru

Gobind Singh’s gurdwara Keshgarh Sahib"
where Khalsa Panth was forged on Baisakhi

day of 1756 Bikrami. This gurdwara has the

following relics:

(a) a Nagni spear 8 feet 9 inches long.

(b) a bhala (spear) half an inch less than

eight feet in length. Its front pike is

two feet and nine inches long. There is
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a long wooden grip in the middle.

(c) a sef (straight sword), 4 feet 3 inches

in length including the grip; the grip is

3 inches broad decreasing to two inches

in the middle and lastly tapering to a

pointed end. The sword weighs two

seers.‘

The inscription on itis:

one side

ਭੰਠੱਣੁਢੁ,“ . ,ਲ਼ੀਯੂੰਖੀਂਫਿ਼ਗਿੰਔਯੂੰਮਂਝੱਲਿੰ
‘ ‘“' " ਤਿੱ’ਟੁੰਫੰਟੁੰਸਿਂਹਿੰਨਿਤ੍ਯਾਮ

the obverse

./ਰ੍/ , “× . ..
(Val 5125:3115?

(d) a double edged broad sword, 3 feet

3.5 inches long with its blade 1.5

inches broad in the middle and

increasing to 2.25 inches at the end.

This is the sword which was used to

test the faith of the five beloveds.

(e) a dagger~2 feet one inch long including

its grip. On the grip are carved figures

of elephants and lions.

Details of the grant of gurdwara Kesgarh:

half. the annual rent of the entire land of

village Baddon equal to Rs. 1 150 was offered

  

 

'According to Giani Sampuran Singh, a senior aged priest

of Kesgarh-Sahib, this weapon was given by the Caliph

Muhammad IV of Rome to Aurangzcb along with a

ceremonial gown but Bahadur Shah presented it to Guru

Gobind Singh. From the inscription, it seems unlikely

that a Caliph would have given it to a king belonging to

Sunni faction of Islam. The author’s father BabaNarayan

Singh used to tell that this weapon was presented to Guru

Gobind Singh by Pir Budhu Shah of Sadhaura.
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by Sardar Baghel Singh Jathedar, at the time

, oftaking amrit; Rs. 400 per year from village

Giganval, district Jalandhar donated by

Sardar Mit Singh Jathedar; Rs. 1100 per year

from Mothepur village under police station

Anandpur donated by Sardar Charat Singh

Dallevalia; Rs. 75 per annum from village

Mahain under police station Anandpur in

Bilaspur State. Other annual grants are

Rs. 375 from Patiala state, Rs. 169 and 10

annas from Nabha State and Rs. 37% from

Raja ofKalsia. The gurdwara itself is located

in a plot of 33 ghumaons.

Total income is about Rs. 3000. Offerings

during Hola Mohala fair are also

considerable.

(5) Guru ke Mahal as got built by Guru Teg

Bahadur as his residence. Guru Gobind Singh

also lived here. Some walls of that time still
exist.

(6) Damdama Sahib. To the west of the town

is a gurdwara of Guru Gobind Singh. Here

the Guru held congregations and it was here

that he punished maséds (preachers-cum-title-

collectors).

(7) Manji Sahib is Guru Teg Bahadur’s

gurdwara close to Guru ke Mahal. Here the

Guru held his daily congregation. It was here

that the pandits of Kashmir appealed to the

Guru to protect their religious faith.

(8) Manji Sahib (2) is a gurdwara dedicated

to the sons ofGuru Gobind Singh, Baba Aj it

Singh, Jujhar Singh, Jorawar Singh and Patch

Singh, who were trained in games and got

their education here as young boys. It has an

annual grant of Rs. 80 from village Surewal,

police station, Anandpur since the time of

Maharaja Ranjit Singh; and annual grants of

Rs. 18 and 10 annas sent from the Kalsia state

and Rs. _25 from the Patiala state.
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The gurdwara is on a low hillock, and its 

building was raised by Sardar Gujjar Singh 
an aristocrat of Surakhpur in Kapurthala 

State. A banyan tree close to the gurdwara 

has been there since the time of the

Sahibzadas.

(9) Bhora Sahib (cave-like structure) within

the gurdwara Guru Ke Mahal to the West of 

Anandpur is dedicated to Guru Teg Bahadur 

who used to meditate here on the Almighty. 

It is about 8 feet below the land surface and 

ten descending steps lead to it.

(10)‘Fort Fatehgarh is a gurdwara of Guru 

Gobind Singh located inside the town close 

to the police station. The fort built by Guru 

Gobind Singh for the defence of the town, is 

in ruins now. ਰ੍

(] 1) Lohgarh Fort is about one mile southwest 

of Anandpur which the tenth Guru got built 

to protect the city. This fort was destroyed by 

the Satluj river as also throgh the negligence 

of the Sikhs. Now a small gurdwara stands 

here to which belong about three ghumaons 

of land. 3 See ਸੂਰਜ ਮੱਲ and ਸੋਢੀ.
ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ ਦੇ ਕਿਲੇ [anédpur de kIle] See ਆਨੰਦ

ਪੁਰ 2.

ਆਨੰਦ ਮੂਲ [ਗ਼ਾਰੌਧੰ mul] n God, the source of all

joys. “anédmul anath adhari.”—dhana a m 1. 

ਆਨੰਦ ਰੂਪ [ਗ਼ਾਰੌਧੰ rup] God whose form and 
attribute are a joy to behold. “anéd rup anup 
agocar.”—maru soIhe m 1.

ਅਾਟਗਿੰ [anédi] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿਥਪਿੰ happy, joyful. 
ਅਾਨੰਦੁ [anédu] See ਅਾਟਦਿ.

ਆਪ [ap] Skt 3TH vr to happen; to acquire; to

satisate. 2 men one self. “karhu sébhar

sarab ki ap.”——GPS. 3 polite words for ‘you’
and ‘he’. “gorusxkkhi ko bhakhso ap.”-GPS. 

4 n selfl100d, ego. “ona VICI ap varatda kama 

kIchu na jaI.”—maru m 3. 5 God who is the 

self of all. “jobs? lobh tahI kal he jaha khIma



 

 

ਆਪਸ

tahI ap.”—s kabir. 6 self-knowledge. “ape no

ap khaI menu nIrmalu hove.”—-var sri m 3.

7 adj one’s own. “Isat mit ap bap na mai.”

—gaum 5. “so dhan kIs-hI na ap.”——asa m 4.

8 Skt ਟਸ਼੍ਯ adj active, smart. “lae sarab sena kie

ap mp5.”—paras. 9 3ਜਧਚ੍ n water. “jese dhar

sagar me géga ji ko ap he.”—c5di 1.

ਅਾ'ਪ੍ਯਾ [apes] n mutual relationship. 2 an

alliance. 3 brotherhood. 4 See ਅਾਪ 7. 5 adv

mutually, among ourselves.

ਆਪਸੁਆਰਥੀ [apsuarthi] adjselfish, self-seeking.
“manmukh apsuarthi.”—var sor m 3.
ਆਪਕਾਰੀ [apkari] 866 ਅਪਕਾਰੀ. 2 See ਆਬਕਾਰੀ.
ਅਾਪ ਗਣਾਉਣਾ [ap ganauna] v to include oneself
among the gentry or important people. “je ko

ap ganaIda so murakh gavar.”—var guj I m 3.

ਆਪਗਾ [apga] Skt n a river, in which ap (water)
flows. “cit apga bhai mahani.”—NP. See

ਬਿਨਾਪਗਾ. '
ਆਪਗ੍ਹ [apgrah] See ਅਪਾਗ੍ਰਹਿ.

ਆਪਣ [apan] Skt n a shop. 2 a market. 3 866

ਆਪਨ. “apan lia je mIle.”——majh barahmaha.

ਆਪਣਾ [apna] 866 ਅਪਨਾ. “apna coj karI vekhe

ape.”—var bIha m 4.
ਅਘਣਾ ਭਾਣਾ [apna bhana] n narcissism; self-

seeking wilfulness. “apne bhane jo cale bhai!

VIchurI cota khave.”-—sorm 3. 2 God’s will

and pleasure. '

ਆਖਤ [apat] Skt ਆਪੱਤਿ n a calamity, distress.
“sépat harakh na apat dukha.”-—gau m 5.
2 Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯਣਥ ego, pride. “kam krodh lobh moh

apat péc dut bIkhédIo.”-—saveye m 3 ke.

3 Sthgadj received, acquired. 4 wise; shrewd.

5 who tells the reality. 6 n a sage, hermit.
ਅਾਪਤਕਾਮ [apatkam] Skt ਅਾਪ੍ਰਕਾਮ adj all whose
desires have been fulfilled; fully satisfied.

ਆਪੀਂਤ [apatI] See ਅਾਪਤ 1. 2 Skt ਅਾਪ੍ਰਿ n
acquisition, profit.

ਆਪਤੁ [apatu] Skt ਗ਼ਣਸ੍ਯਕ n ego, pride. 2 love of

the self. “Choql apatu bad ahékara.”——todim 5.
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ਅਾਪਦ [apad], ਆਪਦਾ [apda] n a calamity,

disaster, adversity. 2 hindrance. “taha dukh

sab apad.”—sar m 4.

ਆਪਨ [apan] pron personal, belonging/

pertaining to. “apan bape nahi kIsi k0 bhavan
k0 harI raja.”—Sor ravdas. 2 self, oneself,

“avar mue kIa sog karije, tau kije jau apan

jije.”—gau kabir. 3 n a shop. See ਆਪਣ. “banaj

soj $6 apan puri.”—NP.

ਅਾਪਨੜਾ [apanra] pron of the self, one’s own.

“apanra prabhu nadIr karI dekhe.”—vad m

4. “apanre gharI harI régo ki na manehI.”

—tII§g m I.

ਆਪਨਾ [apna] See ਅਪਨਾ.
ਅਾਪਭੋਸ [apbhes] adj one’s own dress. 2 pride
incarnate, picture of self-conceit, “bhayo ap

bhesé.”—mmav.

ਆਪਮੁਹਾਹੁਂ [apmuhahu],7){'7~4')_j'£l7‘8T [apmuhara] adj

self-willed, headstrong, impulsive; impervious

to advice from others. 2 who can do things

on his own without external prodding.

3 speaking spontaneously without refinement

“mUkhI bole apmuhahu.”—sor m 4.

ਆ ਪਰਸ [a paras] See ਅਪਰਸ. “nIrhar varti a

parsa.”—sn' a m 5. ‘

ਅਾਪ ਲਖਾਉਣਾ [ap lakhauna] v to reveal oneself;

to try to make oneselfwell-known. 2 to expose

one’s real self. “ratna sar na janai, ave apu

lakhaI.”—var ram 1 m 2.
ਆਪ ਵਞਾਉਣਾ [ap vayauna] v to lose selfhood;
to shed pride.

ਆਪਾ [apa] n one’s own self,- selfhood. 2 pride,

ego. 3 one’s real worth or real self. “jan nanak

bIn apa‘ cine mIte na bhram ki kai.”—dhana

m 9. 4 M ਆੱਪਾ father.
ਆਪਾਂ [apa] pron. plural ofਆਪ. we.
ਆਪਾਉ [apau] Skt ਅਾਪਜਾਂਯਨ n watering,
irrigation. “salIl apau sarégpani.”—sn’ m I.

‘Irrigate with water i.e. with'God’s name’.

2 866 ਆਪਾਉਣਾ.



ਆਪਾਉਣਾ

ਆਪਾਉਣਾ [apauna] 888ਆਪਾਉ. 2 vto adopt, make
(something) one ’s own, “prabhu gahI bhuja
apan.’’—gau a m 5

ਆਪਾਇਆ [apaIa] adopted as one’s own. See
ਆਪਾਉਣਾ. 2 merged in 'his own form. “karna
apI karavan ape, kahu nanak apI apan.”
__—sarm 5.

ਅਾਪਾਹ [apah] disinterested. See ਅਪਾਹ. “karan
karan samrath apahe.”—maru soIhe m 4.
ਆਪਾਰ [apar] See ਅਪਾਰ. “ka'utak kare rég
apar.”—sukhmani.
ਆਪਿ [apI] See ਆਪ. 2 part self, by oneself.
“apI chute nah chutie.”—Var maIa m 1.3 Skt
n a friend, a churn.
ਆਪਿਓ [apIo] adjowned, made one’s own. “15k
bhathkhan apIo ho.”——sor namdev.
ਆਪੀਣੈ ਅਾਪਾਹੁ [apine apahu], ਆਪੀਨੈ ਆਪਿ [apine
apI] by onself; W1thout anothershelp. “apine
apahU.”—var suhim 1. “jInI apine apI saan
sacra alakh aparo.”—vadm 1 aIahm'a.
ਆਪੁ [apu] one’5 self. See ਆਧ.‘‘ape jam: apo.”
—japu. “apu savarhI mt mIlhI.”—s farid.
2 self-‘pride, egotism. “apu tIagI sét caran
lagI.”—prabha partal m 5. 3 part self, one’s

‘ self. “apu gae auran hu khoth.’.’—gau kabir.
ਆਪੇ ਅਾਪ [ape ap], ਆਪੇ ਆਪਿ [ape apI] 868ਆਪੀਂਨੈ
ਆਪਿ. “harI ape apI UpaIda. ”—sri m 4
ਦ੍/ਗਿ੍ਫਿ਼ਡ਼ਾਕੈਲ਼ਾ
ਆਪੇ ਆਪੇ [ape ape] selfalone, one’s self. 2 vain,
conceited. “ek mahalI tfi ape ape, ek mahalI
garibario.”—gaum 5. 3 See ਆਪੇ ਆਪਿ.
WW [apodhap], ਆਪੋਧਾਪੀ [apodhapi] n rat
race for one’s own interests; extreme
selfishness; ,action to please oneself alone.
-“apo dhapi' hOIke nyare nyare dharém
calave.”—BG 2 Skt ਅਪਧ੍ਯਾਨ ill-intention, ill-
omened thinking, perplexity. ~

ਆਪੋਂ [apo] Seeਆਪ and ਆਪਾ. pride. 2 by oneself.
“nanak je k0 apo jane, age gaIa na sohs.”
—japu. ‘if some one thinks that he is able to
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.ਆਵੂ [aphu] See ਅਫੀਮ. “

ਆਂਬ'

achieve anything.’

ਆਫ਼ਤ [afat] A __ਮੱ Skt ਅਾਪਦ n acalamity,
adversity. 2 a distress, affliction. 3 a
turbulence, tumult. _
ਆਫ਼ਤਾਬ [aftab] P ,.,ਭੰਮਿੰ n drier ofwater, the sun.
“aftab sam (1de na hove.”—GPS. .
ਆਫਤਾਬੇ ਯਮਨ [aphtabe yaman], ਆਫਤਾਬੇ ਯਮਾਨ
[aphtabe yaman] P UL'HBT-Uv_,C9T the sun
of Yemen; bright and very hot. “carace falak
aftabe yaman.” “kI mahé falak aftabe
yaman.”—hakayats.

ਅਾਫਰਣਾ [apharna], ਆਫਰਨਾ [apharna] v to bloat,
swell with pride. See ਅਫਾਰ.

, ਆਫ਼ਰੀਂ [afari] P U)T part a term of applause
and approval; well done, bravo. 2 adjThis
word meaning ‘who produces’ 'comes at end
as in jahfi afri, the creator of the world.
ਆਫ਼ਰੀਦਹ [afridah] P 1,,ng produced, gave birth
to.

ਆਫ਼ਹੀਦਨ [afridan] P Uéfi v to give birth,
produce.

ਆਫ਼ਰੀਦੀ [aphridi] See ਅਫਰੀਦੀ.
ਆਫਰੀਨ [aphrin] See ਆਫ਼ਰੀਂ.
ਆਫ਼ਾਤ [afat] A U137plural ਧਿਆਫ਼ਤ.‘‘sarkas hve
aphat uthai.”—GPS.
ਅਾਫਾਰ [aphar] See ਅਫਾਰ. -

amli mIsri chadke

aphu khat sarahI.”—vrfd. 2 See ਅਫਵ. “gunhI
us ke saga] aphu.”—trl§g m 5.

ਆਫੂਆ ਕੀ ਬਰੀ [aphua ki bari] n a pill or pal'let
of opium; a dose of opium. “a_mIt aphua ki
bari khaI cadhai bhég.”——car1'tr 111. '
ਆਬ [ab] P h(T n water. See ਆਪ 9 and ਅਬਜ.
"‘darakhatabaskar.’’—varmajhm1 2mercury.
.3jewel. 4 glory. 5 honour, dignity. 6 price,
value. 7rank, status. 8custom. 9hab1t, nature.
“sacki ab nIt dehI pani.”—sn' m 1. ‘Irrigate
the act of telling the truth”.
ਆਂਬ [5b] n a mango. “pakan lage a .”—s kabir.
‘Seekers of spiritual knowledge have begun  



 

 

ਆਬ ਹਯਾਤ

to ripen with good qualities.’

ਆਬ ਹਯਾਤ [ab hayat], ਆਬ ਹੈਵਾਨ [ab hevan] P

ayvf- dig???“ water of life; amrit; elixir;

nectar.

ਆਥਕਾਰ [abkar] P „ਹਿ a distiller. 2 a distiller

or maker of wine.

ਆਬਕਾਰੀ [abkari] P 6,67 n a distillery. 2 a wine
factory.

ਆਬਖ਼ੋਰਾ [abxora] P „,ਫ਼/.? n a pot for drinking; a
cup, bowl, goblet.

ਆਬਗੀਰ [abgir] P [£7 n a pit or tank for holding
water. 2 a trench, stream. 3 a pot for water, a

pitcher.

ਆਥਗੂੰ [abgfi] P c)!“ adj water—coloured.
2 glittering like water. 3 a shining sword.

4 the name of a canal in Persia.

ਆਬ ਜਮਜਮ [ab jamjam] water ofzamzam well.

See ਹੱਜ and ਜਮਜਮ. -

ਆਬਦਾਰ [abdar] P ਲ਼ੀਕ੍ਤਿ’ adj shining, having a
glitter. 2 n a servant who always waits upon

his master with a flask of wine or water.

ਆਬਨ੍ਯ [abnus] P Ji‘7 ebony; heavy blackwood

used for making pen holder stands, picture

frames and other beautiful articles. Its tree is

found mostly in South India, its Latin name

is diospyros emenum. G ebenos E ebony.

ghfighat ughar kari naIka didardin,

dekhat hi bhédigai hadi dadhi phus ki,i

bhedan ke dar pari hal pari ghusan ke, '

kavvan ke rar pari apne jalus' ki,

kfibri nIkari kari kola ki bIgari kul,

bhanat “puran” na agari kuhu hus ki,

tava me me tab rahi kajar be ab bhai,

teri ab dekhe ab gai abnus ki.

ਆਬਪਾਸ਼ੀ [abpasi] P ਲ਼ੀਘੱ n irrigatipn, watering.

2 sprinkling of water.

ਆਬਰੂ [abru] P 5/.7 n gloss of face; honour,

reputation, dignity.‘‘VIc sabha abru khox

tohI.”—GPS.
ਅਾਬਰੇ [abre] n a mango. “kakri abre pakae.”
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—asa kabir. ‘Bad actions turned into good

ones.’ See ਫੀਲੁ.
ਆਬਰੋ [abro] See ਆਬਰੂ. “
—GPS. ,
ਆਬਲੀਂ [abli] n an unripe mango. 2 tamarind.
3 fruit of tamarind. 4 See ਆਵਲੀਂ.
ਆਬਾਦ [abad]A ,LT plural ਧਿਅਥਦ an aeon. 2 P

a habitation, town. 3 praise. 4 adj populated

inhabited.

ਆਬਾਦਾਨ [abadan] P UM; populated. “abadan

sada mas-hur.”—gau ravrdas. 2 a famous city

in Arabian Iraq.

ਆਬਾਦੀ [abadi] P ਘੀ? n a habitation, populated

place, residential area. 2 population, census.

ਆਇਦ [abId] A „ਭੂਲਿ for adj who worships; a

devotee.

ਆਬੀ [abi] P QT adj related to water, watery.
2 n moisture. 3 short form for ਮੁਰਗਾਬੀ. “bajan
sath abian lehi.”—carItr 111.

ਆਬੂ [abu] Skt ਅਬੁੰ’ਦ“ Mount Abu, a hill top of
Aravati mountain in Rajputana. It is said to

have been the residence of sage Vashishth.

Its average height is 3930 feet and the highest

top, Guru Shikhar, is 5650 feet high. Here is '

an ancient fire pit from which Rajputs are said

to have emerged. There are also some very

old Jain temples here. Rich people of

Rajputana come here to spend their summers.

ਆਬੇ ਹੈਵਾਨ [abe hsvan] See ਆਬ ਹੈਵਾਨ
ਆਬੇ ਬਕ਼ਾ [abe baka] P ਕਿ„ HI n elixir of life;

nectar; ambrosia.

ਆਂਬ੍ਰ [abr] n a mango.

ਆਭਨੀ [abhni] n splendid army.—sanama.

ਆਭਰਣ [abharan] Skt n an omament.“har1nam

rég abharni.”—jetsan' m 5. 2 fostering,

nourishing, tending.

ਆਭਾ [abha] Skt n splendour. 2 lustre, radiance.

3 praise.

ਆਭਾਸ [abhas] Skt n a reflection, glimpse,

image.

gai abro diragh aj.”



ਅਾਭਾਗਾ

ਅਾਭਾਗਾ [abhaga] See ਅਭਾਗਾ. “janmat ki n3 muo
abhaga.”—maru solhe m 3.

ਅ'ਭਾਨੀ [abhani] n 'a splendid army.—sanama.
ਆਭਾਰ [abhar] Skt n weight, load, burden. 2 a
responsibility. 3 a favour, benefaction. 4 a
varnIk metre, 866ਰ੍ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 27. .
ਆਭਿਖੇਕ [athkhek] See ਅਭਿਖੇਕ. 2 adj relative,
relation.

‘ ਅਾਭਿਰ੍ਯ [athgy] See ਅਭਿਰ੍ਯ.
ਆਭਿਜ [athj] See ਅਭਿਜ.
ਆਭੁਲ [abhul] See ਅਭੁਲ. “ap abhul n3 bhulau.”

—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.

ਆਭੂਖਣ [abhukhan], ਆਭੂਖਨ [abhukhan] Skt
ਆਭੂਸਣ“ an ornament. “jIh prasadI abhukhan
pahIrije.‘”—sukhmani. 2 a literary figure of
speech; a figurative expression.
ਅਾਭੋਗ [abhog] in music, the final part of
dhrupad, etc.; climax of sexual pleasure.
ਆਭੰਜ [abhéj] See ਅਭੰਜ.
ਆਮ [am] Skt n ਆਉੱਸਿ਼6 sap ofundigested food
which oozes through the anus. See ਆਮਪਾਤ 2.
2 Skt ਆਮ੍ਰ a mango. 3 Skt ਆਮਯ. a disease.
“sun lahIna harkhyo rIde jyo ami khve
am.”—NP. ‘just as a patient becomes happy
on getting rid of his illness.’ 4 A (i: adj
common, general, frequent, not special.
5 famous. 6 n a year.
ਅਾਮਖ [amakh] See ਆਮਿਖ.

ਆਮ ਖਾਸ [am khas] n a session of the court of
kings of Delhi in which special courtiers as
well as common people presented themselves.
2 a royal function which any one could attend;
an open court. “am khas me kari prasésa.”
—GRS.

ਆਮਦ [amad] P ‘7 came, “kuja amad kuja
raphti.”—tII§gnamdev. ‘Where did you come
from, where do you go?’. 2 n income Skim.
“amad xarac sébharan kare.”—GPS.

ਆਮਦਨ [amdan] P ਪਾਂਭੰ‘!’ v to come, arrive. 2 n

income.
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W [amdéd] P .617 they came.
ਆਮਨ [amen] Skt ਤ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਚ੍“ a disease, sickness.

ਅਾਮਨਾਯ [amnay] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਬ੍ਰਗ਼ਧ n Ved. 2 practice,

exercise. 3 a ceremony, custom. 4 sectarian,

communal.

‘ਆਮ ਪਾਤ [am pat] abortion. See ਗਰਭ ਸ੍ਰ'ਵ. 
2 exuding or oozing of undigested food 
through the arse. Due to the weakness of the 
belly-heat, the raw sap of food deteriorates 
and exudes in the form offoul-smelling greasy 
faeces heavier than water. The patient should 
take soft and light food like rice or sago. If 
the intestines develop inflammation and pain, 
it results in dysentery. A patient of ampat 
should be given hauberry, fresh ginger, motha 
grass and oldenlamdoi boiled in water, bifora 
and pith of mannalos mixed with jaggery 
should be eaten or drunk like tea. A powder 
of ginger, white cumin seeds, rock salt, 
asafoetida, nutmeg, mango seed, onarmulos, 

catechu and ground bharingi eaten with curd 

is effective. “ampat aru sronat pata.”—carItr 
405. .
ਆਮਯ [amay] Skt n a disease, malady. 2 loss,

harm. 3 indigestion, dyspepsia. 4 a camel. 

ਆਮਰ [amar] See ਅਮਰ. “ap gavaI amar rahe.”
-asa a m 1. “hOI amro ngh mahI betha.” 
—sorm 5. 2 /T who gives an order. “dhur ki 

bheji ai amar.”—asa m 5. ‘Maya is sent by the 

Almighty per His will.’ 3 A it weak, 

powerless. “Ihu amar ham gorI kie 

darbari.”—asa m 5. ‘This maya beeame 
powerless and we became supreme’.

ਅਾਮਰਸ [amaras], ਆਮਰਖ [amarakh] Skt ਅ'ਮਸੰ n 
anger, ire. “Irkha parukha ch31 amarkha.” 
—NP. 2 Skt ਅਾਮਸ਼ੰ an intimate touch. 3 a 
consultation.
ਅਾਮਰਿ [8ਗ਼੪੮1],ਆਮਰੀ [ਪਿੰਸ਼ਿਤੋ਼],ਆਮਰੂ [amam] See 
ਅਮਰ and ਅਾਮਰ. “aji amri nIvalka karam 
vare.”—datt. ‘unbom, deathless practitioners



 

 

 

ਆਮਰੂਦ

of Yoga.’

ਆਮਰੂਦ [amrud] See ਅਮਰੂਦ.
ਆਮਰੋਂ [amro] See ਆਮਰ.
ਆਮਲ [amal] See ਆਮਿਲ.
ਆਮਲਕ [amlak] 866 ਆਉਲਾ. “hath amlak atam

gyana.”—NP. -

ਅਾਮਲੀ [amli] See ਅਮਲੀ.
ਆਮਾਸ਼ਯ [amasay] Skt n the stomach where raw
food (am) settles. 2 the first part of the small

intestine, where liver and gall bladder meet;

duodenum.

ਆਮਾਤ [amat] See ਅਮਾਤ.

ਅਾਮਾਦਹ [amadah] P ”L7 ready, prepared.
ਆਮਾਲ [amal] A ਭੰ… n plural ਧਿਅੁਮਲ. actions,

doings, pranks, tricks.

ਆਮਿ [amI] See ਅਾਮਯ and ਤਾਮਿ.
ਆਮਿਖ [amIkh] Skt ਅਾਮਿਸ n meat, flesh.

“prItham taj-hu amIkh l<o khana.”-NP.

ਆਮਿਲ [am111A ਪੰਖਿ doer, performer, practioner.
2 n a worker, servant; an employee “amII

mulkan kesz thai”—-GPS. 3 a revenue official

of old times, whose descendants are still

called amils in Sindh. 4 an artisan, craftsman.

ਅਾਮੀ [ami] adj suffering from a disease; sick,

patient. See ਆਮ 3. 2 A U37 Amen' part be it

so ! 3 please accept, approve.
ਆਮੂ [amu] P ,:f n river Oxus ofBukhara which

flows through the middle of Turan and Iran

(Persia). “amu adI bakhanke israstra kahI

5t.”—sanama. ‘Varun is the husband of river

Amu, and his weapon is execution.’—sanama.

ਆਮੇਖ਼ਤਹ [amextah] P :35? adjblended, mixed.
ਆਮੇਖ਼ਤਨ [amextan] P J37 v to join, mix.
ਆਮੇਜ਼ [amez] P g7 adj mixed. 2 mixed; used
after a word as ਰੰਗਾਮੇਂਜ਼.

ਆਮੇਂਜ਼ਿਸ਼ [ameZIs] P Jr? n mixing, mixture.

ਆਮੇਂਯ [amey] adj See ਅਮੇਉ. 2 which cannot be
'This is originally a Greek word meaning ‘really’, ‘infact‘.
 

Christians and Muslims utter it loudly after their

supplicatory prayers.
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absorbed or accommodated. “cakh‘é dvaramey

vahyé su ave.”-NP.

' ਆਮੇਰ [811161'],ਅਥਾਂਮੇੜ [amer] an ancient town near

Jaipur which once was a capital. 866 ਅੰਬਰ and

ਅੰਬੇਰ.
ਆਸੇ ਸਾਮਣੇ [amo samne] adv face to face.
“lakkh nagare vajjan amo samne.”—c5d1' 3.

ਆਮੇਂਖਤਹ ਕਾਰ [amokhtah kar] P ਭੰਨੂ/ਭੰਲੈੰ/ੜ੍ਹਾਂ adj
trained, skilled in doing work.

ਆਮੋਖਤਨ [amokhtan] P ਕਾੰਛੂੰਮੱ v to receive
instruction or training. 2 to teach or train.

ਆਮੋਦ [amod] Skt n happiness, pleasure,

enjoyment. “ur amod 55g bhe gathar.”—NP.

ਆਮੋ'ਲ [ਕ…੦1],ਆਮੋਲਾ [amola], ਆਮੋਲੀ [amoli] See
ਅਮੋਲ. 2 priceless. “guru pahI SII‘ bec amolia.”
—var gau m 4.

ਆਮੰਤ੍ਰਣ [amétran] Skt n an invitation. 2 a

solicitation.
ਆਮ੍ਰ [amr] Skt n a mango.

ਆਮ੍ ਮੌਰ [am'r mar] n pollen ofa mango.
ਅਾਯ [ay] Skt n income.
ਅਾਯਸ [ayes], ਆਯਸੁ [aysu] n permission. See

ਆਇਸ .
ਅਾਯਤ [ayat] Skt adj broad. 2 spread. “mastak

ayat locan lone.”—-NP. 3 A ‘47 a line of the

text of Bible or Quran. 4 a sign, mark.

“5 prophet’s miracle.

ਆਯਤਨ [aytan] Skt n a house, home, residence.

2 god’s house; a temple.

ਆਯੱਤ [ayatt] Skt ੲਜ੍ਯਧਜ adj subordinate,
subservient.

ਆਯਦ [ayad] P ਮੁੰ adj likely to come. 2 Ag;

returning. 3 applicable.

ਅਾਯਨ [ayan] See ਅਯਨ.

ਆਯਾ [aya] v past tense of ਆਉਣ. “bagéi th
aya cau.”—var vad m 3. 2 Pg a nurse. 3 P y”

partwhat; if; or.

ਆਯਾਮ [ayam] Skt n extending, pervading.

2 act of bringing within rules. See ਪ੍ਰਾਣਾਯਾਮ.

3 See ਅਯਾਮ.



 

ਆਯ

3 a Chandarvanshi king, son of Pururva.
4 food, com. 5 air. 6 an offspring. 7 medicine,
drug.

ਆਯੁਸਮਾਨ [ayusman], ਅਯੁਖਮਾਨ [ayukhman] Skt
Wadjlong lived, lasting for a lOng time.
ਆਯੁਖਾ [ayukha] Skt ਹੌਜਧੂਬ੍ n age, duration of

life.

ਆਯੁਖਯ [ayukhy] Skt ਆਯੁਸ੍ਯ adjwho gives life.
2 n eatables fit for a sick person. 3 strength,
power.

ਆਯੁਤ [ayut] See ਅਯੁਤ and ਆਯਤ.

ਆਯੁਧ [ayudh] Skt n a weapon. 2 a horn or
conchshell, which is helpful in a battle.
ਆਯੁਧਨ [ayudhan] a battle, See ਆਯੋਧਨ. “ghor
ayudhan sso bhayo.”—carItr 405.
ਆਯੁਰ [ayur] n age. “chIn chIn ayur bitat jai.”
—NP. See ਆਯੁਖਾ.

ਆਯੁਰ ਵੇਦ [ayur ved] Skt ਆਯੁਵੇੰਦ n a minor Ved

about the age of human beings; a medical

science. Ashvini Kumar is regarded as its

chief preceptor; he taught it to Indar, who in

turn taught it to Dhanva'ntri. This Ved is

derived from Atharv Ved. Now there is no

book bearing this name, but all books on

medical science are covered by it. “ayur ved
kiyo })9ਲ਼ਾ1<858.”-ਥੀਂ19||ਗੌ811

ਆਯੇਦ [ayed] P you come. This wordIS coined
ਘਿਸ਼ਿਆਮਦਨ.
ਆਯੋਧਨ [ayodhan] Skt n a battle, war. 2 a
battlefield.

ਆਰ [ar] Skt n an aw]. “ar nathIh topau.”—sor
ravrdas. Here ਆਰ stands for sharp intellect.

2 a tooth ofa circular saw; an axle ofa wheel.

3 a raw metal. 4 a pointed prod for driving an

animal. 5A A: shame, modesty. 6 Sto cajole,

express love or fondness.

ਆਰਜ [ares] n sloth. “bIsar arse") sabe prabhat
lok jag-hi.”—suraj. 2 Skt ਆਸਂ’ adj concerning
a sage (rishi); a sage’s composition. 3 n a

C
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ਆਯੁ, [ayu] Skt n age. 2 ghee, clarified butter. '

ਆਰਜ਼ੂ
book respected for its association with a
sage.
ਆਰਜਤਾ [arasta] n laziness, sloth, lassitude.

2 See ਆਰਾਸਤਾ.

ਆਰਸੀ [arsi] Skt ਆਦਸ਼ੰ n a mirror, a looking
glass. “Ihu menu arsi koi gurmukhI vekhe.”
-—majh a m 3. “jese' taro tari 3r arsi sanah
sastra.”—BG See ਆੲੀਨਾ. 2 an ornament with
a mirror fixed in it which ladies wear on their
thumbs. “kahe’i su arsifi mUhI béke.”—asa am
1. 3 also used in place ਘੰਅਾਲਸੀ.
ਆਰਕਤ [arakat] Sktnnag adj red. 2 with a tinge
of redness.

ਆਰਕਤਾ ਜਲਨਿ [arékta jalanI] n a river of reddish
water; Sarasvati.——sanama. '

ਆਰਜ [araj] See ਆਰਯ.

ਆਰਜਤਾ [arajta] SktWGfBTn culture, civilization.
“SIrjan arajtay.”——NR 2 superiority, eminence.
3 candour, simplicity.

ਆਰਜਨੀ [arjani] Skt ਅਜੁੱਨੀ adj white as silver
(ਅਰਜੁਨ), bright. 2 a female collector. “namo

arjani marjani.”—c§di 2.

ਅਾਰਜਵ [arjav] Skt ਆਜੰਞ n simplicity, serenity,
honesty. “arjav bIna kutIlta jOI.”—GPS. 2 adj
simple, guileless, innocent.

ਆਰਜਾ [arja] S n age. state. 2 866 ਆਰਯਾ. “]'6

jug care arja.”—japu. 3 Skt ਆਯੰਜਾ mother. 4 a
metre. See ਗਾਹਾ. 5 adjnoble woman, virtuous

lady. “bhane nI j bharja $6 arja ! sravan kar.”

—GPS.

ਆਰਜਾਧਿ [arjath] n ਅਾਰਜਾ-ਅਞਧਿ. duration of
life. See ਅਰਜਾਧਿ.

ਅਾਰਜਾਰਿ [arjarI] n the enemy of age; old age.
—sanama.

ਆਰਜਾਰਿ ਅਰਿ [arjarI an] n enemy ਧਿਆਰਜਾ (old
age), amrit, elixirM—sanama

ਅਾਰਜਾਗੰ [arjari] See ਅਾਰਜਾਰਿ. 2 age. “bInu
SImran jese sarap zitjari.”—géu a m 5.
ਆਰਜੀ [arjilA (505k adjtemporary, impennanent.
ਆਰਜ਼ੂ [arzu] P „ਅੱ n a desire, wish, hope.  



 

 

 

ਅਾਰਣ

ਅਾਰਣ [aran] 11 an anvil; ironsmith’s block. See

ਆਰਣਿ. “kaIa ਪਿੰਗ] man VICI lolia.”—maru m

1. 2 Skt-depth, solemnity. 3 a pit, pond. 4 S a

war, battle. ਤੈ ,

ਅਾਰਣਸੁਤ [aran sut] n son ofAran (pond); lotus.

“aransut kar prabhu SIr layo.”—NP. ‘the
master taking it as lotus put his hand on the

head’. 2 the moon, which is son of the deep

ocean.

ਅਾਰਣਿ [arena] in a furnace or forge for melting

or heating up metals like iron; “qu aranI loha
paI ਘਿਰੇ“; 8ਸ਼ਿਤ੍ਹਾ818’ਭੰ-5ਘੰਪਂ am 1. 2 n an eddy,

a whirlpool:
ਅਾਰਤ [arat], ਆਰਤਾ [arta] Skt ਗ਼ਾਚੰ adj coward,

timid. 2 suffering, in pain. “arat duar ratat

pfguria.”—gaum 5. “gopal tera arta.”—dhana_

dhéna. ‘Your timid slave seeks shelter with

you, master of the earth.’ Some ignorant

people interpret this as ਆਰਤੀ (a ceremonial

worship of gods by moving lighted lamps in

front) holding that his Dhanna Jat’s ‘ਆਰਤਾ’.'

ਆਰਤਿ [aratI] Skt ਗ਼ਾਥਿੰ“ pain, humility, poverty.
“ਆਰਤੀ [arti] Skt ਆਰਾਤ੍ਰਿਕ n what happens even
without night, that is, to do worship by

revolving lighted lamps for which reason it is

called non-night worship. According to

Hinduism, lamps are revolved four times at

the feet ofthe image, twice at the level of the

navel and seven times around the entire body.

. The number of lamps may be anywhere

between one to a hundred. Guru Nanak Dev

rejected this ritual and said that God’s arti is

already being performed by nature. See

Dhanasri Shabad : “gagan me thal raVI céd
dipalg‘bane.” See ਦੀਪਦਾਨ. 2 Arti Sohila, a bani

recited at bed time. “sodar arti'gavie émrIt

vele japu Uchara.”—BG

lThough word arta is not in the sense of arti but Sikhs
 

do employ it this way as well. Udasi Saints declaim: “arta

kijc nanak sah patsah ka. din duni kc $ahan$ah ਗਿ."…
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ਆਰਤੀਸੋ'ਹਿਲਾ [arti sohIla] n song ofjoy in which
true arti is described. Here, recitation begins

with “je gharI kiratI akhie.” “tItU gharI

gavhu sohIIa.” and culuminates as “kesi arti

hOI bhavkhédna, teri arti anhata sabad vajét

bheri.”

ਆਰਚ [arad] P- „ਤਾਂ n flour, ground corn. 2 from

vr ਆਵੁਰਦਨ. let one bring, brings, will bring.

ਆਰਦ੍ਰ [ardra] *ਦੂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਾਚੁੰ adjwet, soaked. 2 soiled.

ਆਰਨ [aran] adj red coloured. “jari sag jare rajé

aran uchar.”-—NP. ‘Red coverlets interwoven

with golden thread look beautiful’. 2 See

ਆਰਣ. 3 Bhai Santokh Singh has used ਆਰਨ in

place of ਅਰਨ੍ਯ (forest). “aran th dIs ghani
nIhari.”—GPS. 4 See ਆਰਨ੍ਯ.

ਆਰਨ੍ਯ'ਤ [aranjat] lotus grown out of a pond

(ਆਰਣ). Se'e ਆਰਣਸੁਤ. “anan aranjat suhai.”

—NP.

ਆਰਨ੍ਯ [amya] Skt 3ਸ਼੍ਯਧਧ adj relating to forest;
wild.

ਅਾਰਨ੍ਯਕ [arnyak] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਧਕ੍ਝ related with forest;

vanprasth, the third stage of life for a Hindu.

2 those Brahman parts of Veds which were

studied while living there because saint-

scholars staying in forests taught them to their

disciples. See ਉਪਨਿਸ਼ਦ ਐਤ੍ਰੇਯ ਆਰਨ੍ਯਕ etc.2
ਆਰਫ਼ [araph] A 4,15 adja possessor of spiritual

knowledge (ਉਰਫ਼).“~ਪਿੰ9})}1 kamIl vali valayat.”
—GPS. - ~ '
ਅਾਰਬ [arab] n Arabia. 2 Arab, Arabian. “arab

ke arbi aradhE tere nam hE.”—aka1. 3 the

language of Arabia; Arabic “kahfi arbi torki
parsi ho.?’—aka1. 4 an Arab (orArabian) horse

“kache arbi pabb mano sapacché.”—paras.

ਅਾਰਬਲ [arbal], ਆਰਬਲਾ [arbala] n ਅਾਯੁ-ਬਲ.

strength and age. 2 age, duration of life,

lifetime. “barakh bahattar bhai arbal.”-GPS.

ਆਰਬੀ [arbi] See ਆਰਬ.

2Four forests vthad, tctIrriy, ctrey and kasitki are well
 

known.



ਅਾਰਭਟੀ

ਅਾਰਭਟੀ [arbhati] Skt n that part of a drama
which shows courage and terror. 2 a theatre.

3 courage, intrepidity.

ਆਰਮੇਨੀਆ [armenia] See ਅਹਮਨੀਂ.

ਆਰਯ [aray] Skt anzzf adj superior, superb,
virtuous. 2 worshippable, venerable.

3 belonging to a superior pedigree. 4 a

resident of Aryavart; Indian.

, ਆਰਯ ਸਮਾਜ [aray samaj] Mul Shankar, son of

Amba Shankar, a Brahman ofTankara village,

Moravi state, was born in 1824 AD. He

became adisciple of Sanyasi Parmanand and

adopted Dayanand Sarasvati as his name. He

studied Sanskrit grammar under Pandit

Virjanand of Mathura. Taking note of the

preaching of Christianity in India, he was

enthused to spread the Vedic religion.

According to his own thinking and the culture

of the time, he interpreted the Veds and

promulgated new rules. He named his sect

Arya Samaj and Satyarath Prakash is his

religious treatise.

The saint Dayanand died on 30th October

1883 AD.

The rules ofArya Samaj are :

(])/\}! truths are discovered through education

and material sciences and they all have their

origin in God.

. (2) God is truth, mind and joy, without form,

all-powerful, just, kind, birthless,

endless,unchangeable, without origin,

incomparable and the source of all that exists.

His worship is the only proper one.

(3) The Ved is the book of true knowledge; its

study, teaching and listening comprise the

prime religion of the Aryas.

(4) One should always be ready to learn the

truth and to unleam the untruth.

(5) All tasks should be performed according

to the dharma, that is, with knowledge and
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consideration of truth versus falsehood.

(6) The welfare of the world is the basic

objective of Arya Samaj including its

physical, spiritual and social progress.

(7) Relations should be maintained with all

as far as possible in accordance with dharma.

(8) Removal of ignorance and spread of

(knowledge should always be the aim.

(9) No one should be content with his own

progress, but should consider it as a step in

the progress of all.

(10) All men should be inter-dependent, in

following rules for universal good, and should

be independent in adopting every beneficial

rule. ‘

ਆਰਯਾ [arya] SktW n feminine of ਆਰਯ. a
woman of high or noble birth. 2 mother.

3 grandmother. 4 mother-in-law. 5 the

goddess, Durga. 6 a stanza. See ਗਾ‘ਹਾ. 7 adj

noble, virtuous (woman).

ਆਰਯਾ ਵਰਤ [arya varat] Skt ਗ਼ਧਯੰ ਕਚੰ n the
country of the Aryas; the country with

Himalayas in the north, Vindhyachal in the

south, Bay of Bengal in the east and the

Arabian sea in the west.I Now the whole of

India is called Aryavart.

ਆਰਾ [ara] n a serrated tool with which wood

is sawed, a sawing machine. 2 noise, din.

3 near side bank, “kachu ara par na sujh.”

—gau ravrdas§ 4 Skt n a big needle for making
a hole. 5 sufwith or having qualities of, as in

ਅਵਗੁਣਿਆਰਾ. “avganIare pathar bhare.”—nat

m 4.

ਆਂਰਾ [ara] P ਪਿੰ to that, to him.

ਆਰਾਉ [arau] P Iਮੱ adjwho decorates; this word
is used as a suffix. 2 Skim a garden, “jake

rukthrakharau.”—srim 1. ‘whose grass and

trees provide relief.’ See ਰੁਹ.

Wm ਕੋWit ਧਯਿਧ੍ਯ‘ .
ਰਧੀ ੜ੍ਗਜ੍ਯਣ੍' ਧਿਪੀਂਹਧਥਿਚੱ ਬਿ'ਬ੍ਰੂਰੂੰਗਂ: I—manuaZ, $22.

  



 

 

ਆਰਾਸਤ

ਆਰਾਸਤ [arasat], ਆਰਾਸਤਹ [arasatah], ਆਹਾਸਤਾ

[arasta] P ;ਅੰ adj spruced, adorned; its root

is vr ਆਰਾਸ੍ਵਨ. “arasat laskar sabh kinas.”——GPS.

ਆਰਾਤਿ [aratI], ਆਰਾਤੀ [arati] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਰਿ n an

enemy, adversary. “janu kalmal kalI bal

arati.”—NP.

ਆਰਾਧ [aradh] See ਆਰਾਧਨ and ਆਰਾਧ੍ਯ.

, ਆਰਾਧਨ [aradhan], ਆਰਾਧਨਾ [aradhna] Skt n

making happy, worship, devotion.

2 meditation on God’s name. “aradhna

aradhanu nika harI harI namu aradhna.”

—maru a m 5. ‘

ਆਰਾਧਨੀਯ [aradhniy], ਆਰਾਧ੍ਯ [aradhy] Skt adj
fit to be pleased and worshipped, adorable.

ਆਰਾ ਪਾਰ [ara par] See ਆਰਾ and ਪਾਰ. n this side

and across “kachu ara par na sujh.”——gau

ravrdas. 2 this and the next world; here and

hereafter.

ਆਰਾਮ [aram] P {”/" n comfort, happiness.

2 rest, relaxation 3. Skt garden.

ਆਰਾਮ ਸ਼ਾਹ [aram sah] son of Qutubuddin Ebak

who sat on the throne at Delhi for one year in

1210 AD. See Muslim Rule in India.

ਅਾਰਾਯਸ਼ [arayas] P flu? n decoration,

adornment.

ਆਰਾਲਿਕ [aralIk] See ਅਗਿਲਕ.

ਆਰਿਫ਼ [am] See ਆਰਫ਼.

ਆਰੀ [ari] n a hand-saw, a small saw. 2 suflix

of, possessing (feminine of van, ara, etc).

“avgunIari két VIsari.”—dhana ché'tm 1. 3 A

dju adjnaked. 4 good-for-nothing. 5 helpless,

unable.

ਅਾਰੁਹ [aruh] See ਆਰੋਹਣ. 2 See ਅਾਰੁੱਧ.

ਆਚੁਣ [awn] adj red. See ਅਰੁਣ. “racyo rég awn

lok navino.”—I<rIsan.

ਆਰੂਣਚੁੜ [aruncur] See ਅਰੁਨ੍ਯੂੜ.

ਅਾਰੁੱਧ [aruddh] Skt ਗਧ੍ਯ adj stopped, hindered,
obstructed. 2 busy, engaged.

ਆਰੂਨ [arun] See ਅਰੁਣ and ਆਰਨ.

ਆਰੁਨ੍ਯੂੜ [ਕ਼ਪਿਸ਼ਿਘ] a cock, rooster. See ਅਰੁਣਚੂ'ੜ.
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“kr5c su aruncur pukarat.”—GPS.

ਆਬੂ [am] See ਅਾੜੂ.
ਅਾਰੂਢ [arudh], ਆਰੂੜ [arur] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ adjascended,

mounted, riding. “arurte asv rath nagah.”
—sahas m 4. 2 firm, resolute, determined.

ਆਰੇ [are] plural of ਆਰਾ. 2 suf meaning ‘one
having or with.’ See ਆਰਾ ਆਰੀ. “avganiare
pathar bhare.”—kan m 4.

ਆਚੇਮ [arem] P ਚਿ" we bring, we shall bring,
we may bring.

ਅਾਰੋਂਅਹ [aroah] Skt ਅਾਰੈਰਿਤ adj ascended,
mounted. “jara j‘émhI aroah.”—saveye m 4

ke. ‘You are mounting old age and messengers

ofdeath’ means that you are above weaknesses

and not subject to them. See ਆਰੋਹਣ.

ਆਰੋਹਣ [arohan] Skt n a ladder, steps. “mo-

kharohan pragat gIra aghkhédni.”—GPS.

ਆਰੋਹਣ (ladder) of ਮੋਖ (salvation). ‘steps to

salvation.’ 2 mounting, riding.

ਆਰੋਹੀ [ਪਿੱ੦111]ਲ਼ਾ/(!3ਜਹੇਫ਼ਿਜ਼੍8ਧੰ/ਘੀ1੦ rides. 2 going

upward. 3 progressing. 4 n ascending notes

in music as sa, re, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

.ਅਾਚੇਂਗ [8ਛਾਂ੦8],ਆਰੋਂਗਤ [arogat], ਆਰੋਂਗੀ [arogi] See
ਅਰੋਗ, ਅਰੋਗਤ and ਅਰੋਂਗੀ. “jIh prasadI arog
k5candehi.”—sukhmani. “arogat bhae

sarira.”—suhi chét m 4.

ਆਰੋਪਣ [aropan], ਆਰੋਂਪਣਾ [aropna] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਹੇਧ੍ਯ n

setting, fixing. “tahI aropan kinas mali.”

—GPS. 2 imagining qualities of one thing in
another. 3 a fallacy, false knowledge.

ਆਰੋੜਾ [arora] See ਅਰੋੜਾ.

ਅਾਰੰਨ [arén] See ਆਰਨ੍ਯ.
ਆਰੰਨਕ [arénak] See ਆਰਨ੍ਯਕ.

ਆਰੰਭ [arébh] Skt n the origin, beginning.

“arébh kaj racaIa.”—suhi chétm 4. 2 genesis,
creation.

ਅਾਰੰਭਵਾਦ [arébh vad] the theory ofVaisheshik

and other philosophies that the formation of

the world, took place with the fusion of

atoms.



 

ਆਯੰ

ਅ’ਯੰ [ary], ਆਯੰ-ਸਮ'ਜ [arysamaj] See ਆਰਯ and
ਪ੍ਯਾ ਸਮਾਜ.

ਆਲ [a1] Pkt n moisture, humidity. 2 Skt adj

excessive, more. 3 all, entire. “al jéjal bIkar
te rahIte.”—sukhmani. See E all. 4 Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਧ a

house, living place. 5 A J7 a-dynasty, a

descendant. 6 daughter’s children. 7 P a type -

ofwine. 8 Ta king. 9 adj red, scarlet. 10 See

ਅਲ.

ਆਲਸ [alas] n laziness, sloth, indolence. “alasu.

chij gala sabhu tan te.”—dhana m 5. 2 Skt adj
lazy, indolent, slothful.

ਅਾਲਸਹਰ [alsahar] n a remover of laziness;

amrit, nectar.—sanama.

ਅਾਲਸੀ [8181],ਅਾਲਸੀਆ [alsia] 866 ਆਲਸ 2.
“janamu gavan alsia.”—sr1' trrlocan.

ਅਾਲਸੁ [alasu] See ਆਲ‘ਸ.
ਅਾਲਸੂਨ [alsun] a village near Nadaun. Gluru

’ Gobind Singh punished its riotous people and

also stayed here for some time while on his

way back to Anandpur. See Vachitar Natak

ch 9, céd 24. Due to the negligence of the

Sikhs, no gurdwara has been set up here.

ਅਾਲਸਜ਼ [alsya] Skt n laziness, lack of zeal and

endeavour.

ਅਾਲਕ [alak] n laziness, sloth. “kIu SImrat kije
alka ?.”—Var guj2 m 5.

ਆਲਕਾ‘ ਪਤੀ [alka pati] See ਅਲਕਾ ਪਤੀ.
- ਅਾਲਕੁ [alakU] sloth See ਆਲਕ. “cégIai alaku

kare.”—var guj 2 m 5.

ਆਲਜ [alaj] See ਆਲਜੁ.

ਆਲ ਜਾਲ [a1 jal] See ਆਲ and ਜਾਲ n bonds of

family life and progeny. “a1 jal bhram moh

tajave.’’—gujm 5. 2 Sadj much, plenty. 3 adv
mostly.

ਅਾਲਜਿ਼ [alajI], ਅਾਲਜੁ [alaju] adj shameless,
brazenfaced, immodest. “uc nic tum te tare

alaju sésar.”—bIIa raVIdas.

ਆਲ ਜੰਜਾਲ [a1j5ja1] See ਆਲ and ਜੰਜਾਲ. n bonds
of family life; snare of love for children. “al
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jéjal bIkar te rahIte.”—sukhmani.

ਆਲਣਾ [alna] See ਆਲਨਾ.

ਆਲਤ [alat] A d7 n a pole, mace. 2 genitals.

3 a tool, an instrument, implement.

ਆਲਨ [alan] n grain flour used for mixing with

leafy vegetables to make them thicker and

tastier. ਅੱਲਣ.

ਆਲਨਾ [alna] n a nest. P .3117

trIn gere.”—GPS.

ਅਾਲਪਤਾਲ [alpatal] n the celestial ahd the nether

world. 2 praise and nit-picking. “gath raje

rania bolhI al patal.”—var asa. 3 topsy turvy.

“al petal muh-hu bolde jIU pite mad

matvale.”—gau var 1 m 4. 4 high and low,

good and bad, auspicious and inauspicious.

“likhlIhu a1 petal, mohI jam déd na lagai.”

—gau ravrdas.

ਅਾਨ੍ਯਲਾਲ [alpalal] See ਆਲ and ਪਲਾਲ. 2 See

ਆਲਬਾਲ [a1ba1] Skt ਆਲਵਾਲ n a round plot; a

mason’s mud of lime pit. 2 a circular low

ground around a tree where water collects.

ਆਲਬਾਲਿਤ [albalIt] See ਅਲਬਾਲਿਤ.
ਆਲਮ [alam] A Al: adjscholarly, highly learned,

erudite, pandit. “janat bed bhed ar alam.”

—capai. 2 n the world, universe. “alam kusaI

xubi.”—ramav. 3 time, period. 4 living beings.

“cédihajar alam ekal khana.”—tI15g namdev.

5 a poet in Guru Gobind Singh’s court. Here
is a poem of his:

sobha hfi ke sagar naval neh nagar h'é,

bal bhim sam sil kahéi 13 ganaie,

bhumI ke vibhukhan ju dukhan ke dukhan,

samuh sukh hfi ke sukh dekhe te aghaie,

himat nIdhan an dan k0 bakhane jan?

alam tamam jam athc") gun gaie,

prabal pratapi patsah guru gobid ji!

bhoj ki si maj tere roj roj paie.

6 a well-known poet of Persian and Hindi who

translated Madhvanal Sangit in Braj language

“susak alne te
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in 991 Hijri. Ragmala is a part of this very
book. 7 a devotee ofGuru Gobind Singh. “jab
dal par nadi ke ayo, an alme hams jagayo.”
—VN. 8 A Brahman poet converted to Islam
who attended the court ofBahadur Shah, King
of Delhi.

ਆਲਮ ਸਿੰਘ [alam sigh] a Rajput resident of
Sialkot, who received initiation into the
Khalsa at the hands of Guru Gobind Singh.
The Guru used to call him naccna (dancing)
Alam Singh as he was very active, smart and

ebullient. ਰ੍ ‘
ਆਲਮਕੁਸ਼ਾ [alamkusa], ਆਲਮਕੁ'ਸ਼ਾਇ [alamkusaI]
P w’fiu adj who conquers the world, “alam
kusaI khubi.”—ramav.

ਅਾਨ੍ਯਗੀਰ [alamgir] P flak adj who holds or
conquers the world. 2 a title of emperor

Aurangzeb. “alam gir 311E tfi ek.”—GPS. 3 n a
village seven kos south of Ludhiana. Guru

_ Gobind Singh came here from Machivara
carried on a bedstead; from here he rode on

horse-back. Since the Sikh rule the gurdwara

owns 70 bighas of land. It is about two miles

south of Gill failway station. The priest is a

baptised Singh.

ਆਲਮਗੰਜ [alamgéj] a village in Patna district
of Bihar.‘ “mohan alamgéj rahéda.”—BG

ਆਲਮ ਚੰਦ [alam céd] a preacher-cum-agent

(maséd) of Guru Arjun Dev.at Lahore. 2 a

Hada Rajput Sikh of Guru Arjun Dev. 3 a

commander of the hill army who alongwith

Balia Chand used to operate against the Sikhs

at the head of a roving army. They suffered a

heavy defeat at the hands of Udai Singh and

Alam Singh. Alam Singh severed the hand of
Alam Chand. Balia Chand was also wounded

and he fled the battlefield.

ਆਲਮਦੁਨੀਆਂ [alam dunié] universes and worlds

“khak nur kardé alam duniaI.”—t115g m 4.

ਆਲਮ ਪਨਾਹ [alam panah] P ,[ਟ੍ਰੇ flu adj refuge of
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the world.

ਆਲਮ੍-ਪੁਰ [alampur] a village in Dasuha tehsil
of Hoshiarpur district, about'two miles north

of Tanda Urmur railway station. It has a
gurdwara ofGuru Hargobind who once came
here from Kartarpur for hunting and stayed
for several days.

The gurdWara has only a platform under
the care of a Nirmala Sikh. The shrine
possesses 75 ghuma'ons of land. A
congregational fair is held here annually on
the 16th of the lunar month of Harh.

ਅਾਲਯ [alay], ਆਲਯਹ [alyah] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n house,
home. 2 place “sarab arath alyah.”—sahas m
5. Here ਹ stands for the visarg (:).

ਆਲਾ [ala] n door or window, leaf. 2 (figurative) ×

the tenth door, a mystical orifice of the brain

“uparI hat, hat par ala, ale bhitarI thati.”

—ram beat “(in the valley of the supreme
person) there is the shop (man) on the shop is
a window (head) and over the head is the
material (of God’s name).” 3 the house of
material existence (Maya) “ala te nIvama.”
~dhana namdev. 4 A £1 adj superior, very
good “bédgi alah ala hujra.”—-maru solhem 5.
5 high, aloft. 6 _]7 an instrument, tool, a
mechanical device.

ਪ੍ਯਾਉ [alau], ਆਲਾਇਂ [alaI] n an utterance,
speech, “manmukh jhutha alaU.”—sava m 1.
“uthdIa bhi guru alau.”—suhi a m 4. “harI

ras na chakhe phika alai.”—gaum 3.

ਆਲਾਇਆ [alaIa] adjsaid, uttered, stated, sang.
ਆਲਾ ਸਿੰਘ [ala sigh] son of Ram Singh and
Mai Sabi of Phul clan born at Phul in Sammat
1748.‘ For initiation into the Khalsa, he took
amrit at village Thikrivala at the hands of
Baba Dip Singh Jathedar. He founded a mud
fort at Patiala in Sammat 1810 and started

'In Twarikh by Khalipha Muhammad Hasan is given“

Sammat 1752 (I695) as his year ofbirth.
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replacing it with a permanent fort on 4 Phagun

Sammat 1820. He died on 27 Savan Sammat

1822 (22 August 1765 AD) at Patiala where

his beautiful mausoleum exists, and cooked

food is served to all visitors, See ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
ਆਲ਼ਾ ਸਿੰਘ ਦਾ ਬੁਰਜ [ala sigh da buraj] See ਪਟਿਆਲਾ.
ਆਲ਼ਾਹਣੀਂ'ਕ਼ਿਗਿੰਘਾਂ] See ਅਲਾਹਣੀ.
ਆਲਾਤ [alat] See ਅਲਾਤ. 2 plural of ਆਲਹ. See

ਆਲਾ 6.
ਅਾਲ'ਨ [alan] Skt n rope or chain for tying an

elephant. 2 See ਏਲਾਨ.
ਅਾਲਾਪ [a1ap].Skt n speech, conversation,

dialogue, parley. 2 in music, the process of

producing a proper note; a prelude to singing,

“gun gobid gavhu sath harIjan, rag ratan

rasna alap.”—bIIa m 5.
ਆਲਾਪਨ [alapan], ਆਲਾਪਨਾ [alapna] v to say,

speak. 2 to establish the form of music by

arranging the sounds in the prelude.

3 elaborating of a note.
ਆਲਾਪਿ [alapI] having sung the prelude.

ਆਲ਼ਾਞ ਦੀਂ [alav di] See ਅਲਾਉੱਦੀਨ.

ਆਲਾਵੰਤ [ਕ1ਗ਼ਾਰੈ੮] adj having a house, who owns
a house. “alavéti Ihu bhram johe.”—mala

namdev. ‘The owners of the house are under

the misconception that low caste persons

cannot pray to God there.’

ਆਲਾਵੰਤੀ [alavéti] to the master of the house.
See ਆਲਾਵੰਤ.
ਆਲਿ [aII] n of the house. “man laga alI jéjal.”
—sr1'm 4 pahrre. 2 .ਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਆਲੀਂ a (female) friend.
3 a row, line, class.

ਆਲਿੰਸ੍ਯ [alIsy] See ਅਾਲਸ੍ਯ. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਯਾ the act
of making the dancers dance well; making

the world dance. “aIIsy karam.”—japu.

”ਗਿ [ali'gan] Skt ?‘ਜਰਿਰ੍ਸ੍ਯ n an embrace, a

clasp.

ਆਲਿਮ [alIm] See ਆਲਮ.

ਆਲੀਂ [ali] Skt n a female friend. “2 a line, row. ‘

3A db adjgreat, high. 4 superb, grand. 5 Bhai
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ਆਲੂ ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰਾ

Santokh Singh has used M(female) in place

of the Sindhi word ਆਲੋਂ (wet). “ਘ sulgat lakri
jImI ali.”—GPS. See ਆਲੇ.

ਆਲੀਂ ਸਿੰਘ [ali sigh] a resident of village
Salaudi. Along with his brother Bhai Mali

Singh he was in the service of Vazir Khan,

subedar of Sirhind. When Banda Bahadur, at

the head ofKhalsa force, reached Punj ab, the

subedar jeered at them. They felt insulted,

quit his service and joined the Khalsa force.

After the conquest of Sirhind, Ali Singh was

made its deputy Subedar. He was later,

martyred along with Banda Bahadur in Delhi. '
ਆਲੀਂਢ [alidh] Skt adj licked, lapped. 2 n lying
down during the hunt so that the quarry comes

close to the hunter unafraid.
ਆਲੀਣ [811ਸ਼੍],ਆਲੀਂਣਾ [ਕ11ਸੁ8],ਆਲੀਂਨ [alin] See ਅਲੀਣ.

2 SkIWFfi'G adjabsorbed, become one in thought.

“janak raj vartaIa, satjug alina.”—saveye m 4

ke. ‘Satyug came to prevail in Kaliyug’.

ਆਲੁ [alu], ਆਲੂ [alu] Skt n a potato, an

underground crop, commonly used as a

vegetable. Its seed was first ofall brought from

America by Sir Walter Raleigh in 1584_. Its

scientific name is Solanumt uberosum. 2 a

flask, sieve. 3 P ਭੰ,“ Skt ਆਲੂਕ a kind of fruit
which ripens in summer and is sour—sweet in

taste, “naspatI pIsta ral alu.”-—GPS. See

ਆਲੂਚਾ and ਆਲੂ ਬੁਖਾਰਾ.
ਆਲੂਚਾ [aluca] P ,.ਟੂਭੰਯੂੰ‘ Skt ਆਲੂਕ and ਵੀਰਾਰੁਕ. n
potato a fresh plum (when fully ripe it is called

alu bukhara), E Plum, L Prunus domestica.

ਆਲੂਦਹ ਮਗ਼ਜ਼ [aludah macaz] ~P f’wlf adj

having a depraved mind. See ਆਲੂਦਾ,

ਆਲੂਦਨ [aludan] P 0:97 to smear, besmear.

ਅਾਲੂਦਾ [aluda], ਆਲੂਦਿਆ [aludIa] P …ਮੈਂ adj
smeared, bedaubed. 2 dirty, filthy, unclean.

vr ਆਲੂਦਨ. “nanak VInU nave aludIa.”—var

maru 2 m 5.

ਆਲੂ ਬੁਖ਼ਾਰਾ [alu buxara] P „ਚਿ ,u’ n a plum,

 



 

 

 

ਆਲੇ

alucha from Bukhara, potato of Damascus.

Greek physicians used it in various medicines

and its effect is cold-moist; it softens

intestines and cures bilius humour, clears

blood and cures vomiting, stops thirst and

despite being sour it does not increase cough.

ਆਲੇ [ale] See ਆਲੀ 3.
ਆਲੇਖ [alekh] Skt n writing. 2 See ਅਲੇਖ.
ਆਲੇ [alo] S wet, moist. “pat palo bhi alo hen.”
—GPS. 2 green.

ਆਲੇਂਹਰਖ [alo harakh] a village in nazamat
Sunam, police station Bhavanigarh, Patiala

state. Here, half a mile south of the village is

a gurdwara of Guru Teg Bahadur who came

here from Gunike.

A beautiful gurdwara was built here in

Sammat 1966. Five copies of Guru Granth
Sahib are kept open side by side. The room

where the Guru stayed is separate (from the

main building.) The priest is an energetic

Sikh. The gurdwara has 125 bighas of land

donated by the Patiala state. It is close to

Bhavanigarh road, nine miles west ofNabha

railway station.

ਆਲੋਕ [alok] Skt n light, miracle. 2 a sight,
glimpse, view.

ਆਲੋਚਨ [alocan] Skt n a sight, view. 2 an
investigation, consideration.

ਆਲੋਚਨਾ [alocna] Skt n an investigation, deter-

mination ofgood and bad points. 2 a revision.

3 a review.

ਆਲੰਬ [aléb] See ਅਲੰਬ.
ਆਲੰਬਨ [81ਟੈ1੭311] See ਅਲੰਥਨ.
ਆਲੰਬਨ ਵਿਭਾਵ [8151੭911 VIbhav] a supporting
cause of emotion; a factor helping the rise of

a particular feeling, for example, a hero and

heroine in the sentiment of love; an enemy in

arousing terror; a strange shape or speech for

ridicule or mirth; a heart-rending speech or

situation arousing pity; fearfulness for
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arousing terror; suppuration etc. for creating

a sense ofdisgust and loathsomeness; strange

things for creating wonder; transient, imper—

manent things for a feeling of tranquility; and

children for arousing affection.

ਆਲ੍ਹਣਾ [alhna] See ਆਲਨਾ.

ਆਵ [av], ਆਂਞ [ਰੌ?] ਅਾਯੁ n age. “av ghate tan chije.”

—vad m 3 alahnia. “~? ghate dIn jaI.”—sri m

I pahrre. 2 come (imperative). See ਅਾਵਨ.‘‘av

av su bhav $6 kahI.”—paras. “je tIsu nadarI

na avai.”—japu.

ਆਵਈ [avai] comes, may come. See ਆਵ and

ਆਵਨ.

ਆਵਸ lavas], ਆਵਸਿ [8?85:[] See ਆਵਨ. 2 See
ਅਵਸ਼੍ਯ. 3 (s)he will come.

ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ [avasyak] Skt adj necessary.
ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕਤਾ [avasya kta] Skt n necessity,

requirement.

ਅਾਵਹੁ [8?1ਘ],ਆਵਹੋ [avho] come (imperative).
“avhu bhene galI mIlhI.”—sr1' m I.‘‘avho

sétjanhu !.”—-suhi chét m 4.

ਆਞਗਿ [avagI] (she) will come.

parbraham ki.”—asa m 5.

ਆਵਗੀਰ [avgir] See ਆਬਗੀਰ.
ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ [avagyak] adj ਤ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਟਢ਼ adj who insults;

contemptuous. 2 discourteous, rude.

ਆਵਜ [avaj] See ਆਵਾਜ. 2 Pkt n a kind ofmusical

instrument. “sures ke avaj sur ke nad sune

darvaje.”—carItr 108.
ਅਾਵਟਣ [avatan], ਆਵਟਣੁ [8?9ਣ੍8130],ਅਾਵਟਨ [avatan]

v to heat, boil thoroughly. 2 )1 water added to

milk for boiling. “avatanu ape khave dudh kau
khapan n9 deI.”—sri m I. 3 Skt ਗਤ੍ਯਾਥਿੰਜ਼੍ a

whirlpool, an eddy; eddying water. 4 Skt ਗ਼ਾਥਚੰਥ

n circle, circuit, round. 5 churning. 6 melting

of metals; smelting. 7 beating, thrashing, “jahI

avate bahut ghan sath.”—-asa m 5.

ਆਵਟੇ [avate] See ਅਾਵਟਨ 7.
ਆਵਣ [avan] n coming, arrival. 2 taking birth.

ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣ [avan jan], ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣਾ [avan jana] n

“avagI agIa
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birth and death, transmigration of soul. See
ਆਵਾਗਮਨ. “avan jan rehe sukh paIa.”—suhi
Chétm 3. “tan man thapI kia sabh apna eho
avan jana.”—ramm 5. 2 adjmomentary, liable
to break up in a moment, impermanent. 3 v
to come and go, pass through.
ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣੀ [avan jani] See ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣਾ. 2 imper-
manent, perishable. “InI manI dithi sabh
avan jani.”—majh a m 3. 3 11 created world,

' creation. “nam tera sabhkoi let he jeti avan
jani.”—asa a m 3.

ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣੁ [avan janu] knowledge of coming,
knowledge of the purpose of human birth.
2 See ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣ.

ਆਵਣ ਜਾਵਣ [avan javan] See ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣਾ. “avan
javan tau rahe, paie guru pura.”——asa a m 1.
ਆਵਣ ਵਾਰ [avan var] adj who arrive. 2 n time
of birth. “bahurI n9 avan var.”—prabha m 1.
ਆਵਣਾ [avna] See ਆਵਣ.

ਆਵਣਿ ਜਾਣਿ [avanI janI] adv in coming and
going; in birth and death “avanI janI
VIgucie.”—05ka1:
ਆਵਣੁ [avanU] See ਆਵਣ.

ਆਵਣੁ ਜ਼ਾਣੁ [avanu janu] See ਆਵਣ ਜਾਣਾ. “avanu
janu na cukai.”;srim 1. 2 n knowledge ofthe
purpose of birth and death or ofwhy we are
born and what we are requiredto achieve.
“avanu jam) bIbhutI laI jogi! ta tin bhavan
jInI laIa.”—ram a m 3.

ਆਵਣੁ ਵੰਞਣੁ [avanu vé’manu] n birth and death;
transmigration. “avanu véfianu dakhro.”.—sri

a m I. 2 v to be born and to die. 3 coming

and going.

ਆਵਣੇਂ ਜਾਵਣੇਂ [avne javne] adj (those) who come
and go; (those) who take birth and die. “avne

javne khare daravne?”—suhi Chétm 1. 2 adv

while coming and going.

ਆਵਤ [avat] coming. See ਆਵਨ.

ਆਵਤ ਜਾਤ [avat jat] adj coming and going,

taking birth and dying. 2 n transmigration;
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birth and death. “avat jat rahe sram nase.”
—1<an m 5.

ਆਵਧ [avadh] Skt ਆਯੁਧ n a weapon. “kotI
avadh tIsu bedhat nahi.”—suhi m 5.
“praharen lakhy avadhah.”-sahas m 5.
2 Avadh, Ayodhya, Audh. “avadh raj trIya
jahI sobhat.”—ramav. 3 See ਆਵੱਧ.
ਆਵਧਰਾਜ [avadhraj] King ofAyodhya, Dashrath.
See ਆਵਧ 2.

ਆਵੱਧ [avaddh] ^ਉੰ/(2ਅਵਧ੍ਯ adjnot fit to be killed.
2 difficult to kill. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਬਿਫ਼ pierced, strung,
threaded. “avaddh savét kheté.”—gyan.
‘warrior lying pierced in the battlefield’.
ਆਵਨ [av'an] n arrival. 2 birth. “avan ae ersatI
mah I .”—ba van.

ਆਵਨ੍ਯ1ਨੁ [avanjanu], ਆਵਕ੍ਯਾਵਨੁ [avanjavanu]
See ਅਧਾਵਣੁ ਜਾਣੁ. “avanjanu Ik khel racaIa.”
—sukhman1'. “avanjavanu maIa dhédh.”~ram
.m 5. ,

ਆਵਨਿ [avanI] (they) come. 2 (they) will come.
ਆਵਨਿ ਅਠਤਚੈ [avanI athatre] sen an utterance
from Guru Nanak Dev’s proleptic hymn in
Tilang measure addressed to Bhai Lalo:
“avanI athatre janI satanve horu bhi uthsi
marad l<a cela.” ‘They came in the year
seventy eight and shall depart in ninety seven
by which time another disciple ofa brave man
shall also arise.’ It means that in Saidpur
(Eminabad) Mughals would enter in Sammat
1578 to destroy the vainglorious Afghans but
they shall depart in Sammat 1597 when
another brave man will arise from the Afghans
themselves and will drive them away.

Babar invaded India five times. It was
during his third invasion in Sammat 1578 that
he killed the conceited Afghans of Saidpur
(Eminabad), and it was in Sammat 1597 that
Babur’s son Humayun was defeated by Sher
Shah Suri at Kanauj and he fled from India.
The word ‘also’ with other brave man suggests
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that the conquered Afghans would also rise

again. Thus Sher Shah rose and won the throne

of Delhi.

Some scholars extend this prolepsis from

‘ the sixteenth to the twentieth century Bikrami

and imagine Guru Gobind Singh, Banda

Bahadur etc. as the ‘Marad ka Chela’, but

this is their mistake because the Guru uses

only yearly and not the centurial figure. He

is talking ofthe then current sixteenth century

only. These years are therefore 1578 and 1597

respectively.

ਆਵਨਿ ਵੰਞਨਿ [avanI vspanI] See ਅਾਵਣਿ ਜਾਣਿ.
ਆਵਨੁ [avanu] See ਆਵਣ.

ਅਾਵਰ [aver] P „,’ derived from vr ਅਾਵੁਰਦਨ.

suffixed to words, it turns them into

adjectives; for example added to ਦਿਲ (heart)
it becomes ਦਿਲਾਵਰ.

ਅਾਵਰਕ [avarak] adj which covers.

ਆਵਰਣ [avaran] Skt n a cover, screen. 2 a

shield, skin. 3 ignorance.

ਆਵਰਤ [avarat] Skt 311ਥਰੰ n an eddy, a whirlpool
“tinI avarat ki cuki gher.”—ramm 5. 2 worry,

care. '3 transmigration of soul.

ਆਵਰਤਏਥਹ [avaratethah] See ਅਵਰਤਏਥਹ.

ਅਾਵਰਦ [avarad] n mixing ofhigh and low notes

in music producing a ripple effect. 2 P ….“

(he) may bring, brings or will bring.

ਅਾਵਰਦਾ [avarda] Dg n age. “sakat l<i avarda

jaI brIthari.”—dhana m 5. 2 P …,?” adj

brought. 3 presented. See ਅਾਵੁਰਦਨ.

ਆਵਲ [aval] See ਆਉਲ. 2 a Jat subcaste, See-

ਅਉਲ 4. 3 Skt ਅਾਵਿਲ adj unclean, filthy.
4 perplexed. “hau phIraU dIvani aval

baval.”—dev m 4.

ਅਾਵਲ ਖੇੜੀ [aval kheri] a village; according to
Bhai Santokh Singh Guru Gobind Singh

coming from Kurukshetra had camped here.

“cadhe Ikaki satIguru aval khe_ri gram.

pahuce Us the] jaIkar utre hIt bIsram.”

ਆਵਾਗੳਣ

—GPS.

ਆਵਲ ਬਾਂਵਲ [aval baval] surprised and

bewildered; mad, See ਆਵਲ.

ਅਾਵਲਾ [avla] ਆਮਲਕ. See ਆਉਲਾ “janu dalI

camutte avle.”—C5cji 3.

ਆਞਲਿ [avalI] Skt n a row, line, class.

ਅਾਵੜਨਾ [avama] See ਔੜਨਾ to occur, strike; to

come to mind.

ਆਵਾ [ava] n a brick kiln, potter’s kiln.

ਆਵਾਇਲ [avail] actions of the early period or

of the beginning. See ਅਵਾਇਲ. “man samajhu
chadI avaIle.”—g5d m 5.

ਆਵਾਸ [avas] See ਅਵਾਸ.

ਆਵਾਹਨ [avahan] Skt n (an act of) calling, or

summoning. 2 invoking a god by reciting a

mantar. “avahan sagre sur kare.”—GPS.

ਆਵਾਗਉਣ [avagaun], ਆਵਾਗਉਨ [avagaun], ਆਵਾਗਮਨ
[avagaman], ਆਵਾਗਵਣੁ [avagavanu], ਆਵਾਗਵਨ

[avagavan], ਆਵਾਗੌਣ [avagon], ਅਾਵਾਗੌਨ [avagan]

Skt ?ਸ਼੍ਯਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ n the act of coming and going;

arrival and departure. 2 birth and death.

3 passing through 84 lac lives of different

kinds so as to undo the effect of actions of

earlier births. The soul is liberated from this

cycle by the acquisition of spiritual

knowledge and then becomes free from

transmingration forever.

kai janam bhae kit patéga,

kai janam gaj min kuréga.

kai janam pékhi sarap hOIo,

kai janam hevar brIkh jOIo.

mIlu jagdis mIlan 1<i baria,

CIrékal Ih deh séjria.

kai janam ssl gIrI karIa,

kai janam garabh hIrI kharIa.

_ kai janam sakh karI UpaIa,

lakh caurasih jonI bhramaIa...-—asa m 5.

Udam kar-hI anek harInamu n3 gavhi,

bharamhI jonI asékh marI janamhI avhi.

pasu pékhi sel tarvar ganat kachu n9 avae,
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biju bovs1 bhog bhog-hI kia apna pavae...

—j€t m 5.
angharI mahalu pavhu

sukh sahje bahurI na 1101go phera.

—gau m 5.

phahe kate mIte gavan phatIh bhai manI jit,

nanak gur te thItI pai phIran mIte nItnit.

—bavan.

janam maran ke mIte 5dese,

sadhu ke puran Updese...

thItI pai cuke bhram gavan,

sunI nanak‘harI harI jasu sravan.

—-sukhman1‘.

saranI gahi parbraham ki mItIa avagavan,

apI tarIa kutéb SIU gun gubId prabh ravanu.

—gau thItI m 5.
Indians have believed in metempsychosis

or transmingration of souls since ancient

times. According to the Greek historian

Herodotus (II, 53, 8 l , 123) ancient Egyptians

also believed in transmigration. Greek

` metaphysicians too have been preaching this

view. Modern theosophists think that ancient

Jews, Christians, Muslims and others also

believed in it in some form or the other. Now

only those people accept transmigration

whose religious leaders were once related to

ancient Indians or those who still have respect

for archaic beliefs. Buddhists, Jains, Hindus,

Sikhs and neotheosophists all accept this

philosophy. Scholars ofthe modern times have

divided this view-point into three branches:

(a) When a child is born, God does not invent

a new soul for it; an already existing soul ‘in

the bodiless form assumes this new body for

the first time and will never adopt a body in

future. This theory is called the doctrine of
pre-existence.

(b) The soul has already been roaming in

millions ofmen, animals, trees, etc. and after
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quitting the present body too, it will roam

as born in different bodies. This is what is

known as metempsychosis or transmigration

ofsouL

(0) Human soul before coming in the present

bodily form has been living as man or woman,

but not as animal, bird or tree etc. and after

the present life it will be born again and again

in human form until its redemption from the

cycle of birth and death. This is the theory of

re-incarnation.

ਆਵਾਜ [avaj] P ”,? n a sound, a word. 2 a call,
cry. 3 See ਆਵਾਜ ਲੈਣੀ.
ਆਵਾਜ ਲੈਣੀ [avaj leni] Taking order from Guru
Granth Sahib, in the following form.

When Guru Granth Sahib is opened, two

of its pages are in front of us. If, ont‘ne left

hand side page a hymn starts at the top, this

should be read. if it contains a hymn

continuing from the previous page, then the

left hand page should be turned backwards

and the hymn continuing from the previous

page should be read as complete hymn ending

on the left hand 'page first opened.The same

procedure is adopted at the time ofthe naming

ceremony for a new born baby.

ਆਵਾਜਾੲੀ [avajai] n coming and going; usual

traffic. “avajai saCIvan keri.”—GPS. ‘coming

and going of ministers’. 2 a cycle of birth

and death.

ਅਾਵਿਰ੍ਯਕ [aVIgyak] adjdisobedient, insulting,
“surag dev aVIgyak hOI .”—GPS. See ਆਵਸ਼੍ਯਕ.

' ਆਵਿੰਧ [avidh] Skt ਗ਼ਬਿਜ੍ਯਕਧੰ/up to Vindhyach'l
See ਵਿੰਧ.

ਆਵਿਰਤ [aVIrat] Skt ਆ-ਵਿਰਤ adj indifferent
towards worldly affairs. 2 Skt ਅਵਿਰਤ

continuously, uninterruptedly. 3 See ਅਾਵ੍ਰਿਤ.

ਆਵਿਰੇਭਾਵ [avrrbhav] Skt ਗ਼ਥਿੰਸ਼ਾਧ੍ਯ manifestation,

appearance. 2 birth, origin, creation.

ਅਾਵੀ [avi] n a small kiln for baking pots of
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clay. “gharI bhade jInI.avi saji.”—asa pati
m 1. 2 ਆਵਈ. See ਆਵਨ. “manmukha no
partitI na avai.”—sor a m 3. 3 Skt a pregnant

woman. 4 travail; pangs of child birth.

ਆਵੁਰਦਨ [avurdan] P ejufl adj bringing.

ਆਵੁਰਦਾ [avurda] See ਅਾਵਰਦਾ2. Its pronunciation

as ਆਵਰਦਾ is also correct.

ਆਵੇਸ਼ [aves] Skt n an entrance, entry.

2 enthusiasm, fervour, vehemence. 3 a fit,

epilepsy. 4 according to superstitious people,

entry of a spirit in the human body.

ਆਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ [avestan] Skt n encircling, enveloping,

wrapping. 2 a cover; screen. 3 a quilt cover.

4 a compound wall. _

ਆਵੇਖ਼ਤਨ [avextan] P Jifi v to hang, suspend.

2 v to be suspended.

ਆਵੇਗ [aveg] Skt n excitement, zeal.
2 paroxysm, a strong fit of excitement. 3 in

poetry, an auxiliary sentiment of distraction

for acquiring something contrary to the real

desire arising from the heart.

ਆਵੇੜਨ [averan], ਅਾਵੇੜੂ [averu] Skt ਆਵੇਸ੍ਵਨ n

wrapping, enveloping, convering. 2.a wrap,

shawl, scarf. “paI ave_ru maIa sarab

thIéga.”——bIIa m 5.

ਆਵੰਤ [avét] coming, See ਆਵਤ. “ਨ੍ਯਗੌ javét
thakét.”—sahas m 5.

ਆਵੰਨ [avén], ਆਵੰਨਿ [avénI] See ਆਵਨ. “nanak

se dIh avénI.”—soh11a.

ਅਾਵ੍ਰਿਤ [avrIt] Skt atria n enclosed, covered.
2 enveloped, surrounded. 3 hidden.

ਆਵ੍ਰਿਤਿ [avrIttI] Skt ਲ਼ਜਬ੍ਰੂਰਿ n repetition, a
repeated practice. 2 learning again and again.

3 repeated reading of a book.
ਆਵਿੱਤਿ ਦੀਪਕ [avrIttI dipak] See ਦੀਪਕ (d).

ਆੜ [ਗ੍] n a cover, safe position. 2 refuge,

asylum. 3 crookedness, obliquity. 4 See ਅਾੜਿ.

ਅਾੜਬੰਦ [ਕੈ.ਪਿਟੋਯੱ] n a loin cloth, wrapped to cover

private parts.

ਆੜਾ ਗੋਂਟੀ [ara goti] n' a diagonal move of a
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counter. 2 deceitful game “ara goti nIt kar‘é

hfdu musalman.”—mago. 3 S ਆਡ਼ੀ- ਗੋਂੜ
obstruction, impediment.

ਅਾੜਿ [arI] Skt ਕਰ੍ਹਾਫਿ n a species of fish; cod. “tfi

kese arI phathi jalI?.”—maIa a m 1. 2 a kind

of heron. S ਆੜੀ.
ਆੜੀ [ari] See ਆਤਿ. 2 n a friend, pal. 3 friendship.
ਆਬੂ [aru] Skt ਆਰੁਕ n peach tree and its fruit,

L Prunus persica. It ripens in summer, and is

moist hot in effect.

ਆੜ੍ਹਤ [arhat] n an obstacle. 2 a commission

agent’s trade, taking adhak (4 seers) grain as

commission.‘ 3 material received as wage.

ਆੜ੍ਹਤਿਯਾ [arhtIya], ਆੜ੍ਹਤੀ [arhti] n a commission

agent, See ਆੜ੍ਹਤ 2. '

ਐ2 [ੲ] used in Punjabi for ਹੈ of. “harIprem
_ bhini colie.”—devm 4. 2 P a vocative he! re!.

ਐਸ [es] pron this. “as jaga ave.”—JSBB. 2 adv
such, in this form “as ghat phIr hath me she.”

—VN. 3 A L}: n life. 4 fun and frolic;

enjoyment. 5 sexual bliss, pleasure. “as hi cs

50 has bItayo.”-aka1.
ਐਸਾ [asa] adv like this, thus, of this kind. “asa

satIgur je mIle.”—sri a'm 1.
ਐਸੀ [esi] adv such. “esi krIpa karhu prabhu

nanak.”—bavan.

ਐਸੁਪਰਾਜਾ [esupraja] sen ਐਸਾ-ਉਪ੍ਯਾਜਾ. created
such (a thing). “mat esupraja.”—arh§t.

‘introduced such a religion’.

ਐਸੁਰਜ [esuraj] See ਐਸ੍ਵਰਜ.
ਐਸੇ [ese] like this. “ese sét na mokau bhath.”

— asa kabir. 2 thus, in this way. “ram jap-hu

jia ese ese.”,—gau kabir.

ਐਸੇ [880] See ਐਸਾ. “850 gIan bIrloi pae.”
—bIIa m 5.

ਐਸ੍ਰਰਜ [esvaraj] ਏਂਸ਼੍ਵਯੰਜ਼ n godhood, godship,
sovereignty. 2 wealth, dignity, glory, majesty.

“dasan k0 bakhsE esvarjé.”—GPS.

'ln olden days commission was paid in kind.
 

2Punjabi equivalent of Skt ਰ੍.

 



ਐਹਦ

ਐਹਦ [shad] See ਅਹਦ.
ਐਹੇ [she] future tense ofਹੈ. “es samo phIr hath
na she.”—VN. 2 part a term expressing grief.

“he ! he.”

ਐਰ੍ਯ [sky] n unity.
ਐਖ [ekh] Skt ਇਸੁ n an arrow. “lage tISE ekh.”
—kaIk1'.

ਐਖਾਂ [81<11ਕੋੰ] short form of “ਐਸੇ ਆਖਾਂ.” 2 short
form for ਇਹ ਦੇਖਾਂ.

ਐਰਨ [scan], ਐ'ਚਨਾ [Ecna] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ. to pull,
' to drag. 2 to shrivel; to contract; to cramp.

ਐਜਨ [sjan] A Lit! part ditto, the same.
ਐਜੀ [eji] parta polite vocative,‘ ‘I say, sir’. “sji!
na ham utam nic na madham.”-guj a m 1.

ਐਠ [ੲਸਿ਼],ਐ"ਠ [Eth] n pride, arrogance. 2 pride,

obduracy. “ese gar mahI 2th hathilo.”—brla

m 5. 3 a wrinkle, coil, twist, tangle.

ਐਠੋਨਾ [Ethna] v to strut; to walk pompously; to

behave insolently. 2 to twist.

ਐਨਿ [ethI] adv pompously and insolently.

ਐ'ਠੀ [ਏਂਘਿ] adjproud, arrogant. 2 foppish. “Ethi
56 bédh gayo saneha.”—carItr 351.

ਐਡਣਾ [edna], ਐ'ਡਨਾ [Edna] v to behave

arrogantly, conceitedly or foppishly. “Ihu

jagu he sépatI supne ki dekhI kahz‘a sc_lano.”

—bas§tm 9.

ਐਡਾ [eda] adj so large.
ਐ'ਡਾ [Eda], ਐਡੇਂ [Eda] adj proud, conceited,

arrogant. “taka car gathi Eda tedha jat.”—sar

kabir.

ਐਤ [st], ਐਤੁ [stu] n ਆਦਿਤ੍ਯ the sun. 2 Sunday.
3 ten thousand. See ਅਯੁਤ. “ct turég camu

handari.”—1<rIsan. “tis etu pedal kahf

maryo.”—carrtr 52. 4 Skt ਆਯਤਿ progeny,

offspring. 5 birth. “prIthem at bhav paI bahur

parmesvar payo.”—carItr 81. ‘first took birth

in this world, and then found God’.

ਐਥਾਉ [£ਧਿਕਪ],ਐਥੇ [€ਠੋਂ116],ਐਥੈ [ethe] adv here,at

this place, in the world “Ik hoda khaI calhI

Ethau.”—Varasa. “sthe mIlhI vadaia dargahI
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path thau.”—sri m 5.

ਐਥੈ ਓਥੇ [ethe othe] adv here and there; in this
world and in the hereafter “ethe othe sada

sukh hOI.”—mala m 3.

ਐਨ [en] a house. See ਅਯਨ. “daya en sun ban
e.”—NP. 2A Uf n an eye. 3 eyesight. 4 paradise.

5 the sun. 6 a ray. 7 wealth. 8 adj like that,
resembling him.

ਐਂਟ੍ਰਾਂਕ਼ਿ [enak] P ..,ਡੂੰ‘ n eyeglasses, spectacles.

ਅੋਨ੍ਯਯਕ਼ੀਨ [enulyakin] a correct belief; knowledge

free from doubt. Scholars have accepted three

forms of belief. (a) Ilmulyakin: sure, certain,

believable knowledge, like. “Amritsar is a city

in the Panjab.” (b) enulyakin: knowledge

as seen through eyes, visible truth as

seeing Amritsar is believing it to be there.

(c) hakkulyakin: knowledge of the founder,

foundation of Amritsar, its development in

history, its area, form, population, etc. factors

of factual belief.

ਐਬ [eb] A ਥੂਭੰਤੁੱ n a bad habit. 2 a defect, fault.
“eb tanI CIkro.”—sri m I.

ਐ'ਥੀ [ebi] adj (one) who has bad habits.
ਐਯੜ [syar] See ਅੱਜੜ.
ਐਰ ਗੈਰ [er gar] adj unknown, foreign,

unacquainted.

ਐਰਾਕ [erak], ਐਰਾਕੀਂ [eraki] See ਅਰਾਕ and ਇਰਾਕ.
ਐਂਰਾਨ [eran] See ੲੀਰਾਨ.

ਐਰਾਪਤ [srapat], ਐਰਾਪ'ਤਿ [erapatI], ਐਰਾਵਤ
[eravat] Skt ਏਰਾਵਤ” an elephant which came

out of ਇਰਾਵਨ (sea). There is a story in the
Purans that gods and demons churned the

ocean and brought out fourteen jewels

including a white elephant having four tusks
which was given to Indar as'his carriage.

ਐਰਾਵਤੀ [eravati] Skt ਏਰਾਵਤੀ n the river Ravi,

Parushni . See ਰਾਵੀ. “eravati uléghat cala.”
-GPS. 2 a river in Burma. 3 lightning.

ਐਲ [el] ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਏਲ adj related to Ila; Ila’s progeny.

2 n Pururava, son of Ila. 3 a tree which grows

 
 



 

 

ਐਲਗੈਂਲ~

from the earth (ਇਲਾ). 4 grass. 5 the planet
(Mars. See ਇਲਾ. 6 A L}? roaming, wandering.

7 talking loudly to a deafperson. 8 noise. “cale

jat pavat bad el.”—GPS. 9 S imprisonment, .

imprisoning. 10 the idea of subjugating.

ਐਲ ਗੇਲ [81 gel] n noise on the road; all round
noise. “daph ar b'ésri bajai 21 gel bhayo.”—GPS.
See ਐਲ and ਗੈਲ.
ਐਲ ਭੇਲ [£] bhel] n a frightening noise. “paryo
el bhela.”—GPS. See ਐਲ and ਭੈਲ.
ਐਲਾਰਡ [glared] Allard and Ventura were
officers in Napoleon Bonaparte’s army.I After

Napolean’s defeat at Waterloo, his army got

disbanded. These two came to India via Iran

in search ofjobs.Ventura was an Italian'while

Allard was French. They arrived at Lahore

in March 1822, and requested Ranjit Singh

to give them jobs. The Maharaja employed

them to train his army on European lines at a

salary of Rs. 2,500 per month but on a written

promise laying down the following

conditions:

(1) In the event of war between the Sikhs and

the Europeans, they shall remain loyal to the

Sikh government.

(2) They shall not correspond with any

European government.
~ (3) They shall not trim their beards.

(4) They shall not eat beef.

(5) They shall not smoke tobacco.

Both these generals remained completely

loyal to the Maharaja. Ventura performed

excellent service under Prince Kharak Singh

during the conquest of Peshawar.

ਐਵੇ [eve], ਐਵੇਂ [Eve] adv uselessly, fruitlessly,

in vain. 2 thus, in this manner.

ਔ [a] part short form for ਔਰ. “a matI sigh
sajyo tan k3c.”—1<rrsan. 2 Skt ਕੀ n Sheshnag,
'Napoleon was the emperor of France during 1804-15.

He was born in 1769 and died in 182l.
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the serpent. 3 the earth.

ਔਸਤ [asst] A 5,,1 n average; the idea ofequality

or generality.

ਔਂਸਦੀ [asadi], ਔਸ਼ਧੀ [asadhi] See ਅਉਖਧ.
ਔਸਰ [asar] See ਅਉਸਰ. 2 ਕ਼ਧੰ/"ਅ-ਪ੍ਰਸਞ. (a cow or
buffalo) not yet calved.

ਔਂਸਾਣ [asan], ਔਂਸਾਨ [asan] See ਉਸਾਣ.
ਔਸਾਫ਼ [asaf] See ਅਉਸਾਫ.

ਔਂਸੀ [551] Skt ਭਿੰਥਜਿਂ ਯੀਗ. line (ਸੀਤਾ) drawn on
the earth (ਅਵਨਿ). This is an old belief

especially among Hindu women who

unequivocally profess it. Lines are drawn on

the ground without counting, and if they are

found exactly divisible by two, it is believed

that a relative gone abroad will return soon;

if not so, the belief goes that it will yet take

some time for him to return. “more patI
pardes $Idhare... téte me Ssi k0 daro.”—carItr

70. “kaman tune 581ਫੇੰ.”-8(ਫੂ

ਔਹ [ah] pron that, he, she. 2 part a word

expressing grief and surprise. 3 This word is

used to point to something at a distance, that.

ਔਹਠ [ahath] wrong insistence, obduracy,

obstinacy. See ਅਉ and ਅਉਹਠ.

ਔਕੜ [akar] n difiiculty, hardship. 2 misfortune,

trouble.

ਅੋਕ਼ਾਤ [akat] A ;., ,! plural ਘੰਵਕ਼ਤ times.
ਔਖ [okh] See ਅਉਖ.
ਔਂਖਦ[੦1<11861],ਅੋਖਧ[91<}18€1}1] See ਅਉਖਧ.
ਔਂਖੜਨਾ [੨1<}1ਗ੍'118] v to stumble; to flounder or
trip.

ਔਖਾ [okha] See ਅਉਖਾ.

ਔਂਗਣ [agan] See ਅਉਗੁਣ.
ਔਂਗਤ [agat] Skt ਅਪਗਤ adj absconding, gone.
2 withdrawn. 3 dead.

ਔਗਤਿ [agatI] Skt ਅਪਗਤਿ n bad condition.
ਔਗਾਹਨ logahan] See ਅਵਗਾਹਨ. “ogahan sabh

kIy puran tIn.”-—carItr 266.

ਔਗੁਣ lagunl See ਅਉਗੁਣ.
ਔਘ [agh] Skt n innundation, flood, deluge.



V.

ਅਘਟ

2 See ਓਘ. ਰ੍
ਔਘਟ [aghat] See ਅਉਘਟ.

ਔਘੜ [aghar] See ਅਉਘੜ.
ਔਘੀ [aghi] n a long whip used dliring the
training of horses.

ਔਰ੍ਚਕ [acak], ਔ'ਚਕ [Seek] adv suddenly, at once,
unexpectedly. “paryo sor ocak hi drIg lah.”

—GPS.

ਔਦਰ [acar] See ਅਉਚਰ.

ਔਦਰ ਚਰਣਾ [acar cama] v grazing which is rare.
“sabad suratI lIv lin hon: apIu pian he acar

carna.”—BG ‘to be absorbed in understanding

“the word” is drinking the undrinkable and

eating the uneatable’. 2 to eat the uneatable.

ਔਛਕ [achak] See ਅਉਛਕ.

ਅੋਜ [aj] See ਓਜ. 2 A (9,! n expansion, progress.
3 the top, a pinnacle. 4 height, summit.

ਅੋਜਾਅੁ [ajaa] A Lt”! n plural of ਵਜਅੁ, troubles,

afflictions. 2 A ਲੁਝਿ! plural of ਵਜਅੁ. methods,

means. _
ਔਜ਼ਾਰ [ozar] A ਪਿੰ” n a tool, an implement,
instrument. 2 a sin, crime.

ਔਂਝੜ [ajhar] See ਅਉਝੜ.

ਔਂਟਲਨਾ [atalna] v to shift from a place; to slip
away. 2 to get lost; to be untraced.

ਔਟਾਉਣਾ [stauna] v to render hot; to boil. ਔਟਾਨਾ.

ਔਟਾਨ [atan] n heat, high degree of warmth.
2 boiling, seething.

ਔਟਾਨਾ [ataxia] See ਔਟਾਉਣਾ.

ਔਢਰ [odhar] adj easily or readily relenting.
2 hard-hearted, obstinate. 3 S a curtain.

4 help, assistance.

ਔਂ'ਢਾ [Sdha], ਔਢੀ [Sdhi] a town 15 miles east

of Pandarpur in Bombay presidency, where

Bhagat Namdev’s elegant temple Nagnath is

' situated. “pher dia dehura name kau, pédian

kau pIchvarla.” This hymn is inscribed in the

Audhia Nagnath temple at Dhar in the Central
Provinces.

ਔਤ [at] See ਅਉਤ.
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ਔਤਾਰ [star] See ਅਉਤਾਰ.

ਔਤ੍ਰਾ [otra] See ਅਉਤ.
ਔਦ [ad] A „ਫ਼ to return, come back, turn round.

ਅੋਧ [adh] See ਅਉਧ.

ਔਂਧ [Sdh], ਔ‘ਧਾ [Sdha] adj reversed, upside
down. “badh Sdh sIhja tar lIya.”-—carItr 306.

ਔਧੀਆ ਨਾਗਨਾਥ [adhia nagnath] See ਔ'ਢਥਾਂ.

ਔਨ [an], ਔਨਿ [DnI] the earth. 866ਅਵਨ and ਅਵਨਿ.
“nenan me nir anI dare brid bi'Jd ko.”—GPS.

ਔਰ [3r] parta coordinator; and. 2 adjadditional.
3 excessive, abundant, surplus.

ਔਰਸ [ares] Skt n related to ਉਰ (breast), born

of ਉਰ; son, begotten from father’s semen.

2 progeny born ਸ਼ਿਬਿ a (wedded) wife’s womb.

ਔਰਤ [arat] See ਅਉਰਤ. ਰ੍

ਔਂਰਾ ਬੋਰਾ [ara bara] adj half mad, carefree,
indifferent. “nath suno ori bari baté h'é bakat

sou.”—NP.

ਔਰੋਤਰੀ [arotri] sen ਅਪਰ-ਅਵਤਰੀ. (used negatively)
not any other than the horn one. “as sfidar

nahI 3rotri.”—carItr 319.

ਔਰੰਗ [arég] P ,ਫ਼”, n a throne. 2 short form for
Aurangzeb. “tab arég jIy mahI rIsae.”—VN.
3 wisdom, sagacity. 4 deceit, guile. 5 happiness.

6 woodworm, weevil.

ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ [arégzebl' %;.ਭੰਨੂਪਾਂ third son of

Shahjahan and Arajmand Bano born on 3

November 16182 at Dohad3 of district Panch

Mahal in Bombay Presidency. In 1658,

having imprisoned his father in Agra fort, he

ascended the throne of Delhi on 21 July.

Having obtained a religious decree that his

elder brother Dara Shikoh had acted against

the tenets of Islam, he got him killed in Delhi

in September 1659. He told his younger

'His full name was Abuzafar Muhiuddin Muhammad

Aurangzeb. His title was Alamgir.

 

210 October 1619 according to some.

Jliterally, it means ‘two boundaries’ being right on the

border of Gujrat and Malva.
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brother Murad who was an aspirant to the

throne that he did not want the kingdom; and

that after killing Dara with his help, he would

put the crown on his head, and leave for

Mecca. Unfortunately Murad was thus
deluded by Aurangzeb’s plan, and along with

the later he defeated Dara at Fatehabad near

Agra. After his victory, Aurangzeb held a

grand party during which he made Murad

drink heavily and put him in prison at

Gwalior. Three years later, he accused him

ofthe murder of a Saiyad and had him killed.

Thus having members of his family

imprisoned and murdered, Aurangzeb

assumed the title ofAlamgir (possessor ofthe

world). His full name was Abu al Muzaffar

Muhaiyuddin Muhammad with the title

Alamgir added to it. This staunch follower

' of the Sunni creed of Islam was a highly

learned, sagacious, industrious person, expert

in the art of governance. His dress and food

were very simple, and he did not take liquor

or any other intoxicant, and spent very little

money on his personal needs. During leisure

he made caps and prepared copies ofthe holy

Quran, did not consider Islam and Hinduism

as equal, and did not hesitate to commit

deliberate acts of grave injustice. He was

extremely glad to have the title ofMuhiuddin

0.93.9. (animator of religion) from his

correligionists.

He ordered the closure of Hindu fairs,

temple functions and Vedic schools, and

having demolished famous Hindu temples at

Mathura, Benaras, etc. he got mosques built

in their place. He reimposed Jazia (a tax) on

the Hindus which had been stopped by Akbar.
With the reimposition of Jazia and other

taxes and the persecution of Hindus, all

Rajput whom Akbar had befriended became

ਔਰੰਗਜ਼ੇਬ

hostile to him. In this connection a letter

which Raja Raj Singh wrote to Aurangzeb in

1680AD as quoted by colonel Tod in his book

“Rajastha'n” is worthy of note:

“Your elders had fostered Hindus,

Muslims, Jews, Christians, as also the atheists

with equal care, but during your reign many

have become homeless and have left the

country. There is virtually a doomsday all

around, people are dying of hunger; your

subjects, trampled under the feet of soldiers,

are crying; traders are beating their breasts.

How can the rule ofan emperor who demands

tax from such suffering subjects, remain

stable? If you have faith in your own sacred

book you will see that God is common to all

and is not only of the Muslims. He is

worshipped in the mosques but his gongs are

also struck in the temples. When we spoil the

picture painted by an artist, we without doubt
are displeasing him. Similarly, one who spoils

the work of God becomes liable to His

displeasure. The tax which you demand from

the poor Hindus is unfair because they do not

have the means to pay. But ifyou must impose

Jazia, ask me and Maharaja Ram Singh to

pay. By killing minor flies you are

stigmatising your greatness.”

This emperor was a staunch enemy ofmusic

and considered it against the teachings of

Islam. Therefore all the royal musicians were

dismissed. Once, all the musicians of Delhi

created a great clamour while following a

hearse passing in front ofthe emperor palace.

On enquiring the emperor was told that music

had died during his rule and the people were

going to bury it. Aurangzeb told them to bury

it so deep that it may not come out again.

It was Aurangzeb’s oppression and tyranny

which made Shivaji his enemy, and the
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Marathas began uprooting the Mugal rule. By
assassinating Guru Teg Bahadur, he sowed
seeds of enmity in the hearts of all the Sikhs,
the consequences of which had to be faced
by his succesors. Guru Gobind Singh sent him
Zafarnama, which contained some pieces of
sane advice. ‘

At the time of his death, Aurangzeb
repented over his actions. He wrote to his son:
“I brought nothing but demerits with me when
I came, and I am now going with bundles of
sins. I have cOmmitted horrendous errors and
I do not know what punishment shall be
meted out to me. I am seriously worried about
my salvation”.

Having ruled for fifty years, Alamgir died,
at the age of 90 years and 17 days', at
Ahmadnagar in the South, on 21 February

1707 (Sammat 1763), and was buried in a

mausoleum near Daulatabad.

Aurangzeb had five sons (Sultan

Muhammad, Bahadur Shah, Azam Shah,

Muhammad Akbar and Kam Bakhash) and

four daughters (Zebunnisa, Jinnutnisa,

Badrunnisa and Miharunnisa).

At the time of his death the annual income-
of the kingdom was to the tune of Rs. 317,

935, 050.

ਔਰੰਗਾ [aréga] emperor Aurangzeb. “ariaga carIa
juddh nfi jebunIsa pukare.”——ja'gnama.
ਔਰੰਗਾਬਾਦ [arégabad] a famous ciy in Hyderabad
Deccan which was formerly known as Khirki.

Emperor Aurangzeb renamed it after his own

name in 1653 AD.

ਔਲ [31] See ਅੱਵਲ and ਅਉਲਿ. 2 n white yarn, L
Arum Campanulatum.

ਔਲਾ [31a] A ਠੁਹੁਂ adj very good, the best.
ਔਲਾਦ [olad] A MM n plural ਘੰਵਲਦ (son),
offspring, progeny. 2 dynasty, clan, race.

'According to Hijri.
 

ਔਲੀਆ [alia] See ਅਉਲੀਆ.
ਅੋਵਲ [oval] See ਅਵਲ.
ਔੜ [or] absence of rain, dry season, See ਅਉੜ.

~ “mas bhadrpad or lagi as.”—GPS.
ਔਂੜਨਾ [;)ਤ੍ਵ'ਗ਼ਕੈ] v (some idea) to come to mind; to
strike. ’

ਔੜਞ [arav] a musical composition with five

notes. See ਓੜਵ.
ਅੰ [ਰੋ] See ਅਮ. 2 Bhai Santokh Singh has used
ਅੰ in place of ਓੰਲ਼ੀਯੂੰ “ਰੈ parmatam atambhu.”
—NP. 3 ਅੰ also appears in place of ਅਨ. See
ਅੰਅਕਿਤ.
ਅੰਅਕਿਤ ਭੇਵ [éakxt bheVJ—datt. unwritten or
unmeasured secret.

ਅੰਸ [55] Skt 31'er to divide into parts, partition.
2 SktniH. n a part, segment. 3 ਅੰਸ is also used
to mean ਵੰਸ਼ (family or pedigree) as in
“goroés”. ‘guru family’. 4 sixteenth part, a

phase of the moon. 5 See ਅੰਸੁ. 6 Skt ਗ਼'ਚ a
shoulder.

ਅੰਸ ਭੇਂਵੀ [ਟੈ5 bhevi] adj born from God’s divine
power. 2 lightning, the rays of which are

frightening. “gaje gen devi, mahé 55 bhevi.”
-VN.

ਅੰਸ ਮ'ਲੰ‘ [ਰੌ5 malé] See ਅੰਸੁਮਾਲੀ.

ਅੰਸਾ ਅਉਤਾਰ [55a autar], ਅੰਸਾ ਅਵਤਾਰ [53a avtar],
ਅੰਸਾਵਤਾਰ [asavtar] Skt ਅੰਜ਼ਾਵਤਾਰ n The Purans
mention the supernatural powers of gods;

some ofthem are seen in divine incarnations.

Those with a few (not all) powers called

ésavtar are partial incarnations. Some may

be having nine powers, some sixteen powers.

“55a autaru UpannU.”-var guj 1 m 3. “anIk

purakh ésa avtar.”—sar a m 5.

ਅੱਸੀ [551] Skt ਗ'ਯਿਜ਼੍ adj holding a part,
sharehOlding. 2 possessor of some art, craft

or skill.

ਅੰਸੁ [ਰੌ50] Skt ਅੰਸ਼ੁ n a ray, sun-beam. “sz mahI
namu nIréjan ésu.”—mala m 1. “kahu kabir

Iho ram ki §so.”—g5d kabir. 2 the sun. 3 a
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thread, yarn. 4 books with the sun as part of

their titles, have chapters called ਟੈਝੁਪ. See Our

Pratap Suray.

ਅੰਸ਼ੁਕ [ésuk] cloth made from cotton yarn. 2 a

sheet, wrap. 3 a silk garment.

ਅੰ'ਸੁਭੇਵੀ [ésUbhevi] See ਅੰਸ ਭੋਵੀ.

ਅੰਸ਼ੁਮਾਨ [ਟੈਝੁਪਗ਼ਜਿ਼] grandson of Sagar, king of

the solar dynasty and son ofManj as, See ਸਗਰ.

2 adj having~rays.

ਅੰਸੁਮਾਲ [ਟੈ5011181], ਅੰਸੁਮਾਲਿ [ésumalI], ਅੰਸੁਮਾਲੀਂ

[ésumali] Skt ਕਂਹੁਸ਼ਾਜਿਜ੍“ the sun, which wears

garlaiids of rays. “bhai prabhat Udyo

ésumal.”—GPS.

ਅੰਸੂ [ਟੋ5ਧ] n a tear. 2 a chapter, See ਅੰਸੁ 4.

ਅੰਕ [ਤੈ1<] Skt ਗ਼ਛਫ਼੍ਘਾ to mark; to count; to walk

exist; take in the lap; talk ill of. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਛ-ਭਾ n

a mark, spot, sign. 3 a letter of alphabet. 4 a

writing; a written piece. 5 body. 6 a count of

nine because there are nine major parts ofthe

body. 7 a sin, fault. 8 a lap, bosom “at: saneh

56 lino 5k.”—GPS. 9 an attire. 10 heart. 11 a

stigma, blemish. “bIn 5k mayék banyo

badné.”——NP. ‘blemish free moon.’

ਅੰਕਸ [fakes] See ਅੰਕੁਸ.

ਔਕ ਸਹੇਂਲਡ਼ੀ [ਰੈ1< eahelri], ਅੰਕ ਸਹੇਲੀ [ਟੈ]< saheli] a

bosom friend, dear friend (feminine). See ਅੰਕ.

“ਰੈ1< 5311811'1811.”-511' m 1. ,

ਅੰਕਸੁ [ਟੈ1<950] See ਅੰਕੁਸ. “ਰੌ1<950 gyanu ratan he

khevat bIrla s'ét.”—s kabir.

ਅੰਕ ਪਲਈ [ਰੇੰ1< palai], ਅੰਕ ਪਲੀ [ਟੋ1< pali], ਅੰਕ ਪਾਲੀ

[ਰੈ1< pali] Skt ਗ਼ਛ-ਕ਼ਾਧ੍ਜ੍ਯਥ n the alphabet or list in

which numerals instead of letters are used.

There are many ékpalié but here is given one

indicated by Guru Gobind Singh.

ਸਮ‘ਰਗਹਕਭਝਡਲਚ

1234567891020

ਦ ਢ ਧ ਞ ਫ ਧ ਖ ਥ

30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

ਯ ਛ ਠ ਬ ਞ ਟ ਅ

200 300 400 500 600 700 800

ਅੰਗ

ੳ ਤ ੜ ਜ ੲ

900 1000 2000 3000 4000

ਨ ਘ ਣ ਙ

5000 6000 7000 8000

Matras are attached to these figures as to

Gurmukhi letters:

ਅੰ ਕ ਪਾ ਲੀਂ
800" 6 50 T 10'1
Arabic and Persian scholars, too, have

framed several 5kpalis. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਕਿ n a
female, midwife, wet nurse. 3 embrace

ਅੰਕਵਾਰ [5kvar] Hn a lap, hip, arms.

ਔਕੜ [faker] n rigidity, pride, arrogance. 2 See

ਮਇਿ [ਰੇੰ1<1] adv with a limb. “5k: m'Ilai.”—jet
chét m 5. 2 in the heart, See a ਅੰਕ 10. “guru
1<a kahIa 5kI samave.”—-oa'1<ar.

ਮਇਿਤ [5km] Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼ਜਿ਼ adj written, scribed.
2 marked with some sign. 3 smudged.

ਔਕੁ [51m] 11 a dress. See ਅੰਕ 9. “ਚੋ1<ਪ jalau tanu

jaliau.”-—sr1' a m 1.

ਅੰਕੁਸ [ਰੈ1<05] SkI ਗ਼ਤ੍ਗੂਗ੍ pressure ofthe government.

2 iron rod for goading elephants.

ਅੰਕੁਰ [ਰੌਂ1<01],ਅੰਕੁਚੁ [5kuru] Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼੍ਕ੍ਰਥੂਣ੍ n blood.

2 water. 3 germination mark, spore, sprout,

micro organism. “purab karam 5km jab‘

pragte.”-gau m 5. 4 luck, fate, destiny.

“5km bhalo hamara.”—todi m 5. 5 seed,

root. “bhagtan ka 5kuru rakhIo.”—dhana

m 5.

ਅੰਕੁੜਾ [ékura] n a hook, loop.

ਅੰਕੁਰ [ਰੌ1<ਪ1] See ਅੰਕੁਰ. “puran lIkhat nIsan
karam 5km he.”—BG.

ਅੱਖ [ékh] Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਣ੍ਭ੍ਰ vr to float, be carried by

the current, continue to do something. 2 an

eye.

ਅੰਗ [5g] Skt ਕਰ੍ਜ੍ਘਾ to mark, walk, engage in
some work. 2 Skt ਕਛਰ੍ਧ n body. 3 a limb, hand,

foot, head etc. 4 a way out, measure, effort. '

5 a friend, dear one. 6 a point of view,
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espousal. “jIn ka 5g kere mera suami.”—sarm

4 partal. 7 a part, share. 8 a numeral, figure.

9 a kingdom around Bhagalpur in Bengal

whose capital once was Champapuri. “tIs dIs

5g bég te adi.”—GPS. There is a story in
Mahabharat that Bali’s wife Sudeshna gave

birth 5g, vég, kalfg, pfidar and suks, the five

sons ofsage Diraghatma who founded difi‘erent

kingdoms after their respective names.

ਅੰਗ ਸੰਗ [5g 55g] adj with the body, embodied.
“guru 5g 55g rahe.” 2 always accompanying.

ਅੰਗਹੀਨ [ég-hin] adj limb-less, crippled.
ਅੰਗਜ [égaj] Skt adj born from a limb. 2 n a
son, progeny. 3 pore, hair. 4 disease. 5 Cupid.

ਅੰਗਣ [égan] Skt ਗ਼ਡ੍ਧ੍ਯਾ and ਕਡ੍ਸ੍ਯ n a courtyard,

compound. 2 going about, roaming, rambling.

‘ਅੰਗਤ੍ਰਾਣ [égtran] Skt n the protector of the body,
clothes; a dress. 2 a helmet, breast plate, armour.

ਮਗਿਦ [aged] Skt ਗਛਗ਼ਕ੍“ decorator of a limb; an
ornament, anklet, bracelet. 2 son of Bali and

Tara, and nephew of Sugriv. He went to

Ravan’s court as an emissary ofRam Chandar.

“It kapIpatI ar ram dut 5gad-hi pathayo.”

—ramav. 3 one ofLakshman’s sons, who founded

the town Angadi in his name. 4 See ਔਗਦਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ.
ਅੰਗਦ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ [589੮] satIguru] The second
preceptor of the Sikhs, was born on Sunday,

15th day of the lunar month of Vaisakh (5

Vaisakh) 1561 Bikrami era (31 March 1504

AD). He was the son of Pheru Mal Khatri

and Daya Kaur of village Matte di Sarai

(district Firozpur). He was named Lahina. He

was married in Sammat 1576 to Khivi,

daughter of Devi Chand Khatri of village

Sanghar, the ruins ofwhich are near Khadur.

Two sons, Dasu and Datu, and two daughters,

Amaro and Anokhi, were born to them.

Initially Bhai Lahina, like his father, was

a devotee ofgoddess Durga, and used to visit

Vaishnav Devi every year as the head of the
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devotees. During Sammat 1589, while going

to Vaishnav Devi (Javalamukhi according to

Nanak Prakash) he met Guru Nanak Dev at

Kartarpur, and, forsaking the worship of the

goddess, he became a disciple of the Guru

only, who, pleased with his devotion and

service, renamed him Angad and made him

his successor on 17 Harh Sammat 1596. He

started functioning as the Guru from 23 Assu

1596, and preached the doctrine of Nanak

Dev with rare efficiency. In Sammat 1598,

he began Propagating knowledge in

Gurumukhi script without any discrimination

of caste. He got the biography of Guru Nanak

Dev written in Sammat 1601 of which a

distorted version is now known as Bhai Bale

wali Janamsakhi. After having functioned as

Guru for 12 years 9 months and 17 days, he

breathed his last at Khadur on 3 Baisakh (Chet

Sudi 4) Sammat 1609 (29 March 1552 AD) at

the age of 47 years, 11 months and 29 days.

»ਗਿਨ [5gan] See ਅੰਗਣ. 2 short form for ਅੰਗਨਾ.
woman. “sodar médIr égan seja.”—NP. See

ਅੰਗਨਾ [5gna] Skt ਗਂਫ਼੍ਧਸ੍ਯ n a woman with
beautiful limbs. “égna adhin kam krodh me
prabin.”~—aka1.

ਅੰਰਤ੍ਯਾਸ [égnyas] Skt ਗ਼ਛਧੂਜ੍ਯਜ਼ਚ n (according to
Hinduism) touching individual limbs in turn,

while reciting the mantars. See ਕਤ੍ਯਾਯਨਸਿਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ,
part 1, s: 5 to 8.

ਔਗਫ਼ਰਕਣਾ [5g pharakna], ਅੰਗਫੁਰਣਾ [5g phurna]
v (for muscles) to throb, quiver or flutter

involuntarily. Among the Hindus throbbing

ofmuscles is variously considered auspicious

or inauspicious. See ਵਾਲਮੀਕੀਯ ਰਾਮਾਇਣ ਆਰਨ੍ਯ
ਕਾਂਡ, ਅ: 59. In Sikhism such a belief is not

given any credence. “devi dev na sevka, ਗਿ

na mét na phuran VIcare.”—BG
ਅੰਗਬੀਨ [5gbin] See ਸਿਕੰਜਬੀ.
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ਅੰਗ ਭੰਗ [5g bh5g] Skt adj who has some limb
broken. 2 n absence ofsome part ofthe body.

ਔਗਮ [5g5m] Pkt adj dear, beloved. “tfi 5gam
vad janIa.”-tukha m 4.5

ਅੰਗਰਉ [5grau] n Guru Angad Dev. “gurujagat
phIran sih 5grau.”—saveyem 2 ke. ‘the lion-
like son of Pheru, universal guru Angad’.

2 Angira rikhi, a sage. See ਅੰਗਰੈ and ਅੰਗਿਰਾ.

ਅੰਗਰਖਾ [5grakha] n a stringed dress for protecting

limbs, reaching down to the knees, is also

Called 5ga.

ਅੰਗਰਾ [5gra] See ਅੰਰਿਢ਼ਾ. 2 n an ember, burning
coal. “5gra bIrhaganI ke nIkre.”—krrsan.

ਅੰਗਰਾਈ [5grai] See ਅੰਗੜਾਈ. ’
ਅੰਗਰਾਗ [5grag] Skt n a paste of saffron, musk,
sandalwood, for applying to the body for

fragrance. 2 clothes, ornaments, etc. for

adorning the body. 3 an armour.

ਅੰਗਰਾਨਾ [5grana] v to stretch the body in order
to remove languor.

ਅੰਗਰੇਜ [5grej], ਅੰਗਰੇਜੀ [5greji] See ਇੰਗ੍ਰੇਜ and
ਇੰਗੁੰਜੀ.

_ਅੰਗਰੋਂ [5gre] n the sage Angira. See ਅੰਗਿਰਾ.
“parurau 5gre guru nanak jas gaIau.”——saveye

m 1 ke. ‘Pururia and Angira’.

ਅੰਗੜਾਈ [5grai] n stretching of limbs due to

languor.

ਅੰਗਾ [5ga] of a dear one. “baranI n5 sakau gun
5ga.”—maru solhe m 5. See ਅੰਗ 5. 2 See

ਅੰਗਾਰ [5gar], ਗਿਸ੍ਯ [5gIar] Skt ਗ਼ਫਹੂਂਸ੍ਯਦ੍ n a
burning coal or piece of wood; amber.

“kachua kahe 5gar th lorau.”-asa kabir.

Here 5gar means spiritual enlightenment.

ਅੰਗਿਕਾ [5gIka] Skt ਗਛਗ਼ਸਿਧ੍ਯ a lady’s garment,
bodice, stays agIka sur5gi nat var r5gi.”
-—ramav.

ਅੰਗਿਰਾ [5gIra] ਗ਼ਰ੍ਧਿਦ੍ਰਾਬ੍'? the author of several
verses of Rig Ved, counted'among the seven

great sages and the ten lords of creation. He

is accepted as the chief priest of gods and the

god of oblations. Some say that Angira is the

offspring of Uru and Agneyi. At one place it

is written that he was born from the mouth of

Brahma. Simriti, Shradha and Swadha were

his wives; Utathy; Virahspati and Mrikandu,

his sons; and Bhanumati, Raka, Sinivali,

Archismati, Havesmati and Punyjanika were

his daughters.

In the forest chapter of Mahabharat it is

written that Angira was the son of Agni and

his wife was named Shubha. See ਅੰਗਚੈ.
ਅੰਗ਼ੀ [5gi]Skt31€;fi=Ladjhaving a body, animate,
living “rakho 5gi 5g.”—suhi m 4. 2 a resident
of Ang region “b5gi kalfg 5gi ajit.”—ka11<1‘.

3 partisan. 4 a bodice, stay.

ਅੰਗੀਆ [5gia] See ਅੰਗਿਕਾ.
ਅੰਗੀਕਾਰ [5gikar], ਅੰਗੀਕਾਰੁ [5gikaru] Skt ਗ਼ਫਗ਼ੀਕ਼ਸ੍

n something which has been accepted or -

adopted. “~gikar kio mere karte.’’—gujm 5.

ਲ੍ਚਿਸੇਕ੍ਤਿਚਿਥੂਪੇਂਵ੍ਪਿੰਠਿ], ਅੰਗੀਕ੍ਰਿਤੁ [ਟੋਤਾਂਯਿਗ਼ੁਘਿਲ਼ਾ/ਦ੍ਖਿੰਛਗ਼ੀਟਠੂਰ
adj accepted, approved. “prath din daral
kio 5gikrItU.”—kan m 4.

ਅੰਗੀਠਾ [5githa], ਅੰਗੀਠੀ [5githi] n a fire place.
2 xa a funeral pyre.

ਅੱਗ਼ੁਸਟ [5gusat], ਅੰਗੁ'ਸ਼੍ਰ [5gusth] Skt ਗਬ੍ਯੂਧਠ n a
thumb. “kubIja udhri 5gusat dhar.”—bas5t a

m 5. 'Lord Krishna pressing the thumb ofthe

foot of Kubja with his foot and pressing

upward her chin gave a sudden jerk and her

crooked body was straightened.’ See ਅੰਗੁਲਿ.

ਅੰਗ਼ੁਸ਼ੂ [5gust] P ਭੰਪੁੱਵੂ n a finger.
ਅੰਗ਼ੁਸ਼ੂਰੀ [5gustri] P (5/3] n a ring, finger.

ਅੰਗ਼ੁਰਿ [ਰੌ801’1],ਅੰਗੁਰੀ [5guri], ਅੰਗ਼ੁਰੀਆ [5guria]
Skt ਕਰਿ n a finger. See ਅੰਗੁਲਿ

ਅੰਗੁਲ [5gul] Skt n a measure equal to the width

ofa finger. 2 See ਅੰਗ਼ੁਲਿ.

”ਗਿਲਿ [5gulI] Skt ਕਬ੍ਯੂਕ਼ਿ‘ਗ਼ a finger. 2 a thumb.
The five fingers are named thumb (5gusth),

fore-finger (tarjni), middle-finger (madhyma),
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ring-finger (anamIka), and little finger ~gurusobha.

(kanlsthlka). ਅੰਗ੍ਰੇਜ਼ [5grez], ਅੰਗ੍ਰੇਜ਼ੀ [5grezi] See ਇੰਗ੍ਰੇਜ' 2…(1/
ਅੰਗੁ'ਲਿਕਾ [figulIka] See ਅੰਗੁ‘ਲਿ. 2 See ਅੰਗੁਲੀਕ.

ਅੰਗ਼ੁਲਿਤ੍ਰ [ਰੌਬੂਪੀਗ਼ੁਘਿ], ਅੰਗ਼ੁਲਿਤ੍ਰਾਣ [ਟੈਥੂਧੀਡ਼ਾਇਿਫ਼ੈਪਾ] Skt
n a protective leather cover worn on the

thumb and the fore finger while using bow

and arrows. According to Valmik this

protective cover used to be of the hide of

large-sized lizards. The second c5di carItr

also quotes. “badhe baddh godhagulItran
baddhé.” “kahfi égulItran kate pare hE.”

—carItr 320. 2 a housewife; a metal cap worn

on the finger by a tailor.

ਅੰਗੁਲੀ [5guli] SeeW.

ਅੱਗੁਲੀਕ [ਟੋ80111<] Skt ਕਬ੍ਯੂਕੀਧ੍ਯਾ n a glove. 2 a
ring, seal. “kahfi égulikadI ke ratan raj'é.”

——carItr 405.

ਔਰ੍ਲ਼ੀਤ੍ਰਾਣ [5gulitran], ਅੰਗੁਲੀਤ੍ਰਿਣ [égulitrIn] See

ਅੰਗ਼ੁਲਿਤ੍ਰਾਣ. “.su sobh §gulitrIn§.”—ramav.

ਅੰਗੁਲੀਯਕ [figuliyak] See ਅੰਗੁ'ਲੀਕ.
ਕ੍ਤਿ [égutha] thumb. See ਅੰਗ਼ੁਸ੍ਰ and ਅੰਗੁ'ਲਿ 2.
ਅੰਗੂਠੀ [éguthi] n a ring worn on the thumb; a
thumb—ring containing a mirror. 2 a ring.

ਅੰਗੂਰ [ਰੈਥੂਘ] See ਅੰਕੁਰ. “pache harIo 5gur.”
—sr1'm 1. 2 P 15f, grapes, seedless dried grapes

called kI$mI$ and with seeds called

munakka. Superior quality of wine and

‘vinegar are prepared from grapes. In India

grapes ofQuetta and Kandhar are ofa superior

quality. 3 grape vine.

ਰ੍ ਅੰਗੂਰੀ [5guri] n newly sprouted crop. “cori
mIrag éguri khaI.”—o§kar. “hari figuri gad-

ha care.”—gau kabir. Here gad-ha means pride

that feeds on green sproutings i.e. figuri means

virtues ofgood deeds like charity, etc. 2 drink

such as wine, vinegar, etc. made from grapes.

3 adj of the colour of grapes, light green.

ਅੰਗੋਛਾ [égocha] Skt something to clean a body,

especially a towel; a large handkerchief,

“Isnan dio kar ap égochan péch sudhare.”

ਇਂ'ਗ੍ਰੈਜੀ.

ਅੰਘ [agh] Skt ਗ਼ਫ਼ਤੂੰਕ੍ vr to go, begin, gamble,

stain, mark, stumble, complain, make haste.

ਅੰਰ੍ਪ੍ਰਿ [5ghrI], ਅੰਘੁੰ} [ਚੈਥੂਧਿਸ਼ੋ] Skt ਗ਼ਛਵ੍ਰਿ n a root.

2 a foot, which leaves a mark on the ground.

See ਅੰਘ vr “fighri sam arbid saras tav man
sam madhup karije.”—-NP.

ਅੰਙ [ਚੈਸੂ] See ਅੰਕ, ਅੰਗ and ਅੰੜੂ. _

ਅੰਙਣ [ਟੋਸੁਗ਼ੀ], ਅੰਬ੍ਯੂ [$981.11)], ਅੰਙਨ [ਰੈਸੁਗ਼ਾ],W
[399nm] See ਅੰਗਣ. “sahu betha éganu malI.”

-—varmam 2m 5. Here 5133130 means ‘the mind.’
“mIratkara §gam‘e bare.”——vad alahm'é’ m 1.

ਅੰਬੁ [ਰੈਸੂਧ] See ਅੰਕ and ਅੰਗ. “ham mel bhare
duhcaria harI rakh-hu égi §gu.”—suhi m 4.

‘Take our‘side, O favouring God.’

ਅੰਡੈ [ਟੋਸੂੲ] ਅੰ-ਅ: See ਅਯੇਅੰਡੈ.
ਅੰਚ [5c] Skt ਗ਼ਗ੍ਰਾਖ੍ਘਾ to bow, worship, decorate,

beg, reveal, remove, spread, collect. 2 Skt ਕਿਥੋਂ

n a flame, i.e. sorrow, woe. “rati ਚੋਥ dukh na

1ai.”—bher am 3. 3 Skt31'3ffi a scratch, abrasion,

“bhumI régavli méth VIsula bag, jo nar pir

nIvaan tIna 5c n3 1ag.”—var ram 2 m 5.

‘Living in the thorny garden of the Divine,

one does not get a scratch.’

ਅੰਦਰ [ਟੋਧਰਿ],ਅੰਚਰਾ [5cm], ਅੰਚਲ [ਰੈ੮੪1], ਅੰਚਲਾ [5cla],

ਔਚਲੁ [ਰੋ੦81ਪ] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਰ੍ਯ n the end part of a scarf
or a headcloth, fringe, border. “ਚੋਧਰੀ gahIa

sadhu ka.”-asa m 5 bIrhare. “écla gahan

jan apne kau.”—nat m 5. 2 a garment. “kahfi

cécla 5cla l<o banave.”-carrtr 405.

ਅੰਚੁਰੀ [écuri] See ਅੰਜਲੀ.

ਅੰਜ [ਟੋ]'] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਕ੍ vr to clean, go, admire,

brighten, rub oil, decorate. ‘

ਅੰਜਣ [éjan] See ਅੰਜਨ. 2 n bringing. “con con

ਗੋਂਗ) butié.”—BG

ਅੰਜਨ [éjan] Skt ਗ਼ਕ੍ਧ੍ਯ n antimony ground into
collyrium, “gIan éjan gurI dia agIan édher

bInas.”—sukhmam'. 2 black ink. 3 wealth
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“5j5n mahI nIr5j5n r5hie.”—suhi m 1. 4 a
mountain of collyrium mentioned in
Valmik’s Ramayan. 5 night. 6 a paste for
massage on the body. See ਅੰਜ. vr “gIan
5j5nI mera menu Isnane.”—dhana a m 5.
7 a lizard. 8 Skt ਧ੍ਯਜ sitting in a solitary
place; isolation; seclusion. “ape sab ghat

bhogve suami, ape hi sab 5jan.”—var bIha m

4. “jia upaI jugatI vasI kini ape gurumukhI

5jan.”~mala a m I. 9 in the dialect of

Chamba hills, 5j5n stands for the knot tied
on the clothes of the bride and the
bridegroom.

ਅੰਜਨ ਗਿਰਿ [5j5n gIrI] See ਅੰਜਨ 4.
ਅੰਜਨਾ [5jna] v to apply collyrium to the eyes.
“5j5n tesa 5ji£ jesa pIru bhave.”—suhi ch5t m
1. 2 Skt n a sty, a pimple on the eyelid. 3 In

Sastarnammala, a young maiden doing a facial

makeup is mentioned as 5jna. “5jnan ke nam

la.” 4 Hanuman’s mother. See ਅੰਜਨੀ.
ਅੰਜਨਿ [5j5nI] adv with collyrium. 2 with
massage paste (abhy5jan). See ਅੰਜਨ 6.
ਅੰਜਨੀ [5jni] Skt ਗ਼ਜ੍ਯਥੀ n wife of the monkey ‘
(or forest dweller) Keshri and mother of

Hanuman; Anjna. 2 maya (wealth, illusion).

3 woman with body covered with sandalwood

paste etc; “5jni ke dhir }1ਏਂ.”—ramav. ‘Horses

are as volatile as pupils ofa woman ’5 eye.’

4 a sty.

ਅੰਜਨੀਸੁਤ [5jnisut], ਅੰਜਨੀਜ [5jnij], ਅੰਜਨੀਤਨਯ
[5jnitanay] son of Anjani; Hanuman, Anjani
Kumar.

ਅੰਜਮਨ [5jm5n] See ਅੰਜੁਮਨ.

ਅੰਜਲਿ [5jalI], ਅੰਜਲੀ [5jli] Skt ?,ਸ੍ਯਜਿ n palms
joined in the form of a cup. 2 palmfuls of

water thrown as dedication to the dead

forefathers. The Sikh Gurus have rejected the

practice and have advised the people to

accept the will of the Almighty. ln Guru

Granth Sahib. under the title 5in in malar

ਅੰਡਟਕ

measure in the line “s5jog VIjog dhur-hu hi
hua.” we are advised to abide by the will of

the Divine. 3 See ਅੰਜੁਲੀ.

ਅੰਜਾਮ [5jam] P (l?! 71 an end, a consequence,
finale. 2 result.

ਅੰਜ਼ੀਐ [ਟੋ]|£] See ਅੰਜਨਾ.
ਅੰਜੀਰ [5jir] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਸਿਂ P ਲ਼ੀਛੂੰ! n a fig tree and its
fruit. L Ficus carica. Its fruit contains seed. It
is sweet in taste. Physicians of the Greek

system of medicine use it in several

prescriptions. Figs ofKabul and Iran are very

sweet; their effect is hot and moist. 2 a town,

30 miles away from Qilat in Balochistan.

ਅੰਜੰਲਿ [5jil] See ਇੰਜੀਲ.

ਅੰਜੁਮ [5jum] A ਨੰ! plural ofW(planet) stars.

ਅੰਜੁਮਨ [5juman] P ਰ੍/ਟ੍ਰਾਂ] n an assembly ofeminent

persons. ਅੰਜੁਮ is plural ਘੰਨ੍ਯਮ (star); a place

where eminent persons, celebrities ofsociety,

gather.

ਅੰਜੁਰੀ [5juri], ਅੰਜੁਲੀ [5juli] See ਅੰਜਲੀ. 2Joining
of both handsIn salutation “karI sadhu 5juli

‘ punu vada.”—sohIIa.

ਅੰਝੂ [5jhu] n a tear.
ਅੰਞ [5J1],n"r§' [ਗ੍ਰੈਘ] advthus, like this, in this
way.

ਅੰਡ [5d]Sk13TUS’ n an egg. 2 a testicle “tab tere

dou 5d cabehe.”—carrtr 43. 3 the universe,

which is be egg—shaped. 4 a musk—carrying

navel. 5 Kamdev, Cupid. 6 cupola ofa temple.

7 semen. 8 short form for ਅੰਡਜ (oviparous)

“5d bInasi jer bInasi.”—sar m 5. 9 a son of
king Yayati.

ਅੰਡਜ [5daj] Skt n born like fish, birds, reptiles
etc. from eggs, oviparous. “5d5jjeraj utbhuj

setaj tere kite j5ta.”—sorm 1.2 the world, the
universe, the earth. “ਰੌਭੰਬ੍ਰੂਰ] phor jor VIchor.”

—bIIa thIti m 1. See ਅੰਡਟੂਕ and ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ ਰਚਨਾ.

ਅੰਡਟੂਕ [5dtuk] n egg—like world whose one

halfIS the earth and the other halfIs the sky.

“5dtuk jfics bhasmati.”—mala namdev.



ਅੰਡ ਬੰਡ

‘Mortal persons are the residue.’ See ਭਸਮਤੀ.

ਅੰਡ ਬੰਡ [5d bad] n incompatible speech. 2 out

of context babble. 3 adj crooked, bent.

ਅੰਡ ਵ੍ਰਿਥੂਧਿ [5d vrIdth] gtjxf Hydrocele.
accumulation of serous fluid about the testes.

It is caused by living in a flatulent way, eating

rheumy substances, copulation by restraining

normal excretary system, drinking too much

tdddy wine. In medical books its seven forms,

each born of winds, bile, impure blood, etc.

are mentioned; its patient must get himself

treated at once by a competent doctor. Good

medicines for rubbing, pasting or eating ਲ਼ਾ

should be used so that the cause of the

enlargement of testes is removed. The

following medicine has been found to be

effective: Take a bark of large myrobalan,

terminalia chebula, wormwood, carriander

seed, each 2 tolas, cloves 1 tola, cassia

acufolia 4 tolas, all ground and sieved, add

to it one and a half times sugar and same

amount ofhoney. Mix all these and keep them

in an earthen vessel; this should be lapped up

or eaten with water in quantity according to

the patient’s age. One tola intoxicating hemp

mixed with brown lump sugar should be

bound around the testes; alternatively the fruit

of dhak tree soaked in water and mixed with

ghee (clarified butter) should be rubbed as

well as bound around the testes.

ਅੰਡਾ [5da] See ਅੰਡ.

ਅੰਡਾਕਾਰ [5dakar] Skt adj egg shaped; oval;
elliptical. 2 n geography and astronomy.

ਅੰਤ [5t] Skt 31-ਲ਼ਾਰ੍ vr to tie. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n the end,
death. 3 a consequence, effect, result.

4 boundary, extent. 5 the last breath, the time

of death. “5t ki bar nahi kachu tera.”—gau

kabir. 6 centre, middle. 7 See ਅੰਤ੍ਯ.

ਅੰਤ ਸਖਾਈ [5t sakhai] adj who helps at the last
moment (death). 2 who remains a constant
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friend till the end. 3 n religion. 4 God.

ਅੰਗਾਥ [5tasth] Skt 3176:??1 adj who is at the
centre; situated in the interior. 2 n in grammar,

four characters ਯ, ਰ, ਲ, ਵ which are between

kavarag and usmavaran, (ਗ੍, ਯ, ਚ, ਛ) characters.

3 human soul.

ਅੰਤਹਕਰਣ [étahkaran] Skt ਧ੍ਯ:ਨ੍ਯ n the inner
organ of sense in alliance with which the

external sense organs function. It has four

forms: '

(1) mind (ਮਨ) from Which arise will or volition,

doubt and error.

(2) intelligence (ਬੁੱਧਿ) from which come ideas

and decisions.

(3) cerebrum (ਚਿੱਤ) in the sense ofthought and

memory.

(4) ego (ਅਹੰਕਾਰ) by which the relation with
things is established; the selflmod; self-

assertion. Guru Nanak Dev has referred to

. these faculties in Japu ji: “tIthe gharie suratI

(mind as consciousness), mat: (selfhood, l—

ness), manI (mind as will or volition) and

buth (mind as thought and memory)”

ਅੰਤਹ ਪੁਰ [ਗੌਗ਼ੀ pur] Skt ਧ੍ਯਖ਼ੂਦ੍ n a palace for

ladies situated between (ਅੰਤ) the city (ਪੁਰ) and

the king’s court. 2 the interior part ofa house.

ਅੰਤਕ [ਟੋ੮91<] n death. 2 Yam, god of death.

3 adjwho ends or causes death. “5tak jam jab

lane avs.”——1<rrsan. 4 This word is also used

for étak meaning terror. “anég ardhégak ke

§tal< te.”—carItr. ‘Cupid for fear of Shiv.’

ਅੰਤਕ ਧਾਮ [5੮੪1< dham] n the land of the Yam.
“5t k0 étak dham padhare.”—aka1.

ਅੰਤਕਨੀ [étakni] n a gun, rifle, musket.—sanama.

ਅੰਤਕਾਲ [5tkal] n the time of death; death.

ਅੰਤ ਕੇ ਧਾਮ [ਟੈ੮ ke dham] See ਅੰਤਕ ਧਾਮ.

ਅੰਤਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ [5t krIya] n death ceremony. 2 funeral
rites. See ਪਿਤ੍ਰਿਮੇਧ and ਸ੍ਰਿਤਕ ਸੰਸਕਾਰ.
ਅੰਡਜ [5taj] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਅੰਤ੍ਯਜਸ਼ born in the lowest caste;
a shudar. 2 lowly. Rishi Atri has mentioned
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seven low castes: washerman (ਧੋਤੀ), leather

worker (ਚਮਾਰ), actor or acrobat (ਨਟ), house

breaker (ਭੰਜੜਾ), water—carrier (ਝਿਉਰ), distiller

of liquor (ਕਲਾਲ) and bhil (ਭੀਲ).
ਅੰਤ ਦਸਾਨ [5t dasan] n reducer to the last stage;
death; Yam, the god of death. “tIh upar

étdasanhI dhayo.”—1<rIsan.

ਅੰਤਮ [étam] See ਅੰਤਿਮ.
ਅੰਤਰ [ਰੈਇਿ] Sid ਗ਼ਗ਼ n a distance, space, interstice.

“nISI dIn ਗੌਰ! jyo ਗੌਰ!“ bakhanIyat.”—GPS.
2 a cover, curtain, screen. “jIn kau pIas
tumari pritam tIn kau 5tar nahi.”—maIa m 5.

3 difference,distinction.“har1jan harI antaru
nahi.”—s m 9. 4 a secret. “le tako star mohI

kathhu.”-carItr 55. 5 inside. 6 mind.
7 intestine, gut. 8 ਅੰਤ-ਅਰਿ arrow. “prIthme
bhikham nam 18 5t sabad arI dehu, sut adI

Star ucar nam ban lakh 1ehu.”-—sanama.

Bhisham’s enemy Arjun, Arjun’s charioteer

Krishan, Krishan’s enemy an arrow.

ਔਤਰਸਖਾੲੀ [ਰੈਇਿ sakhai] adj bosom friend. “5tar
sakhai prabhu SOI.”—vad m 3.

ਅੰਤਰ ਹਿਰਦਾ [ਏਂਗਿ‘ hIrda] n conscience, soul,
innermost organ of sense. “sz0 ਗੌਰ… hIrda

sudhu hs.”—bIha m 4.

ਅੰਤਰਗਤ [étargat] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਰਿ adj achieved to the
innermost extent.

ਅੰਤਰਗਂਤਿ [étargatI] n inward condition, state
of mental poise bereft of evil thoughts and

actions. “man tan arpIo étargatI kini.”-gau

a m 1. 2 adv achieved at the innermost level.

“Eater gatI tirathI malI nau.”—japu.

ਅੰਤਰਜਾਮ [étarjam], ਅੰਤਰਜਾਮਿ [ਰੈਰਿਧੁੰਕ਼ਗ਼ਗ਼ੁ],ਅੰਤਰਜਾਸੀ
[étarjami] Skt ਧ੍ਯਥੀਸਿਂਜ਼੍ adj knowing (or
perceiving) innermost thoughts. 2 persuasive

by settling in inner mind. “thakur 5tarjam.”

——sar m 5. “jatan kare manokh dahkave ohu

5tarjami jane.”—dhana m 5.
ਅੰਤਰਧਾਨ [ਗੌਰਿ 611181115/“3ਨ੍ਯਛੁਜਿ਼ n concealment,
hypocrisy, secrecy. 2 adj hidden, secret,
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disappeared.

ਅੰਤਰ ਧਿਅਧਾਨ [5tar than], ਅੰਤਰ ਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [ਗੌਕਿ

dhyan] See ਅੰਤਰ ਧਾਨ. 2 n a mental view of
the soul.

ਅੰਤਰ ਭਾਵ [étar bhav] Skt ਗਯੰਸ੍ਯ n heart’s object
or desire, intention. 2 internal understanding.

3 non-existence, destruction.

ਅੰਤਰ ਭੂਤ [étar bhut] Skt ਧ੍ਯਝਰ੍ਹਿ adj existing
within; included in the self. 2 n an individual

soul; spiritual essence ofa living being.

ਅੰਤਰਮਲ [star …8115/ਢ23ਸ੍ਯਸੰਕ਼ n mental impurity,
pollution ofthe mind. 2 filth in the stomach.

ਅੰਤਰ ਮੁਖ [star mokh] Skt ਗਾਲ਼ਾਚਾਰੂੰਪੋ੍ਕ adj who turns
mental impulses inward. 2 one with face

turned within.

ਅੰਤਰ ਲਾਪਿਕਾ [ਰੋਇਿ lapIka] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਇਿਧ੍ਯ n a
poetic figure of speech. See ਪੁਰੋਲਿਕਾ.
ਅੰਤਰਵੋਦ [5tarved] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਕੈੰਥ adj a country
having altars of different religions. 2 n a

country lying between the rivers Ganges and

Yamuna, mentioned as Brahmavarat in the

Hindu scriptures. 3 a country between two

rivers, doab.

ਅੰਤਰਵੇਦੀ [étarvedi] adj who dwells between
two rivers. See ਅੰਤਰਵੇਦ. an inhabitant of an
inter—river basin; a resident of Brahmavarat.

ਅੰਤਰਾ [étra] n a refrain and pause in the text

of a hymn. 2 a distance, gap. 3 a cover,

shield, obstruction. “jIn ke bhitarI he 5tra,

jese pasu tese UI nara.”-bher namdev. 4

according to Yog, 5tra is what disturbs

mental traquility. See ਯੇਗ ਦਰਸ਼ਨ 1-30. 5 adv

without, except.

ਅੰਤਰਿ [étarI] adj internal, inner. “5ta_rI rog
maha dukh.”—maru soIhe m 3. 2 adv within,

inside. “nanak raVI rahIo sabh §tarI.”-mala

m 5. 3 in the mind or the heart. “Eater: bIkhu

mUkhI smrItu sonave.”—gaum 5. “fatarI cIta

nid na sove.”-—var sor m 3.

ਅੰਤਰਿਕ [antrIksL ਅੰਤਰਿੱਖ [étrIkkh], ਅੰਤਰੀਛ



ਅੰਤਥੀਯ

[5trich] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਯਿਜਾ n space between‘ the earth
and the heaven. 2 the sky. 3 the other world.
“5trich bhae pache 10k pachtat he.”—BGK.
‘People do not honour saints during their life-
times but repent after they are gone.’

' ਅੰਤਰੀਯ [5tariy], ਅੰਤਰੀਵ [5tariv] Skt ਧ੍ਯ-ਯਿ adj
inner, internal, 2 n garment for the torso;
shorts dhoti.

ਅੰਤਰੁ [5taru] See ਅੰਤਰ. “5taru sitalu satI hOI.”
—asa a m 3. 2 mind.

ਅੰਤਰੁ ਹਿਰਦਾ [5taru hIrda] See ਅੰਤਰ ਹਿਰਦਾ.
ਅੰਤਰੰਗ [5tr5g] Skt ਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਗ੍ adj from the heart.
2 internal.

ਅੰਤਰੰਗ ਸਭਾ [5tr5g sabha] an assembly or
committee of special members; members
managing a committee.

ਅੰਤਵੰਤ [5tv5t] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ ਧ੍ਯ adj liable to meet
with ruin, destructible.
ਅੰਤੜੀ [ਰੈਸ਼ਾੰ] See ਆਂਤ.

ਅੰਤਾ [5ta] See ਅੰਤਿਮ.
ਖ਼ਇਿ [5tI] at last, in the end. “5t: gala
pachutaI.’’—sr1' m 3. 2 the last time, at the
time of death.

ਅੰਤਿਮ [5tIm] Skt ਗ਼ਜ਼ਿਧ adj last, final.
”ਗਿ [5tIvar] See ਅੰਤਿ. “5tlvar namu

, g5hIna.”—asa m 5. ,

ਅੰਤੀ [5ti] adj last, final. “jahI 5ti ausar aI banat
he.”-—I<aII m 4. _

ਅੰਤੁ [5tu] See ਅੰਤ and ਅੰਤ੍ਯ. “5w n5 jape kita
akar.” —japu.

ਅੰਤੇ [5te] at last, at the last time. “5te satIguru
bolIa.”—sadu.

ਅੰਤ੍ਯ [5ty] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ adj last, final. 2 n Yam,
the god of death. 3 the numeral

10,000,000, 000,000,000. See ਸੰਖਯਾਂ.
ਅੰਤਰ੍ਯ [5tyaj] See ਅੰਤਜ.
ਅੰਤਸ਼ਾਂਤਕ [5ty5t5k] ਅੰਤ੍ਯ-ਅੰਤਕ the word ਅੰਤਕ in
the final position. “adI sabad khak ucarke
5ty5tak pad din.”—sanama. ‘Adding ਅੰਤਕ to
ਖਲ (wicked person) it becomes ਖਲਾ'ਤਕ which
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means a noose.
ਅੰਤ੍ਯ'ਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ [5tyanupras] See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ 5.
ਗਿ [5tyestI] See ਅੰਤਕ੍ਰਿਯਾ and ਪਿਤ੍ਰਿਮੇਧ.
ਅੰਤ੍ਰ [5tr] See ਅੰਤਰ. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n an intestine
(that ties the body tightly).

ਅੰਤ੍ਕ [5trak] n difference. 2 adj internal, inner
“Ih 5tr5k man me pahIcano.”—NP.

ਅੰਤ੍ਰ ਜ਼੍ਹਰ [5tr jvar] n fever related to intestine,
See ਤਾਪ (i)

ਅੰਤੁ ਧਾਨ [5tr dhan], ਅੰਤੁ ਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [5tr5 dhyan] See
ਅੰਤਰ ਧਾਨ and ਅੰਤਰ ਧਿਆਨ. ,
ਅੰਤ੍ਰੀਕ [5trik] See ਆਂਤਰਿਕ. “bahay l<a 5tril<
bakhana.”—NP. ‘external and internal.’
ਅੰਦ [5d] Skt ਗ਼ਜ੍ vr to tie. 2 P y n a desire.
3 wonder. 4 period of five hundred or fifteen 
thousand years. 5 short form for ਹਸੂੰਦ are. In 
this case it comes at the end of a word as 
“mardfi akIl 5d.”

ਅੰਦਕ [5dak] P .0! adj little, some, less, short. 
ਅੰਦਰ [5dar] P ਅੰ! adv in, inside. 2 A rare.
3 n barren land. 4 a threshing floor. 5 See 
ਅੰਦਰੁ.
ਅੰਦਰਹੁ [5darhu] from inside, from within.
“5darhu jIn ka mohu tuta.”—an5du.

ਅੰਦਰੁ [5d5ru] See niea.“5darusitalsat1.”—var
bIIa m 3. 2 mind, soul. “5daru lagaram 
namI.”—er m 5.

ਅੰਦਰੁ ਚਿਤੁ [5daru CItu] n mind, soul, conscience. 
“tIs da 5d5ru cut) me thj5i.”——var guj 1 m 3.

ਅੰਦਰੂਨੀ [5druni] P 8,135, adjinner, internal. 
ਅੰਦਲੀਂੲ [5dlib1A .54)? n a nightingale. 
ਅੰਦਾਖ਼ਤਨ [5daxtan1P ਗਿੰਲ਼ੀ! v to throw, cast,
drop.

ਮਢਿ'ਜ [5daj], ਅੰਦਾਜਾ [5daja] P ਸੀ;… an estimate,
guess, conjecture. 2 weight. 3 measurement. 
4 part, portion. 5 an instance, example. 
6 proper, appropriate, suitable. “boll sake n5 
5daja.”—bIIa kabir. ‘God cannot be talked 
about even on the basis ofguess work.’ “laphaj 
kamaI 5daja.”——mam soIhe m 5.



 

 

 

ਅਦਾਮ

ਅੰਦਾਮ [ਰੌਧੰਕਗ਼] P (W n body. 2 management,
administration, arrangement. 3 beauty.

ਅੰਦੇਸ਼ [ਟੋਧੰੲਝੁ] P ਰ੍ਫਿ਼ਭੰਰ੍ਮ adj who thinks; used
terminally in a word as in ਦੂਰਅੰਦੇਸ਼.

ਅੰਦੇਸਰਾ [édesra], ਅੰਦੇਸਰੋ [5desro], ਅੰਚੇਸਾ [édesa]
P 2;! n apprehension, anxiety. “sabh yahIo

5desaro man.”—sorm 5. “jo jan bhajanu kare

prabhu tera tIse 5desa nahi.”—sor m 5.

2 doubt, double-mindedness, diffidence.

3 fear, apprehension, misgiving.

ਅੱਦੋਹ [ਟੋਯੱਗ਼ੀ] P ,… n grief, sorrow. 2 worry,
anxiety.-“du1<h 5doh nahi tIh thau.”—gau

raVIdas.

ਅੰਦੋਖਤਨ [édokhtan] P U79,” v to gather; to
accumulate; to serve; to repay debt.

ਅੰਦੋਲ [5dol] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਜ੍ vr to shake, rock, swing.

ਅੰਦੋਲਨ [5dolan] See ਆਂਦੋਲਨ.
ਅੰਦ੍ਰ [5dr] See ਅੰਦਰ. 2 See ਅੰਤ੍ਰ.

ਅੰਦ੍ਰਹੁ [5drhu] adv from inside, from the heart,
heartily. “tapa na hove §drahu lobhi.”—vargau
1 m 4.

”ਜ਼ੀ [§draul] n ਅੰਤ੍ਰ-ਆਵਲਿ intestines (colon),

guts, See ਅੰਤੁ.
ਅੰਧ [5dh] Skt 317g vr to close eyes, not to see.
2 Skt adjblind. 3 ignorant, devoid ofthought.

4 n a blindman. 5 water. 6 an owl.
7 darkness. 8 ignorance. “agIani 5dh
kamaI.”—var sor m 3. 9 a defect in poetics

where the poet writes contrary to the rules,

as “naSIka kamal jssi nan h'é nagare se.” See

ਕਾਵਯ ਜੋਸ. 10 Skt ਕਢਬ੍ਰੂ n a chain. “jaria édh
kédh par dare.”—datt. ‘with the net and chain
on the shoulder.’

ਅੰਧਉ [édhau] blind; who cannot see. 2 ignorant.

3 vain, proud.
ਅੰਧ ਅੰਧਾਰ [5dh adhar], ਅੰਧ ਅੰਧਾਰਾ [édh édhara]

n heavy darkness, pitch darkness. 2 ignorance,

lack of education. “bajh guru he 5dh

5dhara.”—majh a m 1. 3 adj who has no

knowledge ofa shape or appearance. “agIani
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ਗੌਥਿਕ 5dh 5dhara.”—majh a m 1.

ਅੰਧ ਸੁਤ [édh sot] n son of the blind

(Dhritrashtar); Duryodhan and his brother

Dussasan, etc.

ਅੱਧਕ [adhak] Skt n a blind person. “tam prakas
andhakah.”—sahas m 5. 2 a sub-caste of

Yadavs which started with Andhak, son of

Yudhajit. 3 a demon, son of Kashyap who

drank so heavily that he came to be known as

Andhak (blind with drunk).I He is said to have

one thousand heads and two thousands arms.

He stole the wish-fulfilling parIjat tree from

Indar’s garden in heaven. Shiv destroyed him.

“jIm édhak 56 her yudh karyo.”—rudr. 4 A

blind ascetic of Vaishya caste, whose son

Sravan (Sindhu) was thought to be a wild

animal in the dark night, and shot to death,

by King Dashrath with a sound-directed

arrow. .

ਅੰਧਕਹ [édhakah] to the blind one. See ਅੱਧਕ l.
ਅੰਧ ਕ੍ਯਾ [édh karam] n a thoughtless action;

actions taken in ignorance. “jag édh he 5dhe

karam kamaI.”—Var bIha m 3.

ਅੱਧਕ ਰਿਪੁ [adhak rIpU] n Shiv, See ਅੱਧਕ 3.

ਅੰਧਕਾਰ [édhkar] Skt n darkness. 2 ignorance,

lack of education. “5dhkar mahI bhaIa

pragas.”—g5d m 5. ‘Light of knowledge

appeared.’

ਅੰਧਕੂਪ [édhkup] adja blind well, 2 permanent
darkness within a well. 3 n world as

ignorance. “5dhkup te kédhe care.”—majh m

5. 4 an undergroxind cell close to a well.

ਅੰਧਕੰਧ [adhkédh] ਅੰਧਕ-ਅੰਧ, demon Andhak

blind with drink. “5dhk5dh phIryo tabs jay
dfidbhin bajaI.”-rudr. 2 ignorant and
imbecile.

'An ancient tale is there to the effect that once, laughingly,
 

Parvati covered Shiv eyes with her palms. From this

was born Andak. He gained his eye~sight through

meditation.



ਅੰਧਕੰਮ

ਅੰਧ ਕੰਮ [5dh kam] See ਅੰਧ ਕਰਮ.

ਅੰਧ ਗਤਿ [5dh gatI] n the gait of a blindman.
2 thoughtless behaviour. “dhfidat dolhI 5dh

gatI .”-5 kabir.

ਅੰਧਘੋਰ [5dh ghor] n pitch darkness; terrifying
darkness. .2 hugely ignorant. 3 a terribly

ignorant person. “asékh murakh 5dh ghor.”

. ——japu.

ਅੰਧਤਾਮਿਸ੍ਰ [5dhtamIsr] n a particular hell so
dark that one cannot see one’s own stretched

hand. 2 ignorance, which is a form of dense

darkness. ‘

ਅੰਧ ਧੁੰਦ [édh dhfid], ਅੰਧ ਧੁੰਧ [édh dhOdh] n

darkness intensified with fog. 2 a bad custOm,

wrong conduct. 3 injustice. 4 ignorance.

ਅੰਧ ਧੰਧ [5dh dhédh] See ਅੰਧਕਰਮ. 2 S tyranny,

cruelty. 3 disorder, mismanagement.

ਅੰਧ ਨੇਤ੍ਰਾ [5dh netra] fit .43 Amaurosis is a

disease ofthe eyes, resulting in partial or total

loss of sight. It is caused by head injury, brain

tumour syphilitic boil, excessive copulation,

diseased eyelids, studying in dim light,

"headache with pain in eyeballs, taking too

much liquor or smoking, and sudden stoppage

of menses in women etc. Its treatment should

be had from an efficient physician or doctor

who after exhaustiveite—sting may properly

treat the patient. _ ਰ੍

A patient of amaurosis should take rich

invigorating food and should completely

abstain from copulation .The following

medicine is very good for a patient suffering

from eye-diseases: melt one tola ofpure lead,

mix it with one tola of mercury while it is

hot; then take blue glass, oxide of zinc,

cardamom, parched borax, mother of pearl,

stone of Basra, caltha patustri, dosel, cold

sugar and camphor all one tola each, white

antimony four tolas, black antimony ten

tolas, raw opium three masas. All those
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things should be finely ground and dissolved

in one bottle of rose water. Two chhatanks

juice of margossa leaves, two chhatanks of

bould myrobalan; bellax myrobalan and

embile myrobalan, one chhatanks extract of

root of amonum anthorhiyam or berberis

aristate, be mixed and ground fine like

.collyrium and put in a blue bottle. By

putting this in the eyes with a needle,

diseases of the eyes are cured. But care

should be taken to ensure that the needle,

used by one person is not used by others

without thoroughly cleaning it. Medicines

prescribed for green cataract are also useful
for this disease which also has two more

forms; one blind by day but able to see

during the night; and two vice versa that is
blind during the night but not so during the

day. This disease is cured by putting drops

of the liquid of the shell of Bellorica

myrobalan in the eyes and eating bread of

wheat flour with fresh ghee poured on it

while it is still hot. This is to be taken for

seven days. Daily licking of the powder of

the three myrobalans mixed with half tola

of ghee of cow’s milk is also useful. Seeds

of Kulpha (potulaca olerecca) three masas,

coriander seeds three masas, ground and

mixed with mucilage of the seeds, quince

fruit three masas is also beneficial. White

sandalwood rubbed in rose water should be

rubbed on the forehead. “pathn baIphIrég

§dhnetra.”——carrtr 405.

ਅੰਧ ਪਤਿ [édh patI] n night, See ਮਹਾਨਿਸ.
ਅੰਧ ਪਰੰਪਰਾ [édh parépara] n a thoughtless
observance of an old custom; blind faith.

ਅੰਧਬਿਲ ['édh bIl], ਅੰਧਬਿਲਾ [5dh bIla] n a dark
hole; vagina; vulva. 2 illiteracy, ignorance.

“édh bIla te kadh-hu karte.”——dev m 5.

ਅੰਧ ਬੀਚਾਰ [édh bicar] n blind or incomplete
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thought. “§tha 5dh bicar.”—var sarm 1.

ਅੰਧਰਾ [édhra] n a blind person. See ਅੰਧ.
ਅੰਧਰਾਤਾ [édhrata], ਅੰਧਰਾਤ੍ਰਾ [édhratra] n night

blindness; amaurosis. See ਇਿ.
ਅੰਧਰੀਂ [édhri] adj dark. “jese rat 5dhri.”—BG
ਅੱਧਲਾ [édhla], ਅੰਧਲੀ [5dhli] n a blind person,

the blind. 2 adj ignorant, thoughtless. “5dhri

mat: §dhli.”-suh1‘ chét m 1. 3 Shravan’s

father and mother.

ਅੰਧ ਵਰਤਾਰਾ [édh vartara], ਅੰਧ ਵਰਤਾਵਾ [édh

vartava] n thoughtless behaviour. “5dh

vartava bhau duja.”—sava m 1.

ਅਂਧਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ [ਟੈਧਧਿ v1$vas] Skt n blind faith; belief

without reason.

ਅੰਧਾ [édha] blind and ignorant. See ਅੰਧ. “édha

agu je this }…) padhar jane.”—suh1' chétm 1.

“nanak hukam n3 bujhai 5dha kahie 50:.”
-var ram 1 m 2. “5dhe ehI na akhianI jIn

mukhI lOIn nahI, édhe SOI nanka khasamhu

ghuthe jahI.”—var ram 1 m 2.

ਅੰਧਾ ਅਖਰ [5dha akhar] See ਵਾਉਦੁਆਉ.

ਅੰਧਾ ਕੂਪ [édha kup] See ਅੰਧ ਕੂ'ਪ'. 2 stubborn
and ignorant persons who do not let light from

outside come inside. “manhu jI 5dhe kup

kahIa bIrad na janni.”—var sarm 1.

ਅੰਧਾ ਧੁੰਧ [édha dhfidh] See ਅੰਧ ਧੁੰਧ.
ਅੰਧਾਰ [5dh‘ar] ignorance, See ਅੰਧਕਾਰ. “an sét
sami Iago carni mIte dukh 5dhar.”—sri m 5.

ਅੰਧਾਰੀ [édhari] adjdark. 2 lacking kne wledge;
ignorant. “deh édhari 5dh.”—~vad chét m 5.
ਅੰਧਾਲੀ [édhali] temporary blindess and
giddiness because (if some defect in the

stomach and the brain or because of debility.

ਅੰਧਿਅਾਰ [5thar], ਅੰਧਿਅਾਰਾ [5thara] n

darkness. 2 ignorance. “nam mIle canan

§thar.”—bIIa m 1. “kn; karI nIrmal kIU

karI 5thara.”—srdh gosatr.

ਮਇਿਅਾਰੀ [5thari] adj (feminine) dark. 2 n
ignorance. “bIn satIguru éthari.”—gujm 5.

ਅੰਧੀ [édhi] adj (feminine) blind, uneducated.

"

ਅਧ੍ਰ

See ਆਂਧੀ and ਅੰਧ. “5dhi rayatI gIan VIhuni.”
—var asa.
ਅੰਧੀ ਕੋਠੀ [édhi kothi] n a dark cell. 2 an

ignorant mind. “5dhi kothi tera nam nahi.”

—asa m 1. 3 womb, mercy.

ਅੰ'ਧੁਲਉ [édhulau], ਅੰਧੁਲਾ [édhula] adjdark, with ਲ਼ੀ

or in darkness. 2 ignorant, devoid of

knowledge. “5dhulau dhédh kamai.”—bherm

1. “bharamI bhulana 5dhula.”—sri m 1.

3 intoxicated with pride. 4 n a blind man.

ਅੰਧੂਲਾ {5੮1}…18] See ਅੰਧੁਲਾ. 2 adj smeared or
stained with dirt. “mam bhasam édhule garab

jahI.”—bas§t a m 1.

ਅੱਧੇ ਕੂਪ [édhe kup] See ਅੰਧ ਕੂਪ. “manhu jI
5dhe kup.”—-var sarm 1.
ਅੰਧੇਰ [édher], ਅੰਧੇਰਾ [édhera] See ਅੰਧਕਾਰ.

“agIan 5dher bInas.”—sukhmani. 2 injustice. `
3 ignorance. 4 adj being ignorant. 5 blind.

“kotI pragas n3 dIse §dhera.”—ram m 5. ‘In

spite of countless lights, a blindman cannot

see.’ See ਦਿਸੇ.
m [édheri] See ਆਂਧੀ.
”ਰਿੰ ਕੋਠੜੀ [édheri kothri] n a cell in a prison
which generally has no light. 2 womb.

ਅੰਧੌ [édho] See ਅੰਧ and ਅੰਧਉ. “5th bola

mugadh gavar.”—prabha m 1. ‘mentally

blind, enamoured fool, deaf to Guru’s

sermon.’ ‘

ਅੰਧ੍ਯ'ਰ [édhyar], ਅੰਧ੍ਯਚਾ [ਰੌਧੀਲ੍ਹਾਪਿੱਕ਼] See ਅੰਧਕਾਰ.
-2- ignorance. “dukh drIdr édhyar ko nas.”

~saveye m 4 ke. “ta m_ItIa saga] 5dhyara.”

~sor m 1.

ਅੰਧ੍ਰ [5dhr] ਸ੍ਯ n a hybrid caste of hunters and

fowlers. 2 a country lying between Krishna

and Gudawari rivers. It is now called

Tilangana. 3 people of Andhra, originally

independent, were conquered by Ashoka.

After him they again became independent and

progressed so much that their rule extended

upto the western ghats where they began to



rule after deposing the ‘Kanav’ dynasty.These
Andhra kings, thirty in all, ruled for about
450 years and at last their rule ended around
225 AD. The title of these kings was
Shatkami, Pulmai IV being their last king.

ਅੰਧੁ ਵੰਸ਼ [édhr v53] See ਅੰਧ੍ਰ 3.
ਅੰਨ [5n] See ਅੱਨ. n corn, grain, edible stuff.
“fan te rahta dukh dehi sahta.”——prabha am 5.
2 vital air. “lagria pirI 5n.”—-vayr maru 2
dakhne m 5. 3 some other. See ਅਨ੍ਯ. “5n
marag taj-hu.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਅੰਨਸਾਲ [§nsa1], ਅੰਨ੍ਯਞਾਲਾ [5nsala] n a community
kitchen; an alms house. “ghar ghar 5nsal
karchada.”—dIIip.

ਅੰਨਂਕ਼ਾ [finka] n the earth, producer of grains.
, 2 goddess Anpurna.
ਅੰ'ਟਜ਼ੂਟ [ankut] Skt ਕਜ੍ਯਵ੍ਫ਼੍ਟ n a pile of food; a
Hindu festival falling on the day following
Divali. On this day devotees place food in front
of the deity, but religious books allow it to be
celebrated on any day between the moonless
and full moon day of the month of Katak.

ਅੰਨ੍ਯ [ਟੈਧ੍ਯਢ] Skt ਸ੍ਯ adv others too; more
again.

ਅੰਨਛੇਤ੍ਵ [511੦116੮੮] Skt ਧ੍ਯਣ੍ਕ n a place where the
hungry get food; a free public kitchen.
ਔਨਤ [énat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਅਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ advsomewhere else; else
where.

ਅੰਨਥਾ [5natha] See ਅਨ੍ਯਥਾ.
ਅੰਨਾਢਾਤਾ [e'mdata] n a provider offood; a patron,

. guardian; nourisher. 2 adj a title of kings in
Rajputana.

ਅੰਨਪੂਰਣਾ [Empuma] Skt ਕਜ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਧਜੰ n a Hindu goddess
who fills the devotees’ houses with food. Its
famous temple is in Kashi and the festival for
worshipping it falls on the eighth ofthe bright
half of the lunar month of Chet.
ਅੰਨ ਪ੍ਰਾਸ਼ਨ [5n prasan] Skt ਗਜ਼ ਧੁਸ੍ਰਾਜ੍ਯ n a Hindu
custom of first feeding the new born baby by
making it lick food. According to the religious
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scriptures, this ceremony should be performed
when the child is six months old.

ਅੰਨਾ-ਸ੍ਯਕੋਸ਼ [fanmaykos] See ਕੋਸ਼.
ਅੰਨਾ [Ema] blind; devoid ofthinking, thoughtless.
“5na bola kIchu nadarI n3 ave.”—majh am 3.
ਅੰਨਿ [5M] with or by food. “dehuri cale pani
5nI.”—-s fetid. See ਅਨ੍ਯ.

ਅੰਨਿਆ [5mm] other, another, some other,
different. “jIh saman kahi‘ lags na 5nIa.”
—VN.

ਅੰਨੁ [ਗੈਘ] See ਅੰਨ. “ਗੈ… na khahIdehi dukhu
dijs.”—ram a m 1.

ਅੰਨ੍ਹਾਂ [5nha] See ਅੰਧ.
ਅੰਨ੍ਯ [ਰੈਘਾ]Skim adjother, some other, another,
different. 2 not one’s own, stranger, alien.
ਅੰਨ੍ਯਚ [5nyac] See ਅੰਨਚ.
ਅੰਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ [5nyatr] ਲ਼ਾ/ਯਿਅਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਰ adv somewhere else,
at some other place. 2 without.

ਅੰਨ੍ਯਥਾ [§nyatha] See ਅਨ੍ਯਥਾ.
ਅੰਨ੍ਯ'ਯ [5nyay] See ਅਕ੍ਯਾਯ.

”ਗਿ [5nyony] See ਅਨਯੋਨ੍ਯ.
ਅੰਨ੍ਵਯ [énvay], ਅੰਨ੍ਹੇ [5nve] See ਅਨ੍ਵਯ.
ਸ਼ਕ੍ਤਿ [5nVIt] Skt ਗ਼ਯਿਰ adj included, enclosed.
ਅੰਬ [5b] leaves of gram plant; chaff of only
leaves ofgram plant. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਆਮੁ a mango plant
and fruit. 3 Skt ਟਸ੍ਯਕ੍ਘ' to go, make a sound.
4 n a call, shout. 5 going. 6 father. 7 an eye.
8 water. -9 See ਅੰਬਾ and ))ੜੂਬੁ. 10 See ਅੰਥਣਾ,
ਅੰਬਸਟ [ਭੀ)ਰਝਗਿ੍], ਅੰਬਸ੍ਰ [5basth] Skt ਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਝ n a
mahaut of an elephant. 2 son of a Brahman
father born to a Vaishya woman. 3 old name
of central Punjab; Majha. “Ik 5basat des
nIrpala.”—car1'tr 274.

ਅੰਸ਼ਕ [fabak] ਸ੍ਯਗ n father. 2 copper. 3 an eye.
“fabak 5ij me 5bu chae.”—NP. ‘water (tears)
swelled in lotus like eyes.’

ਅੰਬਕਾ [5bka] See ਅੰਬਿਕਾ. .
ਅੰਬਣਾ [ਚੈਸ਼ਿਧੁਕ] v to suffer from a disease (amay),
be sick. 2 to get tired, be fatigued. 3 to
stretch, be stiff.



 

 

 

ਅਬਰ

ਸਥਿਰ [fiber] Skt ਸ੍ਯਣ੍ਯਿ' to gather; to accumulate.
2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ n the sky, firmament. “ébar dharatI

VIchorIanu.”—var ram 1 m 3. 3 brain, the

tenth door; brain. “5bar kfija kurlia.”—suh1' m
1 kucaji. ‘The brain resounded with the sounds

of water fowls.’ 4 clothes, garments.

“duhsasan ki sabha dropti, ébar let ubariale.”

—ma11'namdev. 5 a perfume produced from the

fat ofa whale.A X. 6 mica. 7 cotton. 8 Amber
(Amer), an old town ofRajputana, which prior

to Jaipur was the capital of Kachhvaha

Rajputs. See ਅੰਬੇਰ. 9 Some ignorant scribe has

written ਅੰਬਰ instead ofਆਂਗਿਰ in Dasam Granth.

“bhajat bhayo fiber ki dara.”—-c5dr. ‘The moon

enjoyed sexual union with the wife ofAngiras

(Brahaspati).’ 10 P ,3! tweezers, nippers,

pincers.

ਅੰਬਰ ਭੁੰਜਾਂ [ébar kfija] See ਅੰਬਰ 3.
ਅੰਬਰ ਚੂਰ [ébar cur] n a scented paste made
with perfume of whale’s fat used by rich

people to massage the body.

ਅੰਬਰ ਬੋਲ [5bar bel] See ਅਕਾਸਬੇਲ and ਅਮਰ ਬੇਲ.

ਅੰਥਰਾਉਣਾ [ਟੈਧਿਕਪ੍ਯਾਕ਼] v to convey, deliver. “jIn
jiu dia so rIjak 5brave.”—suhi raVIdas.

ਅੰਬਰਾਈ [5brai] See ਅੰਬਰਾਉਣਾ. 2 n ਅਮਰਾਈ, a line

of mango trees; a mango grove.

ਅੰਬਰੀ [5bri] adj related to the sky, See ਅੰਬਰ.
2 n unirrigated land relying only on rainfall.

' ਅੰਬਰੀਂ [ਟੈਠਿਧੀ/ਭੰq/ adjsmelling like the perfume
of whale-fat and black in colour.
ਅੰਬਰੀਸ [ਚੈਸ਼ਿਤੋ਼ਝ], ਅੰਬਰੀਕ [fibrik], ਅੰਬਰੀਖ [fabrikh]

Skt ਸ੍ਯ‘ਧੇਧ n a hearth for parching grain. 2 a
trough used for parching grain. 3 Vishnu.

4 the Sun. 5 Shiv. 6 a battle, war. 7 according

to Valmik’s Ramayan, son of Suryvanshi king

Prashusharuk, who was Ikshaku’s descendant

in the 28… generation.l To protect him,

'In Bhagvat Ambarish is mentioned as son of Nabhag,
 

See chapter 9,- item 4-5, Mahabharat also confirms

Bhagavat.
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Vishnu’s Sudarshan Chakar chased sage

Durvasa whose story is as follows:

On 12th of Kartik, king Ambrik was ready
to break his fast on the eleventh day, when

sage Durvasa arrived. The king invited him

also to eat but the latter said that he would

first take a bath. The king waited a long while

but Durvasa did not return. On the advice of

his priest, the king then broke his fast. Durvasa

on return got very angry. He pulled a tuft of

his hair with which he created a smart person

who started beating the king. Vishnu sent his ਰ੍

Sudarshan Chakar to protect the king which

‘ killed the smart person and chased Durvasa
who ran for his life but did not receive any

refuge in the world. Tired at last, he sought

. refuge with Ambrik himself who saved him

from the Sudarshan Chakar.2
Another story in Ling Puran is that Narad

and sage Parvat, on seeing the beauty of

Sundari, Ambarik’s daughter, fell in love with

her and approached the king for her hand.

The king replied that he would marry his

daughter to a person of her liking; Both of

them then went separately to Vishnu, each

asking the god to turn the other into a monkey

so that the princess might not marry him. The

god granted their request. So both of them

became monkey-faced and neither could get

the princess. They cursed'Ambrik that he

would remain enveloped in darkness. Vishnu

in order to protect his devotee Ambrik shot

his Sudarshan Chakar which produced light

like that of the sun and dispelled darkness. It

then chased the two sages, Narad and Parvat,

who sought forgiveness from Ambrik, which

was granted. It was only then that they found

peace. “5brik kau dio abha pad.”—maru

namdev. “janyo bhagat bhup §bris.”—GPS.

’See Bhai Gurdas Var lO, pauri 4.
 



ਅਥਵਾ

ਅੱਥਵਾ [ébva] adj of the colour of a mango; of
the colour of mangojuice. “5bva rég badhe.”
—-I<rIsan.

ਅੰਬੜਨਾ [ਰੈਠਿਗ੍’ਸ੍ਯ] v to reach; to arrive at. “bIn
be,ri parI na fibre.”——vadm 1. 2 to be equal to;

to achieve similarity. “Ikatu to] no Sabra.”
—suhi m 1 kucaji. “amli amal na 5b;s.”—-vad

m 1. ‘For an addict nothing equals the drug

he is addicted to.’

ਅੰਬਾ [5ba] Skt ਸ੍ਯ n mother. “§bu lIye 5ba 5g
dhoe.”—NP. 2 Durga. 3 elder daughter of

Kashi’s king Indardyuman whom

Bhishampitamah snatched away for his

brother Vichitarviray. But she wanted to

marry Shalv. Learning about this, Bhisham

sent her to Shalv, but he did not accept her.

Disappointed, she worshipped Shiv, and
during her next birth she as Shikhandi became

the means to kill Bhisham in the battle of

Mahabharat.

ਅੰਬਾਕਡ਼ੀ [fabakri], ਅੰਬਾਖੜੀ [ébakhn'] n a shrivelled
piece of a raw mango. 2 a small raw mango.

“5bakri5 je khae.”—BG.
ਅੰਬਾਰ [5bar] P Ag! a heap, stack, rick. 2 a pit,
pond.

ਅੰਬਾਰੀ [ébari] P (54;! n a canopied howdah. A
am? See ਮੇਂਘਾਡੱਬਰ.

ਅੰਬਾਲਾ [ébala] Skt ਆਮ੍ਹਾਲਯ (house of mangoes).
n a city in between Ludhiana and Karnal

where there used to be many mango gardens

in the past. Now it is the headquarters of a

district as well as a commissionary and

cantonment. A railway line to Kalka and

Simla branches off from here. It has the
following gurdwaras:

(1) Guru Gobind Singh’s gurdwara on the

bank ofLabbhu’s tank northwest ofthe town.

It has a small nice building with residential

quarters close by. A piece of land has been

donated to it by Sardar Gurbakhsh Singh. Free
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kitchen is provided by local Sikhs;

accommodation for the stay of ten visitors is

also arranged.

The priest is an Akali Sikh. The railway

station is about half a mile northeast of the

town.

(2) The gurdwara of Guru Gobind Singh

is in the house ofa priest, Bhai Sundar Singh,

in Dhumi Gujjar Bazar. Guru Granth is placed

for recitation regularly on manji sahib (a cot)

in the roofed part of the house. The Guru

arrived here during a visit from Lakhnaur for

sight-seeing and stayed here for three days.

The place is halfa mile east ofAmbala city

railway station. .

(3) A sacred spot in the name of Guru

Gobind Singh and called Manji Sahib is there

in the fields south ofthe main courts, southeast

of the city. The Guru came here while on a

visit from Lakhnaur. The building of Manji

Sahib is crumbling in the absence of a

caretaker. The place is half a mile southwest

ofAmbala city railway station.

(4) Out of Sapatu Gate opposite the

charitable home for stray cows is the

Gurdwara of Guru Har Krishan who stayed

here while on his way to Delhi. It has a small

building with a Singh acting as the priest, and

possesses ten bighas of land. It is connected

with Ambala city railway station by about one

mile of metalled road in the east of the city.

(5) Guru Teg Bahadur’s gurdwara is near

Tabakkal Shah’s mosque in Kainth Majari.

The Sikh carrying the head of the Guru from

Delhi had stayed here a while. Now an

impressive gurdwara has come up about one

mile east of the city railway station.

ਅੰਬਾਲਿਕਾ [5ba11ka] Skt ਧ੍ਯਝਕ਼ਿਧ੍ਯ n mother. “kI
5baIIka che.”—datt. 2 daughter of Raja Indar

dayuman of Kashi, younger sister of Amba
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whom Bhisham Pitamah had forcibly brought

for his brother Vichitarviray. After the death

ofVichitarviray, Vyas had sexual contact with

her to procreate Pandav whose progeny were

the Pandavs.

ਅੰਬਿ [5bI] on the mango tree. “koxl hova 5b:
basfi.”—gau m 1.

ਅੰਬਿਕਾ [éblka] Skt ਗ਼ਯਿਧ੍ਯ“ the middle daughter
of lndardyuman, king of Kashi, was the real

sister of Amba and Ambalika. Bhisham had

snatched, brought her to be married to his

brother Vichitarviray. On her becoming a

widow, the sage Vyas entered into nIyog

(cohabilation without marrige) and produced

Dhritrashtar who became the father of

Duryodhan and other Kauravs. 2 mother.

3 Durga. “namo higula pigula ébIkayé.”
—ca'<;1i 2.

ਅੰਬਿਯਾ [5nya] n a raw mango. 2 See ਅੰਬੀਆ.
3 adj of the colour ofa mango.

ਅੰਬੀ [ébi] n a small and raw mango. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਾਕੀ
n mother. 3 a noble woman.

ਅੰਬੀਆ [ébia] A !.ਟੁੰ! n plural of ਨਬੀ. “the olia
5bia ho: bite.”—VN. 2 twenty first chapter of

the Qu'ran wherein the caliphs are described.

3 See ਅੰਬਿਯਾ.

ਅੰਬੀ ਛਾਞ [5bi chav], ਅੰਬੀ ਛਾਵੜੀ [5bi chavri] n
perennial happiness; shade of mango trees

remains constant because they do not

defoliate. “jIni sakhi sahu raVIa se 5bi

chavrieh jio.”—suhi m I kucji.

ਅੰਬੀਰ [5bir] See ਅਮੀਰ. 2 See ਅਬੀਰ. “gulab ébir
gulal Udai.”—krIsan. 3 PA?! filling with dry

or wet earth.

ਅੰਬੁ [5bu] Skt ਕ਼ਾਬੂ n water. “050 age pIche dhoi
nahi szu 5darI ni‘da muhI ébu paIa.”—var

gau 1 m 4. ‘His heart is full of malice and

mouth overflows with water.’ meaning that

the mouth waters because of greed. 2 a child.

ਅੰਬੁਕ [ébuk] Skt n a red castor. 2 See ਅੰਬਕ.

ਅੰਬੁਜ [5buj] Skt ਗ਼ਰ੍ਵਯ n a lotus, which is born

from water. See ਅੰਬਕ. 2 a stork. 3 the moon.
4 camphor. 5 a conchshell. 6 a tree.—sanama.

ਅੰਬੁਜਨੀ [5bujni] Skt n the earth (born from

water.)-sanama. .

ਅੰ'ਬੁ'ਜ ਭੂ [§ij bhu], ਅੰਬੁਜਾਸਨ [ébujasan] Skt n

Brahma, who was born from a lotus and has

his seat on it.

ਅੰਥੁਦ [5bud] Skt ਵੈਸਰ੍ਹਾ n a cloud, which yields

water. 2 adjwho provides water.
ਅੰਬੁਦਜ [5budaj] n water bearing cloud; cloud

from which comes water.-sanama.

ਅੰਬੁਦਜਾਧਰ [5budjadhar] n a holder of water, a

tank, reservoir. 2 the sea, ocean.—sanama.

ਅੰਬੁਦ ਧੁਨ [ébud dhon] adj one who roars like a

cloud. 2 n Meghnad, son of Ravan, who

thundered like a cloud.—sanama.

ਅੰਬੁ'ਦਨੀ [ਰੋੜਿਘਾਂਸ਼ਫ਼ੈ] n earth the giver of water.

—sanama. 2 a line of clouds. 3 a stream, river.

ਅੰਬੁਧ [fibudh], ਅੰ'ਬੁਧਿ [ébuth], ਅੰਬੁਨਾਥ [ébun-

ath], ਅੰਬੁਨਿਧਿ [5bunIth], ਅੰਬੁਪਤਿ [ébupatI] n

a sea; ocean as treasure of water; holder of

water; master ofwater. 2 Varun, is also named

Ambunath and Ambupati.

ਔਬੁਚੁਹ [éburuh] Skt n a lotus, born from water.

ਅੰਬੁਵਾ [ébuva] adj of a mango. 2 mango-like.

3 of yellow colour, colour of mango juice.

See ਅੱਥਵਾ.

ਅੰ'ਬੂਹ [fabuh] See ਅੰਬੋਹ.
ਅੰਬੇਰ [fiber] old capital ofRajputs ofKachhavaha
clan in Rajputana. It has the temple of

Ambkeshvar Mahadev, due to which it came

to be called Amber. Some people surmise that

this name came from King Ambrish. So the

city was called Ambrishnagar.‘ It is seven

miles northeast ofJaipur railway station. Here

the Jaygarh fort, situated on a 500 feet high

hill, is worth seeing. Beautiful mansions of

Raja Man Singh and Raja Jay Singh Mirza

'See ਅੰਬਰੀਸ.
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may be seen at Amber.

In 1728 AD Maharaja Jay Singh Savai

founded a new city Jaypur and made it his

capital. Now the state itself is named Jaypur

(Jaipur). Amber is now named Amber and
Amer also. “mertes §berpatI amIt sen le

sath.”—carItr 52.

' ਅੰਬੇਰ ਨਾਥ [éber nath], ਅੰਬੇਰ ਪਤਿ [5ber patI],
ਅੰਬੇਰਾਧੀਸ਼ [ਚੈਠਿਫ਼ਿਕਯੱਧਿਡ੍] King ofAmber, Maharaja
of present Jaipur, See ਅੰਬੇਰ.

ਅੰਬੇਰ [éboh] P „;?! n a group, crowd, assemblage,

multitude. 2 a heap, hoard, pile, dump.

ਸ਼ਕ੍ਤਿ [5brIt] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ. “kahI mathura 5brIt
bayan.”—savsyem 5 ke. 2 Skt ਗ਼ਕੂਰ adjwithout

obstruction, unhindered. 3 without hitch,

unbroken. “5brIt dharme.”—japu. .

ਮਇਿਤ ਜਲ [5brIt jal] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਜਲ.
ਅੰਤ [59th Skt ਸ੍ਯ vr to make a sound. 2 Skt

ਕ੍ਯਾਸਚ੍“ water. “kac gagria 5bh majhria.”—asa

m 5. “kobh jale mahI darIo €3th 5bh mIlo.”
—sarm 5. 3 god. 4 forefather.

ਅੰਭਰੀ [ébhri] n a stream, river. 2 rivers like

Ganga, Yamuna, etc.—sanama.

ਅੰਭੁਲਾ [5bhula] 72 water. See ਅੰਭ. “nam tero

5bhula nam tero c5dno.”—-dhana favidas.

ਅੰਭੋ‘ਜ [5bhoj] Skt ਕਤ੍ਯਾਜੇਯ n born from water, a
lotus.

ਅੰਭੋਦ [5bhod] Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਯਾਜੇਥ n giver of water, a
cloud.

ਅੰਭੋਂਧਰ. [ébhodhar], ਅੰਭੋਂਧਿ [éboth] Skt n a

holder of water, cloud. 2 a sea, ocean.

ਅੰਭੋਂਰੁਹ [5bhoruh] Skt n born (ਰੁਹ) from water

(ਅੰਭਾ), a lotus. 2 a crane. 3 adj water born.

ਅੰਮ [5m] A ‘ਮੈੰ n mother. “5m abe thavhu

mIthra.”—sri m 5 pepaI. See ਅੰਬਾ.

ਅੰ'ਮਗੌਕ [5mrik] 866 ਅੰਬਰੀਖ. “5mrik prahlad
saran gobifd.”—saveye m 3 Re.

ਔਮੜਨਾ [émarna] v to reach, arrive. “rah dasai

na jula akha 5mias.”—vad m 1.

ਅੰਮੜੀ [ਟੋਧਮਾੰ] 866 ਔਮੜਨਾ. 2 n mother.
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ਅੰਮਾ [ਰੌਗ਼ਕ] SktWA ff mother.
ਔ'ਮਾਲ [émal] A Jun n plural of ਅੁਮਲ. action,
conduct

ਅਂਸਿ'ਲੀਂ [ਭੂਸ੍ਯਗੀ] ਅੰਬੀ-ਆਲੀਂ best friend (feminine)
“mere fatarI bhukh na utre, 5mali.”—-rvad m 5.

2 because of actions, that is, because of

worldly occupations. “émali hau khari sucaji

ts: sahI ek na bhava.”—vad m 1. I am fairly

efficient in worldly affairs but 0 God! none

of these, is to your liking.

ਅੰਮਾਞਸ [émavas], ਔਮਾਞਸ਼ਿ [5mavasI] new moon
night. See ਅਮਾਵਸ. “ਰੌ…ਟਮ/ਰਙਗ਼ੁ mahI as

nIvaraU.”—-gau thrti kabir.

ਅੰਮਾਵਣ [ਤੋ…ਗ਼/ਜਿ਼] adjbeyond capacity, infinite,
countless. “méj‘l kucaji smavan dosre.”—suhi

m I kucaji.

ਅੰਮ੍ਹਹਾ [émuha] 866 ਅਮੁਹਾ. “mata bhesa émuha

aI.”—gau kabir. ‘lntoxicated bull (that is
mind) gets uncontrolled.’

ਅੰ'ਮ੍ਰਤ [ਗੈਸ਼ਿਗ਼ੀ] 866 ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ.
ਅੰਮ੍ਤੀ [5mrati] See ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤੀ.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤ [amrIt] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ. 2 n butter. “tab

mathie, In bIth érant pavhu.”—suh1‘ m I.

3 milk. “SOIn katori 5mrIt bhari.”—bh£r

namdev. 4 adjwithout death, immortal. “harI

5mrIt sajan mera.”—suhi chét m 5. 5 sweet.
“gurumukh émrIt bani bolhI.”¥sri a m 3.

»ਸ੍ਟਿਸਬਦ [émrIt sabad] n Guru’s composition
or discourse. 2 Guru’s sermon or advice.

“5mrIt sabad pive jan kOI.”—asa m 5.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ [5mrItsar], ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰੁ [émrItsarU] 866
ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ. 2 a holy congregation; a community

of holy men. “§mrItsarU SIphti da gharu.”

3 a sacred tank of liberation. “satIguru he

5mrItsar saca.”—majh a m 3. 4 self-

_ knowledge. 5 embodiment of self. “kaIa

adarI 5mrItsar saca.”——maru solhe m 3.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਕ੍ਯਾ [5mrIt katha] n a nectar of spiritual
discourse. 2 a discourse leading to salvation.

3 a talk about God. “5mrIt katha sét ségI
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sunua.”—bavan.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਝਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [5mrIt drIsatI] n a spiritual glance,
compassionate attention. “5mrIt drIsatI pekhs

hUI s5t.”—sukhman1'.

”ਗਿ [5mrI tdhar], ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਧਾਰਾ [5mrItdhara]

a flow or current of nectar. 2 a shower of

Guru’s words and His name. “thmI thmI

barse 5mrItdhara.”—majh m 5. 3 according

to Yog, essence of belief dripping from the

brain “5mrIt dhar gagan das duarI.”—gau

m 1.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤਧਾਰੀ [5mrIt dhari] a discourse about God

flowing like a current ofnectar. “hamari pIari

5mrIt dhari.”—asa m 5. 2 one who has taken

nectar of the double edged sword.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਫਲ [5mrIt phal] the fruit of liberation;
spiritual knowledge. “bIn guru mahIl n5 japai
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na 5mrIt phal pahI.”—sn' m 3. See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਫਲ.
”mi? ਬਚਨ [5mrIt bacan] n sweet utterances.
“5mrIt bacan satIgurU ki bani.”—guj m 4.

2 Guru’5 utterance.

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਵੇਲਾ [5mrIt vela] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ ਵੇਲਾ. “5mrIt
vela sacu nau vadIai vicaru.’’—japu.

ਅੰਮ੍ਰਿਤੀ [5mrIti] n a glutinous food made of
flour, milk and sugar. 2 a sweetmeat like a

jalebi, circularin shape. “5mriti5 khurme su

bare bar ghevar set SIta bahu pae.”—-NP.

ਅ'ਸ੍ਰਿਤੁ [5mrItu] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ. “5mrItu harI ka
nau.”—suhi m 1.

ਅੰਸ੍ਰੀਕ [5mrik] See ਅੰਬਰੀਕ.‘‘jyé 5mril< bhagat
thg ayo.”—-NP.

ਅੰਸ਼੍ਰੇਤ [5mret] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤ. 2 like nectar. 3 Skt ਗਬ੍ਰੂਗੂ
adj deathless, immortal. “paIa sadhu 55g
harI harI 5mret.”—-bIIa m 5.



 

E‘Iiri] third letter, a vowel ofPunjabi script, used

to form matrasਇ [I], ੲੀ [i], “[8]. 2 See ਇ.

ਇ [I] Skt ਫ੍ vr to rise, appear, run, go, become

more, accept. 2 n Kamdev; Cupid. 3 favour,

compassion. 4 part expressing surprise. 5 In

Punjabiਇ [I] is also used in place of“ [e] as
ਜਾਣਇ [janaI] ਧਿਖ਼ਾਂਜਾਣੈ [jane], ਮਾਣਇ [manaI] for

ਮਾਣੈ [mane] etc. “prem rasu ape janaI.”

r-SQVEYE m 4 ke. ‘He himself knows.’

ਇਉ [Io], ਇਉਂ [IO] Skt ਰ੍ਕਂ adv like this, in
this manner. “nanak kahs SIanIe! IU 1<ਟੋ੮

mIlava hOI.”——Varsuhim 2. 2 more like this,

thus some other.

ਇਉ ਹੀ [Iu hi], ਇਓ ਹੀ [Io hi] adv like this, in

this way, by this method. 2 in vain, fruitless.

“tarnapo IU hi gan.”—s m 9.

ਇਅੁਤਬਾਰ [Iatbar]A 4,705 n idea ofunderstanding.

2 certainty, surety. 3 acceptance of advice.

ਇਆ [Ia] Skt ਅਯੰ pron this. “pun Ia ausar care
na hatha.”——bavan. 2 this. See ਇਸ. “Ia sukh

te thkhIa bhali.”—s kabir. 3 part or.

ਇਆਹੂ [Iahu] this very, only this. “Iahu jugatI
bIhane kai janam.”—sukhmani.

ਇਆਣ [Ian] adj ignorant, innocent. 2 n a child.

ਇਅਾਣਧ [Ianap] n ignorance, innocence.

2 childhood.

ਇਆਣਾ [Iana] adj ignorant, devoid of know-
ledge. “hOI Iana kare kému anI na sake

raSI.”—Var asa m 2. 2 n a Child. 3 teetotaller.

“pita phull Iéni ghuman surme.”—c5di 3.

‘The brave ones swayed as did the teetotaller

after drinking distilled opium.’ See ਫੁੱਲ 3.
ਇਆਨਥ [Ianath], ਇਅਾਨਧ [Ianap] I1 ignorance,

innocence. “re man! esi karhI Ianath.”—maru

m 5. “meri bahut Ianap jarat.”—dev m 5.

“Ianap te sabh bhai SIanap.”—bIIa m 5.

2 childhood, childishness. -

ਇਅਂਸ੍ਯੜਾ [lama], ਇਅਾਨਡ਼ੀ [Iam'i] adj innocent,

ignorant. (ya and ਖ਼ਾਂ as suffixes mean possessors).

2 young. 3 who does not know how to please his

master. “Ianrie! mama kaI karehI?”—trl§m 1.

ਇਆਨਾ [Iana] See ਇਆਣਾ.
ਇਆਲੀਂਕਲਾਂ [:8111<81ਹੇ] a village in tehsil and
district Ludhiana, about one mile north-east

of railway station Baddoval.

It has a gurdwara named after Guru

Hargobind who had blessed the village with

his visit. It is in an old building looked after

by an Udasi sadhu. The gurdwara possesses

80 bighas of land donated by the villagers.

ਇਅੰਗ [15g] adj having beautiful limbs (or
body) like those (that) Off? (Cupid); `

possessing a beautiful body. “Iégsat.”-gyan.

ਇਸ [Istron this, it. It is an inflexional form

of ਇਹ. “tab Is kau sukh nahi kOI.”

—sukhmani. 2 Ski ਟੁੰਦ੍ਧ n a king. “tIyé 155,
gahyo kIsé.”—ramav. ‘King Ravan’s wife,

Mandodari was caught by ਕੀਸ਼ (monkeys).’

ਇਸਹਾਕ [Is-hak] See ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ.
ਇਸਕ[1831<]/1 0’? n fondness, love. “Isak

muhabatI nanka, lekha karte paSI.”—Var

maru 1 m 1.

ਇਸਕ਼ਾਤ੍ [IskatlA “3;; n act ਘੰਸਕੂਤ੍ (felling),

aborting, toppling. 2 abortion.

ਇਸਟ [Isat] Skt ਇਸ਼ੂ a religious task.l

'See atrI SImrItI ਤੁ 44.
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2 worshipable God. 3 a friend. 4 adj desired,

wanted. 5 worshipped. 6 beloved. “Isat mit

aru bhai.”—jet m 5.

ਇਸਟਕਾ [Isatka] See ਇਟ.
ਇਸਟ ਦੇਵ [Isat dev] Skt ਇਸ੍ਵ ਦੇਵ n worthy of
worship according to one’s religion. For the

Sikhs it is God, the Creator. 2 tutelary god of

a clan.

ਇਸਟ ਮੀਤ [Isat mit] adj desired friend, dear
friend. See ਇਸਟ 6.
ਇਸਟਾਪੱਤਿ~ [IstapattI] Skt ਫ੍ਠਟਸ੍ਯਜਿ n ਇਸ੍ਵ
(desired) ਅਧਾਪੱ'ਤਿਲ਼ਿਕ਼ੇਜੂਯ); finding a desired point

in the opponent’s speech or action, desired

success. “t3 bhi IstapatI ham jova.”—GPS.

2 profit, gain.

ਇਸਟਾਮ [Istam] See ਅਸ਼ਟਾਮ.
ਇਸਟੀ [Isti] adj having a deity, or patron saint.
2 one who realises or actuates a charm.

“kahyo kI Isti [ਪੈ bacla taman karat banaI.”

—NP. 3 Skt ਫ੍ਝਿਟ n an oblation; a religious
sacrifice. 4 desire, wish.

ਇਸ਼ਤਹਾਰ [Istahar] A ,ਕਿੰਨੂੰ! n publicity, public

notice; an announcement.

' ਇਸਤਕਬਾਲਫਿ਼ਝੀਕ਼ੀਧਿਗ਼ੀਫਿ਼ਰੁੰ J9}; nawelcome;a
‘ reception; going forward to receive as a mark

of respect or honour.

ਇਸਤਦੁਅੁਸਾਂ [Isatdua] A [“:“/, n an expression of

desire. 2 a prayer, supplication, request.

ਇਸਤਮਰਾਰ [Isatmrar] A 11/?! n firmness,

resoluteness. 2 continuity. 3 without change.

ਇਸ ਤਰਾਂ [‘15 taréi] adv like this, in this manner.

ਇਸਤਾਦਨ [Istadan] P u»?! v to stand. 2 to halt.

ਇਸਤਾਦਾ [Istada] P „!"/! adj standing.

ਇਸਤਅਾਲ [Istamal] A JV“! being or putting in

use; use.
ਇਸਤਿਹਕ਼ਾਕੁ [IstIhakaklA J35”! an entitlement.
ਇਸਤਿਗਾਸਾ [IstIgasa] A …€ [,'ਫ਼ੂਲ਼ਾ! a request; petition

to the ruler for obtainingjustice; an appeal.

ਇਸਤਿੰਜਾ [Istija] A L52”! n cleansing ofa drain.
2 cleansing the excretory organs with earth

ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਰਾਜਾ

or water after easing or pissing. According to

the Islamic texts one does not remain fit to

perform a namaz ifthe body or cloth is soiled

by urine. Therefore the wetness left after

urination should be sucked clean with a piece

of stone or hard earth.

ਇਸਤਿਮਰਾਰ [IstImarar] See ਇਸਤਮਰਾਰ.

ਇਸ਼ਤਿਯਾਕੁ [IstIyaklA 095‘s nfondness. 2 wish,

desire. 3 love.

ਇਸਤਿਲਾਹ [IstIlah] A Lube; consultation. 2 a
technical term, or phrase, having a special

meaning, such as ‘deg teg’ (literally kettle

and sword) meaning feeding and destruction

of enemies to continue, as the goal of the

Khalsa. See ਖਾਲਸੇ ਦੇ ਬੋਲੇ.
ਇਸਭ੍ਰਿਜ [IstrIj] n menses, menstrual discharge
—sanama. 2 metaphorically, red sea.

ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ [Istri] n a smoothing iron press, used

by tailors and washermen. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਰੀ a woman.

3 wife.“Istritaj1<arI kam VIapIa.”—maru a

m 1. See ਨਾਰੀ.
ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਜਾਤਿ [Istri jatI] four types of women
according to Kamshastar. See ਸੰਖਿਨੀ, ਗਾਤਿਨੀ,

ਚਿਭ੍ਰਿਨੀ and ਪਦਮਿਨੀ and ਪੁਰੁਜ ਜਾਤਿ.
ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀਜਿਤ [Istrith] adjconquered by a woman,
i.e. uxorious.

ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਧਨ [istri dhan] n dowry,ornaments and
cash which a bride gets from her father or the

groom at the time of marriage. Katyayan and

Manu have referred to six types: (]) money

in cash and kind given at the time ofmarriage.

(2) goods given at the time of departure after

her second visit to her in-laws. (3) pelfgiven

by the husband to please his wife. (4) money

and objects given by her brothers. (5) material

things given by her mother and (6) gifts given

on different occasions by her father. See menu

SImrItI Ch 9, 5 I94.

ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਰਾਜਾ [Istri raja] n Mohini Avtar.-dasam
gréth.
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ਇਸਥਿਰ [IsthIr] Skt ਸਿਥਰ adj firm, steady.

ਇਸਨਾਨ [Isnan] Skt ਵ੍ਯਯ n cleansing the body.
2 bathing. A bath has been accepted by

scholars as the basis of good health and

deliveiance from disease, and subtly
considered, bathing also enhances spiritual

cleanliness and mental peace. The praise of

_ bath in Sikhism is universally acclaimed, but

the Gurus have not considered cleansing the

body without cleanliness of the mind as

helpful for spiritual well being. “karI Isnan

SImarI prabhu apna tan man bhae aroga.”

—sorm 5. For a better understanding. See ਨਾਮ

ਦਾਨ ਇਸਨਾਨ.
In the modern times, many incurable

diseases are treated with special baths like

sun bath, steam bath, mud bath, or bath with

medicated water.

ਇਸਨਾਠੀ [Isnani] SktFlTléfi‘adjwho has a bath.
2 who remains clean by habit.

ਇਸਨਨ੍ਹ [Isnanu] See ਇਸ਼ਨਾਨ. “Isnano karhI

dInU rati.”—majh a m 3.

ਇਸਪਾਤ [Ispat] See ਅਸਪਾਤ.
ਇਸਮ [159m] A f! n a name. 2 a name ofGod,
See ਤਸਬੀ. ‘

ਇਸਮਾਈਲ [Ismail] See ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ.

ਇਸ਼ਰਤ [IsratIA ...-ਭੰ/‘ਕ਼ਾ leading a luxurious life.

2 the act of living together.

ਇਸਰਾਈਲ [Israil] A Jf’i/g adj chosen (ਇਸਰਾ)
of (ੲੀਲ) God. In Hebrew this word also means
a true friend ofGod. 2 n This is another name

of Jacob, the first initiator of Israeli dynasty.

See ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ and ਯਕੂਬ.
ਇਸਰਾਸਤ੍ਰ [Israstra] See ੲੀਸਰਾਸਤ੍ਵ.

ਇਸਰਾਫ਼ੀਲ [Israfil] See ਫ਼ਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ.

ਇਸਰਾਰ [Israr] n insistence. See ਅਸਰਾਰ.

ਇਂਸਂਲਾਂਹ [Islahl A LIL" n emendation,
correction.

ਇਸਲਾਮ [Islam]A (M n renunciation. 2 bowing.
the head. 3 accepting the will of God.
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4 Prophet Muhammad named his faith lslam,

followers of which are called Muslim or

Musalman. The five principles oflslam are:

(a) believing in one God.

(b) praying five times a day.

(0) giving ‘z‘akat’ (one fourteenth part of

earnings in charity).

(d) observing fasts during the month ofRamzan;

and

(e) going on pilgrimage to kaaba in Mecca.

Besides these rules, one who has faith in

prophet Muhammad, God’s messengers, the

angels, the revealed book Quran, the last day

ofjudgment and in Allah is a Muslim or

“momIn” gt,» (a believer).

ਇਸਲਾਮ ਖ਼ਾਂ [Islam x5] son of Shaffi Khan, one
of the maulavis (Muslim priests) of Kabul,

was subedar of Lahore during the reign of

Bahadur Shah. When the Sikhs of Majha rose

under Banda Bahadur, lslam Khan at first

remained quiet in Lahore, but when Muslim

religious teachers raised the Haidri banner,

he too willy-nilly sent troops to fight against

the Sikhs but got defeated in the month of

Savan of Sammat 1767. He died in Lahore

in 1768. Some writers have mentioned him

as Aslam Khan or Muslim Khan.

ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ ਫ਼ਿਰਕੁੰ [Islam de fIrke] According
to Hadis Tirmazi, prophet Muhammad had

opined that while the Jews had seventy'two

clans, his followers would have seventy three,

and all but one .would go to hell. Asked to

clarify, he said. “Those who follow me and

my companions will go to heaven.” Sunni

Muslims claim that they are the ones thus

blessed by the Prophet. ‘

Besides the Sunnis, Islam has seventy two

sects divided into the following eight groups:

(a) Muatzilah (b) Shia (c) Khavarij (d)

Murjiyah (e) Najjariyah (f) Jabriyah
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(g) Qadariyah and (h) Mushabbih.

(a) Per detail Muatzilah J}? sect was

founded by Vasil Bin Atta during the second

century Hijri. He was born in Madina in 80

Hijri and died in 131. Muatzilah means one

who stands aside. So Vasil parted from Imam

of Basri and set up this separate sect, but this

sect was further divided into these sub-sects:

(2) Vasiliyah {Len holds that man is free

to act: God only exists but has no qualities.

(3)Amriyah 1/ was founded by Amar Bin

Abid. .

(4) Huzailiyah 1J4]; was founded by Abu
Huzail. It believes that God has fixed the

moment of death separately for each

individual.

(5) Nazzamiyah :all}; was floated by
.ਰ੍ Ibrahim Bin Sayyar Nazam.

(6) Asvariyah „.=/…"’ was led by Abu Ali

Umar Bin Abdullah Qayad Asvari.

(7) lskafiyah 41$! was founded by Abu

Jafar Muhammad lban Abdullah lskafi.

According to it, God is not strict with wise

men.

(8) Jafaryah ਥੂ/ਠੋਂ’ਵੇੱ headed by Jafar Bin

Mubbashir thinks that drinking is not

punishable, but a thief loses his religion.

(9) Bishriyah ਭੰ/ਵ੍ਰਿ was founded by Bishar
Bin Muatmir.

(lO) Mizvariyah 511:]: was founded by
Abu Musa Mizvar.

(l 1)Hishamiyah {l}; founded by Hisham

Bin Amar does not believe in the miracles by

the prophets.

(12) Habittiyah §ng was founded by

Ahmad Bin Habit. This sect like the Christians,

believes that Christ was the son of God.

(13) Hadsiyah gywas founded by Fazal

Hadsi. Its followers believe in transmigration.

(14) Salihiyah 3L4 consists of the
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followers of Sahib Bin Umar. They believe

that man is the doer of good and bad deeds;

God has nothing to do with it.

(15) Mamriyah ਭੰ/ਲ਼ੀ‘, started by Muamar'

Bin Abad Salmi, believes that God’s qualities

should be inhere'in man.

(16) Samamiyah (1? has followers of

Shamam Bin Ashras Namiri, who believe that

atheists will not receive any punishment on

the Dooms Day.

(17) Xayyatiyah ਮੂੰਡਿ“, founded by Abul

Hussain Bin Abi Umar Khayat believes that
man is free in his actions.

(18) Jahiziyah $1? is a sect founded by

Abu Umran Jahiz who died in 255 Hijri.

(l9) Kabiyah ਥੂਵ੍ਮੱ of Abul Qasim Kaabi

believe that God has no volition, yet many

acts undesired by Him do take place.

(20) Jabaiyah ਭੰ; t2. was founded byAbu Ali

Muhammad Bin Abdul Wahab Jabai, who

died in 303 Hijri.

(21) Buhashmiyah 6,456 comprises the

followers ofAbu Hasim Abdul Salam, son of

Abu Ali Jabai.

(b) Shias _,ਟੁੰ, believe Imam Ali to be the

true successor of Prophet Muhammad. Other

lmams were all self-proclaimed leaders. The

chiefproponent ofthis sect was Abdulah Bin

Sabba who believed that prophet Ali did not

die and would again return to this world. Shias

are further divided into several sub-sects:

(2) Kamliyahs 45’ are the followers ofAbu
Kamil, who regard three companions of

Muhammad as atheists. They believe in ,‘

transmigration and in the existence of God’s

soul in the prophets. '

(3) Mugiriyah 5%” is the sectofMugiriah

Bin Said lzli. Like the Hindus, they hold that

a God like Vishnu possesses a particular form.

(4) Bananiy‘ah ਝਾਂਰ੍‘ਲ਼ੀ. followers ofBanan Bin
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Samaan do not accept any difference between

God and Ali.

(5) Janahiyah elk followers ofAbdulah

Bin Muaviah (who believed himselfto possess

God’s soul) do not believe in the Doomsday

(6) Mansuriah ਚੂ, ,2” were floated by Abu
Mansoor lzali.

(7) Xattabiyah $11,; believe in Abdul

Khatab who held that a lineage of divine

messengers comprised the progeny of Ali.

(8) Kaisaniyah, a slave of prophet Ali,

founded his own sect Kaisaniyah ਡੰਘੁੱ in 64
Hijri.

(9) Muxtariyah ”[5: is a sect introduced

by Mukhtar Bin Abu Abdulah who fought a
fierce battle in 66 Hijri to avenge the death

oflmam Hussain and put an end to his killers.

He initiated the custom of taking out

processions of tajias (models of Hussains

tomb) during the month of Muhharam.

(10) Kuraibiyah ਭੰ;f are followers ofAbu

Kuraib Zarir. '

(11)]s-hakiyah „__/“ਭਿ! is a sect that follows

the tenets of ls-haq Bin Umar.

(12) Harbiyah ,5] is the sect started by

Abdulah Bin Harab.

(13) Ismailiyah ‘9‘?! are followers of

Imam Jafar Sadiq.

(14) Kiramatah Aw} sect was set up by

Hamdan Kirmat in 264 Hijri.

(15) Musuviyah :"fi’: is the sect founded

by Imam Musa Kazim.

(16) Mahadviyah guy sect was founded

by Ubaidulah who proclaimed himself the

Imam Mahadi.

(17) Zaidiyah ਮੂਲਿ comprised those who

claimed Zaid, grandson of Imam Hussain, as

their prophet. In Hijri 121 Zaid fought against ਭੰਲ਼ੀ

Hasham and became a martyr.

(18) lsna-ashariyah ਮੂ/‘ਪ੍ਰਿੰਨੁੂੰਡੂੰ, also called
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lmamiyah, believe in the last lmam

Muhammad Mahadi. Born in 255 Hijri he,

' per their belief is still living in cognito and

will reappear on the day of Judgement.

(19) Hasaniyah ‘1» sect was established
in 195 Hijri.

(20)Nuamaniyah ਭੰਯਾੰ comprises followers

of Muhammad Bin Ali Bin Nuaman. Sunis

call them Shataniyah. It was established in

113 Hijri.

(21) Badaiyah cit), (‘bad’ means new

discovery.) This sect is fond of new

discoveries. Its believers hold that even God

may, on discovering new truth, repent over

the past beliefs.

(22) Hakmiyah _…ਭੰਛੁ sect has followers of

Hasham Bin Hakam Kindi, who visualise God

as possessing a‘silvery bright body.

(23) Mukaniyah ਭੰਮਾੰ" sect was started by

Iban Muqanna in 278 Hijri. The followers of

this sect accept their leader as God incarnate.

(24) Nasiriyah .%“) followers of

Muhammad Bin NasiruFahri, believe that God

had enteredthe body of Hazrat Ali.

(c) Khavarij (.111; sect is also known as

Kharjiyah, Navasiv and Nasibiyah. While

prophet Ali was fighting a battle against Amir

Mauviyah, some people who separated from

him started this sect. It further split into

several branches:

(2) Muhakkimah J; was founded by
Abdulah Bin Wahab. It does not believe that

an lmam (religious head) must be from the

Quraish dynasty. Its members believe that sins

not only proclaim a sinner as a fallen man

but also turn him into an atheist.

(3) Baihsiyah .../.=? is the sect of the

followers of Baihas Bin Haisam.

(4) Azarkah ਭੰ“)… followers of Rabbi

Rashid Nafir Bin Azaraq. They consider
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Hazrat Ali a non-believer (unislamic).

(5) Najdat ...-ਹਂਭੰਨੁੂੰ are followers of Najda

Bin Aamir. ‘

(6) Asfariyah g)”: sect was founded by

Ziad Bin Asfar.

(7) Abaziyah „ਗ਼,! was started by Abdulah

Bin Abaz.

(d) Murjiyah „ਨੁੂੰ j is the sect ofHasan Bin

Balal Muzani who believed that he who has

faith in God and His prophet shall not be

questioned by God for anything. Its sub-sects

are:

, (2) Yunsiyah _ਮੁਂ ਰੂੰ. are followers of Yunas

Bin Umar Namiri.

(3) Ubaidiyah =, 4,? are followers ofUbaid

Mukazib who visualize God in human form.

(4) Gassaniyah gt) disciples of Gassan

Bin Iman Kufi, who do not accept Christ to

be a prophet.

(5) Saumaniyah ਝਾਂਫ਼ੂਡੂੰ

Sauban.

are followers of

(6) Saumniyah 1»; are followers ofAbu ^

Muaz Saumani.

(7) Muraisiyah __ਖ਼ੂ/ are disciples ofBishar

Bin Giasa Muraisi.

(8) Gilaniyah {~11} discriples follow

Marvan Bin Gilan.

(9) Shabibyah __,ਮਾੰ is a 'sect ofMuhammad

Bin Shabib.

(10) Shimriyah ਲ਼ੀ/ sect was foundedby

Abu Shimar.

(e) Najjariyah ਰ੍ਥੂ/ਫ਼ੂਝੁੱ sect was founded by

Husain Bin Muhammad Bin Abdulah Najjar.

The rules of this sect about the Caliphate are

similar to those of the Sunnis. Its branches

are: .

(2) Bargusiyah ,3}! are followers of

Muhammad Bin Isa Bargus.

(3) Zafaraniyah cuff} sect believes that

God’s utterance is different from God’s
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(4) Mustadrikah fly sect also takes

God’s words as something created and not

immanent like the Veds of the Hindus.

(f) Jabriyah {[2 sect believes that man is

helpless in doing good or bad deeds. These

deeds are done only by divine inspiration. Its

forms are:

(2) Jahmiyah __ਸ਼ਾੰ are followers of Jaham

Bin Safvan.

(3) Bakriyah =,[sect of Bakar Bin Ukhat

who treat onions and garlic as forbidden.

(4) Zirariyah g 11/2 followers ofZarar Bin

Umar believe that God will be seen in person

on the day of Judgement but not with these

eyes; eyes to see God would be different.

(g) Kadriyah 51,55 is a sect started by

Muabid Bin Khala Jahni. Its followers believe

that man himself does good and bad deeds.

God does not interfere in them. Muabid

preached his views mostly at Basra and in 80

Hijri the governor of Basra crucified him on

the cross.

(h) Mushabbih __;ਹੂਂ sect believes that like

man God sees, speaks and hears. It|5 because

of this likeness that the sect got this -name

meaning ‘resemblance.’

ਇਸ'ਲੌਕ [Islok] Skt ੜਕੀਗ n verse, metre.

2 sentence, foot, line. “arath bIn Islok.”

—prIthu. 3 adv in this world, here.

ਇਸ਼ਾਰਤ [ਗ਼ੁਤ੍ਵਪਿੰਗਂ],ਇਸ਼ਾਰਾ [IsaralA ....ਭੰ/ਹਿ „ਚਿ n

a signal, an indication. 2 a maxim. ‘

ਇਸੁ [1501 See ਇਸ. “Isu dharti mahI teri

SIkdari.”—asa m 5.

ਇਸੇ [Iso] adj like this, resembling this. “150

prabhu, ਇ kIh kaj kaho b1:srayo?”-—saveye 33.

ਇਸ" [155] See ਏਂਜੋਂ. 2 See ਇਸ.
ਇਸ੍ਵ [Ist] See ਇਸਟ.
ਇਜ੍ਹਾਨ [1੮5ਸ੍ਯਸ਼],ਇਜ੍ਹਾਨੁ [Isnanu] See ਇਸਨਾਨ.

“Isnanu karhI parbhatI sudh manI.’
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—sav.€ye m 4 ke.

ਇਸ੍ਵਰਜ [Isvaraj] See ਏਸ਼੍ਵਰਯ.
ਇਹ [Ih] pron this. “Ih ausar te cukIa.”—brla
m 5. 2 adv here, at this place, in this world.
“parvan gani sei Ih ae.”—suhi m 5. “jau kah-
hu mukh-hu sevak, Ih besie.”——sar m 5. ‘Sit
here.’ 3 indicating the proximity ofan object.
4 n the world.

ਇਹਸਾਨ [Ihsan1A up! n a favour; an obligation,
a good turn.

ਇਹਤਿਆਜ [IhtIaj]A (7!?! n need, necessity.
This word is derived from ਕ਼ਾਜਤ

ਇਹਤਿਮਾਮ [IhtImam] A (L24! n an effort,
arrangement, effort, management.

ਇਹੁਂਤਿਮਾਲ [IhtImal] A JP; )1 athought, concern,
idea.

ਇਗੰਤਯਾਝ [IhtIyatIA Lt?! n care, precaution.
2 encirclenient.
ਇਹ ਬਿਧਿ [Ih bIth] advthus, in this way, in

* this manner. “Ih bIth nanak harI nan
éIOI.”—todi m 5. 2 See ਬਿਧਿ‘.’

ਇਹਾ [Iha] adv here, at this place. 2 pron this
(thing) only» this. “Iha kamani ritI.”—dhana
‘… 5 3 See ਈਹਾ.
ਇਹਾਮੁਤ੍ਰ [Ihamutr] Skt n ਇਹ-ਆਰੂੰਤ੍ਰ‘,this and the
coming one; this and the fUture world; here
and the hereafter. 2 adv here and there.
ਇਹੀ [Ihi] the suffix [i] indicates determination
and only this; only thisjthing). “Ihi-hamare
saphal kaj.”—ma1i m 5. “Ihi tera ausar Ih
teri bar.”—bher l<abir. ‘

ਇਹੁ [1110] See ਇਹ. “Ihu rég kade na utre.”
—bIIa m 3.

ਇਕ [Ik] Skt ਏਕ adj one. See P J. 2 alone.
3 unique, matchless. 4 n God. “IkdekhIa Ik
ménza.’’—var gau 1 m 4. 5 pron any one, any.
ਇਕਉੰ [11<੩0]ਉ suffixed to ਇਕ. meaning only
one, or one alone.

ਇਕ ਅਧ [Ik adh], ਇਕ ਅਧੁ [Ik adhu], ਇੰਕ਼ੇਆਧ
[Ik adhlpron some one, any one a rare one.

 

“kabir esa ek adh.”—s. See ਇਕੁ ਅਧੁ.
ਇਕ ਇਕੋ [Ik Iko], ਇਕ ਏਕਾ [Ik eka] adj free
from duality, unique. “nah: bujh-hI Ik
eka.”—bher m 1.

ਇਕਸ [Ikas] only one; one only. “Ikas ka manI
asra.”—sri m 5.

ਇਕਸਠ [Iksath] adj sixty-one.
ਇਕਸਬਦੀ [Iksabdi] n an anchorite who gives
only one call for alms and passes on to the
next door without calling again: “hari
narayan”, “sIv sIv”, “alakh” etc. “Ik sabdi
bahu rupI avdhuta.”-—sri a m 5. 2 a
monotheist. 3 See ਇਕ ਸੁਖਨੀ.
ਇਕ ਸਰ [Ik sar] adj equal, constant, uniform.

“Ik sar dukh paIa.”—suhi kabir.

ਇਕ'ਸਾਹਾ [Ik saha] adjwho talks continuously
without a pause. 2 not recovering breath while
talking. 3 continuously, incessantly. “Iksaha
tudhu thaIda.”—sri m 5 pepaI.

“ਇਕਸਾਰ [Iksar] adjuniform. See ਇਕਸਰ. “satru
mItr dou Iksar.”—al<a1.

ਇਕਸੀਰ [Iksir] See ਅਕਸੀਰ.

ਇਕਸੁ [Ikasu] one only, a single one. “Ikasu
harI ke nam bIn.”—majh barahmaha.
ਇਕਸੁਖਨੀ [Iksukhni] adj (trader) who remains
.firm on price oncequoted. “Ik sokhni bha
tIn k0 nam.”—GPS.

ਇਕਹੱਤਰ [Ik-hattar] adj seventy-one.
ਇਕਹਰਾ [Ik-hara], ਫਿ਼ਕਹਰੀ [Ik—hari] adj single-
layered; without a fringe or tassel.
ਇਕਛਤਰਾਜ [Ikchatraj] n a universal kingdom;
an unrivalled ruler. “Ik¢hatraj kamai‘da.”
-—BG. See ਏਕਛਤ੍.
ਇਕ ਟੰਗਾਂ [Ik téga] adj having only one leg;
lame; one-legged. 2 an ascetic who meditates
while standing on one leg. 3 See ਏਕ ਪਾਦ.
ਇਕਨਾ [Ikatha] adjcrowded at one place. “sabh
Ikathe hut ‘aIa.”—sn’ m 5 papa I.

ਇਕੱਠ[11<8ਣੁਛੁ}1]. n a gathering, a festival, a fair.
ਇਕਤ [11<ਗ਼ੀ].ਉਂ/(/ਏਂਕਤੁ adv at one place. “maIa

ਇਕਤ
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karhI Ikat.”—sn'm 5. ‘collects wealth.’ 2 See

ਇਕਤ.
ਇਕਤਰ [Ikatar] See ਇਕਤ and ਏਕਤ੍ਰ. 2 See ਏਕਤਰ.

ਇਕ੍ਯਾ [Ikta], ਇਕਤਾਈ [Iktai] n unity, oneness,
harmony, concord. “jiv brahm Ikta
nIrdhare.”—GPS.

ਇਕਤਾਰਾ [Iktara] n a stringed musical
instrument used by wandering mendicant-

cum-folk singers. It is improvised by fitting a

gut-card to the hollow shell of a gourd.

ਇਕਤਾਲ਼ੀ [Iktali] adj forty-one.

ਇਕਤਿਅਾਰ [IktIar], ਇਕਤੀਆਰ [Iktiar] A ਘੁੰਡ! 71
an authority. 2 control, command, power.

3 acceptance, adoption. “béde, bédgi Iktiar.”

——gaukabir.

ਇਕਤੀਸ [Iktis], ਇਕਤੀਹ [Iktih] adj thirty-one.

ਇਕਤੁ [Ikatu] See ਇਕਤ. 2 adjonly. “Ikato nam
ਰ੍ nIvasi.”—maru solhe m 3. 3 Skt ਏਕਤ੍ਰ n unity,

oneness.

ਇਕਤੁਕਾ [Iktuka], ਇਕਤੁਕੀਆ [Iktukia] a two-

line rhymed hymn sung as a single line. In

Guru Granth Sahib a number of hymns are

titled ‘Ik tuke’, See hymns under Basant

musical measure like: “qu pasri suraj kIran

jotI.”

ਇਕਤੇ [Ikte] of the one (peerless, Creator).
“IkI sada Ikte régI rah-hI.”—var vad m 3.

2 ਧ੍ਯ: part on one side. 3 one side of an
argument, one party in aeontest. 4 first, at

first. ਰ੍

ਇਕੱਤੀ [Ikatti], ਇਕੱਤੀਹ [Ikattih] adjthirty-one.
ਇਕਤ੍ਰ [Ikatr] adv at or in one place. 2 together.
“hOI Ikat mIth mere bhai.”—basa’t m 5.

ਇਕਥਾਂ [Ikthéi], ਇਕਥੈ [Ikthe] adv at one place.
“Ikthe gupatu pargatu he ape.”—maru soIhe

m 3.

ਇਕ ਦਸੀ [Ik dami] adj short lived, who is not
sure ofanother or the next breath. “ham admi

ha Ikdami.”—dhana m 1.

ਇਕਦਾ [Ikda] onCe. See ਏਕਦਾ. “aékar kahi
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Ikda kaha.”—paras.

ਇਕਦਾਤ [Ikdat] adja unique gift. “tu sabhna
karhI Ikdat. “—dhana m 4. 2 equal gift to

all.

ਇਕਦੂ ਇਕਿ [Ikdu IkI] sen one from the other.
“Ikdu IkI carédia.”-suhi m 1 kucaji.

,ਇਕਨ [Ikan], ਇਕਨਿ [IkanI] pron anyone.
2 some one, hardly anyone. “ikanI kIne calie

darvesavi ritI.”—s farid. ’

ਇਕਫ਼ਾ [kaalA ਘਿ n allurement, inveiglement.

2 turning from others to oneself. “jan nanak

harI prabhu Ikpha.”—prabha m 4. 3 became

one. '

ਇਕ਼ਬਾਲ [Ikbal] A Qt}; n a confession. 2 coming
face to face. 3 fate, fortune. 4 good luck. “jaI

jég k; ran nal guru de Ikbal tumara.”

—j5gnama. -

ਇਕ ਭਾਇ [:੮1< bhaI] n one idea or purpose,

without any doubt. 2 adv singlemindedly.

“Ik bhaI Ik manI nam vaSIa.”—bIIa chét

m 1.

ਇਕਮਨ [Ikman] adj single-minded, attentive,

rapt.

ਇਕਮਨਿ [IkmanI] n God who has a single vow

of truth, “jIn IkmanI tutha se satIgur seva

lae.”—gau m 3. 2 adv single mindedly,

absorbedly. “IkmanI purakhu thaI

bardata.”-savsye m 1 ke.

ਇੰਕਰ [fkar] adv thus, in this way. 2 n in
Krishnavatar, ikar has been written in place

of i’dIra which means Lachhami (goddess of

wealth). “Ikar aI gai harI pahi.”—I<rIsan.
ਇਕੁਰਾਰ [Ikr‘arlA ,1)”: acceptance. 2 sanction.

3 a vow, solemn declaration.

ਇਕਰੰਗ਼ੀ [Ikrégi] adj constant in one state,
engrossed in the thought of God. “sac: rate

bhagat Ikrégi.”—suhi chétm 3. 2 who has the

same one colour.

ਇਕਲ [11<81],ਇਕਲਾ[ਗ਼ੁ}<1ਹ]ਬਯੰ/8|੦!18, single; sole,

solitary. “thake kaval Ikal.”—s farid. Here
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lottls§tands for the soul.

ਇਕਲਾੲੀਰ੍ [Iklai] n solitariness, loneliness. 2 a
sheet or wrap ofa single width. “caro patébar
ki Ikl'ai.”—NP. 3 See ਕਲਾਈ.
ਇਕਲਾਹਾ [Iklaha] See ਇਕੁਲਾਹਾ.
ਇਕ਼ਲੀਮ [Iklim]A, G, P (Fl n a foreign country;

a country. See E Clime.

ਇਕਲੋਇਣ [IklOIn] Dg n one-eyed; a crow. See

ਕਣਾ 2. '

ਇਕਲੌਤਾ [Iklota], ਇਕਲੌਤਾ [Iklata] adj the only
son, single male child. 2 alone, without a

companion. 3 unequalled. without an equal.

ਇਕ ਵਰਣ [Ik varan], ਇਕ ਵਰਨ [Ik varan] adj
who has no other caste; from a single caste.

“ersatI sabh Ik varan hoi dharam l<i gatI

rahi.”—dhana m 1. Here the term means

Islamic i.e. the people of Hindustan have

turned Muslims. 2 ofa single unmixed colour.

ਇਕਵਾਕੀ [Ikvaki] adj who speaks less but
remains firm on what he says; truthful. 2 who

agreeing with others speaks with one voice.

“Ikvaki korma VIcari.”—BG

ਇਕਵੰਜਾ [11<\/ਟੈ]'8] adj fifty-one.
ਇਕਾ'ਸੀ [Ikasi] adj eighty—one.

ਇਕਾਹਠ [Ikahath] adj sixty-one.
ਇਕਾਕੀ [Ikaki] adj only one. “ham magi
bhagatI Ikaki.”—dhana m 4. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਧ੍ਕਟ੍ਰਾਯਿ adj
sole, alone, exclusive, without a helper. “jekar
vahIr Ikaki paI.”—GPS.

ਇਕਾਂਗ [11<ਹੇਂ8] Skt ਧ੍ਕ੍ਯਾਛਧੂਸ੍ਰਾ adj having only one

limb. 2 n the numeral 1. “ekékar Ikég lIkh,
ura oékarlIkhaya.7’—BG '

ਇਕਾਗ੍ਰਤਾ [Ikagrata] See ਏਕਾਗੁਤਾ.

ਇਕਾਤ [Ikat],f8'a*3[1k5t]Sth?f~'lr_rI n a theory,

tenet, doctrine. “yahI VIkhs budh kahé
Ikat.”—Bhai Gulab Singh. 2 empty space,

vacant place, without a living being. 3 adj

extreme, very much. 4 separate, alone.

“prabhu apna Ikat.”—I<an m 5. 5 ascertained,
assured.
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ਇਕਾਤੀ [Ikati], ਇਕਾਂਤੀ [ਗ਼ੁ1<ਭੇਂ੮ਫ਼ੋ]5/ਢ£ਹ੍ਧ੍ਯਯਿਚ੍ adja
devotee who keeps his devotion hidden in his

heart and does notreveal it at all. “soi bhagat

Ikati jiu.”—majh m 5. 2 living in seclusion.
“so Ikati szu rIda thaI.”—bas§t m 5. 3 all

alone, isolated. “apI Ikati hOI rahe, ape vac]

parvaru.”—var bIha m 4.

ਇਕਾਦਸ਼ [Ikadas] See ਏਕਾਦਸ਼

ਇਕਾਦਸੀ [Ikadasi] See ਏਕ'ਦਸੀ.
ਇਕਾਦ ਪਾਞ [Ikad pav] See ਏਕ ਪਾਦ.

ਇਕਾਨਂਵੇ [Ikanve] adj ninety-one;
ਇਕਾਪ [Ikap] sen Ik-ap.
ਇਕਾਯਤ [Ikayat] n oneness, unity, concord,
relationship. 2 uniqueness.

ਇਕਿ [IkI] any one, many. “IkI ath IkI jahI

uthI.”—sn' m 1.

ਇਕੀਸ [Ikis] adj twenty-one. “gaj Ikis puria
ek tanai.”—gau kabir. 21 yards of a warp of

yarn are five material elements, five senses

(speech, touch, sight, taste and smell, five

external and five internal organs and the soul.

2 Scholars have taken all matter as forming

twenty parts besides the twenty first element,

the soul. “etu rahI patI pavria carie hOI

Ikis.”-—japu. ‘This route has steps of a ladder,

climbing which a person becomes one with

the god.’ 3 ਇਕ-ੲੀਸ਼. one master, God.
4 See ਇਕੀਹ 2.

ਇਕੀਹ [Ikih] See ਇਕੀਸ. 2 twenty first. “bis bIsve
' tre gun he, te Ikih turia pad he.”-bhagtain

ਇਕੀਹ ਕੁਲ [Ikih kul] twenty one generations.
It is written in books like Bhagatmala that a

devotee of God besides achieving his own

salvation redeems 21 generations:- that is, ten

generations that precede him, and ten

generations that follow him. “prahlad jan ke

Ikih kul Udhare.”—bher m 3. Some
knowledgeable persons hold that seven

generations each of his paternal and maternal

father and seven of his father-in-law are
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salvaged i.e. those who keep the company of

the elightened person, attain salvation.

ਇਕੁ [Iku] See ਇਕ. “Iku khInu tIsu bIn

jivna.”—majh barahmaha.

ਇਕੁ ਅਧੁ [Iku adhu] See ਇਕਅਧ. “Iku adU naI

rasiara.”—gau m 5.

ਇਕੁਲਾਹਾ [Ikulaha] a village in police station ‘

Khanna, tehsil Samrala of district Ludhiana.

Close to it on the western side is Guru

Hargobind’s gurdwara. The Guru had stayed

here on his way from Dhamot to Saunti.

Bhai Ralla Singh, a resident of Ikulaha,

who was in service in Sammat 1964-65 in

Africa was inspired by the Guru’s teaching,

came to lkulaha and started the construction

ofa gurdwara which was completed after him

by Mai Matab Kaur and the co-villagers. Guru

Granth Sahib is placed in the gurdwara which
has 50 bighas of land. An annual fair is held

here on 20th of Baisakh, the day the Guru is

believed to have come here. It is three miles

to the west of railway station Khanna, and is

joined by an unpaved road.

ਇਕੇ [Ike1partor. See ਇਕੇ.
ਇਕੇਰਾਂ [Ikerfi] adv once.
ਇਕੇਲਾ [Ikela] alone, single, all by oneself.

“Ikela hi'aIa Ikela calaya.”-—n_asihat.
ਇਕੋ [Ike] part or. “Ike ta lo; mukaddmi Ike

ta alla lor.”—JSBB. ‘Some desire worldly

chiefdom and others God’s grace.’

ਇਕੇਠ' [Iketh] adj a gathering; an assembly.
ਇਕੈਠਨ [Iksthan] v to gather, assemble, collect.
2 n an obstruction; check on the organs of

perception. “man Idri ke sahIt Ikethyo.”

~GPS. 3 contracting, shrinking.

ਇਕੇਠਾ [Iketha] adj gathered. “kahfi SImat
bhayo sékar Iketha.”—caupai. 2 at one place.

ਇਕੋਂ [Iko] only one; one only. “Iko
SIrjanharu.”—var guj m 5.

ਇਕੋਡਾ [Ikoda], ਇਕੋਡੀ [Ikodi] adjbent on one’s

knees. 2 tilting, inclined. 3 upside down,

inverted. “kah-hI ta dharanI Ikodi karau.”

—bh€r namdev.

ਇਕੋਤਰ [Ikotar] See ਏਕੋਤਰ.
ਇਕੋਤਰ ਸੌ [Ikotar so] adj one hundred and one,
101.

ਇ'ਕੰਗੀ [Ikégi] adj having one limb only.
2 taking only one side in a dispute or

discussion; partisan. 3 alone, without a helper,

single-handed. “sahe jiv yahI dukh Ikégi.”

—NP. See ਏਕਾਂਗੀ.
ਇਕੰਜਸ [1}<ਟੈ]'ਰ5] adj uniform, consistent. “kI
agéjas, kI Ikéjas.”—gyan. 2 ਇਕ (unique) is

whose ਅੰਜਸ (power).
ਇਕੰਤ [Ikét] See ਇਕਾਂਤ.
ਇਕਂ'ਤੀ [Ikéti] See ਇਕਾਂਤੀ. “apI Ikéti apI
pasara.”-majh m 5.

ਇਕੰਤ੍ਰ [Ikétr] See ਇਕਾਂਤ. “so bath Ikétr.”—-—kalki.

ਇੱਕੀ [Ikki], ਇੱਕੀਹ [Ikkih] See ਇਕ਼ੀਸ.

ਇੱਕੀ ਕੁਲ [Ikki kul] See ਇਕ਼ੀਹ ਕੁਲ.
ਇੱਕੁਰ [Ikkur] adv in this way, by this method,

thus.

ਇੱਕੋ [Ikko] See ਇਕਉ.

ਇਕੁ [Iksu] See ਇੱਖ.
ਇਕ੍ਰਾਂਕੁ [Iksvaku] Skt ਫ੍ਧੋਂਗਭ੍ਰਚੂ n something that

causes the desire to suck sugarcane; bitter

gourd. 2 a king of the Suray dynasty and son

of Vaivsvatmanu and the first ruler of

Ayodhya. According to Vishnu Puran, he had

come out of Manu’s sneeze.‘ He had one

hundred sons but only two of them Vikushki

and Nimi became greatly famous. From

Vikushki came kings ofAyodhya like Raghu

etc. and from Nimi began the Janak dynasty

of Mithila. Bhai Santokh Singh has written

in Guru Pratap Suray, that AIiiritsar is the

place of lkshaku’s altar for the performance '

of sacrifice.

ਇਖ [Ikh] See ਇੱਖ.
'See chapter 4. section 2 ofVishnu Puran.
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ਇਖਆਸ' [Ikh-as] See ਇਖੁਆਸ. .
ਇਖ਼ਤਸਾਰ [IxatsarlA 1L5; n a summary, an
abridged or annotated version, precis.
ਇਖ਼ਤਲਾਫ਼ [Ixtalaf] A J33! n difference,
disagreement, separatioh. 2 antagonism,
different view.

ਇਖਤਿਆਰ [IkhtIar], ਇਖਤ੍ਯਾਰ [Ikhtyar] See

ਇਖਬਾਰ [Ikhbar] See ਅਖ਼ਬਾਰ.
ਇਖ਼ਰਾਜ [Ixraj] A (917'! discharge, dismissal,
expulsion.

ਇਖ਼ਲਾਸ [leas], ਇਖ਼ਲਾਸੁ [Ikhlasu] J19; n purity,
clarity. 2 sanctity. “rIde Ikhlasu nIrakhle
mira.”—bher kabir. 3 friendship.
ਇਖਲਾਕ [Ikhlak] See ਅਖਲਾਕ.
ਇਖਵਾਕ [Ikhvak], ਇਖਵਾਕੁ [Ikhvaku] See ਇਕ੍ਰਾਕੂ.
“anp Ikhvak bali 1k kal”-—GPS. '
ਇਖੀਕਾ [Ikhika] SkthFfiaTn an arrow. 2 a'reed,
a piece of straw. 3 elephant grass, especially
the reed-like portion just below the ear at the
top.

ਬਿਖੁ [Ikhu] Skt ਇਸ nੁ an arrow. 2 a reed of
elephant grass.

ਇਖੁਲ਼ਜਸ [Ikhuas] ,ਝ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਇ'ਸ੍ਵਾਸਮੈਂ?a bow from which
an arrow (Isu)IS shot.

ਇਖੁਅਾਸਜ [Ikhuasaj] n borh from a bow, (ਇਸ੍ਵਾਸ)
an arrow; an arrow shot with a bow.—sanama.
ਇਖੁਆਸਜਨੀ [Ikhuasajni] 12 an army- equipped
with arrows (Isvasaj)-sanama.
ਇਖੁਆਸਨੀ [Ikhuasni] n an army of archers.
~sanama.
ਇ'ਖੁਧ [Ikhudh] Skt ਫ੍ਥੂਬ੍ vr wielding ofarrows
(and bows).

ਇਖੁਧਿ [Ikhuth], ਇਖੁਧੀ [Ikhudhi] Skt ਇਸੁਧਿ
n a holder ofarrows, a quiver. “Ikhudhi katI
56 kas parath ayo.”—-krrsan.
ਇੱਖ [Ikkh] ਲ਼ਾ/ਮੈੰਇਕੁ n E Sugarcane. L Saccharum
officinarum.

ਇ'ਖੁਧੀ [Ikhvadhi] See ਇਖੁਧਿ. “dae Ikhvadhi
dve.”—paras. ‘gave two quivers of arrows!’
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ਇਖ੍'ਕੁ [Ikhvaku] See ਇਕ੍'ਕੁ. “kul Ikhvaku

VIkhe jo raja.”—GPS.

ਇੰਗ [fig] Skt ਫ੍ਤ੍ਜ੍ vr to go, tremble, shiver. 2 n
'a mark, sign. 3 a movement; an effort. 4 a
signal, a hint, a gesture.

ਇੱਗਤ [fgat] See féfiirs'.
ਇੰਗਲਿਸ਼ [fglIs] E English adj connected with
England. 2 n the English language, the
language of England 3'in Punjabi, pension
is also termed as English.

ਇੰਗਲਿਸਤਾਨ [ਨ੍ਹੂੰ81ਗ਼ੁ5ਛਿ811],ਇੰਗਲੈ'ਡ[ਨ੍ਹੂੰ81£ਧੁੰ]/) …„ਨੂਚੂ
E England. n a country ofthe English people.
a country in north-west of Europe bounded
by Scotland in the north, North Sea in the
east, Irish Sea in the west. It is a triangular

country with an area 50,874 square'miles,

maximum length 420 miles and breadth 360
miles. Its area including Scotland, Wales and
Ireland is 121,027 square miles. '

According to the census of 1911, its
population is 47,263,530. lts people are
known as English, theirIreligion is Protestant
Christianity; some Roman Catholics are also
there, their number being around 22 lacs.
England is divided into fifty counties; railway
line zigzags slightly over 16,000 miles.
Hardly any village is without a post office,
hospital, school, library or church; primary
education is free and compulsory; therefore
there is no illiteracy in England.

England’s capital is London with a
population of 70 lacs. It is the largest city in
the world. The detailed narration of how
England conquered India is to be found under

England'rules over a huge empire of the
world over which the sun never sets because
it is spread over vast areas in all comers of
the world. Several countries in Europe,

America, Australia, Africa and Asia are
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included in it. It occupies one fourth of the

entire earth surface where one fifth of the

human race lives.

The total area of the British Empire is

13,909, 782 square miles and its population

is 460,094,000. In area it is over 273 times

that of England. Of its population only about

fifty million belong to the white race.

The government of England is democratic

with a king as its head. Its present ruler is

Emperor George V.

England, Wales and Scotland are

collectively called Britain and its people are

known as the British.

ਇੰਗਿਤ [igxt] Skt ਫ੍ਫ-ਸਿ਼ਰ adj moving. 2 marked,
with marks. 3 n a signal, sign or indication

through gesture, such as a wink. 4 bodily

action, motion, effort, movement. “igIt bol

Vllokan keri.”—GPS.

ਬਿੰਗੁਦੀ [igudi] Skt ਫ੍ਬ੍ਯੂਵੀਂ n godni, wild staff

tree, L Gordia augnstifolia, its glutinous fruit

'is edible and it heals swelling of the throat

and blisters in the mouth. “igudi khare VIsal.”
ਇੰਗ੍ਰੰਜ [Igrej] ngé'UTBHFAnglais. inhabitants
of England.

ਇੰਗ੍ਰੇਜੀਂ [igreji] the language of the people of

England. ਭੰ
ਇੱਚ [ic] E inch, one twelfth ofa foot and one

thirty sixth part of a yard. '

ਇਛ [Ich] See ਇਛਾ. “man Ich pai prabhu
thai.”—asa ch’ét m 5.

ਇਛਅੜਾ [Ich-ara] ਥਯੱ/‘ਅੜਾ sufiixed ’[0ਰ੍ਇੱਛਾ, adj

desired, wanted.

ਇਛਸਿਂ [IchaSI] will desire, desires, you desire.
“IchaSI jamadI prabhyé.”—guj jedev. See

ਪਰਾਭਯੰ.
ਇਛਤ [:੮੦118੮],ਇੰਛਤ [ichat] Skt ਡ੍ਯਿਰ adj
desired, wanted, required. “man Ichat hi phal

pavat he.”'—saveye m 4 ke. ~

ਇਛਾ [Icha] Skt ਫ੍ਰ੍ਯ desire, yearning, want.
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2 longing, craving for what is not.

ਇਛਾਚਾਰੀ [ਗ਼ੁ‘ਦਯਿਧਪਿੱਤੋ਼] ਫ੍ਛਚਗ਼ੀਜ਼੍ adj one going
around according to his own desire.

ਇਛਾਪੁਰਕ [Ichapurak], ਇਛਾਪੂਰਕੁ [IchapurakU]
adj who fulfills desires. “Ichapurako sarab
sukhdata.”—dhana m 4. 2 n God. “Ichapuraku
rakhs nIdan.”—asa m 5.

ਇੱਛਾ [Iccha] See ਇਛਾ.

ਇੱਛਿਤ [IcchIt] See ਇਛਤ. .
ਇੱਛੁ [Icchu] Skt ਫ੍'ਦਵ੍ਰਟ੍ਵੇ adj desirous. 2 n See ਇਕੁ.
3 ngaggery, brown lump sugar, gur.

ਇੱਛੁਕ [Icchuk] See ਇੱਛੁ.

W [ICChé] See ਇੱਛਾ. 2 Skt ਟੁੰਧੋਧ੍ਰਧ‘ਸੇਧ adj worth
seeing, handsome. “uthi chIch Icché.”—VN.

‘rose charming splashes.’

ਇਜ [Ij] See ਇਜ੍ਯ.
ਇੰਜ [ij] See ਇੰਵੁ'.
ਇਜ੍ਯ'ਰਫਿ਼ਧਿਕੈਘੰ/ਰੁੰ ,ਟਿੰ! ndisclosure,expression.

ਇਜਨਾਸ [Ijnas] See ਅਜਨਾਸ.
ਇਜ੍ਯਾ [Ijra], ਇਂਜਰਾਯ [Ijray] A y]; n
implementation; fulfilment; putting into

action, as of a court order.

ਇਜਲਾਸ [Ijlas] A ਪਂ“?! n a place for sitting.
2 seat of an officer, court.

ਇਜਾਜ਼ਤ [IjazatJA .;ਮ'ਨੂ! n permission, order.

2 sanction, approval.
ਇਜਾਫਤ [Ijaphat] A cjug a symbol or letter
added to show a relation: afiix, apostrophe.

In Sikh scripture vowel symbol for [I] i.e. [f]

is used for this purpose as in “yak araj

guphtam peSI to.”—trl§g m I. In this book

the sign for this is “"’.
fa’fi'ETIIjaphalA jug nan accretion,addition.
ਇਜਾਬਤ [Ijabat] A at? ! acceptance. 2 easy and

liberal excretion of stools.

ਇਜ਼ਾਰ [Izar]A ਪਿੰ! n loose trousers usually worn

by women, a pyjama or salwar.

ਇਜ਼ਾਰਬੰਦ [Izarbéd] P „"<“/'! n a cord for
fastening trousers at the waist

ਇਜ੍ਯਾ [Ijara] See ਇਜਾਰ. “soI-hI sahIs Ijara.”
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—-bh£r namdev. 2 A

agreement.

ਇੰਜੀਲ [fjil] G, A, P J3”! E Evengel FEvengile
L Evangelium, n goodness, happy news. 2 a

` scripture ofthe Christians, theNew Testament.

ਇਜੇਹਾ [Ijeha] adv like this, thus.
ਇਜੈ [Ije] n Shiv, the conqueror of lust.‘2 ];]ੲ
has also been usedIn place of]ੲ See ਇਜੈ ਬਿਜੈ.
ਇਜੈ ਬਿਜੈ [Ije bIje] See ਜਯਵਿਜਯ. 2 n a hymn of
praise composed by Jay and Vijay. “Ije bIjs

su gavte.”—GPS. 3 the victory of ੲੀਜ੍ਯ (one’s
god). 4 victory song of Shiv.

. ਇੱਜਤ [Ijjat] A ~=, f n honour, respect, prestige.

ਇੱਜੜ [ਸੀਰਟ੍ਰਾ] n a flock, drove, herd of sheep
and goats. 2 a fold, pen, enclosure for goats

and sheep.

ਇਜਤ [ij] Skt adj worthy of respect. 2 worthy
ofworship.

ਇਜਜਾ [ija] Skt n worship. 2 a ritual.
ਇੰਞ [i‘ji], ਇੰਵੁ ['I'Jiu] advthus, in this manner,
like this.

ਇਟ [It] See ੲੀਟਕਾ. “It SIrane thI savanu.”

—s farid. 2 Skt ਤ੍ਟ੍ vr to go.

ਇਟਾਵਾ [Itava] See ਏਟਾਵਾ. “sahIr Itava me huto

nana nam sunar.”—carItr 90.

ਇੱਟ []…] See ੲੀਟਕਾ.
ਇਠ [1th], ਇਠੜਾ [Ithra], ਇਠਾ [Itha] Skt ਇਸ੍ਵ
adjdesired, wanted. 2worshipped. “harI IthE

nIt thaida.”—srim 5p£paI. 3 dear.“gusai

théda Ithra.”—srim 5 pepa I. “mItr na Ith

dhan rup hin.”-—var jet. ‘dear friend.’ 4 See
ਇਸਟ.
ਇਠਾਹਾਂ [Ithahé] See ਹਿਠਾਹਾਂ.

ਇਨੇ [Ithe] See ਇਨ. 2 to the adored one, See

ਇਨ 3. 3 to the adored one. See ਇਠ 2.

ਇੱਠਾ [Ittha] See ਇਨ. “putr mItr gurubhai
Ittha.”—BG

ਇੰਡਸ [Ides] G Indos, E Indus. n Indus river.

ਇਡਾ [Ida] See ਇੜਾ. 2 See ਏਡਾ.

ਇੰਡੀਆ [idia] E India. the country of Indus

“[?! n a contract,
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river. See ਹਿੰਦੁਸਤਾਨ.

ਇੱਡਾ [Idda] adj so large; this large.

ਇਣ [In] Dg pron these (subjective case)

ਇਤ [It] adv on or in this (side, direction or

condition) “je bhukh dehI ta It hi raja.”——suhi
a m 4. 2 in this world. 3 Skt adj past, former.

4 n going, gait. 5 knowledge. 6 achievement.

7 See ਇਤਿ.

ਇਤ ਉਤ [It ut] adv hither and thither. 2… this
world and the next. “so jan It ut kat-hI na

dole.”—gau m 5. ‘

ਬਿੰਤਸ਼ਾਰ [itsarlA ,(ਨੂਡ਼! n spreadihg, diffusion.
2 worry, fluster, flurry.

ਇੰਤਹਾਇਿਣੋ-ha]A [ਮੁੰ] n limit, extreme. 2aperiod,
duration. 3 a shore, bank.

f833‘3l1thad1A _,[ਫ਼ੈ'] n unity, concord, rapport,

reprochement. 2 love, amity.

ਇਹ ਹੀ [It hi] here or hither only, See ਇਤ ].

ਇਤਕਾਦ [Itkad] A ਪਿੰ}, n belief, faith, trust.

“sunke khabar najum di Itkad na karda.”
—j5gnama.

ਬਿੰਤਕ਼ਾਮ [i'tkam] A (1'33 ! n revenge, vengeance,
retaliation. Its root is ਠਕ਼ਮ (enmity)

ਬਿੰਤਕ਼ਾਲ [Itkal] A Jug?! n a change ofplace. 2 a
transfer from the possession ofone person to

that of another; a mutation. 3 death, going to

the other world.

ਇੰਤਜ੍ਯ [ftjam] A r03}! n arrangement,
management, administration.

ਇੰਤਜਾਰ [ftjar] A „ਕਿੰ! n a wait, waiting,
anticipation, expectation.

ਇਤਨ੍ਯ [Itnak], ਇਤਨਕ੍ [ItnakU], ਇਟਨਾਕੁ
[1ਠੁਗ਼81<੦],ਇਤਨੀਕ [Itnik] adj about this much,

approximately this quantity. “Itnaku lags

thanka.”—sar kabir. “Itnaku paero Itana.”

~asa kabir. “Itnaku na jam: jI dIn dIn avadh

ghatut he.”-sr1' kabir. “haU Itnik lahuria.”
-—suhi chét m 5. ,

ਇਤਫ਼ਾਕ [Itfak] A Jig}; n amity, concord,

harmony. See ਏਕਤਾ. 2 agreement, concurrence.

 



  

ਇਤਫ਼ਾਂਕੁਨ

3 a chance, occasion.

ਇਤਫ਼ਾਕ਼ਨ [Itfakan], ਇਤਫ਼ਾਂਕ਼ੀਆ [Itfakia],

ਇਤਫ਼ਾਕ਼ੀਯਹ [Itfakiyah] A W7! adv suddenly,

coincidentally, by chance, unexpectedly,

abruptly.

ਇਤਬਾਰ [Itbar] A ੴ", n taking a lesson (from

other people’s suffering or their misdeeds).

2 certitude, belief.

ਇਤਬਾਰੀ [Itbari] adj reliablle, trustworthy,
dependable.

ਇਡ਼ਾ-ਸੇਨਾਨ [Itminan] A UQ)’ n satisfaction,
confidence.

ਇਤਰ [Itar] Skt adj other, another, different.

2 low born, mean base. 3 A fl n a perfume.

4 sandalwood oil with jasmin, rose, essence

of kevra, etc. mixed in it.

ਇਤਰਾਜ [Itraj] A J1}?! n inference, doubt,

conjecture. 2 objection.

ਇਤਰਾਤ [Itrat] See ਇਤਰਾਨਾ.
ਟਿਤਰਾਨਾ [Itrana] v to raise objection, to

interfere. 2 to behave with affectation, strut,

take airs.

ਇਤਰੇਤਰ [Itretar] Skt adv mutually, reciprocally.

ਇਤੜਾ [Itra], ਇਤੜੇ [Itre] adj this much, so

much. 2 so many, in such a number. “jalpa,

padarath ‘Itre.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਇਤਾ [Ita] adjthis much, this quantity, so much.
ਇਡ਼ਾਅੁਤ [Itaat]A _..ਭੰ; ਚਿ n obedience, subjection,

subordination, allegiance. See ਤਾਅਤ.

ਇਤਾਬ [Itab] A .ਚੂਭੰਥ‘ n anger, displeasure.

ਇਤਾਲ [Ital] adv this time, this moment, now.
“ab karta so Ital.”—s kabir.

ਇਤਿ [ItI] part indicating the end. 2 n
conclusion, finis. 3 this.

ਇੰ'ਤਿਹਾ [itIha] See ਇੰਤਹਾ.
ਇਤਿਹਾਸ [ItIhas] Skt ਇਤਿ-ਹ-ਆਸ a well-known
place, meaning a book in which past events

are narrated in temporal order; history.

ਇਤਿਹਾਸ ਗੁਰੁ ਖਾਲਸਾ [ItIhas guru khalsa] a book

of history of the Gurus and the Khalsapanth
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in “72 chapters written by Sadhu Gobind Singh

and published in Sammat 1959 from

Venketshvar Press Bombay. Although it

contains many errors from the historical point

of view, its writing is marked by good

intention and capability.

In the introduction the publishers say: This

is the lovable history ofthe Gurus ofthe Sikh

nation whose genius is shining like the sun in

the history oflndia; of the Khalsa nation, at

the sight of whose bravery and powers the

brave Englishmen bow their heads; ofthe Sikh

nation which has acquired an exalted place

in the British army and has won eminence in

all directions, and shed their blood for

protecting Hinduism from the grip of

Muslims. It contains everything which a

history should have. It contains religious

instruction, bravery, prowess, love for one’s

country, renunciation and charity. To mention

its entire contents in the introduction would

be to fill a small space with a huge army.

ਇਤਿਹਾਸਿਕ [ItIhaSIk] Skt ਧੇਰਿਵ੍ਯਰਿਗ਼ੁ adj
historical.

ਬਿੰ'ਤਿਕੁਅ [itIkamlA (U31 n revenge, retaliation.
2 taking revenge. '

ਇੰ’ਤਿਖ਼ਾਬ [ItIxab] A ਮ੍ਹਾਡਿਥੂ'! selection; a method

of election.

ਇਤੀ [Iti] n ਇਤਿ the end, termination, finis,

period. “sadhon het Iti jIn kari.”—VN. 2 adj

so much, this much. “sahéi na Iti dukh.”—s

farid.

ਇਤੁ [Ito] pron this. “Ito kamane, soda dokh

pave.”——var guj 1 m 3. 2 this. “Ito maragI
cale bhaiare.”——suhi m 5 gunvéti.

ਇਤੁਕਰਿ [ItukarI] adv by doing so, in this way,
thus. “ItukarI bhagatI kar-hI jo jan.”-—dhana

namdev.

ਇਤੇ [Ite] adj so many. “sz gur ke gun Ite.”
—var sor m 4.



 

ਇੱਤਲਾ ,

ਇੱਤਲਾ [Ittla] A Cub: 27 news, intelligence,
intimation.

ਇੱਤਾ [Itta] adj so much, this much.
ਇੱ'ਤਿਕ਼ਾਦ [IttIhad] See ਇਤਹਾਦ.
ਇੱ'ਤਿਹਾਮ [IttIhamlA (L?! n blame, accusation.
ਇੱਤਿਫਾਕ [IttIphak] See ਇਤਫਾਕ.
ਇਤਜਾਦਿ [ItyadI] Skt part etcetera.
ਇਤ੍ਯਾਦਿਕ [ItyadIk] Skt adj others ofthis kind,
some other like this, etc.

ਇਤਜੰਤ [Ityét] See ਅਤਯੰਤ. 2 Skt ਫ੍ਟਬਂਧਰ advthus,
in this manner. “Ityét maIa byapIté.”—sahas
m 5. 3 upto here.

ਇਥਾਊ [Ithau] adv at this place, here. 2 in this
world. 3 from here.

ਇਥ“ [Ithé] Skt ਫ੍ਵ੍ਯਜ੍ adv in this way, by this
method, thus.

ਇੱਥੇ [Itthe] adv here, at-this place.
ਲਿੰ [ਗ਼ੁਦਿਧਿਰੋ] See ਇਥੰ.
ਇੰਦ [id] Skt ਇੰਦ੍ਰ 27 god, ruling god, ruler of
the paradise. “kete id céd sur kete.”—japu.
See ਇੱਦਾਸਾਣ. 2 See ਇੰਦੁ.

ਬਿੰਦਸਤਾਨ [i'dastan] n the country of the Indus
river, India; Bharat. See ਹਿੰਦੁਸਤਾਨ.

ਇਦਮੇਂਵ [Idmev] sen ਕੈਧੰ/‘ਇੰਦ- ਏਵ, this very, this
alone. ,

ਇੰਦਰ [i’dar] Skt ਇਂਦੁ, 27 king. 2 God, Vahguru,

owner of the world. 3 divine king; owner of

Amaravati, believed to be the god of rain who

is often at war with Vritar, a demon i.e. the

master of famine. He is greatly admired in

Rig Ved. According to the Purans, he is the

son of Kashyap born to Aditi. Vaman is

mentioned as his younger brother. Indar’s wife

is Shachi and Jayant is his son. His weapon is

thunderbolt and his vehicle is Airavat, the

elephant. His assetnbly is named Sudharma

and his charioteer is Matali, his riding horse

is Uchaishrva. “idar sad bulaya rajthkhek
nfi.”—-c5di 3. 4 superior. 5 excellent, majestic,

glorious.
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ਇੱਦਰਾਸਣ [i‘drasan] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ.
ਇਦਰਾਕ [Idrak] A ਪਿੰ“! 27 getting, knowing,
understanding. Its root is darak.

ਇੰਦਰਾਜ [i'draj] See ਟਿੰਦਿਰਾਜ.
ਇੰਦਰਾਨੀ [idrani] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰਣੀ
ਇੰਦਵ [idav] n a poetic metre, See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ
10.

ਬਿੰਦਾਸਣ [fdasan] Skt ਇਂਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ 27 a king’s seat,
royal throne. 2 throne ofIndar, king ofgods.

“gath Id fdasanI bsthe.”—sodaru.

ਬਿੰਦਾਸਣਿ [idasanI] on lndar’s throne. See
ਇੰਦਾਸਣ 2.
ਇਦਾਨੀਂ [Idani] Skt ਫ੍ਗ੍ਰੀਂਸ੍ adv now, at this
moment.

ਇੰਦਿਰਾ [dera] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਣਫ੍ਵਿਗ਼ਾ splendour. 2 Lachhmi,
Kamla, Rama. “fdna ke médIr pe sfidar
sadhar mano hiran ki pékti khaci he dutI raSI
te.”—GPS.
ਇੰਦਿਰਾਜ [idIraj] A 6:14;! entry, registration,
record. 2 writing on a register etc.

ਇੰਦਿਰਾ ਮੰਦਿਰ [dera médIr] Lotus, Lachhmi’s
residential house. According to the Purans,

Lachhmi resides in the lotus. See ਇੰਦਿਰਾ 2.
ਇਂਦੀਬਰ [i‘dibar] See ਇੰਦੀਵਰ.

ਇੰਦੀਯਾ [fdiyalA „.=/ਮੈਂ a thought; an idea.

ਇੰਦੀਵਰ [idivar] Skt ਤ੍ਫ਼ਥੀਥਣ੍ 27 a blue lotus. 2 a
lotus. “locan idivaré se.”—GPS.

ਇੰਦੁ [i‘du] n Indar, the king of gods. “mela

brahma mela fdu.”—bh€r kabir. 2 a cloud.

“de verse dharatI suhavi.”—mala a m 1.

3 Skt ਵੂਲ਼ਾਚੂ the moon. 4 camphor. 5 the count of
one, because poets have accepted the moon .

as one. ਰ੍

ਬਿੰਦੁਜ [fduj] Skt n son of the mood; the planet
Mercury.

ਇੰਦੁ ਤੁੰਡੀ [ifdu tfidi] adj having a face like the

moon; moon-faced; moon-Iike.

ਬਿੰਦੁ ਬਧੂ [fdu badhu] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਵਧੂ.
ਬਿੰਵਾਲ਼ੀ [Idumani] n Chandarkantajewel, which
is very bright with light like that of the moon,



 

 

is believed to ooze out nectar (when exposed

to moon light). 2 See ਰੇਖ਼ਤਾਦਾ ਰੂਪ 2.
ਇੰਦੁਮਤੀ [idumati] n a full moon day when it
is all bright at night. 2 sister of Bhoj, king of

Vidarbha who chose to marry king Aj, son of _

Raghu during the Svayambar ceremony. See

ਅਜ. “idumatI hIt aj anpatI jIm ngh taj

lIy jog.”—ramav.

ਬਿੰਦੁਰ [idur] Skt ਫ੍ੜ੍ਹਾਂ n a rat, mouse.

ਬਿੰਦੂ [idu] See ਇੰਦੁ and ਇੰਦੁ.
ਲਿੰ [ਗ਼ੁਧੰਟੋ] Skt ਫ੍ਟ੍'ਬ੍ pron this. “parmé prasén
mIdé.”—guj jedev.

ਇਦੰਤਾ [Idéta] Skt n the idea ofbeing identical.

“séb'éthn me lakho Icléta.”-NP.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰ [1er god, king, See ਇੰਦਰ. “1dr kotI jake
seva kar—hI.”—bher a kabir. 2 a kutaj tree or

plant. See ਇੰਦ੍ਰਜੋਂ and ਕੁਟਜ.
ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਣੀ [idr idrani] n Kashyap, the king

of kings; his earth; globe, ground.—sanama.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਣ [fdr i'dran] adj king of kings,

emperor. 2 master even of Indar. “kotI Idr

fdran.”—japu.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਸੁਤਅਾਯੁਧ [Idr sut ayudh] n Indar’s son Arjun,

his weapons: a bow and arrow. —sanama.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਸੇਨ [idrsen] charioteer of king Yudhishthir.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਚਾਪ [idr cap] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਧਨੁਖ.
ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਜਾਲ [fdr jal] lndar’s web; lndar used to
play different tricks to entice holy men and

sages; hence this term. 2 See ਜਾਦੂਗਰੀ.
ਇੰਦ੍ਰਜ਼ੀਤ [idrjit] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਯਾਤ੍ਫ਼ਿਕਿਰ“ Ravan’s son Meghnad
who defeated 'Indar in a battle; hence this

name.
ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਜੈੱ [idrja] ,ਦੂ/{ਲ਼ਫ੍ਜ੍ਵ੍'ਧ੍ਯਖ਼ seeds ofkutaj which
look like grains of barley and are used in

medicines to cuf‘e‘several diseases. L

Holarrhena antidysenterica. See ਕੁਟਜ.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਤੁ [idratu], ਇੰਦ੍ਰਤ੍ [i'dratv] n the rank and
personality of the god Indar. “idratu det

jajatIhf bhae.”-carItrV 117. 2 king'ship,

monarchy. '
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ਇੱਦ੍ਰਵਧ੍ਰ
ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਚੌਨ [Idr don], ਇਿ ਦਸੂਮਨ [idr dyuman]

See ਗਜੇ‘ਦ੍ਰ. .
ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਧਨੁ [idr dhanu], ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਧਨੁਖ [1dr dhanukh]

Skt ਰ੍ਯਬਜ਼ੂਧ n a rainbow in the form of an are
produced by refraction of the sun’s rays

through water drops in the air, also called an

old lady’s swing. P Rustam’s bow.A L7". J}.
It is written in the Bible that God saved

prophet Noah from the deluge and promised

not to inflict such universal destruction, and

as a mark of this promise, He hung his bow

midway between earth and sky. See Gen Ch 9.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਪਥ [i‘dr path] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰਪ੍ਰਸ੍ਯ.
ਇੰਦ੍ਪੁਰੀ [fdrpuri] n Amravati (the city of Indar,
abode of the immortals) “fdrpuri mahI

sarpar marna.’l’—gau a m 5.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਪ੍ਰਸਥ [idraprasth] n a city established by
Arjun in Khandav forest along the bank of
Yamuna. It was the capital of Pandavs. It was

near modern Delhi, See ਦਿੱਲੀ. “Idraprasth me
krIsan ju rahe mas tab car.”—l<rrsan.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਬਧੂ [idrbadhu] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰ ਵਧੂ. “mattagy-
Sadan idrbadhu.”—ramav.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਮਤੀਂ [i‘dr mati] This word has appeared in
Ramavtar instead ofਇੰਦੁਮਤੀ. An ignorant scribe

has erroneously written ਇੰਦੁਮਤੀ in place of
ਇੰਦੁਮਤੀ by mistaking“ for_.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਲੋਕ [idrlok] n a paradise, also called

Amravati and lndrapuri. “idrlok SIVlOk-hI

jebo.”—dhana kabir.

ਇੱਦ੍ਰਵਜ੍ਹਾ [idrvajra] a poetic metre offour lines,

each line having four combinations as

SSl,SSI,l$I,SS;

Example:

anéd mule") jan gyan data

satrun sulé dhan dham trata.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਵ'ਧੂ [idrvadhu] n lndar’s wife Shachi or
Indrani. 2 a lady bug, or lady fly, an insect

with red velvety exterior, seen during the

rainy season.



ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾ
ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾ [idra] n Indrani, Shachi. 2 Lachhmi. See
ਇੰਦਿਰਾ. “sagar idra ar dhartev.”—bher kabir.
ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਇਨ [idraIn] See ਟ੍ਰਿਦਾਯਨ.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਸਣ [fdrasan] See ਇਂਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਯਣਿ [idrasanI] on Indar’s throne. 2 on
the royal throne. “gath Idr i’drasanI
bethe.”—japu. '

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਸਨ [fdrasan] the throne of Indar, king of
gods. ਰ੍

ਇਦ੍ਰਿਣੀਂ [idrani] n lndar’s queen Shachi.
ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਦਿ [idradI] adj Indar and other gods.
ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰਾਨੁਜ [idranuj] Skt n the younger brother
of indar, Vaman.

ਇੰਦਨੂਂਯਨ [fdrayan] Skt n bitter colocinth, L

Cucumis Colocynthis. 2 the creeper plant

bearing it is also named Indravaruni.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਯੁਧ [idrayudh] n Skt Indar’s weapon,
Vajar, thunderbolt or lightning.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰ’ਰਿ [fdrarI] n Indar’s enemy, Indarjit,

Mcghnad. “idrarI vir kupyo karal.”-ramav.

2 a dragon, demon, monster.

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਵਤੀ [idravati] n Indarpuri, Amravati (the

abode of the immortals)

ਇੰਦ੍ਰਿਯ [idrIy], ਇੰਦ੍ਹੀ [Idri] Skt ਫ੍ਯਿਧ n subtle
and gross parts of the body, recipient of

sensations of sound, touch, etc. 2 energy

through which the knowledge of external

objects is received by the mind; five organs

of action and five of perception; some have

included mind as the eleventh organ. “Idri

ekadas parkara.”—NP. “das fdri karI rakhe

vaSI.”—gau a m 5. See ਰਯਾਨ ਇੰਦ੍ਰਿਯ and ਕਰਮ
, ਇੰਦ੍ਰਿਜ਼ 3 a'generative organ; a copulative organ.

4 skin, the organ oftouch. “nenu naktu sravnu

raspatI idri kahIa na mana.”—maru kabir.

‘Eyes, nose, ear, tongue and skin disobeyed.’

ਇੰਦ੍ਹੀਜਿਤ [idrith] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਲ਼ਫ੍ਜ਼ਿਧਚਿਰ adjwho conquers
one’s own sense organs. “idrith péc dokh te

rahIt.”—su1<hmani.

ਬਿੰਦ੍ਰੋਣੀਂ ਇੰਦ੍ਰਾਣੀਂ [Idreni i‘drani] cpd the army
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ਇਨਾਯਤਖ਼ਾਨ

of Kashyap’s earthly kings. “i‘dreni idrani

adI bakhanke.”—sanama.

ਇੰਧ [i‘dh] Skt ਫ੍ਛਬ੍ vr to shine, burn, make a

conflagration, blaze.

ਇੰਧਣ [idhan], ਇੱਧਨ [I'dhan], ਇੰਧਮ [idham]

Skt ਫ੍ਜਧ੍ਯ and ਫ੍ਞਸ n firewood, fuel, See ਈਂਧਨ.

2 fuel used in a ritual, samIdha.

ਇਧਰ [Idhar] adv on this side, hither, in this

direction.

ਇਨ [Inlpron plural offEH. “In 510 pritI kari

ghaneri.”—asa m 5. 2 Ski ਫ੍ਜ਼ n the sun.

3 master, owner.

ਇਨਸ਼ਾ [Insa] A (5! n a writing, a script.
2 authorship, a composition.

ਇਨਸਾਂ [Insfi], ਇਨਸਾਨ [Insan] A w); n man.

ਇਨਸਾਫ [InsaphlA __;ਪਾਂ! n the act ofsplitting
into two halves. 2 sifting oftruth from untruth

' (falsehood); justice, equity.

ਇਨਰਿਰਾਫ‘ਫਿ਼ਘੀਸ਼ਪ੍ਰਿੰਸਿ਼ਇਿ …;ਮ੍ਹਾਂ'! the act ofturning
one’s face away; being disloyal. 2 disobeying,

acting defiantly.

ਇਨਕਾਰ [Inkar] A ੴ! n a refusal; denial;

disobeyance; non acceptance.

ਇੰਨਣ [Inan] See ਇੰਧਨ. “Inan jal tave no tave.”

-—BG.

ਇਨਫਿਰਾਗ਼ [IanraglA U}?! n leisure; holiday.

. Its root is ਫ਼ਰਾਗ਼ਤ.

ਇਨਬਿਸਾੜ [Iansat] A “,5, n happiness,
pleasure, joy. Its root is ਬਸਤ੍ (freedom).

ਇਨ ਬਿਧਿ [In bIth] adv thus, in this"way. '
2 by this method. “In bIth sagaru tarie.”
—ramav m 1. .

ਇਨਾ [Ina] adj this much, so much. 2 See ਇਨ੍ਹਾ.
ਇਨਾਇਤ [InaIt] See ਇਨਾਯਤ.

ਇਨਾਨ [man] A uvn a bridle; a rein. 2 a visible

object. 3 opposition, antagonism.

ਇਨਾਮ [Inam] A (b?! a reward.
ਝਿਨਾਯਤ [Inayat] A “V n a favoiir, kindness.

2 an attempt, endeavour. ~

ਇਨਾਯਤਖ਼ਾਨ [Inayatxan] a ruler of Rahon, after

 



 

 

ਇਨੀ

routing whom, Banda Bahadur occupied the

town.

ਇਨੀ [Ini] these, by or to these. “Ini hukamo
na butha jaI.”—saveyem 4. 2 these men, such

men. 3 this much.

ਬਿੰਨੂਂ [Inu] See 933$.

ਇਨੇਹਾ [Ineha], ਇਨੇਹੀ [Inehi] adv like this or

these, such as. “cadan bhagta jotI Inehi sarbe

parmal karma.”—t1'15g m 1.

ਇਨ੍ਹਾ [Inha] pron to these. 2 these (nominative)
ਇਫਜਾਲ [Iphjal] A dug! n kindness, grace,

favour, benevolence. Its root is ਫ਼ਜ਼ਲ.

ਇਫ਼ਤਰਾ [Iftara] A ਯੰ! n a censure, slander.

2 an accusation. 3 a blemish. 4 lie, falsehood.

“bed kateb Iphtara bhai, dIl ka phIkar na

jaI.”—tII§g kabir. ‘Veds and Quran are not

worth it, if mental tensions don’t disappear.’

ਇਫਤਰਾਕ [Iphtarak1A 01;}! n separation,

parting, departing, its root is ਫ਼ਰਕ.

ਇਫ਼ਰਾੜ [Ifrat] A 51/12 abundance, amplitude.

ਬਿਫ਼ਰੀਤ [Ifrit] A ਔਂ/ਕੈਫ਼ n a demon, giant. 2 adj

powerful, mighty.

ਇਫ਼ਲਾਸ [Iflas] A Just 11 poverty, penury,
indigence.

ਇਫ਼ਾਕ੍ਹ[][ਸ਼ਿ1<ਰ}1]/1 35;. See ਅਫਾਕਾ.

ਇਬ [Ib] adv now, at this time. “Ib ke rahe
jémanI nahI.”—vacjm 1 3121111315. ‘Seeds sown

do not germinate.’

ਇ'ਬ ਤਥ [Ib tab] See ਅਬ ਤਬ. “Ib tab phIrI
pachtai.”—o§kar.
ਇਬਤਿਦਾ [Ithda] A !ਭੰ‘ਦੂ'ਥੂ! n a beginning, an
outset, start, etc. 2 creation, genesis.

ਇਬਨਫਿ਼ਠਿਗ਼ਾਇਿ ਹਿ:! son.
ਇਸ਼ਰਤ [Ibrat]A ਭੰ/ਟੂ )1 getting a lesson (derived
from experience).

ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ [Ibrahim] A (3141‘ He Abraham adj
founder of a tribe, head of a clan. 2 n

According to the Bible and the Quran, he was

a prophet sent by God in the eleventh

generation of Noah, and son of Aazar. His
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first wife Sarah was childless. Abraham then

married a slave girl Hagar who gave birth to

a son Ismail. After some time Sarah also gave

birth to a son; then both women, each having a
son, began to quarrel. On Sarah’s instigation

Abraham expelled Hagar and her son Ismail,

See ਜ਼ਮ ਜ਼ਮ.

Jews and Christians trace their origin to

ls-haq; and lsmail’s descendants are the

Quraish dynasty in which prophet Muhammad

was born.

The ceremony of (circumcision) was

introduced by Abraham. No religious book

mentions its existence before him. Jews and

Muslims considering this as God’s order given

through Abraham, accept and practise it. In

ancient times, Christians also used to practise

circumcision. Christ himselfwas circumcised.

Even now Christians in Asbyssinia practise it.

When Abraham got his own circumcision

done and preached it among his own people,

he was 99 years old. The Quran defines

Abraham as God’s friend. His total age was

175 years. His grave at Hebron in Palestine

is a place of pilgrimmage.

A verse from Kabir’s composition reads:
“sakatI saneh karI sOnatI karie, me no

badauga bhai!”' This refers to a story which

although nowhere mentioned in the Bible or

the Quran, has its roots in a legend that Sarah ‘

made Abraham promise on pain of strict

punishment to have no sexual contact with

Hagar. But he was found to have had

intercourse with Hagar once. Sarah however

reduced the punishment out of love for her

husband. Instead of severing his point of

contact with the other. woman, made him

circumcise his organ of contact and to trim

his moustaches, and also made him expel
 

'asa kabir.

 



ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮਲ਼ੋਂਦੀ'
Hagar and her son from the house. 3 a" son of
Prophet Muhammad born to the slave girl
Mary, but he died at the age oftwo. 4 a king
of Balakh famous as Abraham, the rogue. He

later abdicated the throne and became an

accomplished divine scholar. 5 See ਬਹਮੀਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ ਲੋਦੀ [Ibrahim lodi] 5,)(314; son of

Sikandar Lodi who became emperor of India in

1517 AD. He was killed in a 'battle against
Babur on 20 April 1526 (Sammat 1583) and

the Mughal dynasty came to rule India.

ਇਬਰਾਨੀ [Ibrani] A [),/ਟੂ n Hebrew, an ancient
tongue of Palestine. 2 a Jew.

ਇਬਲੀਸ [Iblis] A «FE! adj bereft of God’s
blessing. 2 n the Devil. See ਸ਼ੈਤਾਨ.
ਇਬਲੀਸੀ [Iblisi] adj Satanic, See ਇਬਲੀਸ.
ਇਬਡ਼ੇ [ਗ਼ੁਠਿਤ੍ਵ‘0] so large. “Ibro ਰੁਕੋ}… peto.”—ba”no.

ਇਬਾਦਤ [Ibadat] A cut! n a prayer, worshipf
“na kiti Ibadat na rakkha Iman.”—nasihat.

ਇਬਾਰਤ [Ibarat] A g/lf n syntax in grammar.
ਇਤ [Ibh] Skt n an elephant. 2 a family,
household. ,

ਇੰਭ [:ਯਿਪੰ Skt ਦ੍ਰਾਞਾਬ੍ਮਿ to gather, collect, grab.

ਇਤੀ [Ibhi] Skt n a female elephant. 2 SkthEGf _
adj who owns or keeps elephants. 3 n a king.
4 a keeper and driver of an e1ephant.5 an army

ofelephants according to Sastarnammala. See

ਅੰਗਂ 453.
ਇੰਭੀ [fbhi] See ਇਭੀ.
ਇਮ [Im] adv ਏਵੰ, thus, in or by this manner.

2 P (Ipron a form ਘੰਈਂ as in ਇਮਸ਼ਬ, ਇਮਰੋਜ਼
(tonight, today) etc.

famhmsablP Jitonight.
ਇ'ਮਕਾਨ [Imkan] A Ub”! 11 a possibility,
probability.

ਇਮਤਹਾਨ [Imtahan], ਇਮਤਿਹਾਨ [ImtIhan] A

gt?! n an-examination, test.

ਇਮਤਿਯਾਜ਼ [ImtIyazlA ਸੂਲ਼ੀ?! distinguishing on
the basis of quality; distinction.

fE'H'E‘ElImdadlA …,! nhelp,aid,assistance,
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support.

ਇਮਰੋਜ਼ [Imroz] P ੭,/! this day, today.
ਇਮਲਾ [Imla] A “,! a mode of writing,
orthography.

ਇਮਲੀ [Imli] See ਅਮਲੀ.

ਇਮਾਂ [Iméi], ਇਮਾਨ [Iman] See ਈਮਾਨ. “amikul

Iméi he.”—japu. ‘is of deep faith."

ਇਮਾਮ [Imam] A (L! n a religious teacher.
“h’idu turak kou raphji Imam saphi.”-—akal.

See ਗਿਜ੍ਯਜ੍ਯਾਫੀ.-ਗੰ<ਗੰ. 2 a king. 3 a religious
leader. 4 central bead of a rosary. “meru Imam

ralaIke ram rahim na naO ganaya.”—BG.

5 (also) a religious scripture. See Quran, surat

11, aiyat 20.

ਇਮਾਮਸਾਫ਼ੀਜਿ਼ਧਾਪਿੱਸ਼ 58}੭}ਪਂ]/)ਠੰਰ੍ਢੂੰ (L! nthe chief
religious leader of the Sunni sect of Islam.

See ਸੁੱਨੀ. 21mam Shafi, a disciple ofthe chief

religious head of Sunni Muslims, Le. a Sunni

Musalman. “hfdu turak kou raphji Imam

saphi.”—aka1. ‘One is a Shia and the other is
a Sunni.’

ਇਮਾਮ ਬਖ਼ਸ਼ [Imam baxas] an officer of the
imperial’army who was killed by Bhai Jagta

during the battle of Hargobindpur.

ਇਮਾਮ ਬਾੜਾ [I'mam bara] P ਮਾਂ„ (’1! n a burial
ground where models of Hussain tomb are.

carried in procession and buried during

Muhharam; a compound for such a burial'

which is a copy ofthe original at Karbala, See

ਕਰਬਲਾ. ‘
W [Imama]A „‘ੴ aturban. 2 a steel helmet.

n construction. 2 a

splendid house. 3A =>… opulence, affluence.

ਇਮਾਲਹ [Imalah], ਇਮਾਲਾ [Imala] A n the’idea

ofbeing inclined towards. 2 phonetic gradation

as from hIsab to haseb or kItab to kateb.

ਲ਼ੀ ਇਮਿ [ImI] See ਇਮ. *

ਇਮੀ [Imi] short form offE'H ਹੀਂ; this only, in
 

; 'In India the Imambara at Lucknow is the largest and

the most imposing.

  

 



  

 

 

ਇਯੰ

this way, See ਇਮ.

ਇਯੰ [Iyé] Skt ਫ੍ਧਸ੍ pron this, it.
ਇਰਸ਼ਾਦ [Irsad] A .,ਠਿ! n walking on the correct
path, making someone walk straight. 2 order,

command.

ਇਰਸਾਲ [Irsal] A din! sending, despatching.
, ਇਰਖਾ [Irkha] See ੲੀਰਖਾ.
ਇਰਣ [Iran] See ੲੀਰਣ.

ਇਰਣੀ [Imi] adjwho motivates, impels, incites.
“namo pokhni sokhni sarab Irni.”——c§di 2.

2 of the earth, earthly.

ਇਰਤਬਾ'ਤ੍ਵ [Iratbat]A Ll;A n a attachment, relation,

adhesion; its root is ਰਬੜ meaning to tie.

ਇਰਮ [Iram] A (A a garden which was set up
by the order of king Shaddad of Syria, on the

model of the garden of Eden or paradise.

ਇਰ੍ਵਮਨ [Irman] P ਘੁੱਮ੍ਰ! n Armenia, a country
surrounded by Iran, Rome and Frank (now

between the Caspian and the Black Seas).

ਇਰਮੇਨੀ [Irmani] adermenian. “Irmani rumi
jégi dusman dara.”—BG. See ਰੂਮੀ ਜੰਗੀ. .
ਇਰਾ [Ira] Skt n the earth.,21.a river, stream.
3 mother of Vrihaspati. 4 wine. 5 speech.

6 happiness, pleasure.

ਇਰਾਕ਼ [Irak] A ‘31; n a river bank, slushy land,

alluvial soil. 2 a part of Iran, east ofKhurasan.
3 a country between Persia and Arabia,

Mesopotamia with Baghdad and Basra as its

principal cities. It is known as lraqe-Arab.

4 a compound, courtyard. 5 a garden. 6 See

ਅਰਾਕ. ‘

ਇਰਾਕ਼ੀ [Iraki] 5,, adj pertaining to Iraq. 2 n

a horse from Iraq. 3 xa a pony. 4 a horse from

'any country.

ਇਰਾਦਾ [Irada] A „… n a resolve sudden
thought. “jég Irada kin.”—GPS. 2 a desire.

‘ 3 faith, trust.

ਇਰਾਵਤੀ [Iravati] Airavati. See ਰਾਵੀ.
ਇਰਾਵਾਨ [Iravan] Skt )1 containing water (ਇਰਾ);

a sea. 2 son ofArjun born to the daughter of

3|| ਇਲਾ

Airavat Nag.

ਇਰੰਡ [Iréd] See ਏਂਰੰ'ਡ. castor plant and its fruit.
“turn cédan ham Iréd bapure.”—asa ravidas.
ਇਲ [II] n a kite; a bird of the hawk family.

866 ਹਿੱਲ. “thhe (ਪਿਖਿ mIrat k0 Il bahIthi

aI.”—var gau 2, m 5. 2 Skt ਫ੍ਕ੍ਘਾ to go, send,

sleep, throw, spread.

fEWHlIlhamlA (lg‘! narevelation;adivinely

inspired idea.

ਇਲਜ਼ਾਮ [Ilzam] A (t)! n blame, stigma. 2 an

accusation, indictment.

ਇਲਤ [Ilat] n a mental discomfort, itch.
2 volatility, playfulness. 3 a mischief, prank.

4 ਭੰਹੂਂਟੂ a cause, reason. 5 a disease.

ਇਲਤਿ [IlatI] adj prankish, frolicsome. “IlatI
ka nau caudhri.”—var mala m 2. 2 See ਇਲਤ

4. in Sikh scripture such Arabic/Persian words

take vowel symbol as in ਕੁਦਰਤਿ, ਰਹਿਮਤਿ, etc.

ਇਲਤਿਜਾ [Iltha] A ਯੂੰ! n a request, supplication.
2 protection.

ਇਲਤਿਮਾਜ [IltImas] A Jug! n a request,
entreaty, supplication. 2 a search, quest.

3 inclination, desire.

ਇਲਮ [Ilam] A f“ n knowledge, science, learning,

study.See shades of meaning under ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ.

ਇਲ ਮਲਾਲੀ [II malali] See ਇਲ and ਮਲਾਸੀ. “Il
malali gIdar chara.”—BG. omens like a kite,

snarling, howling ofjackals, whirl wind, dust-

storm.

ਇਲਮਾਸ [Ilmas] a diamond, thunderbolt. See

ਅਲਸਾਸ. “|<ਰ1<:|}1‘੭| marhe Ilmas jari.”—sanh.

ਇਲਸ੍ਯਜੋ [Ilmani] 3% n a class ofswords made

in Yemen. “Ilmaniru halabbi macrabI kIrac

janubi jati.”-GPS. ਇਲਮਾਨੀ ਅਰੁ and ਹਲੱਬੀ.
ਇਲਵਿਲਾ [IIVIla] n wife of the sage Visharva

and mother of Kuber, and daughter of

Trinvind.

ਇਲਾ [Ila] Skt n Parvati, Durga. 2 a cow. 3 the
earth. 4 Sarasvati. 5 one of the daughters of

King Ikshak. 6 a shrewd woman. 7 vr to

 



ਇਲਾਇਚੀ

indulge in erotic pleasure.

"ਇਲਾਇਚੀ [IlaIci] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀ.
ਇਲਾਹ [Ilah] ਪੂ! adj worthy of worship. 2 n

supreme Lord, God, Allah. “e Ilah! t2 ih kas
kina.”—carItr 277. _

ਇਲਾਹੀ [Ilahi]A U?! adjrelated to Allah? godly,
divine. “gurmukhI pai dat Ilahi.”iBG.
ਇਲਾਕੁ [Ilak] Jug light, glitter, shine.

ਇਲਾਕਾ [Ilaka] A jug n a connection, link,
relation. 2 a province, territory. 3 a state.

ਇਲਾਚੀ [:18੮1] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀ.

ਇਲਾਜ [Ilaj] A age n an effort, a measure.

2 means to recover from a disease. 3 a device,

plan.

ਇਲਾਬ੍ਰਤ [Ilabrat] See ਇਲਾਵਰਤ.

fEWHlIlam1A (M a certificate, a commendation
card, a letter of recommendation. 2 a written

note, permit. “tab kaji lIkhdin Ilam.”—-GPS.

“t5 56 lar kaji pahI gai, ls Ilam pyadan 55g

ai.”—carItr 334.

ਇਲਾਮਤ [Ilamat] See ਅਲਾਮਤ. _

ਇਲਾਯਚੀ [Ilayci] SthaT n cardamom, L Alpinia
Cardamomum. According to physicians, its

effect is dry-hot; it refreshes the heart and

brain, increases appetite; removes foul smell

from the mouth and cleanses the throat. It

cures the diseases of kidney and urinary

bladder; and stops vomiting. "

ਇਲਾਯਚੀ ਦਾਣਾ [Ilayci dana] n seeds of
cardamom, rolled in sugar syrup or sugar-

coated. People in Amritsar take it to their

homes as consecrated food; it is also called a

makhana. (a kind of sweet drop) See ਮਖਾਣਾ.

ਇਲਾਵਰਤ [:[1ਨ੍ਯ9੮8੮]^5ਲ਼ੀ/(ਲ਼ਫ੍ਗਥਜ਼ੰ or ਫ੍ਜ਼ਾਬ੍ਰੂਰ n

according to Bhagvat, a region ofJambudvip,

(one of the seven regions of the world

including India) which is west of Malyavan

.mountian, east of Gandhamadean, south of

Nilgiri and north of Nishid mountain.

ਇਲਾਵਾ [Ilava] See ਅਲਾਵਾ.
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ਇਲਾਵ੍ਰਿਤ [IlavrIt] See ਇਲਾਵਰਤ.
ਇੱਲ [Ill] See ਇਲ and ਦਿੱਲ.
ਇੱਲਤੀ [Illati] See ਇਲਤਿ l.
ਇੱਲਾ [Illa] A1]! part but.

ਇਲ੍ਲ [Ilvall Skt n a demon, son of Vipracit

born to Sihinka. His story as given in

Ramayan and Mahabharat is thus: He

changed his brother Vatapi into a ram and

used to serve its cooked flesh to Brahmans,

later he would call Vatapi who would tear

the Brahman’s body and re-emergekilling the

eater in the process. Once when sage Agast

was so served, he digested Vatapi who could

not come out at Ilval’5 call.

ਇਵ [Iv], ਇੰਞ [iv] Skt ਫ੍ਕ੍ਘਾ to be satisfied and
contented; to please. 2 advthus, like this, in

this manner. “jo IV bujhe su sahajI samana.”

—prabha kabir. thus. 3 now. “Iv chute phIrI

phas na paI.”—o§kar. 4 Skt ਫ੍ਥ part equal.
5 surely, certainly. 6 as if.

ਇਵ ਹੀ [Iv hi] only in this way, thus alone. See

ਇਵ. “bIkhai dIn ran IV hi gudare.”—sar m
5. ‘spends day and night uselessly.’

_ ਇਵਜ਼ [Ivaj] A7 jg n a change, an exchange,

replacement.

faé—“lIx/éladv thus, in this manner.
ਇਵੇਹਾ [Iveha] adv like this, resembling this,

in this way. “phIt Iveha jiVIa thu khaI

vadhaIa pet.”—var suhi m 1.

ਇੜਾ [Ira] Skt ਫ੍ਗ਼ a vein recognized in .Yog

which originating from the left nostril and

passing along the left side ofthe spine, reaches

the brain. Through this vein yogins practise

regulated and controlled respiration. It is also

called lunar vein because its god is the moon.

“Ira pigla sukhman b5de.”—gau kabir. 2 a

cow. 3 the earth. 4 a praise. 5 goddess Durga.

“I’m mrI’ra bhima jagdhatri.”—saloh.

6 mother of Pururava, mentioned as wife of

Budh ahd daughterofVaivasvat Mann. 7 step-



 

 

 

ੲੀ

mother of Krishan and one of the wives of

Vasudev.

ੲੀ [1] Skt'sfvr to go, expand, desire, eat, throw,
send, prompt. 2 suf ਈ 1ਂ5 added to adjectives

to form nouns like ਸੁਰਖੀ from ਸੁਰਖ਼, ਸਿਜਾਹੀ from

ਸਬਾਹ etc. 'It is also used to form words of

feminine gender like ਘੋਡ਼ੀ from ਘੋੜਾ, ਸੋਟੀਜੇੰ0ਧ1

ਸੋਟਾੳਫਿ਼. 3 n Lachhmi. 4 Sarasvati. “ਛੁਪੀ parbati
ma i.”—japu. ‘Guru is Durga, Lachhmi (ਮਾ) and

Sarasvati (ੲੀ).’ 5 pron this. 6 part a

confirmatory word. “karam dharam sagla i

khove.”—dhana m 5. 7 it also indicates the

second case as in “sxkhi ate ségti parbraham
karI namaskarIa.”—ram var 3. ‘lndividual

Sikhsxand eongregations bowed to you for

being tra‘nscendent God.’ 8 See ੲੀ“-
ਈਂ [ਰੁ] sufmeaning plural subjective case; by

from, with etc. “mofi run jhun laIa.”——vacj m

1. ‘Peacocks dance and sing.’ “gafi hau
sohaganI bhene.”—asa pattim 1. ‘apparently

happy in wedlock.’ 2 P ਪਂ,“ pron this.

ੲੀਸ [is] Skt ਈਸ਼ n master, husband, owner.

2 God, master of the world. “tau gun is baran
nahi sakau.”—nat a m 4. 3 a king. 4 Rudar,

Shiv. 5 Vishnu. “is mahesaru dev tInhi ਗੌਹ

119 paIa.”—var mala m 1.6 Skt ਟੁੰਥੂਧ੍ vr to have-
authority, have power. 7 Skt ਰੂੰਧ੍ਰਘਾ to kill, go,

see, pick. 8 Dg a furrow.

ਈਸਟ ਇੰਡੀਆ ਕੰਪਨੀ [15ਗਿ੍ fdia képni] Many

companies bearing this name have been active

in South Asia, ofwhich the British and French

companies are well known.

The first French company was formed in

1604 AD and the British East Company was

established on 31 December 1600 with a
capital of £ 72,000 authorised to trade with

India, China and other eastern countries.

Captain Hippon opened its first office in India

in 1610-11.
After getting emperor Jahangir’s approval
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in 1612 for increased business, a factory was

set up in‘ 1613. Then in 1634, orders from

Shahjahan to open two workshops in Bengal

were procured. In 1668 the company got

Bombay from Charles 11 which the king had

received from Portugal as a part of dowry.

During the reign ofJames II, in 1690 admiral

Nicholson was called by the company with a

fleet of 12 warships, 200 guns and 600

soldiers to protect its territorial and other

interests. Gradually the company increased

its military strength. It purchased Calcutta and

several other towns in 1698 and established

Fort William. In 1757 Clive defeated

Bengal’s Subedar Nawab Sirajudaula and

occupied a large part of his kingdom. ln this

way the British also extended their hegemony

to other parts of the country. In 1772, the

British Parliament decided to exercise its

control on the company’s political activities.

At last in 1858 the company handed over the

rule of India to Queen Victoria of England

and in 1877 the Queen of England assumed

the title of Empress of India.

ਈਸਫਜਈ [isphajai] See ਈਂਸਬਜਈ.
ਈਂਸਬਗੋਂਲ [isabgol] P ਲ਼ੀਭੰਵ੍ਯ n a drug fleawort,
Plantago ovata or ispagula, which has leaves

like the ears of a horse (asap). Its effectris

moist, cold and it is used in several medicines.

lt-cures dysentery and softens intestines. lts

Arabic name is “13,2 and Latin name is

Plantango isphagula.

ੲੀਸਬਜਈ [isbajai] a Pathan tribe. “isbajai bado
dal e1<.”—GPS. ੲੀਸਾਜ਼ੲੀ is a different tribe.

ਈਸ਼ਰ [isar] or ੲੀਸਰੁ [isaro] Skt ਈਸ੍ਵਰ n possessor
of supermacy and glory, God. 2 Shiv. “isaru '

brahma sevde 5w tInhi na lahia.”—var guj 1

m 3. 3 a particular yogi who preached Gorakh

Nath’s cult. “bole isaru satI samp.”—var ram

1 m 1. 4 a king. “baron abaran réku nahi

ੲੀਸਰ



ਈਂਸਰਸਿੰਘ

isaru.”—bIIa ravidas. 5 master, owner. 6 one

who has power and glory.

ਈਸ਼ਰ ਸਿੰਘ [isar sigh] See ਖ਼ਗ਼ਾਢ਼ਾਖੁਰ. 2 a resident
of Sihen village in Bangar region and a

prominent member of Nishanwali Misl. He

rendered great service to the Sikh Panth. He

' received seven wounds during the great

Holocaust. Akali Phula Singh was his son.

See ਫੂਲਾ ਸਿੰਘ.
ੲੀਸਰਾਜਤ੍ਰ [israstra] adj ੲੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ-ਅਸਤ੍ਵ weapon of

the great master. “krIsan ballabha pratham
kahI israstra kahI §t.”—sanama. ‘Krishan’s

darling Yamuna, its master Varun and his

weapon, the noose.’

ੲੀਸਰੁ [isaru] See ੲੀਸਰ. 2 Godship, lordship.

ਈਸਵੀ [isvi] A (5,.» adj related to Christ;
Christian era as in “isvi sari.”

ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ [isvi 5311] n year commencing from

the birth of Christ, Christian calendar which

commences from Bikrami Sammat 57.' In

English books the year numeral is followed by

AD, abbreviation ofAnn. (year) Domini (ofour

lord), while dates preceding the birth'ofChrist

are marked with the suffix BC (before Christ)

ਈਸੜੂ [15ਨੂ੫] a village in Samrala tehsil of
Ludhiana district. For merly in Nabha state,

it has a gurdwara dedicated to Guru

Hargobind, the sixth Sikh Guru.

ਈਸਾ [isa] '5: Jesus was the son ofYusaf(Joseph),
a carpenter of Palestine.2

According to the Bible, the angel Gabriel

came to Virgin Mary and told her that she

would become pregnant and would give birth

to a preacher of religion in Bethlehem.3

'ln fact in fixing the Christian Calendar a mistake offour
 

years and 6 days has been made but this correction has

not been inserted to avoid confusion. The use of this

Calendar started in 532 AD.

zSee Swinton’s outlines 0fthe World History p. 189.

3This city is 5 miles south ofJerusalem in Palestine.
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ਈਸਾ
Accordingly, Christ was born in 57 Bikrami.

Among the Christians, he is known as the son

of God. According to the Quran, at the time

of his birth, people of the tribe asked Mary

how she a virgin gave birth to a child in

Bathlehem. Mary pointed to the infant and

told them that they could ask the child itself.

At this the child asserted his coming from God

and removed people’s suspicion (See Quran,

ਸੂਰਤ ਮਰਿਯਮ (lines 27-3 l ).

According to the Jews, Christ underwent

circumcision and received baptism from John.

He started preaching at the age of 30 and

made many disciples of whom twelve are

regarded as his primary followers. He roamed

about in many cities and villages preaching

the new religion and showing miracles, but

because his teachings were contrary to the

current usage and rituals, opposition to him

grew among the Jews who, especially the

chief priest of Jerusalem, became hostile

towards him. Finding him an impediment to

his own position, he became Christ’s chief

enemy and alleged that Jesus called himself

the son of God and spread unrest among the

people. So Jesus was dragged to the 'court of

the Pilate. Knowing full well that Jesus Was

innocent, the Pilate sentenced him to be

produced before king Herod who ordered

Jesus to be put on the Cross. Accordingly,

Jesus was nailed in hands and feet to the Cross

(1')and was thus killed. The grave ofthis great

soul is in Jerusalem. He was hardly 33 years

old at the time ofhis death.

The Bible also tells that Lord Christ

became alive after death; his body

disappeared from the grave and he was seen

by several persons after that.

The symbol ofthe cross hung in Churches

and worn by the devout around their neck,  



 

 

ੲੀਸਯੀ

signifies the above incidents. Christians believe

that Christ by sacrificing himselfwashed away

the sins ofhis believers and that all who believe

in him shall be blessed. 2 See ੲੀਸ. 3 Skt‘éiET
Durga. 4 wife of one’s master. 5 power,

strength. 6 long shaft of a plough.

7 spokes of a wheel.

ਈਸਾਈ [isai] P LEV! adj relating to Jesus. 2 n a
follower ofthe Christian religion; 21 Christian.

ਈਸਾ ਖ਼ਾਨ [isa xan] a chief of Manjh tribe who

for a time was subedar ofDoaba. He inflicted .

severe atroéities upon the Sikhs and killed

Kapur Singh Bairar. See ਕਪੂਰਾ.
ੲੀਸਾਖ਼ੇਲ [isaxel] a branch of Usman Khail
Pathans. 2 several other Pathan sub-castes are

included in it.

ੲੀਸਾਨ [isan] Skt ਈਸ਼ਾਨ. “‘ਠੋਮਿੰਢ਼; Rudar. 2 north

east. 3 master,

ਈਸ਼ਿਨੀ [isIni] See ਏਸਨਿ 2. .

ਈਸੁ [isu], ੲੀਸੁਰ [150੮]ੲੀਸੁਰੁ [isuru] See ੲੀਸਰ.

2 who has a fortune; wealthy. 3 a king. “rék

nahi isuru.”—bIIa ravidas.

ਈਸੇ [ise] to God. 2 on or over God. “balI balI

jai prabhu apne ise.”—maru solhe m 5. 3 of

God. “nahI nan dise bInU bhajan ise chodI

maIa calIa.”—j€t Chét m 5.

ਈਸ੍ਰ [isr] See ਈਸ਼ਰ.
ਈਸ੍ਰਣਿ [isranI], ੲੀਸ੍ਰਣੀ [15ਫ਼ਾਂ8ਸੁ1]‘ਈਸ੍ਰਨੀ [israni] n

an army of a god; a king’s army.—sanama.

ਈਸ਼੍ਵਰ [isvar] See ੲੀਸਰ. ‘
ਈਹ [ih] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਛੰਡ੍ਘਾ to tiy; to exert oneself; to desire.

ਈਂਹਮਘਿਰਗ਼ਖ਼ਾ (7 ufl thistoo, also this.
ਈਹਾ [iha] n a desire. “prabhu darsan ki man
mahfi iha.”—GPS. 2 a movement; an effort.

3 an attempt. 4 advhere. See 8121*.“iha khatI

calhu harI laha.”-sohIIa.

ਈਹਾਂ [iha] adv here, at this place. 2 in this

world. “ਜਿਏੰ sukh age gatI pai.”—asa m 5.
ਈਹਾਂ ਊਹਾਂ [iha uhfi] here and there. 2 in this as
also in the next world. “ਜਿਏੰ ਘੀਬੋ sada suheli.”
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-—gau m 5.

ਈਕ [ik] adj one; indivisible. “varat-hI sabh

mahI ik.”—prabha m 4.

ਈਕਤੇ [ikre] Dcn advthis side, in this direction,

hither.

ਈਕ [iks] Skt ਰੂੰਟੌਬ੍ vr to see, wait.
ਈਕਕ [iksak] Skt adj a seer, an observer,

onlooker.

ੲੀਕਣ [iksan] Skt n a glimpse; darsan. 2 an idea;

a survey. 3 an eye.

ਈਂਖ [ikh] See ਇੱਖ. “sabad rate mithe ras ikh.”

—gaum 1. 2 See" ੲੀਕ- 3 Skt ਟੁੰਣ੍ਕ੍ vr to go.
ੲੀਖਣਾ[11<}11_18]^5'/(!ਏਸਣਾ,1 a desire; an inclination.

2 a search, an exploration.

ੲੀਖਤ [ikhat], ਈਂਖਦ [ikhad] Skt ਈਸਤ੍ adj little,

some, meagre. “nahI sudh ikhad rahi

sarira.”—NP.

ੲੀਖਨ [ikhan] eyes, See ਈਦ੍ਰਣ. “pIkhe sighr hi
sukh lahf ikhan.”—GPS. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਟੈੱੲੀਸਣਕੈਧੀ/ soon,

quickly.

ੲੀਖਨਾ [ikhna] See ੲੀਖਣਾ.
ੲੀ'ਗਰ [igar], ਈਂਗੁਰ [igur] Skt ਫ਼ਿਛਹੂਜ Cinnabar,
mercuric sulphide. It is a mineral and is

mainly imported from China. Bright red in

colour, women use it for making mark on the

forehead for beautifying themselves. “igar ki

bfduri ju bIraje.”—I<rIsan. It is also used in

several medicines; its effect is warm and dry.

L Sulphunatum Hydrargyrium.

ੲੀਘਾਂ [igha'i], ੲੀਘੇ [ighe], ੲੀ‘ਘੇ ['ighe], ੲੀਘੇ [ighe],

ਈਂਘੇ fighe] Bg adv8‘i(this)ul* (direction), here,

hither, this side, in this direction. 2 in this

world. .

ੲੀਘੇ ਊਘੇ [ighe ughe], ਈਂਘੇ ਉੱਘੇ fighe fighe] here
and there, hither and thither. “ighe nIrgun

ughs sargun kel karat bICI suami mera.”-—bIIa

m 5. 2 in this world and in the next.

ੲੀਚਿਨੀ[1€]:11ਤੋ਼],ੲੀ'ਚੁਨੀ[ਲ਼ੀ1੮}10ਸ਼ੀ]/) ਪਾਂਨੂੰਤ੍ਵਗ੍ਰੀ advlike

this, thus. “mam iCIni ahval.”—tII€ig m 1.

ਈਛਨ [ichan] eyes. See ੲੀਕਣ. “pochat ichan



ੲੀਜਾ

svacchanan chabI.”—NP.

ੲੀਜਾ [ija] A m n a torture; an affliction;
excruciation.

ੲੀਜ'ਧਾਦ [ijad] A ਪ੍ਰਿ.! n a discovery, new
suggestion.

ਈਟ [it], ੲੀ'ਟ [1੮],ੲੀਟਿਕਾ [itIka] Skt ਇਸ੍ਵਕਾ n a
brick. “mat kou mare 1t dhem.’’-basa't kabir.

ੲੀਟੀ [iti] S ੲੀ'ਟੀ n a piece of wood about five
or six inches long and one and half to two
inches thick at the centre and tapered at both
ends.It is tied to each end of a cord wrapped
around the churning stick to make a grip while
milk is churned to produce butter. “Ihu menu
iti hathI kar-hu phun netrau nid na ave.”—suh1'
m‘I. ‘Make this mind the tapered stick ofa
churning cord so that eyes will not feel
sleepy.’

ਈਠ [1ਠੁ11],ੲੀਠਾ [1ਣ੍118]^5`/੦2ਇਸ੍ਵ adjdesired, loved,
See ਇਸਟ. “ith mit kou sakha nahI.”—basé’t a
m 5. ‘No one is a friend or companion in
need.’ 2 dear, darling. “sunhI narI nar laghi‘
ithe.”——NP.

ੲੀਡ੍ [id] Skt vr to praise, admire.
ੲੀਡਕ [idak] Dg n a cattle-drum, war-drum.
ਈਡੁਰੀ [iduri] n the lower part of a leg; calf;
shank. 2 kind ofa cushion; a loop placed on
the head while carrying a water pitcher etc.
See ਈਨੁ.
ਈਤ [it] advhither, on this side.2m this world.
“nam el< adhar bhagta it age tek.”—gujm 5.
3 See ੲੀਤਿ.
ਈਤ ਊੰਤ [it ut], ੲੀਤਹਿ ਊਤਰਿ [it-hI ut-hI] adv
here and there. hither and thither. 2 in this
and the next world. “it ut nah”: bichure.”
—dhana m 5 “it-hI ut-hI ghatI ghatI.”—asa
m 5.

ਈਤਿ [itI], ਈਤੀ[111]^5’/ਸ਼ਿਵੀੰਰੇ_27 factors destructive
or damaging to crops. Scholars have
mentioned six or seven such factors:
(a) too much rain;
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(b) no rain;

(c) excess of rats;

(d) too many insects, birds like parrots;
(e) hailstorm;

(f) passage ofenemy army through the fields;
and

(g) diseases of plants like microbic attack of
tela and wheat rust. “sapat itI k0 bhitI na
pava.”—NP. 2 a quarrel, fracas. 3 an

~ infectious diseases like cholera, plague. etc.
ਈਦ [id] A g n a festive occasion; festival.
Important Muslim festivals are:

(1) id 01 fItrMg a festival of breaking
fast. At the end of fasts during the month of
Ram-zan, this is done on seeing the new moon.

(2) Idulazha ਟੂਟੂ UM? a festival of sacrifice
celebrated on the tenth of the month of zeal
thjah, when an animal must be sacrificed. One
part of it is sent to relatives, the second part is
distributed among the poor and the third part
is kept by the ritualists for their own use. The
sacrifice ofa cow is called bakrah id. In Arabic
bakrah means a cow. This Eid is called id-ul-
kabir (the greater eid) “jake idI bakridI kul
gau re badh kar-hI.”-—ma]a ravidas.

(3) sabe barat _»,ਇਿ .,..ਟੈ Prophet
Muhammad’s. order is that on the fifteenth
night of the month of shaban, Musalmans
should not sleep but fast and read fifty
passages of Qilran. During this night, God
enters in his register their actions ofthe year.
Now a-days people, contrary to the Prophet’s
orders, hold fire works ar. :! lavishly spend 0n
food and drinks on this occasion.

‘ (4) naroz j“; new day, is a week long
festival among the Muslim. '

(5) The last caharsébah ,ਡੂੰਫ਼ੈ At? (53! falls
on the last Wednesday of the month of safer,
andIS celebrated in commemoration of the
'Parsi naroz is different from this.
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day on which prophet Muhammad had a bath

after recovering from illness.

_ (6) lelturr GaIb 412A}? The night of

completing duty falls on the night ofthe first

Friday of the month of rajab. It constitutes
fasting and prayers.

(7) malud „!,/(1੩੮. newborn chi1d)fa11ing

on the 12‘h 0f rabi-ul-avval is prophet
Muhammad’s birthday.

ਈਦਗਾਹ [idgah] P ,g’g n a place for gathering
and performing prayer on the Bid day.

ੲੀਢਿ [idI] on the day of Bid. See ਈਦ 2.

ਈਦ੍ਰਿਸ [idrIs], ੲੀਦ੍ਰਿਕ [idrIk] Skt ਟੁੰਵੂਸ੍ਯ, ਵੁੱਟ੍ਰਲ੍ਸ੍ਰਾ adv

looking like this, resembling this. 2 of this

kind or shape.

ੲੀਧਣ [idhan], ੲੀਧਣੁ [idhanu], ਈਂਧਨ ['idhan] See

ਇੰਧਨ. “idhanu kitomu ghana.”—-var jet.
“idhanu athk sakelie bhai, pavaku récak
paI.”—sor a m 1.

ੲੀਧਨ ਤੇ ਬੇਸੰਤਰੁ [idhan te besétaru] In a hymn in
Ramkali Rag, Gurti Arjan Dev writes:

(1) idhan te beséteru bhage.

(2) mati kaU jalu dahdIs flags.

(3) uparI caran tale akasu.

(4) ghatI mahI ਸ਼ੀਸ਼ੀ… kio pargasu...;

(5) prathme makhanu pachs dudhu.

(6) melu kino sabunu sudhu.

(7) bhe te nIrbhaU darta phIre.

(8) hodi kau anhodi hIre.

(9) dehi gupat bIdehi (1158...-

(10) thaganhar anthagda thage.

(11) bIn vakhar phIrI phIrI uthI lags.

-—ram m 5.

It means:

(1) Desire for enjoyment runs away from

the means available.

(2) A compassionate mind at peace with

itself completely forsakes the habit of
laziness.

(3) Feeling to serve has risen high and

, ੲੀਮਾਂ

pride has gone down.

(4) An ocean of virtue has settled in the

heart.

(5) Urge for erudition has preceded

bookish knowledge.

(6) Lowly and inconsequential persons

have purified thelreforming pandits.

(7) The one who used to flee in fear has

now become fearless.

(8) The existence of the world is getting

obliterated at the hands of its non-existence.

(9) The soul hidden in body is becoming

manifest.

(10) The proligate and their profligacy

which had deceived the world are being

deceived by the spiritual being.

(11) The spiritual being tries again and

again to prove the quality ofthe non-saleable

merchandise, with the exercise of his spiritual
knowledge.

ੲੀਧਨਿ [idhanI] with fuel. “qu pavaku idhanI
nahi dhrape.”—-sukhmani.

ਈਧਨੁ [idhanu] S'ee ਈਂਧਨ.

ਈਨ [in] P ਪਾਂਥੂਲ਼ੀਸ਼ੁੱ n law, rule. 2 statute. 3 manage-
ment, arrangement.

ਈਨਹਯਾਤ [in hayat] P ਥੰਭੰਠੂੴਰੂੰ’ਫ੍ਰਾ . 2 n life-pension,
life-insurance. ,

ਈਨ੍ਵ [inu] a circular cushion. See ਈ'ਡੁਰੀ and ਏ

ਭੂਆ. “inu gagar tare tIkavat.”—GPS.

ਈਪਸਾ [ipsa] Skt ਟੁੰਧ੍ਸ੍ਯ n a desire, wish, craving, -
yearning. . ਥੂ

ਈਭੇਂ [ibhe] Dg adv this side, here. 2 in this
world.

ੲੀਭੈ ਊਭੋ [11੭11੬੫1੭116] adv here and there; hither
and thither. 2 in this world and in the next

world. “ibhe bithalu ubhe bithalo.”—asa

namdev.

8'1H'Iima] A [,./.! a signa1;a gesture.
ੲੀਮਾਂ [ima], ੲੀਮਨ [ਤੋ…ਗ਼ਾ],ੲੀਮਾਨੁ [imanu] A (,'/ਮਿ.!
n acceptance, belief, faith, trust. “ho: kIrsan



 

ੲੀਮਾਂ ਪਰਸ੍ਵੀ '

. iman jémarle.”—srim 1. 2 religion, faith.

ੲੀਮਾਂ ਪਰਸ੍ਵੀ [ima parasti] P (ਉੱਲੂ um n sticking pIar karda e.’

to faith and creed.

ੲੀਮਾਂਫ਼ਗਨ [imfi fagan] P UK UV.’ adjwho throws
away faith; who renounces religion.

ਈਹ [ir] Skt ਰੂੰਹ੍ n wind, air. 2 movement,

inspiration. 3 ਤੁੱਪੋ੍ਮਿ to goad; to push; to inspire;

to motivate.

ਈਰਖ [irakh], ਈਰਖਾ [irkha] Skt ਵ੍ਰੱਣ੍ vr to envy.
ਟੁੰਧਿ n envy, jealousy, malice. “suad bad irakh
mad maIa.”—suhi m 5.

ੲੀਰਜ [iraj] P (9!! younger son of king Faridun

after whom the country was named Iran. See

ਤੂਰਜ.

ਈਰਣ [iran] Skt n a pushing, goading, driving.
2 squeezing. 3 talk, statement. See ੲੀਰ.
ੲੀਰਾਨ [iran] P @111 See ੲੀਰਜ and ਫ਼ਾਰਸ.
ਈਰਾਨੀ [irani1P3w adjan inhabitant ofPersia.

, 2 n a Parsee. 3 the Persian language,

ਈਰਿਤ [IrIt] Skt adj said, stated. 2 prompted.
3 squeezed. ਲ਼ੀ

ੲੀਵੜੀ [ਣੋਪ੍ਯਾਡੌ] n ੲ, the third character of Punjabi

script. “ivri adeurakh he data.”—asa pati m
1. See ੲ.

ਈਵੋ live], ੲੀਭੰਵੋਂ= [ivé] adv for nothing,

purposelessly, in vain. 2 thus, like this, in this

manner.

ਈੜ [ir] Skt ਟੁੰਛ n praise, admiration.
ਈੜੀ [ਥਾਂ] See ੲ and ਈਵਡ਼ੀ.

ਏ [e] pron they. 2 this. “mail menu mero baSI

nahI; nIs basur bIkhIan kao dhavat, kIhI

bIth rokau tahI? bed puran SImrItI ke

matI sunI nImakh nahi e‘ basavs.”-—sorm 9.

‘This mind understanding the least.’ “e akhar

khIrI jahIge.”—gau bavan kabir. 3 part also

used in vocatives. “e man cécla! caturai kIne

na paIa.”-—an§du. 4 Skt n Vishnu. 5 in Punjabi

lIt is incorrect to say that those who recite bani orally
 

don’t understand the meaning since the mind does not

dwell in the heart.
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ਏ is also used for the verb ਹੈ as in ‘kartar nal

ਏਉ [eu] pron this. 2 adv in this way, thus.
“bhu]i malni! he eU.”—asa kabir.

ਏਊੰ [eu] pron this, these. “eu jia bahut grath
vase.”—bavan. 2 this very, these very.

ਏਆਣ" [eana] adj innocent, ignorant,
inexperienced. “:"adha lok na janai murakh

eana.”—gau kabir. 2 a child.

ਏਅਾਠਤ [eanat] A ਜ੍ਯੋਤਿ, aid, help. 2 cit! seeing,
watching, search.

ਏਇ [e1] pron this. “eI kah-hI SIth pai.”
—gau kabir.

ਬੋਟੀ [ei] pron ਏਹੀ this very. “ei sagal VIkar.”
-maru m 3. “haume ei b5dhna.”—var asa m 2.

ਏਸ [es] pron See ਇਸ. “es nau hor thau nahi.”

—an5du. 2 n ਈਸ਼ lord, master. 3 adj worthy of
worship, adorable. “kaho mahes 1<0 es

bakhanyo.”—33 savaye. “esan es naresan ke

sut.”—ramav. 4 In Dasam Granth ਏਸ has been

used for ਸਿੰਘ, as in ਘੜਗੇਸ (for Kharag Singh)
ਸਬਲੇਸ, ਅਣਗੇਸ etc. At present Sikh poets are
using ਏਸ਼ for ਸਿੰਘ with their names, as for

example. “sumeres top ke dharake ਰਿਸ਼ਿ 856
hot.” See ਸੁਮੇਰ ਸਿੰਘ.

ਏਸਨਿ [esanI] n ਈਸ਼ (king) ਅਨਿ (army). king’s
army. —sanama. 2 mistress, a female owner.

ਏਸ ਭੂ [es bhu], ਏਸ ਭੂਅ [es bhua] n ਭੂ (earth)

ੲੀਸ਼ (owner); master ofthe earth; a king. “suta
t'é es bhua.”’—CarItr 259.

ਏਸਾ [esa] adj ਐਸਾ like this. 2 plural and vocative
ofElfi(owner) “he!IS.”
ਏਸੁ [eso] See ਏਸ.

ਏਸੁਰਜ [esuraj] See ਏਂਸ੍ਵਰਯ.
ਏਸੁਰ [esur], ਏਂਸੁਰਟੰ [€5ਪਿੰ13ਟੋ]5/(2ਰ੍ਥਥਦ੍ adj related
to the Supreme Master; God’s; king’s. “ran

gajjIy ketak esurn‘é.”—kalki. ‘Many kings

thundered in the battlefield.’ 2 n rank and
position ofa king, kingship.

ਏਂਸ੍ਰਰ [esvar] See ੲੀਸਰ and ਏਸ੍ਵਰਜਾ.



 

  

 

ਏਂਸ੍ਰਰਜ

ਏਸ੍ਵਰਜ [esvaraj] See ਏਸ਼੍ਵਰਯ.
ਏਸ੍ਵਰਜਾ [esvarja] cpd king’s daughter. “madr

des esvarja barI jabf—VN.

ਏਸ਼੍ਵਰਯ [esvaray] Sktfiimln supremacy, sovereignty.

2 majesty, glory. 3 supernatural powers.

4 kingship. 5 rule, government.

ਏਹ [eh] pron this. it, these. 2 this world. “ਰੋਧੀ“:

nam VIsarIa na tIsu eh na oh.”-—sri m 1.

3 Skt n anger.

ਏਹ ਓਹ~ [eh oh] pron this and that. 2 n this

world and the next world.

ਏਂਹ'ਸਾਨਫਿ਼ਲ਼ਿਪਿੰਪੰ/ਡਿ ਘੀ?! gratitude, gratefulness.

,2 favour, help, philanthropy.

ਬੋਹਰ [ehar], ਏਹੜ [ellar] adj of this. 2 adv on

this side, in this direction, hither.

ਏਂਹੜ ਤੋਹੜ [ehar tehar] mine and yours. “ehar

tehar chadI ਪਿੰ guru ka sabaclu pachanu.”—var

sorm 3. 2 of this and of that.

ਏਹਾ [ehalpron this very, this only, only these.

“eha matI VIsekh.”—sri m 4. “haume eha jatI

he.”—var asa m 2. 2 adj like this; resembling

this.

ਏਹੀ [ehi] pron this very; only this or these.

2 adj like this, resembling this.

ਏਹੁ [eho] See ਏਹ.
ਏਹੋ [eho] pron this very; undoubtedly this.

“6110 pachotau.”-s fan'd. 2 only this.

ਏਕ [ek] adj one. “ek dIvas man bhai umég.”
—bas§t ramanéd. 2 unparalleled, unique.

“manI tanI japI ek bhagvét.”—-sukhmani.

3 n oneness, unity. 4 God, Vahgum, See ਏਕੁ.

ਏਕਉ [ekau] adj one only; the only one. “ekau
SImraU nanka.”—JSBB.

ਏਕ ਅੱਖਰੀ [ek akkhri], ਏਕ ਅੱਛਰੀ [ek acchri] Skt

ਹ੍ਵ੍ਯਾਝਥੂਸੀ a varnIk stanza, which assumes many

forms.

(]) The first form is Sri, each of its four

lines comprises one guru character.

Example:

“he-ge-le-ks.” (having taken along horses and
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elephants).

(2) The second form is mahi metre

comprising four feet beginning with the same

character, each foot being structured as l5,

such as. “ਗ੍'ੲ-ਗੰੲ-ਕ਼ੀਮਂਫ਼ਿ-ਗੀਬ.”-ਚਿ…

(3) The next is mrIgédr metre comprising

four jagan feet (structured |5|) and each foot

beginning with the same character.

Example:

“agéj-abhég-alakkh-abhakkh.”—japu.

(4) The fourth is sasi metre comprising four

jagan feet (structured ISS), each foot beginning

with the same character.

Example:

“na rége-na rupe-na rekhe.”

(5) In the last form, the entire metre is

structured with only one character, example:

“keki kok 1<ਵੇੱ>1< ki kuk.” ‘cries of a peacock,

a ruddy she-drake, and a vulture.’

ਏਕ ਅਾਧ [ek adh] adj one odd, rare, some,

hardly any. “tera jan e1< adh koi.”-—keda kabir.

2 pron some one.

ਏਕਸ [ekas] See ਇਕਸ- “ekas ke gun gau anét.”
-sukhmani.

ਏਕ ਸ੍ਯਦ [ek sabad] adj the one word,
demonstrating the singularity ofGod. 2 Guru’s

instruction, that has no equal to it. “eksabad

Ik thkhIa mage.”—gau m 1.

ਏਕ ਸ਼ਬਦੀ [ek sabadi] See ਇਕਸਬਦੀ.
ਏਕ ਸਮੋ ਸ੍ਰੀ ਆਤਮਾ [ek same sri atma] ‘Akal

Ustat’ contains couplets (20l to 2 l 0) ofwhich

the first nine are in the form of questions to

the intellect about the soul, but their answers

are not included. Scholars of various sects

have suggested certain answers which are

given here together with the original couplets.

“ek same sri atma ucaryo matI SIU ban,

sabh pratap jagdis ka kaho saga] bIth ten.”

Once the soul asked the intellect, to relate

completely all glories ofGod in full detail.



 

ਏਕਸਾਚ

Mind’s queries:
] k0 atma sarup he, kahf erstik bIcar,
kan dharm, ko karm he, kaho saga] VIstar.

2 kahf jitab, kahf maran he, kavan surg, kahi’
nark, ‘

k0 sughra ko murhta, kahfi tark, BVItark.
3 k0 nfda, jas he kavan, kavan pap, kahi’
dharm,

kavan jog, k0 bhog he, kavan karm, apkarm.
4 kaho su sam kasc") kahe, dam ko kahz‘x kahét
k0 sura, data kavan, kaho ਗਿ 1<੦ mét.

5 kaha rék, raja kavan, harakh sog he kon,
k0 rogi, ragi kavan, kaho tatt mUhI tan.

6 Raven rIst, k0 pus; he, kah‘i erstik VIcar,
kavan erst, ko bhrIst he, kaho saga] VIstar.

7 kahfi karm kukarm he, kahfi bharm ko nas,
kahfi CItan ki chesta, kahz’u acet prakas.

8 kahfi nem, sféjam kaha, kahé gyan agyan,
k0 rogi, sogi kavan, kahé bharm ki ham.

9 k0 sura, sfidar kavan, kahfi jog ko sar,
k0 data, gyani kavan, kahi VIcar eVIcar.

~aka1.

,

This is intellect’s reply.
I sat CIt anéd ਰ] amar vyapak param anup,
VIsvnath devathpatI he 'yah atam rup.
jese jal te budbuda 3r tarég akar,
tese puran brahm te jano erstI VIcar.
tatvgyan hIt yq'tan sad yahe dharm an jan,
tatpar ho upkar me karm param subh man.

2 sadacar aru yes sahIt jivan jivan ahI,
apyas 3r VIkar yut jIyan maran jag mahI.
man ki $5ti svarag he narak deh athman,
pare na vas kfh VIsay ke tfiko sughra jan.
Vlsayprayan mu_rh he tark sacc partitI,
so aVItark pacham’e jo yfite VIpritI.

3 bhaganpratIgya nid he ਰਿਪ ran pith dIkhan,
satypratIgya virta yahe jagat yae jan.
dharamkIrat k0 tyagno pap mahfi jIy man,
khatt ghalIke devno pEm me ya sam an.
vahguru me an ki lagan kahave jog,
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das idrIan hoyke sukh bhogan he bhog.
jag k0 sukhdayak krIya gurumat me he karm,
VI$V dukhavan lobh vasI jano so apkarm.

_4 men vas karno sam ahe dam idrIn jekar,
dur karan anyay hIt lare su ਤੁ…“ VIcar.
data VIdyadanI he aru nIskam Udar,
satynam arU vahguru métr tatv nIrdhar.

5 }'ਕੋੰ1<€ trIsna athk he soi rék pachan,
sétokhi utsah yut raja levo jan.
dUVIdha tyagan here he cfta jano sok,
rogi VIsyasakt he ragi CItt arok.

6 sahIt VIvek 50 us: he post; prakramvan,
mrIgtrIsna aru svapan vat erstI dasa lIhU jan.
manus tan saphlo kIyo jIn subh karm kamaI;
sui $resth, yfite Ulat jag me bhrast kahaI.

7 sadacar jag karm he duracar upkarm,
gursxkhya kar brahm ko gyan, nae he bharm.
maya 1<e séyog kar cetan cesta jan,
trIgun aségat brahm me tIm acesta man.

8 Ikras jap vrat dharbo tako, kathe nem,
tyag phajuli sarvada séjam dayak khem.
gyan yatharath vastu ko bhakhat gyani gyan,
lakhan 3r k0 3r hi yahi rup agyan.
rogi sada aséjmi sogi citavan,
jatI patI ਰਿਪ chut k0 tyagan bhram ki ham.

9 manjeta sura ahe sodar he gunvan,
jab CIt ki thIrta bhai sar yog yah man.
data Ik kartar he gyani nanak dev,
jo agyani pasu naran turat banave dev.
gurumat anmat saty k0 khojan ahe VIcar,
bhedcal ki 5dhgatI lehu aVIcar.
ਏਕਸਾਥ [eksar] See ਇਕਸਾਰ. ,
ਏਕਸ਼ਿਧੁ [eksxdhu] n the Creator, God who on
determination is proved matchless. “ekSIdhO
jIni thaIa.”—ram m 1.

ਏਂਕਸੁਅਾਨਕੈ .ਘਰਿਗਾਵਣਾ [ek suan ke gharI gavna]
sen to be sung in the same tune and beat of
the hymn: “ek suan dUI suani nalI.” Thus it
is sung; in this lies the training to do so.
2 See ਘਰ.,

 



  

 

ਬੇਕਸੂਰ

ਏਕਸੂਤ [eksut] adj of the same opinion,
concurring. 2 strung on or the same thread.

ਏਕਸੈ [ekse] to the mind. “sabh lok salahe
ekse.”——bas§tm I. 2 one thing. .
ਏਂਕਚਕੁ [ek caksu], ਏਕ ਚੱਛੁ [ekcacchu] blind in

one eye. “ek cacchu 1<i bat sun rijh rahe

maharaj.”—carItr 54. 2 treating every one

equally. 3 n Shukar, the teacher of demons.

4 Jayant, son of Indar. 5 a crow. See ਜਯੰਤ.

ਏਕਦਿੱਤ [ekeItt] adjwith rapt mind, attentive.
“ekCItt jIh Ik chIn dhyayo.”—akal.

ਏਕਛਤ੍ਰ [ekchatr] a kingdom having a single

crowned head of state. None else is entitled

to hold a canopy over his head. See ਇਕਛਤਰਾਜ.

ਏਕਡਾਲ [ekdal] adj a weapon without a separate
handle or grip, but having the grip and the

blade in one place.

ਏਕੜ [ekat] Skt ਹ੍ਨ੍ਯ adj at one place, collected

‘ together. “niru dharanI karI rakhe ekat.”

'—sar a m 5. 2 ਏਕਤ੍ਵ. See ਏਕਤਾ.
ਏਕਤਰ [ekatar] Skt adj one of the two.

ਏਕਤਾ [ekta], ਏਕਤੁ [ekato] Skt n unity, accord,

oneness.

samII ho pir me sarir ma bhed rakh

ਗੌਤ? kapat ja ughare to ugharjaI,

eso that theme ];) bIna hfi yétr métr kare

55p ko jahIr y5 utare to utarjaI,

‘thakor’ kahIt yah kathIn n3 jano kachu

ekta kIye te kaho kahfi na sudharjaI?

car jane car hu dIsa te car kone gahI

meru 1<o hIlayke Ukharé to UkharjaI.

2 equality, parity. “ekatu race parharI dOI.”

—bas§t a m 1.

ਏਕਤ੍ਰ [ekatr] See ਏਕਤ-

ਏਕ'ਤ੍ਵ [ekatv] Sée ਏਕ੍ਯਾ.
ਏਕਥੈ [ekths] adj (collected) at one place.
ਏਕਦਾ [ekda] Skt adv once only. 2 once; at one

time.
ਏਕਦੇ'ਸੀ [ekdesi] Skt ਏਕ ਦੇਸ਼ੀਯ. adj who keeps
affiliation with only one place or one country
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at a time.

ਏਕਦੰਤ [€1<€1ਰੈ੮] Skt n Ganesh or Gajanan, who

has only one tooth. See ਗਣੇਸ਼.
ਏਕਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ਟਿ [ekdrIsatI] n viewing all as equal.
“ekdrIsatI karI samsarI jans jogi kahie

soi.”—suh1' m 1.

ਏਂਕਦ੍ਰਿਕ [ekdrIk] adj one-eyed; blind in one
eye. 2 free from discrimination between the

high and the low; possessing divine

knowledge. 3 n Shiv. 4 a crow. 5 Venus.

ਏਂਕਨਾਰੀਵ੍ਰਤ [eknarivrat] monogamy; the norm
to forego second marriage when the first wife

is alive. “eka nari jati hUI.”—BG “trIy ek

vyah nahI kin vyah.”—datt.
ਏਂਕਧਦ [ekpad], ਏਕਪਾਦ [ekpad] Skt n paradise.
2 Mount Kailash. 3 Kerala, now called

, Malabar. 4 an inhabitant of Malabar. 5 an

ascetic who' meditates standing on one leg.

6 God whose one foot comprises the entire

world. 7 one manifestation of Shiv out of

eleven Rudars.

ਏਕਬ [ekab] ਏਕ-ਅਬ. “pran ekab karhfi.”

—1<rIsan.

ਏਕਭਟ [ekbhat] adj a unique soldier who has
no equal. “patIt udharan ekbhate.”-—aka1.

ਏਂਕਭਾਇ [ekbhaI] n the idea ofoneness; absence

of duality. 2 adv with a single idea. “ekbhaI

dekhau sabh nari.”—gau kabir.

ਏਕਭਾਰ [ekbhar] adj an object or measure put
for weighing in one pan ofthe balance. “patal

puria ek bhar hoth.”—prabha m 1. See ਭਾਰ.

ਏਕਮ [ekam] n the first day of either fortnight
of a lunar mbnth. See P ਯਕਮ. “ekam ekékar
nIrala.”—bIla m l thIti. 2 adj unparalleled;

unique. “ekam eke apI upaIa.”——majh am 3.

3 first.
ਏਕਮਇ [ekmaI], ਏਕ਼ਾਸ੍ਵਾਇਆ [ekmaIa], ਏਕਮੲੀ

[ekmai], ਏਕਮਯ [ekmay] adj one form which
on merging with others does not remain

distinct. “sace suce ekmaIa.”-srdh gosatI.



ਏਕਮਰੇਪੰਚੇਮਿਲਿਰੋਵਹਿ

ਏਕ ਮਰੇ ਪੰਚੇ’ ਮਿਲਿ ਹੋਵਹਿ [ek mare péce mIlI
roth] —asa am 1. ‘On the death ofa kin, the

five (mother, father, brother, wife and son)

lament.’ 2 on the demise of the ego its five

pe'rversions mourn as they lose their power.

ਏਕ ਮਰੰਤੇ ਦੇਇ ਮੂਏਂ, ਦੇਇ ਮਰੰਤਹ ਚਾਰਿ, ਚਾਰਿ ਮਰੰਤਹ

ਛਹ ਮੂਏ ਚਾਰਿ ਪੁਰਖ ਦੇਇ ਨਾਰ [ek maréte dOI
mue, doI marétah carI, carI marétah Chah

mue, carI purakh dOI narI]—-s kabir. With the
dying ofthe self. two (attachment and duality)

also die; not only these two but also the four

remaining ones die. Of these, four are

masculine: joy, grief, birth and death and two

feminine: desire and envy, which also come

to end. 2 On the death of ignorance, two,

insecurity and confusion, also die, and with

the death of these two, four delusions (self

knowledge in lifeless intellect, constant

intellect in inconstant body, comfort in pain

and pure intellect in impure body) also vanish

and with the disappearance of these four, the

six states of pleasure, pain, birth, death, envy

and desire also disappear. Of these six, two

are feminine and four are masculine.

ਏਕ ਰਦਨ [ek radan] n Ganesh (with one tooth)
See ਗਣੇਸ਼.

ਏਕਲ [ekal], ਏਕਲਾ [ekla] adj alone, without

company of another. 2 peerless,.matchless,

second to none. 3 only one, one only. “ekal

mati kOjar Citi bhajan hE bahu nana re.”—ma1i

namdev.

' ਏਕ ਵਚਨ [ek vacan] n singular number in
grammar. 2 one word, one utterance.

ਏਕ ਵਾਕ [ek vak], ਏਂਕਵਾਰ੍ਯਤਾ [ekvakyta] Skt
ਸ਼੍ਧ੍ਯਜ਼ਧ੍ਯਗ n concurrence, accord, agreement.

ਏਕਡ਼ [€1<8.੮] adj alone. 2 n an acre, a measure
4,840 square yards of area.

ਏਕਾ [eka] n the numeral 1 (one). 2 the Creator,

God. 3 a worshipper of the only One. “eke

kau sacu eka jane.”—srdhgosa_tr. 4 oneness,
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unity, union. 5 part only one; one only. “eka

oi; gahuhfi.”—asa m 5. 6 Skt ਹ੍ਧ੍ਯ n a goddess;

Durga.

ਏਕਾ ਏਕ [eka ek] adv suddenly; all at once.
2 adjdifferent from one another.

ਏਕਾ ਏਕੀ [eka eki] adj who lives in seclusion.
2 living separately from all. 3 unbounded

follower ofmonism. “rah-hI lIv lage eka eki

sabadu bicar.”—guj a m 1. 4 n a decision,
settlement. “eka eki kIye bIn ham mIlhI
n3 javé.”—GPS.

ਏਕਾਸੀ [ekasi], ਏਕਾਸੀਹ [ekasih] Skt ਏਕਾਸ਼ੀਤਿ,

eighty-one, 81.

ਏਂਕਾਹਾਰੀ [ekahari] adjwho eats only one thing.
2 who eats only once a day.

ਏਕਾਕੀ [ekaki] See ਇਕਾਕੀ 2.

ਏਕਾਕ [ekaks] Skt adj one-eyed; blind of one
eye. See ਏਕਚੱਛੁ.

ਏਕਾਕਰ [ekaksar] See ਏਕਾਖਰ.

ਏਕਾਕਰੀ [ekaksri] See ਏਕ ਅੱਛਰੀ. 2 a Sankrit

dictionary, giving meanings of one lettered

nouns. It was compiled by a scholar

Purushotam Dev. In Hindi Nand Das has also

provided several meanings of each word in

c0uplets, as for example.

Example:

“go fdri go vak jal go akas dISI chéd,

go dhar go taru go kIran go palak gobfd.”

ਏਕਾਖਰ [ekakhar] one letter, one character.

2 the eternal one, God.

ਏਕਾਂਗ [ekag] n the numeral one, 1 See ਇਕਾਂਗ.
2 Skt ਹ੍ਧ੍ਯਤ੍ਗ੍ਰ a limb. 3 part of anything.

ਏਕਾਗਰ [ekagar] Skt ਧ੍ਯ adj concentrating on
one thing. 2 free from volitility, stable, calm.

“savdhan ekagar cit.”—sukhmani.

ਏਂਕਾਂਗੀ [ekagi] Skt W‘adjhaving one limb
only. 2 favouring one side.

ਏਕਾਗੁ [ekagr] See ਏਕਾਗਰ.
ਏਕਾਗ੍ਰਤਾ [ekagrata] n concentration, absence of
playfulness. 2 mental poise.



 

 

 

ਏਕਾਛ

ਏਕਾਛ [ekach] See ਏਕਾਕ਼

ਏਂਕਾਛਰੀ [ekachri] 866 ਏਕ ਅੱਛਰੀ. 2 866 ਏਕਾਕਰੀ.

ਏਕਾਂਤ [ekat] See ਇਕਾਂਤ.

ਏਕਾਂਤੀ [ekati] See ਇਕਾਂਤੀ.
ਏਕਾਦਸ਼ [ekadas] Skt ਹ੍ਧ੍ਯਟ੍ਸ੍ਯ adj eleven.
2 numeral 11. 3 eleventh chapter of Bhagvat.

ਏਕਾਦਸ਼ੀ [ekadasi] Skt ਸ਼੍ਧ੍ਯਟ੍ਗੀ n eleventh ofeither

fortnight of a lunar month. The Vaishnavs

consider fasting on ekadashi virtuous and

eating grain a sin; See ਹਰਿਵਾਸਰ. In Sikhism

this fast is defined as under;

“ekadasi nIkatI pekh-hu harI ramu,

Indri baSI karI sunhu harInamU,

manI sétokh sarab jia daIa,

In bIclhI baratu sépuran bhaIa.”

~gau thIti m 5.

ਏਕ'ਦੇਸੀ[91<ਕਝੀ851]86੦ਏਕਦੇਸੀ.2 adj(one) having

a singular aim. “ekadesi ek dIkhave.”—ram

121 5.

ਏਂਕਾਵਲਿ [ekavalI], ਏਕ'ਵਲੀ [ekavli] n a vamIk
metre. See ਪੰਕਜ ਵਾਟਿਕਾ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 2. 2 figure of
meaning, in which words are deleted, or

adapted to avoid repetition.

Example:

“saci pritI ham tum SIU jori,

tum 510 ion: aver ségI tori.”—sor raVIdas.

“ek maréte dOI mué, ClOI marétah can,

can mariatah chah mue, carI purakh dOI narI.’

——s kabir.

ਏਕਿ [ekI] one out of many. 2 several. “e

cale ham dekhah suami.”——ramm 1. 3 to some.

“ekI nacath ekI bhavath.”—ram m 5.

ਟੇਕਿਆ [ekIa] n oneness, unity. 2 became one.

“thakor sevak ralI ekIa.”—var kan m 4.

ਏਕੀ [eki] short form ੦1~ਏਕ ਹੀ (only one) “eki

sath bahra duja avaru na jane.”—-maru m 1.

ਏਕੁ [eko] See ਏਕ. “ekU adharu namu dhano

mora.”—-devm 5. 2 the Creator, Vahguru. “eku

arath parachat gae.”-—sukhmani.

3 unity chance, interaction. “péca te eku
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chuta.”—sar m 5 portal.

ਏਕੇ=ਦ੍ਰਿਯ [ekédrIy] 8/(1ਹ੍ਨ੍ਹੋੰਢਿਧ n a being having
a single sense, such as has a leech. 2 per

Sankhya philosophy, a form ofnon attachment

or asceticism in which senses disjoined from

evils are joined to the mind itself. “ekédrIy

ar vasikar kahI.”—GPS.

ਏਕੇ ਸ਼ਬਦੀ [eke sabdi] 866 ਇਕ ਸ਼ਬਦੀ.
ਏਕੇ [eko] adj only one, one only. “eko japI
eko salahI .”-sul<hmani. “satségatI kesi janie?

thhe eko nam vakhanie.”-sri m 1 jogi 5drI.

ਏਕੇਇਕ [eko-Ik], ਏਕੋਟੋਕ [eko-ek], ਏਕੋਟੇਕੀ [eko-
eki] adj supreme, unique, only one, without

duality. “sabh eko-Ik varatda.”-sri m 3.

“eko-ek vase manI suami.”—mala m 3. “eko-

eki nan nIharao.”—asa m 5. 2 one joined to

one, eleven. “eko-ek bakhanie.”——gau thIti m

5. Here, there is a pun on the word; it can

mean ‘eleven’ as also ‘the unique Creator.’

ਏਕੋ ਹੰ ਬਹੁਂਸਜ਼ਾਂ [eko hé bahusya] This is a sentence
from Upnishad; it means, ‘I the only one may

be many’; that is how the transcendent God is

thought of. His Unity is in immanent

multiplicity.l

' ਏਂਕੋਤੱਰ [ekottar] adj one more, plus one, as in

ekottar so, meaning one hundred and one, 101.

ਏਕੋਧਰਮ [ekodharam] n common religion for
all and everyone. “ekodharamu drIre sacu

koi, gurmatI pura jugI jugI soi.”-—bas§t a m

1. 2 the Sikh religion.

ਏਂਕੋਨੇਤ੍ਰਾ [ekonetra] adj one-eyed; impartial;
viewing all equally. “sada nIhar-hI

ekonetre.”?sukhmani.

ਏਕੰਕਾਰ [€1<ਚੇ1<81^] n the one indivisible reality;

God sans duality. “ekékat thae ram.”—suhi

chétm 5. “pranvo adi ekékara.”—aka1. 2 one

Oankar. ੧ਓੰ^. “saha ganhI na kar-hI bicar,
'“ਰਵੈਸ਼੍ਯ W? ਕਛੂਸ੍ਯ' ਧ੍ਯਜ਼ਾਂਧੇਧੇਰਿ." (chédogy a: 6 khéd 2 métr 3).

He desired that He, the lone form, (should) be born in

myriad forms.
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sahe uparI ekékar.”—ram m 1. 3 adj single
form, one shape. “bhram chute te ekékar.”
——suhi m 5. “phal pake te ekfakara.”—suhim 5.

' “eka ekékar lIkh vekhalIa.”—BG See ਓਅੰਕਾਰ.
ਏਕੰਕਾਰੀ [€1<ਟੋ1<ਪਿੱ|] adj who worships the one
God; monotheistic. 2 having only one form.
“sut khiche ekékari.”—gau a m 4.

ਏਕੰਕਾਰੁ [€1<ਟੋ1<8…] See ਏਕੰਕਾਰ. “€1<ਟੈ1<<1… vase
man bhave.”—-maru soIhe m 1.

ਏਕੰਗਾ [€1<ਟੈ88], ਏਕੰਗੀ [€1<ਟੋ8|] See ਏਕਾਂਗੀ.
ਏਖ [ekh] Skt ਏਸ n a search, hunt, exploration.
2 a desire, wish.

ਏਖਣਾ [ekhna] See ੲੀਖਣਾ.

‘ਏਜ਼ਦ [ezad] P „’ਤ੍ਵ! n the Creator.
ਏਜ਼ਾਜ਼ [ezaz] A ਮੌਕ਼ਾ! honour, homage, prestige.
ਏਟਾਯਾ [etaya], ਏਟਾਵਾ [etava] a city on the bank
of Yamuna in the United Provinces, and a
principal town of the district and a railway
station. The ninth Guru visited it. Bhai Tara
Singh named it etaya. .
ਏਨ [eth] Skt ਹ੍ਨ੍ vr to stop, torture, move.
ਏ'ਕਨ੍ਯ [éthna] v to stretch. 2 to contort one’s body.
ਏਡਕ [edak] adj so big, so large. 2 Skt n a male
sheep; a ram.

ਏਡਕਾ [edka] Skt n a sheep.
ਏਡਾ [eda] adj so large.
ਏ.ਡੀ. [e-di] Anno Domini; the Christian era.
ਏਡੀ [edi] n heel. 2 short for ਇਤਨੀ ਵੱਡੀ.
ਏ.ਡੀ.ਸੀ. [e-di-si] F aide-de-camp. an assistant

to an army commander. 2 a courtier,

counsellor.

ਏਡੂਆ [edua], ਏ'ਡੂਆ [édua] n a cushioned loop
put under a load being carried on the head.

“punar edua sis take tIkae.”——gyan. 2 Skt ਫ੍ਹ੍ਤ੍ਥ
gloves of reed fibre worn while handling

heated articles to protect the hands.

ਏਢਕ [edhak] n' a ram. See ਏਡਕ 2. “edhak mp
50 disan laga.”—NP.

ਏਣ [en] Skt n a buck; a black buck. “bIna

sastra jhare bhae en jese.”-—GPS. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਜਰ੍
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adj free from blemish; faultness. “raja
yuthstra bhu bharat en.”—gyan. ‘King
Yudhishtar the nourisher of the earth (the
people).’

ਏਣਰਾਜ [enraj] n a black buck; a deer. 2 a lion.
3 the moon, master of the deer. “caryo enrajé
dhare ban pané.”—aj.

ਏਣੀ [eni] Skt n a doe.
ਏਣੀ ਪਤਿ [ਗ਼,ਪਂ patI] n a deer. a black buck.
ਏਤ [et] pron this. “et chadai moh te.”—bIIa m
5. 2 adj this much. 3 Skt arrived.
ਏਤੱਝ [etajjh] See ਏਤਿਰ੍ਯ.
ਏਤਤ [etat], ਏਤਦ [etad] Skt ਹ੍ਰਫ਼੍. pron this.
2 advthus, in this manner.

ਏਤਦਾਲ [etdallA JD?“ n equality,justice.
ਏਤਬਾਚ [etbar] P AM n trust, faith, reliability,
belief.

ਏਤੜਾ [ੲਧ੍ਯ], ਏਤੜੇ [etre] adj this much, so many.
“metanI avgan etref’—varsuhim1.“etr1a VIC-

hU so jan samdha.”—var guj 1 m 3 See ਸਮਧਾ.
ਏਤਾ [eta] adj this much. “eta bhavx thaki.”
~maru a m 1.

ਏਂਤਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [etadrIs] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਵੁਡ਼ਹਂ adj which looks
so; visibly like this; similar to this.

ਏਤਾਵਨਮਾਤ੍ਵ [etavanmatr] Skt ਰ੍ਗਥਗਂਸ੍ਯ onIy-this
much; merely this much quantity.

ਏਤਿਰ੍ਯ [etIhy], ਏਤਿੱਝ [ethjh] Skt ਧੇਰਿਫਾ be thus;
traditionally a well known matter, the mere

existence being its proof. See ਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ.

ਏਤਿੜਾ [etIra] See ਏਤੜਾ. .

ਏਤੁ [etu] See ਏਤ- “etu mohI duba sésar.”-asa
m 1.-

ਏਂਤੇ [ete] so many, as many as these. “ete gun
etia c5gIaia.”-—prabha m 1.

ਏਤੋ [ਬਿਟ] adjso much. so many. “etc jalI varasde
tIkh mar-hI.”—var mala m 3.

ਏ'ਥਹ [ethah] See ਅਵਰਤਏਥਹ.

ਏਥਹੁ [eth-hu] adv from this place, from here.
“eth-hu churkIa thaur n3 paI.”—-asa m 3.

ਏਥੇ [ethe], ਏਥੈ [ethe] adv at this place, here.
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2 in this world. “eths: oths nanka karta rakhe

patI.”—JSBB.
ਏਦਾ [eda], ਏਦਾਂ [eda] adv in this way, in this

manner.
ਏਦੂ [edu], ਏਦੂੱ [eclfi] from this, compared with
this. “edu UparI karam nah‘i.”-raml<aIi a m 1.

ਏਧਰ [edhar] advthis side, on this side, hither.

2 in this world.

ਏਨ [en] Sec ਇਨ and ਏਣ. “gyan athram ser,

moh sam en ki.”—GPS. ‘Attachment is like a

deen’

ਏਨਾ [ena] adj so‘much, this much. 2 pron to

these. “en thaganI thag se.”—var mala m 1.

ਏਨੀ [eni] See ਏਣੀਂ. 2 adj this much. 3 pron
these (men or people) “eni thagi jagu thagIa.”

—Var maIa m 1.

ਏਨੂੰ [enfi] See ਏਡੂਆ.
ਏਮ [em] See ਇਮ. “bulyo em baké.”—gyan.
ਏਮਨਾਬਾਦ [emnabad] a town in tehsiland district
Gujranwala, 8 miles south east of it, was

formerly called Saidpur. Sher Shah Suri razed

it and named the new settlement in its place

as Shergarh. Later, one of Akbar’s officers,

Muhammad Amin, renamed it Emnadbad.

Guru Nanak Dev stayed here for sometime

in the house of Bhai Lalo, a carpenter of

Saidpur. See ਭਾਗੂ ਮਲਿਕ.
Many scholars believe that when in

Sammat 1578, Guru Nanak Dev, delivered

the dwellers of Saidpur from Babur’s

servitude and brought them peace (aman), the

place came to be called Emnabad ,gfuél.

This town is three miles east of Emnabad

railway station, and has the following

gurdwaras:

(a) Bhai Lalo’s well: It was within his

house, and Guru Nanak Dev used its water

for drinking and bathing.
(b) Chakki Sahib, (hand—operated mill).

During the massacre 'by the Mughals, Guru

Nanak Dev was also held captive like others

and was given a mill to grind corn. The Guru

prevailed upon the king to release all the

prisoners. This shrine has 14 ghumaons of

land. A fair is held here on the first ofBaisakh.

(c) Rori Sahib gurdwara is half a mile

south west of the town. Here Guru Nanak Dev

used to sit for meditation. This gurdwara has

an annual grant of Rs. 1000 since the time of

Maharaja Ranjit Singh and also has nine

squares (225 acres) of land. It has a beautiful

building and so are those for residence.

Annual fairs are held on Baisakhi and on full

moon day of Kattak.

ਏਰਣਾ [ema], ਏਰਨਾ [erna] Skt 3mm adja forest-

dweller; a barbarian.

ਏਰਨਾਗੋਹਾ [erna goha] n a cow’s dung droppings
in the forest.

ਏਰਾਕ [erak] See ਇਰਾਕ.

ਏਂਰਾਕੀ [eraki] See ਇਰਾਕੀ.
ਏਰਾਵਤ [eravat] See ਐਰਾਵਤ.

ਏਰਾਵਤੀ [eravati] See ਰਾਵੀ.
ਏਰੰਡ [erécj] Skt ਹ੍ਵ੍ਹਤ n a castor plant and its

fruit. Oil of its seeds is used for burning,

lubrication, and as a laxative or pvrgative etc.

lts effect is moist hot. lt heals acute stomach

pain, pain in thejoints and phlegm. Tying its

leaves on swellings’ and boils is beneficial.

Its Latin name is Ricinus Communis. 2 Per

Sakand Puran, a place of pilgrimage.

ਏਲਚੀ [elci] T ਰ੍ਭੰਨ੍ਹੂੰ, n an ambassador, an envoy.

2 a diplomatic.representative of a country.

ਏਲਵਿਲ [elvxl] n born to Ilvila, Kuber. See ਇਲਵਿਲਾ.

ਏਲਾ [ela] See ਇਲਾਯਚੀ. 2 a matrIk metre of
three lines, each line having 24 matras with

the first pauses after the 11"` matra and the

next after the 13th subsequent matra, the last

two matras being gow.‘
'lfthis metre has four lines and the last two matras do
 

not observe this rule, a rain metre comes into being.

 



ਏਲਾਨ

, Example:

“nahI lehé harInam, dankahfi nahI dehE.”

—1<aIki.

(b) The second form of ela has four lines,

each being structured as IIS, ISL III, III, ISS, with

pauses after the fifth and the subsequent tenth

matra of each line.

Example:

“jag me nahi, sukh tanIk kar VIcaro”...
3 Skt vr to frolic, to play.

ਏਲਾਨ [elan] A UM n an order, command. 2 a

written order. 3 notice, advertisement.

_ਏਵ [ev] advthus, in this manner. “evth akhI

na japai.”+var asa. 2 Skt part surely, definitely.
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3 also, too. 4 definitely, indeed.

ਏਵਜ਼ [evaj] See ਇਵਜ਼.
ਏਵਡ [evad], ਏਵਡੁ [evadu] so much, so great,

so large. “evad uca hove kox.”-—japu. ,

ਏਵਮਸਤੁ [evamsatu], ਏਵਮਸ੍ਵ [evamstu] Skt part

ਏਵੰ-ਅਸ਼ੂ may it be thus; iet it be like this.

ਏਵੜ [ever] so great or large. “nakh ever he

jako.”—b5no.

ਏਵੇ [eve], ਏਵੇ" [ev'é], ਏਵੈ [eve], ਏਵੇੱ [evE], ਏਵੰ [evé]

part definitely thus or in this way. 2 useless,

fruitless. “céga méda kIchu sujhe nahi IhU
tanu eve khove.”—-vad m 1 alahnia. 3 Skt ਰ੍ਥ

thus, in this way. 4 in this way. “nanak eve

janie.”—-var asa.



 

ਸ [sassa] fourth character of Punjabi script; it

is dental in pronunciation.‘ 2 v short form of

ਅਜਿਤ. “kI agéjas kI abhéjas.”—gyan. 3 Skt ਗ੍
n Shiv, Mahadev. 4 a weapon. 5 mind. 6 sleep.

7 welfare. 8 Skt ਚ God. 9 a snake. 10 a bird.

11wind, air. 12 a flash, light. 13 the moon.

14 knowledge. 15 worry. 16 a road. 17 an

abbreviation of sagan according to prosody.

18 prefix with, as in “rogi brahma bIsan

sarudra.”—bher a m 1. “gurmukhI nIb-he

saparIvarI.”—srdligosat1. 19 pron he, she.

“supac tulI sa manI.”—1<eda ravrdas. ‘Take

him as a low-born.’ 20 P j his, to him. It is

used at the end of a word as in kalmas (his

pen).

ਸਉ [sau] Skt ਸ਼ਤ n one hundred. “bahutu

pratapu géu sau pae'.”—sara~ kabir. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਯਨ

to sleep. “sau nIsul jan tég dhar1.”—var bIIa

'm 4. “nIt sukh saudIa.”-suhi chét m 4.

3 Skt ਸ਼ਪਥ an oath; a vow, pledge. “sac kah5

agh ogh deli sau.”—datt. 4 part company,

association. “pakhéd dharam pritI nahi harI

sau.”——maru solhe m 1. 5 to, for. “mo sau kou

ਲ਼ੀ na kahe samjhaI.”—gau ravrdas. 6 from,

through. See ਸਉ ਪਾਈ. 7 P g: n husband, master,

lord. “kahu nanak sau nah.”—var asa. “kulah

samuh udharan sau.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਸਉ‘ਹ [53011] See ਸੌਂਹ.

ਸਉਹੇ [5੪0}1€],ਸਉਹੇਂ [sauhé] adv face to face, in

the presence of. “sauhe utaru deI.”—o§kar.

ਸਉਕਣ [saukan], ਸਉਕਨਿ [saukanI] Skt ਦਧਕ਼ੀ n

'It is pronounced as a palatal, when it is ਸ਼ (ਯੁ) in form; ਸ
 

(ਧ) is retroflex.

second wife of the same husband; co-wife.

“saukanI ghar ki 1<ਰੋ੮ tIagi.”—asa m 5.

ਸਉਖ [saukh] See ਸੋਖ.
ਸਉਗਾਤ [saugat] See ਸੁਗਾਤ.
ਸਉੱਡਿ [saOdI] Skt ਜ਼ੂਇਿਜ੍ n an elephant with a

trunk. 2 See ਸੁੰਡਾ and ਸੌੰਡੀ.

ਸਉਡਿਅਰਿ [saOdI arI], ਸਉਭੰਡਿਅਾਚਿਰ੍ਝਿਬਪੋਧਬ੍ਰੂਗ਼ੁ an] n

an enemy of the elephant (ਸੁੰਡੀ); the lion.

—sanama.

ਸਉਡਿਨੀ [saOdIni] n an army having elephants

in it.——sanama.

ਸਉਡੀ [saudi] Skt ਗੈਰ੍ਵ adjwho tolerates. “maha

sastra saudi.”—ramav. 2 See ਸੇਤੀ.

ਸਉਡੀ [saOdi] See ਸੋਂ‘ਡ਼ੀ.

ਸਉਡਿਸਾਂਤਕ [saodyétak] n killer of the elephant,

the lion.—sanama.

ਸਉ'ਡਜ਼ਾਂਤਕ ਧੁਨਿਨੀਂ [safidyétak dhunIni] n a lion,

the killer of the elephant; a gun, that roars

like him.—sanama.

ਸਉਣ [saun] Skt ਸ਼ਯਨ n sleeping, having a nap.

2 Skt ਸ਼ਕੁਨ an omen, good or ill, depending

upon the reward; a sign etc. “soi sasatu saun

501.”—sri m 5. See ਸ਼੍ਯਸਗੁਨ and ਸਕੁਨ.

ਸਉਣਸਾਸਤ [saunsasat], ਸਉਣਸਾਸਤੁ [saunsastra] Skt

ਸ਼ਕੁਨ ਸ਼ਾਸ੍ਵ n a scripture that makes known the

good or‘evi |' omens. “chanIcharvar saun sasat
bicaru.”—bIIa var 7. “prabhu hamare sastra

saun.”—bh£r m 5.

ਸਉਣਾ [sauna] v to sleep. “baba, hor sauna khusi

khuaru.”—sr1' m 1. '

ਸਉਤ [saut] See ਸਉਕਣ and ਸਉਤੁ.

ਸਉੰਤਨਿ [sautanI] co-wife. See ਸਉਕਨਿ.

ਸਉਤੁ [sautu] ‘ਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਸਪੁਤ੍ਵ who has a son, or progeny.
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“saphalu janamu harIjan ka Uija jInI kino

sautu bIdhata.”—devm 5. 2 See ਸਉਤਨਿ.

ਸੇਉਦਰਜ [saudaraj] Skt ਗੈਸ੍ਯਹੰ n beauty. “de2
jotI saudaraj dhare anupé.”—narav. 2 Skt ਗੈਟ੍ਧੰ.

real brotherhood; born to the same parents.

ਸਉਦਾ [sauda] T1,,» n a transaction, business,

bargain, sale and purchase. “sac sauda

vapar.”—sr1' m 1. “bédhan sauda anvicari.”

—asa a m 1. 2 a worth-purchasing object,

merchandise. “nanak hat patan VICI kaIa

harI lede gurmukhI sauda jiu.”~majh m 4.

3A …„ an element black in colour; the wind,

air. 4 P „,., a mental disorder, caused by

craziness or excess of insanity. See ਉਦਮਾਦ.

5 See ਸਉ'ਦਾ.

ਸਉ'ਦਾ [saOda] sleeping, asleep. “saOde' vahu
vahu ucar-hI.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਸਉਦਾਈ [saudai] adjhaving excess ofcraziness;
unbalanced, deranged, insane. See ਸਉਦਾ 4.

ਸਉਦਸ਼੍ਯਝਿਰਪਧੰਕਥੂਹੇਘੰਸੌੰ )7”, adja businessman,
merchant, trader.

ਸਉਦਾਗਰੀ [saudagri] P dfj”, n merchandise,
trade. “sunI sasat saudagri.”—sorm 1.

ਸਉਪਣਾ [saupna], ਸਉਪਨਾ [saupna] Skt ਸ੍ਯਧੰਧ੍ਯ

P Uiifi n the act of entrusting. “tanu menu
saupi age dhari.”—-suhi a m 3. “kfiji guru

saupai.”—-gau m 5. ‘The Creator (God) has
entrusted the key ofthe treasure to the Guru."

ਸਉਪਾਈ [saupai] entrusted. See ਸਉਪਣਾ.
ਸਉਪਿ [saupI] adv having entrusted, having
delivered. “tanu menu dhanu sabhu saupI gur
kau.”—an5du.

ਸਉਰ [saur] See ਸਉਰਣਾ. 2 Skt ਦ੍ਰਾਥੈ-ਣ੍ n one’s own
will; on one’s own. 3 acting in accordance

with one’s own liking or desire. “3r pIkhE‘

gajgamanI saUrE.”—1<rIsan. 4 adj who does
his own sweet will.

ਸਉਰਣਾ [saurna] v to be right, to improve,
groom. 2 to be fragrant; to be redolent. “jaki

'Its recitation as “kOji guru sau pai.” is not correct.

ਸਂਇਅਾਨ

vasu banaspatI saure.”—prabha m 1.

ਸਉਰੁ [sauru] adj with ਉਰੁ (silk garment). 2 adj
short form of ਸੌੰ-ਅਰੁ with, and. “bar paryo 
hamro harI sauru 1<81ਟੋ1< cadhyo.”—krIsan. 

‘had enemity with God and thus got 

disgraced.’

ਸਉਰੈ [saure] See ਸਉਰਣਾ.

ਸਂਉੰਲਾ [saula] cheap. 2 easy, accessible. 3 Skt 

ਚਕਰ mighty. 4 ਗੈ ਕ੍ਯਾ with rapture; withjoy. 
“szu satIguru purakh prabhu saula.”—varkan 

m 4. 5 swarthy, dark-complexioned, wheatish.

ਸਉੜ [saur], ਸਉੜਾ [sauraL ਸਉਤਿ [saUrI], ਸਉੜੀ 
[58ਪਿੰ1] adj narrow. “nacc na janai akhe bhuI

sauri.”—BG. 2 n cloth used to cover the body 

during sleep. “ughe saur palégh.”—var maIa 

m 1. ‘The sleepy has a liking bed.’ “je jfia 

sauri séjri raja na bhatar.”—BG ‘Ifduring sleep 

a person is infested with lice, then, he, though

a lord of numerous insects, does not become 

a king.’

ਸਊੰਅਨ [sauan] to gentlemen; of noblemen. See

ਸਊਅਾ.
ਸਊਆ [saua] See ਸਾਊਂ- “raja ko nyota kahyo
sauan sahIt bulaI.”——carItr 58.

ਸਊਹਾਗ [sauhag], ਸਊਂਭਾਗ [saubhag] Skt ਚੀਧ੍ਯਾ n
good luck. 2 marital bliss with husband being 

alive. “sauhag bhag bahu bIth lasét.”—datt

ਸ਼ਊਰ [saur] n a rider, horseman. “55g saur
Ikadas kare.”—GPS. “Its saur pathavat 

bhae.”—VN. 2 A 1,; understanding, 
intelligence, knowledge.

ਸਊਰਭ [saurabh] See ਸੌਰਭ.

ਸਓਤਾ [saota], ਸਓਤੀ [saoti] adjhaving childre,
blessed with progeny. 2 Wcheap. See ਅਰਘ. 
“gIa de vaan saota.”—BG. “Ih khep saoti.” 

—BG.

ਸਅੁਦ [sa-ad1A y adj noble. 2 righteous, lucky.

See ਸਾਦਤਮੰਦ.
ਸਇ [531] n one hundred. 2 See ਸ਼ਯ.

‘ਸਇਅਾਨ [saIan] n knowledge of high quality,
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sagacity. 2 adj knowledgeable, wise,

dexterous. “ghrIt karan dath maths

saIan.”—bh£r raVIdas.

ਸਇਅਾਨਧ [saIanap] n wisdom. 2 cleverness.

sagacity. 3 shrewdness. 4 parsimony, miserliness.

ਸਟਿਆਨਾ [saIana] See ਸਇਅਾਨ 2.

ਸਇੰਦ [said] a chariot. See ਸਯੰਦਨ. “gaj bajI

savar saIéd cale.”—saloh.

ਸਈ [sai] adj century. 2 natural vegetation. 3 n

master, lord. 4 a female friend. “carca jab ja

un saian ki.”—krIsan. 5 A (ਨੂੰ' an effort,

attempt.
ਸਈਅਦ [saiad] See ਸੱਯਦ and ਸੈਯਦ.

ਸਈਆਹ [saiah] A (,5? a traveller, journeyman.

ਸਈਂਆਦ [saiad] A :g: 8 hunter, chaser. “réna

hoié bodhifi purakh hoe saiad.”—-varsorm 1.

‘Women have become fragile while men have

turned carnivorous, an incompatible union.’

2 a tyrant.

ਸੲੀਸ [sais] A 04], n a supervisor, paymaster.

2 a police officer, incharge of the city. 3 8

stable boy.

ਸੲੀਧਞ [saidhav] See ਸੇ'ਧਞ.
ਸਈਯਦ [saiyad] See ਸੱਯਦ and ਸੈਯਦ.

ਸਈਯਾ [5ਗਂਝੁ8],ਸੲੀਯਾਂ [saiyfi] n a master, husband.

“racch karo uth saiya.”—1<rIsan.

ਸਈਯਾਦ [saiyad] See ਸੲੀਆਦ.

ਜਸ [sas] Skt ਸ੍ਯ vr to praise, torment, desire,

sleep, speak, cut. 2 short form of ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ. 868

ਪਤਿ HR. 3 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ 8 hare, rabbit. “sas hat asu

duhu dISI larkae.”-GPS. 4 Skt ਸ਼ਸ੍ਯ crop.

“sabh hi susak hogai bad sas.”-—GPS. 5 Skt

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਿ the moon. “sas purnama ko.”—GPS. 6 Skt

grass. 7 ਚਰ੍ adj lazy. “mam jIhva sas katha

bahu.”-GV 6. 8. Pf six. 9 See ਸਸੁ. ,
ਮਸਕ [sasak] Skt ਸ੍ਯਕ਼ n a hare, rabbit. 2 See

ਪੁਰੁਸ਼ ਜਾਤਿ. 3 See ਸਸਕਣਾ.

ਸਸਕਣਾ [sasakna], ਸਸਕਨਾ [sasakna] v to breathe

with difficulty. “tere bhay bhit bhari bhup .

saskat hé.”—kavr 52.
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ਸਸਕਾਰ [saskar] n cremation; burning of the

dead body.

ਸਸਕੁ'ਲਿ [saskUII], ਸਸਂਕੁਲੀ [saskuli] Skt ਥੂਸ੍ਯਥੂਵ੍'ਜੇ n

an ornament worn by women in lower portion

of the ear through a large perforation. 2 a

jalebi — a kind of sweet-meat. 3 an amriti … 8

, sweet-meat prepared from the batter of

washed black pulse. “modak saskull parpa

puri.”—NP. 4 a fried samosa.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਗਾਨੀ [$asgani] an old gold coin. See ਸ਼ਸ਼ਦਾਂਗ.

2 a silver coin in vogue during the reign of

Ferozshah, that was equivalent to two-annas.

ਸਸਘਰ [sasghar] See ਸਸਿਘਰ.

'ਸਸਘਰਿ [sasgharI] See ਸਸਿਘਰਿ.
ਸਜ਼ਤ [sasat] adj Cheap. 888 ਸਂਰ੍'ਘਾ. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ-

admired, worthy of appreciation,

praiseworthy. “sasat vakhar ਪਿੰ ghi’nhI

nahi.”—asa m 5. ‘not engaged in a good

business.’ 3 happy, delighted. 4 cut,

segmented. 5 P M: sixty. 6 a ring that

emperor Akbar would offer to the followers

of Din-e-ilahi. See Vincent Smith’s ‘Akbar’

page 217.

' ਸ਼ਸਤਰ [sastar] See ਸਸਤ੍ਰ-
ਸਸਤਾ [sasta] See ਮਸਤ 1 and ਸਹਘਾ.

ਸਸਤਾਉਣਾ [sastauna], ਸਸਤਾਨਾ [sastana] Skt ਲੈਕਚਰ,

to have temporary relief or rest for a while;

to laze or relax. “ta ghari Ik sastaIke.”—JSBB.

ਸਸਤਿ [585ਗ਼ੀ1],'ਸਸਤੀ [sasti] feminine of ਸਸਤਾ.

2 Skt ਗਯਿ praise, appreciation. 3 See ਸਸਤ੍ਰੀ.

ਸਸਤੇ [sastoa] See ਸਸਤ l and ਸਹਘੋ.
mlsastr] Skt ਧ੍ਯਣ੍ਕ n one that cuts; an

instrument for cutting. Sanskrit scholars have

classified weapons into'the following four

categories:

(8) ਮੁਕੁ: those released from the hand as

chakar i.e. a circular missile.

(b) ਅਮੁਕੂ: those not released from the hand

as a sword, dagger etc.

(0) ਮੁਕ੍ਰਾਮੁਕੂ: which may or may not be
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released from the hand as a spear, mace, etc.

(d) ਯੰਤ੍ਵ ਮੁਕੂ: which are released from some

mechanical device, as an arrow, a bullet etc.

Those released from the hand are also

called ‘astra’ (missiles) 866'ਅਸਤੁ.

There is a mention of numerous weapons

in Dasam Granth, Guru Pratap Suray and

Gurvilas. To name a few:
cédrhas eke kar dhari,

dutIy dhop gahI trItIy katari,

catur hath sahIthi uanri,

gophan guraj karat camkari,-

pattahsébhari gada Ubhari trIsul sudhari

Churkari,

jébua aru banésukas kamanécaram pramané

, dharbhari, `

pédrae galolé pas amolé parasu adolé

hathnalé,

bIchua pahIrayé pata bhramayé jImI yam

dhayé VIkra15.—ramav.

asI krIpan khédo kharag tupak tabar aru tir,

seph SIrohi sehthi yahe hamare pir...

tuhi katari da_rhjam tfi bIchuo aru ban...

tUhi guraj tum hi gada tumhi tir tuphég...

——sanama.

vacje ban care 50 tege ju myani,

dudhare puladi aneké mahani,

SIrohi halabbi janabbi dai hE,

karacol khéde jU katti lai hé.

sabhe 10h ki 55g neje bIsale,

bIchue vade bfik jébue karale,

chore khokhni seph lébi baléde,

ghane sel bhale prakase améde.

malehin saphé bane 5g Cége,

tamace kaladar satrun bhége.

tuph‘égé jéjelf) jébure dhamake,

dae cakr vakré caméké calake.

vade mol 1<e dur te aI dhale,

kathoré kudédé vade oj vale.

bhare ban bhathe aneké prekare,
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dhare ban pene lage bidh pareE—GPS.

It is regrettable that people do not know

the names and meanings of most of the

weapons. Most of them are not even

recognised by them. For the benefit of the

readers we have deemed it fit to give pictures

of such weapons.

ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ ੲੀਸ [sastra is], ਸਸਤ੍ਵ ੲੀਸੁ [sastra isr] n king
of weapons, the sword.—sanama.

ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ ੲੀਸ੍ਰਣੀ [sastr israni] n an army ofswordmen.
—sanama.

ਸਸਤ੍ਸ਼ੇਰ [sastrser] n lion amongst weapons, the
sword.—sanama.

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਗਿਆ [sastragIa] adj ਸ਼ਸਭ੍ਰਰ੍ਯ one well-
versed in the use of arms. 2 ਕ੍ਯਾ well-versed

in scriptures. “dharat than gIan sastragIa.”
—-I<aII m 5.

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਣੀ [sastrani] See ਸਸਤੁਨੀ.

ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰਧਾਰੀ [sastradhari] armed; equipped with
arms. “2 a baptised Singh, a Khalsa, a sword-

bearer.

ਸਸਤ੍ਨਾਮਮਾਲਾ ਪੁਰਾਣ [sastranammala puran] a

literary composition in Dasam Granth

containing mention ofweapons such as ਖੜਗ,

ਕਟਾਰ, ਬਰਛੀ, ਚਕ੍ਰ, ਵਾਣ (ਤੀਰ), ਪਾਸ਼ (ਫਾਹੀ) and ਬੰਦੂਕ

in the form ofriddles. For a lay scholar, they

are very difficult to understand. Dexterity is

required to decode the distorted terms

employed by ignorant scribes.

Indifferent writers have played havoc with

hundreds ofwords and done injustice to their

meanings through distortion. They have

substituted ਸਾਫੀ for ਸ੍ਰਾਵੀ, ਛਿਤਜ for ਛਤਜ, ਛਾਦਕ
ਧਿਸ਼ਾਛੇਦਕ, ਸਿਪੈਹਰਧਿਜ਼ਾਸਿਪਿਹਿਰ, ਸਸਨਕੇਭੇਸ form

ਕੁੰਭੇਸ਼, ਅਸੁਰ ਘਿਅਸੁ, ਬਿਸਨਾਧਖ ਗਿਵ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿਅਧਿਪ,ਸੱਤਰ for

ਸੂਤਚਿ. ਅਰਬਲਾਰ for ਅਾਰਵਲਾ ਅਰਿ, ਧਨਨੀ for ਧੁਨਨਿ,
ਸਰਜਜ formfifor ਸੁਧੁਨਿ, ਸਕੁਰਦਨ forਸਕਦਨ
ਹਰਿ for ਹਰ, ਹਰ for ਹਰਿ, ਯਾਗਮੇਂਨਧਿਖ਼ਾਂ ਯਾਰ੍ਯਸੇਨੀ, ਬੰਸੀ

for ਬਾਸੀ, ਬਿਬਿਧ for ਵਿਬੁਧ, ਬਹਸਿ for ਬਿਹਸ, ਸਪਤ
for ਸਹਸ, ਤਰੰਗਨਿ for ਤੁਚੰਗਨਿ etc. This way they
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(!) (ਟ੍ਰਟ੍ਵੇਲ਼ਾਲ਼ੀਰ੍ਨੂੰਤੂੰ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16)
  

NAME OF WEAPONS AND THEIR PICTURES IN SERIAL ORDER

una I . 351 2, aradh cédr A, This is used to draw the bow’s string. sofa jég [parsu] 43, samser 3,

sarég - 33, sIkargah 4, sIrohi 5, sikhca 6,lsu1 32, sef 7, sri sath, See, 351 katar 24, katti 8,

karod 49, karabin 54, karah‘ 9, kirac IO, kurukban 20, kukri 40, krIpan l ], khapra C, khéjar 3 ] —>
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(       
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-> khéda 12, gatka 21, gada 47, gujrat choti l4 - gujrat vaddi l3, gupti 46, guraj 39,
gopia [gofat] 28, golia 15` cakr nevi 52, cakr purana 50, capra je 8, so called if it is
more than one finger a measuring unit in breadth and less than six fingers in length.
chavhi [ch3hi]48, Chura 42, jamdarh 23. zulafkar l7, jéjsl60, jéburak 57. ]ਰੌਮਿੰਘਗ਼ 51 —> 



 

 

 
  

(37) (38) (39) (40) (4|) (42) (43) (44)

—> tholutir D - It is, used to smash the bone ofthe enemy’s forehead. dhal [s:par] 34, katarca E,

tabar 44, teméca 61, tir cugna 29 -A warrior on horse-back while on horse-back, he could pick up

arrows lying scattered in the battle—field. tukka Q, teg [teca] 16 and 18, coredar béduk 53, trIsul F,

dhanukh 27, dhemka 56, dhop l9, nahar nakhé [bagnakhé] 36, nadakkh 35, narad H, neza 25, —> 



 

—> pattIs 20, patharkala 23, pasu, See safa jég, peskabad 30, badamca l, barcha 26,

barchi 22, bég 4], baghnakhé, See nahamakhé, cxtua 37, bugda 45, b5d lIal neza,

je 35 - So named ifit has embroidered frill and border. breech loader 58, masale [t_opi] dar,

béduk 59, minmukhtir J. rifle 55, revolver 62,1ੲ5 K, vajr 38. 
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have done, a great injustice to the original

meaning of the words.

Keeping in view the interest of the readers,

very obtuse terms are explained in this

dictionary in the alphabetical order, yet it

seems proper that a key to Sastarnammala be

provided so as to remove opaqueness and

explain the rules, according to which names

ਰ੍ ofthe weapons are conceived.

(a) ਖੜਗ is mentioned as ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟੇਸ (ਸਿਸ੍ਵਿ-ਈਸ਼).
The reader should note that when such terms

as ਈਸ਼, ਏਸ਼, ਪਤਿ etc. are added to synonyms
for ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ such as ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵ, ਜਗਤ, ਸੰਸਾਰ, ਦੁਨੀਆ etc.,

then such coinages stand for ਖੜਗ. Another

name forHZ-Bar is ਪ੍ਰਿਥੀਪਾਲਕ, thus all synonyms

ਧਿਪ੍ਰਿਥਵੀ such as ਭੂਮਿ, ਵਸੁਧਾ, ਵਸੁੰਧ੍ਯਾ, ਚਿਰਾ etc.

when followed by ਪਾਲਕ are treated as ਖੜਗ.

Similarly for ਤਲਵਾਰ, the term ਗ੍ਰੀਵਾਅਰਿ is
mentioned, so synonyms of ਗ੍ਰੀਵਾ, like ਗਰਦਨ,

ਨਾਰ, ਕੰਠ etc. when suffixed by ਅਰਿ, ਸੜੂ, ਵੈਰੀ

etc should be taken to mean ਖੜਗ. The same

holds true with regard to such names ਧਿਖੜਗ

as ਜਗਮਾਤ, ਸਸਤ੍ਪਤਿ, ਕਵਚਾਂਤਕ, ਖੇਲਾਂਤਕ, ਖਲਮਾਰਕ,

ਭੂਤਾਂਤਕ, ਭਵਹਾ, ਖਗਅਰਿ, ਸ੍ਰਿਗਅਰਿ etc.
In the absence ofa proper explication some

readers get misled. ਜਗਤਮਾਤ means ਮਾਇਆ and

ਭਵਾਨੀ; ਕਵਚਾਂਤਕ means a gun; ਭੂਤਾਂਤਕ stands for

8!1ਜੂ\/;ਖਗਅਰਿ for a }121\\/|(;ਮ੍ਰਿਗਅਰਿ means a lion

etc. But it should be noted that traditional

’ association is the basis for understanding of

such synonyms ofਖੜਗ. Similarlyazafforaaél,

ਜਮੁਨਾੲੀਸ਼ for ਵਰੁਣ, ਤ੍ਰਿਣਰਿਪ for ਮ੍ਰਿਗ, ਤਿਮਿਰਹਾ for

ਚੰਦ੍ਰਮਾ, ਨਦੀਜ for ਘਾਹ, ਜਲਜ ਧਿਜ਼ਾਬਿਰਛ etc. should

be understood accordingly.

(b) ਕਟਾਰ is mentioned as ਜਮਧਹ, ਜਮਦਾੜ, ਉਦਰ

ਅਰਿ etc. The reader should know that the word

ਦਾੜ੍ਹ when suffixed to ਜਮ (ਯਮ) and ਅਰਿ or ਸਤੂ

when suffixed to ਪੇਟ means ਕਟਾਰ.

(c) ਬਰਛੀ is named ਸੈਹਥੀ, ਸ਼ਕਤਿ, ਸੁਭਟਅਰਿ,

ਸੈਨਾਰਿਖ ਕੰਭਅਚਿ,ਯਸਟੀਅਰਧੰਗ,ਭਟਹਾ,ਕੁੰਭਹਾ,ਕੁੰਭੀਚਿਪੁ,_?-
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ਲਛਮਣ ਅਰਿ, ਘਟੋਤਕਚ ਅਰਿ etc. it should be clear

to the reader that ਮੇੰਸੁਭਟ ਅਰਿ is substituted

with ਯੋਧਾ ਰਿਪੁ or ਕੁੰਤੀ ਅਰਿ with ਕੁੰਜਰ ਰਿਪੁ it is

nothing more than ajugglery of words, for

the meaning remains essentially the same.

For a proper grasp of names used in

Sastarnammala, some knowledge of history

is essential. In its absence, one cannot follow

how Laehhman became unconscious and

Ghatotkach got killed when assaulted with a

ਬਰਛੀ (spear) due to which ਸੈਹਥੀ was called

ਲਛਮਣ ਰਿਪੁ and ਘਟੋਤਕਚ ਰਿਪੁ respectively.

(d) To coin terms for ਚਕ੍ਰ, the word ਸਸਤ੍ਵ or

ਆਯੁਧ is suffixed to all the names of Vishnu

and Krishan, who destroyed their enemies by

[|5ਜੂਸਬੂਘਿ5ਸ਼੍ਯ6ਪਿੱ੭੦ਮੋ:ਵਿਸਨੁਸਸਤ੍ਵ,ਕ੍ਰਿਸਨਾਯੁਧ,ਮੁਗ{ਰਦਨ,

ਮਧੁਹਾ, ਨ੍ਯਕਾਸੁਰ ਰਿਪੁ etc. If the reader is fully

conversant with all the names attributed to

Krishan and Vishnu, then understanding the

name ਧਿਢ਼ਾਚਕ੍ਰ will pose no problem.

(e) Apart from the names for arrow

mentioned in dictionaries, numerous other

names such as ਧਨੁਖਗ੍ਜ, ਚਰਮਛੇਦਕ, ਸ੍ਰਿਗਹਾ etc.

have been coined. Obtuse words have been

coined for an arrow assuming it to be sky—

wandering 85ਰਜਨੀਸੁਰਧਰਧਰ, ਚੰਦ੍ਧਰਚਰ, meaning
an arrow wandering in the sky that holds the

moon. The names of the moon are really

complex. In this regard, ਝਖਧਰਸੁਤ, ਵਾਸਞਅਰਿ'ਧਰ

ਤਨ੍ਯ denote the moon, who is the son of the

sea that abounds in fish and his enemy is

lndar; Mainak mountain, whose bearer is the

sea, whose son is the moon etc.

The word ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ when sufiixed to all the

names ofKam (ਕਾਮ) gives words for an arrow

as - ਪੁਹਪਧਨੁਖਾਯੁਧ, ਮੀਨਕੇਤ੍ਹਾਯੁਧ, ਸ਼ਿਞਅਰਿ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ etc.

The tenn ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ is also added to the various

names of ਅਰਜੁਨ to provide coinage for arrows,

such as ਇੰਦੁਸੁਤ ਆਯੁਧ, ਗੁੜਾਕੇਸ਼ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ, ਧਠੰਜ੍ਯ ਅਸਤ੍ਵ etc.
 

'ਟਸ੍ਯਗੈਝਸੈਯਿ
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Karan, Krishan and Ravan were killed
with arrows hence ਕਰਣਾਂਤਕ, ਸੂਰ੍ਯਸੁਤਅਰਿ, ਕ੍ਰਿਸਨਾਂਤਕ,
ਹਲਧਰ ਅਨੁਜ ਅਰਿ also stand for arrows.

Krishan was the charioteer ofArjun, hence '
to denote arrows ਭੀਖਮ ਅਰਿ ਸੂਤ ਅਰਿ, ਗੰਗਾਪੁਤ੍ਰ ਅਰਿ

ਸੂਤਅਚਿ, ਇੰਦ੍ਰਤਾਤਸੂਤਰਿ, ਯੁਧਿਸਟਿਰਅਨ੍ਯਸੂਤਰਿ etc.
are the several names coined for the purpose.

In view of the context in Sastarnammala, '
at many'places words have to be introduced
(ਪਦਾਂ ਦਾ ਅਧ੍ਯਾਹਾਰ)', for clarifying the meanings
as-“prItham juthstar bhakh, {ਸ਼ਿ}… sabad
pun bhakhie. jan hrIde me rakh, sakal nam e
ban ke.”—168. Yudhishtir’s brother is Arjun,
but it does not connOte much, therefore the
term ‘ਸੂਤਰਿ’ should be introduced from outside,
meaning arrow is the enemy of Arjun’s ਸੂਤ.
Likewise while indicating the names of guns
the text gives this detail: “prIthi sabad k0
adI ucaro, t5 pache ja pad d8 daro. nam

tuphég jan th lije, cathe jahfi taha pad

dije.”—721. At this place, the addition of

ਪ੍ਰਿਸਟਨਿ to ਪ੍ਰਿਥੀਜ will provide the word for gun,
as it is wood available on the earth that equips

it with the butt.

At times for the sake of clarity, parts of a '

~ sentence have to be properly connected as in

“tImar 0੮91- ha bhagenI bakhano.”—1006. As

such it should be “tImarha ucar bhaganI
bakhano”, i .e. the word sister should precede

the term eliminator of darkness2 etc. ,

(f) for ਪਾਸ਼ (noose), ਵਚੁਣਾਸਤ੍ਰ, ਯਮ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ are

conceived as ਗੰਗਾਈਸੁਰਾਸਤ੍ਵ, ਕ੍ਰਿਸਨ ਬੱਲਭਾ ੲੀਸੁਰਾਸਤ੍ਵ

that is Varun the god ofGanga and Krishan’s

beloved Yamuna; his weapon, the noose.

ਅੰਤਕਾਸਤ੍, ਰਵਿਸੁਤ੍ਯਾਤ੍, ਪ੍ਰਾਣਾਂਤਕ ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ, etc. are
employed to denote the noose.

ਪਾਸ਼ is also used for the army’s enemy but

the terms for the army are coined in a

'for clarity’s sake, a word introduced from outside.
 

2sister of the moon-Chandarbhaga‘stream.
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spectacular manner through the addition of
suffixes ਣੀ-ਨੀ as ਬੀਰਣੀ, ਭਟਨੀ, ਤਠੁਤ੍ਰਾਣੀ. etc. The
addition of ਅਰਿ or ਅਰਿਣੀ at the end of these
Words gives various names for ਪਾਸ਼.

Noose is also called ਠਗਆਯੁਧ. The reader
should kriow that the addition ਘੰਸਸਤ੍ਰ to

etc. leads to the formation of names for ਪਾਸ਼
(the noose).

(g) Last of all are mentioned the names for

ਤੁਵੰਗ (the gun). There are numerous names

assigned to it, again coined in an unusual

manner, as ਜਲਜਕੁੰਦਿਨੀ, ਧਰਾਰਾਟ ਪ੍ਰਿਸਟਿਣੀ that is

having a wooden butt. Another name for the

gun is ‘the enemy ofarmy’ and with the addition

, of sufiixes ਣੀਂ-ਨੀ- numerous names come to be

formed for the army as -ਬਾਰਨਿ, ਹਥਨੀ, ਰਥਨਿ, ਹਯਨੀ,

ਘੋਰਨਿ, ਪਦਾਤਨਿ, ਬਰਮਣੀ, ਚਕੁਣੀਂ, ਖੜਗਣੀਂ, ਪੰਚਾਨਨ ਘੋਖਨੀ,

ਅਭਿਮਾਨਿਨੀ, ਸਮਯਨੀ, ਸੋਭਨੀ, ਪ੍ਰਭਾ'ਧਰਨਿ, ਭਾਨੀ, ਮੇਧਣੀਂ,

ਧਿਖਣੀ, ਕ੍ਰਿਸ਼ੀ, ਭੂਪਣੀ, ਧਠੁਨੀ, ਕੋਵੰਡਨੀ, etc. when ਰਿਪੁ

ਸੜੂ, ਅਰਿ ਅੰਤਕ etc. are added at the end of. the
aforesaid terms, they mean the gun.

Another name for the gun is the enemy of

the lion. In this context, following are the

names been ascribed to the lion -—

“adI taréganl sabad ucaro janke,

jacar kah: naIk pad bahuro thanks,

satru sabad ko take 5t ucaris,

ho! sakal tupak ke nam sumItr VIcarie.”

—811.

‘Grass grew because of the tarangani (the

stream), the deer was its grazer whose hero

was the lion and whose enemy was the gun’.

Names ofthe streams are also not common.

At some places, the stream demolishes the

banks; at other places, it is the ripper of the

mountains; still at other places it gets

associated with the mythological names i.e.

ਦ੍ਵਾਰਾਵ'ਤਿਨਾਇਕ ਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ for Jamuna, ਭੀਸਮ ਮਾਤਾ for
Ganga, ਸਸਿਅਟ੍ਸ੍ਯਨਨਿ for Chandarbhaga etc.



 

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਨੀ

As the grass grows on the earth, so very

intricate names are assigned to it like

“nIsnaIkananI suncar pat: an.” ‘the bearer

of Chandarbhaga-the earth, its produce is the

grass and the grazer of the grass is the deer,

whose lord is the lion and its enemy is the gun.

Assuming the earth to be the property of

Kashyap the Prajapati, the names ascribed to

the gun are the most difficult as “ucc sravaIs
es esni Isni arni.” it means ‘The lord of Srava

(horse) is lndar and his lord is Kashyap, his

. property is the earth, and its master is the army

whose enemy is the gun.’

At places word ਤੁਫੌਗ is coined by employing

the term ਨ੍ਰਿਪ four times as —
adI sabad matég bhanije,

car bar anp pad k0 dije,

arni take 5t bakhano,

sabh sri nam tupak ke jan0.—1251.

‘Lord ofmatég (Airavat, the elephant)—Indar,
his master Kashyap, his property, the earth,

its protector, the royal army and its destroyer,

the gun.

If readers study Sastarnammala keeping

the aforesaid rules in mind, they will find it

easy to grasp the meanings.
ਸਸਤ੍ਰਨੀ [sastrani] n an armed force.—sanama.

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਪਤਿ [sastrapatI], ਸਸਤੁਰਾਜ [sastraraj], ਸਸਤੁਰਾਟ

[sastrarat] n a lord of weapons the sword, sri

sahib.—sanama.

ਸਸਤ੍ਵਰਤੀ [sastravarti] adj adept in the use of
weapons; skilled in the way to use them. “dou

sastravarti.”—gyan.

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਾਗਾਰ [sastragar] Skt armoury.

ਸਸਤ੍ਰਿ [sastrI] with a weapon. “sastrI tikhanI
katI darIo manI na kino ros.”—maru a m 5.

‘With a sharp weapon, man cut the tree but it

did not protest’.‘

ਸਸਤ੍ਰੀ [sastri] Skt ਗ਼ਕ਼ਿਜ਼੍ adj armed. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯ
'Gurbani believes that the trees are animate.
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who cuts, or kills.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਦਾਂਗ [sasdag] P J’mf" n a goId-coin of four
and a halfmasas in weight.

ਸਸਧਰ [sasdhar] Sktਸ਼੍ਯ n bearer ofthe rabbit,

the moon.—sanama.

ਸਸਨ [sasan] Skt ਸ੍ਯਥ n the act of cutting;

murder. See ਕੁੰਭੋਸ਼ 2 Skt ਥੂਥਚਜ breathing. “tIh

jan rIkhi nahI sas sasyo.”-datt.
ਸਸਨ ਕੇ ਭੇਸ [sasan ke bhes] See ਕੁੰਭੇਸ.
ਜਸਪਾਲ [saspal] See ਸਿ'ਸੁਪਾਲ. 2 See ਸਸਧਰ. 3 a
breeder of rabbits. See ਸਸ 3.

ਸਸਪੰਜ [saspéj] See ਸ਼ਸ਼ੋਪੰਜ.
ਸਸਬਦਨਾ [sasbadna] See ਸਸਿਵਦਨਾ.
ਸਸਬਾਨ [sasban] See ਸਸਿਬਾਨ.
ਸਸਬੇਲ [sasbel] 866 ਸੋਮਵੱਲੀਂ‘‘sasbel bIjIya aru
cakr-gada.”—samudrmathan.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਮ [sasam] P (”adj 5ਜੁ×੮|1.5/<2ਸਸ੍ਰ. 866E Sixth.

ਸ'ਸਰਾਮ [sasram] a sub-divisional town in

Shahbad district of Bengal. It is situated at a

distance ofthirty kos from Kashi which is 406

miles away from Calcutta. The ninth Guru

stayed in this town at the house of Chacha

Phago. The gurdwara is known as ‘Vadi

Sangat’. There is a garden known as Guru ka

Bag here which the Guru visited.

There is a boulder here on which an edict

of Ashoka is engraved.

To the west of this town is 'located the

famous mausoleum of Shershah Suri. Some

persons have named this place as Sasranv and

Sahasram.

In the Imperial Gazetteer of India it is

mentioned that its ancient name was

Sahasarram because a demon with a thousand

arms used to play with as many toys. In our

opinion its name is Sahasraram i.e. a place

having numerous rest houses. See ਆਰਾਮ.

ਸਸਰਾਂਞ [sasrév] See ਸਸਰਾਮ.

ਸਸਤੀ [595ਨੂਤੋ਼] See ਸਸੁ and ਸਸੁ'ੜਿ.
ਸਸਾ [sasa] character ਸ of Punjabi script. “sasa



ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾੰਕ

SIanap Chadu Iana.”—bavan. 2 the
pronunciation ofFf. ਸਕਾਰ- 3 Skt ਸ੍ਯ and ਡ੍ਸ੍ਯਨ੍ਹ 27
a rabbit. See ਸਹਾ. 4 See ਫੀਲੁ.

ਸਸਾਂਕ [895ਕੋੰ1<] Skt ਤ੍ਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾਫ਼੍ਡ਼ਾ n the moon, which has
within it the figure of a rabbit. Poets assume
that the dark spots in it are of the shape of a
rabbit. 2 camphor. 3 There was a Shaiv king
of this name in central Bengal who killed a
brother of king Harsha. He burnt the Baudh
Tree at Gaya and tortured the devotees of
Buddhism.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾੰਕ ਸ਼ੇਖਰ [$955k sekhar], ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾਂਕ ਰੂੜ [$355k cur],
ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾਂਕ ਮੈਂਲਿ [sasak mDII] Skt n the bearer of the
moon at his forehead, Shiv.

ਸਸਾਠਨ [sasanan] adj who has a moon-like face;
beautiful face. Sktmwith a moon-like face.

ਸਸਿ [saSI] Skt ਥੂਸ੍ਰਾਯਿਜ਼੍ n one who has a rabbit;
the moon having the figure of a rabbit. See

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਾੰਕ. “aSIta' nISI me 5381' so bIgse.”
—samudrmathan. 2 according to Yog, the

moon is situated in the left vessel and fore-

head and from there trickles the elixir. “sasx

kino sur gIrasa.”—ram kabjr. 3 a quantitative
expression denoting one, for the moon is

assumed to stand for one. “sémat ban su cad,

khéd sasi savan VIkhe.”—nIhaI sfgh.

‘Sammat 1915.’2 4 This word has also been
used for Monday. “jamdutIya sas: dIn tel)
huto.”—GPS. 5 Skt ਸ੍ਯ farming. “sada sokal

saSIn ko sali.”—NP.

ਸਸਿਉਧਸਰ੍ਖਿਨੀ [sasxupaskhIni]—-sanama.
Chandarbhaga river i.e. Chenab.

ਸਜਿ ਉਪਰਾਜਨਿ [sasi uprajanI] n what enhances
the elegance of the moon. i.e. the night.

—sanama.

ਸਸਿ ਅਨੁਜਨਨਿ [5੪5]: anujananI] n the bearer of
the moon’s younger sister, Chandarbhaga, that

'dark.

2five arrows of Kam, one moon. nine regions, one moon.
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ਸਸਿਯਾ

is, the earth.—sanama.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਿ ਅਨੁਜਨਨਿ ਜਾ ਚਰ ਨਾਥ ਸਤੂ [saSI anujananI ja
car nath satru] n the bearer of the moon’s
younger sister Chandarbhaga meaning the
earth. The deer is the grazer of grass grown
there. His lord is the lion and the gun is his
enemy.—sanama.
ਸਸਿ ਅਟ੍ਜ਼ਿਨਿ [saSI anujanI] n the bearer ofthe
moon ’5 younger sister Chandarbhaga meaning
the earth.—sanama.

ਸਸਿਅਨੁਜਾ [sasxanuja] n the moon’s younger

sister, Chandarbhaga river.—sanama.

ਸਸਿਸੇਖਰ [8952੮ sekhar]Skt911§T ਯੇਹ੍ਧ੍ਯ“ the bearer
ofthe moon at his forehead, Shiv.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੇਖਰੀ [sasI sekhri] n the bearer ofthe moon
at her head, Durga.

ਸਸਿਕ਼ੀਕ [saSIkik] Skt ਧੂਸ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਕਤ one; the unique

moon. “jIU VICI Udva saSIkik.”—prabha m 4.

‘as there is only one moon in the firmament.’

See ਉਡੁਵਾ.

ਸਸਿ ਘਰ [saSI ghar] n the abode ofthe moon,
the night. ਸ਼ਸ਼ਿਘਰ. 2 ignorance.

ਸਸਿ ਘਰਿ [sasx gharI] in the moon’s abode.
“saSI gharI sur vase mIte 5thara.”—-srdh-

gosatr. The sun stands for spiritual know-

ledge. The moon has no light of its own, it

shines only when the light ofthe sun falls upon '

it. “3351 gharI sur samaIa.”—prabha m 1.

2 in the left vessel. According to yog, nerve

Ira is the moon’s abode.

ਸਸਿਬਾਨ [sasrban] n a crescent arrow. See ਅਰਧ

HffiH'HlsaSIbam1Dg wife ofthe moon, the night.
ਸਸਿਭਗਨਿ [sasxbhaganx] n the sister of the
moon, Chandarbhaga. See ਚੰਦ੍ਰਭਗਾ.

ਸਸਿਭਾਲ [saSIbhal], ਸਸਿ ਭੂਖਨ [saSI bhukhan],
ਸਸਿਮੌਲਿ [saSI …੨11]^ਵੂ/(2ਗਿੰਝੇਕ਼ਾਸ੍ਯ, ਜ੍ਯੋਬ੍ਰੂਯਧ੍ਯ,W

n the bearer ofthe moon on the forehead, Shiv.

ਸਸਿਯਾ [saSIya] n Sassi, who was in love with

Punnu. “jit lai 595]: ki kala yfite SBSIya nam.”



 

ਸਸਿਵਦਨਾ

—carItr 108. See ਸੱਸੀ and ਪੁੰਨੂ. 2 having the

markings of a rabbit, the moon. 3 the bearer

of the moon — Shiv. 4 a cultivator, farmer.

5 the earth that throws up vegetation.

ਸਸਿਵਦਨਾ [SBSIVBdna] ਥੂਯਿਥਥਜ੍ਯ a ganIk metre

also known as akra, anka. anhad, anubhav,

cédrasa and madhurdhunI. It has four lines,

each line organised as lll, ISS.

Example:

jabkar lekha. badhat VIsekha.

nah: ghatjai. bhal patIai.—NP.

ਸ਼ਸੀ [sasi] See ਸਸਿ. 2 a metre, see fourth

difference ਘੰਅਨਕਾ and ਏਂਕਾਕ਼ਰੀਂ and ਚਾਚਰੀ 2.

ਸਸੀਅ [sasia], ਸਸੀਅਰ [sasiar] SkaUB'n the moon.

“'émrIt sasia dhenu lachmi kalpataru.”—dhana

trIIocan. “raVI sasiar benadha.”—-sarm 5.

ਸਸੀਅਰ ਕੈ ਘਰਿ ਸ਼ੁਰੁ ਸਮਾਵੈ [sasiar ks gharI suru

samavsl—brla thIti m 1. in the abode of the

moon, the night (ignorance), ਸੂਰ is the sun

(spiritual knowledge).

ਸਸੀਅਰੁ [sasiaru] See ਸਸੀਅਰ. “sasiaru gaganI

jotI tIhu loi.”—bIIa thIti m 1. ‘peaceful soul

that is poised in the brain.’

ਸਸੁ [sasu] Skt ਥੂ'ਕਬ੍, n mother-in-law. “sasu

VIraInI.”——var ram 2 m 5. See ਵਿਰਾਇਣਿ.

ਸਸੁਰ [sasur], ਸਸੁਰਾ [sasural Skflafifiwhich spreads

fast, or is worthy of respect; father—in-Iaw.

ਸਸੁਰਾਰ [sasurar], ਸਸੁਰਾਲ [sasural], ਸਸੁਰਾਲਾ [sasurala]

n house of one’s father—in-law. “sasurs peie

tIsu két ki.”—majh m 5 dInren. ‘in this world

and the next.’

ਸਥਚਿ [sasurI], ਸਸੁੜਿ [sasurI], ਸਸੁੜੀ [5950ਨੂਤੋ਼],ਸਸੂ

[sasu] See ਸਸੁ. “na bhena bharjaia na se

sasuriah.”—maru a m 1. “sasu te pIrI kini

vakhI.”—asa m 5. ‘separated from ignorance.’

ਸਸੂਖਾ [sasukha] honour. See ਸੁਸ਼ੂਖਾ. “katego

kalukhan sasukha cahO kod me."’—GPS.

ਸ਼ਸ਼ੋਪੰਜ [sasopéj] P fin?" six and five; that is,

worry, reckoning, dilemma.

ਸਸੰ ਸੇਖਰੀ [595ਟੈ sekhri] See ਸਸਿਸੇਖਰੀ. “5੪5ਟੈ561<}11°1
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cédrbhala bhavani.”—c§di 2.

ਸਸੰਕ [535ਟੈ1<] Skt ਜ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਕ਼ adj doubtful. 2 afraid,

frightened. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਰ੍ਕ਼ੀ n one having the

markings of a rabbit, the moon.

ਸਸੰਬਰ [sasébar] Skt ਜ਼ਵ੍ਯਰਂਰ੍ਯ n a tree with leaves

which look like the ears of a horse. It is also

known asasvkaran L Vatica Robusta. “semi

sasébar savar sar.”—GPS. jédi, asvkaran and

dark coloured sal trees. ‘

ਸੱਸ [sass] See ਸਸੁ-

ਸੱ'ਸਾ [sassa] n character ਸ. 2 pronunciation ofਜੱਸਾ.

ਸੱਸੀ [sassi] adj partly white and partly black.

“sassie darie CIttie pagge.”—GPS. 2 n Punnu’s

beloved. In carItras there is a story about her

that once seeingthe fairy Rambha, Kapil Muni

ejaculated and from his semen Rambha gave birth

to Sassi. See ਚਰਿਤ੍ਰ 108. See ਸਸਿਯਾ ] and ਪੁੰਨੂ.

ਸਜਭ੍ਰ [sastra] See ਸਸਤ੍ਰ-

ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰਧਾਰੀ [sastradhari] See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰਧਾਰੀ.

ਜ੍ਯਤ੍ਨਾਮਮਾਲਾ [sastranammala] See ਸਸਤ੍ਵਨਾਮਮਾਲਾ.

ਸਸ੍ਯ' [sasy1Sktn cultivation. 2 n produce from

agriculture. 3 a weapon. 4 a virtue.

ਸਸ੍ਯਪਾਲ [sasypal], ਸਸ੍ਯਪਾਲਕ [sasypalak] Skt n

a farm-keeper. 2 a cultivator.

ਸਹ [sah] refuge, shelter. “nanak sah pakri s'étan

ki.”—sor m 5. 2 P ,‘} n husband. “sah ki sar

suhaganI jane.”—suhi raVIdas. 3 P ,'} short

form ofਸ਼ਾਹ; a king. 4 check (a move) in chess.

5 a bridegroom. 6 adj a leader, headman.

7 full, brimming. “nau ijehe hali sah dariau

v1c.”—c5c1i 3. 8 Skt ਚਫ਼ੁ,’ part along; in the

company of. 9 adj dominant. 10 competent.

11 Skt ਚਡ੍ vr to tolerate, be delighted, be

inspired, oppress, be determined.

ਸਹਸ [sahas] one hundred. “553th satrahI sahas

pacavan.”—ramav. ‘Bikrami 1755.’2 “sémat
 

'ਸ਼ਸ੍ਯ (sosy) is also correct.

2Pandit Tara Singh holds that the original version is

“sémat satrah 5: so pacavan.” but it is wrong on his part

to hold so. See the next example.

 

 



 

ਸਹਸਅਠਾਰਹ

satrh sahas bhaanje. aradh sahas phun tin
kathjs.”—carItr 405. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਥਫੁਥ one thousand.
3 innumerable. See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ “sahas sxanpa lakh
hohI.”—japu. “sahas tav nan nan nan hahI
tohI kau.”—soh11a. 4 Skt ਚਛੁਚ੍ sturdy, strong.
5 a victor, conqueror, winner. 6 n a victory,
conquest. 7 strength. 8 Skt ਰਫ਼੍ਥੰ adj with
pleasure,joyful, happy. 9 P J45 his emperor.
ਸਹਸਅਠਾਰਹ [sahas atharah] In “Basayar”, there
is a reference that God’s total creation has
eighteen thousand species. It includes animate
beings as well as inanimate substances. “sahas
atharah kahanI kateba.”—japu. ‘The Hindu
scriptures hold that the search has exhausted
us and the mention of eighteen thousand
species in the Quran, points towards creation
being endless.’

ਸਹਸ ਕਰ [sahas kar] n one having a thousand
hands. See ਸਹਸ੍ਵਬਾਹੁ. 2 one with countless rays;
the sun.

ਸਹਸਕਿਰਤ [sahaskIrat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਧ੍ਯਾ adjconfirmed.
2 provoked. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਤਿਚ'ਣ੍ਣਨੂਰ refined. 4 a language
regulated according to grammar and refined
as compared to a spoken language. 5 n
Sanskrit; the divine utterance. 6 See ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ
and ਸਹਸਾ ਕਿਰਤਾ. ਰ੍

ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ [sahaskr'Itil' n a language grown from
Sanskrit, Pali and Prakrit. It is also known as

‘Gatha’. It is in this language that “salok

sahaskrIti.” were written. See ਗਾਥਾ.

ਸਹਸ ਠਯਨ [sahas nayan] Skt ਚਫੁਚ ਜ੍ਧ੍ਯ n one
with innumerable eyes —the Creator. See ਸਹਸ

ਗ਼ਾਧੰਲ਼ੀਸਹਸਾ. 2 Indar on whose body a thousand

Vaginal spots turned into eyes.

ਸਹਸ ਨਾਰ ਸਚਿਤਾ [sahas nar sarIta] n a river
having a hundred tributaries, Satluj river.

—sanama. This term has been used for Satluj

by Bhai Sukha Singh in Guru Vilas.

ਸਹਸ ਨੇਤ੍ਰ [sahas netr], ਸਹਸ ਨੈਨ [sahas nan] See
'ਸ਼੍ਯਚਬਜ਼ਾ ਗੂਰਿਧੰਜ੍ਯ ਥੜਾ me;
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ਸਹਸ ਨਯਨ.

ਸਹਸ ਵਣੀ [sahas phani], ਸਹਸ ਫਨੀ [sahas phani]
n Sheshnag, a snake with a thousand hoods.
2 adj ~ having a thousand hoods. “sahas phani
japIo sekhnage.”——kan a m 4.

ਸਹਸ ਬਾਹੁ [sahasbahu] Skt ਸਹਸ੍ਰ ਬਾਹੁ 11 one having a
thousand arms—Arj un. See ਸਹਸੁਬਾਹੁਂ. “sahasbahu
madhu kit mahIkhasa.”—gau a m 1. ‘Afjun.
Madhu, Ketabh and Mehkha demon.’
ਸਹਸ ਭਗ ਗਾਮੀ [sahas bhag gami] n Indar, who
'had one thousand vaginal spots. 2 the horner
Indar —- having one thousand vaginas.
ਸਹਸਮੁਖ [sahasmukh] n Sheshnag having one
thousand mouths. 2 the Creator having one
thousand mouths.

ਸਹਸਮੂਰਤਿ [sahasmuratI] 11 one having
innumerable forms — the Creator; a colossal
forrn. '
ਸਹਸਰਾਛ [sahasrach] Skt ਸ੍ਯਗਙਥ n one having a
thousand eyes; Indar. 2 one having numerous
eyes; Akal. See ਸਹਸ. 3 Vishnu. “sahsrach jéke

subh sohe.”—VN. 4 Sheshnag.

ਸਹਸਰਾਮ [sahasram], ਸਹਸਰਾਂਵ [sahasrfiv] See

ਸਸਰਾਮ. “gamne satIguru gee agari. sahasrav

ke pahuc majhari.”—GPS.

ਸ਼ਹ ਸਵਾਰ [sah savar] P „…,/‘ਜੈ an expert rider; a .
horse-man with a whip.

ਸਹਸਾ[88}158]5/ਢ2ਰਂ੩1ਧ n doubt, suspicion. “VInu

sahje sahsa na jae.”—an5du. “'sahse jiu malinu

he.”-an5du. “nahi sahsa sog.”—sri m 1.

2 thousands, meaning countless. “sahas netr

muratI he sahsa.”—maru soIhem 5. 3 Skt adv

hastily, hurriedly. “sahsa kino kam.”—GPS.

4 forcefully. 5 without thinking.

ਸਹਸਾਇਆ [sahsaIa] adjhaving doubts. 888ਸਹਸਾ
l. “nahi sahsaIa.”—bI]a m 5. 2 hasty. See ਸਹਸਾ 3.

ਸਹਸਾੲੀ [sahsai] n haste, hurry. “ot ki huti athk

sahsai.”-GPS. See ਸਹਸਾ 3. 2 Skimmadja
bed~fellow.

ਸਹਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ [sahsastra] n a wearer of a thousand
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weapons. See ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ. “jIhI chin layo

sahasastra bali.”—samudrmathan.

ਸਹਸਾਕਿਰਤਾ [séhsakIrta] n See ਸਹਸਂਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ. “koi

parta sahsakIrta koi pare purana.”—ram m 1.

If we take sahsakIrta to mean Sanskrit, then

it is not the language ofthe Purans. This word

denotes a language different from that. Here

it means that some people (Baudhs and Jains)

read their scriptures in Magdhi Prakrit while

others study the Purans in Sanskrit.

ਸਹਸਾਗੂਣਾ [sahsaguna] adj one thousand times.
“de de még-hI sahIsa guna.”—var asa.

ਸਦਸ੍ਯ [sahsanan] n Sheshnag having one

thousand faces. “ka'p uthyo sun y5

sahsanan.”-—krIsan. 2 one with countless

faces — the Creator.

ਸਹਸਾਭੁਜ [sahsabhuj] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ. “sri jadubir

te jo sahsabhuj bhajgayo nahI juddh

macayo.”——krrsan. ‘

ਸਹਸੇਗੰਨ [5ਗ਼ੀ1568ਟੈਸਿ਼], ਸਹਸੇਗੰਠਿ [sahasegéthl] n
suspicion, fear—complex.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰ [sahsra] one thousand. 2 (in Nighunt)

countless. See ਸਹਸ.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਦਾਨ [sahsradan] adj who is a generous

donor. 2 n the Creator. 3 See ਸਹੰਸਰ ਦਾਨ.
ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਫਣੀ [sahsraphani], ਸਹਸ੍ਵਫਨੀ [sahsraphani]
n a snake with one thousand hoods; Sheshnag.

See ਸੇਸਨਾਗ.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ [sahsrabahu] an illustrious king of

Haihay dynasty, who according to the Sanskrit

poets had a thousand arms. Being the son of

Chandarvansi king Kritviray he is called

Kartviray and is also known as Arjun. He was

the king of Mahishmatil town and a disciple

of Dattatrey. He conquered the whole world

and ruled over it for 85,000 years.

In Brahmvaivart Puran there goes a story

that once alongwith his army Sahasarbahu went

'According to an article ofCunningham, Mandla (C.P.)
 

town is Mahishmati.
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to rishi Jamdagni’s ashram. The rishi with the

help ofKapila — a kam dhenu cow, entertained

the king so well that he was taken aback. While

taking leave, the king demanded Kapila front

the rishi which he declined. At this the king

tried to take away the cow forcibly, but the

army born ofthe cow routed the king’s soldiery.

To avenge his defeat, Sahasarbahu once again

made a surprise attack at Jamdagni’s ashram

with full force and killed the rishi. At that time

Jamdagni’s son Parsuram was not at home;

when he returned to the ashram, Renuka, his

mother, gave out seven desperate wails. There

upon Parsuram resolved to evict Kashatrias

from the earth and fought 21 times to achieve

his purpose. Then he fought against

Sahasarbahu and killed him. See ਹੈਹਯ and
ਪਰਸ਼ੁਰਾਮ. 2 Vanasur (Bhaumasur) who had a

thousand arms. See ਵਾਣ 5. .

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ ਅਰਿ [sahsrabahu arI] Parshuram.

2 Krishan.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਮੁਖਰਾਵਣ [sahsramukhravan] See ਮਹਰਾਵਣ.

ਸਹਸ਼ਾਂਸ਼ੁ [sahsrasu] one having a thousand rays,

the sun.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਾਕ਼ [sahsraks] n one having a thousand eyes,

God. See ਸਹਸ and ਸਹਸ੍ਰ. 2 Indar. According

to the legend, one thousand vaginal spots

appeared on the body of Indar due to

Gautam rishi’s curse, which later on turned

into eyes.

ਸਹਸ੍ਰੀ ਭੁਜਾਨ [sahsri bhujan] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ. 2 a
goddess with countless arms. “jape ratr dyosé

sahsri bhujané.”—aj.

ਸਰਕ [sahak] n drawing a deep breath. 2 adj

dry. “trIné ta meré sahké ta harié.”—sahas m

5. ‘from a blade ofgrass into a mountain, from

dry into green.’

ਸਹਕਣਾ [sahakna] v to draw ,a deep audible

breath; to breathe heavily; to sigh. 2 to long

for, to yearn. “sét l<a dokhi sada sahkaie.”



ਸਰਕਾਰ

—sukhmam'.

ਸਰਕਾਰ [sahkar] Skt n cooperation. 2 collaboration.

3 a mango with fragrance spreading far and

wide. 4 a helper, assistant.

ਸਹਕਾਰੀ [sahkari] Skt ਚਫ਼ੁਧ੍ਯਣਿਜ਼੍ adj helpful,
cooperative. “phIrat phIrat sahkari log.”—GPS.

ਸਹਗਲ [sahgal] n a sub-caste of the Khatris.
“prIthi mall sahgal bhala.”—-BG.

ਸਹਗਾਮਿਨੀਂ [sahgamIni] adj accompanying
female. 2 one who accompanies her dead

husband to the next world; a sati. “5tkal jaI
prIy 55g sahgamIni hve.”—-BGK.

ਸਹਗਾਮੀ [sahgami] adj accompanying male.
2 n companion.

ਸਹਘਾ [sahgha], ਸਹਘੋ [sahgho] Skt ਜ੍ਯਬੰ S ਸਹਾਂਗੋਂ
adj cheap. “VInU gahak gun vecie tau gun

sahgho jaI.”—var maru 1 m 1.

ਸਹਚਰ [sahcar] adj accompanying male. 2 n a

friend, companion. 3 an attendant, servant.

ਸਹਚਰੀ [sahcari] adj accompanying female.
2 n a female friend.

ਸਹਚਾਰ [sahcar] n the act of keeping company.

2 association, friendship.

ਸਹਚਾਰੀ [sahcari] n a friend, associate, companion.

2 ਸ੍ਯਗੀਜ੍ਕੋਯੰ/ an accompanying person.

ਸਹਜ [sahaj] or ਸਹਜੁ [sahaju] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਯ adj innate.

2 n a (twin) brother. 3 temperament, nature,

habit, wont. “5mrItu le 18 nim sicéi. kahIt

kabir ua k0 sahaju na jai.”—asa. 4 a thought,

discrimination. “sahje gaVIa thaI pave.”—sr1'

a m 3. 5 knowledge. “karmi sahaj na upje

VInU sahje sahsa na jaI.”—an5du. “gum bIn

sahaj na 0ij bhai, puch-hu gIania jaI.”—sor

am 3. 6 ecstasy, bliss. “cauthe pad mahI sahaj

he gurmukhI pale paI.”—sriam 3. 7 cultured,

devoted to one’s husband. 8 the Supreme

Being, the Creator. “sahaj salahi sada sada.”

—sr1‘ a m 3. 9 honour, regard. 10 adv

effortlessly. “satIguru ta paIa sahaj seti.”

~an5du. 11 natural “jo kIchu hOI su sahje
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hOI.”—var bIIa m 3. “sahje jage sahje sove.”

—Var sorm 3. 12 easily. “mUkatI duara mokla

sahje avau jau.”—s kabir. 13 Sn pounded bhang

(intOxicating hemp).

ਸਹਜਅਾਟਦਿ [sahajanéd] n innate bliss. spiritual
ecstasy. 2- natural joy.

ਸਹਜਸਮਾਧਿ [sahajsamath] n in contrast to the
relentless mortification ofhath yog, effortless

contemplation. ‘The yogis perform relentless

contemplation, while the Sikhs indulge in

effortless contemplation. They are perpetually

engaged in the recitation ofGurbani and thus

their life does not go waste’ (Bhagtavli) “sahaj

samath sada lIv harI sIU.”—sar a m'l.

ਸਹਜਸਰੋਂਞਰ [sahajsarovar] reservoir of know-
ledge. 2 ocean of knowledge. 3 the Guru, the

spiritual mentor. 4 a congregation.

ਸਹਜਸਰੋਂਞਰਿ [sahajsarovarI] in sahajsarovar.
“ਪਿਰੋ sahaj sarovarI bas.”—saveye m 4 ke.
ਸਹਜਸੁਖ [sahajsukh] n innate bliss. 2 adj
spontaneous ecstasy.

ਸਹਜ ਸੁੰਨ ਕਾ ਘਾਟ [sahaj son ka ghat] n dasamdvar
(the tenth opening), the ultimate stage of

spiritual enlightenment. “gég jamun ke 5tre

sahaj sfin ke ghat.”—s kabir. Here Ganga stands

for Ira and Jamuna for pigla. 2 the path of
sahaj dhuni. See ਸੁੰਨ 9. ,

ਸਹਜ ਸੁਭਾਉ [sahaj subhau], ਸਹਜ ਸੁਭਾਇ [sahaj
subhaI] adj inherent, natural. “qu pavak ka

sahaj subhau.”—sukhmani. 2 adv naturally

inculcated. “mih vutha sahaj subhaI.”—var

gau2 m 5. 3 natural, effortless. “sahaj subhaI
mIle gopala.”—sor m 5.

ਸਹਜਸੂਖ [sahajsukh] See ਸਹਜ ਸੁਖ. “sahaj sukh

anéd ghanere.”—suhi chét m 5.

ਸਹਜ ਸੈਨ [sahaj sen] n state of contemplation.
“sahaj sen ਰਿਪ sukhman nari udh kamal

bIgsaIa.”—sor m 5.

ਸਹਜ ਕਥਾ [sahaj katha] n narration of know-

ledge. 2 praise of the Lord.
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ਸਹਜਕੇਲ [sahajkel] n natural ecstasy; everlasting

bliss.
ਸਹਜਗੁਫਾ [sahajgupha] n mental tranquility.

2 mind at peace. “sahajgupha mahI asano

batha.”—asa m 5.

ਸਹਜਜੋਗ [sahaj-jog] n in contrast to the relentless
mortification of Hath yog, it is a unique and

simple form ofyog. It is a form o-fyog that is

attained through contemplation, enhanced by

the recitation of ‘Nam’. In Gurbani it is also
termed as bhagathog, tattjog, brahmjog etc.

and sahajjog is defined as under :

“guru ka sabadu mane mahI mOdra, khItha

khIma hadhavau. jo kIchu kare bhala karI

manao, sahaj jog nIth pavau. baba ! jugta jio

jugah jog jogi param {ਗੈਂ mahI jogé. 5mrItU

namu nIréjanU paIa gIan kaIa res bhogé.

$Ivnagri mahI asanI besau kalap tIagi badé.

sigi sabadu sada dhunI sohe ਗੀ]: nISI pure

nad'é. patu vicarU gIanumatI déda varatman

bIbhuté. harI kiratI rahras: hamari

gurmukhI pothu atité. sagli jotI hamari s'émIa

nana varan eneké. kahu nanak sunI bhartharI

jogi! parbraham lIv ek'a.”—asa m I.

“gurI menu marIo karI séjogu,

ahInISI rave bhagathogU,

gur sétsabha dukhu mIterogU,

jan nanak harIvaru sahaj-jOgU.”

—bas.§t m 1.

“jogu na bhagvi kapri, jogu na male veSI.

nanak gharI bethIa jogu paie satIgur kc

updeSI.”-—sava m 3.

ਸਹਜਧਾਰੀ [sahajdhari] adj having innate know-
ledge. 2 easy-going, comfort, loving. 3 )1 one

of the sects among the Sikhs, whose members

do not get baptised, but profess Sikhism‘

'There are lots of sahajdharis in Punjab and Sind.
 

Sahajdharis especially those ofSind are very affectionate

and devoted. Singhs, who look down upon them. are

ignorant ofthe tenets of Sikhism.

without adopting the formal symbols.

ਸਹਜਧੁਨਿ [sahajdhunI] n contrary to the listening

of anahat nad at the tenth opening (dasam

dvar) through practice of hath-yog, perpetual

recitation ofNam; Nam’s perpetual recitation.

“satIguru seve ta sahajdhonI Upje.”—sorm 3.

ਸਹਜਧ੍ਯ'ਨ [sahajdhyan] n contrary to meditation

as practised in hath yog, unrelenting faith in

Gurshabad. 2 self-realisation through medi-

tation.

ਸਹਜਪੰਥ [sahajpéth] a sect among the Vaishnavs
introduced by the Svaroop Damodar, its

members sit facing young beautiful women,

meditate upon and sing the praise ofthe chief

eroticist Krishan.

ਸਹਜਭਾਉ [sahajbhau], ਸਹਜਭਾਇ [sahajbhaI] n
peaceful nature. 2 spiritual love. “sahajbhaI

mIlie sukh hove.”—5Idhgosat1. 3 adv

naturally, spontaneously.

ਸਹਜਮਤਾ [sahajmata] n self—contemplation.

2 self-doctrine. 3 adv spontaneous, natural.

“sahajmate banIai he.”—maru solhe m 3.

ਸਹਜਯੋਂਗ [sahajyog] See ਸਹਜ ਜੋਗ.
ਸਹਜਰੀਆ [sahjaria] adj relating to the inner
poise, spiritual. 2 spontaneous. “tau sukh

sahjaria.”-brha m 5.

ਸਹਸਾ [sahja] See ਸੇਜਾ- 2 See ਸਹਜ. 3 (a female)

born alongwith.

ਸਹਜਾਇਅਾ [sahjaIa] adj (a male) born
alongwith. 2 one who has attained spiritual

knowledge. 3 ਸਹਜ-ਆਇਅਾ spontaneous. “maha

anéd acit sahajaIa.”—asa m 5.
ਸਹਜਾਤ [sahjat] born alongwith, syngenetic.

ਸਹਜਾਦਾ [sahjada] See ਸਾਹਜਾਦਾ.

ਸਹਜਾਰਿ [sahjarI], ਸਹਾਜਾਰੀ [sahjari] adj about
spiritual knowledge. “nIrari apari sahjari.”
—asa m 5. 2 Ski ਸਹਜ-ਅਰਿ an innate enemy;

natural opponent. 3 n step brother or first

cousin who fosters ill-will due to greed for

wealth and property.



ਸਹਜਿ

ਸਹਜਿ [sahajI] adv knowingly. 2 naturally,
spontaneously. 3 naturally. 4 meditating over
the Supreme Being. “lags sahajI thanU.”
—japu. 4 with discretion. “sahajI sigar
kamanI karI ave.”——suhi a m 1. 5 gradually,

steadily. “sahajI pake so mitha.”—tukha
barahmaha. 6 with forbearance. “sahajI
sahajI gun rams kabira.”—gau kabir. “babiha

tfi sahajI bol.”—sava m 3. ਰ੍

ਸਹਜੀ [sahji] n a sahajdhari. Sikh._"‘tre prakar
mam SIkkh hi sahji carni khéd.”—ratanma1.

‘sahajdhari, charanpahuli and khanda amrit-

dhari.’ See ਸਹਜਧਾਰੀਂ.
ਸਹਜੁ [sahaju] See ਸਹਜ. `

ਸਹਜੇ [sahje] adv naturally, spontaneously.
“sahje asanu asthIru bhaIa.”—gau a m 5.

2 steadily, patiently. '

ਸਹਣ [sahan], ਸਹਣ ਸੀਲ [sahan sil] See ਸਹਨ and
ਸਹਨਸੀਲ. “sahansil sété.”—sahas m 5.

ਸਹਣਾ [sahna] v to tolerate; to forbear. See ਸਹ 1 l .,

ਸ਼ਹਤੀਰ [sahtir] P ['3’ a beam, log, sleeper.
ਸਹਤੂਤ [sahtut] See ਸਤੂਤ. _

ਸਹੱਤ [sahatt], ਸਹੱਤਾ [sahatta] Skt ਚਫ਼ੁਟਥ n

company, association. 2 forbearance. See ਸਹ
l 1. ‘

ਸ਼ਹਦ [sahad] Skt ਸਹ (company) ਦ (provider).

2A 1; n honey. SktH'Burnectar collected from

flowers by honey—bees. It is humid in effect;

it purifies blood and provides relief from
diseases like cough etc.

ਸਹਦੇਵ [sahdev] n the youngestof Pandavs. He '

Was born to Madri from her cohabitation with

Ashvani Kumars. ਠੋੳੳ‘ਪਾਂਡਞ. 2 son ofJarasandh,

the king of Magadh.

ਸਹਧਰਮੀ [sahdharmi] ਸ਼੍ਯਥਸਿੰਰ੍8 co-religionist.
ਸਹਨ [sahan] Skt adj sturdy, strong. 2 tolerant.

3 n act of tolerating. “kas kasvati sahe su tau.”

—o§kar. 4 accepting, imbibing. “gur ki agIa man

mahI sahe.”—sukhmani 5 A f a courtyard,

compound. 6 a big and deep plate of metal.
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ਸ਼ਹਨਸ਼ਾਹ [sahansah] P ,[ਢੂੰਠੂਟੌ adj king of kings,

emperor who exercises suzerainty over rulers

of several countries and kingdoms. See ਸਾਹ

ਸਾਹਾਣ. `
.ਸਹਨਂਸੀਲ Isahansil] Skt ਥਵ੍ਯਯੀਜ adj tolerant,
whose nature is marked with forbearance.

2 forgiving “sahansil pavan aru pani.”—maru
m 5.

ਸਹਨਕਂ [sahnak] P .69” n a dish, plate, small

plate of metal, saucer. “sahnak sabh sésara.”

—b,her namdev.

ਸ਼ਹਨਾ [sahna] See ਸਹਣਾ and ਸਹਨ.

ਸਹਨਾੲੀ [sahnai] P 3.4,: n a clarionet, flute,

horn, trumpet. “kahéi su bheri sahnai.”—asa a
[m 1.

ਸਹਪੂਰ [sahpur] P „ਹੂਂ? a musical instrument

resembling a bugle. “daph bin rabab sahpur
baje.” and “khéjri sahpur.”—saloh.

ਸਹਬਾਜ [sahbaj] P ;ਧੂਵ੍ਲ਼ਾਫੈ n a hawk, a young male

falcon. “}')/6 sahbaj mano cakva 55g ekdha
kahfi 50 mar gIrayo.”—I<rrsan. “pékheru

sahbaj pekh dhukk n3 héghan mIle n9 dhoi.”

—BG. See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ.

ਸਹਬਾਲਾ [sahbala] P ""./"ਤੈ n the best man of the

bridegroom, almost of his stature and age.

ਸਹਮ [saham] P (f n fear, awe. “SIrI ser sukh

sahéma dehI su tfi bhala.”—tu1<ha barahmaha.

2 A f darkness, soot. 3 a slur. “khate (ਚਿ…

58115ਗ਼1.”-5੪ਪ੍ਯਾ m 1. ‘wealth got through

unjust means.’ 4A K a portion. 5 an arrow.

ਸਹਮਤ [sahmat] Skt adj holding similar views;
in agreement.

ਸਹਰ [sahar] P [P n a town; shore. 2 'A month.

3 A / early morning. dawn.

ਸ਼ਹਰਗ [sehrag] P J; n aorta. 2 wind pipe,
trachea. See ਸ਼ਾਹਰਗ.

ਸ਼ਹਰਪਨਾਹ [saharpanah] n a fort for defending

the city; city’s boundary wall; rampart.

’ਸਹਰਾ [sahra] A t/‘ n a jungle. wilderness.

desert especially one as ofArabia, Africa and

 



 

 

 

ਸਹਰਾਨਾ

Malva.

ਸਹਰਾਨਾ [sahraha] See ਸਿਰਹਾਨਾ. 2 Pkt v to caress;

fondle. “te padpékaj kesav l<e ab udhav le kar
me sahrae.”¥krrsan. 3 to tickle. 4 Skt ਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵਸਣ

n use. _

ਸਹਰੀ [sahri] See ਸਰਘੀ. 2 inhabitant of a city,

citizen. See ਹਮਸਹਰੀ.
ਸਹਰੁ [saharu] See ਸਹਰ.

ਸਹਲ [sahal] A ਪਿੰ“ adj easy, simple. “jbeo jag

ko sahal he yahe kathIn dve kam. prat

sébharbo raj ko rat sébharbo ram.”—carr tr81.

2 level and soft soil. 3 Abu Mohammad, an

exalted saint and son ofAbdulla Tashtari who

died in 823 Hijri.

ਸਹਲਾ [58}118],ਸਹਲੀ [sahli] adj easily available.
2 fruitful, useful. “sahli khep nanak 19 am.”

-asa m 5. 3 easy, convenient. See ਸਹਲ.

ਸਹਲੰਗ [5ਗ਼ੀ1ਤੋ8], ਸਹਲੱਡੁ [sahl'égu] Skt ਸਹਲਗੂ adj
attached, joined. “paun pani besétar sabh

sahléga.”-—gau m 3. “man dujabhau

sahlégu.”—suhi m 4.

ਸ਼ਹਵਤ [sahvat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਵ੍ਟੈ n a wish, disposition,

desire. 2 sexual urge, carnal desire.

ਸ਼ਹਵਤੀ [sahvati] adj carnal, sexual.

ਸਹਵਾਸ [sahvas] n cohabitation.

ਸਹਵਾਸੀ [sahvasi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਕਿਜ਼੍ਕੈਧੰ/who eohabits.

2 a neighbour.

ਸਰਾ [saha] Skt ਸ਼ਸ਼ਕ a rabbit, hare. Moses the

prophet regards rabbit as one of the impure

animals. So the Jews regard it a sin to consume

rabbit-meat. Parsis and Armenians also avoid

eating its meat. Hazrat Mohammad did not

condemn the rabbit. Since he regarded Moses

as a prophet, most ofthe Muslims follow the

Jews in this regard. Makhdum Jahanian of

Uch, the mentor of the sweepers, was of the

same view. Per his direction, the rabbit meat

is forbidden to them. “saha na khai cuhra

maIa muhtaj.”—BG

There are some other stories popular with
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the sweepers. Lal Beg, the incarnation of

Valmiki, in their view, was nourished upon

the milk of a she-rabbit, hence eating of

rabbit-meat is forbidden to them. Another

story that goes is that Once a sweeper killed a

calf and concealed it under a basket, when

the owner of the calf searched the place, it

turned into a rabbit under the influence of

La] Beg. Since then eating of rabbit was

forbidden. 2 Skt ਰਲ਼ਾ. 8|06‘ harbadevsis

perfoliata. 3 winter season. 4 henna (mehijdi).

ਸਹਾਉ [sahao] n nature, temperament. “hamro
sahau soda sad bhulan.”—bIIa m 5.

2 tolerance, forbearance. 3 ਕੈਧੰ/‘ਸਹ-ਆਯੁ of the

same age.
ਸਰਾਇ [sahaI] Skim adjwho helps. “sri aka]
j‘ sahai.”

ਸਹਾਇਕ [sahaIk] adj helpful.
ਸਹਾਇਤਾ [sahaIta] n help, support.
ਸਹਾਈ [sahai] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਚਗ਼ੀਧੇਜ੍ਕੈਯੰ/who helps, assistant.

ਸਹਾਸ [sahas] adj laughing. 2 (one) who sits

along.

ਸਹਾਸਨ [sahasan] ਸਹ-ਆਸਨ. n the act of sitting

along.

ਸਹਾਤ [sahat] adj helper, assistant. “prabho jiu

hOI sahat.”—1<eda m 5. 2 tolerates, bears.

ਸ਼ਹਾਦਤ [sahadat] A .mlf n a testimony,

deposition. 2 martyrdom, laying down life in

a religious war.

ਸਹਾਧ੍ਯਯੀ [5੪}18€111}/'8}/1] ਜ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯਧਿਜ਼੍ adj a class-
mate. ‘

ਸ਼ਹਾਨਾ [sahana] P ,',[ਵ੍ਟੈ adj royal, imperial, regal.

ਸਹਾਨੁਭੂਤਿ [sahanubhutI] Skt n ਸਹ-ਅਨੁਭੂਤਿ
sympathy; a sense sharing another’s misery.

ਸ਼ਹਾਬ [sahab] P Vt; adj short form ਧਿਸ਼ਹ-ਆਬ.
a primary colour. 2 red, scarlet. “rang”; dekhie

rég mp5 sahabé.”—VN. 3 A a bright star. 4 a

streak of fire produced by the falling of a

celestial body in the sky due to friction with

the air. 5 See ਸਿਹਾਥ.



ਸਹਾਬਾ

ਸਹਾਬਾ [sahaba] A gt» adjwho does his duty in

a discreet way; who avoids committing an

error. “satIguru sacca patsah beparvah athah

sahaba.”—BG. 2 righteous,

ਸ਼ਹਾਬੁੱਦੀਨਮੁਹੁੰਮਦਗ਼ੌਰੀ [sahabuddin muhémadcori]

djijqjlvtf Gor is a place situated in the
north of Ghazni. Due to his origin from this

place, he came to be known as Gori. He was

the same Shahabudin who planted the Muslim

rule in India. He conquered Multan in 1175

AD to be followed by Uchch. Having

captured Lahore in 1186 AD, he occupied

Punjab. 1n the year 1191 he proceeded

towards Delhi but was defeated by Raja

Prithiraj Chauhan in the battlefield at Travari

near Karnal. Next year he defeated Prithiraj

in the same battlefield and became the ruler

of India. During his return journey from

Punjab on 14th of March 1206 (Sammat

1264), he was murdered by a Gakkhar (r)

enemy in a camp on the bank of Jehlum.

ਸਹਾਮ [saham] Skt sen ਹਮ. ‘We tolerate’. See

ਸਹਨ. 2 ‘I tolerate.’ 3 A (If plural of ਸਹਮ.

4 short form for ਸਹਮੁਲਗ਼ੈਥ, meaning a celestial

arrow; invisible destiny, fate. “SIrI SII‘I lekh

- sahamé.”——sor a m I.
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ਸਹਿਚਰ

ਸਹਾਰੀ ਮੱਲ [sahari mall], ਸਹਾਰੀ ਰਾਮ [sahari ram]

the first elder cousin of Guru Ramdas, who

lived at Lahore. Upon the marriage of his son,

the Guru sent Arjan Dev to Lahore with the

order to stay there and engage himself in

religious preaching and not to come back until

called back. Accordingly, the Guru’s son

stayed on at a place named Divankhana for

several months at a stretch and performed his

duty. Having got eager for the holy darshan,

he sent several letters carrying such verses as

“mera menu loce gurdarsan tai” to the Guru.

ਸਹਾਰੂ [saharu] a Chiba devotee of Guru Amar

Dev known for his benevolence “gégu apar
saharu bharu.”—GPS.

ਸਹਾਰੋਂਹੀ [saharohi] ਸਹ-ਆਰੋਚਿਨ੍ ,ਥੂਘੰ/‘ਰ੍ਕੈ co-rider;
one who sits beside the passenger in a

carriage.

ਸਹਿ [sahI] See ਸਹ and ਸ਼ਾਹ. “sahI tIka dItosu

jivde.”-—var ram 3. ‘Guru Nanak Dev
performed the coronation of Guru Angad

during his own life time.’ 2 husband, lord.

“matu jan sahI gali paIa.”—sri m I. 3 having
endured. See ਸਹਨ. “sanmukh sahI ban he

mrIg arpe man tan pran he.”—asa chétm 5.

ਸਹਿਅਾ [sahIa] n a rabbit. 2 adj endured. ‘
ਸਹਾਯ [sahay], ਸਹਾਯਕ [sahayak], ਸਹਾਯਤਾ ਸਹਿਮ [sahIs] See ਸਹਸ.
[sahayta], ਸਹਾਯੀ [sahayi] See ਸਹਇਿ, ਸਹਾਇਕ,

ਸਹਾਰ [sahar] ਸਹ-ਆਧਾਰ. shelter, refuge,

protection. “sétsahar guru ramdas.”—saveye

m 4 ke. “sétsaharat syam ke paI.”-—I<rIsan.
2 Skt ਚਜ਼੍-ਛੁ an annihilation; a massacre.

3 engrossed. 4 relationship. “ulti 1e sakatI

saharé.”—ram kabir. ‘after negating the charm

of illusion.’

ਸਹਾਰਣਾ [saharna] v to tolerate, forbear. 2 to

stretch, pull. 3 to stop, withhold.

ਸਹਾਰਾ [sahara] See ਸਹਾਰ. n a basis, foundation.

2 a residence, dwelling place. 3 attraction.

ਸਹਿਸਕਿਰਤ [sahIskIrat] See ਸਹਸਕਿਰਤ and
ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ.

ਸਹਿੰਸਰਾ [sahisra] See ਘੁੱਕੇਵਾਲੀਂ.

ਸਚਿਸਾ [sahIsa] See ਸਹਸਾ.

ਸਹਿਸਾਕਿਰਤਾ [sahIsakIrta] See ਸਹਸਾਕਿਰਤਾ and
ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ. .

ਸਗਿਨੁ [sahIsnu] Skt ਥਫਿਕਧੂ adj forbearing.

ਸਰਿਕਣਾ [sahIkna] See ਸਹਕਣਾ.

ਸਹਿਕਾਰ [sahIkar], ਸਹਿਕਾਰੀ [sahIkari] See ਸਰਕਾਰ

and ਸਹਕਾਰੀ.

ਸਹਿਗਲ [sahIgal] See ਸਹਗਲ.
ਸਹਿਚਰ [sahIcar], ਸਹਿਚਹੀ [sahIcari] See ਸਹਚਰ

and ਸਹਚਰੀ.

 



 

ਸਰਿਚੇਤ

ਸਹਿਚੇਤ [sahIcet] adj ਸਹਛੁੱਚੇਤ. aware, alert. “vs
to sahIcet det kamna bhagat an.”—NP.

ਸਹਿਜ [sath] See ਸਹਜ.
ਸਹਿਜ ਅਨੰਦੁ [sath anédu] See ਸਹਜ ਆਨੰਦ. “paIa
sath anédu.”—sr1' m 3.
ਸਹਿਰ [sathu] See ਸਹਜੁ.
ਸਹਿਣ [sahIn], ਸਹਿਣਾ [sahma] See ਸਹਨ.

ਸਹਿਤ [sahIt] Skt part with, alongwith. “putr
sahIt guru darsan kin.”—-GPS. 2 adv with

love, with affection. “bhojan madhur sahIt

karvae.”—GPS. 3 adj wishing, friendly.

“paVIt mata pIta kutéb sahIt SIU.”—an5du.

4 See ਸਹਦ 2.
ਸਹਿਤਾ [sahIta] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਚਫ਼ਿਰ੍ਵ adjtolerant, forbearing.
2 tolerates. See ਭਰੁ.

ਸ਼ਹਿਦ [sahId] See ਸ਼ਹਦ 2.
ਸਹਿੰਦ [sahid], ਸਹਿੰਦਾ [sahida] adj tolerant,

forbearing.

ਸਹਿਚੇਞ [sahxdev] See ਸਹਦੇਵਲ਼ਾ
ਸਚਿਨ [59}1;੮11],ਸਹਿਨਸੀਲ [sahxnsil] See ਸਹਨ and

ਸਹਨਸੀਲ.
ਸਹਿਬਾਜਪੁਰਾ [sathajpura] See ਸੰਮਨ.
ਸਹਿਮ [sahIm] See ਸਹਮ.
ਸਹਿਰ [sahIr] See ਸਹਰ.
ਸ਼ਹਿਰੀ [sahIri] See ਸਹਰੀ.
ਮਹਿਲ [sahIl], ਸਹਿਲਾ [sahIla] easy. See ਸਹਲ and '
ਸਰਲਾ. 2 fruitful, beneficial. “sahIla mama

hOI.”—var bIha m 3. “sahIla aIa SOI.”—var

ram 1 m 3.

ਸ਼ਹਿਵਤ [sathat] See ਸ਼ਹਵਤ.
ਸਹੀ [sahi] Pkt a female friend. Skt a girl-friend.
“sahifi VICI phIrs suheli.’—sri ch5t4. “soi sahi
sédeh nIvare.”——gau bavan kabir. 2 a female

rabbit. 3 P ਕੱ adj straight. 4 A ਭੰ adv

undoubtedly, certainly. “he tau sahi lakhe jau
koi.”—-gau bavan kabir. 5 correct, real. “sonic

SIkh sahi.”—var ram 1 m 1. “jIni calanu sahi

janIa.”—vad m 3 alahm'. “bhajan ram ko

sahi.”—sor m 9. 6 n a judgement, decision.

“mIII sadhah kino sahi.”—-sar m 5. 7 a
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signature. “sri guru te nahI sahi pavai.”—GPS.
8 an account book, a ledger. 9 See ਸਹਨ. “me

teri kathor bani bahut sahi he.”—JSBB.

ਸਹੀਆਹ [sahiah] to female-friends (seekers of
knowledge) “guru mele sahiah.”—maru a
kaphi m 1.

ਸਹੀ ਸਲਾਂਮਤਿ [sahi salamatI] sen healthy,
'without any injury, without any regret and

loss. “gharI sahi salamatI ae.”—sorm 5.

ਸ਼ਹੀਦ [sahid] A „ਚਿ adj who gives evidence.
2 n a witness. 3 a martyr who lays down life

in a religious war. 4 adj a member of the

Shahid-misl. See ਸ਼ਹੀਦਾਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ.

ਸ਼ਹੀਦਗੰਜ [sahIdgéj] n a place of martyrdom; a

place where a memorial or a temple is raised

to commemorate the remains ofa martyr. The

Sikhs have numerous such places, of which

the following are worth-mentioning:

1 a memorial to honour countless Singhs

for their great valour; it is situated to the south

of the holy tank of Amritsar.

2 Baba Gurbaksh Singh’s memorial. It is

situated near Akalbunga.

3 a memorial for Baba Dip Singh; it is

situated near Ram Sar.
4 a memorial for Baba Basant Singh and

Baba Hira Singh close to the platform ofGuru

ka bagh.

6 a memorial for Bhai Tota Singh, a

commander of Guru Hargobind, and thirteen

other Sikhs. It is situated in the street of

Khalsa Khatris near Jamadar di haveli.

7 There are two memorials at Anandpur,

Taragarh and Fatehgarh.

8 in Sirhind a memorial for the younger

Sahibzadas and another near the tomb ofShah

Buali, in the memory of numerous valiant

Singhs.

9 a memorial on the bank of the holy tank

at Mukatsar for Bhai Mahan Singh and 39
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other Singhs who accompanied him.

10 in Lahore, a memorial for Bhai Taru

Singh and Bhai Mani Singh, etc.

ਸਹੀਦਾਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ ,[sahIdz’i di mIsal] one of the
twelve misls of the Sikhs, founded by the

martyr Dip Singh. a landlord of village

Pohuwind (district Amritsar). He was

appointed head of Damdama Sahib (place

related to the Guru) by the Panth. While

heading the crusade to defend Darbar Sahib

Amritsar, he laid down his life in Sammat

1817.A number ofwell-known martyrs, such

as Bhai Karam Singh, Gurbaksh Singh, Sudha

Singh, etc. belonged to this misl. To this misl

belonged the Shahzadpuria sardars, to whom

the Panth handed over the service and

maintenance of Damdama Sahib. Sardar

Dharam Singh and his brother Karam Singh

conquered Shahazadpur and established their

rule there in Sammat 1820 (1763 AD).

Sardars of Darauli and Tangoria (District

Ambala) also belonged to this misl. Natha

Singh the martyr, who rendered service to

Babe di her at Sialkot and was granted a

manor (jagir) also belonged to this misl.

ਸ਼ਹੀਦੀ [sahidi] n martyrdom, witness. 2 the act

of attaining martyrdom. 3 the act of

sacrificing one’s life for the sake of religion.

ਸ਼ਹੀਦੀ ਦੇਗ [sahidi deg] adj sweet pudding
offered at the martyr’s memorial. 2 In the

Nihang Singh lingo, it is an offering of

sweetened bhang (intoxicating hemp).

ਸਹੀੜੀ [5ਗ਼ੀਪਂਨੂਣੋ] Skt ਸਹੁਰਿ n the sun. 2 akk

(calotropis procera, calotropis giganta) 3 adj

dominant. 4 supreme. “guru sabad sahi_ri.”

—BG. 5 n truth.

ਸਹੁ [sahu] See ਸਹ. 2 husband. See ਸਹ 2. “sahu

kahe su kije.”—tII§gm 1. 3 See ਸਹਨ. “sahu ve

jia, apna kia.”—-Var asa.

ਸਹੁੱ [sahO] n an oath, a pledge, promise, resolve.
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ਸਹੇਰੀ

ਸਹੁ ਸੋਹਾਗਣ [sahu sohagan] a hypocritical hermit,
who impersonating as a woman at night,

claimed that God as husband would sleep with

him at night. “duj cadni rat ko sahu ave mujh
pas.”—NP. The teachings of Nanak Dev
impelled him to discard this hypocrisy and

turn into a true saint.

ਸਹੁਰਾ [sahura] See ਸਸੁਰਾ. “sahura vadi.”—var

ram 2 m 5. ignorance.

ਸਹੂਟਾ [sahuta] adjtired, exhausted. 2 bearable.

ਸਹੂਰ [sahur] ਸ਼ਊਰ. discretion. See ਸ਼ਊਰ. “bole
prabhu puran sahur 55g jfig karo.”—GPS.

ਸਹੂਲਤ [sahulat] A #1,,“ n ease, facility.

ਸਹੇ [sahe] plural of ਸਹਾ. See ਸਹਾ. 2 See ਸਹਨ.
3 See ਸਹੀ. “matI gummatI harI harI sahe.”
—prabha m 4.. ‘corrected, rectified.’

ਸ਼ਹੇ ਸ਼ਬ [sahe sab] P Q; n lord of the night,
the moon.

ਸਹੇਸਿਆ [saheSIa] adv patiently, with for-

bearance. “sev sahesxa;”—BG_ 2 became ਸਹ-

ੲੀਸ਼-ਰੋਂਇਆ, merged with God.

ਸਹੇਟ [sahet] See ਸਹੋਟਜ. 2 Pkt n ਸ਼ੌਭੇਟ a rendezvous,
a tryst. “pyare ko esi sahet batai.”—carItr 88.

.ਸਹੇਟਾ [saheta] See ਸਹੋਟਜ. n a resting place.

2 adv patiently, with forbearance. “gyan

dhyan kar bhagatI saheta.”—BG. 3 partwith,

alongwith. ‘
ਸਚੇਤ [sahet] adj with affection. 2 part with,
including. “male jogi jégam jata sahet.”—bh£r
kabir.

ਸਹੇਤ੍ਵ [sahetu], ਸਹੇਤੁਕ [sahetuk] Skt adj with

reason; which has some cause.

ਸਹੇਰਨ [saheran], ਸਹੇਰਨਾ [saherna] See ਸਹੇਰਨਾ.

ਸਹੇਰਾ [sahera] a frienc‘ “bhai bédhu kutéb

sahera.”—suhi ravrdas. 2 to accept as wife/

husband. See ਸਹੇੜਨਾ.

ਸਹੇਥੀ [saheri], ਸਹੇਲਡ਼ੀ [saheh‘i], ਸਰੋਲਾ [sahela],

ਸਹੇਲੀ [saheli] Skt ਚ-ਛੇਰਢਾ adj play-mate.
2 defiant. “sakhi saheli nanad gaheli.”—asa

kabir. 3 erotic desire born of adornment. Skt

 



 

 

ਸਹੇੜਨਾ

ਚਫ਼ੈਜ scattered, dispersed. 4 n a friend, associate.
“sun-hu saheri mIlan bat kahau.”——bIIa m 5.

“sagal saheli apne raSI mati.”—gaum 5. Here

saheli means the senses. “meri sakhi

sahelriho! prabhu ks carat}: lagah.”—bIha Chét

‘ m 5.

ਸਹੇੜਨਾ [saherna] See ਸਹ and ਈਰਣ. v to acquire;

to adopt. 2 to defy. 3 to accept as husband.

4 to accept as wife. See ਚਰਖਾ ਸਹੇੜਨਾ.
ਸਹੇੜੀ [saheri] past tense of ਸਹੇੜਨਾ. 866 ਸਹੇੜਨਾ.

2 n village in police station Morinda, tehsil

Ropar, districtAmbala. It is situated 11 miles

to the north-east of Sirhind. About one furlong

to the west of the village is the gurdwara of

Zoravar Singh and Fateh Singh. To this

village belonged Gangu Brahman, the

ungrateful man, who with dubious intention

brought here Mata Gujri and the two

Sahibzadas. He leaked information to the

ruling official at Morinda and got them

arrested. Only Manji Sahib exists here, there

being no building of a gurdwara as yet.

Historians have named this village as Kheri

which Banda Bahadur razed to the ground.

The village that grew up here later is known

as Saheri. See ਖੇੜੀ and ਗੰਗੂ.
ਸਹੈ [sahe] See ਸਹਨ.

ਸਹੋਂਯਾ [saheya] adj tolerant. 2 a helper,
supporter, assistant.

ਸਹੋ [saho] 866 ਸਹਨ. 2 n husband, lord. “so saho

atI nIrmal data.”—suhi chét m 3.

ਸਰੋਂਕ੍ਰਿ [sahoktI] ਸਹ-ਉਕ੍ਰਿ co-narration, sahokti
rhetoric aims at the description of numerous

functions, their origin and end, alongwith the

primary one.

Example:

kam kumlane kor parat n9 jane moh

mad the parane jane parat he so tahi,

lin bhae lobh mahfi mamta malin bhai

chin bhai irkha rahi na jag mo kahi,
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sekhar VIsekh saty silta sétokh sudth

diragh dayaluta samet an got hi,

gyan 1<o prakash a verag k0 VIbhav hot

gurudev nanak k0 darsan hot hi.

——guru pécasIka.

Alongwith the Guru’s glimpse the afore-

said objects are said to have appeared and

disappeared. “tut gayo Ik bar bIdeh
mahipatI soc sarasan $5)th ko.”—-dev kaVI.

ਸਹੋਟਜ [sahotaj] Skt n a hut made of leaves. 2 a
hermitage.

ਸਹੋਟਾ [sahota] n a hare’s young one. 2 a rabbit,

hare. “natu prapat medan sahota.”—GPS.

3 adj sheltered, protected.
ਸਹੋਦ [sahod], ਸਹੋਦਰ [sehodar] Skt ਸਹ-ਉਦਰ adj

uterine. 2 n real brother. “god ms acet het
sépe na sahod ko.”—BGK. ‘An unaware infant

son does not care for prestige and his brother’s

love’.

ਸਹੋਦਰਾ [5ਗੰ10ਧੰ1‘8],ਸਹੋਦਰੀ [sahodri] uterine; a real

sister. See ਸਹੋਦਰ. “gurdev b5dhap sahodra.”
—bavan.

ਸਹੰਸ [5ਗੰ1ਰੇੰ5], ਸਹੰਸਰ [5ਕ਼ੀ1ਟੌ5੪1'] thousand and
countless. See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ. “5311ਰੌ5 nam le ls: karau

salam.”——asa kabir.

ਸਹੰਸਰ ਦਾਨ [5ਗ਼ੀਟੈ5ਰਿ dan] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ ਦਾਨ. 2 adj
countless charities and rituals. “sahésar dan

de Idr roaIa.”—varram 1 m 1. ‘Due to count-

less yags and charities, Indar rose to a high

pedestal but wept wheh they led to his fall.’
ਸਹੰਸਰਾ [5ਗੀਟੋ5੮8] thousands. See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ. 2 n

village to the north of Amritsar at a distance
of 15 miles, where gurdwara “Ror Sahib” is

situated in the memory of Guru Arjan Dev.

Since the time of the Guru a plas (ficus

infectoria) tree stands there. See ਘੁੱਕੇਵਾਲੀਂ.

ਸਹੰ'ਸ੍ਰ [sahésr] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ.
ਸਹੰਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ [sahésrbahu] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁ.

ਸਹੰਸ੍ਰਾਸਤ੍ਵ [sah'ésrasatr] n the bearer ofa thousand
weapons; having one thousand arms. “hanyo



ਸਹੰਦ

jahI jans sahésrasatr bhupé.”—paras. See

ਸਹਸ੍ਰਬਾਹੁਂ.

ਸਹੰਦ [ਝ,ਗ਼ੀਰੌਯੱ] tolerant. 2 P “ਖ਼… n a well-known
mountain of Iran.

ਸਹੰਦਾ [sahéda] See ਸਹਿੰਦਾ.

ਸਹੰਮ [59}1ਟੋ…] fright, awe. See ਸਹਮ. “kIti laha

sahém.”—var suhi m 1. 2 See ਸਹਨ. “tIn bad

dukh sahéma.”——bIIa m 4.

_ਸਹੰਮਾ [5ਗੀਟੈਗ਼8], ਸਹੰਮੀਂ [sahémi] See ਸਹਮ and

ਸਹੰਮ.
ਸਰ੍ਯ [sahy] Skt ਚਢਾ adj tolerable, bearable.
2 healthy, robust. 3 dear. 4 n a part of~,_the

western ghat, that extends upto northe’m

Neelgiri of Malay mountain. It is a famous-

mountain of the south. In order to protect

himselffrom the foes, Shivaji used to live in

this mountainous range.

ਸਕ [sak] Skt ਗ੍ਗ੍ vr to be able to, capable of,

be strong. ਸ਼ਕੂ and ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਿ etc. are derived from

the same root. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a race inhabiting

the north. In earlier ages, these people resided

on the bank of Sair river in Turkistan. In 160

BC they left Turkistan and proceeded to the

south and then laying waste the Greek

kingdoms of the frontier areas, they entered

India. They settled in Taxila, Mathura and

Saurashtar (Kathiavar). In about 395 AD Raja

Chandar Gupt Vikramadity of the Maurya

dynasty, defeated them and annexed western

India to his kingdom. Thereby he came to be

known as Sakari — the enemy of the Saks.

The upper halfoftheir heads being shorn,

suggests that Raja Sagar had defeated them.I

See ਸਗਰ 2. The name Seestan (Sak land)

seems related to the same race.2 In

Mahabharat the origin of the Saks is shown

to be from the sweat of Vashishth’s cow. 3 A

'See Mahabharat.

2In Chinese, the Saks were named Si. That is why. si —-

 

sta, seem apt at places.
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J doubt “sak karau jI dusar hox.”—trl§g
kabir.

ਸ਼ਕ ਸੰਮਤ Isak sémat], ਸ਼ਕ ਸੰਵਤ Isak sévat] See

ਸਾਲਿਵਾਹਨ.
ਸਕਟ [sakat] ਕ੍ਯਾਟ n a cart, wagon. 2 body,

physique. 3 See ਸ਼ਕਟਾਸੁਰ,

ਸਕਟਹਾ [sakat-ha] the slayer of demon Sakat; .

Krishan. See ਸ਼ਕਟਾਸੁਰ,

ਸਕਟ ਨਾਲ [sakat nal], ਸਕਟ ਨਾਲਿਕਾ [sakat nalIka]

n a cannon/gun mounted on a cart. 2 a gun

— carriage.

ਸਕਟਨੀ [sakatni] n army entrusted with the task

of maintaining supply line of carts.—sanama.

ਸਕਟਬ੍ਯੂ'ਹ [sakatbyuh] Skt ਸ਼ਕਟ-ਵਯੂਹ. formation

‘_of troups of the shape of a cart; army thus

organised during warfare. “saktabyuh raca

s‘brpatI tab.”—carItr 405.
ਸਕਟਾ [sakta] See ਸਕਟ.

ਸਕਟਾਸੁਰ [saktasur] Skt ਸ਼ਕਟ-ਅਸੁਰ demon having

the form of a cart. He was sent by Kans to

kill Krishan but was himselfkilled in return.

“prItham putna hani bahur saktasur

khédyo.”—krrsan. See its story narrated in

the 50th chapter of 10th part of Bhagwat.

ਸਕਟਾਬ੍ਯੂਹ [saktabyuh] See ਸਕਟ ਬ੍ਯੂਹ.

ਸਕਣਾ [sakna] See ਸਕ. 2 v to have the capacity;

to be capable of, have the strength to perform

some job. “monI jan gahI». na sakahI gata.”

—guj m 5. “satIgur ka phurmaIa ménI na

saki.”—sava m 4.

ਸਕਤ [sakat] Skt ਸਕੁ adj attached, related.

2 Skt ਸ਼ਕੂ strong, powerful. “harI sakat saran

samrath nanak.”—keda m 5.

ਸਕਤਣੀ [sakatni] adj wearing a spear. “namo
sakatni sulni.”—c§di.

ਸਕਤ ਬਿਸੇਖ [sakat bIsekh] See ਸਕਤਿ ਬਿਸੇਖ.

ਸਕਤਵਾਰ [sakatvar] adj powerful, mighty.

“sakatvar jamdut.”—mala m 1. ~

ਸਕਤਾ [sakta] adj powerful, competent, mighty.

“sakta sihu mare pE vage.”~—asa m 1. 2 A _;ਨੂ

 
 



 

 

ਸਕਤਿ

n the state of being motionless. the state of

being immobile. 3 a disease5mm apoplexy.

It occurs after the age of forty and is caused

by head-injury, renal diseases, too much

addiction to alcohol, opium, smoking of

tobacco and charas, intoxicants and over-

indulgence in sex.

In apoplexy, the body gets numb; the heart

does beat but the brain stops functioning. The

pulse becomes feeble and the body gets cold.

At times, the patient loses control over the

functioning of his stool and bladder or they

stop functioning.

To begin the treatment, the patient with

head raised should be made to lie down

comfortably. His shirt should be un-buttoned,

Sandalwood and camphor rubbed in vinegar

and a piece of cloth soaked with it should be

applied to the forehead. If there is excessive

blood, some of it may be let out through

phlebotomy done by some competent person.

Calves and biceps should be tightly tied with

handkerchiefs. Enema should be performed

and soles of hands and feet massaged.

Administration of majun fIlasfa, xamira,

gaujuban, yograj, guggal, and distillate ofark
kasni is useful for the patient. Anything that

cleans impurity from the intestines, i.e. extract

of oats, soup of boiled mfigi lentils and soup

of white meats and soft food should be given

to him. 4 a flaw in a couplet. See ਕਾਵ੍ਯਦੋ'ਸ and

ਯਤਿ.
ਸਕਤਿ [sakatI] Skt ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਿ n strength, capacity.

“manu mahatu na sakatI hi kai.”——bIIa m 5.

2 effect, impact. “sakatI édher jevri bhram

cuka.”—gau kabir. 3 illusion. “jahI dekha tahI

raVIrahe 51v sakti ka mel.”-—sri m 5.

4 woman. “sakatI saneh karI sfinatI karie.”

—asa kabir. “tau anI sakatI gall b5tha.”-sri

bem. 5 nature. 6 a spear. “pahIrI sil sanahu
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sakatI bIdarI.”—saveye m 2 ke. Here the

word “sakatI” is a pun for illusion and spear.

7 context of a word or sentence conveying

the meaning. 8 Competence Qfgods and their

consorts is also known as sakti. They are

countless in number but the most prominent

are — idrani, vesnavi, sata, brahmani, radri,

kamari, narsighi, varahi, mahesvri, camfida,

cédIka, kartIki, pradhana, kirtI, katI, tustI,

pustI, dhrItI, $5tI, krIya, daya, medha,

lolaksi, diragthhva, gomukhi, kOdodri, VIrja

etc. 9 Skt ਸਕ੍ਰਿ. relation, due to. “jese sakatI

suru bahu jalta gur saSI dekhe lahI jaI sabh

tapna.”—g5d m 4. ‘heat due to the sun.’
ਸ਼ਕਤਿ ਪਾਣਿ [sakatI panI] adj (one) that holds a
spear in his hand. 2 n Kartikey, son of Shiv.

Kharanan. .

ਸਕੜਿ ਬਿਸੇਖ [sakatI bIsekh] n special strength.
2 ਸਕ੍ਰਿ-ਅਞਸ਼ੇਸ annihilation ofpower. “prItham
sakat pad ucarIke pun kahu sakatI bIses.”

—sanama. ‘spear that ends the strength of the

mighty ones.’ '

ਸਕਤੀ [sakti] See ਸਕਤਿ.
ਸਕਤੀ ਸਥਲ [sakti sabal] adj (one) who

strengthens the illusion. “ape sakti sabal

kahaIa.”—maru soIhe m 5. 2 rendered

dappled by nature. See ਸਥਲ 3.

ਸਕਤੀ ਘਰਿ [sakti gharI] in illusion’s abode. i.e.
in ignorance. “sakti gharI jagat suta nace

tape.”—guj a m 3.

ਸਕਤ੍ਵ [saktu] n Mehta, a resident of Agra, was
a disciple of Guru Arjan Dev. In the army of

Guru Hargobind he was a top warrior. He

showed great valour in the battle fought at

Hargobindpur. See ਨਬੀ ਬਖ਼ਸ਼. “paras ram saktu
dUI ae. tarkas dhanukh sarir sajae.”——GPS.

ਸਕੱਤਰ [sakattar], ਸ੍ਯਤ੍ਵ [sakatr] E secretary. 2 a

minister.
ਸਕਥ [sakath] See ਸ੍ਯਯਥ.

ਸਕਨ[891<ਗ1]/1 up n residence. 2 rest. 3 peace.

 



 

ਸਕੁਫ਼

4 kindness.

ਸਕੁਫ਼ [sakaf] A .53,» n a roof.

ਸਕਯਥ [sakyath], ਸਕਯਥਉ [sakyathau], ਸਕਯਥੁ

[sakyathu] Skt ਥੂਧ੍ਰਵ੍ਯਾਬੰ an appropriate meaning.

2 S ਦਕ੍ਯਾਯੋੰ effective, meaningful, purposeful.

“janamu sakyathu bhala jagI.”—saveye m 1

ke. “caran taper sakyath.”—saveye m 3 ke.

“tIn sakyathau janamu jagI.”—saveyem 4 ke.

ਸਕਰ [sakar] P [G Skt ਸ਼ਕੰਰਾ E sugar F sucre.

2 in Punjabi raw sugar is known. as sakkar.

“sakar khéql nIvat gur.”—s farid.

ਸਕਰਕੰਦ [8ਰ1<ਰਿ1<ਟੋ<1], ਸਕਰਕੰਦੀ [sakarkédi] sweet

tuber, sweet potato, to be eaten after boiling

it. L Convolvulus Catatas.

ਸ਼ਕਰ ਖ਼ਾ [sakar xa] P (5/6 adj (one) addicted to

sugar.

ਸ਼ਕਰ ਗੰਗ [sakar gag] n a large broad well that
Guru Arjan Dev got dug at Kartarpur (District

Jalandhar). 866 ਕਰਤਾਰ ਪੁਰ.

ਸ਼ਕਰ ਗੰਜ [sakar géj] adj an adjective for Baba
Farid. It is believed that sugarcane and sugar

rained in heaps due to Farid’s spiritual power.

ਸ਼ਕਰਪਾਰਾ [sakarpara1n a lump ofsugar. 2 a well-

known sweetmeat, prepared through frying

rectangular pieces of kneaded fine flour and

then coated with thick sugar-syrup; sweet

khurmas. Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਡੂੰਹ੍ਕ੍ਧ੍ਯ.

ਸਕਲ [sakal] Skt adj gifted, adept in the know-

ledge of arts. 2 whole, entire, total. “sakal

sen Ik the”: bhai.”—GPS. 3 Skt ਝਸ੍ਯ n a piece,

fragment. “nakh sasI sakal se Upma n3 lati

si.”—NP. 4 a peel; skin of a fruit. 5 one pan of

a balance; See E scales. 6Af a visage, form.

7 countenance, appearance.

ਸਕਾ [saka] See ਸਕਣਾ. “aI na saka tUjh kanI

pIare.”—Vad m 1. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਵਕੀਯ adj one’s own,
born of the same parents. “puti bhati-i javai
saki.”—var bIIa m 4.

ਸਕਾੲੀ [sakai] n attachment, intimacy. 2 a
relationship, an affiliation, a connection.
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ਸਕਾਸ [sakas] Skt ਸਕਾਸ਼ adv near, close by, at

hand. 2 n a relative, connection.

ਸਕਾਬਦ [sakabad] Skt ਗ਼ਸ੍ਯ Shak Sammat. See

ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ.
ਸਕਾਮ [sakam] adv passionately, desirously.

2 n a person with a longing. 3 a lustful person.

4 a lover.

ਮਕਾਮੀ [sakami] adj desirous, passionate.
ਸਕਾਰ [sakar] n ਸ character; its pronunciation.

2 See ਸਾਕਾਰ. 3 866 ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰ. 4 Pkt early morning,
dawn.

ਸਕਾਰਥ [sakarath], ਸਕਾਰਥਾ [sakartha] See ਸਕਯਥ.

adj effective, efficacious, meaningful.
“gurumUkhI janamu sakartha.”—var sarm 4.

ਸਕਾਰਾ [sakara] Pkt n early morning, dawn.

ਸ਼ਕਾਰਿ [sakarI], ਸਕਾਰੀ [sakari] Skt n enemy of

Sak descendants, Vikramdity. See ਸਕ 2.

2 866 ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ.

ਸਕਾਲ [sakal] adj timely. 2 subject to time,

opposite of eternal. “3r sakal sabhe vaSI kal

ke.”-—VN.

ਸਕਾਵਤ [sakavat] See ਸਕਣਾ. 2 A mg: n

misfortune. 3 adj unfortunate.
ਸਕਿਨਜ਼ [sakInar] Col. James Skinner. (1778-

1841 AD). He was the son of a Scottish

officer. His mother was a Rajput lady. He

served the Marhatta army under De Boigne

and Perron. Thereafter, he showed great

valour under Lord Lake. He was a scholar of

Persian. A battalion of cavalry, Skinner’s

horse, was named after him.I Landed property

worth rupees twenty thousand, alongwith the

title of CB. was awarded to him. He died in

1841 AD. Historians of Punjab have also

given him the epithet of Sikandar Sahib.

ਸਕੀਮ [sakim] A ff’adj invalid, patient.
2 addicted. 3 E a scheme, proposal. 4 n an

‘ arrangement, administration.

ਸਕੀਮੀਂ [sakimi] n disease. 2 poverty, penury.

'It was also named as Yellow Boys.
 



 

ਸਕੀਰਣ

See ਸਕੀਮ.
ਸਕੀਰਣ [sakiran] See ਸੰਕੀਰਣ. “dhara sakirne bhai

saron mas gattle.”—PP. ‘The earth got

covered.’

ਸਕੀਲ [sakil] A J?” adj polished. 2 flooded.
“bIchua seph sakil.”—saloh. 3 ਲ਼ੀਵੂਪੰ heavy.

4 hard to digest. 5 ਰ੍ਵ੍ਰਿਨੁੂੰ handsome, robust,

elegant.

ਸਕੁਚ [sakuc] Skt ਸੰਕੋਚ brevity. 2 to contract.

3 to hesitate.

ਸਕੁਚਿ [sakucx] hesitatingly, reluctantly. “car
padarath sakUCI pathae.”-BG

ਸਕੁੰਤ [sakfit] Skt ਕ੍ਤਿ n a bird. 2 son of

Vishvamitar. “

ਸਕੁੰਤਲ [sakOtal]. ਸ਼ਕੁੰਤਲਾ [sakfitla] Skt ਗ਼ਗੂਢਰਗਂ n
a damsel grown in the company of birds. She

was the daughter of rishi Vishvamitar and

Menka, the fairy who, after giving birth,

abandoned her in the jungle. Birds brought

her up. Taking pity on her rishi Kanav took

her to his hermitage. Once it so happened that

king Dushyant got infatuated with her in the

jungle. They married with mutual consent and

a son was born to them who was named

Bharat. Along with Bharat dynasty, the

country owes its name to him. Kalidas, the

poet, penned a poetic narrative known as

‘Shakuntla’ with great elegance.

In Dasam Granth, Shakuntla is shown as

the wife of king Prithu. See ਪ੍ਰਿਥੁ'ਰਾਜ. “tahi

narI sakfital rup dhare. saSI suraj ki janu

kratI hare.”—prIthu.
ਸ਼ਕੁਨ [sakon] Skt ਸ਼ਕੁਨ n a bird. 2 ਸਗਨ signs

depicting auspicious and inauspicious

moments. See ਅਪ੍ਯਾਗੁਨ. The substantive derives

its name from the fact that in ancient times

people used to infer good or bad results from

the language and movement of birds. With

the substitution of ‘ar’ for ‘ਕ’, the word ਸ੍ਯਨ

has come into being.
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ਸਕੁਨਿ [sakonI] SktHgfi'in a bird. 2 an exceptional

snake. 3 a demon, who was the son of

Harnakhas and father of Vrik. “sakunI

puloman at: be] jaka.”—NP. 4 son of Subal
and brother of Gandhari, maternal uncle of

the Kauravs. He was very adept in gambling.

It was he who defeated Yudhishtar in this

game.
ਸ਼ਕੁਨੀ [sakuni] See ਸਕੁਨਿ.

ਸਕੁਲ [sakul] adj dynastic. See ਸੰਕੁਲ.

ਸਕੁਲੀਂ [sakuli] short form of ਸ਼ਸਕੁਲੀ (jalebi).
“sakuli pup tIhaval puri.”—NP. See ਸਸਕੁਲੀ.
2 Skt a fish ofthe Sakuli species.

ਸਕੂਨ੍ਯ [sakunat] A ਘੀ; n state of residence,

act of residing, residence. See ਸ਼ਕਨ.

ਸਕੇਸ਼ [sakes] Skt adj with hair.
ਸਕੇਤ [saket] Skt adj absorbed in meditation.
2 Pk! narrow. 3 See ਸੁਕੇਤ੍ਵ. 4 See ਸੰਕੇਤ. “yahe
saket taha bad ai.”-carItr 103.

ਸਕੇਲਨ [sakelan] Skt ਸੰਕਲਨ. n compilation. “dhurI
sakelka puria bfidhi deh.”—s kabir. “idhanu

athk sakelie bhai pavaku récak paI.”—sor a

m 1.

ਸਕੇਲਾਂ [sakela] Skt ਸ਼ੰਕੁਲਾ n unbreakable iron.

2 sword made of sakela is superior to the one

made of steel, as it is flexible and thus does

not break. It has more sheen than steel has. A

sword of pure sakela has leaven as that of

pure steel has of ajewel. “badh sakela phIrE

Ikela.”—prov.

ਸਕੇੲੀ [sakoi] can, capable of. See ਸਕਣਾ. “gor
ki vadIai nIt care savai aparI ko na sakoi.”

—var gau 1 m 4. ‘that no body can attain.’

ਸਕੰਦ [881<5੮1] Skt ਸ੍ਯ vr to jump, leap; to
invade. n 2 Kartikey, son of Shiv who goes

about leaping and attacking the enemies. He

is a commander of gods. In the Purans, six

faces have been attributed to him. See ਕਾਰਤਿਕੇਯ.

3 See ਸਕੰਧ.
ਸਕੰਧ [581<ਟੋਧੀ1] .ਧੂ/(ਣਜ੍ਯਾ’ਡ਼ a shoulder. 2 a branch,
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chapter. 3 part of a book. When a book is
comparedwith a tree, its chapters or parts are
called sakédhs. 4 son of Vanasur.

ਸੱਕ [sakk] See ਸਕ and ਸ਼ਕਤ. 2 n a bark.

ਸੱਕਰ [sakkar] See ਸਕਰ. 2 a willow, sacchrum
munja. See ਸੱਕਰ ਕਾਨ. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਸ਼ੱਕਰ a bull, ox. 4 a
string worn around the waist; a girdle.

ਸੱਕਰ ਕਾਨ [s'akkar kan] 11 an arrow attached to
a reed. “sakkar kan narac bhan.”—sanama.

ਸੱਕਾ [sakka] A 5., n a water carrier. Skt ਚੈਥਰ੍ਵ a
sprinkler; he who sprinkles water.

ਸ਼ੱਕੀ [sakki] adj of suspicious nature, sceptic.

ਸ਼ਕਯ [saky] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj possible, probable.
2 strong, sturdy, mighty. 3 the real significance

of a word that conveys its meaning in a

different context.

ਸਕਯਥ [sakyath] See ਸਕਯਥ.

ਸਕ੍ਰ [sakr] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ adj strong, sturdy, mighty.

2 n Indar. 3 See. ਸਕ੍ਰਵਰਣ.

ਸਕ੍ਰਸੁਤ [sakrasut] son of Indar, Arj un. 2 Jayant.

ਸਕ੍ਰਤਾਤ [sakratat] n Kashyap, who was the

father of Indar. 2 Jayant who was the son of

Indar. 3 Arjun — who was born ofIndar’s union

with Kunti.

ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਭਵਨ [sakrabhavan] Indar’s abode, heaven.

ਸਕ੍ਰਰਦਨ [sakrardan] n demons who tortured

Indar. 2 In Sastarnammala ਸਕੁਰਦਨ figures in

place of ਸੰਕੁੰਦਨ due to the negligence of the

scribe as: “sakrardan, ar rIpu pad adI
bakhanke.”—sanama. Here it should have

been “sékrédan ar rIpU pad adI bakhanke.”
sékrédan is another name for Indar, as -he

forces his enemies to weep.

ਸਕ੍ਰਞਰਣ [sakravaran] Indar is described as being

fair complexioned. Hence this word stands

for fair complexion. “sakravaran atI tahI

VIraje.”-carrtr 145. ,

ਸ'ਕ੍ਰਾਚਾਰਜ [sakracaraj], ਸਕ੍ਰਾਚਾਰ੍ਯ [sakracaray] the

tutor of Indar — Vrihaspati.

ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਾਣੀ [sakrani], ਸਕ੍ਰਾਨੀ [sakrani] Indar’s queen.
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Shachi, Indarani.

ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਾਨ੍ਯ [sakranuj] Indar’s younger brother —

Vaman, the god.

ਸਕ੍ਰਿਤ [sakrIt] Skt ਚਥਫ਼ੂਰ੍ part once. 2 always.

3 along with. 4 n a crow. 5 excreta ofanimals;

dung, etc.

ਸਕ੍ਰੀ [sakri] Skt n a cloud. 2 a mountain. 3 an
elephant. 4 lightning.

ਸਕੁੰਦਨ [sakrédan] See ਸਕੁਰਦਨ and ਸੰਕੁੰਦਨ.
ਸਖ [sakh] Skt ਸਖਿ“ a person with identical or
similar nature; a companion. “mItr na putr
kalatr sajan sakh.”—saveyem 5 ke. 2 See ਸਖਜ਼

ਸ਼ਖਸ [sakhas] A «f; n a person. 2 body,

physique '

ਸ਼ਖਸੀ [sakhsi] A (5'? adj personal.

ਸਂਖਣਾ [sakhna], ਸਖਣੀਂ [sakhni] adj empty,

hollow. “VIc-hu sakhni aha.”—suh1’m 1. 2 Skt

ਸ੍ਯਧੂਹ੍ਧ੍ਯਣ੍ਕ੍ a hollow cowrie, worthless cowrie.

ਸਖ਼ਤ [saxat] P c}- adj hard, stiff. 2 mean.

ਸਖ਼ਤੀ [saxti] P [35 hardness; opposite ofsoftness;

stiffness.

ਸਖਨਾ [sakhna], ਸਖਨੀ [sakhni] See ਸਖਣਾ. “rite

bhare, bhare sakhnave.”—brha m 9.

‘empties.’

ਸਖਲਨ [sakhlan] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਜ਼. (Rafi vr to fall,

collect, tremble) n fall, decadence.

2 shivering, trembling. 3 ejaculation. The

' body shudders at the time of ejaculation,

hence this term.

ਸਖਾ [sakha] Skt one who thinks alike; a friend.

“55g sakha sabh tajI gae.”—s m 9.

ਸਖਾਇ[531<}181],ਸਖਾਇਆ[591<}1818] adjclaiming
friendship. “ਡਿਪੋ guru bédhapu mera sakha

sakhaI.”—gaum 4. “kalatr mata tere hohI na
ਰੋਣੇ: sakhaIa.”—sri m 1.

ਸਖਾਈ [sakhai] adj having friendship,

supporting. “jo namu 'sunave so mera mitu

sakhai.”—asa m 4. “harI mera saku ਗੌਗੁ hoi

sakhai.”—gujm 3. 2 n friendship, affiliation.

ਸਖਾਤਾ [sakhata] n friendship. 2 adj friendly.



 

ਸਖ਼ਾਵਤ

“dukh bhéjan 5ਰੌ8]: sakhata.”—maru solhem 1.

ਸਖ਼ਾਵਤ [saxavat1A _..ਲ਼ੀਤਿ‘ n generosity, magna-

nimity.

ਸਖੀ [sakhi] Skt a female friend; girl friend.

2A ਰ੍ਚੂਟੱ adj generous.
ਸਖੀ ਸਰਵਰ [sakhi server] See ਸੁਲਤਾਨ. a town of
tehsil and district Dera Ghazi Khan. To the

south of this village is a gurdwara ‘Tharha

Sahib’. It is in the memory of Guru Nanak

Dev. This place is about 40 miles away from

Ghazighat railway station.

ਸਖੀਮੀ [sakhimi] See ਸਕੀਮੀਂ.
ਸਖ਼ੁਨ [saxun] PJ a discourse, a conversation.

2 poetry. This word may be pronounced as

suxan also.

ਸਖੋਨੀ [sakheni] adj having friendship; dear,
darling. “ram jap-hu meri sakhi sakheni.”

—asa a m 1.

ਸੱਖਣਾ [sakkhna] 868 ਸਖਣਾ.
ਸੱਖਰ [sakkhar] n a town situated near Shikarpur
on the bank of river Indus. Here is Sadhbela|

an important place bearing the memory of

Guru Nanak Dev. See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.

ਸੱਖਾ [sakkha] See ਸਖਤ.
ਸੱਥੰ [5੪]<}<}1ਰੈ] 866 ਸਖਤ. 2 See ਸੱਖਣਾ. “kahfi sastra

sakkhé.”—-VN. ‘devoid of weapons.’

ਮਧ੍ਯ [sakhy] Skt n friend, friendship,

association.

ਸਗ [sag] Skt adj ਸ (along) ਗ (going), a

companion. 2 P .5 n a dog. “sag nanak diban

mastana.”—var mala m I. 3 also used for ਸੰਗ

as in “pani dekhI sagahi.”—var majh m I.
‘On seeing water, they hesitate to touch it.’

ਸ਼ਗਣ [598ਗ੍1] adj with ਗਣ. 866 ਗਣ. 2 a vamIk

foot organised as US. See ਗਣ 7. 3 See ਸਗੁਣ.

ਸਗਣੁ [saganU] See ਸਕੁਨ. 2 a letter written on

the auspicious occasion of fixing the day for

wedding. “saganu lIkhIa dhur-hu aIa.”—ram

m 5 béno. meaning ‘the moment of death.’
 

'the correct word is “sadhuvela”.
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ਸਗਨ [sagan] See ਸਭਨ. 2 886 ਸ਼ਗਣ. 3 n a fine
quality, virtue. “sabhe sagné gun hi dhar ho.”

—krIsan.

ਸਗਮਾ [sagma] rather, moreover. 868 ਸਗਵਾ.

ਸਗਰ [sagar] Sktmrq adj whole, entire, all. “an

Upav sagar kie.”—mala m 5 parta]. 2 n son of

king Bahu or Asit who was a Surajvanshi king

ofAyodhya. A detailed narration about him is

available in books like Mahabharat. Haihayan

had driven out Sagar’s father (Bahu) from the

capital. Along with his wives, Bahu went to

live injungle. At that time Sagar’s mother was

pregnant. Out ofjealousy, a co-wife poisoned

her, as a result of which the foetus stopped

growing. So Sagar remained in the womb of

his mother for seven years and during this

period Bahu died. The pregnantqueen tried

to burn herselfalong with her husband but rishi

Aurav dissuaded her from doing so and told

her that she would give birth to an illustrious

king. When the child was born the rishi named

him Sagar (ਸ (with) ਗਰ (poison)) because the

poison administered by the co-wife also got

out ofthe womb.

Having come of age, he got to know the

story of his father. He vowed to eliminate

Haihayan and other demons from the face of

the earth and get back his father’s entire

kingdom. Having acquired a fire-weapon

from rishi Aurav, he put to death all the

Haihayans and seized the whole of his

kingdom. He was going to put an end to

Yavans, Kambojs, Parads, Pahlavs, but rishi

Vasishth advised him to spare them on the

condition that Yavans would shave ofi' their

entire head, while Saks would get halftheir

head shaved from the upper side, Parads

would wear long hair and Pahlavs would sport

long beards.
Sagar contracted two marriages, one with



 

ਸਗਰਵਾ

Sumati the daughter ofKashyap and the other
with Keshini, daughter of king Vidarbh, but

they did not bear him any son. At thisjuncture,
he sought the help of rishi Aurav. He declared
that one ofhis wives would bear one son, but

the other would have 60,000 sons. Keshini
begged to have one son, so she had one son
named Asamanjas and Sumati had 60,000
sons. Asamanjas was a wicked person. Sagar

disowned him. The remaining sixty thousand
sons indulged so much in riot that the gods

complained against them to rishi Kapil and

Vishnu. Sagar performed the Ashvmedh

ceremony. His sixty thousand sons were there

to protect the horse. Even then the horse was

driven into the underworld by Indar. Sagar

asked his sons to find out the horse. They dug

the earth till the underworld was in front of

them. There they found the horse grazing and

god Kapil was sitting nearby absOrbed in

meditation. Taking him as a thief, they tried

to terrify Kapil. When he looked at Sagar’s

sons in rage, his body emitted fire and all of

them were reduced to ashes.

When the horse did not come back for a

long time, Sagar sentAnsuman, his grandson,

to search it out. He saw heaps ofbones of his

paternal uncles lying close to Kapil. Grieved

Ansuman requested Kapil somehow to send

them to heaven. Kapil assured him that they

would be salvaged when his (Ansuman’s)

grandson brought Ganga to earth.

Ansuman took the horse to Sagar and the

ceremony was complete. That great pit which

the sixty thousand sons of Sagar had dug was

named as Sagar, that is now known as the sea.

Ansuman had 'a son named Dalip whose

son was Bhagirath. Due to the noble deeds
performed by Bhagirath, Ganga descended

from the heaven and with its water, he got
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purified the ashes of Sagar’s sons and they
thus attained salvation.I Due to Sagar, Ganga
came to be known as Sagra and from
Bhagirath it derived another name i.e.
Bhagirathi.

In Harivansh is recorded another amazing

story. It is written that Sagar’s wife gave birth

to a gourd, which contained 60,000 seeds.
Sagar kept each seed separately in a vessel

filled with ghee and after a lapse of ten

months all the seeds turned into sons and they

began to run about. “lahI sagar bir, eIt hve

adhir.”—prIthU.

ਸਗਰਵਾ [sagarva] adj entire, all, whole. 2 with
dignity. See ਸਗਾਰਵਾ.

ਸਗਰਾ [sagra] Skt ਸਮਗ੍ਰ adj entire, all, whole.

See ਸਗਂਰਿ.

ਸਗਰਾਬਿਆ [sagraIa] adj entire, total.
2 poisoned. 3 n related to Sagar, the sea.

“pavak sagraIa.”—suhi parta] m 5. ‘is a sea
of fire.’

ਸਗਰੀ [598੮1],ਸਗਰੇ [sagre] adjentire, all, whole.

“sagri ersatI dIkhay acébhav.”—copai.

“sagre dhan SIU 1age.”—$or m 9.

ਸਗਲ [sagal] adj entire, all, total. “sagal nam

nIdhan tIn paIa.”—maru soIhe m 5. ‘They
fully realised the Divine.’ 2 A f work,
labour. 3 A ਕੱਢ" wicked, vile.

ਸਗਲ ਸਮੂਹ [saga] samuh] all groups, entire
classes. “sagal samuh 18 Udhre nanak.”—dev

m 5.

ਸਗਲ ਪਰਾਧ [saga] pradh] ਸਕਲ-ਅਪਰਾਧ. “sagal

pradh dehI loroni.”—bh£rm 5. ‘

ਸਗਲ ਭਰੀ [sagal bhari] adj who protects; who
fosters, sustainer. 2 perfect. “un na kahu saga]
bhari.”—-bIIa m 5.

ਸਗਲ਼ਾਣਾ [saglana] adj entire, all, whole. “sésar

saglana.”—sri m 5. 2 belonging to all.

'Putting ashes ofthe deadbodies into Ganga has its origin
 

in this narration.



 

ਸਗਵਾਂ

ਸਗਵਾ [sagva], ਸਗਵੀਂ [sagvi] part rather,
moreover. “sagva bhi ap lakhahI.”—var bIIa

m 4. “ChaparI nate sagvi mal lae.”-var majh

m 4. 2 P0 similar, identical.

ਸਗਾ [saga] See ਸਕਾ. 2 ਸ-ਗੋਤ੍ਵ, ਸਗੋਤ੍ਰੀ of the same

sub-caste. 3 a companion, always accompany-

ing. “maya sagi me man saga, saga na yah

sésar. parsuram ya jiv k0 saga su SIrjanhar.”

ਸਗਾੲੀ [sagai] n a relationship; engagement,
betrothal.

ਸਗਾਹੀ [sagahi] doubtful. See ਸ੍ਯ 3.
ਸ਼ਗਾਫ਼ [sagaf] P ਭੰ'ਨੂ n a crack, fissure, hole,

orifice.

ਸਗਾਰਵਾ [sagarva] adj in a dignified manner, in

a respectable way. “menu tanu tamI sagarva

ja dekha harI nene.”-—var kan m 4. ‘Only by

seeing Hari, I attain dignity in full’.

ਸਗੀ [sagi] feminine of ਸਗਾ.

ਸਗੀਰ [sagir] A [5’ adj small, less, tiny.
2 inferior, mean.

ਸਗੁਣ [sagun], ਸਗੁਨ [sagun] adj endowed with

qualities like education and art. 2 with a

string. 3 with a bow-string. 4 inhering instincts

ofpurity, passion and wickedness. 5 Seen???

and ਸਗਨ. “sagun apsagun tIs kau lag-hI szu

citI n9 ave.”—asa m 5.

ਸਗੁਨ ਅਪਸਗੁਨ [sagun apsagun] When these two

words come together, they stand for good

omen. See ਸਗੁਨ 5.

ਸ਼ਗ਼ੁਫ਼ਤਨ [saguftan], ਸ਼ਗੁਫ਼ਤਾ [sagufta] See ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤਹ

and ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤਨ.

ਸਗੂਆ [sagua] Pkt n a rope, a trouser—string.

2 a cradle, crib. “sagua kc yako pahIcan-

hu.”——carItr 228.

ਸ਼ਗੂਨ [sagun] P U} plural ਘੰਸ਼ਕੁਨ (ਸਗਨ).
ਸ਼ਗੂਫ਼ਾ [sagufa] P 5,6 n a bud. 2 a leaf-bud,
shoot. `

ਸਗੂੜ [588ਘ], ਸਗੂੜਉ [598੫ਟ੍ਰਾ80], ਸਗੂੜਾ [sag’ura],

ਸਗੂਡੌ [598ਘ3] adj latent, hidden, secret.
2 close, intense, thick. “lal sagura.”-prabha
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m 1.

ਸਗੋਂ [sagé] part rather, instead. See ਸਗਵਾ.

ਸਗੋਂੲੀ [sagoi] adj alongwith concealing. 2 ਸ੍ਵ-

ਗੋਈਂ concealed within itself. “bahar jada rakkh
sagoi.”—BG. ‘Confine your desires within.’
ਸਗੋਤੀ [sagoti], ਸਗੋਤ੍ਰ [sagotr] of the same sub-
caste and dynasty.

ਸਗੋਂਨੀ [sagoni] adj having nobie qualities;
excellent, superb. “asthIr cit samath

sagoni.”—o§kar.

ਸਗੋਂਤੀ [sagati] Pkt n meat, flesh. “ruthr majjni

byéjni he sagati.” ‘is carnivorous.’ 2 cooked

vegetables; a relish added to food.

ਸਰੱ'ਯਾ [sagana] See ਸੁਖਦਾ ਬ੍ਰਿਥੂਧ.
ਸੱਗਾਰੱਤਾ [saggaratta] very close and loving.

ਸਘਟ [saghat] See ਸੰਘੱਟ.
ਸਘਨ [saghan] adjdense, concentrated. See ਘਨ.
“ahébuth bahu saghan maIa.”—guj m 5.

2 accompanied by a musical instrument. “he

gs: bahan saghan ghan.”—s kabir. See ਘਨ.

3 cloudy.

ਸਘਾਰਣ [sagharan], ਸਘਾਰਨ [sagharan] v to

massacre; to annihilate. “asur sagharan ram

hamara.”~maru soIhe m 1. “Ik idri pakarI

saghare.”—natam 4. 2 to accumulate, collect.

“aghae sukh saghare.”—sar m 5 '

ਸਘਾਚੈ [saghare] See ਸਘਾਰਨ.

ਸਚ [sac] Skt ਚਜ਼੍ vr to wet; to serve; to

understand fully; to be related in full. 2 adj

who attends. 3 n truth. “sac bInU sakhi mulo

na baki.”—sava ml]. 4 The supreme being as
incarnation of truth. “sac ki bani nanak

akhe.”—tII§g m 1. 5 ecstasy. “tat-hI tatu

mIlIa sac pava.”—gau bavan kabir. 6 See ਸਚੁ

and ਸੱਚ. 7 Dg n a sub-caste, dynasty.

ਸਚਉ [sacau] See ਸੱਚਾ.

ਸਚ ਸਾਖੀ [sac sakhi] a true witness. 2 a true

evidence. 3 a true story.

ਸਚਸੋਂਹਿਲ਼ਾ [sac sohIla] a true song; a composition

in praise of the Creator.



ਸਚਖੰਡ

ਸਚਖੰਡ [sackhéd] the eternal world. 2 a state of
emancipation, salvation. 3 a sphere of
eternity.

ਸਚਖੰਡਿ [5ਰਧ1<}1ਰੈ(.11] in the world of eternity.
“sackhédI vase nIrékaru.”—japu.

ਸਤਘਰ [sacghar] the abode of the true guru. 2 a
congregation, holy assembly. 3 state of
salvation.

ਸਚਘਚਿ [sacgharI] in the congregation.
“sacgharI bESI rahe gun gae.”—-majh m 5.

ਸਚਘਰੁ [sacgharu] See ਸਚ ਘਰ. “sac gharu lehu

bataI.”—prabha m 1.

ਸਚਦਾਨੰਦ {sacdanéd} See ਸੱਚਿਦਾਨੰਦ.
ਸਦਨ [sacan] Skt to help. 2 to be kind, merciful.

3 Skt ਸੰਚਯਨ to accumulate. “sadhu matI

némrata sacan kau.”—BGK. 4 to lay bricks; to
Construct. “nav khéd sacIo.”—-aka1. ‘

ਸਚਪੀਰ [sacpir] the true spiritual perceptor;

Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸਚ ਭਾਉ [sac bhau] true love, eternal faith.
ਸਚ ਮਹਿਲ [sac mahII] state of salvation. 2 a
congregation.

ਸਚਮਨ [sacman], ਸਚਮਨਾ [sacmana] adj having
pure conscience. “mel nahi sacmane.”—dhana

chétm 1.

ਸਚਮੁਚ [sacmuc] adv in fact, indeed, really,

actually.

‘ ਸਦਰ [sacar] adj living and acting with full
awareness. 2 communication. “bhaI mIle

sacu sacs sacre.”—gau a m 1.
ਸਰਵ [sacav] See ਸਚਿਵ.

ਸਚੜਾ [sacral adj true, sincere. “gosai sevi
sacra.”—sri m 5 pepar.

ਸਚੜਾਉ [58੦ਟ੍ਰਾ80] adj true, sincere. 2 durable.
“jIU rég majith sacrau.”—var suhi m 3.
3 ascending.

ਸਚਾ [saca] adj true, veritable. “saca satIguru
saci szu bani.”-—sor a m 3. 2 perpetually,

constant. “saca tera amaru saca dibanu.”-var

asa. 3 n incarnation of truth; the Supreme
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Being, the Creator. “saca sevi sacu salahi.”

—majh a m 3. 4 a mould, pattern. “édha saca

édhi sat.”—gaum 1. 5 pure; pious. “saca cauka

suratI ki kara.”—maru soIhe m 3. 6 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ

adv near, closeby, at hand.

ਸਚਾਈ [secai] n truth, veracity.

ਸਚਾ ਸਤਿਗੁਰ [saca satIgur] n Guru Nanak Dev.

“saca satIgur saci bani.”.—suhi chét m 3.

ਸਚਾਸਬਦ [saca sabad] Guru’s preaching, Guru’s

word.

ਸਚਾਵਾ [sacava], ਸਚਾਵੀ [sacavi] true, veritable.

“th sacava saj.”—s fetid. -

ਸਚਿ [saCI] See ਸਚੀ. 2 following the path of
truth. “saCI rah-hu sada sahaju sukh Upje.”

——ram 3 m 3. 3 to truth. “sac: melu na lags

bhram bhau bhage.”—bIIa thIti m 1. 4 of
truth. “sacI kalu kur vartIa.”—var asa.

5 through truth. “saCI sacu janie.”—saveye m

. 3ke.

ਸਭਿਆਰ [saCIar] true, veritable, sincere.
“sacIar SIkh bathe satIgur paSI.”—Var gau 1

m 4.

ਸ’ਚਿਅਾਰੀ [sacxari] veritable ones (have).
“saCIari sacu s§CIa.”—05kar.

ਸਂਚਿ ਸੰਜਮਿ [saCI séjamI] within truth and
restraint. 2 due to truth and restraint. “sac:

séjamI sada he nIrmal.”——suhi chétm 3.

ਸਚਿਵ [59੮:੮\/] Skt n a close associate,

companion. 2 a minister. 3 adj a helper,
assistant, supporter. .

ਸਚੀ [saci] true. “saci teri kudratI sace patsah !”
—var asa. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਚੀ n strength, might.

3 lndar’s consort. “mano sighasan bethi saci
he.”—c5di 1.

ਸਚੀ ਟਕਸਾਲ [saci taksal] a holy congregation or
holy assembly. 2 See ਸਬਦੁ.

ਸਰੀਦਾਡ਼ੀ [saci dayi] adjspotless beard meaning

unblotted or unblemished life. 2 a person
endowed with good conduct. “se daria sacia

jI gurcarni lagénI.”—-sava m 3. 3 See ਫੇਰੂ 3.
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ਸਚੀ ਨਾਥ [saci nath] n Shachi’s husband, lndar.

ਸਚੀ ਪਤ [saci pat], ਸਚੀ ਪਤਿ [saci patI] true
honour, real veneration. “méne namu saci

pat: puja.”—bIIa a m 1. 2 Shachi’s husband
lndar. “braham mahesur bIsanu saci patI ਰੈਨਿ

phase yamphaSI parEge.”-—aka1.

[sacipatIsani-Isni] n army.

'-—sanama. Shachi’s husband Indar, his god

Kashyap, his earth, the earth’s king, his army.

ਸਚੀਪਾਲ [saci pal] true shelter, veritable refuge,
2 provider of Shachi; her husband, lndar.

ਸਰੀ ਬਾਣੀ [saci bani] adj (writing) that reveals
the truth. 2 truthful writing. 3 n Gurbani.

“satIgur ke pIatho ! gavhu sacibani.”

—an5du. '

ਸਚੀ ਬੇੜੀ [saci beri] n Gursikhi. 2 teachings of
Guru Nanak Dev. “nanak saci beri carI jiu.”

—sri m 5 papa I.

ਸ਼ਰੀਰਾਮ [saciras], ਸਚੀਰਾਸਿ [saciraSI] n eternal

wealth; virtue. 2 the Creator’s Name. See ਸਾਚੀ

ਰਾਸਿ.
ਸਚੁ [saco] See ਸਚ. n truth. “saco taper janie ja

rIde saca hOI .”-—varasa. 2 ecstasy. “saco mIle

saco upje.”—sn'm 1. “jIh prasadI sacu hOI.”

-NP. 3 the Creator as the incarnation oftruth.
“adI saco jugadI sacu.”-—japu. 4 adj pure,

cleansed. “man maje saco soi.”—dhana chét

m 1. 5 See ਸੱਚ.
ਸਚੁਸਚਾ [sacosaca] adj absolutely true, entirely

true. “sacusaca harI rakhvale.”—-var gau 1 m

4. 2 devoted to truth and supremely truthful.

“sacusaca satIguru amar he.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਤ੍ਯਾ [sacudharma] n a disciple of true

_ religion, Gursikh. 2 adjone who has imbibed

the true religion.

ਸਚੁ ਨਿਆਈ [saco nIai] adj the deliverer oftrue
justice. “takhatI bahs sacunIai.”-majh m 5.

2 n the Creator; He, who delivers justice

without any prejudice.

ਸਚੇਤ [sacet] Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਹਚ੍ adj conscious, alert.

ਸੱਚੇਸਯਿਕੀਛਤੇ

2 attentive.

ਸਰੋਂਸਚ [sacosac], ਸਚੋਸਚੁ [sacosacu] adj nothing

but the truth, absolute truth. “sacosac vakhane

kOI.”-Var ram 1 m I. “othe saco hi sacu

nIbre.”—var asa.

ਸੱਚ [sacc] truth, opposite of illusion. 2 rectitude.

3 ਚਰ (true) -ਥ (and).

ਸੱਚਨਸੱਚ [saccan sacc] See ਸਚੇ ਸਚ. 2 a Brahman
resident of village Mandar (district Lahore,

tehsil Sharakpur) who was a disciple ofGuru

Amar Das. He used to recite ‘saccan sacc’ all

the time, so he himself came to be known as

‘saccan sacc.’ The Guru cured the insane

queen of Raja of Haripur and married her to

Sachan Sach. Throughout their life this couple

preached Gurmat. Guru Amar Das bestowed

upon him the status of a masand. Mistakenly

Bhai Santokh Singh mentioned his village as

Sekhopur. See ਰਾਸਿ 1 ਅ: 34. Descendents of

Sachan Sach now live in Mandar.

ਸੱਚਾ [sacca] adj truthful, one who has abandoned

falsehood. 2 what happens daily. 3 pure,

genuine, unadulterated. 4 n the Creator. 5 See

ਸਚਾ.

ਸੱਚਾ ਪਾਤਸ਼ਾਹ [sacca patsah] n the Creator, the
Supreme Being. 2 the true guru. “teg saco

deg saco surma saran saco, saco patsah guru
gobfd kahayo he”... “or patsahi sabh logan

ki patsahi, patsaho par saci teri patsahi he.”

-52 poets.

ਸੱਚਿਦਾ ਨੰਦ [saccxda n§d] Skt ਚਢਿਬਟ੍ਸ੍ਯ n one

who is the incarnation of truth. “sada

, saccxdanéd satrO pranasi.”—japu.

ਸੱਚੀ ਦਾੜੀ [sacci dari] See ਸਰੀ ਦਾੜੀ; 2 See ਫੇਰੂ 3.

ਸੱਚੀ }ਜਿਂ} [sacci méji] See ਮਦ੍ਰ.
ਸੱਚੇ ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੀ ਫਤੇ [sacce sath ki phate] Banda
Bahadur had begun preaching ‘sache Sahib

ki phate’ in place of ‘vahguru ji ki phate’,

which many historians have mistakenly

written as ‘phate darsan.’ The edicts issued



ਸਛੀਲਕ

from Baba Banda Bahadur’s seat still employ

the expression ‘sacce sath ki phate.’ Sacha

. sahib meant Guru Gobind Singh, whom he

regarded as his task master and himself as his

slave.

ਸਛੀਲਕ [sachilak] adj with a bark, with skin.
See ਛੀਲਕ.

ਸਜ [saj] n decor, decoration, make up. 2 Skt

ਚਧ੍ਯ adj with a bow-string. 3 armed and ready
for action.

ਸਜਗ [sajag] adj alert, attentive, clever, ever-
ready.

ਸਜਣ [sajan], ਸਜਣੁ [sajanu] adorned. 2 adj ਸਤ੍-

ਜਨ gentle, noble. 3 blue-blooded, of noble

descent. 4 n friend. “sajanu satIguru purakh
he.”—sr1' m 4.

ਸਜਧਜ [sajadhaj] decoration of a flag;-honour,
glory.

ਸਜਨ [sajan] See ਸਜਣ and ਸੱਜਨ. “5ਟੋ੮ sajan sukhI

manhI ralia.”—-suhi ch5t m 5. 2 a physician.

“nanak rog gavaI mIlI satIguru sadhu

sajna.”—var gau 1 m 4. See E Surgeon.

ਸਜਨੲੀ [sajnai], ਸਜਨਾੲੀ [sajnai] n goodness,

kindness, welfare, friendliness. “dusat dut

sajnai.”—asa m 5. ‘became friends.’

ਸ਼ਜਨੀਂ [sajni] n a female friend. 2 adja virtuous
(lady); respectable (woman).

ਸਜਨੁ [sajanu] See ਸੱਜਨ. “sajanu surIda suhela

sathe.”—sar m 5.

ਸ਼ਜ੍ਯਾ [sajra] A 0/9 a tree. 2 a genealogical-
tree.

ਸਜਲ [sajal] adj with water. 2 wet. “sajal nan
carnan laptae.”—GPS.

ਸਜਾ [saja] P If n punishment. 2 revenge,

warning. 3 adj deserving. 4 See ਸੱਜਾ.

ਸਜਾਉਣ [sajaut] See ਸਜਾਵਟ.
ਸਜਾਇ [sajaI] See ਸਜਾ a punishment, penalty.

“den 50 mal sajaI.”—var majh m 1. 2 adv well

equipped, embellished. “sastra sajaI.”—G V10.

ਸਜਾਤਿ [sajatI] adj ofthe same caste. 2 of that
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caste.

ਸਜਾਦਪੁਰ [sajadpur] Shahzadpur a town of

district Ambala. It was the capital of the

sardars of Shahid misl. See ਸਹੀਦਾਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ.
ਸਜਾਦਾ [sajada] adj simple, unadorned. 2 n son

ofBhai Mardana who after his father’s demise

continued to recite the hymns oquru Nanak

to the congregation. 3 P „„/“‘ੴ a prince. 4 A

m?“ a carpet, upon which the Muslims

perform their prayer.

ਸਜਾਵਟ [sajavat] n decor. 2 decoration.

ਸ'ਜ਼ਾਵਾਰ [sazavar] P Any adj capable,
competent. 2 imbued with glory.

ਸਜੀਉ [sajiu] See ਸਜੀਵ.
ਸਜੀਨ [sajin] adj with ਜੀਨ (saddle); saddled.
“hay sajin ko lin hakare.”—GPS.

ਸਜੀਲਾ [sajila] adj adorned. 2 handsome.
ਸਜੀਵ [sajiv] adj with a soul. 2 alive.

ਸਜੀਵਨੀ [sajivni] See ਕਚ and ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯ ਕਰਣੀ.

ਸਜੁਤ [sajut], ਸਜੁਤਾ [sajuta], ਸਜੁਤੀਆ [sajutia] Skt
ਸੰਯੁਕੂ adj united, merged, imbued. “mohu
maIa ve sabh kalkha, InI manmukhI murI

sajutia.”—suhi chét m 4.

ਸਜੂਦ [sajud] A , ਭੰ the act of paying obeisance;
a salutation.

ਸਜੋਗੀ [sajogi] See ਸੰਯੋਗੀ.

ਸੱਜ [sajj] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਣਾਂਚਧ੍ਯ adj ready, ready with an arrow
put on the bow string. 3 See ਸਜ.

ਸੱਜਣ [sajjan] See ਸਜਣ.

ਸੱਜਣ ਠਗ [5ਰ]']'ਰ1.1 thag] a cheat, master impostor
of village Tulamba or Tulambha (district

Multan) who had constructed a temple and

had devised several ways to fleece the

travellers. Any body taken in by his trickery,

was not only robbed but also killed. When

Guru Nanak Dev reached his place, he tried

to play the same trick with him as well, but

he was so much impressed by the Guru’s words

that he himselfbecame the disciple of Guru

Nanak Dev. The Guru transformed him into



 

ਸੱਜਨ 3

a noble person, inciuded him in the company

of his devout Sikhs and appointed him a

preacher. See ਮਖ਼ਦੂਮਪੁਰ.
ਸੱਜਨ [sajjan] See ਸਜਣ.
ਸੱਜਰਾ [sajjra] Skt ਸਰ੍ਯਤਰ adj absolutely fresh.
ਸੱਜਾ [sajja] Slaw: right; south. n (it also means)

left. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ n bed, bedding.

ਸੱਜਿ [sajjI] See ਸੱਜੀ.
ਸੱਜੀ [sajji] feminine form of a ਸੱਜਾ. 2 Skt ਜ਼ਥੀਂ n
a type of alkali prepared from the ash of a

bushy weed. It is used for washing clothes.

3 Skt ਚਕ੍ਗੀ adj wearing a coat of mail. 4 ਸ੍ਯਜੀ.

with a bow-string drawn.
ਸਵਾਨ [sayan] Skt ਸਗਜ਼ਾਂਨ knowing. 2 an

introduction, acquaintance.

ਸਞਾਪਣ [5ਗੂ1ਗ੍ਰ3ਗ੍1], ਸਵਾਪਨ [5ਟਮ੍ਹ1ਪ੍ਰਿੰ੭ਜਿ਼] Skt ਰਂ-ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯ

n the act of making one realise.

ਸਟ [sat] See ਸਟਨਾ, ਸਟਾ and ਸੱਟ. 2 Skt ਚਟ੍ vr part

to be a part of ; to make. -

ਸਟਕਨਾ [satakna] Pkt v to slip away, run away.
“arI y5 satke mrIg ke gen jayo.”—krIsan.

“menu sur cadhyo udo se satke.”—carrtr 1.

2 to disappear.

ਸਟਕਾ [88ਠੁ1<8]‘ਲ਼ਾ/(£ਕ੍ਯਾ Jiy anaemia. It is a
disease ofthe anemic type. It is caused when

liver stops functioning.
Eating of alkaline, sour, hot and dirty

rotten things, excessive use of alcoholic

intoxicants, obsessive indulgence in sex,

anxiety and fear, obstruction in defecation,

urination or sleep and eating ofclay are some

causes of this disease.

Symptoms of anaemia are indigestion,

increase in heart-palpitation, body turning

pale like that ofa frog, decrease in the redness

of blood and nails, and the skin getting dry,

constant fatigue, loss of hunger, dyspepsia,

having eructation, swelling of limbs, feeling

of giddiness, getting sullen in the face etc.

The following are the cures for this
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disease:

(1) use ofiron oxide (kusta falad)or iron

in any other form.

(2) kusta falad abi, tabasir, seeds of

cardamum, sat-gIlo and mIsri one tola each

pulverised together and divided into fifty

parts, one part to be taken in the morning with

diluted semi-churned curd.

(3) use of the ash of iron-drops with milk

or semi-churned curd.

(4) use of substances which expel prickly

heat from the liver.

(5) eight masas ofnIsoth curan mixed with

sixteen masas of mIsri to be taken daily in

the morning with water.

(6) decoction of green gIlo mixed with

honey to be taken.

(7) the patient ofanaemia should consume

oid oats, wheat, rice, green, lentils, fruit, sour

butter milk, semi churned curd and butter etc.

to be taken.

ਸਟਕਾਰਨਾ [satkarna] v to sweep the mane; to

dust hair falling at the neck; to perform the

winnowing act. “beni sarpanI si satkari.”

—GPS.

ਸਟਨਾ [satna] Pkt v to stick. 2 to throw. “kuhathi

jai s~atIa.”—var asa.

ਸਟਪਟ [satpat] part immediately, at once.

“satpat bethat.”—NP.

ਸਟਪਟਾ [satpata] See ਹਰਿਗੀਤਿਕਾ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 2.
ਸਟਪਟਾਨਾ [satpatana] v to be over-whelmed with

surprise; suddenly. to buzz off.

ਸਟਪਾਨਾ [satpana] v to throw. “maha kasab churi

satpai.”—ram m 5.

ਸਟੱਲੀ [satalli] adjwho boasts; who indulges in

exaggeration. See vr ਸਟ. .

ਸਟਾ [sata] an exchange. See ਸੱਟਾ. “m2 tau molI
mahIgi lai jia sate.”—-dhana ravrdas. 2 Skt n

the mane. 3 a tuft of hair at the tail. “udtht

satay?) Ute sigh dhayo.”—c§c_1i 2. 4 matted hair.

 



v

ਸਟਾਸਟ

immediately, at once. See ਸਟਪਟ.

‘ ਸਟਾਲ [satal] Skt a lion with the mane; a lion
with a rich growth of hair on the neck.

ਸਟਿਘਤਨਾ [satIghatna] See ਸਟਪਾਨਾ to throw.
“tInh dart) satIghatIa.”—var sor m 4.

ਸਟੀ [sati] See ਸਟਨਾ adj stuck. 2 thrown.
ਸਟੀਕ [satik] accompanied by an annotation,

an annotated edition.

ਸਟੋਮ [satom] See ਅਗਨਿ ਸਟੋਮ.
ਸਟੋਰੀ [satori] a walking stick. “thul pag SII‘
hath satori.”—GPS.

ਸੱਟ [satti Skt ਚਤ੍ਰ W to inhabit, live, kill,

torture, get fat, donate. 2 n a blow, stroke.

ਸੱਟਾ [satta] Pkt n exchange. 2 speculation,

forward trade. 3 an agreement.

ਸਠ [sath] ਦ੍ਸਰ੍ vr to cheat, kill, torture, go,

observe long silence, utter unpleasant words.

2 adja liar. 3 a knave. 4 a stupid person. See

E sot. “guru ségatI te sath matIvan.”—GPS.

5 mischievous. 6 n fertuosa. 7 iron. 8 See ਸਠਿ.

9 in poetics a type of hero. “mukh mithi bate

kahe, nIpat kapat jIy jan. jth na (ਭੂਰਿ apradh

ko sath kar téhl bakhan.”—rasrkprrya.

ਸਠਤਾ [sathta] Skt ਡ਼ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਰਾ n folly, stupidity.

2 mischief. 3 lasciviousness.

ਸਂਠਿ [sathI] Skt ਸਸ੍ਵਿ adj sixty. “athsath tirath

jahI sadhu pag dharhI.”—ram m 5. See E

sixty.

ਸਨਿਆਲਾ [sathIala] a village of tehsil and

district Amritsar. Two sacred places are

situated here relating to the visits of Guru

Hargobind and Guru Teg Bahadur.

ਸਨਿ ਸੰਬਤ [sathI sébat] Skt ਥਇਿਰਂਕਜ੍ਸ੍ਯ n In

astronomy, a period of sixty years. These

belong to three deities with a reign oftwenty

years for each ofthem in chronological order.

They keep repeating. “tere sathI sébat sabh

tirtha.”—bas§t m 1. ‘O God ! all the sixty

sambats belong to you (they belong to no other
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deity) and all the places ofpilgrimage belong
to you’.

ਸਠੋਰ [sathor] adj wicked, knavish. 2 ਸ੍ਵ-ਬਟੋਰ
miserly. “qu madhu makhi tIU sathor ras jorI
jorI dhan kia.”—sor kabir.

ਸੱਠੀ [satthi] ਸਸ੍ਰਿਕ a type of paddy (rice) which
ripens in sixty days. Its husk is black and the
rice is red. _Its water cures dysentery. Seem.

ਸਡ [5861]… ਸਡੁ [sadu] Sn a word sound. 2 a call

for help, scream; a cry. “gor nImanI sad
kare.”—s farid.

ਸਡੋਰਡ [sadorad] See ਰਡ.

ਸਢਾਲ [sadhal], ਸਦੈਲ [sadhel] :1de (with) ਢਾਲ

(shield); holding a shield; (one) having a

sword and a shield. 2 n a soldier equipped

with sword and shield.

ਸਢੌਰਾ [sadhora] a village of tehsil Naraingarh,

district Ambala. it was once the main town

ofthe twenty eight parganas of suba Sirhind.

Sain Budhu Shah, a resident ofthis town had

helped the tenth Guru in the battle of

Bhangani. See ਬੁੱਧੂ ਸ਼ਾਹ.
During his invasion of Sadhaura in 1710

AD Baba Banda Bahadur inflicted heavy

punishment upon the tyrants who had

tormented Pir Budhu Shah.

ਸਣ [sen] Skt Hipart with, along; alongwith.

2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n jute, from which ropes are made.

L Crotolaria Juncea. It is an autumnal crop.

After cutting, the plants are buried in water,

till the peel comes off from the reed.

ਸਣਖਤਾ [sanakhta], ਸਣਖਤੀ [sanakhti] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂਧਡਾ n

a daughter-in-Iaw. “m5 dadi pardadio

phupphi bhena dhi sanakhta.”—BG. 2 adj

having good stars; fortunate, lucky. “sahurre

ghar ménie sanakhti parIvar sadhari.”—BG
ਸਂਣਿ [59111] See ਸਣ and ਸਣੁ. 2 alongwith. “jani
lakhavhu asét papi sanI.”—asa ravrdas. ‘Do

not spend the days ofyour life in the company

of an unsaintly sinner.’



 

 

ਸਣ

ਸਣੁ [sanu] partwith, alongwith. See ਸਣ. “dube

sanu parIvari.”——guj a m 4. “so sanu tujhe

anIt.”——sri m 5.

ਸਤ [sat] Skt ਯਹ੍ n truth. 2 fidelity to one’s

husband. “bInu sat sati hOI kese narI.”—gau
kabir. 3 God, the Creator. 4 respect, honour.

5 instinct for purity. “raj tam sat kal teri

chaIa.”—maru solhem 1. 6 adjgood, gentle,

noble. 7 adorable. 8 admirable, honourable.

9 obvious, apparent. 10 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ n an era of

truth, Satjug. 11 an oath, pledge. 12 a

principle; intent, purport. 13 the region (Iok)

above that of religious austerity; brahmlok.

14 Skt ਕਟਕ breath. “céd sat bhedIa, nad sat

purIa, sur sat khorsa datu kia.”—-maru jedev.

‘inhaled through the lunar nerve, made the

breath stand still through oénad (sound),

exhaled it through the solar nerve, that is,

performed purak, kumbhak and recak.’

15 soul. 16 mind. 17 vigour. 18 essence.

19 nature. 20 age. 21 wealth. 22 zeal.

23 patience. 24 life. 25 religion. 26 charity.

“sati pap karI sat kamahI.”——var ram 1 m

1. 27 Skt ਸ੍ਯ seven. “p§dr-hI thItI ts: sat

var.”—bIIa m 3 var 7. 28 Skt ਗਰ one hundred.

“re jIhva karau sat khéd. jamI na ucar-hI

sri gobid.”—bher namdev. 29 In Nighunt sat

means ‘endless’ as ਸਹਸ੍ਰ stands for

innumerable. 30 set is also used as short form

for Satluj as in “set sabdadI bakhanke

israstra kahI 5t.”——sanama. ‘Shatdrav’s lord

is Varun and his weapon is the noose.’ 31 a

scribe has written sat in place of sut as “sabh

samudr ke mm 18 5t sabad sat dehu.”—95. In

fact, the moon is the son ofthe ocean. In the

same way “prItham pavan kemm 18 sat pad

bahur bakhan.” Bhimsen is the son of the

wind god. 32 for arriving at a definite

conclusion. See ਸਤਿ, ਸੱਤ, ਸਤ੍ਯ and ਸਪਤ.
ਸਤਏਂ [satae], ਸਤਏਂ [sataé] adj seventh. 2 adv
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with the seventh. “sataé lakhI raghupatI
kapIdal athpatI subhat VIkat matI yut

bhraté.”-—ramav.

ਸਤਸਉ [satsau], ਸਤਜ਼ਿੲਆ [satsaIa], ਸਤਸਈ

[satsai] Skt ਦ੍ਸ੍ਯਵ੍ਯਰੀ n a literary composition of
seven hundred couplets: A narration ofDurga

in seven hundred couplets from Markanday

Puran, whose translation is to be found in

Chandi Chritr and Chandi di Var.‘ “horn kari:

jap ਰੋਪ satsau re.”—krrsan. “gréth satsaIa k0

karyo.”—c§di 1. “satse ki katha Ih puri bhai

he.”—C5di 1. See ਦੁਰਗਾ ਸਪਤਸਤੀ and ਦੁਰਗਾਪਾਠ.

ਸਤਸਈਆਂ [58੮591ਕੇਂ] seven wives of the seven
rishis. ਠੋੳੳਸਪਤਰਿਖੀ. 2 seven (female) friends.

ਸਤ ਸਤਾਈ ਚਉਦਚਿ ਚਾਰ [sat satai caudahI car]

ratanmala béno. seven rishis, twenty seven

planets, fourteen branches ofknowledge, four

objectives (righteousness, finance, sex,

salvation).

ਸਤਸਯਾ [satsaya], ਸਤਸਯੀ [satsayi] See ਸਤਸੲੀ.
ਸਤਸਰ [satsar] n a holy tank; a congregation,

holy assembly. 2 the true spiritual guide.

3 seven holy tanks in the form of truth,

contentment, compassion, righteousness,

patience, renunciation and knowledge. 4 Sri

Amritsar.

ਸਤਸਰਿ [satsarI] n the congregation as a stream.

2 adv in the stream of the congregation,

“gurmatI satsarI harIjalI naIa.”—asa m 3.

3 in the tank of truth.
ਸਤਸਾਰਿਬ [sat sath] an expression of greeting
sadhus of Garibdas sect exchanged on

meeting‘one another.

ਸਤਸਾਹਿਬੀਆ [satsathia] See ਗਰੀਬਦਾਸ.
ਸਤਸੀ [satsi] Skt ਚਾਰਜੀਗ adj seven (times)
furrowed; that has been ploughed seven times.

“anaj magau satsi ka.”-dhana dhéna.

ਸਤ'ਸੀਵਾ [sat siva] n seven boundaries, seven

stages of knowledge. See ਭੂਮਿਕਾ.

'It is available in Markanday Puran on pages 81-94.
 



ਸਤਸੁਹਾਗਣਾਂ

ਸਤ ਸੁਹਾਰਣਾਂ [sat sohagna] See ਸਤ ਸਈਆਂ. 2 an

assembly, on the auspicious occasion of the

marriage of seven such women, whose

husbands are alive.

ਸਤਸੈ [set 58], ਸਤ ਸੈ ਕ਼ੀਕ੍ਯਾ [sat 58 ki katha] See

ਸਤਸੲੀ.

ਸਤਸੰਗ [58੮5ਰੈ8] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਜ੍ਯਾਛਹੂਂਸ੍ਰਾ n a congregation, holy
assembly. 2 See ਸਾਧਸੰਗ.

ਸਤ ਸੰਗਤਿ [sat ségatI] n the company of saints;

the company of good men. 2 an assembly of

virtuous persons. “satségatI kesi janie? thhe

eko nam vakhanie.”—srim 1 jogiédarr. 3 See

ਸਤਿਸੰਗਤਿ.
ਸਤ ਸੰਗਤੀ [sat ségti] See ਸਤਸੰਗਤਿ. 2 adj who
participates in a holy congregation. 3 in a holy

congregation, in a holy assembly. “satségti

sada mIlI rahe.”—-sr1' m 3.

ਸਤਸੰਗਾ [sat séga] adjwhose company is noble.
“maha sarthi satséga.”—maru solhe m 5.

ਸਤਸੰਗੀ [5੪੮5ਟੈ81] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਾਸ਼੍ਯਤ੍ਯਿਧਿਇਿ) who remains

in the company of virtuous persons.

ਸਤਸੰਧ [5ਗਂ5ਟੋਧੀ1] a true promise. See ਸਤ੍ਯ ਸੰਧ.

“59੮5ਟੈ੮ਧਿ sada satben kaha.”~—NP.

ਸਤਸ਼ਿੰਗ [satsrig] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਗੂਤਗ਼ੁ 72 a mountain of

the Himalayan range, that is situated at a

distance of six kos from Gandhmaddan. See

ਸਪਤਸ਼ਿੰਗ. '
ਸਤੁ'ਹੁ’ [satah] A 5’ surface. 2 level. 3 roof.

ਸਤਕ [satak] Skt ਸ਼ਤਕ 22 a century. 2 ਸ਼ਤਿਕ adj of

or relating to one hundred. 3 72 any text

containing one hundred stanzas.

ਸਤਕਰਤਾਗੋਂਏ [satkartarie] adj who worship the
Creator in the form of truth. 2 n a Sangatia

Sodhi of Lahore, who in Sammat 1650

became a disciple ofGuru Arjan Dev. He was

in the habit ofsaying ‘Satkartar’ all the time.

His disciple Sangat Das was a highly spiritual

person, and a votary of Nam. The followers

of his sect came to be known as satkartarias.

Their head-quarters are at Hargobindpur on
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the bank of river Beas.

ਸਤ ਕਰਮ [sat karam] ਚਜ੍ਯੋਜ਼੍ n noble deeds.
2 adj virtuous.

ਸਤਕਾਰ [satkar] Skt ਚਰ੍ਯਜ੍ਯ 72 respect, reverence.

“dvs lokan satkar.”—NP.

ਸਤਕ੍ਰਤੁ [satkratu], ਸਤਕ੍ਰਿਤੁ [89੮1<…ਪ]5/ਢ਼7ਸ੍ਯਨ੍ਯੂ n

a performer of one hundred rituals (yags);

Indar. It is mentioned in the Purans that one

achieves the status of Indar after performing

one hundred ashvmedh yags. “SIv dham

satkrItU jat bhae.”——rudr.

ਸਤਗਾ'ਮਨਿ [satgamanI] n a river having one
hundred streams; Shatdrav river; Satluj.

—sanama. See ਸਤਦ੍ਞ. ,

ਸਤਗਾਮਨਿੲੀਸ਼ [satgamanI-is] the master of
Satluj—Varun.—-sanama.

ਸਤਗੁਰ [satgur] Skt ਚਰ੍ਹੂਂਲ੍ 72 Guru Nanak Dev. .

2 a guru who delivers excellent spiritual

message.

ਸਤਗੁਰਏ [satgorae] ਲ਼ਾ/ਫ੍ਰਾਸ਼੍ਯਗੂਣ੍ਥੇਯਿਵ੍: fourth inflexion)
to Satguru, to God.

ਸਤਗੁਰ ਪਰਸ਼ਾਦ [satgur parsad] with the grace of

God.

ਸਤਗੁਰ ਪਰਸਾਦਿ [satgur parsadI], ਸਤਗੁਰ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦਿ

[satgur prasadI] with the grace of God. See

ਸਤਿਗੁਰ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦਿ.
ਸਤਗੁਰੁ [satguru] See ਸਤਗੁਰ.

ਸਤਘਨੀਂ [satghani] See ਸ਼ਤਘੂਸੇੰ.

ਸਤਘਰਾ [satghara] a town of tehsil Ukara,
district Montgomary. There is a gurdwara of

Guru Nanak Dev, where the Guru recited

“sahésar dan de fdr ruaIa.” relating to the

money-lender’s vocation. The gurdwara is in

non-descript state. There is no estate or land

attached to it. It is located at a distance of

about five miles to the west of Rinala Khurd

railway station.

ਸ਼ਤਪ੍ਰੀ [satghni] Skt n a type of spear having
one hundred barbs. 2 There is a mention in

the Mahabharat that it was made by fixing
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one hundred nails to a heavy stone. When

thrown at the enemy, it strikes like a cannon

ball. 3 In Valmik’s Ramayan. it is a type ofa

club. See ਲੰਕਾਕਾਂਡ, Chapter 60. 4 Modern poets
take it to mean a cannon, but it is just their

fancy.

ਸਤਜੁਗ [satjug] Skt ਸਤ੍ਯਯੁਗ n one of the four

eras in which truth is supreme. See ਯੁਗ.

ਸਤਤ [satat] Skt adv perpetually, always.

2 continuously, constantly, at the same pitch.

ਸਤੱਤਰ [sattatar] seventy-seven.

ਮਤਦਾਨ [satdan] ;?ਸਾਤ੍ਰਿਕਦਾਨ a righteous donation.

2 a donation from one’s honest earning. 3 a

donation of spiritual knowledge.

ਸਤਦੀਪ [satdep] See ਸਪਤਦੀਪ.
ਸਤਦ੍ਰਵ [satdrav] n a river having one hundred

streams; Satluj. There is a story in the Puranic

lore that once in grief'suffered on account of .

his sons, rishi Vasishath tried to drown himself

in the river. The river divided its flow into

one hundred streams and saved the rishi from

drowning. This river has its origin in Ravanrad

lake situated close to the famous Mansarovar

lake in Tibet. From there it flows to places

like Kulu, Mandi, Bilaspur, Anandpur, Ropar

and Ferozepur, covering a distance of 900

miles. It has a confluence with the river Indus

in Muzaffarpur district. “netr tag ke caran tar

satdrav tir tarég.”—ramav.

Satluj was the border between the British

empire and Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s

kingdom. In the year 1882 under the

Jurisdiction of Lord Rippon a big canal was

dug out of this river at Ropar. This canal

irrigates the Malva region. It cost the British

government rupees one crore and seventy lacs

and the Sikh states, rupees one crore and

twenty nine lacs.

ਸਤਦ੍ਰਵਾਦ੍ਰਿ [satdravadrI] n the mountain from

which Satluj originates i.e. the mountain
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range of Tibet. 2 people living in the

mountains of Tibet, the Tibetans.

“satdravadrI atI drIr peg rope.”—carItr 52.

ਸਤਦ੍ [satdra] Skt ਸ੍ਯਫ਼ੂ n a river flowing in the

form of one hundred streams. Satluj. See

ਸਤਦ੍ਰਵ. _

ਸਤਧਨ੍ਹਾ [satdhanva] n ਸ਼੍ਯਬਢਕਜ਼੍“ a Yadav bearing

one hundred bows. He was the son of Hridak.

He killed Satrajit the father-in-law of Krishan.

Hence Krishan chopped off his head with a

circular boomerang. See ਸਤਧੰਨਾ and ਧਨਸੱਤ.

This tale is narrated in the 57‘h chapter of 10‘h

divison ofthe Bhagwat.

ਸਤਧਰਮ [satdharam] n a noble religiOn,

Sikhism. 2 adj righteous deeds which should

be performed.

ਸਤਧਾ [satdha] Skt‘mm adj in a hundred ways.

2 in a hundred parts. “dudha karke satdha

kardari.”—krrsan.

ਸਤਧਾਰਾ [satdhara] n ਸ਼ਤਦ੍ਰਵ. 2 seven ranges of

mountains. See ਕੁਲਪਰਬਤ.

ਸ਼ਤਧੰਨਾ [satdhéna] See ਸਤਧਨ੍ਹਾਂ. “satdhéna bhi

55g calayo.”-—krrsan.

ਸਤਨ [satan] See ਸੂਨ and ਥਣ.

ਸਤਨਾਜ [satnaj], ਸਤਨਾਜਾ [satnaja] n a

combination of seven cereals; a mixture of

seven varieties ofgrains: rice, moongi, wheat,

malkangni (seeds of celastrus paniculata),

sesame seeds, oats, grams. According to rishi

Katyayan the mixture consists of rice, moongi,

manh, wheat, mustard, sesame seeds and oats.

To assuage the influence of certains planets

its offering is favoured. “tel math satnaj

m5gaI.”-—GPS. ‘

ਸਤਨਾਮ [satnam] See ਸਤਿਨਾਮ.

ਸਤਨਾਮੀ [satnami] adjwho worships satyanam.

2 n a sect of Hinduism, which, fed up with

the tyranny of Aurangzeb, revolted against

the Mughal empire under the leadership of

Jagjivan Das. The Satnamis captured Narnaul
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(which is now a nizamat of Patiala state and
is located at a distance of 75 miles to the
south-west of Delhi) and defeated the royal
army. On 15th of March 1672, Raad Andaz
Khan a general of Aurangzeb defeated the
Satnamis. There was a belief current among
the people that the Satnamis had magical

powers and none could defeat them.
Aurangzeb wrote verses of Quran to be tied
on the flag so that magical powers of the
Satnamis could not have their effect.

Jagjivan Das son of Ganga Ram was a

Chandel Rajput. He was born in village

Sardha of Barabanki district. He was a

disciple of Baba Lal (a well-known saint

, during the reign ofJahangir and a resident of

C.P.) His literary works — Aghvinash,

Gyanprakash etc. correspond with the

philosophy ofthe Vedas. The Satnamis ofthis

sect are also known as Munda or The

Mundapanthi. Along with their head and

beard, they shave off eye-brows too.

3 a religious sect founded by Ghasi Das.

In 1835 AD, Ghasi Das was born in a cobbler’s

family in village Bhandara of CF. He

declared himself a messenger of God and
preached that the recitation of Satnam is

better than worship, pilgrimage and

performance ofyags. His son Balak Das also

preached Satnam like his father and numerous

cobblers became his disciples, who are known

as the Satnamis. They greet each other with

Satnam whenever they meet and also recite

the same word with a rosary. Their scripture

“Nirvan” is in the possession ofthe Satnamis
of Farrukhabad. They abstain from all types

of intoxicants.

ਸਤ ਪਕਵਾਨੀ [sat pakvani] n seven types of
cooked food; seven types of sweetmeats

cooked in clarified butter (ghee) i.e., laddu,
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‘ jalebi, barfi, balusahi, matthi, nugdi and

sakarpara. “sat pakvani an ahare.”—GPS.

ਸਤਪਤ [satpat] adj harsh. “karak sabad satpat

katu kam he.”—BGK. ‘A harsh word produces

pain, and all bitternesses are far less hurtful.’

ਸਤਪਤ੍ਰ [satpatr] Skt ਧ੍ਯਧਕ n a lotus, which has
one hundred petals. “nah: tatr thali satpatr
rahe.”—rama v. 2 ਚਟਧ੍ਚ੍ is also a Sanskrit word

for lotus, which means something with elegant

petals.

ਸ਼ਤਪਥ [satpath] Skt a brahman scripture of
Yajurved showing one hundred ofways.

ਸ਼ਤਪਦ [satpad] Skt a centipede. 2 a hundred

footsteps.

ਸਤਪੁਭ੍ਰ [satputr] adja noble son. “apjasé mItét

satputrah.”—ga tha.

ਸਤਪੁਰਖ [satpurakh], ਸਤਪੁਰਖੁ [satpurakhu] Skt

ਜ੍ਯਾਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯ adj a truthful person. “dhanu dhanu
satpurakhu satIguru hamara.”—var vad m 4.

2 n an incarnation of truth and perfection;

the eternal Being.

ਸਤਪੁਚੀਆ [satpuria] seven pious cities of the
Hindus namely Ayodhya, Mathura, Maya

(Haridwar), Kashi, Kanchi (Conjeeveram),

Avantika (Ujjayni), Dvaravati.l See ਕਉਲਾਸਣਿ.
ਸਤ ਪੰਜ ਨਉ [sat péj nau] See ਪੰਜ ਸਤ ਨਉ. `
ਸਤ ਪ੍ਰਵਾਹਨਿਨ [sat pravahnIn], ਸਤ ਪ੍ਰਵਾਹਨੀ [sat

pravahni] n a river having one hundred
streams; Satluj; the land by Satluj.-sanama.

ਸਤਬਚਨ [satbacan] adj a truthful utterance.

2 part alright ! yes sir ! word of address.
ਸਤਥਚਨੀਆ [satbacnia] adj who agrees with
everything you say; agreeable, sycophantic,

credulous.

ਸਤਬ੍ਰਤ [satbrat] ,ਵੂ/ਮੈੰਜ੍ਯਾਕਰ adj truthful, righteous.

“satI sarup sadev satbrat.”—33 saveye.

ਸਤਭਰਾਈ [satbharai] wife of Mehma, a jat of

Khehra sub-caste, an ardent devotee of Guru

'ਗ਼ਗੇਧ੍ਯਸਬੂਹਜ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯਸ਼ੀਕ੍ਯਾਕ੍ਥੀਕਕਯਿਕ੍ਯਾ|ਧੂਹੇਛਥਸ੍ਯਕਰੀਥੈਥ
ਜਾਰੈਗ ਗੋਂਸ਼੍ਯਧਿਧ੍ਯ: | l—tIrath parIjat.
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Nanak Dev, who served Guru Angad Dev as

well. Per the Guru’s direction, she daily

cooked an unsalted and unleavened chapati

weighing four ounces for Guru Angad Dev.

This was the only food he took for twenty

four hours. Sbme scribes have named her as

Sabharai while the others have put her name

as Virai.

ਸਤਭਾਉ [satbhau], ਸਤਭਾਇ [satbhaI] Skt ਚਗ੍ਜਥ n

a good intention. “karam dharam séjam

satbhau.”—asa m 1. “matI satbhaI bhagatI

gobid.”—prabha m 1. 2 recognition, existence.
“sevak ks satbhaI.”—sri m 5. 3 full belief,

factual truth. “agode satbhau na dICE, pIchode
akhIa kémI na ave.”—var gau 1m 4.

ਸਤਭਾਮਨ [satbhaman], ਸਤਭਾਮਾ [satbhama]

ਚਟਧਜ੍ਯਾ daughter of Strajit and consort of

Krishan upon whose bidding he brought

Parijat from heaven. “satbhaman ko kabI

syam bhane jIh ko sab logan me jas chayo.”

—l<rIsan. “ghansyam sath satbhama, tIm

mIli rahIt sukhdhama.”—GPS.

Hef’afunrr[satbhxkh1a]ntruthfulalms, perfect
alms; alms free from immoral desires such as

obduracy, greed, hypocrisy, etc. “chadan

bhojan na lehi satthkhIa.”—var guj 1 m 3.

ਸਤ ਭੂਮਿਕਾ [sat bhumIka] See ਭੂਮਿਕਾ.
ਸਤਮ [satam] Skt ਸ੍ਯਧ adj superb, excellent.

“sadhu satam jano.”—gatha.

ਸਤਮਖ [satmakh] a performer of one hundred

yags; Indar. See ਸਤਕੁਤੁ.

ਸ਼ਤਮਨ੍ਯੂ' [satmanyu] See ਸਤਮੰਨੂ.
ਸਤਮਾਸਾ [satmasa], ਸਤਮਾਹਾ [satmaha] adj & 11

born after seven months ofpregnancy. 2 work

to be completed in seven months.

ਸਤਮੁਂਖ [satmukh], ਸਤਮੁ'ਖੀ [satmukhi] See ਸ਼ਤਘੂਸੈੱ.

2 adv in numerous ways.

ਸਤਮੋਂਰ [satmar] Skt ਸ਼ਤਮੌਲਿ n Bhaumasur the
wearer of numerous crowns; one who had

snatched crownsof numerous kings and put
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them on his head. “jIh kud kIlE satmor

maryo.”—krIsan. See ਭੋਂਮਾਸੁਰ.

ਸਤਮੰਨੂਂ [satménu] Skt ਸ਼ਤਮਨ੍ਯੂ n performer of
one hundred yags, Indar. See ਸਤਕੁਤੁ. “satménu

aVIlokyo jab-hi.”—NP. 2 adj choleric,

wrathful. 3 n an owl.

ਸਤਰ [satar] A jv n a line. 2 a written line.

3 Skt ਸਪੂਤਿ. seventy. 4 A y a curtain, See Skt
ਜਤ੍ਰੀ. 5 adjprivate; concealed, secret. See ਸਤਰਿ.

6 Skt ਨ੍ਯ superb, excellent.

ਸਤਰ ਦੇਇ [satar (101] See ਸਤਰਿਦੋਂਇ.
ਸ਼ਤਰਾਨਾ [satrana] v to fear, be frightened. 2 to

be impatient, be agitated. 3 to be in a hurry.

ਸਤਰਿ [satarI] Skt ਸਧੂਤਿ seventy. 2 See ਸਤਰ 5.
“satarI kaba ghat hi bhitarI.”——asa kabir.

ਸਤਰਿਸੈਇ [satarI seI] seventy hundred. “satarI
SEI solar he jake.”—bher kébir. Seventy

thousand means numerous. In Islamic

literature, it is also mentioned that God sends

angels as warriors to assist his prophets. See

ਕੂਰਾਨਪ੍ਯਾ4,ਸੂਰਤਆਲਇਮਰਾਨ3,ਰੁਕੂਅੁ 13. See
ਸਲਾਰ. ‘
ਸਤਰਿਦੇਂਇ [satarIdOI] Skt ਦ੍ਰਿਸਪ੍ਤਿ seventy two.
“satarI dOI bhare 5mrIt sarI.”—dhana

namdev. Seventy two main nerves recognised

by the yogis through which the nam ras flows;

the entire body.

ਸ਼ਤਰੂਪਾ [sarupa] Skt ਸ਼ਤਰੂਪਾ one who has innu-
merable forms, such as self-generated wife

of Manu.-According to the Purans, Brahma

divided his body into two parts. From one

part he created Manu and from the other

Shatrupai This couple then created the entire

world. “purab bIth te menu satrupa. nar

tIy upje gunan anupa.”-NP. See ਮਨੁ.
ਸਤਰੋਹਣਿ [satrohanI] See ਸਪਤਨਾਡ਼ੀ ਚਕ੍ਰ.

ਸ਼ਤ੍ਰੰਜ [ਝੁਗਿੰਗ੍ਰੀ/1 (",/# “ਸ਼ਤ (568)ਰੰਜ((]61ਚਿ6੮8[ਜੂ011)
a game that is played with lot ofdeliberation.

It is a world famous game. Some scholars are

of the view that the word originates in ਸ਼ਸ਼ਰੰਗ,
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meaning six colours. So six types of men are

there in chess (king, queen, bishop, knight,

castle (rook) and pawn and the board has 64

boxes. On each side there are sixteen pieces.

When the king reaches a stage where its

movement is completely blocked, the game

comes to end. “satréj baji poke nahi kaci ave

sari.”—asa m 1. See ਪੱਕੀ ਸਾਰੀ.

ਸ਼ਤੁਰੰਜੀ [satréji] P j} n a carpet with boxes
ofchess shown on it. 2 These days thick floor

coverings are also called satréji. “jajam aru

satréji ség.”—GPS.

ਸਤਲਜ‘ਫਿ਼ਗੀਗ੍'] See ਸਤਦੁਵ.
ਸਤਲਾਣੀ [satlani] a village situated at a distance

of 12 kos to the east ofLahore. The sixth Guru

' visited this place. A devotee ofthe tenth Guru,

Bhai Bulaka Singh, was the first headpriest

of this gurdwara. Thereafter under the

guidance of his son Bhai Basti Ram, a number

of Singhs served here. From amongst the head

priests, Bhai Kuma Singh was a pious man

known for his noble deeds, who introduced

great activity as well as prosperity in to this

place. Bhai Vir Singh, popularly known as

Nihang Singh and Dillitor Singh, was held in

high esteem by the people of Majha and the

governor of Punjab. Thereafter during the

headship ofKirpa Singh, there was a change

in tradition and he had to quit the headship.

Now a committee manages its affairs. The

railway station is known as Gurusar Satlani.

See ਗੁਰੂਸਰ ਸਤਲਾਣੀ.
ਸਤਲੁਜ [satluj] See ਸਤਦੁਵ.

ਸਤਞ [satav] Skt ਸ੍ਵਵ n praise, appreciation,

honoun

ਸਤਵਨ [satvan] Skt ਸ੍ਵਵਨ n appreciation,

commendation.

ਸ਼ਤਵਾਹਨ [satvahan] See ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ.

ਸਤਵਾਦੀ [satvadi] Skt ਚਟਧ੍ਯਯਿ adj truthful.
ਸਤਵਾਰਾ [satvara], ਸਤਵਾੜਾ [58ਇਿ8ਸ਼੍ਵਾ8] n a week.
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ਸਤਵੰਜਾ [satvéja] fifty-seven)

ਸਤਵੰਤ [59ਸਿ਼ਗੌ], ਸਤਵੰਤਾ [satvéta] adj celibate.
2 truthful, righteous. ‘

ਸਤਵੰਤਾਸਾੜਾ [satvétasara] adj who observes
celibacy, a celibate. “sabh fdri vasz kardItio

satvétasara.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਸਤਾ [sata] See ਸਤਹ and ਸੱਤਾ.

ਸਤਾਉਣਾ [ਙਚਿਣਘਸ਼੍ਯ] v to make angry. 2 to irritate,
harass. 3 to torment, torture. “jia jétu na

satavao go.”—ram namdev.

ਸਤਾਈ [satai], ਸਤਾਈਸ [satais] twenty-seven.

ਸਤਾਈਸ ਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਰ [satais naksatr] See ਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਰ.

ਸਤਾਸੀ [satasi] eighty-seven.

ਸਤਾਗਲ [satagal] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ-ਗ਼ਫ਼ਗ਼ੁਭੰਚੀਕ਼ਾ n a print of
the hand upon a promissory note. See ਪੰਜਾ 5.

“sac lahIna kur devna, khat satagal lIkh

devaya.”—BG.

ਸਤਯਜ਼ਾ'ਮਿਨੀਂ [satagamIni] HBE—sanama. See
ਸਤਰਸ੍ਯਨਿ and ਸਤਦੁਵ. _ ਲ਼ੀ
ਸਤਾਣ [satan], ਸਤਣਾ [satana], ਸਤਾਣੀ [satani] adj

strong, powerful. 2 ਤਨ (ਰਜ਼੍) vr means to

expand, trust, protect etc. Hence ਸਤਾਣਾ means

protective, trustworthy, commendable. “sat

hamari ot satani.”—sor m 5. “sac kot satani

nivde.”—var ram 3. 3 P ਸਿਤਾਂ It means ‘place’

as well. “margastani CItI dhar.”—s farid..
‘Remember the cremation ground.’

ਸਤਾਦਹ [satadah] P ”r, adj short form of

ਅਸਤਾਦਹ. standing, erect.

ਸਤਾਨ [satan] See ਸ਼ੈਤਾਨ. 2 P gt? place.
ਸਤਾਟਜ਼ਾਂ [5੪ਰਿਘਾਫੇੰ] adj seventy—ninth. See ਆਵਨਿ
ਅਠੁਤਚੈ.
ਸਤਾਜ੍ਯੋ [satanve] ninety-seven. 2 in the 97'h
year. See ਅਾਵਨਿ ਅਨੁਤਰੈ.

ਸਤਾਨਾ [satana] See ਸਤਾਉਣਾ. “jab to ko de ! kal
sate he.”—carrtr 266.

ਸਤਾਨੰਦ [satanéd] Skt ਡ਼ਜਰਸ੍ਯ adj who provides

bliss to innumerable persons. 2 n son of

Gautam through Ahalya who was the family

priest of Raja Janak. 3 Brahma. 4 Vishnu.
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5 Krishan. 6 a chariot of Vishnu.

ਸਤਾਬ [satab] See ਸ਼ਿਤਾਬ.

ਸਤਾਬਦ [satabad] Skt ਸ਼ਤਾਬ੍ਦ adj century. one

hundred years.

ਸਤਾਰ [satar] See ਸਿਤਾਰ. 2A A; adjwho shields;
who saves from exposure. “SIphat kahar

satar he sath ki dohi.”-GPS. 3 Skt ਜ੍ਯਗਦ੍

having one hundred teeth, sudarsan cakr.

4 thunderbolt, lndar’s mallet.

ਸਤਾਰਾ [satara] See ਸਿਤਾਰਾ.
ਸਤਾਰਾਂ [ਡ਼ਕਿਪਿੱਫੇੰ] seventeen.
ਸਤਾਰਾਂ ਦੇਵਤਾ [89੮ਪਿੰਠੋ devta] See ਵੈਦਿਕ ਦੇਵਤੇ.
ਸਤਾਵਨ [satavan] fifty seven. 2 v to torment,

torture. “moko kaha satavhu bar bar?.”—bas§t

kabir.

ਸਤਿ [satI] n at some place in Gurbani ( f)

\has been used in place of ਯ as, for example,

ਸਤਿ is written in place of ਸਤ੍ਯ. See ਸਤ and

ਸਤ੍ਯ. the incarnation of truth; God. “sat:

namu karta purakhu.”—japu. 2 truth. “apI

satI kia sabh satI .”—sukhmani. 3 faith. “tIsu

gur ko chadan bhojan pat patébar bahu

bIth satI karI mukhI séc-hu.”—mala m 4.

4 adjsuperb. “dur kare satI bed rog sénIpat

ko.”—krIsar. 5 n power, authority.

“gurumatI satI kar cécal acal bhae.”—-BGK.

6 real knowledge, awareness of reality. “na .

satI mud mudai kesi, na satI parIa des

phIr-hI.”—Var ram 1 m 1. 7 part real,
accurate, befitting. “jo kIchu kare satI karI

manhu.”-—sar m 4.

ਸਭਿਆ [satIa] n power, authority. 2 adj true.

ਸਭਿ ਆਦਿ [satI adI] sen a virtue such as truth.

“satI adI bhav raté.”—gujj£dev.

ਸਤਿ ਸਬਦ [satI sabad] n the initiatory mantar
from a spiritual preceptor. “satI sabad de

muket karaya.”—BG. 2 true advice from a

spiritual mentor. 3 adjtrue dictum.
ਸਤਿ ਸਰੂਪ [satI sarup] n incarnation of truth .-
God. “satI sarupu rIde jInI manIa.”
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——sul<hmani.

ਸਤਿਸੰਗ [59੮2੮5ਟੈ8] See ਸਤਸੰਗ.
ਸਤਿਸੰਗਤਿ [satIségatI] See ਸਤਸੰਗਤਿ. “so
satIségatI janIye jahz’i VIvek VIcar.”

—gurusobha. 2 See ਸਾਧ ਸੰਗ.
ਸਤਿਸੰਧ [satIsédh] See ਸਤ੍ਯਸੰਧ.
ਸਤਿ ਸ੍ਰੀ ਅਕਾਲ [satI sri akal] sen It is a religious
salutation of the Sikhs. It means truthful and

eternal is the Lord. These auspicious words

are uttered at the beginning of all functions,

especially towards the end of the

congregation, at the time ofa march and also

while beheading an animal with one stroke.

Some people greet each other with this

salutation, whenever they meet but it is not

proper to use Sat Sri Akal in place ofVahguru

ji ki fatah.

ਸਤਿਕ [satIk] See ਸਤਕ 2-3.

ਸਤਿ ਕਰਤਾਰ [satI kartar] One who is, was and
will be omnipresent; the Creator.
ਸਤਿਕਰਿ [satIkarI] adeith due deference, out
of devotion. “tIsu gur kau chadan bhojan pat

patébar bahu bIth satI karI mukhI 55c-

hU.”—mala m 4.

ਸਤਿਗੁਰ [satIgur] See ਸਤਗੁਰ. 2 n Guru Nanak
Dev. “satIgur bajh-hu guru nahi koi, nIgure

ka he nau bura.”—asa pati m 3.

ਸਤਿਗੁਰਏ [satIgurae] See ਸਤਗੁਰ ਏ. “satIgurae
namah.”-—sukhmani.

ਸਤਿਗੁਰ ਪਰਸਾਦਿ [satIgur parsadI], ਸਤਿਗੁਰ ਪ੍ਰਸਾਦਿ

[satIgur prasadI] adv with the grace ofGuru

Nanak Dev. “satIgur parsadI parampadu

paIa.”—séveye m 4 ke. 2 adj true, spiritual

and merciful preceptor.—prasadIn.

ਸਤਿਗੁਰਿ {satIgurIJ true spiritual guide.

“satIgurI sacu drIraIa.”—var sri m 3.

ਸ'ਤਿਰੁਸ਼ੁ[5911801'0]866ਸਤਗੁਰ.“]'ਗ਼ੁ50 mIlIE manI

hOI anéd so satIguru kahie.”—gau m 4.

“nanak satIguru esa janie so sabhss lae mIlaI

jiu.”—sri m 1, jogiédarr.



ਸਂਤਿਗ਼ੁਰੁਸੰਤ‘

ਸਤਿਗੁਰੁ ਸੰਤ [satIguru sot] n a guru embodying
tranquility; Guru Nanak Dev. 2 a true disciple

of Guru Nanak Dev. “satIguru sét mIle sz‘itI

pais.”—sar5 m 4.

ਸਤਿਗੁਰੁ ਪੁਰਖੁ [satIguru purakhu] Guru Nanak

Dev. “satIgurU purakhu paIa vadbhagu.”

—asa m 4.

ਸੜਿਜਾਪ [sathap] n recitation of the Nam.
2 recitation of the eternal Being, the incar-

nation of truth. 3 recitation of sapatsati. See

ਸਤਸਈ. “rarf-z nam sathap.”-—c5di 1.
ਸਤਿਜੁਗ [sathug] See ਸਤਜੁਗ and ਯੁਗ.

ਸਤਿਨਾਮ [satInam], ਸਤਿਨਾਮੁ [satInamU] n the

initiatory'mantar oqurmat which holds that,

He the Creator is, was and will be omni-

present. “kIrtam nam kathe tere jIhva

satI‘namu tera para purabla.”—maru soIhe

_m 5. “satInamu prabhu ka sukhdai.”

—sukhmam'. 2 adj truth is whose name.

ਸਤਿ ਨਿਚਿਤ [satI nIratI] Skt ਥਗ਼ਾਰ੍ਵਰ n business,
trade. This epithet is given to it because trade

is a mixture oftruth and falsehood. See ਜਿਤਿ-

ਸਤਿ ਪਦਾਰਥ [satI padarath], ਸਤਿ ਪਦਾਰਥੁ [satI
padarathu] n self-realisation. “manu tanu

arapI dhare gur age satI padarathu pave.”

—asa m 5. 2 the Creator.

ਸਤਿਪੁਰਖੁ [satIpurakhu] n the Creator. “satI-

purakhu jInI janIa satIgurU tIs ka nau.”

—sukhmam'. 2 adj See ਸਤਪੁਰਖ. “satIpurakhU

satIguru parmesaru.”—maru soIhem 5.

ਸਤਿਬਾਣੀ [sathani] n hymns of Guru Granth

Sahib. 2 adj Gurbani as expression of truth.
ਸਤਿਵਾਦੀ [satIvadi] adj ਚਟਧ੍ਯਾਢਿਜ਼੍ truthful,
righteous. “amrItsar satIguru satIvadi.”—guj
m 4.

ਸਤਿਵਿਸ੍ਵਾਸ [satiVIsvas] Skt ਚਿਟ੍ਰੇਧ੍ਯ true faith;
contrary to belief in falsehood. Assuming

sugar to be sand is faith in falsehood, anci to

consider sugar as sugar is true faith. See ਬਿਸ੍ਵਾਸ.

ਸਤਿਵੰਤ [satIvét] See ਸਤਵੰਤ.
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ਸਤੀ [sati] adjtrue form, eternal. “gurI namu

drIraIa harI harI namu harI sati.”—vac_1 chét

m 4. 2 who always speaks the truth; who has

forsaken falsehood. See ਮੁਕਤਾ. “mukh ka sati.”

«ratanmala béno. 3 charitable, magnanimous.

“satia manI sétokho upje dens ks vicarI.”

—var asa m I. 4 contented. “asékh sati asékh

dataru.”—japu. 5 n T-ijife. “gautam sati SIla

nIstari.”—g5d namdev. ‘Gautam’s wife;

Ahalya.’ 6 Skt ਚਰੀ a woman faithful to her

husband. “bIn sat sati hOI ksse narI.”—gau

kabir. “bhi so satifi janianI sil sétokhI

rahénI.”—var suhi m 3. 7 a woman who on

account of her resolve intentionally dies with

her dead husband. “satifi saut tobhri toe.”

—BG. According to the Hindu scriptures, the

performance of sati is considered a virtuous

deed. There is a mention in the fourth chapter

of Parashar Simriti that a woman performing

sati alongwith her husband lives in heaven

for the number ofyears her husband has hair

on his body. Similar is a dictum in the fourth

chapter of Daksh Simriti. However in Guru

Granth Sahib (Gurbani), this practice is

condemned. “satia ehI na akhianI jo marIa

lagI jalén‘I, nanak satia janianI jI bIrhe cot

marénI.—var suhi m 3.

With inspiration drawn from Raja

Rammohan Roy, the founder ofBrahm Samaj,

Lord William Bentick introduced a law on

7th of December 1829 banning the practice

of sati. This law came into force in Punjab

and Rajputana in 1847.

8 daughter of Daksh, wife of Mahadev.

There is a story in Devi Bhagwat Division 7,

chapter 30 and in Kalika Puran that, Sati

finding her husband suffer insults at the hands

of her father, jumped into the yag kund (pit) ਵ੍

and breathed her last, Shiv destroyed his yag

and out of affection took out her dead body
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ਸਤੀੜ੍
from the fire pit, placed it on his shoulder

and started wandering day and night. Seeing

the deplorable plight ofthe dead body of Sati,

Vishnu with his Sudarshan 'Chakar cut the

corpse into pieces. Wherever the pieces of

Sati fell, they became places of pilgrimage.

The place where the tongue fell, came to be

known as Jwalamukhi, where eyes dropped

was known as Naina Devi. There is a mention

in Tantarchuramani that Sati’s limbs fell at

51 places. All those places are called “devi

piths”. 9 Skt ਸ਼ਤੀ (ਗ਼ਰਿਰ੍) a group or bundle of
one hundred.

ਸਤੀਤ੍ਵ [satitv] Skt n the state of being faithful
to one’s husband.

ਸ਼ਤੀਰ [satir] See ਸ਼ਹਤੀਰ.
ਸਤੀ ਚੰਨੀ ਘਰੇ ਸਿਆਪਾ [sati réni ghare SIapa]
—sva m 1. There is always wailing where

reside too-many women. “[[ means in the

households of the corrupt, there is always

trouble brewing up amongst women. 2 With

seven wives around, there should have been

comfort in the home, instead constant wailing

prevails there. 3 five sense organs, avarice

and Jealousy are always at war.

ਸਤੁ [satu] n truth. “satjugI satu teta jagi.”—gau

ravrdas. 2 See ਸ੍ਵ, ਸ੍ਵਞ, ਸੂਤਿ, ਜਸ. “satu pragtIo

raVI 10I.”-—saV£‘3/em 27cc. ‘Let your glory be
known in heaven’. 3 Skt ਸਤ੍ a donation. “sati

pap karI satu kamahI.”—var ram 1 m 1.

‘Good people indulge in charity after

committing sins.’

ਸਤੁਤਿ [satutI] Skt ਗ੍ਰਿ n praise, honour,

appreciation. “SImrat satutI bakhan.”-NP.

ਸਤ੍ਵਤਿ ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ ਨਿੰਦਾ [satutI vyaj ni‘da] See ਉਸਤਤਿ
ਵ੍ਯ'ਜ ਇਿ and ਵ੍ਯਯਨਿੰਦਾ.
ਸਤੁਰ [satur] See ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਸਤੁਲ [satul] adj equal, even. “ekse satul hi.” ~

-—NP.

ਸਤੁਵਾ [satuva], ਸਤੂਅਾ [satua] Skt ਸਕ੍ਤੁ’ n sattu;
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pounded flour of parched oats, mixed with

sugar or salt and made tender with water is

eaten then. “18 satua patI or $Idhai.”—carrtr

89.
ਸਤੂਤ [satut] P ਭੰਭੰਟੋ ”@ mulberry of good
quality, grafted mulberry. 2 a special type of

mulberry, ofwhich the fruit is sweet-sour and

high quality syrup is prepared from it. L Morus

Atropurpurea.

ਸਤੂਨ [satun] P U}?- n a pillar, column.

ਸਤੂਪ [setup] Skt ਗ੍ਧ n a top knot of the hair.

2 a pinnacle at the top of a temple. 3 a

temple’s minaret glorifying someone

(kiratIsatébh).

ਸਤੂਯਮ’ਨ [satuyman] Skt ਸ੍ਵਯਮਾਨ adj praised,

applauded. “hoy satuymzin cal avat.”—GPS.
ਸਤੇ [sate] adj in the form of incarnation oftruth.

“beni ta ségamu sat sate.”—dhana chét m 1.

‘Absolute truth is a confluence.’ 2 See ਸਤੇਯ.

ਸਤੇਇ [sateI], ਸਤੇਈਂ [satei], ਸਤੇਯ [satey] Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਯ
n theft. “pédIt pahru kar-hI satei.”-NP.

ਸਤੇ [sate] Satta (did), See ਸੱਤਾ 4.

ਸਤੌਗੁਣ [satogun] n ਸਤ੍ਗੁਣ the first of the three

elements of illusion, functioning to impart

peace, compassion, charity, forgiveness and

happiness, etc.

ਸਤੰਭ [5੪੮ਚੈਗ਼1], ਸਤੰਭਾਂ [satébha] Skt ਸ਼ੁੱਭ a pillar,

column. 2 stationary, immobile. “bhayo

satébha calat na pag.”-GPS. 3 the act of being

stationary.

ਸੱਤ [satt] See ਸਤ, ਸ'ਤਿ and ਸਤ੍ਯ. 2 seven. 3 In

Sastarnammala the scribe has written ਸੱਤ for

ਸੂਤ at a number of places as in “sabh arjan ke
mm 18 satt sabad pundehu.”—145. It should

be: arjan sut. ‘Arjun’s charioteer — Krishan.’
See ਸੱਤਰਿ.

ਸੱਤਅਰੁਬੇ [satt ajube] These are so often mentioned
in books of history. For the interest of the

reaaers, these are listed here :
(a) Seven wonders of the world (old):
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(1) Pyramids of Egypt. These are more

than five thousand years old;

(2) Hanging gardens of Samiramis in

Babylon;

(3) The Temple of Diana at Ephesus;

' (4) The Statue of Zeus, by Pheidias, at

Athens; `

(5) Mausoleum at Halicarnassus;

(6) Colossus at Rhodes;

(7) Pharos’ Light house at Alexandria.

(b) Seven wonders of the world (new):

(1) Stonehenge in Salisbury Plain in

England;

(2) Catacombs of Alexandria;

(3) The Great Wall of China (See ਕਹਕ੍ਯਾ

ਦੀਵਾਰ);
(4) Leaning Tower of Pisa;

(5) Porcelain Temple in China;

(6) Church of St. Sophia at Constantino-

ple; ,
(7) Colosseum at Rome.

ਸੱਤ ਸਤਾਈ ਚੌਦਹ ਚਾਰ [satt satai codah car]
—ratanma1a béno. seven saints, twenty seven

planets, fourteen disciplines of knowledge

and four salvations.

ਸੱਤਸੁਹਾਗਣਾਂ [satt suhagana] wives ofseven rishis.
See ਸਪਤ ਰਿਖੀ. seven such women whose

husbands are alive, assembled at the time, of .

a marriage.

ਸੱਤ ਸੁਥਾਂ [satt sudha] n seven senses. “dhiray

budth bIbek bal gatI mItI osarbat. sigh

na (jar turkan ki bhul gei sudh sat.”—PP.

ਸੱਤ ਸੁਰ [satt sur] See ਸਾਤ ਸੁਰ, ਸੁਰ and ਸ੍ਵਰ.

ਸੱਤ ਕੁਕਰਮ [satt kukaram] seven malpractices

mentioned in the nogam chapter of Nirukat

are — theft, adultery, killing a Brahman,
foeticide; drinking, repeated doing of evil

deeds and falsely impliCation of some one in

a crime. 2 Seven deadly sins. See ਪਾਪ.

ਸੱਤ ਧ੍ਯਾ [satt dhara] See ਸਪਤਧਾਰਾ.

 

ਸਤਾ

ਸੱਤ ਪੁਰੀਆਂ [satt puria] See ਸਤਪੁਰੀਆਂ.

ਸੱਤ ਪੰਜ ਨੋੰ ਲੱਗਾ ਰੱਖਣ [satt péj n3 lagga rakkhan]
—ratanma1a béno. SEVEN: “mat pIta guru

ki tahal sat]: tap gunnIgreh, krIpa sarab par

sapt hE ਗੌਰ!” tirath deh.”

FIVE : “yat sati sétokh ju dhare or VIrag

némratavan, kam krodh arU lobh moh k0

sahIt hékar kare so han.”

NINE: navdhabhaktI. See ਨਵਧਾਭਗਂਤਿ.
ਸੱਤ ਭੂਮਿਕਾ [satt bhumIka] See ਸਪਤ ਭੂਮਿਕਾ.
ਸੱਤਮ [sattam] Seem.
ਸੱਤਰ [sattar] seventy.

ਸੱਤਚਿ [sattarI] In Shastarnammala some scribe

has written ਸੱਤਚਿ in place ofਸੂਤਰਿ (ਸ਼ੂਤ-ਅਰਿ) as
in “durjodhan ke nam ls ਚੇਦਿ sabad arI dehu,

9nt ucar sattarI ucar nam ban lakh lehu.”

—155. Duryodhan’s enemy Bhimsen, his

younger brother Arjun, his charioteer’s enemy

an arrow. The death of Krishan, Arjun’s

charioteer was caused by an arrow.

ਸੱਤ ਰਿਖੀ [satt rIkhi] See ਸਪਤਰਿਖੀ.
ਸੱਤ ਲਾਟਾ [satt lata] seven flames of fire — kali,

karali, manojva, lohIta, dhumravarna, ugra

and dipta.

ਸੱਤ ਲੋਕ [satt 10k] See ਚਉਦਚਿ ਲੋਕ.

ਸੱਤਾ [satta] Skt ਚਗ਼ਸ੍ਰਾ n being, existence.

-2 recognition, presence. 3 power, authority.

4 brother of Balwand, a rabab player in the

service ofGuru Arjun Dev. “danu jI satIguru
bhavsi so sate danu.”—-var ram 3.

Once it so happened that both the brothers

became so greedy and arrogant that they

stopped performing Kirtan. When they did

not resume their job at the instance of the

devotees, the benevolent Guru himself went

to bring them. They not only insulted the Guru

but also spoke ill of Guru Nanak Dev. The

result was that they were dismissed frOm

service and got afflicted with leprosy.

Ultimately Bhai Ladha, the aitruist, sought
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forgiveness for them. See ਭਾੲੀ ਲੱਧਾ.
They composed the third var in Ramkali

rag. “ramkali ki var raI balvéclI tatha sate

clumI akhi.”

ਸੱਤਾਸੱਤ [sattasatt] truth and falsehood. “lIkh-
Iye sattasatt VIcara.”—NP.

ਸੱਤੂ [sattu] See ਸਤੂਅਾ.
ਸੱਤੇ ਰੋਹਣਿ [satte rohanI] See ਸਪਤਨਾੜੀ ਚਕ੍ਰ.
ਸਤ੍ਯ [saty] Skt ਚਟਧ n God, the Creator; the

eternal One. 2 an era of truth. 3 a promise. 4 a

thesis, essence. 5 the highest i.e. the seventh

region. 6 truth, as opposed to falsehood.

7 adj real, exact, factual.

ਸਤ੍ਯਸੰਧ [satysédh] Skt adj one who makes a
true promise, and fulfills it. 2 n a king. See

ਚੌਪਈ. '
ਸਤ੍ਯਕਰਤਾਰ [satykartar] See ਸਤਿਕਰਤਾਰ.

ਸਤ੍ਯਪ੍ਰਤਿਗਜ [satypratIgy] Skt adj one who

makes a true promise. ‘

ਸਤ੍ਯਭਾਮਾ [satybhama] See ਸਤਭਾਮਾ and ਪਾਰਜਾਤੁ.

ਸਤ੍ਯਵਤੀ [satyvati] n Vasuraj’s (UparIcar)

daughter, born of a fish, hence her name was

Machhodari (Matsyodari). Rishi Prashar was

enamoured of her beauty, had sexual

intercourse with her and a son named Krishan

Dvaipayan (later on named as Vyas) was born.

King Santanu married her and his two sons

namely Vicitrvirya and Chitrangad were born.

It is mentioned in Mahabharat that she gave

out the smell of a fish but with the grace of

rishi Prashar her body began to emit fragrance

spreading to a distance of four kos. Hence her

name Yojangandha. See ਰਿਤੀਕ.

ਸਤ੍ਯਵਾਦੀ [satyvadi] See ਸਤਵਾਦੀ.
ਸਤ੍ਯ ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ [saty VIsvas] See ਸਤਿ ਵਿਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ.
ਸਤ੍ਯਵ੍ਰਤ [saty vrat] See ਸਤਬੁਤ. 2 n a Surajvanshi

king, who was the father of Harishchandar.

He is also known as Trishanku.

ਸਤ੍ਯਾ [satya] See ਸੱਤਾ. 2 Skt truth, veracity.

3 Durga. 4 Sita.

 

ਸਤਜਾਨ੍ਰਿਤ [satyaant] truth and falsehood.
2 business and trade.

ਸਤ੍ਯ'ਰਥਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [satyarath prakas] a book written

by Acharya sadhu Dayanand ofArya Samaj.

It has twelve parts, containing twelve rules

relating to Arya Samaj. All other religions

are condemned in it. Its first edition was

published in 1874 AD.

ਸਤਯੰ [satyé] Skt ln Chhandogya Upnishad part

3, sub-part 8, it is stated that the three words

ਸਤ੍-ਤਿ-ਯੰ combine to signify unity of the
eternal and the mortal. 2 incarnation of truth,

true. “sadh 55g saneh satyé.”—sahas m 5.

ਸਤ੍ [satr] Skt n wealth. 2 a house. 3 a true

rhythm. 4 an eternal feast. 5 yag. “kahfi sastri

satr katthe kathané.”—gyan. 6 a fraud,
deception. 7 a forest. 8 an enemy. See ਸੁਆਨ

ਸਤ੍ਰ. See ਸਤ੍ਰ. 9 See ਸਤ੍ਰੀ.
ਸਭ੍ਰਣਿ [ਙਗ਼ੀਰਿਭੰਸ਼੍ਯ], ਸਤੁਣੀਂ [satrani], ਸਤ੍ਨੀ [satrani]

n an enemy’s army.—sanama.

ਸ੍ਤ੍'ਜਿਤ [satrath] n son of Nighan Yadav.
Pleased with him, the sun gifted him the

syamétak gem. See ਸਤਧਨ੍ਹਾ and ਸਤਭਾਮਾ. “satrath
lakh bhed nahI.”—krrsan. In Dasam Granth,

Arijit and Aranjit are mentioned as its

synonyms.

ਸਫ੍ਰਾਂਤਕਰ [satratkar] n the destroyer of the

enemy, a sword. “kavcfitak satratkar.”

—sanama.

ਮੜ੍ਹੀ [satri] an enemy. “karta vadh satri.”

—krIsan. “satrs khagg khyata.”—ramav. 2 Skt

ਚਕਿਜ਼੍ adj who performs a yag. 3 n an

ambassador, envoy. ‘

ਸਤ੍ਵ [satru] Skt ਸ਼ੜੂ n an enemy. “satru dahan

harInamu kahan.”—guj m 5.

ਸੜੂਹਾ [satruha], ਸਤ੍ਵਹੰਤਾ [satruhéta], ਸਤੂਘਨ

[satrughan], ਸਤ੍ਵਘੂ [satrughn], ਸਤੂਬਿਦਾਰ

[satrubIdar], ਸਤੂਵਿਦਾਰ [satroVIdar] adj who
destroys the enemy. 2 n‘younger brother of

Lachhman, who was the son of Dashrath from



ਸਤ੍ਰੈਨ.

Sumitra. “mIlyo satruhéta.”—ramav. “bharat

lecchman satrubIdara.”——VN. 3 Shatrughan,

a demon who was a commander of Ravan.

4 In Sastarnammala the arrow is described as

ਸਤੂਹਾ. “nam satruha ke sabhe.”—238.

ਸਤ੍ਰੈਨ [satrsn] Bhai Santokh Singh has used this
word for ‘quickly’. “prapat jyo avxléb ko

badhat bell satren.”—NP. 2 Skt ਅੁ-ਤ੍ਰੋਣ. one who
loves his wife dearly.

ਸਤ੍ [satv] Skt n existence, being. 2 sum and
substance, gist. 3 attachment. 4 truth.

5 pregnancy. 6 determifiation. 7 a living being.

ਸਤ੍ਰ [satvar] Skt adv hurriedly, hastily. 2 adj

being in haste.

ਸਥ [sath] with, company. See ਸਥੁ. 2 n a place

where people assemble. 3 the place where

village council or panchayat meets. 4 an

assembly, meeting. “§dha jhagra édhi sathe.”

-—var sar m 1. 5 Skt ਸ੍ਯ adj who or that stays.

This word is used at the end ofa word as in

W or ਮਾਰਗਸ੍ਯ etc. 6 ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯ ਸਥ is also the
short form ofਯਛਨ੍ਯ. ਜ੍ਯਾਥ. i.e. sitting together.

ਸਾਥੀ is transformation of the same.
ਸਥੲੀ [sathai] See ਸਥਾਈ. 2 a companion, an
associate.

ਸਥੲੀਆ [sathaia] adj situated. 2 a companion.
“sath lae ju sathaia.”—ca”d1' 1.

ਸਬਰ [sathar], ਸਥਰੁ [satharu] See ਸਾਬਰ. “yar_re

da sanfi sathar c5ga.”—hajare 10. 2 ਸ-ਥਿਰਾ to

sit determinedly on the ground for achieving

something. “betha satharu ghatI.”—m 1 béno.

ਸਥਲ [sathal] Skt ਜਬਲ 71 place. 2 dry land,

desert.

ਸਥਾਈ [sathai] Sktwmadjpermanent, lasting,

stable.'2 n a refrain.
ਸਥਾਈ ਭਾਵ [sathai bhav] n This (enduring
emotion) is one, upon which the sentiment is

based, as srigar (eroticism) is based on ratI,

hasy (humour) on hasi (laughter), karuna

(pathos) on sok (grief), rudar (ferocity) on
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krodh (anger), vir (heroism) on utsah

(inspiration), bhayanak (dreadfulness) on bhs

(fear), bibhtas (abborrence) on galanI

(nausea), adbhut (marvel) on herani

(astonishment) and sat (tranquil) is based on

sati (peace).

ਸਥਾਣੁ [sathanu], ਸਥਾਣੂ [sathanu] Skt ਜਥਾਣੁ adj

steady; situated. 2 n Shiv. 3 stake, a big

wooden peg. 4 a stump. “thIt sathanu jesa.”

~NP.

ਸਥਾਨ [sathan] n a place.

ਸਥਾਨੀ [sathani] ਟ੍ਰਾਂਬਿਜਿਂਜ਼੍ adj who owns a place.
2 related to a place.

ਸਥਾਰ [sathar] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a heap. 2 stock of

harvested crop. 3 a bare ground, vacant land.

“kar sathar tahi te cal ae.”—GPS.

ਸਥਾਵਰ [sathavar] See ਅਸਥਾਵਰ.

ਸਥਿਰ [sathIr] See ਅਸਥਿਰ and ਨਿਬਰ.
ਸਥੁ [sathu] S assembly, gathering. 2 company.

“rIth aru SIth na chodaI satho.”—saveye

m 4 ke. See ਸਥ-

ਸਥੂਲ [sathul] See ਅਸਥੂਲ.

ਸਬੋਂਈਂ [sathoi] adj ਸ੍ਯਇਿਨ੍ permanent. “rag
majith da sada sathoi.”—BG 2 a companion,

associate. “sathoi sarab sath ka.”—1<alki.

ਸਥੰਡਲ [sathédal] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਜ੍ਯਾਧਿਰ੍ਯ n a platform, dais.
“karhu sathédal kItak utég.”—GPS.

ਸਬੰਭ [sathébh] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a pillar, column.
2 inertia. 3 the act of stopping.

ਸਥੰਭਨ [sathfébhan] See ਅਸਥੰਭਨ.

ਸੱਥ [satth] See ਸਥ. 2'ਰ੍ਹਿਣਧਿ company, meeting.

“kahi katth tIh satth.”—rama v.

ਸਦ [sad] adv always, ever. “sad sunda sad

vekhda.”—asa a m 3. 2 n a word, sound. 3 a

precept. 4 a call, shout. “sunke sad mahi da

mehi pani ghah mutone.”—dasamgr5th. 5 a

Punjabi song. It does not have a specific type

of metre. Sung in a prolonged loud voice, it

is a fond song ofthe rural folk. Various forms

ofmetre are used in sad. “sundar” sad in Guru
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Granth Sahib, which is in Ramkali Rag, has

six lines and is a variant of hullas metre. Its

first line has 23 matras, the second line has

25, the next four lines have 28 matxas each

and the last part ofthe second line, by a ‘lion’s

back glance’ maxim (sfghavalokan nyay)
forms the beginning ofthe third line.

Example:

jagdata SOI bhagatvachal tIhU lOI jiu,

gurusabad samavae :3er n3 jam: kOI jiU,

avro n9 jam: sabad guru ke ek nam thavhe,

parsadI nanak guru égad parampadvi pav-

he.

(b) There is an irregular-lined “sad” in the

Dasam Granth, which has three lines and

every line has 29 matras ending with a yagan,
ISS. The first pause is at the 17… matra and the

second at the subsequent 12‘“.

Example: '

sunke sadd mahi da mehi, pani ghah mutone,

kIs hi nal na ralia kai, kari 53k payone,

gaya phIrak mIla mItt mahi, tahi sukar

kItone.

6 Skt ਚਟ੍ਰਘਾ to go, march against, attack, call

out, evoke, meet, overtake, climb, obey,

clarify or purify. be at peace with oneself,

keep company (of). 7ਖ਼P a hundred. “balIhari

guru apne dIuhaxi sad var.”—var asa m 1.

ਸਦ ਸਦ [sad sad], ਸਦਸਦਾ [sadsada] adv at all

times, daily. “amar bhae sad sad hi jith.”

-sukhmani. “sadsada SImratby suami.”

—dhana chét m 5.

ਸਦਸੰਗੀ [sadsé’gi] adj ever accompanying,

inseparable, “sétan balIhars jo prabho ke

sadségi.”—kaII m 5. 2 a gentle companion.

ਸਦ ਹਜਾਰਾਂ [sad hajarfi] P ਪਾਅਂ/ਚੂ-ਲ਼ੀਰ੍ਲ਼ੀਲ਼ੀ. hundreds and
thousands, lacs. 2 myriad.
ਸਦਹਾ [sad-ha] P p». plural of ਸਦ. hundreds,

numberless, myriad. 2 Skt one who performs

a sacrificial rite, a sacrificer. 3 a member of

an assembly, society.

ਸਦਕਾ [sadka] A _“,ਭੰਰ੍ਲ਼ੀਲ਼ੀ n a sacrifice. “barI barI

jau sét sadke.”—bavan. 2 objects used in

exorcising a spirit or for driving away

sickness; charmed substances passed over or

around a person’s body; propitiatory offering.

3 an endowment, grant. “vahguru tera sabh

ਰ੍ sadka.”—saveye m 4 ke. “nIgunu rakhIlia
sétan ka sadka.”—tukha chét m 5.

ਸਦਕਾਰ [sadkar], ਸਦਕਾਰਜ [sadkaraj] n a virtuous

act or action.

ਸਦਕਾਰੀ [sadkari] adj who performs virtuous

deeds. 2 adv by sacrifice, grace or charity.

“rakh sét sadkari.”—sar m 5. ‘Protect by the

grace of the saints’.

ਸਦਕੇਲਾ [sadkela], ਸਦਕੇਲੀਂ [sadkeli] adj ever
happy or delighted. always enjoying. “kahu

nanak guru IhE bujhan pritI prabhu

sadkela.”—dhana m 5. 2 always alone. solitary

or unattached; ever free from wordly ties.

ਸਦਗਤਿ [sadgatI] Skt W1? 12 a superior state,
happy condition. 2 beatitude.

ਸਦਗੁਰੁ [sadguru] See ਸਤਗੁਰ.

ਸਦਜੀਵਣ [sadjivan], ਸਦਜੀਵਨ [sadjivan] n eternal
life; immortality. 2 noble or virtuous living.

“sadjivan bhalo kahahi.”—sor kabir. “sadjivan

arjan amol.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਸਦਨ੍ਯ'ਰਾ [sadanhara] adj who calls. 2 who

summons. “sadanhara SImrie.”—sohIIa.

ਸਦਣਾ [sadna], ਸਦਣੁ [sedanu] v to summon, call.

ਸਦਨ [sedan] Skt n a place for sitting; a house.

2 a place. 3 water. 4 master.

ਸਦਬਰਗ [sadbarag] P J“, n a flower with one

hundred petals; Indian marigold. 2 See ਸ਼ਤਪਤੁ.

ਸਦਭਾਉ [sadbhau], ਸਦਭਾਇ [sadbhaI], ਸਦਭਾਵ

[sadbhav] See ਸਤ ਭਾਇ.

ਸਦਮ [sadam] Skt ਚਕ੍ਸਜ੍“ a resting place, house.

“natu rakho sadar nI j sadma.”-—NP. 2 a battle,
war.

ਸਦਮਾ [sadma] A „“ n a shock, collision. 2 a
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loss. damage. 3 anger, grief.

ਸਦਰ [sadar] A M! n a heart. 2 a breast, chest.

3 a beginning. 4 the highest officer or chief

ofa district. 5 a prominent area ofa city where

government offices and courts, etc. are

located. 6 a president of a meeting or

assembly. 7 adv on; above; over.

ਸਦਰਹਮਤ [sad rahmat], ਸਦਰਹਮਤਿ [sad rahmatI]

-P ਖ਼ਾਂ“, a hundred blessings (from heaven),

compassion. 2 applause. “sad rahmat tere var

kau.”—ca'd1' 3.

ਸਦਰੀ [sadri] A (5”; a garment for the chest;

jacket, vest.

ਸਦਚੰਗ [sadrég] n eternal joy, pleasure or
ecstasy. 2 a bard who eulogised the Sikh

Gurus.

ਸਦਰੰਗਿ [sadrégI] always or ever with pleasure.
“sadrégI sahajI Ikalu ucre jasu jépau lahne

rasan.”—s:9veye m 2 ke. 2 adj of eternal joy.

ਸਦਵਾਉ {sadvau} adj always flowing, moving.

2 n air. 3 See ਪਵਨ ਵਾਉ.

ਸਦੜਾ [sadra] See ਸਦ. 2 a song of praise or

triumph, paean. “.tera sadya sunije bhai ! je ko

bahe alaI.”—suhim 1. 3 a cry or call for help;

a humble appeal (for protection,justice, etc.)

4 summons. “sedge ae tIna jania.”—vad m 1

alahnia. 5 soon; immediately; without delay.

“pICh-hu rati sadra nam khasam ka lehI.”

—maru m I.

ਸਦਾ [sada] part always, ever. “sada sada atam

pargasu.”—asa m 5. 2 A „°, n a sound, word.

3 a mendicant’s blessing or benediction. 4 a

cry or call for help; a humble appeal (for

protection or justice). “ran dInas dUI sade

pae.”—bas§t m 4. See ਸੱਦਾ.
ਸਦਾਉੰਣਾ [sadauna] v to be‘called, to send for,
to pronounce. 2 to be sent or asked for, send

order through somebody. “kalau masajni kia
sadaie?.”—var srim 3. ‘why ask for'a pen and ,

inkpot?’
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ਸਦਾਸ਼ਿਵ [sadasxv] n the ever beneficent or
benevolent supreme Being. “mahadev ko

' kahIt sada SIV. nIrékar ka cinat nahI

thv.’’—C.3pai

ਸਦਾ ਸੁਹਾਗਣਿ [sada suhaganI], ਸਦਾ ਸੁਹਾਗਨਿ [sada
suhaganI], ਸਦਾ ਸੁਹਾਗਿਨ [sada suhagIn] adj
always married and unwidowed; who has

never suffered the grief of widowhood.

ਸਦਾਸੁ'ਖ [sadasukh], ਸਦਾਸੁ’ਖੁ [sadasukhu] n perfect

happiness, joy or bliss. “sadasokhu sacs

sabadI vicari.”——vad m 3.

ਸਦਾਕੁਤ [sadakat] A 53,” sincerity, candour.

ਸਦਾ ਕੌਰ [sada kar] Sada kunvari, daughter of

Chandu, whom Guru Hargobind was to

betroth. Acceding to the request of the Sikhs

from Delhi, Guru Arjan Dev however

declined the vain person’s offer. 2 Mother-

in-law of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, mother of

Maharani Matab Kaur. She was the widow

of Sardar Gurbakhash Singh of the Kanhaia

misl. After the death of her husband she

headed the misl and earned a name through

her valour and prudence. She used the power

of her misl in support of Maharaja Ranjit

Singh. But, in 1821, there developed a rift

with her son-in-law and consequently, she lost

her own territory. Her daughter Matab Kaur

was the mother of Maharaja Sher Singh.

3 The daughter of raja I-Iamir Singh ofNabha,

married to sardar Jai Singh, a nobleman of

Batala.

ਸਦਾਗਤਿ [sadagatI] Skt n air, wind.
ਸਦਾਗੁਲਾਬ [sadagulab] n an everblooming rose;

the China rose. 2 xa an acacia tree.

ਸਦਾਗ਼ੁਲਾਬਦਾਮੁਖਮਾਂਜਣਾ [sadagulab da mukhméijna]

xa an acacia twig used as a tooth brush.

ਸਦਾਚਾਰ [sadacar] n good manners or noble

conduct; nice behaviour.

ਸਦਾਚਾਰਵੰਤ [sadacarvét], ਸਦਾਚਾਰੀ [sadacari] adj
well-behaved, virtuous.
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ਸਦਾਛਮ [sadacham] n one who always preserves

or protects; the famous physician Dhanvantri,

who is said to have appeared from the

churning of the ocean. “rogIn janyo
sadacham he.”—krrsan. 2 adj observing

norms.
ਸਦਾਟਦਿ [sadanéd] n eternal or everlasting happi-

ness, spiritual bliss. 2 God, the Creator. 3 Guru

Nanak Dev. 4 adj always or eternally happy.

ਸਦਾਬ੍ਰਤ [sadabrat], ਸਦਾਵ੍ਰਤ [sadavrat] n daily

routine. 2 practice ofproviding uninterrupted

alms and food in charity. 3 adj observing

unchanging routine.

ਸਚਿ [sadI] adv having'called or summoned.

“jIni tera nam thaIa tIn kau sadI mIle.”

—maru m 1. 2 without delay, immediately.

“ape deve sadI bulaI.”—1najh a m 3.

ਸਦਿਅਾਨਾ [sadIana] P 4,6 an enrapturing
musical instrument. “baje sadan dar par

sadIane.”—GPS.

ਸਦੀ [sadi] P (ਤੂੰ,“, Skt ਧੂਸ੍ਯ n a period of one

hundred years, century, centenary. 2 one

hundred. For example —- “do fi sadi” ‘two per

cent’ and “vith sadi” ‘the twentieth century.’

ਸ਼ਦੀਦ [sadid] A ,3} vehemently, severely.
ਸਦੀਵ [sadiv] part always, ever, See ਗਨੀਂਞ.

ਸਚੁ [sadu] See ਸਦ 5. 2 a word. “hau jiva sadu

sune.”—var kan m 4. 3 of a mendicant’s cry

or call at the door of the householder asking

for alms. “IkI vankhédI bES-hI jaI sado na

devhi.”—var mala m 1. 4 a precept.

ਸਦੁਪਦੇਸ਼ [sadupdesl a precept, genuine teaching.

proper advice.

ਸਦੇਈਂ [sadei] v will summon; call; summons.

“nanak akhe gor sadei.”—sri m I.

ਸਦੇਸਰਾ [sadesra], ਸਦੇਸਰੋਂ [sadesro], ਸਦੇਸਾ [sadesa]

Skt ਸੰ-ਦਿਸ਼, ਸੰਦੇਸ਼, n a message. “sunat sadesro

prIa ngh sej VIChai.”—-suhi m 5. “koi aI ਲ਼ੀ
sadesa deI prabh kera.”—bIIa a m 4.

ਸਚੇਹ [sadeh] See ਸੰਦੇਹ. 2 Skt ade (with) ਦੇਹ
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(body), alongwith or together with the body.

“sadeh surag ko gayo.”—GPS.

ਸਚੇਰੇ,[59(:]61‘6] part always, ever. “satIguru sev
dIn rat sadere.”——maru 501119 121 5.

ਸਰੈਵ [sadev] See ਸਦੀਵ.
ਸਦੋਰ [sadoh] Skt ਸੰਦੇਹ adj all, entire, whole,
complete. 2 completely, entirely. “jaytI

SBCCIdan5d sadohé.”—NP.

ਸਦੰ [sadé] See ਸਦੀਵ. 2 at once, immediately.
See ਸਰ੍ਯ. “sadé sis kapyo.”—gyan.

ਸੱਦ [sadd] See ਸਦ and ਸਦੁ. 2 a word, sound.

“bhayo sadd eve"), haryo nirdhevé.”—VN.

ਸੱਦਣਾ [saddna] ਥੂਸ੍ਯ to call. See ਸਦਣਾ. ,

ਸੱਦਾ [sadda] n an invitation. 2 a message. 3 a
cry or call for help, humble appeal (for

protection or justice). 4 a caller, messenger.

ਸੱਦਾਸ਼ਿੱਧ [sadda sigh] See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ. 2 a Nirmala
ascetic who was very learned. He lived

mostly in Kashi. He wrote. “Advaitsiddhi”

an abtruse book on Vedanta and Sugamsar

Chandarika.

ਸੱਦੂ [saddu] a rabab player who was the brother

of ਮੱਚੂ (Maddu). Accompanied by his brother,

he used to perform kirtan in the court ofGuru

Gobind Singh. “saddu maddu asa var. kirtan

karte rag sudhar.”—GPS.
ਸਰ੍ਯ [sady] Skt ਜ੍ਯਕ੍ਥਧੀ/ at once, immediately,

instantly. 2 today itself. 3 n Shiv.

ਸਰ੍ਯਫਲ [sadyphal] an instant reward.

ਸਦਯਾਨਾ [sadyana] See ਸਦਿਆਨਾ.
ਸਦਯੰ [sadyé] See ਸਰ੍ਯ.
ਸਦ੍ਰਿਸ [sadrIs] Skt ਚੜੂਵ੍ਯ adj looking alike.
resembling, similar, equal. “kur kopatta

sadrIs kotta.”—GPS.

ਸਧਉਰਾ [sadhura] See ਸਿੰਦਉਰਾ and ਸੰਧੂਰੀਆ
ਸਧੲੀਆ [sadhaia] adj who is accomplished or
adept in religious exercise; who performs a
religious practice. “sadhna sadhaia.”—-gyan.

ਸਧਨ [sadhan] n ਸ-ਧਨ a rich, wealthy or

moneyed person.
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ਸਧਨਾ [sadhna] He was a butcher, resident of

Sehvan (Sindh). Blessed with the company

of those having self-realisation, he obtained

the gift of love for and devotion to God. He

was a contemporary 0fNamdev. His tomb is

situated near Sirhind. The bani of this Bhagat

is recorded in Guru Granth Sahib. “ausar laja

rakhI lehu sadhna jam) tora.”—bIIa. 2 v to

complete, to accomplish, to be served (a

purpose). 3 skilled, adept or trained (in).

ਸਧਨੁ [sadhanu] with or having a bow.

ਸਧਰ [sadhar] See ਸੱਧਰ.

ਸਧਰਨਾ [sadharha] Skt ਰੰਛਵ੍ਯਾ to destroy. “apI
Upavan apI sadharna.”—bIIa m 5. 2 short for
ਸ-ਅਾਧਾਰ-ਕਰਨਾ.

ਸਧਾ [sadha] Skt reverential belief, faith. “sej
sadhasath chavanu.”—saveye m 4 ke.
‘Devotion is the throne and knowledge is the

canopy.’ 2 Skt ਚੂਬਕ਼ਾ slaked lime. “pan supari

katth mIlI rég surég sapuran sadha.”—BG
‘The mixture of betel, palm, catechu and

quicklime results in sanguinely red colour.’

ਸਧਾਨ [sadhan] the act of aiming at See ਸੰਧਾਨ.
“an an surma sadhan ban dhavhi.”—kalki.

ਸਧਾਰ [sadhar] ਸ-ਆਧਾਰ with or having a base or

foundation. “barasu pIare manhI sadhare.”

—maIa m 5. ‘giaddening or delighting.’ 2 a

village in tehsil Jagraon ofdistrict Ludhiana.

It is situated at a distance of about five miles

to the south of Mullanpur railway station. At

halfa mile to the north of this village, there

is a gurdwara, also known as ‘Gurusar’, raised

in the memory of Guru Hargobind. This

gurdwara has twenty bighas of land attached

to it. A religious fair is held here on every

full-moon day. A pair of garments of Guru

Hargobind is preserved in the community

centre of this village, which the Guru had

gifted to a Sikh named Prema.

ਸਧਾਰਣ [sadharan] a self-knowing, ardently
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devoted follower ofGuru Nanak Dev. “kamle!

jahu sadharan sadna.”—NP. 2 a blacksmith
resident ofGoindval, and a follower of Guru

Amar Dev, who prepared wooden stairs'for

the well with steps leading into it. 3 a

carpenter follower of Guru Arjan Dev, who

constructed the building known as ‘Guru Ke

Mahil’, in Kartarpur. 4 v to mend, correct,

reform, improve. 5 to adopt, maintain. “garab

nIvaran sarab sadharan.”—maru soIhe m 5.

6 to'provide with a base, or a‘support. “tIsu

jan 1<£ ségI tare sabhu koi so parvar

sadhama.”—maru soIhe m 5. 7 See ਸਾਧਾਰਣ.

ਸਧਾਰਨ [sadharan] See ਸਧਾਰਣ. v to provide with

. a base. “kalmal daran manhI sadharan.”—dev

m 5. 2 See ਸਾਧਾਰਣ. “path sadharn jo nIt

kare.”—GPS.

ਸਧਾਰੀ [sadhari] adjwhich provides with a base
or support. “par-Upkari sarab sadhari.”—dev
m 5.

ਸ'ਥਿੰਦਾ [sadhfda] adj effective, skilful.
“$Iddhtai ko sadhfda.”—gyan.

ਸਧੀ [sadhi] adj with ਧੀ (intelligence);
intelligent and understanding; wise. “sadhi

sravgi bededya bIcari.”—paras.

ਸਧੂਰ੍ਮ [sadhum] adj with smoke. 2 n fire.

ਸੱਧਰ [saddhar] n liking, taste. 2 zest for eating:

“5b5 saddhar na lahe an fabakrifi je khae.”
—BG. . .

ਸੱਧੂ [saddhu] a devoted Sikh, resident of
Lahore, at whose residence Guru Arian Dev

had stayed for some time. Summoning the

Guru from there, Chandu incarcerated the

Guru. “saddhu SIkkh sa bharya prem kare
man mahi.”-—GPS. 2 See ਸੁੱਧੂ.
ਸਨ [san] In Punjabi, it is the plural ਧਿਸੀ. were;
and in Lahindi Punjabi suffixed to words, it

indicates the future tense. For example - jasan,
kharsan etc. See ਖੜਸਨਿ, ਜਾਸਨਿ etc. 2 Skt ਚਜ਼੍ਘ'

to give in charity, donate, serve, honour 0r



 

 

 

ਸਨੳਢ

respect. 3 Sktn gain, profit. 4 adjold, ancient.

5 Bhai Santokh Singh has used this word at

one place, for greasiness or oiliness (greasy

substance-butter). “pe madh jayo san hot

sadiv he.”—NP. 6 P J a colour. 7 a rule, a

principle. 8 a spear, lance, javelin. 9 A ਖ਼ਾਂ a

year (ofa calendar); year (ofIndian calendar).

“sen no so ekanav ahi.”—mas§.

10 See ਸਣ. 11 Pk! part with, to, for. “tIh san

kahyo prem ke sath.”—GPS.

ਸਨਉਢ [sanaucjh] n a region from Mathura-

Bhartpur to Amarkot. 2 Sodhi family or

lineage. 3 lineage ofthe Sanadhya Brahmans.

See ਸਨੋੰਢ and ਸਠੋਂਢੀ.
ਸਨਉਢੀ [sanaudhi] adjofthe Sanadhya lineage.
“tahI Ik ahI sanaudhibrahman. pédItbado

maha bad gunI jan.”—aj€ sfgh raj. 2 Sodhi.

See ਸਨੌਢੀ. .
ਸਨ੍ਯ [sanak] Skt adj old, ancient. 2 n eldest of

the four spiritual sons of Brahma. “sanak

sanéd ét nah: paIa.”—asa kabir. 3 Skt ਗੀਕ੍ਯਾ a
sage, son of Shaunak who was an Acharya of

the Atharav Ved. Authored by him “bthad-

devta” is a famous book. He was a great

grammarian. 4 a tome authored by ‘Shaunak’.

“sanak mahI pekhis nam ki namna sapat

dipa.”-—mala raVIdas.

ਸਨਕਾਦਿ [sankadI], ਸਕ੍ਯਾਦਿਕ [sankadIk] n four
spiritual sons of Brahma, namely, Sanak,

Sanandan, Sanatan and Sanat Kumar.

“brahmadIk sankadIk sanak sanédan

sanatan sanatkumar tIn kau mahalu

dolbhavau.”—asa m 5.

ਸਨਕੇਸ਼ [sankes] n ਸਨ੍ਯ-ੲੀਸ਼. master or father of

Sanak, Brahma. “sankes nédan pavhi nahI

bhev.”-aka1.

ਸਨਕੇਸ ਨੰਦਨ [sankes nédan] son ofBrahma. See
- ਸਨਕੇਸ.
ਸਨ੍ਯਤ [sangat] See ਸੰਗਤ. “guru dayalu ki daya
ks sangat hs.”—BG 2 beatitude, emancipation.
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ਸਨੱਢ [sanaddh] See ਸਨਾਰ੍ਯ and ਸਨੌਂਢ਼ 2 Sodhi.

“rakhié lajj bésé sanaddh§.—-VN

ਸਨਤ [sanat] Skt adj bent, inclined. 2 which

produces a sound. 3 Skt ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ 11 four faced

Brahma. 4A ਆੰ craft, handicraft, industry.

ਸਨਤ ਕੁਆਰ [sanat kuar], ਸਨਤ ਕੁਮਾਰ [sanat

kumar] son or sons of ਸਨਤ੍ (Brahma). See

ਸਨਕਾਦਿਕ.
ਸਨਦ [sanad] y n a deed, bond. 2 a letter of

recommendation or introduction.

ਸਨੱਧ [sanaddh], ਸਨੱਧ ਬੱਧ [sanaddh baddh] Skt

ਚ'ਜ੍ਛੁ adj properly tied or girded. 2 dressed in
armour; having weapons tied to one’s body.

3 with armour on, fully ready for the battle.

“sanaddh baddh hve chale.”—ramav.

ਸਨਬੰਧ [sanbédh] 866 ਸੰਬੰਧ.
ਸਨਬੰਧੀ [ਙਰਿਧਿਰੌਧੰਧਿ] 866 ਸੰਬੰਧੀ.
ਸਨਬੰਧੁ [59ਸ਼ੀ੭ਟੈਧੰਘਿ] 866 ਸੰਬੰਧ. “méne dharam seti

sanbédhu.”—japu.

ਸਨਬੰਧੇਹੀ [sabédhehi] adj related, concerned
with. “10k ngh banIta maIa sanbédhehi.”

—sor m 5.

ਸਨਮ [sanam] Skt adj submissive, humble. 2 A
r” 11 an idol. 3 adj beloved. 4 beautiful.

ਸਨਮਾਨ [sanman] SktIFHFI n respect, reverence,

veneration.

ਸਨਮਾਨ੍ਯ [sanmany] adj respectable, venerable.

ਸਨਮੁਖ [sanmukh], ਸਨਮੁਂਖੁ [sanmukhu] Skt ਚਢ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਹ੍ਕ਼

adv facing, face to face. “sanmukh sahI

ban.”——asa chétm 5. 2 obedient. “mohri putu

sanmukho hOIa.”—sadu. 3 n whose face is

turned towards the Guru and who has turned

his back On worldly distractions and has

developed such prime qualities as goodwill,

friendliness etc.

“metri kamna dve lakho mUdIta tiji jan.

catur Upekhya sz VIkhe sanmukh so

pahIcan.”—NP.

ਸਨ੍ਯ [sanay] Skt adj principled. 2 old, ancient.
ਸਨਾ [sana] See ਸਨਾਹ. 2 See ਮਨਾਇ. 3 A 4; a
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climber, leaves ofwhich are used as a purgative.

L Cassia Senna. It is called markédIka in

Sanskrit. In Ayurvedic system of medicine, it is

believed to eradicate such diseases as

constipation, leprosy, flatulence and cough, etc.

Physicians consider the senna ofMecca (Cassia

Lanceolata) very useful. Its effect is warm and

dry. lt drains bile through loose motions and

cures pain in the gout and the ribs.

ਸਨਾਉ [sanau] See ਸ੍ਵਾਯੁ. 2 See ਸਨਾਇ 2.

ਸਨਾਅਤ [sanaat] A at, n workmanship,

.craftsmanship. The root of this word is ਸਨਅੁ

which means ‘to make something skilfully.’

ਸਨਾਇ [sanaI] See ਸਨਾ. A (ਨੂੰ n commendation,
praise. “péjvi SIphatI sanaI.”——var majh m

1. ‘Laudation of the Praiseworthy (God) is

the fifth namaz.’ 3 P Jig; a small trumpet.
“bajétr kotI bajhi. sanaI bherI sajhi.”—rama v.

ਸਨਾਇਤ [sanaIt] eulogy, praise. See ਸਨਾਦਿ 2.
“sanaIt bahot kar.”——JSBB.

ਸਨਾਈ [sanai] n one who is worthy of praise or

laudation; God. 2 air-filled leatherbag used

as help to cross a river, etc. “bhup-hI laya

cathaI sanai. sarIta bic pari pun jai.”—carItr

344. 3 See ਸਨਾਦਿ 3.

ਸ਼ਨਾਸ [sanas] P ਰ੍/[ਭੰਵੂ adj who is a judge of;

knowing. It forms adjectives by combining

at the end of a noun. e.g. ਕ਼ਦਰਸ਼ਨਾਸ, ਹਕ਼ਸ਼ਨਾਸ

etc.

ਸ਼ਨਾਸਦ [sanasad] P „ਅੰ.; recognizes; may,

should, will recognise.

ਸ਼ਨਾਸਿੰਦਾ [sanasfda1P !ਅਂ adjwho recognizes,
knowledgeable.

ਸ਼ਨਾਸੀ [sanasi] P m; n the act of recognizing;

recognition. It comes at the end of another

word, e.g. ਖ਼ੁਦਾਸ਼ਨਾਸੀ.

ਸ਼ਨਾਸੇਮ [sanasem] P (-7B we recognize, we shall,

may. or should recognize; let us recognize.

ਸਨਾਹ [sanah] Skt ਸੰਨਾਹ properly tied armour or

chain-mail. “parbrahamu japI pahIrI
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sanah.”—suhi m 5.

ਸਨਾਹਰਿ [sanaharI] enemy (ਅਰਿ) of the amour
(ਸੰਨਾਹ); the sword. “sanaharI jharat hE.”
—ramav. 2 weapon capable of piercing chain-
mail or armour.

ਸਨਾਹਿ [sanahI] See ਸਨਾਹ.

ਸਨਾਹੀ [sanahi] adj armoured; wearing a chain-

mail. 2 See ਸਨਾਈ air-filled leatherbag. “duhfi
sanahi lai m5gaI.”—carItr 344.

ਸਨ'ਹੁ [sanahu] See ਸਨਾਹ. “pahIrI sil sanahu.”

—saveye m 2 ke.

ਸ਼ਨਾਖ਼ਤ. [sanaxat] P :59; n identification.

ਸ਼ਨਾਖ਼ਤਨ [sanaxtan] P ft? v to identify, know.
recognize.

ਸਨਾਢ [sanadh], ਸਨਾਰ੍ਯ [sanadhy] See ਸਨਉਢ and
ਸਨੋੰਢੀ.
ਸਨਾਤ [sanat] See ਸਨਾਤਿ. A $1; plural of ਸ਼ਾਨੀ;

those who harbour enmity. 3 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਰ੍ part

always, ever, perpetually. “karta sadiv harta

sanat.”—aka1. 4 ਵ੍ਥੂਸ੍ਯਰ bathed, cleansed by

bathing, purified. ,

ਸਨਾਤਨ [sanatan] Skt adj ancient, primeval.

2 perpetual. 3 n God, the Creator. “ab man

.UlatI sanatan hua.”—gau kabir. 4 Brahma.
5 Vishnu. 6 son of Brahma. See ਸਨਕਾਦਿਕ.
ਸਨਾਤਨੀ [sanatni] adj following traditional
customs. 2 traditional. 3 n conformist,

traditionalist. 4 orthodox or conservative

Hindu.

ਸਨਾਤਿ [sanatI], ਸਨਾਤੀ [sanati1n mixed caste or

tribe. 2 a low caste, tribe or class. “nanak

nave bajh sanatI.”—asa m 1. “VICI sanati

sevak hOI.” rmaIa m 1. 3 See ਸਨਾਤ.

ਸਨਾਥ [sanath], ਸਨਾਥਾ [sanatha] adj having a

master or protector (above oneself). “tIn

dekhe hau bhaIa sanath.”—rtukha chét m 4.

“tIn saphlIo janamu sanatha.”—j£t m 4.

ਸਨਾਦ [sanad] adjwith sound or noise, sonorous.

ਸਨਾਦਿ [sanadI] alongwith or including an

attendant of Shiv. “sanadI SIV “ਗੋ na sujjhe.”

 



 

 

 

ਸਨਾਨ

—gyan.

ਸਨਾਨ [sanan] See ਇਸਨਾਨ. 2 866 ਸਿਨਾਨ.

ਸਨਾਯ [sanay] See ਸਨਾ.

ਸ਼ਨਿ [sanI] See ਸਣ, ਸਣੀ. “sanI jayé tan khov-
hI dukhdani.”—NP. ‘Having decayed its own

body, the flax, taking the form of a rope, ties

others.’ 2 adeith, accompanied or attended

by, including. 3 Skt ਚਢਿ n charity. 4 reward.

5 Skt ਗਂਜਿਂ son ofthe sun and Chhaya; Saturn.

6 The seventh ofthe nine planets. Its distance

from the sun is thought to be 883,000,000

miles. It is a very bright planet. Viewed with

the help ofa telescope, white rings are visible

around it.

ਸਨਿਆਸ [sanIas], ਸਨਿਆਸੀ [sanIasi] 56ਫ਼ੈਸੰਨਿਆਸ

and ਸੰਨਿਆਸੀ.
ਸਨਿਸਚਰ [sanIscar] 866 ਸ਼ਨਿ 5-6 and ਛਨਿਛਰ.

ਸਠਿਧਧ [sanIgadh], ਸਿਨਘਧ [sanIghadh] Skt
ਸ੍ਵਿਗਧ adj oily, greasy. 2 soft," tender, delicate.

3 well-wishing, benevolent.

ਸਨੀ [sani] See ਸਨਿ. 2 adj soaked in, mixed,

kneaded. “sarpi SIta svad 86 sani.”—GPS. ‘ghi
or butter—oil and sugar.’

ਸਨੀਚਰ [sanicar] See ਸਨਿ 5 and 6.

ਸਨੂਂਖਾ [sanukha], ਸਨੂਂਖਾ [sanukha] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n

wife ofone’s son, daughter—in-law. “byah kare

sabh sutan ke pIkh sahIt sanukha.”—GPS.

ਸਨੇ [sane] adj mixed, kneaded. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯੋ: part

slowly, gently, gradually.

ਸਨੇਹ [saneh] Sktfi'dn love, affection, friendship.

2 oil. “ram saneh chuti anp deh su pacheu

mel saneh me rakhi.”——hanu. 3 According to

the Nyay (system of Hindu) Philosophy, a

quality of water that helps to form a ball of

flour, clay, etc.

ਸਨੇਹ ਨਿਬਾਹਣਾ [saneh nIbahna], ਸਨੇਹ ਨਿਬਾਹਨਾ

[saneh nIbahna]

kou kahe dahbo kathIn vapu pavak me

kou kahe gahbo kathIn sidhu teh ko',

'depth.
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kou kahe cahbo2 kathIn mrIgraj sahé

kou kahe dhahbo kathIn satrudeh k0,

“gval kaVI” kathIn VIsahbo dusah dukkh

kou kahe bahbo kathIn asumeh3 ko,

sabh hi sath jahéi jiy me umahbo he

mere jane kathIn nIbahbo saneh k0.

ਸਨੇਹਾ [saneha] a message; communication.

“mere pritam ka me dei saneha.”—majh m 4.
ਸਨੇਹੀ [sanehi] Sktfifiiadj attached, affectionate,

friendly. '

ਸਨੇਤ [88118੮15/“ਥਯਿਭਿਕ adv continuous, close.
“anhar dhar apar sanete.”—BG. 2 n place of

pilgrimage, in Kurukshetar, near the spot

where Vishnu was seated. See ਥਨੇਸਰ ਗੁਰਦ੍ਵਾਰਾ
ਨੰ: 3.

ਸ਼ਨੈ [sane] See ਸਨੇ l. “gvar sane ban bic
phIr‘é.”—krrsan. 2 866 ਸਨੇ 2. 3 See ਸਨਯ.

ਸਨੈਸ਼੍ਵਰ [sanescar] slow moving. See ਸਨਿ ਅਤੇ

ਛਠਿਤੁਰ.
ਸਨੋਢ [sanodh] See ਸਨਉਢ. 2 The progeny of
Janamejay’s son Ajai Singh and a Brahman

woman named Sanodha; “vah jatI sahodh

kahat bhae.”—aje sigh raj.

ਸਨੋੰਢ [sanadh] See ਸਨਉੰਢ. “bhaj sanadh des te

gae.”—VN.

ਸਨੇਂਢਿ [sanath], ਸਨੋਢੀ [sanadhi] n Sodhi. See

ਸਨਉਢ and ਸਨੋੰਢ਼ 2 a sanadhy Brahman. Its
derivation ism? (charity), M(endowed with

or possessed of). He who accepts as alms

offerings made to the deity. “brahma ju ke

CItt se pragat bhae sankadI. Upje tIn ke CItt

ਦਿ sake] sanadhi ad I .”—1<avrprIya. “dino gav

sanathan mathura médal mahi.”

-—ramc5drIka.

ਸਨੱਤ [ਙਜਿ਼ਗੌ] Sanakad, the sons of Brahma.

“SIddh sanath sanétan dhyayo.”—-aka1. ‘was

meditated upon by Sanat Kumars.’
 

2gaze in the eyes of someone.

3a sacrificial horse; to run this horse. Those who follow

this horse, have to fight the enemy.



ਸਨਦ

ਸਨੰਦ [sanéd], ਸਨੰਦਨ [sanédan] adj with or
accompanied by a son. 2 n short form for
ਸਨੰਦਨ. See ਸਕ੍ਯਾਦਿਕ. “sanak sanéd mahes
samana.”—dhana kabir.

ਸਨੰਮੁਖਾ ਨ ਠੱਢੀਂਯੰ [5811ਰੈਂਧ101<118 na thaddhiyé]
—c5di 2. sen ਸਨਮੁਖ-ਆਨ-ਠਾਢੀਅੰ, ‘came and
stood face to face.’ ‘ ,

ਸਨ੍ਹੇਰ [sanher] A village, in the tehsil and police
station Zira of district Ferozepur, which is

‘ about eight miles to the east of the railway
station Talwandi. About one furlong to the
north ofthis village, there is a gurdwara built
in the memory of Guru Hargobind. It is an
ordinary building and an Udasi saint is the
priest there. A religious fair is held on Maghi
(first day of the month of Magh, January-

February) and Vaisakhi (the first day of the

month of Vaisakh, April-May).

ਸੱਨਾਹ [sannah] See ਸਨਾਹ.

ਸਨ੍ਯ'ਸ਼ [sanyas], ਸਨਸਾਸੀ [sanyasi] See ਸੰਨਿਆਸ,
ਸੰਨਿਆਸੀ, ਸੰਨ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ and ਸੰਨ੍ਯਯੀ.

ਸਨਜੋਂ [sanyo] adj mixed; imbued (with)
ਸਪ [sap] Skt Wivr to promise on oath; curse.

swear. 2 Skt ਚਧੰ n a snake, serpent. “sape
dudhu piaie.”—suhi a m 3. 3 Skt ਚਧ penis.

ਸਧਸ੍ਵ [sapast] Skt (ਕ੍ਯਾ vr to obstruct, make
known, convince.) adj ਜ੍ਯਾਣ clear, distinct.

2 evident. obvious.

ਸਪਕ [sapaks], ਸਪੱਖ [sapakkh], ਸਪੱਛ [sapacch]
adj partisan, factional. 2 with wings.

“turkacch turég sapacch bado.”—kalki. 3 n' a
bird. “sapacch Ud jahIge.”—aka1.
ਸਪਤ [sapat] Skt ਯੁਦ੍ਧ,” an oath, vow. See HUvr.
“kur sapat ko dos n3 mana.”—GPS. 2 ਜ੍ਯ
seven. “sapat dip sapat sagra.”—var sri m 4.

3 adj seventh. “sapat patalI baséta.”—savsye

m 1 ke. 4 Some ignorant scribe has written
sapat in stead of sahas in the carItr 203, viz.
“sorah sapat krIsan trIy bari.” The correct

text is: “sorah sahas krIsan trIy bari.” 5 Skt
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ਸ਼ਧੂ adj accursed.

ਸ਼ਾਤ੍ਰਿਸਤੀ [sapatsati] See ਸਤਸੲੀ.

ਸਪਤ ਸਮੁੰਦਰ [sapat samfidar], ਸਪਤ ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ [sapat
samudr] See ਸਪਤਸਾਗਰ. -

ਸਧਤਸਰ [sapatsar] See ਸਤਸਰ. “karI majno

sapatsare.”—asa chétm 1.

ਸਪਤ ਸਲੋਕੀ ਗੀਤਾ [sapat saloki gita] a recitation
of seven quintessential stanzas (saloks) from

Bhagvatgita. “babe kahIa me sapat saloki gita

parhda ha.”—JSBB. These seven stanzas of

the Gita are —

- (1) omItyekaksar§ —a 8, s 13.

(2) sthane —a 11, s 36.

(3) sarvatah —a 13, s 14.

(4) kavf —a 8, s 9.

(5) urdhvamulé —a 15, s 1.

. (6) sarvasy -a 15, s 15.

(7) manmana bhav ——a 9, s 34.

ਸਪਤਸਾਗਰ [sapatsagar] Seven oceans, In the

Purans, these seven oceans are mentioned as

of milk, curd, ghi’(or butter oil) sugarcane

juice, honey, sweet water, and brackish water.

It is also said that each of these oceans

surrounds an island. “sapat dip sapat sagra”
—var sri m 4. See ਸਗਰ and ਸਪਤਦੀਪ.

ਸਪਤ ਸਿੰਧਞ [sapat sidhav], ਸਪਤ ਸਿੰਧੁ [sapat
sfdhu] seven oceans. See ਸਪਤ ਸਾਗਰ.

2 According to the Mahabharat, the seven

rivers are - Vasvoksara, Nalini, Pavini, Ganga,

Sita, Jambunad and Sindhu (Atak). 3 The land

between the river Ghaggar'and Sindh, in the

Purans, is called Sapat Sindhu. The five rivers

of Punjab and Ghaggar and Sindhu.l 4 See

ਸਪਤ ਧਾਰਾ, '

ਸਪਤਸੁਰ [sapatsor] See ਸਾਤ ਸੁਰ and ਸ੍ਵਰ.

ਸਪਤਸ਼ਿੰਗ [sapatsrig] Skt ਥਸ੍ਯਝਹੂਂਛਗ਼A mountain, in

the Himalayan range, near Badarinarain. See

ਹੇਮਕੂਟ. “sapatsrig tIh ham kahava. pédu raj

jahf jog kamava.”—-VN. 2 A hillock, in the
'Sapatsindhu is the ancient name of Punjab.
 



 

 

ਸਪਤਕ

Chandor range, in Nasik district of the

Bombay State. Its height is 4659 feet above sea

level. There is a temple of Mahikhasurmar-_

dani on the top of it, which is also called

Sapatsring Nivasni. A fair is held there on

the 15th of the light half of Chet.
ਸਪਤਕ [saptak] Skt ਥਾਰਕ਼ਾ n a group of seven.

2 a group of seven notes 5, r, g, m, p, dh, n.
3 adj seventh. ' '

ਸਪਤ ਕੁਕਰਮ [sapat kukaram] See ਸੱਤ ਕੁਕਰਮ.

ਸਪਤ ਜਿਰ੍ਵ [sapat jIhv], ਸਪਤਜ੍ਹਾਲ [sapat jval] Skt
ਜਿ਼ਤ੍ਕ n seven-tongued fire. Fire is supposed

to possess seven flames- kali, karali, manojva,

sulohIta, sudhumravarna, ugra and pradipta.

ਸਪਤਦਲ [sapatdal] n Alstonia Scholaris (also
known as sat-pura, sapt—paran) the leaves of

which are placed by the Hindus in the vanity

box at the time of marriage. “sapatdal sfduk

h'é.”—GPS. '

ਸਪਤ ਦੀਪ [sapat dip] Skt ਚਯੁਫ਼ੀਧ seven islands;
seven regions of the earth which, according

to the Purans, are surrounded by the seven

oceans. Their names are Jambu, Palaksh,

Shalmali, Kush, Kronch, Shak and Pushkar.

It is written in Hindu religious books that king.

Priyavrat went around the earth seven times

in his one-wheeled charict and the furrow

made by its wheel created seven seas, and

the regions of the earth surrounded by them

came to be known as the seven islands. f‘sapat

dip sapat sagra.”—var 511' m 4. -

ਸਪਤ ਧਾਤ੍ [sapat dhatu] seven essential

ingredients of the body which preserve it -ਲ਼ੀ

blood, chyle, flesh, fat, bone, marrow and

semen. 2 See ਧਾਤੁ. ,
ਸਪਤ ਧ੍ਯਾ [sapat dhara] seven hill states in the

vicinity of Anandpur, separated from one

another by the hill .range. “sapat dhar sabh

dhurI mIlao.”—PP. All the rulers of these

states Were called 22 Dhars. See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.
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ਸਪਤਪਰਬਤ

2 The following seven rivers are regarded in

the Vedas as sacred and the best: Ganga,

Yamuna, Sarasvati, Shatdru, Airavati,

Marudvriddha, and Vipasha. 3 In the

Ramayan the fbllowing seven tributaries ‘of

Ganga are mentioned as most sacred: Nalini,

Lhadini, Pavni, Chakshu, Sita, Sindhu and

Bhagirathi. The legend goes that when Shiv

squeezed the Ganga from his matted hair these

. seven streams came into being.
ਸਪਤਨਾਡ਼ੀ ਚਕ੍ਰ [sapat nari cakr] astrological table
with the help of which various muhurats

(auspicious moments) are calculated.

(1)The Vayu (windy) vessel ofthe Sun, which

contains planets named Rohini, Svati, Jyestha

and Ashvani. ,

(2) Dahin (hot) vessel ofMars which contains

Mrigshir, Chitra, Mula and Revati. `

(3) Somya yessel ofJupiterwhich containsArdra,

Hasat, Purbashara and Uttra Bhadrapada.

(4) The nif (rain) vessel of Venus which

contains Punarvasu, Utraphalguni, Utrashara

and Purab Bhadrpad. _

(5) Jal (water) vessel of Mercury which

contains Pushya, Purba Phalguni, Abhijit and

Satbhisha. `

(6) The urdha vessel of Saturn which has

Krittika, Vishakha, Anuradha and Bharani.

(7) Amrita vessel ofthe Moon which’contains

Ashlesha, Magha, Sravan and Dhanishtha.

“satte rohanI satt vaf satt suhaganI sadh’u na

dhalIa.”—BG ਰ੍

ਸਪਤਨੀ [sapatni] See ਸਉਕਣ.
ਸਪਤ ਪਤ੍ਰ [sapat patr], ਸਪਤ ਪਰਣ [sapat paran]
See ਸਪਤ ਦਲ. _

ਸਪਤ ਧਰਥਤ [sapat parbat] seven famous
mountains of the seven islands the names of

which, as given in the Bhagvat, are: Himvan,

Hemkunt, Nishad, Meru, Chaitr, Karni and

Shringi. 2 See ਕੁਲ ਪਰਬਤ.



ਸਪਤਪਾਤਾਲ

ਸਪਤ ਪਾਤਾਲ [sapat patal] seven subterranean or
nether regions of the world are: Atal, Vital,

Sutal, Rasatal, Talatal, Mahatal, Patal. See
ਚੌਦਾਂ ਲੋਕ.
ਸਪਤ ਪਾਤਾਲ ਕੀ ਬਾਣੀ [sapat patal ki bani]—sri
bani. sen sound coming from the seventh

. subterranean region. It is the most feeble voice
which is hardly audible.

ਸਪਤ ਪੁਰੀ [sapat puri] See ਸਤ ਪੁਰੀਆਂ.
ਸਪਤ ਭੂਮਿਕਾ [sapat bhumIka] seven states of
mind; seven stages of knowledge, which

according to the yog and the Vedant Shastar

are : .

(l) subheccha: the best desire, that is, for

salvation.

' (2) VIcama: attainment of discretion (i.e. the

power to distinguish between the reality and
the illusion).

(3) tanumansa: attenuation of desires rising

in the mind.

(4) satvapattI: attainment of supreme
knowledge.

(5) asésaktI: indifference to the supernatural

powers.

(6) prarthabhavmi: elimination ofall thoughts
except those relating to God.

(7) turyaga: attainment of the fourth state of

the soul.

ਸਪਤਮ [saptam] adj seventh. See E Seventh.
ਸਪਤ ਮਾਤਾ [sapat mata'] Skt ਚਾਰ ਕ੍ਯਾ. seven

goodesses who, according to Hinduism, are

worshipped on auspicious occasions like

marriage, etc. They are: Brahmi, Maheshvri,

Vaishnvi, Kaumari, Varahi, Indrani,

Chamunda. 2 mother, step mother, guru’s

wife, queen, mother—in-law, elder brother’s

wife and wet-nurse (or foster mother).

ਸਪਤਮਿ [saptamI], ਸਪਤਮੀ [saptami] n seventh
day of any lunar fortnight. “septamI séc-hu

namdhan.”—gau thrti m 5. “saptami satI
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ਸਂਪਰਧ

sétokh sarir.”—bIIa thrti m 1.

ਸਪਤ ਰਿਸ਼ੀ {sapat rIsi], ਸਪਤ ਰਿਖੀ [sapat rIkhi]
Skt WikiAccording to the Mahabharat seven

great sages are- Marichi, Atri, Pulah,

Pulsatya, Kratu, Angira and Vasishath.

In Shatpath Brahman and the eighth

section (chapter) of the Bhagvat these seven

sages. are: Kashyap, Atri, Vasishath,

Vishvamitar, Gautam, Jamdagni and Bhardvaj.

Wives ofthese seven sages are: respectively:

Aditi, Anusuya, Arundhati, Menka, Ahalya,

Renuka and Ghritachi. 2 seven types ofsages.

See ਰਿਖਿ-

ਸਪਤ ਰੰਗ [sapat rég] See ਸਪਤਾਂਸੁ 2 and ਰੂਪ.
ਸਪਤ ਵਾਯੁ [sapat vayu] See ਵਾਯੁ.

ਸਪਤਾਸ [septas], ਸਪਤਾ'ਸੁ [saptasu], ਸਪਤਾਂਸੁ

[8ਗ੍7੮ਕੋੰ5ਪ] Skt ਚਾਗਝਕ 77 the sun, that is like a

seven-faced horse. “suta saptasu ki.”—GPS.

‘Yamuna, the daughter of the sun.’ “kIt

patbijan kIt saptasu.”—GPS. 2 The sun is

described as Saptansu, in the Nirukta, as it

has seven-coloured‘rays, that 'is, the sun

assumes seven colours in its rays which are

visible in the rainbow.

ਸਪਤਾਂਸੁ ਸੁਤਾ [saptasu suta] the Yamuna. See
ਸਪਤਾਂਸੁ. …

ਸਪਤਾਹ [saptah], ਸਪਤਾਹਕ [saptahak] ‘ਝ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਚਾਗ਼ਫ਼੍ n
a week. 2 ajob which can be completed in

seven days like a path (recitation of the

scripture) completed in a week.

ਸਪਤਾਹ ਕਰਮ [saptah karam], ਸਪਤਾਹ ਪਾਠ [saptah

path] See ਸਪਤਾਹ 2.

ਸਪੱਤਾ [sapatta] adj respectable, honourable.

ਸਪਥ [sapath] n an oath, pledge, vow. SeeHUvn

ਸਪਦ [sapad], ਸਪਦਿ [sapadI] Skt ਚਸਂਫਿ adv
hurriedly, instantly, immediately. “bhram tam

k0 sam bhanu l<e det sapadI ur tar.”—NP.

ਸਪਰਸ [saparas] Skt'WSl n sense of touch.
ਸਪਰਧ [saparadh] Skthtivr to envy, bejealous;
to wish ill.



 
  

ਸਪਰਧਾ

ਸਪਰਧਾ [sapardha] SktERan jealousy, envy. See

ਸਪਰਧ vr. “jo sam hOI sapardha karahi.”—NP.

ਸਪਰਬਾਣਪਂਰਿ [saparbanparI] In place of ਬ੍ਰੂਧਕੰਜ਼੍

ਗੀ some ignorant scribe has written this text.

“saparbanparI arI pad prItham bhanijie.”

—sanama. ‘Suparvan gods, their enemies, the

demons.’ See ਸੁਪਰਵਨ.

ਸਪਰੰਪਰ [saparépar] adv contlentionally, in

certain order, systematically, uninterruptedly.

“an samath agadh sadhu ségatI

saparépar.”—BGK.

ਸਪਾਸ [sapas] P J9 n a praise, eulogy. 2 a

favour. 3 gratefulness. 4 Skt ade—U'H with a

noose.
ਸਪਾਹੀ [sapahi] See ਸਿਪਾਹੀ.

ਸਪਾਧਾ [sapadha] n one who handles snakes; a

snakecharmer. 2 See ਸਪਰਧਾ.
ਸਪਾਰਸ [saparas] See ਸੁਪਾਰਿਸ਼. “bahur SIkkh bahu

kar-hI saparas.”—GPS.

ਸਪੀਂਅਲ [sapial] Skt ਚਥਿੰਕ਼ n milk, which contains

butter or from which butter is extracted. “tum

makhtul saped sapial ham bapure jas kira.”

—asa ravrdas. ‘You are miIk-white silk,‘we

are mere kiran (black stones).’ See ਕੀਰਾ.

ਸਪੀਤੀ [sapiti] ਕ਼ਧੰ/ਸ-ਪ੍ਰੀਤਿ with love or affection.

affectionate. 2 Skt mfif'é'n the act of drinking

together. 3 See ਸਿਪੀਂਤੀ.

ਸਂਪੀਂਦੋਂ= [sapidé] annihilation of snakes. See

ਸਰਪਮੇਂਧ.
ਸਪੁ [sapu] n a snake. “sapu pIrai paie.”-maru

a m 1.

ਸਧੁਤ [saput], ਸਪੁੱਤ [saputt] adj with a son. 2 a

noble and dutiful son. 3 ideal progeny.

“babania kahania put saput karenI .”—varram

1 m 3.

ਸਪੁੱਤਾ [saputta] adjhaving a son; with progeny.

2 having a noble son.

ਸਪੁੰਨ [sapfm] adj virtuous, pious. 2 See ਸਬਦ

ਸਪੁੰਨ.

ਸਪੁਰਖ [sapurakh] See ਸਤ ਪੁਰਖ. 2 ਸ-ਪੁਰਖ that
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very person, the same person.

ਸਪੁਰਦ [sapurad] P ,K handed over, entrusted.

consigned. See ਸਿਪੁਰਦਨ.
ਸਪੁਰਦਨ [sapurdan] See ਸਿਪੁਰਦਨ.

ਸਪੂਤ [saput] 866 ਸਪੁੱਤ and ਸੁਪੂ'ਤ.

ਸਧੂਤਾ [saputa] See ਸਪੁੱਤਾ.
ਸਖੂਤੀ [saputi] adj woman having a son or

progeny. 2 having a dutiful son.

ਸਪੂ'ਰ [sapur] adj full, brimming. “drum sapur

qu nIve.”—saveye m 2 ke. 2 See ਸੁ'ਪੂਰ.

ਸਪੇਦ [saped] P 4;; adj white, bright.

ਸਪੇਰਾ [sapera] See ਸਪੈਲਾ.

ਸਪੇਦ [sapsd] 866 ਸਪੇਦ.
ਸਪੈਂਲਾ [sapela] n one who keeps or rears snakes.

“Ik dyos bIkhe Ik aI sapela.”—GPS. ਲਾ as

suffix, at the end ofa word, gives the meaning

ofਵਾਨ ‘possessed 'ਧਿ’, ‘having’. For example.

ਗੁਸੈਲਾ ਕਟੈਲਾ.
ਸਪੋਲੀਆ [sapolia] a young snake, snakelet.

ਸਪੰਦ [sapéd] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ vr to tremble, quiver,

go. 2 n a tremor, quivering, vibration.

3 movement, speed. “sapéd may prabhéjne

jale dravét rup h6.”—NP. ‘as movement ofthe

wind (air).’

ਸਪੰਨ [ਡ਼ਗ੍ਰਾਟੈਗ਼] 866 ਸ਼ਾੰਨਿ. “gyan sapén bhae sukh

pai.”-NP.
ਮਧੂ [sapt] 866 ਸਤ, ਸੱਤ and ਸਪਤ.
ਸਾਭੰ'ਤਿ [saptatI] See ਸਤਰ 3. 866 E seventy.

ਸਪੁਵਾਯੁ [saptvayu] See ਵਾਯੁ.

ਸਪ੍ਰਿਹ [sapth], ਸਪ੍ਰੀਹ [saprih] Skt ਞਧੂਰ੍ vr to

desire, wish or long for, yearn. 2 866 ਸਪ੍ਰੀਹਾ.

“guru lakhi saprih.”—GPS. ‘the Guru

perceived the wish.’ '

ਸਪ੍ਰੀਹਾ [sapriha] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਣਞਧੂਗ਼“ a desire, ardent wish,

longing See ਸਪ੍ਰਿਹ. “abs gyan ki kin sapriha.”

—NP.

ਸਪ੍ਰੀਤਿ [sapritI], ਸਪ੍ਰੋਮ [saprem] adj with love

or affection.

ਸਫ਼ [saph] A J; n a line, row, file. 2 a mat.

For offering namaz (a prayer), the Muslims

 



 

stand on it in rows; hence this name. “harI
name ke hovhu jori gurmukhI beth-hu sapha
VIchaI.”—basét m 5. 3 Skt ਧ੍ਯ a hoof.

ਸ਼ਫ਼ਕ਼ਤ [safkat1A 933:. kindness, compassion.

ਸਫਜੰਗ [saphjég] P “GM 11 an array of
warriors; a battle-array. “saphajég me tore
nacae.”—carItr 52. 2 See ਸਫਾਜੰਗ.

ਸਫਟ [saphat] Sktmvr to open, bloom. burst

open.

ਸਫਟਕ [saphatak], ਸਫਟਿਕ [saphatIk] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਟਿਕ਼
n a rock crystal, quartz. In the Purans, gods
and rishis (sages) are shown wearing

necklaces made of it. These days high quality

spectacles are also made of it. 2 a magnifying
glass.

'ਸ਼ਫ਼ਤਾ'ਲੂ [saftalu] P ya: a species of peach that
bears fruit in the colder regions.

ਸਫ਼ਰ [safar1A j” n ajourney, travel. 2 Skt ਗਾਨ੍ਯ

a fish. Here the word saphar is also c'orrect.
3 Skt ਚਾਤ੍ਰਜ੍ vr to tremble, quiver, move

tremulously, become visible.

ਸਫਰਮੈਨਾ [sapharmena] E Sappers and Miners.
See ਕਹੀ 6.

ਸਫਰਾ [saphra] A l)” n bile.

ਸਫਰੀ [saphri] n a traveller, wayfarer. “qu
saphri Udar bhare bahI hatuli.”—sarm 5. ‘as

a wayfarer sits at a wayside eatery and fills

his belly.’ 2 one who catches fish; a fisherman.

See ਦੰਫਾਨ. 3 Poets have used the word ‘saphri’
as a substitute for ‘saphar’ (fish). “cécal jyo

saphri jal me.”——sanh. _

ਸਫਰੀਆ [saphria] See ਸਫਰੀ. 2 a group ofpersons
sitting on a mat; an assembly, a congregation.

“thIr sadhu saphria.”—brha m 5. ਲ਼ੀ

ਸਫਰੀ ਭੰਡਾਰ [saphri bhédar] Dg a store of fish;
the sea.

ਸਫਲ [saphal] adj with or having fruit.
2 purposeful, fruitful. “apI tarhI sagle kul
tar-hI tIn Sephal janamo jagI aIa.”—maru

soIhe m 1. 3 having testes; uncastrated.
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ਸਫਲਦਰਸਨ [saphaldarsan] a fruitful glimpse.

2 one whose glimpse or visit produces good

results. “nanak sev kar-hu harI guru

saphaldarsan ki.”—Var get} 1 m 4.

ਸਫਲਮੂਰਤਿ [saphalmuratI] one whose figure
brings some gain or holds out good result.

2 whose being is fruitful. “a'radh sridhar

saphalmuratl.”—guj m 5.

ਸਫਲਾ [saphla], ਸਫਲੁ [saphalu] See ਸਫਲ. “tIn

ka janamu saphalu he.”—sr1' m 3.

ਸਫਾ [sapha1A [;.ਲ਼ੀ adj clean, clear. 2 simple,

straight forward, honest. 3 chess-cloth, chess-

board. “uthavesapha os lage na bar.”—nasihat.

4 a line, array. or row. “gopan l<i un hi si

sapha.”—krIsan. 5 _ਰ੍ਠੂਲ਼ੀ a page. 6 See ਸ਼ਿਫਾ.

ਸਫਾ ਉਠਾਉਣਾ, [sapha uthauna] to finish a game;

to remove or fold up the chess-cloth. See

ਸਫਾ. 3.

ਸਫਾਇਤ [saphaIt] See ਸਫਾਤ.
ਸਫਾਈ [saphai] P ਮੂੰਡਿ… cleanliness, purity.
2 innocence.

ਸਫਾਜੰਗ [saphajég] xa n a battle-axe, a chopper.
2 See ਸਫਜੰਗ. .

ਸਫਾਤ [saphat1A ਘਿੴਤੁੱ n a recommendation;

intercession. “so saphat mam bharego.”
-GPS.

ਸਫਾਰਿਸ [sapharIs] See ਸਿਫ਼ਾਰਿਸ਼.
ਸਫਾਲ [saphal] Skt ਜਫਾਲ n pulsation, twinkling.

2 an acute intellect.

ਸ਼ਫ਼ੀਅੁ [safia] A ਛੂੰਭੇਂ adj intercessor. 2 Per the
Muslims belief, it is one of the names of

Prophet Muhammad because he is regarded

as the intercessor for the believers (i.e. the

orthodox Muhammadans); '

ਸ਼ਫ਼ੀਕੁ [safik] A ਰ੍ਨ੍ਹੂੰਤੂੰਫ਼ੈ adj showing compassion,
compassionate. .

ਸਫ਼ੀਰ [safir] A A” n a mediator, messenger,
envoy.

ਸਵੀਲ [saphil] It is a Punjabi metathesis ofਫਸੀਲ
an enclosing wall; a rampart, bulwark. See



 

ਫਸੀਲ.

ਸਫੁਟ [saphut] Skt |=ਫੁਟ adj visible, apparent,

manifest. “|£ dev an tas saphuté.”—gujri. ‘Jai

Dev says that the benefit has manifestly

accrued to him. ’ 2 Jai Dev has appeared in

His Presence.

ਸਫ਼ੇਦ [safed], ਸਫੈਦ [saphed] P ਭੰਰ੍ਲ਼ਾਗ਼/ adj white,
clear, bright. _

ਸਫੋਟਕ [saphotak] Skt ਣ੍ਥੂਧਜੈਵ੍ਯਾ n a boil. 2 See

ਅਸਫੋਟਕ.
ਸਫੋਟਨ [saphotan] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਦਜ਼ੋਟਜ n the act ofbursting
or exploding. '

ਸਬ [sab] Sktaa‘ adj all (ofa set or group), entire.
2 P J a night. “sab roj gastam dar hava.”

——tII§g m 1. 3 A .ਡੂੰਲ਼ਾਟੈ a battle, war. “yalo tej

Im sab.”-—ramav. 4 the act or process of

making a fire.

ਸ਼ਬਸ਼ਾਹ [sabsah] n the king of the night; the

moon. “sabas beadli 53b saham.”—krIsan. See

ਬੇ ਅਦਲ and ਜੰਗ ਦਰਾਯਦ.
ਸਬਹ੍ [5ਕ਼ੀ੭ਗ਼ੀ] A i: n a necklace (of beads), '

rosary.

ਸਬਕੁ [sabak] A Jr n a daily reading, lesson.

2 a condition.

ਸਬਕੁਤ [sabkat] Aw the act of advancing

ਸ਼ਬਖੂੰ [sabxu] A 0;? n a night blitz; a massacre .

of the enemy while asleep.

ਸਬਜ਼ [sabazlP f adjgreen.

ਸਬਜਪਾਨ [sabajpan] n a green-coloured drink;

.an intoxicating liquor prepared from cannabis

or hemp. “sagre sabaz pan.”—hakayat 6.

ਸਬਜ਼ ਪੁਲਾਉ [sabaj pulau] xa‘n a dish'of green

leafy vegetable.

ਸਬਜ਼ ਮਣੀ [sabaj mani], ਸਬਜ਼ਾ [sabja] P a; n a

green gemstone, an emerald. 2 the colour of '

a horse that is white with a bluish tinge; iron

grey. “-pIkh-}… dahni dIsa me sabja bad

ghora.’’.——GPS

ਸਬਜੀ [sabji] n greenery, Verdure. 2 a leafy

vegetable.
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ਸਬਦਸਪੁੰਨ'

ਸਬਤ [sabat], ਸਬਥ [sabath] A of He. Shabbath.

L Sabbatum F Shabath n the act of taking

rest or enjoying a holiday. 2 Per belief of the

Jews, it is Saturday. According to the Bible,

having created the world, God took rest on

this day. 3 The Christians consider Sunday

as the Sabbath. See ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿਰਚਨਾ and ਮੂਸਾ.
ਸਬਦ [sabad] SktETE'n a sound, tone, tune, note.

2 significant word. 3 dialogue. “sabda hi

bhagat japde jInu ki bani saci hOI.”—asa a m

3. 4 The Guru’s precept. “bhavjal bIn sabde

}…) tarie.”—bher m 1. 5 the supreme Being,

.the Creator. “sabad guru'suratI dhunI cela.”

—srdhgosatr. 6 religion, creed. “jog: sabdé

gIan sabdé bed sabdé brahmanah.”—varasa.

7 a message. “dhanvz'ldhi pIr des nIvasi sace

guru pahI sabad pathai.’1’—mala a m 1. 8 The

verses of Bhagats like Tuka Ram, Namdev

etc. are known as “abhang” and'those of

Surdas and Mirabai as “visnupad”, the poetic

compositions contained ||| Guru Granth Sahib

are called “shabad”. A shabad is not a

particular class of metre. Metres of various

types are'inherent in the shabads. 9 See ਸਬਦੁ.

10 Skt ਸ੍ਯ adj denotation of a word, the

purpose or intent of a word. “na sabad bujhe

na jam: bani.”—dhana m 3. 11 See ਪ੍ਰਮਾਣ.

ਸਬਦ ਅਤੀਤ [sabad atit] Skt ਗਕ੍ਯਾਰੀਰ adj beyond
the power or reach of words; indescribable.

ਸਬਦ ਸ਼ਕਤਿ [sabad sakatI] the power of a word

by virtue ofwhichits meaning is known. See

ਵਿੱਤਿ 4.
ਸਬਦ ਸੜੂਣੀ [sabad satruni]n what inheres the

"enemy word; the army; what includes the

noise of the enemy.—sanama.

ਸਬਦ ਸਪੁੰਨ [sabad sapfin] endowed with the

word (knowledge). “guru karu sabad sapt'm

aghan kat-hI sath tere.”—saveye m 4
ke. ‘he,who is accomplished in spiritual

knowledge?

 
 



ਸਬਦਸਰ

ਸਬਦਸਰ [sabadsar] n the true Guru, who is an
ocean of spiritual knowledge. 2 Guru Nanak
Dev. “durat nIvaran sabadsare.”—saveye m
1 ke.

ਸਬਦਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ [sabadsastr] Skt ਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ n grammar;

a discipline that tells the correct form and

usage ofwords.

ਸਬਦ ਸੁਰਤ [sabad surat], ਸਬਦ ਸੁਰਤਿ [sabad
suratI] n concentration on the word so that

the soul becomes one with it. 2 the

engagement of mind with the Guru’s precept.

“sakat nar sabad suratI kIu paie. sabad sufatI

bIn aie jaie.”—maru m 1. “sabad surat

savdhan ho, bIn gurusabad na sunai bola.”

—BG. 3 the tone and essence get identical.

“rag nad sabhko suns sabad suratI samjhe

VIrloi,”—-BG. See ਸ਼ੂਤਿ and ਮੂਰਛਨਾ.
ਸਬਦਸੂਰ [sabadsur] n the Guru who is the sun

of spiritual knowledge. 2 he who has the

valour imbibed from the Guru’s precept.

“sabadsur balvét.”—saveye m 2 ke.

ਸਬਦਕਰਣੀ [sabadkarni] n the interpretation and
its practice; action matching words. “150 jag

mahI sabadkarnI he sar.”—prabha a m I.

2 the process of practising the precept of the

Guru.

ਸਬਦਘਰ [sabadghar] n the Guru who is the

abode of truth. 2 Guru Granth Sahib.
ਸਬਦਤਰੰਗ [sabadtarég] See ਆਗਰ. 2 n a tune.
ਸਬਦਨੀਸਾਣੁ [sabadnisanu] the word symbolizing
the battledrum; the battledrum of the word;

hence, the proclamation ofthe Guru’s precept;

preaching of God’s Name openly (or by the

beat of the drum). “dhunI upje
sabadnisanu.”—sn’ m 1.

ਸਬਦਬੀਣਾ [sabadbina] n the uninterrupted flow

ofthe spontaneous sounding ofGod’s Name.

“bajét nanak sabadbina.”—sahas m 5.

ਸਬਦਬੇਧ [sabadbedh] n the act ofhitting a target
through its sound alone (and without seeing
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it). ‘

ਸਬਦਬੇਧੀ [sabadbedhi] adj hitting the target in
the dark, detected by its sound alone.

ਸਬਦਬ੍ਰਹ੍’ਮ [sabadbrahm] revealed sound of the

word identified with the supreme Being in

scriptural form.l See ਸਬਦ ਭੋਦੀ.

ਸਬਦਭੋਚਿ [sabadbhedI] adj knowing the inner
mystery of the Guru’s precept. “sabadbhedI

koi mahalu pae.”-—majh a m 3. 2 (Peace

dawns) by grasping the secret of Logos, and

the doctrine of Guru’s word (Gurbani).

“sabadbhedI sukh hOI.”—sri a m 1. 3 See

ਸਬਦਭੋਦੀ.
ਸਥਦਭੋਦੀ [sabadbhedi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਸੇਬਿਜ਼੍ adj hitting
the target by its sound alone. See ਸਬਦਬੇਧੀ and
ਸਬਦਭੋਦਿ. 2 n king Dashrath. 3 Arjun.

ਸਬਦਵਿਦਜਾ [sabadVIdya] scriptural knowledge.
2 the knowledge of grammar. 3 prosody,

poetics.

ਸਬਦਵ੍ਰਿ‘ਤੀ [sabadvrItti] See ਸਬਦਸ਼ਕਤਿ and ਢਿੱਤਿ.
ਸਬਦਾ [sabda] Skt ਸਵੰਦਾ adv always, ever. “kyo
Im ritI calavat ho, dIn dvsk C318 sabda na

calegi.”—datt.

ਸਬਦਾਹ ਮਾਹਿ ਵਖਾਣੀਂਐ [sabdah mahI vakhanie]

—sr1‘ a m 1. sen precept being delivered

through the Guru’s words.

ਸ੍ਯਦਾਯਮਾਨ [sabdayaman] adj sounding,

resounding. “bahu sabdayaman jIm géga.”
—GPS.

ਸ਼ਬਦਾਰਥ [sabdarath] n meaning ofa word; sense

of a sentence.

ਸ਼ਬਦਾਲੱਕਾਰ [sabdalékar] See ਅਲੰਕਾਰ.

ਸਬਦਿ [sabadI] n ocean, in which the sound is

produced through the waves. “madhana

parbatu karI netrI basaku sabadI

rIrhonu.”-—var ram 3. 2 the sky, of which

sound is the distinct quality. 3 adv by, with

or because of the word. “sabadI mIlae

gurmati.”—maru soIhe m I._4 in the word,

'See Visnu Puran. Part 6, Ch 5.
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Logos or Name, in the Guru’s precept.

“sabadI rati sohagni.”—var sri m 3. 5 See

ਸ਼ਬਦੀ.
ਸਬਦਿਅਤੀਤ [sabadI atit] indescribable and

transcendent is the supreme Being. “sabadI

atit anahadI rata.”—ram namdev.

ਸਬਦਿ ਪਰਧੁ'ਨਿ ਧੁਨਿ ਅਰਿ [sabadI pardhunI dhunI

arI] thunden'ng cloud in the sky, Meghnad who

‘ produces such a thunder, his enemy the arrow.

ਸ਼ਬਦੀ [sabdi] n Preceptor is the Guru. 2 Sikh is
he who imbibes the Guru’s lesson. 3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਠੁਲ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਯਿਜ਼੍

one who utters it; a speaker. “nadi bedi sabdi

moni jam 1<€ pate lIkhaIa.”——sor kabir.

‘Through its music, one attains silence.’

ਸਬਦੁ [sabadu] See ਸਬਦ. 2 religious life. “gharis

sabadu sac:itaksa1.”—-japu. ‘True religious life

is thus forged.’

ਸਬਦੁਸੋ‘ਹਿਲਾ [sabadusohlla] a hymn ofthe Guru’s
precept; a hymn of the Name. “sabadusohIla

satIguru sunaIa.”—an5du.

ਸਬਚੂ [sabdu] because ofthe word or the Guru’s

counsel. “sabdu uca hOI.”—asa m 3. 2 from

all.
ਸਬਚੰਤ [sabdét] n the end or essence of a word;

the doctrine of the logos.

ਸਬਨੀਗਰ [sabnigar] n a soap-maker. “tar calai
hE saban ko sabnigar.”—c5di 1.

ਸਬਬ [sabab1A “.“-"' n reason; efficient cause.

ਸਬਰ [sabar] A f n contentment. “saber ehu

suau.”—s ਰਿਸ਼ੀ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਵਰ A low caste tribe

‘ which is a branch of the Bhils. 3 Shiv.

4 Tantarshastar, a specific work in which

various magical incantations are mentioned.

It is said to have been authored by Shiv.

ਸਬਰਾਤ [sabrat] ~._.ਭੰ1_<..._ਟੈ fifteenth night of

‘Shaban’, the eighth month of Muslims

calendar. According to the Islamic belief, on

God’s bidding, the angels distribute food on

this night and also calculate the life span of

the people. This is why Muslims distribute

  

ਸਥਾਂਇਆ

food and display lights on this night.

ਜਬਰੀ [sabri] A woman of the Shavar sub-caste
who lived on the bank of Pampasar. She was

a disciple of sage Matang. During his exile,

Ram Chandar stayed in her hermitage and

was overjoyed to eat fruits such as jejube

berries. Shavri piled up a pyre and immolated

herself before the very eyes of Ram Chandar.

She is also known as Bhilni. As some poets

have mentioned, Ram Chandar ate Jejube

berries which were already partially eaten by

her. 2 one who has patience. See ਸਬਰ l’.

ਸਥਰੌਜ [sabroj] day and night. “sabroj gastam
dar hava.”—trl§g m I. See ਸ਼ਬੋਰੋਜ਼.
ਸ਼ਬਚੰਗ [sabrég] P J} adj night-coloured;
hence, black, swarthy, dark. 2 a dark swarthy

horse. - '

ਸਥਲ [sabal] adj powerful, strong. “Ih manua

atI sabal he.”—-srim 3. 2 with or accompanied

by the army. 3 Skt ਸ਼ਵਲ dappled,

multicoloured, variegated. See ਸਕਤੀ ਸਥਲ 2.

4 the two dogs of Yam which had four eyes

eaCh. Both ofthese dogs were black and white

coloured; hence, the name.

ਸਥਲ ਬ੍ਰਹਮ [sabal braham] Skt ਸ਼ਞਲਬ੍ਰਟਮ n the

multicoloured Supreme Being; one, who

associated with Maya, has acquired various

forms. See ਸਥਲ 2 and ਸਕਤੀ ਸਥਲ 2.
ਸਬਲਾ [sabla] adj powerful, strong. See ਸਥਲ.
“kam karodh nagar mahI sabla.”—kaII a m

4. 2 a powerful woman. See ਅਬਲਾ.

ਸਥਲੀ [sabli] Skt ਗਵਰੀ a spotted cow. 2 Dg dusk,
evening.

ਸਬਾ [saba] A [ਥੂ‘ n easterly wind. 2 morning

breeze.

ਸਬਇਿ [sabaI] pron all. adv everywhere; at all
places. “sarégpan: sabaI.”—var maru 1 m 1.

ਸਬਾਇਆ [sabaIa], ਸਬਾਇੜਾ [sabaIra], ਸਬਾਇੜੀ

[sabaIi'i], ਸਬਾਈ [sabai], ਸਬਾਏਂ [sabae] adj one

and a quarter. 2 pron all, whole, entire.
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“sunIahu lok sébaIa.”—var asa m 1. “thakur

ek sabai narI .”—o§kar. “rfme bir sabae.”—-vad

m 1 alahania. 3 Skt a merger, relationship,

union. “purakh ek he hor sagli narI sabai.”
—var vad m 3. 4 See ਸਮਵਾਯ ਸੰਬੰਧ.

ਸਬਾਸ [sabas] a poetic metre which is also

called savasan and suvas. Its distinct features

are — four lines, and each line organised as:

III, |SI, I.

‘ Example:

calat khatég-hI. bhat tan bhég-hI.

baran surég-hI. gIrat turég-hI.—GPS.

2 See ਸਾਬਾਸ. 3 having cloth or clothes, clothed,

clad.

ਸ਼ਬਾਸ਼ਬ [sabasab] P ਅਬਿ“; adv during a single .

Vnight.
ਸਬਾਹ [sabah] n daybreak, dawn. See ਸੁਬਹ.

2 adj of the night. “cauthe paharI sabah ks.”

—var majh m 1. ‘during the last watch of the

night.’ 3 to or for all. 4 to deliver, convey.

See ਸੰਵਹਨ.

ਸ਼ਬਾਹਤ [sabahat] A Mb. the state of being

identical; resemblance, similarity.

ਸਬਾਹੀ [sabahi] See ਸਬਾਹ, ਸਵਾਹੀ and ਸਾਬਾਹੀ.
ਸ਼ਥਾਂਗਾਹ [sabfigah] P .6902 n night— time.

ਸਬਾਤ [sabat] A ਸਾਬਾਤੁ n a roofed wayside shelter

in which one can shield against the enemy

weapons.’ 2 Derived from this word, a large

room is called ਸਬਾਤ in Punjabi. 3 A at;
steadfastness, resoluteness.

ਸਬਾਬ [sab'ab] short form of ਅਸਬਾਬ. 2 A .74?

welfare, virtue, kindness, a charitable act.

“nyay mor kijIye sabab jan apno.”——NP. 3 A

__,1/justness in acting and thinking; the right

course, rectitude. 4 A ਸ਼ਬਾਬ youth, prime of

life.

ਸਬਾਹ [sabar] See ਸਵਾਰ. 2 ਸ-ਵਾਰਿ adj soaked in

water. drenched. “jan bahut d Ivas ki Ih sabar

'At the time of Chataur war, Akbar had used ‘Sabat’.

Sec V. Smith’s Akbar p. 87.
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he.”—NP. 3 See ਸਵਾਰਨਾ.

ਸਬਾਰਾ- [sabara] See ਅਸਵਾਰਾ and ਸਵਾਰਾ.
ਸਬਾਰਿ [sabarI] adj with water. “sabarI nené.”
—ramav.

ਸ਼ਬਿਸਤਾਂ [sabIst‘a] P Up; n a bedroom, king’s
sleeping chamber. 2 an anchorite’s closet for

meditation.

ਸਇਦ [sabId], ਸਬਿਦਯ [sabIdy] adj learned,
scholarly. “prerat sabIdy torat nIS5k.”—GPS.
ਸਬੀਰ [sabih] A :55 n a picture; an icon. 2 an

illustration, a citation. 3 adj comparable.
resembling.

ਸਬੀਲ [sabil] See ਛਬੀਲ.

ਸਂਬੁੱਧਿ [sabudth], ਸ'ਬੁੱਧੀ [sabuddhi] adj

intelligent, wise, sensible.

ਸਬੂਹ [sabuh] See ਸਮੂਹ. 2 A Lg» 'the Creator;

holiest of the holy.

ਸਬੂਣ [sabun] See ਸਾਬੂਣ.

ਸਬੂਤ [sabut] A _..ਲ਼ੀਟੁੰ a proof, testimony.

ਸਬੂਰੀ [saburj] P (51,5, n patience, contentment.
“SIdak saburi sadIka.”—var sri m 1. “SIdak

saburi sét n3 mIlIo.”-—maru a m 5 éjulié'.

ਸਬੇਗ ਸਿੰਘ [5ਫ਼ੀ੭68 sigh] a resident of village
Jambar, near Lahore, who was a Persian

scholar and a government employee. In the

Bikrami Sammat 1790, Zakaria Khan sent ~

him, as his personal representative, to

Amritsar to intercede on his behalf and offer

the title ofnawabhood and some precious gifts

to the Khalsa Panth with a plea to shed

violence and to placate them. Because he

succeeded in his intercession and invested

Sardar Kapur Singh ‘with the title of a nawab
he is known as ‘Vakil’ (i.e. an advocate) in

Sikh history.

He remained the kotwal of Lahore for

sometime and during his tenure he got

constructed Shahidganj and several other

gurdwaras. Ultimately, on the complaint of

the qazis he, along with his son, Shahbaj
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Singh, was tied to die on the killing wheel,

in Sammat 1802, at Lahore. See ਸ਼ਾਹਬਾਜ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਸਬੇਰ [saber], ਸਬੇਰਾ [sabera] n daybreak, dawn.

ਸਬੋਸ [sabes] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਧਕ੍ adj of the same age.
coeval. “ketIk tIn me sakha sabss.”-GPS.

ਸ਼ਬੋਰੋਜ਼ [saboroz] P ;.… e} day and night;

continuously. “saboroj sarab ne jor laya.”
—ramav. See ਸਬ 2.

ਸਬੰਗਨ [5ਰੀ੭ਟੋ8ਗ਼ੀ] ਸਰਵ-ਅੰਗਨ all the limbs; the
- whole body. “dharo sabégan suddh kesri

cir.”——paras.

ਸੱਚਲ [sabbal] hole made for stealing wealth; a

house-break. 2 an iron crowbar to drive a hole

in the wall. 3 See ਸਾਬਲ.

ਮਧ੍ਯ [saby] Skt ਯਟਧ adj left hand; leftside.
2 rightside, right hand. “catur banyé ]ੲ su

sabyé prahare,... trItIy ban ls: bam pané

calae.”— VN. ~ *

ਸਧ੍ਯਸਾਚੀ [sabysaci] See ਸਵ੍ਯਸਾਚੀ.
ਸਭ lsabh] adj all, entire. “sabh uparI nanak

ka thakur.”-—suhi chét m 5.

ਸਭਸ [sabhas], ਸਭਸੈ [sabhse] part every, each.

“sabh jia tere tu sabhas da.”bdhana m 4.

2 part to or for everyone. “pritam man: vase

jI sabhse deI adharu.”—sri m 3.

ਸਭਕਛੁ [sabhkachu], ਸਭਕਿਹੁਂ [sabthhU], ਸਭਕਿਛੁ

[sabthchu], ਸਭਕੇਹੁ [sabhkehu] every thing.

“sabh kachu us ka ohu karneharu.”

—sukhmani. “sabthhU tere VBSI he.”—var

bIha m 4. “sabthchu kita tera hove.”—majh

m 5. “ngh tere sabhkehu.”—kan m 5.

ਸਭਕੋ [sabhko], ਸਭਕੋਇ [88})}11<੦1],ਸਭਕੋੲੀ [sabhkoi]

every being, everybody. “sabhko ass teri

betha.”—majh m 5. “sabh k0: mitha mégI

dekhe.”—vad chétm 1. “sabhkoi harI kc vaSI

hs.”—var bIIa m 4.

ਸਭਤਾ [sabhta] See ਸਤ੍ਯਤਾ. “$Ikkhan ko sabhta

darsa I .”—GPS. .

ਸਭਤੁ [sabhtu], ਸਭਤੋ [sabhte] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਸਵੰਤ੍ part at all

times. 2 everywhere. “Ihu harIras van {ਗ਼
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sabhtu he.”-sri m 4. “sabhte rahIa samaI.”

—gau a m 3.

ਸਭਦੂ [sabhdu], ਸਭਹੂੰ [sabhdfi] of all, above all,

over all. “sabhdu vade bhag gurSIkha ke.”
—var sor m 4.

ਸਭਨਾ [sabhna], ਸਭਨਾਹਾ [sabhnaha], ਸਭਨੀ [sabhni]

to all, for all. “anm‘égIa dan devna sabhnaha

jia.”—var vad m 4. 2 all (nominative).

ਸਭਯ [sabhay] adj fearful, afraid. 2 See ਸਭੈ 2.
ਸਭਰਵਾਲ [sabharval] a subcaste of Khatris

among the Khukhrains. The Khatris of this

group engage in agriculture also. “patne

sabharval he naval nIhala sud'dh parani.”

—BG.

ਸਭਰਾਈ [sabhrai] adj outshining or surpassing

all; most illustrious; the principal queen. “sa

kulvéti sa sabhrai jo pIr kc régI savari jiu.”

-—majhm 5. 2 n sister of Baba Pheru, the father
of Guru Angad Dev. She is also called Phirai

and was married in Khadur village. 3 See

ਸਤਭਰਾੲੀ.
ਸਭਾ [sabha] adj all, entire. “jan-hI bIrtha

sabha man ki.”-asa m 5. “apI tarIa sabha

sarIsatI chadave.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 Skt n

an assembly, meeting. 3 a council chamber,

court. “gursabha ev na paie.”—var 511' m 3.

4 a court room ofa king.

ਸਭਾਸਦ [sabhasad] n a member of an assembly

or a court, a courtier.

ਸਭਾਸਿੰਗਾਰ [sabhasigar] adja gem ofa gathering;

perfect in beauty, qualities, strength,

prudence, etc. “sabhasfgar bade manukha.”

——BG. 2 n a king. 3 a poet. 4 a scholar.

ਸਭਾ ਕੌਰ lsabha kar] See ਸੰਗਤ ਸਿੰਘ. 2 daughter
ofraja Hamir Singh, king ofNabha, who was

married to sardar Sahib Singh of the Bhangi
misl.

ਸਭਾਗ [sabhag], ਸਭਾਗਾ [sabhaga], ਸਭਾਗੀ [sabhagi]

adj fortunate. lucky. “bujhe bujhanhar

sabhaga.”~gau kabir. 2 n a devoted follower
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ofGuru Nanak Dev. 3 a devotee ofGuru Arj an

Dev who was a resident ofthe village Chuhnia

and was Arora by caste. 4 a Sikh from

Peshavar who had brought five horses from

Kabul ,and presented them to Guru Hargobind

in the latter’s court at Hargobindpur. “dhani

bado ਰਿਪ nam sabhaga.”-GPS.

ਸਭਾਜ [sabhaj] Skt ਚਸ਼ਾਜ੍ vr to serve; to please;

to satisfy.

ਸਭਾਜਨ [sabhajan] Skt n the act of worshipping;

praise. 2 See ਸਭਾਜ.

ਸਭਾਜਾ [sabhaja] adj who worships. 2 who

pleases. See ਸਭਾਜ vr. “mIthIla purI raja.

janak sabhaja.”—-ramav. 3 a transform of
ਸਭਾਜਿਤ. 4 ਸ-ਭਾਯੀ. together with one’s wife.

ਸਭਾਪਤਿ [sabhapatI] n the president or chairman

(of a meeting).

ਸਭਾਮੰਡਨ [sabhamédan] an ornament ofa group,

society or gathering. See ਸਭਾਸਿੰਗਾਰ.

ਸਭਿ [sath] pron all, entire. 2 all of, entire.
“53th gun tere me nahi kOI.”—japu.

ਸਭੀਤ [sabhit], ਸਭੀਤਿ [sabhitI] adjfearful, afraid.

ਸਭੁ [sabhu] pron all, entire. See ਸਬ and ਸਭ.

“sabhu jag apI UpannU.”—vad m 3.

ਸਤੁਕੋ [sabhuko] See ਸਭਕੋ.

ਸਭੂਤ [sabhut] adj alongwith Or including the
elements. 2 alongwith the attendants of Shiv.

3 alongwith or attended by a creature. 4 See

ਸੰਭੂਤ.
ਸਭੇ [sabhe] adv all, entire. “sabhe gunah

bakhsaI lannu.”—asa a m 3.

ਸਭੋਂ [sabhe] See ਸਭਯ. “kahu raVIdas sabhe nahi

samjhasz.”—ram. 2 all without exception.
“sabhe ghatI ramu bole.”—ma1i namdev.

3 civilized. “soi ram s'abhe kahe soi

kautkahar.”—s kabir. ‘There is a difference

between the uttering of (the word) Ram by a

civilized person and by an acrobat.’

ਸਭੇ [sabho] adv entire, all. “sabho varte

hukam.”—var sn' m 3.
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ਸਭੰਗਨ [sabhégan] all the limbs, the whole body.

'See ਭਗੌਹਾਂ.
ਸਤ੍ਯ [sabhy] adj a member of an assembly or a

court. 2 worthy of sitting in an assembly; good

mannered and educated; civilized.

ਸਤ੍ਯਤਾ [sabhyta] n the capability of sitting in

an assembly, court, etc.; civilised manners.

2 culture. nobility, civilization.

ਸਮ [sam] a figure of speech (depending on the

sound ofwords) in which a proper relation of.

the concerned objects is mentioned.

Example:

jau ham'badhe moh phas ham, prem bédhan

tum b5dhe.-—sor raVIdas.

‘Ifwe are entrapped in the noose ofdelusion,

you are bound in the bond of love.’

turde kau turda mIle udte kau udta,

jivte kau jivta mIle mue kaU mua.

—var suhi m 2.

mp damodarI k0 jIm sfidar

tyé harIgobid rup VIsala,

erI sakhi ! yahI jori juri

sam jivhu bhog bhugo CIrkala.-GPS.
jIm jitkar tan rura. ਨਿਸ਼ੀ dulah ban gun pura,

Ih sOdar Iksam jori. mIl jivhu barakh karori.

. -GPS.

(b) Depiction ofthe qualities of the cause

is its second form.

Example:

$ri guru bani path kar kyo nahI hove gyan?

gyanrup satIguru ne $ri mukh kari bakhan.

‘The true Spiritual Guide, who utters bani,

is a manifestation of spiritual knowledge,

therefore, spiritual knowledge inheres his

composition.’

(0) Its third form is when the result striven

for, gets achieved without any effort or

hindrance.
Example:

gurunanak ke dares hIt lalo cahyo payan,  



 

ਸਮੳਲਾ

ay dvar par turat hi sri guru thadhe an.

2 an even number; a pair. 3 in music, the

instant from which rhythm grows. 4 like,

equal, similar (to). “jo rIpU ko daru na sam

$er.”—GPS. 5 Ski ਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼੍ vr to make peace,

pacify. 6 n peace. 7 restraint ofmind. mental

peace. 8 P r5 a finger nail. See ਸ਼ਮਸ਼ੇਰ. 9 A f

ponson.

ਸਮਉਲਾ [samaula] adj with maula. See ਮੌਲਾ.

2 thoroughly mingled or merged. 3 overjoyed,

ecstatic. “gun gavat guni samaula.”—var kan

m 5.

ਸਮਇਅਾ [samaIa] adj merged, mingled. “harI
namI samaIa.”—var suhi m 3.

ਸਮਏ [samae] Skt ਜ਼ਜਬੇ. in time (of), at the time
(when). “sarir svasath khin samae.”—sahas

m 5.

ਸਮਸ [samas] a beard. See ਸਮਸ੍ਰ. “pakar samas

te brahm ruayo.”—rudr. “sa—mas mano tam

cahI saSI ghera.”-GPS. ‘The beard is the

darkness, as if it wants to surround the

moonlike face.’ 2 A ਰ੍/ਤੌਂ‘ the sun. “samas
manid prakas nay.”—GPS. 3 short form forHHH

ਤਬਰੇਜ਼. “pir brfd jahi samas samet.”—NP. See

ਸ਼ਮਸਖ਼ਾਨ [samas xan] a companion of Mukhlas

Khan, an official in the royal army, who

fought against the sixth Master in the battle

ofAmritsar. See ਹਰਿਗੋਬਿੰਦ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ 2 a military
commander of Doaba whose real name was

Nur Khan. He was killed by the Khalsa Dal

in Sammat 1768, near Raipur.

ਸਮਸਤ [samasat] Skt ਸਮਸ੍ਵ adj entire, whole.

2 ਸਮ-ਅਸ੍ਵਿ is equal to, equals. “sarab jia

samasat.”—mam a m 5.

ਸਮਸਤਸਤ ਧਾਮੰ [samasatasat dhamél—japu. sen
whose display or manifestation is everywhere.

2 whose abode is everywhere.

ਸ਼ਮਸ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼ [samas tabrez], ਸ਼ਮਸ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼ੀ [samas

tahrezi] szf’ a Sufi fakirwhose actual name
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was Makhdum Shah Shamsuddin. He was

born on 17‘h Rajab, 560 Hijri, at Sabzvar, in

Gajni. Togring India, he came to Multan. On

a complaint from the bigoted maulanas that

Samasuddin claimed ‘anal hakk’ (1 am the

Truth, God), he was flayed by the order of

the ruler of Multan. His shrine is situated

there. The Hindu and the Muslim followers

of his sect are known as “Shamsi.”

2 There was another mendicant, named

Shamsuddin Muhammad, who was a resident

ofTabrez. He was born in 603 Hijri. Once he

revived a dead body by giving it the order to

rise up. For this offence, Alauddin Mahmud

got him flayed and thrown; into a well in 645

Hijri. There is a legend about him that once

a the sun came down to roast a fish (according

to some writers, the flesh of a dead ox) for

the hungry Samas Tabrez. Maulana Rumi, the

famous poet, was a disciple ofthis noble soul.

Some poets, like Bhai Santokh Singh, have

messed up the legends of these two saints.

ਸਮਸਤੀ [samasti] See ਸਮਸ੍ਵੀ
ਸਮਸਤੁਲ ਸਲਾਮ [samastul salam] sen worthy of

obeisance from all. “samastul salame.”—japu.

2 See ਸਲਾਮ.

ਸਮਸਤੁਲਨਿਵਾਸੀ [samastul nIvasii—japu. dwelling
in all.

ਸਮਸਤੋਪਰਾਜੀ [samastoprajiI—japu. adjthe Creator
of all. 2 He colours all and because of Him

the universe appears multi-hued.

ਸਮਸਨ [samsan] See ਸਮਾਸਨ. '

ਸ਼ਮਸ ਬੇਗ [samas beg] a general in the army of

Sahjahan who was killed in the battle of

Gurusar Mehraj by Bhai Jatimalik—a general

in the army oquru Hargobind.

ਸਮਸਰ [samsar], ਸਮਸਚਿ [samsarI] adv

resembling, like. “un samsarI aver na date.”

—gau m 5. “bura bhala dUI samsarI sahis.”

“ਪਿੰਕ… soIhe m 5. 2 See ਸਮਾਸ੍ਰਿਤ.



ਸ਼ਮਸ਼ਾਦ

ਸ਼ਮਸ਼ਾਦ [samsad] P ,g} n marjorana, a tree of

the cypress family which is used as a metaphor

to show the height ofa person. L Marjorana.

ਸਮਸਾਨ [samsan] Skt ਸ਼-{ਸ਼ਾਨ n a burial or

cremation ground.

HHH'Hsamsi] A ਖਾਂ‘“ adj solar; of or relating to
the sun. 2 See ਸ਼ਮਸ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼ 1.

ਸ਼ਮਸੁੱਦੀਨ [samasuddin] See ਸ਼ਮਸ ਤਬਰੇਜ਼.

ਸ਼ਮਸ਼ੇਰ [samser] P i} n one that has the shape

ofa lion’s nail. scimitar. “jug gar mahI sobhat

samser.”—GPS. “her samser samser teri pal

pal.”—GPS. 2 like a lion.

ਸ਼ਮਸ਼ੇਰੇ ਹਿੰਦੀ [samsere hi‘di] P (5111-3345 a sword

of India, which was considered excellent in

ancient times. “barahnah yake teg hidosté.”

. —hakayat.

ਸਮਸ੍ਵਿ [semesti] Skt n an aggregate, entirety,
the whole.

ਸਮਸ੍ਵ [samast] adj all, whole, entire.

ਸਮਸ੍ਵੀ [samasti] See ਸਮਸ੍ਵ. “samasti nIdhane.”
—japu. 2 ਸ਼ਮਸ੍ਵਿ. ‘It is auspicious or propitious.’

ਸਮਸਜਾ [samasya] Skt n a short, meaningful

gentence. 2 a line or sentence meant to

complete a stanza; a verse set showing the

metre in which a poem is to be composed. 3 a

meeting, gathering. “samasya }')/(~) kyo tum

kariahI.”—GPS. 4 a complex matter or issue.

5 a hint, clue, tip. .

ਸਮਸ੍ਰ'ਨਨ [sam-sranan] ਸ਼ਮਸ਼੍ਵ-ਅਧ੍ਯ. It is an

antonym of ਅਨ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਜ਼ਾਸ਼ੂ; beard on the face. See

ਸਮਸ੍ਵ. “sam-sranan syam bhali upmahi.”—NP.

ਸਮਸ੍ਵ [samsro] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸ਼ਮ੍ਸ਼ੂ. n a beard, moustache.

ਸਮਸ੍ਵਕੰਟਕ ਕ੍ਯਾਯ [samsrukétak nyay] See ਕ੍ਯਾਯ.

ਸਮਹਿਣਾ [samahIna] v to mingle (with), merge
(in). 2 to be engrossed or absorbed. See ਸਮਾਹਿਤ.

“VIsmade VIsmad samahIna.”—BG

ਸਮਰੀ [samhi] merged (in), mingled (with). “joti

jotI samhi.”-—sar m 5. 2 just like; similar to.

ਸਮਕ [samak], ਸਮਕਾ [samka] Skt ਚਹਂ-“ਧ੍ਯਟ੍ਰੈ part

properly, thoroughly. “nanak drIstan srab
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ਸਮਝਾੳਣਾ

thai pranpati harI samka.”—sar m 5.

2 correct, proper, right.

ਸਮਕਾਲ [samkal] n the same time, same

moment.

ਸਮਕਾ'ਲਿਕ [samkalIk], ਸਮਕਾਲੀ [samkali],

ਸਮਕਾਲੀਨ [samkalin] adj contemporary.
ਸਮਕ [5911181<ਝੁ], ਸਮੱਖ [samakkh] Skt ਜ੍ਯੲਗ਼ adv

before the eyes (of), face—to-face, apparently.

ਸਮਗਰੀ [samagri] See ਸਾਮਗ੍ਰੀ. “puran bhai
samagri kab-hu nahi tut.”—brla m 5.

ਸਮਗ੍ਰ [samagr] Skt adj all, entire, whole.

ਸਮਿਗ੍ਰਕਾ [samangka], ਸਮਗ਼ੀ [samagri] See

ਸਧਗ਼ੀ. “sagal samagri teria.”—bIIa m 5.

ਸਮਘਾ [samagha] Skt ਸਮਘੰ adj cheap; without
incurring much expenditure. See ਸਹਘਾ. 2 got

merged or absorbed. “harI asthIru seVI

sokhI samégha.”-—suhi m 4.
ਸਮੱਛ [samacch] See ਸਮਕ.

ਸਮਜ [samaj] n a jungle, forest. 2 a herd (of

animals).

ਸਮਜਿ [samajI], ਸਮਜਿਆ [saija], ਸਮਜਯਾਂ

[samjya] Skt ਸ੍ਯ n fame, renown. 2 an

assembly, association. “péc bhut ek gharI

rakhIle samajI.”—saveye m 2 ke. ‘The gang

of Cupid is kept under control at one place.’

“asajyé sajI samj’Ia."—sahas m 5. ‘Avarice

through its influence gets indecent actions

done not only privately but publicly too.’

ਸਮਝ [samajh] n full of correct perception;

accurate understanding or knowledge.

“samajh na pari bIkhE raSI raCIo.”—jet m 9.

ਸਮਝ ਸੂਝ [samajh sujh] n a proper perception
and understanding. “samjhe sujhe par: parI

bujhe.”—05kar.

ਸਮਝਣਾ [samajhna], ਸਮਝਨਾ [samajhna] v to

know, acquire knowledge. “samjhat nah: re

ajan !”—j£ja m 9.

ਸਮਝਾਉਣਾ [samjhauna], ਸਮਝਾਵਣਾ [samjhavna] v

to impart knowledge; impress on the mind

(of).

 



  

ਸਮਟ

ਸਮਟ [samat] See ਸਮੋਟਨ. 2 Skt ਸਮਿਸ਼ੂ. adj
industrious; courageous. “samat 55g

ségrahe.”——paras.

ਸਮਣੇਂ [samne] merged (in), mingled (with).

“sal-ls salal samne.”—na_t m 4. 2 similar,

compatible. 3 of one colour, or caste.

ਸਮਤ [samat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਮੈੰਸਮਤ੍ਵ n equality, comparability,

non-partisanship. “khel-hI samat sarI.”

—saveye m 2 ke. ‘You play the game of

impartiality.’ “dukh sukh ua ks samat

bicara.”—bavan. 2 Skt ਸਮਸ੍ਵ adv everywhere,

all over, throughout. “harI samat nIvasi.”

—maru solhe m 5.

ਸਮਤਸਰ [samatsar] a lake or sea of equality.

“cahak tat samatsare.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸ਼ਾ-ਤ੍ਯਾਰਿ [samatsarI] a game of equality or

impartiality. See ਸਮਤ 1. ‘

ਸਮਤਾ [samta], ਸਮਤੁ [samatu] See ਸਮਤ.

“satIgurU purakhu daIalu he sz no samatu

sabhkOI.”—Var gau I m 4.

ਸਮਤੁਲਿ [samtulI] ofequal or same weight. “tas

sathII nahi an kou.”—maIa ravrdas.

ਸਮਥ [samath], ਸਮਥੁ [samathu] Skt ਸਮਥੰ adj

strong, powerful, competent. “samath akath

sukh data.”—bIIa m 5. “bhéjan garan

samathu.”—saveye m 4 ke. 2 Skt n peace,

calmness, tranquillity. 3 a minister.

ਸਮਦ [samad] adj proud, haughty. 2 addict.

3 ,4 careless. independent. 4 n God; the

Creator.

ਸਮਦਖ਼ਾਨ [samadxan] See ਅਬਦੁਲ ਸਮਦਖ਼ਾਨ.
ਸਮਦਰਸੀ [samdarsi] Skt ਸ੍ਯਟ੍ਗਿੰਜ਼੍ adj viewing

equally; impartial. “so samdarsi tatu ka

beta."—sukhmani. 2 See ਦਰਸਨ.

ਸਮਦਲ [samdel], ਸਮਦਲੁ [samdaIU] n equality in

a group or community; global equality; unity

in diversity. “raVIdas samdalu samjhavs

kou.”—sri.

ਸਮਦੜਾ [59ਪਿੰ861ਸ਼੍ਵਾ8] adj haughty. 2 addict. 3 proud

or vain.
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ਸਮਦਾ [samada] adj proud or haughty (female)

ਸਮਦਿਸਟਿ [samdxsatI] See ਸਮਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ.
ਸਮਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਾ [samdrIsta] Skt ਜ੍ਯਟ੍ਨਗ adj impartial,
unbiased. “gurprasadI nanak samdrIsta.”

—g5d m 5.

ਸਮਦ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [samdrIsatI], ਸ੍ਯਦ੍ਰਿਸਟੀ [samdrIsti]

Skt ਸਮਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ. n impartiality. “mItr satru ham

kau samdrIsatI dIkhai.”—var vad m 4.

ਸਮਧਾ [samdha] Skt ਟ੍-“ਇਿਬ੍ fuel wood for the

sacred or sacrificial fire. 2 Skt ਰਸਿਂਥ wood.

“man tan samdha je kari anu dIn aganI

jalaI.”—sri m 1. 3 fire. 4 Skt ਚਬ੍ਰੂਛੁ adj
prosperous, affluent, wealthy. “so gharu ladha

sahajI samdha.”—vad Chét m 5. “etrIa VIC-

hu so jan samdha.”-var guj 1 m 3. “namI

rate sei jan samdhe.”—var bIIa m 3. 5 very
large.

ਸਮਧੀ [samdhi] Skt ਚ'ਕਢਥੀ n a relative; relation.

kinsman. 2 father of a son-in-law or of a

daughter-in-law. “hot bhayo samdhin ko

mel.”—NI’. 3 even-minded. equanimous.

ਸਮਧੇ [samdhe] See ਸਮਧਾ.

ਸ਼ਮਨ [semen] Skt ਸ਼ਮਨ. n violence, murder,

destruction. “jfike an sam na vxghan gen

samna.”—GPS. ‘who is peerless in destroying

a host of impediments.’ 2 peace. 3 Yam, the

god of death. 4 cereals, food (in general).

5 an injury, hurt, blow. 6 disrespect. 7 Skt

ਧ੍ਯਜ body, physique. 8 face, countenance.

9 Skt ਸ੍ਯਜ a social or cultural gathering, an

assembly. 10 P ਰ੍/ a jasmine. 11 A U} adj
eighth. 12 P ਕੱ" an idol-worshipper, idolator.

ਸਮਨ੍ਰਿਤ [s‘amanvxt] Skt adjproperly combined,
included.

ਸਮਧਨ [sampan], ਸਮੱਪਨ [samappan] Skt ਜ੍ਯਧੰਧ੍ਯ

n entrusting, handing over, consigning,

dedicating. “jiu samapau apna.”—05kar.

“tInar say sahas samap-hI.”—savsye m 3 kc.

ਸਮਬਿਅੰ [5ਗ਼ਾ1131ਟੈ], ਸਮਬਿਜ਼ਅੰ [samnyé] Skt adj
not liable to change, immutable, imperishable,
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eternal. “bhav bhut bhav samnyé.”—guj ਸਮਰਥਾ [samratha] Skt ਸਾਮਥੰਯ power, strength.
jedev. ‘Immutable are the past, present and

future.’

ਸਮਯ [samay] n time. 2 Skt ਜਮਯ arrogance,

conceit. 3 astonishment, surprise.

ਸਮਯਣੀ [samyani], ਸਮਯਨੀ [samyani] n a river.

In arrogance (mm), the, river cuts its banks

and uproots the trees, therefore it is termed

ਅਭਿਮਸਾੰਲ਼ੀ (the conceited one). See ਸਮਯ 2.

ਸਮਯਾ [samya] Skt part near, close by. 2 in.
within.

ਸਮਯਾਨਾ [samyana] See ਸਮਿਆਨਾ.

2 capability, competence.

ਸਮਰਥੁ [samrathu] See ਸਮਰਥ.

ਸਮਰਪਣ [samarpan], ਸਮਰਪਨ [samarpan] See

ਸਮੱਪਨ.

ਸਮਰਾਂਤਕ [samratak], ਸਮਰਾਂਤਕਰ [samrétkar] n that
which ends a war; the sword.—sanama. 2 Shiv,

the destroyer of Kamdev (ਸ਼ਾਰ).

ਸਮਰਾਥ [samrath], ਸਮਰਾਥਾ [samratha] powerful,

strong. See ਸਮਰਥ. “nanak parbraham

samrath.”—gau m 5. “mera guru samratha.”

—gau a m 5.
ਸਮਰ [samar] Skt n a war, battle. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਾਰ ਸਮਰਾਰਿ [samrarz], ਸਮਰਾਰੀ [samrari] enemy of
Kamdev, the god of love. 3 recollection,

remembrance. 4 a variation of ‘chappay’ metre

in which there are 35 guru and 82 laghu

matras. 5A 2' fruit. 6 result, reward, outcome.

7 A f a narrative, story. 8 the act of story-

telling at night.

ਸਮਰਕੰਦ [samarkéd] fi/ a famous city, founded
by king Samar near Bhukhara, in Turkistan;

some call it the place whose fruit is sweet as

sugan

ਸਮਰਖ [samarakh] adv angrily. “purakh

samarakh-hI kin ucaru.”-—NP. ~

ਸਮਰਣ [samaran] Skt ਸਹਿੰਣ n recollection,

remembrance, contemplation.

ਸਮਰਣੇਨ [samarnen] Skt ਨ੍ਹਸ੍ਯਯੇਜ੍ (the third case)

by remembering, recollecting or contemplating.

ਸਮਰਥ [samrath] Skt ਸੰ-ਅਥੰ, ਸਮਬੰ adj powerful,

strong. 2 capable, competent. “sarab kala

samrath.”——bavan. 3 comparabie. “ham harI

SIU dhara kia sz ka koi samrath nahi.”—asa

m 4.

ਸਮਰਥਨ [samarthan] Skt ਸਮਥੰਨ n asking, _

begging, soliciting. 2 backing or supporting

with the help of reason or argument;

corrobrating; confirmation 3 decision.

ਸਮਰਥ ਪੰਥ [samrath péth] proper. “sabh dIn
ke samrath péth bIthUle.”—dev m 5.

war (ਸਮਰ); a fugitive, a deserter. 2 ”,'-ਮਰਾਰਿ Shiv,

the enemy of Smar (Kamdev).

ਸਮਰੂ [samru], ਸਮਰੂ ਕ਼ੀ ਬੇਗਮ [samru ki begam]

His real name was Walter Reinhard but

Somers' was his surname, whereby he came

to be known as Samru. He was born in 1720

of French and German parents. At first, he

was recruited in the French navy and

thereafter he served in the English army.

Haying resigned from the service of the

English, he served Mir Kasim, the nawab of

Bengal, and in 1763, he killed the Resident

of Patna and many English people. He was a

brilliant scholar of Persian. Through his own‘

efforts, he established his own state in

Sardhana.2 He died at Agra in 1778.

Begam Samru was the daughter of Lutaf

A1iKhan.Her real name was Zebunnisa. She

was born in 1751 and married Samru in 1765.

After the death of her husband in 1778, she

looked after his army and the state efficiently.

She employed Europeans like Thomas and

Levaso and valiantly fought many battles. The
 

'Some writers have spelt it as ‘Sombre’.

2The Sardhana region lay between the Ganges and the

Yamuna Doab. This city is situated 12 miles in north-

west of Meerut.

 



 

 

ਸਮਰਥਕ

Begam married Levaso in 1793. After two

years, Levaso committed suicide and the

Begam was arrested. But she was released

and reinstated with the help ofThomas. From

1805 she started to rule under the suzerainty

ofthe English and her territory extended from

Muzaffarnagar to Aligarh. She was very

liberal and generous. She got many churches

constructed and also participated in the

propagation ofthis religion. Samru ki Begam

died on 27‘h January, 1836. “samru ki begam

ne sara. bic: aI tha kaj sudhara.”——PP.

ਸਮਚੂਪਕ [samrupak] See ਰੂਪਕ (a)

ਸਮਲ [samal] See ਸਮਲਨਾ. 2 Skt adj ditty, filthy.
3 Skt ਸ਼ਮਲ n a sin. 4 blame, blemish, stigma.

ਸਮਲਨਾ [samalna] v to be alert, cautious or

careful. 2 to remember, recollect.

ਸ਼ਮਲਾ [samla] P ‘1} n a sheet (of cloth) worn
on the shoulders. 2 the loose end of a turban,

left hanging on the shoulders or at the back.

ਸਮਲੌਚਨ [samlocan] adj impartial, unbiased,

viewing every one equally. “sada gath

samlocan.”—saveye m 1 ke.

ਸਮਵਰਤੀ [samvarti] SktWfii‘Ladjnon-partisan,

impartial, viewing equally, unbiased. 2 n

Yam, the god of death. 3 Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸ'ਮਵਾਯ [samavay] Skt n ਥਜ਼੍-ਗ਼ਥ a union,

combination. 2 a mass (ofpeople); a multitude.

ਸਮਵਾਯ ਸੰਬੰਧ [samavay sébédh] n relation between
cause and effect, as thread and cloth have an

inseparable connection.

ਸਮਵਾਯੀ [samavayi] Skt ਚਸ੍ਯਧਿਜ਼੍ adj related,
kindred. 2 inseparable cause as clay for

making an earthen pot.

ਸਮਾ [sama] Skt n a year. 2 a season, weather.

3 half a year, three seasons. 4 Skt time (in

general). 5A t— the sky. 6 ਨ੍ਹੂੰ“ candle.

ਸਮਾਉ [samaU] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ and ਸਮਾਰਿ. 2 S
knowledge, learning. 3 heaven, paradise.

ਸਮਾਉਣ [samaun], ਸਮਾਉਣਾ [samauna] to merge,
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become one (with), coalesce. “sabadu ratanu

thU menu laga th hoa samau.”—an5du. 2 to

merge the individual light (i.e. soul) with the

eternal light (the supreme Soul); to give up

the ghost, and merge into the ultimate Being.

See ਸਮਾਵਨ.

ਸਮਾਇ [samaI] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ. “nanak saCI samaI.”

—var sar m 3. 2 practice, exercise. “nau 18in

am karanI samaI .”-5੪78 m 1. 3 achievement.

“harIrasu sadhu hatI samaI.”—asa m 5.

4 absorption, destruction. “mal haume jaI
samaI.”—sri m 3. 5 adj attended by or under
the influence of Maya. “dukh mahI save

samaI.”—sn’ m 3. 6 ਸ-ਮਯਾ with compassion.

“deda rIjak samaI.”—var sar m 3. 7 A U”

listening to music or singing. 8 rapture,

ecstasy, contemplation. “tau darsan ki karau

samaI.”—t11§gm 1. “janu kari samaI pathani

sunke rag nfi.”—c§di 3. 9 A ‘;‘ਲ਼ੀਅਂ' the act of

hearing. “kéni suratI sama1.”——var majh m
1. 10 SktFHan arrogance, pride.“koibhi1<hak

bhikhIa khaI. koi raja rahIa samaI.”—asa m

1. 11 See ਸਮਾਯ.

ਸਮਾਇਆ [samaIa] adjmingled, merged. 2 with

or under the influence of Maya.

ਜਮਾਇਣ [samaIn], ਸਮਾਇਣੁ [samaInU], ਸਮਾਇਨ
[samaIn] to merge, commingle, be immersed

(in). 2 n rennet or sour milk used to produce

curd. “dudhu karam phonI suratI
samaInU.”—suhi m 1. 3 destruction, ruin,

annihilation. “labI loth ahékarI mata

garabI bhaIa samaInU.”—asa cha'tm 5. 4 Skt

ਜਮਯਨ laughter, joking.

ਸਮਇਿਲਾ [samaIla] merged (into), commingled

(with). “nama saCI samaIla.”—prabha.

ਸਮਾਈ [samai] n peace; forbearance.
2 pervasion. diffusion. “ghatI ghatI rahIa

samai.”-mala am 1. 3 absorption. “upje nije

ngpajI samai.”-—gaukabir. ‘absorbs.’ 4 P 8,;

petition, hearing. “mohI anath ki karaho
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samai.”—gau m 5. 6 See ਸਰਣਿ ਸਮਾਈ. 7 See
ਸਮਾਇ 7 and 8. “dare sekh jese samai samae.”
—carItr 335.‘The Sheikhs were laid low in
the battlefield in such a fashion as ifthey had
been engrossed in listening to music.’
ਸਮਾਸ [samas] Skt n ਸਮ-ਆਸ the act of sitting
together at one place. 2 gathering, collecting.
3 According to grammar, the concept or
method offorming one compound word from
several simple ones. For example, there is
compounding in words like ਗੁਰਸਿੱਖਰੀਤਿ.’ 4 an
abstract, abridgement. “duje hUI VIt vyas
samas.”—GPS. ‘The second quality of a
speaker (orator) is that he should know how
to expand and abridge his speech.’

ਥੂਸਮਾਸਨ [samasan], ਸਮਾਸਮ [samasam], ਸਮਾਸਿਮ
[samaSIm1A (’lr plural ofਸਮਸਿਮਤ red insects;
They come out of their holes during the humid
heat ofthe rainy season. “manhu pekh samasan
ke mukh dhaI cali mIl juth ahi he.”—I<rIsan.
‘Female snakes have rushed to eat up the moths.’

ਸਮਾਸੀ [samasi] will merge (into) or commingle
(with) “jIn seVIa mera harI ji, se harI harI
rupI samasi.”—sopurakhu.

ਸਮਾਸੌਕ੍ਰਿ [samasoktI] a figure of speech (a
succinct expression), which imparts veiled
knowledge ofa secondary thing through a hint
of the principal one.

Example:
sfghan ki son garaj k0 jébuk hoe man.
rogi nIrbal sigh pIkh musa bhae dIler.
Here the coward, the king and the vile
persons, are hinted at through the jackal, the

lion and the mouse respectively.
ਸਮਾਸ੍ਰਿਤ [samaert] Skt adjSkt dependent (on);
supported (by). 2 who has found refuge (in).

3 connected or concerned (with).

'In grammar various kinds of compounds, such as
 

avyayibhav, tatpurus, samanadhxkaran, dvéd etc. are

described in detail.
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ਸਮਾਹ [samah] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ, ਸਮਾਈ and ਸਮਾਹਾ.
2 ਸ-ਉਮਾਹ with enthusiasm, eargerness or
keenness. 3 cause to be conveyed or
delivered. “sabhna rIjak samahda pIara.”
—sorm 4. 4A (Jud adj magnanimous, liberal.
5 merciful, compassionate.
ਸਮਾਹਰ [samahar] n collection, aggregate,
assemblage. “nanak sace saCI samahar.”——var
ram 2 m 5. 2 According to grammar a kind
ofa compound, expressing a relationship.
ਸਮਾਹਰਾ [samahra], ਸਮਾਹੜਾ [samahra] Skt ਸ੍ਯ1ਛੁਥ
ਸੰ-ਅਾਬ੍ਰਿਤ adj collected, accumulated.
2 brought together at one place. 3 associated
with, joined. “so bhagtfi manI vutha sacI
samahra.”—var guj 2 m 5. 4 with pleasure,
with delight. “bhaIa samahra harIratan
VIsaha.”—bIIa chét m 5. ,

ਸਮਾਹਾ [samaha] Skt ਚਸ੍ਯਫ਼ੂਰ adj collected,
accumulated, supplied. “jia jét sath pache
karIa prIthme rIjaku samaha.”—sar a m 5.
“brahamglani ke garibi samaha.”—sukhmam'.
2 merged or absorbed (in), engrossed (in).
“japI nanak bhagat samaha.”—sorm 4. 3 See
ਸਮਾਹਿਤ. “ape gun gavaIda pIara ape sabadI
samaha.”—sor m 4.

ਸਮਾਹਾਰ [samahar] See ਸਮਾਚਰ 2. .
ਸਮਾਰਿਓ [samahIo], ਸਮਾਰਿਆ [samahIa] See
ਸਮਾਹਿਤ. ‘
ਸਮਾਹਿਤ [samahIt] Skt adj absorbed in
meditation, meditating (mind). “sath
samath samahIo.”-—I<an m 5. 2 dressed (as
food), prepared. 3 pure. 4 pervading. “ghatI
ghatI rahIo samahIo.”—sor m 5. “nanak
sarab samahIa jiu.”—majh m 5.

ਸਮਾਹੀ [samahi] merges (into), pervades.
ਸਮਾਹੀਐ [samahie] See ਸਮਾਹ and ਸਮਾਹਾ. “rIjak
samahie.”~var ram 2 m 5.

ਸਮਾਹੁ [samahu] See ਸਮਾਹ.

ਸਮਾਗ [samag], ਸਮਾਗਮ [samagam] Skt ਸਮ੍-ਆ-
ਗਮ n a meeting, union, combination. “ek pal
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sukh sadhsamagam kotI bekOthah pae.”—sar

m 5. “mle sadhsamage.”—b11a m 5.

2 arrival. 3 coitus, sex. ਰ੍

ਸਮਾਗਾ [samaga] Skt ਸਮਾਗਤ adj obtained. 11

arrived, merged (in). “dehi mahI deu

samaga.”—sor m 1.

ਸਮ'ਗੈ [samage] See ਸਮਾਗਮ.

ਸਮਾਚਰ [samacar] short form for ਸਮਾਚਰਣ.

ਸਮਾਚਰਣ [samacaran] Skt n good conduct or

behaviour. 2 acting upon, practising.

“gursabadI samacarIo.”—savaye m 4 ke. “esi

buth samacari.”—br]a kabir. “satu séthokhu

samacare.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸਮਾਚਰਿਓ [samacarIo], ਸਮਾਚਰੀ [59ਗ਼ਗ਼ਾਰਿਤੋ਼],ਸਮਾਚਰੇ

[samacare] See ਸਮਾਚਰਣ.

ਸਮਾਚਾਰ [samacar] Skt n an account of time.

2 news, tidings. 3 message. 4 usage, custom,

practice. _

ਸਮਾਚਾਰ ਪਤ੍ਰ [samacar patr] a newspaper.

ਸ'ਮਾਚੀ [éamaci] short form for ਸਮੀਚੀਨ.
ਸਮਾਜ [samaj] Skt n assembly, gathering. 2 a
meeting, conclave. 3 a council chamber or

hall. 4 an elephant. it is a transform of ਸਾਮਜ.

See ਸਾਮਜ.

ਸ'ਮਾਣਉ [samanau] adj merged, contained,

included.

ਸਮਾਣਾ [samana] adj merged, commingled.

“sarbe samana apI.”—vadm 1. 2 Sktfi-Wfi’fir.
commended, admired. “jajI kaj viahI suhave
othe mas samana.”—varma1a m 1. 3 See ਸਮਾਨਾ.

ਸਮਾਣੀ [samani] adj merged, included. 2 See
ਸਮਾਣਾ.

ਸਮਾਣੇ [samane] to sink into. “kal 1<ਰੈਣ੍81< marI

samane ram.”—suhi chét m 3. 2 obliterated,

eliminated.
ਸਮਾਝ [samat] See ਸਮਾਇ 9. 2 merges, vanishes,

pervades.

ਸਮਾਤਾ [samata], ਸਮ'ਤੇ [samate] adj mingled.
merged, pervaded.

ਸ਼ਮਾਦਾਨ [samadan] PW—E‘fi. n a candlestick.
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candleholder. 2 a lamp stand.

ਸਮਾਦਿ [samadI] means such as ਸ਼ਮਦਮ. See

ਸਮਾਧ [samadh] n a memorial at the cremation

site. 2 See ਸਮਾਧਿ.
ਸਮਾਧਭਾਈ [samadh bhai] a village in tehsil Moga
of district Ferozepur. The place has come to

be known thus because ofthe memorial (ਸਮਾਧ)

of Bhai Rup Chand that is situated here. There

is in this village a gurdwara ofthe sixth Guru

who, while passing through Malva, had come

here. At that time this village did not exist.

Pandit Bhola Ram Udasi, a unique scholar of

Nyaya Shastar, belonged to this village.

ਸਮਾਧਾ [samadha] Skt ਸੰ-ਆ-ਧਾ n resolution ofa

dispute. 2 a reply (to a question).

3 concentration ofmind on one object. 4 See

ਸਮਾਧਾਨ.

ਸਮਾਧਾਨ [samadhan] Skt 71 concentration of

mind. 2 fortitude. 3 a reply to a question. 4 a

decision.

ਸ’ਮਾ'ਧਿ [samath] Skt n the act of total

perceptual concentration. 2 merger of the

mind in the object ofmeditation. 3 a Vaishya,

who was a companion of king Surath and a

devotee of goddess Durga. “samet samath

samath lagai.”—ca‘di 1. 4 a figure of speech

that renders easy the meaning ofone word by

relating it to the others:

Example:

khIdrane par sighs": ne jad paya he ghamsan,

maha sigh ਕਿ bhag kar 55g sigh pahuce an,

kari mar satrun par esi dine per hIlay,

ghayal thake trIkhatur veri bhage pith

dIkhay. ,

‘The sudden arrival of the Singhs and non-

availability of water helped in forcing the

enemy to flee.’ 5 a religious establishment

built at the place of cremation or burial ofa

person. 6 sleep, slumber.
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ਸਮਾਧਿਓ [samatho] See ਸਮਾਧੇਯ. “jah nam
samatho.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਸਮਾ'ਧਿਹਰਾ [smathhra] adj practising
meditation or contemplation. “sathk SIdh
samathhra.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਸਮਾਧੇਯ [samadhey1Skt adjsystematic, sequential.
2 advisable. 3 acceptable. 4 a question worthy
of a reply.

ਸਮਾਨ [saman] Skt adj equal, even. 2 merged,
mixed. “joti jotI saman.”—bIIa m 5. 3 See
ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾਰੂਪ 6. 4 life-breath active in the navel.
5 respect, honour. “raj duare sobh samane.”
-—gau a m 1. 6 ਸ-ਮਾਨ. obey Him, know Him.
“carnarbfd n9 katha bhave supac tulI
saman.”—keda ravidas. 7 short form for ਸਾਮਾਨ.

' ਸਮਾਨਕਾ [samanka] See ਸਮਾਨਿਕਾ.
ਸਮਾਨਤਾ [samanta] Skt n equality, parity,
evenness.
ਸਮਾਨਾ [samana] See ਸਮਾਣਾ. 2 n a canopy,
baldachin, large tent. “uc samana thakur tero,
aver na kahu tani.”—todi m 5. ‘The high
canopy (sky) is yours and it does not stand on
the strength ofanyone else but you’. 3 a town
in the state of Patiala that is 17 miles south-
west ofthe capital. The Samanid dynasty from
Persia first settled here, thus giving it its
name. Like in Dhaka, fine cloth was woven

here, as is mentioned by several European

writers. A resident ofSamana, Jalaludin Jallad

assassinated Guru Tegh Bahadur in Delhi, The

Saiyyads of this place issued a fatwa to

slaughter the younger sons ofthe tenth Guru.

The executioners who tortured and killed

them were of this place. That is why the

Khalsa led by Banda Bahadur captured the

town in Sammat 1766 (year 1708 AD) and

punished the sinners.

Guru Tegh Bahadur travelled to Samana

from Bahadurgarh, but the place where he

camped is now outside this town. ਣੋੳਞਰੜ੍ਹੀਨ੍ਯਜੋਰ.
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4 got associated, counted. “manmukh tatu na
janni pasu mahI samana.”—-maru a m 1. ‘The
self—willed are to be counted amongst animals.’
ਸਮਾਨਿ [samanI] equal. See ਸਮਾਨ. “gur samanI
tirathu nahi koi.”—prabha m 1. 2 ਸ-ਮਾਨ੍ਯ. adj
honourable, venerable. “te beragi sét
samanI.”—var ram 1 m 1.

ਸਮਾਨਿਕਾ [samanIka] a metre, whose each line
is organised as SIS, 151, 5.

Example:

dhar 1<€ guru gIra. kam krodh [ਏੰ phIra.

satCItt hve rahyo. labh deh 1<੦ lahyo.

(b) In the Dasam Granth ‘parmanIka’ is

called by this name, and each line is organised
as ISl, 515, l, 5.

Example:

nares 55g kedae. prabin binke lae.
sanaddh baddh hve cale. subir birha bhale.

—ramaV.

ਸਮਾਨੀ [samani] See ਮੱਲਿਕਾ.

ਸਮਾਨੁ [samanu] See ਸਮਾਨ.

ਸਮਾਨੈ [samane] is equal, are equal. See ਸਮਾਨ.
“raVI saSI eko nghI UdIane. karni kiratI
karam samane.”—gau a m 1. ‘A leper, home
and jungle are the same for Him, and so are
mundane versus glorious deeds.’

ਸਮਾਪਤ [samapat] Skt ਸਮਾਧੂ adj finished. 2 ਸੰ-
ਆਪੂ accomplished.

ਸਮਾਧਤਿ [samapatI] SktFD-Ffi; n the end. 2 gain,
an achievement.

ਸਮਾਯ [samay] See ਸਮਾਇ- 2 a village in nizamat
Barnala tehsil Mansa, state of Patiala, also

known as Samha. A gurdwara in the name of

Guru Tegh Bahadur is situated a furlong away
towards the east. When the Guru was returning
from Kheeva Kalan, news came that a group

from Peshawar region on way to Anandpur

was arriving to obtain his blessing. The Guru

rested here under a wild caper tree.

The pilgrims offered dry fruit and several
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other presents to the Guru. They were

delighted upon meeting him and hearing his

precept. The gurdwara and houses around are

pucca; the priest is a Namdhari Singh. 40

ghumaons of land given by the Patiala state

are attached to the gurdwara and an earthen

track connects Narindarpura railway station

with the village 9 miles north of it.

ਸ਼ਮਾਰ [samar] Skt FH'EI n to ponder. “her: her]:

nam samar.”—sn'm 4 pahIre. “satIgurUSIkh

kau jia nalI samare.”——sukhmani.

ਸਮਾਰਉ [samarau] to remember (the name of

God). “samarau nam.”—‘~.asa m 4.

ਸਮਾਰਸਿ [samaraSI], ਸ੍ਯ'ਰਸੀ [samarsi]
remembers. “apne prabhu kau }…) na

samaraSI?.”——maru m 5. 2 reminds.

ਸਮਾਰਤ [samarat] Skt ਜਮਾਤੰ adj associated with
memory. 2 n the Dharam enunciated by the

Simriti to regard, for worshipping, the five

gods (Vishnu, Shiv, Durga, Ganesh, Sun) as

of one form. -
ਸਮਾਰਨ [samaran]. ਸਮਾਰਨਾ [samarna] v to

improve, amend, correct. 2 Skt n to remind.

“sumatI samaran kau.”—saV£ye m 4 ke.

ਸ'ਮਾਚਿ [samarI] See ਸਮਾਰ- 2 adv having

memorized. “on samarI mera man

sadhare.”—dev m 5. ‘

ਸਮਾਚਿਆ [samarIa] memorized. “jInI harI
harI nam samarIa.”—gau var I m 4.

2 improved, amended.

ਸਸਾਰੀ [samari] one who improves, amends.

2 one who remembers, memorises. “kade na

VIsari andIn samari.”—dhana chét m 4.

ਸਮਾਰੋਂ [samare] See ਸ਼ਮਾਰ.
ਸਮਾਲ [samal], ਸਮਾਲਸਿ [samalaSI], ਸ'ਮਾਲਸੀ

[881118151] See ਸਮਾਰ, ਸਮਾਰਿਸ and ਸਮਾਰਸੀ.

ਸਮ'ਲਨ [samalan] See ਸਮਾਰਨ. 2 See ਸੰਭਾਲਨ.

ਸਮਾਲਿ [samalI] safely. 2 cautiously. “sahu
sujano he lesi vasatu samalI.”—sri m I.

ਸਮਾਲੂ [samalu] See ਸੰਭਾਲੂ.
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ਸਮਾਲੈਨ [samalen] remember. 2 safeguard.
ਸਮਾਲੋਚਨਾ [samalocna] Skt n a careful appraisal.

2 a critical evaluation. See ਆਲੋਚਨਾ.
ਸਮਾਵਨ [samavan], ਸਮਾਞਨਾ [savavna] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ.

“kIth-hu 0ij kah rahe kah mahI samave.”

—var basét. 2 to breathe one’s last, leave this

body. “janyo sathn samavan bhae.”—GPS.

ਸਮਾਵੇ [samave] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ and ਸਮਾਵਨ.

ਸਮਾਵੇਸ਼ [samaves] Skt (ਸਮ੍-ਆ-ਵਿਸ਼੍) n condensation
of many meanings into one. 2 obstinacy.

3 an entry; admittance. 4 a comprisal. 5 a

resolution.

ਸਮਾਵੈ [samave] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ and ਸਮਾਵਨ.

ਸਮਿਓ [samIo] n time, hour. “nanak samIo

ramI gan.”—s m 9.

ਸਮਿਆ [samIa] adj asleep. 2 See ਸਮਯਾ.
ਸਮਿਆਨਾ [samIana] P „'„[ਰ੍/[ਟੈ n a canopy, tent.
ਸਮਿਗ੍ਰੀ [samIgri] See ਸਾਮਗ੍ਰੀ. “sagal samIgri
ekas ghat mahI.”-sukhmani.

ਸ'ਮਿਤ [samIt] See ਜ਼ਿਮਤਿ. 2 Skt ਸਿਮਤ adj
blossoming. 3 smiling. “kamlanan vak kahe

samIté.”-NP. 4 Skt ਸ਼ਮਿਤ. adj annihilated.
5 serene, tranquil. '

ਸਮਿਤਪਾਣਿ [samItpanI] Skt ਚਜਿਂਰ੍ਯਯਿ adj who
holds fuel in his hand for use in the sacrificial

fire. 2 who in his hand holds fuel to offer to

the guru.

ਸਮਿਤਿ [samItI] ਸ-ਮਿਤਿ adj measured, proven,
weighed, balanced. 2 Skt n a battle, war. 3 an

assembly, committee. 4 an alliance, a union.

ਸਮਿਥ [samIth] Sir Harry G.W. Smith who was
born in 1787. Afterjoining the English army

1805, he showed great courage in several

battles. He became a junior general in the

British Indian Army in 1839. In 1846 he

earned a lot of fame by winning the battle of

Aliwal against the Sikhs; and in 1847 he

became the governor ofCape ofGood Hope.

He died in 1860. ‘Harry Smith’ and ‘Aliwal’

are towns named after him. In South Africa ~
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there is another town ‘Lady Smith’ in the
name of his Spanish wife. 2 Skt fire.
3 oblation. 4 a battle.

ਸ਼'ਮੀਂ [sami] Skt n jand, a tree (prosopis
spicegara) L Mimosa Suma. See ਸਸੰਬਰ and
ਸਮੀਗਰਭ. 2 Skt ਗ਼ੁਧਿਜ਼੍ adj destroyer, pacifier/
deliverer.

_ਸਮੀਆ [samia] See ਸ਼ਮੀ adj peaceful; who is
pacified. 2 SktHHGF part middle, inbetween.
3 close by. “jaka mit sajan he samia. tIsu jan
kau kahu kaki kamia.”—gau m 5.

ਸਮੀਕਣ [samiksan] See ਸਮੀਛਨ.

ਸਮੀਗਰਭ [samigarabh] Skt ਸ਼ਮੀਗਭੰ n fire; a
conflagration produced by rubbing twigs of
the Jand tree which rishis regarded supremely

' pure for yags and sacrificial fires.
ਸਮੀਚੀਨ [samicin] Skt adj capable, suitable.
2 entire, complete.

ਸਮੀਛਨ [samichan] Skt ਸਮ੍-ੲੀਕਣਥੂ ਸਮੀਕਣ n the
process ofdeliberating; carefully considering.

ਸਮੀਛਾ [samicha] Skt ਸਮੀਕਾ See ਸਮੀਛਨ. n a point
ofview. 2 an opinion, agreement. 3 a decision.

ਸਮੀਜੈ [samije] take rest. 2 blend in,‘ mix in.
“nanak sukh sahajI samije.”—ram m 5. 3 is

absorbed.

ਸਮੀਰਾ [samita] adj absorbed, mixed.
2 blossoming, developed. “buth sacu

samita.”—var guj 1 m 3.

ਸਮੀਪ [samip] Skt adv near, in proximity, close.

ਸਮੀਪਤ [samipat] adj very close, very near.
2 Skt ਸੰਵ੍ਯ'ਧੂ n the sky. “mIrat lok paIal
samipat asthIr than szu he.”—maru solhe

m 5.

ਸਮੀਰ [samir] Skt n ਸਮ੍-ੲੀਰ. (cool) breeze, wind,
air. 2 See ਜੋਧ ਰਾਯ.
ਸਮੀਰਸੁਤ [samirsut], ਸਮੀਰ ਤਨਯ [samir tanay] n

the son ofthe wind (Hanuman) 2 Bhimsen.

ਸਮੀਰ ਦਾ ਕੋਟ [samir da kot] See ਕੋਟ ਸਸ੍ਵੀਰ.
ਸਮੀਲਾ [samila] adj mixed, blended.
ਸਮੁਹ [samuh] adj face to face, in front. 2 upto
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the brim. “palI samuha server bhara.”—s

kabir. ‘The pond is full to the brim.’

ਸਮੁਂਹਾ [samuha] See ਸਮੁਹ.

ਸਮੁਦਾਇ [samuhaI] ਸੰਮੁਖ-ਆਇ. came face to

face. “avar kavan samuhaI h£?.”—paras. ‘will

come face to face.’

ਸਮੁਹਾਤ [samuhat] v confronts, faces.

ਸਮੁਚਿ [samUhI], ਸਮੁਹੇ [samuhe] See ਸਮੁਹ.

ਸਮੁਖ [samukh] adj facing, in front. “samukh

parfimukh kabI v1cr§te.”—GPS.
ਸਮੁਚਾ [samuca], ਸਮੁਚੈ [samucs], ਸਮੁੱਚਯ [samuccay]

Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਵ੍ਯਧ n relating or connecting by using a
single verb words that are not in consonance
with each other, being paradoxical. e.g.
murakh, pédIt, kavi, bhéd, rajdarbar mi ja

rahe han. The verb ‘ja rahe han’ applies to all

the nouns. 2 a figure ofspeech, in which many
sentiments/emotions are simultaneously

aroused in the mind.

Example:

p‘éde x5 de kéth par cali guru talvar,

sok krIpa pachtau tab ude bhae Ikk bar.

(b) If this work is accomplished by many

who unite to do it, it is another form of

samuccay.

Example:

sfidarta yovan a dhan mIl prabhuta 56,

mar man VIkhe bahu mad upjat hé.

ਸਮੁੱਛਤ [samucchat] Skt ਥਧੂਦਿਚ੍ਰ adj increased.
2 high. “samucchat ks bathéi gahI.”—I<rIsan.

ਸਮੁਝੋ [samujhs] attains knowledge, becomes
aware, understands. “sadhu ségatI mIlI
sahajI samujhe.”—BG

ਸਮੁਦ [sarriud] n ਸਮ੍-ਉਦ an ocean, sea. 2 adj
blissful; happy.

ਸਮੁੰਦ [59ਗ਼ਪੋਯੱ] an ocean. See ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ. 2 adj bounded.
3 upto the border. 4 n a bay, gulf. “apI samOd

apI he sagar.”—var bIha m 4.

ਸਮੁੰਦਸਾਗਰ [samod sagar] adj an ocean extending
to the horizon; a sea extending to the border.
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“jeta samodu sagaro nirI bharIa tete augan

hamare.”——gau m I.

ਸਮੁੰਦ ਖ਼ਾਂ [samOd x5] See ਅਬਦੁਲ ਸਮਦਖ਼ਾਨ.

ਸਮੁੰਦਪਾਨ [samodpan] n a potable liquid
extracted from the sea; alcohol; wine.

“samOdpan panke. gaji krIpan panI le.”—c§di

2.‘

ਸਮੁਂਦਰ [samudar], ਸਮੁੰਦਰ [samOdar] See ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ.

2 xa milk.

ਸਮੁੰਦਰਾਧਾਰੀ [samfidradhari] xa one who lives

ਰ੍ on milk (ਸਮੁੰਦਰ) alone.

ਸਮੁੰਦਾ [samOda] See ਸਮੰਦ. 2 a disciple of Guru
Arjan Dev to whom the Guru expounded the

attributes ofspiritual versus and non-spiritual

qualities essential for salvation.

ਸਮੁਦਾਇ [samudaI], ਸਮੁਂਦਾਯ [samuday] Skt n a
gathering, group. 2 a battle, war. 3 progress,

advancement.

ਸਮੁੰਦਿ [samodI] in the ocean. “nadia ate vah

path samOdI na janiahI.”—japu.

ਸਮੁੰਦੁ ਸਾਗਰੁ [samodu sagaru] See ਸਮੁੰਦ ਸਾਗਰ.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ [samudr] Skt n ਸਮ੍-ਉ'ਦ that which

completely wets; the sea, ocean. This is the

body of water that covers 3/5 portion of the

earth. Scholars have visualised its five parts

as follows:

(a) The first, spreading from America to

Europe and touching halfofAfrica, is known

as the Atlantic.2

(b) The ocean between Americas and Asia

is known as the Pacific.3 _

(c) That which spreads from Africa to India

and Australia is the Indian Ocean.“

(d) Arctic5 Ocean is the body ofwater that

lSome think that this text is an error on the part of the
 

writer. The original text is — “su madypa n‘pankc.”

“ਭਾਰਤੀਯ ਮਗ਼ਰ.

 

is to the north of Asia, Europe and America

and surrounds the North Pole.

(e) That surrounding the South Pole is

known as the Antartic6 Ocean.

If one considers this carefully, then there

are only the northern and southern oceans,

the other three are included in them.

A part ofthe sea that encroaches upon land

is known as ‘bay’ i.e. Bay of Bengal. The

depth ofthe ocean is not uniform everywhere,

but the maximum depth is thirty thousand feet.

The tides of oceans greatly influence the

climate. The water is less hot or cold

according to the geographical degrees of

latitude; it is icy cold near the Poles, but the

quality of water is uniform everywhere.

Scholars have identified nineteen different

elements, in which salinity is predominant;

the pressure of water in the sea increases by

7 '/2 seer per square inch at the depth of every

33 feet. In this manner the pressure of water

at a depth of 12000 feet would be 70 maunds

per square inch.

The light of the sun’s rays can penetrate

upto a depth of 330 feet, below which this

penetration gradually decreases and there is

complete darkness below 5580 feet.

The waxing and waning ofthe moon has a

lot of impact on the tides. See ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਟਾ.
There has been enormous advancement in

oceanography and sophisticated instruments

can now measure accurately the depth of the

sea, increase in salinity, the movement of the

tides, temperature etc.

The Purans have described seven oceans.

See ਸਪਤਸਾਗਰ and for an accepted opinion on

its origin see ਸਗਰ. “khar samudr dhédholie.”

—maru am 1. 2 an indicator of number seven

because the seas recognised are as many.

“ਦੱਖਣੀ ਸਾਗਰ.
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3 ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ also means the sky in the Nighantu.
4 xa milk. 5 adja coin that has official stamp
on it. 6 wealthy, rich.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰਸੁਤ [samudrsut] n the moon.—sanama.
2 If we accept this etymology then fourteen
gems and pearls, corals etc. can be called

samudrsut.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਸੁਤ ਧਰ ਚਰ [samudrsut dhar car] It son of
the ocean, the moon; the sky that holds it and

the arrow roaming therein.—sanama. 2 a bird.
3 a cloud.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਸੁਤ ਧਰ ਧਰ [samudrsut dhar dhar] n the

moon-embracer (sky), the arrow (star)
embedded in it.—sanama. 2 Shiv, whom the
moon adorns; Kailash on whose top Shiv
resides.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰਢੇਨ [samudrphen] the foam of the ocean.
ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰਬਾ'ਜਿ [samudrbajI] n hippopotamus.
2 Ucheshrava, the sun’s horse that emerged
during the churning of the ocean. See ਲੋਹੀਅੰ.

ਸਮੁਦੁਮੇਖਲਾ [samudrmekhla] earth, that has made
the ocean a girdle.

ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰਿਪੁ [samudr—rIpu] See ਚਿਪੁ'ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ.
ਸਮੁਂਦ੍ਰਿਕ [samudrIk], ਸਮੁਦ੍ਹੀਕ [samudrik] 866
ਸਾਮੁ'ਦ੍ਰਿਕ. “padhyo samudrIk me bahu sodha.”
—NP.

ਸਮੁਧਚਿਆ [samudharIa], ਸਮੁਂਧਰੇ [samudhare],
' ਸਮੁਂਧਾ [samodha] Skt ਚਧੂਕ੍ਥੁਰ adj properly made,
well established; salvaged. “kulsébuh

samudhare.”—saveye m 3 ke. 2 lifted, raised

to a high rank. “SIV sankadI samudharIa.”

—saveye m 3 ke. “sadh ségatI mIlI mahé

asadh samudha.”—BG ,

ਸਮ੍ਹਪ੍ਰਿਤ [samudhrIt] 866 ਸਮੁ'ਧਰਿਆ. .
ਸਮੁੰਨ'ਤਿ [samOnatI] Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਵਜ਼ਰਿ n progress.
2 superiority. ‘

ਸ਼ਾਗ਼ੁਲਵੈ [samulve] narrates, utters. “harI parsxo

kal samolve.”—saveye m 2 ke.

ਸਮੁਲੇ [samule] joyful. “samule sur ahure jég.”
—ramav. 866 ਸਮੁੱਲਾਸ.
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ਸਮੁੱਲਾਸ [samullas] Skt ਧ੍ਯਾ n extreme joy,
complete bliss. 2 exultation, heart’s desire.
ਸਮੂਹ [samuh] Skt n a group, community. 2 adv
completely, with all customary rituals. “mai
ri, mati caran samuh.”—sar m 5. See ਸਬੂਹ 2.
3 superb imagination.

ਸਮੂਚਾ [samuca] 866 ਸਮੁੱਚਯ.
ਸਮੂਹ [samur] P ਮਿ“‘ a sable fox, the skin of
which is worn as dress by rich people; sable-
fur. 2 Skt ਚਬ੍ਹਣ੍ deerskin that students sit on
while studying the Veds.

ਸਮੂਰਤ੍ਵ [samuratu] n an auspicious hour, lucky
time. “bhalo samuratu pura.”—sorm 5. 2 adj
with a beautiful figure. 3 with a form;
incarnate. '

ਸਮੋਉ [sameu], ਸਮੇਂਇ [sameI] n absorption,
merger. 866 ਸਮਾਉਣਾ. “garab nIvarI sameu.”
—-sri m 1. “seva suratI sameI.”—mala m 3.
2 adj absorbable.

ਸਮੇਂਹ [sameh] adjwith rain. 2 cloudy. 3 n same
face, countenance, feature. “gIrgat hi ke rég

kamal sameh bahu.”—BGK. ‘Even the

chameleon has colour that looks like the pink
oflotus flowers.’ ‘

ਸਮੋਕ [samek] adj equivalent, equal. 2 See
ਸਮਯਕ.

ਸਮੇਜ [samej] adj united, mixed, blended,
inclusive. “mat unayo prem samej.”—GV 6.

ਸਮੇਟਣਾ [sametna], ਸਮੇਟਨ [sametan] v to collect,
gather scattered things in one place. “laI

than drIsatI sametIa.”-var guj2 m 5.

ਸਮੇਤ [samet] part including, alongwith,
inclusive.

ਸਮੋਞ [samev] adj mixed, absorbed. “mate
samev camé Udhrané bhe dutarah.”—sahasm

5. engrossed in love, they lie at his feet. “sri

gurudev samev su ségat.”—BGK. 2 adv self,

oneself, by oneself.

ਸਮੋ [same] n time, hour. “ek same mokau gahI
b5dhe.”—sar namdev. 2 sleeps, reposes,
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slumbers. “hukmo seve hukamu aradhe

hukme same samae.”—sava m 4.

ਸਸੇਸਰ [samesar], ਸਮੈਸਰਿ [samesarI] in time.

2 See ਸਮਸਰ. “drIsatI samesarI.”—rum a m 1.

ਸਮੋਇ [samOI], ਸਮੋਈ [samoi] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ and

ਸਮੋਂਣਾ. “guru mahI apu samox sabad
vartaIa.”—var maIa m 1. “ghatI ghatI jotI

samoi.”—sor m 1.

ਸਮੋਗੀ [samogi] time gone by. “ramdas guru
amar samogi.”—BG.

ਸਮੋਂਣਾ [samona] See ਸਮਾਉਣਾ. 2 v to mix. 3 to

mix cold and hot to make it even.

ਸਮੋਂਧ [samodh] n an address; knowledge 0fthe
whole. “sake na samodh man trIsna na mari

he.”—-BGK. 2 adj aware, with full knowledge.

ਸਮੌਹੈ= [58ਗ਼੨11ਏਂ] adv facing, in front, face to

face. “sarab dano samahs‘: sxdh ye.”

-m5dhata.

ਸਮੰ [59ਸ਼ਾਭੈ] 888 ਸਮ. 2 See ਸਮੰਜੀਐ.
ਸ਼ਾਜਿ਼ਸ਼ [saméjas] Skt ਸ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਰ੍ adj that which is
suitable; appropriate, apposite, proper.

ਸਮੰਜੀਐ [saméjie] See ਮੰਜੀਐ. 2 ਸਮੌ-ਜੀਐ. “prabhu
chodI an lags narakI samé jie.”-var jet.

‘Heilish is life.’

ਸਮੰਤ [samét] Skt good end; whose phase is

good; neighbourhood. 2 a boundary, limit.

3 adv all around, surrounding. 4 near, close.

5 888 ਸਾਮੰਤ.

ਸਮੰਦ [saméd] P pf n a cream-coloured horse.

ਸਮ੍ਹਾ [samha] See ਸਮਾਯ 2.
ਸੱਮੁਲਫਾਰ [sammulphar] 888 ਸੰਖੀਆ.
ਸਮ੍ਰਥ [samrath] See ਸਮਰਥ. “tfi samrath purakhu

~ tharvanu.”—dhana m 5. “he samrath agam

puran.”—mala m 4 partal.
ਸਮ੍ਹਾਜ [samraj], ਸਮ੍ਹਾਟ [samrat] Skt ਸਮਯਕ-ਰਾਜਤੇ

8 rajah, monarch, emperOr, king of kings.

HfifU [samrIddh] Skt ਚਬ੍ਰੂਤਭੂ adj with great

powers, mangificent. “samrIddh ben

rakhie.”—braham.

ਸਖਿੱਧਿ [samrIdth] Skt ਥਸ੍ਵਫਿ n magnificence,
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glory. “samrIdthvan hve joi.”—NP.

ਸਖਿੰਧੁ [samrIddhu] 888 ਸਸ੍ਰਿਧ.

ਸਸ੍ਯ [samy] Sec ਸਾਸ੍ਯ.

ਸਸ੍ਯਕ [samyak] See ਸਮਕ.

ਸਸ੍ਯਤਾ [samyta] See ਸਾਸ੍ਯਤਾ.

ਸ੍ਯ [say] n a hundred, century. “say sahas
samp-hI.”—saveye m 3 ke. ‘Lakhs of objects
are offered.’ 2 A i. an object, thing, entity.

3 Skt ਥੂ1ਧ rest; a state. 4 sleep. 5 mind.

ਸ਼ਯਨ [sayan] Skt n a bed. 2 sleep.

ਸ਼ਯਨ ਏਕਾਦਜ਼ੀ [sayan ekadasi] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਜੈਂਰ੍ਜਟ੍ਗੀ

eleventh day of the lunar month of Harh of

the Bikrami era. According to Hindu

mythology Vishnu begins his sleep from this

day. See ਦੇਵੋਕਾੱਨ ਏਂਕਾਦਸ਼ੀ,
ਸਯਾਸਤ [sayasat] See ਸਿਆਸਤ.
ਸਯਾਨ [sayan] 888 ਸੈਅਾਨ.

ਸਯਾਮ [sayam] 888 ਸ੍ਯਧਾਮ.

ਸਯਾਰ [sayar] n a jackal. 2 A 1.1; one who

travels. 3 a revolving star.

ਸਯਾਲ [sayal] n See ਸੀਅਾਲ. 2 See ਸਯਾਰ. 3 a

famous tribe ofMuslims in Jhang district that

originated from Panwar Rajputs. Heer’s lover,

Ranjha belonged to this tribe. “jun sayal jat

ki dharo.”—carItr 98.

ਸਯੰਕਾਲ [sayékal] 888 ਸਾਯੰਕਾਲ. “tuhi pit bana

sayékal dharyo.”—carItr 1.

ਸਯੰਦਨ [sayédan] 888 ਸਯੰਦਨ.
ਸਯੰਦਰੀ [5੪}/ਚੈ(ਸਿਂ] 888 ਸੈਰੰਪ੍ਰੀ.
ਸੱਯਦ [sayyad] 888 ਸੈਯਦ.
ਸ਼ੰਯਾ [sayya] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ n a cot, bed, couch.

ਸੱਯਾਦ [sayyad] 888 ਸੲੀਅਾਦ.
ਸਰ [sar] Skt ਚ-ਟ੍ਚ੍ n a pond. “sar bharI thal

hariavle.”—sri a m 1. “mm sar subhar dasv'é

pure.”—srd11gosatI. Here sar stands for
senses. 2 water. “bhane thal SII‘I sar vahe.”

—suhim 1 sucaji. ‘There is water on the dune’.

3 ਕ੍ਯਾ an arrow; a shaft. “sar sédhé agas kau.”

-var majh m 2. 4 a reed, sacchrum

arundinaceum “ape dhanukh ape sar bana.”
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—maru solhem 1. ‘He is himselfthe reed and
the steel.’ 5 indicative ofnumber five because
Kam, the god of Love is supposed to have

five arrows. 6 cream of milk. 7 root of plant

Cymbopogon arom aticus. 8 Pkt appropriate
time, suitable hour. “sar apsar ki sar na
janhi.”—sor m 1. 9 equal, even. “name sar

bharI sona lehu.”—bh£r namdev. 10 a sea,

ocean. 11 a breath, voice, life. “avat jat nak
sar hoi.”—g5d kabir. ‘is the limit of

endurance.’ 12 P / the top ofthe head; head.

“mam sar muI ajrail garIphatah.”—t115g m

1. “na akal sar.”——var sar m l. 13 a victory,

triumph. “des sarab sar kino.”——GPS. 14 a

Chieftain. 15 A /" evil, wickedness. 16 Dg

milk.

ਸਰ ਅਪਸਰ [sar apsar] See ਸਰ and ਅਪਸਰ.
ਸਰਅਚਿ [sar-arI] n an arrow with a half-moon.
-sanama. ‘a sickle shaft that can destroy the

enemy’s arrow.’ 2 sword.—sanama.

ਸ਼ਰਈ [sarai] See ਸ਼ਰਯੀ. 2 enough, sufficient. See

ਸਰਣਾ. '

ਸਰਸ [saras] Skt adjjuicy, moist. 2 with the

nine emotions/sentiments of poetics. 3 The

six types of flavours. 4 with pleasure. “rut

aile saras basét mah.”—bas§t m 1. 5 Skt ਚਞਝਜ਼ਾ

balanced, even. “apan saras kiaU n9 jagat

koi.”—saveye m 4 ke. 6 Skt ਚਵੁਯੰ happy, glad.
“SIkh sét sath sarse hoe.”—sor m 5. 7 Pkt

extra, more, excessive.
ਸਰਸਉ [sarsau] See ਸਰਸ. 2 n mustard. See ਸਰਸਪ.

“kaci sarsau pelIke.”-—s kabir.

ਸਰਸਅੜਾ [5੪੮੪5-ਗ੍8] adj was elated, felt happy.

See ਸਰਸ.

ਸਰਸ਼ਨ [sarsan] See ਸਰਸ 6. to flourish; to be

happy; to burst with happiness. “darsan

parsan sarsan harsan.”—asa m 5.

ਸਰ੍ਯਪ [sarsap] Skt ਸਸੰਪ n mustard, rapeseed
plant or crop. See P .‘nfi/ ਸਰਸ਼ਫ਼.

ਸਰਸਵ [sarsav] See ਸਰਸਪ. “té’ mahf dar
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sarsavhi‘ dayo.”—carItr 95.

ਸਰਸਾ [sarsa] a town in district Hissar founded

in the sixth century AD by Saras Rajput,

where a gurdwara in the name oquru Nanak

Dev is located near the house 0fthe five pirs.

It is a famous pilgrimage as Guru Gobind

Singh also stayed here while travelling from

Malva towards the South. Nabha’s ruler,

Maharaja Hira Singh spent a lot of money to

get a beautiful gurdwara constructed there.

The gurdwara gets an annual grant of Rs. 325/-

from Patiala and Rs. 26/- from Nabha. There

is some non-irrigating land donated to the

gurdwara by devotees ofsome villages. Sarsa

is a station on the Bombay Baroda Central

India Railway. 2 a rivulet between Anandpur

and Chamkaur. When Guru Gobind Singh left

Anandpur for Chamkaur, then many Sikhs

were drowned in this rivulet and a lot ofwar

material also got lost. This event is known as

‘gurumarIa’ among the Sikhs.

ਸਰਸਾਈ [sarsai] n excess, tyranny. 2 happiness,
joy.

ਸਰ ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ [sar sastra] n Dhanurved. See ਗੰਤਾ 2.

ਸਰਸਾਹੀ [sarsahi] n a measure of weight that is

one sixteenth of a kacha seer, or two tolas.

2 a measure of land that is the ninth portion

ofa marla.I See ਠਿ-

ਸਰਸਾਮ [sarsam] P (V/ tumour in the head;
swelling in the brain. See ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ for
information on this disease.

ਸਰਸ਼ਾਰ [sarsar] P 16/ .adj intoxicated, drunk.

2 drowned in, absorbed.

ਸਰਸਿਅੜਾ [59੮5ਗ਼ੁ8ਨੂ8], ਸਰਸ਼ਿਆ[591^5ਗ਼ੁ੩]੩ਯੰ/'}18})[))/,

elated. “sarSIare mere bhai sabh mita.”——asa

chét m 5. ਲ਼ੀ

ਸਰਸਿਜ [sarSIj] n a lotus, which blossoms in a
-pond.

ਸਰਸਿਜਸੁਤ [sarSIj sut] the son oflotus, Brahma.

’sarsahi or bisvasi is one and the same thing.
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ਸਰਸੀ [sarsi] See ਸਰਣਾ. will be completed. “man
sarsi kaj.”—bas§t1<abir. 2 exceeded. 3 was

delighted. 4 n a metre in poetry, that was

named suthra in Gurupad Prem Prakash by

Bawa Sumer Singh. It has four lines of 27

matras each; the first pause is at the 16‘h matra,

the second at the subsequent eleventh matra

and the end is organised as guru and laghu

($!)
Example:

eka mai jugatI VIai, tInI cele parvanu,

IkU sésari Iku bhédari, Iko lae dibano.

—japu.

pardara pardhan parlobha, haume bIkhE

bIkar,

dusatbhau taj nfd parai, kam krodh cédar.

—mala m 1.

(b) The characteristic of varnIk sarsi

metre is that it has four lines, and each line

has matra-combinations as Ill, |SI, Sll, lSI, |Sl, |SI,

SIS. There are two pauses, one after the

eleventh character, and the other after the

tenth thereafter. This metre is also called

péckavli.

Example:

SImrat prem se guru gIra, rahte jag me sada

sokhi,

karat bIhar kar jagke, nahI hovat so kada

dukhi.

5 got juicy; succulent. 6 Skt a pond; a tank

full of water. “jo bhav bhurI bhara sarsi.”

—NP.

ਸਰਸੀਰੁਹ [sarsiruh] Skt n that which grows in a

pond; a lotus.

ਸਰਸੂਤੀ [sarsuti] See ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀ. “géga jamna godavri
sarsuti, te karhI udam dhurI sadho l<i tai.”

—mala m 4.

ਸਰਸੇਰੂ [sarseru], ਸਰਸੇਰੋਂ [sarsero] lotus. See

ਸਰਸੀਰੁਹ. “}੭ਟੈ1< bIkhe basta ras me ras uradh

ko nIsra sarsero.”-NP. ‘The lotus blossoms
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happily in mire and water and emerges higher

than them.’

ਸਰਸੌੰ [sarsé] See ਸਰਸਪ.

ਸਰਸੋਧ [sarsodh] ਧੂਸ੍ਯਜੈਬ n a temple of arrows.
“caho or ghIryo sarsodh srvé.”—rudr. ‘So

many arrows were showered from all sides

that a temple of arrows got erected.’

ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤ [sarasvat]Sktmn that which contains
water; a pond or a tank. 2 a sea, an ocean.

3 See ਸਾਰਸੁਤ. 4 adj knowledgeable.

ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀ [sarasvati] Skt n land made wet with
water. 2 Saraswati is the name of a river in

the Veds at the border of Brahmavart, which

the Aryans first inhabited and considered

Saraswati to be as pure as subsequently their

inheritors regarded the Ganges. Now it flows

out from Sirmaur area and disappears into the

sand and re—emerges at many places and meets

Ghaggar in the area of Patiala. 3 according

to the Purans, wife of Brahma, the goddess

of knowledge and speech. Her beauty is

described as - “CItta rég, 5g sajile, mastak te

cédrma, hatth VICC Vina, kamal phull VICC

VIrajman.”

The Vaishnavas of Bengal believe that,

like Lachhmi and Ganga, she was the consort

of Vishnu. Once all the three goddesses

fought amongst themselves, then Vishnu,

believing Saraswati to be quarrelsome, as also

realizing that he couldn’t handle more than

one consort, gave Saraswati to Brahma and

Ganga to Shiv and kept Lachhmi for himself.

4 brahmi, a herb. 5 …811<ਰੈ8ਸ਼ੀ, a scrambling

shrub and its bitter seed. 6 a cow. 7 adj

knowledgeable.

ਸ਼ਰਹ [sarah] See ਸ਼ਰਾ.

ਸਰਹੱਦ [sarhadd] P a boundary, a line which

demarcates the border of a country or land.

ਸਰਹਾਲੀਂ [sarhali] a village in district Amritsar

known for Gurdwara Chubacha Sahib, raised
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in the memory of Guru Arjan Dev. See ਚੁਥੱਚਾ
ਸਾਹਿਬ 2.

ਸਰਹਿੰਦ [sarhfd] an important town of
Hindustan. Ferozeshah Tughlaq separated it

from the rule of Samana and made it the

capital ofa suba with this name. It was a large

and wealthy town during the Mughal reign

and had twenty-eight districts under it. On

13 Poh Sammat 1761, Vazir Khan the subedar

got the younger sons of Guru Gobind Singh,

Baba Zorawar Singh and Fateh Singh, killed

here, as a result of which Mata Gujri also

breathed her last in utter grief.

Banda Bahadur conquered Sirhind on ]

Jeth Sammat 1767 and killed Vazir Khan.l

In Sammat 1820 Hakim Zain Khan was

eliminated by the Khalsa Dal and gurdwaras

were raised in Sirhind. The town is known as

‘Gurumari’ amongst the Sikhs; now-it is in

the state of Patiala. See ਫਤੇ ਗੜ੍ਹ. Sirhind has
the following gurdwaras:

1 Shaheedganj 1. When Banda Bahadur

conquered Sirhind, six thousand Sikhs were

cremated here.

2 Shaheedganj 2. Jathedar Sukha Singh

was martyred here while inflicting defeat

upon Jain Khan.

3 Shaheedganj 3. Jathedar Malia Singh

was martyred here while scoring victory over

Jain Khan.

4 Jotisaroop, the place where the

Sahibzadas and Mataji, their grandmother,

, were cremated.

5 Tharha Sahib, where the sixth Guru

'Bhai Santokh Singh has shown the capture of Sirhind
 

before the passing away ofGuru Gobind Singh and even

Giani Gyan Singh has given the year of it as 1764

(Sammat). However this is a grave error, because in this

year, Banda Bahadur had not even met Guru Gobind

Singh.

 

ਸਰਕਾਰ

rested for a while. .

6 Fatehgarh, where the Sahibzadas were

martyred. It has a grant of property worth four

thousand rupees from the time of the Sikh rule

and from Maharaja of Patiala. A huge fair is

held here on 13 Poh. This place is about one

and a half miles away from the railway station

of Sirhind. '

7 The tower ofMata Gujri, where she was

under house arrest along with the Sahibzadas

and where she breathed her last.

8 Vimangarh, the place where the bodies

of Mataji and the Sélhibzadas were brought
from Fatehgarh and kept overnight to be

bathed and taken for cremation to Jotisaroop.

ਸਰਹੰਗ [5ਰਿ11ਟੋ8] P ...ਓ/ a Chieftain, who is the
head of soldiers. 2 a wrestler, an athlete.

3 chief of a kotwali (Police station). 4 a gate-

keepen

ਸਰਕ [sarak] See ਸੜਕ. 2 See ਸਰਕਣਾ. 3 See ਸੜਾਕਾ.

“sarak sastra jhar-hi.”—-VN. 4A J; to shine.

5 the east, where the sun rises.

ਸਰਕਸ਼ [sarkas] P ਰ੍/‘ਲ਼ਾ/ a rebel, mutineer.

“sarkas ho: aphat uthai.”——GPS. 2 arrogant,

proud.

ਸਰਕਣ [sarkan], ਸਰਕਣਾ [sarakna] Skt n sliding.

2 shifting. 3 creeping slowly. '

ਸਰਕਧ [sarkap] See ਸਿਰਕਪ.
ਸਰਕਰਦਾ [sapkarda] P ,,f/ a chief agent,
headman of workers, chief officer.

ਸ਼ਰਕਰਾ [sarkara] Skt ਸੰਕਰਾ“ raw sugar. 2 sugar.
3 a pebble, gravel.

ਸਰਕੜਾ [sarkara] See ਸਰਕੁੜਾ.

ਸਂਰਕਾਮ [sarkam] P (K/ n concern, relation,

connection. 2 business. “ab nahI avar

sarkam.”——saveye m 5 ke.

ਸਰਕਾਰ [sarkar] P M/ n government. 2 a royal

court. 3 a ruler. 4 the people. “duje bhaI

dusatu atma ohu teri _sarkar.”——sri m 3.

5 During the sMughal rule, the head office or
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ਸਰਕੜਾ

head officer was given this name. 6 Skt one

who makesarrows.

ਸਰਕੁੜਾ [sarkura] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਧ੍ਤ a reed.

ਸਰਕੋਧ [sarkop], ਸਰਕੋਬ [sarkob] P ਮ੍ਹਾਸ਼ੁੱ/ adj
chief, boss, oppressor. “sarkop sardar.”

—sanh. 2 n a mace, club.

ਸਰਕ੍ [sarkra] See ਸ਼ਰਕਰਾ 2. “asathI cur

sarkra.”—c§dr 2. ‘crushed bones like pebbles

on a riverside.’

ਸਰਖ [sarakh] See ਸਰਕਣ. the act of moving

forward. “harkhe sarkhe basudeth ke pag

jaI chuyo jamna jal te.”—krIsan. “samuhI céd

SIve sarkhe.”—1<rIsan. 2 with joy. 3 A b;

the point of a sword or a spear. 4 a root, base.

5 a beginning, an origin.

ਸਰਖ਼ੜ [sarxat] P 15/ n a caption, an address.

2 a receipt. “sarkhat ab hi ham te lehu

lxkhaIke.”—carrtr 162. 3 a certificate; a

testimonial.

ਸਰਖਧ [sakhap] mustard. See ਸਰਸਪ. “sarkhap

sag banai.”j—NP.

ਸਰਖਿਓ [sarkhIo], ਸਰਖਯੇਂ [sarkhyo] See ਸਰਖ.
“kruddhke juddh-hI 1<o sarkhyo he.”—c5di 1.

2 See ਸਰਖ 3.

ਸਰਗ [sarag] Skt ਸਹਿ n See ਰ੍ਵਕ੍'? a‘ sacrifice, a
renunciation. 2 a chapter; a section. 3 creation,

world, earth. “lakhat sarag bhahrat.”—paras.

4 origin. 5 source of water, spring. 6 nature.

ਸਰਗਸ਼ਤ [sargasat] P .;.ਲ਼ਾਧੂੰ/ n an umbrella,

especially one held over the head of the

bridegroom during the marriage ceremony.

ਸਰਗ਼ਨਾ [sarcana] P ,’ਲ਼ਾ'ਕ਼/ chief villain. 2 the

head of a tribe.
ਸਰਗਮ [sargam] Skt ਸਰਗਮ, n nomenclature of

the seven ascending or descending notes: saraj
(ਸ), rIsabh (ਰ), 8ਰੌਧੀ181‘ (ਗ), madhyam (ਮ),

pécam (ਪ), dhavet (ਧ), and nIsad (ਨ).

ਸਰਗਰਦਾਂ [sargardé], ਸਰਗਰਦਾਨ [sargardan] P

yuf/ one whose head is spinning; amazed,

befuddled.
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ਸਰਗੁਣ [sargun], ਸਰਗੁਨ [sargun], ਸਰਗੁਠੀ [sarguni]

Skt ‘ਸਗ਼ੁਣ adj with qualities; with the three

qualities of Maya: sat, raj, tam. “sargun

nIrgun thape nafi.”—asa m 5. “sargun nIrgun

nIrékar.”—sukhmani. “ਪਿੰ nIrgun t0

sarguni.”-—gau m 5. 2 knowledgeable and

skilled. 3 with a ਗੁਣ (rope).

ਸਰਘਾ [sargha] Dg n a honeybee.

ਸਰਘੀ [sarghilA („(/× a meal taken before dawn.

See ਰਮਜਾਨ 2.

ਸਰਚਣਾਂ [saracna] v to feel interested or satisfied.

2 to entertain. 3 to be content. “ham bhrata

kIh bIth sarcfiI.”—GPS.

ਸਰਜ [saraj] adj dusty. 2 n a lotus flower. 3 Skt
ਸਜੰ warning; izmoval. “mar mar k2 kop-hI

sarje.”—carrtr 405. 4 8211 tree. 5 See ਸਰਜਨ 2.
“apno mat sarjyo.”—GPS. 6 Sktfiafi : ਸ਼ਰ(ਨਿ0…
cream) ਜ (created, chumed), churned out of

cream; butter.

ਸਰਜ੍ਯ [sarjaj] The writer has erroneously
transcribed this word instead ofਸੂਰਜਜ. There

the meaning of ਸੂਰਜਜ is son of Surya (Sun),

the horse. See ਅੰਗ 613. 2 See ਸੂਰਜਜ.
ਸਰਜਨ [sarjan] Ski ਸਜੰਨ n the rear flank of the
army. 2 origin, creation. “sudha sarovar l<o

sarjavat.”—GPS. 3 a surgeon; a doctor who

performs operations.

ਸਰਜਾਲ [sarjal], ਸਰਜਾਲਾ [sarjala] n a net cast in a
pond to catch fish etc. “menu maIa bétho

sarjalI.”—-brla a m 1. 2 an illusion of water.

ਸਰਜਾਲਿ [sarjalI] in the net. See ਸਰਜਾਲ l.

ਸਰਜੀ [sarji] See ਸਰਜਨ. 2 adj alive; aware;
animate. “sathavar te sunke sarji.”—_—krIsan.

ਸਰਜ਼ੀਉ [sarjiu] adj alive, aware, living. “sarjiu
kat-hI nIrjiu puj-hI.”—gau kabir.

ਸਰਜੀਤ [sarjit] Skt irrigated. adj watered, moist.
2 verdant. 3 possessing vital force. 4 the

Creator, the Maker, “agém sarjit sabaIa.”

-var maIa m I.

ਸਰਜੂ [sarju] See ਸਰਯੂ. “ban panI kaman ls

 



 

ਸਰਜੂਦਾਸ

bIhrét sarju tir.”—rama v.

ਸਰਜੂਦਾਸ [sarjudas] See ਟਿਗਿੰਕਾਰੀਏ.
ਸ਼ਰਟ [sarat], ਸਰਟਾ [sorta] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n a lizard,

chameleon.

ਸਰਡੋਥ [sardob] adj water deep enough to rise
above the head of a standing man. 2 covered
from head to foot. “sar dob loh me deh soI.”

—GPS. ‘the entire body sheathed in armour
and weapons.’

ਸ਼ਰਣ [saran] Skt n a voyage; going away. 2 Skt
a refuge, home. 3 a shelter, protection. 4 adj
sheltering, protecting.

ਸਰਣਜਾਚਿਕ [saranjaCIk] adjwho supplicates for
shelter; who seeks protection; one who asks
for refuge. “saranjaCIk pratIpalan.”—saveye
m 2 ke.

ਸਰਣਜੌਗ [saranjog] adj worthy of refuge;
deserving shelter. ,
ਸਰਣਾ [serna] short form of ਸ਼ਰਣਾਗਤ. 2 v to be
completed, to be accomplished. “tujh bIn l<Iu
sare.”—bIIa chét m 5. “jInI jInI namu

thaIa tIn l<e kaj sare.”—barahmaha majh

m 5.

ਸਰਣਾਇ [sarnaI] a refugee. 2 a shelter, haven.

“garib das ki prabhu samaI.”—g5d m 5.

ਸਰਣਾਇਆ [sernaIa] a refugee; one who has

come under protection. “sagal tIagI nanak
sernaIa.”—-suh1' m 5.

ਸਰਣਾਈ [sernai] shelter, refuge. “thakur tum
samai aIa.”—sar m 5.

ਸ਼ਰਣਾਗਤ [samagat] adj one who has come for

shelter. “sarnagat pratIpalak harI suami.”
-—dhana m 4.

ਸਰਣਾਲਯ [samalay] n a (place where refugees

find) shelter. 2 a gurdwara. 3 the Creator.

ਸਰਣਿ [saranI] See ਸ਼ਰਣ. 2 Skt a passage, path,

way, footpath, road. ਸ਼ਰਣਿ is also correct.

3 SktW capable of protecting one who has

sought shelter. 4 the earth; land.

ਸਰਣਿ ਸਮਰਥ [saranI samrath] adj capable of
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giving shelter. “saranI samrath agocar
suami.”—suhi m 5. ਰ੍

ਸਰਣਿਸਮਾਈ [saranIsamai] where refugees can
be put; one who takes refugees under his
protection. “saranI samai das-hItu.”—gaum 5.
ਸਚਣਿਸੂਰ [saranIsur] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਧਹ੍ਦ੍ adj brave
enough to protect refugees i.e. who doesn’t
give in but fights against the enemies.
“saranIsur bhagvanhI.”—var jet. “saranIsur
phare jamkagar.”—gau m 5.

ਸਰਣਿਜੌਗ਼ੁ [saranI jOgu] adjcapable ofproviding
shelter. “saranI jogu samrathu mohanu.”—gau
chétm 5.

ਸਰਣਿਬੰਦਨ [saranIbédan] worthy of respect as
a protector. “saranIbédan karunapate.”—I<eda
m 5.

ਸਰਣੀ [sarni] See ਸ਼ਰਣ and ਸਰਣਿ.
ਸਰਨ੍ਯ [samy] See ਸਰਨਯ,

ਸ਼ਰਤ [sarat]A 1,; n a promise, vow. 2 a condition.
ਸਰਤਾ [sarta] See ਸਰਿਤਾ. '

ਸਰਤਾਜ [sartaj] a coronet. 2 a canopy over the

head. 3 Chieftain, leader.

ਸਰਡ਼ਾਨ [sartan] A ulb/ n the zodiac sign for

Cancer. See ਕਰਕ. 2 adj courageous, brave.

ਸਰਤੇਸ [sartes] King of streams, the ocean.

—sanama. 2 Lord Varun.—sanama.

_ ਸਰਤੇਸਜਾ [sartesja] poison born from the chief
ofthe streams i.e. the ocean; venom.—sanama.

2 Lachhmi (goddess of wealth)—sanama.

ਸਰਤੇਸਰੀ [sartesri], ਸਰਤੇਸ੍ਵਰੀ [sartesvri] the queen
of streams (rivers), Ganga.—sanama.

ਸਰਥਲੀ [sarthali] a village in district
Hoshiarpur, tehsil Una where a gurdwara in

the name oquru Gobind Singh is situated.

ਸਰਦ [sarad] P :/ adj cold, cool. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਰਦ੍. n

autumn. “rutI sarad adébro asu katIke harI

pIas jiU.”——ram ruti m 5. 3 a year. 4 a bow
and arrow; a sheath; a quiver.

ਸਰਦਖ਼ਾਨ੍ਯ [saradxanah], ਸਰਦਖਾਨਾ [saradkhana]

P .:l&:/ n a cool home, basement or house

 



 

 

 

ਸਰਦਰਦ

cooled by using damp jute cloth etc. “rahIt

saradkhane me joe.”—GPS.

ਸਰ ਦਰਦ [sar dared] See ਸਿਰਪੀੜ.

ਸਰਦਲ [sardal] n a threshold, the top arm of a

door frame.

ਸਰਦਾ [sarda] n one which offers sar (water); a

bowl, cup. 2 P u/ a Kabuli melon, the seed
ofwhich was first brought to India by Babar.

“sarde mégvae Ik §k.”—GPS. _

ਸਰਦਾੲੀ [sardai] n coolness. 2 a medicine or
drink that cools, prepared by blending crushed

almonds, cardamom, black peppers, chicory,

petals ofrose sown in Chet with mI$ri (sugar

lumps) and cold water, especially drunk in

the summer months. 3 ground bhég (hemp) is
also referred to as sardai by some people.

ਸਰਦਾਰ [sardar] P 1b/ a leader, Chieftain,

premier. 2 See ਸਰਦ. 3 a year. “sardar

bIsétIcar kalI-avtar chatr ~phIraié’;.”—l<all<i.

‘For twenty four years Kaliavtar (prophet

ordained to put an end to evil) will keep an

umbrella over the head. i.e. will rule.’

ਸਰਦਾਰੀ [sardari] the rank of the sardar.

ਸਰਦੀ [sardi] n coldness, coolness; winter.

ਸਰਦੂਲ [sardul] See ਸਾਰਦੂਲ.

ਸਰਦੂਲਸਿੰਘ [sardul sigh] the elder son of Baba
Ala Singh who was born in 1715 and died

during his father’s life time in 1763.

ਸਰਧ [saradh] Skl faith, sentiment. belief. “sej
bIchai saradh apara.”—suhi m 5. 2 interest,

wish, desire. “hor penan ki hamari saradh gai.”

—var vad m 4. 3 Skt )1 an army. 4 adj strong.

ਸਰਧਨ [sardhan] adj wealthy, affluent.

“nIrdhan sardhan donau bhai.”—bh£r kabir.

ਸਰਧਾ [sardha] n faith, belief. See ਸ਼ੁੱਧਾ. “sardha

lagi ségx pritme.”—ram ruti m 5.
ਸਰਧਿ [sarath] adj venerable, worthy of
devotion. “sarath kau sartha.”—maru

jedev. ‘worshipped the Creator worthy of

devotion.’ 2 a sheath, quiver. See ਇਖੁਧਿ.
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ਸਰਧਿਆ [sartha] See ਸਰਧਿ. 2 faith. “bahut man

sartha.”—asa ché’t m 4.

ਸਰਨ [saran] n slope next to a well on which

oxen walk as they pull a leather bucket. See

ਸਰਣਿ. “apan saran dIsa tab gayo.”—GPS.
2 See ਸ਼ਰਣ 3. “saran paran sadhu, an than

bIsare.”—sar partal m 5. 3 a veterinary
disease that slackens the muscles ofthe legs.

ਸਰਨ੍ਯ [sarnag] adj one who accepts refuge,

refugee.

ਸਰਨਭਾ [sarnabha] See ਭਾ.

ਸਰਨਰੀਆ [sarnaria] adjone who accepts refuge,
refugee. “nanak saranria.”—brha m 5.

ਸਰਨਾੲੀ [sarnai] a shelter, refuge. See ਸਰਣਾਈ.
2 Skt ਸਹਨਾਈ. “kIsi tula de kIs samai. kIs hfi
noka det cadhai.”—NP.

ਸਰਨਾਹੀਂ [sarnahi] disproportionate. 2 a shelter,
refuge. haven. “peg lagI ram rahe sarnahi.”

—dhana kabi'r.

ਸਰਨਾਗ [sarnag] short form for ਸਰਨਾਗਤ.
ਸਰਨਾਗਤ [sarnagat] See ਸ਼ਰਣਾਗਤ.

ਸਰਨਾਗਨਾ [sarnagna] a refugee, one who has

beseeched for shelter. “jo prabho ki

sarnagna;”—maru a m 5.

ਸਰਨਾਗੋ [sarnage] is sheltered. “nanak
samage.”—brla m 5.

ਸਰਨਾਜੌਗ [sarnajog], ਸਰਨਿਜੋਂਗ [saraanog]
qualified to accept shelter. “mansa puran

sarnajog.”-sukhmani.

saraanog.”—kan m 5.

ਸਰਨ੍ਯ [sarany] Skt ਧ੍ਯਧਧ adj one who protects

the refugee. 2 one capable of protecting the

sheltered. “samyé sahayé.”-—V_N.
ਸਰਪ [sarap] Skt ਸਪੰ (See ਸ੍ਰਿਪ) voyage, gait.

2 slow pace, tardy movement. 3 a snake,

serpent. “kai janam pékhi sarap hOIo.”—-gau

m 5. See ਸਰਪਿੰਦ.
ਸਰਪਤਾਤ [saraptat] Kashyap, the father of

snakes.——sanama.

ਸਰਪਤਾਤਣੀ ਇਸਣੀ [saraptatni Isni] n military.

“tu samrathu



ਸਰਪਨਿ

army.—sanama. Kasyap, the father of snakes,
his earth, the army of his patron Lord.
ਸਰਪਨਿ [sarapnI], ਸਗਰ੍|ਨੀ [sarapni] Skt ਸਪਿੰਣੀ n
a female snake. 2 i.e. maya. “sarpanI ks: vaSI
jiara.”—sri a m 1. “sarpani te uparI nahi
balia.”—asa kabir.

ਸਰਪਮੇਂਧ [sarapmedh], ਸਰਪਯਰ੍ਯ [sarapyagy] a
religious sacrifice involving violence to
snakes. This was the sacrifice Janamejya
conducted to avenge the death of his father
Parichhat (Parikshit) at the hands of the
snakes. The place where this sacrifice took
place was ‘sarapdaman-ksetr’ and is now
known as “spido” in the Jind State.
ਸਰਪਰ [sarpar] Pkt adv without doubt,
unquestionably; indisputably. “sarpar uthi
calna.”—sri m 5. “régu na lagi parbraham ta
sarpar narke jaI.”—sr1' a m 5. 2 on the head.
ਸਰਪਰਸ੍ਵ [sarparast] P ਸ਼ੰ/ਵ੍ਰੱ/ adj a patron,
protector.

ਸਰਧ੍ਯਸ੍ਵੀ [sarparasti] n patronage.
ਸਰਪਰਾਜ [sarapraj] n Sheshnag. 2 Vasuki.
ਸਰਪਾਰਿ [saraparI], ਸਰਪਾਰੀ [sarapari] n Garud,
snake’s enemy. 2 a peacock. 3 a mongoose.

ਸਰਪਿੰਦ [sarpi‘d] n the king ofsnakes, Sheshnag
and Vasuki. See E Serpent. “sarpid gIrId
khagi'd tulé.”—NP. ‘Girindar (hilly Chieftains)
who are like Sarapraj, to them the king of
birds is the same as Garud.’
ਸਰਪੀ [sarpi] Skt ਚਥਿੰਚ੍“ ghee, clarified butter.
“d'har saroa VIkhe sarpi madh pavak pavat
jOI abhéga.”—NP.
ਸਰਪੇਚ [sarpec] P (ਢੂੰ/ n a turban, head-dress.
2 an ornament like a plume worn on the head
that adorns the turban. “lalan l<o sarpec
suhayo.”——carrtr 109.
ਸਰਫ਼ [saraph] A .5,» n wandering, travelling.
2 a test. 3 expenditure. 4 advantage. 5 know-
ledge of vocabulary. 6 the way of the world.
7A J) honour, veneration, praise. 8 a faqir,
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who was the resident of Panipat. See ਸ਼ੇ'ਖਸ਼ਰਫ਼.
9 a Muslim resident of Kandhar who became
a devotee of Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸ਼ਰਫ਼ਅਲੀਂ [saraf ali] a lieutenant in Aurangzeb’s
army who was present during the last battle
ofAnandpur.

ਸ਼ਰਫਰਾਜ਼ [sarfaraz] P )l)/ proud; one who
holds his head high. 2 an increase in respect
and power.

ਸਰਫ਼ਰਾਜ਼ੀ [sarfarazi] P (519/ n arrogance,
pride. 2 headship, honour. “dai sarpharaji tIs
kala.”—GPS.
ਸਰਫਾ [sarpha] A _3/ n frugality, parsimony,
niggardliness. “sarphe sarphe sada sada eve
gai vihaI.”—sava m 1.

ਸਰਫੀ [sarphi] A [5/ adj a grammarian,
philologist. 2 n short form for ਅਸ਼ਰਫੀ. “sarphi
kadh agr guru dhari.”—GV 10.

ਸਰਬ [sarab] Skt ਸਵੰ adj all, whole. “sarab rog
k0 akhadhu namu.”—-sukhmani. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਫੰ n
Lord Shiv, who slays with a ਸ਼ਹ (arrow).
ਸਰਬਸ [sarbas] See ਸਰਬਸੁ.

ਸਰਬਸਕਤਿਮਾਨ [sarabsakatlman] adj omnipotent,
possessing all powers. 2 n the Creator,
Vahguru.

ਸਰਬਸਤਾ [sarbasta] P t‘<‘/ adj whose head is
tied. 2 hidden, secret.

ਸਰਬਸਧਾਰੀ [sarabsadhari] adj nourishing all,
supporting all. “paraupkari sarabsadhari.”
—devm 5. 2 owning everything.
ਸਰਬਸੁ [sarbasu] ,ਧੂ/(ਲ਼ਸਵੰਸ੍ਰ n pelfand power. “kar
gahI line sarbasu dine.”-—sor m 5. 2 all
essence, quintessence. “sarbasu chodI

maharas pije.”—gau kabir. .
ਸਰਬਸੁਹਾਗਣਿ '[sarabsuhaganI] always lucky;
who is never widowed. “harI ki mar: 50
sarabsuhaganI.”—suhi chét m 1.

ਸਰਬਸੁਖਾਂ ਸੁਖ [sarabsukha sukh] n the culmination
of all joys, spiritual bliss. 2 everlasting joy,
eternal happiness.
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ਸਰਥਸੌ [sarabso] See ਸਰਥਸੁ. “mere sarabso

gobId.”—kan m 5.

ਸਰਬਸੰਮਤਿ [sarabsématI] unanimity, consensus.
2 unanimous view point.

ਸਰਬਕਲਾ [sarabkala] n all knowledge and skill.

2 adj expert in all arts (knowledge); ac-

complished in all skills. “munI jan gath

sarabkala.”—savsye m 1 ke.
ਸਰ੍ਯਕ੍ਯਾ ਸਮਰਥ [sarabkala samrath] adj

supremely skilled in all knowledge and art.

2 omnipotent. “sarabhkala samrath prabhu.”

—bIIa m 5.

ਸਰਬਕਲਿਅਾਣ [sarabkalIan] one who bestows
happiness upon all, bringer of good luck and

prosperity to everyone. “sarabkalxan vase

manI aI.”—gau m 5. ’
ਸਰਬਕਾਲ [sarabkal] adj who destroys everyone;

which annihilates everything. 2 unchanging.

3 n transcendental God, who is not affected by

death or time. “sarabkal he pIta apara.”—WV.

ਸਰਬ'ਕ੍ਰਿਸ [sarabkrIs] that which attracts all.
“namo sarabkrIsé.”——japu. 2 microscopic

(sukham)'.

ਸਰਬਗ [sarbag] See ਸਰਥਰ੍ਯ. “ram raVI rahIa

sarbage.”—sar m 4 portal. 2 Skt one who

pervades everywhere, omnipresent.

ਸਰਬਗਉਣ [sarabgaun] one who travels to all

places. “namo sarabgaune.”—japu.
ਸ਼ਰਬਗਤ [sarabgat] omnipresent, all pervading.

“jadI cftI sarabgaté.” and “bhav bhut

sarabgaté.”—-guj jedev.

ਸਰਬਗਿ [sarbagI], ਸਰਬਰ੍ਯ [sarabagy] .ਧੂ/(ਲ਼ਚਰੰਜ਼੍ਹ adj
omniscient; who knows everything. “sarbagy

puran purakh bhagvanah.”—sahas m 5.

ਸਰਬਜੋਂਤਿ [sarabjotI] source of all light, God.
See ਜੋਤਿ.
ਸਰਬ ਠੋਂਰ ਗਾਮੀ [sarab thor gami] adj (one) who

goes everywhere; omnipresent. 2 n an ascetic

who wears matted hair and ringing bells; a

'ਕ੍ਯਾਜੈਚਾਸੇਧਸ੍
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hermit. See ਧਰਮਧਾਰੀ.
ਸ਼ਰਬਤ [sarbatlA .2; a refreshing drink. 2 See

ਸਰਬਤ੍ਰ.
ਸਰਬਤਿ [sarbatI], ਸਰਬਤ੍ਰ [sarabatu], ਸਰਬੱਤ
[sarabatt], ਸਰਬਤ੍ਰ [sarbatr] Skt ਸਵੰਤ੍ਰ' adv
everywhere. omnipresent. “sarab man sarbatr

man.”—japu. ‘fétarI baharI sarbatI raVIa.”

—sri chét m 5. 2 in all times, in all ages. “jia
jét sarbat nau tera thavna.”—var 501‘ m 4.

“harI bhagta ka meli sarbat.”—-var bIIa m 4.

“dayalé sarbatr jia.”-sahas m5. 3 all. “tere

bhane sarbatt ka bhala.”—ardas.

ਸਰਬਥਾ [sarabtha] Skt ਸਵੰਥਾ adv anyhow, in every

manner.
ਸਰਬਦਾ [sarabda] Skt ਸਵੰਦਾ adv always, in all

times.
ਸਰਥਦ੍ਰਿਸ [sarabdrIs] omniscient, all-seeing.
ਸਰਬਧਾਰ [sarabdhar], ਸਰਬਧਾਰਨ [sarabdharan] adj

who embraces all. 2 basic to all, fundamental.

“sarabdhar samrath.”—var ram 2 m 5.

“sarabdharan pratIparan.”—maru m 5.

ਸਰਬਨਾਮ [sarabnam] Skt ਥਥੰਜ੍ਯਸਜ਼੍ a word that

comes in place of a noun; pronoun e.g. in “jad
mardane ne guru nanak dev de carnfi te

namaskar kiti, t5 unha me vs nfi agya kiti.” Here

‘unhéi’ (he) and ‘05’ (him) are pronouns. 2 all

names. “tva sarabnam kathe kavan.”—japu.

ਸਰਥਠਿਵਯੀ [saraanvasi] adj omnipresent.
“saraanvasi sada alepa”—dhana m 9.

ਸਰਬਨੇਨ [sarabnsn] adj functioning as the eye
of all. “sarabnen apI pekhanhara.”
—sukhmam'. 2 one who keeps an eye on all.

ਸਰਥਪਾਖ ‘ [sarabpakh] adj championing

everyone’s cause, helping everyone.‘

“sarabpakh rakhu murare.”—dev m 5.

ਸਰਬਪਿਆਰ [saraprar], ਸਰਬਪਿਆਰੁ [sarapraru]
love from all, adoration by one and all.

2 beloved of all, the Creator loved by all.

“pais saropraru.”—sri a m 1.

ਸਰਬਧੂਜ [sarabpuj], ਸਰਬਪੂਜ੍ਯ [sarabpujy] worthy
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ofbeing worshipped by all; worth-adoring by
everyone. “sarabpuj caran gur seu.”-—g5dm 5.

ਸਰਬਪ੍ਰਤਿਪਾਲ [sarabpratIpal] adj who protects
‘ all. God. “sarabpratIpal rahim.”—ram m 5.

ਸਰਬਂਪ੍ਰਿਅ [sarabprIa], ਸਰਥਪ੍ਰਿਯ [sarabprIy],
ਸਰਬਪ੍ਰੇਉ [sarabpreu] loved by all, beloved of
all. See ਪ੍ਰੰਉ.

ਸਰਬਂਬਿਆਪਕ [sarab bIapak], ਸਰਬਬਿਆਪਤ [sarab
bIapat], ਸਰ੍ਯਬਿਆਂਪਿਕ [sarab bIapIk],
ਸਰਬਂਬਿਆਪੀ [sarab bIapi] adjomnipresent, all-
pervading. “sarab bIapat purandhani.”—gau
m 5. “sarab bIapi ram ségI racan.”
—sukhman1'. “sarab bIapIk fatar hari.”—maIa
namdev. 2 n the transcendental Being, the
Creator. 3 the sky. 4 air. 5 a sadhu with
supernatural powers, whose shrine is in Patiala.
ਸਰਬਭਉਣ [sarab bhaun] who travels to all.
places. 2 pervading in all the worlds. “namo
sarab-bhaune.”—japu. 3 whose home extends
everywhere.

ਸਰਬਭੱਖੀ [sarab bhakkhi], ਸਰਥਭੱਛੀ [53੮81੭.
bhacchi] adj all-consuming; (one) who
devours everything, eating up even what his
dharam prohibits him; omnivorous. 2 See
ਅਘੋਰੀ. ’
ਸਰਬਮੲੀ [sarabmai], ਸਰਬਮਯ [sarabmay] every
form. “he puran he sarabme.”—ba van. “amIt
advekhé sarabmai.”—gyan.
ਸਰਬਮਾਨ [sarabman] worth following by all,
worthy of being emulated, adored by all.
“sarabman sarbatr man.”——japu.

ਸਰਬਮੈ [sarabme] See ਸਰਬਮਯ.
ਸਰਬਮੰਗਲਾ [sarabmégla] Skt ਰਥੰਸਛਗ਼ਗ਼ਣੌਡ਼ particular
goddess, who per the Purans, brings prosperity
to all. See ਦੇਵੀ ਪੁਰਾਣ ਅ: 45 and ਭਵਿਸ਼੍ਯ ਪੁਰਾਣ.
“sarabmfigla k0 bhavan gokha nagar
majhar.”—carItr 88. _
ਸਰਬਰ [sarbar] n a competition, rivalry. “raven
seti sarbar hoi.”—g5d namdev. 2 adj in
comparison, equal. “sarbar kau kahI jiu.”
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—saveye m 4 kc.

ਸਰਬਰਸ [sarabi'as] sugarcane. 2 xa salt.
ਸਰਬਰਸਾਇਣੁ [sarabrasaInU] spiritual pleasure,
which inheres all essences. 2 God’s name.
“sarabrasaInu gurmukhI jata.”—asa a m 1.
ਸਰਬਰਾਹ [sarbarah] P 914/ a patron, manager
who makes all arrangements. 2 a guide, one
who shows the way.

ਸਰਬਰਿ [sarbarI] See ਸਰਬਤ and ਸਰਬਰੀ.
ਸਰਬਰੀ [sarbari] night. See ਸਰਵਰੀ. “sapat sarbari
péth VItai.”—NP. 2 belonging to everyone. In
Dingal ਰੀ is indicative ਗੰਦਾ 0ਜ਼ਾਂਦੀ(0ਨੌਂ). “sarbari
pritI pIar.”—-sar partal m 5.

ਸਰਬਲੇਂਹ [sarabloh] Skt ਸਵੰਲੌਹ adj made entirely
of iron/steel/pure steel. 2 n a kind of arrow
called ‘narac’ that doesn’t have a reed but is
all iron. 3 xa iron. 4 a weapon. 5 immortal.
“sarabloh ki racchIa ham ne.”—aka1. 6 an
incarnation of Mahakal whose tale is told in
Sarbloh Granth. 7 Sarbloh Granth, that is also
known as Mangalcharan. There is at the
beginning of this granth Shri Mukhvaak
Patshahi 10. Here is its exposition for the sake
of the readers:

First chapter — the eulogy of the devi and
akal, seeking of refuge by the gods with the
devi after losing to the demons, assuming the
powers of other gods by the devi to fight and
kill the demon, Bhimnad.

Second chapter — committing of sati by
Bhimnad’s wife; preparations made for war
by Bhimnad’s brother; Brijnad (Veeryanad)
to fight the gods; Indar writing missives to
all the gods asking for help.

Third chapter- attack by both sides; going
ofVishnu to Brijnad as a messenger ofNarad;
Brijnad’s refusal for rapprochement and his
determination to fight; the death of 11
commanders of Brijnad’s army in the battle.

Fourth chapter— waging ofa terrible war;
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Vishnu reviving the dead gods by giving them

nectar; final triumph of the demon over the

gods and imprisoning of lndar; Vishnu’s

rescue of Indar by cutting off his chains;

Brijnad’s victory and capture of Indarpuri.

Fifth chapter — the harassed demi-gods

petitioning God; assumption of the Sarbloh

avtar by God, as in, “sarab 5g bajrég he

dharyo purakh 355g he, sarabloh avtar.”—ch5d

65; and the arrival of Sarbloh to see Brijnad

as a messenger ofGanesh; ensuing ofa terrible

war after clauses of the peace treaty are

rejected; entry of the devi and other powers

into the fray ofthe battle; Sarbloh hypnotizing

all demi-gods and demons with his powers,

except Brijnad; the eulogy by Brijnad of

Sarbloh invoking him to appear again and

fight him; Sarbloh assuming a horrific form

and engaging in a battle;‘the beheading of

Brijnad and the offering of his head to Shiv

to raise a mountain of heads; presentation of

robes of honour to all the demi-gods and

bidding them adieu.

This granth holds that this book is a gist

of Shukr Bhashy, as in —

“te sabh kathe prIthak kar nImay sukrabhas-

hI chéd,

sava lakh he sékhya yaki vadat muni jan chéd,

téko sar kadhke barna mégalcaran suchéd,

sava lakh chédan ko saré tre sahasr sat chad.”

It also holds that this was not a war

between Sarbloh and Brijnad, but one

between reason and passion, that is “anp

bIbek abIbek senani bhat pradhan métri

dhujni.”

In the Sarbloh, there are several irrelevant

articles on Sikhism, especially under headings

like “gurugadi patsahi 10”, “khalsa prakas”

and “bakhsIs hajur”:

“bhyo nIstar tras asuran te
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tarlIkho guru jagat sabe,

sah gobid phatah satIguru ki

vahguru sucxmétr akhe.”

“péth khalsa bhayo punita
prabhu agya kar UdatI bhae, ‘

mItIo dvet upadhi jag ki

8501- malechan mul gee,

dharmi péth khalsa pracuryo

satyrup punIrup jaye,

kacch kes kIrpan trImUdra

gurubhagta ramdas bhaye.

akal-Upasak chatridharma

ran katI kas pardhan ae,

ta mahI péc calis pradhana

pécpradhan khalsa thae,

sigh ajit jujhar phatahI sigh

joravar sigh param prIe,

p5CIm khaIIs satIguru pura

jIn Ih path supath pragtae.”

“guru apnapo khalse dina,
dutIy rup satIguru gurugrétha,

bolan satIgurU sabad sébhakhan

nam gobid kirtan sétha,

dvadas rup satIguru e kahiahI

dvadas raVI pragtyo harIséta,

das gobid phatah satIguru ki

gréth khalsa guru badétha.”

According to Pandit Tara Singh’s research,

Sarbloh is a work by Bhai Sukha Singh, who

was a granthi at Patna Sahib. He has confessed

that he got this granth, a work ofGuru Gobind

Singh, from aii ascetic ofthe Udasi sect living

in thejungle in Jagannathfl

We are also not inclined to regard Sarbloh

as the work of Guru Gobind Singh, because

it mentions Roopdeep in Pingal language.

Roopdeep was written in Sammat 1776, and

the Guru had passed away in 1765; and if

this granth precedes Amrit Sanskar then how

could it have a chapter on the Khalsa and
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detail about Guruship to Granth Panth? If it
is later than Amrit Sanskar, then why names
like Das Gobind, Shah Gobind?‘

As it is, this is full of errors due to the
carelessness of ignorant scribes as is the
Dasam Granth. ਨਇੰਦ instead ofਗਯੰਦ, ਵੋਪ instead
of ਓਖ, ਸਮਾਕਰਨ instead of ਸ੍ਯ'ਮਕਰਨ, ਤ੍ਰਿਕੁੰਗੀ
instead of ਭ੍ਰਿਭੰਗੀ ਬਖਤਕਾਰ in place of ਵਖਟਕਾਰ,
ਨਿੰਧਾ instead ofਨਿਦ੍ਰਸਾਂ etc. are hundreds oferrors
marring the text of this granth.

A saintly resident of Bhai Dhyan Singh
Sahib Kattu, (State of Nabha) took a charitr
from Dasam Granth included it in Sarbloh
and prepared a volume, which did not become
popular.

ਭੰ ਸਰਬਲੋਹੀਆ [sarablohia] xa one who doesn’t eat
from utensils made of any other metal but
iron. 2 an armed warrior, who is encased in
iron. 3 one who covers his entire body in
armour.

ਸਰਬਾਕ੍ਰਿਤ [sarbakrIt], ਸਰਬਾਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [sarbhakrItI]
(ਸ਼੍ਯਲ੍ਹਿਰਿ) shape of all things. “sarbakrIt he.”
—japu.

ਸਰਬਾਗ [sarbag], ਸਰਬਾਗਿ [sarbagI], ਸਰਬਾਗਿਓਂ
[sarbagIo] See ਸਰਵਗਯ. ਸਰਵਗਜਾਤਾ. “kar-hu
tapavasu prabhu sarbagI.”—prabha a m 5.

“puran sarbagIo.”—ma1i m 5. 2 See ਸਰਵਾਂਗ.

ਸਰਬਾਂਗੀ [83ਸਂ੭ਕੋੰ’ਥੂ81] Skt ਚਕਫਿਤ੍ਰੈਯਿ adj whose limbs
partake the entire cosmos; the Creator, in

whose image the cosmos is created. “sukhdai

sarbége.”—sar m 5.

ਸਰਬਾਣਾ [sarbana] See ਸਰ 4. 2 Skt ਸਰਵਾਣਿ an

archer; one who makes his living as an archer;

a soldier carrying a bow.

ਸਰਬਾਣੀ [sarbani] See ਸਰਵਾਣੀਂ.
ਸਰਬਾਤਮ [sarbatam] Skt ਚਗੰਣਧਜ਼੍ soul of
everything; one’s self. “sarbatam he.”—japu.

“sarbatam jInI janIo.”—saV£ye m I ke.
ਸਰਬਾਨ [sarban] See ਸਾਰਬਾਨ.

ਸਰਬਾਭਰਣਾਢਜ਼ [sarbabharnadhyl—japu. sen ਸਵੰ-
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ਆਭਰਣ-ਅਾਵ੍ਯ all be jewelled; wealthy for
having all thejewellery. 2 one who wears all
ornaments.

ਸਰਬਾਲਾ [sarbala] See ਸਰਬਾਲਾ.

ਸਰਬੁ'ਲੰਦਖ਼ਾਂ [sarbulédxfi] the maternal uncle of
Ahmad Shah Durrani and a famous general
in his army. His entire life was spent in
battling the Sikhs. For a while he was the
subedar of Jalandhar. In 1756 Sardar Jassa
Singh Ahluwalia inflicted a heavy defeat on
him near Jalandhar and Sardar Charhat Singh
Shukarchakkiya imprisoned him at Rohtas,

but then he was sent ਘੀਵ੍` to Afghanistan with

due respect after the presentation ofa robe of
honoun

ਸਰਬੇਸ [sarbes], ਸਰ'ਬੇਸੁਰ [sarbesur], ਸਰਬੇਸ੍ਰਰ

[sarbesvar] Skt ਚਰੇੰ’ਰ੍ਥ'ਣ੍ the Lord of all things,
God. .

ਸਰਬੋਤਮ [sarbotam] Skt ਚਕੱਢਿਸਸਿ਼ੳ best, topmost,
incomparable.

ਸਰਬੇਪਰਿ [sarboparI] Skt ਚਕੱਧਿਇਿ topmost; (one)
who rules over everyone; (one) who is above

everyone.

ਸਰਬੋਂਸਂਧਿ ਪਰਬਤ [sarbasath parbat], _ਸਰਬੋਂਖਧਿ
ਪਰਵਤ [sarbakhath parvat] ਚਥੀਂਧਬਿ ਧਥੰਰ. In the
74‘h chapter ofthe Lanka section ofValmiki’s

Ramayan, it is mentioned that Sarbosadhi

mountain was beyond Mount Himvan but in

between Mount Rishabh and Mount Kailash,

over which are to be found four divine herbs.

(1) mrItséjivni, which can revive the

dead.

(2) VIslyakami, which can heal wounds.

(3) suvaran karni, which can heal the

wounded and diseased limbs and make them

healthy, strong and beautiful.

(4) sédhani, which can cure wounds the

moment it touches the affected parts.

This mountain is said to be at a distance

of 4000 kos from Lanka. When Ram and
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Lachhman were caught in the celestial trap

laid by lndarjeet and fell unconscious, then

Hanuman, upon Janbvan’s order, carried this

mountain and cured Ram and the others and

retumed the mountain to its original place. This
mountain was brought again for the second

time when Lachhman fell unconscious.

Valmiki Section 6, Ch 50 has an essay that

describes how Inderjeet trapped Ram and

Lachhman in a snake-snare and made them

unconscious with snake-like arrows. The

entire army was rendered unconscious. Then,

Tara’s father and Sugriv’s father-in-law,

Sukhen asked Hanuman to fetch two

herbaceous plants from Mount Chandar and

Mount Dron in Keer Sea - Sanjivni, that

bestows life, and the other, Vishlaya, that

heals the wounds. As Hanuman was preparing

to leave, Garud came and neutralized the

effect of the snake trap and he did not have

to take the trouble to go.

In Hanu Natak (a play on Hanuman), the

uprooting of Dronachal has been mentioned,

and the distance of the mountain from Lanka

is said to be — “sath lakh yojan he kosa. kon

jaI jIy he no bharosa.”

When Hanuman took Dron and flew over

Ayodhya on his way to Lanka, Bharat shot

arrows and brought him down thinking that

he was some mischievous demon. When he

found what the truth was, he felt repentant

and asked Hanuman to sit along with the

mountain on his arrow, so as to enable him to

reach L_anka immediately. In this context, the

chapter tells: “thi dur te lyayo hf»: gIrI. tIti
dur léka pache phIrI.” According to this

poet, Ayodhya is thirty lakh yojan (a measure

of distance) away from Lanka. If we look at

the map of India and try to visualise it, per

the crow-flight then it is far less, but by rail
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and ship, the distance ofAyodhya from Lanka

is 1960 miles.

ਸਰਬੰਸ [sarbés] See ਸਰਬਸੁ.

ਸਰਬੰਗ [5੪ਸਂ੭ਰੌ8] all parts ofthe body. “me ganat
na ave sarbéga.”—maru solhem 5. 2 all good

qualities. “qu pani sarbég.”—s kabir.
ਸਰਬੰਗਨਾ [sarbégna] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਫ਼ਿਟ੍ਵੇਸਿਂਕ੍ complete in
all respects, not lacking in any respect. “ek

raVIa sarbégna.”—mam solhe m 5.

ਸਰਬੰਗੀ [sarbégi] See ਸਰਬੰਗਨਾ. “sabhna 5dar he
sarbégi.”—BG. 2 A beliefor doctrine enjoining

upon the devotees to wear the symbols of Shiv

on their limbs, aroSe with Mastnath Yogi. Its

followers take alcohol and non-vegetarian

food and remain naked, and do not practice

untouchablity in matters of food. The

pilgrimage of sarbangis is in Bohar near

Rohtak. The people of this sect eat even

garbage/filth, termed ‘ghori’ or ‘aghori’ by

them. See ਅਘੋਰੀ.
ਸ਼ਰਤ [sarabh] Skt n an eight-legged monster

living in snow-clad mountains that hunts even

lions, according to descriptions by Sanskrit

poets. He is also known as Ashtpad Sinhari,

the eight-footed killer of lions, and Mahan-

sakandhi, See ਸਿਆਹ. 2 a demon. 3 a camel.

4 son of Shishupal. 5 Vishnu.
ਸਰਭਰਿ [sarbharI] equal in weight, balanced.
“name sarbharI sona lehu.”—bher namdev.

2 having filled the pond. “sarbharI sokhe.”

—o§l<ar.

ਸਰਭਾਰ [sarbhar] weight carried on one’s head.
2 weight which one can carry on one’s head.

3 disaster in water. “thal tap-hI sar bhar.”
—-tul<ha barahmaha. ‘Land is parched in Jeth,

and water dries up, that is, even ponds are

parched.’

ਸਰਭਾਰਿ [sarbharI] on one’s head, upside down.

2 See ਸਿਰ ਭਾਰਿ-
ਸਰਭੰਗ [sarbhég] Skt ਝਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਧ an ascetic whom
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proceed to heaven, Saying this, he walked
into the fire and died. ,

ਸ਼ਰਮ [saram] P r} n shyness. “rakh-ho saram
asa_ri jiu.”—majh m 5. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਯ effort, labour,

‘ toil, hard work. “saram khéd ki bani rupu.”
—japu. 3 SktEfi‘f‘joy, bliss, happiness.
ਸਰ੍ਯ ਖੰਡ [saram khéd] a region of hard labour.
2 a sphere ofjoy, the region of bliss. See ਸ਼ਰਮ
2 and 3.

ਸਰਮਦ [sarmad] A 2/ n the Creator who has
neither a beginning nor an end. 2 a faqir, Jew
of Kashan in Persia. Muslim in name only,
he used to frequent the company of Vedantic

scholars and have debates on the Quran and

the prophets. He was a special friend ofDara

Shikoh. In 1661, (Sammat 1719) Aurangzeb

got him executed to punish for remaining

naked down the waist. His tomb is in Delhi

near the Shahi Masjid. “sarmad bad darves

ségharyo.”—GPS. 3 Skt ਗਸੰਥ adjwho bestows
happiness. 4 n Vishnu.

ਸ਼ਰਮਨਾਕ [saramnak] P JV} adj shameful.

“saramnak hvs hrIde, bacan has has kahe.”
—carrtr 245. 2 shameful.

ਸਰਸਾ [sarma] Skt n Devshuni, a bitch

belonging to lndar in the Rigveda; the

mother oftwo dogs named Sarmey. They had

four eyes each and belonged to Yamraj.

2 the term is also used for a mother-dog.

“hOI gai sarma tan turan.”——NP. 3 the
daughter of Shailoosh Gandharav and the

consort of Vibhishan, had the charge to look

after Sita in Ashok Vatika and was her well-

wisher. “ut trIjti sarma sahIt sunhi siy ki

bat.”—hanu. 4 in the Agni Puran and

Bhagwat, Sarma said to be a daughter of

Daksh and wife of Kashyap, is the mother
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Ram and Sita visited in the Dandak forest.
When he saw Ram, he said that his heart’s
desire was fulfilled and that he would now

ਸਰਲ

of forest creatures. 5 a wave referred to as
FIGHT in the Dasam Granth, its root being Skt
ਚਯਿਜ਼੍ which means air and motion. “set
sarovar he atI hi tIh me sarma 5951 si
damkai.”—I<rrsan. 6 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਸੰਜ੍ refuge, shelter.
7 home, house. 8 joy. 9 surname ofa Brahmin

that is Devdutt Sharma, etc.

ਸਰਮਾਸ [sarmas] Skt ਸ਼ਾਵੰਰਿਕ ਆਸ n dew, fog or
mist. “suraj ki kIrne sarmas-hI renu anek

ਰਿਸ਼ਿ kar daryo.”—c5di 1. ‘The rays of the sun

dispersed the mist.’

ਸਰਮਘਤਿ [sarmapatI] sarma’s (the bitch)
husband, a dog. 2 Vibishan. See ਸ਼ਰਮਾ 3.

ਸਰਮਾਯਾ [sarmaya] P :L/ n capital, wealth,

assets.

ਸ਼ਰਮਿੰਦਾ [sarmida] P “'4; adj shy, ashamed.
“jIh karni hov-hI sarmfda.”—dhana m 5.

ਸਰਮੁ [saramu] See ਸ਼ਰਮ. “ saramo dharamu dUI

chapI khaloe.”—t1'15g m 1.

ਸਰਮੌਰ [sarmor] a hilly principality towards the
east of Ambala, between the rivers Jamuna

and Satluj, that is also known as Nahan. See

ਨਾਹਨ. 2 a coronet, meaning chief, e.g. “berar

v55 sarmar.” See ਨਾਭਾ. See ਸਿਂਰਮੈਂਲਿ.
ਸਰਯੀ [ਡ਼ਰਧਾਤੋ਼], A (5;? adj bound by religious
practice, a religious taboo. “maha sareyan te ,

darpavs.”—GPS. 2 that which is related to a
religious practice.

ਸ਼ਰਯੀਤੰ'ਬੀ [saryitébi] tight trousers or pyjamas
down to ankles, worn by Muslims.

ਸ਼ਰਯੀਮੁੱਛਾਂ [saryimoccha] moustaches ofMuslims
that are clipped above the lips.

ਸਰਯੂ [saryu] a river that flows near Ayodhya,

also known as Gogra and Ghagra. According

to Valmiki’s Ramayan it is known as Saryu

for originating from Mansar.

ਸਰਲ [saral] adjnot crooked, straight. “me saral

karaga akia.”—j5gnama. 2 honest, guileless.
“bhae saral purI mahI je bami.”—NP. ‘The
crooked became straight.’ 3 ਸ-ਰਲ. a text that



ਸਰ'ਲੇਂਹ

can be recited correctly and fluently by

segmenting it at the right places. e.g. “gréthi

saral path karda he.”—prov.
ਸਰਲੋਹ [sarloh] P ਪਿੰ/ n a writing on a slate or
tablet. 2 the title page of a book, with gilded

ornamentation and writing on it.

ਸਰ'ਲੌਹੇ ਜਚੰਗਾਰੀ [sarlohe jarégari] n golden
embroidery work done on iron; gold work

done on iron.

ਸਰਵ [sarav] See ਸਰਬ. 2 P ੭7 n a cypress tree.

“servo sahi caman ra.”—ramav. 866 ਸਰੂ.
ਸਰਵਗਾਮੀ [saravgami] adj omnipresent, one who
can go anywhere. 2 n See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 33.
ਸਰਵਰ੍ਯ [sarvagy] See ਸਰਬਰ੍ਯ.

ਸਰਵਣ [servan] See ਸ੍ਰਵਣ. 2 son of blind Andhak

rishi Vashya, whose real name was ‘Sindhu’.

He was a devoted son and was shot

accidentally in the dark by raja Dashrath, who

mistook him for an animal in thejungle. “hove

sarvan VIrla koi.”—BG. See ਸਿੰਧੁ 9. 3 See ਬਾਬਾ

ਬੁੱਢਾ.
ਸਰਵੱਤਣ [sarvattan] n moisture.

ਸਰਵਤ੍ਵ [sarvatr] See ਸਰਬਤ੍ਰ.

ਸਰਵਨ [sarvan] See ਸਰਵਣ and ਸ੍ਰਵਣ.

ਸਰਵਰ [server], ਸਰਵਰੁ [sarvaru] See ਸਰੋਵਰ.
2 Indus river. “bharI sarvaru jab uchle.”—suhi

farid. 3 Lake Mansar. “ਪਿੰ sarvaru tfi hésu.”

—sri m 1. 4 short fo'rm'for ਸਰ-ਅਾਵਰਤ. a corn

(on foot or hand); a whirlpool. “na survaru

na uchle.”——suhi m 1. 5 Dg the sea, ocean. 6 P

J)/ Chieftain, leader. 7 See ਸੁਲਤਾਨ. 8 Skt ਥੂਥਿੰਵ੍

adj piebald, streaked.
ਸਰਵਰ ਮਰਿ ਹੰਸੁ, ਹੰਸ ਮਹਿ ਸਾਗਰੁ [sarvar mahI

hésu, has mahI sagaml—dhana a m I. ‘There

are diseeming people in the congregation,-and

their hearts inhere ocean of knowledge, i.e.

the Creator.’

ਸਰਵਰੜਾ [ਝਰਇਿਰਿਨੂਕ] a pond, tank. 2 the best

among the water bodies, the ocean, See ੜਾ.

ਸਰਵਰੜੈ [58ਗ਼ਾਰਿਤ੍ਹਾੲ] in the water (ocean) “um
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sarvarre bhaile nIvasa.”—sopurakhu. i.e. “in

the ocean of the universe.’

ਸਰਵਰੀ [sarvari] adj Sultan’s devotee, belonging

to the Sultan. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸ਼ਵੰਰੀn a star—studded night.

See ਸਰਵਰ 8. 3 turmeric. 4 P (51:/ headship,

leadership.

ਸਰਵਰੁ [sarvaru] See ਸਰਵਰ and ਸਰੋਵਰ.

ਸਰਵਰੇ ਕਾਯਨਾਤ [sarvare kaynat] P _..ਭੰਖ਼ੂਨੂ/ J:/ adj

the ruler of the universe.

ਸਰਵਾੲੀ [sarvai] See ਸਰਵੱਤਣ. moisture. “harIt

durba jal sarvai.”——GPS.

ਸਰਵਾਂਗ [sarvag] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਫਿਝਾਂ. all the limbs. 2 a
complete body.

ਸਰਵਾਣੀ [servani] n Shiv’s consort; Parvati;

Durga.

ਮਰਵਾਨ [sarvan] See ਸਾਰਬਾਨ.

ਸ਼ਰਵਾਲ [servall See ਸਲਵਾਰ.

ਸਰਵਾੜ [sarvar] n a grove of willOw reeds.

2 reeds of this shrub, a grove of reeds.

ਸਰਵੇਰਵਾਂ [ਝਰਇਿੲਇਿਕੇਂ] P ww/ ever growing
cypress tree; ever moving tree, that is, a

beloved. ‘
ਸਰਾ [sara] n short form for ਸ਼ਰਾਬ.

“sacu mIlIa tIn sophia rakhan kau darbar

sacu sara guy bahra szu VICI saca nau.
ta menu khiva janis ja mahli pae thau.”-sr1'

m1.2PI/ahome.3an inn,hotel.4 A 6/“
a direct path. 5 religious decorum, tradition

of religion. “sums sara guna ke gah.”-japu.

ਸਰਾਂ [581'ਫੇੰ] 866 ਸਰ. “so mItI jam: nanka sara

mera jatah.”—-var asa. 2 See ਸਰਾ 2 and 3.

ਸਰਾਉਗ਼ੀ [saraugi] See ਸ੍ਰਾਵਗ.
ਸਰਾਇ [SaraI] P 2.1/ n an inn. “mahIl sarai
sabh paVItu hahI.”—var 501' m 4. 2 a

residence, place, house, meaning —- universe.

“duhi sarai khunami kahae.”-suhi m 5.

‘named a sinner in both the worlds.’ 3 a

village near Muktsar in Ferozepur district,

See ਮਤੇ ਦੀ ਸਰਾਇ.
ਸਰਾਟਿਚਉ [saraIcau], ਸਰਾਇਚਾ [saraIca] P 121/
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n a small house. 2 a tent, camp. “sétokh

saraIcau.”—saveye m 4 ke. “jace gharI dIg

dIse saraIca.”—mala namdev. “chatr

saraIce.”—mai'u m 1.

ਸਰਾਇ ਨਾਗਾ [saraI naga] See ਮਤੇ ਦੀ ਸਰਾਇ.
ਸਰਾਇਰਾ [saraIra] adj moist, verdant. “simal
rukh saraIra.”—varasa. 2 straight as an arrow.

ਸਚਾਈ [sarai] See ਸਰਾਇਵ੍ 2 A 31/ adjwild.
“nuru nama sarai bakriéi carda si.”—JSBM

ਰ੍ਸਰਾਸ [saras] short form for ਸਰਾਸਨ.

ਸਥਾਸਨ [sarasan] Skt ਸ਼ਰਾਸਨ 11 an archer; one

which is used to shoot an arrow; bow.

ਸਰਾਸਰ [sarasar] P /!/ from one end to another.

2 all, complete. See ਸਰੋਂਸਰੀ. 3 ab initio.
ਸਰਾਰ [sarah] n appreciation, praise, eulogy.

ਸਰਾਹਤ [sarahat] A ‘;'ਭੰਮਂ/ openly, transparently,

clearly.

ਸਰਾਹਨ [sarahan], ਸਰਾਹਨਾ [sarahna] v to praise,

eulogise, appreciate.

ਸ਼ਰਾਕਤ [sarakat] A „“ਸ਼ੀ/” partnership, share-
holding.

ਸਰਾਗ [sarag] adj colourful. 2 loving. 3 with
musical sense.

ਸਰਾਜ [saraj] A (97/ n a saddler. 2 ajockey. 3 an

earthen lamp, lantern, light.

ਸਰਾਜਤ [sarajat] A :29! n the crafi of making
saddles.

ਸਰਾਜੀ [saraji] A (54/ shining, illuminated.

ਸਰਾਜੀਤਿ [sarajitI] See ਸਰਾਜਤ. 2 See ਸਰਾਜੀ.
“cadhyo tatt taji sarajitI sobhe.”-—paras. ‘A
radiant rider looks smart on an agile horse.’

ਸਰਾਤ [sarat] See ਸਿਰਾਤ.

ਸਰਾਧ [saradh] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ n an act of devotion.

2 offerings offood and clothes with reverence

to or in remembrance of one’s ancestors. Per

the Hindu belief, a saradh has four features:

(a) nIty sradh: daily offerings of water,

etc. that are made to gods.

(b) parvan: offerings made on festive

occasions like the day of new moon.
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(c) ksayah is performed on the death

anniversary of one’s father.

((1) mahalay is performed in the first half

ofAsu.

“jivat pItar na mane kou mue saradh

karahi.”—gau kabir.

ਸਰਾਨ [saran] See ਸ਼ਰਣ. “jan nana'iki'k‘parIo
saran.”—sar m 5.

ਸਰਾਪ [sarap] Skt a curse.

ਸਰਾਪਰ [sarapar] See ਸਰਪਰ. “chodI sarapar

jana.”——dhana m 5.

ਸਰਾਪਾ [sarapa] P y/ short form for ਅਜ਼ ਸਰ ਤਾ
ਪਾ. from head to foot , i.e. the whole body.

ਸਰਾਪਿਆ [sarapIa], ਸਰਾਪੀ [sarapi] See ਸਰਾਪ.
2 adj Cursed, damned. “jo jo sét sarapIa se

phIr-hI bhavéde.”—var gau 1 m “"/. “dar

bhrasat sarapi nam bin.”—bas§tam 1. ‘Those

who are not devotees of God, are the cursed

and degraded ones.’

ਸਰਾਵ [saraph] See ਸਰਾਪ. 2 A __ਜੱ/ n one who
trades in money etc.; a money lender; “je hove

nadar saraph ki bahurI na pai tau.”—varmajh

m 2. Here saraph stands for Satguru.

ਸਰਾਵਤ [saraphat] A .591; nobility, goodness,

honour. See ਸਰਫ਼ 7.

ਸਰਾਫੀ [saraphi] n money-changing. “esa sahu `

saraphi kare.”—asa a m I. 2 See ਸਰਾਪਿਆ the
cursed one.

ਸਰਾਫੀਲ [saraphil] whose name is Israphil also
See ਫ਼ਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ. ‘
ਸਰਾਬ [sarab] A __,ਮ੍ਹਾ‘ n an alcoholic drink.

2 frolicsome water, wine, See ਸੁਰਾ and ਸੋਮ.
3 A .31/ 4 See ਸਰਾਵ.

ਸਰਾਬੀ [sarabi] adj who drinks alcohol; drunk.
“bhajat hé grahI chod sarabi.”—krIsan.

ਸਰਾਯ [saray] See ਸਰਾਇ.
ਸਰਾਰ [sarar] short form for ਅਸਰਾਰ. 866 ਅਸਰਾਰ.

2 A ,1; n sparks of fire. 3 possessed as if by

a spirit or ghost. “kan sarar bhayo IS k0?”

-NP.
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ਸ਼ਰਾਰਤ [sararat] A .;;ਲ਼ੀ/‘ਵ੍ a mischief,

wickedness. See ਸਰ 15.

ਸ਼ਰਾਰਾ [sarara] A .11} n a spark, flare, burst of

fire.

ਸਰਾਲਾ [sarala] n a tall grass having black thorns

at its head. 2 a village five koh to the east of

Phagwara, also known as ‘Guru ka Chakk’.

Here the ninth Guru rested afterjourneying

from Bakala. A Palash tree known as

‘Gurpalah’ still stands there since that time.

The incharge is an Udasi ascetic, See ਗੁਰਪਲਾਹ

ਨੰ: 3.
ਸਰਾਵ [sarav] See ਸਰਾਬ. 2 a hamlet at a distance

ofone koh to the west ofthe village ofBahibal

in the state of Faridkot. Guru Gobind Singh

stayed here. The gurdwara is known as

Gurusar. See ਗੁਰੂਸਰ ਨੰ: 4. 3 Skt n that which
prevents milk, curd etc. from curdling; an

earthen vessel. 4 a pot of clay; an earthen“

bowl. 5 sixty-four tolas of weight.

ਸਰਾਵਰ [saravar] Skt ਸ਼ਰਾਵਰ. n a quiver, bow. 2 a

shield. 3 an armour.

ਸਰਿ [sarI]_adj balanced, even, equal. “ham
sarI dinu daIalU me turn sarI.”—dhana

ravrdas. “hanuman sarI, garur samana.”

—dhana kabir. 2 in the pond, on water. “sarI

hés ulathre ai.”——sri m I pahire. ‘The pond is

the body, the swans are the white hair.’ 3 Skt

n a river.

ਮਰਿਆ [sarIa] adj created, made, crafted.

2 became a pond. “tIsu bhana ta the]: 511':

sarIa.”—bh£r m 5. 3 See ਸਰਣਾ.

ਸਰਿਸ [sarIs] adj angry. 2 balanced, even.
ਸਰਿਸ਼ਤਾ [sarIsta] P :31/ an office, a register.
ਸਰਿਸ਼ਤੇਂਦਾਰ [sarIstedar] P 11::31/ an officer,

incharge.

ਸਚਿਸ਼੍ਵ [sarIst] P ~=..ਟੈ/ n a blend, mixture.

2 yeast; an innate quality. 3 a characteristic,

habit, temperament, nature.

ਸਰਿਕਾ [sarIka] A 5/ n theft.
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ਸਚਿਨ [sarIth] See ਸਿਰਨ.
ਸਰਿੰਠੇ' [sarIttha] to/for the world. “ap tare taren

sarIttha.”—BG

ਸਰਿਤ [sarIt] Skt ਚਗਿ੍ a river, so called because
it is ever-moving. See ਸ੍ਰਿ vr.
ਸਚਿਤਜ [sarItaj] n son of the river Ganga,

Bhisham Pitamah. 2 grass.—sanama.

ਸਚਿਤਾ [sarIta] Skt n a river; something gushing

forth. See ਸਰਿਤ. “het bhagatI sarIta bIstaran.
nanak raI jagat nIstaran.”—NP. ਲ਼ਾ

ਸਰਿਤਾਧਿਪਤਿ [sarItathpatI], ਸਰਿਤਾਨਾਥ
[sarItanath], ਸਰਿਤਾਪਤਿ [sarItapatI] master
of rivers, the ocean. 2 Varun.

ਸਰਿਤੇਸਰੀ [sarItesri] n the goddess of rivers,
Ganga.——sanama.

ਸਚਿਧ [sarIdh], ਸਰਿਧਿ fsarIth] n a receptable

of the rivers, ocean.——sanama.

ਸਰੀ [sari] See ਸਰਿ. 2 See ਸਰਣਾ. “bhalI sari jI
Ubri.”-srim 1. 3 iron rod. “sari sar ki janu Ih

badhi.”—GPS. 4 with arrows, with shafts.

“beth tikhan sari.”—keda m 5.

ਸ਼ਰੀਅਤ [sariat] A .2!) n a path, way. 2 a

religious path. 3 a tradition established by a

religious preceptor.

ਸ਼ਰੀਅੁਤਪਰਸ੍ਵ [sariat parast] P ਞ/ਵ੍ਰੱਠੁਟੁੰ/ਭੰ’ adjthe
follower of a religion; a protector of religion.

ਸਰੀਅਤਿ [sariatI] See ਸ਼ਰੀਅਤ. “musalmana

SIphatI sariatI.”-var asa.

ਸਰੀਆ [saria] adj created, formed, made. “bi‘du
rakatu mIlI pidu saria.”—maru soIhe m 1.

2 a long iron rod.

ਸਰੀਹ [sarih] A 6/ adv manifest, perceptible,

evident. '
ਸਰੀਂਹ [sarih] Skt ਯਿਪੈਧ a tree. L Acacia Sirissa.

ਸਥੀਹਣ [sarihan], ਸਰੀਹਨ [sarihan] P adv visibly,

evidently, See ਸਚੀਹ.
ਸ਼ਰੀਕ [sarik] A Hf; n a partner. 2 one who

considers another as equal. “tIs ka sarik ko

nahi.”—-var vac] m 3., 3 Skt 333 adj elegant.-

4 beautiful.



ਸਰੀਥੀ

ਸਰੀਕੀ [sariki] adjwho shares, who is a partner.
“tab hUI thsat sariki.”—asa kabir. 2 n a share,

partnership.

ਸਰੀਖ [sarikh], ਸਰੀਂਖਾ [sarikha] adj balanced,
even.

ਸਰੀਣ [sarin] a subcaste ofthe Khatris. See ਖਤ੍ਰੀ.
ਸਰੀਫ਼ [sariph] A „ਛੂਤ/"' adj good, noble.
2 elderly; (one) who maintains his dignity.
3 n the ruler of Mecca. This is a traditional
meaning, just as Amir has always been the
epithet of the emperor of Kabul.

ਸ਼ਰੀਫ਼ਾ [sarifa] See ਸੀਤਾਫਲ.

ਸਰੀਰ [sarir] Skt adj that dissipates moment by
moment.l “nIrmal deh sarir.”—sr1' a m 1. 2 n

body, physical body. “sarir svasth khin samae

SImrétI nanak.”~—sahas m 5. 3 P ਟੁੱ/ਭੰ adj

good, noble. 4 beautiful. 5 A debased,

wretched. 6 n a sea beach.

ਸਰੀਰਕ [sarirak] See ਸ਼ਾਰੀਰਿਕ.
ਸਰੀਰਾ [sarira], ਸਰੀਰਿ [sarirI], ਸਰੀਰੀ [sariri] Skt

ਸੂਜੀਸ੍ਰਿ n a soul. 2 a living creature. “dehI
bImalmatI sada sarira.”—asa kabir. ‘May the

creature be blessed with good sense.’ 3 to the

body/soul. “deh sarirI sukhu hove sabadI

harI naI.”—vadm 3. ‘May the body and soul

receive bliss from reciting the Creator’s

Name.’

ਸਰੂ [saru] See ਸਰ. 2 n a sound, melody. “sur

saru sosxle.”—maru m 1. ‘Dry up the pingla

vessel with a kind of breathing exercise.

3 Skt anger. 4 a weapon. 5 violence, murder.

6 adj violent. 7 lean and thin.

ਸਰੁਖਾ [sarukha] adj angry. 2 harsh, without

gentleness. “sunat raI ur rIs bhar sarukha.”

—NP.

ਸਰੂ [saru] See ਸਰਣਾ. 2 P :/ n “saw ek sar khare

here here pat jare.”—GPS. Skt cypress tree L

Cupressus Sempervirens.
ਸਚੂਚ [s'aruc] Skt ਜ੍ਯ adj interested. 2 joyful.
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ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ

“nabh mag cale chItI path cale bahu, cale

adhar 2 same hi.”-—sanh. 3 ਸ-ਰੁਚਿ with interest.

ਸਰੂਪ [samp] adj ofthe same or identical form.
2 ਸੁਚੂਪ beautiful form. “catur sarup srana soi.”
—maru solhe m 5. 3 ਸ੍ਵਰੂਪ n oneself, self.
ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ [sarup sigh] Jind’s glorious king,
son of Sardar Karam Singh Bajidpuria, who

took over as the ruler after Raja Sangat Singh

ofJind died childless. He ascended the throne
on Fagun Badi 2 Sammat 1893 (18 March,

1837). He was a wise, farsighted and able

administrator. He sided with the British
during the Anglo-Sikh wars in 1845-46. He

supported them during the revolt of 1857 and

was present with his army when Delhi was
captured. The British bestowed great honour

on him for his help and added the district of

Dadri with Jind from the lands annexed from

Nawab Jhajjar. He took over the mosque near

Gurdwara Sisganj in Delhi from the British

and the service that he rendered to the

gurdwara will always be remembered in Sikh

history. Raja Saroop Singh died on 26‘h of
January, 1864 at the age of fifty-one in

Bajidpur. 2 See ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ.

ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ [sarup sigh baba] This noble
mahatma with great achievement to his credit

was born on Chet Sudi 9 Sammat 1840 in

, village Pitho (Nabha state). Initially he served

the state of Nabha, then came under the

protection of Baba Ajapal Singh and got

higher education.

He was appointed mahant of Baba Ajapal

Singh’s gurdwara in Sammat 1869 and served

at this post with distinction. He initiated a

large number of people into the Sikh faith by

baptizing them. He also baptized the entire

family of Raja Bharpur Singh Bhagwan
Singh.
 

'See Aitrey Amyak, amyak 2, Chapter 1, Part 4. ਗਿੰਬਚ੍ - midway to the under world.



  

ਸਰ੍ਹ'ਪਚੰਦ

He passed away on Harh Badi 7 Sammat

1918 in Nabha. His grandson, Baba Narayan

Singh was appointed mahant in his place. See

ਅਜਾਪਾਲ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ and ਨਾਰਾਯਣ ਸਿੰਘ ਬਾਬਾ.
ਸਰੂਪਚੰਦ [sarupcéd] See ਮਹਿਮਾ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼.
ਸਚੂਪਦੇਵੀ [sarupdevi] wife of Baba Ajit Singh

Bedi and the mother ofBaba Sahib Singh Rais

Una.

ਸਚੂ'ਪਿ [sampI], ਸਰੂਪੀ [sarupi] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਛੁਧਿਜ਼੍ adj

handsome, beautiful. 2 (woman) with a

beautiful form. “ab ki sarupI sujanI

sulakhni.”—asa kabir.

ਸਰੂਰ [sarur] A u/ n bliss, happiness.

ਸਰੇ [sare] 866 ਸਰਣਾ. “tIn ke kaj sare.”—majh

barahmaha. 2 comparable, like. “aver na duja

tujhe sare.”—var bIha m 4.

ਸਰੇਉ [sareu] See ਸਰੇਵਨ. 2 to use, offer. “kavan

seva sareu.”—savsye m 4 ke. 3 See ਸ੍ਰੇਯ.

ਸਰੇਉਣਾ [sareuna], ਸਰੇਉਨ [sareun] See ਸਰੇਵਨ.

ਸਚੇਉੜਾ [sareura] 866 ਸਰੇਵਰਾ.

ਸਹੇਜ [sares] P fl/ n a glutinous substance

extracted from the joints of bones and hide,

used as an adhesive forjoining wooden pieces

etc. 2 a sticky substance prepared from resin

etc. and used as an adhesive.

ਸਰੇਸ਼ਟ [saresat] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰੋਸ੍ਵ. adjdeserving the highest

praise. “harI 5mrItkatha saresat utam.”—var

511' m 4. “bhagatI saresat puri.”—sar m 5.

2 See ਸ਼੍ਰੇਸਟ. 3 Skt a mango.

ਸਰੇਸਿਆ [sareSIa] adj balanced; (one) who

maintains equality.

ਸਰੈਖਣ [sarekhan] the act of uttering sounds;

speaking in loud tones. “gag na sarekhai.”

-—BG 2 adj heighing, whining.

ਸਰੋਪਾ [sarekha], ਸਰੇਖੀ [sarekhi] adj equal,

comparable, even. 2 pure, unadulterated.

3 best. “gUI'SIkh5 rahIras sarekhi.”-BG.

narrated. See ਸਰੇਖਣ.

ਸਰੇਵਣ [sarevan] Skt ਸੇਵਨ n the act doing

something in the best way; worship, service.
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866 E service. “nanak bInve tIse sarevhu.”

—dhana m I. “sace carat) sareviahI.”—sor am

5. “guru ke caran sarevne.”—sn' m 5. “sada

sarevi IkmanI thai.”—majh a m 3.

ਸਰੇਵਤ [sarevat] uses. 2 adv while using or

offering. “gurcaran sarevat dukh gaIa.”—-bas§t

m 5. See ਸਰੋਵਣ.

ਸਰੇਵਨ [sarevan] 866 ਸਰੋਵਣ. ’

ਸਰੇਵਰਾ [sarevra], ਸਰੇਵੜਾ [sarevra] Skt ਸ੍ਰਾਵਕ“ a

preacher; one who preaches. 2 Jain. 3 a

Buddhist; a disciple of Buddha. “sab sarevre

1<e anumani.”—NP.

ਸਰੋ [sare] See ਸਰਣਾ. “harI jiu te sabhe sare.”

—maru ravrdas. 2 See ਸ਼ਰਾ. 3 adj lawful

according to the Muslim laws. “sare sariatI

kar-hI bicar.”—var sri m 1.

ਸਰੋਅ [saroa], ਸਰੋਆ [saroa] Skt ਸ੍ਵਞ. n a ladle

which looks like a man’s right hand for

pouring ghee during a fire worship

ceremony; also called ‘Brahmhast’.

“karvaran ke kin saroe.”—NP. ‘Swords were

turned into ladles.’

ਸਰੋਂਸ [saros] See ਸਰੋਂਖ.

ਸਰੋਂਸਰੀ [sarosari] adj per head; each one. “need

kal sarosari.”—c5di 3. 2 P /I/ adv from top

to bottom. 3 completely, entirely.

ਸਰੋਹ [saroh] adj angry. 2 n tresses, hair."‘l<ahfi

saroh pattié.”—VN.

ਸਰੋਹੀ [sarohi] See ਸਿਰੋਹੀ.

ਸਰੋਕਾਰ [sarokar] P /ਰੈੱ੭/ concern, relation,

purpose.
ਸਰੋਂਖ [sarokh] adj angry, angrily.

ਸਰੋਘ [sarogh] Skt ਸ਼ਰੌਘ. a host ofarrows. “sarogh

prahar.”—-saloh. 2 a shower of arrows.

ਸਰੋਜ [saroj] n lotus flower growing in a pond.

2 Bhai Santokh Singh has written ‘ਸਰੋਜ’

instead of ‘ਸਿਰੋਂ'ਜ’ which is a town in the state

ofTank in C.P. It is two hundred miles to the

south-east of Tank. The tenth Guru stayed

here on his way to Nanded. “sahar saroj ujen



ਸਰੋਜਸੁਤ

.1<0 kar ségat mela.”—GPS;

ਸਰੋਜਸੁਤ [sarojsut], ਸਰੋਂਜਭਞ [sarojbhav] Brahma,
born from a lotus; Chaturanan; Kamaladan.
ਸਰੋਤ [sarot] Skt ears. “OI betho sahaj sarot.”
—asa chét m 5. ‘... was overpowered by the
scent of musk—deer. 2 See ਸਰੋਦ. 3 a rumour,
hearsay.

ਸਰੋਂਤਮ [sarotam] adj ਸ਼ਰ-ਉੱਤਮ a superb arrow.
2 a holy pond. 3 n Mansar. 4 Amritsar.
ਸਰੋਤਾ [sarota] Skt ਕੀਰ੍ਵ adj who listens. “anIk
sarote sunhI nIdhan.”—saram 5. 2 (in Hindi)
an areca nut cutter, shaped like a pair ofbroad
scissors, also called ਸਰੋਤਾ. ,

ਸਰੋਂਤਿ [sarotI] Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤਵ੍ਯ adj worth listening to.
“Iko sunIa sravan sarotI.”—var gau 1 m 4.
2 n a source, flow. “janam mue bIn bhagatI
sarotI.”-asa a m 1. 3 See ਸ਼ੁੰਤ੍ਰਿਯ.
ਸਰੋਦ [sarod] P ੭੭/ n music; a song. “karan
sarod din hatkari.”—NP. 2‘stringed musical
instrument like a rabab (violin-like), favourite
with the people of Kabul.

ਸਰੋਂਰੁ'ਹ [saroruh] n that which grows in a pond;
lotus. “lakh sur saroruh so damkyo.”—nar
sigh.

ਸਰੋਵਰ [sarovar] 72 an excellent pond. “sarir
sarovar bhitre ache kamal anup.”—bIIa kabir.
2 a sea.

ਸਰੌਵਰਿ [sarovarx] from the sea. “sarirI serovarI
gun pargatI kie.”—asa m 4. 2 in the pond.
“ramdas serovarI nhate.”—sor m 5.

ਸਰੌਤਾ [sarata] See ਸਰੋਤਾ 2
ਸਰੰਜਾਮ [saréjam], ਸਰੰਜਾਮਿ [saréjamI] P (lfi/
n material to accomplish, task. 2 arrangement,
management. “saréjamI lagu bhavjal taran
ks.”—sopurakhu.

ਸਰੰਣੀਂ [saréni] See ਸਰਨ੍ਯ.“5ਰਿਰੌ1_ਪਂ Udhare.”-kalk1'.
ਸਰੰਦ [5ਕਿਰੋਧੰ] short form for ਸਰਹਿੰਦ. See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ.
“maia 15b saréd rahI.”—BG. ‘Maia, a Sikh of
Lamb subcaste lived at Sirhind.’

ਸਚੰਦਾ [saréda] a stringed musical instrument
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ਸਲਭ

played with a bow. This was designed on the
suggestion of Guru Arjan Dev. He not only
gifted it to the Sikh ragis, but also taught them
how to play it. See ਸਾਜ. 2 See ਸਿਰੰਦਾ.

ਸਚੰਨਿ [5ਰਿਰੌਸ਼੍ਯ] See ਸਰਨ੍ਯ.
ਸਦ੍ਹੀਆ [sarhia] Pu a sari, a head covering for a
woman; a dress. “dehu kahyo hamri sarhia.”
—krIsan.

ਸੜ੍ਹੀਣਾ [sarhina] a village in district Ferozepur,
tehsil and police station Moga. It is situated
approximately 2 miles to the north-east of
Dagru railway station. Towards the south of
this village, a gurdwara of Guru Hargobind
is situated at a distance of one furlong. It is a
small temple. The priest is a baptised Sikh.
The village has donated two ghamaon of land
to this gurdwara.

ਸਲ [sal] Skt ਸ਼ਲ੍ vr to move, go; to praise; to
pierce. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਾਸਲ੍ W to creep, crawl; to pulsate;
to vibrate. 3 n water. 4 praise, appreciation.
5 a camel; an ostrich. 6 Pkt a pyre. “carh bathe
tahI 59] kc banaI.”—ramav. “géth meli sal
maddhé.”—saloh. 7 See ਸਨ੍ਯ and ਸੱਲ. 8 A j
n a cripple. 9 one whose limbs are disabled
or immobile.

ਸਲਕ [8੪1ਰ1<],ਸਲਖ [salakh] T JV n the act of
simultaneously firing shots with many guns.
E volley. “kar salakh devan prItham yatra.”
—saloh. “chuti tuphég-hI salakh bIsala.”
—GPS. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਲ੍ਕ a piece, part. 3 back.
ਸ਼ਲਗਮ [salgam] P (‘1’ a turnip. In Dhanni
Pothohar it is called a thIppar.
ਸਲਘ [salagh] See ਸਲਾਘਾ and ਸਲੰਘ.
ਸਲੱਜ [5818]‘]‘] adj shy, modest.
ਸਲਤਨ [saltan], ਸਲਤਨਤ [saltanat], ਸਲਤੰਤ [saltét]
A yup n rule, reign. 2 kingdom. “saltan hIt
bahu kare Upay.”——GPS.
ਸਲਬ [salab] AJ to snatch. 2 to expel. 3 J»
to hang.

ਸਲਭ [salabh]Sktmn a moth. “sanmukh devi

 



 

  

ਸਲਲ

ke bhayo salabh dip anohar.”-c5di 1. 2 a

locust, pest. “gamne dal sam salabh ke kar

maro maro.”—GPS.‘Armies attacked like

swarms of locust.’

ਸਲਲ [salal] Skt ਸਲਿਲ n flow of water. 2 water.
“mIlI salal sal-le.”—nat m 4. 3 Skt ਸ਼ਲਲ the

quill of a porcupine. 4 the hair ofa pig.

ਸਲਲਧਰ [salaldhar] n water—bearer; the cloud.

2 an ocean. 3 one controlling the flow of

Ganga; Shiv—sanama.

ਸਲਲਧਰ ਅਰਿ ਕੇਤੁ ਚੱਛੁ ਅਰਿ [salaldhar arI ketu
cacchu arII—sanama. Kam, the enemy of

Gangadhar Shiv, his flag — a fish, the enemy

of its eye, Arjun. While wedding Draupadi,

Arjun had pierced the eye of the device set

up as fish.

ਸਲਵ'ਤ[591ਰ੍/8|]/1.,|‘ nplural ਘੰਸਲ਼ਾਤ; Muslim

prayers. “mIte bag salvat sfmat kurana.”

—chakke. 2 In Punjabi a satirical way of
rebuking : “us me khub salvaté sunaia‘i.”—pr0v.

ਸਲਵਾਰ [salvar] P „,!੭ A ਸ਼ਰਵਾਲ n trousers.

ਮਲਵੇ [salve] S moves, goes. “aghu aghu
salve.”—varmaru 2 m 5. ‘You move ahead to

get hold of objects.’

ਸਲਾਟਿ [53121:] n a spoke, iron-bar. “bhathi 5darI
paia mIli aganI salaI.”—s m 1 béno. See

ਸਲਾਕਾ.

ਸਲਾਈ [salai] See ਸਿਲਾਈ. 2 a needle for putting
collyrium. “bhe kia deh salaia neni.”—t115g
m 1. 3 A long metallic needle for knitting.

ਸਲਾਹ [salah] n praise, appreciation. 2 A Lu;

betterment. 3 advice, suggestion.

ਸਲਾਹਣ [58|8}19|.1], ਸਲਾਹਨ [salahan] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ n

praise, appreciation.

ਸਲਾਚਿ [salahI] See ਸਲਾਹ. 2 having praised or
admired.

ਸਲਾਹੀ [salahi] adj worthy of praise. 2 who
advises, a minister. “apan salahi sakal

hakare.”—GPS.

ਸਲਾਹੀਐ [salahie] let’s praise, let’s admire.
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ਸਲਾਹੁਣਾ [salahuna] See ਸਲਾਹਨ.

ਸਲਾਕ [salak], ਸਲਾਕਾ [salaka], ਸਲਾਖ [salakh] n

ਸ਼ਲਾਕਾ a needle for putting collyrium in the

eyes. 2 a thin metallic rod. “tapat salak dar
chItI dai.”-carrtr 70. 3 an arrow. 4 a bone.

ਸਲਾਘਨ [salaghan] See ਸਲਾਹਨ.

ਸਲਾਧ੍ਯਧੋਂਯ [salaghniy] Skt ਥਕ਼ਾਯਥੀਂਧ adj
praiseworthy, admirable.

ਸਲਾਘਾ [salagha] Skt ਥੂਲ਼ਾਧ੍ vr to praise, boast; to

trust; to get arrogant. 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n praise,

appreciation. 3 a desire.

ਸਲਾਤ [salat] A Mu, n Muslim’s prayer. 2 See

ਸਿਰਾਤ 2 and ਪੁਰਸਲਾਤ.

ਸਲਾਬ [salab] See ਸਿਲਾਬ.
ਸਲਾਬਤ [salabat]A-MIL: n hardness, rigidness.

2 determination, firmness.

ਸਲਾਬਤਖਾਨ [salabatkhan] Paymaster—general of

emperor Shah Jahan, king of Delhi, who was

also a high ofiicial of the Arzbegis. Suppli-

` cations to the erhperor were routed through

him. Upon a sarcastic remark, Amar Singh

Rathaur, son of Gaj Singh stabbed him to

death, in the presence of the emperor at Agra

Fort. The royal soldiers did not spare him

either. The gate relating to this incident is

now known as Amar Singh Gate. This event

took place on 25‘h July, 1644.

ਸਲਾਮ [salam] A “ਖਿ n peace, wellbeing.

2 blessing, benediction. 3 In the Quran, God

being blissful, is also named ‘salam.’ 4 short

form for (9 [ਗਿ. It is a convention among

Muslims that whenever they meet, the first

greets with asslamoalekum meaning ‘peace

be with you’, the second responds with va

alekummsalam, that is rtMré-k: meaning

peace be with you too. 5 a salutation. “salam

javab clove kare.”—var asa. 6 respect, sway.

“kIa sultan salam VIhuna.”—asa m 1.

' ਸਲਾਮਤ [8818ਗ਼੪੮],ਸਲਾਮਤਿ [salamatI] A Jan

adj safe and sound, in good health.‘ tusada

 



ਸਲਾਮਤੀ

salamatI nIré’kar.”—-japu. 2 trouble-free,
without any conflict.

ਸਲਾਮਤੀ [salamti] n well-being. 2 safety.
ਸਲਾਮਾਲੋਕ [salamalek], ਸਲਾਮਾਲੇਕਮ [salamalekam],

ਸਲਾਮਾਲੇਕੀ [salamaieki], ਸਲਾਮਾਲੇਖੁ [salamalekhu]
See ਸਲਾਮ. “salamalekam mukhfi alav‘é.”—GPS.

“mIlde musalman dUI mIl mIl karan

salamaleki.”—BG. “vir, salamalekhu.”—s m 1

b5no.

ਸਲਾਮੀ [salami] n a salute. 2 a ritual of blessing

the bride and the bridegroom. 3 adj(one) who
salutes. 4 sycophancy.

ਸਲਾਮੁ [salamu] See ਸਲਾਮ. “sahés nam 18 la karau

salamu.”——asa kabir.

ਸਲਾਰ [salar] P AH/ n chief, commander. “sekh

pir salar.”—sr1' m 1.”satarI se: salar he jake.”

—bher kabir. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਲਾਰ a nail. 3 a ladder. 4 a
cage.

ਸਲਿ [saII] Skt ਸ਼ਨ੍ਯ n a wound. 2 See ਸਨ੍ਯ.

ਸਲਿਮ [salIs] Skt ਯਿਜਧ੍ਰ vr to embrace, cling.
ਸਲਿਤਾ [salIta] a river. See ਸਰਿਤਾ. “géga ke 55g:
salIta bIgri.”—bher kabir. See ਬਿਗਰੀ.
ਸਲਿਤਾਨਾਥ [salltanath], ਸਲਿਤਾਪਤਿ [saIItapatI] Skt
ਗੀਗ਼ੀਰੇ lord ofthe river; the ocean. 2 God Varun.

ਸਲਿ ਬਿਸਲਿ [salI bIsalI] n a herb that heals the
wounds. See ਸਰਬੋਖਧਿ ਪਰਬਤ and ਵਿਸ਼ਨ੍ਯਕਰਣੀ.
“5311 bush anI tokhile hari.”—dhana

trIIocan. 2 a river named Shalyo Vishalya,

which finds mention in the 45‘h Chapter of

'Sakand Puran.

ਸਲਿਲ [53111] See ਸਲਲ.
ਸਲੀਮ [salis] A ਪਾਂਨੁੂੰ‘ adj easy, simple. 2 tender,
delicate.

ਸਲੀਕਾ [salika] A „ਹੂਂ„ n warm nature, nice
disposition; 2 etiquette, manners.

ਸਲੀਖ [salikh] A ਭੰ n a prayer carpet; Muslim

place of saying prayer. 2 a sound, word.

ਸਲੀਂਖਤ [salikhat] A 92" n an offspring,

progeny. “salikhat mudame.”—japu. ‘God’s

progeny is ever—lasting.’
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ਸ਼ਲੇਸ

ਸਲੀਤਾ [salita] P ;ਖ਼ੂਖ਼ਾ n a camel’s pannier. 2 a
canvas bag for packing a tent or a canopy.

ਸਲੀਬ [salib] A v}! n cross, its shape is '|'. 2 a
cross-shaped object which the Christians wear

round their necks. This is done in memory of

Jesus Christ who was crucified on the cross.

ਸਲੀਮ [salim] A ਨੁ!” adj who remains safe. 2 a
Chishti Faqir ofAjmer, whose prayers are said

to have blessed Akbar with a son, Jahangir.

That is why he was named Salim.

ਸਲੀਮਸ਼ਾਹ [salimsah] See ਸਲੇਮਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਸਲੁਸ’ [salus] See ਸਲਿਮ and ਸ਼ਲੇਸ. 2 n unity, union.

ਸਲੁੰਚਨ [5916੮311], ਸਲੁੰਵੂ [salfipu] adj plucking of
the hair. See ਲੁੰਚਨ. “jamI pakre kalI salfiyu.”
—bas§tm 4. ‘Yam caught (him) at the time of

death and dragged from the hair.’

ਸਲੁੰਨੋ [salOno] See ਸਡੁੱਨੇਂ.

ਸਲੂਕ [saluk] See ਸੁਲੂਕ.

ਸਲੂਣਾ [saluna] adj salted, saitish. 2 n cooked,

salted vegetables or dishes etc.

ਸਲੂਰੀ [saluri] a village in tehsil Una, district

Hoshiarpur. It is situated to the north of

Anandpur at a distance of27 kos. It was here

that Guru Gobind Singh rested for a while on

his way to Nadaun to help the hill-rulers. A

gurdwara which was erected during the reign

of Maharaja Ranjit Singh stands at the top of

the hill. It is situated to the north ofthe railway

station Hoshiarpur, at a distance of 25 miles.

ਸ਼ਲੇਸ [sales] Skt ਥਰੇਧ (Skt ਯਿਧ੍ਰ vr to join, unite,
embrace). n unity, union. 2 a metaphor, word

suggesting several meanings.

Examples:

mohan tere uce médIr mahal apara.

—gau ch5tm 5.

Here Mohan stands for both God and Baba
Mohan.

ath bIath Upath ras kab-hu na tute tap,

parbraham puran dhani nahI bujhe partap.

—gau thItim 5.



ਮਲੇਸ਼ਿਆ

‘bujhe’ means ‘to be extinguished’ as also ‘to

understand.’ ‘partap’ means splendour and

distress —‘parrtap.’
gurdarsan Udhre sésara.—asa m 3.

Here ‘gurdarsan’means ‘sight ofthe Satguru’

and also ‘awareness of his doctrine.’ .

babiha benti kare, karI kIrpa dehu jiadan.

` —var maIa m 3.

‘jiadan’ means ‘a gifi of life’ as well as ‘gift

of water.’

ਸਲੇਸਿਆ [salesialjoined ਝਿਕ਼ਾਝਣ. 2 united, having
severai meanings. 3 See ਸ਼ਲੇਸ 2.
ਸਲੇਮਸ਼ਾਹ or ਸਲੀਮਸ਼ਾਹ [salemsah or salimsah]

younger son of Sher Shah Suri. His original

name was Jalal Khan. Having ascended the

throne, he assumed the name of Islam Shah

which degenerated into Salim Shah. After

Sher Shah’s death, he ruled over India from

1545 to 1553 AD. Due to oversight, Bhai

Santokh Singh has termed Salem Shah and

Sher Shah as brothers and has mentioned a

battle at Paryag between Hamayun and these

two brothers, i.e.

dve bhrata pathan vad sure,

bad umrav su kin hadure.

bIgar pare dIllipatI 55g,

garab than cahat bhe jég.

ek salemsah tIs nam,

$ersah dusar bal dham.

aki durag prag kar lina,

sake] samaj juddh ka kina.

—GPS rasr 1 a 10.

2 younger brother of Jodh Ray.

ਸਲੇਂਸਣਾ [salosna], ਸਲੋਂਸਨ [salosan] v to unite.

866 ਸ਼ਲੇਸ to fondle lightly. “camodak 12 men

salose.”——NP. See E‘solution. 2 to foment with

hot water.

ਸਲੋਕ ,[83101<] ਸ-ਲੋਕ the same people, the same

country. 2 Skt ਸਾਲੋਂਕਜ਼ a type of salvation. It

involves living in the realm of the Deity.
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ਸਲਘ

3 Skt ਸ਼੍ਲੋਕ praise, appreciation. 4 a song of

praise. 5 verse; metre. “utam salok sadh ke

bacan.”—sukhmani. In Guru Granth Sahib

there are numerous metrical compositions

under the heading of saloks. Various forms of

these compositions are explained in Guru

Chhand Divakar. 6 See ਅਨਸਟਭ. 7 866 ਸੱਲੇਂਕ.".-

ਸਲੋਕ ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ [salok sahaskrItI] See ਸਹਸਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ,

ਸਹਸਾਕਿਰਤਾ and ਗਾਥਾ.

ਸਲੋਕ ਵਾਰਾਂ ਤੇ ਵਧੀਕ [salok varé te vadhik] the

saloks which remained unabsorbed while

determining the order of the pauris. Their

number is 152. Guru Arjan Dev putthose

saloks towards the end ofGuru Granth Sahib

before Mundavani. Guru Gobind Singh, while

recreating the manuscript (bir) posted the

saloks of Guru Teg Bahadur between Varan

te Vadhik saloks and Mundavani.

ਸਲੋਣਾ [53101321] See ਸਲੂਣਾ and ਸਲੋਨਾ.

ਸਲੋਤਰ [salotar] Skt ਤੋਤ੍ਰ n a rod, stick. 2 a goad,

this word is derived from the root ‘ਤੁਦ੍’ which

means to reprimand. 3 See ਸਾਲਿਰੋਤ੍ਰ .

ਸਲੋਤਰੀ [salotri], ਸਲੋਤ੍ਰੀ [salotri] adja staff bearer.

2 a nihang Singh. 3 a veterinary surgeon. See

ਸਾਲਿਹੋਤ੍ਰੀ. “gem salotri turat hakare.”—GPS.

, ਸਲੋਨੜਾ [591੦ਪਿੰ8], ਸਲੋਗ਼ੀ [591੦0ਸਂ],ਸਲੋਨਾ[531੦118],

ਸਲੋਨੀ [saloni] adjfi-W'e'm salted, rather saltish.

2 beautiful. “nen saloni sfidar nari.”—gau am

1. 3 a woman with beautiful eyes. “jagu

salonrie, bole gurbani ram.”——bi1a chétm I.

ਸਲੋਨੋ [salono] See ਸਲੋਨਾ. 2 866 ਸਤੁੱਨੋ.

ਸਲੌਦੀ [saladi] a village situated at a distance

of ten kohs to the north of Sirhind by the

Grand Trunk. Road. A number of Sikh

warriors who fought to defend their faith were

born in this village. See ਆਲੀਂ ਸਿੰਘ.

ਸਲੰਘ [581ਰੈ811] n a pitchfork. It is an agricultural

implement. Its shape is like that of a trident.

It is a large fork with sharp, widely spaced

prongs for pitching straw and chaff.

 
 



ਸਲ੍ਹਾਬ
ਸਲ੍ਹਾਬ [salhab] See ਸਿਲਾਥ.
ਸਨ੍ਯ [saly] n Guru’s euologist bard. “guru
amardas sac saly bhan.”—savsyem 3 ke. 2 Skt
ਸ਼ਨ੍ਯ a wound. 3 a spear, lance. 4 an arrow.
5 a sin. 6 harsh words. 7 a bII tree. 8 king of
Madrdesh, who was the brother ofMadri, wife
of king Pandu. During Draupti’s swayambar
he was defeated; by Bhimsen, and turned
enemy of his sister’s sons. During the battle
ofKurukshetar, he sided with the Kauravs and
became the charioteer ofKaran as he was very
adept at goadfiing horses. On the 18th day of
the battle, he was killed by Yudhishthar.
In Mahabharat there is. a chapter, assigned
to him. “bhae senpalé‘ bali sulI salyé.”
—janmejay. '
ਸਨ੍ਯ ਜਨ [saly jan] n the air.—sanama. The
wound worsens when it is exposed to the air.
2 blood —sanama. .
ਸਲਯਚਿਪੁ [salyrIpu] n the killer of Raja Shaly,
Yudhishtar. See ਸਨ੍ਯ 8.
ਸੱਲ [sall] 866 ਸਨ੍ਯ.

ਸੱਲਕੀ [sallki] See ਸੇਹ.
ਸੱਲੋਂਕ [sallok] Skt ਚਟ੍ਞਾਕ਼ੀਕਙ n gentlemen, pious
people.

ਸ਼ਲ੍ [salv] See ਸ਼ਾਲ੍.
ਸ਼ਲ੍-ਕੋਟ [salvkot] See ਸਿਆਲਕੋਟ.
ਸਵ [sav] See ਸਵਣਾ and ਸਵਾਲਨਾ. “dukh mahI
save.”—sri a m 3. “sukh savéti.”—sor m 5.
2 Skt ਸ਼ਵ n a dead body, corpse. “janat jogi
sav-hI utharo.”—carItr 312. “sav k0 khahu
b115b nahi kar.”—NP. 3 water. 4 short form
for ਸਰਵ. all. 5 Skth'athe process ofextracting
somras by pressing som, a creeper. 6 an
offspring, progeny. 7 yag; oblation. 8 the sun.
ਸਵਗੁਣ [savgun] See ਸਿਵਗੁਣ. 2 a hundred times.
3 short form for ਸਵੰਗੁਣ.
ਸਵਣ [seven], ਸਵਣਾ [savna] Skt ਸ਼ਯਨ n a bed,
bedding. 2 to sleep. “gIani jag-hI sav-hI
subhaI.”—var 501' m 3. “km savna km
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ਸਵਰਾ

jagna.”—var gau 1 m 4.
ਸਵਤ [savat] n co-wife. “savat gm te man
bIkIai.”—NP. See ਸਉਕਣ. 2 white. S/e'e ਸਵਤਸਵਤ

ਸਵੇਤਸਵਤਤਨ [savat savat tanl-sanama. a black
deer; whose body is white and black; a deer
with black back and white chest.

' ਸਵਤਿ [savatI] a co-wife. See ਸਉਕਨ. “savatI
ek tIh anp-hI bulai.”—carrtr 33.
ਸਵਦ [saved] See ਸਬਦ. 2 P ”a may happen.
See ਸ਼ੁਦਨ. “cfi saved takbir.”—ti15gm 1. “saved
kurban khake sadhségatI.”—digo.
ਸਵਦਾ [savda] See ਸਉਦਾ- 2 sleeping.

! ਸਵਦਾਗਰ [savdagar] See ਸਉਦਾਗਰ. “savdagar ko
tut gyo mat ghi ko.”—1<rIsan.

ਸਵਧਾਨ [savdhan] 866 ਸਾਵਧਾਨ. “sabad surat
savdhan ho.”—BG.
ਸ਼ਵਮ [savam] P (:9 I will go, I go, I may go.
2 I will be, I am, I may be. Its verb is ਪਾਂਲ਼ੀਤੁੰ.
ਸਵੱਯਾ [savayya] See ਸਵੈਯਾ. 2 one and a quarter.
“pal pal bIkhe savayya care.”—GPS. ‘will
become more and more adept.’
ਸਵਰ [saver] Skt ਸ਼ਵਰ n a thll caste; a low
caste, which resembles bhils.l See ਸ਼ਬਰੀ.
2 Shiv. 3 P [,5 a husband, bridegroom. “pIru
raVIara sacu savra.”—vadm 4. the true master.
4 a commentator of mimasa sutr, Shavar.
ਸਵਰਣ [savaran] of the same colour. 2 of the
same caste. 3 sounds with the same place of
articulation 88-ਅਹਕਖਗਘਙ811ਧੰੲਚਛਜਝ
ਞ ਯ ਸ਼ etc.

ਸ਼ਵਰਥ [savarath] See ਅਰਥੀ.
ਸਵਰਨਾ [savarna] v to be reformed; to improve;
to be set right. “th0 savre mera kajo.”—sri
chét m 4. “bInU gursabad na savar-SI kaj.”
~gau a m 1.

ਸਞਰਾ [savra] See ਸਵਰ.

'These people used to live in the forests of central
provinces (GP) and Rajp‘utana. The Greek writer Pliny

calls them Suari and for Ptolemy they are Sabri.

 



  

 

ਸਵਰੀ

ਸਵਥੀ [savri] See ਸ਼ਬਰੀ.
ਸਵਲ [saval] See ਸਥਲ. 2 See ਸਵਲਾ.

ਸਵਲਾ [savla], ਸਵਲੀਂ [savli] adj swarthy. “khaI
aghai savli gori.”—NP. 2 reasonably priced,

profitable. “lade khep savli.”—sri chét m 5.
ਸਵਾ [sava] Skt ਸਪਾਦ none and a quarter, ….
ਸਫਾਇਆ [savaIa] adjfiu'? meaning more,
extra. “dInu dInu care savaIa.”—gau thIti m"

5. 2 xa little, hardly any. “savaIa gappha
dena.”—prov.

ਸਵਾਈ [savai] See ਸਫਾਇਆ. more, extra. “dIn
dIn care savai.”——sor m 1. 2 n the title of

Maharaja of Jaipur. “bad raja je sigh savai.
jepur ko patI VIdIt mahai.”—GPS. See ਜ੍ਯਸਿੰਘ.
ਮਵਾਸਨ [savasan] See ਸਬਾਸ.

ਸਵਾਹੀ [savahi] See ਕੜਨ.

ਸਵਾਂਗ [savag] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ ਸ੍ਰ (own) ਅੰਗ (body).
2 wearing the dress ofsome one else on one’s

own body. 3 impersonation ofsome one else.

assumption of some one else’s form.

ਸਵਾਣੀ [savani] n an acharay brahmin who eats ‘

(the food of) a dead body; a great brahmin.

“kItre saun savani hoe.”—BG ‘There were

many omen-tellers and teachers.’ 2 See ਸਾਵਾਣੀਂ.

ਸਵਾਤ [savat] See ਸਬਾਤ. 2 Skt ਸੁਵਾਸ੍ਵ a stream in

the North-West Frontier Province. It is also

known as Svant, Suant and Svat. It finds

mention in Rig Ved. The Chinese and Greek

pilgrims have also mentioned it. 3 plain lying

in the valley of Swat river which for the

Buddhist writers was a part of Udian Desh.

ਸਵਾਦ [savad] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਦ n taste, savour. 2 A ”y

soot. 3 a stack of dried cow dung in a village.

4 ability, capability. 5 a draft of a

composition.

ਸਵਾਨ [savan] short form ਧਿਸ਼ਾਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀਂਵਾਹਨ, a riding
bird that has beautiful gait, swan. “ban ban

dole kag kahé dha savan he?”—BGK. 2 See
ਸ੍ਵਾਨ.
ਸਵਾਨਿ [savanI] See ਸਾਵਾਣੀਂ.
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. ਸਵਿਕਲ਼ਧ

ਸਵਾਨਿਹ [savanIhlA é", plural ofਸਾਨਿਹਾ a life’s
description, life’s narration.

ਸਵਾਨੀ [savani] See ਸਾਵਾਣੀਂ.

ਸਵਾਬ [savab] 866 ਸਬਾਬ.

ਸਵਾਰ [savar] See ਅਸਵਾਰ and ਸਵਾਰਣਾ.

ਸਵਾਰਣਾ [savarna], ਸਵਾਰਨਾ [savarna] v to set

right, reform. 2 to adorn, render the

complexion fair.

ਸਵਾਰਾ [savara] See ਅਸਵਾਰਾ.

ਸਵਾਰਿਅਨੁ [savarI'anU] he set it right. “gur ki

peri paI kaj savarianu.”—var gujm 5.

ਸਵਾਰੀ [savari] n a carriage, vehicle,

conveyance. 2 adv early morning, at dawn.

“5tarI gavau baharI gavau gavau jagI

savari.”—asa m 5. 3 See ਸਵਾਰਣਾ. “jan ki pej
saizari apI.”—guj m 5.

ਸਵਾਰੇ [savare] See ਸਵਾਰਣਾ. “karaj savare sagle
tan ke.”—ram m 5. 2 adv early morning; at

dawn. S ਸਵਾਰੇ “nhavan javét hot savare.”
—krIsan.

ਸਵਾਰੇ [savare] See ਸਵਾਰਨਾ. 2 866 ਬਿਆਲ 3.

3 adv early morning before sunrise. “kaVI

syam kahe dou sfijh savare.”—kr1'san.

ਸਵਾਲ [saval] A JV )1 a question. 2 a request,

demand.

ਸਵਾਲਣਾ [savalna], ਸਵਾਲਨਾ [savalna] v to put to

sleep. “ja tInI savalIa ta sav rahIa.”—var

mm m 3.

ਸਵਾ ਲਾਖ [sava lakh] n one lakh and twenty five.

thousand. “sava lakh SIU ek larafi.”—rahit.

2 xa one. “us ne khalse nfi sava lakh damra

ardas karaIa.”—prov.

ਸਵਾਲਾਖੁ ਪੋਕਾਬਰ [sava lakh pekabarl—bher kabir.

In Islamic literature, there is a mention ofone

lakh and twenty four thousand prophets. This

figure may be regarded equivalent to one

hundred twenty five thousand.

ਸਵਾਲਿਆ [savalIa] See ਸਵਾਲਣਾ.
ਸਵਿਕਲਧ [savxkalap] Ski ਚਕਿਕ੍ਯਾਧ adj imaginatively,
intuitively.



  

ਸਵਿਤਾ

ਸਵਿਤਾ [5ਗ਼ਾਗ਼ੁ੮8] Skt ਚਬਿਰ੍ਵ n the Creator. 2 father.
3 the sun. “saVIta ast nIsa hUI ai.”—NP.

' ਸਵਿਤ੍‘ਡੈੱ [saVItri] Skt n a begetter, mother.

2 Durga. 3 Gayatri. 4 a midwife. 5 a cow.

6 See ਸਾਵ੍ਰਿਤੀ.

ਸਵਿਰ੍ਯ [saVIdy] See ਸਬਿਰ੍ਯ.
ਸ਼ਵੀ [savi] P d; May you be. Its root is ਸ਼ੁਦਨ.
ਸਵੀਜੇ [savije], ਸਵੀਜੈ [savije] See ਸਵਣਾ. “sukh
sath savije.”—var maru 1 m 3. ‘Sleep in the

bliss of spiritual state, or sleep in a blissful

state of knowledge.’

ਸਵੇਰਾ [savera] n early morning, at day break.
2 adv first. “hIrde ram ki na jap-hI savera?”

—sor kabir. ‘Why don’t you worship Ram

before dying?’ 3 Immediately, at once. “or

bhi lage kadh savera.”—suhi raVIdas. ‘Close

relatives also held that the dead body be

immediately taken away from home.’

4 auspicious time, good time. “janam
krItarath saphal savera.”—-gaum 5.

ਸਵੈ [save] sleeps. “gun ucar-hI gun mahI save

samaI.”—s]ok m 4. .

ਸਵੈਯਾ [saveya] This is a popular metre having
four lines with numerous names; and is mainly

of two types. i.e. matrIk and vamIk.

The best form is a matrIk savsya assumes
is when all the four lines alliterate; for two

lines to alliterate is a must. The poets insist

that in a vamIk savsya, all the four lines must

have assonance or internal alliteration.‘

A large variety ofthis metre is to be found

in poetical compositions. For the knowledge

of readers, metres available in Sikh literature

or which are our favourite are given below

along with illustrations:

(1) The first type of savsya is ‘bir’. It

‘ has four lines, each line having 31 matras,

the first pause being at 16‘“, the second at

'In case of savsyas of different rhymes, this rule is not
 

applicable.
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the subsequent 15‘“ with guru and laghu
matras at the end. It is also called matrIk

saveya.

Example:

nathkamal te brahma Upje,

bed parhI mukh kéth savarI.

jaki bhagatI karhI jan pure,

munI jan seth gurvicarI.

—guj m 1.

Viewed from the guru and laghu angle,
this saveya is of Sen type as it has a total 31

guru and 62 laghu matras.

(2) The second type of saveya is ‘ban’,

each line having 31 matras. The pauses come

at the 16‘“ and the subsequent 15‘“, the last
two being guru.

Example:
5mrItU namu tumara thakur,

ehu maharasu jan-hI piyo...

—asa m 5.

(3) The third type of saveya is of ‘samy’,

each line having 31 matras, the first pause

being at the 16‘“, second at the subsequent
15‘“, with a nagan (III) at the end.

Example:

mukh te tika sahIt ucarat,

ram rIde nahI puran rahIt,

karI Updes sonave logan,

kachu na kamave apan kahIt....

—GV 6.
(4) The fourth type of saveya is ‘dédkala’.

This is also known as ‘nIsakar’. It has four
lines, each line having 32 matras. The pauses

come at 16‘“ and the subsequent 16‘“ matra

with a sagan, "S, at the end.

Example:

budth VIvek gyan ar VIdya,

saphal hot upkar karat jo.

(b) the second form of ‘dédkala’ has 18‘“

and 14‘“ matras, with a sagan, IIS, at the end.
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Example:

satIguru matI guy, bImal sats'égatI,

atamurégI calulu bhaya,

jagya mam) kavalu sath parkasya,

abhe nIréjanU ghar-hI laha.

—saveye m 4 ke.

(5) The fifth type of saveya is ‘malid’,

each line having 32 matras, with pauses at

the 16‘h and the subsequent 16'h with yagan,

ISS, at the end.

_ Example:

te sadhu harI mel-hu svami,

jIn japIa gatI ho: hamari.

tIn ka darasu dekhI menu bIgse,

khInI khInI tIn kau hau balxhari..

—bh£r m 4.

(b) With only two guru matras at the end

instead of a yagan is also a fonn of ‘malid’ as:

kab lags mastak carnan raj,

dares dayalu drIgan kab pekho,

5mrIt bacan suno kab sravnanI,

kab rasna benti bIsekh6.-BGK.

(6) The sixth type of savsya is ‘saman’,

each line having 32 matras, pauses being at

the 16th and the subsequent 16‘“ with a bhagan,

5", at the end.

Example:

brahmadlk SIV chédmunisur,

rasakI rasakI thakur gun gavat,

re man mu: SImar sukhdata,

nanak das tujh-hI samjhavat.

—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.

(7) The seventh type of saveya is

‘drumIla’. It is marked by 4 lines, each line

having 32 matras; the first pause is at the 10th

the 2"d at the next 8‘h the third at the

subsequent 14th matra with a sagan and two

guru (IIS, 5, S) at the end.

Example:

jay jay kalgidhar, sevak dukh-har,

ਸਵੈਯਾ

nahI samsar bal ke dhari.

(8) The eighth type of saveya is ‘laIIt’. It

has 4 lines, each line having seven magans

with two gurus at the end: SSS, SSS, 555, 555,

555, 555, 555, 5, 5.
Example: ‘

dekho ju kese e jhécle jo jhule h'é

dhfise 1<i dhoko se sébhu bha bhola...

—srkkhi prabhakar.

(9) The ninth type of saveya is ‘madIra’.

It has 4 lines, each line having seven bhagans,

with one guru at the end. 5", 5", 5", 5", 5", 5", 5", 5.

Example:

sétat hi satségatI 55g,

surég rate jasu gavat h’é.

—saveye m 4 ke.

(10) The tenth type of saveya is

‘mattgayéd’. It is also known as ‘Idav’ and

‘malti’. In Dasam Granth it is called ‘bIjs’.

It has 4 lines, each line having seven

bhagans, two gurus at the end 5", 5", 5", 5",

5", 5", 5", 5, 5.
Example:

danav dev phanId nIsacar
bhut bhaVIkkh bhavan japége,

jiv the jal me the] me
pal hi pal me sabh thap thap'ége,

pfin pratapan badhat jsdhunI

papan ke bahu pOj khapége,

sadh samuh prasén phIr’é jag

satru sabhe avxlok cap'ége.

(11) The eleventh type of sa'veya is

‘cakor’. 'See ਚਿਤ੍'ਪਦਾ 2. '.

(12) The twelfth type of saveya is ‘arsat’.

It has 4 lines, each line having seven bhagans

and one ragan. 5", 5", 5", 5" 5", 5", 5", SLS.

Example:

sve an pay pramod sada

sabdadI VII‘5C VIki'Jth lakhe VIkha,

jz’i subh kiratI ko jag me
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gannayak sarad hfi na saké lIkha,

he kac dipIt cItmani sam

ujal 5mrIt si lIkhni Ikha,

muratI $ri guru bhed na récak
dhan guru aru dhan guruSIkha

—srk1<hI prabhakar.
(13) The thirteenth type of saveya is

‘ramy’. It has seven bhagans with one guru
in first line and eight sagans each in the
remaining three lines.

Example:

bhejat he Ih pa ham ko

Ih gvarani rup guman kare,

Ih janat ve ghat h‘s’: ham te

ਸ਼ੀ! te hath bfidh rahi n3 tare,

kaVI syam pIkho Ih gvaranI ki

mat: syam-hI kop n3 nek dare,
tIh $5 bal jafi kahé kathe

tIh lyavhu jo mukh te ucreekrrsan.
(14) The fourteenth type of saveya is

‘kIrit’. It has four lines each line having eight
bhagans Sll, 5||„51|, 511, 511, 511, 511, 511.

‘ਸ਼ੁਨ੍ਯਪਿੰਚੂਫਿ਼:

céd pracéql tabs bal dhar

sébhar lai karvar kari ken... —c5c11' 1.

(15) The fifteenth type of savaya is
‘durmIl’,~ also known as ‘céd'rkala’. lt has.4
lines, each line having eight sagans. 115, 115,
115, 115, 115, 115, 115, 115,

Example:

mathra bhanI bhag bhale un ke ਰ੍

man Icchat hi phal pavat h'é....

—saveye m 4 ke.
(16) The sixteenth type of saveya is

‘sfidri’, also varyingly known as ‘sukhdani’,
‘manmodak’, and ‘malli’. It has 4 lines, each

line having eight sagans and at the end is a
guru. 115, 115, 115, 115 115, 115, 115, 115, 5.

Example:

pamfd daga cugli na kare

jag apas te na bado ban base,
an puj prasés n9 nek bhane

nIrman alobh guru gIrI jese,
na tapay dukhay na bhul kIse

yadI hve sapramad peg? lag bhese,
nIskam sada sUbh ritI dhare

Updes bhalo prad hve SIkh ese.

—s.rkkhi prabhakar.
(17) The seventeenth type of saveya is

‘ratan malIka’. It has 4 lines, each line having
eight sagans and one ਚਿਠੀ", us, us, ns, ns, ns,
115, 115, 115, l.

Example:

bal ves kate chabI 5g late

jag man ghate palte kul cal,

bhal nitI dage jas pfin bhage

CIt cIt jage no legs prabhu nal,

tan rog badhe atI pap cadhe

SUCI tej kadhe su 'madhe jag jal,

khal balbadhu mud récxk karan

ph‘ékat bfdu amolak lal.

—nIrmaIprabhakar.
(18) The eighteenth type of saveya is

‘kfidlata’. It is also known as ‘savan’, ‘sukh’
and ‘har’. It has 4 lines, each line having eight
sagans and two laghus, 115, 115, 115, 115, 115, 115,
115, 115, 11.

Example:

jar jaI nahi kIs te ajri

as paI gae sagri or me jar..... -GPS.
(19) The nineteenth type of saveya is

‘surdhunI’. It has 4 lines, eight sagansand
one guru in the first line. In the remaining 3
lines, there are seven bhagans and two gurus.

Example:

harI so mukh he harti dukh he

811<ਠੁ harhar prabha hami he,

locan hi harI se sarse harI se

bharute hafI si barni ha... —c5di 1.

(20) The twentieth type of saveya is
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‘manoj’. There are in the first line eight sagans
and two laghus. The remaining 3 lines carry

eight bhagans each.

Example:

brIkhbhanu suta pIkh rijh rahi

atI sfidarI sOdar kanh ko anan,

rajat tir nadi jIh ke su

VIrajat phulan ke yut kanan —1<rIsan.

(21) The twenty first type of saveya is

‘manIdhar’. It has 41ines, each line having

eight yagans: ISS, lSS, ISS, ISS, ISS, ISS, ISS,

ISS.

Example:

thi vasna ek hi basna me

the fag so el< hi 5g me hi.

' —nIrmaI prabhakar.

See ਝੂਲਨਾ (a) and ਭੁਜੰਗਪ੍ਰਯਾਤ (d)
(22) The twenty-second type of ‘saveya’

is ‘gégdhar’ or ‘gégodak’. It is also called
‘khéjan’. It has 4 lines, each line having eight

ragans. SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS

Example:

jhuth a lobh ko tyagke sajjno!

saty sétokh k0 CItt me dharIye....

(23) The twenty-third type of saveya is

‘utékan’. It has 4 lines, each line having seven

ragans and a guru.

Example:

car cédré karé chatr soré dharé

bed brahma raré dvar mere.—ramav.

(24) The twenty-fourth type of saveya is

‘sfidarI’. It has 4 lines, each line having IlS,

IIS, Sll, IIS, 55|, |5|, |Sl, |,5.

Example:

munI dev na pav‘é thak mat: gavE

he bIn adI anét guru...

(25) The twenty-fifth type of saveya is

‘vam’, also known as ‘makréd’, ‘madhvi’ and

méjari. Its each line has seven jagans and one

yagan. |SI, |5|, |5|, |5|, |5|, |5|, |5|, |55.

Example:

karo na bura kIhko kabI hi mrIdU

ban bhano tajke kutIlai...

(26) The twenty-sixth type of saveya is

‘mattakrira’ with each line having SSS, 555,55|,

III, III, III, III, I, S.

Example:

pave VIdya dhare SIkkhi

kab-hu na dharat kupath pag mar 50...

(27) The twenty-seventh type of saveya is

‘abhar’. It is also known as "patal’. Its each
line has eight tagans. SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI,

SSI, SSI.

Example:

jap‘é na téko jU je sarvdata

kahé hoy puje nadi kup pakhan?

rakha na hove kadi 5t vele bIna

ਖ਼ਾਂ prabhu bat tu satyke jan...

(28) The twenty-eighth type of saveya is

‘sumukhi’. It is also known as ‘mallxka’ and
‘malIni’. Its each line has seven jagans with
laghu guru at the end. lSl, lSI, ISL |Sl, |Sl, l$l, ISl,

l, 5.

Example:

ju manat hé guruvakan ko

rahIte jag mahI kadi na dukhi,
rah: na kami dhan dham bhare

grahI atam deh sadiv sukhi...

(29) The twenty-ninth type of saveya is
‘kr‘jc’. Its each line has Sll, 555, "5, 5", Ill, III, III,

III S, with four pauses at 5'“, 10'“, 18‘h and 25th

matras.

Example:

prem VIhina, paI n9 sati, _

yadapI dharatI dhan, agnIt dharhi,

tap rIde te, dur na hove,

jap tap vrat pun, pun nar karhI....

(30) The thirtieth type of saveya is

‘jhulna’. See second form of ਭੂਲਨਾ.

(31) The thirty-first type of saveya is
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‘mukt-hara’. Each line has eight jagans. |SI, ISl,

lSl, ISl, lSl, ISl, lSl, ISL
Example:

vxlok gurumukh pékaj SIkkh

rahe hUI bhor rasi makréd...

(3'2) The thirty-second type of saveya is

‘lavéglata’, each line having eight jagans and

a laghu at the end. lSl, ISL |SI, |5|, |SI, ISl, lSl, |SI, |.
Example:

jInhe na kachu kaVIta ras he

nahI rag VIkhe man rag lagavat,

jap’é nah: vahguru gummétr

sarup manukkh pasu nazravat.

(33)The thirty-third type of saveya is

‘saravgami’. Each line has seven tagans and

two gurus at the end. SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI, SSI,

SSI, 55.
Example:

gaje maha sur ghfimi ran?) hur

bhrémi nabhé pur bekhé anupé.

—ramav.

jako rIda he krIpa sath puryo

prajapyar vase sada CItt mah‘i

métri tatha sen h‘t': varte pran l<o

téhI ke raj bhe hot nahi.

(34) The thirty-fourth type of saveya is

‘sarda’. Each line has seven ragans and guru

laghu at the end. SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SIS, SI.

Example:

. dhir gébhir he gyan ko pfij he

prem ko rup he satru ko kal,

dintahin lelin Udyog me
dan datar he khalsa lal.

ਸਵੰਤ [savét] adv sleeping. “khat pivat savét

sukhia.”—Sar m 5.

ਸਵੰਤੀ [savéti], ਸਵੰਥਿ [savéth] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਵ੍ਯਧਚਿ sleeping
(feminine gender). “sabh nanak sukhI

savéti.”—sor m 5. “sukh savéth sohagni.”

—maru a m I.

ਸਵੰਨ [5ਗ਼ਾਗੈ1] See ਸੁਞਰਣ. 2 adv while sleeping.
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ਸਵੰਨਵੀ [5ਜ੍ਯਾਰੌ1ਖ਼ਾਤੋ] adj fair complexioned.
2 golden. “bhéni ghari savénvi.”—s fetid.
meaning ‘a beautiful body.’

ਸਵੰਨਿ [savénI] sleep. See ਸਵੰਧਿ. “sukh savénI.”

—Var gau I m 4.

ਸਵ੍ਯ [savy] Skt adj left. 2 at some places it

also means the right side. See ਸਬਜ਼

ਸਵ੍ਯ'ਸਾਚੀ [savysaci] Skt ਚਕ੍ਯਾਬਿਜ਼੍ n one who
draws a bow with his left hand; Arjun. In

Mahabharat it denotes a person who also

draws a bow with his left hand, meaning

thereby he is ambidextrous in so far as

shooting of the arrows is concerned. Arjun

used to shoot arrows with his left hand also.

ਸੜ [sar] n burn, scald. See ਸੜਨਾ.

ਸੜਕ [sarak] Skt ਸਰਕ n a road. Skt ਰ੍ਵਡ੍ਸ੍ਯ ਸ਼ਿੰਕਾ

and ਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ are also used for a path. 2 onom a

sound of the unsheathing of swords. “sarak

mIano kaddhifi.”—c5di 3.

ਸੜਜ [saraj] See ਖੜਜ.
ਸੜਨਾ [5ਗ੍118] v to rot, putrefy, decay. 2 to dry.

3 to burn.

ਸੜਾਕਾ [saraka] onom sound suggesting

unsheathing of’swords. See ਸੜਕ 2.

'ਸੜਾ'ਣਾ [sarana] n jealousy. 2 causing of

putrefaction; a decay causing process. 3 fire;
which burns. “duje bhaI sarane sarIa.”-BG

‘one who is badly engrossed/burning in

duality.’

ਸਚੁੱਨੋ [sammo] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰ'ਵਣੀ, ਸ੍ਰਾਵਣ-ਪੁੰਨੋ full moon
night in the mouth of Savan; beautiful (face)

See ਰੱਖੜੀ.
ਸਾ [sa] pron that. “kahu nanak sa kathni sar.”

-gau m 5. “sa vela parvan thu satIguru

bhetIa.”-var gujZ, m 5. 2 adj like, such (as).

_ “tum sa mit na avar koi.”-asa m I. 3 v past

tense of ਅਸ੍ਵਿ. was. “05 me ਰੈ]… akhIa sa.”
—JSBB. 4 Skt n Parvati. 5 Lachhmi.

ਜਾਂ [55] indicator of past tense. See ਸਾ 3. as

“me othe gIa 55.” 2 a suffix used in Persian.
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This is a transformed version of Sanskrit word

as ਯਕਸਾਂ.
ਸਾਉ [sao] S (81<੮ਸ੍ਵਾਦ) n taste. “sau prani tIna

laga jIni 5mrItu paIa.”—Vad cha’t m 1.

2 ecstasy. “sau na paIa jaI.”—var majh m 2.

3 Skt welcome, honour. “1<ਰੋ੮ na pan sau.”

—var suhi m 1. 4 Skt purpose, self-interest.

“ਪਿੰ jan mahija sau.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਸਾਉਗੀ [saugi] See ਸਾਵਗੀ.
ਸਾਉਣ [saun] See ਸਾਵਣ.

ਸਾਉਣ ਮੱਲ [saun mall] See ਸਾਵਣ ਮੱਲ and ਸਾਵਨ

ਮਲ.

ਸਾਉਣੀ [sauni] n crop of the autumn season.

2 See ਸਾਞਣੀਂ.
ਸਾਉਰੀ [sauri] n one who has the knowledge of

music. One who tells of profit or loss from

the left or right vessel. See ਸੌਰੀ. 2 one who

practises tantar shastar of Shiv.

ਸਾਉਲਾ [saula] See ਸਾਵਲ. '

ਸਾਊ [sau] adj noble, gentle. 2 ਸ੍ਵ-ਆਯੁ of the
same age. 3 n members ofthe marriage party.

4 a barber. 5 a confidant ofthe king. See ਸਊਆ.

ਸਾਅਤ [saat] See ਸਾਇਤ.
ਸਾਅਰ [saar] See ਸਾਇਰ.

ਸਾਅੰਗੀਤ [saégit] See ਸਾਂਗੀਤ.
ਸਾਰਿ [saI] pron same. “sOdarI saI sarup
bIckhanI.”—trlég m 1. 2 lord, master.

“sukhdata harI pransaI.”—sar m 5.

‘pranpatI sukhdata.’ 3 SktHrGT n sleep, lying

down. “mera pII'U risalu $5gI saI.”-—basétm

1. 4 Skt ਗਧੰ evening.

ਸਾਇੰਸ [sais] E science. n essence of a branch
of knowledge. 2 chemistry and physics. See

ਵਿਦਸ਼ਾ.
ਸ਼ਾਇਸਤਨ [saIstan] P UPI; v to be competent,

be capable of.

ਸ਼ਾਇਸਤਾ [saIsta] P g; adj able, capable.
ਸ਼ਾਇਕ [saIk] See ਸਾਯਕ.
ਸਾਇਣਿ [saInI] S Skt a mistress, landlady.

ਸਾਇਡ [saIt] See ਸ਼ਾਯਦ. 2A _..„ਅਂ/ n a short span

ਸਾਂਈਂਦਾਸ

of time. “cal-hu Ih saIt.”—GPS.

ਸਇਬਾਨ [saIban] See ਸਾਯਬਾਨ.
ਸਾਇਰ [saIr] Dg sea (S ਸਾਇਰੁ Skt ਸਾਗਰ) “saIr
sapat bhare jal nIrmalI.”—prabha m I. See

ਸਪਤ ਸਰ. “saIr bhare kI suk?”—var majh m 1.

“VICI Upae saIra tIna bhi roji deI.”—varram

1 m 2. 2 a lake. “saIr bhar su bhar.”—tukha

barahmaha. 3 This word has also been used

for Shatdrav (Satluj) in particular and a river

in general. “chod dio tab thfi nIrmoh ko par

bhae jab saIr tira.”~—gurusobha. 4 A ll; a

poet. “je sau saIr melie tIlu na pujath r01.”

—sr1' a m 1. “nanak saIr IV kahIa.”—asa pati

m 1.

ਸਾਇਰ ਕੀ ਪੁਤ੍ਰੀ [saIr ki putri] n daughter of the
Sea, Lachhmi. According to a Puranic myth,

she emerged while the sea was being churned.

2 wealth. “saIr ki putri bIdarI gavai.”—gau

a m 3. ‘The enlightened one has abandoned

wealth.’ “saIr ki putri parharI tIagi caran tale

vicare.”—asa chét m 1. ‘Wealth has been

discarded with contempt, considering it as a

maid-servant.’
ਸਾਇਲ [saIl] See ਸਾਯਲ. .
ਸਾਈ [sai] pron the same. “jo tudh bhave sai
bhali kar.”—japu. 2 n master, lord. “thhe jaie
jagat mahI tIthe harI sai.”—var bIIa m 4.

3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਸਤਯੰਕਾਰ earnest money given in advance

to strike a deal. 4 P 3; God. 5 A (5V one
who puts in efi‘ort‘.

ਸਾਂਈ [sai], ਸਾਂਈਂ [sz‘ii] Skt master, lord. “ਡਿਪੋ karta

saCIarU msda sa’ii.”—\sopurukhu. 2 king.

3 husband. 4 a saint of the sublime sort.

ਸਾਂਈਆਂ [ਝਟੋਂਪਂਕੋੰ] a Khatri disciple of Guru Arjan

Dev, Sethi by caste. The Guru impelled him

to perform Kittan. He became a wonderful

preacher of Sikhism. 2 a vocative: ‘0 Master.’

ਸਾਈਸ [sais] See ਸੲੀਸ.

ਸਾਂਈਂ ਦਾਸ [sz‘fidas] a resident of Daroli (district

Ferozepur) who was a Khatri by caste. He
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was married to Ramo, the elder sister ofMata

Damodari. Guru Hargobind had a long and

comfortable stay at his residence. He became

the Guru’s disciple and attained salvation. See

.ਡਚੇਂਲੀ. 2 a very ardent devotee of Guru Arjan
Dev, he was a Bhandari by caste. 3 a disciple

of Guru Amar Das. He was a resident of

Lahore and was Jhanji by 'caste. He was in

the service of Guru Arjan Dev as well.

ਸਾਂਈਂ ਦਿੱਤਾ [saidItta] a disciple of Guru Arjan

Dev from Sultanpur. 2 a Jaria follower ofGuru

Arjan, who'acting upon the teachings of the

Guru, devoted his life for the good of the
people.

ਸਾਂੲੀ'ਲੋਕ [8ਕੋੰਜੁ੦1<] n godly people, saints.
ਸਾਸ [sas] Skt ਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ n breath, respiration. “sas
bIna jIU dehuri.”—-I<eda ch5tm 5. 2 a vowel,
tone. “pure tal nIhale sas.”—bher namdev.

3 Skt a weapon “pédIt ségx bas-hI jan

murakh agam sas sune.”—-maru m 1. 4 Skt

ਸ੍ਵਸ਼੍ਰ mother-in-law. 5 a respiratory disease,

asthma. “.sanpat sas bhagi’dr jur.”—sa]oh.
~ 6 Skt ਧ੍ਯਕ੍ vr to praise, sermonise, preach

something for the good of others, ingratiate,

order, punish, warn. 7 n an order. 8 P ਪੰਨੂ
urine. See ਸ਼ਾਸ਼ੀਦਨ.

ਸਾਂਸ [sas] breath, respiration. 2 SktFfiH with parts.

ਸਾਸਕ [sasak] SktH‘Ha adj an administrator. 2 n
a king. 3 a spiritual guide, guru. 3 See ਸਾਸ 6.

ਸ੍ਯ ਗਰਾਸ [sas garas], ਸਾਸ ਗਿਰਾਸ [sas gIras],
ਸਾਸਗ੍ਰਾਸ [sas gras] life and livelihood, life and

sustenance. “sas gras ko dato thakur.”—ga

kabir. 2 breathing in and out. ’

ਸਾਸਟਾਂਗ [sastég] See ਅਸਟਾਂਗ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਮ.

ਸਾਸਣ [sasan] Dg n an order. See ਸਾਸ 6 and ਸਾਸਨ.

ਸਾਸਣੀ [sasni] n one who issues a waming, king’s

army—sanama. 2 adj (one) who administers.
See ਸਾਸ 6.

ਸਾਸਤ [sasat], ਸਾਸ਼ਤਰ [sastar],HTH3 [5858੮0],ਸਾਸਤ੍ਵ

[585ਘਿਰ]~ Skt ਸ਼ਾਹ…ਡ੍' n a book that enforces

I
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discipline; a law enforcing book. See ਸਾਸ-6

“sasat sfmrItI bed carI.”—-sr1' a m 5. “soi

sasatu saun SOI.”-—sr1'm 5. “sastra bed tre gun

he maIa.”——bh£r m I.

ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰਗ [sastrag], ਸਾਸਤ੍ਵਗਿ [sastragI], ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰਗਿਅਾ
[sastragIa], ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰਗੰਤਾ [sastragéta], ਸਾਸਤ੍ਵਰ੍ਯ

[sastragy] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ adj who is an authority
on Shastars. “munI jogi sastragI kahavat.”

—guj m 5. “sabhe sastragéta kukarmé

pranasi.”—-datt.

ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰਧਾਰੀ [sastradhari] adjwho liVes according
to Shastars, a pandit. 2 an armed man.

ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ'ਠਿਕ [sastranIk] ਸ਼ਾਜਤ੍ਵ-ਅਠਿਕ various Shastars.

“parhi 1<੦1‘< vyakaran sastranIk.”—carItr250.
ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰੀ [sastri] ਧ੍ਯਗ੍ਰੀਫੈਂਜ਼੍ adj possessing Shastars,
who is an authority on Shastars. 2 n a higher

level degree of Sanskrit.

ਸਾਸਨ [sasan] Skt ਸ਼ਾਸਨ n ordering. See ਸ਼ਾਮ 6.

2 punishing. 3 a warning, punishment. See

ਸਾਸਨਾ. “anIk sasan tarét jamdutah.”:sahasm

5. “sasan te balak gem na kare.”—bher m 3.

‘ignores the warning.’ “deI sasan jam.”—ram

am 5 ruti. 4 Skt ਥੂਥਸ੍ਯ to breathe.

ਸਾਸਨਪਾਕ [sasanpak] Indar. See ਪਾਕਸਾਸਨ.

“sasan, pak sarasan jou.”—NP. ‘the bow of

Pakshasan’ (Indar). .

ਸਾਮਨਾ [sasna] Skt ਸ਼ਾਸਨਾ“ an order. 2 a warning,

punishment. See ਸਾਸਨ. 3 a sermon, teaching.

4 Sktfi'fiTajowlLloose skin hanging from the

neck of a cow or a bGIIOCk, a wrap .for..neck.

and shoulders.

ਜਾਸਨਿ [sasanI]Skt1§'an a breath. 2 adv while
breathing, which means ‘whiie being alive.’

“sasanI sas: sas: balu paie, nIhsasanI namu

thavego.”—1<an a m 4. ‘Make recitation of

the Name a pan and parcel while alive, and
it will have its sway after death.’

ਸਾਸ ਨਿਹਾਰਨ [sas nIharan] to count breaths.
“jam nIhars sasa.”—asa kabir. 2 to protect life.

“bhagatjana ke sas nIhare.”—bh£rm 5.
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ਸਾਸਨੋਤਿਰ [sasnottar] See ਚਿਤ੍ਰ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ 5 (b)

ਸਾਸਾ [sasa] plural of ਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ “jIcaru ghat étarI he
sasa.”—sorm 3. 2 n a doubt. “0ij put dham

bIn sasa.”—carItr279. ‘Without doubt, a son

will be born.’

ਸਾਂਸਾਰਿਕ [5ਫੌ581‘11<] Skt adj worldly, mundane.
ਸਾਸਿ [sasr] with breath. 2 Skt ਸ (with) ਅਸਿ
(sword); with a sword.

ਸਾਸ਼ਿਸਾਸ਼ਿ [sasx saSI] with every breath, always.
“saSI saSI prabhu thaie.”—sor m 5.

ਸਾਸਿ ਗਿਰਾਸਿ [5851 gII‘aSI] while living and
enjoying life. “sasx gIrasx sada man:

vase.”—-var bIIa m 3.

ਸਾਂਸੀ [5ਕੋੰ51] a low tribe that leads nomadic life
and is ridden with crime. It is found outside

India too. Many scholars are ofthe view that

this tribe grew from the soldiers who came

‘with the army of Alexander the Great, but

chose to make India their home. It has

nothing to do with sanhasi tribe of the jats.

See ਸਾਂਹਸੀ.

ਸ਼ਾਸ਼ੀਦਨ [sasidan] P U121} to urinate.

ਸਾਸੁ [sasu] 886'ਸਾਸ. 2 Skt ਲ਼ਾਚੂ ade (with) ਅਸੁ

(breath); living. 3 n mother—in-Iaw. “sasu buri

gharI vas na deve.”—asa m 1. Here it means

ignorance. 4 breath. “jab lag sasu.”~—kaII a
m 4.

ਸਾਸੁ ਕੀਂ ਦੁਖੀ [sasu ki dukhi] This is a shabad in
Rag Asa is of Kabir:

I sasu ki dukhi sasur ki pIari

jeth ke namI darau re.

2 sakhi saheli nanad gaheli

devar ks bIrahI jarau re.

3 seje ramatu nen nahi pekhau

Ihu dukh ka SIU kahu re.

4 bapu savka kare larai

maIa sad matvari.

5 bade bhai ks: jab ségI hoti

tab hau nah pIari.

6 kahat kabir péc k0 jhagra. —25.

 

ਸ਼੍ਯਅਾਲਮ

It means:'

1 I am fed up with my mother-in-law

(illusion). My father-in-law (God) has

affection for me. I am afraid of the elder

brother-in-law (Yam-raj)

2 My sister—in-law (folly) has caught hold

of me. I am longing for the younger brother-

in-law (wisdom)

3 I do not feel the intimacy of the

omnipresent Lord in the bed of conscience.

4 Father (the body) is always busy fighting
with children (comforts and discomforts).

Mother (selfishness) is always in a state of

intoxication.

5 When I was with the elder brother

(knowledge) the Lord loved me.

6 All this is a quarrel between the five
evils.

ਸਾਸੁ ਮਾਸੁ [sasu masu] breath and body, soul and

the body. “sasu masu sabh jia tumara.”—dhana
m 1.

ਸਾਸ੍ਵਗਿ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਮ [sastfig pranam] a respectful bow

with all the eight organs. See ਅਸਟਾਂਗ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਮ.
ਸਾਸ਼੍ਰਤ [sasvat] Skt adv continuous, without

break. 2 daily. 3..” the sky. 4 the heaven.
5 Shiv. '

ਸਾਹ [sah] n a breath. “lekhe sah lavaiahI.”-sri

m 1. 2 P ,[ਟੈ a king. “53th tujh-hI thav-hI

mere sah.”—-dhana m 4. 3 a money-lender,

banker. “sah cale vanjarIa.”—varsarm 2. 4 a

title bestowed by Guru Arjan Dev on a Sikh

family. See ਸੋਮਾ 2. 5 lord, husband. 6 Skt ਗੜ
adj strong, dominant.

ਸਾਹਆਲਮ [sah alam] P flu ,[ਟੈ adj master ofthe
world, king of the world. “khakhe khfidkar

sah alam.”—asa patr m 1. 2 Muazzam

'The meaning of the invisible intrigue, described here, is
 

not satisfactory. But most ofthe traditional scholars have

their interpretations. Hence these are being reproduced

here.

 



 

ਸਾਹਸ

(Bahadur Shah) son ofAurangzeb. See ਬਹਾਦੁਰ

ਸ਼ਾਹ. 3 the nominal Mughal king ofDelhi, whose

real name was Ali Gauhar. He ascended the

throne in Oct. 1760. He handed over the civil
authority of Bengal, Bihar and Orissa to the

then East India Company, in 1765 AD.

Thereafter he became a stipendary of the

English Government. Then the Marathas

captured him. Later in August 1788, he fell

into the hands ofGhulam Kadir Ruhela, who

maltreatéd him brutally and got his eyes

gouged out. He was a mere nominal king of

Delhi till his death on 19‘h of Nov. 1806.
ਸਾਹਸ [sahas] Skt n work done with force.

2 courage. “kar sahas beg ji dhayo.”—GPS.

3 theft. 4 an act done mindlessly. 5 fire.

ਸ਼ਾਹ ਸ਼ਰਫ਼ [sah saraf] .5; ,[ਟੈ a fakir who felt

deeply obliged to Guru Nanak Dev after

having held a discourse with him. 2 a Sadhu

of Bihar, who had divine powers. He died in

1379 AD.A large fair is held at his tomb every

year.
ਸਾਹਸਾਹਾਣ [58}158}181,1] P ,[ਣੂ-ਭੰਦੂਜੰ an emperor, king

of kings. “sahsahan gaans.”—japu. In

Mishkat it is held that Mohammad directed

that none should be called Shahanshah, as this

title is reserved only for God.

ਸਾਹਸੀ [sahsi] adj (one) who courageously

accomplishes his task. 2 persevering.

3 inspiring. “tahfi sahsi sahségram kope.”

-VN. 4 See ਸਾਹਸ.
ਸਾਂਹਸੀ [sahsi] a sub-caste ofjats. Scholars are of

the view that its root lies in the Sanskrit word

‘sahasi’, which means valiant, tenacious and

courageous. Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the lion

ofPunjab was from the same clan. 2 Sansi clan

is different from it. See ਸਾਂਸੀ.
ਸ਼ਾਹਸੰਗ੍ਰ'ਮ [sahségram] adj lord of war. 2 n
Sangoshah, son ofBibi Veero, upon whom the

tenth Guru bestowed this title, sacrificed his
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life in the battle of Bhangani. “lakhe

sahségram jujjhe jujharé. tavé kit ban'é kamané

sébharé.”—VN. See ਸੰਗੋਸ਼ਾਹ and ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ.

ਸਾਹਸ੍ਰ [sahsra] See ਸਹਸ੍ਰ.

ਸਾਹ ਹੁਸੈਨ [sah husen] ਕੀਂ“; son of Sheikh

Usman of Lahore. Born in Hijri 945, he was

a devotee of the Lord. When Guru Granth

Sahib was being compiled, he too along with

saints like Kahna, came to Amritsar. He be-

seeched Guru Arjan Dev that his compositions

should also be included in Guru Granth Sahib.

The Guru asked him to recite his composition.

There upon Shah Husain recited. “cupp ve

arIa cupp ve arIa.” On listening to it, the

Guru asked him to stop i.e. to observe silence.

Shah Husain died in Hijri 1008. See ਕਾਨ੍ਹਾਂ.

ਸ਼ਾਹ ਕੀ ਢੇਰੀ [sah ki dheri] See ਤਕਸ਼ਿਲਾ.
ਸ਼ਾਹਰੀਂ ਖਾਨ [sahcikhan] His real name was

Ahmed Khan. He was a commander of the

king of Kabul, Zamanshah, who was the

grandson of Ahmad Shah. In 1798 AD, the

king sent him to Punjab with a cavalry of

twelve thousand men. He was very cruel to

the Sikhs and Hindus. At last he was killed

'by Sardar Sahib Singh of Gujrat in 1800 AD.

His tomb is situated to the east of Gujrat at a

distance of four miles from the city. `
ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂ [sahjahal gym: He was the third son of
Jahangir from Balmati (Jodh Bai), daughter of

Raja Udai Singh Jodhpuri. He was born in

Lahore on 5th of Jan. 1593. His real name was

Mirza Khurram. After the death of his father,

he ascended the throne in 1628 AD.‘ The

kingdom prospered during his reign; the revenue

collected per year was twenty three crores.

'His fullname was Abu Ali Muzzafar Shahabuddin Shah-

jahan. He is presumed to have become the king after

 

the death ofJahangir. Hence in history his reign started

from 1627 AD but formally he ascended the throne on

4‘“ ofFebruary, 1628 AD.

 



  

ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਯਾਬਾਦ

He was very fond of architecture. Apart

from Moti Masjid, he got a mausoleum

constructed for his dear wife Arjmand Banu

(who is also known as Mumtaz Mahal and

Kudsia Begum). She was the daughter ofAsif

Ali, a brother ofNoor Jahan. She was born in

1592 AD and died on 7th of July 1631. This

mausoleum cost the exchequer rupees four

crore and fifty lakhs. It is popularly known as

the Taj Mahal. Some writers have estimated its

cost at rupees one crore, twelve lakhs and fifty

thousand only.

Delhi at present situated on the bank of

Jamuna opposite the Red Fort, was founded

by the same ruler in 1631 AD. He named it

Shahjahanabad. Elegant buildings ofDelhi like

Lal Quila, Diwan-e-Khas, Dewan-e-am and

Jama Masjid add to his reputation. The

Peacock throne, which cost the state exchequer

rupees seven crore and ten lakh, was got built

by this king. The world-renowned Koh-i-Noor

diamond, which weighed 319 rattis and was

estimated to value at Rs. 7,815,225/-then, was

presented to him by Mir Jumla.

Due to the ineptness of certain corrupt

ministers, he persecuted Christians and

Hindus. As a result, he became hostile to Guru

Hargobind, so the Guru had to take up arms

in self-defence.

Shahjahan had four sons: Dara Shikoh,_

Shuja, Aurangzeb and Murad. Once when

Shahjahan fell ill, Aurangzeb (after

subjugating his brothers) incarcerated him in

the Agra fort in the year 1658 AD. After 7

years of incarceration by his son, Shahjahan

pining all the while to rule, died to be buried

at the Taj by the side of his beloved wife.

ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਨਾਬਾਦ [sahjahanabad] a name of Delhi.
See ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂ. “sahjahanabad 1<o kino kuc

apar.”—gurusobha.
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ਸ਼ਾਹਜਹਾਂਪੁਰ [sahjahapur] a town in UP. which
was built by Daler Khan, an army officer of

Shahjahan in the year 1647 AD on the left

bank of Deoha (Garra) river. It is situated at

a distance of 768 miles from Calcutta and

987 miles from Bombay. “$ahjah5pur me huti

1k patua ki narI.”—carItr 41.

ਸਾਹਜਮਾਨ [sahjaman] See ਜਮਾਨਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਸ਼ਾਹਜਾਦ ਪੁਰ [sahjad pur] See ਸ਼ਹੀਦਾਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ.

ਸ਼ਾਹਜਾਦਾ [$ahjada1P „„/ਖ਼; adja prince. 2 n son

of Bhai Mardana, who kept on doing Kiftan

in the presence of Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸਾਰਣੀ [sahni] a caste of Khukhrain Khatris.
2 wife ofa money-lender. 2 wife ofa king, a

queen.
ਸ਼ਾਹਦ [sahad] A 41% n a witness; one who gives

evidence.

ਸ਼ਾਹਦਰਾ [sahdara] Mausoleum of emperor

Jahangir across river Ravi near Lahore. A

nearby settlement is also known as Sahdara.

See ਜਹਾਂਗੀਰ. 2 a village set up by emperor

Shahjahan across Jamuna at a distance offive

miles from Delhi. At that time, it served as a

market place.

ਸ਼ਾਹਦੀ [sahdi] P (ਨਿਧਿ n evidence.

ਸ਼ਾਹਦੌਲਾ [sahdola] See ਟੋਲਾ ਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਸਾਹਨ [sahan] See ਸਾਂਡ and ਸਾਨ੍ਹ.

ਸਾਹਨਸਾਹ [sahansah] See ਸਾਹ ਸਾਹਾਣ.

ਸਾਹਠਚੀ ਖਾਂ [sahanci ਸ਼ਿਬੇ] See ਸਾਹਰੀਂ ਖਾਂ.
ਸ਼ਾਹ ਨਵਾਜ਼ ਖਾਂ [$ah navaz khfi] 05);] ,[ਟੈ son of

Khan Bahadur Zakaria Khan. His real name

was Hayatulla Khan. He had been a governor

of Lahore and Multan. Inspired by Diwan

Kaura Mal in Sammat 1809, Bhai Bhim

Singh cut off his head during a battle, fixed

it to his spear and presented the same to the

Khalsa. 2 See ਮੁਜੱਫਰ ਖਾਨ.

ਸਾਹਨਿ [sahanI] n wife ofa king, a queen. 2 a
play by the Creator of the universe. “sahanI

sat]: kare jia apne.”—gau kabir. 3 wife of a
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money—lender.

ਸਾਹਨੀ [sahni] See ਸਾਹਣੀਂ. 2 See ਸਾਹਨਿ.
ਸ਼ਾਹਪੁਰ [sahpur] a village of Patiala state, tehsil

and police station Sunam. East of it is situated

a gurdwara of Guru Teg Bahadur. To begin

with, there was only Manji Sahib. But since

Sammat 1980 a “Darbar” is being constructed.

The village has donated about 50 bighas of

land to the gurdwara. The priest is a Singh

and it is seven miles to the west from railway

station Sunam.

2 A district of the Rawalpindi Division

and is its main town. It is situated on the left

bank of Jehlum.

ਸਾਹਬ [sahab] See ਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਸਾਹਬਚੰਦ [sahabcéd] See ਸਾਹਿਬਚੰਦ.

ਸ਼ਾਹਬਾਜ਼ [sahbaz] See ਸਹਬਾਜ.

ਸ਼ਾਹਬਾਜ਼ ਸਿੰਘ [sahbaz sigh] son of Vakil Sabeg
Singh who used to study in Lahore’s Persian

school. Once he entered into a disputation

with the maulvis where he fearlessly upheld

the point of view of his faith and condemned

that of Islam. Thereupon, a complaint was

lodged by the maulvis and he was arrested.

When he declined to embrace Islam, he, along

with his father, was put on the torturing wheel

to die at the age of eighteen. This happened

in Sammat 1802. See ਸਬੋਗ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਸ਼ਾਹਬਾਦ [sahbad] a town of Kamal, seized by

Sardar Lal Singh and Himant Singh in 1763

AD where they founded their state. These

brave Sardars belonged to the Nishan misl.

They converted the main mosque ofShahabad

into a gurdwara and named it Masatgarh.

ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਕ [sahbhik], ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ [sahbhikh] This saint
belonged to the Saiyyed family. He was born

in village Siana (tehsil Kaithal, district

Karnal). His forefathers lived at Kuhram

(Ghuram).' For this reason, some writers like

'This city is in Patiala state.
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Bhai Santokh Singh have mentioned him as

the resident of Kurham.2

Shah Bhikh was a disciple ofAbul Muali

Shah ofvillage Ambhita (District Saharanpur).

Bhikh J i spent most of his life at Thaske town

which is situated in tehsil Thanesar, district

Kamal. Due to his devotion, Saint Muali Shah

also migrated to Thask and Shah Bhikh

wholeheartedly served his master.

By virtue of his spiritual power, he came

to know ofthe birth ofGuru Gobind Singh at

Patna. So he reached there with two pitchers

full ofsweets and presented them to the Guru.

The Guru put his hands on both the pitchers.

Tosatisfy the curiosity of his disciples, the

Fir told them that he wanted to find with whom

this divine personage (the Guru) would side,

the Hindus or theMuslims. So anticipating

his feelings, the Guru strengthened his faith

with the gesture that he was the patron and

well wisher of both' the communities.

Shah Bhikh was Saiyyed (Mir), so Thaska

is now known as Thaska Miranji. During the

rule of the Mughals, a jagir was attached to

his tomb which at present brings a revenue of

rupees three thousand per annum.

Some writers have also named him as

Saiyed Bhikh and Bhikhan Shah.

ਸ਼ਾਹਰਗ [sahrag1P Jig aorta. See ਦਿਲ.

ਸਾਹਾ [saha] n ਸੁ (auspicious) ਅਹ (day);

according to the Hindu faith, a day fixed for

marriage after taking into account the

planetary positions. S ਸਾਹੋ. “sébatI saha
lIkhIa.”—sohIIa. “saha gan-hI 'na kar-hI

bicar.”——ram am 1. 2 parta vocative, meaning
0! King “sabhna VICI ਪਿੰ varatda saha.”

—-dhana m 4. 3 plural ofਸਾਹ (breath). “jete jia

jivhi le saha.”—m 1 var majh. 4 short form for
 

2“pur kuhram bIkhc huto sah bhikh jIh nam. an mmsId

ke nikat rah]: thaske gram sudham."~GPS.
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ਸ਼ਾਹਾਨ. plural of ਸ਼ਾਹ. “SIrI saha patIsahU.”
—m 5 var ram 2.

ਸਾਹਾਣ [sahan], ਸਾਹਾਨ [sahan] See ਸਾਹ ਸਾਹਾਣ.

ਸਾਰਿ [sahI] See ਸਾਹ. 2 while breathing. “sahI
sahI sada samalie.”—guj a m 3. 3 the king

(nominative case). “sahI pathaIa sahe

paSI.”—asa m 5.

ਸਾਰਿਆ [sahIa] n the time ofFF'aT (ਸੁ ਆਹ). See
ਸਾਹਾ. “oraku aIa tIn sahIa.”—srim 1 pahrre.

This means ‘Death as a bridegroom has come

to wed life as its bride.’ 2 It is another name

for ਸੁਹੇਵੇ. See ਸੁਹੇਵਾ.

ਸਾਰਿਸ [sahIs] See ਸਾਹਸ.
ਸਾਹਿਤ੍ਯ [sahIty] Skt n the feeling of being

alongwith, a gathering. 2 the poetics

incorporating elements like sentiment and

metre etc. 3 any text dealing with all elements

of a study is known as ‘sahity’

ਸਾਹਿਦ [sahId] See ਸਾਹਦ.

ਸਾਹਿਨਸਾਹ [sahInsah] See ਸਾਹ ਸਾਹਾਣ.
ਸਾਹਿਬ [sath] A .314 n a master. “sath seti
hukam na cale.”—var asa m 2. 2 the Creator.

“sath siU mam) manIa.”—asa a m 1. 3 a

friend. -

ਸਾਹਿਬ ਸਊਂਰ [sath saur] ”$.31; adj wise,

prudent, sensible.

ਸਾਹਿਬ’ ਸਿੰਘ [sath sigh] See ਪੰਜ ਪਯਾਰੇ. 2 See ਸੌ
ਸਾਖੀ. 3 He was son of Raja Amar Singh of

Patiala and Rani Raj Kaur. Born on Bhadon

Badi 15th Sammat 1830 (1774 AD), he

ascended the throne at the age of six, after

the death of his father. In Sammat 1844 (1787

AD) he was married with great pomp and

show at Amritsar to Rattan Kaur, daughter of

Sardar Ganda Singh, who belonged to the

Bhangian misl. By temperament, he was a

very credulous person and readily believed

everyone without using his discretion. During

his reign, Diwan Nannu Mal and Rani

Hukman carried on the governance. Bibi
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Sahib Kaur, his elder sister, contributed a lot

to the defence and administration of the

kingdom. Raja Sahib Singh died on Chet-

Badi 9, Sammat 1869 (26th March,1813).

4 Baba Sahib Singh was born in the house of

Ajit Singh (son of famous Baba Kaladhari of

Bedi clan) and Mata Saroop Devi in Sammat

1813. He was a man of rare quality and an

ardent preacher of Gurmat. With a sense of

great enterprise, he occupied a lot ofterritory

and established his capital at Una. Free public

kitchen (légar) and continuous Kirtan went

on without any interruption on account of his

initiative. Baba Ji died on Har Sudi 1'3

Sammat 1891 at Una. See ਊਨਾ and ਵੇਦੀ ਵੰਸ਼.
ਸਾਹਿਬ ਹਾਲ [sath hal] P duet: one who has
realised ecstasy; a blissful soul.

Hfaaam [sathkalam] n the Creator, master

of language or speech. “kI sath kalame.”

—japu.

ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕਾਲ [sath kal] P JG ਚਿਤਿ adjone who
has the courage to say what he means. 2 one

who is only a man of speech.

ਸਾਹਿਬਕਿਰਾਂ [sathkIrE] A w)?» fortunate

i.e. highly dignified. See ਕਿਰਾਂ. “k1 sathkIré

he.”—japu.

ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੋਰ [sath kar] daughter of Raja Amar
Singh of Patiala and elder sister ofRaja Sahib

Singh. 1n Sammat 1834 she was married to

Jaimal Singh, son of Sardar Hakikat Singh

Rai of Fathegarh of Kanhaiya misl. The

efforts she put in to expand and sagfeguard

the kingdom ofher brother are indeed unique

in Sikh history. In Sammat 1851 she defeated

the Maratha army. She conducted the

administration very efficiently but her

credulous brother did not value her qualities.

She died in Sammat 1856 (1799 AD).

2 Mother of Raja Sangat Singh of Jind and

queen of Raja Fateh Singh, she was very
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proficient in the affairs ofadministration. See

ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੋਰ ਮਾਤਾ.
ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੌਰ ਮਾਤਾ [sath kar mata] daughter of
Bhai Ramu Bassi,l Khatri of Rohtas. She was

married to Guru Gobind Singh on 18th of
Vaisakh Sammat 1757. The Guru left the

Khalsa Panth toher care. That is why at the

time of baptism she is declared the mother,

and Guru Gobind Singh the father, of the

Khalsa. After his arrival at Avichal Nagar, Guru

Gobind Singh sent her to Delhi along with the

five arms of Guru Hargobind to be kept and

displayed with full honours. These arms are at

present kept in Gurdwara Rakabganj.

She died before Mata Sundari. Her

memorial is quite close to the shrine ofGuru

Harkrishan located in Delhi. See ਦਿੱਲੀ.
ਸਾਹਿਥਚੰਦ [sathcéd] a devoted Sikh of Guru
Gobind Singh. He was a great warrior. He

attained martyrdom in the battle ofAnandpur.

As per instructions of the Guru, he was

cremated at Nirmohgarh. “jit bhai tahI khalse

ki aru' sath céd ki 10th uthai.”—gurusobha.

2 Avillage in district Ferozepur tehsil Muktsar,

police station Kot Bhai. Adjoining the

habitation, there is a gurdwara ofGuru Gobind

Singh at the bank ofthe village pond. The Guru

graced this place twice with a visit. A small

temple and residential houses have come up

close by. An Akali Singh is in attendance here.

The village has donated 7 ghumaons of land to

the gurdwara.A fair is held on the Vaisakhi day.

It is situated at a distance ofabout seven miles

from Balluana railway station to the north-west

and is connected by un-metalled road.

ਸਾਹਿਬਜਾਦਾ [sathjada] P m} Val» n son of a
king; a prince. 2 Guru’s son. 3 master’s son.

ਸਾਹਿਬਦਿਮਾਗ [sathdImag] A at; ਭੰ… adj a
'Bhai Santokh Singh has mentioned “rava” sub-caste.

‘ Seerutt 5,3 l.
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very learned man, very wise person. “k1

sathdImag he.”—japu.

ਸਾਹਿਬ ਦਿਲ [sath dIl] P J; ਮ੍ਹਾਅਂਲ਼ੀ adj big
hearted; who has control over his mind.

2 wise. 3 a saint. 4 a spiritual mentor. “sudaz

feze suhbate sathdIlé.”—jfdgi.

ਸਾਹਿਬਦੇਵੀ [sathdevi] See ਸਾਹਿਬ ਕੋਰ ਮਾਤਾ.
ਸਾਹਿਬਰਾਇ [sathraI], ਸਾਹਿਬਰਾਯ [sathray] See
ਤਾਰੂ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਸਾਰਿਬਲੋਂਕ [sath 10k] n God’s people, servants
of God.

ਸਾਹਿਬਾ [satha] feminine ਧਿਸਾਹਿਬ 2 vocative

of ਸਾਹਿਬ “sace satha! kIa nahi gharI tere.”
—an5du.

ਸਾਹਿਬਾਂ [sathz'i] a damsel ofMahni Sial rajputs,
engaged to a lad of Chaddhar sub-caste, but

she was in love with Mirza. The Chaddhars

murdered both of them; their grave is in

Danapur. (district Multan) See ਮਿਰਜਾ.

“ravi nadI uparI base narI sathéi nam,

mIrja ke 55g dosti karat athau jam.”

‘—carItr 129.

ਸਾਹਿਬਾਨ ਦਿਲ [sathan dIl] plural ਘੰਸਾਹਿਬ ਦਿਲ.
ਸਾਹਿਬਿ [sathI] the Creator (nominative case).
“sathI 5dha jo kia.”—m 5 var ram 2.

ਸਾਹਿਬੀ [sathi] P (j? [‘ n ownership, lordship,
sovereignty. 2 authority.

ਸਾਹਿਬੁ [sathu] See ਸਾਹਿਬ. “sahibu guni

gahera.”—sor m 5.

ਸਾਹਿਰ [sahIr] A ]V n a magician, wizard. See
ਸਿਹਰ.

ਸਾਹਿਲ [sahxl] A J‘ZV n a river—bank.

ਸਾਹੀ [sahi] P 0’4: 71 royal. 2 ink. “jeta akhanu
sahi sabdi.”—var sarm 1. ‘whatever is verbal

and written’. 3 (;” an effort. “ua ki rarI mItat

bIn sahi.”—bavan. 4 A U‘l/ indifference,

carelessness. 5 forgetfulness.

ਸਾਹੀ ਹੂ ਸਾਹੁ [sahi hu sahU] adj king of kings,
emperor. “tu sahi hu sahu, hau kahI na saka

gun terIa.”—suhi am 5. 2 chiefamong money-
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lenders.

ਸਾਹੀਦ [sahid] See ਸ਼ਹੀਦ. 2 adj pertaning to a

martyr.
ਸ਼ਾਹੀਨ [sahin] A ਪਾਂਭੰਪਂਫ਼ੈ It is generally believed

that kuhi, bahIri and $ahin are different

names for the same bird of prey. But it is a

mistaken belief. Kings fond of hunting have

bestowed the status on kuhi and bahIri as

sahin kuhi, sahin bahIri. There is no separate

bird as sahin. See ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ.
ਸਾਹੁ [sahu] a king. “saca sahu vartda.”—sri m

3. 2 a money-lender. “saca sahu sace

vanjare.”-—suhi a m 3. 3 breath. “karI béde

ਪਿੰ bédgi jIcaru ghat mahI sahu.”—-t115gm 5.

' ਸਾਹੁਨਿ [sahunI] wife of a money-lender. See

ਸਾਹਨਿ. “banIk bol sahunI so bhakhyo.”
-carItr 61.

ਸਾਹੁਰੜਾ [5ਗ਼ੀਪਿੰਤ੍ਵ‘8], ਸਾਹੁਰਡ਼ੀ [5ਗ਼ੀਪਪਾਂ] father-in-

law’s house. “peiare sahu sev tfi sahurre SukhI

vas.”—srim 5. 2 adj belonging to the in-laws.

“sahurri vathu sabh kIchu sfijhi pevakre dhan

vakhe.”—basa’t m 1. ‘Parents house is this

world, in-laws house is the other world.’

ਸਾਹੁਰਾ [sahura] adj father-in-law’s house.
ਸਾਹੂ [sahu] n ash. “gad-hu cédan khaulie bhi

sahu sxau par_m.”—var Suhi m I. 2 Several

kings of this name have ruled in the south,

but most renowned ofthem was the grandson

of Shiva Ji who was put injail quite early in

life and remained there till the death of

Aurangzeb. In the year 1708, he became the

king of Maratha people and ruled for a long

time as a nominal king from the capital

Satara. Reins ofthe state were held by Peshwa

Shivnath. Sahu died in the year 1749. 3 S adj

brave.
ਸਾਹੂਕਾਰ [sahukar] Skt ਸਾਧੁਕਾਰ a rich trader who

lends money on interest. .

ਸਾਹੋਵਾਲ [sahoval] See ਬੇਰ ਸਾਹਿਬ. 2 See ਨਾਨ੍ਯ
ਸਰ 4.
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ਸਾਹੰ [5811ਟੋ] See ਸਹ. “banIta bInod sahé.”
—sahas m 5. ‘with uxorious pleasure.’ 2 ਸ

(੮|18੮)-ਅਹੰ (myself). 3 short form forH-mfia'a.
ਸਾਕ [sak] Skt ਸ੍ਯ n force, might. 2 help. 3 a
helpful friend. 4 vegetables, greens. 5 an

island. See ਸਪਤ ਦੀਪ. 6 adj belonging to the
Shak clan. See ਸਕ. 7 Skt ਜ੍ਯੋਧ one’s oWn. 8 n
a great grand-son, kin, close relative. 9 a

relationship. “tum—hI pachanu saku tum-hI

ségI.”—sar m 5.

ਸਾਕਉ [sakaU], ਸਾਕੲੀ [581<ਗਂ],ਸਾਕਹ [sakah], ਸਾਕਹਿ
[sak—hI] can (do), having the capability. See

ਸਕਣਾ. “tumri mahIma baranI na sakau.”-—suhi

m 4. “ass? joru nahi je kIChU karI ham:

sakah.”——suhi m 4.

ਸਾਕਣੀ [sakni] See ਸਾਕਿਨੀ. “éblka totla sitla

sakni.”——paras.

ਸਾਕਤ [sakat], ਸਾਕਤੁ [saketu] Skt ਸ਼'ਕ੍ਰ adj who

worships Shakti; devoted to Durga, who

worships Kali. 2 n Shakat cult, in which

Shakti is the chief amongst all gods. Shakti

worshippers, usually worship ten goddesses

Kali, Tara, Shorsi, Bhuvneshvari, Bhairvi,

Chhinnmasta, Dhoomavati, Vagla, Matangi

and Kamla. 3 A fit, adj apostate, degraded.

“sakat harIras sadu na janIa.”—sohIIa. “harI

ke das SIU sakat nahi ség.”-—gaum 4. “sakatu

mu; lage paCI mUIo.”-gau a m 4.

ਸ਼ਾਕ ਦ੍ਹੀਧ [sak dvip] See ਸਪਤ ਦੀਪ.

ਸਾਕਨੀਂ [581੦11] See ਸਾਕਿਨੀ.

ਸਾਕ'ਬ'ਣਿਕ [sakbanIk] n a spinach seller.

‘ “sakbanIk jyo kimat tahi, nah: jani kalu man

mah’1.”-NP.

ਜਾਕਰ [sakar] P; sugar. “qu gfige sakar menu

manIa.”—gau kabir. See ਸ਼ਾਕਿਰ.

ਸਾਂਕਰ [sfikar] Pkt adj narrow, tight. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/(ਟੈੱਥੂਸਛਧ੍ਯ.

pertaining to Shankar (Shiv). 3 Skt n a chain.

“bharam moh ko nest kIy dvet-hI sakar

kat.”—NP.

ਸਾਕਰਮਾਖੀ [sakarmakhi] n a honey-bee.
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“sakarmakhi athk sétape.”—bher kabir.

ਸਾਂਕਰਾ [sakra], ਸਾਂਕਰੀ [sakri] adj narrow, tight.
2 Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਫ਼੍ਥਾਣਿ. son of Shiv, Ganesh. 3 fire.
ਸਾਕਲ [sakal] See ਸਿਆਲਕੋਟ.

ਸਾਂਕਲ [Sakai] ਲ਼ਾ/ਮੈੰਲ਼ੀਸ਼ਿੰਖਲ a chain. “sékal jevri 1::
he ai.”—gau kabir.

ਸਾਕਲਪ [sakalap] 866 ਸਵਿਕਲਪ. “nIrVIkalap
sakalap ucari.”—NP.

ਸਾਂਕਲਾ [5ਕੇਂ1<18], ਸਾਂਕਲੀ [5ਕੋੰ1<11] 866 ਸਾਂਕਰਾ ਸਾਂਕਰੀ.
866 ਸਾਂਕਲ.

ਸਾਕੜੀ [581<.ਸਂ] n a vegetarian; Sati; Durga,
Shakambhri. “éjni géjni sakri sitla.”—paras.

ਸਾਂਕੜੀ [sakri] 866 ਸਾਂਕਰੀ.

ਸਾਕਾ [saka] Shak Sammat, started by

Shalivahan which came into force after 78
AD. 866 ਸਾਲਿਵਾਹਨ. 2 an event which is worthy

of note in history. “dharamhet saka jIn kia.”
-—-VN. 3 Skt ਧੂਸ੍ਯਜ myroblan.

ਸਾਕਾਰ [sakar] adj evident, manifest.

ਸਾਕਿਛੁ [sakIchu] that much. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਖ਼ੂਜ਼੍ਹ n dirt,

filth. “jaha sakIchU tahé lagIo.”—maru a m

5. ‘The air does not mind touching the filth.’

ਸਾਕਿਣੀ [sakIni] See ਸਾਕਿਨੀ.

ਸਾਕਿਨ [sakIn] A UL], a resident. “amar si‘gh
kamOI sakIn khemkaran.”——PP.

ਸਾਕਿਨੀਂ [sakIni] Skt ਧ੍ਯਕਿਤਰੀਂ” vegetation bearing
earth. 2 a yogini in attendance on a goddess.

Her food is blood and marrow. It is mentioned

in Sakand Puran that Sakini accompanied

Virbhadar when he went to destroy the

sacrificial rites of Daksh. .

ਸ਼ਾਕਿਰ [sakIr] A fl; adj grateful. 2 obliged,
indebted.

ਸਾਕੀ [saki] A [3], n one who serves drinks.
“badIh sakia! sacgre surax.fam.”—hakayat.

2 God, who imparts ecstasy of love. 3A J6 a

complainant.

ਸਾਕੁ [saku] See ਸਾਕ 7-8 “harI mera sakU 5tI

hOI sakhai.”—guj m 3.

ਸਾਕੇਤ [saket] n Ayodhyapuri. 2 territory around
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Ayodhya. 3 adj who resides in Ayodhya.

ਸਾਕੇ [sake] can. See ਸਕਣਾ. “ko: na sake bhin
karI.”—suhi Chét m 5.

ਸਾਕੰ [581<ਟੋ] 866 ਸਾਕ and ਸਾਕਾ. “kalu maddh kino

bado dharam saké.”-gyan. ‘caused a
religious event.’

ਸਾਕੰਭਰੀ [sakébhri] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਝਤ੍ਯਾ’ਧੇ n Durga, provider
of nourishment with vegetation. In

Markandey Puran there is a story that, once

during a great famine when everybody began

to die, the goddess assuming the form of

vegetation covered the whole earth and thus

saved the people from starvation.

ਸ਼ਾਰ੍ਯ [saky] Skt an ancient Khatri clan that used
to live in the foot—hills ofNepal. It is among

them that Shakay Muni (Buddha) was born.

ਸਾਕਯ ਮੁਨਿ [saky munI] See ਬੁੱਧ.

ਸਾਕਰ [saksar] Skt adj learned, who can read
and write.

ਸਾਕਾਤ [saksat] Skt part evident, visible.

ਸਾਕੀ [saksi] Skt ਗਸ਼ਿਰ੍“ a witness who deposes

what he has seen with his own eyes. See ਸਾਖੀ.

m [saksay] Skt n evidence, deposition.

ਸਾਖ [sakh] Skt ਸ਼ਾਕ n vegetation, vegetable,

agricultural produce. “jal bIn sakh

kumlavti.”—barahmaha majh. “sakh pakédi

aia hor karédi v5n.”—s fetid. 2 Skt ਸਾਕਯ

evidence, deposition. “tab sakhi prabhu asat

banae.‘sakh nImIt debe thahIrae.”—VN. ;

‘gave evidence for’... “harInam mIle patI

sakh.”—maru m 4. 3 goodwill. “su sakh tas

ki sada tIhun lok manIye.”——paras. 4 Skt ਸ਼ਾਖਾ
P by; a branch. “ਪਿੰ ped sakh teri phuli.”

—majh m 5. “nam surtaru sakhah.”—sahas m

5. 5 lineage; a family derived from an

aboriginal tribe. 6 a vine, creeper. 7 a part of

a book, chapter.

ਸਾਂਖ [sakh] See ਸਾਂਖਜ਼ and ਖਟ ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ. 2 n a slice,

a piece, a small portion. This word is derived

from ਸ਼ਾਖਾ. 3 Skt ਸ਼ਾਂਖ adj made of conchshell.
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4 n a sound blown out of conchshell.

ਸਾਖਤ [sakhat] P ਭੰਰੁਅੰ/ See ਸਾਖ਼ਤਨ. 2 a crupper

that is joined to the horse’s tail and tied to

the saddle.

ਸਾਖ਼ਤਨ [saxtan] P fl, v to make. 2 to live
together.

ਸਾਖਤਿ [sakhatI] See ਸਾਖਤ 2 and ਪਉਣਵੇਗ. “ghore

. pakhar SUIne sakhatI.”—sri m I. 2 See ਸਾਖਤੀ. '

ਸਾਖਤੀਂ [sakhti] n vigour or'the process of
crupping the horses. “IkI hoe asvar Ikna

sakhti.”—var majh m 1. 2 P fl, the process

of making. “apI karae sakhti p'hIrI apI

karae mar.”—var asa. ‘He himself is both the

creator and the destroyer.’

ਸਾਖਾ [sakha] Skt ਸ਼ਾਖਾ n a branch of a tree.

2 limbs ofthe body as arm, hand, finger and leg

etc. 3 lineage or ofi- shoot of a tribe. 4 a sect,

creed, offshoot ofa religion. “sxkh sakha bahute

kie.”—s kabir. 5 branches ofthe Veds. Numerous

saints have taught their disciples the texts and

meanings of the Veds in different ways,

according to their own thinking. This has led to

different branches ofthe Veds. “sakha tinI kahe

nIt bedu.”—asa m 1. “sakha tin nIvaria ek

sabadI 11v 1aI .”-511“am 3. Here three branches

mean knowledge pertaining to three elements.I

See ਤ੍ਰੈ’ਗੁਣ 3.
ਸਾਖਾਇਨਣੀ [sakhaInni] n an army which has

groups friendly with one another.—sanama.

ਸਾਖਾ ਤੀਨ [sakha tin] Chapters on practice,

devotion, knowledge chapter. 2 Brahma,

Vishnu and Shiv are the branches. “sakha tin

mul mat: rave.”—asa a m 3. 3 elements of

purity, passion and darkness. ‘

ਸਾਖਾਮ੍ਰਿ'ਗ [sakhamrIg] n one that goes about

among the branches; a monkey; a langoor.

ਸਾਖਿ [sakhI] See ਸਾਖੀ. 2 evidence, deposition.

“dInU renI sakhI sunaI.”—bIIa a m 5.
 

ISome scholars take these to be practice. devotion and

knowledge.
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ਸਾਖਿਓ [sakhIo] is witness. “5tarjami sakhIo.”

-dhana m 5.

ਸਾਖਿਆ [sakhIa] See ਸਾਖਾ. 2 n witness. 3 an
example, illustration. “Udak samOd salal ki

sakhIa.”—maru kabir. ‘like a wave born in

sea-water.’

ਸਾਖੀ [sakhi] n an eye-witness, account of a
happening or history. “sun-hu jan bhai, harI

satIgurU ki Ik sakhi.”—var sri m 4. “sum

sakhi man japI pIar.”—bas§tam 5. 2 advice,

an instruction. “gurusakhi jotI pargatu hox.”
——sohIIa. 3 -Skt ਗਕ਼ਿਬ੍ an eye-witness. “guru
thia sakhi t5 dItham akhi.”—asa ch5t m 5.

“pap pCm dUI sakhi paSI.”—asa m 1. “tab

sakhi prabhu asat banae.”——WV. See ਅਸਟਸਾਖੀ.
4 a witness, an evidence, a testimony. “sac

bIn sakhi mulo na baki.”——sava m 1. “sétan

ki sun saci sakhi, so bolhI jo pekh-hI akhi.”

—ram m 5. 5 Ski ਧ੍ਯਾਯਿਜ਼੍ a tree; that has

branches. “jy6 avni par saphlyo sakhi.”—-NP.

6 a Ved, which has numerous branches.

ਸਾਖੀਐ [sakhis] is witness. “satIgur sac
sakhie.”—-var sri m 4.

ਸਾਖੁ [sakhu] See ਸਾਖ and ਸਾਖਾ. “bIn harIras

rate patI n9 sakhu.”—basa”t a m I. ‘neither

honour nor good reputation.’

ਸਾਖੋਚਾਰ [sakhocar], ਸ਼ਾਖੋ-“ਚਾਰ [sakhoccar] n an

announcement of lineage and descent. At

wedding ceremonies, it is announced so that

everybody knows about the family. “sakhocar

ucaran kinas.”——GPS. //

mm [sakhy] .Sktmflnfriendship. 2 See ਸਾਕਯ.
ਸਾਂਧ੍ਯ [5ਕੋੰ1<}1)'] adj related to a numeral. 2 n an

arithmetician. 3 sakhy sastra. See ਖਟ ਸਾਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਸਾਗ [sag] Skt ਸ਼ਾਕ n spinach, a leafy vegetable.

2 a cooked dish of mustard and spinach

leaves.

ਸਾਂਗ [sag] n a type of a spear with a 10 feet

long, iron-encased handle. It has a four feet

long pointed blade. “garvi khar 55g sébhar



 

ਸਾਗਰ

lai.”—GPS. “ni‘dak kau dukh lags sfigs.”—bh£r
m 5. 2 Skt ਸਮਾਂਗ a similar part; an imitation;
mimicry. See ਸ੍ਵਾ'ਗ. 3 adj)? (ਘਿਜਿ਼)-ਅੰਗ (limb/
organ).

ਸਾਗਰ [sagar] Skt n a sea. See ਸਗਰ and ਸਮੁਦ੍ਰ.
“sagar mahI bfid, bfid mahI sagar.”—ram m
1. meaning that the Creator is immanent in
the creature and vice versa. 2 In Bengal an
island in Hoogli river. It is at this place that
Ganga has a confluence with the Bay of
Bengal. 3 a count of ten padam. See ਸੰਪ੍ਯਾ.
4 depicting number seven, as there are seven
seas. 5 adj of or relating to the sea. 6 P it, a
bowl, cup. “badIh sakia! sacre sabaz rég.”
—hakayat. 7 a wine-glass. See ਸਾਕੀ. 8 adj???-
ਗਰ full of poison. “bhe $35th sagar tarno.”
—bIha chétm 5.

ਸਾਗਰ ਉਦਰ [sager udar] the belly of the sea;
the interior of the sea, which contains
innumerable objects. “'raVI sas: kIranI
Udaru sagar ko.”——saveye m 3 ke.

ਸਾਗਰਸੁਤ [sagarsut], ਸਾਗਰਸੂਨੁ [sagarsunu],

ਸਾਗਰਤਨਯ [sagartanay] son of the sea, the
moon. 2 Dhanvantri etc. who are born out of
the sea. .

ਸਾਗਰ ਮੋਖਲਾ [sagar mekhla] Skt n the earth, of
, which sea is the cord worn around.

ਸਾਗਰਾ [sagra] See ਪਿੰਧੀ. 2 Skt n earth, the holder
of the sea. “adI sagra sabad bakhanan
kijIye.”—sanama.

ਸਾਰਫ਼ਾਂਬਰਾ [sagre’ibra] Skt ਚਸ੍ਯਸ੍ਯ-ਧ the earth of
which sea acts as the attire.

ਸਾਗਰੋਦਗਾਰ [sagrodgar] the belching of the sea;
rise and fall of sea tide. See ਜ੍ਹਾਰਭਾਟਾ.
ਸਾਗਵਾਨ [sagvan] See ਸਾਗੌਨ.

ਸਾਂਗਾ [saga] See ਚਤੌੜ.
ਸ਼ਾਗਿਰਦ [sagIrad] P ਅੰਨ੍ਹੇ 71 one who moves
around the king; a servant of the king. 2 an

attendant of a saint; a disciple. 3 a student.

ਸਾਂਗੀ [sagi] adj who bears a spear. 2 n an
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imitator, a mimic, buffoon. “tum thakur ham
sfigi.”—dhana m 4.

ਸਾਂਗੀਤ [8581੮] adjofor pertaining to music. See
.ਸ੍ਯਸੋਤ.

ਸਾਂਗ਼ੁ [5ਫੌ80] ਸ੍ਵਾ'ਗਫੋਘ imitation, mimicry. See ਸਾਂਗ.
“ਙਫੇੰਥੂਧ utarI thfimIo pasara.”—suhi m 5. 2 a

spear. See ਸਾਂਗ ].

ਸਾਗੁਨ [sagun] See ਸਗੁਣ. “nagun te pun sagun
te guru ke met me bad nam pachano.”—NP.
‘Nam is superior to all qualities, good and

bad.’

ਸਾਗੁਨ [sagun] See ਸਾਗੋਂਨ.

ਸਾਂਗੇ [sage] adv in the relevant context. “padvé
ki katha 1<e sage kahe hE.”—JSBM

ਸਾਂਗੋਪਾਂਗ [ségopfig] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਥ'ਛਤਸੈਧਸ਼ਾਛਗ਼ adjwith parts

and sub-parts; entire.

ਸਾਗੌਨ [sagon] Skt teak. Teak wood is considered
excellent for buildings and household

furniture. L Tectona Grandis.

ਸਾਚ [sac] n truth. 2 the Creator, God.

ਸਾਰਉ [sacau] adj true, truthful. “sacau thakur

sacu piara.”—dhana am 1. 2 immortal. “sacau
takhat guru ramdase.”—saveye m 4 Re.

ਸਾਚਝ [sacat] See ਸੰਚਿਤ. 251:th worried.
“socat sacat renI bIhani.”——asa m 5.

ਸਾਚਧਰਮ [sacdharam] n Sikhism. “sacdharam

ka bera bfitha bhavjalu parI pavai.”—ram a

m 5. .

ਸਾਂਚਨ [5ਫੇੰ੮811] to accumulate, gather. See ਸੰਚਯਨ.

“sati kI séce bhade?”—gau kabir.

ਸਾਚਾ [saca] adj true, truthful.

ਸਾਂਚਾ [saca] n a mould, frame. “so dhari janu

men ke sfice.”—krIsan.

ਸਾਚਾ ਸਾਹ [saca sah] n the Creator; the truthful

king. 2 the eternal being, the ever living king.

3 adjwho is an immortal ruler. “sahan mahI
tu saca saha.”—guj a m 5.

ਸਾਚਾ ਘਰ [saca ghar] n a congregation, holy

assembly. “th sohIla sacs gharI gavhu.”
—an5du. 2 salvation, beatitude.
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ਸਾਚਿ

ਸਾਚਿ [saCI] See ਸਾਚ. truth. 2 through truth. 3 in

truth. “gurparsadi saCI samaI.”—basét m 3.

4 Skt ਜ਼ਾਚਿ adj crooked, perverse, curved.

ਸਾਚੀ [saci] adj true. 2 See ਸਾਚਿ.

ਸਯੀਸਂਧ੍ਯ [sacisaby] Arjun. See ਸਵਯਸਾਚੀ.

“sacisaby bakhan.”—sanama.

ਸਾਚੀ ਦਰਗਹ [saci dargah] n the Creator’s court.

“saci dargah puch na hOI.”—bIIa am 1. 2 the

congregation of Satguru. “saci dargah

bcsai.”—sri a m 1. 3 the court of justice of a

king. “saci dargah bole kur.”—gau m 5.

ਸਾਚੀਬਾਣੀ [sacibani] n Gurbani, teachings of

Guru Granth Sahib. “sacibani SIU dhare

pIar.”—dhana m 1.

ਸਾਚੀ ਰਾਸ਼ਿ [saci raSI] See ਸਚੀ ਰਾਸ਼ਿ. “saci ras:

saca vaparu.”—dhana m 3.

ਸਾਚੁ [sacu] See ਸਚ. truth. “sacu kah-hu tum

pargarami.”—srdhgosa_tr. 2 the true sermon.

“Is kaIa édarI vasatu as’ékha. gurumukhI

sacu mIle ta vekha.”—-majh a m 3. 3 Skt ਸਾਰ੍ਯ

a relative, kin. .

ਸਾਚੈ [sacs] to the truthful. “sacs melu na lagai.”

—sr1' m 3. 2 the truthful. “sacs: mahalI rahe.”

—tukha m 1. 3 the truthful (did). ,“sace mele

sabadI.”—maru m 1.

ਸਾਂਚੇ [sacs] See ਸਾਂਚਨ.
ਸਾਰੋਂਸਾਚ [sacosac] n only truth, nothing but truth.

“sacosac kamavna.”—sr1' m 3.

. ਸਾਛਰ [sachar] See ਸਾਕਰ.

ਸਾਛਾ [sacha] short form for ਸਾਕਾਤ. 2 n a mould,

frame. “mano dhare Ih men ke sache.”

—krIsan.

ਸਾਫੀ [sachi] See ਸਾਕੀ and ਸਾਖੀ. 2 the Creator,

who is witness to all. “deh dhare nar puran

sachi.”——NP.

ਸਾਜ [saj] P ,1, adj who makes, who creates.

This is suffixed to make compound words, as

ਕਾਰਸਾਜ਼, ਜਾਲਸਾਜ਼ etc. 2 n an implement, tool.

3 a musical instrument. “jhalar tal mrIdég

Upég rabab lie sur saj mIlavE.”¥-c5di 1.
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There are countless types of musical

instruments, but only such instruments are

drawn here, which have been or are being used

by the Sikhs in performing kirtan. 4 profit.

5 See ਸਾਜਨਾ. 6A ਖ਼; somewhere, rare, seldom.

ਸਾਜਣ [sajan], ਸਾਜਣੁ [sajanul v to build, make,

create. 2 n See ਸਾਜਨ.

ਸਾਜ਼ਦ [sazad] P ਭੰ,)1, makes, may make, will

make. lts root is ਸਾਖ਼ਤਨ.

ਸਾਜਨ [sajan] or ਸਾਜਨੁ [sajanu] n ਸਨ੍-ਜਨ a

gentleman, friend. “sajan dekha ta galI ਭੰ

mIla.”—mam a m 1. 2 the Creator, who is

everyone’s friend. “satIgur age ardaSI karI

sajanu deI mIlaI.”—sri a m 1. 3 a good man.

“sajanu mitu sakha karI eku.”—gau m 5.

4 creation. “sarav jagat ke sajanhar.”-saloh.

See ਸਾਜਨਾ.

ਸਾਜਕ੍ਯਾ [sajanra] sufEsT at the end of word ਸਾਜਨ

denotes endearment. See ੜਾ. “sajanra mera

sajanra.”—ram chét m 4. 2 a friend.

ਸਾਜਨਾ [sajna] v to create, form, raise. “pitha

paka saina.”—var maru 2 m 5. “tudhu ape

dharti sajie.”—var sri m 4. 2 vocative for a

friend.

ਸਾਜਨਿ [sajanI] ofa friend. “sajanI mIlIe sukh

paia.”—sri m I. 2 See ਸਾਜਨੀ.

ਸਾਜਨੀ [sajni] adj a gentle female. “sakhi sajni

ke hau caran sarevau.”—-asa m 1. ‘Here it

means the eternal Being.’

ਸਾਜਨੁ [sajanu] See ਸਾਜਨ.

ਸਾਂਜਲਿ [sajaII] Skt ਜ਼ਕ੍ਤਿਚਿ with hands, folded

and spread.

ਸਾਜ ਮਿਲਾਉਣਾ [saj mIIauna] v to tune one

musical instrument with another; to create

final harmony between musical instruments.

“sur saj mIlavE.”—c§di 1.

ਸਾਜਿ [sajI] adv after creating. “sajI kare tanu

kheh.”-japu. 2 adj fit for creation, worth-

creating. “ape'kudratI kare sajI.”—basét m

1. 3 do. “othu pharida Uju sajI.”-s fan'd.



 

ਸਾਜਿਸ਼

ਸਾਜ਼ਿਸ਼ [882ਗ਼ੁਝੁ] P J41, n a connection,
relationship. 2 concern, attachment. 3 an act
of counselling. 4 hatching a conspiracy
against another.

ਸਾਜ਼ੀ [sazi] P 6,1, the process of making; used
as a suffix at the end of another word as in
ਜਾਲਸਾਜ਼ੀ. 2 you make.

ਸਾਜੁੱਜ Isajujj] Skt ਸਾਯੁਜਜ n sense of attachment.
2 according to upasna kid, a salvation, which
attaches the devotee to the deity. This salvation
does not lead to absorption; the individual,
identity remains intact. “kI sajujj mukta.”—datt.
See. ਕੈਵਨ੍ਯ.

ਸਾਜ਼ੰਦ [sazéd] P to make, unite. Its root is ਸਾਖ਼ਤਨ.
, ਸਾਝ [sajh], ਸਾਂਝ [8ਫੌਂ]'}1] Skt ਸੰਧਿ n a partnership,

association. “sajh karije gunah keri, choclI
avgun calie.”~—suhi ché't m 1. 2 Skt ਸੰਧ੍ਯਾ
evening. “sfijh pari dah dISI §thara.”—suhi
raVIdas. 3 last days (before death).
ਸਾਝਪਾਤਿ [sajhpatI] n sharing of a partnership,
co-partnership. “sajhpatI kahu SIU nahi.”
~gaukab1‘r. 2 sharing ofa row; sitting together.
ਸਾਝਾ [sajha], ਸਾਂਝਾ [sajha] common to many. “tfi
sajha sath bapu hamara.”—majh m 5.
“Updes cahu varna kau sajha.”—suhi m 5. 2 n
partnership. “sajha kare kabir SIU.”—s kabjr.
ਸਾਝੀ [sajhi], ਸਾਂਝੀ [ਙਕੋੰਸਿ਼ਡ਼ੇ] adj common; in
association. 2 n partnership. “gunsajhi tIn SIU
kari.”—var sor m 4. 3 a goddess. See ਅਹੋੲੀ.
4 adj who is a partner. “karI sajhi harIgOn
gava.”—-vad m 4. Here séjhi means ‘a godly
man’.

ਸਾਂਝੀ ਸਤਰ [ਝਕੋੰਘਿ satar] n a common row in the
Punjabi script containing three vowel
characters ੳ, ਅ, and ੲ used for matra
distinction. These characters in the form of
vowel marks are used in common with all
charactersਅਆਇਈ ਉ ਊ ਏ ਐ ਓਔ ਅੰ ਆਂ (ਅ:).

ਸਾਂਝੀਵਾਲ [sajhival] adj who is a partner. “sabhe
sajhival sadaInI.”—majh m 5.
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ਸਾਟ [sat] n a inj ury, blow, attack. “I58 turavhu
ghal-hu sat.”—g5d kabir. 2 a replacement,
substitute, exchange. “jau IS prem ki dam kIhu
hoti sat.”—phunhe m 5. ‘if this love could be
exchanged with life’. 3 value. “paiahI parkhu
tab hiran ki sat.”—s kabir. 4 business, exchange,
sale-purchase. “gurmukh hat sat ratan vapar
he.”—BGK. 5 Skt ਸ਼ਾਟ a piece of a garment.

ਸਾਂਟ [sat] n an alliance, unity. 2 See ਸਾਂਠ.
ਸਾਟਕ [58ਨੂ੩1<] Skt ਲ਼ਾਟਕ਼ਾ a cloth, garment; a
poetic metre. See ਸ਼ਾਰਦੂਲ ਵਿਕ੍ਰੀੜਿਤ.
ਸਾਟਾ [sata] n a replacement, substitute,
exchange. “satguru mIle sis ke sate.”—GPS.
See ਸਾਟ 2. ,

ਸਾਟੀ [sati] Skt ਥੂਜਟੀ n a sari, lady’s garment,
covering. 2 a dhoti; a length of cloth worn
round the waist. 3 See ਸਿੱਟਣਾ. “sabh nIkas kar
bahar sati.”—GPS. threw out, vomited.
ਸਾਠ [sath] Skt ਯਦਿ n sixty. “sath sut navkhéd
bahtarI.”—gau kabir. here it refers to sixty
principal veins of the body. See ਗਜਨ੍ਯ.

ਸਾਂਠ [55th] n skin ofa pig, which is thick and
greasy. 2 See ਸਾਂਨ੍ਯ".
ਸਾਠ ਸੂਤ [sath sut] See ਗਜਠਵ.

ਸਾਂਨ੍ਯਹਂ [séthna] v to combine, unite, patch,
mend. “thavat prabhu apna karaj sagle
sz'ithe.”—sor m 5.

ਸਾਠਾ [satha] n a collection of sixty. 2 adj (that
variety) which matures in sixty days, e.g.,
“satthi de caul.” the rice (paddy crop) that
matures in sixty days and “sathe alu.”
(potatoes growing in as many days). 3 ofsixty
years.

ਸਾਂਨਿ [55th:] See ਸਾਂਠ. 2 n an alliance, a
combination, meeting. 3 advunitedly. “jI tute
IeIséithI.”—phunhe m 5. a compound verb,
participal : ਲੈਇਸਾਂਨਿ, .ਸਾਂਠਿ ਲੇਇ.

ਸ਼ਾਨ੍ਯ [sathy] Skt n Callousness; impudence.
2 stupidity, foolishness.

ਸਾਂਡ [sad] Skt ਗਧਤ 21 one having eggs, having

 



 
 

 

 

ਸਾਡੜਾ

semen; horse or ox. which is not castrated or

is not impotent. The word ਸਾਨ੍ਹ is a distortion

of ਸਾਂਡ.

ਸਾਡੜਾ [sadra] adj our, ours. ਦ (da) is changed

to ਡ (da) in lahidi dialect. 2 n taste, flavour.

“kIti cakhau sadre.”—maru a m 1.

ਸਾਡਾ [sada] adj our, ours, belonging to us.

ਸ਼ਾਂਡਿਨ੍ਯ [sadIly] Skt ਧ੍ਯਢਿਦ੍'ਧ n son of the sage
Shandil. Scholar of Upasna Kand, who

composed Bhagati-shastar.

ਸਾਂਤੀ [sadi] Skt‘fifv'spfn an elephant. “raja ke ghar
sfiqli go.”—todi namdev. 2 Skt ਗਂਹੈੱਛਧ੍ਯ she-camel. .

ਸਾਢ [sadh] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਟੁੰ adj that which in addition

to one has a half more; one and a half.

ਸਾਂਢ [5ਟੋਂ1ਫੂ111] See ਸਾਂਡ. 2 See ਸਾਂਢਨਾ.
ਸਾਢਸਤੀ [sadhsati] Skt ਸਾਧੰਸਪ੍ਰੀ equal to seven

and a half; the agonising stage of the planet

Saturn, which lasts seven and a half years.‘

The Saturn rules for two and a halfyears each

over three zodiac signs. This stage is very

painful according to the Hindu mythology.

“khojan kare bhale grah sare. sadhsati ab

cadhi tumare.”—GPS.

ਸਾਂਢਨ [sz‘idhan], ਸਾਂਢਨਾ [séidhna] v to associate,

tie into a knot. 2 to refine, repair. “apna

bIgarI bIrana sfidhe.”-g5d raVIdas.

ਸਾਂਢਨੀ [sfidhni] n a she-camel, which is kept

for transport only and is kept barren; not for

rearing the offspring. See ਸਾਂਡੀ 2.

ਸਾਂਢਨੀ ਸਵਾਰ [5ਡੌਲੂੰਧਿਪਂ savar] n a camel-rider; a

soldier riding a she-camel.2

ਸਾਂਢਿ [sath] short form for ਸਾਂਢਨੀ. “utar 52'1th

te rav tab.”— carItr 144. 2 advhavingjoined,

tied, combined.

'According to astrology, the term sadhsati refers to the
 

rule of Saturn in three zodiac signs— the twelfth zodiac

sign, the zodiac ofbirth and another zodiac for a period

oftwo and a halfyears in each.

2In ancient times, the postal distribution was performed

mainly by camel-riders.
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ਸਾਵੂ [sadhu], ਸਾਂਭੂ [sfidhu] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਲਿਵੋਫ੍ਰੀ n

husband of wife’s sister.

ਸਾਢੇ [sadhe] See ਸਾਢ. “karaju sadhe tinI hath,

ghani ta paune car.”—s kabir. Three and a half
hands (one hand equals half-a-yard) of land

is sufficient for one’s burial or funeral pyre;

at the most one may require three and a

quarter hands of land for the purpose. 2 See

ਸਾਂਢਨ. “ham karaj guru bahu sadhe.”—gau m

4. 'We have prepared a balance sheet

regarding the debt that we owe to our Guru

which is increasing year by year but we have

not repayed a single penny.’

ਸਾਢੇ ਚੁਹੱਤਰ [sadhe cuhattar] a mark denoting

seventy four and a half. See ਅਕਬਰ.

ਸਾਣ [san] equal, equivalent. “murgai ne

sane.”—srdhgosat1. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਾਣ n a circular

grindstone of a knife-sharpener, used for

sharpening the weapons on a grinding wheel.

It is made up of a mixture of sand, shellac,

rosin etc. “sabde san rakhai laI.”—var ram 1

m 1. 3 a weight equivalent to four masas, a

measure of four masas. 4 adj which is made

up of hemp; hemp-made.

ਸਾਣਜੀਞ {sanjivl Dg member of a nomadic tribe,
who makes his livelihood on the grinding

wheel. See ਸਾਣ 2.

ਸਾਣਥ [sanath] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਸਾਨਿਧ੍ਯ“ closeness, proximity.
2 presence, attendance. “sanath meri apI

khara.”—asa chét m 5.

ਸਾਣੇ [sane] See ਸਾਣ. 2 adv in front of, before,

face to face, opposite. See ਨੈ 2.
ਸਾਤ [sat] Skt ਸਪੁ seven. “sat ghari jab biti suni.”
—bh£r namdev. 2 See ਸਾਤਿ. 3 A _.„ਅਂ/ n time,

period. “bol-hI harI harI ram nam har

sate.”—sor m 4. ‘Always recite Ram Ram.’

4 Skt ਧੂਸ੍ਯ adj sharp, piercing. 5 slim, feeble.

6 beautiful. 7 n happiness, bliss. 8 Skt ਜ਼ਾਰ adj
achieved, obtained.

ਸਾਂਤ [sat] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ adj peaceful; sans anger.



 

ਸਾਤਸਮੁੰਦ

“namo kal-hI karta, namo sat rupe.”—japu. 2

cold. 3 a corpse; one in state of complete

cessation of the vital functions. “tab 130 bhai

kekai sata.”—rama v. 4 n an unperturbed saint,

holy man. 5 one ofthe nine poetic sentiments

with renunciation as its lasting quality. See

ਭਾਵ and ਰਸ. 6 adj virtuous, morally good.
“namo rajsé tamsé sa‘it rupe.”—japu. 7 n a

Hindu prayer performed by the bridegroom’s

maternal grandfather during the marriage

ceremony to counter any disturbances or

hindrances. Its original name is “sfitx”.

ਸਾਤ ਸਮੁੰਦ [sat samfid], ਸਾਤਸਰ [sat sar], ਸਾਤ ਸਾਗਰ

[sat sagar] See ਸਪਤਸਾਗਰ. 2 five sense organs,

mind and wisdom. “sat samOd samana.”

—tul<ha barahmaha. 3 See ਸਤ ਸਰ. “sat sar

5mrIt bhare.”—-asa chétm 1.

ਸਾਤ ਸੁਧ [sat sudh] See ਸੱਤ ਸੁਧਾਂ.

ਸਾਤ ਸੁਰ [sat sur] seven fundamental notes of a

Rag: saraj, rIsabh, gédhar, madhyam, pécam,

dhvevat and nIsad. “sat sura ls: cale.”—ram

m 5. See ਸੁਰ and ਸ੍ਵਰ.

ਸਾਤ ਸੂਤ [sat sut] n trade, business, dealings.

“sat sut In mfidie khoe.”—bIIa kabir. 2 Skt

ਥਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਰ pleasure provided, bliss bestowed by

the Creator. See ਸਾਤ and ਸੂਤ. 3 n created by

seven metals, body or mortal frame. “sat sut

mIlI banaj kin.”—bas§t kabir.

ਸਾਤਕ [satak] Skt ਸ਼ਕ੍ਤਿ adj virtuous, one
possessing goodness or having virtue. “rajas

satak tamas darpahI.”—maru m 5. “kahfi

rajsé tamsé satkeyé.”—vrna.

ਸਾਤਕਿ [satakI] ‘ਦੂ/{ਫ਼ਾਂਸਾਤ੍ਯਕ਼ਿa son ofYadav Satyak,
who is also known as Yuyudhaan. He sided

with the Pandavs in the war of Kurukshetar.

l-Ie learnt the skill of using arms from Arjuna.

“satakI a musli rath pe.”—krIsan

ਸਾਤਕੇਯ [satkey] See ਸਾਤਕ.

ਸਾਤ ਛੁਪਾਏ ਛਪਤ ਨਹਿ [sat chupae chapat nahI]

See ਖੈਰ 3.
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ਸਾਤ ਧੁਜਾ [sat dhuja] n seven marks, seven

standards, seven flags. “sat dhuja prabhu ki
tahi rajat.”—GV]0. There are seven pennants

(Sikh standards) over the seven holy places of

pilgrimage in Anandpur. The seven main places

of worship are— Akal Bunga, Sees Ganj,

Kesgarh, Guru Ke Mahal, Damdama Sahib,

Manji Sahib and Bhora Sahib. See ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ.

ਸਾਂਤਨਞ [ਙਫੌਸ਼ਿਗ਼ਾ] Bhisham, son of Shantnu. See

ਸ਼ਾਂਤਨੁ [satanu] Skt ਸ੍ਯਜ਼ੂ or ਸ੍ਯਜ਼ੂ. son of
Chandarvanshi king Prateep, husband of

Ganga, father of Bhishampitama. There is a

reference about Shantnu in the Mahabharat

and the Vishnu Puran that any old person

touched by him would become young, that is

why he became popular as Shantnu (one who

spreads peace and happiness). He married

Satyavati (Matsyodari) in old age, who gave

birth to two sons Chitrangad and

Vichitarvirya, who did not live for long after

the death of Shantnu. On the persuasion of

his mother (Matsyodari), the sage Vyas, begot

Pandu and Dhritrashtar from Ambalica and

Ambika, the widows of Chitrangad and

Vichitarvirya respectively.

ਸਾਂਤਨੁਸੁਤ [55੮005ਪਿ], ਸਾਂਤਨੇਯ [sfitney], ਸਾਂਤਠੇਞ

[sitnev] n Shantnav, Bhishampitama, who was

son of Shantnu. “subhe sastra saja mano

sfitnevé.”—c5di 2. '

ਸ਼ਾਂਤਪਦ [sfitpad] n a stage of salvation;

liberation; emancipation; fourth and final

stage of spiritual beatitude. 2 See ਸ਼ਾਂਤਪੁਦ.

ਸ਼ਾਂਤਪ੍ਰਦ [sétprad] adj who bestows peace.

ਸਾਤਾ [sata] n group of seven. 2 seven days;

week. 3 a digit denoting number 7. “sata

likhyo gayo tIs kal.”—GPS.

ਸ਼ਾਂਤਾ [ਝੁਰੇੰਫਿ਼] n daughter of king Dashrath, who

was brought up by king Lompaad. She was

married to sage Shringi.

 
 



  

 

 

ਸਾਤਿ

ਸਾ'ਤਿ [satI] n truth. 2 peace. 3 serenity;
saintliness. “nanak mIlie ségI satI.”-asa chét
m 5. “suhaganI satI bujhiahu.”—j€t m 5.

4 Skt ਗੀ n wealth. eminence. 5 comfort.
6 charity. “tasbi satI subhavsi.”—var majh m

1. ‘Charitable nature is a rosary.’

‘ ਸ਼ਾਂਤਿ [ਡੁਕੋੰਦਿਗ਼ੁ] n coolness. 2 equanimity of mind.
3 rest. 4 peace, tranquillity. “$5tI pai gurI

satIgurI pure.”—bIIa m 5.‘ 5 See ਸਾਂਤ 7.
ਸਾਤੁਰ [satur] adjperplexed, afflicted. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ

adv immediately. “sigh te satur en darane.”

—c5di 1.

ਸਾਤੇ [sate] plural of ਸਾਤਾ. 2 truth. “harI nam

harI sate.”-gau m 4.

ਸਾਤੈ [sate], ਸਾਡੈੱ [satE] n seventh day of a lunar
fortnight. “sate satI karI baca janI.”—gau

thIti kabir.

ਸਾਤਯਕਿ [satyakI] See ਸਾਤਕਿ.
ਸਾਤ੍ਰਿਕ [satVIk] See ਸਾਤਕ.
ਸਾਤ੍ਰਿਕਭਾਵ [satVIk bhav] in prosody, perversions
ofthe mind, which remain stable in all poetic

sentiments and do not get diffused or

corrupted. e.g. shedding of tears in romance.

See ਭਾਵ.

ਸਾਥ [sath] part with in company with. 2 n a

tube used by a weaver for weaving. “cédu

suraju dUI sath calai.”—asa kabir. 3 Skt ਸਾਥੰ S
a group of people travelling together; a

caravan. “parI parI gadi ladiahI parI par:

bharie sath.”—var asa. “muthre sei sath.”——var

gau 2 m 5. 4 mrIdég, a kind of two sided

drum. See ਜਤਿ 3.
ਸਾਥੲੀ [sathai] adj who accompanies;
companion. 2 n companionship. “tah rakhe

namu sathai.”—kaII m 4.

ਸਾਬਰ [sathar] n ਸ-ਜਿ਼ਥਰਾ lying down on the
'Some so-callcd Sikhs ask the ragis to recite this hymn
 

during the marriage ceremony on the pattern of Hindu’s

custom of performing or worshipping “55੮1" by the

maternal grand-parents of the bridegroom.
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ground. “ham kau sathar un kau khat.”—g5d

kabir.

ਸਾਥਿ [sathI] advalongwith, alongside. together
with. “sathI na cale bInu bhajan.”—sukhmani.

2 adj See ਸਾਥੀ. 3 short form for ਸ੍ਵਾਰਥੀ. 866 ਨਾਲਿ
ਕੁਟੰਬ. 4 conjunctive suffix. “nanaku tInke

ségl sathI.”—sri m I.

ਸਾਥੀ [sathi], ਸਾਥੀਅੜਾ [sathiara] Skt ਸਾਰਥੀ adj

having the same meaning or objective. 2 a

companion, fellow traveller. “ate sathI

manukh he.”—sn‘ m 5. “ja sathi uthI calIa ta
dhan khaku ralI.”—sn‘m 5. “sathIara prabhu

eku.”-j€t chét m 5. 3 866 ਨਾਲਿ ਕੁਟੰਥ.
ਸਾਬ੍ਹ [sathU] 866 ਸਾਥ.

ਸਾਦ [sad] n taste. “sad karI samdha trIsna

ghIU.”—mala m 1. “sad-hu vatha rogu.”

—var suhi m 3. 2 principle, doctrine. “pédxt

par-hI sad n3 pav-hI.”—majh a m 3. 3 Skt
ਗੜ n destruction, devastation. 4 P A? happy,

delighted. “khasam na pae sad.”—-var asa.
‘does not find the master pleased.’ 5 866 ਸਅੁਦ. .

ਸਾਦਕ [sadak] See ਸਾਦਿਕ.
ਸਾਦਗੀ [sadgi] P ਨੁੰ» n simplicity.
ਸਾਦਤ [sadat] A _…[ਲ਼ੀ plural ofmchiefs. 2A

ਖ਼ੁਸ਼ੀ,… good fortune, good luck.

ਸਾਦਤਮੰਦ [58ਧੰ3੮ਗ਼ਰੋ੮1] P „ਮੈੰ..., ,1, adj fortunate,

lucky. ‘

ਸਾਦਨ [sadan] Skt n a paste prepared with oil,

barley flour and turmeric to massage the

bride. “bhon me basal: tan sadan malaI

subh.”—-NP. 2 Skt ਗਫਿਜ਼੍ਕੈਗ੍ਰੈ' an elephant-rider.
3 a horse-rider. 4 a chariot-rider. “raj na bhag
na hukam na sadan.”—asa m 5. “raj mal sadan

darbar.”—bh£r m 5. 5 A wt, 3 gatekeeper,

janitor.

ਸਾਦ ਮੁਂਰਾਦਾ [sad murada] adj simple-minded,

modest.
milsadar] adj with regards, with respect.
“beth-hI sadar sraddha dharke.”-GPS. 2 866

ਸਾਦਿਰ.



ਸਾਂਦਲਬਾਰ

ਸਾਂਦਲ ਬਾਰ [sadal bar] a wild forest between the
rivers Ravi and Chenab. The sage Sandi] used
to reside in this forest, hence the name ‘sfidIIy
van’.

ਸਾਦੜਾ [sadra] adj simple, unassuming, not
given to deceiving. 2 n taste.

ਸਾਦਾ [sada] P ”l, adjclean, clear. 2 unalloyed,

pure. 3 foolish, illiterate. 4 n grandfather of

Bhai Rup Chand, resident of the village

Tuklani. 5 a devout Sikh of Guru Hargobind

residing in Balakh. The author of Dabistan

Mazahab writes that Sada moved from

Balakh for Iraq to bring horses for his master. `

His son was very sick at that time. He was
asked by his fellow-villagers not'to leave. his

son at this stage but Sada preferred to serve

his master. Sada had hardly covered the first

stage ofhisjoumey when his son died, but he

did not return home. He brought three horses

ofexcellent quality for the Guru, which were

ultimately snatched away from him by Khalil

Khan, an officer of Shahjahan.

ਸ਼ਾਦਾਬ [sadab] P .ਥੂਲ਼ਾਅਂਫ਼ੈ adj new, fresh. 2 lush
green, verdant. '

ਸ਼ਾਦਾਬੀ [sadabi] P Qua n newness, freshness.

' 2 verdure.

ਸਾਦਿ [sadI] with taste. “trIpatI n3 ave bIkhIa
sadI.”—ramm 5. adjwith origin. 3 Skt n wind,

the air. 4 a warrior. 5 a chrioteer.

ਸਾਂਦਿ [se'idI] n peace. “sukh sad: gharI aIa.”
—sorm 5. ‘peacefully.’

ਸਾ ਦਿਹਾੜੀ [sa dIhari] the same day. “tusi sa
dIhari lahar jana.”—JSBM ‘
ਸਾਦਿਕ [sadIklA fig, adjfirm in faith, devoted.

“pir pekébar salIk sadIk.”—asa m I. 2 true.
3 n name ofMuhammad Jafer Imam, who was

born in 83 Hijri and died in 148 Hijri.

ਸਾਦਿਰ [sadIrlA ”L, likely to commence, likely
to be issued. 2 A ,,1, careless, carefree.

ਸਾਦੀ [sadi] feminine ਘੰਸਾਦਾ. 2 P „’,… eminent
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ਸਾਧਸੰਗਾਤ

Persian poet, Sheikh Sadi, resident of Shiraz.

He was born in 1175 AD and expired in 1292

AD. Many of the books written by him like

Gulistan, Bostan, Pandnama, etc. are world-

famous. 3 6,5 happiness, bliss. 4 marriage.

5 See ਸਾਦਿ.

ਸਾਂਦੀਧਨਿ [sadipanI] son of Sandipan. See
ਸੰਦੀਵ੍-ਪੇਨਿ.

ਸਾਦੁ [sadu] n taste. 2 ਠੰ/ਯੋੰਸ੍ਵਾਦੁ adjtasty, delicious.
“sakat harIras sadu na janIa.”—sohIIa. ‘did
not enjoy the supreme pleasure.’

ਸਾਦੁਨ [sadun] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਦਨ _n the act of relishing;

the act of enjoying. “jIhva sadun phiki ras
bIn.”—sar m I.

ਸਾਂਦ੍ਰ [Sadr] Skt adj thick, dense: 2 soft, tender,

delicate. _3 greasy. 4 charming. 5 n a forest.

ਸਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼ [sadrIs], ਸਾਦ੍ਰਿਸ਼੍ਯ [sadrIsy] Skt ਜ਼ਾਫ਼ੂਥੂਧ n

sense of looking similar; equality, similarity.

ਸਾਧ [sadh] Skt ਗਬ੍ਮਿ to complete; to conquer;

to win laurels. 2 n perfection, excellence. “jau

tUhI sadh pIrém ki.”—s kabir. 3 Skt ਗ਼ਬੂ,

excellent. “jasu japa’t harI hoth sadh.”—gau

a m 5. 4 a saint. “sadh uparI jaie kurbanu.”
—sul<hmam'. 5 short form for ਸਾਧਨ. “jap tap
séjam lakkh sadh SIdhavna.”—BG.

ਸਾਂਧ [sadh] n a hole made in a wall by thieves;
house-breaking. “prItham sadh d2 darab
curave.”—carItr 104. 2 See ਸਾਂਧਨ.

ਸਾਧਸਮਾਗ [sadhsamag], ਸਾਧਸਮਾਗਮ [sadhsamagam]

n a congregation ofholymen. “prabhu aradhie

mIlI sadhsamage.”—brla m 5.

ਸਾਧ ਸਾਧ [sadh sadh] See ਸਾਧੁ ਸਾਧੁ.

ਸਾਧਸੰਗ [sadhség], ਸਾਧਸੰਗਤਿ [58ਗੁੰ115ਟੈ8811],ਸਾਧਸੰਰਮਿੰ
[5861115ਟੈ88ਧ1] See ਸਾਧਸਮਾਗਮ. “sadhségatI upje

bIsvas.”—gau thIti kabir. “sadhségatI ks ਰੈ੮11
lavhU.”——jet m 5. 2 Bhai Nand Lal describes

Sikh religion as “sadhség”. “hamcuna dar
mazhabe i sadhség.”——jfdgi.

ਸਾਧਸੰਗਾਤ [sadh ségat] n by holy-congregation.

“nanak pritI lagi tIn ram SIU bhetat sadh



 

 

 

ਸਾਧਸੰਗਿ

s§gat.”—asa chét m 5. 2 in the company of a

saint (holyman).

ਸਾਧ ਸੰਗਿ [sadh ségI] through the company of

a saint. “sadh ségI sabhu dukhu mItaIa.”

-—b1'1a m 5. “sadh ségx huI nIrmala.”—gau

thIti m 5.

ਸਾਧ ਸੰਗੇਣ [sadh ségen] by remaining in the
company of holymen. “sadh ségen tarné.” _

—sahas m 5.

ਸਾਧਕ [sadhak] adj who practises what he
preaches; a practitioner; performer ofausterities,

an accomplisher. 2 (one) who proves. 3 n

According to an article written by Apsatamb,

sadhak is denotative of ancestral angels.

ਸਾਧਣਾ [sadhna] v to practise, exercise. “kahfi

jogsadhi.”—akal. ‘be a practitioner of yog-

exercises.’ 2 to prove. 3 to improve, refine,

reform. “dharatI kaIa sathke VICI deI

karta biu.”—var asa. “karéj sagle sadh-hu.”

—sorm 5. 4 to conquer. “sagal dut unI sadhe

jiu.”—majh m 5. 5 to bring under subjection,

overpower. “harI ahékarifi marI nIvae

manmukh mur satha.”-var 511' m 4. 6 to

implement, put into practice. “na ham gun,

na seva sadhi.”—maru soIhe m 3.

ਸਾਧਨ [sadhan] n resources. 2 means like fire,

and grains, which are essential for making

bread. 3 an effort, attempt, endeavour. 4 a

tool, an implement. “karigar an sadhan
sare.”—GPS. 5 This term is often used ਧਿਸ਼ਾਸਾਸ਼੍ਰੀ
in Gurbani. “sadhan bInau kare.”—tukha

barahmah. See ਸਾਧੀ.

ਸਾਂਧਨ [sédhan] See ਸੰਧਾਨ to pierce. “kal sar
sétha .”-—gau kabir.

ਸਾਧਨਾ [sadhna] See ਸਾਧਣਾ and ਸਾਧਨ.

ਸਾਧਬੇਲਾ [sadhbela] See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.

ਸਾਧਾਰ [sadhar] adj ਸ-ਆਧਾਰ. with foundation,

with support. “mime parvare sadharu.”—japu.

“dekhat darsan man sadhare.”-—sri m 5.

“moth lal anup 59੮31੭'58ਧੰਸ਼ਿ8ਸਂ8.”-890 a m
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ਨੂੰ.… “sabad ath sadhara.”—asa chét m 1.

2 ‘adhar’ stands for "albal’ in Sanskrit, which
is used to keep water around the plant at the

base. Hence ਸ-ਆਧਾਰ means ‘with a base’.

“suka man sadhare.”—sor m 5. 3 See ਸਧਾਰ.

ਸਾਧਾਰਣ [sadharan] adj which provides a base,

support. “pIr teda man sadharan.”—var ram

2 m 5. 2 Skt same, equal. 3 general, not

particular. 4 ordinary, insignificant. 5 common

to all. 6 a blacksmith of Goindwal, who

achieved the status of a Gurmukh, being a

follower of Guru Amar Das. He made a

wooden stair which could remain hidden in a

well upto the water-level. Satisfied with his

devotion, the Guru gave him the status of a

preacher. 7 See ਸਾਧਾਰਨ 2.

ਸਾਧਾਰਣ ਧਰਮ [sadharan dharam] n ethics, which

is common to all; as for example, speaking

the truth, loving people, doing good to others

etc. 2 See ਉਪਮਾ.

ਸਾਧਾਰਨ [sadharan] See ਸਾਧਾਰਣ. 2 a carpenter,

resident ofMehitpur (district Jalandhar), who

was a follower ofGuru Angad Dev. He was a

preacher. He served Guru Arjun Dev also.

ਸਾਧਾਰੁ [sadharu] See ਸਾਧਾਰ. ,

ਸਾਧਿ [sath] by practising, by devotion. See

ਉਨਮਾਨੁ. 2 See ਸਾਧ੍ਯ. 3 v reform. “sadh 55g1

mIlI duI kUl sath.”-—gaum 5.

ਸਾਧਿਕ [sathk] See ਸਾਧਕ. “sathk SIdh 5333]
Id pIari.”-—sar m 5.

ਸਾਧਿਕਾ [sathka] feminine of ਸਾਧਕ.

ਸਾਧੀ [sadhi] completed. “abIdIa sadhi.”—sar
parmanSd. 2 the saints. “cakhI sadhi
dItha.”—var gau 2 m 5.

ਸਾਧੀਐ [sadhie] See ਸਾਧਣਾ. 2 let us conquer.
“bharamu moh bhau saths.”—gau m 5.

ਸਾਧੁ [sadhu] adj one who does other’s work; a

benefactor, philanthropic. 2 superb, pious,

virtuous. 3 Winsome, beautiful. 4 of noble

birth or lineage. 5 talented, intelligent. 6 n



 

ਸਾਧੁਸਾਧੁ

Guru Nanak Dev. “utam salok sadhu ke

vacan.”—sukhmani. 7 part well done, bravo.
8 Skt ਸਾਧ੍ਯ. See ਸਾਧ੍ਯ.
ਸਾਧੁ ਸਾਧੁ [sadhu sadhu] Skt See ਸਾਧੁ 7.

praiseworthy. “sadhu sadhu mukh te kah-

hI.”—bIIa’m 5. 2 applause, accolade. 3 bravo,

well done. ,
ਸਾਧੁਸੰਗੁ [58ਧੀ108ਟੈ80], ਸਾਧੁਸੰਗਤਿ [sadhuségatl] n

company ofnoble persons, exalted company.

2 Sikh religion. (Bhai Nand Lal has given

this name to Sikh religion also). See ਸਾਧਸੰਗ2.

Such references appear in Gurbani too.

ਸਾਧੁਤਾ [sadhuta] n humility, virtue, goodness,

excellence, ability.

ਸਾਧੁ'ਥੇਂਲਾ [sadhubela] See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.
ਸਾਧੂ [sadhu] See ਸਾਧੁ. “sadhu 55g: Udharu bhae

nIkanIa.”— m 5 var mala. 2 son-in-law of

Guru Hargobind, husband of Bibi Biro. See

ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ. 3 son of Sada and father of Bhai
Roop Chand.

ਸਾਧੂ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੁ [sadhu satIguru] a self-realizing

and competent teacher. “sadhu satIguru je

mIle ta paie guninidhanu.”—sri m 1.

ਸਾਧੂ ਸਾਧ [sadhu sadh] adj a superb saint. 2 a

benevolent holyman. “sadhu sadh saranI

mIlI.”—k311 a m 4.

ਸਾਧੂ ਸਿੰਘ [sadhu sigh] See ਸੁਮੇਰ ਸਿੰਘ. 2 Sadhu
Singh, a saintly resident ofGirhwarhi, was born

in village Sarli (district Amritsar) in Sammat

1897. His father was Sobha Singh and mother

was Devi. He became a disciple of Pandit

Gulab Singh ofGirhwarhi (district Hoshiarpur).

He was a fine scholar of Hindi and Sanskrit

and was a researcher in Gurbani. Sadhu Singh

wrote many books including ‘Gurusikhya

Prabhakar’ and ‘Shrimukhvakya Sidhant

Jyoti’.An example ofhis poetry is given below:

saveya

adI anadI agadh abadh

alekh abhekh arekh aname,
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jo sabh rup pare sabh se

sabh me samrup nahi kachu vame,

so guru nanak 13 das rup

sudharI udharI kari vasudha ms,

t5 pad m'éjul p8 karI §jalI

(ਦਿਹੁੰ saman karfi parname.

kabItt

ਰ)“ jo ajadI praj praja kopraj kare

praja to prajatI nahI prajahi prajatI var,

harI hi jo harI hoI harem ahar prad

herI hare harI ko so herIo na jaI par,

bhavx bhavabhav ko VIbhatI jo bhavadI bhav

bhaVI bhav bhav: pun bhav ko prabhav kar,

soi guru rup dharI tam jese hare harI

hare bhavbédhan me badh kese ag her.

Sant Sadhu Singh breathed his last in Sammat

1964 at Girhwarhi. 3 See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ.
ਸਾਧੂਖੰਡਲਰ੍ [sadhukhédal] n a congregation of
Sadhus; sadhu community. See ਖੰਡਲ. “kamI

karoth nagaru bahu bharIa mIlI

sadhukhédal khéda he.”——sohIIa.

ਸਾਧੂਚਰਨ [sadhucaran] See ਚਰਣ.

ਸਾਧੂਪਾਥ [sadhupath] n right path, religious

path, true path. “satségatI …]; sadhupath.”

—1<an m 4.

ਸਾਧੂ ਪੁਰਖ ਸਾਧਜਨ ਪਾਏਂ [sadhu purakh sadhjan
pae]~nat a m 4. ‘Philanthropists were found

excellent.’ See ਸਾਧੁ.

ਸਾਧ੍ਯ [sadhy] Skt adj accomplishable.
2 attainable. 3 conquerable. 4 n deities, who

are twelve in number. These are sons of

Dharamraj from the womb of Sadhya,

daughter of Daksh. These deities used to

perform spiritual and ascetic exercises, hence

the name Sadhy. 5 a disciple; pupil; one

reformed by a teacher; one who is disciplined

by his master.

ਸਾਜ਼ੀ [sadhvi] Skt adj (feminine) bearing good
moral character, having pious nature. 2 n

faithful wife; virtuous wife. “sadhvi paI kal  



 

ਸਾਨ

bahu kalu.”—NP. 3 wife. 4 female sadhu, nun,

ਸਾਨ [san], ਸ਼ਾਂਨ [sz‘m] adjsimilar in appearance,
alike. “hove apni san.”—GPS. 2 See ਸਾਨਿ, ਸਾਨ੍ਹ
and ਸੰਨ੍ਹ. 3 See ਸਾਣ. 4 P w} n a honeycomb,
beehive. 5 A praise, compliment. “suddhta

ki san ho.”—aka1. 6 glory.

ਸਾਨਣੀਂ [sanni] See ਸਾਂਢਨੀ.

ਸਾਨਥ [sanath] Skt ਸਾਨਥੰ adj with unjust
company, with a sin. 2 fruitlessly. “laptIo dasi

ségI sa‘nath.”—maru m 5. 3 Skt ਸਾਨਿਧ੍ਯ n
togetherness, neamess, proximity. “sét sanath

bhae luta.”—sarm 5.

ਸਾਨੱਧ [sanaddh] See ਸੰਨੱਧ.

ਸਾਨਾ [sana] adj attained, alongwith. “pain 13
55g sron ke sane."’—krrsan.

ਸ਼ਾਨਾ [sana] P _;[੭ n a comb. 2 a toothed

appliance, comb-like in shape, used for

sorting out grass by the farmers. 3 shoulder.

ਸਾਨਿ [sanI] n house breaking. 2 in the breach.
3 over the breach. 4 See ਸਾਨੀ,

ਸਾਠਿਹਾ [sanIha] of a breach, of breaking. “qu
taskaru darI sanIha.”-sarm 5. ‘as a thief in

the house-breach.’

ਸਾਂਨਿਧ੍ਯ [sénIdhy] Skt n the act of being close;
nearness; a sense of being nearby. 2 a kind of

liberation; reaching close to one’s sacred deity.

ਸਾਨੀ [sani] adj achieved, acquired. 2 A ‘39
second. 3 similar in appearance, alike,

equivalent, similar.

ਸਾਨੁਕੰਪ [881101<ਟੋ})] with (his/her) grace, with
kindness. '

ਸਾਠੁਰ੍ਵਲ [sanukul] favourable. See ਅਨੁਕੂਲ.
ਸਾਠੁਜ [sanuj] with the younger brother.

ਸਾਨੂਂ [sanfi] to us; unequal.
ਸਾਨੇਹੜਾ [sanehra] n a message conveyed with

affection. “sajan des: VIdesiare sanehre

dedi.”—tukha chét m 1.

ਸਾਟਦਿ [88115੮1] with bliss, blissfully.
ਸਾਨ੍ਹ [sanh] See ਸਾਂਡ and ਸਾਂਢ.

ਸਾਧ [sap] n a snake, serpent. 2 Skt a curse,
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ਸਾਥਣ

malediction, imprecation. 3 an abuse. 4 a vow,

pledge, an oath.

ਸਾਂਪ [sap] n a snake, serpent.

ਸਾਂਪਹੇਰਾ [sz’np-hera] n one who charms away the
snakes; a snake-charmer.

ਸਾਪਦ [sapad] adj disastrous, afflicted with a

calamity; distressed. 2 who curses.

ਸਾਪਨਿ [sapanI], ਸਾਪਨੀ [sapni] n female snake.
“sa sapanI hOI jag kau khai.”—gau kabir.

2 illusion.

ਸਾਪਰਾਧ [sapradh] criminal.

ਸਾਧੁ [sapu] a snake, serpent. “varmi mari sapu

na marai.”—-asa m 5. ‘one cannot achieve

mental peace by torturing the body.’

ਸਾਪੁਰਸ [sapuras] n a virtuous person, saintly

person, noble person. “sigh sapuras padmIni

In ka IhE subhau. jyo jyo dukh garho pare

tyo tyo age pau.’.’—carItr 297.

ਸਾਪੁਰਸਾ'ੲੀ [sapursai] n virtuousness, gentleness.

2 See ਪੁਰਸਾਈ.
ਸਾਂਪ੍ਰਦਾਈ [sfipradai], ਸਾਂਪ੍ਰਦਾਯਿਕ [séipradayIk]
sectarian. 2 one who draws inspiration from

traditions. See ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾ.

ਸਾਫ [saph] A __ਭੰਮ੍ਲ਼ੀ adj clear. 2 pure.

ਸਾਫਾ [sapha] P _;[ਲ਼ੀ a turban, a piece of cloth

used as a wrap for the head.

ਸਾਫੀ [saphi] See ਸੁੱਨੀ. “hfdu turak kou raphji
Imam saphi.”—al<a1. See ਇਮਾਮ ਸਾਫੀ. 2 n a caste
ofMuslims residing to the north ofJalalabad.

3 A (][; adjwho gives relief from disease.

ਸਾਫੀਦਿਲ [saphi dIl] P J, ਪੂੰਨੂ, adj clear—hearted.
ਸਾਂਥ [55b] son of Krishan, born from the womb

of Jambvati. He forcibly kidnapped the dau-

ghter of Duryodhan and was chased by
warriors like Karan etc. and was ultimately

captured by them. Baldev came all the way

from Dwarika to get him released. “55b hoto

Ik kanh ko balak.”—krrsan. See ਦੁਰਬਾਸਾ.

ਸਾਬਕਾ [sabka] See ਸਾਰਿਕਾ.

ਸਾਬਣ [saban] See ਸਾਬੂਣ.

 



ਸਾਬਤ

ਸਾਬਤ [sabat] A :49 adj complete, full.

2 existing. 3 strong, firm, solid.

ਸਾਬਤਸੂਚਤਿ [sabatsuratI] adjwhose form is one
whole; no part ofwhose body15 dismembered.

“sabat suratI dastar SII‘a.”—maru soIhe m 5.

‘Bearing a turban on the head'15 an indication

of having a whole body.’

ਸਾਬਤਦਿਲ [sabatdIl] adj one who is mentally
stable.

ਸਾਬ'ਤਿ [sabatI] See ਸਾਬਤ and ਸਾਬਤਦਿਲ. “jfika
dIl sabatI nah‘i ta kau kahéi khudaI?”—-s kabir.

ਸ਼ਾਬਦ [sabad] ਸ਼੍ਯ adj related to a word. 2 n

knowledge generated with the word.

ਸ਼ਾਬਦਰਯਾਨ [sabad gyan], ਸ਼ਾਬਦਬੋਂਧ [sabad bodh]

Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਜ੍ਯ n knowledge acquired from the

meaning ofthe word. Scholars have assumed

four reasons for such a knowledge:

(a) ambition, aspiration— need ofone word

for the other; collocation.

(b) ability— the proper relationship among

words; colligation.

(c) euphony— a combination of words.

(d) meaning— theory of sentence and

pragmatics.

ਸਾਬਦਿਕ [sabad Ik] Skt ਥੂਜਫਿਥਝ a grammarian who
knows the correct form of a word, its 6੮)“`

mology and grammar.

ਸਾਬਨ [saban] See ਸਾਥੂਣ.

ਸਾਬਰ [saber] A (!‘ adj content, patient.

ਸਾਂਬਰ [saber] See ਸਾਂਭਰ 2. 2 ਸ-ਅੰਬਰ with clothes,

properly dressed.

ਸਾਬਰੀ [sabri] adj having patience, patient.
“saber 5darI sabri.”—s farid. 2 n tendency

towards contentment.

ਸਾਬਲ [sabal] Dg a spear, lance.'2 See ਸੰਬਲ.

ਸਾਬਾਸ [sabas], ਸਾਬਾਸਿ [sabaSI] P jg: partshort

form form, which means ‘be happy’, ‘may

you be blest’, ‘God bless you. ’ “sz da dIta

khavna tIsu kahie sabaSI.”—var asa. 2 Skt

ਸ਼ਵਸੀ determined; hard, solid, strong. “nagaru
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ਸਾਂਭਰ`

vutha sabaSI.”—prabha m 1. 3 See ਸਥਾਸ-

ਸਾਬਾਹੀ [sabahi] A ਨੁੰ n early morning, dawn,

before sunrise or daybreak. “sabahi salah.”

-—var majh m 1.

ਸਾਬਿਕੁ [sabIklA 0’1, adjfirst, primary, former.
ਸਾਬਿਕ਼ਾ [sabIka] A .ਥੂਮ੍/ primary, former.
ਸਾਬਿਰ [sabIr] content, contented, satisfied. See

ਸਬਰ.

ਸਾਬੀ [sabi] A ਸਾਬੀ. 866 ਸੂਬੀ.
ਸਾਈਸ [sabis] 866 ਸਾਬਾਸ. “ਧੀ1ਟੋ11 {:!}1511 guru

sabis.”—kan m 4 partal. 2 ਸਰਞ-ੲੀਸ਼ lord of all.
ਸਾਬੁਣਿ [sabunI] See ਸਾਬੁ’ਨਿ.

ਸਾਬੁਨ [sabun] See ਸਾਬੂਨ.
ਸਾਬੁਨਿ [sabunI] with soap. “qu sabunI kapar
ujal hot.”-ram a m 5. ‘
ਸਾਬੂਣ [sabun], ਸਾਬੂਨ [sabun] A W1, G ਸਾਮੋਨ F

savon E soap. a material prepared with the

combination of alkali and grease, and used

to remove dirt from clothes and the body.

“mut paliti kapar hOI. de sabun laie oh

dhOI.”—japu. ’

Now most of the soaps are manufactured

using the combination of many types of

fragrances, medicines and dyes and have

become utility items for daily use.

ਸਾਬੂਨ੍ਯ1ਰ [sabunagar] a manufacturer of soap;

soap maker. See ਸਬਨੀਗਰ.
ਸਾਬੂਰ [sabur] A ੫“ adj contented, one who is

content. See ਨੇ'ਸਾਬੂਰ.
ਸਾਬੂਰੀ [saburi] n contentment, tendency to be
content.

ਸਾਬੋ ਕੀ ਤਲਵੰਡੀ [sabo ki talvédi] See ਡੱਲਾ, ਤਲਵੰਡੀ
2 and ਦਮਦਮਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਸਾਤ [sabh] pron all. “puran bhae manorath

sabh.”—ram m 5.

ਸਾਂਭਣਾ [5ਕੋੰ}੭}11.18] v to take care, maintain, keep

in custody.

ਸਾਂਭਰ [sébhar] a lake in Rajputana on the border

of the states of Jodhpur and Jaipur which is

53 miles north-east of Ajmer. It is 20 miles
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long and two to seven miles wide. Salt is made '

in abundance from its saline water, which is

named as sfibhar. This popular name is a

distortion of sakébhri, as ‘sakébhri durga’

temple is situated nearby. 2 a kind of stag; an

elk.

ਸਾਂਭਵੀ [sfibhvi] Skt ਝਸ੍ਯਧ੍ਰਥੀ adj related with Shiv.
2 n the power of Shiv. 3 magical knowledge

for the attainment of supernatural power.

4 saver magical skill-created by Shiv. “kahfi

sfibhvi rasbhakha suracé.”—aj€. See ਰਾਸਭਾਂਖਾ.

ਸਾਭਾ [sabha] n a shelter, refuge, asylum.

2 maintenance, custody. “kahu ravxdas parau

teri sabha.”—gau. ‘

ਸਾਭਿਪ੍ਰਾਯ [sathpray] purposely, having specific

purpose.
ਸਾਭਿਮਾਨ [sathman] with pride.

ਸਾਭ੍ਰ [sabhr] with cloud (ਅਭ੍ਰ).

ਸਾਮ [sam] SktWSamved.’ See ਵੇਦ. “sam kahe
setébar suami.”—var asa. “samvedu rIgu

jujaru atharbanu.”—maru solhe m 1.

2 conciliation, compromise, reconciliation.

See ਨੀਤਿ ਦੇ ਚਾਰ ਅੰਗ shelter, refuge. “thakI ae
prabhu ki sam.”—majh barahmaha. “hau aIa

same tIhédia.”—sri m 5 pepaI. 3 short form
for ਆਸਾਮ. “sam des jahi tahI kar g3n.”-GV
10. 4 adj black. “sam sughatté.”—gyan. 5 A

(l? Syria n a country of Asia, which is 400

miles long and 150 miles wide. The arid land

of Arabia is to its south while to its west is

the Mediterranean Sea. Damascus is its

capital city. “thyo rum ਰਿਪ sam.”—sanama.
6 P ਜੰਝ evening. Skt ਸਾਯੰ. 7 Skt ਸਾਸ਼੍ਯ equality,

equivalence.

,. ਸ਼ਾਮ ਸਿੰਘ [sam sigh] See ਅਟਾਰੀ.

ਸਾਮਜ੍ਯਾ [samasya] See ਸਮਜ੍ਯਾ.

ਸਾਮਖੀ [samakhi] with a fly. “hochi matI bhaIa
menu hocha, guru samakhi khaIa.”—vad m 1

alaham'a. meaning ‘there was no fun in

purifying the materials.’

ਸਾਮਗ [samag] adjwho recites Sam Ved. 2 who

has attained refuge.
ਸਾਮਗਰੀ [samagri], ਸਾਮਗਿਰੀ [samagIri], ਸਾਮਗ੍ਰੀ

[samagri] Skt ਗਾਗੀ ਸਮ-ਅਗ੍ਰ n completeness,
perfection. 2 a cluster of reasons, modes of

achieving of the objectives. “sac teri

samagri.”—suhi m 5. 3 goods, things.
ਸਾਮਜ [samaj] grown from the recitation ofSam

Ved, an elephant. There is a story in the

Purans that Brahma once recited Sam Ved

and an elephant came into being.

ਸਾਮਣਾ [samna] n the front portion, a facade.

2 a comparison, encounter. 3 v to take care.

ਸਾਮਣੇ [samne] adv in front of, face to face. “jfi
guru dekha samne.”—suhi a m 4.

ਸ਼ਾਮਤ [samat] A _..ਲ਼ੀ/[ਢੂੰ n adversity, misfortune.

ਸਾਮਤਾ [samta] See ਸਾਸ੍ਯਤਾ. ,

ਸਾਮਨਾ [samna], ਸਾਮਨੇ [samne] See ਸਾਮਣਾ and

ਸਾਮਣੇ.
ਸ਼ਾਮਯਾਨਾ [samyana] P .sL/IP' a canopy,

baldachin.
ਸਾਮਰ [samar] adjdark complexioned; wheatish

in complexion. 2 a warrior, fighter. “pujyo

narid samré.”—-GV 10.

ਸਾਮਰੜੱਖ [samartakkh] Skt ਚ‘ਸ਼੍ਯਬਜਾ adv in front;

visible; manifest.

ਸਾਮਰਥ [samarath], ਸਾਮਰਧ੍ਯ [samarathy] Skt
ਗਸਘੰ“ strength, force, power. 2 competence,

capability.

ਸਾਮਲ [samal] See ਸ਼ਾਮਿਲ.
ਸਾਮਲਾ [samla] adj dark-complexioned, of

wheatish complexion.

ਸਾਮਵੇਦ [samved] See ਵੇਦ.
ਸਾਮਾ [sama] n refuge, asylum. See ਸਾਮ. 2 short

form for ਸਾਮਾਨ. “ls ]ੲ athk yuddh ka sama.”
‘ —carItr 405. 3 pron the very same, the same.

See E same. 4 adj of equal weight.

ਸਾਮਾਜਿਕ [samajIk] adj related to the society;

social. 2 related to some class.

ਸਾਮਾਨ [saman] P cJW n material, goods.



ਸਾਮਾਨਨਿ

2 equal, equivalent. “bIapIk ram saga]

saman.”—gau kabir thIti. 3 See ਸਾਮਾਨ੍ਯ.

ਸਾਮਾਨਨਿ [samananI] See ਸਾਮਾਕ੍ਯਾ.

ਸਾਮਾਨਿ [samanI] with material. “sapat lok
samanI puriale.”—mala namdev. 2 See

ਸਾਮਾਨ੍ਯ. ‘

ਸਾਮਾਨ੍ਯ [samany] Skt n a sense of equivalence.
See ਪੂਚੀਅਲੇ. 2 symbols representing equivalence.

e.g. in ‘The face is shining like a moon’

‘shining’ is an equivalence symbol (quality).

3 abstractness within a specific class. e.g.

humanity in a humanbeing, brahmanism in a

brahman, trademanship in a person belonging

to the trading class. 4 adj ordinary, common.
5 n a figure ofexpression showing similarity

of meaning of objects, but not exactness like

mixture, yet remaining distinctive.

Example:

set saj saj cali séivre ki pritI kaj

cfidni me radha mano cadni si hvegai.

'—krIsan.

betha camkar di atari bhai sét sigh

ban varkhave veri jane dasmes he.‘

ਸਾਮਾਨਸਾ [samanya] Skt n a harlot, who is
common to all.

ਸਾਮਾਰਨ [samaran] v to take care, look after,

watch. 2 to remember, keep in mind.

“nImakh nImakh samare.”—sar m 5.

ਸਾਮਿਖ [samIkh] with meat, 6.ਥੂ.-ਸਾਮਿਸ ਸ੍ਰਾਥੂਧ.2
ਸ਼ਾਮਿਲ [samIl] A J1: adj included. 2 Skt ਧ੍ਯਜਿਜ
pertaining to a desert tree called Jand; made

ofwood from this tree.

ਸਾਮੀ [sami] pron the very same, the same. See

ਸਾਮਾ 3. 2 adjwho has taken refugee; who has

sought refuge. “sabh hvs tab sami.”—NP.

- 'The above quotations marked by generalisation are of
 

this nature.

2The Hindu rite that permits the offering ofmeat to feast

Brahmins for the salvation of a dead ancestor’s soul.

See manusxmrItI a: 3. s 268 to 27].
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3 short form for ਅਸਾਮੀ.

ਸਾਮੀਤ [samit] A _..ਵ੍ਮੱ" silent. 2 A ਖ਼ੂਬਿ- class,

category, alliterative.

ਸਾਮੀਪ੍ਯਾ [samipy] Skt n nearness; presence.
ਸਾਮੁਹੇ [samuhe] adv in front of, face to face.

ਸਾਮੁਂਦ੍ [samudr] adj pertaining to the ocean.

2 n a voyager, sea-farer.

ਸਾਮੁਦ੍ਰਕ [samudrak] n the study invented by

sage Samudr, which helps us to know the

auspicious or inauspicious effect of the signs

marked on one’s limbs. It is also pronounced

as ਸਾਮੁਂਦ੍ਰਿਕ. Palmistry. 2 Sea Salt.

ਸਾਮੁ'ਦ੍ਰਣੀ [samudrani] the earth that holds the
ocean.—-sanama.

ਸਾਮੁਦ੍ਰਿਕ [samudrIk] adjpertaining to the ocean;
oceanic. 2 See ਸਾਮੁਦ੍ਰਕ 1.

ਸਾਮੰਤ [58ਧ1ਚੈ੮] Skt ਚਸ੍ਯ n a ruler of territories
adjoining the boundaries ofone’s country. See

ਸਾਵੰਤ. 2 a chief of a district. 3 a divisional
head. 4 a prince who pays tribute to a king.

5 a brave person. 6 866'ਸਮੰਤ.

ਸਾਸ੍ਯ [samy] Skt n sameness, equality.

“trIgunatmak ki samy avastha.”—GPS. 2 Skt
ਸ਼ਾਸ੍ਯ peace of mind, mental stability.

ਸਾਮਯਤਾ [samyata] n equality, likeness.

ਸਾਮ੍ਹਾਜ [samraj], ਸਾਮ੍ਹਾਜ੍ਯ [samrajy] Skt ਰਸ਼੍ਯ n

title of an emperor; the reign of the whole

earth. 2 an empire, which includes many

countries.

ਸਾਯ [say] See ਸਾਇ- 2 Skt evening, dusk, sunset.
3 an arrow, shaft.

ਸ਼ਾਯਸ੍ਵਗੀ [sayastgi] P 05%.; ability, capability.
ਸ਼ਾਯਸ੍ਵਾ [sayasta] P 21.1: able, capable.

ਸਾਯਰ [sayah] a shadow. See ਸਾਯਾ.

ਸਾਯਕ [sayak] Skt n an arrow, shaft. “sayak

prahar.”—GPS. 2 Skt Wadjsleepingfl Qt;
fond (of), an amateur.

ਸਾਯਣ [sayan] See. ਸਾਯਣਾਚਾਰਯ.

ਸਾਯਣਾਚਾਰਯ [saynacaray] son of Sayen and

disciple of Vishnu Sarvagy, who was a great



ਸਾਯਤ

scholar of Sanskrit. He was born in the

fourteenth century. He has written an exegesis

(commentary) on Veds and many more other

important works. He was a brother of

Madhvacharya, a minister of Bukkaray, king

of Vijaynagar. Sayen became a monk

(sanyasi) in the last days of his life and

became the chief priest of the Shringeri

monastery and named it Vidyarany. He is

believed to have expired in 1387 AD.

' ਸਾਯਤ [sayat] See ਸਾਇਤ. “yad khuda rakho har
sayat.”—NP. ‘every moment, all the time.’

ਸ਼ਾਯਦ [sayad] P ਲ਼ੀਟੈ part should be, ought to

be. 2 perhaps. 3 probably.

ਸਾਯਬਾਨ [sayban] P uy’v n a canopy, baldachin.

ਸਾਯਰ [sayar] an ocean, sea. See ਸਇਿਰ. 2 A ,1 [×

total, all. 3 a stroller, wanderer. 4 a poet,

versifier. See ਸਾਇਰ 4.
ਸਾਯਰੀ [sayri] P 5/1; n poetry.
ਸਾਯਲ [sayallA J4, adjquestioning. 2 flowing.

3 See ਕਰਸਾਯਲ.

ਸਾਯਾ [saya] P =,1/ n a shadow. 2 shelter, refuge,

protection.

ਸ਼ਾਯਾਂ [sayal P uglfi adj able, capable. 2 proper,
appropriate. 3 befitting, matching.

ਸਾਯੁਜਜ਼ [sayujy] See ਸਾਜੁੱਜ.

ਸਾਯੁਧ [sayudh] adj equipped with arms; armed.

“ab sayudh guru hoth ap.”—GPS.

ਸਾਯੰਕਾਲ [sayékal] n evening, sunset time.

ਸਾਰ [sar] n worth, value. “prem ki sar soi

jane.”—maru a m 3. “jo jie ki sar na jane, tIs

SIU kIchU na kahie ajane.”—maru soIhe m 4.

2 adv amount, evidence. “nahI badhan

ghatan tIlsar.”—bavan. 3 n vigilance,

preservation. “sada daIalu he sabhna karda

sar.”—sri m 3. “je ko dube, phIrI hove sar.”

—dhana m 1. 4 adj vigilant, cautious. 5 n

news, information, welfare. “je hukam hove

t5 ghar di sar 1e avfi.”—JSBB. 6 sometimes

used for the tree ‘sal’. 7 Ski iron, steel. “asékh
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sur muh bhakh sar.”—japu. “sar 56 sar ki dhar

baji.”—c5di I. 8 water. 9 butter. 10 clouds.

11 force. 12 justice. “karni uparI hovagI

sar.”—bas§t m 1. 13 air. 14 the Creator; the

transcendent One. 15 religious duty~

16 essence. l7 adj superb,’ excellent. “man
mere satIgur sevé sar.”—sr1' m 5. 18 a

figurative expression of the comparative sort

showing the meaning of good or bad things,

so that one surpasses the other i.e. the second

exceeds the first.

jahi utrotar hve athkai,

alékar so sar kahai.—garab géjni.

Example:

manas deh dulabbh he jugah jugétarI ave vari,

uttamjanam dulabbh he Ikvaki korma VIcari,

deh arog dulabbh he bhagath mat pIta hItkari,

sadhuség dulabbh he gurmukh sukhphal

bhagatI pIari.—BG. .

“mIsri te madhu madhur he madhu te sudha

mahan,

sri gumbani sudha te nIscay mithi jan.”

19 a matrIk metre, also named as lalIt pad.

Its characteristics are four lines, each line

having 28 matras with pauses at 16th and the

subsequent 12‘h matra, the last two matras

being guru. ਭੰ
Example:

thIttI var na jogi jane, ruttI mahu na koi,

ja karta SIrthi kau saje, ape jane soi,

kIvkarI akha kIv salahi, km varni kIv jana,

nanak akhanI sabhko akhe, Ik du Ikk

SIana.—japu.'
(b) characteristics of varan vrItt ‘sar’ are

four feet, each foot being SI.
Example:

jap, tap, gyan, dhyan.

20 See ਸਾਰਣਾ. 21 P A, a came], an ostrich.

See ਸਾਰਬਾਨ. 22 master, lord.

'See. footnote of example ਧਿਉਗਾਹਾ.



 

ਸਾਰਸ

ਸਾਰਸ [saras] adj related to an pond (tank). 2 n

a water fowl (florican) to be found on the

banks of lakes, rivers; a bird having red eyes;

Ardia Sibirica; a Siberian crane. 3 a lotus.

“phul rahe sar saras sOdar.”—kr1‘san. 4 the
moon, which has nectar; the bearer of nectar.

5 one type ofchappay metre. See ਗੁਚੁਛੰਦਦਿਵਾਕਰ.
ਸਾਰਸੁਤ [sarsut] Skt ਸਾਰਸ੍ਵਤ adj 2 n a caste of the
Brahmins. The story of this name goes as

under:

When Parshuram exterminated the

Kshatris, their pregnant wives took shelter in

the hermitages of sages on the bank of the

river Sarasvati. Parshuram reached there

while searching for them. The sages who gave

shelter to these pregnant women of the

Kshatri caste said that there was no Kshatri-

woman in their hermitages and those women

who resided there were all Brahmins.

Parshuram then insisted that the sages must

take unbaked bread-loaves made by them.

The sages did so. The off-spring of these

Kshatri-women were named as “Sarasvat”.

There is an ancient story. Once Dadhichi,

a sage, was meditating. Indar sent a nymph

‘Alambusha’ to disrupt his meditation. On

seeing such a charming fairy, the semen of

the sage ejaculated into the river Sarswati,

from which Sarasvat was born. He became

the chief of his clan. 2 a book on grammar,

written by Anubhooti Swroop. “kahfi

SIdthka cédraka sarsutiyé.”—aje sfgh.

ਸ੍ਯਸੁਤੀ [sarsuti] River Sarasvati. “Im bed
ucarat sarsuti.”—aka1.

ਸਾਰਸ੍ਵਤ [sarsavat] See ਸਾਰਸੁਤ.

ਸਾਰਸ੍ਵ'ਤੀ [sarasvati] See ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀ. 2 people living

on the bank of river Sarasvati. “sarasvati hve

cale Ikathe.”—carItr 52. 3 a poetic metre,

variously named ruaman, ruamal, ruala,

ruamal and ma] as mentioned in Dasam
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Granth. Its characteristics are of four lines,

each line structured as 51$, ”5, |SI, LSI, SH, 5, l,

with pauses after the 8‘h and the subsequent

9‘h characters.

Example:

des desan ki krIya, SIkhvét h'é de ek,

ban or kaman ki, bIth det an anek...

-—ramav.
ਸਾਰਕ [sarak] See ਸਾਰਿਕਾ.

ਸਾਰ ਕੂਟਾਨ' [sar kutan] n eXtraction from the

mountains, a river. 2 Ganga. 3 essence of the

sustainer; power. “tuto sar kutan karke

suhayo.”—carrtr 1.

ਸਾਰਖਾ [sarkha] adj such. “te ghar marhat

sarkhe.”——s kabir. 2 Skt truthful, veritable.

ਸਾਰਗ [sarag] knower of the essence. 2 Sarang
rag. See ਸਾਰੰਗ 37.

ਸਾਰੰਗ [sarég] See ਸਾਰੰਗ 37.
ਸਾਰਗਪਾਣਾ [saragpana], ਸਾਰਗਪਾਣੀ [saragpani],

ਸਾਰਗਪਾਨ [saragpan] ,ਝ/ਢਲ਼ਧ੍ਯਾਧਥਾਯਿ adj in whose
hand is the earth; the preserver of the world,

who gives sustenance to everyone. “thath

jia jét harI saragpana.”—var sri m 4. 2 Skt
ਧ੍ਯਾਫ਼ਥੂਬਾਸ੍ਯਯਿ n Vishnu, the protector, who has in

his hand a bow made ofhorns. “kul jan madhe

mIlIo saragpan re.”——dhana trIIocan.

‘Sarangpani was born out of the lineage.’

ਸਾਰਗ਼ੀਤ [sargit], ਸਾਰਗੀਤਾ [sargita] See ਸਪਤਸਲੋਂਕੀ
ਗੀਤਾ. “sargit lakh bhagvat.”-—BG
ਸਾਰਣ [saran] Skt the act of spreading or

extending. 2 a minister of Ravan. “cotho ek

saran sumétr me pravin kahyo.”—hanu.

3 butter. 4 See ਸਾਰਣਾ.

ਸਾਰਣਾ [sama] v to complete, to make-do, to

help. “kIchu bhi kharacu tumara sarau.”-suhi
kabir. “prabhu hamara sare suarath.”—bh£rm

5. 2 to prevail upon, administer. “ape ghatI

ghatI sarna.”—maru soIhem 5. 3 to achieve,

obtain. “sahajI sukh sarai.”—sava m 5. 4 to

spread, extend. “ghate ghatI sar1a.”—varguj
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2 m 5. 5 to describe, narrate. “sada gun sarai.”

—sava m 5. “ath pahIr gun sarde.”—-sri m 5.

“Eater ki gatI tudh pahI sari.”—an5du. 6 to put.

“gIan éjan sarIa.”-—an5du. 7 See ਸਾਰਣੁ.

ਸਾਰਣੁ [saranu] S v to count. 2 to compare. 3 to

examine. 4 to remember.

ਸਾਰਤ [saratlA &ਮਂਟੈ! n a hint, sign, signal. “deI

bujharat sarta.”—gau m 5.

ਸਾਰਧ [sarath] Skt ਸਾਥੰ adj wealthy, rich.
2 glossary, with meanings of words. “akhay

bhagbhari subh tera. sarath bhagbhari ab~

hera.”—GPS. 3 n an assembly of traders.

4 adv alongwith. 4 purposely.

ਸਾਰਥਕ[5ਪਿੰ੮1181<]ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਸਾਥੰਕਥਯੰਜਿ਼ਪਲਿੰਥਝਝਘਿ, useful.
2 meaningful.

ਸਾਰਥਿ' [sarathI], ਸਾਰਥੀ [sarthi] n a charioteer.

“sarthi apan k0 kahIke.”—krIsan.

ਸਾਰਦ [sarad] Skt adj related to winter; wintry.

“sarad céd sépuran badan.”—GPS. 2 n a white

lotus. 3 Skt Sharda, Sarasvati. “narad sarad

sevak tere.”—maru soIhe m I. 4 Sharadvat,

husband of Ahlya, also known as Gautam.

“atrI prasar narad sarad vyaé te adI the

munI bhae.”—datta. 5 the stem of an Indian

lute (Veena) — a string instrument possessed

by Sarasvati —-' the goddess of music. “menu

pavan dUI tfiba kari he, jug jug sarad saji.”

~gau kabir. ‘Soul and mind are two gourds,

the sensation produced by their union is the

stem of veena.’

ਸਾਰਦਸਾਜ [saradsaj] n veena, a musical

instrument of Sarasvati.
ਸਾਰਦਾ [sarda] adj who provides knowledge.

2 n Sarasvati. “sada sarda sarda sarad céd

manid.”-—GPS. 3 866ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾਰੂਪ' 34. 4 Kashmiri
script.

ਸਾਰਦੂਲ [581'ਧੰਪ11‘ਵੂ/ਪੋੰਸ਼ਾਰੂੰਲ n a lion. “1(1th sigh
56 ਙਪਿੱਯੱਪਰਿ arujjhe.”-—VN. Here Singh means a

tiger. “gau kau care sardul.”—ram m 5. ‘The

tyrant guards the poor.’ “péchIn me hés
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mrIgrajan me sardul.”—BGK. See ਸਿੰਘ.
2 Ravana’s envoy. 3 adj superb. excellent.

4 principal, superior most. 5 See ਦੋਹਰੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 3.
ਸ਼ਾਰਦੂਲਵਿਕ੍ਰੀੜਿਤ [sardul VIkrirIt] a poetic metre

comprising four lines, each line having, SSS,

IIS, ISL HS, 55!, SSI, S, arrangement with pauses

after the 12lh and the subsequent l9th matras.

It is also called satak.

Example:

hove na gunIman gyan carca,
bhave nahi CItt k0,

bhavé sakr saman rajprabhuta,

kije kahé bItt ko?...

ਸਾਰਧ [saradh] ਸ-ਅਧੰ half; with half. e.g. one

and a half etc.
ਸਾਰਧਾਰ [sardhar] n the sharp edge ofa weapon.

See ਧੂਮ ਮੁਕਤ.

ਸਾਰਨ [saran] n refuge, shelter. “harI pare tum
saran.”—bIIa m 5. 2 Saran, a minister of

Ravan. See ਸਾਰਣ 2.

ਸਾਰਨਾ [sarna] See ਸਾਰਣਾ. 2 express, present,

request. “sukh dukh ISU man ki bIrtha tumhi

age sama.”—ram a m 5.

ਸਾਹਬ [sarab] See ਸਾਰਬਭੇਂਮ and ਸਾਰਵ-
ਸਾਰਬਭੂਮ [sarab bhum], ਸਾਰਬਤੌਮ [sarab bhum]
Skt ਸਾਵੰਭੇਂਮ adj who is the lord of the whole
earth; who rules over a vast empire. “sarab

bhum saran jIh parna.”—NP. “sarab bhum

yatha narnayak.”—GPS.
ਸਾਰਬਾਨ [sarban] P ugly n a camel-owner;

owner of an ostrich.

ਸਾਰਭੂਤ [sarbhut] adja gist, summary, abstract.
conclusion. “sarbhut set: her]: ko nam.”

——sukhmani ‘the abstract of all holy scriptures,

hymns and religions.’
ਸਾਰਮੌਰ [sarmar] adj related to Sarmour. See
ਸਰਮੇੰਰ. “nagar pévta bahu base sarmar ke

des.”-carItr 71.

ਸਾਰਞ [sarav] Skt ਜ਼ਾਥੰ adj related to all. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਠੁਲ਼ਸ਼ਵੰ

having relation with Shiv, of Shiv.
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ਸਾਰਵਤੀ [sarvati] a poetic metre with four lines,
each line having three bhagans, followed by

a guru: SH, SH, SH, 5 arrangement.

Example:

gyan vicar nahi jIn ko,
kya Upd6$ kar‘é tIn ko?...

ਸਾਰਵਭੌਮ [saravbham] See ਸਾਰਬਭੋਂਮ.

ਸਾਰਵਾਨ [sarvan] See ਸਾਰਬਾਨ. 2 a camel-keeper.

ਸਾਰਾ [sara] adj full, whole. 2 See ਸਾਰ. 3 brother-

in-law, brother of one’s wife. See ਸਾਰੇ.

ਸਾਰਾਸਾਰ [sarasar] ਸਾਰ and ਅਸਾਰ. “sarasar

lakhave jabs.”——NP.

ਸਾਰਾਗੜ੍ਹੀ [saragarhi] a border village in Kohat

district situated about one and a halfmile away

from Fort Lockhart. There is a small fortress

built there by the Indian government. In the

battle fought here on 12‘h September 1897,

twenty one Sikhs of36 Sikh Batallion, encircled

by thousands ofAfridis, didnot show cowardice,

but fought bravely as becomes the duly baptised

Sikhs. According to the version ofAfridis, these

Sikhs laid down their lives after killing about

two hundred enemies and injuring hundreds of ‘

them. To commemorate their sacrifice, the

government has built up memorials at fort

Lockhart, Amritsar and Ferozepur.

ਸਾਰਾਨ [saran] adj under shelter. “dasdasro sétah

ki saran.”—sarm 5. 2. See ਸਰਨ੍ਯ. 3 n essence

of food, extract‘of food.

ਸਾਰਾਬ [sarab] adj of wine, alcoholic. “rége rég

sarab.”—ramav. ‘fully intoxicated.’

ਸਾਰਿ [sarI] having spent. See ਸਾਰਣਾ. “sabh apan

ausar cale sarI.”—bas§t kabir. ‘Everyone

departs after biding his time.’ 2 Skt ਸ਼ਾਰਿ a
chequered design for chess. chess board, on

which chess is placed by placing pawns. “ape

sarI ap hi pasa.”—saveyem 4 Re. 3 a pawn, a

dice. 4 a tune ofa musical note; a combination

of a string and metal, fixed on the instrument

to adjust the tune. It is also called sfidri.
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ਸਾਰਿਆ [sarIa] See ਸਾਰਣਾ. 2 n maintenance,

watchfulness, vigilance. “jia jét sath vas:
tere, saga] teri sarIa.”—dhana chét m 5.

ਸਾਰਿਕ [sarIk], ਸਾਰਿਕਾ [sarIka] Skt ਚਯਿ' n a

myna. “coo pasar rahe SISU sarIk jese.”—c5di

1. “Ih vatas sarIka mukh pasar.”—GPS. 2 a

female go-between, intercessor. '

ਸਾਰਿੰਗ [sarfg] a species of pied cuckoo; a rain-
bird. See ਸਾਰੰਗ 1. “krIpa jalu dehI nanak
sarig kau.”—sohrla. ‘Give the rainbird life

providing water, says Nanak.’

ਸਾਰਿੰਗਧਰ [sarigdhar], ਸਾਰਿਗਪਾਣਿ [sarIgpanI],
ਸਾਰਿੰਗਪਾਣੀ [881’ਨ੍ਹੂੰ8ਨੂਂ੭8ਸ਼ਾਂ],ਸਾਚਿਰਪਿੰਥਾਂਨਿ [sarIgpanI],
ਸਾਰਿਗਪਾਨੀਂ [sarIgpani] See ਸਾਰਗਪਾਣੀਂ.
“sari‘gdhar bhagvan bI thula .”-2118… soIhem

5. “am hoa dekhe sari‘gpani.”—majh m 5.

“natvat khele sarIgpanI.”——gau kabir.

“bhajlehI re man, sarIgpani.”—bh£r kabir.

2 886ਸਾਚੰਗ 8, 9 and 10.

ਸਾਰਿੰਗਾਰਿ [sarigarI] n enemy ofa bow, a sword.
The sword can cut the bow. “seph sarohi

satruarI sarIgarI ji‘h nam.”—sanama.

ਸਾਰੀ [sari] adj complete, whole. 2 abstract, gist.

“nanak Ihu matI sari jiu.”—majh m 5. 3 stated.
“guru pure eh gal sari.”—sor m 5. 4 n

information, news, inquiry. “apni I tni kachu na

sari.”—sarm 5. 5 See ਸਾਰਿ. “karam dharam tum
caupar saj-hu satI ਗਿ.}… tum sari.”—bas§tm 5.

“ape pasa ape sari.”—maru soIhem I. 6 game,
play. “san‘ sxrjanhar '.”-—s kabir. 7 a sari — a

lady’s garment. “dare sari nil ki.”—carrtr 136.

“set dhare saribrIkhbhanu 1d kumari.”——krIsan

8 sister-in-law, wife’s sister. “nahi sasural sas

sasura ੨ saro sari.”—BGK. “ramo lagat huti guru
sari.”-—GPS. “serif: sarié aI pIkhyo.”—GPS.
‘All sisters-in-law came to see.’ 9 a myna.

ਸਾਰੀਥੀ [sarithi] See ਸਾਰਥੀ. 2 the job or career

of a charioteer. 3 success, achievement.

ਸ਼ਾਰੀਰ [sarir] Skt adj corporeal. 2 n animate,

'ਸ਼ਾਰਿਕਾ(W) is also'gorrect.
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living being. 3 “Vedantsutar” written by Vyas.

ਸ਼ਾਰੀਰਿਕ [sarirIk] Skt adj sufferings caused to

the body, corporeal, physical. 2 n a

commentary written by Shankracharay on

Vyas’s Vedantsutars.

ਸਾਰੂ [saru] See ਸਾਰ.

ਸਾਚੂਪਯ [sarupy] n the sense of being similar; a

stage in worship when the devotee acquires

the appearance of the worshipped one.

ਸਾਰੇ [sare] plural of ਸਾਰਾ. 2 See ਸਾਰਣਾ, Wand

ਲੁਝਿ. _
ਸਾਚੇ [saro] See ਸਾਰਾ. 2 brother—in-law, wife’s

brother. “sasura :) saro sari.”-—BGK.

ਸਾਰੰਗ [sarég] Skt ਥੂਸ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਧ n that which is piebald,

a rain-bird. 2 an antelope whose upper portion

is black while lower one is white. 3 a piebald

horse. 4 an elephant. “sarég qu pag dhare

thImI thImI.”—vad m 1. 5 a moth. 6 a

peacock. 7 adj speckled. 8 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਝੂਧ. made

from an antler. 9 n a bow made from the parts

of an antler.I 10 the bow of Lord Vishnu, in

particular. 11 fresh ginger. 12. SktW? a

canopy. 13 a kind of an archaic musical

(wind) instrument. 14 a swan. 15 a robe.

16 Kamdev. 17 hair. 18 gold. 19 an ornament;

a piece ofjewellery. 20 a lotus." 21 a conch~

shell. 22 sandalwood. 23 camphor. 24 a

flower. 25 a cuckoo. 26 a cloud. 27 a tiger.

28 night. 29 the earth. 30 light. 31 a lamp.

“sarég mahI pat'ag para 113 dare.”—gurusobha.

32 the sky. 33 the moon. 34 the sun. 35 a

frog. 36 a mountain; 37 a rag3 which has five

notes in the ascending scale and six in the

'sarég in archery is that bow, which is six and a halfhands
 

long and has three bends. It is meant for use by horse-

riders and elephant-riders. See ਸਸਤ੍ਰ-

2Its root is the same as of a previous entry. i.e. ਸ਼ਾਰ and

ਸਾਰ both mean ‘spotted.’

’arav-sarav means that there are five notes in the

ascending and six in descending order.
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descending order. Kafi Thaat and the Nishad

notes are pure and soft while all others are

impure. The period for singing sarég is noon-

time. Vadi in sarég is Rishabh and Sanvadi is

the fifth. Dhaivat is barred in the ascending

scale, while it is applied in weakened form

in the descending scale.

ascending— sa, re, ma, pa, na, sa.
descending— sa, dha, ni, pa, ma, re, sa.

There are many types of this rag. The

above mentioned note is pure sarég. This rag

occupies the twenty-sixth place in Guru

.Granth Sahib. 38 a bee, honey-bee. 39 a

snake. 40 an ocean. 41 Shiv. 42 a hand.

43 an implement for ploughing the fields; a

plough. 44 collyrium. 45 a pigeon. 46 the

Creator. 47 a teat. 48 a crow. 49 Krishan.

50 a sextain (six line stanza) — which has 45

long and 58 short matras Le. a total of 103

matras. 51 water. 52 a day. 53 a star.

54 lightning. 55 a pied wagtail. 56 a pearl.

57 a woman/wife. 58 adjimbued with spiritual

love. 59 beautiful. 60 joy-giving.

See in how many shades this word has been

used by Bhai Santokh Singh in the following

saveya:
(a) sarég pa kabI sarég pa carhI

sarég satrun ko ball: sarég,

(b) sar'ég jyc”) jag me kul sarég

sarég gyan prakasan sarég,

(c) sarég dasan k0 prIy sarég

… sarég dosan k0 sam sarég,

(d) sarégpanI bhayo nar sarég

sarég $ri harIgobid sarég.

Their meanings are:

(a) (He) rides sometimes on a sarég (horse)

and sometimes on a sarég (elephant). The

enemies of a sarég (deer) are mighty sarég

(lion).

(b) The lineage in the world is sarég
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(bright) like a sar5g (the sun), the sar5g (fire)
being used to light up the erudite sar5g (lamp—
enlightenment). ,“

(c) sar5g (clouds) are dear to sar5g (rai'
birds), the humble ones; sar5g (snakes) a:;
like killers to the guilty sar5g (frogs).

(d) sar5gpani (Vishnu)IS (Nar) sar5g (Nar-
Singh means the superior most of whole
mankind); and the splendour of sar5g
(passion) and ‘sar5g (moon) is Guru
Hargobind.

ਸਾਰੰਗਗ੍ਰ [88੮ਰੋ8981‘],ਸਚੰਗਗ੍ਰਾ [sar5g5gra] n that
which'IS coupledIn front of a sar5g (bow), an
arrow—sanama.
ਸਾਰੰਗਧਰ [sar5gdhar] See ਸਾਰੰਗਪਾਣਿ. (one) who
controls the whole earth, the Creator.
2 Vishnu, the possessor of sar5g bow.

ਸਾਰੰਗਪਾਣਿ [sar5gpanI], ਸਾਰੰਗਪਾਣੀਂ [sar5gpani]
See ਸਾਰਗਪਾਣਿ. “sadh s5gI mIlesar5gpani.”
—majh m 5.

ਸਾਚੰਗਾਰਿ [sar5gar1] n sword, the enemy of the
bowH—sanama See ਸਾਰਿੰਗਾਰਿ.

ਸ਼ਾਰੰ'ਗਿਕ [sar5gIk] a poetic metre, with four
lines, each line organised as Ill, |5|, ”5.

Example:

gurujan seva karIye,

hIt kar sIkhya dharIye.

2 a bird catcher, who makes his living by
catching or killing birds.

ਸਾਰੰਗੀ [sar5gi] n a musical instrument, which
is played with a ramrod shaped like a bow.

2 a poetic metre, having four lines, each line

having five magans, with the first pause after

eight characters and the second after the next

seven characters: SSS, 555, 555, 555, 555.

Example:

sev’é j51<o devi deva, pujé sadhu s5gi he,

vyapyo sare eko svami, bhase nhanha r5gi he.

3 a female deer; a hind. 4 Skt ਥੂਸ਼੍ਯਰ੍ਸਿਰ੍ਸ਼ੀਗਿੰਸਪ,
who carries a sar5g (bow). 5 adj an archer, a
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bow-keeper.

ਸਾਵੰ [sarv], ਸਾਵ‘ਭੋ'ਮ [sarvbhom] See ਸਾਰਬਤੌਮ and
ਸਾਰਞ.

ਸਾਲ [sal] adj superb, superior most. “ko salu '
ijahe sali.”—var ram 3. ‘Which is superior
of the two— camel-thorn (wild herb) or
paddy?’ 2 Skt ਸ੍ਯ n a pine tree. (ਸ੍ਯ is also
correct.) lts wood is very hard and straight.
It is specially useful for making roofs. Its
Latin name is Vatica Robusta. “here here sal
khare.”—GPS. 3 a species offish; (ophiocephalus
wrahl). 4 suffix denoting place, house,
abode, temple. “prahlad pathae paransal.”
-bas§t kabir. “uce m5dar sal rasoi.”—-suhi

ravrdas. ਰਸੇੲੀਸ਼ਲਾ, ਪਾਕਸ਼ਾਲਾ. 5 a hole bored in
timber, perforation. See ਸ਼ਲ vr “dindyal

verisal.”—al<a1. See ਫੈਰੀਸਾਲ. 6 a sage named
Shalihotar who by the order of lndar cut the

wings of horses. It is said that, in the ancient

times, the horses had wings which helped them

fly in the skyjust like birds. “sal munisar kate

hute brIj raj mano tIh p51<h b5navat.”—krIsan.

‘By striking them with the winged arrows,

Krishan made the bodies of horses as if they

again had the wings.’ 7 short form for ਸ਼ਾਵਕ੍ਯਾ;

a fairy, nymph. “upar gIddh sal m5drahi. tare

surma juddh macahi.”—carrtr 52. 8 P Jl/ a

year. $5mat (Bikrami year), s5vatsar. See ਵਰਸ਼.

9 P w; a shawl, coverlet of Pashmina (a fine

variety of wool prepared from Ladhaki and

Tibetan goats). “511' per satguru sal sajai.”—
GPS. 10 a beggar’s blanket, rag.

ਸਾਲਸ [sales] See ਸਾਲਿਸ. 2 Skt ਗਰਦ (ਸ-ਅਾਲਸ),

adj weak. 3 lethargic, sluggish. “das karman

ke salsi kaya man aru bac.”—GPS. See ਦਸਗ਼ੁਣ

ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ ਚੇ.

ਸਾਲਸਰਾਇ [salsaraI], ਸਾਲਸਰਾਯ [salsaray] a

jeweller of Bisambharpur (Bishanpur)' who

was a follower of Guru Nanak Dev.

'11 is the old headquarter ofdistrict Bankra in Bengal.
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ਸਾਲਕ [salak], ਸਾਲਕੁ [salaku] A JV adj (one)
who follows the path shown by God. “pir

pekamar salak sadak.”-sri a m 1. “salaku

mItu na rahIo koi.”—sava in 1. See ਸੂਫੀ.
ਸਾਲਗਰਾਮ [salagram] See ਸਾਲਗੁਅ.

ਸਾਲਗਿਰਹ [salgIrah] ਞਸੰਗ੍ਰੰਥਿ. a knot given to a
rope after every year. In ancient times, when

there was no tradition of writing, a rope, was

kept in the name of each person and a knot

was tied on his birth-day. The age of the

person concemed was known from the number

of knots in his rope; an anniversary; a

birthday.

ਸਾਲਗਿਰਾਮੁ [salgIramU], ਸਾਲਗ੍ਰਾਮ [salgram] Skt

ਸ਼ਾਲਗ੍ਰਾਮ. n a village on the bank of the river

Gandki. Its name is derived from the pine trees

in the village. 2 a round stone, taken out of

Gandki river flowing near the t0wn Shalgram.

The stone has the sign ofa circle marked on it.

The Hindus consider it to be the idol ofVishnu.

“salgIramU hamare seva.”—asa m 5.

‘Shalgram, the idol of Vishnu, is worshipped

in our religion. “salgram pr puj manavho.”

—bas§tm 1. See ਤੁਲਸੀ

ਸਾਲਣ [salon], ਸਾਲਣਾ [salna] adjT-T -ਲਵਣ. saltish,

'salty, saline. 2 n salted cooked vegetable.

“bahu ras salne savardi.”—sava m 3. See ਸਾਲਨ.

ਸਾਲੰਦਾਂ [581੪੮੮8]ਰ੍ਉੱ/(2ਜ੍ਯਾਲਪੁਤ੍. son ofone’s brother-

in-law (son ofwife’s brother), children ofthe

brother-in-law. “sahura sas sali salatta.”

—BGK.
ਸਾਲਨ [salan] See ਸਾਲਣ. 2 salted meat; meat

obtained by slaughtering a bird or animal with

a single stroke of a sharp weapon. “salan ras

jIm banio roran khat banaI.”-VN. 3 v to pierce
into, penetrate. “durjan dal salan.”—NP.

ਸਾਲਪਤ੍ਰ [salpatr], ਸਾਨ੍ਯਤ੍ਰਾ [salpatra] a leaf of a

pine tree. Guru Gobind Singh used to apply

pine-tree leaf on the wounds of the injured

Sikhs to provide early relief to them.
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“hUI ghayal anédpur avE....

“salpatr satIguru tIs det,

Ik dvs dIn'me bane sucet.”—GPS.

According to Ayurvedic system of

medicine, ‘sal’ is shown curing the wounds.

“ਰਂਗੋਂ ਜ੍ਯਛੁਦ੍ਰਾਝਥੈਥ W ਦ੍ਰੜ ਧੁਜ੍ਯੋਧ੍ Efi.”—sa1gram
nIghétu bhusan. 2 In Sanskrit books, ਸਾਲਪਠੀ

is also called by this name, that is ਸ਼ਾਲਪਤ੍ਰਾ. It

is also known as sarIvan and VIdarIgédh.

Its Latin name is Desmodium Gangeticum.

This is also a herb used for curing wounds.

ਸਾਲਬਾਹਨ [salbahan] See ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ. “syalkot l<e
des me salbahna rav.”—carItr 97.

ਸ਼੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾਲੀਂ [88]…81115/62ਡ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਲੀਂ n a silk-cotton tree.
Its Latin name is Bombax Heptaphyllum.

“salmali ko bIrach huto Ik.”—GPS.

2 According to Bhagwat, it is an island which

has a huge silk-cotton tree. “salmali so dip

suhava.”—-NP. See ਦੀਪ.
ਸਾਲ ਮੁਨੀਸ਼੍ਵਰ [sal munisvar] See ਸਾਲ 6.

ਸਾਲ ਰਸੋਈ [sal rasoi] n a kitchen. See ਸਾਲ 4. 2 a

dish of rice.

ਸਾਲਾ [sala] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ brother of one’s wife,

brother-in-law. The termm is also

appropriate for it. In Sanskrit language, ਸ਼ਜਾਲਕ

is also in use for this word. 2 Skim, a house,

home.

ਸਾਲਾਹ [salah] n praise, admiration, compliment,

commendation. “bhi tu he salahna pIare, bhi

teri salah.”—sor a m 1. 2 See ਸਲਾਹ.

ਸਾਲਾਹਣਾ [salahna] See ਸਲਾਹਣਾ. praise. See ਸਾਲਾਹ.

“bInu sace hor salahna jas-hI janamu sabh

khOI.”—vad a m 3.

ਸਾਲਾਹਨਿ [salahanI] (they) praise, commend.

“hi’du salahi salahanI.”——var asa. ‘The

Hindus praise the praiseworthy.’

ਸਾਲਾਹਿ [salahI] by praising. “salahI sace mén’I

satIgurU.”—dhana chét m 1. 2 by praising or

admiring. “eko japI eko salahI.”——sul<hmani.

3 (they) praise. “salahi salahI.”——japu. ‘The
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admirers admire.’

ਸਾਲ਼ਾਹਿਹਹੁ [salahIh-hehu], ਸਾਲਾਚਿਹੁ [salahIhU]
imperative form of praise, admire. “bhi
salahIh-hehu saca SOI.”—sorm 1. “salahIhu

bhagat-hu kar jorI.”-var 311' m 4.

ਸਾਲਾਹੀ [salahi] adj praiseworthy. 2 n the
Creator. “salahi sacu salah sacu.”——var gau 1
m 4. 3 a minister, advisor. 4 an admirer.
5 See ਸਾਲਾਹੀਂ.

ਸਾਲਾਹੀਂ [salahi] I admire. “guru salahi apna.”
—suh1’ m 3.

ਸ਼ਾਲਾਮਾਰ ਬਾਗ [salamar bag] a garden with three
terraces spread over eighty acres of land three
miles north-east of Lahore, which was set up
by emperor Shahjahan through his official Ali
Mardan Khan in 1634. According to “Bad-
shahnama” written by Mullah Abdul Hamid,
the cost of this garden is estimated as rupees
six lacs. Bernier writes that the expenses on
this garden were about ten lac pounds. A
channel from river Ravi was especially drawn
from Madhopur Headworks to supply water
to this garden under the guidance ofEngineer

Ali Mardan Khan at a cost oftwo lacs rupees.

In earlier books, the name of this garden is

also found to be “Farah Bakhash”. Shalamar

is termed as a “house of bliss” by many

writers. The word Shalamar is a combination

ofਕ੍ਯਾ (Sanskrit) which means ‘home’ and 1|,

(Turkish) which means ‘bliss’. According to

Mohammad Latif, Maharaja Ranjit Singh

named this garden as ਸ਼ਾਹਲਾਬਾਗ, which means

‘garden of the beloved’, as ਸ਼ਾਹਲਾ means ‘the

beloved’. Ifwe call this garden as “ਮਾਰ ਸ਼ਾਲਾ”,

it will not be out of context because “mar

sala” has the meaning of ‘house of Cupid’

i.e. ‘house of the god of love’.

There is a big pond in the middle of the
garden, with beautiful open houses on three

sides of the pond, where people sit. In the

ਸਾਲਿਰੋਤ੍ਰੀ

middle of the pond is a dais. The water
flowing oVer the cascade of marble-stones
looks very attractive. Inspired by the flow of
water, Zebunnisa, daughter of Aurangzeb,
composed the following poem.

ਖਿੰਥੂਮਂ'ਘਿਟੈਨੁੂੰਘੰਵ੍ਦੈਂਯਾੰ ?‘ਫ਼ਧੂੰਯੂੰਲ਼ੀ‘ਜਠੰਭੰ/ਖਿਠਿ
Gd/L3621'LJ7’J/ Jrfituéfibjsgti

which means:
0 ! falling spring water! for whom are you

wailing?

In whose grief, you express displeasure by
scowling? ' `

What distress you had, for you had been
crying by striking head against stones, as we
had been doing?

The fountains of Shalamar are also very

fascinating. The special get-together parties
are organised by the rich and the famous as

I also other civil servants at this place now.

On the first terrace of the garden, there is

a house built by Maharaja Ranjit Singh which

has an underground vault. In its basement,

stayed William Moorcroft in 1820 while

going to Turkistan.

ਸਾਲਾਹ [salar] See ਸਲਾਰ.

ਸਾਲਿ [salI] Skt ਸ਼ਾਲਿ n' paddy. 2 rice.
ਸਾਲਿਸ [salIs]A ye adjthird. 2 n an impartial

arbitrator. “saIIs SIhida sxddhtai l<o srdh-

fda.”—gyan.

ਸ਼ਾਲਿਹੋਤ੍ [salIhotr] Skt n a horse. In a yag, the

horses Were fed paddy, hence the name

ਸ਼ਾਲਿਹੋਤ੍ਵ. 2 a sage, who has written a book On
the characteristics, treatment etc. of horses.

He chopped off the wings of horses on the

persuasion of Indar. See ਸਾਲ 6. 3 a book

written by Shalihotar, 'explaining the

treatment of horses and other animals;

salIhotrVIdya; veterinary science.
ਸਾਲਿਹੋਤ੍ਰੀ [salIho’tri] adj (one) who knows
veterinary science; a veterinarian. 2 n a

 

 



 

ਸਾਲਿਕ

veterinary doctor.

ਸਾਲਿਕ [salIk] See ਸਾਲਕ and ਸੂਫੀ. “salIk sadIk
chodi dunia thaI pae.”—asa m 1.

ਮਾਲਿਕਾਂ [581ਗ਼ੁ1<ਕੋੰ] plural ਧਿਸਾਲਿਕ. 866 ਸਾਲਿਕ. 2 to
saliks.

ਸਾਲਿਗਰਾਮ [salIgram] See ਸਾਲਗ੍ਰਾਮ.
ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ [salIbahan] Skt ਸ਼ਾਲਿਵਾਹਨ a majestic

ruler from South India, who was the eiiemy

of Vikramaditya. He introduced his own

calendar year (Hm-sakabad) in the year 78

AD. His capital was Pratishthan in the district

ofAurangabad on the bank of river Godavri,

which is now popularly known as Paithan.-In

ancient literature, it is also referred to as

Brahmpuri. Shalivahan founded Shalivahankot

(Sialkot) after conquering Punjab. He had

sixteen sons including Baland, Rasalu, PUran,

Sundar, Lekh etc. He died in the battle of

Karur. He is named as Shatvahan in many

books. See ਸਾਲਬਾਹਨ.

ਸਾਲਿਮ [salIm] A fit/ adj complete, whole,

unbroken.

ਸਾਲਿਵਾਹਨ [salIvahan], ਸਾਲਿਵਾਹਨਕੋਟ [salIvah-

ankot] See ਸਾਲਿਬਾਹਨ.

ਸਾਲੀ [sali] adj penetrator, one who pierces a

hole etc. “an: or sali.”—ramav. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ1ਲੀਂ n
wife’s sister, sister—in-law. 3 paddy, rice. See

ਸਾਲ 1 and ਸਾਲਿ.

ਸਾਲੁ [salu] See ਸਾਲ. 2 See ਸਾਲੂ.

ਸਾਲੂ [salu] Skt ਧ੍ਯਰੁ, n a red coloured garment.

2 a striped garment worn by women. 3 Dg a

sarhi, cover.

ਸਾਲੋਂ ਭਾੲੀ [salo bhai] a devoted follower ofGuru

Ram Das, who worked hard during the

construction of Sri Amritsar by the fifih Guru

Arjan Dev. He was the chief police officer of

Amritsar. His dharamsala (place of worship)

built in Ramdaspur is very famous. Bhai Salo

died in Sammat I685. He was cremated

personally by Guru Hargobind. The memorial
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of this holy man is near the Dharamsala.

ਸਾਲੌਕਜ [saloky] n a concept acceptable to the
worshippers, meaning that understanding of ‘

attainment is identical with the worshipped

deity.

ਸਾਲੋਣਾ [salona] 866 ਸਾਲਣਾ. saltish, saline. “53th
res mIthe ménIe sunIe salone.”—-sri m I.

ਸਾਲੋਤਰੀ [salotari] See ਸਾਲਿਹੇਤ੍ਰ and ਸ਼ਾਂਲਿਹੋਂਤ੍ਰੀ.
ਸਾਲੰਕਾਰ’ [salékar] with ornaments. 2 with a

figurative expression, with literary embel-

lishment.
ਸ਼ਾਲ੍ [salv] the ruler of Sobh, whom Amba, the

daughter of king of Kashi, wished to marry.

When Bhisham brought Amba after

conquering her in the battle, she told Bhisham

about her desire. Bhisham sentAmba to Shalv,

but the later did not accept her. See ਜਿਖੰਡੀ.
Shalv was a friend of Shishupal. When

Krishan killed Shishupal, Shalv set out to

attack Krishan and was ultimately killed by

him in the battle.
ਸਾਵ [sav] SktHEn a child. “ranIn rav savanIn

sav.”—paras. 2 adj ਸ਼ਵ related to a corpse;

pertaining to the dead body; of the dead. 3 n

a crematorium, cremation ground.

ਸ਼ਾਵਕ [savak], ਸਾਵਕਾ [savka] Skt ਸ਼ਾਵਕ a child.

“bapu savka kare larai.”——asa kabir. ‘The father
quarrels with his children.’ 866 ਸਾਸੂ ਕੀ ਦੁ'ਖੀ.

ਸਾਵਗ [savag], ਸਾਵਗੀ [savgi] a raisin of green
colour; dried grapes. “bahu savag gari

badamé.”—GPS. “dath mahI athk savgi

pai.”-GPS.

ਸਾਵਜ [savaj] Pkt n a wild elephant. Skt ਗਸ੍ਯ

See ਸਾਮਜ. “je bhav savaj karhi atéka. nam kehri

tak—hi so 5ka.”——NP. 2 a cloud saturated with

water. “so chabI savaj tartakrItI.”—paras.

ਸਾਵਜਨੀ [savajni] n an elephant—army; the army

of elephants.—sanama.

ਸਾਵਜਾ [savja] Skt adj (one) who gives birth to

children. See ਸਾਞ.

 



ਸਾਵਣ

ਸਾਵਣ [savan] Skt ਕ਼ਾਥਯ n the month which has

the full moon night of Savan; the fifth month

of Sammat; Saun.

ਸਾਵਣ ਮੱਲ [savan mall] Baba Saun (or savan)
Mal was a nephew of Guru Amar Das. He

was sent to Haripur to bring forest timber for

the construction in Goindwal ofthe gurdwara

(holy shrine) and residential accommodation

for the congregation. He preached the Guru’s

teachings there and persuaded the ruler of

Haripur to become the Guru’s devotee. The

Raja ofHaripur, alongwith his family became

a devotee of the Guru. The Guru appointed

him a preacher and assigned him the authority

to preach Sikhism.

bhrata k0 Ik sut huto savan mal namu,

nIkat hakaryo tahI k0 bole sukhdhamu,

raj haripur k0 jahé tahi gaman karije,

diragh daru samuh jo an puri anije.

—GPS.

2 See ਸਾਵਨ ਮੱਲ 2.
ਸਾਵਣਿ [savanI], ਸਾਵਣੀਂ [savni] n autumn harvest;

kharifcrop sown in summer and harvested in

autumn or early winter. “savr_1isacunau.”—var

mala m 1. 2 full moon night of the month of

Saun. 3 during the month of Saun. “nanak

savanI je vase.”—var maIa m 1. ‘if it rains in

Saun?

ਸਾਵਣੁ [savanU] See ਸਾਵਣ. “savanu am he

sakhi.”—var maIa m 2. 2 autumn harvest; a

, crop sown in summer and harvested in autumn

or early winter; kharif. “savanu ratI aham

dIhu.”—var ram 1 m I. See ਅਹਾਤੁ.

ਸਾਵਤ [savat], ਸਾਂਵਤ [savat] Dg a warrior. See

ਸਾਂਵਤਸਚਿਕ [savatsarIk] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਗਂਥਗ਼ੀਥਜ੍ adj annual,
related to the year. 2 71 an astrologer; he who

foretells the reward in life.
„ਚੂ ਸਾਵਧਾਨ [savdhan] Skt adj one having

‘ concentration of mind; alert. “apne prabhu
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SIU hohu savdhan.”—gau m 5. 2 active,

~ conscious. “savdhan ekagar cit.”—sukhmani.

ਸਾਫ੍ਨ’ [savan] See ਸਾਵਣ. 2 See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 18.
ਸਾਵਨ ਮੱਲਰ੍ [savan mall] See ਸਾਵਣ ਮੱਲ. 2 Divan
Savan Mall, father ofMoo] Raj, appointed the

subedar of Multan by Maharaja Ranjit Singh

in 1821, was a veryjust ruler. Once he heavily

ipenalized his own son for committing some

crime. He was killed by some criminal in 1844.

ਸਾਵਯਵ [savyav] with components.
ਸ਼ਾਵਰ [saver] Skt a treatise on magic .told by

Shiv. 2 sin; crime.

ਸਾਵਰਤ [savrat] Skt ਸ਼ਾਮਿਤ੍ਰ n a slaughter—house;

a place of carnage. “k1 savrat puré.”—paras.
2 adj having reverberations.

ਸਾਂਵਰਤ [savart] Skt ਚਕਿਰੰ n the lord of clouds; ‘
the deity who has a series of clouds under his

control.

ਸਾਵਰਾ [savra], ਸਾਵਲ [saval] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਮਲ adj dark-

complexioned. “saval sodar rup banath.”
-maru soIhe m 5. 2 charming.

ਸਾਵਲਸ਼ਾਹ [savalsah] the idol of a money lender

assumed by Vishnu to liquidate the debt of

his devotee Narsi, according to a belief of

the Vaishnaites. See ਨ੍ਯਸੀ and ਭਗਤਮਾਲ.

ਸਾਵਲਸ਼ਾਹੀ [savalsahi], ਸਾਵਲ ਸਿੰਘ [saval sigh],

ਸਾਵਲਪੰਥੀ [savalpéthi] people following the

teachings ofthe gursikh devetee Savel Singh.

Most of them reside in Dera Ismail Khan,

Muzzafargarh and Multan. The people

belonging to this sect are both of shom and

unshom hair.
ਸਾਵਲਾ [savla], ਸਾਂਵਲਾ [sz‘ivla], ਸਾਵਲੀਓ [savlio],

ਸਾਵਲੀਂਅਾ [savlia] dark. See ਸਾਵਲ. “janu dase
bhujégam savle.”—c5di 3. “tu dhanu keso

savlio.”—ma1i namdev.

ਸਾਵਾ [sava] adj green. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਜਾਵ a blend of

black and yellow; yellowish black; blackish

yellow.

ਸਾਂਫਾਂ [5ਕੋੰਢਰੇੰ] the same. 2 equal, comparable.
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3 See ਸਾਮਾ.

ਸਾਞਾਣੀ [savani], ਸਾਵਾਨੀ [savani] wife; a woman

brought home by marrying her. “ਪਿੰ savani hi: 

kI surita?.”——BGK. See ਸੁਰੀਤਾ.
ਸਾਵਿਤ੍ਰ [savxtr] Skt the sun. 2 Shiv. 3 adj
pertaining to the Sun dynasty.

ਸਾਵਿਤ੍ਰਕਾ [saVItraka], ਸਾਵਿਤ੍ਰੀ [saVItri] Skt ਸਾਵਿਤ੍ਰੀ

n Gayatri, the holy mantar of the Hindus. 

2 daughter of Brahma. 3 wife of Brahma, 

according to some Purans. “k1 saVI traka che.” 

—datt 4 daughter of king Ashvpati of Madar 

country and wife of Satyavan. A sage told her 

that Satyavan would die within a year, yet she 

got married to him. When her husband died 

within one year oftheir marriage, she propitiated 

Dharamraj, the god of death, with her fidelity 

to her husband and got Satyavan back from the 

other world. 5 river Sarasvati. 6 river Yamuna. 

7 a woman whose husband is alive. .

ਸਾਵੀ [savi] adj green, greenish. See ਸਾਵਾ. 2 of 

the correct amount or weight. “ghi‘na savi 

tolI.”—sava m 5. ‘by equal weight.’ 3 flowing; 

that which flows; a flowing river. “ravi savi

   adI kahu ayudh es bakhan.”-—sanama. By 

   prefixing ‘ayudh es’ to ‘ravi’ or ‘saravi,’ we

have the word for ‘gallows’; the lord of the 

river Ravi is Varun and his weapon is pas 
(gallows).

ਸਾਵੀ ਏਸ ਅਸਤ੍ਵ [savi es astral-sanama. ਫਾਸੀ, the
weapon of Varun, Lord of the river.

ਸਾਵੰਤ [savét] See ਸਾਮੰਤ. “tape tej savét jvalé

samané.”—janmejay.

ਸਾੜਾ [sara] n a burning sensation, an

inflammation. 2 jealousy, envy. 3 a material 

added to water for decomposition as grape’s 

essence is added to prepare vinegar. 4 adj 

short form forWI‘ST in pahari Punjabi. 5 See 
ਸਤਵੰਤਾਸਾੜਾ.

ਸਾੜੀ [sari] See ਸਾੜਨਾ. 2 See ਸਾੜ੍ਹੀ. 3 short form
for ਅਸਾਡ਼ੀ (ਅਸਾਡੀ).

-

ਸਾੜ੍ਹਸਤੀਂ [sarhsati] See ਸਾਢਸਤੀ.

ਸਾੜ੍ਹੀ [sarhi] a sarhi, lady’s garment. See ਸਾਟੀ.
ਸਿ [SI] pron that. “kavanI SI ruti mahu
kavanu.”—japu. 2 therefore. “hés sI hésa, bag
SI baga.”—asa chétm 1. 3 P ..: n three. 4 adj
third. “sz rIde SI locan nahi.”—var mala m
1. ‘who does not have the third eye

(erudition)’ “m5dal bed SI bajno.”—varmaru

1 m 1. ‘Teaching ofthe three Veds is imparted

with full vigour.’ Initially there were only

three Veds. See ਵੇਦ. 5 SktfH peace. 6 pleasure.
7 patience. 8 Shiv.

ਸਿਉ [SIU] part with. “esi pritI gobfd SIU
lagi.”—gau m 5. 2 together with, alongwith.
“min ki capal SIU jugatI man rakhie.”—maru

m 1. ‘Control with skill the mind which is

fickle like a fish.’ 3 from, with, against. “ks:

SIU kari pukar7.”—dhana m I. “laju ghari SIU

tut: pari.”—gau kabir. “pIta prahlad SIU guraj

uthai.”—bh£r am 3. ‘The father picked up the

mace to hit Prahlad. 4 n Shiv. See ਮੰਡਿਤ.

5 Skt ਸ੍ਵ pron “karan SIU Icha carah.”—savsye

m 2 ke. ‘They control their senses according

to their own desire.’ meaning that they are

not the slaves oftheir senses.’

ਸਿਂਉੰਇਛਾ [SIUICha] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਣ੍ਕੈਂਢਵ੍ਯ one’s own desire.
self-desire. See ਸਿਉ 5.

ਸਿਉਂਕ [s:uk], ਸਿਉਂਕ [516k] n white ants; a

termite; a white ant with red mouth, which

lives in mounds made from the soil. It does

lot ofdamage by eating wood, clothes, paper

etc. The white ant flees when countered with

sulphur. asafoetida, coal-tar, kerosene-oil etc.

ਜਿਉਣਾ [sruna] Skt ਸੀਵਨ n the act of sewing;

stitching of clothes with thread and needle.

ਸਿਉਤਾ [sruta] Skt ਸਬੂਤ adj sewn, stitched.

joined with thread and needle.

ਸਿਂਉਨਾ [sxona] See ਜਿਉਣਾ. 2 gold.
ਸਿਉਨੀ [sxuni] a caste of the Khatris.
ਸਿਉਰਣ [sioran] See ਸਿਮਰਣ.
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ਸਿਉਰਾਸੀ [smrasi] a village, also called Sivrasi.
Now it is popularly called ਸਰਾਵ or ਸਰਾਵਾਂ. This
village falls under police station Kotkapura

in the princely state of Faridkot. ‘GUrusar"
the place visited by the tenth master, Guru

Gobind Singh is located between it and

Behbal. See ਗੁਰੂਸਰ ਨੰ. 4. “bathal te SIurasi

namu. kare bIlokan jab e gramu.”—GPS. A
devout Sikh, Heta, resident of the village

served the Guru with full devotion. The Guru

presented him a sword which is still preserved

by his descendants in the village “Golevala”2

See ਸਰਾਵ and ਬਹਿਬਂਲ.
ਸਿਅਹ [51911] See ਸੀਅਹ.
ਸਿਅਰਾਨਾ [SIarana] get cooled. See ਸੀਅਰਾਨਾ.

ਸਿਆ [51a] past tense of ਹੋਣ. was. 2 See ਸੀਆ.
ਸਿਆਉ [SIaU] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਮ P ”E adj black. “mIle

hir ciré kIte SIaU karné.”—gyan. ‘horses with

black-ears.’

ਸਿਆਸਤ [$Iasat1A ‘;'/!=, the act of supervising.

2 governing. SktEITEFT.

ਸਿਆਹ [SIah] black. See ਸਿਂਆਉ. “sxahau hoa

set.”—majh barahmaha. ‘from youth got into

old age.’ ਲ਼ਾ

ਸਿਆਹਗੋਸ਼ [s:ahgos] P (}‘/ਨੂਂ, n a carnivorous

quadruped having black ears. Its face is like

that of a cat and body is as that of a dog. It is

kept for hunting. It pounces quickly upon

animals like a hare, deer, etc. Its zoological

name is Felis Caracal.

ਸਿਆਹਪੇਂਸ਼ [sxahpos] See ਸ੍ਯ'ਹਪੋਸ਼ and ਕਾਲੀਂਪੋਸ਼.

ਸਿਆਹੜ [51811ਗ੍] a village under police station
Delhon in tehsil and district Ludhiana, which

is situated at a distance of four miles north-

east ofAhmedgarh railway station. There is in

this village a gurdwara in memory of Guru

‘The village'derives its name Gurusar, after the word
 

Gurdwara.

2Golewala is a railway station on Lahore— Ferozepur—

Bhatinda railway line.

ਸਿਅਾਹੀਦੀਬਿਧਿ

Hargobind about halfa mile west ofthis village.

When the Guru was on his way from Rarha

(rara) to Jagerha, his horse fell ill near this

village. The Guru halted here, and the horse

died at this place, and was buried with a shawl

covering it. There is a shrine raised over the

burial place near the gurdwara.

In the beginning, it was a very ordinary

shrine, but now the present priest Bhai Tehil

Singh has since Sammat ]975 got con-

structed a beautiful place of worship. The

recitation ofGuru Granth Sahib is done here

daily.
ਸਿਆਹੀ [s:ahi] P d‘E— n blackness, soot. 2 ink.
3 mental dirt, wickedness of mind. See ਕਦਾ 2.

ਸਿਂਅਾਹੀਟਿੱਬੀ [SIahi thbi] a place near Anandpur
Sahib, where the Guru pierced to death two

Muslims with his arrows. Instigated by the

hill-rulers, they were trying to blow up the

Guru with cannon shots while he was holding

a holy congregation there.

ਸਿਆਹੀ ਦੀਬਿਧਿ [s:ahi di bIth] A script-writer
has written down the method of making ink

on the last page of Bhai Banno’s manuscript

of Sri Guru Granth Sahib. While preparing

fresh manuscripts the ink—making formula was
blindly copied word for word by the ignorant

script-writers. So much so some foolish

scholars insist on reciting this portion dealing

with the method ofpreparing ink. The formula

for ink production is as under:

“soot weighing 1 sirsahi, bolu3 sarsahi 2,

arabic gum 2 sarsahi, amethyst (purple or

voilet quatz) one ratti, gold one ratti, bIjesar

water‘, copper—utensil, wood of magosa tree

3bolu is a medicine named Myrrha in English and mm in
 

Persian. According to Ayurvedic system its effect is

assumed to be warm. lt cures abdominal diseases. It is

also called masxvardhan in Sanskrit.

‘bhégra. lts Bengali name is masxraj.

ਲ਼ੀਲ਼ਾ
-ਲ਼

ਾਜੰ
 



 

ਸਿ਼ਅਾਹ

(Azadirachta indica), soot ofa burning earthen

lamp collected at a distance from the flame.l

grinding of all these contents is to go on for

twenty days.”

The ancient writers used to prepare ink

by this method. Addanshahi Sikhs were

engaged in its trade particularly, hence this

ink was popularly known as “addansahi

SIahi.” ,

ਸਿਂਅਾਹੁ [SIahu] See ਸਿਆਹ. “tanu SIahU ho:

badan jaI kumlaI.”—var guj 1 m 3.
ਸਿਆਣ [sxan] n recognition, knowledge,

identification.

ਸਿਆਲਾ [s:ranna] v to recognise, have

knowledge of.

ਸਿਂਅਧ੍ਯ [sxanap] n wisdom, intelligence,
cleverness. “sahas SIanap ਗਿ! rahe man:
kore régu na hox.”—511m 4. 2 experimentation.

3 miserliness, niggardliness.

ਸਿਆਣਾ [SIana] adj wise, prudent. See A clé-
far-sighted, sagacious. 2 clever. 3 miserly,

niggardly. 4 n a village under police station

and tehsil Pehowa, district Kama], which is

situated ten kos west of Pehowa. The tenth

Guru Gobind Singh had held at this place a

meeting with saint Shahbhikh ofThaskaPThe

heavy pointed heads ofthe arrows ofthe tenth

Master kept in gurdwara are worth-seeing.

Guru Teg Bahadur had earlier sanctified this

place with his gracious presence.

ਸਿਆਣਾ ਸੈਯਦਾਂ [SIarIa seydé] a village in tehsil
Goohla district Karnal. There is a gurdwara

in memory of Guru Gobind Singh in this

village.

ਸਿਆਣੂ [5]:8|.ਘ] adj an acquaintance, a familiar

'the earthen lid over the lamp to collect soot is not to be
 

scrubbed, only the dust particles are to be removed

gently.

1 Many authors have referred to the name of the saint as

Bhikhanshah. See ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ and ਠਸਕਾ.
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ਸਿਆਮਾ

person.
ਸਿਆਤਾ [sxata] adj acquainted, known,

recognised.

ਸਿਅਧਾਨ [s:an] See ਸਿਆਣ. 2 wisdom,
intelligence. “rani taji SIan.”—carrtr 50.

ਸਿਆਨਧ [s:anap] See ਸਿਆਣਪ. “SIanap kahu
kamI me at.”—guj m 5. “Ianap te sabh bhai

sxanap.”—bIIa m 5

ਸਿਆਨਾ [51211121] See ਸਿਆਣਾ.
ਸਿਆਪਾ [SIapa] lamentation over the dead body,
n a funeral custom with women beating their

breasts, cheeks and thighs and wailing through

funeral songs.

ਸਿਆਮ [51am] Many have used this term for
Assam. See ਆਸਾਮ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਜਾਮ adj black. 3 n
dark complexioned Krishan. “gokul madhe

SIam go.”—todi namdev. See ਸ੍ਯ'ਮ. 4 SktHIFHr
Lachhmi, the goddess ofwealth. “51am palote

paI jIh.”-krIsan. 5 P (l; evening, sunset,

dusk. See ਸਾਮ. 6 A Syria. See ਸ਼ਾਮ.

ਸਿਂਅਧ-ਜ਼ਾਂਸੁੰਦਰ [sxamsfidar] n one who adds

splendour to nature, the Creator. “Slamsfidar

tajI nid kIu ai?.”—suhi m 5.

ਸਿ'ਅਾਮਣੀ [smmni] n evening. “subha

51amni.”—c5di 2. ‘suggesting dusk and dawn.’

2 (woman) black complexioned, black.

3 pertaining to Krishan.

ਸਿਆਮਣੋਂਧਰੰ [smmnodharé] on the side of the

Lord. “tajét SIamnodharé bhajét pran |€

bhaté.”—ramav. 2 to the kind act of serving

one’s master. 3 (one) who is dark—complexioned.

ਸਿਆਮਲ [SIamal] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ'ਮਲ adj dark—
complexioned, wheatish. 2 beautiful,

handsome, attractive. “SIam15 madhur

manukhyé rIdyé bhumI veranah.”—sahas m

5. ‘a person who is handsome and sofl-spoken,.

but nurtures a feeling ofenmity in his heart.’

ਸਿਆਮਾ [smma] Skt ਸ਼ਜਾਮਾ a young woman.

2 Kali; Durga, the goddess ofpower. “Ik ratat

nam smma apar.”——datt. 3 a black cow. 4 gum

 



ਸਿਪ੍ਯਾਜੋ

of a certain pine tree such as Arnyris

comphora used in incense or balm. 5 musk.

6 piper longum - a piperaceous plant; its fruit

is used in medicine. 7 Indian rose wood tree;

Dalbergia Sissoo. 8 black pepper. 9 Yamuna

river. 10 night.

ਸਿਆਸੀ [s:ami] See ਸਿਆਮਾ. See ਸੁ'ਆਮੀ.
ਸਿਅਾਰ [s:ar] Skt ਰ੍ਹਾਸ੍ਯ ajackal. 2 Skt fimfi the
enemy of a lion. “jab hi sxar sigh kau khaI.”
«bher kabir. Here sigh stands for ego and SIM
means self-realisation.

ਸਿਆਹੀ [s:ari] n a she-jackal. 2 the vowel
representing the letter ੲ, short vowel [I].

When hooked to the consonants, it gives the

sound of (I) and is represented by ( f ). In
Gurbani this vowel (f) is relational at some

places while it is adverbial at other places.

Sometimes it expresses the meaning ofseveral

inflexions (paradigms).

Many scholars, who have no knowledge

of phonetic rules governing the vowels

misinterpret the meanings ofwords involving

( f ). In this Mahan Kosh, the meanings of
words having ( f ) have been given at proper

places.‘ See ਸਹਿਜ, ਕਰਿ, ਜਪਿ, ਤਨਿ ਮਨਿ etc.

ਸਿਆਲ [SIal] Skt a jackal. “kadh deI SIal

bapure kau.”—marum 5. Here ‘jackal’ stands

for laziness. 2 a sub-caste of Khatris. 3 a sub-

caste ofMuslims, found in Jhang. 4 Ski winter

season. 5 See ਸ੍ਯਲ਼

ਯਿਜਲਕੋਟ [s:alkot] a town in north-east of

Punjab. It is a British cantonment. It is said

to have been founded by Shalivan. See

ਸਨਿਬਾਹਨ. Some writers have called him

Shakal. Many suppose it to have been

founded by king Salv and hence name it as

'My friend Sardar Teja Singh MA, Professor, Khalsa

College Amritsar has written a booklet “ਸ਼ਬਦਾਂਤਕਲਗਾਂ ਮਾਤ੍ਰਾ"

on the grammar of Gurbani. The readers are advised to

 

read it.
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salvkot.

There are two places of worship here
relating to Guru Nanak Dev—

' (i) Ber Sahib : Guru J i took rest for a while

under this jujubi tree. Now there is a very

grand gurdwara built at this place. See ਬੇਰ

ਸਾਹਿਬ. '
(ii) Bawli Sahib. This sacred place is in

ਲ਼ਾ the house of Moola. See ਮੂਲਾ.

In days gone by, good quality paper was

manufactured in Sialkot, which was popularly

known as SiaIkoti paper. This was considered

next to Kashmiri paper in quality. Many

available sacred books are found written on

SiaIkoti paper. At least sixty out of one

hundred manuscripts of Guru Granth Sahib

are found to have been written on SiaIkoti

papen_

ਸਿਅਾਲੀ [srali] n a she jackal. 2 a cotton-wool
cloth worn in winter-season; a padded

mattress; a quilt. 3 adjpertainingto the winter

season. See ਘੁੰਮਰ ਆਰਿ.

ਸਿਆੜ [SIaI] a furrow ploughed out with the

pin of a plou‘gh. Skt ਰੀਗ- See ਸੀਅਾਰ.
ਸਿਂਏ'ਸ' [SIes] See ਸੀਏਸ,

ਮਿਸ [515] Skt ਯਿਹ੍ ,"! a child, infant, kid,
offspring. “tIh sxs sita.”—ramav. whose

offspring is Sita. 2 S head. Skt ਗੀਧੰ‘ਘਿ karoran
ke SIS tor.”—carItr 195. 3 a neck. 4 Skt ਯਿਥਧ a
pupil, disciple. 5 Skt ਜ਼ਿਕ੍ਘ' to leave residue,

keep behind, separate, be in excess.

ਸਿਸਟ [s:sat] See ਸਿਸਟਿ and ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ.

ਸਿਸਟਿ [sxsatI] Skt ਰ੍ਵਢਿ n creation. 2 cosmos,
universe, mankind, human race, world.

“SIsatI upai sabh tudhu ape.”—var sn' m 4.

ਸਿਂਸਟਿਜਾ [SIsatha] n from which the universe
is created; an illusion,. nature.

ਸਿਂਸਟਿਧਾਰ [sxsaudhar] adjthe basis ofcreation.
2 the creator of the universe, who supports

whole of the world. “sxsaudhar her: turn



 

 

ਜਿਸਤ

krIpal.”—kan m 4 partal.

ਜਿਸਤ [sxsat] P _..ਲ਼ੀਟ੍ਵੇ/ n a sitting, a session.
2 the act of aiming at. 3 aiming at.

ਸਿਸਨ [s:san], ਸਿਸਨੁ [sxsanu] Skt ਯਿਧ੍ਯ n a penis;
reproductive organ (5), genitalia “sxsan kate

te pir VIsala.”—NP.

ਸਿੰਸਪਾ [sfspa1Sktfif9NT n Indian rosewood tree
P (‘1’ L Dalbergia Sisoo. Its wood is very

heavy and smooth. It is mostly used in

buildings and furniture making.

ਸਿਸਪਾਲ [SIspal] See ਸਿਸੁਪਾਲ.
ਸਿਮਰ [SIsar] See ਸਿਸਿਰ.
ਸਿਸਿ [5151] on the head, overhead. “sz SISI

na hovi lekh.”—sr1' a m 1.

ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ਿਰ [SISII‘], ਸਿਸੀਅਰ [515ਬ੍ਰੂ8੮],ਸਿਂਸੀਅਰੁ [s:siaru]

Skt ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ਿਰ n weather in the months of Magh-

Phagun. 2 snow, ice. 3 adj cool, cold, chilly.

“rutI SIsiar sital harI pragte méghar pohI

jiu.”—ram m 5 ruti. See ਰਿਮਕਰ ਸ਼ਬਦ.
ਜਿਸੁ [s:su] Skt ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੂ n a child. 2 S a neck. 3 a

head. “dei SISU utari.”—var mam 2 m 5. 4 a

pupil, disciple.

ਸਿਸੁਪਾਲ [8180ਝੂ੭8115/“ਯਿਹ੍ਧ੍ਯ son of Damgosh,
the ruler of Chanderi. He was born to

Shrutdeva, sister of Vasudev. Thus he was a

cousin brother of Krishan. According to

Mahabharat, Shishupal was born having

three eyes and four hands. His parents

desired to abandon him, but then there was

a forecast that this child would become a

very eminent person and he should be

brought-up to become so. Thus he was named

‘Shishupal’.
He was a staunch enemy ofKrishan because

Rukmani was engaged to get married to him,

but Krishan forcibly took her away. Shishupal

insulted Krishan in the presence of all those

attending the Yajna performed by Yudhishtar.

Thus Krishan killed him out of revenge.

According to Vishnu Puran, Shishupal was
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Hiranyakashipu in his previous birth and he

was the ten-headed Ravan during his second

birth. “he SIsupal céderi me bir.”—-krIsan The
famous poet Magh has provided a beautiful

poetic description named, “$Isupalvad”.

ਸ਼ਿਥਾਸ੍ਯ [sIsumar] Skt n According to Vishnu
Puran, there are seven stars having fish-like

shape. Vishnu is in the middle ofthe fish while

Dhruv is towards the tail. 2 a crocodile; an

alligator.

ਸ਼ਿਸ਼ੋਦਿਯਾ [s:sodIya] See ਉਦਯਪੁਰ and ਗਹਲੇਂਤ.
ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ [sxsat] Skt adj calm, quiet, patient.

forbearing. 2 obedient to the Guru and the

holy scripture. 3 wise, intelligent. 4 noble.

ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵ'ਚਾਰ [sxstacar] Skt n manners of civilised

people; decency; the conduct of good moral

people. 2 hospitality, respectful reception.

ਮਿਸ਼੍ਰ [$Isan] See ਸਿਸਨ.
ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਯ [sxsy] Skt adjcapable of education; who

can be advised. 2 n a pupil, disciple. See ਸਿਖ

and ਸਿੱਖ.
ਸਿਹ [s:h] See ਸਿ 3.
ਸਿੰਹ [sIh] Skt n a violent animal. 2 a lion. 3 a
zodiac sign, Leo. 4 See ਸਾਰਦੂਲ and ਸਿੰਘ.

ਸਿੰਹਕਾ [sIhka] See ਸਿੰਰਿਕਾ.
ਸਿਰਜ [SIhaj], ਸਿਹਜਾ [SIhja], ਸਿਹਜਾਇਂ [SIhjaI]
Skt ਧ੍ਯ n that on which one sleeps, a bed.

See ਸ਼ੀ vr. ““jau gurdeu sxhaj nIksai.”—bh£r
namdev. There is a tale in Bhagatmal that

the emperor Mohammad Tuglak presented a

eot to Namdev. Namdev threw it in the river.

The emperor felt insulted and demanded his

cot back. The cot was pulled out of the river.

By the grace of God it was totally dry, and

was returned to the emperor. “SIhja, dharatI _
bartan kaU pani.”—prabha m 5. “kotI jia jaki

sxhjaI.”-—bh£r a m 5.

ਸਿਹਜਾਸਣੀਂ [SIhjasni], ਸਿਹਜਾਸਨੀ [sxhjasni] adj
(one) who sleeps on bed, bed-ridden, confined

to bed, “nave ka SIhjasni.”—var majh m 1.



ਸਿਹਤ

ਸਿਹਤ [SIhat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਢ਼‘ Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਸਧ੍ਯ health,
healthiness. 2 absence of error; correctness,

accuracy.

ਸਿੰਹਤੁੰਡ [sihtfid] See ਸੇ'ਹੁੱਡ.
ਸਿਹਮ [SIhamu] See ਸਹਮ-
ਸਿਹਰ [s:harIA f n magic. 2 illusion.“1huju
dunia SIharU mela dastgiri nahi.”—-tII§g kabir.
ਸਿਹਰਫੀ [srharphi] P ‘3; ()“ n Arabic alphabet
comprising thirty letters. “bahuro sxharphi ju
sabh hi padhai he.”—NP. 2 an explicatory
poem written on the basis of thirty letters e.g.
“alaph ala ko yad kar gaphlat mano VIsar.”
etc.—JSBB.

ਸਿਹਰਾ [sxhara] See ਸੇਹਰਾ.
ਸਿਹਰੀ [51hri] adj (one) who exercises charm;

a hypnotist.

ਸਿਰਰੁ [SIharU] See ਸਿਹਰ.

ਸਿੰਹਲ [sfhal], ਸਿੰਹਲਦ੍ਹੀਪ [sfhaldvip] Skt n an
island where live many tigers; Ceylon. See

ਸਿਹਾਨਾ [SIhana] v to shrink, hesitate. 2 to crave,
want. 3 to fear. “sur SIhfihI kIm' kar hé

dharan.”—GPS.

ਸਿਹਾਬ [SIhab] A ਮ੍ਹਾਮਿੰ n a companion; an
associate. 2 plural of ਸਾਹਿਬ 3 See ਸ਼ਹਾਬ.

ਸਿਹਾਮ [SIham] P ਪਿੰ?“ Plural 0f ਸਹਮ. parts,
portions. 2 an arrow, a shaft.

ਸਿੰਚਿਕਾ [sthka] n daughter of Daksh, wife of
Kashyap and mother of Rahu. According to

the view expressed by several authors, she was

the wife of Viprachitti. She was believed to

possess the power to drag creatures flying in

the sky by catching hold of their shadows.

Hence her name “chayagrahIni”. When
Hanuman was going across the ocean to

Ceylon, she dragged him and swallowed him

but he tore apart her abdomen to come out

and this put an end to Sinhika.

2 See ਸੋਭਨ 4.

ਸਿਹਿੰਦਾ [srhida] a rectifier. See ਸਾਲਿਮ.
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ਸਿਕਲਗਰ

ਸਿੰਹੀ [si‘hi] a tigress.
ਸਿਕ [51k] n a desire; a wish; an inclination.
2 ਕ੍ਯਾ. curiosity; a strong craving; love.

“je tau pIria di SIk.”—-s farid.

ਸ਼ਿਕਸਤ [sxkasat], ਸ਼ਿਕਸ੍ਵ [$Ikast] P ਭੰਭੰਡੂੰ n a
defeat; downfall. “cali srkast khaI ab sena.”

~-GPS. 2 adj broken; broke.

ਸ਼ਿਕਸ੍ਵਚ [sIkastah] P „"/ਲੂੰ adj dilapidated. See
Skt ਥੂਸ੍ਯ. 2 n inscription made in haste with

incomplete vowel signs and unclear letter-

forms.

ਸ਼ਿਕਸ੍ਵਨ [sIkastan] P Uzfi v to break, smash.

Skt ਸ੍ਯਜ਼. v to kill, break into fragments.
ਸਿਕਤਾ [s:kta] Skt n granulated sand. 2 sugar.

ਮਿਕਦਾਰ [s:kdar] P “,.-[„ adj one who issues
coins; a king. 2 a chief; ruler. “sagal ersatI

ke péc SIkdar.”—g5d m 5. “SIkdarhU nah
patiaIa.”—sor’m 5.

ਸਿਕਦਾਰੀ [sxkdari] n rule, chiefdom. “sz0
sxkdari tIs-hI khuari.”—ram a m 1.

ਸਿਕਦਾਰੁ [s:kdaru] See ਮਿਕਦਾਰ. “kur hoa
SIkdarU.”—var asa.

ਸ਼ਿਕਨ [sIkan] P U53 n a ruffle; a fold. 2 adj
(he) who breaks. In this sense it occurs at the

end of a word e.g. “man butsxkan.”—-japhan

‘I a am breaker of images.’ .

ਸ਼ਿਕਮ [sIkam] P r5 n an abdomen, a belly.
2 See ਸਿਕਿਮ.

ਸ਼ਿਕਰਾ [sIkra] P ,p a hawk; a bird of prey
smaller than a basa. It is a female and its

male is called cacak or CIpak. It is native to

Punjab and lays eggs here only. It builds its

nest on the trees. It is used for hunting small

birds and is released from the fist to chase

them.

ਸ਼ਿਕਰੀਨ [sIkrin] See ਚਿਪਕ 2.

ਸਿਕਲ [s:kal] A J34 n the process ofcleansing;

polishing ofweapons by removing rust.

ਸਿਕਲਗਰ [s:kalgar], ਸਿਕਲੀਂਗਰ [SIingar] P [JV
one who clean the surfaces, removes rust.
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ਸਿਕਾ

ਸਿਕਾ [s:ka] See ਸਿੱਕਾ.
ਸਿਕਾਨਾ [sxkana] v to feel curious; crave. “rahi

SIkavat heran karan.”—GPS.

ਸ਼ਿਕਾਯਤ [$Ikayat] A “K: n a complaint; a

protest.
ਸਿਕਾਰ [SIkar] P A9 n a hunt. “sét ségx 1e carIo
SIkar.”—bh£r m 5. Skt ਨ੍ਯਗੀਗਂ. the act of

playing along with dogs.

ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰ ਘਾਟ [$Ikar ghat] See ਅਬਿਚਲਨਗਰ.
ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰਪੁਰ [sxkarpor] a town of Sindh situated

in district Sakkar. It is a famous centre of

trade. To this place belonged Bhai Gurdas, a

recluse blessed with great power, whose place

of worshipis well-known. Even now the

people here are very devoted to Sikhism. Bhai

Gurdas has also written expositions of Guru

Granth Sahib.

ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ [slkari] adj a hunter. 2 xa dissolute,
profligate.

ਸ਼ਿਕਾਰੀ ਪੰਛੀ [slkari péchi] birds of prey. 2 birds
trained to prey upon other creatures. Birds which

are specially kept to hunt other birds are baz,

jor-ra, basa, basin, sIkra, CIpak, besra and dhuti

(or tudhi), and have rosy eyes i.e. have pale

eyes with a rosy tinge. carag, cargela, lager,

)hagar, turmati, turmeta, bahri, bahribacca, kuhi,

kohila, chIkkol, dhedi, ukab, kural, have black

eyes. Compared with the black—eyed, those with

rosy-eyes are more loyal.
The females of these birds of prey are

called like the males.‘ The males of the birds

of prey are shorter in size than the females,

as against the males of other birds which are

of larger size. These birds ofprey live on meat

alone and bring up their young ones also on

meat. When their young ones are too young,

they throw up half-digested meat from their

stomachs to feed them.

'In English there is no distinction of verb on the basis of

gender. (Editor)
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In one ofsaveyas in Dasam Granth the names

ofsome birds of prey are thus mentioned:

besre or kuhi bahri aru

baj jure bahote 55g line,

base ghane lagra carge

$Ikren ke phet bhali bIth kine,

dhuti Ukab basinan ko saj

kéth jagolan dval navine,

jék-ho her calavat bhe tIn

péchIn te Ik jan n3 dine.

—krIsan 2090.

In this dictionary the account ofthese birds

figures alphabetically.
ਸਿਕਾਲਤ [s:kalat] A d3, the act of cleaning,
and shining the weapons after removing the

rust. 2 a polisher’sjob.

ਸਿਕਾਞਤ [s:kavat] See ਮਕਾਵਤ and ਸਿਕਾਨਾ.
ਸਿਕਿਮ [skum] A state towards the east of the

Himalayas, Tibet is to its north east, Bhutan

to its south-east, Darjeeling to its south and

Nepal to its west. Its area is 2,818 square miles

and its ruling dynasty believes in Buddhism.

ਸ਼ਿਕੋਹ [sxkoh] P „6 n fear; fright. 2 See ਸ਼ੁਕੋ'ਹ.

ਸਿਕੋਰਨ [$Ikoran] v to squeeze, twist. “nak

SIkor-hI narak bhi.”—GPS. ‘Even hell turns

up the nose.’

ਸ਼ਿਕੰਜ [ਝੁਗ਼ੁਨੈਟੋਂਮ੍‘] P ਨੁੂੰ n a pinch; the act of

pinching. 2 to twist, wind.

ਸਿਕੰਜਬੀ [ਝਗ਼ੁਨੌਂਰੇੰਨ੍ਹੂੰਠਿਫ਼ੈ] A ਰ੍ਥੂਝੂਟੱਓ a potable liquid
prepared by mixing vinegar and honey. 2 a

potable drink prepared by adding sugar to

lemon juice.

ਸਿ਼ਕੰਜਾ,[511<ਰੈਫਿ਼] P _ਛੂੰਲੂੰ n an implement in which
a book-binder presses the books for their

setting. 2 a machine, used during the Mughal

rule to torture criminals.

ਸਿਕੰਦਰ [511<ਏਂ(1ਰਿ] “;ਛੂ E Alexander. There
have been many Alexanders but the following
are famous: One was the son of Phillipos2 and

2Philippos or Philip.
 

 



 

 

ਸਿਕੰਦਰਸ਼ਾਹ ਲੋਦੀ ਲ਼ੀ 486 ਸ਼ਿਕਤਿ
was the king of Greece who after defeating
the king of Persia invaded India. He defeated
King Puru ofthe Punjab on the bank ofJehlum
in the year 327 BC. Having come up to the
river Beas, he turned back to his kingdom and
died in the year 323 BC. “phelkus patsah ke
sur SIkédar put.”—car:rtr 217. See ਅਰਸਤੂੰ.

(2) The second Alexander was the son of
Antiochus, the king of Syria.

(3) The third Alexander was the son of
Simon, a resident of Syrinia. He was a
supreme devotee of Christ.

(4) The fourth Sikandar was aking of the
Lodi dynasty and son of Behlol Khan Lodi.
Having ascended to the (throne of Delhi in
the year 1489, he tormented the Hindus very
much and died at Agra on the 17th ofFebruary
1517. It was during his reign that the first
European ship landed on the Indian coast.

ਸਿਕੰਦਰਸ਼ਾਹ ਲੋਦੀ [SIkédarsah lodi] See ਸਿਕੰਦਰ 4.
ਸਿਕੰਦਰ ਸਾਹਿਬ [SIkédar sath] See ਸਕ਼ਿਨ੍ਯ.
ਸਿਕੰਦਰ ਬਿਰਾਚਿਮ [sxkédar bIrahIm] See ਧੁਨੀ (d)
‘ਸਿਕੰਦਰੀ ਭੂਜਾ [s:kédri bhuja] n pillars of the
size of arms that Alexander got built in the
ocean to guard ships from hitting against the

, rocks; the light houses of yore. '
ਸਿਕੰਧ [5ਗ਼ੁ1<ਟੋ(1}1] See ਸਕੰਧ.
ਸਿਕੰਨ [SIkén] See ਸ਼ਿਕਨ.
ਸਿੱਕਰੀ [SIkkri] dandruff.
ਸਿੱਕਾ [s:kka] P J; n a state currency. Afiixing
the seal on silver or gold etc. is the sign of a
sovereign government. The Sikh rulers also
issued their respective coins from time to time
which may be described as under:

(a) In the year 1765 AD the Khalsa Panth
issued a coin, which Maharaja Ranjit Singh
also retained during his rule and thus lent
glory to the mint at Amritsar. The inscription
on this coin was: ‘

deG teCo fatah nusrat bedrég,

yaftaz nanak guru gobid sigh.
(b) the currency of the Patiala State: The

rupee and mohar coins were known as
Rajeshahi. This rupee comprised pure silver
and weighed 11% masas while the mohar
weighed 10% masas. Both bore the
inscription:

hukam sud az kadre be cfi ba ahm'ad badsah,
SIkkah zan bar simo zar az aje mahi ta bamah.

(c) The currency of J ind— the rupee ofthe
Jind state, known as “deia”, weighs }…
masas and wore the same inscription as on
the Rajeshahi rupee of Patiala.

(d) The currency ofNabha: The rupee and
mohar of the Nabha state are known as
“nabhesahi3’. The rupee of Nabha weighed
11 % masas and the mohar 93/4 masas, and the
metal used for both was highly pure. The
inscription on them read:

dec; teco fatah nusrat bedrég,
yaftaz nanak guru gobi'd sigh.
(e) The currency of the Kapurthala state—

Now this currency is not available. But in
earlier times the one issued by Sardar Jassa
Singh Bahadur wore the following inscription:

szkkah zed dar jaha bafazle aka],

mulak ahmad garIft jassa kalal.l
2 a metal. Skt ਸੀਸਕ. lead; abundantly used
for making mortars, bullets, small shots etc.
ਮਿਕ [51]<ਝੁ] Skt ਜਿਸ਼੍ vr to read, practise, learn.
ਸਿਕਕ [sxksak] Skt adj who educates. 2 n a
mentor. 3 a teacher.
ਸਿਕਾ [s:[ksa] Skt 71 an advice, 3 precept. 2 a
counsel. 3 a part of the Veds in which the
number, correct tonal pronunciation and exact
recitation of their mantars are explained.
ਸਿਥਿਤ [srksIt] adj trained; (one) who has
adopted Sikh religion; educated.

'See the Rajas ofthe Punjab by LH. Griffin pp. 285-87,

460-61,466.

 

 



 

 

ਸਿਖ

ਸਿਖ [s:kh] Skt ਗਿਲ਼ਾ n a disciple. student. 2 the

follower of Guru Nanak Dev who has

embraced the Sikh religion ofthis paragon of

truth, and professes Guru Granth Sahib as his

scripture and regards the ten Gurus as identical.

“guru satIgur l<a jo SIkh akhae jo sas gIras

thae meta harI harI so gurSIkh guru man:

bhave.”—var gau I m 4. “ap chadI sada rahe

parne gur bIn avaru na jam: kOI. kahe nanak

sun-hu sét-hu, so SIkh sanmukh hOI.”—an5d.

See ਸਿੱਖ. 3 a counsel, an instruction. “je Ik gur
ki SIkh suni.”—japu. “guru tutha SIkh deve

mere bhai.”—asa m 4. ‘

4 the top. “mficj modal jata SIkh bfidhi.”

—maru a m 1.

ਸਿਖਸਭਾ [SIkhsabha] n an organisation of the

followers of Guru Nanak; a congregation of

the hermits. “sxkhsabha dikhIa ka bhau.”

—asa m 1. See ਸਿੰਘ ਸਭਾ.

ਸਿਖਣਾ [s:khna] v to learn.
ਸਿਖਣੀ [SIkhni] a woman who adopts Sikhism.
ਸਿਖਧਰਮ [s:tkhdharam] See ਸਿੱਖ ਧਰਮ.

ਸਿਖਨੀ [s:khni] See ਸਿਖਣੀਂ.
ਸਿਖਮਤ [SIkhmat], ਸਿਖਮਤਿ [SIkhmatI] n

teaching, precept, advice, instruction.

“SIkhmatI sabh buth tumari.”—bIIa m 1.

ਸਿਖਰ [SIkhar] Skt ਸ਼ਿਖਰ n the top of a hill.

2 a spire of a temple. 3 the white horse (of

god Indar), with tall ears. “SIkhar sonagar

nadi ce nathé.”—dhana trIIocan. 4 heavenly

door; the tenth opening. “amrI tu mulu sxkhar

lIv tare.”—bIIa thIti m l.

ਸਿਖ‘ਚਿ [srkharI], ਸਿਖਰੀ [s:khri] Skt ਝਿਸ਼੍ਯਗ੍ਰਿਗਿ੍/
with a top. 2 n a mountain. 3 a tree.

ਸਿੰਖਲਾ [851<111ਗ਼]ਲ਼ਾ/ਪੋੰਸ੍ਵਿ"ਖਲਾ n a chain; a sequence
of metal-links. “jo jagkan sikhla ség.”—NP.

with crooked chains.

ਸਿਖਲਾਨਾ [SIkhlana] v to teach.
ਸਿਖਵਨ [s:khvan] n teaching, precept, advice.

“SIkhvan kalu devat bhuri.”—NP.
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`ਸਿਖਵੰਤਾ [s:khvéta] adj educated; (one) who
has imbibed the precept. 2 who preaches.

“sunI SIkhvéte ! nanak bInve.”—guj a m 1.

ਸਿਖੜਾ [s:khra] adj (one) who has received the
precept; the suffix ੜਾ implying “'ਵਾਨ” (a

bearer). Many people hold that it is

derogatory but this rule is not applicable

everywhere. 2 n one adopting Sikhism of

Guru Nanak Dev. “jo disc gursxkhra tIsu
nIVI nIVI lagau paI jiu.”—suhim 4 gunvéti.

ਸਿਖਾ [s:kha] Skt ਸਿਖਾ n a top; a tuft of hair.
2 the peak ofa hill. 3 a flame of fire. 4 an
advice, precept. “SIkha kénx caraia.”—varasa.

5 plural ofਸਿੱਖ. the Sikhs. “maragI péthI cale
gur satIgur s§gI SIkha.”—tukha chét m 4.

ਸਿਖਾਉਣਾ [sxkhauna], ਸਿਖਾਰਨ [51:1<}1ਪਿੰਗ਼ਾ],ਸਿਖਾਲਨਾ
[s:khalna] v to train, advise, teach. “sagal

praja k0 dharam SIkharan.”-manuraj.

ਸਿਖਿ [SIkhI] See ਸਿਖੀ. 2 (by) the Sikh. “SIkhI
satguru thaIa.”—g5d a m 5. 3 after learning.

‘ ਸਿਖਿਆ [SIkhIa] See ਸਿਕਾ. 2 by means of
teaching, through instruction. “sac SIkhIa

kati jam ki phasae.”——dhana chét m 5.

ਸਿਥਿਤ [SIkhIt] See ਸਿਕ਼ਿਤ.
ਸਿਖ਼ਿਨੀ [SIkhIni] See ਸਿਖਣੀਂ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਿਖਿਨੀ n a
peahen.

ਸਿਖਿਬਾਹਨ [SIkthahan], ਸ਼ਿਖਿਵਾਹਨ [sIkthahan]
Skt n whose vehicle is a peacock; Shiv’s son

Kharanan; Kartikey. “51v sxkhI-bahan gen
sahIt ae ran rIs dhar.”—krIsan. '

ਸਿਖੀ [SIkhi] (by) the Sikhs. “51khi SIkhIa

gurvicarI.”—var asa. “SIkhi ate ségti

parbrahamu karI_ namaskarIa.”—ram var 3.

2 See ਸਿੱਖੀ. 3 Skt ਜਿਕਿਜ਼੍ adj who keeps a tuft.
4 n a peacock. 5 a cock.'6 a tree. 7 fire. 8 a

hill. 9 a comet. 10 a horse. 11 a lamp. 12 an
arrow, shaft. 13 Indar. '

ਸਿਖੀ ਬਾਰਨ [s:tkhi bahan] See ਸਿਥਿਬਾਹਨ. ‘ ,
ਸਿ਼ਖੰਡ [5ਗ਼ੁ1<}1ਟੋ€.1] Skt ਯਿਣ੍ਕਧਛ n a tuft of hair. 2 the

tail of the peacock. 3 the top of a tree or a

 



 

 

ਸਿਖੰਡਣਹ

creeper.

ਸਿਖੰਡਣਹ [sxkhédanah] Skt ਯਿਯਯਿ“ a hill. “dip
loa SIkhédanah.”—gatha. 2 ਸਿ (three) ਖੰਡ
(region) worlds. Three regions ofthe cosmos:

hell, earth and heaven.

ਸਿਖੰ'ਡਿ [SIkhédI], ਸਿਖੰਡੀ [5ਤੁੱ£1<}1ਟੈ6.{1] Skt ਗਿਕ਼ੀਹੇਂਛਜ਼੍

adjwho has a tuft. 2 n a peacock. 3 a feathered

arrow. 4 a cock. 5 a creeper, climber. “ghatét
basudha gIrI taru sxkhédé.”—sahas m 5.

6 Amba, the daughter of the king of Kashi

whom Bhishampitama conquered and brought

for his brother Vichitarveeray. But Amba did

not like to marry him, because she had fancied

Salv as her husband. See ਅੰਬਾ.
Amba led a miserable life without a

husband. To avenge herself on Bhisham, she

was reborn as the daughter of Rana Drupad.

Through the grace of a yaksh she was

transformed into a male form, and was named

Shikhandi. In the battle ofKurukshetar when

Bhisham came forward to encounter Arjun,

Shikhandi stood in front of the latter. Taking

him to be his sister—in-law, Bhisham did not

attack him. Meanwhile Arjun riddled

Bhisham with arrows. The arrow that

ultimately felled him in the battle-field was

shot by Shikhandi.

ਸਿੱਖ [sxkkh] ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਯ. See ਸਿਖ. 2 a disciple of the
Guru, a follower of Sikhism. See ਸਿੱਖ ਧਰਮ.
“satI sétokh daya dharam nam dan Isnan

dIraya. guruSIkh le gurUSIkkh sadaya.”—BG

“gur Updes parves rId ਗੌਣ)! he, sabad suratI

soi SIkkh jag janie.”—BGK.

jese pathrata parpurkhe na dekhyo cahe

puran patibrata ko patI hi me dhyan he,

sar sarIta samudr catrIk na cahe kahfi

as ghanbfid prIy prIy gungan he,

dInkar or bhar cahat nahi cakor

man bac kram hImkar prIy pran he,

tese gumsxkkh an dev sev rahIt, pe—
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sahI j subhav na avagya athman he.—BGK.

ਸਿੱਖਧਰਮ [SIkkhdharam] Religion is the path
that great personages have chalked out to

show the way for realising the purpose of

human life.l Of several paths shown by

religion, the main path is the one that the ten

masters from Guru Nanak Dev to Guru

Gobind Singh have shown. It is known as

SIkkhdharam, and the basic rules of this

religion are as under :

The chiefpurpose of religion is not to land

in heaven, but attain oneness with the

Supreme Creator through constant

concentration on Him, without which the

cycle of life and death does not terminate.

The form of the Creator is : “Ik okar

satInamu, karta purakhu, nIrbhaU, nIrveru,

aka] muratI, ajuni sebhé, gurprasadI.” i.e.,

God is the matchless one, ever indestructible,

creator of all inhering His creation.2 Unlike

the gods He fears none, nor does He frighten

His foes and is ever blissful. He is immune to

birth and death, creates all and is created by

none. Through the grace of that Supreme

Light everything is attainable.

To be one with the Creator one needs a

guide embodied by the ten Gurus whose

complete being is vested in Guru Granth

Sahib.3

The votaries of Satguru who expound the
 

lThat is why dharam or religion has been named path.

2“Ihu jagu sace ki }": kothri sace ka VICI vasu.”—varasa.

3“braham b1 dc so satIgur kahic, harI harI katha

sunavc.”-—mala m 4.

“satIpurakhu jInI janIa satIgur tIs ka nau.

tIs ks 55g: sxkh od hr: nanak harxgun gau.”—-sukhmani

“dhanu dhanu harI gIani satIguru hamara jInI vcri

‘ mItr ham kau sabh samdrIsatI dIkhai.”—m 4'var vad.

“satIgur nIrvarU putr satru samane augan kats kart sudh

deha."—ram var 2 m 5.

 



  

ਸਿੱਖਰਯਾਸਤਾਂ

meaning ofthe Shabad and unravel the hidden

secrets of religion are venerable and

beneficient persons in whose company we are

expected to elevate our character.1 Character

is of two types:

(a) Personal.

(b) Communitarian (péthIk) .

Following are the salient precepts for

elevating personal character:

(1) to remember the Creator by con-

centrating on Him.2 ਰ੍
(2) to regularly recite Gurbani for under-

standing its precepts.3
(3) to perform selfless service with devotion,

renouncing all distinction of castes and creeds

and taking the whole of humankind as

brethren.4

(4) to live on honest earning while leading

a homely life?

(5) to followGurmat and abjure untouch-

ability, magic, idol worship and intricacies_o_f

"‘apI tan: kul sagle tare gurmukh janam savarnIa.":-majh
 

a m 5. `

“maha pavxtr sadhu ka sag. szu bhetat lag: prabh rag."

—asa m 5.

2“dukh bhukh nahI vxapai je sukhdata man: hOI.

kIt hi kémx na cthie jé hIrd€ saca so:.”-sn'm 5.

’“satxgur ਖ਼ in no mat: ave so satIgur mahI samana.

Ihu bani jo jiahu janc tIsu ਗੋਂਗ“! rave harInama.”——brla

m 3.

“bani bIrlau bicarsi je ko gunnukh hox.”—05kar.

“‘tfi séjha sathU bapu hamara.”—-majh m 5.

“eku pIta ekas ke ham barIk.”—sorm 5.

"‘jati sadavahI jogatx na jan-hx chad: bah-hI ghar bar."

—varasa.

“nanak satIgur bhetit: puri hove jugatI.

hasédIé kheléd 15 pcnédxé khavédxfi VIce hove

mukatI."—m 5 varguj 2.

“ghal: khaI kIchu hath-hu deI. nanak rah pachan-hI

seI."-m I varsar.
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other creeds drawing on ignorance.6

(b) To forge collective character as a

Gursikh it is essential that:

(1) in the conduct of Sikh Dharam, one

should be firm in acting upon rules of the

organisation.

(2) one should render the panth

(community) physical, mental and financial

help by taking it as the incarnation of the

Guru. '

(3) one should preach Gurmat in the world.

(4) one should love every follower ofGuru

Nanak and regard him as integral to the Sikh

Dharam whatever form and dress he assumes;

One must always wish for the well-being of

all.
(5) one should maintain the sanctity of

gurdwaras and places of worship as per the

directions of Satgurus.7
ਸਿੱਖ ਰਯਾਸਤਾਂ [s:kkh rayasté’], ਸਿੱਖ ਰਿਆਸਤਾਂ
[SIkkh rIaste'i] See ਕਪੂਰਥਲਾ, ਕਲਸੀਆ, ਜੀਂਦ, ਨਾਭਾ,

ਪਟਿਆਲਾ, ਫਰੀਦਕੋਟ and ਫੂਲ ਵੰਸ਼.
ਸਿੱਖੀ [s:kkhi] n the process of adopting
““matu saca akharu bhuleaI cauke thtc n3 kOI.”-m 3
 

var maru I . ,

“soi kucil kudratI nahi jane.”~-bh€r m 5. “tétu métu

pakhédu na jana ram rIde man: manIa.”—suhi chétm 1.

“nav-hI dhoth puj-hI scla. bInu harI rate mclo mela.”

—-ram 3m l. “pujI sxla ਸ਼ਿਬਿ}! banvasa. bharmat dolat bhae

udasa.”—dhana am 1. “bIn kartar na kIrtam mano. adI

ajonI ajc abInasi tIh parmesur jano.”—patsahi 10 hajare.

7“m£ badhi sacu dharamsal he. gurSIkha lahda bhalIkz.

per dhova pakha pherda tIsu nIVI nIVI laga paI jiu.”

—sn'm 5. “dharamsal hr: mansar has gursIkh vahu. ratan

padarath gursabad kar kirtan khahu.”—BG “bahar ki

aganI bujhat jal sarItakc, nau me is ag lag: ksseke bujhaic?

bahar se bhag 0t lijial kot garh, garh me ਨ੍ਹੂੰ.) lug lije kaho kat

jaic? coran ke trasjaI saran gahe narid, mare mahipatI

jiu kcsekc bacaia? maya dar darpat har gumdvarc java,

(shit is bIapc maya kahé thahIraic?.”-iBGK.



ਸਿੱਖੀਦਾਨਾਤਾ

Sikhism. 2 the path of Guru Nanak Dev.
“gUI'USIkkhi da lIkkhna lakkh na CItragupat
lIkh jane.”—BG. “bIn SIkkhi tarbo kahz’i
jagsagar bhara.”-—GPS. See ਸਿੱਖਧਰਮ.

ਸਿੱਖੀ ਦਾਨਾਤਾ [s:rkklii da nata] feeling ofaff'mity
with the Sikh Religion; sense of fraternity
among the Sikhs.

nahi dadsar pIta pItama parpItama

sujan kutéb sut badhav na bhrata he,

nahi nansar mata parmata brIddh mata

mamu mami masi masa bIbIdh VIkhyata he,
nahi sasurar sas sasura a saro sari
nahi bIrtisur a jacak no data he,

asan basan dhan dham kahfi me no dekhyo

jeso gurUSIkkh sadhségatI ko nata he.

, -8(;/,(.
ਸਿਪ੍ਯਾ [SIkhya] See ਸਿਕਾ. “SIkhya sét namu
bhaju nanak.”-—saveye m 5.

ਸਿੰਗ [Sig] Skt ਸ੍ਵਛਧੂਇਿ the peak ofa hill; a mound.
2 the horn of an animal etc.

ਸਿੰਗਰਫਝਿਣੋਂਲ਼ਾ'ਗ੍ਮਂਪੇਂ/ਧੁੰ J; &P_5fi Sktfziqm.

vermilion.

ਸਿਗਰਾ [SIgra], ਜਿਗਰੀ [s:gri], ਸਿਗਰੇ [SIgre] all;
everything. See ਸਗਰਾ. “jIn sxgri yah erstI
upai.”—c3b1's. “kip samudr uthe SIgre.”—cédi 1.

ਸਿੰਗਲਦੀਧ [sigaldip], ਸਿੰਗਲਾਦੀਪ [sigladip] See
ਸਿੰਹਲ. “manhu sigaldip ki narI gare me tébor
ki piknavini.”—c§di 1.

ਸਿੰਕ੍ਯਾ [sfgra] n a short and stout horn of a
ram etc., that in olden times the fighters used .

to fill with gun powder in and tie to their belt.

ਸ਼ਿਗਾਫ਼ [sxgaf] P ਹੂਂਮੁੰਸ੍ਵੈ n a breach, a clink, a
fissure, a hole, an outlet in a channel.

ਸਿੰਜ੍ਯ [sigar] Skt ਸ੍ਵਡ੍ਧਸ੍ n paraphernalia for

enhancing beauty. 2 an ornament. 3 according

to prosody, the first sentiment that inspires

lust. See ਰਸ.

ਸਿਗਾਰਣਾ [sIgarna], ਸਿੰਗਾਰਣਾ [sfgama] v to
adorn, beautify, enhance. “jo dhan két sxgari
jiU.”—-majh m 5.
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ਸਿੰਗੀ ਰਿਖਿ

ਸਿੰਗਾਰੂ [sigaru] a Sikh oquru Arjan Dev who
remained in attendance ofthe sixth Guru and
participated in battles to defend the faith. A
mendicant had given him a prescription for
medication which at Amritsar the Satguru
directed him to throw away. The Guru
revealed to him the true medicine and elevated
him to the supreme position. 2 adj adorning.

ਸਿਂਗਾਲ [SIgal] See Sktfii’dT'BP dub E ajackal.
2 son of Vasudev and ruler of Pundar state,
better known as Paundrak. See ਪਉਡਰੀਕ and
ਪੌ‘ਡ੍ਕ. “dut SIgal pathyo harI kau.”—krIsan.
ਸਿੰਗੀ [sIgi] adjone with horns. 2 made of horn.
3 n a trumpet; a horn. “sfgi anhat bani.”—gau
m 5.

ਸਿੰਗੀਅਰਿ [sigiarI] n the enemy of horned-
animals, a tiger.-sanama.

ਸਿੰਰਇਿਇਿ ਧੁ'ਠਿਨੀ [sfgiarI dhunIni] a gun

producing sound like the roar of a tiger.
—-sanama.

ਸਿਗੀਤ [sxgit] Skt ਨੂਸਿਰੇ adj close relatives or
blood relations. ‘fgae srgiti pukari dhah.”
—var majh m 1.

ਸਿੰਗੀ ਰਿਖਿ [sigi rIkhI] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ W a rishi
who according to the Purans and the Ramayan

had grown horns. Once rishi Vibhandhak, on

seeing Urvashi, a fairy, discharged his semen

in water which was drunk by a doe. She gave

birth to rishi Singi, who lived at his father’s

hermitage, remained a celibate and educated
himself there. \

Once, it had not rained and famine spread

every where. Lokpad, the king asked the rishis

the remedy for mitigating the drought. All

held that it would rain if rishi Singi visited
‘the state. The king sent harlots to fetch the

rishi. They charmed the rishi with the wiles

of their looks and brought him to Ang'state.

The king was pleased when it rained and

married his adopted daughter Shanta, who
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ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤ

was actually the daughter of Raja Dashrath,

to rishi Singi.

Rishi Singi made Raja Dashrath perform

a yag so as to get blessing for the birth of

sons. The queens were fed on rice pudding

coming out of the holy pit meant for

consecrated fire and they gave birth to Ram.

Bharat, Lachhman and Shatrugan.

ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤ [sIgufat] adj blooming. See ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤਨ.

ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤਹ [sIguftah] P :56 adj blooming.

ਸ਼ਿਗੁਫ਼ਤਨ [sIgUftan] P U169 v to blossom; to

bloom.

ਸਿੰਘ [sigh] Sktfnfi a creature given to violence,

the lion. “sigh was sad bhojanu mas.”—bas§t

m 5. Though a lion, a leopard etc. may also

be called tiger, yet this term is reserved for

creatures 01` a particular species. For the

knowledge ofthe readers, it is clarified with

illustrations. See ਸਾਰਦੂਲ. 2 a follower oquru

Nanak baptised with the amrit of khécja.

3 adj leading,_chief. 4 superior; excellent.

5 brave; valiant. 6 See ਫੀਲੁ. 7 the zodiac sign,

Leo. See ਸਿੰਹ.
ਸਿੰਘਊੰ [sighau] n characteristic of a Singh
(lion); courage, bravery. 2 ethos of Khalsa

Dharam.

ਸਿੰਘਸਭਾ [sighsabha] n a reformist group of
baptised Singhs meant to establish the real
tradition of Sikhism by removing evils which

had crept into the Sikh religion and society.

First of all in order to preach religion and

education, Sri Guru Singh Sabha was

established in the Nanakshahi year 404

(Bikrami year 1929) at the residence of the

Majithias at Amritsar. Sardar Thakur Singh

Sandhawalia was its president and it was

decided that the place for holding the meeting

would be Guru Ka Bagh. Again in the year

1879‘AD (Sammat 1936) a Singh Sabha was

formed at Lahore at the birth place of Guru
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Ram Das in which Diwan Buta Singh and

Bhai Gurumukh Singh were elected President

and Secretary respectively. As a result oftheir

teachings. Singh Sabhas came into existence

in many districts and in the year 1888

(Sammat 1946) Khalsa Diwan was organised

at Lahore. Thereafter on lO‘hNovember, 1901

(Guru Nanak Shahi year 432) leading Singhs

assembled at the Bunga (abode) ofRamgarhias

in Amritsar and organised a new Khalsa

Diwan named Chief Khalsa Diwan. This

organisation has rendered great service to the

Panth and is still doing so to the maximum

possible extent.

ਸਿੰਘਸਾਹਿਥ [sighsath] adj the mentor of the
Singhs. 2 n Guru Gobind Singh. 3 n in earlier

times this designation was assigned to the

commanders of the Khalsa, in particular

Maharaja Ranjit Singh was designated as
Singh Sahib. He liked this epithet better than

the title of Maharaja. 4 In Singh families

continuing from earlier times, the elders are

even now addressed as Singh Sahib.

ਸਿੰਘਕਾ [sighka] See ਸਿੰਚਿਕਾ.

ਸਿੰਘਗਤ [sighgat] The time when lord ofvegetation
is in the Zodiac sign of Leo. This period lasts

for 13 months and according to the Hindu faith;

auspicious deeds as of marriage etc. are

disallowed during this period.

ਸਿੰਘਚ ਭੋਜਨ [sfghac bhojan] n the food of a lion.
2 the way a lion eats. When it grows old, the

tiger becomes unable to hunt. He then hides in

the bushes along the passage to the forest and

when a person or animal gets close to him, the

tiger at once pounces upon him and eats him

up. “sighac bhojanu jo nar jane. ese hi thagdeu

bakhane.”—asa namdev. ‘A person who earns

his livelihood the way an old man-eater does,

may be called the chiefthug.’

ਸਿੰਘਣੀ [sighni] n a lioness. 2 a baptised Sikh

 



 

 

ਸਿੰਘਤ

woman.

ਸਿ਼ਘਿਤ [sighat] See ਸਿੰਘਗਤ.
ਸਿੰਘ ਝੁੰਡ [sigh tfid] See ਸੇਹੁੰਡ.

ਸਿੰਘਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [si‘ghdrIstI] See ਸ਼ੋਰਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ.

ਸਿੰਘਦ੍ਵਾਰ [sighdvar] Skt ਚਿ'ਢੁਟ੍ਰਸ੍ n the grandest
door of a palace; the main gate.

ਸਿੰਘ'ਧੁਨਿ [sighdhunI], ਸਿੰਘਨਾਦ [si‘ghnad] n a .

roar ofa tiger; its growl. 2 a tiger—like roar of

a warrior such as may make the foes tremble.

ਸਿੰਘਨਾਦਿਨੀ [sighnadxni] n a gun that produces
a roaring sound.—sanama.

ਸਿੰਘਪੁਰਾ [sighpura] See ਸਿੰਘਪੁਰੀਏ.
ਸਿੰਘਪੁਰੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ [sfghpurié’ di mIsal],

ਸਿੰਘਪੁਰੀਂਏ [sfghpurie] residents of Singhpur,

one ofthe twelve misls. The chiefofthis misl

was Nawab Kapur Singh Birk, jat Sikh son

of Chaudhry Dalip Singh resident of

Faizulapur, a town in Amritsar pargana. This

town had been founded by Faizula Khan. The

Singhs conquered it in Sammat 1790 and

called it Singhpura. That is why this misl was

known as “sighpura”. Some writers have

called this misl as of Faizulapuryan. The

chiefs of Ambala district Ghanoli, Bunga,

Kaundhala, Manauli etc. were from this misl.

ਸਿੰਘਧੌਰ [sighpor] See ਸਿੰਘਦ੍ਵਾਰ.
ਸਿੰਘਭੂਮਿ [sighbhumI] n In Bengal the district
of Chhota Nagpur and the area surrounding

it. 2 The state of Punjab where the Singhs

live; the birthplace ofthose who are baptised.

ਸਿੰਘ'ਮੁਖਾ [sighmukha] adj with face like that

of a tiger. 2 one who talks courageously and

proudly. “bakrimukha hOI kar magat, 1e pun

sIghmukha hvsja I .”—GPS.

ਸਿੰਘਰਰਿਤ [sighrahIt] n the conduct of Khalsa
faith. See ਰਚਿਤ.

ਸਿੰਘਰਿ [sigharI] n a gun that can kill a tiger.
——sanama.
ਸਿੰਘਲ਼ਾਦੀਪ [sighladip] See ਸਿੰਹਲ.
ਸਿੰਘਾ [sfgha] a Brahmin who was a priest of
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the Sodhis. He turned a Sikh of Guru

Hargobind and was a great fighter. He showed

great valour in the battle of Amritsar. Jati

Malik was his son and Daya Ram his

grandson. See ਦਯਾ ਰਾਮ. 2 a jat resident of

Kheeva who was a Sikh of Guru Tegh

Bahadur. The Guru advised him against going

to other people to collect food etc. but to accept

anything which was offered by others willingly.

ਸਿੰਘਾਸਣ [si‘ghasan], ਸਿੰਘਾਸਨ [sighasan] Skt
ਥਿੰਗ਼ਜ੍ਯ n the seat of a king, superior to other
seats; the royal throne. 2 the seat of Satguru.

3 Many hold the view (that it is called

Singhasanjust because on either side there is

an image of a tiger. In the Niti Shastar the

seat ofa king is described as of eight shapes:

“padmh sékho gajo hiash sIho bhrigo mrIgo

hay“,

asto si‘hasananitI nitIsastra VIdo VIdUh.”

4 sitting like a tiger.

ਸਿੰਘਾਤਾ [sighata] Skt ਜਿਂਗ਼ਰ੍ਵ one who eats a tiger.
See ਸ਼ਰਭ. “bétar cite 910 sf ghata.”—bher kabir.

ਸਿੰਘਾਰੋਹਣਿ [sigharohanI] n Durga who rides a
tiger. “sigharohanI adI vrIte.”—aka1.

ਸਿੰਘਾਵਲੋਕਨ [sighavalokan] n an analogy
according to which one should re-examine

and re-consider the subject ofone’s statement,

as a lion repeatedly withdraws and re-

examines its kill. 2 In poetry it is a verbal

device according to which the same word

occurs in the beginning of a succeeding line

in a different sense from the one used at the

end of the preceding line, as:

mar manId bIkaran brfd

baléd khagfd bali sam mar,

mar hékar-hI krodh-hI lobh-hI

moh samul-hI det Upar,

par kare ansevak ke gen

de dhan ko satInam Udar,

daran dut [ਗੁੱਛ sun nam  



ਸਿੰਘਾੜਾ

namo guru nanak kalukumar.—NP.

karni sukh, dukh darId harni,

harnisut sam 5khan bami.

barni bakr mahé chabI dharni,

dharni buth Id be ten tarni.

tarni bIghansith jIh semi,

sarniraj dutI drIg adami.

darni dokhan das udharni,

dharni karuna gunIyan barni.

barni kt‘Jd fdu abharni,

bharni nag bIghan gan arni.

arni kare anéd usarni,

sarni pare kales nIvarni.—GPS.

ਸਿੰਘਾੜਾ [5ਝੂ8ਸ੍ਟਿਮ੍'8] Skt ਗੂਛਤ੍ਯਾਟਕ਼ a vegetable that
is grown in water and'bears fruit having thorns

like the seed of bhakhra (astercantha

longifolia). It is boiled before eating. L Trapa

Cispinosa. Singhara has a dry but cooling

effect.
ਸਿੰਘਿਕਾ [sighIka] See ਸਿੰਹਿਕਾ.
ਸਿੰ'ਘੁ [sighu] See ਸਿੰਘ. “sighu bIlaihOI gan.”
——bIIa m 5.

ਸਿੰਙ [519] See ਸਿੰਗ.
ਸਿੰਙ' [siga] Skt ਚੂਫ਼੍ਕਜ n a track, passage. “étar
vas bahut athkai bhram bhula mrIg

sigare.”——nat a m 4. ‘A deer caught in an
illusion roams on pathways.’

ਸਿੰਙ'ਰੇ [sigare] through passages. See ਸਿੰਬਾ.

ਸਿੰਡਿਆ [sIgIa] Skt ਥਿੰਗ਼ n a nerve, an artery.
2 voice expressing emotion. “bhathi gaganu

sign an.) cOgIa.”—sri kabir. See ਟੁੰਬਿਆ.
ਸਿੰਥੀ [sigi] Skt ਸ੍ਵਤ੍ਸ੍ਰਿਬਧੀ' horned. “lacch lacch
suvaransigi.”—paras. ‘cows with gold horhs.’
2 n a trumpet of the yogis which is made of

horn; a horn flute. “sigi sac akapat kéthla.”
—hajare 10. 3 a sub-caste of Aheris, which at

one time, was largely known for crime. Its

members covered their houses with horns of

the deer and hence this name.

ਸਿੰਡ਼ੀ ਰਿਖਿ [sigi rIkhI] See ਸਿੰਗੀ ਚਿਖਿ.
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ਸਿੰਚ [sic] Skt ਚਿਜ੍ਯਮਿ to water, sprinkle, grease,

lubricate.

ਸਿੰਚਨ [sican] Skt n the process of irrigation;

soaking with water; sprinkling. “sicanhare

eke mali.”—asa m 5. “5mrIt rIde si'cai.”

—dhana m 5. “man mahI si'cau harI harI

nam.”——bIIa m 5. “SICIt bhau karehi.”—asa

m 1. 2 Skt ਚਕ੍ਜ਼ਧ੍ਯ to collect, amass. “sIc-hI

darabu dehI dukh log.”—ram m 5.

ਸਿਰਾਨ [s:can], ਸਿਚਾਨਾ [szcana] See ਸੀਚਾਨਾ.

“CIrIan se'v sxcan te karvai kar din.”—NP.

‘got (the poor) sparrows served by “sicans”

(tyrants).’

ਸਿੰਚਿ [siCI] having amassed, having irrigated.
“sIcI pIal gagansar bhare.”—ratanma1a béno.

‘... draw in the breath and with practice make

it stay _at the tenth door.’
ਸਿੰਚਿਤ [sicxt] adj irrigated, watered. See ਸਿੰਚਨ.
ਸਿੱਛਾ [SICCha], ਸਿਛਜਾ [s:chya] See ਸਿਕਾ and

ਸਿਪ੍ਯਾ. “dini bhfit bhéit ki SICCha.”~VN.
ਜਿਜਣਾ [SIjna] v to be wet, be drenched. “thjau
sxjau k5b1i.”—s kabir. SktB'Efito sweat, perspire.

ਸਿੰਜਣਾ [sijna] v to drench; sprinkle; irrigate.
ਸਿਜਦਾ [SdealA „ਯੁੱ n bowing one’s'forehead;
paying obeisance by touching the ground with

the brow. “kai palat sur Sdea karaI.”—aka1.
‘Many turn their faces from the direction in

which the sun rises and do obeisance (to the

west).’

ਸਿ਼ਜਲ [s:jal] adj ਸੱਜਿਤ. 2 ਸੁ-ਉਜੁਲ. clean, pure.
“SIjal subh bhekh hi.”—sanh. Af literally,
a mirror; anything that is rendered bright like

a mirror. 3 A J5 n the register of a judge.

4 an angel who keeps God’s diary.

ਸਿੰਜਾਫ਼ [sijaph] P Qty" n piping, border, edge.
ਸਿੱਜਾ [s:jja] See ਸੱਜਾ and ਸੇਜਾ, 2 wet. See ਸਿਜਣਾ.
ਸਿਝਣਾ [s:jhna] v execute a job; to complete a

project; achieve success. “nanak $1th Iveha

var.”—varmam 2 m 5. “VInU man mare kOI

na SIjhai.”—var 501'm 3. “parsat per SIjhat te



 

ਸਿ਼ਞ'ਣ

suami.”—ram m I. “ek-hI cot SIjhaIa.”-bh£r

kabir. “bura kart su keha SIjh€?.”—sava m 3.

ਸਿਞਾਣ [sxpan] n knowledge, recognition,
familiarity. “aver SIJIaI] n3 kari.”—todi m‘5.

“age vasatuSIpanie pItri cor kareI .”—var asa.

ਜਿਞ'ਤਾ [SIJ’lata] See ਮਿਞਾਣ. “jIni SIyata sai.”
—sava m 5. ‘those who understood (knew) the

mentor.’

ਸਿਞਾਨ੍ਵ [5ਯੁ181ਘ] adj erudite, knowledgeable,
aware, knowing. “jaha p5thI tera ko na
SIpenu.”-sukhmani. '

ਸਿਞਾ'ਪ੍ਯਾਨਿ [5ਬ੍ਯੂ1ਪ੍ਰਿੰ੭88ਸ਼੍ਯ] will be recognised. See
ਸਿਞਾਪਨ.
ਸਿਞਾਪਨ [SIpapan] Skt ਚ'ਗ਼ਧ੍ਯ n making one
know well; making one conscious of a fact.

“age gee SIJlapsanI.”—S farid. “nanak

sacgharu sabadI SIJtape.”—gau chét m 1.

ਸਿਵਾਬਾ [sr_paba] adj known. See ਸਿਞਾਧ੍ਯ'.
ਸਿਟ [51¢] Skt ਚਿਟ੍ਘਾ to insult, dishonour.
ਜਿਟਣਾ [sxtna] v to throw, cast, fling.

ਸਿੱਟਾ [s:tta] Skt ਸ਼ਿਗਾ'ਥਾ 71 an ear of millet or

jawar. 2 a principle or a meaning of

something. 3 a conclusion, result. “patsah !
SItta hve jahar.”—GPS.

ਸਿਠ [51th] Skt ’ਰ੍ਨ੍ vr to utter insulting words,

make humiliating remarks.

ਸਿੱਠ [sxtth] See ਸਿਠ. n a condemnation; an

aspersion; defamation. See E satire. 2 an

argument. 3 a sentence satirically spoken. See

ਸਿੱਠਣੀ. 4 In Gurbilas, ਸਿੱਠ has been used for ਸ਼੍ਰੋਸ੍ਵ

(excellent) also, as in “katha pragat kar

SIttha.”

ਸਿੱਠਣੀ [sxtthni], ਸਿੱਠਾਨੀਂ [s:tthni] n an

uncivilised utterance; an abusive and ironical

remark; an abuse interlaced in a song sung

by women at the time of marriage. See ਸਿਠ.

ਮਿੱਡਾ [sxdda] adj steadfast, headstrong.

2 obstinate, obdurate. 3 n persistence.

obstinacy.

ਸਿਣਕਣਾ [SInkana] See ਸਿਨਕਨਾ.
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ਸਿਤ [s:t] Skt n white colour. “rath turég SIt
aSIt.”—paras. 2 silver. 3 sandalwood. 4 Dg
adj tied, shackled. 5 Skt ਸਿਤ adj sharp. “atI
sxt chade ba'n.”—ramav. 6 wet, drenched.

7 thin.

ਸਿਤਸਪਤੀ [s:taspati] Skt ਯੀਗਂਗੂਸਕਿ n master of
cool beams the moon. “SItaspati tapaspati

banaspati japp sada.”—akal. ‘The moon, the
tapatsupati (the sun) and Varun, the master

of water always pray, to the Almighty.’

2 ਜ਼ਬੇਰ੍ਯਥਧਰਿ. Indar, the master ofthe white horse.
ਸਿਂਤਸੁਤੀ [$Itsuti] See ਸਿਤਸਪਤੀ. This is a wrong
spelling given by an ignorant scribe, the

correct word is ਸਿਤਸਪਤੀਂ.

ਸਿਤਤਾ [SIt-ta] n whiteness. “sxt-ta bIbhut.”

—car.rtr 12. ‘whiteness in the eyes that looks

like the rubbing of ashes.’

ਸਿਤਬਾਨ [sxtban] adj a sharp arrow. 2 n one who
wears sharp arrows, Kamdev. “ke ki parhi

SItbanhu te.”—-1<rIsan. ‘That is a lesson taken

from Cupid.’

ਸਿਤਮ [s:tam] A “" cruelty, violence.
ਸਿਤਾ [SIta] Skt ਸਬੂਤ adj sewn, stitched. “sabad
suratI man s:ta.”-—BG 2 n short form ofਸਿਕਤਾ.
sand particles. 3 Skt ਰਿਗ sugar. 4 jasmine.

5 moonlight. 6 silver.

ਸਿਤਾਸ਼ਿਤ [sxtasn], ਸਿਤਾਸੇਤ [SItaset] adj white
and black. “sxtaset chatré.”—VN. “sfidar

samas SItaSIt sohe.”-—NP.

ਸਿਤਾਦਹ [s:ttadah] P „ਚਿ adj standing upright.
Its verb is ਸਿਤਾਦਨ (to stand erect).

ਸਿਤਾਂਦਨਝਿਗ਼ੁਢ਼ਬੋਯੱਗੀਖ਼ਾਘਾਂਟਿ v to take, acquire.
ਸਿਤਾਨ੍ਯ [s:tanad] P may fetch, will bring, will

take; its root is ਸਿਤਾਂਦਨ.

ਜਿਤਾਬ [srtab], ਸਿਤਾਬੀ [SItabi] P ~=, !"/ਨ੍ਹੂੰ advquickly.
hurriedly. “calhu sxtab divan bulaIa.”—suhi

kabir. “matur SItab dhai.”—ramav. ,

ਸਿਤਾਭ [sxtabh] n ਸ਼ੁੰਤ-ਅਾਭਾ. the sun. 2 Indar’s
horse.

ਸਿਤਾਰ [5ਗ਼ੁ੮੩1']ਰ੍'2 ਸਿ (three) ਤਾਰ (string) a musical
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instrument with three strings, ofwhich the steel

string is for medium note while the two brass

strings are for sharp notes.‘ Now its name is

dimly known and has five strings. Some

instruments have more strings than even this.

ਸਿਤਾਰਾ [sItara] P up n a planet, star. 2 luck,
fate. 3 a round piece of silver or gold sheet,

which is stitched on garments with the help

of a wire.

ਸਿਤੋਤਪਲ [SItotpall n a lotus of white colour.
ਸਿਤੌਦਰ [sxtodar] Skt adj (ਸ਼ਿਤ-ਉਦਰ) (one) with

thin (squeezed) belly. 2 n Kuber (treasurer of

gods). 3 See ਸ੍ਵੈਤੋਦਰ.
ਸਿਤੋਪਲ [sxtopall n ਸਿਤਾ (8੫88੮)-ਉਪਲ (lump) a
lump of sugar. 2 a ball of frozen sugar.

“SItopal SIta 56 gur adI jeu.”—NP. 3 Skt
chalk. 4 glass, crystal. 5 short form ofਸਿਤੋਤਪਲ.

ਮਿਤ੍ਰ [SItr] short form ofਵਿਸਤ੍ਰਿਤ “bis sugédhta

na SItr he.”—BGK. ‘Fragrance ofsandal wood

does not percolate into the bamboo’.
ਸਿਥਲ [81੮}181],ਸਿਥਿਲ [51੮11ਗ਼ੁ115/ਢ2ਯਿਬਿਕ adj(one)
who embraces inactivity; lazy, indolent.

ਸਿਥਿਲਤਾ [sIthIlta] n laziness, indolence. See

ਸਿਥਿਲ.
ਸਿੰਦ [std] P y, See ਸਿੰਧੁ. As Persian lacks

aspiration, sidh is written as sid.
ਸਿੰਦਉਰਾ [sidaura] n sédhuria rag, particularly
sung during the war time. “bajat mam rag

sidaura.”—aj£ sigh. See ਸੰਧੂਰੀਆ. 2 See ਸਿਧਉਰਾ.
ਸਿਦਕ [s:dak] A Jੴ n devotion, faith. “sxdak

saburi sét na mIlIo.”—maru 5qu1’5 m 5.

2 truth. 3 innocence, candour.

ਸਿਦਕੀ [sxdki] adj devotee; follower.
ਸਿਦਤ [SIdat] 888 ਸ਼ਿੱਦਤ. “ulti ham 56 SIdat

uthai.”-—GPS.

'We have seen such sitars also as have no-steel string
 

and have twobrass strings, called a pair ofarrows. There

is one additional brass string to supplement the tune

and instead of metal rings, they have threads tied for

use. See ਚਾਰਗਾਹ.
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ਸਿੰਦੀ [5ਧੱਨੁੂੰਧੀ] a resident of Sind (sIdh). See ਸਿੰਦ.
ਸਿੰਦੁਕ [sIdUk] ਲ਼ਾ/ਚਿਬਿਵੂਕ਼ਾ n siduvar (or sidhuvar)
tree that has shell-shaped flowers; eating of

which helps an elephant to get rid of

intoxication. L Vitex Hegundo. “sifduk t'Iduk

madhur tamal.”—GPS.

ਸਿਂਦੂਰ [sidur] Skt n vermilion. 2 Skt ਸਿੰਧੁਰ an
intoxicated elephant. “kate sidur kheté.”—gyan

ਸ਼ਿੱਦਤ [sIddat] A ~=ਭੰਭੁੰਰ੍ਟੁੰ n severity. 2 misery,
suffering. 3 oppression.

ਸਿਧ [sxdh] Skt ਚਿਧ੍ vr to go, order, teach,
perform an auspicious task; forbid; grow

famous; grow perfect or purified. 2 Skt ਕਿਛ

one who has attained sxdhi (miraculous

powers) “sxdh hova srth lai.”—sn' m I.

3 ripe, mature. “prabhu ji sIdh ahar he sun

uthe krIpala.”-GPS. 4 to accomplish a
journey. “ek kosro 51:th karat lalu tab catur

patro an.”—sorm 5. WW means ‘to go’ or
‘to travel’. See ਕੋਸਰੋਂ. 5 a yogi with miraculous
powers or a saint with spiritual qualities.

“sunIe SIdh pir surI nath.”—japu. 6 according

to the Purans, deities of a special type who

dwell between the earth and the sun and

whose number is 88,000. 7 salt from Sindh.

ਸਿੰਧ [sIdh] See ਸਿੰਧੁ. _
ਸਿਧਉਰਾ [sxdhaura] ਲ਼ਾ/ਨੁਣਾਂਸਿੰਦੂਰ vermilion. “marne
te kIa darpana jab hathI SIdhaura 1in?.”——s

kabir. A sati (the woman who immolates

herself on her dead husband’s pyre), while

aecompanying the dead body ofher husband,

leaves her abode taking a coconut, vermilion,

flowers, betel nuts and rice in a plate. Afier

putting a vermilion mark on the forehead of

her husband, she offers the remaining material

as it is proffered before the image of a deity.

Thereafter she showers vermilion as blessings

on the members of the family, puts the head
of her husband in her lap and orders the pyre

to be lit.
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Many knowledgeable persons interpret

‘sxdhaura’ as coconut, but that is illogical. See

ਸਰਬਲੋਹ. “sriphal SIdhaura puhap pOgI occhat

sati bekh raje mano brIdh anégi.”—a 2 chéd

19. See ਸੰਧਉਰਾ. _
ਸਿਧਏ [$Idhae] adj have gone “$Idhae sur, sur
1<e dhama.”-VN. ‘The valiant have gone to

the solar region’.

ਸਿੰਧਸਾਗਰਦੋਆਬ [si‘dh sagar doab] n the territory
between the rivers Indus and Chenab.
ਸਿੰਧਕ [sidhak] See ਸਿੰਦੁਕ.

ਸਿਧਗੋਸਟਿ [$IdhgosatI] ਚਿਗ਼ੀਰ੍ੲੀ n a meeting of
the SIth. 2 a dialogue with the sxdhs; a

composition of 73 stanzas by Guru Nanak Dev

comprising his question and answer session

with'the sxdhs and the spiritual lesson

imparted to them.

ਸਿਧ ਚਉਰਾਸੀਹ [SIdh caurasih] See ਚਉਰਾਸੀ ਸਿੱਧ.

ਸਿੰਧਜਰਾ [sidhjara] See ਜਰਾਸੰਧ.
ਸਿੰਧਣੀ [sfdhni] n the land that carries river

Sind to the sea.—sanama.

ਸਿੰਧਣੀਈਸ [sidhni-is] the supreme ruler of the
earth. See ਸਿੰਧਣੀਂ.

ਸਿਧਨ [s:dhan] n the spider that runs on a thread

' coming out of its mouth. “sut sxdhan ki bhat

badhayo.”—carItr 80.

ਸਿੰਧਨੀ [sidhni] See ਸਿੰਧਣੀਂ. 2 adja resident of
Sindh state; a Sindhi. “nahe sfdhni fdr baji

samané.”—a}2 ‘horses from Sindh yoked to the

chariot’. 3 the land that carries Sindh to the

sea.—sanama.

ਸਿੰਧਨੰਦਨਾ [ਙ,ਧਿਘਿਰੈਧੰਗ਼ਾਕ] Lacchmi, the goddess
of wealth. 2 a cow, come out of the ocean

consequent upon its churning by the gods,

which fulfils all the wishes (Kamdhenu). See

ਸਿੰਧਰ [sidhar] See ਸੰਧੂਰ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਿਰੋਂਧਰ n neck.
3 adj Sindhu (intoxica elephants), one who

takes it; intoxicant; “sfdhure sfdharé.”

-ramav. intoxicated elephant (sfdhur).
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4 elephants wearing vermii'ion marks on the

foreheads.

ਸਿੰਧਰ ਬਿੰਧ [sidhar bidh] sen the sea (Sindhu)
and the Vindhya'mountains. “er9 sidhar

bfdh.”—aka1. ‘created the seas and Vindhy

mountains’.

ਸਿੰਧ੍ਯਾ [sidhra] n sandhuria rag, that inspires
vaiour. “babajj sidhre suré.”—ramav. See
ਸੰਧੂਚੀਆ.

ਸਿੰਧਰੀ [sidhri], ਸਿੰਧਰੀਨਰ [sidhrinar] See ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀ
and ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀ ਨ੍ਯ. .

ਸਿੰਧਲਾ [sidhla] See ਸਿੰਧੁਲਾ.

ਸਿੰਧਨੀ [sfdhli] adj Sindhi; one belonging to
the Sindh state. “sidhli tore navine.”-—ramav.

ਸਿੰਧਵਨੀ [sfdhavni] n sédhavni (cavalry)

—sanama. 2 the earth that holds the ocean.

—sanama.

ਸਿੰਧਵੀ [sidhvi] adj Sindhi; one connected with

Sindh. '
ਸਿਧਾ [SIdha] adj proven, authenticated,

researched. “kécan kaIa kot garh VICI harI

harI $Idha.”—asa ch5t m 4. 2 See ਸੀਧਾ.

ਸਿਧਾਉਣਾ [s:dhauna] Skt ਕਿਛ (The root of this
word means to go, walk. conquer, teach.

train.) v to go, move; depart. “sabh lok

$Idhasi.”—var maru 2 m 5.

ਸਿ਼ਧਾੲੀ [sxdhai] See ਸਿਧਾਉਣਾ adj departed.
2 training, education. 3 n characteristic or

achievement of SIddhi. “jaki seva dasasat;

s:dhai.”—a$a m 5. 4 simplicity, naivity.

ਸਿਧਾਸਨ [$Idhasan] See ਸਿਧਾਉਣਾ. 2 See ਸਿੱਧਾਸਨ.

ਸਿਧਾਂਤ [s:dhé’t] Skt ਚਿਰ੍ਯ n a statement
ultimately proved right; a correct conclusion.

2 purpose, intent.

ਸ਼ਿਧਾਂਤੀ [51ਧੀ1ਕੋੰ੮1] who has reached a conclusion.
2 who knows a conclusion well.

ਸਿਧਾਨ [s:dhan] See ਸਿਧਾਉਣਾ. 2 plural of ਸਿੱਧਿ.

“sabh nIdhan das asst $Idhan.”—sodaru.

ਸਿਧਾਯਾ [$Idhaya], ਸਿਧਾਯੇ [s:dhayo] See ਸਿ਼ਧਾਉਣਾ.
2 adj taught, trained. “hath guru gobid ke
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besara sxdhayo nanho.”—52 Poets. a small
besara (hunting bird) perched on Guru Gobind

Singh’s hand and trained for hunting.

3 departed.

ਸਿਧਾਰ [SIdhar] See ਸਧਾਰ 2. ,
ਸਿਧਾਰਣ [SIdharan], ਸਿਧਾਰਨ [SIdharan] (the
meaning of vr ਸਿਥ੍’ is to go, to proceed.) v to

depart, set out on ajourney.

ਸਿਧਾਵਣ [$Idhavan] See ਸਿਧਾਉਣਾ.

ਸਿਧਿ [SIth] Skt ਚਿਫ਼ਿ n a miracle, an unusual

power. “prabhu ks SImranI rIth SIth nau

nIth.”—sukhmani. 2 success, achievement.

3 salvation, release. 4 wisdom. 5 property,

wealth. 6 victory, conquest. 7 indicative of

figure eight, as principal sxdhis are taken to

be eight. See ਅਸਟ ਸਿੱਧਿ.

ਸਿਧਿਦ [SIthd] adj one who grants a SIdth.
2 n God.

ਸਿਥਿੰਦਾ [s:dhfda] adj (one) who proves.
‘fsxdhtai ko sxdhi‘da.”—gyan. 2 (one) who,
grants a SIdth.

ਸਿਧਿਪਦ [s:thpad] adj who bestows sxdhis.
“jap nar ! sakal s:thpad5.”—guj jedev.

2 place of SIddhiS.

ਸਿਧੀ [s:dhi] See ਸਿਧਿ. 2 adj straight, without a
curve.

ਸਿੰਧੀ [sidhi] adj of the land of Sindh. 2 n a
resident of Sindh. 2 the language of Sindh.

ਸਿਧੀਚੰਦ [s:dhi cad] father othai Mui Chand.
See ਮੂਲਚੰਦ.

ਸਿਧੀਰਾ [srdhira], ਸਿਧੀਰੀ [srdhiri] adj straight;
simple. “Ulti palatI SIdhiri kare.”—ratanma1a

b5no. '

ਸਿ'ਧੁ [sxdhu] See ਸਿੰਧ and ਸਿੱਧ.

ਸਿੰਧੁ [Sidhu] n Ajat sub-caste different from
Sidhu and Sandhu. 2 Ski ਚਿ=ਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯ16 river Attak
which rises in Tibet and flows through district

Attak and Sindh state merges with the Arabian

Sea near Karachi. Its total 'length is 1800

miles. 3 Sindhu country, situated along the
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river Indus. The Persians called this area

Hind,I the Greeks called it Hindos and the

English called it India, but this word connotes

the whole of the sub-continent. 4 A river of

central India which starts in Tank state and

merges into the Jamuna. 5 the sea, the ocean.

6 an intoxicant for an elephant. 7 water.

, 8 short form for ‘ਸੇ'ਧਞ’ (salt) “parat Sidhu
galeaha.”—asa m 5. ‘Salt gets dissolved as
soon as it is put into water.’ 9 a Vaishya henhit

who was the son of Andhak. Raja Dashrath

took him for a wild beast in the dark and

killed him with a sound—hitting arrow. He is

better known as ‘Sarvan’.

ਸਿੰਧੁ ਸਰਿਤਾ [Sidhu sarIta] The river Attak, the

river Indus.—sanama.

ਸਿੰਧੁਸੁਤ [srdhusut] See ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨ੍ਯ and ਸਿੰਧੁਪੁਤ੍.
ਸਿੰਧੁਸੁਤਾ [5ਧਿ11050੮8] n liquor, that emerged
from the ocean. “sidhusuta ahIphen mégai.”

—GV 10. 2 Rambha, a fairy. “sidhusutaru

ghrItaci trIya In si nahI nacat idrsabhé.”

—1<rIsan. 3 Lachhmi (goddess of wealth).

4 the wish fulfilling cow.

ਸਿੰਧੁ ਹੁਤਾਸਨ [51‘th hUtasan] n fire ofthe ocean.

“31'th hutasan he bhav ki gatI.”—NP.

ਸਿੰਧੁਕ [sidhuk] See ਸਿੰਦੁਕ. _

ਸਿੰਧੁਜਾ [sidhuja] n liquor, that emerged from

the ocean. 2 Lacchmi (goddess of wealth).

3 the wish-fulfilling cow.

ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨਯ [sidhutanay], ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨੈ [sidhutane] n

the moon, son of the ocean. 2 the horse with

raised ears. 3 poison, venom. 4 the moon. 5 a

pearl. 6 nectar. 7 a shell. 8 the divine
physician, Dhanvantar.

ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨੈ ਧਰ [sidhutane dhar] n the arrow which

bears poison, which is the son of the ocean.

—sanama. ‘In olden times, the point of an

arrow was tinged with poison which proved
fatal for the foe.’ 2 Shiv, who carries the moon

'[s] has been changed into [h].
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on his forehead. He is so named because he

carries poison in his throat.

ਸਿੰਧੁਢਦਿਨਾ [5ਝੂਧੰਘਿਧਟੈ੮1118] n Lacchmi, who is born
of the ocean; wealth. “such'éd si‘dhunédna.”

—GPS. ‘not subordinate-to wealth, but

independent.’

ਸਿੰਧੁਪੁਤ੍ [sidhuputr] See ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨਯ. 2 a pearl.

3 the moon. 4 nectar, etc.

ਸਿੰਧੁ ਬੇਲਾ [sidhu bela] n a sea—beach. 2 a sea.
3 Sadhbela gurdwara. See ਬਨਖੰਡੀ.

ਸਿੰਧੁਰ [sIdhur] Skt n an elephant. 2 an inebriated
elephant. 3 a cloud. “arI sidhur ke dal path
sudamanI jyé durga damké.”—c5di 1. 4 See

ਸਿਂਦੂਰ.
ਸਿੰਧੁਰਾ [sidhura] See ਸਿੰਧੁਲਾ.

ਸਿੰਧੁਰਾਰਿ [sfdhurarI] n elephant’s enemy, the
‘ lion.—sanama. ‘

ਸਿੰਧੁਰਾਰਿ ਧੁ'ਠਿਸੋ [sidhurarI dhunInil—sanama.

gun-producing sound like that ofa lion’s roar;

enemy of the elephant.

ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀ [sfdhuri] adj of Sindh state. 2 related

with the ocean. 3 an army of elephants.

“prItham sidhuri sabad kahI.”—sanama.

ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀਆ [sidhuria] See ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀ. 2 adj coloured
with vermilion. 3 (one) from whose cheeks

wine drips. “sidhurie sfidi d5tale.”—ramav.

ਸਿੰਧੁਰੀ ਨ੍ਯ [sidhuri nar] n the moon. “lajét
sidhuri naré.”—gyan. See ਸਿੰਧੁਤਨਯ and ਸਿੰਧੁਪੁਤ੍ਰ.

2 the horse with raised ears.

ਸਿੰਧੁਲਾ [sidhula], ਸਿੰਧੁਲੀਅਾ [sIdhulia] adjassociated

with or of the ocean.

ਸਿੰਧੁਵਾਰ [s‘Idhuvar] See ਸਿੰਦੁਕ.

ਸਿੰਧੂਰ [sidhur] See ਸਿਂਦੂਰ.
ਸਿੰਧੌਰਾ [si'dhara] See ਸਿੰਦਉਰਾ, ਸਿਧਉਰਾ and

ਸੰ'ਧੂਰੀਆ.
ਸਿਧੰਙ [s:dhég], ਸਿਧੰਙ' [51ਧੰ11ਟੋਸੁ8] Skt ਚਿਕ੍ਯਾ n
one whose part the whole world has proved

to be; the Almighty, the Creator. “SIdhégaIs

SImre nahi.”-—asa pati m 3. 2 “o'ékar narnh

sxddhé.” can be replaced with this phrase.
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ਸਿਧੰਨਾ [$Idh5na] adj trained. See ਸਿਂਧਾਉਣਾ.
2 proven, authenticated. 3 acquired, settled.

“dUI khori Ik jiu s:dh5ne.”—BG

ਸਿੱਧ [sxddh] See ਸਿਧ.
ਸਿੱਧ ਸੇਨ [sxddh sen] King of Mandi who
ascended the throne in 1686 and died in 1729

AD. He was a contemporary ofGuru Gobind

Singh and fondly kept meeting Banda

Bahadur. See ਮੰਡੀ.
ਸਿੱਧਕਾ [s:ddhka] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਬਿਫ਼ਸ੍ਯਕਜੈਧੂਗੈਕ਼ famous book
of grammar. “kahfi sxddhka cédrIka

sarsutié.”—gyan. 2 a principle, Chandarika

and Sarswat.

ਸਿੱਧ ਤਿਲਕਰਾ [SIddh tIlkara] See ਰੋ'ਹਲਾ 2.

ਸਿੱਧਬਟੀ [$Iddhbati] See ਥਨੇਸਰ.
ਸਿੱਧਮ ਕਲਾਂ [SIddham kalé], ਸਿੱਧਞ [SIddhav],

ਜਿੱਧਞ ਢਾਹੇ ਦੇ [$Iddhav dhahe de] a village in

Ludhiana district. The sixth Guru had stayed

here while going to Nanak Matta. The pIppal

tree under which the Guru sat still exists there.

This village is about three miles to the north-

east of Jagraon railway station.

ਸਿੱਧ'ਸਨ [s:ddhasan] n the seat of a Sidh.
2 according to Yog Shastar many styles of

sitting. 3 a particular posture ofyog. Seeਆਸਣ.

ਸਿੱਧਾਂਜਨ [srddhajan] according to Tantarshastar,
such collyrium as when put into the eyes

makes subterranean things visible.

ਸਿੱਧਾਂਤ [s:ddhéit] See ਸਿਧਾਂਤ.
ਸਿੱਧਾਰਥ [s:ddharth] SktWmeaning ofwhich
has been proved. 2 Lord Buddha’s name. See

ਬੁੱਧ. 3 a minister of King Dashrath.
ਸਿੱਧਿ [SIdth], ਸਿੱਧੀ [$Iddhi] See ਸਿਧਿ.
ਸਿੱਧੂ [s:ddhu] a Jat sub-caste; Brar dynasty

forms a part of it. Its beginning is traced to a

warrior named Sidhu. See ਫੂਲ ਵੰਸ਼.
ਸਿੱਧੇਸ [$Iddhes] n master of Siddhs, Gorakh.

“lajth hoe naran me SIddhan 56 $Iddhes.”

—NP.

ਸਿਧ੍ਯ [$Idhy] Skt ਚਿਛੁਧ੍ਰਬਧੱ/ a fruit born of from
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$Idhi. “sxdhyé sarab kuslanah.”—ga tha.

'ਸਿਧ੍ਯੜੇ [sxdhyte] first person singular ‘is
proved’. “anIk upavé na sxdhyte anIk

sadhné n9 sxdhyte.”—-sahas m 5.

ਸਿਨ੍ਯਨਾ [sxnakna] Skt ਣ੍ਜ਼ੂਵ੍ਯ v to blow out the
snot, to snot.

ਸਿੰਨਾ [sina] n an army. “kIchU saku na si'na.”
-varjet. 2 Skt ਕ਼ਿਸ੍ਯ adj drenched with sweat.
3 wet.

ਸਿਨਾਖਤ [SInakhat] See ਸਨਾਖਤ. “SInakhat

kudrati.”—var majh m 1. ‘The Creator is
known from His creation.’

ਸਿਨਾਨ [s:nan] A UL; n the point ofa spear or

an arrow. 2 a lance, ajavelin.

ਸਿਧ [51p] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰਿ n shell; a water creature
and its skull; therefrom comes out the pearl.

2 See ਸਿੱਪ-
ਸਿਧਹ [SIpah1P air, n an army, a fighting force.

ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਯਧ੍ਯਾਰ [SIpahsalar] P „!!!/’ਦਿ n a chief of

the army; a commanding general.

ਸਿਪਹਿਰ [SIpahIr] n at the time of afte'moon.
3/8‘h part of the day.

ਸਿਪਂਹਿਰੀ [sapahIri] adv in afternoon. “aI
s_I pahIri karo ucari.”—GPS.

ਸਿਖਰ [sxpar] P 46 n a shield; the ultimate
limit.

ਸਿਪਰਾ [SIpra] See ਸ਼ਿਪ੍ਰਾਂ.

ਸਿਧਰਾਦਰ [s:pradar] 72 an arrow that pierces

through the shield.—sanama. 2 the name of a

weapon like the gun etc. '
ਸਿਪਰਾਰਿ [SIprarI] n a sword, which is the foe

of a shield.—sanama. 2 See ਸਿਪਰਾਦਰ.
ਸਿਪਾਸ' [sxpas] P ਕੱਛੂ; n offering ofthanks. 2 an
act of admiring.

ਸਿਪਾਹ [SIpah] P at; n related to the army i.e.
armyman. 2 an army, a fighting force. “bhaje

55g lake su sari sxpahé.”—VN.

ਸਿਪਾਹੀ [SIpahi] P (523; one who gets enrolled
in the army; a soldier.l “kat-hu SIpahi hveke
 

'The root of the English word Sepoy is the same.
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sadhat SIIahan ko.”—aka1.

ਸਿ'ਪਾਰਹ [s:parah], ਸਿਪਾਰਾ [$Ipara] P “!,/× a form
of ਸੀ ਪਾਰਹ; thirty parts or chapters of Quran.

2 one out of the thirty parts of Quran.

ਸਿਪਿਹਰ [SIpIhar] P ਲ਼ੀਨੂ n the sky; the
firmament. “asman sprhar su dIv gardfi

bahur bakhan. pun car sabad bakhanie nam

ban ke jan.”—sanama. ‘words like asman,

SIpIhar, dIV and gardfi meaning firmament,

when suffixed to car denote an arrow.’

ਸਿ਼ਪਿਹਰ ਚਰ [SIpIhar car] an arrow. See ਸਿਪਿਹਰ.
2 This can be also the name of the moon or a

bird. '
ਸਿਪੀਤੀ [SIpiti] adoration. praise of God. “jIn
kau pots: pfin he tIn vatI $Ipiti.”—var ram 1

m 3.-‘Those who have accumulated virtuous

deeds always utter the praise of God’.

ਸਿਂਪੁ'ਰਦਨ [sxpurdan] P (ਹੂਂ,/ਨੁੂੰ v to assign, hand

oven .

ਸਿਪੇਹਰ [sxpehar] See ਸਿਪਰਿਰ and ਸਿਪਿਹਰ.
ਸਿਂਪੰਜੀ ਸਰਾਯ [SIpéji saray] P Lt/kf: n an inn
for stay from three or five days; the world.

ਸ਼ਿੱਪ [sxpp] See ਸਿਧ. 2 Skt ਗਿਜ਼ਾ n part of the
armour that covers the cheeks. “subhét sxpp

sabhri.”—kaII<i. ‘The glittering armour looked
graceful’.

ਸਿੱਪੀ [81991]^5'/ਧਿਸ਼ੁ’ਕ੍ਰਿ See ਸਿਧ. before the arrival ‘
of English spoons, children were given

medicine in shells. The druggists still use

shells for spoons.

ਸ਼ਿਪ੍ਰ’ [stra] See ਸਿਧ 2. 2 a stream which,
according to Kalika Puran, emerges from

Mansarovar. Elsewhere, it is supposed to have

emerged out of Vishnu’s blood. Now it is a

well known river of Malva in central India.

It flows for 120 miles in Indore, Devas and

Gwalior, before it enters Chambal. It is also

known as Avanti. See ਅਵੰਤਿਕਾ.
ਸਿਪ੍ਰਾਦਰ [SIpradar] See ਸਿਪਰਾਦਰ.
ਸਿਫਤ [sxphat] A _..ਮੱ.‘ n a quality. 2 a feature.
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3 praise. 4 Suffixed to a noun, it becomes an

epithet as in ਫ਼'ਰਿਸ੍ਵਾ ਸਿਫ਼ਤ (having angelic
qualities).

ਸਿਫਤਿ [SIphatI], ਸਿਫਤੀ [sxphti] n praise. See

ਸਿਫਤ. “SIphatI saram ka kapra magau.”

—prabha m 1. 2 praiseworthy; the revered God.
“vahu vahu SIphatI salah he.”—var guj 1 m 3.

“SIphti sar na janni.”—varsuh1'm 1. 3 by means
ofadoration; through praise. “SIphti g'adhu pave

darbarI.”—Varmajhm 1. 4 with praises. “srphti

bhare tere bhédara.”——sodaru. 5 with praises.

“Stu na SIphti kahanI na 5w.”—japu.

ਸਿਫਰ [SIphar] A )9 cypher, empty. 2 point,
void.

ਸਿਵਲ [SIphal] A J" n meanness. 2 descent,

degradation.

ਸਿਫਲਾ [SIphla] A …[ਫ਼ਥੂ adj mean, ignoble. “dhar
lIbas na hve sxphla.”——srkkh1' prabhakar.

ਸਿਫਲੀ [szphli] A ‘5“: adj inferior, low. “ruhi
SIphli gIrge bhare.”——sa]oh

ਸਿਫਾ [SIpha] Skt ਸ਼ਿਫਾ n the root of a lotus.
2 the root or stump of a tree. “ahé bij mamta

SIpha rag dves bad tés.”—NP. 3 a whip; a

hunter. 4 turmeric. 5A 153 the final stage. 6 an

edge. 7 a direction. 8 healthfulness.

ਸ਼ਿਫ਼ਾਖ਼ਾਨਾ [sxfaxana] P ,.“,[ਠੰਤਿੰਟ੍ਵੇ n a hospital.

ਸਿਫਾਤ [s:phatlA 91;, plural ਧਿਸਿਫ਼ਤ. 2A #5:.
recommendation.

ਸਿਫਾਤੀਂ [sxphati] 8g, adj qualitative, related
to quality.

ਸਿਫ਼ਾਰਿਸ਼ [ਡ਼ਗ਼ੁਸ਼ਿਜ਼ਿਤ੍ਵ] P jluc n handing over;

persuading to involve in welfare work; a

recommendation.

ਸਿੰਬਲ' [sibel] See ਸਿੰਮਲ.
ਸਿੰਬਲਖਾਰ [si‘balkhar] See ਸੰਖੀਆ.
ਸਿਂਬਾਲ [SIba1], ਸਿਬਾਲੁ [sxbalu] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸ਼ੇਵਾਲ n scum

of (stagnant) water. “kaIa chije bhai SIbal.”

—o§kar. covered with the scum of evils and ,

soiled like a scum plant. “bhakhs: sxbalu bas-

s: nIrmal jal.”—maru m 1. ‘the implication
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ofSIbal is dissolution’.

ਸ਼ਿਬਿ [SIbI] See ਸਿਢਿ.

ਸਿਬਿਕਾ [SIbIka] See ਸਿਵਿਕਾ.
ਸਿਬਿਰ [SIbIr] See ਸ਼ਿਵਿਰ.

ਜਿ ਭਿ [SI th] See ਸਿ and ਭਿ. 2 that too'. “akh—
hI SI th kekeI.”—japu.

ਸਿਮ [sxm] See ਸਿੰਮਣਾ. 2 also used forFfiH(silver)

“tfig eta SImke darsai.”-krrsan. ‘During the
winter, high white attics look silvery’. ਰ੍

ਸਿਮਟਨਾ [sxmatna] v to shrink. contract. 2 to
collect. “jIm cahfi or te sImat nir.”—GPS.

ਸਿੰਮਣਾ [sImna], ਸਿੰਮਣੁ [sfmanu] Skt ਸ੍ਰਵਣ n

dripping, oozing, flowing. 2 sweat,

perspiration.

ਸਿਮਤ [szmat] Aw n a direction. 2 a symbol,
sign.

ਸਿਮਰਣ [51ਧ੍ਯਗ੍1],5’/(2ਸ੍ਯ77 memory, recollection.

‘ 2 reflection, contemplation. “harI pekhan kau

SImrat man mera.”——gaum 5. 3 recollection of

the name and quality ofthe ideal. “jasy SImran
rIdétarah.”-—sahas m 5.

ਸਿਮਰਣਿ [SImranI] recollection, remembrance. ਲ਼ੀ

“jake SImranI hOI anéda bInse janam maran

bhe dukhi.”—sor m 5.

ਸਿਂਮਰਣੁ [s:mranu] See ਸਿਮਰਣ and ਸਿਮਰਨੁ.

ਸਿਮਰਣੋਨ [51mmen] Skt ਸ਼ਾਰਣੇਨ the third con-

jugation; by means of remembrance; from

memory. See ਦਨੋ'ਤਿ.

ਸ਼ਿਮਰਤਧ੍ਯ [51ਗ਼1'9ਧਿਲ਼ਾ8]^5'/(/ਸ੍ਯਤੰਵ੍ਯ adj memorable.
worthy of being remembered. “SImratbya

rIde gumétranah.”——gatha.

ਸਿਮਰਨ [s:mran] See ਸਿਮੁਰਣ.

ਸਿਮਰਨਾ [s:mama] v to memorise, remember.

2 n one fourth part ofa rosary with 108 beads;

a rosary with 28 heads including the head

which the meditators keep in hand; ਸ਼ਿਰਿੰਨੀ.
(a diminutive rosary). “huto sxmama hath

kapuri.”—GPS. The Nihangs change feminine

words into masculine ones. See ਖਾਲਸੇ ਦੇ ਬੈੱਲੋ.
ਸਿਸ਼੍ਯਸਾੰਨ [511111‘931], by remembering, by
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recalling. “prabh ke sxmranI japu tapu in-chiefand the GovemorofPunjab. Meetings 
puja.”—sukhmani. 2 while meditating. of political and legal councils are held here. 
“SImranI te lage jInI apI daIala.” ਗਿ੍ [simalu] See ਸਿਮਲ.
—sukhmam'. ਸਿਮਾ [sxma] Skt adv everywhere; at all places. 
ਸਿਮਰਨੀ [s:marni] n See ਸਿਮਰਨਾ 2. “kabir meri 2 See ਜ਼ਿੰਮਾ.
SImarni rasna.”—s k'abir. ਸ਼ਿਮੁਰ [SImur] P to count. See ਸ਼ਿਮੁਰਦਨ.

ਜਿਂਮਰਨੁ [sxmranu] See ਸ਼ਿਰਿੰਣ. “prabh ka ਸ਼ਿਮੁਰਦ'ਨ [$Imurdan] P U); v to count;
sxmranu sadh ks ségI.”—sukhmam‘. enumerate.
ਸਿਮਰਿ [sxmarI] adv having meditated. ਜ਼ਿੰਮਾ [sImmaIA .ਢ਼ਵੈ adj slight; a bit.
“sImarI nam pfini sath Icha.”—-maru solhe ਸਿਮ੍ਰਤਧ੍ਯ [SImratby] See ਸਿਮਰਤਧ੍ਯ. “sada sada 
m 5. SImratby suami.”—dhana chét m 5.

ਸਿਮਰੂ [51mm], ਸਿਮਰੂਕੀਬੋਗਮ [31mm ki begam] ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤ [s:mrIt] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂਰ adj memorised;
See ਸਮਰੂ and ਸਮਰੂ ਕੀ ਬੇਗਮ. ' remembered.

ਸਿਮਰੰਤ [s:mrét] See ਸਿਮਰੰਤਿ. 2 ਸ੍ਵਮਰਣ'ਤ This is ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ [SImrItI], ਸਿੰਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ [Si'mrItI], ਸਿ'ਮ੍ਰਿ'ਤੀ
the fifth stage of sxmran. “jIh satIgur srmrét [s:mrIti] Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਰਿ n memory, memorial. 
nayanketImarmIt-hx khIn.”—saveyem4ke. 2 scriptures which the rishis wrote by
mlsxmr5t11,mfa"fi[51mr§thIlSkt ਸ੍ਵਮਰੰਤਿ recollecting the sayings of the Veds and the 
They meditate. “sxmrétI sét sarbatrarmané.” teachings of the elders. Their number is large 
-var jet. “brahmadIk sxmréthI guna.” butthirtyone are the major ones including the 
—saveye m I ke. eighteen and the twenty eight from the list
ਸਿਮਲ [s:mal], ਸਿੰਮਲ [sfmal] See ਸ਼ਲ਼ਾਗ਼ੀ. below:
“si'mal rukhu saraIra atI diragh atI mucu.” manUSImrItI, yagyavalaky, laghuatrI,
—var asa. atrI, vrIddh atrI, Vlsnu, laghuharit, vrIddh 
ਸਿਮਲਾ [sxmla] a hill station in Ambala harit, osnas, asnas séhlta, figIras, yam, 
Division, situated in the Himalayan range. It apstéb, sévart, katyayan, vthaspatI, 
is at a distance of l 176 miles from Calcutta, parasar, vthatparasari, vyas, laghuvyas, 
1112 miles from Bombay, 947 miles from 55kb, IIkhIt, daks, gatam, vrIddh gatem, 
Karachi, 287 miles from Lahore and 59 miles satatap, vasxsath, pulasty, budh, kasyap, and 
from Kalka. Its height from the sea level is narad SIml‘ItI. “sastra si‘mrItI bInas-hIge
7084 feet and that ofJakhu ridge is 8000 feet. beda.”—gau a m 5. “1<oI;I SImrItI puran ਰ੍

The British government captured this sastra na avai vah CItt.”—japu.
place in 1816 and Lt. Ross, the political ਸਿਯ [51y] word used for Sita. “raghuvar bIn
officer of the hill states, built the first house 51y na jIye, sxy bIn jIye na ram.”—ramav. 
there in the year 1819. ਸਿ਼ਯਮ [s:yam] P (5: adjthird.

The first Governor General to visit this ਸਿਯਰ [sxyar] P g n plural of ਸੀਰਤ 
place in 1827 was Lord Amherst and the (temperament); characteristics. . 
Punjab govemmentset its foot here in the year ਸਿਯਾ [sxya] Like ਸਿਯ, this word also connotes 
1871. Kalka was connected with Simla by Sita.
railway in the year 1903. At present it is the ਸਿਯਾਹ [SIyah] P ,!ਫ਼੍ adj black.
summer capital ofthe Viceroy, Commander— ਸਿਯਾਹਾ [sxyaha] P ਥੂਫ਼ੂਭੰ n paper on which
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counting is recorded; a book of arithmetic.

ਸਿਯਾਪ'ਤਿ [SIyapatI] n Ram Chandar, husband
of Sita.

ਸਿਯਾਰ [SIyar] See ਸਿਅਾਰ. “113 sigh he no SIyar
he.”—akal. ‘He is neither a lion nor a jackal’.

ਸਿਰ [SIr] Skt ਝਿਸ੍ਯ and ਸ਼ੀਸੰ 11 head. “sxr dharI

tali gali meri au.”—sava m 1. 2 used as adj

this word connotes supremacy as in “vele SII‘

pahucna, ate Ih sarIfi da 511‘ he.”—prov.

3 This word also meansfafi (create). See ਸਿਰਿ.

ਜਿਰਸ [SIras] See ਸਰੀਂਹ.
ਸਿਰ ਸਦਕਾ [s:tr sadka], ਸਿਰ ਸੱਦਕ [SIr saddak] P

_ਛੂਲ਼ੀਰ੍ਲ਼ੀ/ n anything given in charity after

waving it around the head; sacrifice.

“SIrsadka satguru dIvayo.”—GPS.

“SIrsaddak satIguru ko bhari.”—GV 10.

ਸਿਰਸਾਹੀ [$Irsahi] See ਸਰਸਾਹੀ. ~

ਸਿਰਹਾਨਾ [s:rhana] Skt ਸ਼ਿਰੋਂਧਾਨ n a support for
the head; a pillow, cushion. “sxrhana avar

tulai.”-—sor1<ab1'n

ਸਿਰਹਿੰਦ [s:rhid] See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ.
ਸ਼ਿਰਕ [sirak] A J; n partnership. alliance.

union. 2 a belief that someone, other than

God, has divine qualities.

ਸਿਰਕੱਢ [s:rk5ddh] adj chief, supreme; who sits

among others with head held high.

ਸ਼ਿਰਕਤ [$Irk3t] A J} n a participation,
partnership.

ਸਿਰਕਪ [SIrkap] the title of Hudi king, lord of
the Gakharpatis, who chopped the heads of'

his enemies. See ਰਸਾਲੂ. “SIrka‘p ke desfitar

ayo.”-carrtr 97. 2 a part of Taxila, whose

remains are found in Rawalpindi district. See

ਤਕਸ਼ਿਲਾ.
ਸਿ਼ਰਕਰਦਾ [snkarda] See ਸਰਕਰਦਾ. “me lIkh
ghalla val rajIéi jo he SIrkarda.”—j5gnama.

ਸਿਰਕਾ [snka] P f/ Skt ਗ਼ੀਰ੍ਯਚ n grape or
sugarcane-juice heated and made into syrup

which is sour; vinegar. It is added to pickle,

sauce etc. and is used by physicians to cure
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several diseases. Its effect is cold-dry, and

causes constipation, kills germs in the

abdomen and acts as digestive and appetiser.

The jamun vinegar is an antidote against

swelling and spleen in belly.

ਸਿਰਕਾਰ [sxrkar] See ਸਰਕਾਰ. 2 n duty, obligation.
“lale no SIrIkar he dhurI khaSIm

phurmai.”—maru a m I. 3 government. “sz

hi ki SIrkar he tIs hi ka sathkOI.”—sri m 3.

4 subjects.

jamd5du karara.”—var guj I m 3.

ਸਿਰਕੀ [sxrki] n a cover made of reeds. 2 a

cottage made by weaving reeds.

ਸਿਰਕੀਬਾਸ [SIrkibas] adj one who lives in a
cottage of reeds. He shuns a permanent abode

and manages by spreading a reed cover

wherever he wants to subsist. “rah: marhajke

SIrkibas.”—GPS. 2 n a low caste, so named

on account of its members living under sxrkis.

ਸਿਰ ਕੁਰਬਾਨੀ [SIr kurbani] See ਸਿਰ ਸੱਦਕ.
ਸਿਰਖਿੰਡੀ [sxrkhidi] n xa crude sugar. 2 a metre

named srikh5d, which is a transform of

palv5gam metre, characterised by alliteration
but no rhymes. It has four lines, each line

having 21 matras, with the first pause after the

twelfth, and the second pause aftef the
‘ subsequent ninth matra, the last two matras

’ being guru.

“eh jam ki SIrkar he ena uparI

Example :

jutte vir jujhare, dhaga vajjiz'i,

bajje nad karare, dalfi musahda,

lujjhe karan-are, s5ghar surme,

vuttheJan darare, ghanxar keban.

-ramav.

This very form occurs in Kalki Avtar:

bane 5g bhujégi, saval sohne,

tre se hatth ut5gi, kh5da dhuhIa..

See ਪਉੜੀ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ8..
(b) Second form— Each line comprises 22

matras, the first pause occurs after the twelfth
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matra which is a ਬਿਨਾਂ…; the second pause

occurs after the last matra which is a guru.

The middle of the line is marked by

assonance.

Example:

marat bIdhia sen, su tega hath ]ੲ,

sIvgan sam nahi can, ItE ut dhz’wda.

(0) According to this rhythm, there is

sxrkhidi of23 matras in which pauses occur

at the' 14… and the 9rd matras. See ਪਉੜੀ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ
21.

ਸਿਰਖੁ-ਥਾ [SIrkhutha], ਸਿਰਖੁੱਥਾ [SIrkhuttha] adj

(one) with dishevelled hair. 2 one whose hair

has been plucked. 3 n A sect of Jainism, the

members of which pluck their hair. “nanak je

SIrkhuthe navanI nahi.”—var majh m 1.

ਸਿਰਖੁਰ [sxrkhur] adj from head to foot, from

tip to toe. “Ikna peran SIrkhur pate.”—asa a

m 1. Some had ragged garments from tip to

toe. 2 all; without exception.

ਸਿਰਖੂਥਾ [SIrkhutha] See ਸਿਰਖੁਥਾ. “jogi kapria

SIrkhuthe bInu sabde gall phasi.”—prabha

m 1.

ਸਿਰਖੰਡੀ [SIrkhédi] See ਸਿਰਖਿੰਡੀ.

ਸਿਰਗੁੰਮ [s:rgfim] n one, whose head has been

plucked; a hairless head. 2 shorn. “prIthme

jati khatri ek. taper ségatI kIyo VIvek....

SIrgOm nam rah: thahIrayo.”—gurusobha.'

ਸਿਰਜਣ [SIrjan] Skt vr ‘ਰ੍ਵਜ੍’ to create, interlink,
shed away. 2 ਚਗ੍ਰੰਧ੍ਯ n the act of composing.

creating. 3 to give up, abandon.

ਸਿਰਜਣਹਾਰ [SIrjanhar], ਸਿਰਜਨ੍ਯਚਾ [SIrjanhara],
ਸਿਰਜਣਹਾਰੁ [srrjanharu] adj a creator, master,»

‘ designer. “harI sace SIrjanhara.”—sopurakhu.
“karI karI vekhe SIrjanharU.”-japu.

ਸਿਰਜਨ [sIrjan] See ਸਿਰਜਣ.
ਸਿਰਜਿ [sxrajI] having formed. created. See
ਸਿਰਜਣ. “tudhu ape SIrajI sabh goi.”

'in fact. according to Sikhism "sxrgfim" is one who has
 

got defiled after being baptised.
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——sopurakhu.

ਸਿਰਜੀਂਤ [SIrjit] See ਸਰਜੀਤ.
ਸਿਰਜਿਗ਼ਾਉ [s:rjyIau] created. formed. See
ਸਿਰਜਣ. "‘59੮! srrjyIau Sésar.”—saveye sri
mukhvak m 5.

ਸਿਰਠ [SIrath], ਸਿਰਠਿ [SIrathI], ਸਿਰਂਠੀ [SIrthi]

Skt ਰ੍ਵਇਿ n creation, formation. 2 the world.
This word is also formed from the root erj.

“jeti SIrathI Upai vekha.”—japu. “ja karta

sIrthi kau saje.”—japu.

ਸਿਰ ਤਲਵਾਯਾ [sxr talvaya] adj (one) hanging
upside down. See ਸਿਰਭਾਰ.

ਸਿਰਤਾਜ [SIrtaj] See ਸਰਤਾਜ.

ਸਿਰਤਿ [81੮ਗਂ115/ਜੰਯਿਹੇਚਿੰ“ a headache; pain in
the head. “jara mara tapu SIratI sapu sabhu
harIke vaSI he, koi lagI na sake bInU harI

ka 1aIa.”—~gau m 4.

ਸਿਰਤ੍ਰਾਣ [SIrtran], ਸਿਰਤ੍ਰਾਨ [SIttran] SktfHUFEfl'E

n a helmet. “phorgai SIrtran ko.”—c5di 1. 2 a.
pillow.

ਸਿਰਦਾਤਾ [sxrdata] n God, the Almighty who is

the supreme Provider. 2 Guru Teg Bahadur

who laid down his life for the sake of his
religion. 3 adj who sacrifices, who gives his

life for his religion and country.

ਸਿਰਧਰਣਾ [s:rdharna] v to put (something) on

one’s head. 2 to carry out someone’s orders.

3 to accepting somebody as one’s master.

4 for a woman to accept someone (with

marital feeling) as her husband.

ਸਿਰਨਾਵਣੀ [s:rnavni] ਜ਼੍ਰੂਵ੍ਯਯ n menses, so
called because every time after menstruation,

hair—wash is mandatory. “qu joru SIrnavni
ave varo var.”—var asa.

ਸਿਰਨੀਂ [sxmi] See ਸ਼ੀਰੀਨੀ. “SIrni kachu carhavat '
bhai.”—carrtr 129.

ਸਿਰਪਰਣੇ [SIrparne] adv on one’s head.‘See
ਸਿਰਭਾਰ.
ਸਿਰਪਾਉ [SIrpau], ਸਿਰਪਾਇ [SIrpaI], ਸਿਰਪਾਞ
[SIrpav] P ,ਮਿੰ/ਦੂਖਿ/ n garments covering from
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head to foot. 2 a role of honour. “pahIrI
SIran sevak jan mele.”—sor m 5. “sakat

SIran resmi pahIrat patI khoi.”—bIIa m 5.

“lIhu mam dIs te ab sirpaI.”—GPS. “dz: ras

k0 SIrpav tIse.”—krIsan. 3 See ਸਿਰੋਪਾਉ 2.

ਸਿਰਪੀੜ [SIrpir] headache. To know the causes

of this disease, see ਅਰਧ ਸਿਰਾ. There are many

types of headaches and countless are their

causes but it is mainly caused by disorder in

the stomach or dirt accumulated in the

intestine. Its cure lies in the use of medicines

that set right the digestive system and

dispense with constipation. Following are the

remedies, specially recommended:

(1) taking cow’s warm milk with a lump

sugar added to it.

(2) sniffing of sal-ammoniac and lime;

separately ground but later put together.

(3) eating pudding made from eggs;

(4) rubbing soap nut in water and using it

as snuff;

(5) grinding together three masas of

glycyrrhiza glabra and one masa of mIttha

telia and sniffing a pinch of it;

(6) mixing salt and ghee and rubbing it on

the forehead;

(7) if the headache is caused by heat,

rubbing ofwhite sandal to plaster the forehead

with it; if it is with cold, plastering the

forehead with saf‘fron or dry ginger is advised.

ਸ਼ਿਰਪੇਚ [SIrpec] See ਸਰਪੇਚ.
ਸਿਰਪੋਸ [SIrpos] P ਪੱਡੂੰ/ n a lid; a metal plate
or cloth used to cover a cauldron. 2 the cover

ofthe wick ofa gun in which gun powder is

stuffed. “gahI SII‘pOS Ughar palita.”——GPS. ‘If

the wick is covered, the gun powder does not

come down and there is no fear of its catching

fire.’

ਸਿਰਫ [SIraph] A .5/3 adv only; just that;
unmixed.
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ਸਿਰਫਲ [SIrphall Skt ਯਿਮੇੰਨ੍ਯ n that whose fruit
is of the size ofa head; a coconut; it has the

imprint of an eye, a nose and a mouth on it.

2 See ਸ੍ਰੀਫਲ.

ਸਿਰਭਾਰ [SIrbhar] the weight ofthe head. 2 See
ਸਿਰਿਭਾਰੁ. 3 See ਸਿਰਭਾਰਿ.

ਸਿਰਭਾਰਲੈਣਾ [SIrbhar 1213a] vto take responsibility
for somebody else’s assignment. 2 to invite

upon oneselfthe burden of vices by talking

ill of the other.

‘ ਸਿਰਭਾਰਿ [s:rbharI] on one’s head. 2 with one’s
whole might. “bhe VIC i’du phIr£
SIrbharI.”—var asa.

ਸਿਰ ਮੁਨਾਕੇ ਭਦ੍ਰਾ ਪੁੱਛਣੀਂਆਂ [SIr munake bhadra

pucchnifil This is a Punjabi proverb implying

to ponder after the time is past. See ਭਦ੍ਰਾ.

ਸਿਰਮੋਰ [SIrmor], ਸਿਰਮੇਂਰਹ [SIrmorah], ਸਿਰਮੋਰਾ
[SIrmora], ਸਿਰਮੌਰ [SIrle‘], ਸਿਰਮੌਲਿ [SIrmDII]

Skt ਯਿਣ੍ਰ੍-ਸੀਕਿ n malI (coronet) of the head; a

crown. 2 a chief. “gur sxrmor.”—basa‘t a m l.
“tu thakur SIrmora.”—sor m 5.

ਸਿਥਰ [SIrar] See ਸਿਰੜ, 2 A /' n a secret,

mystery. “sis dia par SIrar na dia.”—VN.

ਸਿਰਰੀ [SIr-ri] adj obdurate, obstinate.

2 steadfast; demented; reckless. “Ih bha 51r-

ri matI bavrana.”-—NP. … _

ਸਿਰ ਚੋਗ [511‘ mg] n leprosy, a heinous disease.

2 obstinacy which is a mental disease.

3 arrogance. 4 any disease that is heinous or

fatal.

ਸਿਰਲੇਖ [SIrlekh] n fate, lot, luck. one’s destiny

as per the karma. 2 an add. 535. 3 a foreword.

ਸਿਰੜ [sxrar] madness; it is a type of disquiet
or insanity. For its reasons see ਉਦਮ’ਦ.

To cure this disease taking of cold drink

prepared by crushing almonds, syrup of

sandal, peregrinate, half-churned curd and

fruits such as oranges, and grapes etc; is

useful. Taking the patient for a stroll in

gardens of flowers, exposing him to breeze
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on the bank of a stream or sea beach is good

for him and rubbing oil extracted from pumpkin

and lettuce in the head is advantageous.

Feeding the patient ghee mixed "with brahmi is

very helpful. The method for preparing this

ghee is as under:

Take four seers of ghee and 16 seers of

juice of brahmi plant and boil them together

in a saucepan. Take an equal quantity ofdregs

of brahmi plant, bac, javahz‘x, dhamaha, kuth,

sékhaholi and put one seer of mixed dregs

into the said saucepan. When the whole of

juice evaporates leaving behind ghee alone,

it may be filtered into a clean utensil and

consumed ranging from one to four tolas daily

as per age and health.

2 consuming items, which leave parching

effect and indulgence in excessive temper,

makes a person peevish and obstinate. This

is also called 51m; in Punjabi.

ਸਿਰੜਾ [SIr-ra], ਸਿਰੜੀ [sxr—ri] adj who has lost

mental balance; demented; reckless; insane.

2 obstinate. obdurate.

ਸਿਰਾ [sxra] n edge, side. “duhé sera ka
khasamo apI.”—var guj 2 m 5. 2 on the head.

“sabat suratI dastar SIra.”—maru solhe m 5.

3 ਲ਼ਾ/ਘੀਸ੍ਯ a stream. 4 a nerve, a blood-vessel.

ਸ਼ਿਰਾ too is a Sanskrit word.
ਸਿਰਾਉਣਾ [SIrauna] v to cool down, get cold.
“gai pavak SIraI.”—ramav. 2 to pass, to

elapse.

ਸਿਰਾਇ [SIraI] See ਸਿਰਾਉਣਾ. 2 on the head. “nid
pot SIraI.”-—maru m 5. 3 See ਸਰਾਇ.
ਸਿਰਾਇਓ [SIran], ਸਿਰਾਇਆ [SIraIa], ਸਿਰਾਈਂ

[s:rai] See ਸਿਰਾਉਣਾ cooled. 2 already passed.

ਸਿਰਾਹੁ [sxrahu] over the head. “kalu na mIte

SIrahU.”-—sri a m 1.

ਸਿਰਾਜ [SIraj] See ਸ਼ੀਰਾਜ਼. “gar SIraj ko raj
kamavs.”-—carrtr 282.

ਸਿਰਾਜੀ [SIraji] adj ਘੰਸ਼ੀਰਾਜ “so taji SIraji.”
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—kalki. 2 A {51% clean. 3 bright.
ਸਿਰਾਤ [s:rat] passing, transient. See ਸਿਰਾਉਣਾ.

“janam $Irat hs.”——j£ja m 9. 2 A 1,1/ n a

highway, a road. 3 As per Muslim belief, a

bridge over the hellish fire. It is believed to

be thinner than a hair and sharper than the

edge of a sword. On both sides, it has barbs

which do not let one go right or left. The

virtuous pass over it easily and the vicious

fall into the infernal fire. The Muslims took

the idea of this bridge from the Parsis who

believed in a bridge named “CInvat peretu”

to exist in the other world. The Jews also

believe in the infernal bridge. See ਪਰ੍ਵਸਲਾਤ.

ਸਿ'ਰਾਤੁਲਮੁਂਸਤਕੀਮ [SIratulmusatkimM (.3?) lLl/A’I

a straight path, a direct road.

ਸਿਰਾਧ [SIradh] See ਸਰਾਧ. “jivat pItar na mane
kou mue sxradh karahi.”—gau kabir.

ਜਿਰਾਨਾ [SIrana], ਸਿਰਾਨੀ [511‘8111],ਸਿਰਾਨੋ [SIrano]

past tense of ਸਿਰਾਉਣ; spent, passed. “amal

sxrano lekha dena.”—suhi kabir. “bIrtha audh

sxrani.”—sor m 9. 2 became cool.

ਸਿਰਾਯਰਾ [s:rayca] See ਸਰਾਇਚਾ,
ਸਿਰਾਰ [SIrar] See ਸਰਾਰ. “ya khudaI ! kya bhayo
SIrar.”-—NP.

ਸਿਰਾਰੀ [s:rari] ਝਿਸੀਕਿਧ੍ਯ a tree of the family of

acacia sirissa which grows at wet places and

is also called dhadhon. In the Vedic scriptures,

it is believed to cure diseases like leprossy,

piles etc. “sriphal tal SIrari tahfi.”—carItr256.

ਸਿਰਾਵਨ [sxravan] v to become cool. “sz ko
dekh SIravat nen.”—GPS. 2 to elapse, pass.

“bIrtha janam SIrave.”-gau m 9.

ਸਿਰਿ [SII‘I] n creation, universe. “jInI SII‘I

saji tInI phonI goi.”—asa m 1. 2 adv on the

head. “5er laga jamcjédu.”—var jet. “puria

khéda SIrI kare 1k per]: thae.”-—m 1 var

sar. ‘lfone, holding cities and regions on his

head, while standing on one foot, is

meditates.’ 3 on, upon. 4 having created. See
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ਸ੍ਰਿਜ. 5 adjchief, supreme. “sabhna upava SII‘I
upau he.”—-varguj 1 m 3. 6 Sktfoa’n a sword.
7 an arrow. 8 a moth.

ਸਿਰਿਉੰ [SIrIU], ਸਿਰਿਓ [SIrIO], ਸਿਰਿਆ [SIrIa]
See ਸਿਰਜਣ. “satIgur praman bIdhne SIrIU.”
—saveye m 4 ke. ‘The Creator has created
Guru Ramdas matching Satguru Amardev.’
“jInI sIrIa sabhukOI.”—sri m 5 valgjara.
ਸਿਰਿਸਿਰਿ [SII‘I SIrI] per head.’ 2 to every creat-
ure. “5er SIrI rIjaku sébahe thakur.”
~sfidaru.

ਸਿਰਿਕਾਰ [SIrIkar] See ਸਿਰ੍ਕਾਰ 2.
ਸਿਰਿਭਾਰੁ [serbharu] burden on the head.
“asékh nidak SIrI kar-hI bharu.”—-japu.
ਸਿਰੀ [s:ri] created, made, designed. “lakh
caurasih jInI SIri.”-srim 3. 2 a bier to carry
the dead body (to the crematorium). “januk
mrItak SIri par sohe.”-—carItr 139. 3 a small

head; the head of a goat etc. or of a corpse.
4 Ski ਕੀ adulation. 5 rejoicing. “SIri guru
sath sabh uparI kari krIpa.”—saveye m 4
ke. 6 a plume that adds to grace[ “SIr par
kécan SIri savari.”—krrsan.

ਸਿਰੀਜ [SIris] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਝਿਤ੍ਯਾ adjanything on the head;
a plume; a coronet. decorative band etc.

“SIris sis sothyé.”—gyan. 2 See ਸਰੀਂਹ. 3 See

ਸਿਰੀਸਾਹਿਬ [SIrisath] See ਸ੍ਵੀਸਾਹਿਬ.

ਸਿਰੀਸਾਪ [SIrisap], ਸਿਰੀਸਾਫ [SIrisaph] the name
of thin muslin woven in Dacca in days gone

by. At one stage, such muslin was also made

at Samana — a town in the Patiala state.

ਸਿਗੋਧਰ [SIridhar] See ਸ਼੍ਰੀਧਰ.

ਸਿਰੀਨਗਰ [sninagar] See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਨਗਰ.
ਜਿਂਰੀਨੀ [SIrini] See ਸ਼ੀਰੀਨੀ. “sabh k0 drIstI
sIrini avs.”—can'tr 84.

ਸਿਰੀਰਾਗ [SIrirag] Skt ਕੀਰ੍ਯ the name of this
rag (sound pattern) is only ਸ੍ਰੀ but suppletive

ਰਾਗ has been redundantly attached to it. It is

a complete rag in ‘purbi that’. In the ascent,
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it comprises five notes while there are seven
notes in the descent. gadhar and dhevat are
barred in the ascent. The rIsabh (second note)

is decursive and pancham (the fifth note) is

supplementary. rIsabh and dhevat are soft
sounds. The middle note is sharp and the
remaining notes are pure.

ascending — sa, ra, mi, pa, na, sa.

descending— 59, na, dha, pa, mi, g9, ra, sa.

Afternoon is the time to sing it.

In Guru Granth Sahib, Sri rag is the first
rag. Ragmala starts with it. “raga VIC sxri
rag he.”—var sri m 3.

“ragan me SIri rag paras pakhan he.”—BGK.
ਸਿਰੀ ਰੰਗ [sxri rég] See ਸ੍ਰੀਰੰਗ.
ਸਿਰੁ [SIru] See ਸਿਰ. “SIrU dharI tali gali meri
au.”—sava m 1.

ਸਿਰੇ [SIre] See ਸਿਰਾ. “dove SIre satIguru
nIbere.”—maru m 1. Le. ‘birth and death.’

2 created, generated. See ਸਿਰਜਣਾ. “brahma
bIsan SIre ts aganat.”—savsye m 4 ke.

ਸਿਰੋਸਟ [SIresat] See ਸ਼੍ਰੋਸ੍ਰ.

ਸਿਰੇ'ਸ਼ਿਰਿ [SIreSIrI] per head; to every creature.
See ਸਿਰਿਰ੍ਸਿਰਿ. ‘

ਸਿਰੋਪਾਉ [SIrepau] See ਸਿਰਪਾਉ. 2 a gurdwara
in the royal palace of Nabha where the robe

bestowed by Guru Gobind Singh on Bhai

Tiloka and Rama' is preserved. Other articles

ofthe Guru are also there, f0“ details ofwhich

see ਨਾਭਾ.

ਸਿਰੇਵਨ [SIrevan] See ਸਰੇਵਨ.

ਸਿਰੋਹ [such] short form ਗੰਸ਼ਿਰੋਂਰੁਹ; hair. “kahfi

SIroh pattié.”—VN.

ਸਿਰੋਹੀ [SIrOhi] In Rajputana, Deora, a branch
ofChauhan dynasty ruled a state, the capital

of which was Sirohi. It was founded by Rao

Sainmal around the year 1425 and is 16

miles to the north west of Pindvara raiiway

station of Malva Rajputana. 2 a type of

'Baba Tilok Singh and Ram Singh. Sec ਫੂਲਵੰਸ਼.
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sword made at Sirohi, which has 21 very sharp
cutting edge. Sirohi is moulded by

sandwiching raw iron between two steel or

hard iron sheets. So sirohi does not get

brittle. “55g $Irohi seph aSI tir tupak

tarvar.”—sanama. See ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ.

ਸਿਰੋਜ [511੦]']^5'/(2ਯਿਹੇਯ n hair, which grows on
the head.

ਸਿਰੋਪਾ [s:ropa], ਸਿਰੋਪਾਉ [s:ropau] See ਸਿਰਪਾਉ
and ਸਿਰੋਪਾਉ 2.

ਸ਼ਿਰੋਮਣਿ [51101119111]5'/੯2ਝਿਸੀਸਯਿ ajewel that is
worn on the head; 21 pearl of the crown or the

coronet. 2 adj chief, supreme. 3 excellent,

outstanding. “namu sxromanxsarab me.”

-saveye m 3 ke.

ਸ਼ਿਰੋਰੁਹ [SIroruh] Skt ਜ਼ਿ'ਧੇਗ੍,’ n hair that grows
on the head.

ਸਿਰੰ [511‘ਰੌ]ਲ਼ੀ adj the Creator, maker. “bhua

bhéjan géjan adI SIré.”—akal. ‘one who

humbles the demons damaging the earth and

is eternally dominant.’

ਸਿਰੰਦ [sxréd] See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ.

ਸਿਰੰਦਾ [sxréda] adj the Creator, maker. “dhénu
sxréda saca patIsaho.”—vecj m 1 alahnia.

2 See ਸਰੰਦਾ.

ਸਿਲ [511] Skt ਸ਼ਿਲ n grains fallen in the field
during harvesting. Per the scriptures, it is good

for the ascetic to eat this grain. See manu Ch

10, s 112. “511 jogu aluni catie.”—var ram 3.

‘The tasteless stone of Bhagtiyog needs

tasting; one who abandons all relishes

cherishes it’. See ਸਿਲਾ ਅਲੂਣੀਂ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ਿਲਾ stone. `
“511 pujSI bagulsamadhé.”-var asa.

3 bhujégma nerve which hits stopped the

passage of sukhmana like a rock. “tIh SI]
uparI khIrki aur.”—bh£r1<abir.

ਸਿਲਸਿਤ [511511] Skt ਯਿਕ-ਲਿਚੂਸਰ੍ਵ adj (one) who

lives on grains fallen in the field. “511511

prabin.”——datt. 2 See ਸਿਲਾਸਿਤ.

ਸਿਲਸਿਲਾ [511511‘1] A 4,17 n a chain, sequence.

ਸਿਲਾਸਿਤ

2 21 serial order. 3 a dynasty; a generation.

4 a class; 21 row, a line.

ਸਿਨ੍ਯ [SIIah] A C [1/ n a weapon. “sac rakhvala
SIlah séjoa.”—BG

ਸਿਲਹਪ੍ਯਾ [SIlahkhana] P _;[ਫ਼ੁਭੰਟੁੰਗ੍ਰ n 21 store for _
keeping weapons; armoury.

ਸਿਲਹਟ [s:lhat] the name of a district ofAssam

and its capital, situated on the bank of river

Surma. Guru Nanak Dev stayed here during

his missionary sojourn. A gurdwarzi is also to

be found there.

ਸਿਲਕ [511ਹ1<] A ਥੂਸੂੰਵੂ n a chain. 2 21 cord. “sz0
prasadI maIa SIIak kati.”—gau m 5. “katI
$113k prabhu seva laIa.”—majh m 5.

ਸਿਲਕੇਟ [sxlkot] See ਸਿਆਲਕੋਟ. “pur SIlkot nam
sz kera.”—NP.

ਸ਼ਿਲਪ [sxlap] Skt ਝਿਸ੍ਯ n training in painting
etc. 2 craft. 3 handicraft.

ਸ਼ਿਲਪਕਾਰ [SIlapkar], ਸ਼ਿਲਪੀ [SIlpi] Skt
ਯਿਜ੍ਯਾਗ੍ਰਿ-ਝਿਜਿ਼ਜ਼੍ adj a painter. 2 a craftsman.
“SIlpikar savar—hi jahfi.”—GPS.

ਸਿਲਬਿਗੰਤ [5111੭11911], ਸਿਲਢਿੱਤਿ [5111/11111] Skt

ਯਿਬੂਰਿ n one who lives on picked grains fallen
in the fields.- See ਸਿਲ.

ਸਿਲਾ [511a] Skt ਗਿਰ grains fallen in the field.

See ਸਿਲ. 2 ਸ਼ਿਲਾ n a stone; 21 rock. “pujI SIla
tirath banvasa.”—dhana am 1. 3 ਸ਼ਸਤ੍ਰ ਠੋੳੳਸਿਲਹ

“11<1< savaran SIIa séjoa.”—BG “sabs sur lake

$Ila saj sajyo.”—VN. 4 A _].ਥੂ 21 reward; a
bounty. 5 21 meeting, union.

ਸਿਲਾਅਲੂਣੀਂ [s:la aluni] 566ਸਿਲ 1 unsalted grains
picked from the field. First, food prepared
from grains gathered from the-field is of
variegated type. Secondly, if it does not have
a twinge of salt, it can’t be relished. It means
‘bereft of all tastes.’ ‘
ਸਿਲਾਈ [s:lai] n stitching. 2 wage for stitching.
ਸਿਲਾਸਿਝ [s:lasxt] adj shzirpened by rubbing on
the stone. “barkhe sar suddh SIIa sxtyé.”
—narsfgh.

 



 

 

ਸਿਲਾਸ਼੍ਰੀਚੰਦਜ਼ੀਦੀ

ਸਿਲਾ ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਚੰਦ ਜੀ ਦੀ [SIIa sri céd ji di] There is a
rock on the bank ofEravati (Ravi) stream near

the town Chamba (a hilly capital). Shri Chand

is said to have crossed the stream sitting on

it. This event took place on 15"‘Assu, Sammat

1669. It is said that nobody saw Baba Shri

Chand thereafter.

Pilgrims go to visit this rock. See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਚੰਦ.
ਸਿਲਾਹ [SIlah] See ਸਿਲਹ. “kat—hu SIpahi hveke
sadhat sIlahan ko.”—aka1.

ਸਿਲਾਜੀਤ [$Ilajit] Skt ਯਿਗਯਰ੍ਵ, n a shellac of a
stone; a liquid oozing out of a rock due to

sun-heat, which is used in many medicines; a

rock exudation. Its effect is parching and dry.

According to Ayurved, it is believed to cure

diseases like stomach-worms, swelling,

consumption, epilepsy, jaundice etc. It cures

maladies like gout, dropsy, asthma etc.

besides energising the muscles.

ਸਿਲਾਤ [s:lat] See ਸਿਰਾਤ.

ਜਿਲਾਬ [s:lab] P v14.“ n flood of water; a river
in spate. 2 moisture, dampness, wetness.

ਸਿ਼ਲੀਪਦ [sIlipacl] See ਫੀਲਪਾਞ.

ਸਿਲੀਮੁਖ [sxlimukh] SktfHFfiHHn a black buzzing

bee that has a sting. “SIIimukh srkkh man

sarabh anéd det.”—NP. 2 an arrow with a sharp

point. “gyan k0 kharag dhar jugatI kaman

kar, nanha drIstfit lin SIlimUkh dharIya.”

—NP.

ਸਿਲੂ'ਖ [sxlukh] See ਸੈਲੂਖ.
ਸਿਲੋਚਨ [s:locan] who is three eyed; Shiv. See
ਸਿ 4.
ਸਿਲੈੱਛ [Slléch], ਸ਼ਿਲੋਡਿਵਿੱਤਿ [SIléchvrIttI] Skt

ਜ਼ਿਗ਼ੈਕ੍ਫ਼ੁਨ੍ਵ n the act of garnering grains fallen in
the field. See ਉੱਛ ਬ੍ਰਿਤਿ, ਸਿਲ and ਸਿਲਵਿੱਤਿ.

ਸਿੱਲੀ [5111i] a caste of Khatris.

ਸਿਵ [51v] Skt ਸ਼ਿਵ n comfort. 2 salvation.
3 Mahadev, husband of Parvati. “51v 51v

karte jo nar thave.”—g5d namdev. 4 water.

5 rock salt. 6 gum of a pine tree. 7 sand.
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8 mercury. 9 tranquillity. “ape 51v vartaianu

§tarI.”—maru solahe m 5. 10 the supreme

Creator of the universe “jahI dekha tahI

raVIfahe SIV sakti ka meI.”—sri m 1.

'11 self-realisation. 12 Brahma. See ਮਹੇਸ਼.
13 numeral eleven, because 11 Shivs are

accredited. 14 an attribute. 15 the word $Iva

has also been used at one place for the funeral

pyre: “tanIk aganI ke SIV bhae.”—carItr 9].

See ਸਿਵਾ 9. 16 Skt ਜਿਕ੍ਰ vr to sew, to stitch, to
sow, to irrigate, to serve.

ਸਿਵਅਰਿ [srvarI] n an enemy of Shiv; whose
enemy is Shiv, Kamdev. _

ਸਿਵਸਕਤਿ [s:vsakatI], ਸਿਞਸਕਤੀ [SIvsakti] Shiv,
and his Shakti (power) Durga. 2 the Creator

of the universe (kartar) and illusion (maya).

3 soul and ignorance. 4 tranquility and

craving. “51v sakatI apI upaIke karta ape

hukam vartae.”——an5du. 5 the effect ofquality.

“cédan samip jsse bfis :) banaspati, gédh
nIrgédh 51v sakatI ks: janIye.”—BGK.

ਸਿਵਸਤ੍ਰ [SIvsatru] See ਸਿਵਅਰਿ.

ਸਿਵਸਿਵੇ [SIVSIv] part negation, prohibition, (a
word denoting reprentance and surprise). “31v

51v! karat saga] kar jor-hI.”——gau m 5.

ਸਿਵ ਸੰਕਰਾ ਮਹੇਸ [srv sékra mahes] means eleven
Rudars. “male 51v sékra mahes.” —bher1<abir.

2 See ਮਹੇਸ.
ਸਿਵਕ [SIvak] See ਸੇਵਕ. “kOI na pahuca SIvak

hamaro.”—carItr 403. “SIvkan k0 SIvgun
sukh dio.”—capai.

ਸਿਵਕਾ [skaa] See ਸਿਂਵਿਕਾ.
ਸਿਂਵ'ਕਾੲੀ [s:rvkai] n service, attendance,

servitude. “lahyo parampad kar SIVkai.”
-—GPS.

ਸਿਵ ਕੀ ਪੁਰੀ [s:v ki puri] n Kashi. 2 a religious
assembly, a city ofsalvation. “51v ki puri base

buthsaru.”—bher kabir. 3 the tenth opening

(ultimate stage of realization), according to

the Yog belief. 4 a clean heart; pure
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conscience.

ਸਿਵ ਕੇ ਬਾਣਿ [51v ks barn] with an arrow of
Shiv. See ਸਿਵਬਾਣ.

ਸਿਵਕੰਠੀ [SIkaéthi] n poison, which exists in
the throat of Shiv.—sanama..

ਸਿਵਗੁਣ [s:vgun] n qualities acquired as gift
from God; noble qualities. See ਸਿਵਕ.
ਸਿਵਘਰ [s:vghar] n a religious congregration.

2 spiritual preceptor. 3 enlightenment.

4 the penultimate stage of meditation.

ਸਿਵਘਰਿ [sxvgharI] in the abode of Shiv.
“$IvgharI nid na hoi.”—guj a m 3.

ਸਿਵਜੋਂਤਿ [SIvjotI] n the Creator ofthe universe,

who glitters in the form of knowledge.

“SIVjotI ਚਿਡਸੀ… buth pai.”—prabha m 1.

2 enlightenment. “sakatI gai bhram katIa

SIvjotI jagaIa.”—var sar m 4.

ਸਿਵਦਯਾਲ [SIvdaya1], ਸ਼ਿਵਦਿਆਲ [SIvdIal] See
ਸਿਵਦਜਾਲ. 2 See ਰਾਧਾ ਸ੍ਵਾਮੀ.
ਸਿਞਦੂਤੀ [s:vduti] n Durga; Bhawani; one who

made Shiv a messenger to go to the demon

Shumbh. “51th dut kar ute pathava, SIVduti

tate bhayo nama.”—c§di 2. For a detailed study
of this legend, refer to Kalika Puran Chapter

6 and Devi Bhagvat Sakandh 5 Chapter 28.

ਸਿਵਦੇਵ [SIvdev] Shiv and other gods.
“karanpalah karhI SIvdev.”-g5d m 5. 2 god

of benedietion.
ਸ਼ਿਵਦਯਾਲ [$Idea1] an excellent poet, who
added glory Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s royal

court. A sample of his poetry is as under :

celi cakr harI ki saheli saktI VIth hfi ki

taran trIsul ki si on katrat he,

jai yam ki si 1<£ khIlai mahfimif ki si

ses ki SIkhai VI$ yéhi te dharat he,

kahe sIvdyal $ri xalsa ji teri teg

bijU ke prakas si akas pasrat he,

tum lakho dahe vah dahne rahat bah

tum karo var vah par utrat he.

gIlja ke mas mukh gidh le Udane jat
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pret hf: pathanan ke pet pharé pat pat,

khet me khavis khurasanIn ko khaI dhaI

had dét tare paré nad hot khat khat,

kahe sIvdyal maharaj ranjit sigh

kalIka asisé det lije VIje jhat jhat,

dakIni a sakIni pIsacni aghani ghani

lohu pié jogIni gare me hot get get.

ਸ਼ਿਵਦ੍ਰਮ [$Ivdrum] Shiv’s favourite tree, wood-

apfile.
ਸ਼ਿਵਧਾਤੁ [sIvdhatu] quick silver, mercury.
ਸ਼ਿਵਕ੍ਯਾਰ [ਝੁਗ਼ੁਢਸ਼੍ਯਸ਼ੁਬਿ],ਸ਼ਿਵਨ੍ਯ1ਰੀ [sIvnagri] Kashi.

2 a stage of liberation. “ਤੁਲਾ nagri mahI asan

besan.”—asa m 1.

ਸ਼ਿਵਨਯਨ [sivnayan] number denoting 3,

because Shiv is said to have three eyes.

ਸ਼ਿਵਨਾਭ' [$Ivnabh], ਸ਼ਿਵਨਸੌੰਭ [sIvnath]

according to the Janamsakhi, the king of

Senhal (ségla) island, who became a disciple

of Guru Nanak Dev. 2 according to the

Purans, a Shivling of a special type and a

Saligram.

ਸ਼ਿਵਸ੍ਰਿ [$Ivnetr] See ਸ਼ਿਵਨਯਨ.

ਸ਼ਿਞਪੁਚਿ [$IVpUI‘I], ਸ਼ਿਵਪੁਰੀ [svauri] Shiv’s
realm; Kailash (mountain) “Svauri ka

hOIga kala.”—gau a m 5. 2 Kashi. “sagal
janam Svauri gavaIa.”—gau kabir. 3 a stage

of salvation. “so audhuti SIVpUI‘I care.” ,
—var ram 1 m 1. 4 according to Yog belief,

the tenth opening (ultimate stage of

realisation).

ਸਿਵਬਾਣ [SIvban] adj an unerring arrow; the

arrow that does not miss its target. According

to a Puranic legend an arrow shot from Pinak

bow of Shiv never fails its target. “parbraharn

prabhu bhae daIala SIV 1<ੲ ban]: SII‘ katIo.”

—todim 5. In this reference “sIvban” denotes

‘Guru Updesh’. 2 In Purans, “$Ivban” is the

name of Vishnu, because Shiv had used

Vishnu as an arrow to kill a demon named

Tripura.
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ਸਿਵਬਾਰ [SIVbar] n Shiv’s child i.e.Ganesh.
2 Kartikay. 3 Machhendamath. “na VIloho
SIvbar.”-paras.

ਸਿਵੱ'ਯਾ [s:vayya] adjwho renders service, who
worships. “suraj SIvayya tahI 1੦1 ki badai
det.”—aka1.

ਸਿ਼ਵ'ਰ [s:var] See ਸਿਵਰਨ and ਸ਼ਿਵਿਰ.
ਸਿਵਰਨ [SIvran] See ਸਿਮਰਣ. “SIvathu
SIrjanharo.”—sohI1a. “kIU SImri $IvarIa
nahi jaI.”-dhana m 1. ,
ਸਿਵਰਾਤ [SIvrat], ਸਿਵਰਾਤਿ [$IvratI], ਸਿਵਰਾਤ੍ਰਿ
[sxvratrI] According to the Purans, it is the

auspicious night of Shiv’s dear Durga; 14lh

day of dark half of the lunar month Phagun.

Those who revere Shiv as the chief god

celebrate this day as a festival. “mela sun

SIvrat da baba acal vatale ai.”—BG See ਅਚਲ

ਵਟਾਲਾ. .

ਸ਼ਿਵਰਾਮ [sxvram] son of Ram Narayan Vedi,
father ofBaba Kalu, husband ofMata Banarsi

and grandfather ofGuru Nanak Dev. It is told

that this saintly person was born in Sammat

1475 (Bikrami).
ਸਿਞਰਿ [sxvarI] recalling to mind, remembering.
“soi purakhu SIvarI saca.”—saveye m 3 ke.

'ਸਿਞਲਿੱਗ [SIvlig] n a symbol of Shiv, shaped
like a penis. Shaivs (devotees ofShiv) worship

it as the embodiment of Shiv. See ਦੁਅਾਦਸ ਸਿਲਾ
and ਲਿੰਗ.

ਸਿ਼ਵਲੋਕ [sxvlok] n Kailash. 2 a religious assembly.
ਸਿਵਵਾਹਨ [s:rv-vahan] Shiv’s carrier, the bull.

ਸਿਵਾ [srva] Skt ਸ਼ਿਵਾ n wife of Shiv, Durga;
Parvati. “dhar than man 51sz k0 taki puri
kelas.”—c5di 1. 2 Shakti (power) of the

supreme. See ਸ਼ਿਵ. “deh srva var mohI abs.”
-c5di 1. 3 green grass. 4 she-jackal. “SIva

asxva pukarat bhai.”—GPS. 5 turmeric.
6 salvation. 7 myrobalan fruit. 8 adj comfort
giving. 9 Pkt n a funeral pyre. 10 A „ਵੂ adv

without.
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ਸਿਵਾਇ [sxvaI] See ਸਿਵਾ 10.

ਸਿਵਾ ਸਕਤਿ ਸੰਬਾਦ [sxva sakatI sébad] n Tantar;

the occult science ofcharms and incantations.

This scripture is a collection of discussions

between Durga and Shiv. “sxva sakatI

sébadé, man chodI chodI saga] bhedé.”—g5d

namdev.

ਸ਼ਿਵਾਜੀ [sIvaji] a- luminary of the Maratha
(Maharashtra’s)c1an, son ofJ ijabai and Shahji

Bhonsle. He was born in Shivner fort (near

Pune) in 1627 AD. His father was a fervent

devotee of Shiva (Durga). Therefore, he

named his son Shivaji. Shivaji was taught

Hindu religion by his mother_ and a Brahmin

named Ataleek Jado Ji. His mentor was

Mahatma Samrath Ramdas, who inspired him

to unify the Maratha community and protect

their religion.

Shivaji raised his power so much, that he

was considered a king of the Maratha nation.

He realized khIraj (tribute) from Bijapur and

Golconda. Once, he recognized the

suzerainity ofAurangzeb, but when he visited

Delhi’s royal court, he was maltreated. He

felt upset but the emperor imprisoned him.

However on the pretext of distributing food

to the Brahmins ofMathura, he placed himself

in a big basket of sweets and escaped. Thus

he become a foe of the Mughal empire, and

he always defied it. By wearing a royal crown,

Shivaji arranged a big ceremonious

assemblage in “Raigarh” in 1674 AD. This

great warrior left for his heavenly abode on

5th April, 1680 after a briefillness. The sword

of Shivaji was called Bhawani and he always

kept it with him.

This Maharaja was a patriot and religious

devotee. It was his standing order that even

during war nobody should harm the enemy’s

religious places, scriptures and women.
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Bhushan was a unique poet to sing of

valour. Even a coward’s hand was

automatically raised towards his moustache

after listening to his poetry. He added glory

to Shivaji’s royal court. In his poetic works

he used ‘Shivraj’ epithet for Shivaji, such as:

ਭੂਰਿ jIm jébh par barav su 5bh par

raven sadébh par raghukulraj he,

pan varIvah par $5)th ratInah par

jyo sahsravahu par ram dVIjraj he,

dava drum déd par cita mrIg jhOd par

bhusan VItOdI par jese mrIgraj he,

tej tam 55 par kanh jIm kés par

ਧਾਰ) malecchvés par ser sIvraj he.

Shivaji’s son Sambha J i was a drunkard

and weakling. Therefore, he failed to expand

his father’s empire. Similarly Sambha Ji’s son

Sahoo Ji was devoid of the qualities of his

grandfather. Now the state of Kohlapur is

reminiscent of Shivaji’s dynasty.

ਸ਼ਿਵਾਪ੍ਰਿਯ [sIvaprIy] he-goat, which is very
dear to the goddess. See ਬਕਰਾ 1. 2 Shiv,

Mahadev.

ਸਿਵਾਰ [sxvar], ਸ਼ਿਵਾਲ [sxval] See ਸਿਬਾਲ.

ਸਿਂਵ੍ਯਾਯ [SIvalay], ਸਿਵਾਲਾ [SIvala] n Shiv’s
abode. Temple of Shiv.

ਜਿਵਿ [SIVI] by Shiv (Kartar) “SIVI sakatI
mItaia.”—gaum 3. ‘erased the illusion.’ 2 Skt
ਯਿਬਿ.' son of Ushinar, king of Gandhar. In the

Mahabharat, there is a mention of his mercy

and charity that Indar and Agni disguised as

a hawk and a pigeon approached Shivi. The

pigeon hid himselfin the king’s lap. The hawk

asked him to return his prey, because he was

dying ofhunger. The king considered it a sin

to return some one, who had come to seek

shelter and asked the hawk to accept other

flesh. The hawk said. “You may give your

own flesh equal to the weight ofthe pigeon.”
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The king placed the pigeon on the weighing

scale and put his own flesh on the other side.

But the pigeon proved to be heavy. Ultimately,

the Raja jumped upon the weighting scale.

Then lndar and Agni disappeared from there

happily.2

There is another mythological tale that

Vishnu, disguised as a hungry Brahmin, came

to the king. The king tried to serve him food.

But the Brahmin told that he would eat only

the meat of his son. The king did as desired.

When the meat was ready, the Brahmin said,

“You take it before me.” When the king began

to eat, Vishnu apbeared there. He blessed the

king and made his son Vrihadgarabh alive

again.

ਸ਼ਿਵਿਕਾ [sIVIka] Skt n a comfortable vehicle,

the palanquin. “SIVIka dole tajkar nana.”

—NP.

ਸ਼ਿਵਿਰ [sIVIr] Skt n a dwelling; an abode; a

halting place. “kItIk dIvas kino SIVIr.”

-NP. 2 a camp; a cantonment.

ਸਿਵੀ [SIVi] See ਸਿਵਿ. 2 Shiv’s power, pertaining

to Shiv; Durga. “$Ivi vasvi.”—c5cji 2.

ਸਿਵੁਮ [sxvum] See ਸਿਯਮ.

ਜਿਵੈ [s:ve] may use. “tarunI bhatar urjhi pir-
hI $Ive.”—asa chétm 5. 2 to Shiv.

ਸਿਵੈਯਾ [SIveya] See ਸਿਂਵੱਯਾ.
ਜਿਤੀ [52ਪਾਂ], ਸਿੜ੍ਹੀ [ਣੌਪਾਂਪਂ] n a ladder—shaped bier,
used for carrying the dead. “tahé SIri par sav
Ik dekha.”—NP. ~

ਸੀ [si] past tense of ਹੋਣਾ; was. “astami thitI

` gobid janma si.”—bh€r m 5. 2 indicative of

future tense. “na janakIa karsi piu.”-—suhi

kabir. 3 adj similar to, like. “teg bahadur si

krIya kari na kIn hfi an.”—-VN. “léka sa kot

samod si khai.”—asa kabir. 4 n short form for

ਸਿੰਹ. “anger; sigh aru acal si.”—I<rIsan. “tak

jhujh sigh ko kharag si.”—1<rIsan. 5 part word
 

'ਯਿਬਿ (Shivi) is also correct. 2See ਉਸ਼ੀਨ੍ਯ.

 

 



 

ਸੀੳ

denoting pain. “sis dia par si na ucri.”—VN. 6

11 short for ਸੀਤਾ. “sis ls sies ae.”—ramav. 7 the
furrow ofa plough. See ਸਤਸੀ. 8 In Ramavtar,
the writer has written ਸੀ in place of ਸ੍ਰੀ “si

asurardan ke karko jIn ek-hI ban bIkhe tan

cakhyo.”—61 7. 9 Dg fear, dread. 10 P (ਰੁੱ

thirty. 11 P (ਨ੍ਹੂੰ a bank, Shore. “bhar pare nahI
si peg dhare.”—carItr 1. ‘did not step out of
the battlefield in spite ofthe pressure ofwar.’

12 Skt ਗੀ vr to sleep, take rest, halt.

ਸੀਉ [siu] n a limit; an extent. 2 Shiv. “Ihu

man sakti kI Ihu man siU.”—gau bavan kabir.

3 the supreme God. “acaiaju bhaIa jiv te siu.”
-gau ਰਿਸ਼ੀ kabir.

ਸੀਓ [sio] adj stitched, sewn. 2 a past tense
indicator; was. “jab kachu na sio tab kIya

karta.”—suhi m 5.

ਸੀਓਕੇ [sioke] See ਛੋਟਾ ਨਾਨਕਿਅਾਨਾ.
ਸੀਅ [sia] n Sita, daughter of Janak. “name ke

suami sia bahori.”—sor namdev.

ਸੀਅਉ [siau] See ਸਿਉਣਾ. “khftha IhU menu siaU

apna.”—ram kabir.

ਸੀਅਹ [siahlA ਭੰਰ੍ਛੂੰ', an obedient follower. Those
Muslims, who are followers ofAli, son-in-law

of Hazrat Muhammad, are called Shia. They

assume that Ali is the real caliph, and the

former califs are not the successors of Hazrat

Muhammad. Sunni Muslims call the Shia clan,

Rafzi, which means a deserter and the

followers, deserters of truth. Shia Muslims

prepare Tazias (model ofthe tomb) in memory

of the revered Hussain during the Muharram

and observe mourning. See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ ਫਿਰਕੇ.

ਸੀਅਰਾ [siara] adj cold.
ਸੀਅਰਾਨਾ [siarana] v to become cold. 2 adj
cooled/cool down.

ਸੀਅਲਾ [siala] adj cold. “egg tatti jal siala.”
—BG.
ਸੀਆ [sia] Sita, daughter of Janak. “sia jit ano,

hano sarab dano.”—-ramav. 2 See ਸੀਅੁਹ.
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ਸੀਆਰ [siar] n ਸੀਤਾ-ਅਰ a furrow drawn by the

tip of a plough. “kahfi kahfi kadhyo siara,

tho bij dIy sabh VIstara.”—NP. 2 See ਸਿਅਾਰ.
ਸੀਆਲ [sial], ਸੀਅਾਲਾ [siala] n cold season,

winter, the season during the months of

Maghar and Poh. “siale sohédia pIr gal:
1੭81ਘਾਂ~.”—asa farid.

ਸੀਏਸ [sies] n Ram Chandar, husband of Sita.

See ਸੀ 6.

ਸੀਸ [sis] Skt ਸ਼ੀਸੰ n head. 2 short form ੦1ਲ਼ਾਆਸੀਸ.

“€18 de sis calyo utko.”—krIsan. 3 Skt ਕੀਚ
lead, a base metal.

ਸੀਸ ਅਕਾਸਿ [sis akaSI] head raised towards the

sky i.e. holding (one’s) head high, not bowing

down towards the earth on account of a

discomfiture of misdeeds. “

akaSI.”—bh£r namdev.

ਸੀਸਗੰਜ [sisgéj] a sacred place relating to the
ninth Sikh Guru, situated in Chandni Chowk,

Delhi, where the supreme master laid down

his life on Magh Sudi (light half of lunar

month) 5‘h Sammat 1732 for the protection

of the distressed Indians. This gurdwara was

built by Sardar Baghel Singh in Sammat

1847. Afterwards, the Muslims constructed

a mosque in its vicinity. At last Raja Saroop

Singh of Jind state acquired the land from

the government at the end ofthe 1914 revolt

and raised the gurdwara and donated an estate

to it. See ਦਿੱਲੀ. 2 See ਆਨੰਦਪੁਰ ਗੁਰਦ੍ਵਾਰਾ ਨੰ 3.

3 See ਅੰਬਾਲਾ ਨੰ 5.
ਸੀਸਤਾਨ [sistan] P w: Skt ਧ੍ਯਾਜ੍ਯਾਜ a country

situated to the east of Persia and on the

western border of Baluchistan. ਸੀ-ਸਤਾਂ See ਸਕ

2.
ਸੀਸਦ [sisad] adjwho offers his head. 2 P yd
three hundred.

ਸੀਸਧਰਣ [515ਧੰ1181'911],ਸੀਸਧਰਨਿ [sisdharahI] n
Shiv, whose hand was stuck with the skull of

Brahma. “gotam narI umapatI suami,

jau gurdeu ta sisu
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sisdharanI sahas bhag gami.”—jet ravidas.

The recast text goes like this. “sisdharanI

umapatI suami, gotam nari gami sahas

bhag.” The Puranic legend is: Having seen

Brahma ridden with sexual urge, Shiv cut off

his head with his own nail, which got stuck

up with his hand See ਕਪਾਲਮੋਚਨ. For committing ’

adultery with rishi Gautam’s wife, Ahlya,

lndar got a thousand vulvas (planted) on his

body. See ਅਹਲਿਆ.
ਸੀਸਫੂਲ [sisphul] n an ornament shaped like a
flower which is worn by women on their

heads.

ਸੀਸਮ [sisam] See ਸਿੰਸਪਾਂ.

ਸੀਸਮਹਲ [sismahal] a palace, decorated with

mirrors. “man-hu sismahall ke bic su muratI

ek anek ki jhai”—c5di 1. 2 that place in
Kiratpur where the marriage ofGuru Har Rai

was performed. Then there existed a glass-

house. See ਕਰਤਾਰਪੁਰ and ਕੀਰਤਪੁਰ.

ਸੀਸਾ [sisal n lead. 2 P ,ਭੈਟੁੰ glass. 3 a looking

glass; a mirror. 4 a bottle. “sise sarab kI phul

gulab.”—carI tr 220.

ਸੀਸਿਂ [5151] of the head. “sis: nIvaIe kIa

this?”—var asa. 2 in the head. 3 on the head.

4 on account of the head; from the head.

ਸੀਸੁ [sisu] See ਸੀਸ. “sisu vadhe karI besanu

dije.”—vad m 1.

ਸੀਸੁਅਕਾਸਿ [sisu-akaSI] See ਸੀਸਅਕਾਸਿ.

ਸੀਹ [sih], ਸੀ'ਹ [3th n a lion, tiger. “siha baja

carga kuhia.”—var majh m 1. 2 part a word

that expresses pain. “sih na mukh te nek

ucari.”—carItr 95.

ਸੀ'ਹਅਾਣ [sih-an] n the smell of a lion. When

animals smell a lion, they do not come nearby.

“béde te ave sih-an.”—PPP. ‘Encmies get the

smell ofa lion from their opponents.’

ਸੀਹਣ [sihan] n lioness, tigress.

ਸੀਹਣ ਸਾਹ ਦੀ [sihan sar di] 11 sword, dagger,

scimitar; a lioness/ tigress of steel. “devi dasat
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nacai sihan sar di.”—Ca'di 3.

ਸੀਹਰਫ਼ੀ [siharphi] See ਸਿਹਰਫੀ.
ਸੀਹਾਂ [siha] n a devoted Sikh of Nanak Dev,

whose brother was Gajjan. 2 a resident of

Khadoor, who belonged to Uppal khatri

subcaste and became a devotee of Guru

Angad Dev. He also served Guru Amar Das.

See ਮਥੈ ਮੁਰਾਰੀ. 3 a masand/messenger of
Dheermal Sodhi, who tried to kill Guru Tegh

Bahadur at Bakala with his gun. Makhan

Shah awarded him a heavy punishment. “siha

nam tIsi ko ahe, guru 56 droh karat nIt

rahs.”—GPS. 4 adj like a lion. looking like a

tiger/lion, e.g. ਸੀਹਾਂ ਕੁੱਤਾ.
ਸੀਹੁ [sihu] lion. See ਸੀਂਹ. “53km sihu mare pa
vage.”—asa m 1.

ਸੀਕ [sik] See ਸੀਖ l.
ਸੀਕਰ [sikar] Skt ਸ਼ੀਕਰ n drops of water. “sram

sikar anan p8 jIh ke.”—NP. 2 dew. 3 wind,

air. 4 tiny drops of rain, drizzle.

ਸੀਕਾ [sika] P L the seal of a state embedded

on coin. “lakhImi ketak gani n9 jaie ganI na

sakau sika.”—guj am 5. ‘Leave aside counting
the wealth of your treasury, it is impossible

even to assess how many types of coins are

there.’ See ਸਿੱਕਾ.

ਸੀਖ [sikh] P ਣੌਨ੍ਹੂੰ 71 an iron rod. “janu halvai sikh
nal bfnh bare utare.”-—Ca”di 3. 2 a straw; a

matchstick. 3 Skt ਸਿਕਾ a sermon, teaching,

precept. “sace gor ki saci sikh.”—-gau m 1.

ਸੀਖਕ [sikhak] adjffiaa who teaches. “sabh ke
ਰ੍ sikhak ravar aho.”—GPS.

ਸੀਖਚਾ [sikhca] ?ਫ਼ੁੱ“ a nail. 2 a straight sword.

“dhop sikhce cakr karare.”-GPS. See ਸਸਤ੍ਰ-

ਸੀਖਣਾ [sikhna], ਸੀਖਨਾ [sikhna] v to light the

wick of an earthen lamp with a stick. 2 to

instigate. 3 to learn, acquire knowledge.

ਸੀਖ ਪਾ [Sikh pa], ਸੀਖ ਪਾਉ [Sikh pau], ਸੀਖ ਪਾਲ
[sikh pal] (for a horse) to stand erect on its

hind legs by raising both the front legs.
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ਸੀਖਿਆ [sikhIa], ਸੀਪ੍ਯਾ [sikhya] See ਸਿਕਾ.

ਸੀ'ਗ [ਫ਼ੁਡੂੰਣੂ] See ਸਿੰਗ. “bhesar mathe Sig go.”—tod1'
namdev.

ਸੀਗਰੰਘਿ' [sigria] adj adorned, embellished. “tau
me sajI. sigria.”—-sar m 5.

ਸੀਗਾ [siga] he was there. 2 A .;ਟੂ‘ the act of
melting. 3 in grammar a sign denoting the

verb form of a word. ,

ਸ਼ੀਗਾਰ [sigar] See ਸਿੰਚਸ੍ਯ. “sigar mIthras bhog
bhojan.”—gau chét m 1.

ਸੀਗਾਰਣਾ [sigama] See ਸਿੰਗਾਰਣਾ.
ਸੀਘਰ [sighar], ਸੀਘਰੁ [sigharu], ਸੀਘੁ [sighr] Skt
ਸ਼ੀਘੁ adv at once, soon, forthwith. “sigharu

karaju lehu savarI.”—gau m 5. 2 n wind, air.

ਸੀਘੁਤਾ [sighrata] Skt ਸ਼ੀਘੁਤਾ n promptness,
swiftness.
ਸੀਙ [sig] n horn. “bInu SImran jese sig
chatara.”—gau am 5. ‘one who breaks other’s

head and suffers as do a ram’s horns’.

ਸੀਚਨ [sican], ਸੀ'ਜ਼ਨਾ [sicana] Skt ਸੋਚਨ n the act

of sprinkling. 2 watering. 3 Skt ਸੰਚਯਨ

collecting, accumulating, storage. “jese

madhu makhi sic sic k2 Ikatr kare.”—BGK.

ਸੀਚਾਨਾ [sicana] P .53? Skt ਸਚਾਨ bird of prey,

bigger than a falcon and Smaller than a hawk,

which has a red head. “sicane qu pékhia.”
—sri a m]. See ਸ਼ਿਕਚੀ ਪੰਛੀ.

ਸੀਛਤ [sichat], ਸੀਛਿਤ [sichIt] See ਸਿਕਿਤ. “sichat

hi: kahar sz 1age.”—GPS. ‘skilled water

carriers.”

_ ਸੀਝਨਾ [sijhna] See ਸਿਂਝਣਾ. “1<}1੦੮ na sithI kaI.”

—sr1' m 1. “5th égIani kade na sijhe.”—gau

m 3.

ਸੀਡ [51‘(;]] Pk! 11 the amount of a bet. 2 a reward

of bet/stake. 3 a pledge, vow. “bad-hi‘ sid It

ut k0 dhai.”—GPS.

ਸੀਂਢ [s‘idh] Skt ਸਿੰਹਾਨ n snot. “mukh me thuk sidh

bahu nasa.”—NP.

ਸੀਢੀ [sidhi] n a ladder, staircase. “10th 138 10th
gai par y6 su mano surlok ki sidhi banai.”

5l6 ਸੀਤਲਪਾਟਿਕਕਾ

—c5di 1. 2 a ladder like funeral bier to carry a

dead body. ਸ਼ਵ-ਊਂਢਿ.
ਸੀਤ [sit] Skt ਸਬੂਤ adj stitched. threaded. “5581
carankamal man sit.”—nat m 5 partal. 2 Skt

ਸ਼ੀਤ n water. 3 snow. 4 a shrub for making
wood combs. 5 a margosa tree. 6 camphor.

7 winter. 8 frost. “bIapat usan na sit.”—maru

m 5. 9 adj cold. “sit méd sugédh calIo sarab

‘ than saman.”—maru am 5. 10 lazy, lethargic.

11 impotent.

ਸੀਤਕਰ [sitkar] n the moon with its cool rays.

2 adj which cools. “sitkar jese sitkar so
VIsaganI te.”-—NP. ‘having moon-like
coolness to ward off sensuality.’

ਸੀਤ ਸ੍ਵਰ [sitjvar] fever with shivering. See ਤਾਪ

(°)
ਸੀਤਪ੍ਰਸਾਦ [sitprasad] adjstalc. 2 n left-over food
by a guru (preceptor) or a devta (god). “tere

sétfi da te tusadi rasna da sitprasad 355 mi

prapat 1101a he.”—bhagtav1i.

ਸੀਤਮੁ [sitamu] Sktflfifiwas sewn; stitched; was

threaded. “sah carni meda hiara sitamu.”-var

guj 2 m 5.

ਸੀਤਰ [sitar] See ਸੀਤਲ. “pavak bhai sitar.”
—rudr.

ਸੀਤ ਰੁਤ [sit rut] Skt ਯੀਜ੍ਯਭ੍ਰੂ n winter; season

during the months ofMaghar and Poh. “nahI

sxtlfi sit ruten.”—sahas m 5. autumn.

ਸੀਤਲ [sital] adj cool. “sital harI harI namu.”

~asa m 5. 2 n the moon. 3 sandal, camphor.

4 a pearl. 5 ਸੇਚਿਤ ਜਲ' irrrigated water (short for
ਜਲ ਸੇਚਿਤ) “maru te sitalu kare.”—maru m 3.

‘The barren land was turned into irrigated

land.’

ਸੀਤਲ ਕੁੰਡ [sital kod] See ਰਾਜਗਿਰਿ.
ਸੀਤਲਤਾ [sitalta] cold; weather; winter; frost.

ਸੀਤਲ ਪਾਟਿਕਕਾ [sital patIk-ka], ਸੀਤਲ ਪਾਟੀ [sital
pati] a kind of soft grass grown in Bengal and

Assam and the mat made of it, which is very

smooth and tender. “sital patIk-ka bIchvai.”
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—1<rIsan. Some ignorant scribe has written

bIchtai instead obechvai.

ਸੀਤਲਾ [sitla] adj cool, unperturbed. “sitla sukh

$5tI muratI sxmarI SImarI nIt thaI.”

—1<an m 5. 2 Skt ਗੀਰਗ n According to the
Hindu belief, it is the goddess of smallpox.

She is ofgolden hue, rides on a donkey, has a

broom in her hand, a winnowing basket on

her forehead and wears a red dress.

When children suffer from smallpox, Sitla

is worshipped to protect them from its evil

effect. The donkey is served with grain and

the patient is called Mata Rani da khota.

(donkey of mother goddess). Sitla is also

called Masani Devi. A special day for her

worship is 8‘h day of the dark half of Chet

month. 3 Masurika, P d, „ਯੂੰ E smallpox. cecak.

It is mainly caused by germs ofa particular

type. They spread in the body and cause high

fever and pimples to flare up. During the

three—four days of fever, pimples appear. Then

they fill with water, which turns into pus. On

the tenth or eleventh day the pimples wither

and on the twentieth, their crusts also vanish

away.

It is contagious disease. The best cure of

it is vaccination, calledfi‘efloda) in colloquial

term. Children and the residents of hot

countries get afflicted with small-pox.

Generally a person suffers only once in his/

her life, but sometimes it may recur, then its

impact is less severe and has shorter duration

than the first one.

Small-pox causes many types oftroubles

such as uneasiness, burning, stiffness in the

limbs and head ache etc. It is better to give a

dose ofsirxxsat (a unani medicine) rubbed in

the squash of pIttpapt‘a. The incense of the

birch tree leaves and Jhau provides comfort.

The rubbing of ointment made of camphor
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provides solace from the burning itch of the

boils.

Five grains ofunab, flowers ofblue lotus,

pItpapra and dry mako five masas each and
five masas of bihdana should be soaked in

about halfa litre ofwater. Then this material

be crushed and with two'tolas squash prepared

from the blue lotus may be given to the patient

to drink; it gives him relief from fever and

boil burning.

The patient’s food should contain a dish

of rice mixed with moong pulse, nominally

salted or milk rice pudding with a little sugar.

It is better to keep the room and the clothes

of the patient clean. “sitla te rakhIa bIhari.”

—gau m 5. “sitla thakIrhai, bIghan gee

harInai.”—sorm 5. 4 sand. 5 red cow.

ਸੀਤਲਾਇਆ [sitlaIa], ਸੀਤਲਾਗਿਅਾ [sitlagIa] cooled
down, attained coolness. “mera man andIn

sitlagIo.”—sar m 5.

ਸੀਤਲਾ ਬਾਰਨ [sitla bahan] n a donkey, the
carriage of Sitla.

ਸੀਤਲੁ [sitalu] See ਸੀਤਲ. “sitalu thivs nanka!

japédro harInamU.’§—var jet.

ਸੀਤੜਾ [5ਗਿ੍ਕੈ] adj sewn, stitched. “sitra mén

majhahI.”—var jst.

ਸੀਤਾ [sita] ਕਯੰ/‘ਸਬੂਤ sewn, past tense ਗੰਸਿਉਣਾ

“sita he cola.”—suhim 1. 2 Skt ਚੀਗਕ੍ਯਾ Lachhmi.

3 Parvati. 4 wine. 5 the current of river Ganga.

6 a ploughpin. 7 a furrow drawn by a plough.

8 daughter ofJanak and wife ofRam Chandar,
and mother of Luv and Kush. She has been

’ regarded absolutely chaste. “sita legIa
dahSIro.”-—sava m 1.

It is mentioned in Valmik Ramayan Part
1 Chapter 66 that Raja Sirdhvaj was busy
ploughing to clear the earth for the
performance of a religious sacrifice and
oblation. Then a virgin girl emerged from the
earth. On account ofher birth from the furrow,
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she was named Sita. Janak and his wife

Sunayna reared her like a daughter. Therefore

she was called Janakja. On account of her

birth from the earth, she came to be named

Bhoomija and Ayonija.‘

Valmiki Ramayan Part 7, Ch 17 contains

a story that saint Kushdhvaj’s daughter

Vedvati was performing penance to get Vishnu

as her husband. Charmed by her beauty,

Sumbh the king ofdemons, desired to get that .

virgin girl by killing Kushdhvaj, but he failed

to do so. Then, Ravan had the desire to make

Vedvati his wife. When she did not agree,

Ravan dragged her by her hair. Vedvati got

her hair, released and jumped into the fire.

Afterwards she appeared as Sita to kill Ravan

and got Vishnu’s incarnation Ram as her

husband.

Sirdhvaj had pledged that whoever was

able to shoot an arrow with the bow string of

Shiv, he would marry Janki. Thus Ram not

only succeeded in this endeavour, but broke

the bow into two pieces by drawing it apart.

Therefore, he got Sita as his bride.

About this bow, it is said in Valmik Part

1, Ch 67 that after destroying Daksh’s

religious sacrificial ceremony Shiv kept this

bow named Devrat in trust with Janak. It was

so heavy that 5000 persons laboured to bring

it near Ram.

Sita remained with Ram Chandar during

his exile and she left the homely comforts to

serve her husband. When on a suggestion from

Ram, Lachhman cut off the nose of Ravan’s

llt is prevalent in folk tradition that Ravan demanded
 

tribute from the sages. But the hermits had nothing to

pay. Therefore they gave their blood. A pitcher, filled

with their blood, was buried under the earth. Sita was

born from it and became the cause of Ravan’s

destruction.
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sister Soopnakha in Dandak forest, Ravan

carried away Sita in revenge. With Sugreev

to help, Ram came to know through Hanuman

that Sita was in Lanka. Thereafter Ram waged

a war against Ravan and got her back. When

Sita was brought from Ashokvatika and she

appeared before Ram, he said, “Sita! I am

doubtful about your character, Therfore you

may go away anywhere you like. You are not

worthy of me.” Due to this Sitajumped into

the fire, but such was her chastity’s strength,

that the fire could not consume her. All the

gods bore testimony to her chastity, and Ram

accepted her (as his life partner) See ਵਾਲਮੀਕ

ਕਾਂਡ 6. ਅ: 17-18-19. '
After the coronation of Ram Chandar in

Ayodhya, Sita lived in comfort with him and

became pregnant. One day, a joker named

Bhadr said to Ram, “People talk ill of you

because Sita, who remained in Ravan’s abode,

is now settled in your house by your sweet

will.” So Ram ordered Lachhman to take Sita

away and leave her in the forest. Lachhman

carried out his order obediently. Rishi

Balmiki was moved on hearing Sita’s cries

and be escorted her to his hermitage. There

Sita gave birth to male twins. Valmiki writes

that for the protection ofone child Kusha grass

was dipped in water (and sprinkled on the

child’s body) and thus he got the name Kush.

The other child was sprinkled with Lav grass

dipped in water and named Lav. Kush was

elder to Lav. The sage looked after them and

taught them. He trained them to learn

Ramayan by heart and sing it in melody.

When Ram performed an Ashvmedh Yag, the

sage took Kush and Lav with him to Ayodhya

tojoin the festival. Ram and his courtiers were

charmed by the singing ofthe children. The

sage certified the chastity of Sita and told Ram



that Kush and Lav were his real sons.

Therefore, Ram ordered that Sita be brought

back. Arriving in Ram’s royal court, she

addressed the assembly remarking, “1“ have

thought of any other person other than my

husband Ram, then 0 Earth give me abode

within in thyself.” On the utterance of these

words of Sita, the earth burst open and she

was absorbed into it. See ਵਾਲਮੀਕ ਕਾਂਡ 7, ਅ:

97.

jo mere vac karam kar hrIde basat raghuraI,

prIthi! pedu mUhI dijiye lijs amelaI.

sunat bacan dhami phat gai,

lop sin tIh bhitarI bhai,

cakrat rahe nIrakh raghurai,

raj karan ki as cukai.—ramav.

9 wife of Peepa Bhagat. 10 according to the

Veds, the goddess of agriculture/crops.

#13? [sitasu] n the moon, which has cool rays.

See ਸੀਤਕਰ.

ਸੀਤਾਕੰਤ [81੮81<ਰੋ੮], ਸੀਤਾਨਾਥ [sitanath],#131uf3

[sitapatI] Ram Chandar.

ਸੀਤਾਫਲ [sitaphal] n ਸ਼ਰੀਫ਼ਾ Custard apple. L
Annona Squamosa.

ਸੀਤਾਰਮਣ [sitaraman], ਸੀਤਾਰਵਨ [sitaravan],

ਸੀਤਾਵਰ [sitavar], ਸੀਤਾਵੱਲਭ [sitavallabh] Sita’s

husband, Ram Chandar. “sita ravan kahz‘n

h'é?”—ramav.

ਸੀਤੋ [sito] adj ਸਬੂਤ threaded, sewn, stitched.
2 n coolness; lack of heat. “tIthE sito sita

mahIma mahI.”—japu. In the realm of action

(preamble) Ram ,(all-pervading) is wide

spread and Sita indicating spiritual (inner)

peace is all-absorbing.‘ 3 Skt ਸੀਤ੍ਯ adjtilled
with a plough. “Ihu tanu sito tumre dhanu.”

—sar m 5.

ਸੀਤੋਸਨ [sitosan] Skt ਥੀਗੇਧ੍ਯ winter and summer.

'in this realm, heroes known for actual living, are

mentioned. Here live males like Ram and females like

Sita.
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2 cold and warm.

ਸੀਤ੍ਯ [sity] Skt adjtilled, ploughed. 2 n corn,
grain.

ਸੀਦ [sid] Skt n money given on interest; usury.

ਸੀ'ਦ [sid] adj for which money was not paid;
without cost, free.

ਸੀਧ [sidh] n direction, straight line. 2 adj

achieved. “namI hamare karaj sidh.”—g5dm
5. 3 proved, established. “VICI kaIa nagarI

harI sidhe.”-—bas§t m 5. ‘Hari is realised in

the bodily form.’

ਸੀਂਧਨਾ [sidhna] v to search, aim at.

ਸੀਂਧਞ [sidhav] See ਸੈ'ਧਞ.

ਸੀਧਾ [sidha] adj straight, direct, without a
curve/bend. 2 guileless, sincere, honest.

“gurmukhI prani apradhi sidhe.”-—gau am 3.

3 successful; who achieves his goal. “harI

dargah pedhe harInamc sidhe.”—asa chét m

4. “satIguru te kavan kavan na sidho mere

bhai?”—gau a m 3. 4 obverse, an antonym of

reverse (side) “sidha chodI aputha bunna.”

—gaum 5. 5 n raw material used for food for

a certain honourable religious person;

provision, supply. “sidha an cadhavhi ketIk

'karhi salam.”—NP. 6 rock salt, Sindhi salt.

“dal sidha magau ghiu.”—dhana dhéna.

ਸੀ'ਧਾ [sidha] See ਸੀਧਾ 6

ਸੀਧਿ [sith] 11 achievement, success. “gobfd
jo jape tIsu sith.”—maru m 5. 2 See ਸੀਧ.

ਸੀਧੋ [sidho] See ਸੀਧਾ. 2 adj proved, decided.
ਸੀਨਾ [sina] See ਜਿਉਣਾ. 2ਭੰਲ਼ਾ=× P n a chest, breast.

“sital man sina ram.”—bIIa chét m 5. “darke

‘ phatge tih satrun sine.”—krIsan.

ਸੀਨੇਜੋਰ [sinejor] adj intent on showing bodily
prowess; high-handed.

ਸੀਨੇਜੋਂਰੀ [sinejori] n high-handedness. “turag
magayo sinejori.”—GPS.

ਸੀਧ [sip] n a small oyster shell.
ਸੀਪਤਿ [sipatI] Sita’s husband, Ram Chandar.
2 Shripati, Vishnu. 3 Maya’s husband, Kartar.

     



 

ਸੀ.ਪੀਂ.

ਸੀ.ਪੀਂ. [51 pi] Central Province; Madhya Bharat;

area around Nagpur.

ਸੀਪੇ [sips] stitches, sews. “IU patI pati SIphti

sips.”—var ram 1 m 1.

ਸੀਬੲੀ [sibai] a caste of Rajputs. The state of
Siba belongs to this caste. See ਬਾਈ ਧਾਰ.

ਸੀਂਥਰ [sibar] See ਸਿੰਮਲ. “sibar tar khajuré

bhari.”—-GPS.

ਸੀ ਬਚਣ [51 baran] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਵਰਣ adj of pretty/

beautiful colour. “si baranbadh.”-gyan 5g

150. ‘killing a horseof fine colour in

Ashvmedh Yag.’ See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਬਚਣ.

ਸੀਭੜੋਂ [8ਧਿ1ਧ੦] a village, in the police post
Moolepur, tehsil, Sirhind, seven kos to the

north-west of Patiala. The ninth Guru visited

this place. The State has allotted forty

ghumaons of land to the gurdwara. This place

is about 4 miles to the north-east of Dhablan

railway station.

ਸੀਮ [sim] boundary. See ਸੀਮਾ. “sim taj apni
bIrane des 15gh15gh.”—ramav. 2 P (.7 silver.
ਸੀਮਕ [simak] See ਸਿਉਂਕ.

ਸੀਮਤਨ [simtan] P U147 adj having a silvery

body.

ਸੀਮਨ [siman] See ਜਿਉਣਾ. “sim karo sarab

athram.”—GPS. -

ਸੀਮਾ [sima] Skt n boundary, limit. 2 propriety.

3 parting ofthe hair. 4 A Lg a sign, mark. 5 a

mark on the forehead.

ਸੀਮਾਬ [simab] P vi”: n ਸੀਮ-ਅਾਬ silvery water;
mercury.

ਸੀਮਾਲਿੰਗ [simalfg] n a boundary-mark.
ਸੀਮੁਰਗ਼ [simurag] P Cf." n a bird with feathers

having colours ofthirty birds on its wings. It

is an imaginary bird. Griffin. Poets have

mentioned that its lower portion is ofa tiger

and the upper of an eagle. 2 Some have opined

that unka is its second name. 3 Many people

give this name to dagra. See ਦਗਰਾ.

ਸੀਮੰਤ [51ਗ਼ਰੋ੮] n the act of parting hair with a
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comb. “simétonnayan”, a ritual ofthe Hindus
derived from this word, is performed during

the fourth, sixth or eighth months of

pregnancy. The husband does the hair—parting

ofhis wife (by using a comb). This ceremony

is considered auspicious for the child in the

mother’s womb.

ਸੀਮੰਤਕ [sim'étak] who has done hair-parting.
See ਸੀਮੰਤ. 2 See ਜ੍ਯਾਤਿਕ.

ਸੀਮਾੰਤਿਕਾ [51…ਭੈ੮11<ਹ] the lady, who performs the

act of hair—parting. See ਸੀਮੰਤ.

ਸਂਮਿੰਤਿਨਿ [simétInI], ਸੀਮੰਤਿਨੀ [51ਗ਼ਫੋ੮1111] Skt
ਚੀਧਚਿਜੀ adja lady with hair adorned, who has
adorned herselfby spreading layers ofher hair

on (both sides of) the forehead. “jor simétInI

ke jIh thae.”—NP.

ਸੀਮੱਤੇ ਨ੍ਯਨ [siméto nayan] See ਸੀਮੰਤ.
ਸੀਯਾ [ siya] Sita, Janki.
ਸੀਯਾਪਤਿ [siyapatI] Ram Chandar.
ਸੀਰ [sir] n partnership. “sir na suség me.”
—GPS. 2 coolness, coldness. “sir jIm nir

mahI hot sukhkar he.”—NP. 3 adj cool, cold.

“phate mas lage jal sir.”—GPS. 4 Skt n the
sun. 5 akk, a wild plant. 6 a plough. 7 Skt

ਸ਼ੀਰ a python. 8 adj sharp. 9/ਟੁੰ P n rice
pudding; milk.

ਸ਼ੀਰਖੋਂਰ [sirkhor], ਸ਼ੀਰਸ੍ਵਾਰ [sirkhvar] adj who

drinks milk, who lives on milk. “sirkhor In

kahé bIgara?”—GPS.
ਸ਼ੀਰਣ [siren] Skt ਯੀਯੰ adj broken. 2 scattered.
ਸੀਰਣੀਂ [simi] See ਸ਼ੀਰੀਨੀ.

ਸੀਰਤ [sirat] ਥੰਭੰਠੱ n habit, nature, temperament,
innate disposition. “surat sirat me januk ap

banyo purhut.”—carItr 66.

ਜੀਂਰਧੂਜ [sirdhvaj] Sita’s father Janak.
2 Krishan’s elder brother Balram, whose flag

has a “sir” (plough).

ਸੀਰਪਾਣਿ [sirpanI] n Ba‘lbhadar, who holds a
plough “sir” in his hand. 2 a pioughman;

peasant.
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ਸੀਰਾ [sira] adj cold. “sira tata hOI.”—s kabir.
2 P ,1“ n a thin granular sweet. 3 a condensed
essence of a (dry) fruit like datepalm etc.

4 sesame oil. 5 Skt ਰੀਚ a river, stream.

ਸ਼ੀਰਾਜ਼ [siraz] 1’ 1°12 n a famous city of Iran,

where celebrated poets, like Sadi and Hafiz,

were born.

ਸ਼ੀਰਾਜ਼ੀ [sirazi] adj an inhabitant of Shiraz.
2 relating to Shiraz.

ਸੀਰੀ [siri] adj a partner, co-worker. 2 Skt ਥੀਪ੍ਰਿਜ਼੍
a plougman, tiller.

ਸ਼ੀਰੀਂ [5111] P J_f adj sweet. “gébhir dhir siri

zaban.”—-PP. 2 dear, affectionate. 3 n wife of

Iran’s king, Khusro Pravez, who was clear to

Farhad. Farhad was told to bring a stream by

cutting a mountain to win Sirin in marriage.

Farhad laboured untiringly to cut the

mountain but when his job was done, he got

the news that Sirin had died. Hearing it

Farhad also breathed his last. Sirin also died
on hearing of the demise of Farhad.

ਸ਼ੀਰੀਨੀ [sirini] P (ਨੂ/ਰੂੰ‘ n sweetness. 2 a sweet.

3 the distribution ofa (gift) to show happiness

on the successful completion of some work.

4 sweets offered to a pir or presented at his

place/tomb.

ਸੀਰੰਦ [511ਰੌ61] See ਸਰਹਿੰਦ.

ਸੀਲ [511] Skt ਗੀਰ੍ W to meditate, concentrate,

practise, worship. 2 n nature. 3 etiquette, good

manners, cdurtesy, gentleness. “sil bIgarIo

itera kam.”——asa m 5. ‘Sexual desire has
damaged your courteous behaviour.’

VIdya bIn dVIj :) bagica bIn éban ko

pani bIn savan suhavan na jani he,

raja bIn raj kaj rajnitI soce'bIn

puny ki basithi kahu kesedho bakhani he,
kahe “jaydev” bIn hIt ko hItu he jese

sadhu bIn ségatI kalék ki nIsani he,

pani bIn sar jese dan bIn kar jese,

511 bIn nar jese moti bIn pani he.

4 a pious/sacred duty. “sac sil sucx séjmi sa
puri par:var.”—var mam m 1. 5 a python;

a snake. 6 friendship. 7 gratef’ulness.
8 tranquility.
ਸੀਲਹਾ [silha] adj which destroys ਸ਼ੀਲ (holy
religion/duty); adulterous, dissolute.

ਸੀਲਬੰਧ੍ਯਾ [51||)ਰੋ6|}1811] n a vow to maintain
courtesy (good conduct) letiquette; a pledge

to shun adultery. “sOnatI silbédhan bra.”

—-maru solhe m 5.

ਸੀਲਵੰਤ [5111/ਟੈਂਮਂ], ਸੀਲਵੰਤਿ [silvétI] adjdeferentially
modest. See ਸੀਲ. “silvétI pairdhanI.”—Var
ram 2 m 5.

ਸੀਲੁ [silu] See ਸੀਲ. “silu dharamu japu bhagatI
na kini.”7bIIa kabir.

ਸ਼ੀਲੋਂਅਾਣਾ [siloana], ਸ਼ੀਲੇਂਅਾਣੀਂ [siloani] See ਬੇਰ
ਸਾਹਿਬ 3.

ਸੀਞ [siv] n Shiv. 2 a boundary, limit. “kIse ks

siv béne rol nahi.”—var bIIa m 4. 3 a pyre for

cremating thedead body; a funeral pyre. “raci

siv cadan.’’.—sanh

ਸੀਵਣ [Sivan] See ਸੀਵਨ.

ਸੀਵਣੀ [sivni] Dg n a needle.

ਸੀ‘ਵਨ [Sivan], ਸੀਵਨਾ [sivna] See ਸਿਵ vr n to sew,

stitch. “harI ratan man 5tarI sivte.”-sri chét

m 5. “man tan bhitarI sivan.”—sarm 5. “bIn

tage bIn sui ani man harIbhagti ségI sivna.”——
marum 5.

ਸੀਞਨਿ [511/9111] adj worth--sewing,worth-
stitching. See ਰਾਂਗਨਿ.

ਸੀਵਾਂ [siva] See ਸੀਮਾ.
~”siva. —sor ravidas.

“sadhe tinI hath teri

‘The’ extent of your.
‘ property is three and a halfyards, which you

will get after death.’

ਸੀੜ [511] n speed, motion. 2 falling of hail; a

hail-storm. 3 silence. 4 a rope of grass.“ .511
ghumaI réghran kahi.”—PPP. 5 a furrow

' drawn by a plough. Skt ਸ਼ੀਰ. 6 See ਸੀੜ੍ਹ.
ਸੀੜ੍ਹ [51111] ajoint, a Stitch.

ਸੀੜ੍ਹੀ [511111] n a ladder. 2 a bier. See ਸੀਢੀ.
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ਸੁ [su] Skt part excess, too much. “mamta moh

su bédhna, putr kalatr su dh5dh.”——var bIha
m 3. 2 prep excellent; the best. “so karni

kamanI gur mIlI ham pai.”—asa m 5. 3 n an

opinion, a view. 4 adv without any effort;

easy. 5 adj beautiful. 6 ਸੁ has also been in use
for ਸ੍ਵ (self). “sz no hat; su prasén hOI.”

——suh1'm 4. ‘was himselfpleased.’ “surup me
brIttI tikai.”—GPS. ‘focussed his mind.’

7 pron that, same. “30 esa raja sri narhari.”

-—mala namdev. 8 It stands for suffix to a third

person singular verb. ‘dIttosu laddhosu adI .”

‘He gave, he feund.’
ਸੁਅ [sua] n a son. 2 a parrot. 3 866 ਸ੍ਵ.
ਸੁਅਸਤ [suasat], ਸੁਅਸਤਿ [suasatI] Skt ਫ੍ਥਯਿ part

welfare. 2 a blessing. “tIsu jo hari suasatI

tIsu.”——var asa. 3 denotes acceptance. 4 the

sound of oékar. See ਆਥਿ.

ਸੁਆਰਥ

majh m 1. ‘Self-growing grass (svék) may

become rice.’

ਸੁਆਸ [suas] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਸ n a breath. 2 866 ਸ੍ਵਾਸ.
ਸੁਆਸਨ [suasan] 866 ਸ੍ਵਾਸਨ.

ਸੁਆਹ [suah] n ash.

ਸੁਅਾਹਾ [suaha] See ਸ੍ਵਾਹਾ. “suaha sudhayé namo

sitleyé.”—c5di 2.

ਸੁਆਣੀ [suani] n a willing maiden brought as a
wife, ਸ੍ਵ ਆਣੀ brought through marriage; a

wedded woman devoted to'her husband. See
ਸਾਵਣੀ and ਸੁਰੀਤਾ.

ਸੁਆਤ [suat] See ਸਵਾਤ.

ਸੁ'ਅਾਦ [suad] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਦ (866 ਸ੍ਵਦ vr) njuice, taste.
“athk suad rog athkai.”—mala m I.

ਸੁਅਾਦਤਿ [suadatI] SktH'gB'taste, relish. 2 adv

for the pleasure of the tongue. “suadatI jiu

séghare.”—asa kabir. '

ਸੁ'ਆਧੀਨ [suadhin] See ਸ੍ਵਾਧੀਨ.

ਸੁਅਸਤਿ ਬਿਵਸਥਾ [suasatI bIVastha] 866 ਸ੍ਰਜਿਤ ਸੁ'ਅਾਨ_[50£111] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਨ n a dog. “suanpuch qu
ਬਿਵਸਥਾ.
ਸੁਅਨ [suan] Skt ਸੂਨੁ n son. “apno suan jsse
lagat pIaro jIy.”—BGK.

ਸੁਅਲਾ [suala] 866 ਸੋਲਾ.

ਸੁਆਉ [ਝਧਕੈਪ], ਸੁਆਓ [san], ਸੁਅਾਇ [suaI] n taste,

juice, essence. “karchifi phIrénI suau na

jananI sOyia.”—var guj2 m 5. “kam suaI gaj

VBSI pare.”—-gau kabir. 2 self-interest, profit.

“jan avan ka Ihe suau.”—su1<hmani. 3 selfish-

ness. “tIn ségI ségu na kicaI nanak jIna apna

suau.”-‘—varguj2 m 5. “mItr bhai dis-hI man

mere, te sath apne suaI mIlasa.”—g5dm 4.

4 a purpose, an intention. “kaun marag kaun

suao.”—srdhgosatr. 5 ਸ੍ਵਾਯ good and virtuous;

an honest earning. “katha kirt‘an rag'nad

dhunI IhU banIo suau.”-b11a m 5. 6 a

welcome. “suarath suau na k0 kare.”—sr1' a m

5. 7 honour. “dohagni mahalu na paInI na

jananI pIr ka suau.”—asa a m 3. 8 self-

growing; a grass growing by itself. “bhar

atharahI meva hove gamra hove suau.”—var

hOI na sudho.”——devm 9. “apna apu tu kab-
hu na ChodSI suanpuchI jIU re.”—maru m I.

2 Sktfim'b'whose gait is fine; a swan. See ਸਵਾਨ.

ਸੁਆਨਸਤ੍ਰ [suansatr], ਸੁਅਾਨਸਤ੍ਵ [5081189੮1‘0] n a
dog’s rival (persons of low Easte (cédal), who
kill dogs and eat their flesh). “suansatr ajatu

sabh te.”—1<eda ravrdas. the lowest caste

“supac”.

ਸੁਆਨਖੂਛ [suanpuch] 866 ਸੁਆਨ.

ਸੁ'ਆਨੀ [suani] See ਸੁਆਣੀ. 2 a bitch.

ਸੁਆਮਨਿ [suamanI] n the army .of a king. 2 866

ਸ੍ਵਾਮਿਨੀ.

ਸੁਅਾਮਿ [suamI], ਸੁਆਮੀ [suami] Skt ਜਿ਼ਜ਼੍

husband, lord. 2 an owner, a master. “mat

pIta suamI sajanu.”—vad m 5. “suami k0

ngh qu sada suan tajat nahI.”-s m 9.
ਸੁਆਰ [suar] See ਸਵਾਰ.ਲ਼ੀ “sardar soar anek.”

'—C5di 2.

'ਸੁ'ਆਰਣਾ [suarna] v to reform, correct, impréve.

ਸੁਆਰਥ [suarath] 8/(1ਸ੍ਵਾਥੰ n selfishness; self-

interest. “gobid bhajI sabh suarath pure.”

 



 

—maru m 5.

ਸੁਅਾਰਥੀ [suarthi] Sktfififiadjselfish, for whom
self-interest is paramount.

ਸੁਆਰਥੁ [suarathu] See ਸੁਆਰਥ.

ਸੁਆਰੀ [suari] See ਸਵਾਰੀ. “kari sigh suari.”

ucécji 2.

ਸੁਆਲ [50231] See ਸਵਾਲ.

ਸੁਆਲਿਉ [508110],ਸੁਅਝਾਂਲਿਓ [50੩110]ਸੁਆਕ੍ਤਿ

[5081111੦15/(2ਸੁ-ਆਲਯ adjthe abode of beauty,

a house of splendour; a dwelling of

excellence. “keta tan sualIhu rup.”—japu. “ਪਿੰ

saca sathU 5IphatI sualIU.”-—var asa. “ten

SIphat sualIo sarup he.”-—Var gau 1, m 4. '

“kaya kamanI atI sualIo.”—suhi m 3. 3 n

splendour, beauty. “tIn ka kIa salahna avar

suaIIhu kaI.”—sri m 1. 4 It is mentioned in

the Janamsakhi that Guru Nanak Dev called .

Munafak Desh as suaIIo.—sn‘ nanak prakas

Ch 11. 5 adj laudable, praiseworthy,

commendable.

ਸੁਆਞ [suav] A ’[‘ weakness, deficiency. 2 P

:l/ pure gold. See ਸੁਆਉ.

ਸੁ'ਆਵਗੀਰ [suavgir] P fiCp keepers of pure gold
i.e. pure coins. See ਸੁਆਵ 2. “ja satIguru

saraphu nadarI karI dekhe, suavgir séth

ugharIae.”-var gau 1 m 4. ‘The pure have
been distinguished from the counterfeit.’

ਸੁਆਵੜਾ [508ਘ'੩] n ਸ੍ਵਾਥੰ selfishness. “chadIa

maIa suavra.”—var ram 2 m 5. 2 taste.

ਸੁਅੰ [$05] See ਸੁਵਨ. 2 himself/herself, oneself.
“aka! dIal sué.”—aka1.

ਸੁਅੰਬਰ [suébar] See ਸ੍ਰਯੰਬਰ. 2 aij (ਘਿ'ਵ੍੩)-ਅੰਬਰ

(dress), lovely garments. “na dhare suebar ਤੈਨੂੰ;
me.”—carItr 156.

ਸੁਇ [SUI] pron he, that. 2 n one’s own self.

panat501satSUI”.—bavan

ਸੁਇ ਗਈਂ [SUI gai] slept. “jab-hI jasodha
sngai.”-I<rIsan.

ਸੁਇਨ [SUIn], ਸੁਇਨਾ [SUIna] n gold. “sarab SUIn

ki léka hoti.”——dhana namdev. “suIna rupa
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sécie mal.”—sn’ a m 1.

ਸੁਇਨਾ ਮੂੰਹ ਪਾਉਣਾ [suxna mfih patina] v to put gold
in the mouth of a dead person. According to

the Hindu belief it is a sacred act. See

katyayan SImrItI Part 2] $ 5. 2 to maintain
death-like silence.

ਸੁਇਨੀ [suIni] adj goldsmith. 2 a Khatri caste.

See ਸਿਉਨੀ. “bhagirath SUIni sucIara.”—BG
ਸੁਇਨੇ ਕਾ ਬਿਰਖ਼ੁ’ [SUIne ka bIrakh] n ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ.
See ਵਾਰ ਮਾਝ ਪੌੜੀ 20.

ਸੁਇਨੇ ਕੀ ਸੂਈ ਰੁਪੇ ਕਾ ਧਾਗਾ [SUIne ki sui rupe ka
dhaga] faculty of reasoning; needle is guru

(preceptor) and his teaching is a thread.

ਸੁਇਨੇ ਮੰਡਪ [some médap] See ਫ਼ੀਲੁ.
ਸੁਟੀ [sui] pron ਸੈਞ a devotee of Shiv; same,

that one. “dIhéd sui.”—var majh m 1.
ਸੁਸਕ [50591<]ਲ਼ਾ/(£ਹੂਯਧ੍ਰ adjdry, parched. “cxrékal

man taru susak sri guru peg jal prem.’.’-—NP.
‘devotion to the preceptor.’

ਸੁਸਟੁ [susatu] See ਸੁਸ੍ਨੁ. “susatu baran vari ur

me dharan ki.”—GPS.

ਸੁਸਤੀ [susti] P ਨੁੂੰਲ਼ੀ/ Skt ਰਸ਼ਿ n laziness, sloth.

ਸੁਸਬਦ [susabad] n a preceptor’s teaching.

2 Gurbani. 3 a divine melody produced 'from
within, an unheard melody. “susabad ka kahé

vas kathiale.”—srdhgosatr. '
ਸੁਸਰਾਰ [susrar] See ਸਸੁਰਾਰ.

ਸੁਸਚੂ'ਖਾ [susrukha] See ਸੁਸੂਖਾ.

ਸੁਸਾ [susa] Skt ਵ੍ਯਰ੍ਵ 11 Sister. “susa avas gae
gunrasi.”—NP. .

ਸੁ'ਸਿੱਛ [susrch] Skt ਸੁਸਿਕਿਤ adj welI-trained,

highlyeeducated, lettered. 2 ਸੁਸਿਂਕਾ n good
education/ training, geod advice, good

precept. “SUSIcch duj jénie.”—paras. ‘The
other warrior is well-trained.’

ਸੁਸਿੱਧ [susxddh] adj which can be proved
easily; easily achieved. 2 n a figure of.speech

(ਅਰਥਰ੍-ਅਲੰਕਾਰ) describing how effort is put in

by one and its fruit enjoyed by another. This

type of description is termed as “suSIdh

 



alékar.”

Example:

jcse madhumakhi sécx 55CIk£ Ikatr-kare

hare madhuhar take mukh char darke,

jsse bacch het gau sécat he khir tIh

let he ahir duhI bac‘hre VItarke,

jese dhar khod khod kar bIl saje musa

pesat sarap dhaI khaI tIh marks,

tese kotI pap kar maya jor jor mudh

étkal chadcale dou hath jhark£.—BGK.

(b) Drawing advantage by many persons

from an other’s labour/work is the second kind

of “SUSIddh.”

_ Example:

jIni nam thaIa gae masakatI ghalI,

nanak te mukh ujle keti chuti nalI.—japu.

, prahlad jan 'ke Ikih kul Udhare.—bher m 3.

ਸੁਸ਼ੀਲ [susil] ਕ਼ਧੰ/‘ਸੁ'ਸ਼ੀਲ good-natured.

ਸੁਸੂ [susu] Slét ਸ਼੍ਵਸ਼ੁਰ n father-in-law, wife’s

father. “kIy an dhukau susu nagri.”—NP.
ਸੁ'ਸੂ'ਖਾ [susukha] See ਸੁ'ਸ੍ਵਖਾ.ਭੰ

ਸੁਸੰਗ [5੫558], ਸੁਸੰਗਤਿ TsuségatI] n a noble

company, an association of nice persons. 2 a

congregation of pious persons.

ਸੁਸੰਵੇਦ [suséved] adj ਸੁ-ਸੰਵੇਰ੍ਯ easily under-
standable; that can be comprehended with

comfort. 2 ਸ੍ਵ ਸੰਵੇਜ੍ਯ self-knowable.
ਸੁੱਸ਼ੋਂ [susso] Dg a rabbit, hare.
ਸੁ'ਥੂ [sustu], ਸਰ੍ਵ [susthu] Skt ਚੂਲਠੂ adj exceedingly

true, absolutely correct. 2 extremely appre-

ciated. 3 best, sublime. “pahIryo kharag loh

bahu sustu.”:—GPS.

ਸੁ'ਸ੍ਵ [sust] P _..,,.’x weak, lazy. See ਸੁਸਤੀ. 2 See

ਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵ.
. [sust] washed, clean. See ਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵਨ.

ਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵਨ [sustan] P ਹੀੰਲ਼ੀਭੰ/ v to clean, wash.

ਸ਼ੁ'ਸ੍ਵਾ [susta] P ;„ਛੂੰ/ adj clean, neat, washed.

ਸੁਸ਼੍ਰਤ [susrut] Skt adj thoroughly/completely

grasped. 2 well-known. 3 n a famous Indian

Vaid, who, according to Garud Puran was the
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son ofVishvamitar. He learnt the Vedic system

ofmedicine from Raja Divodas of Kashi, who

was an incarnation of Dhanvantri. He

authored a book, which is famous as

“Sushrut”. He is acknowledged as a reputed

scholar of Ayurveda. .

ਸੁਥੂਖਾ [susrukha] Sktfigfif’n the desire to listen.
2 an honour, hospitality. 3 service. “satségatl
susrukha kami.”—NP.

ਸੁ'ਹਟਾ [suhata1Pa n a spring; a source of water.

ਸੁਹਦਾ [suhda], ਸੁਹਦੇ [suhde] A 0,4: plural of

ਸ਼ਹੀਦ. “suhde aur sahid.”—sri am 1. ‘deponent
of religion and dauntless fighter for a religious

cause.’ See ਸ਼ਹੀਦ. .
ਸੁਹਬਤ [suhbat] A _..ਲ਼ੀਭੰ’ company, meeting, re-

union.

,ਸੁਹਰਤ [suhrat] A .9} Skt ਵਿਸ਼੍ਰ'ਤਿ n mention,

rumour, talk. 2 fame, repute. “Is prakar

suhrat bhi sare.”—NP.

ਸੁਹਰਤਪਜੀਰ [suhrat pajir] P ਡੁੱਧੂੰਡੂੰਭੰ [5 adjfamous,
known.

ਸੁਹਲ [suhal] See ਸੋਹਲ.

ਸੁ'ਹਲਾਵੀ [suhlavi] adjglorious, splendid. 2 plea-
sure, happiness. “ngh mégal suhlavi.”—mala
m 5.

ਸੁਹੜ [ਡ਼ਘੀਰੋਟ੍ਰਾ] a sub-caste of Khatris. “suhar ‘

tIloka surma.”—BG. 2 Dg a warrior, valiant

person.

ਸੁ'ਹਾਉਣਾ [suhauna] adj graceful, beautiful.
ਸੁਹਾਗ [suhag] 71 good fortune, good luck. “suhag

hamaro ab hunI sohIo.”-asa m 5. ‘Now good

luck eternally prevails.’ See ਅਬ.

ਸੁਹਾਗਣ [suhagan], ਸੁਹਾਗਣਿ [suhaganI], ਸੁਹਾਗਨੀਂ
[suhagni] adj lucky (woman). 2 woman, whose

husband is alive: _

ਸੁਹਾਗਾ [suhaga] n a saline material, called taken

Skt ਰਸਸ਼ੋਧਨ E borax. 2 a leveller, cultivater’s

implement, which is used for breaking bricks

in the field. It is shaped as a flat beam. The

farmer stands on it, while being it is being

ਸੁ ਵੂ 
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pulled by two or four bullocks on the ploughed

soil. “nam bij sétokh suhaga.”—sor m 1. “let
rahyo karke Upma Ih dar cale kIrsan

suhaga.”—krrsan. ‘A black serpent is lying

on the sandy land like a leveller.

ਸੁਹਾਗਾ ਫੇਰਨਾ [suhaga pherna] “See ਸੁਹਾਗਾ 2. 2 to
cause utter destruction, to ruin the other

completely.

ਸੁਹਾਂਜਣਾ [50}1ਹੇਂ]'!.18] Skl ਝਸੇਸਧ੍ਯਜ n a plant, whose
beans are used for the preparation ofa pickle;

and its root, gum, peel and juice are used in

making various medicines. L Moringa

Pterygosperma. It cures phlegm and gastric

ailments, removes swelling, increases Sexual

energy, produces hunger, dissolves stone in

the urinary bladder, is effective for curing

rheumatism and stomach-ache. Its effect is hot

and dry. -

ਸੁਹਾਣ [suhan] adj graceful, beautiful. 2 A UK“,

pious, soul. “satI suhano sada manI cau.”

—japu.

ਸੁਹਾਣਾ [suhana] adjgraceful, beautiful, pleasant.

ਸੁਹਾਣੁ [suhanu] See ਸੁਹਾਣ.

ਸੁਹਾਨ [suhan] See ਸੁਹਾਣ.

ਸੁਹਾਨਾ [suhana] See ਸੁਹਣਾ.

ਸੁਹਾਬ [suhab] See ਸ਼ਹਾਬ.

ਸੁਹਾਵਣਾ [sohavna], ਸੁਹਾਵਨਾ [suhavna], ਸੁਹਾਵੜਾ

[5011ਕ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਵਾ8], ਸੁਹਾਵੜੀ [suhavri], ਸੁਹਾਵਾ [suhava],

ਸੁਹਾਵੀ [sohavi] adj beautiful, graceful. 2 com-

ਰ੍ fortable. “soi dInas sohavra.”—var gau 2 m

5. “dhénu suhava mukh.”—asa m 5. “rmI

suhavri dInsu suhela.”—majh.m 5. “suhavi

kaunu su vela?”—vad m 5.

ਸੁਹਿਰਦ [suhIrad] Ski ਬ੍ਰੂਛੁਟ੍ n a kind hearted
person. 2 a friend.

ਸੁਹੀਆ [suhia] n a spy. 2 Skt ਗੂਕ੍ਯਸ਼ਾ the desire to

listen, i.e. the service of the guru and the

seniors. 3 honour, hospitality. “sasurx sohia

l<Iv kari? nIvanu n3 jaI thani.”—sava m 1.

‘How may I greet the mother—in-lilw. unable
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as I am to bend due to the breast being tense."

4 adjgraceful, beautiful. 5 dear, affectionate.

“madhur barn at: suhia.”—mala m 5 partaI.

ਸੁਹੇਲੜਾ [suhelra], 8383‘? [suhelri], ਸੁਹੇਲਾ [suhela],

ਸੁਹੇਲੀ [50}181ਫ਼ੌ]‘ਕ਼ਯੰ/' easy, simple, convenient.

“sabhe kaj suhelre thie.”—var gau 2 m 5.

“suhela kahIn kahavan, tera bIkham

bhavan.”-sn’m 5. “col; soheli sel ki.”—s kabir. '

2 happy. “tIcaru vas-hI suhelri.”—sri m 5.

3 pleasing. “harI ki katha suhe]i.”—sor m 5.

4 n a friend, well wisher. “age sajan suhela.”
—sor kabir. 5 a special horse of Guru

Hargobind, named Suhela. See ਗੁਲਬਾਗ and

ਪਾਇਲ 4. 6 See8 and ਹੇਲਾ-

ਸੁ'ਹੇਵਾ [soheva] a village ofBikaner state, najamat

Rajgarh and tchsil Rini, which is situated 25

kos from Rajgarh station in north-west

direction. It is 30 kos from Sirsa in the south-

west quarter. People in the vicinity call it
Sahia. While going towards the south, Guru '

Gobind Singh graced this place with his

presence. In the north-east corner of the

village, there is a gurdwara on the bank of a

pond. There stands a banyan tree and a peepal

tree since the time ofthe Guru.Then a small

peepal grew in the jand tree. The Guru

predicted that the country would get rid of

famine when the peepal would devour (wholly

absorb) the jand tree. Now the peepal has

swallowed up whole of the jand tree and its

visible size remains only two and a halfinches

in width and six inches in length.

About 25 feet away from the peepal, there

is a stone rock on which three-four steps of a

horse are found, which are said to be those of

the Guru’s horse. The gurdWara has 30 bighas

ofland. It also receives Rs 325 annually from

'In Pothohar, ਸੂਹੀ means to greet by bending the head
 

ਰ੍ by bowing down. lts derivation is also from the Sanskrit
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the Patiala state. Its priest is a baptised Sikh.

On the day offull-moon night ofthe month of

Kattak, a festival/holy congregation is held

here. .

ਸੁਹੰਦਾ [5ਪੀ1ਟੈ618] See ਸੋਹੰਦਾ.

ਸੁ'ਰ੍ਹਿਦ [suhrId] See ਸੁਹਿਰਦ.

ਸੁਬ੍ਰਿਦਣੀ [suhrIdni] n army; a gathering ofsincere

friends.—sanama.

ਸੁਕ [suk] Skt ਸ਼ੁਸ਼੍ਕ adj dry. “saIr bhare 1<ੲ suk?”

—var majh m I. 2 Skt ਸ਼ੁਕ” a parrot, a fowler.
3 a minister of Ravan. “jab suk ke vacnan

hasyo dai vadai tahI.”—hanu. 4 a sage, named

’ Shukdev, who was the son of rishi Vyas. It is

mentioned in the Mahabharat that Vyas was

trying to produce fire by rubbing arni wood.

In the meantime a nymph named Ghritachi

appeared there and looking at her the sage

dropped his semen into the ami. Ghritachi

felt that the sage would curse her. On account

of this awe she flew away in the garb of a

female—parrot.l Thus Shuk was born in the amt

from the semen of Vyas. The father named

him Shuk because Ghritachi had assumed the

shape of a parrot. He was sent to Janak by

Vyas to acquire divine knowledge. He proved

to be a very renowned scholar. “sok janak pagi
_ lagI thavego.”—kan a m 4. 5 clothes. 6 a

headgear, turban.

ਸੁਕ਼ਚਣਾ [sukacna], ਸੁਕਚਨ [sukcan] v to shrink/

shrivel. 2 to hesitate. “pap karat sukaCIo
nahi.”—t1'15 m 9.

ਸੁਕਣਾ [sukna] v to dry.

ਸੁੰਕਤ [sOkat] a hissing sound. “sOkat ban mar

sam jahI”——saloh. ‘The arrows move like a
hissing snake.’

ਸੁਕਤਾ [sukta], ਸੁਕਤਿ [5019161] See ਸੁਭ੍ਰਿ. “sukta

rajat mrIgtrIsna me nir jsse.”—NP.

ਸੁ'ਕਦੀਸ [sokdis] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕਦੇਸ਼ਿਕ one who teaches

'On account of this reference many writers have used
 

word ਸ਼ੁਕੀ (she parrot) as a name of Shuk’s mother.
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a parrot. See ਦੀਸੰ.

ਸੁਕਦੇਵ [sukdev] See ਸੁਕ 4.

ਸੁਕਨਾਸ [suknas] having a nose like that of a

parrot; with a nose like that ofa parrot’s beak.

ਸ਼ੁਕਰ [sukar] Skt adj a work that can be easily
done. 2 A [a n gratefulness, gratitude. “yate

, sukar rabb ke ghar ko.”—GPS. 3 See ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ.

ਸੁਕਰਣੀ [sukarni], ਸੁਕਰਨੀ [sukarni] n a noble

deed. “sukarni kamanI ham gurmIlI pai.”
-asa m 5. ‘a lady performing noble deeds.’

W ['sukaram] good work, noble work.

ਸੁਕਗਜੇੰ [sukarmi] Skt ਚੂਕਜ਼ਥਿੰਜ਼੍ਕੈਧੰ/ who performs
noble deeds.

ਸੁਕਰਾਸਿਰੀ [sukrasxri] adj which has fire-like
glitter; bright as fire. “kalo bapura kotvalu

sukraSIri.”—mala namdev.

ਸੁਕਰਾਣਾ [sukrana] P M} n gratefulness,

gratitude.

ਸੁਕਰਾਤ [sukrat] 1,1}5 Socrates. a celebrated

thinker ofGreece and a scholar, who was born

in Athens from the womb of Phinareti in the

house of Sophroniscus in 469 BC. Socrates
was moved to preach against evil practices

and hypocrisy prevalent in Greece. He

actively condemned them, fearlessly

sermonised to the people about truth. His

discursive method was such that the scholars

of his time could not argue with him. Thus

selfish persons turned hostile and they

levelled against Socrates the charge that he

was the enemy of ancient religion and was a

preacher ofnew belief. So he was imprisoned

and ultimately on a court order was put to

death by having to drink a cup of poison.

Socrates believed that human soul was

neither subject to old age nor death. The fear

of death could not turn him away from 'his

cherished principles. Therefore he remained

absolutely firm. At the time of his death,

whatever he discussed with his disciples, was
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full ofvaluable teaching. This noble soul lived

only for about 70 years.

. ਸ਼ੁਕਰੀਂਯਹ [sukriyah] P y? thankfulness,

gratitude. ..

ਸ਼ੁਕਲ [sukal] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਲ. 2 n silver. 3 butter.

ਸੁਕਲਾ'ਭਿਸਾਚਿਕਾ [suklathsarIka] See ਅਭਿਸਾਰਿਕਾ.
ਸੁਕਲੀਧੇ [suklidhe] adj white coldured; whose
blackness has dried; whose wetness has

evaporated. “bIn jal dekhe sUklidhe.”—bas§t
m 4.

ਸ਼ੁਕਵੱਲਭ [sukvallabh] Skt loved by a parrot; a
pomegranate. '

ਸ਼ੁ'ਕਵਾਹ [sukvah] Skt Kamdev whose carrier is

the parrot.

ਸੁਕੜਨਾ [sukarna], ਸੁੰਕੜਨਾ [5ਪੈ1<ਗ੍118] v to shrink.

ਸੁੱਕਾਥ [sukab] Bhai Santokh Singh has used this

Word instead of ਸੁਰਖ਼ਾਬ. See ਸੁਰਖਾਬ. “gahI

sukab k0 turat dabae.”—GPS.

ਸੁਕਾਲ [sukal] n free from famine, good times;

auspicious moment.

time.

ਸੁਕਾਵਯ [sukavy] a metre, whose characteristic

is four lines and every line contains 24 matras.

There is a pause after the 13‘h matra and

another on the subsequent 11““, the last two
matras being guru and laghu.

Example:

avau vépau damni, kItti mItr kareu,

sadhan dhoi na 1311:, védhi kIO dhireU....

—maru m 1.

2 adj sublime poetry; that poetry, which is

embedded with pileasing words and meanings.

ਸ਼ੁ'ਕੀ [suki] she-parrot.

ਸੁਕੀਅ [sukia] ਥਧੰ/‘ਸ੍ਰਕੀਯ own.
ਸੁਕੀਆ [sukia] See ਸ੍ਰਕੀਯਾ.

ਸੁਕੀਞ [sukiv] See ਸੁਕੀਅ.

ਸੁਕੁੰਤਲਾ [501<6[1ਹ] See ਸ਼ਕੁੰਤਲਾ.

ਸੁਕੁਮ [sukum] A " a disease, an illness.
2 dearth, loss. 3 a vice, defect.

“fine bIna na 1101-

sukal.”—g5d kabir. 2 time of peace. 3 good

ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ

ਸੁਕੁਮਾਰ [sukumar] Skt adj (child) with tender

limbs. 2 n sugarcane. 3 sweet poetry, which

does not contain rough-sounding words.

ਸੁਕੁਲ [sukul] adj of a high-family.

ਸੁਕੂਨਝ [sukunat] A c,- ਰੂੰ; residence, abode.

ਸੁਕੇਸ਼ੀ [sukesi] a nymph, who adorned Indar’s

court. 2 adj (lady) with lovely hair.

ਸੁਕੇਤ [suket] a hill state, which lies to the north

of Satluj, ruled by the Rajputs ofSuketya sub-

caste. See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ. 2 Skt adj having a noble
meaning. 3 good natured. 4 benevolent.

ਸੁਕੇਤੀਅਾ [suketia] See ਸੁਕੇਤ.

ਸੁਕੇਤੁ [suketu] Skt adj very bright. 2 glittering,

shin. 3 having beautiful hair. 4 n one who

understands the language ofthe birds. 5 father

of Tarika, the demoness.
ਸ਼ੁਕੋਹ [sukoh] P „ਨੂਂ. n authority. 2 splendour,

grandeur, pomp and show.

ਸੁਕੰਠ [sukéth] a translation of the name of
Sugreev. See ਸੁਗ੍ਰੀਵ. 2 adj who has a sweet
throat; a person with a melodious voice.

ਸੁੱਕਾ [sukka] ਸ਼ੁਯੰ/‘ਸੁ'ਸ੍ਕ dry.

ਸੁ'ਰ੍ਹਿ [suktI], ਸੁਕ੍ਰਿਕਾ [501<ਠਿਗ਼ੁ1<8]ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼2ਸ਼ੁਭ੍ਰਿ,ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰਿਕਾਮੌ

a small, shell of an oyster.

ਸੁਕ੍ਰਿਜ [sukth] n a pearl that comes out of a
small shell of an oyster.

ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ [sukr] Skt n ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ n semen. 2 fire. 3 month '

of Jeth. 4 Shukracharya, a preceptor of the

demons. He was the son of Bhrigu and a

Purohit (priest) of Bali. He is also called kavi.

The name of his wife was Shushuma. His

daughter Devgani was married to a

Chandarvanshi king, Yyati. He also authored

books on spiritualism and ethics. It is written

in-Harivansh that he underwent a great

penance to acquire power from Shiv (so that

the demons could not be defeated by the gods)

i.e. he did penance for 1000 years with head

downwards. When he was thus busy, the gods

invaded the demons and Vishnu killed his
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mother. Shukar cursed Vishnu seven times to

have birth on the earth. Then he brought his _
mother back to life. lndar got afraid and sent
his daughter Jyanti to disturb his penance.
.lyanti reached there and tried her best to
distract him with her charm, but Shukar fully
completed his penance period and then
married her. Shukra is also called Bhargava,
Bhrigu’s father.

Shukar was a one-eyed demon and the ਰ੍
reason for it is that king Bali promised to give
two and a halffeet land to the dwarf(Vaman)

Brahmin, so Shukar made his body very small

and entered into the neck ofthe water vessel,

called gangasagar. When water did not fall

into his hand, Bali moved a straw in the neck

that punctured his eye.‘ “sukr bat man mo

pahIcani.”—-vaman. 5 Friday. 6 a bright

planet, which is quite close to the earth. lts

distance from the sun is three'crore and 35

lacs kos. lt rotates round its axis in 225 days.

The same Shukar is mentioned as the guru of

the demons in the Purans. 7 adj bright,
.glittering. 8 white, glaring.

ਸੁਕ੍ਰਸਿਸ [sukrSIs] Dg the followers/disciples of

Shukar i.e. the demons. ‘
ਸੁਕ੍ਰਚੱਕੀਆਂ ਦੀ ਮਿਸਲ [sukarcakkia di mIsal],
ਸੁਕੁਦੱਕੀਏ [sukarcakkie] one ofthe twelve misls

of Sikhs. It got its name from village

Sukrchakk. It was organized by Sardar

Charhat Singh Sanhsi of Jat sub caste and

grandfather of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It was

established in 1810 Sammat with Gujranwala

its capital. The most illustrious son ofthis misl

was Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the Lion of

Punjab. The prosperous Sandhawalias and

Rasoolpurias ofAmritsar are now considered

offshoots ofthis misl. The sardars of Sikri in

Kamal district the descendants of Sardar Bhag

IThis legend is not to be found in the Purans.
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Singh, the Jewel of Panth, also belong to this

misl.

ਸੁਕੁਵਾਰ [sukravar] n Friday, named after Shukar.

ਸੁਕੁਵਾਰਿ [sukravarI] on Friday. “sukvarI prabhu
rahIa samaI.”-—bIIa m 3 var 7.

ਸੁਕ੍ਰ'ਚਾਰਯ [sukracaray] See ਸੁਕ੍ਰ 4.

ਸੁ'ਕ੍ਰਿਤ [sukrIt] Skt ਰੂਕਖ਼ੂਜ਼੍ਹ n a holy or sacred act.
“dukrIt sukrIt madhe sésar saglana.”—sri m

5. 2 This word has also been used in place of

ਸ਼ੁਕੁਵਾਰ “sukrIt sahare su Ih brat carhe.”-—g5d

kebir var 7. 3 adjajob well done.

ਸੁ'ਕ੍ਰਿਤਿ [sukrItI], ਸੁ'ਕ੍ਰਿਤੀ [sukrIti] Sktfiffilfi‘tadj
virtuous. 2 pious/ righteous.

ਸੁਖ [sukh] n a vow to make an offering. “sukh

sukhédi sa me paI.”—j€t chétm 5. ‘is so called
becauSe ofthe desire to get worldly comforts

and happiness.’ 2 Skt pleasure. “dukh darn

sukh rog bhaIa.”—varasa. See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾਰੂਪ 18.
4 water.

ਸੁਖ ਅਸਵਾਰੀ [sukh asvari] n a palanquin. “karI
, hakaran sukh asvari.”... “cadhyo sah sukah

ki asvari.”—GPS.

ਸੁਖਈ [sukhai] an intoxicating leafy drug.
2 whosejob is to grind this intoxicating leafy

drug (hemp) See ਸੁੱਖਾ. '
ਸੁਖਸਹਜ [sukhsahaj] See ਸਹਜ ਸੁਖ.

ਸੁ'ਖਸਾਗਰ [sukhsagar] adjan ocean ofhappiness.

“sukhsagar harInam he.”——sri m 3.

ਸੁਖਸਾਂਦਿ [501<}15ਬੋ€11] complete peace. See ਸਾਂਦਿ.
ਸੁਖਸਾਲ [sukhsal] adj an abode of comforts, a

place of happiness. “nanak sukhsal.”—brla m

5. 2 n the Creator of the universe. 3 self-

knowledge. .

ਸੁ'ਖਸੋਲ [sukhsel] adj ਸ਼ੋਲਸੁਖ steady comfort.

“maha punit bhae sukhsel.”—gaum 5.

ਸੁਖਸੋਂਹਿਲੜਾ [sukhsohIlra], ਸੁਖਸੋਚਿਲਾ [sukhsohIla]

adja soothing song. 2 a song of bliss. _

ਸੁਖਹਗਾਮੀ [sukhahgami], ਸੁਖਹਿਗਾਮੀ [sukh-hIgami]

adj easily approachable; easily available;

which can be secured without hard labour.
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“SImarI suami sukhahgami.”—sri c1151“m 5.

ਸੁਖਚੈਨ [sukhcen] the younger son of Baba
Phool’s son Tiiok Singh. He (Sukhchain) was

the ancestor ofthe J ind branch. He established

Sukhchain village in his name. He died in

|75| AD.
ਸੁਖਚੈਨਅਾਣਾ [501<}1£ੲ1|-ਹ|,|8] See ਫਗਵਾੜਾ.

ਸੁਖਛਤ੍ਵ [sokhchatr] adjthe saviour ofhappiness.
2 a comfort giving umbrella, which protects

against the heat of hardship and adversity.

ਸੁਖਦ [sukhad] adj soothing.
ਸੁਖਦਰਸ਼ਨ [sukhdarsan] adj whose sight is

soothing. “jo sukhdérsan pekhte pIare, mukh
te kahIn na jaI.”—asa m 5 bIrhare. 2 n a herb

from the family of lily with beautiful flowers,

thejuice ofwhich is used to cure an ear-ache.

Skt ਸੁਦਸ਼ੰਨਾ L Amoryllis chlanicum. 3 Guru

Nanak Dev, whosc glimpse is very blissful.

ਸੁਖਦਾ [sukhda] adj soothing. 2 n a metre,

comprising four lines with each line

containing eight matras, the last two being

guru and laghu. It differs from madhubhar in

that it does not end with a jagan foot.
Example:

rIkhI VIda kin. aSIkha din.

dutI ram cin. mun man prabin.—ramav.

(b) The second type of Sukhda metre is

characterised by 22 matras, the final one

being a guru, with two pauses after the 12m
and the last 10th matra respectively.

Example:

jagjivan ko sevo, jagjivan tab hi....

ਸੁਖਪਾਲ

contains eight characters. Every line begins

with a laghu character, and ends with a guru

character, with pauses after the 5‘h and the

subsequent 3rd characters.

Example:

kI nagri ke, es hé,

kI mrIgi ke nares hi,

kI raja chatrdhari hé,

kI kali ke thkhari hé.—kaH<i.

ਸੁਖਦਾਯਕ [sukhdayak] See ਸੁਖਦਾਈ.
ਸੁ'ਖਦੇਉ [sukhdeo], ਸੁਖਦੇਵ [sukhdev] nShukdev.
See ਸੁਕ. “Ih manI 11!) bhae sukhdeu.”——gau a

kabir. 2 Sukhdev, a ruler of Jasrota, a hilly

area, who helped Bhim Chand during the

battle of Nadaun. “sakhédev gaji jasarot

rayé.”—VN a 9. 3 a brahmin poet of Guru

Gobind Singh’s court, who wrote a unique

description of the Creator’s attributes using

twelve adjectives, such as sat (truth), CIt

(consciousness) anéd (bliss), adVItiy

(unique), akhéd ' (never-ending) acal

(immovable, firm), énat (infinite), svaprakas

(selfglittering), kutasth (mysterious), aj (self-

existent), akrIy (inactive) and braham.

ਸੁਖਧਾਮ [sukhdham] adjthe abode of happiness/

comfort. 2 n a true teacher/preceptor.

3 the Creator of the universe. 4 self-

reaiisation. 5 Vishnu’s abode, the heaven.

ਸੁਖ਼ਨ [suxan] P n a talk, a conversation. 2 a

metre, a verse-line. See ਸਖੁਨ.

ਸੁਖ਼ਨ੍ਯਰ [suxanvar] P J#adjcOmmitted, bound,
firm in promise.

ਸੁਖਦਾਈ [sukhdai], ਸੁਖਦਾਤਾ [sukhdata], ਸੁਖਦਾਨ ਸੁਖਨਿਧਾਨ [sukhnIdhan] adja store ofhappiness.

[sukhdan] adj ਸਪਦਾਤ੍ਰਿ comfort giving.
“sukhdai jian ko data.”—dev m 5. “sukhdata

harI eku he.”—bher m 3.

ਸੁਖਦਾਨੀ [sokhdani] adj soothing pleasing.2 22
See ਸਵੈਯੇ (16).

ਸੁਖਦਾਭਿੱਧ [sukhda brIddh] a metre, also named

“sagana”. it comprises 4 lines and every line

“sukhnIdhan harI alakh'suami.”—gau m 5.

“sukhnIdhan prabhu ek he.”—gau var 2 m 5.

2 n hemp for Nihang Sikhs. 3 a book by Gopal .

Das Kabir Panthi, which is-read by members

ofthe community with relish.

ਸੁਖਪਾਲ [sukhpal] ii a palanquin. See ਸੁੱਖ ਅਸਵਾਰੀ.

a comfortable swing/cradle. “ranitko lino
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sukhpal caralke.”+carrtr 146.

ਸੁਖਬਾਲਾ[501<}1}੨818] adj the highest pleasure.
2n the pleasure of knowledge, solace of the

soul.

ਸੁਖਬਿਸ੍ਰਅ [sukthsram] n the state of peace,
peace of mind.

ਸੁ'ਖਭਾਭੰਇ [sukhbhaI] adj comfort-giving; that

has a soothing effect “satIguru sukhbhaI
krIpadhari.’’—saveye m 4.

ਸੁਖਮਹਲ [sukhmahal], ਸੁਖਮਚਿਲ [sukhmahIll adj

a temple of comfort, an abode of pleasure.

2 n a true preceptor..3 the Creator. 4 self

realisation.
ਸੁਖਮਣਾ [sukhmana], ਸੁਖਮਨ [sukhman], ਸੁਖਮਨਾ

[sukhmana] .ਉੰ/ਸਿ਼ਸੁਸੁਮ੍ਹਾ It is also correct, if

written as ਸੁਸੁਮ੍ਣਾ. n a vein supposed by the

yogis, that starts from the point of the nose

and passing through the inner portion ofthe

forehead (ਕੰਗਰੋਂੜ) reaches up to the brain.

Pingla is on its right side and Ira falls on the

left side. This vein is like chandarma (moon)

sooraj (sun) and agni (fire). When breath is

circulated in it through practice or exercise,

“anhat sabad” (divine melody produced from

within) is heard which provides ecstastic

pleasure. lts other names are ‘Brahm Marg’

and ‘Maha Path’ “sukhman nari sahaj samani

pive pivanh‘ara.”—ram kabir. “sokhmana Ira

pi‘gola bujhe.”—srdhgosatr. 2 The earlier
devotees of Gurbani consider twenty four

Asthpadis (a stanza of eight lines) by Guru

Ramdas as ‘Sukhmna’. There are six

Ashtpadis of Bilawal (Rag), six of Sarang

(Rag), six of Kanra (Rag) and six of Kalyan

(Rag). 3 a bani comprising 43 stanzas

composed by some Sikh in a particular

manuscript ofDasam Granth. A part ofthe text

is: “sésahar sokhmana patIsahi 10.”

prIthrhe nIrékar ko parné.

phunI kIchU bhagatI ritI ras bamé.
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dindayalu purakh atI svami.

bhagatvachal harI §tarjami.

ghatI ghatI rahe na dekhe koi.

jal thal rams: sarav me soi.

bahu beat ਰੈਨਿ nahI pave.

parI parI pédIt rah batave. ll 1 ||

vahguru japte sabhkoi.

yaka arath samjhc jan soi.

vava vahi apar apar.

haha hIrde harI vicar.

gaga gobid SImran kina.

rara ram nam manI cina.

In achran l<a samjhanhar. _

rakhe dUbIdha hOI khuar. II 16 II

pritI kar-hu CIt layke Ikman hvekar jap.

karI Isnan sokhmana paro

nIhce man ko thap. || 38 ||

sun-h'u sét tum saci bani. .
guru apne kau harIjan jani.

jfi harI hov-hI sada sahai.

dharam bIlas karamgatI pai.

pakhéd chad brahméd man dharo.

an chad sxmran man karo.

soc kIrIa or her: harI bhajo.

jhutha peripauna tajo. ll 43 II

ਸੁਖ ਮਨਾਉਣੀ [sukh manauni] v to take a vow

for the welfare of a near and dear one. 2 to

worship the Creator. for mental peace. “sakhi,

Ich kari nIt sukh manai, prabhu meri as

pujae.”—gau chét m 5.

ਸੁਖਮਨਿ [sokhmanI] See ਸੁਖਮਨੀ. 2 This word

has also been used for ਸੁਖਮਨਾ ਨਾੜੀ. See ਸੁਖਮਨਾ.
3 a grand army. “susuma vali sena.”—sanama.

ਸੁਖਮਨੀ [sukhmani] a long poem, composed by

Guru Arjan Dev in Gauri Rag that provides

bliss to the mind. It has 24 eight line stanzas.

janam maran ka dokh nIvare,

dulabh deh tatkal odhars,

dukh rog bInse bhaI bharam,

sadh nam nIIfmal take'karam,
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sabh te uc taki sobha bani,

nanak Ih gunI namu sukhmani.

—sukhmam'.

ਸੁਖਮਾ [sukhma] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸੁਸੁਮਾ'ਡ਼ਾ glory, beauty. “kéjan

ki sukhma sakuci he.”—c5di 1.

ਸੁਖਰ [sukhar] See ਸੁਖਿਰ.

} ਸੁਖਰਸ [sukhras] See ਸੁਖਿਰ. “tat bIt ghan sukhras
sabh bajé."’—aj. See ਬਾਜਾਂ. 2 a feeling of

pleasure.

ਸੁਖਰਾ'ਇ [sukhraI] adjthe king of happiness,

lord of bliss/ blissful Lord. “dukhbhéjan
sukhraI.”——guj m 5.

ਸੁਖਰਾਸਿ [sukhraSI] adj cumulus of comfort,

commune of pleasure, wealth of bliss/ecstasy.

2 n the Creator of the universe.

ਸੁਖਲਾ [sukhla] adj easy; easy to prove.

ਸੁ'ਖਲੀਆ[8ਪ1<}1118]‘1ਯੰ/੦੦!11ਧਿਸਂ81੭|8, blissful. “sej

sukhlia.”——asa m 5.

ਸੁਖਵਾਸੀ [sukhvasi] adj who lives comfortably.
2 a house holder; one who spends his life with

ease. “jac-hI jati sati sukhvasi.”—maru solhe
m 5.

ਸੁਖਵੰਤੀ [5ਪ1<ਘਿਰੋ੮ਣੋ] adj(woman) leading a happy
life. “sukhvéti sa narI sobha purI bana.”

-asa m 5.

ਸੁਖਾ [sukha] Skt the abode of god Varun. 2 See

ਸੁਖੰ and ਸੁੱਖਾ.

ਸੁਖਾਉਣਾ [sukhauna] v to appear to be comfortable;

to seem loving one. “ghar éganI na sukhai.”

—sn' beni. 2 be suitable.

ਸੁਖਾਸਨ [sukhasan] a soft seat, which is

comfortable to sit at. 2 a palanquin.

ਸੁ'ਖਾਸੁ'ਖ [sukhasukh] adj the greatest pleasure,

extreme happiness. “ms: sarabsukha sukh

paIa.”-vad m 5. 2 pleasure and pain,

happiness and sorrow.

ਸੁਖਾਣਾ [sukhana] seem comfortable. 2 suited;

congenial.

ਸੁ'ਖਾਂਦਾ [sukhéda], ਸੁਖਦੀ [sukhfidi] comfort giving,

soothing, appealing/ pleasing. “thu mIlI
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harIbhagatI sukhfidi.”——dev m 4.

ਸੁਖਾਨਾ [sukhana] to soothe, please. “prIa l<e
bacan sukhane hiare.”—dev m 4. “manI tanI

prem sukhanIa.”—mala m 5.

ਸੁਖਾਰਾ [sukhara] See ਸੁਖਾਲਾ.

ਸੁਖਾਲ [sukhal] n ease, convenience.

ਸੁਖਾਲਾ [sukhala], ਸੁਖਾਲੀ [sukhali] adj easy.

2 comfort giving, comfortable. “dar ghar
mahla sej sukhali.”—gau a m 1.

ਸੁਖਾਵਨਾ [sukhavna] v seem comfortable.

2 appear suitable.

ਸੁਖਿ [sukhI] with comfort, with happiness.

“sukhI renI VIhani.”~asa m 5. 2 in pleasure/

happiness. “manu sukhI samana.”—bIIa chét

m 4. 3 See ਸੁਖੀ.

ਸੁਖਿੰਦਾ [sukhida] adj soothing, comfortable.

2 drier, absorber.

ਸੁ'ਖਿਰ [SUkhIr] Skt ਸੁਸਿਰ adj empty, hollow. 2 n

a flute like musical instrument, which may

be hollow from inside. “vésadIkétu susiré.”

—amar1<os. See ਪੰਚ ਸ਼ਬਦ. 3 fire. 4 a mouse.

5 a clove.

ਸੁਖੀ [sukhi] adj happy. “sukhi nanak gurI nam

‘drIran.”——kanm 5. 2 dry; unbuttercd. “rukhi

sukhi khaIke théda pan]: piU.”—s\ fan'd.
ਸੁਖੀਆ [sukhia] adj happy. “so sukhia szu
bhram gaIa.”—basa’t m 5. '

ਸੁਖੀ ਹੂੰ ਸੁ'ਖ [sukhi hfi sukh] adj puposeful joy

coming from all the comforts. “ms sukhi hfi

sukh paIa.”—sri m 5 pepaI.

ਸੁਖੁ [sukhu] See ਸੁਖ. “sukhu dukh rahat sada

nIrlepi.”—sorm 9.

ਸੁਖੁਪੜਿ [sukhupatI], ਸੁਖੁਪਤੀ [sukhupati] Skt

ਸੁਸੁਪ੍ਰਿ n dreamless but sound sleep. 2 according

to Patanjal philosophy, an state ofmind which

experiences daily the contact ofthe soul with

the eternal Spirit (Brahm), but in this

condition it is not known whether the (soul)

has united with the eternal Spirit.

ਸੁਖੂ [sukhu] See ਸੁੱਖੂ.
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ਸੁਖੇਟਿਆ [sukhetIa] ਸੁਖੇ-ਅਟਯਾਂ n a state of being
blissful. “sukh sukhetIa.”—Var guj 2 m 5.

ਸੁਖੇਣ [sukhen], ਸੁਖ਼ੇਨ [sukhen] adj easy, simple.

2 an abode of ease/happiness, comfortable,

delightful. “sukhen ban rat 115.” ‘which has

no llove for delightful utterances.’ 3 Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਥੇਧਸ੍ਰਾ
n Vishnu. 4 a leader of Gandhravs. 5 son of

Varun or Dhanvantri, father of Tara, father-

in-law and minister of Sugreev, famous as

Ayurvedic physician. When Ram and

Lachhman became unconscious, he sent

Hanuman to bring herbs. See ਸਰਬੇਸਧਿ ਪਰਬਤ.
“jamvét sukhen nilaru hanu 5gad kesri.”

—ramav. .

ਸੁਖੇ [5ਪ1<11£] in comfort. 2 pertaining to ease/
comfort. “sukhe ehu bIbekU he.”—var ram 1

m 3.

ਸੁਖੈਨ [sukhen], ਸੁਥੈਨਾ [sukhena] adjeasy, simple. .

2 comfortable, delightful. “mIlIo manohar

sarab sukhena.”—dev m 5. 3 comfortable.

“sz0 nam rIde so sahaj sukhena.”—bh£r a m

5. See ਸੁਖ਼ੇਣ. ’

ਸੁ'ਖੋ'ਪ'ਤਿ [sukhopatI] See ਸੁ'ਖੁ’ਪਤਿ.
ਸੁਖੰ [501<11ਰੌ] SktEElTn perfect silence, complete

stillness. “kahfi sastra sukhé.”—VN. 2 See ਸੁਖ.

ਸੁਖੰਬਰ [501<}1ਟੋ1)91`] adj a comfortable dress.
2 armour, shield.

ਸੁੱਖ [sukkh], ਸੁੱਖ ਸੁੱਖਣੀ [sokkh sukkhni] See

'ਸੁਖ 1 and ਸੁਖ ਮਨਾਉਣੀ.
ਸੁੱਖਣ [sokkhan] a Khatri, resident of Dhamial

village (three miles beyond Rawalpindi) who

was a devotee of goddess Durga. 'After

seeking Guru Amardas’s blessings, he became

one ofthe Guru’s devotees. The Guru offered

him a cot (seat/throne) for preaching the Sikh

tenets. Bhai Sukkhan diligently preached
Sikhism in Pothohar. A celebrated successor

ofhis family, Dr Surjan Singh is still a devoted

missionary ofGurmat.

ਸੁੱਖ ਮੰਨਣੀ [sukkh ménni] See ਸੁਖ 1 and ਸੁਖ
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ਮਨਾਉਣੀ.
ਸੁੱਖਾ [sukkha] n a euphemism for hemp coined
by its users.——VIj1'a.

ਸੁੱਖਾ ਸਿੰਘ [sukkha sigh] a devoted Sikh from

Kambomari village, who was born in the Kalsi

subcaste of carpenters. After adopting

Sikhism, he served the faith with great vigour

by participating in religious wars. Joining

Sardar Matab Singh, he punished the Turks

such as Massa Ranghar for sacrilegious acts

of violating the sanctity of Sri Harimandir.

He attained martyrdom in Sammat 1810 in

Lahore at the bank of Ravi after fighting

against the Durrani force. 2 a valiant man of

faith, Baj Singh’s brother, who won many

battles along with Banda Bahadur. 3 Poet

Sukkha Singh, who was born in Sammat
1825. He was a Giani of Keshgarh Sahib. He

authored Guruvilas of the tenth Master in

Sammat 1854. He passed away in Sammat

1895. His wife Gulab Devi died in Sammat

1935. 4 a Granthi at Harimandir of Patna

Sahib, who incorporated his sokhmana

chhakey etc in Dasam Granth and brought out
its new copy, which is known as “khas bir”

(special manuscript). See ਸਰਬਲੋਹ. 5 son of

Sardar Basawa Singh, a rais of Badrukkhan,

and father of Nabha’s ruler Maharaja Heera

Singh. He laid claim to the royal throne, when

Raja Sangat Singh, the ruler of Jind died

issueless but the government appointed Sardar

Saroop Singh Bajidpuria as the legal ruler

considering him to be his direct descendant

on the basis of the longer genealogical line.

But the Almighty ordained Sardar, Sukha

Singh’s son to ascend the throne of Nabha

state. Sardar Sukha Singh passed away in

1852 AD.

ਸੁੱਖ਼ੂ [sukkhu] See ਬਾਜਕ.

ਸੁਗ [sug] Skt-H—am fine gait. See ਸੁਗਤਿ.



ਸੁਗਤ

ਸੁਗਤ [sugat] See ਸ੍ਵਗਤ. 2 See ਸੁਗਤਿ. 3 Skt Lord

Buddh. 4 a follower ofLord Buddh; one who

. adopts Buddh’s religion; a Buddhist.

ਸੁਗਤਾ [sugata] adjwho has achieved salvation.
2 fine gait

ਸੁਗਤਿ [sugatI] adj salvation, fine gait. 2 good
condition. 3 n salvation through oneness with

the Absolute.

ਸੁਗਮ [sugam] adj easy. 2 a place that can be.

reached easily; an easily approachable

. destination.

ਸੁਗਰਥ [sugrath] ਸੁ-ਗੁੰਥ the best book, book of

spirituality; books oqurbaniI.e. preceptor’s

sermons. “arath samrath sugrath samai.”—BG

ਸੁਗਾਤ [sugat] Skt ਸੁਗਾਤ੍ਰ adj shapely, having a

robust body, welI-formed. 2 T gay n a

present, gift. “lekar bhale sugat samaja.”

—GPS.

ਸੁ'ਗਿਆਨ [sugIan] n the best knowledge; self
realisation. 2 real knowledge.

ਸੁਗਿਅਾਨਾ [sugIana], ਸੁਗਿਆਨੀਂ [sugiani] adj.

extremely wise, having deep seIf-realisation.

2 a real possessor ofknowledge. “soi sugIana
so pardhana.”—asa ਗੀਤੋਂ!m 5. “jo ISU mare soi
sugIani.”—gau a m 5.

ਸੁਗੀਤਾ [sugita], ਸੁਗੀਤਿਕਾ [sugitIka] a metre,
whose characteristics are: four lines and every

’ line contains 25 matras. The first pause occurs

at the 15‘h and the other at the next IOth matra,

the last two matras being two gurus.

Example:

tu karta ap abholl he bhullan VIC nahi,

to kar—hI su sacce bhala he, gurusabadI bujhai.

` ~var gaul m 4.

(b) second type: Every line begins with a

laghu matra. There is a pause first at the 15‘h

matra and another at the next 10‘“. In the end

there are one guru and one laghu matras

instead of two gum matras as in the above
case.
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Example:

so ritI hf: Ih prem se nIt,

dhyaIye gobid.

ਸੁਗ਼ੁਣ [sugun] a good quality.

ਸੁਗੰਦ [sugéd] P „"/,“ n an oath. 2 a vow, pledge,

solemn promise.

ਸੁਗਧ [5੦8ਰੌ੮ਧਿ] n fragrance, aroma, pleasant

odour. 2 a lotus. 3 sandal. 4 an Oath, vow,

pledge, solemn promise. “paras cédne tIn he

ek sugéd .”-5 kabir. It is in the nature ofparas
(philosopher’s stone) and cédan (sandalwood)

that whoever touches them, turns into gold

and sandal respectiyely. ‘
ਸੁਗੰਧਤ [sug‘édhat] adj fragrant, aromatic. “jIh
prasadI sugédhat tan]: lath.”-sukhmani.

‘applies the scented material to the body.’

ਸੁਗੰਧਾ [sugédha] Skt n aniseed. 2 basil. 3 a
white rose.

ਸੁਗੰਧਿ [sugéth] SktW n fragrance. 2 adj
fragrant.

ਸੁਰਯ [sugy] Skt ਚੂਕ adj having excellent know-
. ledge; knowing all. 2 which can be known

easily.

ਸੁਗ੍ [sugr] adj who receives; who collects

essence. ‘tab rijh gae kachu sugr.”—datt.

ਸੁਗ੍ਰੀਵ [sugriv] Skt adj with an elegant neck. n

a horse ofKrishan ’s chariot. 3 Younger brother ‘

of Kishkindha’s‘king Bali. Having forged

friendship with him (Sugreev), Ram Chandar

conquered Lanka. According to a story in the

Ramayana, Sugreev was the son of Suraj (the

sun). After killing Bali, Ram Chandar handed

over the kingdom of Kishkindha to Sugreev.

“apnaIke sugriv ko kapIraj balI ségharke.”

—’ramav. See ਬਾਲਿ. 4 [ndar. 5 Shiv. 6 a regal
swan. .

ਸੁਗ੍ਰੀਵਬੰਧੁ ਅਰਿ [sogrivbédhu an] n an arrow;
Sugreev’s brother Bali, his rival the arrow.

Bali died when hit by an arrow. 2 Ram
Chandar, who killed Sugreev’s brother Bali.
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ਸੁਘਟ [508}1ਗਂ;] adj finely chiselled, well-

proportioned. 2 which can be easily done.

ਸੁੰ'ਘਣਾ [sfighna] Skt ਚੂਗ਼ਯ v to smell; to inhale

fragrance.

ਸੁਘਨਂ [soghan] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਬ੍ਰਥ adj deserving to be
killed easily.

ਸੁਘਨਾ [sughana] adj extremely dense, strongly

thickened. “moh batho sughana.”~saveye
m5 ke. 2 See ਸੁ'ਘਨ.

ਸ੍ਰਘਰ [soghar] adj grand house; delightful

abode. “nIhcal sughar paIa.”——suhi chéitm 5.

2 finely-chiselled, well-proportioned. “sodar
sughar sujanu prabhu mera.”—asa ché't m 5

bIrhare. 3 competentgaccomplished. See

ਸੁਘੜ. ‘
[sughrai] n fine chiselling. 2 cleverness,

wisdom. 3 a complete Indian musical ‘kafi

that’ (having seven primary notes (ਸਾੜਞ ਸੰਪੂਰਣ'

ਰਾਗ). It has soft notes of gfidhar and mad,

while other notes are pure. “Sughrai” is

another type of “Kanra” Its fourth note is

primary and stressed with a long pause (vadi).

It is alSo p'écam sévadi. 1n the ascending scale,

the sixth note is prohibited. It is sung at mid-

night.

arohi (ascending scale of notes) 53 re ga
ma pa na sa.

avrohi (descending scale of notes) 53 na

dha pa ma ga re 53.

In his epic Bhai Santokh Singh has thus

mentioned this name: “are sughrai rag

anurag.”—GPS.

ਸੁਘਰਿ [sugharI] in a grand house. 2 a competent

woman; an accomplished lady; a beautifully

chiselled woman.
ਸੁਘਰੁ [sugharu] See ਸੁਘਰ.

ਸੁਘੜ [sughar] Skt ਸੁਘਟਿਤ. adj well-built, robust.

“agIakari sughar sarup.”—-asa m 5.

'ln ਆਰੋਹੀ there are six notes, while in ਅਵਰੋਹੀ there are
 

seven.

2 chiselled in a standard mint; clever, intelligent.

3 n a devotee of the fifth Guru Arjan Dev. 4

This word has also been used for “suhar” sub-

caste. .

ਸੁਘੜਾ [sughra] adjSee ਸੁਘੜ. 2 n short form for

ਸੁਘੜਤਾ cleverness, wisdom. “k0 sughra ko
murta.”—aka1.

ਸੁ'ਘਡ਼ਾੲੀ [sughrai] n beauty, robustness, wisdom.

2 cleverness.

ਸੁਘ'ਟ [sughat] n fine chiselling. 2 a superb

formation. 3 adj well-chiselled, superbly

formed.

ਸੁਰ [soc] Skt ਹ੍ਜ੍ vr to feel sorrow, mourn, have

a bath, be purified. 2 n brightness. 3 grief,

anger.

ਸੁਚਜ [sucaj] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਰ੍ਗੰ n an etiquette, nice
behaviour, good conduct.

ਸੁਚਜਾ [sucaja], ਸੁਰਜੀ [sucaji] adja man/woman
of good conduct. 2 Guru Nanak Dev has

provided a useful sermon in Granth Sahib to

women under the caption of “sucaji” in “suhi

rag.” See it under the heading. “ja tu ta me

sabhuko.” .

ਸੁਚ ਧਰਮਾ [suc dharma] adj who has adopted

the true faith. 2 who has accepted Sikhism.

ਸੁਕ੍ਯਾ [sucanta] Skt ਸੂਚਨਾ n to apprise. “sabhe

~sucenita jo karjeye. gréth badhan te athk

dareye.”—carrtr 320. ‘if all the topics are

ascertained.’

ਸੁਚਾ [suca] See ਸੁਚਿ.
ਸੁਚਨੋੰਦ [50੮811ਰੈ61] an employee ofWazir Khan,
the subedar of Sirhind. Historians have written

that he was a Khatri. Actually he was a

Brahmin. He had prompted the subedar to

murder the two younger sons ofGuru Gobind

Singh, saying that the children ofa snake do

not deserve any mercy. Banda Bahadur killed

him too at the time of the destruction of the

Sirhind. He was termed “juthanéd” by the

Sikhs.



 

ਸੁਚਾਰ [sucar] Skt ਸੁਚਯਾੰ n good etiquette, good

conduct. “drIr nam dan Isnan sucari.”—suhi

m 5.

ਸੁਰਾਹੀ [sucari] See ਸੁਚਾਰ. 2 adj a person ofgood
conduct. 3 a lady of noble character; a well

behaved woman.

ਸੁਚਾਲਾ [sucala] adja person ofa good gait. 2 xa

lame, maimed, crippled.

ਸੁਚਿ [sucx] Skt ਸੁਚਿ adj holy, pure, clean. 2 n
holiness, cleanliness. 3 fire. 4 the sun. 5 month

of Harh.

ਸੁਚਿਆਰ [sucmr] adj who preserves purity.
2 used for ਸਚਿਆਰ-

ਸੁਚਿਤ [sucxt] adj alert, cautious, smart. “kab-
hu SUCIt hve jago.”—hajare 10. 2 Skt kind-

hearted, noble. 3 good-hearted.

ਸੁਚੀਅਾ [sucia] adjwho maintains purity/holiness.

ਸੁਚੇਉ [suceu], ਸੁਚੇਇ [suceI] adj clean, holy.

“gur kc sabadI soceI.”~—var mm m 3.

ਸੁਚੇਤ [sucet] See ਸਚੇਤ. “kat-hu sucet hveke cetna

ko car kio.”—aka1. 2 Skt ਚੂਜ਼ੇਰ'ਬ੍ adj noble-
minded, gentle. 3 alert, cautious. 4 washed,

clean, pure. “hath socet kareI.”—rahIt desa

sfgh.

ਸੁਚੇਤਜਾਣਾ [sucetjana] xa v to wash, respond to

the call of nature. A person is freed from

laziness and impurity through defecation,

hence this term.

ਸੁਚੇਤਾ [suceta] good memory. 2 xa n washing

of two hands, two feet, and face. It purifies

and removes laziness, hence this term.

3 defecation.

ਸੁਰੰਗ [50੦ਟੋ8] Dg 21 horse. “sucég nacaI pare

arI pe.”-sanh.

ਸੁ'ਛੰਦ [suchéd] Skt ਧ੍ਯਢਟ੍ adj unfettered, self-

willed, independent. “mrIto suchéd tom ho

samratth.”-GPS. “nédan pheru suchéd

buléd.”—GPS.

ਸੁੱਛ [succh] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ adj pure, clean. “succh
sughar rani phIr ai.”—carItr 3 79.
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ਸੁ'ਜਸ [sujas] Skt ਸੁਯਸ਼ n reputation, fame. 2 adj

reputed, famous, well known.

ਸੁੰਜਤਾ [5ਪੌ]8੮8] See ਸੰਜੁਤਾ.

ਸੁਜਨ [sujan] adj noble, gentle. 2 one’s own

(person).

ਸੁਜਠਤਾ [sujanta], ਸੁਜਨਤਾਈ [sujantai] n nobility,
gentlemanliness..

ਸੁਜਨੀ [sujni] See ਸੇਜ਼ਨੀਂ. “sujni svet chadkar
Ioni.”—GPS.

ਸ਼ੁਜਾ [soja], ਸੁਜਾਅ [suja-a] A &ਫ਼ੂਭੰਨੁੂੰ adj brave.

ਸੁਜਾਕ [sujak] See ਸੁਜਾਗ 4.

ਸੁਜਾਖਾ [sujakha] ਵੋਘੰ/‘ਸੁਚਕੁ having attractive eyes,

(a person) with good eye sight. “ho: sujakha

nanka, so kIU UjharI paI ”—Var ram 1 m 2.

2 learned, thoughtful,l sober. “tum hohu

sujakhe lth pachan.”—basé‘t a m 1-.

3 farsighted. 4 xa a sieve.

ਸੁਜਾਗ [sujag] adj who can remain wake; who

has forsaken sleep. 2 cautious, alert, watchful,

vigilant. 3 n a watchman; a guard. “péc taskar
jit SIkkh hi sujag he.”—BG. 4 P J], urinary

inflammation (burning sensation); gonorrhea.

It is a contagious disease. On account of

inflammation inside the urinary tract, pus

oozes out. It results from microscopic bacteria

which a person gets from others through

contagion. Those, who have sexual

relationship with loose women, become

victims of gonorrhea, and such wretched

people transfer this disease to their noble

wives.

A patient of gonorrhea feels pain and

burning when he urinates and also suffers from

a backache. He also has light fever and his
appetite disappears.

The disease should be taken care of at the

earliest stage,tbecause chronic gonorihea

creates various types of problems. Its normal

treatment is as follows:
 

. ISee apsatéb SImrItI Ch 10. s H.
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Five grains ofcalomel may be given at night

and the next morning four drams ofmagnesia

or any other. purgative be administered. Ten

drops of Oil extracted from a fig tree’s roots

or the oil of white sandal mixed with milk

should be administered thrice a day. If

constipation results, a purgative of salt must

be immediately giVen.

Three masas of red chalk and one tola of

-uncooked grams soaked in water at night,

mixed with four tolas of bazoori syrup should

be served to the patient.

13/4 tolas of crystal line saltpetre and 13/4

tola seeds of black catdamoms crushed to a

powder mixed with six masas be taken twice

a day along with the boiled riee water twice
in themorning and evening.

For cleaning the urinary tract wounds, a

sprinkling ofa syringeful ofthe liquids ofthe

foilowing medicines proves curative/

effective: Take one masa of parched

nilathotha (copper sulphate), six masas of

murdar 55g, one tola anitmony, one tola rasSt,

one tola white kath, six masas mastagi rumi,

and grind all these in a mortar, put them in a

bottle after dissolving the material in water.

To this solution are put one masa of opium

and one masa of baroza. This solution is

pumped thrice a day. '

Spices, sour articles, exceedingly sweet

things, meat, sauces, chillies, coitus, excessive

walking etc. must be avoided.

Milk, boiled mixture of rice and pulse

(khIcri), custards, barley porridge, cucumber

and kulfa (a leafy vegetable) etc. are useful

as diet. -

ਸੁਜਾਣ [sujan] Skt ਚੂਗ਼ਕ੍ profound knowledge,

deep knowledge. 2 ਚੂਗ਼ਜਿਂਜ੍. 3 clever, sagacious.

ਸੁਜਾਣਿ [sojanI] feminine ofਸੁਜਾਣ.'2 an intelligent

woman (nominative case).

ਸੁੰਵੇਂਘਰਕਾਪਾਹੁਣਾ

ਸੁਜਾਣੁ [sujanu], ਸੁਜਾਨ [sujan] See ਸੁਜਾਣ. “apI

sujanu na bhulai.”—sn‘ m 1. 2 also used for
ਸੁਜਾਖੇ (a person having good vision of both
eyes) “man édha nau sujanu.”—var asa.

ਸੁਜਾਨਾ [sujana] See ਸੁਜਾਨ. 2 a disciple of Guru

Hargobind, who fought bravely in the battle

of Amritsar. “muhru rédhava te sujana bir.”

—GPS.
ਸੁਜਾਨਿ [sujanI] See ਸੁਜਾਣਿ.
ਸੁਰਤ [sujut] Skt ਸੰਯੁਕੂ adjaccompanied by, along

with, in conjunction with.

ਸੁਜੁਰੀਆ [sujuria] adj securely joined, deeply

associated.

ਸੁਜੌਗ [sujog] adj excellent union, sound
relationship. “namasté sujoge.”-japu. 2 See

ਯੇਗ. 3 Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਗੈਗ਼ competent, very intelligent.
ਸੁਜੋਂਤਿ [sujotI] a brilliant light. 2 extremely
luminous, well-lit.

ਸੁਝ [50th n perception, understanding,

consciousness. 2 the sun. “ullu sujh na

sujjahi.”—BG. 3 the moon. “sujh-hu sujhan tin

109 aulég VIckara.”—BG ‘The moon has black

spots.’ See ਅਉਲੰਗ.
ਸੁਝਣਾ [sujhna], ਸੁਝਣੁ [sujhanu] v to understand,

grasp. 2 to strike, occur. 3 to become visible.

4 to come to mind.

ਸੁੱਝ [sujjh] SeeH‘S’.

ਸੁੰਞ [5ਮ੍ਰਿ1], ਸੁੰਞਾ [5ਮ੍ਰਿ18] ਸ਼ੂਨ੍ਯ adj uninhabited,
unpopulated, barren. “VIn nave sOpIa.”-asa

rém m 5. “sti deh dravni.”—sn‘ m I.

ਸੁਦੀ ਸੁੰਞ [5ਘੁ11 5ਸ੍ਵਿ1] adj absolutely void; all
empty; fully barren. “deh manmukh sfipi

sOp.”-bas§t m 4.

ਸੁੱਵੇਘਰ ਕਾ ਪਾਹੁਣਾ [5ਪੈ_]1€ ghar ka pahuna], ਸੁੰਵੈ ਘਰ
ਕਾ ਕਾਉ [5ਪੇ੍118 ghar ka kau] the guest of an
empty house. A guest and a Crow get nothing

from a deserted house; they return empty

handed. Likewise people who hanker after

leaders without virtue and noble conduct in
the hope ofacquiring wisdom or redemption,
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get disappointed. “scme ghar ka pahuna in;

am tIu jaI.”—sn’ m 3. “bahu joni bhauda

phIre jIU sup: gharI kau.”-sn’ m 3.

ਸੁਟਣਾ [SUtna] Skt ver? is derogatory and sutna

is derived from it. v to throw away; to discard.

“hOI purana sutie.”—var asa. “tInI janI

'sath dar sutIghate.”—brha chét m 4.

ਸੁਟਿ [sutI] having thrown away.

ਸੁਨ [suth] Skt ਸੁਸ੍ਨੁ adj superb, excellent. “soi

suth paryék.”—-NP. 2 beautiful. 3 praiseworthy,

commendable.

ਸੁੰਠ [ਝਪੋਸਿ਼], ਸੁੰਨੀ [ਝੁਪੇਘਿ] Skt ਗੂਧਠੀ n dry ginger,

zingiber. A J5!)- E ginger. It is used in many

medicines. The effect is hot and dry. It is used

to cure various gastric disorders and ailments.

It strengthens the liver as it is effective against

liver ailments. lt destroys phlegm, cures

paralysis, kills worms, enhances appetite and

sexual potency. Ancient physicians called it

the supreme medicine. There is a mention in

the Quran that a cup (of wine) lined with

gingerjuice will be served in heaven.‘

ਸੁੰਡ਼ [sod] Skt ਗੂਧਗ n the trunk of an elephant,
figuratively its hand. 2 a tube or pipe for

distilling. 3 ‘sod’ is used in ‘cédi di var’ in

place of sSdi “mahIkhasur 30d upaIa.”

‘Mahikhasur, the demon, was born as an

elephant.’ There is a story in Markande Puran

that to kill Durga, Mahikhasur appeared as

an elephant and pulled the lion from under

her with his trunk. Goddess (Durga) chopped

off his trunk with her sword.

ਸੁੰਡਾ [sOda] See ਸੁੰਡ. 2 a distillery. 3 a prostitute,

harlot. 4 liquor. 5 a dissolute woman,

procuress.

ਸੁੱਡਾਰ [sodar], ਸੁੱਡਾਲ [social] )1 elephant with a
trunk. 2 a distiller.

ਸੁੱਡਿ [sodI], ਸੁੱਤੀ [ਙਪੋਕ਼ੀ] female elephant with a
trunk. 2 a female distiller. 3 See ਸੋ'ਡੀ. 4 an

'See Quran. ";)! Insan“. verse 17.

insect that does tremendous harm to crops.

ਸੁੰਢ [sodh] See ਸੁੰਠ.

ਸੁਢਰ [sudhar], ਸੁਢਾਲ [sudhal] adj well-built.

“sudhar maha raghunédan.”—ramav.

ਸੁਣਣ [sunan], ਸੁਣਨ [sunan], ਸੁਣਨਾ [sunna] Skt

ਸ਼੍ਰਵਣ੮੦ listen. “vekhanI sunanI na §tu.”—japu.

ਸੁ'ਣਿ [sum] from listening, through listening.
2 having listened to. “sum: updes satIgur
pahI aIa.”-asa m 5. 3 an ear. “caran kar

dekhat sun: thake.”—var bIha m 3. 4 ਗੂਧੂ listen

(imperative) “sunI sakhi saheli sac: suheli.”

—gau ch5t m 1.

ਸੁਣਿਐ [sums] listening to, having listened.

“sunIe dukh pap ka nasu.”——japu.

ਸੁਣੀਂਅਰ [suniar] n an ear. “nanak suniar te

parvanu.”—vad chét m 5. 2 See ਸੁਨੀਅਰ 2.

ਸੁਵੰਤ [sunét] listening. “funét bala bahu bIth

prakara.”—sahas m 4. `
ਸੁਣੋਂਦੜਾ [sunédra], ਸੁਣੌਦਡ਼ੀ [sunédri] a listener.

ਸੁਤ [sut] Skt adj squeezed. 2 n a son. “sut kalatr

bhrat mit.”—ram m 5. 3 adj short form ਧਿਢ਼ਾਸੁਧੂ

(sleeping).

ਸੁਤੲੀਸ [sut-is] n Ganesh, son (ਸੁਤ) ofLord Shiv

(ਈਸ਼). “puj sut-is k0 avxghan manavai.”—NP.

ਸੁਤਸਿੰਧੁ [sutsfdhu] the moon. See ਸਿੰਧੁਸੁਤ.

“sutsidh adhomukh tap tape.”—akal. ‘The
moon keeps its face down while meditating.’

ਸੁਤ ਸੂਰ੍ਯ [sut suraj] Karan, son of the sun. '

2 Yam. See ਸੂਰਜਸੁਤ.
ਸੁਤ੍ਯ [sutah] Skt ਣ੍ਥਰ: part spontaneous, instinctive.

33211511:[sutahsxthJfiUFfiU[sutahsxddh] adj

happening by itself, requiring no proof other

than itself. “sutahSIdh rup dharIo sahan ks

sah jiu.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸੁਤਕਉਲ [sutkaul], ਸੁ'ਤਕਉਲਕਲੀਂ [sutkaulkali] n

Brahma, born out ofthe lotus bud; son of lotus.

“tIhko lakh kc upma bhagvan kare jIh ki

sutkaulkali.”—krIsan.

ਸੁਤਗੰਡਕਾ [sutgédka] n small round stone. so

formed in the rivulet Gandka. See ਸਾਲਗ੍ਰਾਮ.
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“pqu ham turns, nahI pqu sugédka.”

——I<rIsan.

ਸੁਤਭਾਈ [sutbhai] n nephew. “k0 beli nahi put
kutéb sutbhai.”—suhi Chét m 4.

ਸੁਤਭਾਨ [sutbhan], ਸੁਤਭਾਨੁ [sutbhanu] n Yam;

Dharamraj, who is mentioned as the sun’s son.

“nam sune sutbhanu daryau.”—savsye m 4

ke. 2 Saturn, born from the womb ofChhaya,

is the son of the sun. “yuddh same sutbhanu

mano saSI ke sab tuk jude kar dare.”—c5di 1.

‘Saturn had a fight with the moon over

Jupiter’s wife Tara.’ 3 See ਕਰਣ. 4 Sugreev.

ਸੁਤਰ [sutar] Skt adjwhich can be swum across.

2 P [-5 n a camel, dromedary. See ਉਸਟ.

ਸੁਤਰਨਾਲ [sutamal], ਸੁਤਰਨਾਲਿਕਾ [sutarnalIka] n

a gun carried over, and fired from, the back

of a camel; a light cannon. “sutarnal ghurnal

bhan.”—sanama.

ਸੁਤਰ ਸੁਰਗ [sutar murag] P 5/; ostrich. n a
bird resembling a camel found mainly in

Africa. It cannot fly with its wings but can

run very fast with their help. Its feathers are

expensive and traded in Europe. The length

of an ostrich’s spread wings extends from

twelve to fourteen feet. It lays six to fourteen

eggs and its offspring are hatched in forty two

days.

ਸੁਤਰੀ [sutri] adj relating to a camel. 2 camel

coloured. 3 a big drum carried over a camel.

“sutri nIsan m5gan.”—GV 6. 4 n a kettle-

drum . “sutri bejét.”—GPS. 5 Skt ਸੁ-ਤਰੀ, a

beautiful boat, fine boat.

ਸੁਤਲ [sutal] Skt n hell. See ਸਪਤ ਪਾਤਾਲ.

ਸੁਤੜਾ [50੮ਸ਼੍ਵਾ8], ਸੁਤਡ਼ੀ [sum] adj asleep. “sutri so

sahu dIthu.”—var maru m 5. 2 lost in sleep

of ignorance. “sut_re asékh maIa jhuthi

kame.”—sava m 5.

ਸੁਤਾ [suta] n presence of mind, awareness. 2 Ski

daughter. 3 adjasleep. “sz te sOta nanka jagae
soi.”-—asa a m I .

ਸੁਥਰੇਸ਼ਾਹ

ਸੁਤਾਸੁਤ [sutasut] daughter’s son, grandson.

ਸੁਤਾ ਦਾਨ [sutadan] entrusting one’s daughter

to the bridegroom.

ਸੁਤਾਰ [sutar] short form for ਸੂਤ੍ਰਧਾਰ. 2 someone

adept in swimming; a good swimmer. 3 Skt

one having beautiful pupils of the eyes.

ਸੁ'ਤਾਰਿ [sutarI] n ਸੁ-ਤਰੀ a fine boat. “gurmukhI

sac sutarI.”—sr1' m 1.

ਸੁਤੀਕਣ [sutiksan] very sharp, very fast. 2 See
ਸੁਤੀਖ.

ਸੁਤੀਖ [sutikh] Ski ਸੁਤੀਕਣ n a sage, brother of

hermit Agasty, who lived in the Dandak forest.

Ram Chandar visited his hermitage. “tuhi ram

rupé sutikhé udhare.”—GV 6. 2 See ਸੁਤੀਕਣ.
ਸੁਤੂਨ [sutun] See ਸਤੂਨ.

ਸੁਤੇ [sute], ਸੁਤੇ [sute], ਸੁਤੈਸਿੱਧ [SUtESIddh] Sec

ਸੁਤਹ and ਸੁਤਹਸਿੱਧ. “sute krIty ko karat nIsék.”

—NP. 2 ਸੁਤੇ also means “to sleep.” “thu sute
tanu pirie.”—sri m 1.

ਸੁਤੰਤਰ [ਙਖ਼ਿਗੌਰਿ], ਸੁਤੰਤੁ [sutétr] See ਸ੍ਵਤੰਤ੍. 2 ਸੁ-

ਤੰਤ੍ a magical or mystical formula for the

worship of gods. See ਤੰਤ੍ਵ.
ਸੁੱਤਮ [suttam] adj excellently, superbly. “anét

gyan suttamé.”—gyan. 2 See ਸੱਤਮ.

ਸੁ'ਥਨੀਂ [suthni] See ਸੁੱਕਣ. 2 (one) who has beauti-

ful breasts.

ਸੁਥਰ [suthar] adja beautiful place; an excellent

spot. 2 ਸੁ’ਜਿਥਰ stable, firm. “suthar CIt bhagtan

hIt.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸੁਥਰਾ [suthra] adj ਸੁਸ੍ਨੁ clean, pure. “tatha

sastara suthre samudae.”—GPS. 2 a metre. See

ਸਰਸੀ. 3 See ਸੁਥਰੇਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਸੁਥਰੀ [suthri] See ਸੁਤਰੀ. 2 feminine ਘੰਸੁਥਰਾ 1.

3 a female member ofthe Suthra faith.

ਸੁਥਰੇਸ਼ਾਹ [suthresah], ਸੁਥਚੇਸ਼ਾਹੀ [suthresahi] In

the house of Nanda Khatri, a resident of

Brampur village near Baramula, was born in

1672 a child with teeth. He was abandoned

as the astrologers declared him ill-omened.

While coming back from Kashmir, Guru
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Hargobind took notice ofthe child. The Guru

took pity on him, brought him up with care

and named him Suthra, who in return became

a great devotee of the Guru and served Guru

Har Rai as well. He was a great merry-maker.

Several of his humorous stories are world

famous. He got an order from the emperors

of Delhi to collect money from shops. His sect

is known as Suthreshahi. Most of those

belonging to this sect have now forgotten the

Sikh tenets. They ask for money from shops

by beating bamboo-sticks. Some times they

use filthy language, while at other moments

they blacken their faces in protest.

ਸੁਥਲ [suthal], ਸੁਥਲੀ [suthli], ਸੁ'ਥਾਉ [50੮ਝੂ1ਕਪ],ਸੁਥਾਨ

[suthan] adj a beautiful place; an excellent

spot. 2 n an association ofthe sages. “suthau

sacu manu nIrmal hOI.”—gau m 3.

ਸੁਥਾਨਿ [suthanI] in the best place. “bes: suth-

anI kahz‘a gun tere.”—maIa m 1.

ਸੁਥਾਨੁ [suthanu] See ਸੁਥਾਨ.

ਸੁ’ਥਿਰ [suthIr] adj fully stable, immovable.

ਸੁੱਥਣ [sutthan], ਸੁੱਥਨ [sutthan] n trousers worn

by women; a salwar.

ਸ਼ੁਦ [sud] P ਭੰਰ੍ਫੂ occurred, happened. See ਸ਼ੁਦਨ.

ਬੰਦ [sod] Skt ਰੂਕ n Vishnu. 2 son of Nisund,

brother of Upsund, a demon. See ਅਪਸੁੰਦ.

ਸੁਦਕ਼ਿਣ [sudksIn], ਸੁਦੱਖਨ [sudakkhan] See

ਸੁਦੱਛਨ.

ਸੁਦੱਛਨ [sudacchan] Skt ਸੁਦਕ਼ਿਣ adj very clever,

highly intelligent. 2 )1 son of Pondrak, king of

Kashi, who had a fight with Krishan. “kasi ke

bhup k0 put sudacchan t5 man me atI krodh ,

badhayo.”~krIsan' 8੦6ਭਾਗਞਤਸਕੰਧ 10, Ch 66.
ਸ਼ੁਦਨ [sudan] P u} to be.

ਸ਼ੁਦਨੀ [sudni] P31; likely (event); inevitable.
ਸੁਦ ਬੁਦ [sud bud] See ਸੁਧ ਬੁਧ 3 and 4.

ਸੁੰਦਰ [sOdar] Ski adj beautiful, handsome. “sOdar
catur tat kn beta.”-sukhmani. 2 n Kamdev

'Sec. visnu puran Part 3. Ch 2.

ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨ

(god of love). 3 a great grandson of Guru

Amar Dev, whose composition “sadu” is in

ramkali rag. “kahe sOdar sun-hu sét-hu sabh

jagat peri paI jiu.”—sadu. “nédan mohri nam

anéd, tIh nédan sOdar matIvéd.”2—GPS. 4 a

great saintly disciple of Dadu ji, born in

village Dayosa (Jaipur state) in 1653 and died

in I746 at Singaner, four kilometer south of

Jaipur. Sundar Vilas, Gyan Samudar and

Sakhi are several of his available writings.

Here is a poem ofhis:

kamIni ki deh atI kathe saghan van

Uhfi suta jaI kou bhulke parat he,

kOjar he gatI katI keharI ki bhay yame

beni kari naganI si phan k0 dharat he,

kuc hi”: pahar jahfi kamcor betho, tahz‘i-

sadh kc katach ban pran k0 harat he,

sOdar kahat ek 3r atI bhay tame

rakhsi vadan khav khavhi karat he.

saco Updes det bhali bhali sikh det,

samta subudth det kumatI harat ਸ਼ਿਚੂ,

marag dIkhaI det bhavhfi bhagatI det,

prem ki pratit det abhra bharat hE,

gyan det dhyan det atamVIcar det,

brahm 1<o bataI det brahm me carat h'é,

sOdar kahat jag sét kachu det nahi,

sét jan nISI dIn deboi karat hE.

5 a fisherman, and competent devotee ofGuru

Arjan Dev. 6 a disciple of Guru Hargobind,

resident of Burhanpur. 7 a Chadha of Agra,

devoted to Guru Hargobind Sahib. 8 586ਭ੍ਰਿਭੰਗੀ

ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 4 (d). 9 a Brahman poet of Gwalior in

the royal court of emperor Shahjahan.

ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨ [sudarsan] Skt ਸੁਦਸ਼ੰਨ adj having attract-
ive, charming demeanour. 2 n the wheel of

Vishnu.3 It is narrated in Vishnu Puran that

Vishnu made this wheel from the crust of the

lathed sun. In Ling Puran it is written that Vishnu

2ਮਤਿਵੰਤ. ਮਤਿਵਾਨ.

3See. VISI‘IU pumn Part 3. Ch 2.
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obtained this wheel by worshipping Shiv. 3 a

brahman, who changed into a snake due to

the curse of sage Atris’s son. Krishan

liberated him from the snake’s form.

“brahman hoy gayo su vahe phun nam ,

sudarsan ha pun jakol.”—I<rIsan. 4 Shiv. 5 a
milter. 6 Sumer mountain.

ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨ ਚੂਰਣ [sudarsan curan] To make this

curan, the following fifty two medicines are

taken in eqUal measure along with half the

weight of caraIta and pounded together into a

very fine powder: harar, bahem, aula, haldi

—krIsan. This version has been rendered

corrupt by some ignorant scribe. The correct

rendering is like this :- “janu sOdarta

atImanukh ko sab dhaI dhasi harI ke nag

mE.”—118. ‘Beauty has fully entered into the

invaluable body of Hari, the super human.’

See ਅਤਿਮਾਨੁਖ.

ਸੁੰਦਰ ਦਾਸ [sOdar das] See ਸੁੰਦਰ 4.

ਸੁੰਦਰਾੲੀ [sOdrai] n beauty, charm, prettiness.
ਸੁੰਦਚਿ [sfidarI] See ਸਵੈਯੇ (24). 2 See ਸੁੰਦਰੀ.

“sOdarI saI sarupI bIckhanI.”—tII§g m 1.

ਸੁੰਦਰੀ [sOdri] See ਸਵੈਯੇ (16). 2 According to
(turmeric), daruhaldi, choti k'ételi, vadi kételi,

kacur, sOclh (dry ginger), kali mIrac (pepper),

magh pIppal, pIppalamul, murva, galoI,

dhamasa, karu, pIttpapra, nagarmotha,

trayman, netrbala, ਪਿੰ… di chIll (bark of

marosa tree), puhkar mul, malatthi, kura di

chIll, ajvaIn (seeds ofthyme), Idar ]ਨੁ, bharégi,

suhéjane de bij, phatkari (alum), bac, dalcini

(seeds of moringa), padmakh, cédan (sandal

wood), atis, kharehti, salparni, prIsthparni,

baIbafig, tagar, CI tte di chIll, devdaru (cidar),

cav, patolpatr, jivak, rIshak, 15g (clove),

véslocan, CItta kamal, kakoli, patraj, jaVItri

(nutmeg), and talispat. lftaken in the morning

with cold water, disorders resulting from wind,

bile, phlegm, fluctuating fever, general fever,

hallucination, thirst, cough, anaemia, cardiac,

joint pains (arthritis) etc. get cured.

ਸੁਦਰਸ਼ਨਾ [sudarsana] daughter of Duryodhan.

2 beautiful, attractive.

ਸੁੰਦਰ ਸ਼ਾਹ [sfidar sah] a resident of Kiratpur and

follower of Guru Hargobind, and disciple/

pupil of Sai Buddan Shah and friend of Bhai

BidhiChand. He lived in Sasranv and Deu

Nagar with his disciples.
ਸੁੰਦਰ ਸੋਹਣਾ [sGdar schna] adj happy and beauti-
ful. “sei sfidar sohne.”—majh am 5. See ਸੋਹਣਾ.

ਸੁੰਦਰਤੀ ਅਤਿ ਮਾਖਨ ਕੋ [sOdarti atI makhan ko]

Pingal, a poetic metre comprising twelve

characters. Each line has four feet: nagan,

bhagan, bhagan, and ragan. It is also known

as drutvxlébxta.

Example:

dukhbhari jag asan tyagri,

jap hari gurupadan lagri.

(b) modak metre used in Ramchandarika

is also named thus.

Example:

raj tajyo dhan dham tajyo sab,

narI taji sut soc tajyo sab,

apanpo jU tajyo jagbéd-hI,

saty na ek tajyo harIcéd-hI.

This poetic form is to be seen in the second

chapter of Ramavtar in Dasam Granth.

Example:

supnakha Ih bhfit suni jab,

dhay cali aVIléb trIya tab,

kam sarup kalevar janIy,

rup anup tIhu pUr manIy.

(c) There is another poetic form of this

metre used in the second chapter ofRamavtar

of Dasam Granth. Each line contains sixteen

matras, the last three being magan.

Example:

bhat hOke dhfike békare,

ran bajje gajje naggare,

 

 



 

 

ਸੁੰਦਰੀ ਮਾਤਾ

ran hull kalolé hullalé,

dhalhalié dhalé ucchalé.

3 wood. found in Sundar Ban. which is very

flexible. Carriage-springs are made from it.

L Heretiera minora. 4 See ਸੁੰਦਰੀ ਮਾਤਾ. 5 adj
beautiful, pretty.

ਸੁੰਦਰੀਂਮਾਤਾ [sfidri mata] daughter of Khatri Ram
Saran Kumrav, resident of Lahore, who was

married to Guru Gobind Singh on 7"1 of

Vaisakh in 1741. Shahjada Ajit Singh was

born from her womb.

After the demise of Guru Gobind Singh,

her writ ran large over the Sikh community.I

Bhai Mani Singh was appointed as

Harimandir Sahib’s Granthi by her and was

sent to Amritsar. The last days of her life were

spent in Delhi though for some time she lived

in Mathura also, where her haveli can still be

seen. Two villages of Jaipur state were gifted

to her as fiefdom during that period. Mataji

came back to Delhi in Sammat 1804, where

she breathed her last. Her haveli is one and a

half mile away from Gurdwara Sisganj,

outside the Turkman gate.

While departing from Abichalnagar the

tenth Guru had handed over his weapons to

Mata Sahib Kaur which she handed over to

Mata Sundri at the time of her demise. While

breathing her last, Mata Sundri handed over

these weapons to her servant J ivan Singh and

asked him to keep them with reverence. These

weapons were reverently kept in the houses

of Jivan Singh’s son, Bakhtavar Singh- his

son, Mitthu Singh- his son Seva Singh, his

son Bhan Singh. Atma Singh the adopted son

of Bhai Bhan Singh installed these weapons

in gurdwara Rakabganj as per the wishes

of the Sikh community. These weapons

'In many gurdwaras in the eastern part of the country.
 

her hukamnamas (edicts) are available.
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include a sword (talvar), a broad sword

(khéda), a dagger (khéjar) and two dirks

(katar) See ਦਿੱਲੀ.
ਸੁਦਾ [suda] See ਸਉਦਾ 4. 2 See ਸੁੱਦਾ. 3 ਸ਼ੁਦਾ, past

tense of ਸ਼ੁਦਨ.

ਸ਼ੁਦਾਈ [sudai] adj eccentric, obstinate. See

ਸਉਦਾੲੀ.
ਸੁਦਾਗਰ [sudagar] See ਸਉਦਾਗਰ.

ਸੁਦਾਮਿਨੋ [sudamanI] Skt ਸੇੰਦਾਮਨੀ n lightning,

that is believed to have originated from

mountain Sudama. “sudamanI jayé durga

damke.”—c5di 1. 2 related to a cloud.

ਸੁਦਾਮਾ [sudama]SktWa poor Brahman who
was a school mate friend of Krishan. Egged

on by his wife, he went to Dvarka to meet

Krishan “daldabhéj sudame mIlIo.”—-maru

m 5. “pr sudama daldi.”—BG. He is also
known as Shri Dam in Bhagvat, See Sakandh

10, Ch 80, 8].2 2 a poet, resident of

Bundelkhand who for some time was a poet

in the court of Guru Gobind Singh. Such is

his composition:

eke ségI padhe h'é avétIka sédipIni ke,

soi sudh ai to bulaI bujhi barna me,

pfigiphal hot to asis deto nath ji k0,

tédul 1e dine badh line phate jama ms,

dindyalu sunke dayalu darbar mIle,

eto kuch dino pai aganIt sama me,

pritI kar jam: guru gobfd ke mane fate

vahi ਡਿਪੋ 8੦ਠਿਨ੍ਹੂੰ61‘ਨ/8111 bamhan sudama me.
3 a cloud. 4 an ocean. 5 Airawat, the elephant.

. 6 Indar. 7 a crystal-hill which according to

the Purans, produced lightning. 8 adj

generous.

ਸੁਦਆਪੁਗੰ [sudamapuri] See footnote to ਸੁਦਾਮਾ 1.

ਸੁਦਿ [sudI] Skt ਜ਼ੂਢਿ the short ਧਿਸ਼ਾਸ਼ੁਕਲ ਦਿਨਘਿਫ਼ੁਮਿ
half of the lunar month.

ਸੁ'ਦਿਨ [sudIn] adjgood (day), auspicious, nice.
2The old name of Porbander in Kathiavar was

Sudamapuri.
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ਸੁਦੀ [sodi] See ਸੁਦਿ.

ਸੁਦੇਸ਼ [sudes] adjexcellent country. 2 relating to

a fine country. “sudes kavy bhakh hi.”—

braham. 3 one’s own country. “hanyo sravan

tav sut sudes.”—ramav.

* ਸੁਦੇਸੀ [sudesi] adv early in the morning. 2 adj
pertaining to one’s own country, native.

ਸੁਦੇਹ [sudeh] n a good body; a human-body.
2 a healthy body.

ਸੁਦੇਹੀ [sudehi] See ਸੁਦੇਹ. 2 ਬ੍ਰੂਟ੍ਰੋਫ਼ਿਜ਼੍ਕ਼ਯੰ/ having a
healthy body.

ਸੁੱਦਾ [suddalA „;; n a blockage formed by scum

in the intestine; scybalum.

ਸੁ'ਦ੍ਰ [sudr] See ਸੂਦ੍ਰ. “chItI bhai sudr.”—I<alki.

ਸੁਧ [sudh] 11 news, report. 2 consciousness,

understanding. “sudh jab te ham dhari.”

—carItr 22. 3 ਸ਼ੁੱਧ adjclean, pure. “tab hoe man

sudh parani.”—ram m 5. 4 innocent. “sudhu

bhataru harI chodIa.”—var suhim 3. 5 genu-

ine, unalloyed. 6 This word is also used for

nectar (ਸੁਧਾ), ambrosia. See ਸੁ'ਧਰਸ. 7 ‘ਧੂ'ਯਿਗੂਧ੍ਆ

to be pure; to be sacred.

ਸੁਧਬੁਧ [sudh budh],BU§fU [sodh buth] consci-

ousness. 2 refined mind, true knowledge. 3 P

ਭੰਰ੍ਧੂੰਲ਼ਾਰ੍ਫੂ residual effect ofsome leaming/knowledge.

4 distinction between refinement and

knowledge i.e. a little knowledge of Persian.

ਸੁਧਭਤਾਰ [sudhbhatar] adj husband. “sudhbha-

tar harI chodIa.”—varsuhim 3. 2 a husband,

who does no covet other women; a virtuous

husband.

ਸੁਧਰਸ [sudhras] n ambrosia. “sodhras nam

maharas mitha.”—sara m 1. 2 genuinejuice,

pure juice.

ਸੁਧਰਸੇਨ [sudharsen] king of Bashher, who,

according to Janam Sakhi, became a follower

of Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸੁਧਰਮਾ [sudharma] Skt ਚੂਥਧਜੰ n indar’s council;
association of deities. “vac sun jIn-hI

sudharma 1aje.”—NP. 2 adj religious, devout.

ਸੁਧਾਸਰ

ਸੁਧਰਮੀ [sudharmi], ਸੁਧਰਮੀੜਾ [sudharmira] adj

who follows a supreme religion; follower of

a sublime religion. “bol sudharmirIa, mon

kat dhari ram?”—brha chét m 5.

ਸੁਧਾ [sudha] See ਸੁੱਧਾ. 2 Skt n ambrosia. 3 honey.
4 water. 5 baptism by taking ambrosia. 6 lime,

quicklime. 7 See ਸ੍ਵਧਾ. “suaha sudhayé namo

sitleyé.”—c5c_1i 2.

ਸੁਧਾਈ [sudhai] n vetting, correction. 2 wages
for vetting.

ਸੁਧਾਸਰ [sudhasar] the holy tank situated in the

middle of Ramdaspur. founded by Guru Arjan

Dev. “pahuce an sudhasar sare.”—GPS. See

ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ.

}1ਫੇੰ5ਣੋ gai bhul yamdutan Udasi bhai

pap ki kala si no talasi kare darke,

saty ki ata si jaha dharam ki ghata si

danpfm ki chata si soknasi din tar ke,

gvalkaVI khasi dhunI ved ki prakasi mahz‘i

nari kamla si rup vasi men sar' ke,

kasi ki na cah BVInaSi hve mavasi rah?

dasi kar rakhi mokh vasi sudhasar ke.

2 poet Gopal Singh’s literary composition,

which contains 2616 metrical stanzas ofsixty

eminent poets arranged according to topic.

He was a courtier of Maharaja Jasvant Singh

of Nabha.

subas baso nabha nagar ghar ghar jahe'i anéd,

bédniy sabh jagat ko jayo dutIya ko céd.

ਖ਼ਾਂ mat anp jasvét harI malvédr mahraj,

sukh C18 sakal prajanko jahfi kare he raj.

$ri vrfdaban dham ko basi din navin,

tahi ayo sunke soyas dekhi sabha prabin.

paracin kaVI yuktI ko anp bar cItt umah,

paI hukam yah tab kIyo gréth “sudhasar” cah.
prabhu $Ith kavxras tatv gen sébat sar

avrekh, ‘ `

arjan sukla pécmi som ‘sudhasar’ lekh.

This book was completed in 1895, Phagun

'equal to lust.
 



 

 

ਸੁਧਾਸਰੋਵਰ

Sudi 5, Monday.

ਸੁਧਾਸਰੋਵਰ [sudha sarovar] Amritsar; the Golden

Temple. See ਸੁਧਾਸਰ l.

Isnan.”—GPS.

ਸੁਧਾਂਸ਼ੁ [5੦੮111ਹੇਂਤੁਪ] Skt n the moon whose rays

carry nectar/ambrosia.

ਸੁਧਾਸ੍ਰਵ [sudhasrav] n the moon from which

oozes nectar/ambrosia.

ਸੁਧਾਹਰ [sudhahar] garur (Bluejay), the stealer

of nectar 0r ambrosia. See ਗਰੁੜ.

ਸੁਧਾਕ [506]}1ਹੋ}<] n pure parts.

ਸੁਧਾਕਰ [sudhakar] Skt n the moon which has

nectar in its rays.

ਸੁਧਾਖਰ [sudhakhar], ਸੁਧਾਖਰੂ [sudhakharu], ਸੁਧਾਖਯਰ

[sudhakhyar] adj pure and crystalline, dirt
free and eternal. 2 n God, the Almighty. “eku

sudhakharu jaks hIrde vaSIa, tIn bed-hI tatu

pachanIa.”—-sarm 3. 3 one Godੴ a sacred

character. “bujhe nahi ek sudhakharu.”—gau

m 5. 4 after rectification, after vetting. “bed

puran simrItI sudhakhyar, kine ram nam Ik

akhyar.”-—sukhmani.

ਸੁਧਾਣ [sudhan] See ਸੰਧਾਨ.

~kaIki.

ਸੁਧਾਤੁ [sudhatu] superior metal, gold. 2 xa iron,

pure iron.

ਸੁ'ਧਾਦਕ [50ਧੀ18੮1੪1<],ਸੁਧਾਦਿਕ [sudhadIk] n a god,

who consumes nectar.

sudhadIk.”—aka1.

ਸੁਧਾਧਰ [sudhadhar] n the moon that contains

nectar. 2 See ਹਾਕਲ.

“sudhasarovar kar

“subané sudhané.”

“sur suradan suddh

ਸੁਧਾਧਾਰੀ [sudhadhari] a baptised Sikh. 2 See.
ਸੁਧਾਧਰ.

ਸੁਧਾਨ [sudhan] n a sheath, scabbard. “jIhva

sudhan khag uddh soh.”—datt. ‘Datt’s speech
is as effective as an unsheathed sword’ i.e.

his words are‘trenchant. 2 ਸੁ-ਧਾਨ. fine grain,

superior food.

ਸੁਧਾਨਿਧਿ [sudhanIth] n moon, the treasure-

house of nectar. 2 a metre that is also known
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ਸੁਧਿ
as “manobhav”. It has thirty two characters

per line, which observe the order of long, short

matras. It is the opposite of anégskhar metre.

Example:

jac jacke ahar nahI sopI svadvar

labh hot ekvar bhukh tap ko avar.

sen bhumI pa bano na sak sen k0 gano

sarirmatr pokhno na jobno sphed bar,

chin cir godri anek lit 56 kari

kari ujar jhépri adhen gréth var var,

hay hay bhogcah nah: me taje ajepI

mor CItt bel l<o savar bel ke savar.

—verag satak.

(b) It becomes “kaladhar” if the last short

matra is omitted.

Example:

jap tap yog dhyzm karmkfid yagy adI

héy nfihl prem tuly $ri guru bakhante.

ਸੁਧਾਪੀਂ ['sudhapi] n deities, who drink nectar.

2 a duly initiated Sikh who has taken amrit;

a baptised Sikh.

ਸੁਧਾਮ [sudham] a beautiful house; a comfort-

able residence. 2 the moon. 3 heaven, para-

dise.

ਸੁਧਾਮੀ [sudhami] n deities, who live in heaven.

2 wife. “ap samet sudhamie line rup naVIn.”

—krIsan. ‘Along with their wives deities have

assumed human form.’

ਸੁਧਾਰ [sudhar] n correction, improvement.
2 short form for ਸੁੱਧ ਆਚਾਰ. 3 adj which is sharp
edged.

ਸੁਧਾ ਰਸ [sudha ras] adj the taste of nectar.
2 nectar-like elixir. 3 juice of the soma

creeper.

ਸੁਧਾਲ [50ਧੀ181],ਸੁਧਾਲਯ [sudhalay] n moon,
whichIS the abode of nectar.

ਸੁਧਿ [suth] See ਸ਼ੁੱਧਿ. 2 news, information.

“mane saga] bhavan ki suth .”—japu. 3 power

of discrimination; reasoning faculty. “tIthE

gharis sura SIdha ki suth.”—japu.
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ਸੁਥਿੱਠ [suthtth], ਸੁ'ਥਿੱਠਾ [suthttha] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਸ੍ਵਾਥੂਣ

adj very clever. 2 daring, bold, courageous,

bold, undaunting.

sudhxttha.”—BG. ‘He is brave who accepts

Guru’s will and like sugarcane bears

suffering.’ 3 ਧ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ circumspect.
ਸੁਧੀ [sudhi] adjwho has sharp intellect. “sudhin
pan ks dharé.”—kalki. ‘Fairies get attracted

to the brilliant ones.’ 2 See ਹੋਹਾ and ਚਾਚਰੀ 2

(a). 3 See ਸ਼ੁੱਧੀ. '

ਸੁਧੁ [sudhul See ਸੁਧ and ਸ਼ੁੱਧ. “50th na hoie

kahu jatna.”—sor m 5.

ਸੁਧੁ ਕੀਚੇ [sudhu kice] do the correction; remove

the error; Guru Arjan Dev’s command to Bhai

Gurdas at the end ofsecond Gauri Var in Guru

Granth Sahib to make the necessary

correction after observing the text minutely.

ਸੁਧੋਸੁ [sudhoso] corrected, rectified. 2 vetted/

rectified by him. “ja sodhosu t5 lahIna

tIhonu.”—var ram 3.

ਸੁ'ਧੰਗ [sudhég] ਸੁੱਧ-ਅੰਕ (ਅੰਗ) After verification

Guru Arjan Dev certified that the total number

of shabads was correct. See Fourth Master’s

hymn under Asa Rag. “hao andlnu harmamo

kirtan karao.” 2 adj with a correct vowel.

“sarég todi bIbhas sudhég.”—saloh. 3 a

straight form, right manner. “kab-hfi calat

sudhég gatI.”—sur sagar.

ਸੁੱਧ[50(1<111]5/ਢ਼/ਹੁਛੁ adj pious, chaste, innocent.
2 n rock salt. 3 a ‘rag’ having no concern

with any other ‘rags’; an independent ‘rag.’

4 See ਸ਼ੁੱਧ ਸ੍ਵਰ.
ਸੁੱਧ ਸੁ'ਰ [soddh sur] See ਸ਼ੁੱਧ ਸ੍ਵਰ.

ਸੁੱਧ ਸੇਖ [soddh sekh] a descendant of Hajrat

Ali, born from the womb of Bibi Phatima.

“kahfi suddh sakhé kahfi braham dharmé.”

-aka1. See ਸੇਖ.
ਸ਼ੁੱਧ ਸ੍ਵਰ [soddh saver] Pure notes are those

sounds which earliest musicians forged from

”the sounds of living beings — in the sharp,

“méne géne vfig'

 

ਸੁੰਨ
medium and descending rIkhabh. gadhar,

dhevat and nIkhad. These five notes were

set up to forge new forms of rags. Bilaval rag

has all pure notes. For its distinctive

formulation, See ਸ੍ਵਰ and ਠਾਟ.
ਸੁੱਧਗਾ [suddhga] See ਅਰੂਪਾ 2.

ਸੁੱਧਰ [suddhar18-m138 a grand sacrificial ritual.

“taj juddh su suddhar meghdharan.”

—ramav. ‘Meghnad abondoned the fight to

perform the sacrificial ritual.’ See ਨਿਕੁੰਭਲਾ.

ਸੁੱਧਾ [soddha] adj assumed nicely; perfectly

held. 2 adv alongwith, accompanied by as

‘malai suddha duddh.’

ਸ਼ੁੱਧਿ [sudth], ਸ਼ੁੱਧੀ [suddhi] Skt ਹੂਂਫਿ n purity,

cleanliness. 2 the act of sanctifying a fallen

man. 3 goddess; Durga.

ਸੁੱਧੂ [suddhu] See ਸੱਧੂ. 2 a Sikh potter Budhu’s
fathei. See ਬੁੱਧੂ. 3 Some writers have written
‘suddhu’ for ‘sadhu’ who was Bhai Rup

Chand’s father. See ਰੂਪਚੰਦ ਭਾੲੀ.
ਸ਼ੁੱਧੋਦਨ [suddhodan] See ਬੁੱਧ. 2 ਸੁੱਧ-ਓਦਨ pure-food;

boiled rice.

ਸੁਨ [sun] Skt ੜਹੂਂਯੂ. listen, hear. 2 Skt ਗੂਜ਼੍ vr to

go. 3 Skt ਸ਼ੁਨ n a dog. 4 Skt ਸ੍ਵਨ a sound. See

ਸੁੰਨ 9.

ਸੁੰਨੰ [sfin] Skt ਸ਼ੂਨ੍ਯ adj uninhabited, empty.
2 numb, inane. “dItti bag nImaj kar sfm

saman hoa jahana.”—BG 3 n zero, cipher.

“nao 5g nil anil sOn.”—BG. ‘A zero suggests

inexhaustible numbers when used with nine

digits.’ 4 the Sky. “an-hI sen mIIIa.”—maru

kabir. ‘Brahma (God) encountered jivatma

(spirit). 5 Brahm transcending the universe.

“ghetI ghatI sfin ka jane bheu.”—srdhgosatI.

6 nature; illusion, it being empty without

God’s will. “sfin-hu dharatI akas Upae.”
—maru soIhe m 1. 7 numbness, inertia. “ਸ਼ੀਸ਼ੀ

sfin cetanta pai.”—saloh. 8 that stage of total

doom when there was absolutely no creation.

“sOne varte jag sabae.”—maru soIhe. 9 Skt ਸੁਨ
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sound. noise, word. “sfm samath dou tahI

nahi.”—gau kabir. ‘Neither noise nor

contemplation is there.’ “anhat sfm kaha te

hoi?.”—srd11gosatr.

In Punjabi, [v] attached to a character

becomes Okay [0]. Words like ਅਸ੍ਵ, ਸ੍ਵਪਨ, ਸ੍ਵਭਾਵ,

ਸ੍ਵਰ, ਸ੍ਵਾਨ, ਜ੍ਹਾਲਾ, ਤ੍ਵਰਿਤ, ਦ੍ਵਾਰ, ਬ੍ਹਨਿ become ਅਸੁ, ਸੁਪਨਾ,

ਸੁਭਾਉ, ਸੁਰ, ਸੁਆਨ, ਜੁਅਲਾ, ਤੁਰਤ, ਦੁਆਰ, ਧੁਨਿ étc.
ਸੁਨਈ [sonai] listens, hears. “nam na sunai
dora.”—asa m 5.

ਸੁ'ਨਈਆ [sonaia] adj who listens. 2 See ਸੁਨੈਯਾ.
ਸੁੰਨਸਮਾਧਿ [sOnsamath] absolute contemplation,
contemplation free from idea/concept. See

ਅਸੰਪ੍ਰਗਜਾਤ ਜਿ਼, “sfm samath anhat tah
nad.”—sukhmani. 2 a state of nature’s total

absorption by the Almighty. 3 state of noise

and contemplation. See ਸੁੰਨ 9.

ਸੁੰਨਸਮਾਧੀ [5ਪੇ1158ਗ਼‘1ਧੀ11] See ਸੁੰਨਸਮਾਧਿ. 2 adj a con-
templative in wordless state. “sargun nIrgon

nIrékar sfmsamadhi apI.”—sukhmani.

ਸੁੰਨਸਚੇਵਰ [sOnsarovar] n the tenth opening, the

highest state. 2 the state of salvation.

ਸੁੰਨਸਰੋਵਚਿ [sOnsarovarI] in the highest state.
“sOn serovarI pav-hu sukh.”—gau thIti kabir.

See ਸੁੰਨ ਸਰੋਵਰ.
ਸ਼ੁਨ੍ਯਸ਼ੋਧ [sunahsep], ਸ਼ੁਨਹਸ਼ੋਫ [sunahseph] one,
who has penis like that of a dog; a hermit,

son ofAj igarat. The tale told in Aitreybrahaman

, is that king Harish Chandar had no issue. He

vowed that if blessed with a child, he would

offer him to Varun (god of water). He was

blessed with a son who was named Rohit. As.

per the vow, the king wanted to sacrifice his

son to Varun but his son did not agree and ran

away. For six years, he lived in the forest

where he met a poor Brahman, Ajigarat, who

struck a deal with him, and purchased his son

Shunehsheph by paying him hundred cows as

the price to die in his place. Varun too

accepted this exchange. But at the time of

sacrifice he saved his life by chanting hymns

in Varun’s praise and reached Vishvamitar’s

place.

The Ramayan narrates this story differently.

Ambrish, the king of Ayodhya was about to

ofi‘er for sacrifice an animal when it was stolen

away by Indar. The family priest ordained at

that time that a substitute human sacrifice was

imperative. After a long search, a Brahaman

named Richik was found, whose younger son

was Shunahsheph. With the willingness of his

son, the seer sold off his son for one lakh cows,

one crore gold coins and many more

ornaments. Shunahsheph’s maternal uncle gave

him two hymns in Indar’s praise which were

to be chanted at the time of immolation. He

chanted the two hymns. lndar was very much

pleased and blessed him with long life. Seven

couplets given in Rigved (scripture) appear

under Shunahsheph’s name.‘

ਸੁਨਹਿਰਾ [sunahIra] adj golden. 2 gold coated.

3 n xa a mortar. 4 a vessel, usually of iron, in

which nectar (amrit) is prepared.

ਸੁਨਹਿਰੀ [sunahIri] adj gold coated. 2 of gold.
3 golden. 4 n a small mortar. 5 See ਸੁਨਰਿਰੀਂਆ.

ਸੁਨਹਿਰੀਅਾ [sunahIria] adj golden. 2 who has a
golden mortar. 3 Those getting baptized from

the same vessel are called ‘sunahIrie bhai’.

ਸੁਨਹਿਰੀਆ ਭਾੲੀ [sunahIria bhai] See ਸੁਨਹਿਰੀਆ 3.
ਸੁੰਨਗੁਫਾ [sfm gupha] n the ultimate spiritual stage.
2 conscience without concept. “sfmgupha mahI
asanu besanu.”—gau kabir.

ਸੁਨਣ [5ਪੀ1੪ਫ਼ੂ1],ਸੁਨਣਾ [50mm], ਸੁਨਣੁ [sunanu] Skta'e'a

“e sravanhu metho ! sacs sunne no pathae.”

—an5du. “sravni sunna gurnau.”-var guj 2 m

5. “vekhan sunanu na hOI.”—sr1' var m 3.‘

ਸੁੰਨ੍ਯ [sfinat] A 9;; n a ritual, tradition.

2 According to Islam, all actions prophet

'See, Rigved Mandal l mantar 24, 25,27 and Manda] 5

mantar 2.
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Muhammad performed to teach his followers

are customary sfinat for Muslims.

Muhammad’s conduct is sOnat for Muslims in

general. People consider Khatna as sOnat

because it also figures in their tradition

(maryada).

Although Khatna is not allowed in the

Quran but Muhammad’s circumcision was

done according to the convention initiated

by Ibrahim, ਠੰੳੳਇਬਰਾਹੀਮ.

The convention of permission for

circumcision is also mentioned in the Bible.

See Genesis Ch 17 and Joshua Ch 5.

ਸੁਕ੍ਯਾ [sunta] adj hearer, listener. 2 listens,

hears.

ਸੁੰਨਤਿ [anatI] See ਸੁੰਨਤ. “saram sOnatI sil roja.”

-var majh m 1. “anatI silbédhan bara.”

-maru solhe m 5. ‘Celibacy is a supreme

circumcision.’ .

ਸੁਨਤੇ [sunta] listener, hearer. “sunts sunI ménI
basaIa.”-—ram kabir.

ਸੁਨਥੲੀ [sunthai] listens, hears. “harIgun akath

sunthai.”—ka]i m 4.

ਸੁੰਨਮਸੁੰਨ [sfmmasfm] adj complete nothingness;

absolutle void. 2 n the Almighty having no

desire for possession; the eternal Spirit.

“trIbhavan sOnmasOfi.”—5Idhgosatr.

ਸੁੰਨਮੁੰਨ [sOann] adj inanimate, senseless.

“sfiann nagri bhai.”—BG. 2 nothingness and

silence; motionless and vioceless.

ਸੁੰਨ ਮੰਡਲ [5ਪੋ11 médall n the ultimate spiritual

stage. 2 conscience sans concept. 3 a solitary

place. “sOn m5dal Iku jogi bese.”—-dhana am 1.

ਸੁਨ੍ਯਨਾ [sunéyna] Skt adjhaving beautiful eyes.
2 n king Janak’s wife who reared Sita.

ਸੁਨ੍ਯ [sonar] adjgentle, noble. 2 great (warrior),

brave (knight). “khal dal dahIta sunar sahi.”

—gyan. 3 n Arjun
ਸ਼ੁਨ੍ਯਦ [sunvad] P listens, may listen, will listen.

See ਸ਼ੁਨੀਦਨ.
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ਸ਼ੁਨਵਾ [sunva] P ”,3. listener. hearer. lts root is

ਸ਼ੁਨੀਦਨ.

ਸੁੰਨਾ [sOna] adj uninhabited, isolated, empty.

ਸੁਨਾਉਣੀ [sunauni] See ਸੁਨਾਵਨੀ.

ਸੁਨਾਸੀਰ [sunasir] Skt ਗੂਸ੍ਯਥੀਣ੍ n two deities of
farmers who lay claim on plough and

ploughpih. 2 Skt ਚੂਜ੍ਯਚੀ'ਣ੍. whose front army

is superb; lndar, the supreme god. “sunasir

lakh sun nIséka, mIlyo ahalya ko bhar

5ka.”—NP.

ਸੁੰਨਾਹਰ [sfinahar] adj the Almighty. “vartIa
sOnahar.”—var bIha m 4.

ਸੁਨਾਗਰ [sunagar] adj gcntle/noble (citizen).

2 shrewd. 3 Dhanvantri. “sunagar nadice
nathé.” —dhana trIIocan.

ਸੁਨਾਭ [sunabh] adj having a beautiful navel.
2 n Sudarshan Chakar (Krishan’s wheel).

3 Menak mountain. 4 a son of Garurh.

ਸੁਨਾਮ [sunam] an old city of Patiala state.

Sunam proper is its tehsil and police station.

A historic gurdwara of Guru Nanak Dev is

situated in the mohalla thus named. The Guru

graced this place by halting outside the city.

Lahre Khatris of the city waited on the Guru

and brought him to their house, where at

present a gurdwara stands. The place where

the Guru stayed outside the city is not known.

A big, beautiful gurdwara was built in Sammat

1976. Captain Ram Singh rendered most of

the service. Sunam is a railway station on

Dhuri Jakhal line. 2 adj excellent name.

3 glory, repute.

ਸੁਨਾਹ [sonar] See ਸੁਨਿਆਰ. 2 ਸੁ (beautiful) ਨਾਰ

(neck); translation of ‘ਸੁਗ੍ਰੀਞ.’ 3 Skt a bitch’s

milk. 4 a snake’s egg.

ਸੁਨਾਰਾ [sunara] See ਸੁਨਿਆਰ. 2 an attractive

trouser—string.

ਸੁਨਾਚਿ [sunarI], ਸੁਨਾਰੀਂ [sunari] adj superb

(woman). 2 murderous (lady). “katari

sunari."—-ramav.



ਸਨਾਵਨੀਂ..

ਸੁਨਾਵਨੀ [sunavni] n news, report. 2 sad news
especially that of a relative’s demise. “jahi

ਰਿਸ਼ਿ”: jat sunavni pit-hi mIl nari.”—GPS.

ਸੁਨਿ [sunI] isolated, barren. “tuhi gau tuhi
sunI.”-gau m 5. ‘village and forest.’ 2 by

hearing, through listening. “sunI sunI namu

tuharo jio.”—nat m 5. 3 See ਸ਼ੁਨੀ.

ਸੁੰਨਿ [sfmI] united with God, immersed in the

Divine. “maIa phas bédh nahi phare aru man

50111 no luke.”—asa kabir.

ਸੁਨਿਆਰ [sunIar] Skt ਸੁਵਟੰਕਾਰ. n a goldsmith.

ਸੁਨਿੰਤ [sunft] adj listener, hearer. 2 daily.

3 ਸੁ-ਕ੍ਤਿਜ one who controls his sensual

impulses. “sunit he.”—japu.

ਸੁਨਿ"ਦਾ [50ਪਿੰੜੂ618] adj who listens. “rég rag ke
sunida.”—gyan. 2 praise showered in the
guise of slander. See ਵਸਾਜ 7-ਤੁ'ਤਿ.

ਸ਼ੁਨੀ [suni] Ski n a bitch

ਸੁੰਨੀ [sOni] n a snout. 2 A ਨੂੰ‘“ A Sunni is he,

who adopts the line ofsuccesswe Caliphs. The

Sunnis believe in the four lmams who

appeared at successive stages. ordained by

Mohammad. Hajrat Ali in their view, did not

contribute anything in this regard. Their four

famous Imams are:

1 Abuhnifa, son ofSabat, born in Hijri 80

in Kupha and died in Hijri 150 in Baghdad.

He was a famous logician.

2 Shafi Muhammad [ban ldris Shafai. born

in Askalan iII 150 Hijri and died in Cairo,

capital of Egypt in 205 Hijri.

3 Malik Imam Abu Abdulla Malik. a great

ascetic scholar, born in Hijri 94 at Madina

and died there in 179 Hijri.

4 Ahmad Iban Hambal was born in

Baghdad in Hijri (era) I64 and died there in

Hijri 241. A great scholar who preached Islam

the most.

The four paths shown by these lmams are

known as Hanfi, Shafai, Maliki. and Humbali.
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They are also pronounced as hanfiyah,

safiyah. malIkiyah and hébliyah.

Bhai Gurdas called these sects ofMuslims

as four religions. “car varan car maj-haba jag

VIC hi’du musalmane.” The Sunnis out

number the Shias in the world. See ਇਸਲਾਮ ਦੇ
ਫਿਰਕੇ.

ਸੁਨੀਅਰ [suniar] n an ear, meant for hearing.

See ਸੁਣੀਂਅਰ. 2 While travelling through

Malva, after leaving Jaito, Guru Gobind

Singh graced village Suniar.

bIlok sathan, utre hay te ਰਿਸ਼ਿ gunkhan.”

~GPS.

ਸੁਨੀਜਾ [sunija] heard. 2 worth hearing.

ਸੁਨੀਂਤਿ [sunitI] adj best policy. 2 Dhruv’s
mother and Uttanpad’s wife.

ਸ਼ੁਨੀਦ [sunid] P ਭੰਪੂੰਨੁੂੰ heard.

ਸ਼ੁਨੀਦਨ [sunidan] P U45: to hear, listen.

ਸ਼ੁਨੀਦਮ [sunidam] P (,9: I heard. “sunidam

SIphat bad so didan caha.”~—GPS.
ਸੁਨੀਲ [sunil] adj azure. “k1 anil-hI, kI sunil-

hI.”—gyan.

ਸੁੰਨੁ [50110] See ਸੁੰਨ.

ਸੁਨੇਹਾ [suneha] n an affectionate message.

ਸੁਨੈਯਾ [suneya] adjwho listens. 2 n gold currency;
a gold coin. “koda pesa rupsya suneya ko .
banaj kare.”—BGK.

ਸੁਟਦਿ [sunéd] Ski n Balbhadra’s pestle. 2 adj
loyal (son). 3 pleasurable.

ਸੁੱਨਤ [sunnat] See ਸੁੰਨਤ.

ਸੁੱਨੀ [sunni] See ਸੁੱਨੀ.

ਸੁਪਰ [supac] Skt ਸ਼੍ਵਪਚ n a base person (cédal)

who cooks and eats dog’s meat. “supac to]:

so manI.”—keda ravrdas. 2 a child born ofa

low caste Hindu (vesya) girl from an

untouchable’s semen.

ਸੁਪਚਾਰੋਂ [supacaro] a base person who cooks
dog’5 meat.“ba1mik supacaro tarIo.’’—maru
m 5. See ਬਾਲਮੀਕਿ 2.

ਸੁ'ਪੱਛ [supacch] one having beautiful feathers.

“suniar gram
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‘2 See ਸਪੱਛ

ਸੁਪਤ [supat] Skt ਸੁਧੂ. adj asleep. “sukh 56 supat
sigh cheryo tE karal ko.”—GPS. 2 See ਸੁਪਤਿ.
ਸੁਪਤਨੀ [supatni] Skt ਸੁਪੜ੍ਹੀ adj noble (wife),
devoted (wife). See ਪਤਨੀ.
ਸੁਪਤਿ [supatI] adj perfect (husband), devoted

(husband). Except his wife, he who regards

other women as his mother, sisters or

daughters. 2 ਲ਼ਾ/ਧਿਸ਼੍ਵਪਤਿ“ he, who rides a(dog).
“supatI me mahes jot térie jagat he.”

—I<rrsan. 3 Skt ਸੁਪ੍ਰਿ n sleeping. 4 slumber.
ਸੁਪੱਤਲ [supattal] adj having beautiful leaves.
ਸੁ'ਪੱਤਾ [supatta] adjreputed, honourable, noble.

ਸੁਪਥ [supath] adj a right path, noble path. 3 a
level road.

ਸੁਪਨ [supan], ਸੁਪਨਾ [supna] Skt ਸ੍ਵਪਨ. See vr ਸ੍ਵਪ

11 sleep, slumber. 2 to sleep. “jagan te supna

bhala.”—bIIa m 5. 3 dreaming stage, in

between sound sleep and waking state in

which things/objects look real as ordained by

belief in old traditions. “mrIgtrIsna aru
supanmanorath.”—sorm 5. In several faiths,

good and bad rewards of dreams are

mentioned but Sikhism does not believe in

this; i.e., “supne seti CItU murakhI laIa.”

—var jet. “supan ki bat suni pekhi supna.”

—1<an m 5. See ਸ੍ਵ'ਪਨਢਲ. 4 the world. “sz ka

raj tIse ka supna.”—gau m 5.

ਸੁਪਨਿ [supanI] in sleep. “supanI Ik partakhI
Iku.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਸੁਪਨਂਤੇਰਿ [supnétarI] asleep. “to kaIa rahiahI
supnétarI.”—gaum 1. Le. ‘remained in idle

sleep.’ “daIa dharamu aru gur ki seva e

supnétarI nahi.”-ram kabir.

ਸੁਧਠੰਤਰੁ [supnétaru] ਲ਼ਾ/(ਲ਼ਸ੍ਵਪਨਾਂਤਰਧੰਫਿ਼ਕੈਮਿੰ figuring
in a dream, pervasive illusion. “supnétaru

sésaro.”~ved m 1 alahania. 2 unreal,

dreamlike.

ਸੁਪਰਣ [superan] Skt ਸੁਪਟੰ adj having beautiful

feathers. 2 having lovely leaves. 3 n a blue
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jay. 4 a mango. See ਪਰਣ.

ਸੁਪਰਧਾ [supardha] See ਸਪਰਧਾ.

ਸੁਪਰਬਾਣ [superban] adj nice example, superb

proof. 2 See ਸੁਪਰਵਨ.

ਸੁਪਰਵਨ [supervan] Skt ਰੂਧਕੰਜ਼੍” a deity having

an elegant body. 2 one having excellent body

parts. 3 an arrow. 4 a bamboo with beautiful

nodes.

ਸੁ'ਪਰਵਾਣ [suparvan] See ਸੁਪਰਵਨ. 2 an excellent

example.

ਸੁਪਾਭ੍ਰ [supatr] adj fine pot. 2 fully deserving.
ਸੁਪਾਨ [supan] a ladder, See ਸੈਪਾਨ. “brfd manIn

jat bani supan.”—NP. ‘ ladders embedded with

gems.’

ਸੁਪਾਰਿਸ [suparIs] See ਸਿਫਾਰਿਸ਼.
ਸੁਧਾਰੀ [supari] n beta nut, aroca nut. L Aroca

Catechu. Its effect is dry and cold. It cures

disorders of the mouth and strengthens teeth

and thickens semen. The extract of its flowers,

duly boiled, is very effective in curing

diarrhoea ofthe infants. Eating beta nut along

with betal-leaf is quite prevalent in India.

“pan supari khatia.”—t115g m 4.

ਸੁਪੁਤ [suput], ਸੁਪੁਤ੍ਵ [suputr] adj noble son, dutiful

son, devoted son.

ਸੁਪੁਰਦ [supurad] See ਸਿਪੁਚਦਨ.

ਸੁਖੂਤ [suput] See ਸੁਪੁਤ੍ਵ.

ਸੁ'ਪੂਰ [supur] Skt n the ‘bijora’ plant and its

fruit, See ਬਿਜਉਰਾ. 2 brimful; full to the brim;

overflowing.

ਸੁਪੇਦ [suped] P ਲੂੰ adjwhite, milky, fair. “koi
odhe nil koi saped.”—ram m 5. “rati hovanI

kalia supeda se v5n.”—var suhi m 1. ‘Noble

persons remain so even in adverse

circumstances as white objects remain the

same inspite of the dark night.’

ਸੁਪੇਦਾ [supeda] n a white substance like oxpiment
(hartal) employed in vetting writings or is

used by painters. 2 an oxide of lead used in

paints; white lead. 3 eucalyptus, a Very tall
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and straight tree. It gets its name from its white

bark. Beautiful eucalyptus trees are found in

Kashmir, especially on both sides ofthe road

near Srinagar; white poplar. 4 the white

margin outside the inscription, around the four

sides of a writing. “garyo supeda kagaj jox.”

—GPS.

ਸੁਪੇਦੀ [suped] P (54:; n whiteness. “rata penanu
manu rata, supedi satu danu.”—-sri m 1.

‘Wearing white garb is the symbol of truth

and charity.’

ਸੁਖੁ [supt] See ਸੁਪਤ.

ਸੁਪ੍ਰਿ [suptI] See ਸੁ’ਪ'ਤਿ 3 and 4.
ਸੁਪ੍ਰਸਿੰਨ [suprasin], ਸੁਪ੍ਰਸੰਨ [supras‘én], ਸੁਪ੍ਰਸੰਨੁ
[supersénu] ਨ੍ਯ'ਲ਼ਚੂਸ੍ਯਯ adj delighted, cheerful,
very happy. “sét suprasén ae vaSI p5ca.”—gau

m 5. “guru jIn kau su prasénu.”—saveye m 4

ke. 2 pure, transparent. 3 n Kuber’s son.

ਸੁਪ੍ਰਭਾ [suprabha] n glow, lustre. 2 glory. 3 adj

superb, radiant.

ਸੁਪ੍ਰਿਆ [SUprIa], ਸੁਪ੍ਰਿਯਾ [suprIya] a metre, also
known as ‘chlla’, employing four lines, each

line having sixteen matras, with Sll in the end.

Example:

kahO bhat mIl mukh mar ucarat,

kahO bhat bhaj pukarat arat,

ketak jodh phIrF: ran gahat,

ketak jujh barégan bayahat.-kaIki.

2 wife. 3 adj very dear, darling.

ਸੁਫ਼ਤਨ [sufatan] P ਪਾਂ'ਗ਼ੌ" v to thread, to pierce.
ਸੁਛਤਨੀ [sufatni] P 01” adj worthy ofthreading.

ਸੁਫਨ [suphan], ਸੁਫਨਾ [suphna] See ਸੁਪਨਾ.

ਸੁਫਲ [suphal], ਸੁਫਲੁ [suphalu] adj fine result.

“kaVIta kusum praphull hi suphal arath

smuday.”—NP. 2 good result. 3 successful.
“suphalu janamu nanak tab hua.”—maru m 9.

ਸ਼ੁਫਾ [supha] A „;ਸੈ neigbhourhood, vicinity.
2 See ਸਫਾ 5.

ਸੁਫਾਰਿਸ਼ [supharIs] See ਸਿਫਾਰਿਸ਼.

ਸੁੰਫਿਅਾ [sOphIa] SktFfifiicarefulness, smartness.
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92 sense. “fig 55g urjhaI bIsrate sOphIa.’

-phunhe m 5. i.e. ‘The black bee loses its
sense by getting entangled with the lotus

flower.’

ਸੁੰੲ [50b] See ਸੁੰਮ. “sOban sabad suna avni tar.”

—carItr 405.

ਸੁਬਹ [subah] A (ਨੂੰ‘ n morning, dawn. “subah

nIvaj saraI gujarau.”——suhi kabir. 2 A „‘ਭੈ

doubt, suspicion, fear, uncertainty.

ਸੁਬਹਦਮ [sub-hadam] P02," adv early in the

morning, at dawn.

ਸੁਬਹਾ [sub-ha] See ਸੁਬਹ 2. “be sub-ha jo bIna

namune.”—NP.

ਸੁਬਹਾਣ [sub-han], ਸੁਥਹਾਨ [sub-han1A @155 the
eternal Spirit, the Creator. “3r jahan nIdan

kachu nahI, e sub-han ! tuhi sIrdara.”—33

saveye.

ਸੁਬਹਾਨੀਤਿੱਤਰ [sub-hanitIttar] See ਤਿੱਤਰ.

ਸੁਬਹਾਨੁ [sub-hanu] See ਸੁਬਹਾਨ, “sab dunia

subhanu.” —m 1 var majh.

ਸੁਬਕ [subak] n sobbing; hiccup. “subkat rodat

athk hi.”—GPS. See ਸੁਬਕਨਾ. 2 P „[; adj light,

soft. 3 brisk walker. 4 disgraced.

ਸੁਬਕਤਗੀਨ [subakatgin] ਪਾਂਨੁੂੰਟਿ a king of Gazni,

Alpatgin’s Turkish slave, who became his

general and successor. He invaded Punjab,

then under King Jaipal. Many Hindu kings ‘

ofthe country united to confront him but weLe

eventually defeated. He was coronated in the

year 977 and died in 997. His son, Mahmud

Gaznavi was a very powerful emperor.

Subaktgin is also known as Nasiruddin.

ਸੁਬਕਨਾ [subaknai v to sob. See ਸੁਬਕ 1.

ਸੁਬਕੀ [subki] P Dc n meanness, inferiority.

2 disgrace. “bhai parajay subki ham k0.”
-GPS.

ਸੁਥਨ [suban] n son.

ਸੁਬਨ-ਮੇ [subname] adj like a son, as a son.
“namasté ajanme. namasté subname.”—-japu.

‘God is unborn, and is son-like i.e. like the

 



 

progeny.’

ਸੁ'ਬਰਾਉੱ [subraO] See ਸੋਂਬਰਾਂਉ.
ਸੁੰਥਲ [sObal] P J” a fragrant grass; poets
compare it with the beloved’s hair; also

tangled or matted hair. L Nordostachys.

ਸੁੰਬਾ [soba] a spike used in cleaning and clamping

a gun or cannon.
ਸੁਬਾਸ [subas] See ਸੁਵਾਸ .

ਸੁਬਾਸਕ [subasak] adj fragrant, redolent. “pan

kapur subasak c5dan.”—asa kabir.

ਸੁਬਾਹ [subah] See ਸੁਬਹ and ਸੁਬਾਹੁਂ.

ਸੁਬਾਹੁ [subahu] adj having robust arms. “dhae
subaho yodha sakop.”—ka11<1'. 2 n a demon,

brother of Marich, who was killed by Ram

Chandar for spoiling Vishvamitar’s oblation.

“ségharyo subahé.”—ramav. 3 a minister of

Sugreev. 4 Shatrughan’s son.

ਸੁ'ਬਿਦਿਆ [subIdIa], ਸੁਬਿਦਜਾ [subIdya] n self-

knowledge, noble knowledge. 2 adj noble

teaching, which benefits people and promotes

fraternity among them.

ਸੁਬੁੱਧ [subuddh] Skt ਚੂਕੂਡ੍ adj fully awake,
totally alert. 2 spiritually awake. 3 n a

minister of king Chitar Singh who finds a

mention at the beginning of Charitar 405. He

read them out to protect the king from the

wiles ofwomen. 4 a minister and army-chief

of demon Brijnad who finds a mention in

Sarabloh.

ਸੁਬੇਗ ਸਿੰਘ [subeg sigh] See ਸਬੇਗ ਸਿੰਘ.
ਸੁ'ਬੇਲ [subel] AccOrding to Guru Partap Suray,

Subel and Bel were two demons who fought

Durga in Satyug and were annihiiated at

Hemkunt by the destoyer of demons. Guru

Gobind Singh.

ਸੁਬੋਧ [subodh] adj learned, erudite. 2 that
which can easily be grasped. 3 n self know-

ledge, superb knowledge.

ਸੁੱਬੀ [sube] n a cord, string.

ਸੁਬ੍ਰਚਲਾ [subracala] See ਸੁਵਰਚਲਾ.
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ਸੁ'ਬ੍ਰਤ [subrat] n a superior vow, good principles.

2 a sage. “tahé subrat nama munI rahe.”

—carItr 319. 3 adj righteous, virtuous.

ਸੁਬ੍ਰਿਤ [subrIt] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਬ੍ਰੂਜ adj noble, virtuous.
2 well-to-do. 3 welI-done, superbly

performed. “anek krItt subrIté.”—-gyan.

ਸੁ'ਬ੍ਰਿਤਾ [subrIta] adjvirtuous (woman). “sunahu
subrIte ! Im ur jan.”—GPS. ‘Listen virtuous

(lady)!’
ਸੁਭ [subh] Skt ਜ਼ੂਸ੍W to shine, to be beautiful,

to talk nicely. 2 adj good, nice, fine. “subh

bacan bolI gun amol.”—sarparta1m 5. 3 light.

4 bliss. 5 comfort.

ਸੁੰਭ [sObh] Skt ਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ n a demon, brother of
Nisumbh, born from the womb of Danu and

semen of Kashyap. He was killed by Durga

in a battle. “sObh nIsObh pathaya jam de

dham nfi.”—C5di 3. See ਨਮੁਂਚਿ 2.

ਸ਼ੁਭ ਸ਼ਕੁਨ [subh sakun] See ਅਧ ਸਗਨ.

ਸੁਭਹਾਨ [subh-han] See ਸੁਬਹਾਨ,

ਸੁਭਗ [subhag] Skt adj beautiful. 2 lucky.

3 delightful. 4 n borax, orris powder.

5 magnolia, champak. 6 Shiv.

ਸੁਕ੍ਯਾ [subhaga] Skt adj (woman) beautiful,

pretty. 2 woman enjoying conjugal bliss. 3 n

turmeric. 4 basil. 5 musk. 6jasmine.

ਸੁਭਚਾਰ [subhcar] short form for ਸ਼ੁਭ ਆਚਾਰ.

ਸੁਭਚਿੰਤਕ [subhcftak] adj well wishing, sincere.
ਸੁਭਚਿੰਤਨ [subhcitén] n benevolence, wishing

well. 2 noble feeling. “subhci‘tan gobid

raman nIrmal sadhu ség.”—asa chét m 5.

ਸੁਭਚਿਤਵਨਿ [suthItvanI], ਸੁਭਚਿਤਵਨੀਂ [suthIt-

vani] See ਸੁਭਚਿੰ'ਤਨ. 2 compassion, kindness.

“subheItvan: das tumare.”—sor m 4.

ਸੁਭਟ [subhat] n a superb warrior, brave fighter.

2 a soldier.

ਸੁਭਟਅਰਿ [subhatarI] n a spear. pike.—sanama.
2 a gun.—sanama. '

ਸੁਭਟਸਹੇਟ [subhatsahet] n a battle-ficld, where

warriors encounter one another.



ਸਭਟਨੀਂ

ਸੁਭਟਨੀ [subhatni] n army or force comprising
brave soldiers.

ਸੁਭਟੇ'ਦ੍ [subhatédr] adj leader of warriors. 2 n
general, Chieftain. 3 a metre containing four
lines. 24 matras in each line, first pause on
the 13… second on the next 1 1‘h matra and a
guru, laghu in the end or a couplet of four
lines all the four lines rhyming.

Example:
sarar sarar jab cadhat dal saj kar si‘gh subir,

barar barar barrat rIpU bIhbal bIkaI sarir,

bharar bharar bhay bhajat bhi bIlpat bahu bhat

bhir,

mare; mare: kali cabs ਗ੍ਰਹਿ ju dust bahir.

—sII<I<III' prabhakar.
ਸੁਭਦ੍ਰਾ [subhadra] Vasudev’s daughter. Krishan’s

sister and Arjun’s wife. Hcr elder brother
Balram wanted her to many Duryodhan but
Arjun carried her away from Dvarika with
the consent of Krishan. She was the mother
of Abhimanyu and grandmother of Prikshit.
Some writers mistakenly hold that her statue
is in the Jagan Nath temple but actually it is
that of Bhadra. See ਭਦ੍ਰਾ.

ਸੁਭਮਸਤ [subhmasat], ਸੁਭਮਸਤੁ [subhmasatu] Skt

ਸ਼ੁਭ'ਮਿਤੁ a word signifying blessings, good

wishes, welfare.

ਸੁਭਰ [subhar] adjfilled to the brim, full.“1<hIn

mahI une subhar bharIa.”—bher m 5.

2 bright. clear. 3 beautiful. “subhar kapar.”
—var maru 2 m 5.

ਸੁਭਰਮ [subharam] See ਸੁਭ੍ਰਮ.

ਸੁਭਰਾਈ [subhrai] See ਅੰਗਦ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ.
ਸੁਭਰਾਤ [5੦1੭1ਇਿ‘1|],ਸੁਭਰਾਤਾ [subhrata] Skt ਸੁਭਰਿਤ.
adj possessing all qualities; complete with fine
subjects.‘‘gréth kara puran subhrata.”-c3pai.

ਸੁਭਵੰਤੀ [50})|1\/ਡੌ੮|] adj lucky fortunate, auspici-
ous, delinhtful. “sét ségatI subhvéti.”—natm
4 portal. 2 ਸੁ-ਭਵਤਿ happens, occurs.

ਸੁਭਾ[50})11<1]886ਸੁਬਹ.2 doubt, suspicion. disbelief.
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“je dIl subha tumare lahe.”—GPS. 3 Skt ਸ਼ੁਭਾ

grace. elegance. “barni nah: jat subha he.”

—krrsan. 4 desire. 5 an assembly of the

deities.

ਸੁਭਾਉ [subhau] Skt ਸ੍ਵਭਾਵ n nature. 2 tempera-

ment. 3 habit, wont. 4 ਸੁ-ਭਾਞ|10[)|6੮|1||1|(||1ਥੂ.

ਸੁਭਾਇ [sobhaI] See ਸੁਭਾਉ. 2 adj good intent-

ioned having noble intention.‘‘jIn guru

mIlIa subhaI.”—srim 5. 3 advintentionally,

determinedly. “subhaI abhaI ju nIkatI
avs.”—-maru a m 5. 4 spontaneous, natural,

instinctive. “satIgurU mIle, t5 mIls
subhaI.’’—maIa m 3.

ਸੁਭਾਇਕ [subhaIk] adj praiseworthy. “mastak
dipat jotI sobhaIk.”—GPS. 2 spontaneous,
natural. “jIm aIs kar det subhaIk, manIh
tIm basi pur tin.”—GPS.

ਸੁਭਾਈਂ [subhai] adj good intentioned; who
means well. “soi porakh subhai.”—sor m 5.
2 gentle brother. 3 adv effortlessly, naturally.
‘nanak mIlan subhai jiu.”-—majh m 5.
4 spontaneously, naturally. “jese balak bhaI
subhai lakh apradh kamave.”—sor m 5. 5 n
good luck, good fortune. “meri har-hu pratI
jan kar-hu subhai.”—gau ravrdas.
ਸੁਭਾਸੀ [subhasi] Skt ਚੂਮਿੰਕਿਜ਼੍ adj who is an
eloquent speaker; who is a speaker of
endearing words.

ਸੁ'ਭਾਸੁ'ਭ [subhasubh] auspicious and inauspici-
ous; good and evil.

ਸੁਭਾਖ [subhakh], ਸੁਭਾਖਾ [subhakha] Skt ਸੁਭਾਸਾ n
a noble tongue. 2 conversation easy to follow,
and in which difficult words are not used.
3 according to Shakunshastar, a speech that
conveys bliss. “bhakh sobhakh near me
chIkk manaIa.”—BG _

ਸੁਭਾਖਿਅਾ [subhakhIa] See ਸੁਭਾਖਾ. “prabhu bani
sabad subhakhIa.”—sor m 5. 2 adj eloquent,
well-articulated.

ਸੁਭਾਧ੍ਯ [subhakhy] Skt ਸੁਭਾਸ੍ਯ adj easy to say.
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2 n Shesh’s superior explication of

Ashtadhayayi. “subhakhy kamdi paré.”

-—braham.

ਸੁਭਾਗ [subhag] adj lucky, fortunate. 2 n luck,

fortune.

ਸੁਭਗ਼ੀ [80ਅ188ਪੇਂ‘ adj fortunate.
ਸੁਭਾਚਾਰ [subhacar] good conduct; noble

behaviour. “subhacar jih nam sabal dusar

anumano.”—paras.
ਸੁਡਾਨ [subhan] See ਸੁਬਹਾਨ, 2 See ਸੁਭਾਨੁ. 3 S

tomorrow, the next day.

ਸੁਭਾਨ੍ਯਙ [subhanan] ਸ਼ੁਭ (nice) ਆਨਨ (face), a

pretty face.

ਸੁਭਾਨਾਨੀਂ [subhanni] adj (woman) having a
beautiful face or pretty countenance.

ਸੁਭਾਨੁ [subhanu] adjsublime light. 2 n spiritual

enlightenment. “gurmukhI sukh subhanu.”

-sr1' m I.

ਸੁਭਾਯਕ [subhayak] See ਸੁਭਾਇਕ. ‘

ਸੁ'ਭਾਵ [subhav] high thinking.“ 2 supreme love,

true love. 3 See ਸੁਭਾਉ.

ਸੁਭਾਵਕ [subhavak] See ਸੁਭਾਇਕ.

ਸੁਭਾਵਤ [subhavat] naturally, spontaneously.

“subhavat jese besétar aleat.”—maru m 5.

ਸੁਭਾਞ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਸੀ [subhav pranasi] See ਭਾਵ ਪ੍ਰਣਾਸੀ.
ਸੁ'ਭਿਖਾ [suthkha], ਸੁਭਿਖੀਆ [suthkhia] a

Khatri caste.

ਸੁਤਿੱਖ [subhikkh] Skt ਸੁਭਿਕ n auspicious time,

when alm are easily got.

ਸੁਭੋਂਟੀ [5ਪੀ੭110ਣ੍1], ਸੁਭੋਂਟੀ [subhati] n valour,

courage, bravery. 2 glory. “man te kan subhati

rahe.”—hanu.

ਸੁਤੰਤ [501੭11ਟੋ੮] a happy ending, good result,

lucky outcome. 2 adj dignified, graceful.

ਸੁ'ਭ੍ਰ [subhr] ਲ਼ਾ/ਯੰਸ਼ੁਭ੍ਰ adj bright, white. 2 glitter-

ing. “sné set chatré su subhré bIrajé.”——VN.

3 beautiful, attractive. 4 n mica. 5 silver.

6 fat, tallow. 7 alum. 8 desire for progeny.

ਸੁਭ੍ਰਮ [subhram] Skt ਹੁਂਸ਼੍ਯਟ੍ਰੇ “uc avas banyo atI

subhram.”~—krIsan See ਸ਼ੁਭ੍ਰ.
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ਸੁਫ੍ਰਾਂਸ਼ੁ [subhréisu] Skt ਸ਼ੁਭ੍ਰ (bright) are ਅੰਸ਼ੁ (rays)

of whom; the moon whose rays are bright.

ਸੁਮ [sumlA ‘, partagain, a second time, once

more. 2 P n a hoof of a quadruped. 3 a

spring, fountain. “nadia hoth dhenva 50m

hoth dudh ghiu.”-—var majh m 1. 4 Skt ਰੂਥ a

flower. 5 the moon. 6 the sky.

ਸੁੰਮ [30m] See ਸੁਮ 2.

ਸੁਮਗ [sumag] exalted way, noble path, superior

sect.

ਸੁੰਰਾਠਿੰਵਾਣੀ [sOmanvani] spring-water; non-stop

flow; continuous addition. “Iha khalsa

samanvani.”—GPS. inexhaustible Khalsa.

ਸੁਮਤ [sumat] Skt adj who is a learned person;

wise.

ਸੁਮਤਿ [sumatI] superior sense. “das kau sumatI

diti.”—sor m 5. 2 a person of discerning

sagacity.

bijan VIVIdh jese bhukhbhay bhéjan he

géjan VIyog VItha puri pritI pat: ki,

akhadh amal jy6 hareya he gahur gad.

bhaktI bhagvét jy6 karsya sadgatI ki,

ékur upav op pavas payod jese

suman sudhar jyé bahar rItupatI ki,

kamna ko purak }')/6 kalap bakhane gréth

kumatI VIdaran ty6 ségatI sumatI Id.

3 a minister ofJarasandh. “apne'métri sumatI

ko lino nIkat bulaI.”—krIsan. 4 wife of

Vishnu Yash and mother of Kalki Avtar.

ਸੁ'ਮੱਧਮਾ [sumaddhma], ਸੁਮਧ੍ਯਮਾ [sumadhyma]

adjone having a Slim waist; with a slender figure.

“he sumaddhme! nahI me mano.”—GPS.

ਸੁਮਨ [suman], ਸੁਮਨਸ {sumanas} Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਸ੍ਯਰ੍ adj

having a noble heart; benign. 2 n a flower.

3 deity. “sattasat VIvek subh sumanas, cahat

rahIt bhagat gen sumanas.”—GPS. 4 wheat.

5 a thorn-apple.

ਸੁਮਨਾ [sumana] adj good-hearted (woman) 2 n

malti, a flower plant ofjasmine family.

ਸ਼ੁਮਾ [ਝੁਘਧ੍ਯ] P Lfipron you, yourself. 2 I, myself,
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mine, my. “ab'asadi suma gai hc.”—JSBA/I.

ਸੁਮਾਰ [sumar] P N!» n number, count. “take at

na par-hI sumar.”—gujam 1. 2 army. 3 group.

assembly. 4 an incurable wound. 5 adj injured,

wounded, hurt. “sabh uc nic kfne sumar.”

—ramav. “tum ko nIhar kIy mar m: sumar

mo ko.”—carItr 109. hurt(13‘H'H) by lust (ਮਾਰ)

ਸ਼ੁਮਾਲ [sumal] A JV! n north. 2 left side.

ਸੁ'ਮਾਲੀ [sumali] See ਰਾਵਣ. 2 adj northern.

ਸੁਮਿਤ [sumIt] adj properly measured. 2 best

friend, sincere friend. “harI labdho mItr

sumIto.”—gatha. ‘best among friends.’

ਸੁਮਿਭ੍ਰ [sumItr] a noble friend. 2 Skt ਸੌਮਿਭ੍ਰਿ n
Lachhman, who is Sumitra’s son. “tIh or

sumitr pathayo.”—ramav. 3 Shatrughan,

younger brother of Lachhman. 4 Skt ਸੁਮੰਤ੍ਰ a

minister of king Dashrath who was also a

skilful charioteer. “tat baSIst sumItr bulae.”

~ramav.

ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ ਸੇਨ [sumItr sen], ਸੁਮਿਤੁ ਸੈਨ [sumItr sen]

father-in-law of king Dashrath, father of

Sumitra- and maternal grand father of

Lachhman and Shatrughan.

ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ਰਜ [sumItraj] Lachhman, son of Sumitra.
“cin sumItraj ki chabI ko.”—ramav.

2 Shatrughan. .

ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ਰਾ [sumItra] Sumitrasen’s daughter who"

was king Dashrath’s wife. She gave birth to

Lachhman and Shatrughan.

ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ਰੋਸ [sumItres] husband of Sumitra, king

Dashrath. “sumItres mahip bhayo jab te.”

—ramav.

ਸ੍ਰਮਿਲ [sumIl], ਸੁਮਿਲਾ [sumIla], ਸੁਮੀਲ਼ਾ [sumila] .

aaj properly mixed, nicely blended.

“pravesyo sabhs me alepé sumila.”-GPS.

‘combined and blended.’

ਸੁ'ਮੁਂਖ [sumukh] adj having a pretty face; whose

face remains cheerful. 2 n Ganesh. 3 Garur’s

son. 4 head serpent.

ਸੁਮੁਖੀ [sumukhi] (woman) having a pretty face.
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2 See ਸਵੈਯੇ 28. 3 a mirror. a looking-glass.

ਸੁ'ਮੁੰਡ [sumOd] an ascetic. mentioned as Guru

Tcg Bahadur’s predecessor in Ratanmal and

Guru Partap Suray. “nam sumOd muni tab

tthe.”—GPS.
ਸੁਮੁੰਦ [sumod] an ocean, sea. 2 See ਸਮੰਦ.

ਸੁਮੁੰਦਾ [sumoda] See ਸਮੰਦ. “sumOde kédharé.”

—paras. ‘horses of Kandhar.’ 2 originated from

the ocean.

ਸੁਮੇਰ [sumer] See ਸੁਮੇਰ੍ਵ.

ਸੁਮੇਰ ਸਿੰਘ [sumer sigh] son of Baba Sadhu
Singh, resident of U.P., district Azamgarh,

city Nijamabad' who was an excellent poet.

His compositions include Khalsa Shatak,

Gurupad Prem Parkash, etc. Gurupad Prem

Prakash was composed in the year:

“sémat unnIs se athk teIs sal rasal,

nagar najibabad me bhayo suvcan nIhal.”

For sometime he remained a priest of Takhat

Patna Sahib also. See ਯਿਅਾਬਾਦ.
ਸੁਮੇਰੂ [sumem] Skt n a special mountain that,

as mentioned in Bhagvat and Vishnu Puran

is of gold and is the abode of gods. Its height

is eighty four thousand yojan and depth

sixteen thousand yojan.2 There is a plain of

thirty two thousand yojan on its top. Sumeru

is the name ofRudrhimalaya from where river

Ganga emerges, as per the geographical

dictionary. It is also known as Panch Parbat

(five mountains) because of its five peaks:

Rudrhimalya, Vishnupuri, Brahmpuri,

Udgarikanth and Svargarohan. 2 the main

bead of a rosary. 3 According to mathematics,

it is the name of north-pole whereas south-

pole is called Kumeru. 4 the tenth opening or

the ultimate stage, according to Yog. 5 See

ਮਸਨਵੀਂ 2. '
ਸੁਮੋ’ਵਾਣੀ [sumovani] See ਸੁੰਮਣਵਾਣੀਂ. “huto khalsa

'It is 20 koh away from Jaunpur and 30 koh from Kashi.

zSee Vishnu Puran Part 2, Ch 2.

 

 



ਸੁ’ਮਤ

sumovani.”—PPP. ‘The Khalsa is like spring-
water ever flowing.’

ਸੁ'ਮੰਤ [50ਗ਼ਰੈ੮], ਸੁਮੰਤ੍ਰ [sumétr] a sublime hymn;
a noble advice. 2 a minister ofking Dashrath.

3 sublime hymn for mediation. “sumétr

sadhubacna.”—gatha.

ਸੁ'ਮ੍ਰਿਤੇਸ [sumrItes] See ਸੁਮਿਤੋ੍ਸ. This entry in

Ramavtar is due to error committed by the

writer.

ਸੁਯਸ [suyas] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਬ੍ਰੂਧ੍ਯਚ੍ਪਸ਼ਿਗਂਸ਼ਿਛਹਂ renown. 2 adj
glorious, reputed, renowned.

ਸੁਯੋਧਨ [suyodhan] adjwho fights well; who is
a great warrior. 2 n Duryodhan, son of

Dhritrashtar, chief of the Kaurvs.

ਸੁਯੰਬਰ [suyébar] See ਸ੍ਵਯੰਬਰ.

ਸੁਯੰਭਞ [suyébhav] See ਸ੍ਵਯੰਭੂ. “sarab VISV racyo
suyébhav.”—japu.

ਸੁਰ [sur] Skt n a deity. “sur nar tIn ki bani

gath.”-sri a m 3. See ਸੁਚਾ. 2 Skt ਵ੍ਯਣ੍ respi-

ration. 3 that note in music which leads to

the organisation of a melody. It is of seven

types. “sat sura ]ੲ cale.”—ram m 5. See ਸ੍ਵਰ.

ਸੁਚਅਰਿ [surarI] a demon, the enemy of gods.
ਸੁਰਸ [sures] superior pleasure. 2 bliss. “hox

nIras sures pahIcanIa.”—gau bavan kabir.

ਸੁਰਸਤੀ [sursati] See ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀ.

ਸੁਰਸਚਿ [sursarI], ਸੁਰਸਰਿਤ [sursarIt], ਸੁਰਸਰਿਤਾ
[sorsarIta], ਸੁਰਸਰੀ [sursari] Ganges, the river

ofthe gods. “sursari salII krIt baruni re, sétjan
karat nahi pané.”—mala raVIdas.

ਸੁਰਸੁਤੀਂ [sursuti] See ਸਰਸ੍ਵਤੀ. “anét sursuti sati.”

—gyan.

ਸੁਰਸਾ [sorsa] daughter ofDaksh, wife ofKashyap

and mother ofserpents, who, in enlarged form,

blocked Hanuman while he was on way to

Sri Lanka. Hanuman assumed a micro form,

entered her mouth and came out of her ear,

See Balmik Part 5 Ch ]. 2 a goddess; Durga.

3 a heavenly fairy. 4 basil. 5juhi, ajasmine

like flower. 6 aniseed.
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ਸੁਰਸਾਲ [sursal] adjone who agrieves the deities.

2 n Ravan. “ram sursal par.”-—NP.

ਸੁਰਸੁਰੀ [sorsuri] See ਸੁਰਸਰੀ.

ਸੁਰਹ [surah], ਸੁਰਹੀ [surhi] Skt ਸੁਰਭਿ n sweet

fragrance. 2 a cow. “surah ki jesi teri cal.”
—bas§t1<abir. “vuthe ghah car—hI nIt sur-hi.”

—var maIa m 1. 3 sound in the heart. “ahInIs

akhéd surhi jaI.”—-gau kabir var 7. ‘Lninter—
rupted sound perpetually emerges from the

heart.’

ਸੁਰਕਾਂਬ [surkab] See ਸੁਰਖਾਬ.

ਸੁਰਖ [surakh] Pf, /’ adj red, crimson, scarlet.
ਸੁਰਖਰੂ [surkharu] P „’ਣੌਭੰ/ adj whose face
glows with joy; worry and sorrow have not

dimmed the resplendence of whose face.

“thhe ohu jaI tIthe ohu surkharu.”—var sri

m 4. 2 he who attains pleasure after

completing some work in faith and with

sagacity. 3 one, relieved of some

responsibility.

ਸੁਰਖਾ [surkha] a white horse having bluish hue.

ਸੁਰਖਾਬ [surkhab] .76 /‘ n a ruddy sheldrake.

Anas casarca. 2 ਸੁਰਖ਼-ਆਬ red-water. A poet

wrote that during the battle with king Jai

Singh the waters ofNi lab (Atak river) turned

red. 3 blood. 4 red sea. 5 liquor. 6 a river in

Kabul. 7 Rustam’s special horse. 8 Rustam’s

son. 9 a mountain near Tabriz.

ਸੁਰਖੀ [surkhi] P (,’/‘ n redness, rouge. 2 a

heading; a headline so called because a

heading is generally written in red. 3 ਕੈਯੰ/‘ਵਿ-

ਸੁ-ਰ੍ਹਿਸੀਕwho has given right directions to his
senses. “surkhi pécau rakhe sabs.”—gau kabir
var 7. 4 ਸੁਰਕਿਤ safe, secure.

ਸੁਰਗ [surag] Skt ਸ੍ਵਰਗ” bliss, pleasure. 2 para-
dise, heaven. “surag basu na bachie.”—-gau
kabir.

ਸੁਰਗਈਆ [surgaia] adj who is a resident of
heaven. 2 deity; a euphemism for the dead.

3 a musician; a vocal singer.



 

ਸੁਰਗਦੁਆਹੀ

ਸੁਰਗਦੁਅਾਰੀ [suragduari] n a drain or passage

kept in the basement ofa building for water

or air to pass. See ਸ੍ਵਰਗਦ੍ਵਾਰੀ.
ਸੁਰਗਦੁਅ'ਰੀ`ਅਾ [suragduaria] xa a disgraced

person. “nakta suragduari vala.”—PP.

ਸੁਰਗਲੋਂਕ [soraglok] n heaven, paradise.
ਸੁਰਗਵਾਸ [suragvas] dwelling in heaven, the

deceased; a polite word for a dead person.

ਸੁਰਗਾਂ [surga] in heaven. “gath mohnia manu

mohanI surga.”—japu. 2 plural ਧਿਸੁਰਗ.

ਸੁਰਗਾਮੀ [surgami] short form ਧਿਸ੍ਵਚਗਗਾਮੀਕੈਯੰ
(one) who has a place in heaven. “5t hoe

surgami.”—-C5di 3.

ਸੁਰਗਿ [suragI] in heaven. “deda narakI suragI
lede dekh-hu ehu thgana.”-var mala m I.

ਸੁਰਗਿਆਨਿ [surgIanI], ਸੁਰਗਿਆਨੀਂ [surgIani] adj
who is a trained singer, musician. 2 wisest of

the deities. “Upjyo brahma surgIani.”

—braham. 3 who is a profound scholar, highly

learned. “tuhi surgIanI.”—asa m 5.
ਸੁਰਗਿੰਚੂ [surgidu] n the world of the moon,
moon-paradise; in the scriptures the moon-

world is considered higher than that of the

sun. 2 Amaravati, heaven of got! Indar. “koi

bache thsat koi surgidu.”—ram m 5. The

Muslims opt for Bahisht and Hindus want to

go to Amravati.

ਸੁਰਗਿਰਿ [surgIrI] Sumeru, the mountain of

gods.

ਸੁ'ਰਗੀ [surgi] Skt ਸ੍ਵਰਗੀਯ adj heavenly. 2 Dg n a
deity, god.

ਸੁਰਗੁ [suragu] See ਸੁਰਗ.
ਸੁਰਗੁਣ [surgun], ਸੁਰਗੁਨ [surgun] adj divine
attributes, celestial qualities. 2 (endowed

with) good attributes. 3 all the qualities/

attributes. “kahfi trIgun atit kahfi surgun

samet ho.”—aka1.

ਸੁਰਗੁਰੁ [surguru] Skt n Vrihspati, chief of the

deities. -
ਸੁਰਗੁਰੁ ਵਾਰ [surgum var] Thursday.
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ਸੁਰਚਾਪ [surcap] See ਇੰਦ੍ਰਧਨੁਖ.
ਸੁਰਜਨ [surjan] adj noble. 2 a kind-hearted

person. “harI surjan dekha nenI.”-majh

dInren. 3 Skt deities.

ਸੁਰਜਨ ਦਾਸ [surjan das] See ਅਜਾਤ ਪੰਥੀ.
ਸੁਰਜੀਤ [surjit] See ਸਰਜੀਤ. 2 the conquerer of

the deities.

ਸੁਰਝਨ [surjhan], ਸੁਰਝਨਾ [surajhna] v to be

resolved; to be free. “jhajha urajh surajh nahI
jana.”—gau bavan kabir. 2 to clear

misunderstanding. 3 to settle a dispute.

ਸੁਰਤ [surat] See ਸੁਰਤਿ. 2 adj deeply engrossed.

3 ਸ਼ੁਤ heard. 4 n Ved. 5 Shastar. 6 awakening,

consciousness. 7 memory, recollection.

ਸੁਰਤ ਸਬਦ [surat sabad] See ਸਬਦ ਸੁਰਤਿ

ਸੁਰਤਰੁ [surtaru] n a tree ofthe deities; five such

trees are mentioned in Sanskrit scriptures—

médar, parIjat, sétan, kalapvrIks,

harIcédan. A tree similar to these names

‘sidertul mui‘tah’ ' 1311/ is found in the
Muslim faith which is in the garden of God

in the seventh heaven. Hazrat Muhammad‘

riding a horse, ascended to that place to find

that leaves of the tree were like elephant ears

and fruit were of the size of a pitcher. See

ਸੁਰਤਾ [sorta] adj conscious, alert. “jIn kia

besurat te surta.”—-gau m 5. 2 a listener, one

who listens to religious discourses with rapt

attention and reverence. “

-—gau thIti m 5.

m I.

ਸੁਰਤਾਨ [surtan], ਸੁਰਤਾਨੁ [surtanu] n an emperor,

monarch. “so surtanu chatru ser dhare.”

-bher kabir. 2 a saint, pir (sakhi server) “ros

abs surtan badhehe.”——carrtr 139. 3 one who

practices yog, yogi. 4 amplification of tones,

amplitude of sound. 5 See ਸਰਤਾਨ.

ਸੁਰਤਿ [suratI] n mind, an aspect of conscience

relating to memory. “gharie suratI mat:

so surta so besno.”

“surte culi gIan ki.”—var sar

 



 

 

ਸੁਰਤਿਸਬਦ

manI buth.”—japu. See ਅੰਤਹਕਰਣ. 2 atten-
tion, care. “phahi suratI maluki ves.”—sr1' m

1. ‘a wolfin sheep’s clothing.’ 866ਸੁਰਤਿਸਿਮ੍ਰਡਿ.

3 superior attachment, sublime love. “dudh

karam phunI suratI samaInu.”—suh1 m 1.

_ 4 scripture, Ved. 5 hearing; the auditory sense.

“sravanI na suratI.”—gau m 5. 6 an ear.

“sabad suratI pare.”—BG. 7 music’s domain.

“rag nad sabhko suns sabad suratI samjhe

VIroloi.” _ 'G. See ਸ਼੍ਰਤਿ 6.

ਸੁਰਤਿ ਸਬਦ [suratI sahad] See ਸਬਦ ਸੁਰਤਿ.

ਸੁਰਤਿ ਸਿਮ੍ਰਤਿ [suratI sxmratI] thought and
recollection, contemplation and meditation.

“suratI SImratI dUI kéni m0da.”—gau kabir.

2 Veds and scriptures.

ਸੁਰਤਿ ਮਤਿ ਮਨਿ ਬੁਧਿ [suratI matI manI buth]

See ਅੰਤਹਕਰਣ

ਸੁ'ਰਤੀ [surti] See ਸੁਰਤਿ. 2 adj what is meditated/

contemplated upon; divinity. “sum ks: maragI

calIks.”—-prabha m 1. 3 ਸ਼ੁੰਤ੍ਰਿਯ a scholar of
Veds. “sath surti mIlI suratI kamai.”

—sodaru. 4 Veds, scriptures. 5 spiritually

enlightened. “ketia surti sevak kete.”—.japu.

ਸੁਰ ਤੇਤੀਸਉ [sur tetisau] See ਤੇਤੀਸ ਕੋਟਿ.

_ਸੁਰ'ਥ [surath] adj a beautiful chariot. 2 a
handsome charioteer. 3 one having a perfect

body. 4 n a Chandarvanshi (lunar dynasty)

king who is mentibned in Markandey Puran.

He was a'great devotee of Durga. See Devi

Bhagvat Sakandh 5, Ch 32. “mm surath

munisar bekh.”—c5c_ii 1. 5 See ਜੈਦਰਥ.

. ਸੁਰਥਾਨ [surthan] Dg n heaven, the abode of

the deities. 2 a temple of god. 3 a congre-

gation, holy assembly.

ਸੁਰਦਾਰ [surdarln a deity’s consort, a fairy.

ਸੁਰਦਾਰੁ [surdaru] See ਦੇਵਦਾਰੁ cedar tree, deodar.

ਸੁਰਦੇਵ [surdev] n Lord of gods, lndar. “sadh

ks ségI sobha surdeva.”—sukhmani.

ਸੁਰਧੁਨਿ [surdhunI] See ਸੁਰਧੁਨੀ. 2 See ਸਵੈਯੇ 19.

ਸੁਰਧੁਨੀਂ [surdhuni] n Ganges, the river of
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deities.

ਸੁ'ਰਧੇਨੁ [surdhenu] n Kamdhenu, the cow ofthe
deities.

ਸ਼ੁਰਲੀ [surnadi] n Ganges. 2 the milky way.

ਸੁਰਨ੍ਯ [surnar] god and man. “sur nar tIn 1<i

bani gath.”—sri a m 3. 2 See ਸੁਚਿ ਨ੍ਯ.
ਸੁਰਨਾਇ [surnaI] See ਸਹਨਾਈਂ and ਸਰਨਾਈਂ. “bajat
bfisuri surnaI.”—yuthstar raj.

ਸੁਰਨਾਥ [50ਸ਼ਿ8ਧਿ],ਸੁਰਨਾਯਿਕ [sumayIk], ਸੁਰਖ [sump],

ਸੁਰਪ'ਤਿ [surpatI] lord of gods, lndar; king of

gods. '
ਸੁਰਪਾਨ [surpan] a potable drink for deities;

nectar.

ਸੁਰਪਾਲ [surpal] See ਸੁਰਪਤਿ.

ਸੁਰਪੁਰ [surpur], ਸੁਰਪੁਚਿ [surpurI] n heaven,

paradise. 2 a holy congregation; a holy

assembly.

ਸੁਰਬਾਨੀ [surbani] n Sanskrit, the language of

gods. 2 saintly discourses.

ਸੁਗੰਬੁਛ [surbrIch] n a tree of deities; Kalpvriksh

(a mythological tree supposed to grant all

wishes) See ਸੁਰਤਰੁ.

ਸੁਰਭਾਨੁ [surbhanu] Skt ਸ੍ਵਤਾੰਨੁ n Rahu, a demon.

“surbhanu hanyo SII‘ bhumI paryo.”—krIsan.

ਸੁਰਤਿ [surath] Skt n fragrance, sweet smell.

2 See ਸੁਰਤੀ. ‘

ਸੁਰਭਿੱਖ [surthkkh], ਸੁਰਭਿੱਛ [surthcch] See

ਸੁਭਿੱਖ. “sadgun k0 surthkkh karyo.”—GPS. '
“rahIt bhalo surthcch hamesu.”—GPS.

ਸੁਰਭਿਤ [surtht] Skt adj perfumed, fragrant.

ਸੁਰਤੀ [surbhi] Skt n a cow of the deities that

emerged during sea-churning. 2 gold. 3 the'

earth. 4 the spring season. 5 sandal wood.

6 musk. 7 musk deer. 8 nutmeg. 9 minusops

elangi; ਸੁਰਤਿ is also correct in thiscontext.

ਸੁਰਭੀਸੁਤ [surbhisut] n a bull, ox. .” especially,

the one which is Shiv’s vehicle. See ਕਾਮਧੇਨੁ.

ਸੁ'ਰਭੰਗ [surbhég] n a singer’s flaw, segmented

intonation, incorrect modulation of voice

during singing.



'-

ਸੁਰਮਈ [surmai] adj greyish. grey-coloured.
2 coloured with antimony.

ਸੁਰਮਚੂ [suramcu] P short form ਘੰਸੁਰਮਹ-ਚੋਬਰ੍ a

needle for putting collyrium in the eyes.

ਸੁਰਮਾ [surma] P _ਲ਼ੀ/ n a material which is

black and bright; collyrium.

ਸੁਰਮੋਘ ਧਰਣ [surmegh dharan] n Meghnad who
has voice as of a cloud.—ramav.

ਸੁਰੱਯਾ [surayya] A g} a cluster of six stars,

constel'lations, Pleiadcs.

ਸੁਰਰਾਇ [sur-raI], ਸੁਰਰਾਜ [sur-raj], ਸੁਰਰਾਯ [sur-

ray] n lord of gods, lndar.

ਸੁਰਚਿਦ [sur-rId] Skt ਚੂਛੂਥ n a kind-hearted

person; a well-wisher. “mItr putr kalatr

surrId.”—gujm 5. 2 adjwhose heart is godly.
ਸੁ'ਰਲੋਂਕ [surlok] n heaven, paradise.

ਸੁਰਾ [sura] Skt an intoxicant, a type of liquor

that emerged during the sea-churning. It is

mentioned in the 45‘h chapter of Bal Kand

in Valmiki’s Ramayan that deities were

called divine after taking liquor. Liquor was

highly glorified during the ancient times.

There is a mention in the fifty second chapter

ofAyodhya section that while crossing river

Ganga during the exile, Sita alongwith Ram

Chandar, vowed that after coming back from

exile, if her husband obtained the Ayodhya

kingdom, she would offer thousands ofcows

to Brahmans (priests) living along the bank,

one thousand pitchers of liquor alongwith

other material comprising rice, meat etc.

“sura apaVItr, natu aver jal re, sursari mIlat

nah: hOI ané.”—mala ravrdas. Liquor ‘is

offered to God in the Bible also. See Judges

Ch 9 Verses 12, 13. Liquor is also available

in abundance in the heaven glorified by

Islam. See Quran Ch 51, Verse 23. There is

complete renunciation ofliquor in Sikhism.

See ਮਦੁ. ਸਰਾ in place ੦1`ਸੁਰਾ is found in Guru

Granth Sahib. “sacu sara go: bahIra.”—sri
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In sévrat SImrItI, three types of liquor

find mention:

ਸੀਰੀ ਜਿਬ੍ਥੀਕ ਧੇਯੀਥ ਕਿਜ਼ੇਧਸ੍ਰਾ Brim ਰੂਹ
It is made from jaggery, or mahua (a tree,

its flowers are used for making liquor), or

honey, fermented rice and barley. Similar is

Manu’s contention. See a 11, $94. Eleven

types of liquor including toddy (made ofpalm

and date trees) etc. are also mentioned in the

Simritis.

ਸੁਰਾਸੁਰ [surasur] adj god and demon, god and

devil.

ਸੁਰਾਸ਼ਟ੍ਰ [surasatr] Skt adjjust government;

perfect rule. 2 a region of Kathiavar in

Bombay.

ਸੁਰਾਹਾ [suraha] See ਚਾਹਾ.

ਸੁਰਾਹੀ [surahi] n a flagon; a flask. 2 a mendicant’s

pot. 3 Sktg’ffig a vessel in which liquor is put.

“sul surahi khéjar pIala.”—hajare 10.
ਸੁਰਾਕ [surak] See ਸੁਰਾਖ.

ਸੁਰਾਖ [surakh] P ਨੂੰ…; a hole, sewer, opening,

aperture, cavity.
ਸੁਰਾਗ [surag] true love, chaste fondness. 2 T

ਨ੍ਹੂੰ! /’ a clue, hint, trace, search.

ਸੁਚਾ ਗਊ [sura gau] See ਚਮਰ and ਚਾਮਰੀ.
ਸੁਰਾਂਗਨਾ [5ਪਿੰਕੇਂਫ਼ੂਸ੍ਯ] ‘ਧੂ/ਢਲ਼ਬ੍ਰੂਧਛਧੂਸ਼ਾ“ ਸੁਰ-ਅੰਗਨਾ8 ਬਿਚੂਲ੍ਹਾ,‘

a celestial beauty, a god’s consort. 2 goddess.

ਸੁਚਾ ਗਾਇ [sura gaI] See ਚਮਚ and ਚਾਮਰੀ.
ਸੁ'ਰਾਚੀ [suraci] adj given to drinking; who is a

drunkard.

ਸੁ'ਰਾਜ [suraj] adj good government. 2 indepen-

dence, autonomy. “jImI suraj khal udham

gaIu.”—tu]si. ‘ Indian autonomy was destroyed
by revolt of vile people.’

ਸੁਰਾਂਤ [surfit], ਸੁਰਾਂਤਕ [surétak] adjan annihilator

of gods; an enemy of'gods. 2 n a demon.

3 son of Ravan. ਲ਼ੀ

ਸੁਰਾਪਗਾ [surapaga] n a river of gods, Ganga.
2 the milky way.
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ਸੁਰਾਪਾਨ [surapan], ਸੁਰਾਪਾਨਿ [surapanI] the act
ofdrinking. “kabir, bhég machuli surapanI .”-

skabir.

ਸੁਰਾਪੀ [surapi] adj who is a drinker. “tarak
sudha k0 hOI surapi.”—NP.

ਸੁਰਾਰਦਨ [surardan], ਸੁਰਾਰਿ [surarI], ਸੁਰਾਰੀਂ [surari]

Skt ਚੂਹਵੱਸਂ n a demon; an enemy of gods. “sur
surardan.”—aka1.

ਸੁਰਾਲਯ [suralay], ਸੁਰਾਲੈ [surale] n the abode of

deities, heaven. 2 a temple. 3 a tavern; a bar.

ਸੁਚਿ [surI] because of god. 2 of the god. 3 See

ਸੁਰਿ ਨਰ.
ਸ੍ਰਰਿਜਨ [surIjan] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਛੂਜ੍ਧ੍ਯ adj kind,
sympathetic, gentle. “surIjan mIle pIare.”

—todi m 5.

ਸੁਚਿਦ [surId] See ਸੁਹਿਰਦ. “bhai mit surId kie.”
—sr1' m 5.

ਸੁਰਿੰਦ [surid] king of gods, lndar.

ਸੁਰਿੰਦਹਿ ਬਿੰਦੂ [surId-hI i'du] master God of
gods; lord of Indar. “balVéd akhéd surId-hI

idu.”—NP.

ਸੁਚਿਦਾ [surIda] a good heart. 2 See ਸੁਹਿਰਦ.

“sujanu surIda suhela sathe.”—sarm 5.

ਸੁਰਿਧ [surIdh] See ਸੁਰਿਦ.

ਸੁਚਿਨ੍ਯ [surInar] god and man. “surI nar asur

ਗੈਪ nahi payau, payau nahi ਗੈਪ sure asurah

nar.”—saveyem 4 ke. 2 men ofgodly qualities;

angelic persons. “surI nar-sughar sujan

gath.”—vad chét m 1. 3 Skt sovereign,

independent kings exercising independent

control over their states. “akh-hI dariav. akh-

hI dev, akh-h; SUI'I nar munI jan sev.”—japu.

“surI nerdev asur tre gunia.”—asa m 5.

ਸੁਚਿਨਾਥ [surInath] lord, yogiraj. “sunIe sxdh

pir surInath.”—japu. ‘by hearing Nam, one

gains knowledge of all things.’

ਸੁਚੀ [suri] Skt n a goddess; wife of a deity.

“suri asuri kinrani rijh pumarI.”—carItr 2.

ਸੁਚੀਤਾ [surita] SktRT—Em adj female slave (pur-

chased), maid servant. “to savani he 1<I

surita?”—BG Dhruv asked his mother whether

she was Svakia or a maid servant. 2 See ਰੀਤ.

ਸੁਰੁਚਿ [SUI‘UCI] gentle wish, noble desire. 2 wife

(queen) of king Uttanpad, She was Uttam’s

mother and Dhruv’s stepmother.

ਸੁਰੂ [suru] A 5,; a beginning, an origin, a start.
ਸੁਚੂਪ [sump] a beautiful apearance, an attractive
look. 2 personal appearance, one’s own form.

ਸੁਰੂਪਿ [surupI] who is beautiful.
ਸੁਰੂਰ [surur] See ਸਰੂਰ.

ਸੁਰੇਸ਼ [50੮65],ਸੁਚੇ'ਦ੍ [surédr] n the lord ofdeities,
Indar.

ਸੁਰੋਤ [surot] 866 ਸਰੋਤ.
ਸੁਰੋਂ’ਤਮ [surottam] Vishnu, supreme among
deities. 2 the sun.

ਸੁਰੋਂਦ [surod] See ਸਰੋਦ. 2 Skt 11 an ocean of

liquor; where it is in liquid form.

ਸੁਰੋਦਯ [suroday], ਸੁਰੋਦਾ [suroda] Skt ਸ੍ਵਚੇਦਯ n a
magical text Tantar Shastar that mentions

good and bad signs after observing nasal

tones, in different ways. Some superstitious

person has composed a text in Gurmukhi in

the name oquru Nanak which is a word for

word copy of Charandas’s Surodaya Granth.

2 Surodaya Granth composed by Vaishnav

Sadhu Charandas is read with reverence by

the hermits.

ਸੁਰੰਗ [50੮ਟੋ8] adj good colour, beautiul colour.
“surég régile harI harI thaI.”—bher

namdev. 2 n crimson colour. “bhat tan bhég-

hI, baran SUI5g-hI.”—GPS. 3 a grey horse.

4 Skt a spotted deer. “jIm lag ban surég.”

—ra1hav. 5 an old musical instrument, svarang.

It was played with a how; a sarangi is its

adaptation. “mucég upég surég se nad sunav-

hIge.”-kalki. 6 Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਵ੍ਡ੍ਸ੍ਯ a mine. “ud-hI

surégan mar gajab ki.”—GPS. 7 a tunnel,

underground passage.

ਸੁਰੰਗੜਾ [5ਘਡੂੰਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵਾ8] adj having a good colour. 2 n

a musical instrument, a harmoniUm. “dhe’mu
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surag surégre.”—var ram 2 m 5. See ਸੁਰੰਗ 5.

ਸੁਰੰਗਾਬਾਦ [surégabad] It is another name for
Sarangpur. This town is in Devasaraj of

Central India (C.P.) Once a famous place, it

is mentioned in many chronicles. “sora si

surégabad nike rahi jhulke.”-akal.

ਸੁਰੰਗਿਯਾ [suréega] n a miner. “ranj bol suréega
1ina.”—carItr 347.

ਸੁਰੰਗੀ [surégi] adj having a beautiful colour.
ਸੁਰੰਗੀਆ [surégia] adj having a fine colour.
2 See ਸੁਰੰਗਿਯਾ.

ਸੁਰੰਜਨ [suréjan], ਸੁਰੰਜਨੋਂ [suréjno] n the act of
dyeing in the best way. 2 adj who dyes

excellently. “adI jugadI anadI sarab

suréjano.”—BG. 3 one who can please.

ਸੁਰੰਦ [soréd] lord of gods, Indar. “suréd su

budth bIsarad.”-—I<rrsan. 2 sound

producing.

ਸੁਲਸ [50135] A $1: n one third.l

ਸੁਲਹ [sulah] A d" n conciliation. 2 peace.

ਸੁਲਹਕੁਲ [sulahkul] A J? ‘ adj sociable,

amiable. 2 n Sikh community; the community

founded by Guru Nanak Dev.

ਸੁਲਹੀ [sulhi], ਸੁਲਹੀ ਖ਼ਾਨ [sulhi xan] an Afghan

who was an official ofking Jahangir. Being a

friend of Prithi Chand, he wanted Guru Arjan

Dev to be harassed. However, he sank into a

hot brick-kiln and was burnt to death while

going to the Guru’s abode to meet his friend

Prithi Chand. “sulhi hor mua napak.”—bIIa
m 5. See ਕੋਠਾ ਗੁਰੂ ਕਾ.

ਸ਼ੁਲਕ [sulak] Skt ਹੁਵ੍ਯਾ n price, cost. 2 tax, toll,

duty. “kosap hOI $ah kojese, tIs te sulak
bhrIty 1e kese?”—NP. 3 price of a girl.

ਸੁਲਖਣ [solakhan] n fine traits, noble qualities,

excellent signs. 2 adj with good qualities.

'During Mughal rule, the official who did not keep his
 

own vehicles had his emoluments reduced by one third.

If he was entitled to Rs. nine hundred per month. then

three hundred were deducted.

ਸੁਲਤਾਨ,

ਸੁਲਖਣਾ [50191<}11_18],ਸੁਲਖਣੀ [sulakhni] adjhaving '

noble qualities. 2 See ਸੁਲਖਣੀਂਮਾਤਾ.
ਸੁਲਖਣੀਂ ਮਾਤਾ [sulakhni mata] born to mother

Chando and Mool Chand Chone khatri whose

paternal home was in village Pakhoke

(district Gurdaspur). She was married on 24th

Jeth, 1544 in Vatala, to Guru Nanak Dev ji.

Two sons (Baba Shri Chand and Lakhmi Das)

were born to her. Mataji breathed her last' in

Kartarpur near river Ravi. Matachoni is also

mentioned at few places in history, because

of her lineage. 2 See ਅਮਰਦਾਸ ਸਤਿਗੁਰੂ.
ਸੁਨੱਖਨੀ [sulakkhni], ਸੁਲੱਖਨੀ ਮਾਤਾ [sulakkhni mata]

See ਸੁਲਖਣੀ and ਸੁਲਖਣੀਂ ਮਾਤਾ.

ਸੁਲਗ [sulag] adj a weapon that hits its target.

“lé’bi sulag tuphég anek.”~—GPS. 2 well

achieved. 3 well trained horse or hawk etc.

ਸੁਲਗਣਾ [sulagna] v to burn slowly, smoulder.

ਸੁਲਝਨਾ [sulajhna] v to be disentangled, be

settled, be unravelled.

ਸੁਲਟਾ [ਡ਼ਘੀਬ] adj simple, straight, upright.

ਸੁਲਤਾਨ [sultan] A gun; n an argument. 2 to be

powerful. 3 an emperor. “sultan hova melI

laskar.”—sri m 1. Mahmud Gaznavi was the

first to assume the title ofa Sultan. 4 a Muslim

holyman who is famous as Sakhi Sarvar,

Lakhdata, Lalanvala, Dhonkalia etc. The real

name of Sultan was Saiyad Ahmad. He was

the son of a Baghdadi. His father settled in

Sialkot, a village 12 miles to the east of
Multan in 1220 AD. The shrines of Sultan
are known as pirkhanas which exist in many
villages of Punjab. On Thursdays the
followers of Sultan assemble in the pirkhana
and make offerings. The main offering is a
‘rot’ (a big loaf). This ‘roti’ which mayweigh
upto one and a quarter maund is baked by
heating up the earth. It is offered to the pir
after covering it with jaggery. Bhirai (priest.
of Sultan) after reciting prayers according to

 



 

 

Islamic tradition accepts a part of the ‘roti’
for himself and gives the remaining to the
devotees. The grave of Sultan is in village
Nagahe (district Dera Gazikhan) built in the
thirteenth century. The grave of Sultan’s wife
Bibi Bai is also there. The progeny ofSultan’s

three attendants share the offerings which are

further divided into 1650 parts. AfterNagahe,

next in importance, is pirkhana of the Sultan

in village Dhonkal. Because of this only, the
pir is known as Dhonkalia.

ਸੁਲਤਾਨਪੁਰ [sultanpur] a town on the bank of

‘safed vei’ in Kapurthala state which is sixteen

miles to the south ofthe capital. It was founded

by Sultan Khan Lodhi (who was a commander

ofMahmud Gaznavi) in the 11‘h century.l Bibi

Nanki was married to Jairam Das at this place.

At this Very place, Guru Nanak Dev had
ruminated, “1 am yours ! 1 am yours !” while

weighing justly on the scale. He was then

working at theprovision store of Daulat Khan

(Lodhi:Now Sultanpur is a station ofthe north-
western railway. The following gurdwaras are

situated in this holy town.
(1) Santghat. That bathing place on the

bank of sacred vein where Guru Nanak Dev

disappeared after a dip and on reappearing

after three days took to long travels as a

hermit. Five ghumaons of land has been

donated to this gurdwara by the princely state.

(2) Hat Sahib. Here Guru Nanak Dev

lRemnants ofthe old fort are still to be seen there. The
 

masjid where Guru Nanak Dev was taken for teaching

Muslim prayer, exists even now.

2In the olden times, a portion of the grain offered as

Worship, was claimed by the state. Jaggery and grain

thus claimed were deposited in the official store.

Whatever was needed for the official langar or the army,

was claimed against receipt. The rest was sold and

money deposited in the exchequer. _
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would run the royal provision store, which

benefited many people. At this place, there

are eleven small and big weights of stone _

owned by the employer of Guru Nanak Dev.

20 ghumaons of land and Rs. 81 in cash are

donated to this gurdwara by Kapurthala state.

(3) Kothri Sahib. Here the Nawab’s clerks

checked the accounts maintained by the Guru.

Three ghumaons of land has been given to

this gurdwara by the princely state.

(4) Guru ka Bagh. This place was the home ‘

of Bibi Nanki and the residence ofGuru Nanak

Dev. At this place Baba Sri Chand and Lakhmi

Das were born. 13 ghumaons of land from

Kapurthala state has been given to this

gurdwara. There is also a hermitage of Baba

Sri Chand.

(5) Birth place of Baba Shri Chand and

Lakhmi Das Ji. See No. 4.

(6) Dharamsal Guru Arjan Sahib. This

place is close to gurdwara Kothri Sahib. Guru

Arjan Dev visited this place while on his way

to Dalla village to attend the marriage ofGuru

Hargobind Sahib. Kapurthala state has

donated 12 ghumaons of land to this

gurdwara.

(7) Ber Sahib. About halfa mile from the

town towards the west is this place where the

great Guru used to go daily to take bath in

the sacred ‘vei’. A ber tree of Guru Sahib’s

time is still there. This gurdwara has been

sanctioned Rs. 1360 as annual Jagir by the

Kapurthala state and Rs. 125 and Rs. 51

respectively by the Patiala and Nabha states.

Thirty ghumaons of land stands in the name

of this gurdwara in villages Manik and

Machijoya. ‘

ਸੁਲਤਾਨ ਬੇਗ [sultan beg] a military officer of

Shah Jahan, killed by Bhai Bidhi Chand in a

battle at Amritsar.
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ਸੁਲਤਾਨ ਵਿੰਡ

ਸੁਲਤਾਨ ਵਿੰਡ [sultan vid] Sec ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ and ਤੂਤ
ਸਾਹਿਬ. ~

ਸੁਲੜਾਨੀ [sultani] P 6W kingship. rule. reign.
2 See ਮੁਲਤਾਨੀਆ.

ਸੁਲਤਾਨੀਂਆ [sultania] a devotee of Sultan
(Sarvar). The Hindu devotees of Sultan also
consider it a sin to eat jhatka meat (animal or

bird slaughtered with a single stroke of sharp

weapon) and pork.

ਸੁਲਤਾਨੇ [sultane] Sultan (nominatiVe case)
“nama sultane bathla.”—-bher namdev.

ਸੁਲਪ [sulap] SktHFEUadj very little. “slap ahar
sulap si nidra.”—hajare 10.

ਸੁਲਫਈ [sulphai] an addict of sulpha (a mixture
of tobacco and cannabis smoked as

intoxicant). Sec ਸੁਲਫਾ 2.

ਸੁਲਫਾ [sulpha] A ਭੰ“; what is eaten on an empty

stomach. 2 an intoxicant prepared through a

mixture oftobacco and cannabis. It is smoked

through a pipe (bowl). Its after-effect is hot

and dry. It has a very bad effect on the heart,

brain and muscles.

ਸ਼ੁਲਬ [sulab] See ਸੁਲਭ.

ਸੁਲਬੀਖਾਨ [sulbi khan] son ofSulhi Khan’s elder

brother, who, on the instigation of Chandu.

went ahead to torment Guru Arjan Dev. He

was killed on his way to Amritsar by his

Pathan servants in a dispute over their salary.

ਸੁਲਭ [sulabh] adj easily available, available
without any difficulty.

ਸੁਲਾ [501a] See ਸੁਲਹ.

ਸੁਲਾਉਣਾ [sulaona] v to put one to sleep.
ਸੁਲਾਸ [sulas] Ski ਉਥੂਲਾਸ.
ਭਾਬੜਾ 2.

ਸੁਲਾਕ [sulak] See ਸੂਲਾਕ.

ਸੁਲਿਸ [50115] See ਸਲਿਮ and ਸੁਲਸ.
ਸੁਲੂਕ [suluk] A J)“ to move, go. 2 to follow a
virtuous path. 3 to wish to be near to God.
4 good conduct, ceremonial propriety.

ਸੁਲੇਮਾਨ [suleman]. ਸੁਲੈਮਾਨ [suleman] A way
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in high spirits. See‘

ਸੁਲੇਂਨਤਾ

(Solomon) son of David born from the womb

of Bathsheba; he was a very wise emperor of

lsreal dynasty. His proverbs are world famous.

His sayings find a place in the Bible also.

According to the Quran, once emperor

Suleman was inspecting his horses with the

result that he missed the time ofNamaz. Then

Suleman cut the lower part of the legs of the

horses with the sword. It is mentioned that God

put air, giants and demons under his command.

He was equipped with the knowledge to

understand the language ofanimals.

Once Suleman was going with his army

that the ants resolved to enter holes imme-

diately lest his army should crush them.

Suleman heard this, he thanked God and

saved the ants. Once on being informed by a

woodpecker about a sun-worshipping queen,
Suleman sent a letter through the woodpecker
to the queen and brought her round to his
religion. See ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ 27.

It is written in the Bible that Suleman ruled
over Jerusalem for forty years and built the
world famous temple sacred bothto the Jews
and the Christians. Suleman’s tomb is found
in Jerusalem. _

Suleman was born in 1033 BE and died
in 975 BC approximately.

Suleman had seven hundred wives and
three hundred female slaves. Rahabyam was
his son who alSo ruled over Jerusalem.

ਸੁਲੋਕਨ [sulokan] n ਸੁ-ਅਵਿਲੋਕਨ fine to look at,
good sight. 2 attractive eyes, captivating eyes.
See ਜ੍ਯੋਰ.

ਸੁਲ਼ੋਂਚਨ [sulocan] )1 excellent eyes. 2 adj one
having beautiful eyes. 3 n a deer. 4 Indian
red legged partridge.

ਸੁਲੋਂਚਨਾ [sulocna], ਸੁਲੇਂਚਨੀ [sulocni] adj (lady)
having beautiful eyes.

ਸੁਲ਼ੋਂਨੜਾ [solonra]. ਸੁਲੈੰਨੜੀ [501੦1ਪਾਂ] adj a person
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having beautiful eyes; a lady having

enchanting eyes. 2 handsome, beautiful.

ਸੁਞਸਤੁ [suvasatu] adj something good. 2 n

spiritual discourse. “jI§he suvasatu n9

japai.”—var ram 1 m 2.

ਸੁਵਨ [suvan] Skt ਸੂਨੁ n son. See ਸੂਨੁ.

ਸੁਵਰਚਲਾ [suvarcala] Skt ਸੁਵਚੰਲਾ n daughter of
Vishavkarma, wife ofthe sun; her other name

is Sangya. When she assumed the form ofa

mare, then from the sun she gave birth to

Ashvini Kumar, an angel. See ਛਾਇਆ.

2 linseed. 3 a sunflower.

ਸੁਵਰਣ [suvaran], ਸੁਵਰਨ [suvaran] Skt ਸੁਵਟੰ adj

nice colour, good creed. “suvaran ko suvaran

tan dutI mIl.”—GPS. 2 a noble caste. 3 a

fine word. 4 n gold. “loha paras bhetie mIlI

ségatI suvaran hojaI.”—var gau 1 m 4. 5 a

dhatura (thorn-apple). 6 sixteen masa

weight. 7 Harichandan. 8 a minister of king

ਭੰ Dashrath.
ਸੁਵਰਨਗਿਰਿ [suvarangIrI] n Sumeru, said to be
made of gold. 2 a hill near Girivaru city in

southern Bihar.

ਸੁਵੱਲਾ [suvalla] See ਸਵੱਲਾ.

ਸੁ'ਵਾਉਣਾ [suvauna] v to put one to sleep, render

sleepy. “patI sot prItham suvaI kar.”—carItr

259.
ਸੁਵਾਸ [sovas] adj incense, fragrance. 2 fine

clothes, beautiful dress. 3 fine house. 4 See

ਸਬਾਸ.

ਸੁਵਾਸ੍ਵ [suvasatu] See ਸਵਾਤ 2.

ਸੁਵਾਣੀ [suvani] See ਸੁ'ਆਣੀਂ.

ਸੁਵਾਰ [suvar] See ਸਵਾਰ. 2 adj auspicious.

ਸੁਵਿਨਾ [suvzrna] Skt ਗੈਥਾਸੰ adj of gold, made of
gold, golden. “deh kécan jin SUVIna ram.”

—Vad m 4 ghorié'.

ਸੁਵੇਸ [suves], ਸੁਵੇਖ [suvekh] adj fine dress,

dignified clothing. “tolsi pekh soves, bhulé

mudh na cator nar. sOdar kekI‘h pekh bacan

sudha sam asan ahI.”—tulsi.
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ਸੁਵੇਦ [suved] adj knowledgeable. 2 easily
achievable.

ਸੁਵੰਨ [suvén] adjofnoble caste. 2 n gold. 3 See
ਸੇਵਨ.

ਸੁਵੰਨਵੀਂ [suvénvi], ਸੁਵੰਨਡ਼ੀ [5ਘਾਟੋਘ'1], ਸੁਵੰਨੀ [5ਘ/ਟੈ1ਪਂ]

adj having a fine complexion, having a

charming colour. “suvénri deh.”—var ram 2

m 5. 2 of gold, golden.

ਸ੍ਵ [su] pron as suffix, it means ‘his’, for

example “nam japIosu.”——JSBB. ‘He recited

nam.’ 2 v is. 3 Skt vr to conceive, give birth.

4 P ,; n a direction “gaje sur jujjhar do su.”

-sanh. 5 profit, gain. 6 interest. 7 light, black

ink.
ਸ੍ਵ" [5ਪੰ] onom ਸਾਂ ਸਾਂ, a hissing sound. 2 partto,
unto, towards, of. “papa de mItavan sfi

samrathta nah‘i.”—JSBM.

ਸੂਅ [sue] n son. “ju parhyo de te sua ! tahI

raro.”—narsfgh. ‘੦, son ! learn by heart the

lesson read’.
ਸੂਅਟਾ [suata] n a parrot. “ਪਿੰ pijar hau suata

tor.”—gau kabir.

ਸੂਅਨ [suan] son. See ਸੂਅ.
ਸੂਅਰ [suar] Skt ਸੂਕਰ' n a pig. “haku paraIa

nanka, usu suar usu gaI.”-Varmajh m 1. See

ਸੂਰ .10.
ਸੂਆ [sua] n a parrot. “bfitho nalni bhram

sua.”—asa m 5. 2 a large needle. “lau nari sua

he asti.”—ram m 5. 3 in lactation. “1ng da

duja sua he.”

ਸੂਐਂ [sue] on the sharp point. “sue carI

bhavaiahI jét.”-—var asa.

ਸੂਇ [SUIISkI ਪ੍ਰਸੂਯ. See ਸੂਣਾ. 2 See ਸੂਯ. 3 adv
after giving birth. “pékhi suI bahIthu.”—s

[arid .

ਸੂਈ [sui] Skt a needle. adj Skt ਸੂਵਰੀ, one who
has given birth (for cattle). ‘

ਸੂੲੀਧਾਰ [suidhar] Dg one who keeps a needle;
a tailor. Skt ਸਸੂ'ਤਿਕਾਰ one who sews.
'This word sukar is also ofSanskrit origin.
 



ਸੂਜੀ
ਸੂ'ਸੀ [susi] n a type ofstriped cloth. In old times.

people used to wear underwear shorts ofthis

cloth. Now this cloth is worn by women only.

“susi ki kécchfi the sigh rakhte.”—PP.

ਸੂੰਹ [sfih] n information, news. 2 the act of
detecting.

ਸੂਹਉ [suhau] See ਸੂਹੀ. 2 See 30*.
ਸੂਹਟ [suhat], ਸੂਹਟਾ [suhta], ਸੂਹਟੁ [suhatu] n a

parrot. “suhatu pijarI prem ke.”—maru am I.

Here the parrot stands for a person who has

achieved salvation. 2 See ਸੁਹਟਾ.

ਸੂਹਣ [suhan], ਸੁਹਣੀ [suhni], ਸੂਹਨ [suhan]. ਸੂਚਨੀ
[suhni] Skt ਸ'ਮੂਹਨੀਂ n a woman sweeper,

scanvengcr “deu suhni sadhu ke."—bIla m 5.

in Sanskrit ਸ਼ੋਧਨੀਂ (sodhni) also means ‘a
broom.’

ਸੂਹਥ [suhab], ਸੂਹਞ [5੫11ਗ਼ਾ],ਸੂਹਵੀ [suhvi] adjof

deep crimson colour. 2 dyed in beautiful

colour. “suhab suhab suhvi apne pritam kc

régI rati.”—suhi m 5. “suhab ta sohagni ja

ménI lehI sacunau.”—var suhi m 3.

3 coloured in the illusionary world of senses

(safflower) “suhvie nImanIe ! so sahu sada

samalI.”—var suhi m 3.

303 [suhar] a sub-caste of Khatris. See ਸੁਹੜ.

2 See ਸੂਹੜਾ. _
ਸੂਹੜਾ [suhra] n bran of flour of wheat/gram.

On sieving, the flour comes down from it and

the bran is left in the sieve.

ਸੂਰਤੀ [ਡ਼ਪਮ੍ਰਿਛੋ] See 303 and ਸੂਹੜਾ.
ਸੂਹਾ [suha] adj safflower. It stands for engross-

ment in the illusionary world of senses or

worldly wealth. “lal bhae suha rég mam.”

—gau a m I. ‘became red in the true love of

God and considered the world of senses
illusionary or safflowei'.’

ਸੂਰਾਂ [ਝਘੀਡੌ] n a spy, informer, detective. 2 adj

knowing secrets; knowledgeable. “sigh sabhe

jégal ke suhé.”—PP. 3 face to face.

ਸੂ’ਹੀ [suhi] adj safflower—coloured “mano ég
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suhi ki sarhi kari he.”-c5di l. 2 a variation of

a major musical ‘rag’ also knoWn as Suha' It

is a folk song of‘kaphi that’ in which Dhevat
is forbidden. In Suhi, Ghandhar and Nishad

are soft, the rest are pure notes. Vadi is slow

whereas sixth is dramatic. Singing time is two

periods after sunrise.

Ascending (arohi.) sa, ra, ga, ma, pa, na, sa

descending (avrohi) ਡੁਬ, na, ma, pa, ga, re, $3.

In Guru Granth Sahib, suhi rag comes at

number fifteen. 3 in Pothohar the act of

paying respect by a woman to an elder ofthe

family by touching his feet. See ਸੂਹੀਆ.

ਸੂਚੀਆਂ [suhifi] See ਸੂਰਾਂ.
33 [suk] Skt ਗੂਲ਼ੀਧ੍ਯਾ adj parched, dry. “suk bhai
patri si.”-krrsan. 2 Skt 3311 a sharp thorn on
the spike of barley or wheat.

ਸੂੰਕ [sfik] (mom a hissing sound, hissing of a

snake. “tab-cale sfik janu nag jaI.”—GPS.
ਸੂਕਣਾ [sukna] v to get dry; be free from

moisture. 2 See ਸੂੰਕਣਾ 2. “tinI caran Ik
dubIdha suki.”——maru soIhe m 1. In the third

era of Hindu mythology, three steps of

Dharma remained and indecision (double

mindedness) dominated.

ਸੂੰਕਣਾ [sfikna] v to make a hissing sound, snort

or breathe with a wheezing sound. 2 to show ‘

arrogance of power.

ਸ਼ੁਕਰ [sukar] Skt ਸ਼ੁਕਰ n a hog or boar, known

as such because it breathes with a wheezing

noise. “sukar suan gardhabh m5jara.”—bIIa
a m l.

ਸੂ'ਕਰਖੇਤ [sukarkhet] Skt ਸੂਕਰ'ਕੇਤ੍ a place of

pilgrimage near Nemisharny, now known as

Soron. There is a myth that in the incarnation

of prophet Varah, Lord Vishnu killed

Hirneykeshi, the demon, at this place.

ਸੂਕਰਣਾ [sukama], ਸੂੰਕਰਨਾ [5ਪੰ1<81‘118] v to snort.

2 to breathe with a wheezing noise like a pig.

'Many musicians consider Sohni also as Suhi.
 

  

 



 

ਸ਼ੁਕਰੀ
“cali sen sfikar paraci dIsan5.—janmejay.

ਸ੍ਵਕਰੀ [sukri] n a sow, a female swine.
ਸੁਕਾ [suka] adj dry. “jal mahI keta rakhie

athétarI suka.”—asa a m 1. 2 ਸ਼ੂਕਾ. a fop; a
blunt or arrogant fellow;

ਸੂਕੀ [suki] dry. 2 See ਸੂਕਣਾ.

ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ [sukt] Skt n a fine utterance; an axiom.

2 a collection ofVed mantars. 3 a panegyric.

ਸ੍ਵਕਮ [suksam] Skt adj thin, slim. 2 small.

3 trivial. 4 a figurative expression in which a

gesture is responded with a likewise gesture

to express a delicate feeling.

Example:

melIé baba utthIa multane di jyarat jai,

aggé pir multan de duddhkatora bhar ls: ai,

baba kadh kar bagel te cébeli dudh VICC mIlai,

]:ਪੋ sagar VICC gég samai.—BG.
With a full cup of milk the pirs of Multan

suggested that the city was already having

excess of holy men, so there was no room for

him. By putting a flower on the milk, Guru

Nanak Dev indicated that he could adjust any

where without giving trouble to anybody.

deh kécuki rah: savari,

e1< hath me jIhva dhari,

gahyo 11g ko dusar hatha,

ava sanmukh jahf jagnatha.——NP.

From this Kalyug suggested that those

persons who are slaves to the pleasure of sex

are actually the Kalyugi beings. Submission

to sexual desire is the real form of Kalyug

(the age of darkness).

(b) If a gesture or movement conveys the

opposite sense, then it is known as VIkham

suksam (complex indication).

Example:

he he karIke ohI karenI,

galha pItanI SII’U khohenI,

nau lenI ਰ… karanI samaI,

nanak tIn balIhare jaI.—sava m 1.
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ਸੂਖ਼ੇਸੁਖਿ
While lamenting at the time ofthe funeral,

women beat their cheeks, head and thighs,

and cry “he ! he !” Guru Nanak conveys the

subtle meaning that women by touching parts

of their bodies show that God is present in

every part of world (omnipresent).

, ਸੂਕਮਸ਼ਚੀਰ [suksamsarir] n subtle/abstract body,

inherent in the material body. On leaving the

human body, it enters into another. Mind,

intellect, five vital airs, five organs ofactivity,

five sense organs all these seventeen,

constitute the abstract/subtle body.

ਸੂਕਮਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵ [suksamdrxstI] n a minute observation;
divine insight, subtle knowledge to see

through things.

ਸ੍ਵਖ [sukh] n happiness, bliss. “man sagal ko

hoa sukh.”-—asa m 5. 2 adj dry. “sukh gayo

traske harhar.”—c5di 1. ‘Shiv’s garland, a

snake, went dry out of fear.’

ਸੂਖਮ [sukham] See ਸੂਕਮ. “sukham deh bédh-
hI bahu jatua.”—saveye sri mukhvak m 5.

ਸ੍ਵਖਮਸਰੀਰ [sukhamsarir] See ਸੂਕਮ ਸ਼ਰੀਰ.

ਸੂਖਮਮੂਰਤਿ [sukhammuratr] adjwith a delicate
body; handsome and tall. 2 See ਸੂਕਮ ਸ਼ਰੀਰ.

3 the abstract body which can’t be seen with

the eyes (sense organs) “sukham muratI nam

nIréjan.”—var asa.

ਸੂਖਾ [sukha] adj dry. -

ਸੂਖਾਜੁਰ [5ਪ1<}18]ਪਿੰ],ਸੂਖਾਜੂਰ [sukhajvar] See ਤਾਪ (d).

ਸੂਖਿ [sukhI] in comfort. “sukhI aradhanu
dukhI aradhanu.’’—j£t m 5.

ਸੁਖੀ [sukhi] adj dry. 2 See ਸੂਖ. “sukhi karc
pasau.”—suhi m 1. ‘enlarges his comforts.’

ਸੂਖੀ ਹੂੰ ਸੁਖ [sukhi hfi sukh] adj supreme bliss,
highest happiness. “sukhi hu sukh paI, max

na kim gani.”—asa m 5.

ਸੂਖੁ [sukhu] See ਸੂਖ.

ਸੂਖੇ ਸ੍ਵਖਿ [sukhe sukhI] always in bliss; in
constant happiness; in continuous bliss.
“sukhe sukhI gudama.”-ram a m 5.



 

 

 
 

ਸੁਗ

ਸ੍ਵਗ [sug] n doubt, hatred, abhorrence.
ਸੂਚਕ [sucak] Skt n an informer, a reporter.
2 stuff for sewing, needle, thread etc.

ਸ਼ੁਰਨ [sucan], ਸੂਚਨਾ [sucna] Skt n information,
memorandum.

ਸੂਚਾ [suca] Skt ਸੁਚਿ adj sacred, pure. “so suca
jI krodh nIvare.”-—maru soIhe m 5.
2 innocent. 3 whole, unhurt. “jan na deO tume
ghar suce.”—NP.

ਸੂਚਾਚਾਰੀ [sucacari] adj who has a virtuous
conduct; who has good manners. “sabadI
mIle se sucacari.”—prabha m 1.

ਸੂਚਿ [sucr] Skt a needle. See ਸੂਰੀ 3.
ਸ੍ਵਚਿਕਾ [SUCIka] Skt n a needle. “lin suCIka
nok cubhava.”—GPS.

ਸੂਚੀ [suci] ਕੈਯੰ/‘ਸ਼ੁਚਿ’, pure, untouched. “suci bhai
rasna.”—b11a m 5. 2 n sacredness, purity,
cleanliness. “ja dIlI suci hox.”—s kabir. 3 Skt
a needle. 4 a table of contents, an index.

ਸੂਚੀ ਕਟਾਹ ਕ੍ਯਾਯ [suci katah nyay] See ਕ੍ਯਾਯ.
ਸੂਚੀਪਤ੍ਰ [sucipatr] n a table of contents, an
index.

ਸੂਚੀਮੁਖਾ [sucimukha], ਸੂਚੀਮੁ'ਖੀ [sucimukhi] adj
which has a sharp point like a needle. 2 n a
wood-pecker, hoopole. 3 a male sparrow; a
female sparrow.
ਸੂਛਮ [sucham] See ਸੂਕਮ. 2 wonhless, inferior.
“kya bamo sucham mat: meri.”—NP. ‘My
understanding is very poor.’

ਸੂਛਾ [5੫੮118],ਸੂਛੀ[8੫੮111] adj sacred, pure, clean.
“kIm hve $rey bane ur sucha.”-GPS. 2 best,
excellent. “suno prabhu ! kahI 116 gath
suchi.”—GV 6.

ਸੂਜਨਾ [sujna] See ਸੁਜਣਾ inflammation, swelling.
2 Pk! n a towel, loin-cloth. Skt ਗਿੰ.

ਸੂਜਨੀ [sujni] See ਸੋਜਨੀਂ.
ਸ਼ੁਜਾ [suja] a devotee of Dhavan sub-caste of
Guru Arjan Dev, who achieved spiritual
enlightenment.

ਸੂਜੀ [suji] granulated form ofwheat flour after
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rinding the grain. See ਰਵਾ 2.

ਸੂਝ [sujh] n understanding, knowledge, right
intellect. 2 vision, sight.

ਸੂਝਣਾ [sujhna], ਸੂਝਨਾ [sujhna] v to have
understanding, have intuition. 2 to be visible,
be seen. “locan kachu na sujhe.”—sri beni.

ਸੂਝਬੂਝ [sujhbujh] conciousness. 2 insight and
knowledge. “sujh bujh nahI kaI.”—05kar.

ਸੂ'ਝੀ [sujhi] grasp, understanding. “maIa rég
mate locan kachu na sujhi.”—dhana m 5.

ਸੂਟਾ [suta] n an ear of corn. “rahyo nIsar sabh
sabat suta.”—NP. 2 a spring, fountain. 3 a
sound produced while inhaling. For example
“cares géje da suta laauna.”

ਸੂਣਾ [suna] short form ofB"Hflswelling). “demu
khakkhar jo chuhe dISSE mUh suns.”-BG 2 to
conceive, give birth. See ਸੂ.

ਸੂਤ [sut] Skt ਸੂਤ੍ਰ n yarn, cord. “daIa kapah
sétokh sut.”—-var asa. 2 a sacred thread. “sut
paI kare burIai.”—-var ram 1 m 1. 3 manage-
ment, arrangement. 4 mutual love, interac-
tion. “rakh-hu sut Ihi ban ave.”—GPS. 5 rite,
custom. “huto sésar sut Ihu dasa.”-—NP.
‘According to the worldly custom, he was a
servant.’ 6 right, accurate, correct. “rhédal
na baje natpe suta.”—-asa kabir. 7 sweets of
thread-like shape prepared with sugar,
vermicelli, nugdi. “ladIJa ar sut bhale ju
bane.”—krIsan. 8 Skt ਰਲ਼ਾ a charioteer, or a
chariot’s driver. “parath sut ki dor lagae.”
—I<rIsan. ‘Arjun put his trust in the hands of
Krishan and made him his charioteer.’
9 the sun. 10 an akk —- a wild plant ofa sandy
region. 11 Khatri son born to a Brahmin
woman. See ਅੋਸ਼ਨਸੀ ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ ਸ: 2 and 3. 12 a
prisoner; a poet who remembers and recites
the names of the ancestry ofangels and royal
priests. ' 13 mercury. 14 Lomharshan, a
disciple of Vyas, who used to recite
 

'See ਲੋਮਹਗਬ੍ਣ.

 



 

 

ਸੂਤਕ

mythological tales to the sages. 15 adj who

has concieved/given birth. 16 milked, dripped.

17 Skt ਚ੍ਸੂੰਧੌ having been given, having been

donated. See ਸਾਤ ਸੂਤ.
ਸੂਤਕ [sutak], ਸੂਤਕੁ [sutaku] Skt ਸੂਤਕ n bird.
2 impurity at the time of a child’s birth,

according to the Hindu scriptures, lasts for 11

days in case ofBrahmins, 13 days for Khatris,

17 days for Vaish and 30 days for Shudars.

See ਆੰਤੁ ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ ਸ਼. 84. “nanak sutaku ev na utre
gIan otare dhox.”—var asa. 3 an impurity, an

error. “janme sutak mue phunI sutak.”-—gau

kabir. ‘One is born impure and dies impure.’

ਸੂਤ ਕੇ ਹਟੂਅਾ [sut ke hatua] big sellers of yarn.
silk worms etc, which bring out silk yarn from

their bodies and die in the net cast by

themselves. “sagal dukh pavat qu prem

badhaI sut ke hatua.”—savsye sri mukhvakm

5. ‘Those who entangle themselves in the yarn

of love (Maya) suffer heavily in this world.’

ਸੂਤ ਕੇ ਲੱਡੂ [sut ke ਫਿਲਿਪ] a type ofladu (sweet).

At first the vermicelli and mathis (crisp fried

bread) of fine wheat flour are fried in ghee;

then these are crushed or powdered and mixed

with sugar, and balls are made out of the

mixture. In olden days, these sweets and

sacred ‘threads were distributed to the

Brahmins on auspicious occasions, hence this

name for these sweets.

ਸੂਤਣਾ [sutna] v to spread yarn. 2 to pull; to

brandish a sword. ,

ਸੂਤਧਰ [sutdhar], ਸੂਤਧਾਰ [sutdhar] Skt ਸੂਤ੍ਰਧਾਰ n

an actor, a player, one who has strings of the

puppets in his hands. (a puppeteer); one who

manages the whole show.

ਸੂਤਧਾਰੀ [sutdhari] See ਸੂਤਧਾਰ. 2 yarn, rope, cord

of cotton yarn. “man moti je gahIna hove

paun hove sutdhari.”-—asa m I. paun means

‘a breath.’

ਸੂਤਧਾਰੁ [sutdharu] See ਸੂਤਧਾਰ. “ape hi sutdham
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he pIara.”—sor m 4.

ਸੂਤਰ [sutar] See ਸੂਤ੍ਰ.

ਸੂਤਰਿ [sutarI] n the enemy ਧਿਸੂਤ, Balram. See
ਲੋਂਮਹਰ੍ਯਣ. 2 adj the enemy of a charioteer.
“pavan sut 3an sutarI.”—sanama. Bhim, the
son of wind, his younger brother Arjun, his

charioteer Krishan, his enemy the arrow.

ਸੂਤਲੀ [sutli] n the cord of cotton yarn, rope.
ਸੂਤੜਾ [5ਪਧ੍ਯ] adj sleeping. _

ਸੂਤੜੀ [sutri] See ਸੂਤਲੀਂ. 2 adj (a) sleeping
(woman). “an gharI sutrie, pIramU jagae

ram.”—b1’la chét m 1.

ਸ੍ਵਤਾ [suta] adj sleeping. “harI dhan jagat
suta.”-guj m 5. 2 n the act of rubbing and
smoothening a stretched rope, for example

rubbing and smoothening a stretched rope

with a wet cloth.
ਸੂ'ਤਿ [sutI] in a string. “sagal samagri apns sutI

dhare.”-sukhmani. 2 under proper control or

management. “sétokho thapI rakhIa jInI

sutI.”—japu. “sagal samagri suti tumare.”

-suhi m 5. 3 Skt n birth, creation. 4 progeny.

ਸੂਤਿਹੋ [sutIho] vocative ‘O. sleeping persons !’
“jag-hu jag-hu sutIho.”—asa a m 1.

ਸੂਤੀ [suti] adj sleeping.
ਸੂਤ੍ਵ [sutu] See ਸੂਤ.

ਸੂਤ੍ਰ [sutr] frenzy, lost in divine contemplation;
e.g. “kukIa nfi sutri carhna.” The kukas move

their head in frenzy.’ 2 Skt n yarn, cord.

3 rule, principle. 4 a pithy but polysemic

statement. See ਖਟ ਸ਼ਾਸੜ੍ਹਾਂ and ਵ੍ਯ'ਕਰਣ ਦੇ ਸੂਤ੍ਰ.
5 a motive, on behalf of.

ਸੂਤ੍ਵਧਾਰ [sutrdhar] See ਸੂਤਧਾਰ.

ਸੂਭ੍ਰਿ [sutrI] in a cord, in a string. “sagal
samagri tumre sutr dhari.”-—sukhmani. 2 adj

ਸੂਭ੍ਰਿਨ੍ who has a string.

ਸ੍ਵਤ੍ਰੀ [sutri] See ਸੂਤ੍ਰਿ 2.
ਸੂਥਨ [suthan], ਸੂਥਨਿ [suthanI] n lady’s trousers,

‘ trousers. “tab suthanI sahu utar dai.”—carItr

39.



ਸੂਦ

ਸੂਦ [sud] a sub caste ofthe Vaish caste. 2 Skt
ਬ੍ਰੂਵ੍ਘਰ੍ to drip, leak, purify, deposit on trust, wound,
tear, promise, beat. 3 n a cook. 4 a sin, crime.
5 Dg a chef. 6 Sktg'g' the fourth caste. “khatrI
brahman sud ves.”—suhi m 5. 7 P ”: profit,
gain. 8 interest “nIt sauda sud kice behu bhatI
kar.”—gau m 4. According to Islam, usury is
sinful. See ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ ਬਕਰ, ਆਯਤ 275. In
Hinduism interest can be taken. According to
rishi Gautam, a twentieth part of the principal
‘amount may be charged as interest. For Manu
interest should not exceed one and a quarter
percent per month. See ਵਿਆਜ.

ਸ਼ੂਦਰ [sudah]P „ ,: adj rubbed. n a rubbed (used)
thing. .
ਸੂਦਨ [sudan] Skt n a kitchen. 2 to throw away.
3 to kill “madhusudan damodar suami.”
—maru soIhem 5. Used as a suffix to a word,
it means a killer. 4 P cl»: v to rub, scrub.

ਸੂਚਨਾ [sudna] n a sub-caste of Brahmins. 2 a
towel. “din sudna bakh$I$ bhaI .”—GPS. ‘gave
a towel as a tip.’

ਸ਼ੂਦਰ [sudar] See ਸੂਦ੍ਰ. 2 Skt one having a
beautiful belly. ਸ-ਉਦਰ.

ਸੂਦੀ [sudi] n wife of a low caste (sudar) “sudi
te srestai re.”—asa m 5. See ਅਧਮ ਚੰਡਾਲੀਂ. 2 adj
loan on interest. “sudi rupaya.”

ਸੂਦੁ [sudU] See ਸੂਦ.
ਸੂਦ੍ਰ [sudr] .ਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਸ਼ੂਦ੍ n fourth caste in Hinduism,
whose duty is to earn its living by serving the
other three castes. thur, nai, chimba, tarkhan
etc. are termed as sudars. According to
Hinduism, women and the fourth caste
(sudars) are not only not entitled to
meditation but by doing this they render
themselves depraved as well. See atrI
srmrItI s 133. See ਚਾਰ ਵਰਣ and ਵਰਣ.

ਸ਼ੂਦ੍ਰਾ [sudra] a woman ofthe fourth caste; wife
of a person belonging to this caste.

ਸੂ'ਦ੍ਰਿਸ [sudrIs] ਸ਼ੂਦੁ-ੲੀਸ਼ a low-caste king. “sun
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bhayo ban sudrIs sakruddh.”—ka]ki. ‘On
hearing these words, the low caste king
became angry.’

ਸੂਧ [sudh] n consciousness, sensation, sense.
“bharI jobanI bhojan sukh sudh.”
—sukhmam°. "sudh n3 SImrat 5g.”—cau m 5.
2 naivity, simplicity. 3 See ਸੂਧੁ 2.
ਸੂਧਉ [sudhau], ਸੂਧਾ [sudha] adjstraight, without
a bend, simple. “sudhe sudhe reg cal-hu tum.”
—bIIa kabir. “suan puch jIU bhan na sudhau.”
-—sorm 9. 2 without deception, candid.

ਸੂ'ਧੁ [sudho] See ਸ਼ੂਧ. 2 adj pure, clean. “melu
kino saban sudhu.”—ram m 5. See ਈਂਧਨ ਤੇ
ਬੇਸੰਤਰੁ.

ਸੂਧੋ [sudho] See ਸੂਧਉ.
ਸੂਨ [sun] Skt n a flower 2 Skt ਸ਼ੂਨੁ son, a male
child; “Ihi bic ayo mrIté sun prpé.”
—rama v. 3 Skt void, sky. 4 a dot, a zero. “sun
sun ngh atma sébat adI pachan.”—GPS.
meaning thereby the beginning of 1900.
5 wilderness, a forest. 6 adj empty.

ਸੂਨ ਸਿੰਘਕਾ [sun sfghka] n son of Sinhika
planet. “sun sighka saras so dharam bhayo
rakes.”—NP. ‘Dharam personified as moon
was eclipsed by the mythological demon
(Rahu).’

ਸੂਨ੍ਯ’ਦ [sunvad] See ਸੂਨ੍ਯਵਾਦ.
ਸੂਨਾ [suna] adj deserted, empty. 2 Skt n
violence. murder. 3 a slaughter—house.

ਸੂਨੁ [sunu] son. 868ਸੂਨ2. 2 the sun. 3 the moon.
ਸੂਠੋਂ [suno], ਸੂਨ੍ਯ [suny] See ਸੂਨ 3 and ਸੂਨਾ l.
ਸ੍ਵਨ੍ਯਵਾਦ [sunyvad] Skt n a sect that terms
‘nothing’ as the cause ofeverything; a branch
of Buddhism. There was nothing before this
world came into existence. The world came
into existence by chance. It will cometo
nothing in the end according to this doctrine.

ਸੂਨ੍ਯਵਾਦੀ [sunyvadi] adj who believes in the
doctrine of ‘nothingness.’ See ਸੂਨ੍ਯਵਾਦ.
ਸੂਪ [sup] Skt n a kitchen. 2 cooked lentils;
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soup. 3 Skt ਰ੍ਥੰ.’ a winnowing tray. “pan: sup
me barkhat sali.”—NP. ‘There is a custom

among Khatris that at the time of the birth of

a son, they rain grains from a winnowing tray.’

4 short form for ਸੂਪਨਖਾ (ਸੂਰ੍-ਣਿਖਾ) “jahi huti
sup.”—ramav.

.ਸੂ'ਪਕਾਰ [supkar] n one who prepares soup; a

cook. 2 one who makes a winnowing tray.

ਸੂਪਨਖਾ [supnakha] SktW? Ravan’s sister
who had nails like a winnowing tray. According

to the Ramayan, she was charmed by the

beauty ofRam Chandar. When she wanted to

marry Ram Chandar, he sent her to Lachhman.

Lachhman again sent her to Ram Chandar. In

the end she got furious and quarrelled with Sita.

Ram Chandar told Lachhman to mutilate a

limb of her body. So Lachhman cut her nose

and ears. To avenge his sister, Ravan stealthily

took away Sita. Because of this, there was a

war between Ram Chandar and Ravan.

“supnakha Ih bhéit suni jab.”—ramav.

ਸੂਫ਼ [suph] A_jy n wool. 2 a woollen cloth, a

blanket. “kén musla suph galI.”-—s fan'd.
‘having a strip of cloth (for a seat to perform

namaz) over the shoulder, and wearing a loose

sleeveless gown round the neck.’

ਸੂਢੲੀ [suphai] See ਸੂਫੀ.
ਸੂਫ਼ੀ [suphiIA L3 ,; This word means sacredness

and wool in Arabic. One who wears a woollen

blanket or a loose sleeveless gown of blanket

is a Sufi. 2 One who has purity of soul, he is

a Sufi. 3 Greek word ‘sophia’ means

enlightened. One who is enlightened or

learned is a Sufi. 4 a sect ofIslam called sufi

or sufai which is a result of the combination
of Vedant and Islam. Bahauddin Sam was a

preacher of this sect who lived in the early

thirteenth century. Following are the

'ਹ੍ਧੱ-ਸ਼ੂਰਪ is also a correct spelling.
 

253W is also correct.

ਸੂਈ
principles which the Sufis profess:

' (a) God is in all and all are in God.

(b) Religion is not the way to salvation, it

is a way to life.

(c) The whole creation is in the will of

God. Man can do nothing without His

consent.
(d) The soul existed before the body and

will unite with God according to one’s

deeds.

(e) One can reunite with God through deep

meditation with the blessing of a

competent Guru.

As the Vedantists believe in seven stages,

the Sufis visualise four stages to cover the

journey of life for achieving unity with God.

The seeker of spiritual knowledge is called

‘saIIk’.

The first stage is ‘nasut’ (humanism) in

which one must act according to the Shariat.

The second stage is ‘malkut’ (farIsta

khaslat) in which one has to follow “tarikat”

i.e. guidelines given by the ‘mursId’ (guru).

The third stage is ‘jabrut’ (power) in which

one achieves ‘marphat’ (spiritual knowledge).

The fourth stage is ‘fana’ (extinction) in

which one achieves ‘hakikat’ (truth, reality

stage) In this stage all worldly objects vanish

and one achieves ‘vasal’ (unification with

God).

ਸੂਬਾ [suba] A „ਚੂ ,3 n a province of a state. 2 the

ruler of a province; a governor, subedar.

ਸੂਈ [subi] an ancient caste ofArabia. Its correct

pronunciation is ‘sabi.’ Sabians support long

hair and beards. Their religious book is older

than the Quran. They don’t have marital

relations with the Muslims. They reside in

Basra and the nearby towns. Most of them

work as goldsmiths.

Duringthe World War 1914-1918 the Sabi
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people showered love on those Sikhs who
went to Basra. There is reference to Sabis in
the Quran. See ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ 22, ਆਯਤ 17.

ਸੂਬੇਦਾਰ [subedar] See ਸੂਬਾ 2. 2 a junior
commissioned officer in the army is also
known as subedar.

ਸੂਬੇਦਾਰੀ [subedari] n the rank of a provincial
governor. 2 the ruler ofa province.
ਸੂਮ [sum] A ਤਿਸੈ adj inauspicious. 2 miserly
“sum-hI dhanu rakhan kau dia.”—asa kabir.

See ਕ੍ਰਿਪਣ. 3 Skt n water. 4 milk. 5 the sky.
ਸੂਮਸੋਫੀ [sumsophi] a miser and teetotaller. “gee
sum sophi négi dhar mfidi.”-—GV 10.

ਸੂਯ [suylA ਰ੍__ ,: n towards, direction. 2 See ਸ਼ੂਇ.
ਸੂਰ [sur] Skt ਸੂਲ n a convulsive stomach ache.
“bhayo sur raja ju maryo.-—carItr 218. See ਸੂਲ
ਰੋਗ. 2 a thorn, enemy, “sur suran ke han kare.”
-—GPS. 3 a trident, ajavelin, a spear. “hate satru
gen gahI kar sur.”—GPS. 4 Skt ਸੂਰ the sun.
“nam japat kotI sur uanra.”—j€t m 5. “kete
i’d céd sur kete.”—japu. 5 spiritual en-
lightenment, spiritual insight. “ugve sur asur
séghare.”—o§kar. Here asur means depravity.
6 As per the practice ofyog, this word signifies
respiration through the right nostril, whose
diety is supposed to be the sun. “sur sat khorsa
dat kia.”—maru jedev. 7 a scholar, a learned
man. 8 Skt ਸੂਰ warrior, hero. “asékh sur muh
bhakh sar.”—japu 9 Skt ਸ਼ੋਂਯੰ courage, bravery.
“khatri sabdé sur sabdé.”—var asa. 10 Skt ਸ਼ੁਕਰ
a pig; a swine. “sur tam vrid par, sur ran dDd
par, sur dItIn'éd par.”'—GPS.

Pork is prohibited in Quran. 588ਸੂ'ਰਤਬਕਰ,
ਆਯਤ 71. Jews consider pig unholy as Moses
has included it among unclean animals.2 Sikhs
'Shukar dominates Hiranayakship or Harnakash. son of

the prophet Ditti.

 

zThose animals which do not ruminate and have cloven
hoofs are termed impious by prophet Musa. See The

Bible's Dictionary by Sir W. Smith for ‘unclean meats.’
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consider pig as eatable but there is no hard

and fast rule. 11 A ”s, a trumpet, a bugle.
12 a war—trumpet clarion of prophet Israphel

which will be sounded at the time of

Doomsday and the dead will rise in their

graves. See. ਕੁਰਾਨਸੂਰਤ 39, ਆਯਤ 68. 13 P „:

a tribe of Pathans ofLodhi dynasty. Sher Shah

who defeated Humanyun belonged to this

tribe. 14 a congregation for marriage. 15 red

colour. 16 a wall for protection of the city,

rampan. ,

ਸੂਰਉ [surau] n a hero, a warrior. “sati surau sil
balvét.”—saveye m 3 ke.

ਸੂਰ ਸਤ [sur sat] n a breath through the right
nostril; a cripple. “sur sat khorsa data kia.”

—maru jedev. ‘recitation of Om mantar for
sixteen times by breathing out through the
right nostril.’

ਸੂਰ ਸਰ [sur sar], ਸੂਰ ਸਰੂ [sur saw] 11 a vowel

sound uttered through the right-nostril; a
leper. “sur saru SOSI le.”-—maru m 1. by
‘breathing through the right nostril end your
breath’, which means to breathe one’s last.

ਸੂ'ਰਸਾਗਰ [sursagar] n a book of poetry written

by Bhagat Surdas. See ਸੂਰਦਾਸ.
ਸੂਰਸੁਤ [sursut], ਸੂਰ ਕੋ ਬਾਲਕ [sur k0 balak] n
Yam, the god of death. 2 Karan, who was the '
son of the sun born from the womb of Kunti.
“pécju put sursut adI je sétokh sigh, dino jIh
dan pun chinta udot he.”—GPS. “kIy sur k0
balak kebe k0 dan.”-krIsan. 3 See ਸੂਰਜ ਸੁਤ.
ਸੂਰਜ [suraj] Skt ਰ੍ਣਧੰ n the sun. “suraj kIranI
mIle.”—bI]a chét m 5. 2 an indicator of
numeral 12 as the Purans believe that there
are twelve suns. See ਬਾਰਾਂ ਸੂਰਜ.
ਸੂਰਜਸੁਤ [surajsut] son ofthe sun, Yam. 2 Saturn,
the planet. 3 Karan. 4 Sugreev. 5 Vaivsvat Manu.

ਸੂਰਜਸੁਤਾ [surajsuta] n daughter of the sun,
Yamuna, Jamna.

ਸੂਰਜਕੁੰਡ [surajkOd] 11 There are many tanks in
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the name of the sun god, but two are very

famous. One is near Buria in Ambala district,

the other is near Mathura on the bank of the

‘Jamuna. Guru Gobind Singh stayed at both

the places on way to Punjab from Patna. See

ਬੂੜੀਆ.
ਸੂ'ਰਜ੍ਯ [surjaj] n son of the sun, Yam. 2 Karan.

3 a horse—sanama. known as Ashwini Kumar
because of such a birth. _

ਸ੍ਵਰ੍ਯਜਾਰਿ [surajajarI] n born of the sun, Karan,
his enemy Arjun.——sanama.

ਸੂਰਜ ਨ੍ਹੂੰ ਦੀਵਾ ਦਿਖਾਉਣਾ [suraj nfi diva dIkhauna]
to pretend to educate a great scholar.

ਸੂਰਜ ਪੁਤ੍ਰਿਕਾ [suraj putrIka] See ਸੂਰਜਸੁਤਾ.
ਸੂਰਜ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [suraj prakas] n history of Marvar

written by Karan, a poet resident of Jodhpur,

mentioned by Col Tod in ‘Rajasthan.’ 2 See

ਗੁਰਪ੍ਰਤਾਪ ਸੂਰਜ.
ਸੂਰਜਮੱਲ [surajmall] son ofGuru Hargobind and
mother Maha Devi who was born in Sammat

1674 in Amritsar. Surajmal was married to

Khem Kaur daughter of Prem Chand Sili, a

resident of Kartarpur. She gave birth to her

son Dip Chand in Sammat 1690.

Gulab Rai was born in Sammat 1717 and

Shyam Chand in Sammat 1719 in the house

of Deep Chand, who took amrit from Guru

Gobind Singh and turned Singhs. Gulab Singh

died intestate. Sodhi Sahib of Anandpur is

the lineal decendent of Shyam Singh. He is

revered a lot. See ਸੋਢੀ.
The khéda (double edged sword) with

which amrit was prepared by the great Guru

and the Sri Sahib (sword) given by Guru

Gobind Singh to be worn by Shyam Singh

are in the possession of ‘Tikka Sahib’ (eldest

Sodhi son) ofAnandpur.

ਸੂਰਜਮੁਖੀ [surajmukhi] n a type of light yellow
flower which resembles the sun; sun flower.

L Helianthus annuus. 2 a lotus, which comes
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to bloom in the sun light. 3 a round fan, on

which the shape of the sun is embroidered

with the golden thread.

ਸੂਰਜਵੰਸ [surajvés] n the sun dynasty. See ਰਾਮ.
ਸੂਰਜਵੰਸ਼ੀ [surajvési] adj belonging to the sun
dynasty.

ਸੂਰਜਾਣੀ [surajani] n power of the sun. 2 the
grandeur of the sun. 3 adj of the sun. “lakh

lajji sobha surjani.” —datt.

ਸੂਰਣ [suran], ਸੂਰਣੁ [suranu] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਸ਼ੂਰਣਲ਼ਾ an edible

turberous root. The form ਸੂਰਣ also conveys
the same meaning. L Arum Campanulatum.

ਸੂਰਤ [surat] A =>“; n a picture, a portrait. 2 a

face. 3A u ,: a section ofthe Quran, a chapter.

4 Skt ਸੂਤੰ a city near Bombay in Gujarat

province which once was an important towri

0f Surashtar. “sukrIt sigh suro bado surat
l<o narpal.”—carItr 166. 5 Skt ਸੂਰੇਤ adj kind,
merciful.

ਸੂਰਤਣ [surtan], ਸੂਰਤਣੁ [surtanu] n handsome-

ness; bravery. “manua jite harI mIle tIh

surtan ves.”—bavan. “khatri karam kare

surtanu pave.”—gau m~ 4.

ਸੂਰਤ ਬੰਦਰ [surat bédar] n a sea-port near the
city of Surat.

ਸੂ'ਰਤਵੀ [suratvi] adj kind, merciful. See ਸੂਰਤ 5.
“mrIra marjani suratvi moh karta.”—c5di 2.

ਸੂਰਡਾ਼ [surta], ਸੂਰਤਾੲੀ [surtai] n bravery.

ਸੂਰਤਿ [suratI] a face, a figure. See ਸੂਰਤ. “suratI
dekhI na bhul gavara.”-—maru solhe m 5.

2 because of the corner face, from appear-

ance.
ਸੂਰਤਿ ਮੂਰਤਿ ਆਦਿ [suratI muratI adI] the root
of face and body from which all faces and

bodies emerge. “suratI muratI adI anup.”

-dhana a m 1.

ਸੂ'ਰਤੀ [surti] adja resident of Surat. 2 having a
figure, like for example ਚੋਣ ਸੂਰਤੀ. '

ਸੂਰਤ੍ਰ [suratv] See ਸੂਰਤਾ.
ਸੂਚ ਦਾਸ [sur das] a resident of Braj, son of
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Baba Ramdas Brahaman, born in Sammat

1540. He becameadesciple ofVallabhacharya ਸੂਰਮਾ [surma] n brave, valiant. 2 xa blind,

and was devoted to Krishan worship

ਸ਼ੁਚੂਟਾ

courage.

sightless.

throughout his life. This highly pious poet has ਸੂਰਯ [suray] See ਸੂਰਜ. 2 indicative of numeral

written a holy book ‘Sur Sagar’. Its melodious

songs are sung by Vaishnavs in many rags.

twelve because it is believed that there are

twelve suns. See ਬਾਰਾਂ ਸੂਰਜ.

Surdas is considered among the eight great ਸੂਰਯਕਾਂਤ [suraykat] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਯਾੰਧ੍ਯ-ਲ਼ਾਰ n a jewel or

poets of Braj alongwith Krishan Das,

Parmanand, Kumbhan Das, Chaturbhuj,

gem; a magnifying glass, which may cause

fire after the rays of the sun pass through it.

Chheet Swami, Nand Das, Gobind Das, and ਸੂਰਯਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [surayprakas] See ਸੂਰਜ ਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ and

Surdas. ਗੁਚੁਪੁਤਾਖਸੂਰਯ.
2 Madan Mohan Brahmin whose other ਸੂਰਯਵੰਸ [surayvés] See ਸੂਰਜਵੰਸ਼ and ਰਾਮ.

name was Surdas. He was born in Sammat ਸੂਰਯਾਵਰਤ [suryavarat] See ਅਰਧਸਿਰਾ.

1586 and was a great scholar of Sanskrit, ਸ੍ਵਰਯੋਦਯ [suryoday] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਪੀਂਟ੍ਧ n the time of

Hindi and Persian. To begin with, he was a sunrise. 2 the sunrise.

courtier of Akbar and was an administrator ਸੂਰਾ [sura] Sktv'fi brave, valiant. “tudhu jevadu'

of the Sandila area of Avadh, but in the end

he became a recluse and renounced all

avaru n3 sura jiu.”—majh m 5. 2 A u ,’, a face,
an appearance, a chapter of Quran. See ਮਗੋ.

worldly attachments. He spent the rest of his ਸੁਰਾਖ [surakh] See ਸੁਰਾਖ.

life in meditating upon God. ਸੂਰਾਠੁਜ [suranuj] brave younger brother.“suranuj§

The shrine of Surdas stands near Kashi.

His verses have been included in Guru Granth

an pekha.”—ramav. ‘Ram came and saw brave

Lachhman, his younger brother.’

Sahib. See ਗ੍ਰੰਥ ਸਾਹਿਬ. ਸੂਰਾਰਿ [surarI] See ਸੁਰਾਰਿ. 2 Saturn, the enemy

3 eyeless, blind. As Surdas was blind, a of the sun.

blind person is addressed as Surdas out of ਸੂਰਾਲਾ [surala] See ਸਰਾਲ਼ਾ. 2 adj prickly kind of

' respect. grass. 3 n celestial home of the sun; the sky.

ਸੂਰਪ [surap] Skt ਸ਼ੂਪੰ n a winnowing tray with ਸੂ'ਰਿ [surI] Skt n the sun. 2 a wild plant of a'

which grains are winnowed/cleaned. 2 with

which grain is measured. 3 a measure of sixty

sandy region, colotropis procera. 3 a caste of

the Yadavs. 4 a scholar, learned person.

four seers in weight. ਸੂਰੀ [suri] n a sow, female pig. 2 a cross,

ਸੂਰਪਨਖਾ [surapnakha] See ਸੂਪ੍ਯਾਖਾ.

ਸ੍ਵਰਪੁਰ [surpur] a village in the princely state

of Bikaner, Najamat Rajgarh in tehsil and

thana Nauhar Singh. It is five koh from

Nauhar. While going from Nauhar to Suhave,

Guru Gobind Singh stayed in this village. But

crucifix. “suri UparI khelna.”-—s kabir. 3 a

Khatri sub-caste ofKhukhranas. “suri caudhri

rahéda.”—BG 4,23 ‘5, ,: a red rose. 5 adjhappy,

cheerful. 6 belonging to the Sur sub-caste.

See ਸੂਰ 13. 7 a lineage of Pathans which is

found in Quella and Pishin in large numbers.

no gurdwara has been built there. ਸੂਗੋਜੈ [surije] to the sun, towards the sub. “qu

ਸੂਰਬੀਰ [surbir] adjbrave, valiant. “surbir dhiraj cakvi dekhI surije.”—-kaII a m 4.
,, . .

mat: pura. —ram m 5. ਸੂਚੂਟਾ [sumta] n an embrasure; a hole m the

ਸੂਰਮਤਾ [suramta], ਸੂਰਮਤਾਈ [suramtai] n bravery,

 

wall of the fort through which weapons are
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hurled on the enemy. “bIkham than bahut
bahu dharia anIk rakh suruta.”—sar m 5.
2 ਨੁੱ/ਮੈੰਸ਼ੂਰਟਜਾਕੈ pathway for the soldiers to move
about inside the fort.

ਸ੍ਵਯੰ [sury] See ਸੂਰਜ.
ਸੂਯੰ ਵੰਸ਼ [sury v55] See ਰਾਮ.
ਸੂਲ [sul] Skt ਸੂਲ; a trIsul, trident. 2 ajavelin,
spear “tuhi sul sethi tabar, ਡਿਪੋ 1111<}1ਰੌ8 aru
ban.”—sanama. 3 a convulsive stomach ache.

afllfi, Gastralgia. “dusat brahmanu mua
hOIke sul.”—bher m 5.

This disease is caused by excessive eating
of dry, unripe, stale, heavy viscuous food,
blocking excretory and urinary system while
doing horse riding, taking excessive tea and

smoking. Gastralgia is of many forms and is

caused by a number of factors. It should be

treated under the supervision and guidance

of a competent doctor. But for ordinary

gastralgia, the following treatment is the best:

After grinding ginger officinate, parched

borax and asafoetida in the juice of ginger,

make small tablets ofthe size ofa big gram

grain. One to four tablets may be taken with

hot water.

Aniseed water and menthol should be

taken at intervals.

Foment the abdomen. Persley seed treated

with colocynth should be taken.‘ Pump hot

water in to the stomach. Castor oil mixed with

hot milk may be taken to get rid of

constipation.

Ginger, black salt, parched asafoetida in

'A hole is driven into a ripe colocynth through which all
 

its seeds are removed and it is filled with persley seed

and sealed. It is placed in a pitcher which is then covered

with a lid. After forty days the persley seed is removed

and dried under shade. This persley is taken to cure

stomachache, if taken in 2-4 masa measure with luke

warm water.
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equal quantity may be mixed in the juice of
long beans. Tablets of the size of berry may
be made and taken with hot water. Serve one
tablet with hot water. 4 thorn. “sul ne sékat
diyo sul jayo cubhe he tan.”—GPS.
ਸੂਲਣੀ [sulni] Skt ਸੂ'ਲਿਨੀ adj (a lady) who bears
a trident.

ਸੂਲਧਰ [suldhar] n Shiv, who carries the trident.
“tab lag baer suldhar ko he?.”—krIsan.
ਸ੍ਵਲਫਾਖਤਾ [sulphakhta] It is the name of a
rhythm of three beats. “ni di dhina, ni di

dhina, na ti tina, na di dhina.”

ਸੂਲਚ [sular] See ਸੂਲ੍ਰ. 2 short form for ਸੂਲਧਰ.
ਸੂਲਾ [sula] n a base, root. It can also be a short
form for the Arabic word J „‘„ meaning base

_ (root) “tale rebesa uparI sula.” See ਪਹਿਲਾ ਪੂਤ

and ਰੇਬੈਸਾ. 2 Skt1.__=R°$r a prostitute, a dancing
girl.

ਸੂਲਾਕ [sulak], ਸੂਲਾਕੁ [sulaku] See ਸੁਰਾਖ. 2 Skt

ਸ਼ਲਾਕਾ, a thin rod. “parkhe parkhanhare bahurI
sulak na hoi.”—bheram 1. ‘Testing the purity

can not be done with a rod; a hole is required

to be made with a sharp point ofthe needle.’

ਸੂ'ਲਿ [sulI], ਸੂਲੀ [suli] n a cross, thorn. “qu

taskar uparI sulI.”—vargau2 m 5. 2 a worry,

concern. “khavan sédre sulI.”—var gau 2 m .

5. 3 suffering, pain. “par—hI dojak ks sulI.”

—var gau 2 m 5. 4 Skt ਹ੍ਕਿਰ੍ adj who bears a
trident. 5 n Shiv.

ਸੂਲੀਸਰ [sulisar] There is a village Dharmu da
Kot or Kot Dharmu in tehsil Mansa, district

Barnala of Patiala state. There is a gurdwara

of Guru Teg Bahadur three fourths ofa mile

away from this village. The thief who stole

Guru Sahib’s horse felt sorry for his misdeed

at this place and killed himselfby ripping his

stomach with a dry branch of jéd; therefore

this came to be known as Sulisar. 125

ghumanons of land has been given by the state

to the gurdwara. This place is about six miles  
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away towards the south from Mansa railway

station.

ਸੂਲ੍ਰ [sulhar] It is a village in district, tehsil

and police-station Ambala. Less than a

furlong away towards the north ofthis village,

there is a gurdwara of Guru Gobind Singh.

Coming from Lakhnaur the Guru stayed at

this place to oblige the Sangat (religious

congregation). There is an unpaved path five

miles long connecting the gurdwara with

Ambala city railway station.

ਸੂੜੀ [suri] See ਸੂਹੜ.
ਸੂੜ੍ਹਾਂ [5ਘ‘118] See ਸੂਹੜਾ.

ਸੇ [se] pron he, they, that, those. “béde se jI
path VICI b5di.”—var asa. 2 v past tense of

ਹੋਣਾ; were. “Itne janam bhul pare se.”—gaum
3. 3 indicative of the ablative; from, out of.

“bIkh se 5mrIt bhae.”-—vad a m 3. 4 adj

similar to, short form for ਜੈਸੇ “nan édhule tan

bhasam se.”—tukha ਗੀਤੋਂ!“ m 1. 5 P ,.; three.

See ਜਿਹ. 6 See ਸੇਅੰਤ.

ਸੇਉ [seu] Skt ਗੈਰ adj Shiv’s devotee, i.e. an
ascetic “na IhU jati kahave seu.”——g5d kabir.

‘An individual soul is neither celibate nor

ascetic.’ 2 n Shiv, Shankar “sakatI no seu

he.”—BGK. 3 service. “kar-hI kIs ki seu?”

—asa kabir. “caran kamal sada seu.”—saveye

m 4 ke. 4 adj who has been served, worthy to
be served; 5 P ",*-‘." n an apple. In India,

Kashmiri apple is very delicious. In Sanskrit

it is called "maha badar.’ E Apple. L

Pyrusmarus. lts after—effect is cool and wet.

It strengthens the heart and mind. It removes

bad smell from the mouth. ‘

ਸ਼ੇਅਰ [sear] A f? a couplet, a poetic form in

accordance with specified vowel quantity

(matra) or number of characters (ਅੱਖਰ).

ਸੇਅੰਤ [5€ਟੋ[] Skt ਜ੍ਯ n one’s own heart, one’s
own mind. 2 one’s owntheory.“t1nar seét na

lahie.”-savsye m 3 ke. 3 one’s end (death
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time).

ਸੇਇ [seI] pron he, they, that one. “sex mukat

jI menu jIn-hI.”—guj m 3. 2 adv having

served.

ਸੇਈ [sei] pron he, she, they, that one, those

ones. “sei sah bhagvét se.”—bavan. 2 served.

3 he serves. “kam dam CIt parvasx sei.”—gau

a m 1.

ਸੇਈਕੇਇ [seikeI] those very people “cége

seikeI.”—var asa.

ਸੇਜ [ses] Skt ਸ਼ੇਸ਼ adj remainder, residual. 2 n

leftovers. 3 destruction, end. 4 Sheshnag

(name of a mythical snake) “ses nam

sahsraphanI nahI net puran hot.”-—aka1. See

ਸੇਸਨਾਗ. 5 God. 6 result, consequence, outcome.

ਸੇਸਸਾਈ [sessai], ਸੇਸਸਾਯੀ [sessayi] Skt ਗੈਧ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਧਿਜ਼੍
n Vishnu, who sleeps on Sheshnag.

ਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਨਾਗ [sesnag] Skt ਸ਼ੇਸ਼ਨਾਗ n king of the snake

dynasty and the nether world. There is a story

in the Purans that it has 1000 heads to shade

Lord Vishnu. Some people say that it bears

seven netherworlds on its head. Vishnu Puran

mentions that whenever it yawns, there accurs

an earthquake. In every kalap (i.e.

4,320,000,000 years) it throws up fire from

its mouth and all mankind are reduced to

ashes. Its shape is described like this : “Violet

colour, string of white beads in its neck, a

plough in one hand and a mortar in the other.”

It is called Anant also. Anant Shirsha is the

name of its wife. Some people regard it as

Vasuki but others consider it to be different

from it. In the Purans it is believed to be the

son ofKashyap and Kadru, and Balram is said

to be its incarnation. Its slough is called

‘manIdvip’ and its abode is called

‘manIthttI’ 0r ‘manlmédap’.

ਸੇਸੁ [sesu] See ਸੇਸ-

ਸੇਹ [seh] Skt ਸੇਧਾ n a porcupine. “tir sariran bir

lage bhat man-hu seh sarup dhare hi.”

 



 

ਸੇਹਜਤੀਰ

—I<rIsan 2 pron he, she, that.
ਸੇਹਜ ਤੀਰ [sehaj tir] n an arrow made of porcu-
pine’s quill, a porcupine’s thorn. “mm bore
janu sehaj tira.”—GV 10.
ਸੇਹਰ [sehar] See ਸਿਹਰ.
'ਸੇਹਰਾ [sehra] n a Chaplet; a garland; a Chaplet
of flowers tied around the head of a bride-
groom on the day of marriage. P M” Many
people make a Chaplet of brocade thread.

ਸੇਹਵਾਨ [sehvan] a town in district Larkana of
Hyderabad Sindh about 142 miles from
Roharijunction. In an old fort, there is a holy
seat “Nanak Bara”, which is worshipped by
Hindus and Muslims. While paying a visit to
Sindh, Guru Nanak Dev came to this place.
Colonel Tod has referred to_ this gurdwara in
‘Rajasthan’.

ਸੇਹੁੱਡ [sehOdd], ਸੇਰੁੰਡ [5811ਪੌਦ੍1]^ਉੱ/ਢ਼/ਥੇਨੂਧਤ or ਜਿਫਰੁਧਛ
n cactus, the thorns of which are like a lion’s
teeth. “gat dhatu godudh te séhfidd ke te
ghat.”—vrfd. See ਥੋਹਰ.
ਸੇਕ [sek] 11 heat, fire. “lagan det na sek.”-—maru
m 5. 2 Skt ਸੇਚਨ to sprinkle. ,

ਸੇਕਣਾ [sekna], ਸੇਕਨਾ [sekna] v to heat, to warm.
“tIh thor jare kahu sekan ayo.”—I<rrsan. 2 to
roast, parch.

ਸੇਖ [sekh] A ਭੰ n an old man. 2 an old man
worthy of respect. 3 a scholar. 4 a particular
caste of Muslims. “kaho sekh braham
surup.”—aka1.‘ 5 Skt ਸ਼ੇਸ਼ Sheshnag. “mun:
jan sekh na Iah-hI bhev.”—bas§t m 5. 6 Skt
ਸ਼ੇਖਟਘ offspring ofa Brahmin fallen from his
caste. 7 (also used for) hilltop or peak. See
ਖੂਅਾਰੇ.

ਸ਼ੇਖ਼ ਸ਼ਰਫ਼ [sex saraf] Jig. Abu Ali Kalandar
was known as Shiekh Sharf. He was born in
Iran and lived in India at Panipat. This
holyman died at Panipat on August 30, 1332
'He who converts from Hinduism to Islam is also called
aSheikh.
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AD. His masoleum is a well known place in
Panipat. Guru Nanak Dev met his successor
pir 2there.

ਸੇਖਸਾਇ [sekhsaI] See ਸੇਸਸਾਯੀ. “sesnag par
SOIbo kare. jag tIh sekhsaI uccre.”—VN.
ਸੇਖ ਕਾਲ“ [sekh kalé] ਫੈਸ਼ੇਸਿਕ-ਮਲਿੰ. the whole of
Vaisheshik Shastar written by Kanad Muni.
“kahfi bed patéjalé sekhkalé.”—gyan.

ਸੇਖਚਿਹਲੀਂ [sekh CIhli], ਸ਼ੋਖ਼ਚਿੱਲੀਂ [sex CIlli] Many
Muslim fakirs having kept fast for 40 days
are known by this name. One was a holyman
from district Atak. The. other was Abdul
Kadir, a great saint who lived at Banur. His
tomb at Thanesar was built in 1271 AD. He
was carefree and pleasurc-loving. He used to
concoct many stories which made people
laugh but the moral of each story was full of
meaningful teaching. 2 Now-a-days, a day
dreamer, or he who builds castles in" the air,
is called a Sheikh Chilli. '

ਸੇਖਨਾਗ [sekhnag] See ਸੇਸਨਾਗ.
ਸੇਖਨਾਗਿ [sekhnagI] Sheshnag (nominative
case). “sekhnagI tero maram na jana.”
~dhana kabir.

ਸੇਖ ਫਰੀਦ [sekh farid] See ਫਰੀਦ.
ਸੇਖਬ੍ਰਹਮ [sekh braham] (3:415 Sheikh Ibrahim.
See ਫਰੀਦ. “sekh farid patan he jahfva. sekh

" braham tab bas hi tahiva.”—NP.
ਸੇਖ ਮੁਹੰਮਦ ਮੋਹਸਨ [sekh muhémad mohsan] See
ਦਬਿਸਤਾਨੇ ਮਜਾਹਬ.
ਸੇਖ ਮੁਬਾਰਕ [sekh mubarak] See ਅੱਬੁਲਫਜਲ.
ਸ਼ੇਖਰ [sekhar] Skt ਝੱਸ੍ਯਵ੍ n pertaining to the top,
crown, coronet. “sekhar sohI lIlar udar ke.”
—NP. 2 a knot of hair, tufi ofhair left unshom
on the top of the head. 3 a poet, named
Chandar Shekhar, who added glory to the

2Disciples and successors ofcelebrated pirs were called
 

by the names of their murshids (spiritual teachers). This

is why in some legends the Guru is described as having

discourse with Sheikh Sharf.
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ਸੇਖਾ [sekha] a village in Barnala district of
court of Patiala ruler Maharaja Narendar
Singh. Born in 1798 AD. he died in 1875 AD.
He wrote many excellent books ‘Guru
Pachasa’ a poem written in praise ofthe Guru,
is a lovely composition from which some
verses are given below:
jap tap jog jagg jajan karat jete

jugan praman tete sadhan karan hé,
SIddh hot koi kal payke prasIddh hot
rIdth ki samrIdth hot kahfi ke gharan hie,

sekhar asekh kalIkalukh nasaybe ko
muktI bataybe ko odhar dharan hE,

sétan saran sace mamta haran ei

gurudev nanak ke pékaj caran hé.
puran pratap pOj sarad sudhakar jo
méd méd has cédrIka te caru sarse,

kfid ki kali si dasnavli anup lass
Iocan VIsal kéj méjutai parse,

bani ko sedan kaVI sekhar prasén sada
saras sudha te ben makréd barse,

barad bInod bharyo vrsv l<o dared har
sri gobId sigh ko mukharbid darse.

amal asIt khal dalan dalan dutI
malIn karat saSI prIvekh laje he,

CItrIt VICItr hem hiran jatIt ar
dhar atI tikhi ugr san dhar saje he,

sekhar gobid kesoayvdh amogh, kar
sri gobi‘dsi‘gh ju ke cakr chabI chaje he,

lok tam haran mayukhan samet mano
kamal sanal p2 prabhakar VIraje he.

gyanIn ko gyan yogdhyan dine dhyanIn l<o
bhaktan ko dini bhaktI puran VIdhan ki,

yackan gram dine mulak aram dine '
dini patsahi patsahan praman ki,

sekhar rajat hem hathi hay hira har
dine kaVI logan vadhai yas gan ki,

sace patsah $ri gobi‘d sigh guru ju ki
dekh dan dhara bhuli matI maghvan ki.

ਸੇਖੜ [581<}1ਗ੍-], ਸੇ'ਖਡ਼ੀ [sekhri] a Khatri sub-caste.
“sekhar sadh vakhani ahI.”—BG

ਸੇਚਨ

Patiala state, which is five koh towards the
west from Mulowal and one mile towards the
south from Sekha railway station. Two
gurdwaras of Guru Teg Bahadur are there in
the village. One is a furlong to the east where
the Guru had stayed during his sojourn. It has
got land from the state of Patiala that requires
four ploughs for cultivation. About halfa mile
to the west ofthe village there is Manji Sahib.
Guru Sahib stayed here to take milk offered
reverently to him by a lady. To this gurdwara
land requiring two—ploughs for cultivation has
been donated by the state. 2 an address to a
Shekh “sekha ! 5dar—hu joru chadI .”-782“ bIha
m 3. 3 Skt ਸ਼ੇਸ਼ result, consequence, outcome.
“kahIt sunat kIchU sat: na Upjat, bIn VIcar
kIa sekha ”—sar m 5. 4 Skt ਸ਼ੋਸਾ. an offering
made to a deity; a present; worship.

ਸੇਖੀ [sekhi] P ਰ੍ਟੁੱਟੁੱ' n affectation of wisdom;
boast, pride.

ਸੇਖੂਪੁਰਾ [sekhupura] a district of Punjab, in
which Nankana Sahib is now situated. King
Jahangir liked this place for hunting and
established a small village under the name
Jahangirabad. Remnants of the buildings of ‘
the time are yet extant there.’ See ਖੁਸਾਲ ਸਿੰਘ.

ਸੇਖੋਂ' [sekhol a Jat sub-caste.
ਸੇਖੋ; ਪੁਰ [5€1<}16 pur] See ਸੱਚਨ ਸੱਚ 2.
ਸੇਘ [segh] S n briskness, smartness.
ਸੇ’ਘ [ségh] Skt ਚੈ'ਛ adj one who is associated
with a lion; ofa lion. 2 lion-like i.e. brave,
heroic. “jese palan saran ségh.”—ma1i m 5.
3 See ਸੇਘ.

ਸੋਚਨ [secan], ਸੇਚਨਾ [secna] Skt n irrigation,
watering. 2 spraying. 3 dampening. 4 a vessel
like a bucket used for irrigation.
 'Some are ofthe opinion that Shekhu was the pet name
ofJahangir by which he was called by his parents. Hence
this. favourite village ofhis acquired this name.

 

 



 

 

ਸੇਜ

ਸੇਜ [sej] Sktmn a bed for sleeping, bedstead,

bed. “sej sohni cédan caa.”—-sor am 5.

ਸੈਜਬੰਦ [58ਧਿਰੌ61] n a string for fastening beddings;

a small rope of cotton or silk to tie bed sheets

to the tops of bedstead’s legs. “sej béd gfiphe

bad jari.”—GPS.
ਸੇਜਰੀ [sejri], ਸੇਜਰੀਆ [sejria] See ਸੇਜ and ਸੇਜਾ.
“tau meri sukh sejria.”—sar m 5.

ਸੇਜਵਾਲੂਆ [sej valua] )1 See ਸੋਜਬੰਦ. a bed string.
“basaku sej valua.”-—mala namdev. ‘Snake

Vasuki is string—like.’

ਸੇਜੜੀ [sejri], ਸੇਜਾ [seja] Skt a bedstead. “seja
suhavi 55g: prabh ks.”—bIha Ch5t m 5. “na

mane sukh sejri, bInu pIr bad sigaru.”—sn‘ a

m 1.

ਸੇਠ [seth] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰੋਸ੍ਰ adj supreme. 2 wealthy. 3 n
a money lender. 4 a title for rich Marvari and

Parsi merchants.

ਸੇਨਾ [setha] an Aro_ra, resident of Chuhnian,

who by becoming a devotee of Guru Arjun

Dev attained spiritual enlightenment.

ਸੇਠੀ [58ਘਿ] a sub-caste of Khukhran business

community. “lala sethi janie.”——BG. 2 a sub-

caste 0f Aroras. 3 a rich man’s business of

money lending. See ਸੇਠ.
ਸੇ'ਣਿ [senI] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰੋਣਿ n a row, queue.
ਸੇਣੁ [senU] See ਸੈਣ 7.

ਸੇਤ [set] Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤ adj white. “SIahaU hoa set.”

—barahmaha majh. i.e. ‘has become old.’ See

ਸ੍ਵਿਤ. 2 with, alongside, along with. “prabh ki

dargah sobha set.”—gau m 5. 3 Skt ਸ਼ੇਤ੍ਯ n

coolness. 4 calmness. “gar den hari bolhari

dari set ko.”—BGK. ‘One who speaks abusive

words is devoid of calmness.’ 5 866 ਸੇਤੁ.

6 short form for ਸੇਤਜ (ਸੁੰਦਜ) “utbhuj set

bInadha.”—sar m 5.

ਸੇਤ ਅਸੇਤ ਅਜਿਨਾ [set aset ajIna] n a deer with

dappled skin; a black deer—sanama.

ਸੇਤ ਕੁਸ੍ਵ [set kust] See ਸ੍ਵੈਤ ਕੁਸ੍ਵ.
ਸੋਤਜ [setaj] Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਦਜ adj pests like lice born
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from perspiration. 2 n a kind of very small

creatures which are born from moisture ofthe

earth and from perspiration; spontaneous

generation. “5daj jeraj setaj utbhuj tere kine

jéta.”—sor m 1.

ਸੇਤਤਾ [set-ta] Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤਤਾ n whiteness.
ਸੇਤਦੁਤ [setdut] Dg n the moon, whose shine is

white. Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਤਦਯੁ'ਤਿ. ‘
ਸੇਤਬਰਣ [setbaran] white colour. 2 frightened;

with face turned white. “set baran sab duta.”

~guj a chét m 1. ‘All perversions are fear-

stricken.’

ਸੇਤਬੰਧ [setbédh] See ਸੇਤੁਸ਼ੰਧ.

ਸੇਤੀ [seti] with. alongside, alongwith. “seti
khasam samaI.”—var asa m 2. “menu mera

dIalu seti thIru na rahe.”—asa m 1. 2 from,

out of. `

ਸੇਤੁ [setu] Skt n a bridge. “bétho setu bIdhate.”

—-srdhgosa,t:r.

ਸੇਤੁਥੰਧ [setubédh] See ਆਦਮ and ਰਾਮੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ. 2 a
book, in which details are given of the

construction of the boat-bridge over Jehlum

by Pravarsen, king of Kashmir.

ਸੇਤੁਬੰਧ ਰਾਮੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ [setubédh ramesvar] See ਆਦਮ

and ਰਾਮੇਸ਼੍ਵਰ.
ਗਿੰਧੀ [setubédhi] adj resident of Setubandh
(Rameshvar)

ਸੇਤੰਥਰ [56[’ਟੈ}੭81‘] Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤ-ਅੰਥਰ white sky. 2 char-
acterized by a virtuous trait; dominated by

knowledge. “5am kahe setébar suami.”—var

asa. 3 in white dress; incarnation ofthe swan.

See ਹੰ'ਸਾਵਤਾਰ. 4 a sect of Jainis. See ਜੈਨ.
ਸੇਂਦੁਰ [sédur] Skt ਸਿਂਦੂਰ n vermilion. “na sédur

mag savari.”—carrtr 367.

ਸੇਧ [sedh] n straightness. “karhu sedh IS tare

dISI 1<੦ ham ko khoj lehu tIt jaI.”-GPS.

2 Skt adj frightened, timid. 3 n an obstruction,

ban. !

ਸੇਧਖਾਨਾ [sedhkhana] P ,’,ਟਿੰਥੰਭੰਰ੍’ alavatory, stools.

ਸੇ‘ਧਰ [sédhar] See ਸੇ'ਦੁਰ.



  

ਸੈੱਧਵ

ਸੇ'ਧਞ [sédhav] See ਫ਼ੈਧਿਵ.

ਸੇ‘ਧੁਰ [sédhur] See ਸੇ'ਦੁਰ. “tIn sédhur mag dai
SII‘ pe.”—I<rIsan. ‘put a line of'vermilion on

the head.’ 2 See ਸਿੰਧੁਰ.

ਸੇਨ [sen] Skt ਯਿਕ adj with pity; melted. “jInI
mIlIa pathar sen.”—kan m 4. ‘Even stone

like hearts melt.’ 2 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯ 71 sleep. 3 rest;

quiet resulting from self-realisation. “abInasi

sukh sen.”—-ratanma1a. 4 wise. See E sane.

adj intelligent learned. 5 Skt ਰੇਜ਼ dependent.
ਸੇਨਾ [sena] Skt n lndar’s queen. 2 army. In
Sanskrit documents different names have

been given to army on the basis of its numeri-

cal strength. For example an army with one

chariot, one elephant, three horses and five

unmounted troops, is called ‘patti’. Three

pattis make one senamukh. Three senamokhs

constitute a ‘gulam’; three gulams form a

‘gan’; three ‘gans’ comprise a ‘vahIni’;

three vahInis are a ‘prItna’; three prItnas
make a ‘camu’; three camus form an

‘anikIni’; ten anikInis constitute an aksahIni

and a group of ten aksahmis consitute a be].

The commander-in-chief of a be] is called

master rathi.

ਸੈਨਾਨਾਥ [senanath], ਸੈਨਾਨੀ [senani], ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ

[senapatI] n a commander of the armed

forces; a general; an army commander.

2 Kartikey, son of Shiv.

ਸੇਨਾਮੁਖ [senamukh] See ਸੇਨਾ.

ਸੇਬ [seb] See ਸੇਵ. 2 Skt ਸੇਵ੍ਯ adj venerable,
worthy of worship. “pavhi nahI seb.”—aka1.
3P..,::n an apple. 868ਸੇਉ5. '

ਸੇਬਰ [sebar], ਸੇਬਰਿ [sebarI] See ਸਾਲਮਲੀਂ and

ਸਿੰਮਲ. “nalier phal sebar paka.”—ram kabir.

See ਨਾਲੀਂਏਂਰ.

ਸੇਬਾਲ [sebal] See ਸਿਬਾਲ. “tfi ape VICI sebal.”

—var sn' m 4.

ਸੇਧ੍ਯ [seby] See ਸੇਵ੍ਯ.
ਸੇ'ਭਿ [seth], ਸੇਤੀ [sebhi] ਸ-ਅਪਿ he too; that
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also.

ਸੇਮ [sem] P (5: adj own self; third. “dom n3
sem ek so ahi.”—gau raVIdas.. ‘There is no
friend like the Creator. It is not a question of

the Trinity.’ “aval dom na sem kharaba.”——BG

‘There is no fight among Brahma, Vishnu and

Shiv.’ 2 Skt ਚਿਢਥੀ a type ofbean — grain which
is small or big in size and is ofvarious colours

and is cooked as a vegetable. ,

ਸੇਮਰ [semar] See ਸਿੰਮਲ. “semar phal jIU tahI
banau.”—NP.

ਸੇਮੁ'ਖਿ [semukhI] See ਸੇਮੁਖੀ. “semukhI jIn kar

dIy mam puta.”—NP. ‘Wisdom has purified

my mind.’

ਸੇਮੁਖਿਨੀ [semukhIni] n a prudent army. 2 a

group of intellectuals comprising such an

army-sanama.
ਸੇ'ਮੁ'ਖੀ [semukhi] ਲ਼ਾ/ਵ੍ਲ਼ਸ਼ੇਮੁਖੀ“ intelligence, intellect,

wisdom, sagacity. “semukhi VIsekha jane

lekha.—NP.

ਸੇਰ [ser] Skt ਚੇਟਕ n fortieth part of a maund; a
measure of four pau weight.I “doI ser magau

cuna.”—sor kabir. 2 P i a lion. 3 adj
courageous, brave. “borIaia hUI ser.”——varguj

2 m 5.

ਸ਼ੋਰ ਔਦਾਮ [$er 5dam] P (Leif adj having a,
leonine body.

ਸ਼ੇਰਸ਼ਾਹ [sersah] .62 son of Hasan Khan,

landlord of Sehasram and grandson ofIbrahim

Khan who was a Pathan of the Sur dynasty.

Earlier he was named Farid Khan. While

serving king Lohani of Bihar, Farid killed a

lion and was given the title of Sher Khan. He

defeated Hymayun on 17‘h May, 1540 AD in

the battle of Kanauj and drove him out of

'Seer and maund as measures have been changing with
 

the passage of time. In the time of Kabir, a seer was not

equal to eighty tolas. At this juncture in the Punjab, a

kacha seer is equal to thirty four and a half tolas and

one masa.
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India. On January 25, 1542 AD he ascended

the throne of Delhi with great pomp and show

and acquired the status of a fair-minded

sovereign. He died on 24 May, 1545 AD. In

Sahasram, the tomb ofShershah is a beautiful

building, worthy ofa visit. See ਹੁਮਾਯੂੰ.
ਸ਼ੋਰ ਸਿੰਘ [ser sigh] a soldier of Guru Gobind
Singh who was posted at Lohgarh fort of

Anandpur. He faced the enemies with great

courage.

2 son of Maharaja Ranjit Singh and

Maharani Matab Kaur, born in 1807 AD, who

ascended the throne of Lahore on January 18,

1841 AD after Prince Naunihal Singh, and on

September 15, 1843 AD, he was treacherously

shot dead by Ajit Singh Sandhawalia near

Shah Bilaval in the'Barandari area.
ਸ਼ੇਰਖਾਨ [serkhan] See ਸ਼ੇਰਸ਼ਾਹ and ਹੁਮਾਯੂੰ.
ਸ਼ੇਰਗੜ੍ਹ [sergarh] See ਗੜ੍ਹ ਸ਼ੇਰ. 2 a village in tehsil
thana Jalalabad of district Ferozepur. 1t is

about five to six miles to the north from

Jalalabad railway station. At a very short

distance to the east of this village is a

gurdwara ofGuru Gobind Singh near Tahlian

Phattu Sammu Kian. When the Guru arrived

here, Dogar, Phattu and Sammu, presented a

covering for the waist and a cotton-blanket

to him, which were the gift-items of this area.

The building of Manji Sahib is complete

which had 85 ghumaons of land but now only

30 ghumaons are left. A baptised Sikh looks

after the gurdwara.

ਸ਼ੇਰਗਿੱਲ [sergIlll a subcaste of Jats to which
belong the landlords of Majitha and

Naushehra villages (Amritsar).

ਸ਼ੇਰਦਿਲ [$erdI1] P J); adjhavinga lion- hearted,

brave. '

ਸ਼ੇਰਦ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [serdrIstI] n a lion’s vision. “kukardrI’st'I

na kabI man dhami. $erdrIstI gurmukh hve

kami.”——NP. A dog bites a stick and a brick.
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A lion, on the other hand, does not care for

_ the weapon but keeps an eye on the killer.

Similarly, ignorant people indulge in fighting

considering others as givers ofjoy and sorrow

but Guru-oriented people keep an eye on

actions which control everything.

ਸ਼ੋਰ ਨ੍ਯ [ser nar] P )2 adj (a man) brave as a

lion. 2 a heroic person. 3 a powerful lion. 4 a

Iion-like man.

ਸ਼ੋਰਨਿ [ਤੁੲਹਿਸ਼੍ਯ],ਸ਼ੇਰਨੀ [semi] a tigress, a lioness;

a Sikh woman. “mrIgan VIkar brfd k0
seranI .”—-GPS.

ਸ਼ੇਰ ਪੰਜਾਬ [ser péjab] a title of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh.

ਸ਼ੇਰਬਚਾ [$erbaca] n a type of small gun having
the figure of lion on its mouth. It is called

‘baghbaca’ (lion’s cub) also. 2 son of the

Khalsa, a warrior.

ਸ਼ੇਰ ਮੁਹੰਮਦਖਾਨ [ser mohémad khan] This Maleria

Pathan sided with Vazir Khan during the

battle of Chamkaur to fight against Guru

Gobind Singh. His real brother Khijar Khan
whom the Guru mentions as Khwaja Mardud

in Jafamama, saved himselffrom an arrow of

the Guru by hiding behind a wall. Sher

Muhammad was killed by a Sikh in Sammat

1767 during the battle of Sirhind.

ਸ਼ੇਰ ਮੁੱਛ [ser muchh], ਸ਼ੇਰ ਮੂਛ [ser much] a lion’s

whisker. 1n olden daysjealousy-ridden people

used to mix a hair cut from lion’s whisker in

the meal served to an enemy. It was thought

that once it went into the stomach it caused

such injuries as became the reason for his

death. Once, Aurangzeb served lion’s whisker

mixed in rice to Dara Shikoh. “ser much

katrayke cavar mahI pai.”—GPS. The life of

Dara Shikoh was spared with the grace of

Guru Har Rai’s kindness.
ਸੇਰਵਾ [serva] ਸ਼ਿਰ-ਪਾਦ shorter arm, head or foot

bar of a cot.



ਸੇਰੀਣ

ਸੇਰੀਣ [serin] See ਸਰੀਣ. “ketarIa serin VIIahi.”

—BG.

ਸੇਰੁ [sew] See ਸੇਰ.

ਸ਼ੇਰੇ ਜਯਾਂ [sere jayé] P adj an angry lion, furious
lion. See ਜਿਆਂ 2.

ਸੇਲ [sel] n information about one’s well-being.

See ਸੇਲੂ. 2 See ਸੇਲਾ. a spear,javeiin. “cot suheli

sel ki.”—s kabir.

ਸੇਲਮਸੇਲ [selmsel] A (V to tie. P J; a hoof.

“nama pranve selamsel. gau duhai bachra

mel.”—bher. having tied (the hind legs) with

a rope.I

ਸੈਲਾ [sela] n a lance, spear, pike, javeline.

ਸੈਲਾਬ [selab] P 5.11; flood ofwater. 2 moisture,
wetness.

ਸੇਲੀ [seli] n a plaid rope of black wool or silk

which is tied on a turban or cap, or is worn

around the neck by monks. Among Guru
Nanak Dev’s disciples this tradition of

wearing continued up to Guru Arjan Dev.

While ascending the throne, Guru Hargobind

kept this rope in the treasure house and wore

a sword instead.2 2 a whirl, spin.

ਸੇਲੂ [selu] adj one who keeps a spear. 2 an
informer, tattler. “dusar selu dai sel pahucaI.”

— PPP. 3 Dg lasura, a deciduous tree and its

glutinous fruit. See ਲਸੂ'ੜਾ.

ਸੇਲੰਖੀ [861ਰੈ1<111] In Panth Prakash this word has
been used in place of ਸੋਲੰਕੀ. See ਸੋਲੰਕੀ.

ਸੇਵ [sev] See ਸੇਉ and ਸੇਬ. 2 Skt ਗੋਥ dear. “harI

sev sevak sevki.”—vadm 4 ghon'fi. ‘service of

the dear disciple of God.’ 3 wealth, treasury.

4 In Nirukt ‘sev’ means comfort. 5 Skt ਸੋਵ੍ਯ‘ਗਿ੍/
worthy of service, deserving worship. “akh-

M 5m]: nar munI jan sev.”—-japu. 6 See ਸ਼ੈਵ.
7 short form ofਸੇਵਕ. 8 Skt ਥੇਕ੍ਘ' to serve, work

as an employee, to trust, worship.

'Many scholars confuse selmasel with Salim Shah. But
 

this is wrong as Namdcv lived much earlier.

2seli is a symbol ofasceticism and renunciation.
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ਸੇਵਕ [sevak] a servant, slave, attendant. “sevak

seth gurmukhI harI jata.”—majh am 3.

ਸੈਞਕਭਾਇ [sevakbhaI], ਸੇਵਕਭਾਵ [sevakbhav] n

slavery, service. 2 spirit of service.

“sevakbhaI mIle bad bhagi.”—vad chétm 4.

ਸੈਞਕਾ [sevka] a maidservant; a slave girl. “maIa

jake sevkaI.”-bh£r a m 5. 2 n army

containing a group of maid servants—sanama.

ਸੈਵਕਾੲੀ [sevkai] n service; slavery.

ਸੇਵਕਿ [sevakI] adj maid servant, slave girl. “so

sevakI ram pIari.”—ram m 1. “kavla sevakI

tIsu.”—var bIIa m 3.

ਸੇਵਕੀ [sevki] n service, slavery. 2 service. “kare

sevki sabh hi gramu.”—GPS. 3 vermicelli, an
item made of fine wheat flour which is eaten

after it is cooked like rice. 4 a sweetmeat,

which is made of fine Wheat flour and of

gramflour, and soaked in sugar—syrup. “sevkia

CIrve ladua.”—krIsan.

ਸੇਵਕੁ [sevaku] See ਸੇਵਕ. “sevaku kino sada

nIhalU.”—sukhmani.

ਸੇਵਤ [sevat] adj served; what has been served.
“sevat seVI sev: sadh sevau.”—bIIa m 5. ‘By

people are served kings, by whom are served

deities, on whose account are served sadhus

(mendicants), (you) had better serve them.’

2 n ਸ੍ਵੈਤਵਾਹ. Arjun. ln Sastarnammala ‘sevat’

has been used in place of ‘svetvah’. See ਸ੍ਵੈਤਵਾਹ.

ਸੈਞਤੀ [sevti] Skt ਥੇਸਗੀ n a white rose, which is

generally found in the jungle. Its medicinal

paste is very useful. L Rosa giandulifera.

ਸੇਵਦਾਰ [56ਰ੍/ਧੰਪਿੱ],~ਸੇਵਦਾਰੁ [sevdaru] a servant,

attendant, disciple. “puja satI satI sevdar.”

~sukhmani.

ਸੇਵਧਿ [sevath] Ski n a treasury of Kuber.
ਸੈਵਨ [seven] 71 sewing. 2 serving.

ਸੇਞਨਿ [seven] (women) serve. “sevanI sai

apna.”——var suhi m 3. 2 (men) serve.

ਸੇਵਨੀਯ [sevniy] Skt adj worthy of service.
2 worthy of sewing.
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ਸੇਵਡ਼ੀ [sevri] service. 2 a maidservant, slave

girl. “ms jugI jugI days sevri.”—srim 5 papa I.

ਸੇਵਾ [seva] n service, attendance, worship.

“name ki sabh seva kare.”—-asa am 3. 2 P „ਧੂਫ਼

a manner, method, regulation. “gurmatI pae
sahajI seva.”—asa m 1. 3 a habit, nature. 4 ln

Sindhi, ‘seva’ is pronounced as ‘seva’ and

means worship or offering.

ਸੇਵਾ ਸਿੰਘ [seva sigh] He came with Masand
Duni Chand from Amritsar to support Guru

Gobind Singh in the battle of Anandpur but
as a coward he too fled with Duni Chand.

ਸੇਵਾ ਜੀ [seva ji] See ਸ਼ਿਵਾ ਜੀ.
ਸੇਵਾਦਾਸ [sevadas] a Brahman Sikh resident of

Kashmir, who was the son ofMai Bhagbhari.

He became Guru Sahib’s disciple in the

company of Madho Sodhi. “seva das 1a]: 111;“

sev.”—GPS. See ਭਾਗਭਰੀ. 2 Many writers have

mentioned Seva Ram as Seva Das. See

ਅਡਨਸ਼ਾਹ. 3 a person, resident ofPothohar who

wrote a Janamsakhi of Guru Nanak Dev in

1588 AD.

ਸੇਵਾ ਦਾਸੀਆ [seva dasia], ਸੇਵਾ ਪੰ'ਥੀ [seva péthi]
See ਅਙਨਸ਼ਾਹ.

ਸੇਵਿ [seVI] See ਸੇਵ੍ਯ. 2 having served “seVI

saCI samaIa.”—maru a m 1. ‘merged into

truth.’

ਸੇਵਿਕਾ [seVIka] Skt ਸੇਵੀ. vermicelli, a hand

made eatable item ofwheat flour looking like

cotton-yarn. 2 a slave girl, female attendant.

ਸੇਵੀ [sevi] See ਸੇਵਿਕਾ. 2 adj one who serves, a
servant. 3 able to be served, worthy of

service.

ਸੇਵੀਅਲੇ [seviale], ਸੈਵੀਲੇ [sevile] it is worth while

to perform service; let us serve. “sevile gopal

raI.”—maIa namdev.

ਸੇਵੈਂਯਾ [seveya] adj who worships.
ਸੇਵੰਨ [sevén] See ਸੇਵਨ. 2 See ਸੇ and ਵੰਨ.
ਸੇਵ੍ਯ [sevy] Skt adj worthy of service, worthy
of worship. 2 dear, lovable.
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ਸੇਵ੍ਯਮਾਨ [sevyman] adj worshipped.
ਸੈ [58] n one hundred. “se nége nah: nég.”
—var mam 2 m 5. “set 52 ki katha yahI puri

bhai he.”—c5di 1. 2 part of, to, for, towards.

“sabhse de dataru.”—varguj2 m 5. 3 v present

tense of ਹੋਣਾ (to be), “nanak jal k0 min 58.”
—prabha m 1. 4 part from, out of. “nar 58 narI
hOI autre.”—g5d namdev. 5 Skt ਸ੍ਵ. own self.
“hés udIo tan gadIo sojhai se nah.”——s kabir. '

‘There was no self-understanding.’ 6 A i n

an article, a thing “tu janoi sabh se.”—varasa.

ਸੋਆਨ [scan] adj hundreds i.e. infinite “nanak
lahIri lakh sean.”—varguj2 m 5. 2 n wisdom,

prudence intelligence. 3 See ਸ਼ਯਾਨ. 4 S adv

properly, accurately, correctly. 5 on the right

path.

ਸੈ'ਆਨਾ [seana], ਸੈਅਾਨੀ [seani] adjwise, prudent,
intelligent. “me baura sabh khalak ssani.”

—bIIa kabir.

ਸੇਇ [581] n one hundred “satarI 521 salar he
jake.”—bh€r1<abir. 2 See ਸ਼੍ਯ.

ਸੈਸਾਰ [sesar], ਸੈਂਸਾਰ [5ਏਂ5ਪਿੰ], ਸੈਸ'ਰੜਾ [sesarra] Skt

ਸੰਸਾਰ n which keeps on sliding, never in one

particular state; the world. “laha bhagatI

sesare.”—vad chétm 3. “esa baji sesar.”—tIIé’g

m 4. “sabh mukat hoa sesarra.”—sri m 5

pepar. “bharam bhula s'ésara.”—sor m 3.

ਸੇਸਾਰਿ [sewn] in the world “kItu aIa sesarI.”
—var vad m 3.

ਸੇਸਾਰੀ [sesari] adj worldly, earthly. “bhagta ts
sesaria joru kade na aIa.”——Var majh m I.

2 attached to worldly possessions.

ਸੈਹਥੀ [sehathi] Skt ਸ਼ਕ੍ਰਿ n spear. “ssph sarohi
sshathi.”—sanama.

ਸੈਹਥੀਆਰਾ [sehathiara] adj one having a spear.
ਸ਼ੋਹਰ [saber] See ਸ਼ਹਰ.

ਸੋਹਲ [sehal] See ਸਰਲ.

ਸੇਕ [5ੲ1<], ਸੇ'ਕੜਾ' [5ਏਂ1ਵ੍ਤ੍ਵ'8],'ਸੈ'ਕਿਕ [5£1<11<]' about

_one hundred, a hundred only. 2 a centuf'y.

ਸ਼ੇਖ਼ [sex] See ਸੇਖ.  



 

 

ਸੈਂਚੀ

ਸੈ‘ਚੀ [5ਏਂ੮1] n a file of papers. a collection of a

large number of papers: volume.

ਸੈਡਾਲੀ [sedali] adj hundreds ofbranches, having

innumerable offshoots. “mall takhat betha

ssdali.”—var ram 3. '

ਸੈਣ [sen] He was a barber of Bandhavgarh

(Riva) king Raja Ram. Becoming a follower

of Ramanand, he served saints with devotion

and was counted among worshippers of high

status. These days, Sen’s descendants live in

Riva. A hymn by this holyman is in Guru

Granth Sahib. “sen bhene bhaj parmanéde.”

-dhana. 2 Dg husband, master, owner. “harI

mel-hu sajan sen.”—majh m 5 dInrm. 3 Skt

ਸ਼ਯਨ to steep. “sbdar madar senah jen madhy

harIkirtanah.”—gatha. 4 Skt armed forces,

army. “gahat sen.”—c5di 2. 5 Ski ਸੈਨ੍ਯ adj

connected with the army. 6 n a soldier.

warrior. 7 S ਸੇਣੁ . father of the bride or the

groom. i.e. relatives; relation. “se sen se

sajna.”—var sor m 3.

ਸੈਣਪਾਲ [ssnpall adj aicommander, a general,

an army-commander.

ਸੌਣਾ [serial a devoted Jat who was a writer in

the court of Guru Gobind Singh. The poet

Senapati is different from him. Once he

committed some crime and fearing the Guru’s

wrath, he ran away, and on reaching home he

composed a rhymed couplet:

jab te prabhu te bichure karyo krIkhi ko that,

brIkhbhan ségat: ham kari bhae jat ke jat.

The tenth Guru called him back to his

duties. '

ਸੈਣੀ [seni] n a caste, equal to Kambo and

Malia. 2 an acquaintance. “harI prabhu sajan

seni jiu.”—-gau m 4. 3 an army commander.

4 a soldier.

ਸੇਣੁ [senu] See ਸੈਣ2. “sajanu tu he senu tu me.”

—suhi a m 5.

ਸੈਤਨਾ [setna] v to expand wealth; collect,
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accumulate. See ਨੀਤ 4.

ਸ਼ੈਤਾਨ [setan] A Ulh!‘ Satan n In the Bible and

Quran. he is termed an angel who instigates

man towards evil. It was only he who

deceitfully made Adam eat the prohibited fruit.

According to Quran, Satan is made of fire

element only. God created Adam from clay

and ordered the angels to bow before him. All

except Satan obeyed the order. When God

asked Satan to explain the reason, Satan

replied that he himselfwas made of fire while

Adam was made of clay and hence Adam was

inferior to him. On this God reproached Satan

and asked him to quit heaven. ln anger Satan

said to God, “OK ! 1 have been meted this

treatment and 1 will not allow Adam’s offspring

to come to you and men will not be grateful to

you.” See ਕੁਰਾਨ ਸੂਰਤ ਆਰਾਫ਼, ਆਯਤ 11 to 17.

2 adj mean, sinful, riotous, rowdy. 3 Sktfimaw

Kamdev, whose arrows are sharp. “agadu pare

setan ve lalo.”-—tI15g m 1.‘ ‘Cupid is

performingthe duties ofKaji and Purohit.’ See

W,-
ਸੈਤਾਨਿਆ [sctanIa] adj influenced by Satan.

“bIn pure gurudev phIre setanIa.”-var jet.

ਸੈਤਾਨੀ [setani] n mischievousness, mischief.

“chodI kateb kare setani.”—bh£r kabir. 2‘ adj

who is a pupil of Satan; devilish. “nanak

$Irkhuthe setani.”—var majh m 1. See ਸੈਤਾਨ.

ਸੈ‘ਤਾਲੀ [sétali] forty seven, 47.

ਸੈਂਤੀ [5ਏਂ੮1] thirty seven, 37.

ਸੈਥੀ [sethi] See ਸੈਹਥੀ. “tuhi sul sethi tabar.”

—sanama.

ਸੈਦ [sad] A g n prey, a forest animal. 2 the

animal to be killed and hunted. 3 A ਮੂੰਜ“ chief;

rich. 4 elderly. 5 See ਸਈਅਦ. 6 See ਸ਼ਾਯਦ.

'Guru Nanak Dev refers to illegitimate nikah underwhich
 

helpless maidens were forced into submission. which

neither the faith of Kazis nor ofBrahmins could approve

of.

 



 

ਸੈਂਦਕ

ਸੈ'ਦਕ [5ਟੋਯੰਰ1<] adv before the eyes; real and
evident.

ਸੈਦਖਾਨ [sedkhan] U54! a commander of
Aurangzeb’s army, who came to capture
Anandpur on 17 Phagun Sammat 1759. While
fighting in the battle field, he came in front
ofthe Guru whose glimpse impressed him so
much that he renounced the royal army and
became a disciple of Guru Gobind Singh.
Having imbibed the Guru’s teachings, he
attained the hightest spiritual status.

ਸੈਦਪੁਰ [sedpur] See ਏਮਨਾਬਾਦ.
ਸੈਦ ਬੇਗ '[sed beg] See ਸੈਦਾ ਬੇਗ.
ਸੋਦਭੀਖ [sedbhikh] See ਸ਼ਾਹਭੀਖ.
ਸ਼ੋਦਾ [seda] P „‘ਤੂੰ adjlazy, enamoured. 2 insane;
possessed; ecstatic. ’

ਸੈਦਾਬੇਗ [sedabeg] Motivated by the hill-kings,
he accompanied sardar Alifkhan to fight
against Guru Gobind Singh when an attack
was launched on Anandpur. Getting a glimpse
ofthe Guru, he became his disciple andjoined
the Sikh army. Fighting against the Turkish
army and the hill-kings, he attained
martyrdom. He is different from Saidkhan.

ਸੈਦੇ [sedo] a khatri of Ghei sub-caste who was
.a worshipper of Varun (khvaja). Becoming a
follower of Guru Nanak Dev he turned a
votary of only one God. During the Guru’s
sojourn in the South, he was with the Satguru
to serve him.

ਸੈਂਧਞ [sédhav] Skt ਚੈਵਥਥ n salt from Sindh;
Sindhi salt. 2 a Sindhi horse. 3 a horse. 4 adj
pertaining to the sea.

ਸੋਨ [sen] an army, See ਸੇਨ. “asur sen bIn can
hUI kino hahakar.”—c5di I. 2 adj acquain-
tance. “sak sen.”——sukhmani. 3 n progeny,
offspring. “harI ka sét mare harébe ta sagli
sen tarai.”-—asa kabir. 4 Skt ਸ਼ਯਨ to sleep “sahaj
sen.”—sorm 5. 5 a soft bed “harI SOI rahe saj
sen tahé.”-c5di 1. 6 See ਸੈਣ. “sen nai
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butkaria.”—asa dhéna. 7 a hint, indication. Skt
ਸਨਯਨ.

ਸੋਨ ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ਰ [sen sumItr] See ਸੁਮਿਤ੍ਰ ਸੈਨ.
ਸੇਨਪ [senap], ਸੈਨਾਤ੍ਯਾਲ [senpal] chiefofthe army.
a commander. See ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ. “sam senap ke
subhat mahan.”—GPS.

ਸੈਨਬਿਡਾਰ [seandar] n Guru Gobind Singh’s
favourite horse that could rout the enemy
army.

ਸੈਨਾ [sena] a army. See ਸੋਨਾ. “3r sakal sena jari
bacyo su eke pret.”—C5di 1. 2 adj acquainted,
familiar “nam jap-hu mere sajan sena.”—asa
m 4.

ਸੇਨਾਈ [senai] See ਸਹਨਾਈ.
ਸੇਨਾਧਿਪ [ssnathp], ਸੈਨਾਥਿਪਤਿ [senathpatI],
ਸੈਨਾਨੀ [senani] See ਸੇਨਾਨੀਂ and ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ.
ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ [senapatI] See ਸੈਨਾਪਤਿ. 2 a writer and
poet in the court oquru Gobind Singh, who
translated ‘Chanikya Niti’- “guru gobid ki
sabha me lekhak param sujan. canake bhakha
kari kavx senapatI nam.” He wrote a book
also entitled “Gurusobha”. See ਗੁਰੂਮਤ ਸੁਧਾਰਕ
ਗ੍ਰੰਥ.‘
ਸੈਨਿਕ [senIk] adj pertaining to the army; a
soldier.

ਸੈਨੀ [semi] See ਸੈਣੀ. 2 adj a soldier; a
commander. “kroddh ks dhumr carhe ut
seni.”—c5di I.

ਸੈਨੁ [senu] See ਸੈਨ. “sakha seno prem gobid.”
—asa m I.

ਸੈਫ਼ [set] A Jr n a straight sword. “seph sarohi
sshthi.”—sanama.

ਸੈਫਖਾਨ [sephkhan] See ਬਹਾਦੁਰਗੜ੍ਹ.
ਸੈਫਨੀ [sephni] 11 an army which carries straight
swords—sanama. 2 a gun -sanama.

ਸੋਫਾਬਾਦ [sephabad] See ਬਹਾਦੁਰ੍ਯਕ਼ਾੜ੍ਹ.
ਸੈਫ਼ੀ [sefi] A f n a string of beads; a rosary.
2 a chant ofa holy hymn to bring the enemy
'Akali Kaur Singh has got published the whole of

Gurushobha.
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under subjection. “kalam scphi parh muhre
turé.”—PPP.

ਸੈਫੁੱਦੀਨ [sephuddin] See ਬਹਾਦੁਰਗੜ੍ਹ.

ਸੈਭੰ [5ੲ})}1ਟੈ] Skt ਸ੍ਵਯੰਭਵ, ਸ੍ਵਯੰਭੂ adj which comes
into existence on one’s own; not created by

any one else. “akal muratI ajunI sebhé.”

—japu. 2 In Guru Granth Pradip, Pandit Sadhu

Singh has given the meaning of sebhé as -

‘which is like a beam of light in the inner-

self."

ਸੈਯਦ [seyad] A a master. 2 a king. 3 a leader,
guide. 4 In many books on Islam, this term

has been used for the lineal descendants of

Bibi Fatima and Hazrat Ali. Sayyads are

respected by Muslims and they are addressed

as Shah, Badshah, Pir, Sharif, etc.

During the Mughal rule only a Sayyad

used to goad the elephant ofthe king because

no one else could sit with his back facing the

king.

ਸੈਯਦ ਅਹਮਦ [ssyad ahmad] See ਅਹਮਦ ਸੈਯਦ.
2 See ਸੁਲਤਾਨ.

ਸੈਯਦ ਭੀਖ [ssyad bhikh] See ਸ਼ਾਹ ਭੀਖ.

ਸੋਯਾ [seya] See ਸੱਯਾ.

ਸੈਂਯਾਂ [siyfi] a lord, a master. “carca jab ja un
sEyan ki.”—krIsan. 2 a girl’s female

- companion or female friend.

ਸੈਰ [ser] A f n a walk. See ਸ੍ਰਿ 2 a journey.
3 P ੴ ਸੇਰ adj satisfied, satiated.

ਸੈਰੰਧ੍ਰ [serédhr] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸੀਰੰ-ਧਰ. having aFfia’(plough);
a peasant farmer.

ਸੈਚੰਫ੍ਰੀ [serédhri] Skt ਚੈਂਣ੍ਢਬੀ n a woman having a
Ffl‘u’(plough); a female farmer. 2 a handicrafts

woman. 3 This term can also be used for a

slave girl. Draupadi was called Sairandhri

when she went into hiding along with Pandavs

in the house of Virat.

ਸੈਲ [581] See ਸੈਰ. “tIU tIu sel kar-hI qu

bhave.”—-gau ravIdas. 2 Skt ਗੈਰ adj made of
 

'ਯੇਰੇਥਸ੍ਯਧਯਿਬ੍ਚਸ੍ਯ;-ਸ਼੍ਯ:ਧ੍ਯਾਞਾਬ੍ਥੂ1ਧਸਂ.

ਸ਼ੋਵ੍ਯ

stone. 3 n a mountain, having lots of stones.

“kar-hI ssl mag selan keri.”—GPS. 4 petrified,

stone-like. “581 loa jIn udhrIa.”——saveye m 3

ke. “athI sel nic ghar hOI.”-05kar. ‘if there
is wealth in the house ofa foolish and mean

person.’ 5 rock pitch, rock secretion. 6 hard-

hearted, unfeeling. “tirath naI kaha sucx

ssl?”—bha€ m 5. 7 adj immovable “bhae sukh

scl.”—gau m 5. 8 A J: n flow of water.
“manmukh pathar 581 he dhrIg jivan phika.”

—asa a m 1. ‘remains dry even in a water-

current.’

ਸੈਲ ਸੁਤਾ [sel suta], ਸੈਲ ਕੁਮਾਰੀ [sel kumari], ਸੈਲ

ਕੰਨਯਾਂ [sel kénya], ਸੈਲਜਾ [selja], ਸੈਲ ਤਕ੍ਯਾ [sel
tanya] n daughter of the Himalayas; Parvati;

Girija.

ਸੇਲਨਿਪਚੀ [sslanIpati] Ski ਝੀਰਜਿ਼ਸ੍ਯਰਿਜ਼੍ adj a
destroyer of mountains; one who breaks hills

and stones with a thunderbolt; Indar.

“selanIpati sridIh sur sasi udu §tak.”—NP.

ਸੈ-ਲਪਥਰ [selpathar] adja hill stone. “sel pathar

mahI jét UpaI.”—sodaru. 2 See ਸੈਲ 8.

ਸੈਲਰਾਜ [sslraj] n Himalaya, the king ofmountains.
2 Sumeru. '

ਸੇਲ ਲੋਅ [5੪1 loa] hard-hearted people. See
ਸੈਲ 4.
ਸੈਲਾਨੀ [selani] adj who is a tourist. 2 having a,
tendency for roving.

ਸੇਲੀ [5811] adj who is a tourist. 2 Skt ਸ਼ੈਲੀ n
custom, tradition. 3 a poetic style; usage of

words and phrases in a particular way. See E

style.

ਸੈਲੂ'ਖ [selukh] Skt ਗੈਰ੍ਧ 12 an acrobat; a stage
artist. 2 a wood apple tree.

ਸੇਵ [sev] Skt ਥੈਥ/ਸ਼੍ਯ)“ he, that. 2 Skt ਗੋਥ adj
Shiv’s; who has a connection with Shiv. 3 n a

votary of Shiv. 4 thorn-apple.

ਸੇਵਾਲ [seval] See ਸਿਬਾਲ.

ਸ਼ੋਵ੍ਯ [sevy] adjwho has connection with Shiv.

2 n a horse of Krishan’s chariot.

  



 

 

ਸੌ

ਸੋਂ [so] pron his. “so dia na jai khaIa.”—sor
kabir. ‘We cannot eat (exhaust) what has been

given by Him.’ 2 that. “so guru kar-hu jI sacu

drIravs.”—dhana a m 1. 3 past tense of the

verb ਹੈ; was. “jab Ihu me so, tab kInahI

upaIa?”—bher m 5. 4 adj similar, alike,

‘ resembling. “harI so hira Chadke.”——s kabir.

“jo jan nIrdave rahe so gene fdr so rék."—s

kabir. ‘one who likens a poor man to lndar.’

5 n fame, short form of ਸੇਇ.

ਸੋਉ [soulpron he, that one. 2 to sleep. “sukh
sou hOI acita.”—gau m 5.

ਸੇਊਂ [sou] pron he, that. “sou genie sabh te
uca.”-—sukhmam'. 2 See ਸਉਣਾ.

ਸੋਆ [soa] adjasleep. 2 n a green leafy vegetable

like aniseed which is cooked with spinach.

Its after—effect is hot-wet. L Anethum Sowa.

3 fame, praise. “nIgura manmukh some 119

soa.”—BG. 4 discussion.

ਜੋਆ ਚੂਕ [soa cuk], ਸੋਆ ਪਾਲਕ [soa palak] soa
and spinach. See ਚੂਕ.

ਸੇਇ [$01] pron that one, he, that. “catur SIana

sugha: 501.”——gau thItim 5. 2 n fame, gossip.
“ki na sunehi gorie apan k511i sox.”—sri m 1.

“tIn ki nIrmal SOI.”—barahmaha majh.

3 fragrance, pleasing smell, redolence. “Is

man ko basét 1<i lags na SOI.”—bas.§t m 3.

- 4 fame, praise. “tIs ki sox suni menu harIa.”

-asa m 5. 5 See ਸਉਣਾ. “bavar 501 rahe.”-asa

m 5. 6 adv sleeping “soI acita jagI aci'ta.”

-bh£r m 5.

_ਸੇਇਆ [soxa] adj asleep. 2 sat, settled. “ghatI

ghatI SOIa.”—ram chét m 5. 3 looked
beautiful.

ਸੋਇਨ [50111] n gold. “som léka sorn maxi.”
—gaum 1. “se asthal SOIn caubare.”—majh m

- 5. 2 See ਸਉਂਣਾ.

ਸੋਇਨਾ [soma] n gold. 2 to sleep. “nanak sukhI
sukhI SOIna.”—asa m 5.

ਸੋਇਰੀਂ [soxri] Skt ਸ਼ਾਵਰੀ adja follower of Shiv.
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2 proficient in the lore of Tantar. 3 n a sub-

caste of Bahujai Khatris. “pIrtha kheda
SOIri.”—BG.

ਸੇਈ [soi] pron he, himself, that, that very. “soi

soi soda sacu.”—japu. 2 adj asleep (woman).

“soi soi jagi.”—-sor kabir. ‘Only she is half

asleep.’ 3 n a caste of Jats which is said to

belong to the dynasty of king Kang. Its

members are found in the districts of Sialkot

and Gujjranwala in a large number. It is called

“sohi” also “hemu soi gurumatI pai.”—BG
ਸੋਂੲੀਜੈ [soije] please sleep. 2 is sleeping. “jIh

prasadI sukh sahajI soije.”—sukhmani.

ਸੋਂਸ [sos], ਸੋਸ਼ਣ [sosan] Skt ਸ਼ੋਜ and ਸ਼ੋਸਣ. n to

dry; dehydrate. See ਸੂਰ ਸਰ.

ਸੋਸਨ [sosan] See ਸ਼ੋਸਣ. 2 P Jr n a lily. This
flower is of many colours. Of them white,

yellow and blue are well known. Many think

it to be narcissus, but that is not a fact. This

flower belongs to the Amaryllis grandiflora

genus.

ਸੋਸਨੀ [sosni] adj of lily colour.
ਸ਼ੌਸ਼ਾ [$05.81] P 1;; a heap. 2 a thread made of
silver and gold. 3 a fragment, small piece. 4 a

spark of fire, scintilla.

ਸੋਹ [soh] n fame. “gurumukh sei sohde.”—sr1' a
m 3. 2 befitting, beautiful.

ਸੋਹਜ [sohaj] n aesthetics, beauty. 2 decoration.

ਸੋਹਣਾ [sohna] adj befitting, beautiful. “sohne

nak jInI lémre vala.”—vad chét m 1. 2 Skt

ਸੂਨ੍ਯ happy, delighted. See ਸੁੰਦਰ ਸੋਹਣਾ. 3 Nand
Lal, a devotee of Guru Hargobind and a

follower ofKhwaja, who served the Guru and

attained self-realisation. The Guru named "im

Sohna. “nam sohna sz kIs kahia.”—GPS.
Bhai Sohna died in Sammat 1732; his

memorial is at Gurpalah (district Hoshiarpur).

ਸੋਹਣੀ [50ਖਿਰ੍11] adja beautiful (woman). 2 See
ਸੋਹਨੀ,
ਸੋਹਨਾ [sohna] See ਸੋਹਣਾ.



  

 

ਸੋਹਨੀਂ

ਸੋਹਨੀਂ [sohni] See ਸੋਹਣੀ. beautiful. “sohni sarupI

sujan bIckhanI.”—asa m 5. 2 n a maiden who

loved Mehiwal. “ravi tir jal; Ik rahe. mehival

nam jag kahe. nIrakh sohni vasI hvsgai.”

—carItr 101. Sohni used to swim across the

river daily over a pitcher to keep her tryst

with Mehiwal. On her return, she would hide

the pitcher under the bushes. On finding out

this secret, her kin replaced the baked pitcher

with an unbaked one. When she entered the

river the unbaked pitcher got dissolved and

she was drowned. On hearing this, Mehiwal

died by drowning himself. See ਸੋਦ੍ਹੀ.

ਸੋਹਬਤ [sohbat] See ਸੁਹਬਤ.
ਸ਼ੌਹਰਤ [sohrat] See ਸੁਹਰਤ.
ਸੋਹਲ [sohal] Skt ਸੁਮ੍ਰਿਦੁਲ adj delicate.

ਸੋਹਲੜਾ [sohalra], ਸੋਹਲਾ [sohla] See ਸੋਹਿਲਾ.

ਸੋਹਾ [5੦}1<1],ਸੋਹਾਇਆ [sohaIa] adj looking

befitting, elegant. “name karaj soha he.”

-—maru soIhe m 3. “mIlI sadhség soha.”—sar

m 5 perm].

ਸੋਹਾਗ [sohag] See ਸੁਹਾਗ. “thIrU sohag var agam

agocar.”—majh m 5.

ਸੋਹਾਗਣਿ [sohaganI], ਸੋਚਾਰਫ਼ੀ [sohagni], ਸੋਹਾਗਨਿ

[sohaganI], ਸੋਹਾਗਨੀ [sohagni] See ਸੁਹਾਗਣਿ.

“putrvétI silvétI sohaganI.”—majh m 5.

“sobhavéti sohaganI.”—sri m 3'. “dhénI

sohaganI jo prabhu jane.”-—suhi m 5.

2 wealth. “sohaganI kIrpan ki puti.”—g5d

kabir.

ਸੋਹਾਗਾ [sohaga] See ਸੁਹਾਗਾ. “jIU kécan sohaga

dhale.”—o§kar. .

ਜੋਂਹਾਗ਼ੁ [sohagu] See ਸੁਹਾਗ. “thIrU sétan sohago
mare na javae.”-asa chét m 5.

ਸੋਚਿਖ਼ਢ਼ਾ [5੦ਲ਼ਿਗ੍ਕ਼] adj becoming elegant, going
about gracefully. “sohIare mere bék duare.”

—asa chét m 5.

ਸੋਚਿਲੜਾ [sohIlra], ਸੋਹਿਲਾ [sohIla] n a paean,

panegyric. “mégal gavhu ta prabhu bhavhu

sohIlra jug care.”—suhi chétm 1. “kahe nanak
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sabad sohIla satIguru sunaIa.”—an5du. 2 ਸੁ

(ਠਿ85[)-ਹੇਲਾ(88ਸ਼ਾ9) a poem ofpraise, or victory.

3 a particular bani entitled sohIla in Guru

Granth Sahib which is traditionaly recited/

read at bedtime. “tItu gharI gavhu sohIla.”

For that reason, it is named so.

ਸੋਹਿਲਾ ਪੜ੍ਹਨਾ [sohIla parhna] See ਫਾਤੀਆ.

ਸੋਹੀ [sohi] See ਸੇਈ. 2 looking graceful.

ਸੋਹੀਆ [sohia] See ਧੁਨੀ (a).

ਸੋਹੀਵਾਲ [sohival] a village between Dhillon and

Dhaule in district Phul ofNabha state where

the ninth Guru rested at noon time. There is

no gurdwara at this place, but there is one in

the jurisdiction of Dhaule village. See ਧੌਲਾ.

ਸੋਹੇਲਾ [sohela] See ਸੁਹੇਲਾ. “saranI paIa nanék

sohela.”—asa m 5.

ਸੌਰੈੜਾ [sohera] n a sentinel, watchman; one who

guards very carefully, meaning; one who has

lust for wealth. “sohera gharial qu dukhi renI

VIhaI.”-—s farid. ‘The watchman (of wealth)

leads a painful life like a gong that gets

strokes all the time.’ 2 greedy of wealth; one

who always keeps an eye on wealth. 3 a pick-

pocket; a thug.

ਜੋਂਹੰ [5੦}1ਟੋ] Ski ਗੇਧ੍ਯ That 1 am. “sohé apu

pachanie.”—sri a m 1. “tatu nIréjan jotI sabai

sohé bhedu na koi jiu.”—sor m 1. ‘

ਸੋਹੰ'ਸੋਂ [5੦}1ਟੋ5੦], ਸੋਹੰਹੰਸਾ [5੦}1ਟੋ}1ਟੈ58]ਗੈਢ਼ਸ੍31ਫੁੱਥ: He

is l, I am He. “sohé so ja kau he japu.”-bh£ra

kabir. “sohéhésa japu jap-hu.”—var maru I

m 1.

ਸੋਹੰਦੜਾ [sohédra], ਸੋਹੰਦਾ [5੦11ਰੈ੮18] adj splendid,

looking dignified. “sohédro habh thaI._”—sri

Chét m 5.

ਸੋਕ [5੦1<] Skt ਸ਼ੋਕ n heat, warmth. “k1 adItt

soks.”-japu. ‘gives heat to the sun.’ “na sit

he no sok he.”—aka1. 2 grief, sorrow.

3 adversity, calamity.

ਸੋਕਹਰ [sok-har] adjwho brings an end to grief.
2 n See ਮੱਤ ਦੁਰਮਿਲਾ.
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ਸੌਕਾਕੁਲ [sokakul], ਸੋਕਾਤੁਰ [sokatur], ਸੋਕਾਰਤ

[sokarat] adj upset because of grief.

ਸੋਖ [sokh] See ਸੌਸ. “jese sur sarab kau sokh.”

—sukhmam'. See ਸੋ'ਮਸਰੁ. 2 P 6” fast. clever.
3 bright, gaudy. 4 shrewd.

ਸੋਖਕ [sokhak] Skt ਸ਼ੋਸ਼ਕ adj dehydrater, drier.

2 n the wind. 3 the sun.

ਸੋਖਣ [5੦}<}1੪1.1] Skt ਸ਼ੋਸਣ n to dry, dehydrate.
“bhaI bhagatI ja haume sokhe.”—majh a m 3.

ਸੋਖਤ [sokhat] ਸੋਸਿਤ adj dried, dry. “sokhat kar
turan thg laiye.”—NP. ‘Get the garment
dried and bring it immediately.’ 2 P 95,,

lustrous. “te devi sokhat kare bfid tava ki

nyaI.”—c§di 2.

ਸੇਖ਼ਤਨ [soxtan] P U33, v to burn, brighten.
ਸੋਖਨ [sokhan] See ਸੋਖਣ. _
ਸੌਖਿਲਇ'ਓ [sokhIlan] got dehydrated, got
dried. See ਭੁਜੰਬ.

ਸੌਖੀ [sokhi] P (j; n quickness. 2 immodesty.
shamelessness. 3 See ਸੋਖਣ.
ਸੋਗ [sog] P J, n trouble, grief, mourning.

Skt ਸ਼ੋਕ. “sog aganI tIsu jan n3 bIaps.”—dhana

m 5.

ਸੋਗ ਅਗਨਿ [sog aganI] fire of mourning, blaze
of regret, dolorous suffering. See ਸੋਗ.

ਸੋਗਸੋਗ [sogsog] woe-eradicator, destroyer of
sufferings. “namo sogsoge.”—japu.

ਸੋਗ ਹਰਖ [sog harakh] See ਹਰਖ ਸੋਂਗ.
ਸੋਗਨ [sogan] plural of ਸੋਗ (ਸ਼ੋਕ). “rogan te am
sogan te.”—aI<a1. 2 Dg n vow, oath. 3 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾ

n a scabbard; a sheath. “ek krIpan ke sogan

55g unhe bIn pran karé na dar'ége.”—I<rrsan.

e‘will be killed with a sabre’s sheath only.’

ਸੌਗਾ [soga] 886ਸੋਕ and ਸੋਗ. 2 adjgrief-stricken,
sorrowful.

ਸੋਗਾਨੰਦ [soganéd] sorrow and pleasure.
ਸੋਗੀ [sogi] adj aggrieved, sad.
ਸੋਗੁ [sogu] See ਸੋਗ. “sogu VIjogU tIsu kade na
VIaps.”—mala m 1.

ਸੇਗੰਧ[5’੦8ਡੁਧੀ1],ਸੋਗੰਧਤਾ [508ਰੋਧੀ1ਠੋ8],ਸੈਰਇਿ[508ਟੈਧੀ11]

ਸੋਜ਼ਸ਼

fragrance, pleasant smell. “sogédhta kapar

bhogadI.”—bIIa m 5.

ਸੌਘਾ [sogha] S ਸੋਘੋ adj safe, secure. “qu dhan

sogha rakhda ghar adar sahu.”—BG 2 See

ਸੌੰਘਾ.

ਸੌੰਘਾ [ségha] adj who is a sniffer; particularly

one who after smelling the soil can find out

whether under ground water is sweet or saline.

ਸੋਚ [soc] Skt ਸ਼ੁਚਾ n worry, sorrow. “katIk hove

sadhuségu bInas-hI sabhe soc.”—majh

barahmaha. See ਸ਼ੁਚ W. 2 Skt ਸ਼ੋਚ. sacredness,
cleanliness. “kaIa soc na paie.”—sri a m 1.
3 Skt ਸੰਕੋਚ to shrink. “na sit he na soc he na

ghram he 11;) gham he.”—aka1. ‘It is neither
coldness nor worry, nor heat nor sweat’.

ਸੋਚਕ [socak] adj thoughtful; given to
pondefing.

ਸੋਚ ਚਾਰ [soc car] thought process. See ਸੰਧਿ.

ਸੋਚਣਾ [socna] Skt ਸ਼ੋਚਨ n the act of feeling
concerned. 2 ruminating. 3 pondering.

4 thinking.

ਸੋਰਤ ਸਾਚਤ [socat sacat] thinking, while feeling
concerned. See ਸਾਚਤ.

ਸੋਚਨ [socan] See ਸੋਚਣਾ.

ਸੋਚਨੀਯ [socniy] adj worrisome. 2 deplorable,
regrettable. “taje su péth kumarag cala. se
socan ke jog VIsala.”—GPS.

ਸੋਚਿ [socx] n contemplation, meditation. “soc:

soc1 na hovai je soci lakhvar.”-—japu. 2 See

ਸੁਚਿ. 3 Skt ਸੋਚਿ n heat, sweat.

ਸੈਰੀ [soci] (you should) think; (if) I think;
contemplate. See ਸੋਚਿ 1.

ਸੋਚੇ [soce] See ਸੋਚਣਾ and ਸੋਚਿ. 2 Skt ਝਸੈਥੈ: from
cleanliness.

ਸੋਜ [5on n Skt ਥੂਜੈਧ a swelling; an ant-hill. 2 P
;,“ burning sensation, burning, swelling.

“VIsphot saghan te soj gat.”—GPS. 3 gsed as

a suffix to give the meaning of ‘to cause

burning’ as in ਦਿਲਸੋਜ਼.

ਸੋਜ਼ਸ਼ [5੦295] P j), See ਸੋਜ 2.



  

 

ਸੋਜ਼ਨ

ਸੋਜ਼ਨ [sozan] P ujy n a pin; a needle.

ਸੋਜ਼ਨੀ [sozni] P (51/ n a garment. which has

been embroidered. 2 a special kind of cloth

spread under a wealthy person, embroidered

with long stitches of many kinds.

ਸੋਜਾ [soja] See ਸੋਜ |.

ਸੌਜਾਣ [sojan] See ਸੁਜਾਨ. “raVIdasu bharie jo

jane, sojan.”—asa.

ਸੋਜ਼ੋ ਗੁਦਾਜ਼ [sozo gudaz] P ”f”, fifi(burning)

and ਗੁਦਾਜ਼ (melting)

ਸੋਝ [sojh] n understanding; comprehension.

“tIn kau sagli sojh pai.”—bIIa m 5.

ਸੋਂਝਾਈ [sojhai] ਸੂਝ-ਆੲੀ. See ਸੈ.
ਸੋਝਾਚੇਣਾ [sojhadena] See ਖਾਲਸੇ ਦੇ ਬੋਲੇ.

ਸੌਝੀ [sojhi] n comprehension, knowledge,

wisdom.

ਸੋਟਾ [5੦੮8], ਸੋਟੀ [soti] n ਯਸ੍ਵਿ a baton, stick, cane,

heavy club.

ਸੇਤੀ [sodi] See ਸਉਡੀ. “ਸ਼ਿਗੀਰੋ juddh sodi.”—carItr

123. ‘who bears sufferings caused by war (ਸੋਵ੍ਰਿ).’

ਸੋਢਨ [sodhan] a woman belonging to the Sodh

dynasty. 2 Skt n to bear, tolerate, endure.

ਸੋਢੀ [sodhi] See ਸਨਉਢ and ਸਨਉਢੀ. According

to Vachitar Natak, Sodhis are offsprings of

Lav (Lau) and Bedis of Kush. See ਕੁਸੀ and

ਵੇਦੀ. “tfite putr patr hvs ae. te sodhi sabh jagat

kahae.”—VN. Now, Sodhi sub-caste is counted

among lower Sarins. Guru Ramdas was born

in this caste. See ਖਤ੍ਰੀ.

Among the Khatris of Sodhi sub-caste,

Sahibzade Sodhis are descendants of Guru

Ram Das. Among them those belonging to

Prithi Chand’s clan are called Sodhis of lower

order. The seat of authority of Anandpur

belongs to Sodhis of the upper branch. Its

lineage is as under :

Guru Hargobind

I
Surajmall
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Deepchand

|
Shyam Singh

I
Nahar Singh

I
Surjan Singh

l
Diwan Singh

|
Brij inder Singh

|
Tikka Ram Narayan Singh

|
Jagtar Singh

Amrit was administered to Shyam Singh

by Guru Gobind Singh. The double-edged

sword with which‘baptism was prepared and

the sword which was given to Shyam Singh

to wear are lying with Tikka Ram Narayan

Singh, a rich man of Anandpur. 2 ਕੈਧੰ/ਸੋਦ੍ਰਿ - '

who tolerates. “mahfi sastra sodhi maha loh

puré.”—ramav.

ਸੋਢੀ ਰਾਇ [sodhi raI] head of Sodh dynasty

with whom this sub-caste came into being.

See ਵਿਚਿਤ੍ਨਾਟਕ ੨ 2. “tIs te putr bhayo jo

dhama. sodhi raI dhara tIh nama.” .

ਸੋਣ [son] Skt ਗਿਆ to be red with anger; to

go; to depart. 2 adj red, crimson. 3 n blood,

gore. 4 a river - Shon Nad, Son. Its names in

Sanskrit are Swaran and Hirnyvah, and is

mentioned at many places in Ramayan and

Bhagwat. After emerging from Amarkantak

near Narmada it flows 487 miles and merges

into Ganga ten miles before Dinapur.

5 vermilion. 6 a gem, ruby.

ਸੌਣਿਤ [sonIt] Skt ਸ਼ੋਣਿਤ adj red. 2-n blood.

3 saffron. 4 Cinnabar. 5 copper.

ਸੋਂਣਿਤਪ੍ਹ [sonItpur] See ਵਾਣ 5.

ਸੋਨ੍ਹਾ [sonha] adj beautiful, praiseworthy.

 



 

ਬੋਲ੍ਹੀ
ਸੋਨ੍ਹੀ [sonhi] praiseworthy (woman), beautiful

(woman). 2 See ਸੋਹਨੀਂ 2. “sonhi mahival mi
118 tardi rati.”—BG

ਸੋਤ [sot] n night clothes. 2 Skt a source; flow.
a spring, fountain. “taha pragat jIO sot so jal
he.”—NP. 3 sense organs, new slit. “nave sot

sath thla.”—var gau 1‘ m 4. 4 short form
for ਸੌਞਤ. “dc gayo iprItam sot dIkhai.”

—krIsan. in the sleeping condition.

ਸੌਤਸਾਹ [5‘੦੮5ਗ਼ੀ1] with zeal, longingly,
courageously. .

ਸੋਤਰ [sotar] n a source, flow. 2 a fountain. 3 an

opening in the body “mal mutr sotar VIC

aya.”——BG.

ਸੋਤਾ [sota] See ਸੌਤ.

ਸੋਂਤ੍ਵ [sotr] a village in district Jalandhar, tehsil

Nawanshahir, which is a koh to the north from

Banga. It has a gurdwara named Gurplah. See

ਗੁਰੁਪਲਾਹ. 2 Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤ an ear. “jIhva netr sotr saCI
rate.”—sor a m 1.

ਸੋਦਰ [8੦618115/ਢਇਿਸ-ਉਦਰ. uterine siblings; real
brother. “tat sut mat hItu sodar sahodri he.”

—NP. 2 See ਸੋਦਰੁ.

ਸੋਦਰੀ [sodri] Skt n uternie sisters, real sister.

“mIli sodri hIt 56.”—NP.

ਸੋਦਰੁ [sodaru] a particular bani which is recited/

read in the evening as a prayer. It got this
name from its opening words “sodaru keha

so gharu keha.” as like upnIsad are given the
name isvasy and ken upnIsad because of the

opening words in them being is and ken6$It5

respectively.

This bani, refuting some ignorant people’s

belief in so-called door to God shows the real

threshold of God’s door.l

ਸੋਦਾਮਾ [sodama] See ਸੁਦਾਮਾ. “

'Some ignorant writers have written that when Guru

sodama apda te
 

Nanak Dev reached God’s court, he recited this hymn.

Had it been so, its wordings would have been “Ih dar

keha Ih gharu keha....'
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akhIa.”—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸੋਧ [sodh] n news; information about well-being.
“dogar sodh ek dIn lahyo.”—car.rtr 36. 2 Skt

ਸ਼ੋਧ. research, exploration, search. “ram nam'

atam mahI sodhe.”—sukhmam‘. 3 purity,

cleanliness. 4 a test, an examination. 5 Skt ਸੇਧ -

a stately temple, a palace. “khan pan sodhe

sukh bh6cat.”—saveye m 4 ke. 6 See ਸੋਧਣਾ.

ਸੋ'ਧ [s6dh] n a sweet smell, fragrance.

ਸੋਂਧਉ [sodhau] that, he. “sodhau mukatI kahéi

deu kesi.”—maru kabir. 2 please correct;

rectify. See ਸੇਧਨ.

ਸੋਧਕ [sodhak] adj who makes corrections, or

rectifies, or reforms.

ਸੰਧਣਾ '[sodhana] v See ਸੌਧਨ. 2 xa giving
religious punishment to remove sin; an act of

penitence.

ਸੋਧਨ [sodhan] Skt ਸ਼ੋਧਨ. n purity, cleanliness.
2 the process of removing impurity. 3 remov-

ing guilt. 4 an examination.

ਸੋਧਨਾ lsodhna] See ਸੋਧਨ. 2 v to give religious
punishment for purification. See ਸੋਧਣਾ 2.
3 investigate; to set right. “dharam raI ka

daphtaru sotha.”—suhi kabir. 4 )1 an idea;

insight; power of discrimination. “50th

sagar sodhna sukh nanka bhajI nau.”—kan

m 5.

ਸੌੰਪਾ [s6dha] adj fragrant sweet smelling. “jese
ban VIkhe malIagar kapur s6dha.”—BGK.

ਸੰਧਿ [soth] after refining. “ni'daku soth

sadh bicarIa.”—g5d ravrdas. “sastra SImrIt

soth dekh-hu kox.”-gau a m 3. 2 after
rectifying the error. 3 after testing.

ਸੇਧਿਤ [sotht] adj refined, purified.
2 considered.

ਸੋਧੀ [sodhi] n news;information about wellbeing.

“nahi)an--hI sri nanak sodhi.”—NP. 2 adjwho

keeps a watch. 3 refined.

ਸੌਧੀਅਾ [sodhia] adj (one) observing purity. 2 n
a baptised Sikh othivar (sub-caste) working



 

 

ਸੋਧੇ

as a cook.

ਸੋਧੇ [sodhe] See ਸੋਧ.

ਸੌਨ [son] See ਸੋਣ. 2 n gold. “is he ata lon qu
son samanI sariru.”—s kabir. ‘The human

body valuable as gold will go cheap like flour

and salt’ i.e. a gem will be sold at a price of

cowrie. 3 wealth, riches, matter. “lapatI

rahIo tIh ségI mithe bhog son.”—asa chétm

5. 4 See ਸੋਨ.
ਸੋਂਨ੍ਯੂਹੀ [sonjuhi] Dg a light-yellowjasmine; a
jasmine with golden coloured flowers.

ਸੋਨਾ [sona] n gold. 2 going to bed, sleeping.
ਸੋਨੀ [soni] See ਸਿਉਨੀ. 2 Dg goldsmith.

ਸੋਪਾਨ [sopan] Skt n a ladder; steps.
ਸੋਂਪਿ [sopI] SktH: Wfilpmn he also, that also.

“mIlIo tIs sukhI sopI bhavéta.”—GPS.

ਸੋ'ਪੁਰਖੁ [sopurakhu] pron that man. 2 He, the

perfect Being. 3 n a composition from Guru

Granth Sahib which is recited as evening

prayer. The opening words of “sopurakhu

nIréjanu.” give the composition its name.

ਸੋਂਪੈਂ [sope] See ਸੋਪਿ. “sat lags sope tars.”—savsye

m 2 ke.

ਸੌਫਤੀ [sophti] adv naturally, spontaneously.
2 n a Khatri caste in Hindu society to which

Bhai Daya Singh belonged.

ਸੋਂਫਿ [SOphI] See ਸੋਫ਼ੀ. “bahan sophI sitla l<i

gatI.”—carxtr 245. ‘Sophi is like a donkey.’I

ਸੈਫਿਆਈ [sofIai] G This sect was very powerful
in Greece during the times of Socrates the

philosopher. By installing new deities against

. the old ones and by staging dramas it misled

the country men. Socrates refuted this cult

with force and showed the true way of life to

the people.

ਸੇਫੀ [sophi] This word is derived from Sufi
meaning abstainer, especially, renouncer of

drugs; teetotaller. “sacu mIlIa tIn sophié.”

'This sentence from a drug addict is condemnatory of
 

sophL
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—sn'm 1. 2 See ਸੂਫੀ.

ਸ਼ੋਥ [sob] 1’ ‘7'” n a turban. 2 a handkerchief.

3 W ਸ਼ੁਸ੍ਵਨ to wash.

ਸੋਥਰਾਉੱ [sobraO] a village in tehsil Kusur of

district Lahore where on Feb. 10, 1846 the

British fought against the Sikhs.

ਸੌਬ੍ਰਿ‘ਤ [sobrItt] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਬ੍ਰੂਰਿ n ideal propensity.
2 a decent livelihood. “sobrItt brItt ko

karé.”-suraj.

ਸੋਭ [sobh] Skt ਸ਼ੋਭਾ n beauty. “acaraj sobh

banai.”-sorm 5. 2 eminence, greatness. 3 Skt

fi‘sradj praiseworthy, handsome, beautiful.

ਸੋਭਨ [sobhan] Skt ਸ਼ੋਭਨ adj praiseworthy.
2 charming, good-looking. 3 superb, best.

4 n a poetic metre, also called sIhIka; its

characteristics are : four lines, 24 matras per

line; the first pause after the 14‘h and second

one after the next lO‘h matra, ending as lSl.

Example :

nath adbhut gatI aparmIt, carIt kahat bane na.

—gurupad prem prakas.

5 fire. 6 Shiv. 7 a lotus. 8jewellery, ornament.

9 religion. 10 vermilion.

ਸੋਭਨੀ [sobhni] n army, the dignified one.

—sanama. 2 See ਸੋਭਨੀਆ.

ਸੌਭਨੀਂਅ [sobhnia], ਸੋਭਨੀਕ [sobhnik], ਸੌਭਨੀਯ
[sobhniy] adj dignified, praiseworthy. “te

sravan bhale sobhnik 11ਏਂ, meri jfdurie.”—bIha

chét m 4.

ਸੋਭਾ [sobha] Skt ਸ਼ੋਭਾ n glitter, light. 2 beauty.

ਸੇਭਾਇਕ [sobhaIk] adv naturally, spontaneous-

ly. “115 sobhaIk butho.”—NP. 2 adj glorious,
elegant.

ਸੋਂਭਾਸੁਰ [sobhasur] Skt ਸੁਭਾਸ੍ਵਰ adj very much
luminous.

ਸੋਭਾਂਜਨ [sobhfijan] See ਸੁਹਾਂਜਣਾ.

ਸੌਭਾਦੂ [sobhadu] Skt ਸੁਭਦ੍ adj superb, best.

“haume anI SIU larI mars so sobhadu hOI.”

—bavan. ‘with the army of the ego’ i.e. with

an army of demons.

 



 

 

ਸੋਭਾਮੰਤ

ਸੋਭਾਮੰਤ [sobhamét], ਸੋਭਾਵੰਤੀ [sobhavéti] adj

dignified. “sobhavéti man he gurmukhI’ gun
gaIa.”—gau m 3.

ਸੋਭਿਤ [sotht] Skrfifisadjwith glory, dignified.
ਸੋਮ [som] Skt n According to Rigved, it is the
name of an intoxicating juice, which is

extracted by squeezing somvalli (cocculus

cordifolius) and then after boiling, it is offered

to the deities. It gives out a pleasing smell;

priests and deities like it. In Rigved many

details are given. The Vedic sages used to

consider it invigorating, curative, wealth giving

and a guide for the deities. As a deity, it is one

that possesses all the powers of somras. See

ਸੋਮਵੱਲੀ. 2 Laterthe moon was named ‘som’ and

he was regarded as a deity of all medicinal

plants. It is written in Purans that Som, son of

sage Atri was from the womb ofAnusuya, but,

in this regard, everybody is not of the same

opinion. At places, he is considered to be the

son ofDharam and elsewhere of Prabhakar of

Atri lineage. But, in Vrihdarnyak, he is shown

as belonging to the Kshatri caste. He married

27 daughters of Daksh, but loved Rohini the

most. As a result the others angrily complained

to their father. Daksh wanted to mediate for a

compromise between them but Som did not

agree. Then Daksh cursed his son-in-law that

he would remain childless and become a

patient of tuberculosis. On hearing this his

wives took pity on him and they asked their

father to pardon him. Daksh could not undo

his curse but said that would, get feeble

gradually. Because ofthis the moon waxes and

wanes.

Once Som performed Rajsuy yag and in

arrogance he took away Tara the wife of

Vrihspati. Not to talk ofher husband, Som did

not return her even on Brahma’s asking. Thus

there was a fight in which Saturn (who had an
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enmity with Vrihspati) helped Som and other

demons also sided with him. lndar and the

deities were with Vrihspati. So horrible was

the battle that the whole earth shook. With

his trident Shiv cut Som into two pieces.

Because of this he is also called ‘Bhagnatma’.

At the end, Brahma mediated and restored Tara

to Vrihspati. From the semen of the moon a

male child was born to Tara who was named

Budh, from whom started the Chandarvansh

(moon dynasty) lt is written in the Purans that

Som’s chariot has three wheels and is pulled
by ten jasmine-like white horses with five of

them on one side and the other five on the other

side. 3 nectar. 4 camphor. 5 heaven. 6 Shiv.

7 Kuber. 8 Yam. 9 the air. 10 water. 11 left-

nostril whose deity is moon. “som saro

pokhIle.’.’—maru m 1. ‘Nourish your breath

with left nostril.’ See ਸੂਰਸਰੁ.

ਸੌਮਸਰੁ [somsaru] See ਸੇਮ 11.

ਸੋਮਸਿੱਧਾਂਤ [somSIddhat] a sacred book on astrology
uttered by the moon. 2 a branch of Tantar

Shastar, Shaivite theory. See ਪ੍ਰਬੋਧ ਚੰਦ੍ਰੋਦਯ a 3.
3 a sacred book of Buddhism.

ਸੋਮਸੁ'ਰ [somsur] n ਚੰਦ੍ਰ ਸ੍ਵਰ; is Ira, the left most

ofthree vessels running from the loins to the

head. See ਸੋਮ 11.
ਸੋਮਤੀਰਥ [somtirath] See ਪ੍ਰਭਾਸ਼ 3.

ਸੋਮਨਾਥ [somnath] a town and wharfon sea side
in the state ofJunagarh in Kathiavar province

in the presidency of Bombay which is called

‘Prabhas’ and ‘Veraval wharf’ also. There is

a Shivling by the name of Somnath. A five

feet tall statue of Shiv was also there which

was broken into four pieces by Mahmud

Gaznavi in 1024 AD. Two pieces were sent

to Gazni of which one piece was inlaid in

stairs of a mosque and the other one in the

stairs ofthe court. And two pieces were sent

to Mecca and Madina for embedding in the
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stairs. The temple of Somnath was unique in

India. It had 56 pillars embedded withjewels

and a golden chain weighing two hundred

maunds hung from ceiling with which a gong

was tied.

ਸੋਮਪ [somap], ਸੇਮਪਾ [sompa] Skt adj one who

drinks somras. 2 n a deity. See ਸੋਮ.
ਸੋਂਮਪਾਕ [sompak], ਸੋਮਪਾਕੀਂ [sompaki] *ਦੂ/(ਲ਼ਜ੍ਯਬਂਧਯਿ
adjone who cooks for himself; one who does
not eat bread cooked by some one else.

“sompak apras UdIani.”-—bavan.

ਸੋਅਰਾਜੀ [somraji] a poetic metre, also named
as ‘Utbhuj’, ‘ardhbhujég’, ‘sékhnari’ and

‘jhula’. Its features are four lines, two yagan
ISS, ISS per line.

Example:

guru k0 manao. sabe Icch pao.

gaho ek pasa. tajo :)!“ asa.

(b) At many places in Dasam Granth the

bhojég prayat is also termed as ‘somraji’ as —
sune des desé muné pap karma.

  cum: juth kuthé smté chor dharma.

taje dharmnari take papnaré.

maha rup papi kuvrIttathkar§.—kalki.

ਸੋਮਲਤਾ [somalta] See ਸੋਮਾ and ਸੇਮਵੱਲੀ. ਭੰ

ਸੋਮਵੱਲਰੀ [somvalari] See ਸੋਮਵੱਲੀ and ਚਾਮਰ.
ਸ਼ੈਫਿੱਲੀ [somvalli] a creeper plant (L Cocculus

Cordifolius) from which somras was prepared.

In Sanskrit sacred books it is mentioned that

its leaves emerge as the moon waxes and fall

off as it wanes. In other words, on the first

day of bright half of the month, one leaf

emergesand on the full moon day the leaves

grow to be 15”. Similarly on the first day of

dark half, one leaf falls off and on the

moonless day all the 15 leaves fall off. In this

 way this plant gets 15 leaves only.

ਸੋਮਵਾਰ [somvar] moon’s day, Monday.

ਸੋਮਵਾਰਿ [somvarI] during Monday, on Monday.

“somvarI saCI rahIa samaI.”—bIIa var 7m 3.
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ਸੋਮਵੰਸ [somvés] n The moon-dynasty that
started with Buddh, the son of moon. All the

Pandavs and Yadavs are from the moon-

dynasty. See ਕੁਰੂਵੰਸ਼.
ਸ਼ੈ-[ਵੰਸੀ [somvési] adj belonging to the moon
dynasty. See ਸੋਮਵੰਸ and ਕੁਰੂਵੰਸ਼

ਸੋਮਾ [soma] n a fountain, a source of water.
2 Bhai Soma a faithful disciple of Guru

Arjan Dev. He was a resident of the Jhang

area. One day, while performing his service

on the sacred pond when Amritsar was being

raised, Bhai Soma was sitting in the presence

ofGuru Arjan Dev. A fakir begged something

from the Guru. At that moment there were

no offerings (made by his devotees) before

the Guru. The Guru asked if any devotee

had got something with him. Bhai Soma had

two pice with him, which he offered and they

were given to the fakir. Guru Arjan Dev

remarked that Soma was his moneylender.

Since then Bhai Soma acquired the status of

‘Shah’ and on account ofthe Guru’s blessing

he earned a lot in his business. People of *

Bhai Soma’s lineage now live at places as

wide apart as Sahiwal, Dera Ismail Khan,

Bhakkhar, Bannu and Mianwali etc. Ofthem

many are unbaptised Sikhs and some are

baptised also. Every one’s name carries the

status of‘Shah’ as Arjan Shah Singh, Karam

Chand Shah, etc.

ਸੋਂਮਾਵਤੀ [somavati] adj happening on Monday

as somavati amavasya.

ਸੌਰ [sor] or ਸੋਂਰੁ [soru] P „‘, noise, uproar,
shouting. “chutI gan jam ka sab sor.”——mala

partal m 4. 2 salt. 3 mania,excitement. “rajI

malI manI soro.”—japu. ‘maniac feelings for

power and pelf.’ 4 Skt ਗੈਦ੍ adj of wine. “raCI
rahe banIta bInod kusum rég bIkh sor.”

—bavan. ‘absorbed in enjoying women and

poison of wine of the colour of safflower’.
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5 n a zig zag walk.

ਸੋਰਸ [sores] P ਰ੍/‘ਭੰਫ਼ੈ n shouting, uproar, noise.

2 Skt ਧੀਰ੍ਯ sixteen. “kar sorasvo rIkhI tas
guré.”—datt. ‘Dutt made him sixteenth
spiritual guide’.

ਸ਼ੋਰ ਸ਼ਰਾਬਾ [sor saraba] n shouting, noise. “sabh

khéd pakhédan sor saraba.”—NP.

ਸੋਰਸਵੋੱ [sorasvol sixteenth. See ਸੋਰਸ 2.
ਸੋਰਹ [sorah], ਸੋਰਹਿ [sorahI] n sixteen. “sorah

madhe pavan jhakorIa.”—ram kabir. ‘caused

the wind to rise by reciting the holy hymn

Om for sixteen times’.

ਸੋਰਹਿ ਸ਼ਿੰਗਾਰ [sorahI sri'gar] See ਸ਼ੋਲਹ ਸਿੰਗਾਰ.

ਸੋਰਠ [sorath] or ਸੋਰਠਿ [sorathI] It is a major

musical measure ofkamac that using only six

notes. There are five rising notes and seven

falling notes. Gandhar is a feeble one. Rishabh

is Vadi and Dhaivat is Sanvadi. Gandhar and

Dhaivat are prohibited in the ascending scale.

Both pure and softNishad are applied. Nishad

is pure in rising tone and soft in falling one.

The time for its performance is second quarter

of the night :

rising note- 53, re, ma, pa, na, sa,

falling note- 59, na, dha, pa, ma, ga, re, 53.

Sorath is at ninth number in Guru Granth

Sahib. 2 See ਸੋਰਠਿ 2.

ਸੋਰਠਾ [sortha] a matrIk metre featuring two
lines, each line having two parts, eleven matras

in the first part, pause on the short vowel, 13

matras in the second part and pause on the long

vowel. This metre is reverse of ‘doha’.

Example:

salahi salahI, eti suratI na paia,

nadia ate vah, path samOdI na janiahI.

—japu.

In Guru Granth Sahib, this metre is called a

slok also. That is,

nar cahat kacu aur, aura ki aura bhai. ...—slok

m 9. See ਡਖਣਾ.
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ਸੋਰਠਿ [sorathI] See ਸੋਰਠ. 2 a maiden of Rajput
caste and a resident of Surashtar (Kathiawar),

who was in love with a handsome man named

Bija. In spite ofmany sufferings and obstacles,

they lived as true lovers till the end. “sorathI

bija gavie jas sughra bati.”—BG.'
ਸ਼ੋਰਬਾ [sorba] P t}; n meat-curry gravy.
ਸ਼ੋਰਾ [sora] P U; n salinity; saltpetre. In olden
days water was cooled with it. “sital jal kije

sam ora. tar upar dekar bahu sora.”—GPS.

Saltpetre is also a major component of gun-

powder and is used in many medicines.

ਸੇਰੀ [sori] adjone who makes a noise; a shouter.

2 a mystical practitioner ofcharm. 3 who with

the right or the left vessel, foreteils about

auspicious and in auspicious rewards. “ai na

puch kahyo kachu sori.”—krIsan. 4 P ‘51,: a

kind of arrow. “hath na sath lags subh sori.”

—1<rIsan.

ਸ਼ੋਰੀਦਾ [sorida] P ,4]; adj astonished, per-
plexed. 2 insane, crazy. 3 a lover. It is derived

from ਸ਼ੋਰ.
ਸੋਰੁ [soru] See ਸੋਰ.

ਸੋਲਰ [solah] sixteen.
ਸ਼ੋਲਹ ਸਿੰਗਾਰ [solah sfgar], ਸ਼ੋਲਹ ਸ਼ੀਗਾਰ [solah
sigar] sixteen methods ofbeautifying the body

as mentioned in poetical works.

pratham sakal SUCI majjan amalvas

javak sudes kes pas ko sudharbo,

égrag bhusan VIVIdh mukhvas rég

kajjal kalIt lol locan nIharbo,

bolan hasan mrIducalan CItDn cam

pal pal patIvrat pritI pratIparbo,

kesodas savxlas karho kfivarI radhe!

Ih VIth sor-hI sigaran sfgarbo.

—rasrk prIya.

SUCIta sil saneh gatI CItvan bolan has,
 

'Gyani Gyan Singh writes in “Tavarikh Khalsa" that old

palaces of ‘Sorath Bija’ can yet be seen ncar.Girinar

hills. .
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kac gOthan simét subh bhal tIlak sukhras,

bhal tIlak sukh ras drIgan ajan atI sohe,

bIrI badan sudes CIbUk maSI ken man mohs,

javak thédi rég rag ‘bhagvat’ nIt UCIta,

ye sor-hI sigar mukkh t5 me var sUCIta.

“solah kie sigar.”—phunhe m 5.

ਸ਼ੋਲਹ ਕਲਾ [solah kala] sixteen units, sixteen

parts. On the assumption of a rupee having

sixteen annas, we indicate something as

complete by saying that it is (like) sixteen

annas. Similarly it is believed that the God

has sixteen skills. In Brahamvaivarat these

sixteen skills are -

“gyan, dhyan, subh karam, hath, s§jam,

dharmarudan.

VIdya, bhajan, suprem, yat, adhyatam, satman.

daya, nem aru caturta buddh suddh Ih jan.”

According to Hindus a prophet is rated

according to the number of skills he possesses.

He who has all these skills, is a perfect prophet.

Moon too is considered to have sixteen

phases —

amrIta, manda, pusa, pustI, tustI, ratI,

dhrItI, sasni, cédrIka, kétI, jyotsana, sri,

pritI, égda, puranta and purnamItar.

In the teaching of Sikh religion, Vahguru

is said to have infinite skills. “solah kala

sépuren phalIa. anat kala hUI thakur carIa.”

—maru solhe m 5. 866 ਚੰਦ੍ਰ ਕਲਾ.

ਸੋਲਹਾ [solha] adjgroup of sixteen, a poetic metre

ofsixteen lines. There are many poetic writings

of sixteen lines in Guru Granth Sahib. For

information about this poetic metre, see ਘਨਕਲਾ.

ਜੋਂਲਹਿ [solahI] 866 ਸੋਲਹ.

ਸੋਲਹੇ [solhe] plural ਧਿਸੌਲਹਾ.

ਸੌਲ ਪਗੌ [sol pago] Dg an aquatic animal
resembling a scorpion, which has sixteen feet;

a crab.

ਸ਼ੋਲਾ [sola] A ਸ਼ੁਅੁਲਾ n the glitter ofa falling star

which appears as a display of fire works; a
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meteor. 2 an ember. 3 a flame.

ਸੋਲਾਂ [5੦1ਹੇਂ] 866 ਸੋਲੌਂਹ.

ਸੋਲਾਂ ਆਨੇ [5੦1ਵੋੱ1 ane] part complete, perfect; as

complete as sixteen annas which make full

worth of a rupee.

ਸੌਲਾਂਸਯਾ [solfisaya] n a type of clothing having
sixteen hundred woofs in its warp. “bahu

sukham jIh sut suhath, 58 me solasaya

kahath .”—NP.

ਸੋਲਾਂ ਸਿੰਗਾਰ [3015 si‘gar] See ਸੋਲਰ ਸਿੰਗਾਰ.
ਸੋਲਾਸਿੰਘੀ [solasi‘ghi] 866 ਚਿੰਤਪੂਰਨੀ. -
ਸੋਲਾਂ ਕਲਾ [5੦15 kala] See ਸੋਲਹਕਲਾ and ਚੰਦ੍ਕਲਾ.

ਸੋਲੰਕੀ [5੦1ਰੈ1<1] a sub-caste of Rajputs (Cha—
lukya). The warriors belonging to the moon-

dynasty were worshippers ofVarah Bhagwan.

Pulkeshi, a great king of this dynasty

established a state in Badami (District

Bijapur) in 550 AD.

ਸੇਵਨ [sovan], ਸੋਵਨੁ [sovanu] to sleep, to rest. “Ik

dInU sovanu hOIgo labe god pasarI .”-5 kabir.

ਰ੍ ਸੋਵਰਣ [sovaran], ਸੈਵਰਨ [sovaran] n aurum, a

gold nugget. 2 adj ਸੁ-ਵਟੰ good colour, high

caste.
ਸੋਵਿੰਨਾ [sovina] adj of gold, golden. 2 well
coloured, having attractive colour. 3 of good

colour. “menu ramkasvati IaIa k5can

sovina.”—asa chét m 4. meaning extremely‘

pure and clean.

ਸੋਵੰਨ [5੦\/ਟੈ11] 866 ਸੋਵਨ. 2 aurum, gold. “sovén

dhala krIsan mala jap-hu tusi saheli ho. ——vad

chétm 4.

ਸੋੜਸ [sores] Skt ਸੋੜਸ਼. sixteen. See ਖੋਂੜਸ.

ਸੋੜ ਸੋਪਚਾਰ [sor sopcar], ਸੋੜ ਸੰਭਾਰ [sot s§bharl

Skt ਧੀਤ੍ਯਾ-ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਹਾਣ੍ sixteen articles for worship. See

ਖੋੜਸੌਪਚਾਰ. “sadar sor sébhartIyatI matI
manvi.”—GPS. that'IS, “sadar sores sébhar atI

‘yatI matI manvi.’

ਸੌਂ [so] See ਸਉ. 2 partalong with. “ja tum apne
jan 53 kam.”-gau kabi'r. 3 P ,5 to be. Its root is

ਸਦਨ.

 



 

ਸੌ ਸਾਖੀ

ਸੋਂ ਸਾਖੀ [so sakhi] It is a famous book having
one hundred tales, but now some more seem

to have been interpolated therein.l And its

hand-written copies do not have the same text.

Some persons are of the view that this book

of tales is a composition of Kalgidhar but

the poor quality of its poetry shows that it is

from the pen of a Sikh with little education

and understanding.

It can be observed from this book that the

tales Guru Gobind Singh narrated to Bhai

Gurbakhsh Singh were also got written by

him from the calligraphist Sahib Singh. Bhai

Santokh Singh has also written the story of

Guru Pratap Suray based on it and Bhai Sahib

has transformed a large number ofreferences

drawn from ‘so sakhi.’ by adapting them to

his pen. '

Kuka Sikhs accOrd the same status to ‘so

sakhi’ which, in Hindu society, is accorded to

Bhavishyat Puran, and they take pleasure in

giving different meanings, according to their

wisdom, to the puzzling sentences ofthis book.

The poetical composition of ‘53 sakhj’ is not

in accordance with the rules of prosody, as— '

“guru harI raI sahaI kar krIsan

sevie guru teg bahadur dhir.

guru gobfd sigh arI mrIg turkan ko suth bir.”

The year and century mentioned herein

~ go a long way to clarify whether it was written

by Guru Gobind Singh or not: ‘
“5ਰੌਧਇਿbIkram bhupati sataré sat no e1< (1791)

mahIne sakhi var guru malki dutIya bhek.”
Further, it is added - “satara so Ikasi me

sakhié IIkhié.”A large humber ofexpressions

in this book are historically contradictory, as-

(a) “Sayyads originated during the time of

the Pandavs.”—Sakhi 1.
 

ਲ਼ੀ 'We have seen an old book also having five hundred

anecdotes relating to all the ten gurus.
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(b) “Having come into being from derm. (the

community) got the name Khalsa.”—Sakhi 13.

(c) “Christ was born before Moses.”—Sakhi

14.

(d) The story of Hari Chand was written to

refute Vachitar Natak—Sakhi 20.

(e) We shall get the wealth of Satluj in 1899

Bikrami Sammat—Sakhi 37.... etc.

In the opinion of Sardar Atar Singh Rais

Bhadaur, this book was written at the time

whenthe British government gave Kashmir

to the Raja of Jammu in exchange for money.

It is because of this that it contains the

following sentences :

' “des beckar jahI phIrégi. gajége tab mor

bhujégi.”—Sakhi 85.
ਸੌ'ਹ [8511] n a pledge, vow, oath.
ਸ਼ੌਹਰ [sohar] Pfl ,9 n husband, lord. 2 bride-groom.

ਸੌਰੇੰ [sohé] adv in front, face-to-facc.

ਸੌਕ [sok] A J; n a desire, an inclination.
2 love. “bhayo sa'h ko sok VIsal.”—GPS.

ਸੌਕਣ [sakan] See ਸਉਕਣ. '

ਸ਼ੌਕਤ [sakat] A J; n a thorn; a barb.
2 pressure. 3 haste.

ਸ਼ੋਂਕਨਾਮਾ [saknama] P _.„੮ J; n a love-letter.

“IIkhyo soknama, dee dares ai.”—GPS.

ਸੌਕੀਨ [sokin] P 05.5; adj amateur; who is fond
of (something).

ਸੌਖ [sokh] n ease, convenience, facility. 2 Skt

ਸੌਧ੍ਯ comfort, relief.
ਸੌਖਾ [sokha], ਸੌਖੀ [sokhi] adj comfortable,

convenient. 2 contented.

ਸੋਂਧ੍ਯ [sokhy] See ਸੌਖ 2.

ਸੌਗਾਤ [sogat] See ਸੁਗਾਤ.

ਸੌਗਾਤੀ [sogati] adj who offers a gift. “trItIye
nar sogati jan.”—GPS.

ਸੋਗੰਦ [sogéd] See ਸੁਗੰਦ.
ਸੌਗੰਧ [5੨8ਟੈਧੀ1] Skt ਗੈਹਂਸ੍ਯ n a pleasant smell;

fragrance.

ਸੌਰ [sac] Skt ਸ਼ੋਚ n a feeling of cleanliness,



 

ਸੌੰਚਰ

sacredness.

ਸੌ'ਚਰ [sScar], ਸੋ'ਚਲ [sScal] Skt ਗੋਥਹੰਕ਼ a kind of

salt; Sochal salt.

ਸੋਂਚਾ ਚਾਰ [saca ear] n pious behaviour, good

moral character, refined conduct.

ਸੋਂ'ਚੀ [sSci] Like Kabaddi it is also a rural game.
Young boys assemble at one place and divide

themselves into two teams. A line is drawn

between the two teams. From one side ofthe

line, a boy goes to the other side and tries to

- give three quick beats ofhis palm on the chest

ofa player ofthat side. Ifhis hand is caught

during the beats he is considered defeated.

In case he returns to his side after giving the

three beats without his hand having been

caught, he is declared a winner.

ਸੌਜ [saj] n material, equipment. “dhari saj sabh
an.”—sanh.

ਸੌਜਨ੍ਯ [sajany] Skt n gentlemanlincss; nobility.
ਸੋਟੀ [sSti] a village ofdistrict Amloh in Nabha
state, 'about four miles to the north-east of

Gobindgarh railway station. There is a

gurdwara of Guru Hargobind at a distance of

three-fourth of a mile to the east of this

village. At this place, the Guru’s dog fought

against a pig and died after killing it.‘ From

Nabha state 280 bighas of land has been

donated to the gurdwara and rupees 48 in cash

are given annually to it. A fair is held on the

birthday of Guru Hargobind Sahib. See ਸੌ'ਟੀ
ਦੇ ,ਸਰਦਾਰ. .

ਸੌੰਟੀ ਦੇ ਸਰਦਾਰ [sSti de sardar] They are feudal
sardars belonging to the misl of Nishan. In

1763 AD sardar Sangat Singh, Dasaundha

Singh, Jai Singh, Mohar Singh and others

forcibly captured Ambala, Sarai Lashkar

Khan, Shahbad, Doraha, Ladhran, Saunti etc.

and established their rule over there. Now,

'A Sikh has raised a shrine near the gurdwara in memory
 

ofboth the animals.
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Ladhran is in Ludhiana district and Saunti is

under the government of Nabha state.

ਸੌ‘ਡਕ [sSdak], ਸੌੰਡਿਕ [5:~)(;111<] ,ਧੂ/(ਲ਼ਥੂਜੈਖਿਛਕਡ੍ਰਕਧੰਸਿ਼ਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਿਥੂ
a trunk. 2 n an elephant. 3 a distiller whose

pipe has the shape of a trunk. “bujhyo sSdak

sedan VIsala.”——GPS.

ਸੇਂਡ਼ੀ [sadi] See ਸਉਡੀ.

ਸੋਂ'ਡੀ [sScji] n one who has a trunk; elephant.
“janu sScji bad 50d pracéde.”—GPS. 2 a

distiller. See ਸੌ'ਡਕ.

ਸੌ'ਰ੍ਯਰਿ [sSclyarI], ਸੌ'ਡਯਾਂਤਕ [sdez‘atak] n a lion,
the enemy ofthe elephant. 2 a gun that kills

an elephant—sanama.

ਸੋਂ'ਛਯਾਂਤਕ ਧੁਲਿਹੈਂ [ssdyfitak dhunIni] a gun
roaring like a lion, who is the killer of an

elephant.

ਸੌਣ [son] See ਸਉਣ. 2 an omen. See ਅਪਸ਼ਗਨ.
ਸੌਤ [sat] See ਸਉਤ.

ਸੌ'ਦਰਯ [55ਧੰਰਿਗ੍ਹਾ] Skt ਗੈਗ਼ੀ“ beauty, prettiness.
“sahInsil sSdray surta.”—GPS.

ਸੌਦਾ [soda] See ਸਉਦਾ.

ਸੌਦਾੲੀ [sadai] See ਸਉਦਾੲੀ.

ਸੌਦਾਗਰ [ssdagar] See ਸਉਦਾਗਰ.

ਸੌਦਾਮਨੀ [sadamani], ਸੌਦਾਮਿਨੀ [sadamIni] See

ਸੁਦਾਮਨਿ. '
ਸੌਦੁਜ [sadraj] See ਸੌਂਦਰਯ.

ਸੌਧ [sadh] Skt n a place plastered with lime; a '
'ਜ਼ਾ੦)/8| palace; a state temple. “sodar sSdh

ucera.”—GPS. 2 a deity’s temple.

ਸੌ'ਧ [s5dh], ਸੌੰਪਾ [sSdha] n a perfume, scent etc.
“kab-hu na s5dha laI rag man bhan.”—carrtr

245.

ਸੌਂਧਾ ਖ਼ਾਨ [sSdha xan], ਸੌੰਥੇ ਖ਼ਾਨ [sSdhe xan]

Dasaundha Khan. The name is derived from

the ritual ofDasaundh. See ਉਸ਼ਰ. superintendent

of the horse-stable of king Shahjahan. “Itne

me sSdhe x5 ayo. hayan sev pér jo

thahIrayo.”—GPS.

ਸੌਨ [son] n an omen, a presage. “m5gal bhan
bhae subh son.”—NP. “son ason nahI jan.”
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—gurushobha. See ਅਪਸਗ਼ੁਨ. 2 to sleep, go to

bed. “sej sudhare hIt guru son.”—GPS. 3 Skt

ਸ਼ੌਨ adj related to a dog;,of a dog. 4 Skt ਗੈਜ

related to a slaughter—house; a butcher. 5 fresh

meat cut by the butcher.

ਸੌਨ੍ਯ [sanak] Skt ਸ਼ੌਨ੍ਯ a saint who used to live
in Nemisharnay. He was the son of sage

Shunak and was a teacher of Katyayan and

Ashvlayan.

ਸੌ'ਟਿਸ੍ਯ [sanIk] Skt a hunter, who keeps dogs
with him.

ਸੌਪੈਣਾ [sSpna], ਸੋ-‘ਪਣੀ [55pm] See ਸਉਪਣਾ.

ਸੌਪਤ੍ਰ [sapatr] a lotus. See ਸਤਪਤ੍ਵ. “sapatr se chatr

tute.”—carItr 102.

ਸੌ'ਢ [sSph] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਸ਼੍ਯਬੂਧ੍ਯਾਇਿ'ਦੀਆਂ“ Aniseed is sown
during the month of Poh and Magh and is

harvested during Baisakh. Its plant is about

three to four feet high. Its effect is hot,

dehydrative and secretionary. Aniseed is

considered the best medicine to cure diseases

of stomach and intestine. It enchances eye-

sight and curtails phlegm. It releases urine

and washes away filth. Aniseed-water is used

in many medicines. L Pimpinella anisum E

aniseed.

ਸੌਭਨਗਰ [5੩}੭}1 nagar] See ਹਰਚੰਦਉਰੀਂ ਅਤੇ ਹਰਿਸਚੰਦੁ.

ਸੌਭਰੀ [sobhri] adj glittering, shining “subhét
SIpp sobhri.”—I<alki. ‘The armour covering
cheeks gives a graceful glitter.’ 2 Sobhri, a

saint who married fifty daughters of king
Mandhata and begot 150 sons.

ਸੌਭਾਗ [sabhag], ਸੌਭਾਰ੍ਯ [sabhagy] See ਸੁਹਾਗ ਅਤੇ
ਸੁਭਾਗ.
ਸੋਮ [som] adj related to the moon. See ਸੋਮ.
2 See ਸੋਮਜ. “son he som ! basan hIt than.”—GPS.

ਸੌਮਿਭ੍ਰਿ [samItrI] n Sumitra’s son, Lachhman.

2 Satrughan.

ਸੌਸ੍ਯ [samy] Skt adj without anger, calm.
2 pleasing beautiful. 3 n Budh, son of the

moon. 4 See ਸਵੈਯੇ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 3.
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ਸੋਰ [sor] adj related to the sun, of the sun.
2 belonging to the sun-dynasty. 3 n Yam and

Saturn, sons ofthe sun. 4 a worshipper ofthe

sun. 5 related to liquor, ofliquor. 6 a warrior.

adj concerning a warrior.

ਸੌਰ੍ਯ [soraj] Skt ਥੀਧਿ n bravery. 2 Skt ਸੇਯੰ adj
related to the sun.

ਸੋਚਣਾ [sorna] See ਸਉਰਣਾ.

ਸੌਰਭ [sarabh] Skt adj fragrant. 2 n fragrance.
“SIlimUkh SIkkh man sarabh anéd het.”—NP.

3 beauty. See ਸੁਰਤਿ. “dhar balak sarabh ap
v1raja.”—1<rIsan.

ਸੌਰਮਾਸ [sormas] a solar month; a month beginning

with sankranti. See ਮਾਸ.

ਸੌਰਾਸ੍ਟ੍ਰ [sarastra] related to Saurashtar
(Kathiavar). 2 of a good country. See ਸੁਰਾਸ੍ਟ੍ਰ.

ਸੌਰੀ [sari], ਸੌਰੀਆ [saria] adj a worshipper of
the sun. 2 one who knows about the

movements of planets like the sun; an

astrologer. 3 a practitioner of magical charm.

4 fortune teller. 5 a sub-caste ofthe Brahmans.

6 Skt ਥੂਜੈਪ੍ਰਿ Vishnu. “tujh seth bIth sékar
sori.”—NP. 7 Krishan.

ਸੌੜ [say], ਸੋੜਾ [som] See ਸਉੜ-ਸਉੜਾ.
ਸੰ [5ਚੈ] Slepartwelfare, bliss. 2 tranquility.

3 calmness. 4 a scripture. 5 ਚਾਸ੍ with,-along

with. “too satIgur sé het.”—saveye m 5 ke.
6 properly, perfectly. 7 entirely, totally, from

the very beginning.

ਸੰਸ [5ਰੈ5] Skt ਗਂਰ੍ vr to enunciate, praise. 2 n

praise. 3 a promise. 4 a pledge, oath. 5 a

desire. 6 flattery. 7 See ਸੰਸਯ.
ਸੰਸਕਾਰ [séskar] Skt ਸੰਰ੍ਥੂਕਾਰ/ਯੂੰ this word is formed
with prefix ਸੰ and root. ‘ਕ੍ਰਿ.’ to reform. 2 to

refine. 3 an idea which strikes while per-

forming an action. 4 an action performed with

religious rites which affect the mind'for long,

like baptism, birth, marriage etc.

Scholars divide these rites into three

catgories : superior, medium and inferior.
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(a) Superior rites are those which stipulate

that nothing be done against the Almightly’s

creation, and the religious symbols adopted
therein become instrumental for the safety of
the body and the country; as the Sikhs adopt

underwear shorts and curved sword at the

initiation ceremony ofthe Khalsa.

(b) Medium rites are those which impart

bad shape to the Almighty’s creation and the

religious symbols adopted therein are of no use

to the body and the country, like growing of

matted hair or putting on ash/cinders on body,

or wearing of sacred thread, necklace, etc.

(0) Inferior rites are those in which the

Almighty’s creation is fragmented and no

benefit accrues to the body and the country,

as piercing earlobes by the yogis. circum-

cision, tonsure, etc.

ਸੰਸਕ੍ਰਿਤ [5ਡੈ81<ਫ਼ਾਂ:£੮] adjwhich has been improved.

2 purified. 3 reformed. 4 grammatically

correct language. 5 n divine language:

Sanskrit (ਕ੍ਯਾ).

ਸੰਸਯ [sésay] Ski ਸੰਸ਼ਯ n (ਸੰ-ਸ਼ੀ) fast sleep.

2 doubt, suspicion. “patkaharné sadhségam

na sésyah.”——sahas m 5.

ਸੰਸਰਗ [sésarag] Sktfifiafn meeting, interaction,

relation. See ਸਰਗ.

ਸੰਸਰਣ [sésran] Skt n strolling, wandering.
2 moving away. See ਸ਼ਰਣ.

ਸੰਸਰਾਮ [5ਟੈ51‘ਰ੍1111] son ofBaba Mohan and grandson

of Guru Amardev, who wrote sacred books of

Gurbani. These were the books Guru Arjan Dev
got from Baba Mohan for compiling a volume
of Guru Granth Sahib. See ਗੋਇੰਦਵਾਲ ਨੰ: l.

ਸੰਸਾ [555a] doubt, suspicion. See ਸੰਜਯ. “gurmukh
sésa mul na hovai.”——var [7115: m 3.

ਸੰਸਾਰ [5ਟੈ5ਪਿੰ] a crocodile. 2 Ski the world, which
keeps on changing. “sésar kam tajné."—gatha.
3 people ofthe world.

ਸੰਸ੍ਯ ਸਾਗਰ [5ਟੋ581' sagar] adj world-like ocean.

ਸੰਹਾਰੀ ਮੱਲ

“5ਟੈ5ਪਿੱ sagar ab utre pare.”—bIIa m 5.

ਸੰਸਾਰਸਿ [5ਰੈ58੮951], ਸੰਸਾਰਸਜ਼ [sésarasy] worldly.

“sagré sésarasy gurparsadi tar-hI ke.”—sahas

m 5. ‘Very few people cross the sea of the

world with blessing from their spiritual guides.’

ਸੰਸਾਰਕੂਪ [5ਚੈ5ਪਿੰ1<ਪ}੭] adj the world as a well,
from which it is difficult to come out. “s‘ésarkup
te udharI le.”—asa chét m 5.

ਸੰਸਾਰ ਰਚਨਾ [5ਟੋ5ਪਿੰ racna] See ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ ਰਚਨਾ.

ਸੰਸਾਰਿ [5ਟੈ5ਪਿੰ‘1] in the world. “m0dra paI phIre
sasarI.”—varram 1 m 1. “gurdarsanu saphalu

sésarI.”-—saveye m 4 ke.

ਸੰਸਾਰੀ [sésari] adj related with the world;

worldly. 2 the Creator ofthe world (Brahma).

“Iku sésari IkU bhédari.”—japu. 3 a

householder. “na audhuti na sésari.”—mm a

m 1. 4 n a tradition ofthe world; a custom of

the world. “chutIgai sésari.”—keda kabir.

ਸੰਸਾਰੁ [5ਟੋ5ਪਿੰਪ] people of the world. See ਸੰਸਾਰ
3. “hOI sahai szu tfi rakh-hI tIsu kaha kare

sésaru?.”—guj m 5.

ਸੰਸਾਰੂ [8ਟੈ5ਪਿੰਪ] a devoted Sikh oquru Ramdas.
2 a devotee from Talvar sub-caste, who, being

a disciple oquru Arjan Dev, became a great

scholar. .

ਸੰਸਾਚੇ [5ਰੇੰ5ਕ਼1-8] in the world. “sétokh thc

sésare.”—sor m 5. ‘

ਸੰਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [séerstI] See ਉਭਯਾਲੰਕਾਰ.
ਸੰਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ [séertI] Skt ਯਰ੍ਚਿ n a flow, a current.
2 the world. See ਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ.

ਸੰਹਾਰ [séhar] Skt n (ਸੰ-ਦ੍ਰਿ) fascination; attraction.
2 destruction, ruination; extermination. 3 the

process of gathering; winding up. 4 a gist,
summary. 5 the process of resisting an attack.

ਸੰਹਾਰੀ ਮੱਲ [séhari mall] elder uncle of Guru
Arjan Dev, on marriage of whose son Guru

Ramdas sent Arjan Dev to Lahore and asked
him not to come back unless called for. During
his two year stay at Lahore, the blessed son
excellently performed the task of religious
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preaching. The place, in Chuni Mandi, where

he used to hold religious congregations is

known as Diwan Khana of Guru Arjan Dev

and it is a famous place of pilgrimage for the

Sikhs. From this very place, the hymn “mera

manu loce gurdarsan tai” was written and sent

to Guru Amar Das. Sanhari Mall acquired

self-realisation from Guru Arjan Dev and he

is considered one among unique Sikhs.

ਸੰਹਿਤਾ [séhxta] Skt n the book which deals
nicely with human interests. 2 religious books

written by saints like Manu. 3 that part of the

Ved which describes rites and rituals; an

explication of séhxta. See Aitray Arnyak

Arnyak 3, Ch 3, Part 6 . 4 close contiguity of

letters in grammar.

ਸੰਹੇਤ [5ਰੈ}18੮] See ਸੰ.
ਸੰਕ [5ਰੈ1<] Skt ਸ੍ਯਰ੍ਕ਼ vr to be uncertain; to be

afraid. 2 n fear. 3 doubt; suspicion. “guru

mIlie 55k utarI.”—sri m 1. 4 a cart-pulling

bullock.

ਸੰਕਟ [sékat] Skt ਥ‘ਥਵ੍ਰਟ n suffering, distress.

“sékat ghor kate khIn bhitarI.”—dev m 5.

2 See ਸ਼ਕਟਾਸੁਰ,

ਸੰਕਟਮੋਚ [5ਟੋ1<8ਸਿ਼1੦੮], ਸੰਕਟਮੋਚਕ [sékatmocak] adj

who liberates from sufferings. “govid séka-

tmoc.” —ram Chét m 5.

ਸੰਕਟਵੈਂ [sékatve] short form for ਸੰਕਟ ਪਫੈ “sath

sékatve sevak bhaje.”-—bas§tnamdev. ‘desertion

by the servant when his master is in distress.’

ਸੰਕਟਿ [sékatI] in distress; in suffering. See ਸੰਕਟ.

“sékatI nahi pars: jonI nahi ave.”—gau kabir.

ਸੰਕਰ [sékar] Skt ਚਤ੍ਧ੍ਯ“ a combination ofdifferent

commodities; a mixture. 2 a muletto. 3 See

ਉਭਯਾਲੰਕਾਰ. 4 Skt ਗ਼ਛਭਜ੍ n Shiv, whom Purans

consider as the benefactor. “sékar kror tetis

than.”-b£ra m 4. 5 Shankaracharya, whom

the Hindus regard as the incarnation of Shiv.

“sékar hve avtar sIv srutI mat VIdtave.”—GPS.

In brief, the story of Shankar, is as under:
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Shankar was born in village Kaldi or Kalpi

in Cochin in Sammat 846 (788 AD) from the

womb of mother Vishishta in the house of

Shiv, a Brahman. After very deeply going

through Khatshastar, Ved and Vedang, he

adopted renunciation from Govind Swami

and settling in Kashi, he preached the

monoistic faith. With matchless intellect and

force of education he attracted towards

himselfa large number of students.

Having won over the chief of Mahishmati,

the capital of Magadh and very famous Pandit

Mandanmisar along with his unique wife Pandit

Bharti, in a religious discourse, Shankar became

widely known in India. Mandan and Bharti both

became his disciples and after adopting

renunciation they preached monism.

it is mentioned by Madhavacharaya in

Shankar Dig Vijay that Sankar won over a

large number of scholars and defeated

Buddhism in a big way. Shankaracharaya

established a large number of hermitages, the

most famous ofwhich is Shringeri hermitage,

situated on the bank ofTungbhadra in district

Kadur of Mysore state of Sringagiri. Here he

installed his brilliant disciple Mandan then

known as Sureshvacharaya as the chiefpriest.

Sankaracharaya’s seat' of spiritual authority

is at this place now. This hermitage is given

Rs. 12,000/— annually by the state of Mysore.

Besides this is an estate of259 villages, with

an income of Rs. 50,000/- given to this

hermitage by Harihar, the king ofVijay nagar

in 1346 AD.

The priests installed at the other three

hermitages (Dwarika, Jaganath, Badrinath)2

were also scholars and capable sanyasis who
 

lThe chicfofthis seat is called Jagatguru by the Hindus.

2Sharda math in Dwarika, Jaganath math in Govardhan

and Joshi math in Badrinath.
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could successfully preach religion. Shankar has

written excellent commentaries on Vedant

Sutra, Upnishads and Gita. Shankar fell ill

during his travel in Assam and died at

Kedarnath in 820 AD at the age of 32 years.

S.V. Venkateshwara writes that Shankar

was born in 805 AD and died in 897 AD. He

has also given substantial arguments in

support ofhis contention.

6 a poetic metre characterised by four lines

of verse, 26 matras per line, first pause at 16‘h

matra and the second at the next 10th matra,

the last two matras being guru and laghu.

Example:

mrIg min bhrig patég kficar, el< dokh bInas.

—asa raVIdas.

khat karam kul séjugat he harIbhagatI hIrde

nah:

caranarbId n3 katha bhave supac tullI saman.

—1<eda raVIdas.

. an kan sun matIman manav, khet mahI tab

jaI,

godhum but open dekhyo, rahyo ur bIsmaI.

.. —NP.

7 adj who brings happiness. 8 auspicious;

noble. 9 Skt ਬ੍ਹਫ਼ੁਰੂੰਹ੍ਰ੍ਜ This word has also been
used for a thick iron chain (ségul). “durad ke

paI su sékar daryo.”—-GV 10.

ਸੰਕਰਸਨ [5ਟੈ1<81'88|1] See ਸੰਕਂਰਖਨ.
ਸ਼ੰਕਰ ਸ਼ੁਕ੍ਰ [sékar sukr] Skt n semen of Shankar

(Shiv); mercury.

ਸੰਕਰਸੁਤ [sékarsut] n Shiv’s sons, Ganesh and
Kartikey.

ਸੰਕਰਖਣ [5ਟੋ1<9੮1<}1ਗੀ],ਸੰਕਰਖਨ [5ਰੈ1<੩1‘1<}|9||] Skt

ਚਤ੍ਗਕੰਧ੍ਯ n attraction. 2 Bal bhadar, Balram.
Two reasons have been mentioned for the

name Sankarkhan given to him. One, after

pulling him out from Devki’s womb, he was

placed in the womb of Rohini.l Second, he

'See Vishnu Puran Part 4 Ch |5.
 

used to smash the head of his enemy with a

thrashing club after pulling him with the

plough. “pun bolyo vrIjes, sékarkhan 86

krIpa kar.”—krIsan. 3 Bhai Santokh Singh

has used this word in place of sékraman

(sékrz‘itI) “maker sékarkhan arki hOI. an

sanan-hI je nar koe.”—GPS. ‘one who comes

to Mukatsar for a holy dip, when the sun is

in the zodiac mansion of capricorn.’

ਸੰਕਰ ਵਰਣ [5ਰੌ1<9|' varan] See ਵਰਣ ਸੰਕਰ.

ਸੰਕਰਾ [sékra] plural of ਸ਼ੰਕਰ. “sékra na jan-hI
bhev.”—ram m 5. 2 Shiv. 3 adjgiven to public
welfare. 4 . musical metre that is a variation

of bIlaval. The maddham is forbidden in it
and rIsabh seems very feeble. It resembles

sékar bIhag a lot. gédhar is complementary

and saraj supplementary in it.
ascending : s9, ra, ga, pa, pa, na, ਡੁਬ

descending : 53, re, dha, pa, ga, re, 53

ਸੰਕਰਾਚਾਰਯ [s‘ékaracaray] See ਸੰਕਰ 5.
ਸੰਕਰੀ [sékri] wife of Shankar (Shiv). Parvati.
2 madder plant or its dye. 3 adjgiven to public

welfare.

ਸੰਕਲਨ [8ਟੋ1<ਰ1ਗ਼ਾ] Skt ਚਫ਼੍ਕ੍ਯਾਥ n compilation,
putting together. 2 presentation by squeezing

time span in a play ofan incident spread over

a long period.

ਸੰਕਲਪ [5ਟੈ]<ਰ1ਗ੍)] Skt ਚਤ੍ਗ਼-ਧ n an intuition; an

idea; concept. 2 a vow, pledge. See ਕਲਪ.

ਸੰਕਲਿਤ [sékalIt] compiled, collected. See ਕਲਨ.

ਸੰਕੜਾ [55km] adj limited. 2 narrow; tight.
ਸੰਕਾ [5ਟੋ1<8] Skt ਧ੍ਯਤ੍ਧ੍ਯ n doubt, suspicion. 2 fear

fright, terror. “prabhu thaIa gai séka tut.”

—gujm 5. 3 ਚਛ-ਭਾਂਲ਼ਾ a fight, a war.

ਸੰਕਾਸ [5ਚੈ1<85] .ਉੱ/(ਲ਼ਸੰਕਾਸ਼ adj equivalent, alike. “h5
na lakhc”) sodar tIse, parmesur sékas.”——NP.

ਸੰਕਿਤ [sékIt] ਲ਼ਾ/ਪੋੰਗਛਜਿ਼ adjafraid. 2 suspicious,
doubtful.

ਸੰਕੀਰਣ [sékira n]. ਸੰਕੀਰਨ [sékiran] Skt ਸੰਕੀਣੇਂ adj
mixed. 2 covered. 3 spread, extended,

 



 

 

ਸੰਕੁ
expanded. “ayudh te sékiran ban bha lothan
poth karéte.”—GPS. 4 n a'mixed breed; a
Community that has parents ofdifferent castes.

See ਦਸਅਠ ਵਰਨ.

ਸੰਕੁ [5ਰੋ1<ਪ] Skt ਧ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਗੂ, n a nail, a hobnail.
2 a bowl, seat. 3 a numberal called ‘sékh’

(10,000,000,000,000). 4 three, twelve-finger

length pegs, to measure the shadow ofthe sun.

5 Kamdev, god of love. 6 Shiv. 7 a sin.

ਸੰਕੁ ਕਰਣ [5ਰੌ1<0 karan] n with a peg like ears, a

donkey. 2 a demon, according to Harivansh.

ਸੰਕੁਰਾ [sékura] adj limited. 3 tight, narrow.
“mukatI duara sékurfi.”—s kabir.

ਸੰਭਲ [5ਟੋ1<01] Skt adj dense. “subh gun gart dal

sékul sohE.”—GPS. 2 complete. 3 surrounded.

4 n a war. 5 a crowd, a large crowd.

ਸੰਕੁੜਾ [551<ਪਿੰ8] limited, narrow. See ਸੰਕੁਰਾ.

“mukatI dvara sékura.”——guj var 1 m 3.

ਸੰਕੂ [5ਟੋ1<ਧ] See ਸੰਕੁ.

ਸੰਕੇਤ [8ਤੈ1<€੮] ,ਧੂ/(ਣਚਡ੍ਗ਼ੈਰ n an inflication, a gesture.
2 sign, mark. 3 Skt ਸੰ-ਕੇਤ a residence. “jal
séketanI adI bakhan-hu.”—sanama. a house

that has waters; a river.

ਸੰਕੇਤਨਿ [séketIn] See ਸੰਕੇਤ 3.
ਸੰਕੋਚ [5ਰੌ1<06], ਸੰਕੋਚਨ [5ਟੈ1<੦6ਗ਼ਾ] Skt n (ਸੰ- ਕੁਚ੍)

shrinking, contracting. 2 hesitating.

3 modesty, shame. 4 winding up. “1<}1€15ਰੈ1<੦<:€

tau nanak eke.”—sukhmani.

ਸੰਕ੍ਰਮਣ [sékraman] Skt n the process ofcrossing.

2 going forward. 3 arriving. 4 entry of the

sun from one zodiac to another.

ਸੰਕ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ [5ਟੈ1<1'ਟੋਂ1੮1] Skt n the day the sun enters a

new Zodiac. First day ofthe solar month. First

entry.
ਸੰਕ੍ਰਿਤ [sékrIt] It is ਸ਼ੰਕਿਤਯਿ55੭6|੮ by the writer.
“su sadhu sékrIté CIt5, asadhu nIrbhayé

dulé.”—kalki.

ਸੰਕੁੰਦਨ [sékrédan] Skt ਚਜ੍ਯਾ n what is full of
shouting; a war; a fight. 2 Indar, who makes

his enemies weep.
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ਸੰਕਿਪ੍ [sékslpt] thrown out. 2 heaped.

3 gathered. 4 lessened, summarised; made

brief.

ਸੰਕੇਪ [5ਰੌ1<56})] the act of throwing properly.

2 collecting. 3 squeezing in a small place what

is expansive.

ਸੰਖ [8ਡੁ1<11]5/ਢ/ਥੂ1ਛਰ੍ਰ੍ਕ਼ n a sea-animal, whose shell

is blown as bugle by the Hindus in temples.

“sékhan ki dhunI ghétan ki kar.”—c5di 1. In

ancient times, the shell was blown as a bugle

during days of war. “si‘gh cari mukh sékh

bajavat.”—c5c1i 1. ‘Vishnu always keeps a

sankh in his hand.’ 2 sign ofVishnu’s sankh

imprinted with sandalwood or stamped with

heated metal on the body ofa Vaishnavite.

“sékh cakr mala tIlak bIrajat.”-maru

namdev. 3 the chief snakes ofthe clan. 4 a

count. 10,000,000,000,000. 5 a saint, who

wrote “Sankh Sahinta.” He was a family

pgiest of Hansdhvaj, the king of

Champakpuri. 6 a skull. 7 a demon

(Sankhasur), who was born from a conch (ਸੰਖ)

and who went into the sea taking Veds along

with him. Incamating as a fish, Vishnu killed

Sankhasur and brought back the Veds.

“sékhasur mare ved Udhare.”—macch. In

Shatpath his name is written as Haygreev

also. 8 See ਸੰਧ੍ਯ.
ਸ਼ੰਖਚੂੜ [5ਰੌ1<}16ਪਿ]ਰ੍5’/੯£ਧ੍ਯਾ n a kind of snake,
on whose body are signs of the conch.

2 Jalandhar demon, whose wife was Vrinda,

who had the form of basil. See Devi Bhagvat

Sakandh 9 Ch 24.
ਸੰਖਨਾਰੀ [sékhnari] a poetic metre, also named

as “somraji” and “ardh bhojég”. Its features

are two yagans per line, ISS, ISS.
Example:

jute dOI pase. pari mar nase. '

guru dhir deke. age sigh keke. .

(b) Guru Gobind Singh has given the form
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of Sankhnari under the heading “bhujég
prayat” but means ‘ardh bhujég’ there

namasté agéje. namasté abhéje.

“kIdhé sékhIni CItrni padmIni he.”

-ramav. 2 a seashell from which emerges a

pearl. 3 adjhaving a ‘sékh’. 4 See ਰੌਪੲੀਦਾਭੋਚ
namasté aname. namasté ethame.—japu. (d).

ਸੰਖਨੀ [8ਟੋ1ਵ੍ਘਿ1] See ਸੰਖਿਨੀ.
ਸ਼ੰਖਪਾਣਿ [sékhpan11Vishnu, who keeps a sankh ਸੱਖੀ [5ਡੁ1<1ਪਂ] n a bone, so named due to its having
(conch) in hand.

ਸੰਖਾਸੁਰ [5ਟੈ}<}185ਘ] See ਸੰਖ 7.

ਸੰਖਿਆ [5ਟੈ1<}1:8] See ਸੰਪ੍ਯਾ.

ਸੰਖਿਨੀ [8ਰੋ1<11:1ਪਂ] Skt ਧ੍ਯਫ਼੍ਕਿਥੀਂ n poetically, a
female type.

“kop ਡੁਬੋ! kOVId kapat sajal salom sarir.

awn vasan nakhdan rUCI nIlaj nIsék adhir.

ksar gédh yut mar jal tapt bhurI bhag hoy.

surta ratI atI SékhIni varnat kaVI jan 10y.”

ਸੰਖਿਪ੍ਰ [S5khIpt] See ਸੰਤਿਪਤ.

conch-like colour. “kadhi cus sékhi.”—GV 10.

2 Skt ਗ਼ਤ੍ਰਿਜ਼੍ਧਘਾਘੀ holding Vishnu. 3 a sea.
ਸੰਖੀਆ [5ਟੋ1<}ਪਂਕ] .ਵੂ/(ਲ਼ਯੂਤਯਿ/ਰੁੰ Jul! ( nHH(poison)

. ਫ਼ਾਰ (rat) a rat-killing poison; arsenic.

ਸੰਖੇਪ [5ਰੈ1<}1€})] Skt ਰਂਯੇਧ੍ n a summary.
ਸੰਧ੍ਯ [8ਬੋ1<}1),] Skt n a war, fight. 2 adj countable.
ਸੰਪ੍ਯਾ [sékhya] Skt n counting enumeration.
“tryodas dyoshI sékhy. kini.”-—NP. The

counting of numbers in Punjabi, Sanskrit,

—rasrkprrya. Persian and English is given below.
੧ ਇਕ [1k] 2 ਧਤ੍ਤ: | „ਰੂੰ 1 One
੨ ਦੋ [do] ੨ ਵੀ r „ 2 Two
੩ ਤਿੰਨ-ਤ੍ਰੋ [tIn-tre] ਤ੍ ਕ਼ਧ: r“ „× 3 Three
੪ ਚਾਰ [car] Y ਕ੍ਯਾ: (v Ag 4 Four

u ਪੰਜ [péj] ਪ੍ ਧਕ੍-ਸੰ o ਭੰ 5 Five
੬ ਫ਼ੀ-ਛੇ [chi-che] ਟ੍ਰ ਯਹ੍ ~! ਪੰਮੌ/ 6 Six
੭ ਸੱਤ [satt] \9 ਚਾਰ <. ਗੀ 7 Seven
t ਅੱਠ [ਰਣ੍ਸਿ਼] c ਗ਼ਠਣ-ਗਪ੍ਯਾ ਕਹਣੀ ^ ਘੀ 8 Eight
੯ ਨੌ [n3] ੧ ਰਥ q ,5 9 Nine
੧੦ ਦਸ [das] 20 ਕ੍ਯਾ |. ,5 10 Ten
੧੧ ਗਿਅਾਰਾਂ-ਯਾਰਾ [gIarfi-yara‘x] 22 ਹ੍ਧ੍ਯਫਾਰ੍ਜ || w’L 1] Eleven
੧੨ ਬਾਰਾਂ [bara’a] 2੨ ਕ੍ਯਾ Ir „ਖ਼„ 12 Twelve
੧੩ ਤੇਰਾਂ [terz'i] 2੩ m „* „ਖ਼ 13 Thirteen
੧੪ ਚੌਦਾਂ [coda] 2x ਚ੍ਚੂਕੰਵ੍ਯ “* …ਕਿ 14 Fourteen
੧੫ ਪੰਦਰਾਂ [})ਰੈਧੀਕੌ] ਞਪ੍m m „ਸ੍ 15 Fifteen
੧੬ ਸੋਲਾਂ [5015] ਟ੍ਰੋਟ੍ ਧੀਰ੍ਯ H ”9;; 16 Sixteen
੧੭ ਸਤਾਰਾਂ [satarfi] ੴ ਸ਼੍ਯਵ੍ਯਾ I4 ੫34 17 Seventeen
੧੮ ਅਠਾਰਾਂ [atharfi] 2¢ ਗ਼ਤ੍ਯਾ M v)“ 18 Eighteen
੧੯ ਉੱਨੀ [i'mi] 2੧ ਧ੍ਥਜੈਜਥਿਗ੍ਰਿ; |€ „!’ 19 Nineteen
੨੦ ਵੀਹ [vih] ੨0 M: r. gay! 20 Twenty
੨੧ ਇੱਕੀ [Ikki] ਵ੍ਟ੍ਰੋ ਧ੍ਯਾਕਿਗਿੰਰੇ: !'! ...ਧੂੰਚਿਭੰਅੰ 21 Twenty-One
੨੨ ਬਾਈ [bai] ' ੨3 ਗ਼ੁਕਿਗਕਿ: ਮੈਂ' „,ਭੰਵ੍ਥੂਮ. 22 Twenty-two
੨੩ ਤੇਈਂ-ਤੁੰੲੀ [tei-trei] ੨੩ ਕਯੋਥਿੰਸ੍ਯਰਿ: ਮੈੰ' ਲ਼ਾਚਿਲ਼ਾਭੰਮਂ. 23 Twenty-three
੨੪ ਚੌਬੀ-ਚਵੀ [cabi-cavi] ੨`ਠੰ ਕਰੂਬਿੰਗ਼ੀਰੇ: ਮਿ" ਖਿਟੂਚਿਵੀਂ'. 24 Twenty-four

  



 

 

੨੫ ਪੱਚੰਇਿਪਂਢਿਸੇ

੨੬ ਛੱਬੀ
੨੭ ਸਤਨ੍ਜੰ
੨੮ ਅਠਲ੍ਜੰ
੨੯ ਉਨੱਤੀ
੩੦ ਤਂਫਿ਼ਰ੍ਯਦੁਭੀਹ

੩੧ ਇਕੱਤੀ
੩੨ ਬੱਤੰਹੈੱ
੩੩ ਤੇਤੀ

੩੪ ਦੌਦਿਜੋ
੩੫ ਪੋਵੈਜੋ

੩੬ ਛੱਤੀ
੩੭ ਸੈਦਿਜੋ

੩੮ »ਫ਼ਿਫ਼੍ਜੋ
੩੯ ੳਨਤਾਲੀਂ
੪੦ ਚਜ਼੍ਸੈ

੪੧ ਇਿਤ੍ਯਵ੍ਯਤ੍ਯਲੱ}

੪੨ ਬਿਆਲੀਂ-ਬੈਤਾਲੀਂ

੪੩ ਤਿਤਾਲੀ

੪੪ ਚੌਤਧਾਥੀਂ

੪੫ ਪੰਤਯਾਜੰ
੪੬ ਫਿਵ੍ਯਤਾਂਲੰਹੌਂ

੪੭ ਸੈਤੇਧਾਜੇੰ
੪੮ ਅਠਤਧਾਸੇ

੪੯ ੳਨਂਜਿਜ
੫੦ ਪਜਾਹ

੫੧ ਪ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯਵ੍ਯਫਿ਼ਤ੍ਯ

੫੨ ਬਵਜਧਾ

੫੩ ਵਿਤ੍ਯਜਿ਼ਜ੍ਯਜ਼ੰਤੋ੍ਵਂਜਿ਼ਜ
੫੪ ਚਰਜਥਾ

੫੫ ਪਚਵਜਾ

੫੬ ਛਪੰਜਖਿਵਿਵ੍ਯਜਿ਼ਜ੍ਯ

੫੭ ਸਤਵਰਾਂਜ

੫੮ »ਢ਼ਵਿਢਿਜ

੫੯ ਉਨਚ੍ਫਿ਼ਡ਼ਾ

੬0 ਸੱਠ
੬੧ ਪ੍ਰਿਤ੍ਯਡ਼ਾਹਠ

੬੨ ਬਯੁਠ

੬੩ ਤ੍ਰੇਹਠ
““

੬੪ ਚਹਠ

 

[pacci-péjhi]

[chabbi]

[satai]

[athai]

[unnafi]
[tih-trih]

[Ikkati]

[batti]

[feti]

[cati]

[piti]

[chatti] '

[siti]

[athatti]

[untali]

[cali]

[Iktali]

[bIali-betali]

[trItali]

[catali]

[pétali]

[chItali]

[s?:tali]

[athtali]

[unéja]

[péjah]

[Ikvéja]

[bavéja]

[tIvéja-trIvéja]

[curéja]

[pacvéja]

[chapéja-chlvéja]

[satvéja]

[athvéja]

[unahath]

Bauh]
[Ikahath]

[bahath]

[trehath]

[cahath]

ਝਵ੍ਟਿਹੌਂਫਿ਼ਗ੍ਸੇਂਗਰ੍
ਝਤ੍ਟਿਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯਾਗਸ਼ਿੰਗ਼ਰ੍

ਝਝਥਰੂਧ੍ਯਥਜਿ਼ਸ਼੍
ਝਪ੍ਧ੍ਯਜ਼੍ਕਗ਼ੀਝ'ਰ੍
ਝਟ੍ਨਠਿੰਰ੍ਹਿਹਿਂਗ੍ਕਿੰਗਰ੍
ਞਘੁਚਦ੍ਢ਼ਧ੍ਯਾਗ੍ਸੇਂਜ੍ਯਰ੍

ਝਨੁਡ਼ਲ਼ਟਥਕ਼ਜਿਟੈੱਗ਼ਰ੍

“Wm
R0 ਸਾਸ੍ਰਾਗ਼ਗਰ੍
ਪ੍ਞਧਕ਼ਾਧਾਕ੍ਰਾਗਗਰ੍
ਪ੍ਰ੍ਵਿਯਿਕ੍ਗ਼ਗ਼ਰ੍
k3 ਟਿਤ੍ਯਾਲ਼ਜ਼੍ਕ੍ਯਾਧ੍ਯਰ੍

`ੴਲ਼ਾਥਰੂਮੋਂਕ੍ਗ਼ਗਰ੍
ਪ੍ਪ੍ਧਕ੍ਕ਼ਧਾਸ੍ਰਾਗਗਰ੍

ਪ੍ਟ੍ਥਟ੍ਸ਼ਾਫ਼੍ਲ਼ਾਨ੍ਯਗ੍
ਖ਼ਾਥਥਫ੍ਜ੍ਯਕ੍ਗ਼ਗ਼ਕ੍

੫63ਲ਼ਣਜ੍ਯਫ੍ਰਾਕ੍ਯਾਸ੍ਯਰ੍

੫੧ ਰ੍ਜ੍ਯੋਸ੍ਯਇਿ:
£0 ਯਦਿ:

i2 ਧ੍ਯਾਧਿਠੋਂਟ:
ਫ੍ਰੈਵ੍ ਫ਼ਿਧਇਿ:

ਟ੍ਤ੍ ਕਿਯਾੰਝੇਟ:

‘ਟ੍ਨ੍ਝੱ ਥਰੂਖ਼ਢਿ:

‘1?”

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64

ਸੰਖਸਾ

Twenty-five

Twenty-six

Twenty-seven

Twenty-eight

Twenty-nine

Thirty

Thirty-one

Thirty-two

Thirty-three

Thirty-four

Thirty-five

Thirty-six

Thirty-seven

Th irty-eight

Thirty-nine

Forty

Forty-one

Forty-two

Forty-three

Forty-four

Forty-five

Fofly-six

Forty-seven

Forty-eight

Forty-nine

F ifty

Fifty-one

Fi lly-two

Fifty-three

Fifty-four

Fifty-five

Fifty-six

Fifty-seven

Fifty-eight

Fifty-nine

Sixty

Sixty-one

Six'ty-two

Sixty-three

Sixty-four
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ਸਖਸ਼ਾਂ

੬੫ਪੈ'ਹਠ

੬੬ ਪ੍ਰਿਡਾ਼ਮਾਹਠ
੬੭ ਸਤਯੁਠ

੬੮ »ਹਿਂਯੁਠ

੬੯ਉਨੱਤਰ
੭੦ ਸ਼ੱਤੇਰ

੭੧ ਇਿਢ਼ਹਿਂਤੇਰ

੭੨ ਬਹੱਤਰ

੭੩ ਟਿਹਿਂਤੇਰ

੭੪ਚੌਹੱਤਰ
੭੫ ਪਜਹਤਰ"“ -ਪਝਤਰ"~
੭੬ਛਿਹੱਤਰ

੭੭ਸਤੱਤਰ
੭੮ਅਠੱਤਰ

੭੯ਉਨਾਸੀ
੮੦ "#ਜੇ

੮੧ਇਕਾਸੀ
੮੨ਬਿਅਾਸੀ

੮੩ ਤਿਰਾਸੀ-ਤ੍ਰਿਅਾਸੀ
੮੪ਚੌਰਾਸੀ
੮੫ਪੰਚਾਸੀ

੮੬ਛਿਅਾਸੀ

੮੭ਸਤਾਸੀ

੮੮ »ੴਧਾਜੋ

੮੯ਉਨਾਨਵੇ
੯੦ਠੱਵੇਂ

੯੧ਇਕਜ੍ਯੋ

tam
੯੩ ਤਿਰਾਨਵੇ-ਤ੍ਰਿਅਾਨਵੇ
੯੪ਚੌਰਾਨਵੇ
੯੫੫ਚਾਠਵੇ

੯੬ਛਿਅਾਨਵੇ
੯੭ਸਤਾਠਵੇ

੯੮ਅਠਾਠਵੇਂ

੯੯ ਠਿਙ'ਠਵੇ-ਨਡਿੰਨਵੇਂ
੧੦੦ਸੌ

[})ਏਂਸ਼ਿਧਿ]

[chI ahath]

[satahath]

[athahath]

[unattar]

[sattar]

[Ik-hattar]

[bahattar]

[tIhattar]

[cahattar]

[péj-hattar-péjhattar]

[chIhattar]

[sattatar]

[athattar]

[unasi]

[assi]

[Ikasi]

[bIasi]

[tIrasi-trIasi]

[carasi]

[pécasi]

[chIasi]

[satasi]

[athasi]

[unanve]

[navve]

[Ikanve]

[banve]

[tIranve-trIanve]

[caranve]

[pacanve]

[chIanve]

[satanve]

[athanve]

[nInanve-narinve]

[so]
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ਟ੍ਪ੍ ਧਕ੍ਧ੍ਯਇਿ:

a: ਧਟਭਾਂਠੇਣ:
aw ਸ਼੍ਯਯਇਿ:

ac ਗ਼ਠਣਧਢਿ:

m ਰ੍ਜ੍ਯੋਧ੍ਯਰਿ:
੮90 ਥਾਗਂਰੇ:

\92 ਹ੍ਗ੍ਚਯੁਰਿ:

k9? ਵਿਜਯੀ:

\“)ਤ੍ ਕਿਜਾਗਂਰੇ:

\9`ਠੰ ਥਰੂਜ੍ਯਾਗਂਰੇ:
m ਧਜ੍ਯਚਾਗਂਰੇ:
ea ਧਫ਼੍ਚਾਰਰਿ:
m9 ਚਯੁਚਾਗਂਰੇ:

\94 ਕਨਟਰਯੁਰਿ:
m ਸ਼੍ਥਜ਼ੈਗਂਯੀਰਿ:

60 ਗਿਰਿ:

C2 ਧਕ੍ਯਾਸੀਰਿ:

(ਤ੍ਰੈ ਗਿਰਿ:
(ਤ੍ਵ ਜ੍ਧ੍ਯਸਿਂਰੇ:

CY ਜ਼ਰ੍ਹਾਯੀਕਿ:

(ਪ੍ ਧਕ੍ਗਗੀਚਿ:
ca ਧਤਯੀਰਿ:

ਠੰਢ)W:

éé ਗਯੀ:

a; ਹ੍ਕਜੈਸ੍ਯਥਰਿ:

੧0 ਜਬਕਿ:

ਵ੍ਰਟ੍ਰੇ ਧ੍ਯਾਰਿ:

੧੨ ਵਿਸਰਹਿ:

ਵ੍ਰਭ੍ਰ ਕ਼ਿਜ੍ਯਚਿ:

w ਜਰ੍ਹਾਂਗਿੰਰੇ:
ਵ੍ਰਪ੍W:

੧ਦ੍ ਧਧਗ੍ਗੰਰੇ;

w ਚਧ੍ਯਥਰਿ:

੧੬ ਗਠਣਜਥਰਿ:

੧੧ ਕਾਧ੍ਯਥਕਿ:

ਟ੍ਵੇ੦੦W

 

੧੦ $3M»;

11 ਯੱਨ੍ਹੋੰਆੰ
‘14 931:9;

‘M ਕ਼ੀਰ੍’ਘਿ

w ਲ਼ੀ/ਜ਼ਿਲ਼ੀਭੈ
/-੦ ,’ਕਿੰਤੱ

a s_fnt":
4r 33:35;

4?“ 1:)51

(ਲ਼ ਪ੍ਰਿਟੂਅਂਟੁੰਭੇਂਯੂੰ

40 (ਭੰਖ਼ਗਿੰਝੂ

4`1 ਕੱ'ਫ਼’ਕ਼ਿਤੱ

44 ਘੀਖ਼ਬਿੰਵ੍

LA ogmtiz

/-੧ A'ut‘z

A0 :3;-

M ਥੂਧੂੰਅੰਟੰ
M‘ :wll‘

M" .mB;

…"' Agua-

A0 ént".

^~1 ਰ੍/‘ਨ੍ਹੋੰਖ਼ਿਭੰ

A4 :fluag

^^ o‘mn};

^੧ £9291-

੧° ”ਭੰ

‘" .{m‘

‘If' 3):);

ਪਿੰ“ ਭੰ/ਟੈੱਲ਼ੀ’ਭੰ

9‘" 1kg”).

% é”;

੧੧ਰ੍ fl)!

94 .5934»;

੧^ .:…ਭੈਠੰਪੂਰ੍’ਭੰ

੧੧ ,.“,੭੭ਭੰ

|“ M

ਸੰਪ੍ਯਾ

65 Sixty-five

66 Sixty-six
67 Sixty-seven ੮

68 Sixty-eight

69 Sixty-nine

70 Seventy

71 Seventy-one

72 Seventy-two

73 Seventy-three

74 Seventy—four

75 Seventy-five

76 Seventy-six

77 Seventy-seven

78 Seventy-eight

79 Seventy-nine

80 Eighty

81 Eighty-one

82 Eighty-two

83 Eighty-three

84 Eighty-four

85 Eighty-five

86 Eighty-six

87 Eighty-seven

88 Eighty-eight

89 Eighty-nine

9O Ninety

9] Ninety-one

92 Ninety-two

93 Ninety-three

94 Ninety—four

95 Ninety-five

96 Ninety-six

97 Ninety-seven

98 Ninety-eight

99 Ninety-nine

100 Hundred
By adding one more zero to a digit the number increases by ten times, such examples from

old books are as under :

ਇੱਕ-ਏਂਕ
ਦਸ-ਦਸ਼

[Ikk or ek]

[das or das] 10

  



ਸੋਂ-ਸ਼ਤ [5੨ or sat]

ਹਜਾਰ-ਸਹਸ੍ਰ [hajar or sahasr]

ਅਯੁਤ [ayutl
ਲੱਖ-ਲਕ [lakh or laksl

ਪ੍ਰਯੁਤ ਜਾਂ ਨਿਯਤ [prayut or nIyut]
ਕਰੋਂੜ-ਕੋਟਿ [karor or kotI]
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100
1,000
10,000
100,000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000 .
1,000,000,000
10,000,000,000
100,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000
10,000,000,000,000
100,000,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000,000
10,000,000,000,000,000
100,000,000,000,000,000
1,000,000,000,000,000,000
10,000,000,000,000,000,000

The counting being taught these days, in schools is as under :-

ਅਬੁੰਦ [aburd]

ਵ੍ਰਿ"ਦ [vrid]

ਖਵੰ [kharv]

ਨਿਖਵੰ [nIkharv]

ਪਦਮ [padam]

ਸੰਖ [5ਰੇੰ}<}1]

ਮਹਾਪਦਮ [mahapadam]

ਸਾਗਰ [sagar]

ਅੰਤ੍ਯ [éty]
ਮਧ੍ਯ [madhy]

ਪੂਰਾਵਾਧੰ [puravardh]

ਪਰਾਧੰ [pradhé]

ਇਕਾਈ [Ikai]

ਦਹਾਈ [dahai]

ਸੇੰਕੜਾ [s‘ékara]
ਹਜਾਰ-ਹਜ਼ਾਰ [hajar-hazar]

ਦਸ ਹਜ਼ਾਰ [das hazar]

ਲੱਖ [1ਬ1<1<}ਰ੍] '
ਦਸ ਲੱਖ [das lakkh]
ਕਰੋੜ [karor]

ਦਸ ਕਰੋੜ [das karor]

ਅਰਬ [arab]

ਦਸ ਅਰਬ [das arab]

ਖਰਬ [kharab]

ਦਸ ਖਰਬ [das kharab]

ਨੀਲ [nil]
ਦਸ ਨੀਲ [das nil]

ਪਦਮ [padam]

ਦਸ ਪਦਮ [das padam]

ਸੰਖ [5ਟੈ1(}1]

ਦਸਸੰਖ [das sékh]

1

10

100

1000
10000

100000

1000000

10000000

100000000

1000000000

10000000000

100000000000

1000000000000

10000000000000
100000000000000

1000000000000000
10000000000000000

100000000000000000
1000000000000000000

 

Unit

Thousand

Million

Billion

Thflbn'
 

'Further counting in English like this — digit 1 with 24 zeros is quadrillion, with 30 zeros quintillion, with 36 zeros

sextillion, with 42 zeros septillion with 48 zeros pctillion, with 54 zeros nonillion.

 



 

  

n

ਸਗ

Poets have invented another device-for

counting, i.e. to use the name ofan object or a

deity for the number it represents or stands

for; as - in place of

0 akas, nabh etc.

1 prIthIVI, cédrama, atma, genesdét, a round
of the sun-chariot wheel.

2 eyes, paks (bird’s feathers and lunar

fortnights (dark and light)), bhuja, ayan,
saraprasna.

3 Ram, pal, tap, attribute, Shiv’s eyes, fire,

bhuvan, dusk. .

4 Ved, aeons, castes, asram (divisions of lif

according to Hinduism), Brahma’s faces, arms

ofVishnu, stages of life.

5 pyare' pfidav, sense organs, arrows ofKam,

Shiv’s faces, breath, ghosts, treasure, muslim

prayers.2

6 seasons, sentiments, musical measures,

bhramarpad, itI, sastar’s, veda’ig.

7 muni’s, seas, musical tones, mountains,

worlds, var’s, bhumIka’s.

8 vasu, SIdth, dIggaj, yogég, pahIr, nag,

king’s limbs.

9 bhukhéd, numbers, nIdhi, grah, bhaktI.

10 dos, disa, dasa, avtar, sényasi péth.

11 rudar.

12 ran, rasi, flesh, mIsal’s,3 yogi péth.

13 brahman religion, VIshevdev.

14 10k, ratan, VIdya, manu.

15 tIthI, somvalli patr.

16 skills, Omamentation.

17 Vedic deities.

18 puran, bharat parav.

’ 19 a huge mouth.
20 nails, bisve.

21 murchana.
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'Five Piaras othalsa.

2Namazs of Muslims.

JTwelve Misls ofSikhs.

22 var’s.

25 prakrItI.

28 nakshatr.

30 days of a month.

32 teeth.

40 mukte.4

49 pavan.

64 kala.

There is reference to the meaning and idea

of the word sékhya at a number of places. In

Dasam Granth, this word appears instead of

ਸੰਗਿਆ in-”same sét parahot sahai. t5 te sékhya

sét-sahai.”—cobis. Thus sétsahai is a noun.

ਸੰਗ [5ਟੋ8] part with, along. “sz ke 55g na kachu
alai.”—NP. 2 n meeting. relation. “harI Ik 58

nalI ms: ség.”—var ram 2 m 5. 3 a group of

friends, gang, band. “55g calat he ham bhi

calna.”—suhi raVIdas. “ghar te calyo 55g ke

ség.”—GPS. 4 doubt, modesty, hesitation. “man

pap karat tfi sada ség.”-—bas§t m 5.

5 uncertainty, suspicion. “sadhu ségI bInse

sabh ség.”—-sukhmani. 6 P ਨੂੰ a stone. “ham

papi ség tarah.”—varkanm 4. 7 P .9 a dacoit;
a trapper. “jam 55g na phas-hI.”—maru soIhe

m 5. ‘Yam will not set the trap of death.’

ਸੰਗ ਅਸਞਦ [5ਰੌ8 asvad] See ਕਾਬਾ.
ਸੰਗਸਾਰ[8ਰੈ85ਪਿੱ]/) ਮੁਂਲ਼ੀਨੂ nto petrify,stonetodeath.

It is written in Mishkat that this punishment is

meant for adultery, but Muslim rulers used

‘stoning to death’ for other crimes also.

ਸੰਗਠਨ [ਙਟੈਥੂਬਸਿ਼ਗ਼ਾ] n the act of unifying, uniting

scattered articles or men; union.

ਸੰਗਣਾ [5ਰੌ8ਯੁ8] v to show modesty, be bashful,
feel shy.

ਸੰਗਤ [5ਚੈ88੮] SktF'f-al'a’n association, assembly.
“ségat sahIt suns mud dharé.”—GPS.

2 connection, relation, kinship to sit-together.

3 an assembly place for the Guru’s followers

to sit together. 4 a village in Malva, in Patiala

‘Forty Muktas othalsa religion.
 

 



 

ਸੰਗਤਸਾਹਿਥ

state, district Bamala, tehsil and police-station

Bathinda. Sangat is the second railway station

on Bathinda — Bikaner meter gauge railway

line.

ਸੰਗਤ ਸਾਹਿਬ' [5ਟੋ8ਗਂ sath] See ਫੇਰੂ 3. See ਅਬਿਚਲ
ਨ੍ਯਰ.

ਸੰਗਤ ਸਿੰਘ [5ਰੌ88੮ sigh] Bhai Sukha Singh has
written in the twentieth chapter of Guruvilas

that while bestowing Guruship to the Khalsa

at Chamkaur, Guru Gobind Singh presented

a plume to Bhai Sangat Singh Bangsi. See

ਸੰਤ ਸਿੰਘ 1.
2 son of Raja Phate Singh of Jind, who

ascended the royal seat ofJ ind on 30 July, 1822

AD at the age ofeleven years after the death of

his father. In 1824 AD, he was married with

great pomp and show to Sabha Kaur, daughter

ofRanjit Singh, a rich resident of Shahbad. He

paid little attention towards affairs ofthe state.

Considering him as his relative and a great rider,

Maharaja Ranjit Singh loved him very much.

He died on 3 November, 1834 AD at the age of ‘

twenty three. As he had no children, his nephew

Sarup Singh, a wealthy resident of Bajidpur

ascended the throne. See ਸਰੂਪ ਸਿੰਘ.
, ਸੰਗਤਦਾਸ [5ਰੈ88੮ das] See ਸਤਕਰਤਾਰੀਏ. 2 866ਪ੍ਰੀਤਮ

ਦਾਸ. ‘

ਸੰਗਤਧੁਰਾ [ségatpura] a village, in Patiala state,
district Fategarh (Basi), Police station Mulepur,

which was founded by Sodhi Didar Singh,

great-great grandson' of Baba Kaul Ji of

' Baba Kaul

|
Banmali Das

|
Abhairam

I
Jaspat Singh

|
Didar Singh
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ਸਂਗਮ

Dhilwan during the times ofRaja Amar Singh

Sahib the ruler of Patiala. The state presented

the entire Sangatpura as fiefdom to Sodhi

Sahib and gave four villages (Khareh, Pola,

Majri, Raisar) in addition. The total estate of

Sodhi Sahibs of Sangatpura has an annual

income of rupees nine thousand.

Sodhi Sahib says that he has with him a

string ofbeads, a handbook of five prayers of

Guru Arjan Dev and a breviary ofJapuji Sahib

gifted by Guru Gobind Singh.

ਸੰਗਤਰਾ [ségtara] Skt ਚੂਚ੍ਤਗ਼. E Orange, L Citrus
Aurantium. See ਨਾਰੰਗੀ, ਅਤੇ ਰੰਗਤਰਾ.

ਸੰਗਤਰਾਸ਼ [ségtaras] P ਰ੍/‘ਸ਼ੀਭੰਟੈੱ/ n a stone dresser,
stone cutter.

ਸੰਗਤਿ [ségatI] Skt ਸੰ-ਗਤਿ. meeting, compan-

ionship. “ségatI ka gun baho athkai.”—nat
am 4. 2 knowledge, education. 3 copulation,

coition. 4 semantic concordance among

preceding and succeeding sentences.

ਸੰਗਤੀਆ [ségatia] carpenter by profession, a

devotee who became a follower of Guru

Nanak Dev at Achal. He was a famous

philanthropist and man ofgreat achievement.

2 See ਸਤਕਰਤਾਰੀਏ.

ਸੰਗਤੀਆ ਸਿੰਘ [ਝਰੈਥੂਗੀਥ sigh] a disciple of Guru
Gobind Singh who on the orders ofthe Guru,

went with seven riders to ask Kirpal Katochi

and Bhim Chand Kehluri to be reconciled

with each other at the time when Hussaini

had invaded the hilly kings. Sangatia Singh

was killed in the battle. “sigh ségtia taha
pathae.”—VN.

ਸੰਗਦਿਲ [ségdxl] P d} adj stone-hearted.
hard-hearted. cruel.

ਸੰਗਨਾ [5ਰੈ8118] See ਸੰਗਣਾ. “karI sukrItu, nahi
ségna.”-—maru soIhe m 5. 2 in the company

of. “nahi re jam sétave sadhu kilségna.”
—dhana m 5.

ਸੰਗਮ [5ਟੋ83ਗ਼] Skt ਸੰ-ਗਮ n a meeting, union.
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“sadhu ségam 118 nIstara.”—gau m. 5.

2 confluence of two streams. 3 sexual union

between wife and husband; coition.

ਸੰਗਰ [ਙਟੈਛੁਰਿ] Skt n a war, battle, fighting. 2 a

thick iron chain, ordinary chain (ornamental).

“gar mahI game s'a'gar parhi.”—NP.

ਸੰਗਰਹਣ [ségrahan], ਸੰਗਰਹਣੁ [5ਰੌ81'811ਗ੍10] 866

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹਣ. “nam samalhu nam ségar-hu.”—o§kar.

ਸੰਗਰਾਣਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ [ségrana sath] There is a village
in district and tehsil Amritsar named Chabba.

About one mile away from this village in the

north-east direction, there is a gurdwara of

Guru Hargobind. Now, there is a railway station

of the same name. At this place Mai Sulakhni

supplicated to the Guru to bless her with a son.

With blessings from the Guru, she got seven

sons. Now the whole village is offspring of

Sulakhani.

The gurdwara building is a small one.

Attached to it are eight and a half acres land

in Chabba and fifteen ghumaons in village

Manavale. A fair is held on full-moon day of

the month of Vaisakh. There is also a

memorial of Baba Deep Singh the martyr in

this village.

ਸੰਗਰਾਂਦ [ségréd] 866 ਸੰਕ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ.
ਸੰਗਰਾਨਾ [ségrana] 866 ਸੰਗਰਾਣਾ ਸਾਹਿਬ.
ਸੰਗਰਾਮ [5ਰੇੰ81-8111] 866 ਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਮ. “lakh surtanu
ségram.”—var asa. 2 See ਅਕਬਰ.

ਸੰਗਰੀਆ [ségria] a cohort, companion, associate.

2 in the company of. “dutan ségria.”-brha

m 5. '

ਸੰਗਰੂਰ [ségarur] a town founded by Surtia Singh
Phulvansi, forty eight miles from Ludhiana,

situated on Ludhiana-Dlmri-Jakhal railway

line. It is the capital ofJind state. Previoulsy

this town was in Nabha state. In 1774 AD

raja Gajpat Singh seized it. Raja Sangat Singh

shifted the capital from Jind to this town in

1827 AD. Sangrur is twelve ‘koh’ to the west

ਸੰਗਲੀਂਆਲਾ

of Nabha. Raja Raghubir Singh added
substantially to the hustle and bustle of this

city. In Sangrur there are two weapons ofGuru

Gobind Singh. One is a sword on which the

text in golden letters reads—

ਠੁ/ਨੂ/ਪਾਂ/ਭੰ‘ਟ੍ਰੇਥੰਭੰਅੰਡੌਖਿ-‘ਠੁਠੰ/ਲੁੱਥੂਨੂਮਨੂੰਪੂੰ/ਸ਼ਾੰਗ੍ਰੀ

This sword was presented to Bhai Dharam

Singh by Guru Gobind Singh. When Bhai

Guddar Singh baptised raja Gajpat Singh at

Dialpura, he gifted this weapon to the latter.

The second weapon is a dagger, on which

the year 1752 is engraved alongwith the

following text — .

੦1ਟ੍ਵੇਭੰਪਂ1ਝੂਟ੍ਰ੦ਰਿਭੰਧਾਨੂਲ਼ੀਟ੍ਰੈਭੰਇਿਕੋੰਪਂਭੰਭੰਨੰਖਿ੭/ਨ੍ਰਿ੭/ਮੂੰ;

This was gifted by Guru Gobind Singh to

baba Tilok Singh.

There is a volume of bound Dasam Granth

in the palace at Sangrur in which Sukhmana

and Malkaus di Var figure as additional

compositions alongwith Japharnamah written

in the Persian script.

‘ Even though the capital is Sangrur, but

official papers are issued under the seal of

the state of J ind. See ਜੀਂਦ.

ਸੰਗਚੈ [ségrs] collects together. 2 nicely adopts.

ਸੰਗਲ [5ਰੈ881]5'/ਢ2ਸ਼ਿੰਖਲ a chain, thick iron chain.
“na satI hasti badhe ségal.”—var ram 1 m 1.

‘Truth is not realized by tying our body with

iron chains as an elephant is tied with them.’

ਸੰਗਲਦੀਧ [ségaldip] Skt ਸਿੰਹਲਦ੍ਹੀਖ an island to
the south of India, called Lanka. See ਲੰਕਾ.

“man-hu ségaldip ki narI gare me tébor 1<i

pik navini.”—-c5di 1. See ਸਿੰਹਲ.
ਸੰਗਲ ਵਾਲਾ ਅਖਥਾ [saga] vala akhara] See ਅਖਾੜਾ.
ਸੰਗਲਾਦੀਪ [ségladip] 866 ਸਿੰਹਲ ਅਤੇ ਸੰਗਲਦੀਪ.
ਸੰਗਲੀ [8ਟੋ81115/“ਸ਼ਿੰਖਲਾ8 chain, light iron chain.
ਸੰਗਲੀਂਅਾਲਾ [5ਰੈ811818] adj sequential,joined with

chains. “ghure nagare dohre ran ségliale.”

—c5d1' var. ‘Two war drums which are beaten

by placing them on the back of a horse or a
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camel, are tied with a chain so that they may

not get separated.’

ਸੰਗਾ [5ਟੈ88] Skt ਸ਼ੰਕਾ suspicion. 2 able, capable.
See ਕਹਿਸੰਗਾ. 3 a sub-caste ofRaj puts and Jats.
ਸੰਗਾਇਅਾ [5ਰੈ8818] adj hesitated, wavered, felt
shy. 2 from the congregation; in the holy

company of (ਸੰਗੀਤ ਸੇ). “sét ségaIa agIan
5dher gavaIa.”—sar chét m 5.

ਸੰਗਾਝ [ségat] ablative case; from the company.

2 congregation. “bhetat sadhségat.”—var guj

2 m 5. 3 association, company, with. “5t na

calat ségat.”—sar kabir.

ਸੰਗਾਤੀ [ségati] adj associate, companion. “avat
55g na jat ségati.”—bher kabir.

ਸੰਗਾਦਿ [5ਰੈ88ਧੰ1] an associate etc. See ਬੋਹੈ.
ਸੰਗਾਨ [5ਰੌ8ਗ਼ਾ] adj united. “otI potI bhagtan
ségan.”—-ram m 5. 2 assciation, company.

3 to sing a song well.

ਸੰਗਾਰ [ਝਰੈਠੰਪਿੰ] See ਸਿੰਗਾਰ. 2 association, company.

“sét ségar.”—dev m 5.

fiarrf‘a [ségarI], ਸੰਗਾਰੀ [ségari] adj who lives
with one; a companion. “mahIla jo dis-hI,

na koi ségarI.”—asa m 5. “parbraham

ségari.”~—bIIa kabir. 2 in company with,

alongwith. “jo tIh pache gIr‘é ségari.”-NR

ਸੰਗਾਰੇ [5ਰੈ88੮8],ਸੰਗਾਰੈ [5ਰੌ8ਪਿੱ8] from the company.
“te punit ségare.”—asam 5. 2 with, alongwith.

“prabhu ki pritI c312 ségare.”—asa m 5.

ਸੰਗਿ [5ਟੈ81] adjwho is a companion. 2 a relative.
“mIthIa 55g]: ségI laptae.”—asa m 5. ‘joined

with unreliable companions.’ 3 partwith, by.

“bharie matI papa ks ségI.”—japu. 4 from.

“tum SIU jorI avar ségl tori.”—sor ravrdas.

ਸੰਗੀ [ségi] adjwho is an associate. “ségi khota
krodhu c5da1.”—asa m 5.

ਸੰਗੀਸਾਥੀ [ségisathi] one who keeps company;

a companion. “ségisathi saga] trai.”-—asa m 5.

ਸੰਗੀਤ [ségit] Skt ਸੰ-ਗੀਤ n union'of three arts —-
dancing, singing and playing instruments.

2 a book containing description ofthese three.
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3 adj well sung. 4 short form for ਸੰਗੁਹੀਤ,
collected. “bahu bhojan kapar ségit.”

-sukhmani. 5 by the company. “sukh

gardhabh bhasam ségit.”—dhana m 5.

ਸੰਗੀਤ ਛੰਦ [5581੮ chéd] metres which are
appropriate for singing. 2 stanzas in Dasam

Granth, which resonate with ‘Mridung’. In

Dasam Granth are included metres like ségit
chappay, ségit-naraj, ségit pathstka, ségit

padhri, ségit bahra, ségit bhujég prayat, and

ségit madhur. See their different definitions

and examples under respective entries. Here

only the word ‘ségit’ is explained. It is added

to the names of those metres which include
musical sounds of mrIdég and are recited

along with harmonic and melodic tune.

Hence-

(a) ségit chappay: kagradI kupyo kapI

katak, bagradIbajan ran bajy5.—ramav.

(b) ségit naraj: suvir jagradé jage. larak

lagradé page.—c5di 2.

(c) ségit pathstka: kagradég kopke

detraj.—ramav.

(d) ségit padhri: tagradég ta] bajat

mucég.—manuraj.

(e) ségit bahra is different from “behra”

in Dasam Granth. It has the same form as the

first four lines ofchappay as in “sagradI 55g

ségrahe tagradI ?'91.‘ ture nacave.”—ram.

(f) ségit bhujégprayat: sagr‘dég suré

kagrdég kop5.-—c5di 2.

(g) ségit madhubhar: kagrdé kayak. tagrdé

tarakr-cédi 2.

ਸੰਗੀਤਾ [ségita], ਸੰਗੀਤਿ [ségitI] adj skilled in
music. “das patao péc ségita.”——ram m 5. See

ਦਸ ਪਾਤਉ. “ghar ghar nacat ségitI .”-—carI tr 30.
ਸੰਗੀਨ [ségin] P fad] of stone. 2 heavy, large.
3 firm, determined. 4 a bayonet; a pike shaped

weapon fixed on the mouth ofa gun. It is called

‘sfigu’ in Turkish and ‘sameza’ in Persian.
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ਸੰਗੁ [5ਟੈ80] company. See ਸੰਗ. “tIn 55g: s'égu
na kicai.”—var guj 2 m 5.

ਸੰ'ਗੁਰੀ [5ਰੈ801'1] a chain.

ਸੰਗੁਲਾਦੀਪ [séguladip] 886ਸਿੰਹਲਦ੍ਹੀਪ8ਘਿ ਸੰਗਲ਼ਦੀਪ.
ਸੰਗੁਲੀਂ [5ਟੈ8ਘੀ] See ਸੰਗੁਰੀ.

ਸੰਗੂਤਾ [5ਰੌ8੫੮8], ਸੰਗੂਤੀ [5ਰੈ8੫੮1] adjunited,joint,
integrated. “dhan sac séguti harI 55g: suti.”

—bIIa chét m I.

ਸੰਗੋ [5ਟੈ88] by, with, near. “pekhat sunat sada
he sége.”—sor m 5.

ਸੰਗੋਇਆ [ségoxa] adj ਸੰਗ-ਹੋਇਆ. 2 by one’s
company. “loha kath ségOIa.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਸੰਗੋ ਸਾਹ [5ਰੌ80 sah] See ਸਾਹਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਮ, ਨ੍ਯ'ਬਤ ਖਾਨ and
ਬੀਰੋ ਬੀਬੀ.

ਸੰਗੋਂਰੀ [ségori] in the company of. “on sétan kc
ségI ségori.”—gau m 5.

ਸੰਰਸ਼੍ਯ [ségyak] Skt ਚ'ਕ੍ਯਾ adj named, called.
ਸੰਰਯਾ [ségya] Skt n ਕ੍ਯਾ name of a thing; an
uttered word. 2 consciousness, awareness.

“tab $IV ju kIchu ségya pai.”—1<rIsan.

3 Gayatri. 4 wife of the sun, who was the

daughter ofVishvkarma and who bore Yamraj.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹ [ségrah] Skt ਸੰ-ਗ੍ਰਹ n a compilation,
collection. 2 an act of gathering. “khIma

dhan ségraheI.”——bas§t m 1.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹਣ [ségrahan] Skt n collecting, hoarding.
2 controlling,_ overpowering. “atam rat

ségrahar} kahan 5mrat kal dhalan.”-—saveyem

2 ke. 3 forbidding, prohibiting. “bis sapatahro

basro ségrahe.”—sn‘ m 1. ‘Prohibit from evil

your body, the abode of twenty seven

elements.’ See ਬੀਸ ਸਪਤਾਹਰੋਂ.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹਣੀ [ségrahni] Skt ਗ੍ਰਹਣੀਂ. ਗਂ/ਮ੍ਹਾ/ਝੁੰ psilosis.

The causes of this disease are as those of

dysentery. This disease is ofien a chronic form

ofdiarrhoea or dysentery. A patient ofpsilosis

suffers from loose motions; his intestine gives

out noise, his mouth waters; he has back-aches

and this disease is severe during the day and

less painful at night. [fa psilosis patient skips
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meals for 40 days and takes yoghurt of cow

or goat milk mixed with some salt, black pepper

and powder ofginger, he recovers without any

medicine.

The medicines beneficial for dysentery

should be used for psilosis. The digestive

powder thus prepared is also very useful. Take

pure sulphur one tola, pure mercury halftola,

and pulverise both of these.‘ Also take ginger,

black pepper, piper longum, fried asafoetida,

white and black cumin seeds one tola each,

five kinds of salts seven and a half tolas and

cannabis measuring half of all these

medicines. After grinding and sieving all

these, mix with the above pulverized

medicine and put the mixture in a small bottle.

Eat three masas ofthis medicine with churned

curd of cow milk everyday. Take boiled and

sieved rice free of gruel in meal. “ségrahni

ségrah dustan kIy.”—carItr 405.

ਸੰਗੁਹਨ [ਙਟੈਥੂਰਿਸ਼ਿਸ਼] See ਸੰਗੁਹਣ. “ratan tIag ségrahan
kauqli.”——b.rha chét m 5.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਹਿਅਉ [5ਰੌ8ਰਿਯਿਰਪ] collected. 2 absorbed

entirely. adopted firmly. “nam kartar su (!…“

nanakI ségrahIau.”—saveye m 3 ke.
ਸੰਗੂਰਿਣ [5ਰੈ81‘ਗ਼ੀ1ਸ਼] See ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹਣ.

ਸੰਗੁਹੀਤ [ségrahit] adj accumulated, collected.
ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹੀਤ ਨਾਮ [5ਟੈ81‘811ਤੋ੮ nam] n a collective noun,
such as a herd, an army, a drove etc.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹੇਇ [5ਰੌ81‘ਗੰ19ਗ਼ੁ] See ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹ. 2 See ਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਰ੍ਯ.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਹ [ségrah] Dg n a hilt. 2 a haft. 3 shield’s
grip.

ਸੰਗੁ'ਰ੍ਯ [ségrahy] Ski adj suitable for accumulation,
fit for collection. 2 appropriate for acceptance,

adoptable.

ਸੰਗਾਂਦ [ségrad] See ਸੰਕ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਾਮ [ségram] Ski n a war, a battle.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰਅ ਸਿੰਘ [ségram sigh] In history he is also
known as Sanga. He ascended the throne as

'grind like collyrium.
 

 



 

 

ਸੰਗ੍ਰੇਡ਼ੀ
king ofChataur in 1509 AD. See ਚਤੌੜ.

ਸੰਗ੍ਰੇਡ਼ੀ [ségreri] See ਸੰਘੁੰੜੀ.
ਸੰਘ [5ਟੈ8}1] n throat, gullet. “cabs tata lohsar VICI
séghs palte.”—var gau 1 m 4. 2 ‘toba’ caste; a

class of divers who tell about the salinity or

sweetness of underground water by smelling

the earth; one who smells; a sniffer. 3 Skt a

community, a gang, an organisation.

ਸੰਘੱਟ [séghatt] Skt n a community, a gang, a
group. 2 friction, squabble. 3 the wheel of a

chariot etc.

ਸੰਘਰ [séghar] n 'a fort made with bushes; a
wooden fort. “séghar tahI bédhaI cuphera.”

-—GPS. 2 a bugle of war, a war—horn (ਰਨਸਿੰਘਾ).

“bad jodhi séghar vae.”—c§di 3. 3 Skt ਸੰਗਰ a
battle, a war. “sur dekh séghar me kayar

palavhi.”-NP. 4 a sub-caste of Iats. “kédu
séghar mIle haséda.”—BG

ਸੰਘਰਸਣ [ségharsan] Skt ਚ'ਯਯੰਧ੍ਯ n scraping,
grinding, rubbing.
ਸੰਘਰਰਿ [ségharahI] See ਸੰਘਰਣ.
ਸੰਘਰਣ [ségharan] See ਸੰਗ੍ਰਹਣ. “sac vanéje sacu
séghar-hI.”—majh a m 3. “gunkari gun

séghre.”—suh1' a m 3. 2 ruining, destroying.

“satru ségharni.”—sanama. See ਸ਼ਾੰਪ੍ਯਾ.

ਸੰਘਹੈ [séghre] See ਸੰਘਰਣ.
ਸੰਘਾ [ségha] n a bunch (ਸਮੁਦਾਯ) of twines in a
strung cot. 2 a sub-caste of Jats.

ਸੰਘਾਤ [séghat] Skt n a community, a gang, a

gathering. 2 catarrh, phlegm. 3 a hell. 4 the

act of killing; murder. 5 physique, body.

ਸੰਘਾਤੀ [séghati] adj who kills or murders.
“bhekhdhari jyé séghati hOI.”—BG

ਸੰਘਾਰ [5ਟੋ81181‘], ਸੰਘਾਰਣ [ségharan], ਸੰਘ'ਰੁ [5ਰੌ8}181'0]

Skt ਸੰਹਾਰ, ਸੰਹਾਰਣ n destruction, devastation.

“chut-hI séghar nImakh kIrpa te.”—sar

m 5. 2 murder.l “hoa asur ségharu.”—sri a
 

'When the word sanghar or sangharan follows another

.word, then it acquires the meaning of the ‘doer’ as-

asur sanghar and asur sangharan.
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m 5. “asur ségharan ram hamara.”—maru soIhe

_m 1. “taskar péc sabadI s'éghare.”—ram am 1.

3 doomsday. 4 process of gathering properly.

5 ਲ਼ਾਸੰਘਾਰੁ native. 6 brave. 7 dear, beloved.

ਸੰਘਾੜਾ [séghara] See ਸਿੰਘਾੜਾ.
ਸੰਘਿਤਾ [s‘éghI ta] See ਸੰਹਿਤਾ. “braham vaky kahI
séghIta prapaséti jap.”—GPS.

ਸੰਘੀ [séghi] n neck bone; larynx; Adam’s apple.
See ਘੰਟਿਕਾ.

ਸੰਘੇਰਾ [5ਰੋ811ਖਿ8], ਸੰਘੇੜਾ [séghera] a sub-caste of
Iats. “néda séghera tIs thor.”-GPS.

ਸੰਘੋਲ [ség‘hol] a village situated 13 koh (south
of Ropar in Patiala state. Guru Gobind

Singh stayed here on way to Kurkshetar,

but the gurdwara is now in Ranvan. See

ਰਾਣਵਾਂ.

ਸੰਘੁਤ [séghrat] This word has been used instead
of ਸੰਘਾਰਤ (ਸੰਚਾਰਤ). “bhét bhfit séghrat bhayo

kachu 113 55k VIC81‘.”—-CarItr 125. 2 colleoted,

accumulated.

ਸੰਘੁੰਡ਼ੀ [séghreri] a village in Patiala state,

under the administration of Barnala, tehsil

Mansa and police station Boha. North ofthis

village is a gurdwara raised in the memory

of Guru Teg Bahadur. It has 4 ghumaons of

village land and is looked after by a Sikh

priest. It is to the west of Breta railway

station, connected by a stretch of two miles

of unbricked road.
ਸੰਙ [$513] See ਸੰਕਾ. 2 See ਸੰਗ.
ਸੰਡ਼ਾ [5ਰੈਸੁ8],ਸੰਡਿਆ [ségIa] See ਸੰਗਤਾ. “devanhar
Ihi jug séga.”-—krrsan. ‘one who revives.’
2 a state, a condition. “tin: 5591a kar dehi

kini jal kukar bhasmehi.”—sor m 5.

ਸੰੜੂ [5ਟੈਧੂਪ] a doubt. 2 a company, an association.

“satségatI melo ségu.”—suhi m 4. ‘Provide

the company of truthful persons.’

ਸੰਚ [5ਰੌ੮] See ਸੋਚਨ. “5mrIt drIsatI 55c: jivae.”

~gau m 5. 2 See ਸੰਚਯਨ. “5ਰੌ੦8੮ sécat thsli
kini.”—asa m 5.
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ਸੰਚਉਨੀ [5ਰੌ੦9ਘਪਂ], ਸੰਚਣ [sécan], ਸੰਚਨ [5ਰੌ੮ਗ਼ੀ],

ਸੰਚਯ [sécay], ਸੰਚਯਨ [sécyan] (See ਸੰ and ਚਯ)
n a collection, an accumulation, an

amassing. “ram nam dhan karI sécauni.”

—gau kabir. “sé’can kau harI eko nam.”

—dhana m 5. “sécan karau nam dhan

nIrmal.”—sor m 5.

ਸੰਦਰ [5ਟੈ੮81'] Skt n departure, walk. 2 a bridge.
3 a water—channel, a hole, a drain etc. 4 a

path, a way. 5 body, physique.

ਸੰਚਰਣ [sécaran] Skt n expansion. 2 walk,
departure. 3 a shiver.

ਸੰਚਰਿਓ [sécarxo] spread. 2 arrived. See ਸੰਚਾਰ.
ਸੰਚਚੈ [sécrs] See ਸੰਚਾਰ 5.

ਸੰਚਰ੍ਯਉ [sécaryau] Sec ਸੰਚਰਿਓ. “harIbés jagat
jas s§caryau.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਸੰਚਵੈ [sécve] collects, accumulates. “dhan c1 tve

dhan sécve.”—-sri m 4 pahre. 2 accumulated.

ਸੰਰਾ [5ਰੈ੮8] adj watered, irrigated. “émrIt nam

rIde 1e séca.”—gau m 5. 2 accumulated. 3 )1
an earthen pot for collecting (ਇਕੱਠਾ) melted

metal; a die, a cast.

ਸੰਚਾਣਾ [5ਤੇਂ੮8ਧ੍ਯ] adj accumulated “harIdhan
sécana.”——asa.m 5.

ਸੰਚਾਰ [5ਰੈ੮ਪਿੰ] Skt ਚਕ੍ਦਸ਼੍ਯ n transmission, going

on, roaming, wandering. 2 to bind together.

“dve dve ban sécarke dve dve tan pare.”

-GPS. ‘connecting two arrows with a bow-

string.’ 3 spreading, expanding. “jagat jas

sécaryau.”—saveye m 5 ke. 4 entry, approach.

“tIthe kal na sécre.”—sri a m 1. 5 to run, flee.

“na nIve na phunI sécre.”—gau kabir ba van.

6 a meeting, reunion. “kavan su data 1e

sécare.”—gau m 5. 7 body, physique, what

makes it possible to exist. 8 a bridge, over

which people pass.

ਸੰਰਾਰੀ [5ਟੈ੮8ਸਂ] Skt ਚਕ੍ਥਯਿਬਯੰ/who walks, who

wanders. 2 a kind of poetic sentiment. See

ਰਸ. 3 n the air, wind. 4 musical tone ofthree

octaves in ascending and descending order

as sa re ga, ga re 5a, ma pa dha, dha pa ma,

pa dha ni, ni dha pa etc. 5 the middle part of
‘asthai’ and ‘abhog’ ofdhruv pad, that is sung

after asthai at the time of ‘alap’.

ਸੰਰਾਰੀ ਭਾਵ [5ਰੌ੮31'1 bhav] See ਭਾਵ.
ਸੰਚਾਲਨ |5ਤੌ੮81੪11] Skt n goading, urging,

encouraging.

ਸੰਚਿ [sécx] after irrigating or watering. See ਸੰਚ
1. 2 after accumulating, amassing or

collecting. “85CI harI dhan.”——sri m 5.

ਸੰਚਿਓ [55cm], ਸੰਚਿਅਾ [55cm] adj collected,
amassed, accumulated. 2 watered, sprinkled.

“33th bhaI $5CIo kIran 5mrIt kal bani.”

-saveye m 2 ke. ‘Through rays of noble

ambrosial word of enlightenment was rained

spiritual love.’ “5mm nam jal séc1a.”—bIIa

m 5.

ਸੰਚਿਤ [sécrt] Skt adj collected, accumulated.
ਸੰਚੀ [5ਰੈ੮1] adj collected (ਜਮਾ). 2 nourished,
nurtured. “amar janI séci Ih kaIa.”—-bIIa
kabir. 3 n a file of papers, a part. “séci sr jni

tare dabai.”-GPS.

ਸੰਚੀਐ [5ਟੈ੮18] let us collect/amass. 2 let us water/

irrigate. “nim bIrakh bahu sécie.”—var sar

m 4.

ਸੰਚੇ [5ਚੈ੮8] See ਸੰਚਯ.
ਸੰਜ [séj] Skt ਚਕ੍ਕ੍ vr to embrace, to cling; to

quarrel; to go away; to hoard. 2 See ਸੰਚਯਨ.

“nam nIdhanu man mahI séjI dharI.”—var

maru I m 3. “séjI kia gharI vas.”—var majh

m 1. “caldIa nal na cal: so kIU séjie.”—var

jet. “harI dhan jIni séan.”—majh a m 5.

3 Skt ਸ੍ਯਯ n Brahma. 4 Shiv. 5 adja helmet,

armour. “saré séj phutte.”—c5di 2. 6 n armour,

a bullet proof vest. “subhE sastra séjan 56

surviré.”—macch. 7 P (ਨ੍ਹੂੰ weight, mass. 8 a

measure, a gauge. 9 cymbal, castanets See ਪਟੇਲਾ.

10 Spurity, cleanliness. 11 tools, implements.

ਸੰਜਨ [5ਟੈ]911].ਉੱ/(/ਜ੍ਯ n connecting. 2 mixing.
3 tying. `
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ਸੰਜ਼ੀਉ [ਙਟੈਨ੍ਹੂੰਬ੍ਰੂਧ] 866 ਸਜੀਵ.
ਸੰਜੀਐ [séjie] See ਸੰਜ,

ਸੰਜ਼ੀਦਨ [séjidan] P ¢fo v to weigh, measure.
ਸੰਜੀਦਾ [séjida] P ,ਸੁੱ adj weighty. 2 serious,

ਸੰਜਮ [5ਟੋ]‘8ਗ਼] Skt ਸੰ-ਯਮ n act of self-control,
restraining mind and senses from evils. “séjam

sat sétokh sil.”—saveye m 4 Re. 2 a religious
vow, a precept “nanak Ihu séjam prabthrpa

paie.”—gau thItim 5. 3 reluctance, hesitation.
“chadI sxanap séjam nanak.”—dev m 5. 4 a

precaution, abstinence. “bhe ka séjam je kare
daru bhau leI.”—var ram 1 m 3. 5 a custom;

a ceremony. “séjam turka bhai.”—var asa. 6 a

remedy, an effort. “bIn séjam nahi karaj

sar.”—devm 5. 7 a method, a technique. “jIna

nfi mathan da séjam he, so mathke aganI

nIkalde hen.”—bhagtav1i.

ਸੰਜਮਨੀ [5ਟੈਰ੍ਹਿਗ਼1ਪਂ] 866 ਸੰਯਮਨੀਂ.
ਸੰਜਮਿ [séjamI] with a remedy (ਉਪਾਯ), with an

effort. “haume kIth-hu Upjs kItu séjamI :}…

jaI.”—var asa. “nah: jaI sahIsa kIte
séjamI.”—an5du.

ਸੰਜਮੀ [5ਰੌਨ੍ਹੂੰਧਪਂ] ‘ਉਂ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਬਂਧਸ਼ਿਜ਼੍ਕੈਧੱ/‘ਫਿ਼ਸ਼ਾਞਾਮਿੰਖ਼ਿੳ, moderate.
See ਸੰਜਮ.

ਸੰਜਮੁ [ਝਟੋਫਿ਼ਧਘ] 866 ਸੰਜਮ.
ਸੰਜਯ [5ਤੌ]'8}/] charioteer and minister of
Dh'ritrashtar. There is a reference at the

beginning of Gita that Dhritrashtar inquired

about the battle from Sanjay; he foretold the

whole situation ofKurukshetar with prophetic

insight. He was a disciple onyas and a great

scholar. adj who has completely conquered
the evils.

ਸੰਜਰ [séjar] short form for ਸੰਜ-ਧਰ. the wearer
of an armour. See ਸੰਜ,
ਸੰਜਰੀਆ [séjria] collected. See ਸੰਜ, 2 attained.
“CIrékal IhU deh séjria.”—gau m 5.

ਸੰਜਾਫ [5ਟੈ]'8})}1], ਸੰਜਾਬ [séjab] See ਸਿੰਜਾਫ.

ਸੰਜਾਰ [5ਟੋ]'81'] n proper management. 2 See ਸੰਚਾਰ. 'ਚੂ

“Iktu sutI prOI jotI séjarie.”——var guj 2 m 5. _

ਸੱਜਦੀ [ਙਚੈਫਿ਼ਸਂ] adj hoarded, stored. See ਸੰਚਾਰ.
ਸੰਜਿ [5ਰੇੰ]':[] having amassed/collected. See

’ ਸੰਜ 2. ‘
ਸੱਜਿਆ [séan] See ਸੰਜ,

soben

ਸੰਜੀਂਵਨਿ [séjivanI], ਸੰਜੀਵਨੀ [5ਟੋ]'ਤੋ਼\…1] 866 ਮ੍ਰਿਤ
ਸੰਜੀਵਨੀ. 2 866 ਕਚ. “parh séjivanI tahI

jIyave.”—carItr 321. “sastra hane séjivni }')/(~)

legal tIh det.”—NP.

ਸੰਜੁਗਤ [séjugat] ਸੰਜੁਤ [séjut] Skt ਸੰਯੁਕ੍ਰ adj with,
alongwith. “jog bhog séjutu bal.”—saveye m
4 ke. “das gun séjut jo de hoi.”-NP. See ਦਸ

ਗੁਣ ਬ੍ਰਾਹਮਣ ਚੇ. 2 joint, united.

ਸੰਜੁਤਾ [séjuta] See ਸੰਯੁਤਾ.

ਸੰਜੁਤੁ [5ਟੈ]ਪਪਿ] See ਸੰਜੁਤ.

ਸੰਜੇ [5ਟੈ]‘ੲ] 866 ਸੰਚਯ. 2 with the amassed. “séje
karhI pIar.”—-var asa. 3 See ਸੰਜਯ.

ਸੰਜੇ [5ਟੋਂਮ੍'੦], ਸੰਜੋਉ [séjou], ਸੰਜੋਅ [séjoa], ਸੰਜੋਆ

[5ਰੈ]'੦8] n a part of the armour covering head

face and neck; a defensive armament. See

ਸੰਜ, “satguru ka kharagu séjou harI bhagatI

he.”—var gau I m 4.

ਸੰਜੋਇਆ [séjoxa], ਸੰਜੋਈ [séjoi] united, joined,
tied. See ਸੱਜਨ. “mat pIta bhai sut banIta tIn
bhitarI séjOIa.”—sri m 5 pahre. “nIhbhagro

bhahI 5ਰੌ]‘੦:[੦ re.”—todim 5. “I50 matki mahI

sabad séjoi.”——asa kabir.

ਸੰਜੋਗ [5ਟੌ]'08], ਸੰਜੋਗੜਾ [5ਰੇੰ]'081‘8] Skt ਸੰਯੋਗ n
relations; luck. “dhia put séjog.”—sn' a m 1.

2 union, chance. “séjog nam surma akhéd ek

janIye.”—paras. 3 according to astrology

adequate match of planetary, astronomical

movements etc. “dhan murat case pal gharia,

dhén su OI séjoga jiu.”—majh m 5. “nam

hamare saun séjog.”-bh£r m 5. 4 result of
one’s deeds, consequence “IIkhIa thI‘I

séjog.”—majh barahmaha. 5 union ofsopl with

body; birth “saha séjog viahu VIjog.”4gaum
1. 6 an effort, an attempt. 7 Skt ਸੰਯੋਕੂ a yoke.

“ceta vatr vakhat séjog.”—var ram 1 m 1.
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‘Remembrance of God is moisture and the

time for prayer is ploughing.’

ਸੰਜੌਗਿ [séjogI], ਸੰਜੋਗੀ [séjogi] adj coincidently,
related with one’s karma. “mamas janam séjogI

paIa.”—dhana a m 5. 2 with effort. “kavan
séjogI mIlaU prabhu apne.”—brla m 5. “mela

séjogi ram.”—asa chét m 1. 3 Skt ਦਿਯੇਧਿਜ਼੍ adj

related, associated. 4 ‘according to sanyasis

and ascetics one who spends his life as a

house-holder is a true saint.’

ਸੰਜੋਂਣਾ [séjona] SktfifiT-m n merger, unification.

ਸੰਜੌਚ [séjor] Skt ਚਯੇਬ੍ਯੂ adjwho cultivates land;

who yokes oxen. “harI sic: sudha séjor.”—jet

m 5.

ਸੰਜੌਰਿ [séjorI] by cultivation, by yoking.
ਸੰਜੌਵਾ [s:‘ajoval See ਸੰਜੋਆ. 2 well-yoked.
ਸੰਝ [séjh], ਸੰਤਾ [5ਤੋ]'}1‘1] n dusk, time of sunset,
darkness, evening.

ਸੰਝਾਬਲ [séjhabal] Dg one who is dominant at

dusk, a demon; a monster; a fiend; a ghost.

ਸੰਡ [55d] Skt ਗਜ਼ਰ n demons’ priest; a priest of

demons, who was son of Shukr and brother of

Amrak. Both these brothers were appointed

to teach Prahiad. See ਸੰਡਾਮਰਕਾ. 2 Ski ਰਹਤ ਸ-

ਅੰਡ a male animal like a bull, or a stud bull

who is not castrated. 3 Skt ਕਹਤ a sterile

buffalo; impotent; eunuch.

ਸੰਡਾ [séda] Skt ਧਰਤੀ an infertile buffalo; a

barren, infertile woman.

ਸੰਡਾਮਰਕਾ [sédamarka] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯਧਗਧ੍ਯਾ‘ both the

brothers Shand and Amrak who were sons of

Shukr. See ਸੰਡ ]. “sédamarka sath jaI
pukare.”—bher m 3.
ਸੰਢ [sédh] See ਸੰਡ, ਸੰਡਾ and ਸੰਢਣਾ.

ਸੰਢਣਾ [sédhna] v to euphonise, combine,

connect, tie. “ape hi lekha sédhie.”—var asa.

ਸੰਤ or ਸੰਤੁ [set or 55w] Skt ਧ੍ਯ adj who has
controlled his mind and senses; unperturbed

(soul). “sét ks uparI deI prabhu hath.”—g5d

m 5. See E saint.

ਸੰਤਸਭਾਂ

ln Gurbani the quality and greatness ofa

saint is thus described:

jIna $aSI gII‘aSI na VISI‘E harInamz‘i manI

mét. '

dhénu SI sei nanka, puranu soi sétu.—m 5 var

gau 2.

ath pahar nIkatI karI jans,

prabh ka kia mitha mane.

eku namu sétan adharu,

hox rahe sabh ki pagcharu.

sét rahat sunhu mere bhai,

ua ki mahIma kathanu na jai.

vartanI jake keval nam,

anad mp kirtanu bIsram.

mItr satru jaks ek samane,

prabh apune bIn avaru na jane.

kotI kotI agh katanhara,

dukh durI karan jia ke datara.

surbir bacon ke bali,

kaula bapuri séti chali.

taka ségu bach-hI surdev,

amogh darasu saphal jaki sev.

karjorI nanaku kare ardaSI,

mohI séttahal dije guntaSI.—asa m 5.

2 Skt ਚਰ੍ਖ਼ੇ scholar, pandit. 3 superb, superior.

“amrIt drIsatI pekhe hUI s'ét.”—sukhmani.

4 n a disciple oquru Nanak. “sot 55g: harI

man: vase.”—gau m 5. 5 short form of ਸਨਤ

ਕੁਮਾਰ. See ਪੁਰਾਰੀ. ’
ਸੰਤਈ [5ਰੈ੮ਗਂ] n saintliness, piety. “sat na chads

sétai.”—s kabir.
ਸੰਤਸਹਾਇ [sét 5ਝੀ181],ਸੰਤਸਹਾਯ [sétsahay] adjwho

protects a saint. “sath sétsahay pIare.”—c:)pai

ਸੰਤਸਹਾਰ [5ਰੌ੮5੩11ਪਿੱ] adj wh'o defends and
supports a saint. “sétsahar sada bIkhIata.”

—saveye m 1 ke.
ਜੰਤਸਭਾ [sétsabha] n an assembly of Sikhs; an

organisation of Singhs. “thanu suhava paVItU

he thhe sétsabha.”—sri m 5. ‘an assembly of

sadhus blessed with quiet souls.’



 

 

ਸੰਤ ਸਾਧੁ

ਸੰਤਸਾਧੁ [5ਗੌ sadhu] adj who is a tranquil saint;
who is a peaceful noble person. 2 n Guru

Nanak Dev. “sét sadhu jIn paIa te vad
purakh.”—dhana m 4.

ਸੰਤ ਸਿੰਘ [8ਰੈ੮ sigh] According to Gurupratap
Suray, Guru Gobind Singh decoratediSant

Singh with a cockade and panache while

conferring guruship upon the Khalsa at

Chamkaur, as: ‘

. “péc-hfi me kalgi ki'h dinas,

so nIrne sunie man 1211,

sét sigh khatri SIkh subhmatI,

thapyo péc-hfi me vadIaI,

tIs 1<0 guruta arpan kinas,

prItham khalse me tIn paI,

sastra bédhaI bathaI atari,

guru phate bole harkhaI.

kItak kahIt 55g sigh bégsi,

bégas des VIkhE te a1,

tIs 1<0 karyo sthapan tIs chIn,

guruta dai jIga pahIraI,

satIgurU ke SIkh don-hu gurumukh,

tIn me kou thapyo banaI,

US per bad nahi kuch barno,

dono ke lIhU caran manaI.”

—-GPS mtt 6 a 41.

Bhai Sant Singh resident of Patti town

in Majha was an Arora Sikh. His son Hara

Singh (whose other name is Bahadar Singh)

was bestowed with Hukamnama by Guru

Gobind Singh,l which is now with Mai

Butki living in the house of Bhai Uttam

Singh in Bhaian da Kucha, mohalla Ganj

'The date of this hukamnama is Assu Sudi 9 Sammat

 

I761 . There is a reference to Chamkaur in it. The Battle

ofChamkaur was fought in the tenth month ofBikrami

(Poh) and how was hukamnama received in Asu?1fthe

battle ofChamkaur took place in 1760 the hukamnama

could not have been received in Asu. Historians have a

point to ponder.
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of Peshawar city. Here is also a turban, a

robe and one shoe ofthe Guru.2 Sant Singh’s

son had gone to Pishawar after leaving

Patti. See ਸੰਗਤ ਸਿੰਘ 1. 2 son of Bhai Surat
Singh. gyani of Harmandir. was a great

scholar. Bhai Santokh Singh Kaviraj had

studied with him. See ਸੰਤੋਖ ਸਿੰਘ. Gyani Sant

Singh died in Sammat 1889. Gyani family

of this noble person is highly respected in

Amritsar. 3 younger brother ofAkali Phoola

Singh, whose descendant is a landlord

and top lambardar in Taran Tarn. See ਫੂਲਾ
ਸਿੰਘ.
ਸੰਤ ਸੰਤ [sat sét] adj quiet as a saint; peace-

loving scholar, peacc-Ioving noble person.

“nanak sét sét harI Iko.”—sr1' chét m 4.

ਸੰਤਹਤਨਾ [sétah tana] adjwho is a saint’s son;
sadhu’s disciple, seeker of spiritual

knowledge. 2 a saint’s armour, saint’s

protector (ਸਾਧੁ), saint’s defender. 3 See ਤਨਾ

2 and 6.

ਸੰਤਕਾਲੀਂਆ [sétkalia] See ਕਾਲੀਆ.

ਸੰਤਘਾਟ [5ਟੋ੮8118ਣੁ] a quay or ghat of Vein river

near Sultanpur where Guru Nanak Dev used

to have a bath. After leaving Modikhana, he

put on the saint’s gown (gown of a traveller)

at this place. See ਸੁਲਤਾਨਪੁਰ.

ਸੰਤ ਜਨ [sét jan] saintly people.

ਸੰਤਜਨੀ [sétjani] saintly people. “sétjani kia

updes.”-bas§t m 5. 2 a female saint.

ਸੰਤਤ [5ਰੌ੮ਗਂ] Skt adv continuously. “sétat hi

satségatI ség surég rate.”—savsye m 4 Re.

ਸੰਤਤਿ [sétatI] Skt n progeny, children. 2 a sub-

caste, lineage. 3 expanse, extension.

ਸੰਤਤਿ ਪਥ [5ਚੇ੮੪੮1 path] reproductive organ,
vagina, vulva.

ਸੰਤ ਦਾਸ [sét das] son of Bhai Bhagtu’s

successor, Jivan, whose progeiiy lives in
 

2The second shoe is at Mehtian di gali in village Makhdan

ofdistrict Kohat.
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village Chak Bhai ka, district Ferozepur. Bhai

Jivan had served Guru Har Rai for a long

time.

ਸੰਤਦੋਂਖੀ [s‘étdokhi] adjwho is an enemy ofsaints.
“sétdokhi ka thau ko nahI.”—sukhmani.

ਸੰਤ ਧਗਜ੍ਯਾ [5ਰੈ੮ dharamsala] a religious place

of Sikhs. “mohI nIrgun dIce thau sét

dharamsalie.”—var guj 2 m 5.

ਸੰਤਨ [5ਰੈ੮ਗ਼ਾ] short form for ਸੰਤਜਨ. “jahI sadhu

sétan hoth Ikatr.”—dhana m 5. “sétna ks

caranI lag.”—asa m 5 partal. 2 to saints. “harI

sétan karI namo namo.”—gau a m 5. 3 Skt

ਸ੍ਯਜ਼ੂ a source of body’s comfort. “uthI

SIdhare chatrpatI sétan ks khIalI.”—bIIa

m 5.

ਸੰਤਨਾ [s‘étna] See ਸੰਤਨ.
ਸੰਤਨੁ [s‘étano] See ਸਾਂਤਨੁ.

ਸੰਤਨੇਂਯ [sétney] See ਸਾਂਤਨੁ. “bhayo tan ke bhédh

me sétneyé. bhae tahI l<e kauro pfidveyé.”

—gyan. 2 See ਸਾਂਤਨੇਯ.

ਸੰਤਪਤ [sétpat] Skt ਬਂਰਾਰ adj very hot. 2 utterly

miserable.

ਸੰਤਪਿਅਾਰ [séthar] love for saints. 2 peace-

loving.

ਸੰਤਧ੍ਰਸਾਦਿ [sétprasadI] with the grace ofa saint.

“sétprasadI harI kirtan gau.”—gau m 5.

ਸੰਤਬਹਲ [sétbahal] See ਬਹਲ.
ਸੰਤਮੰਡਲ [sétmédal], ਸੰਤਮੰਡਲੀਂ [sétmédli] an

assembly of Sikhs; a gathering of Sikhs

reposing faith in the Guru. “sétmédal mahI

nIrmal katha.”—bh£r m 5. 2 society of

saints.

ਸੰਤਮੰਤ [sétmét], ਸੰਤਮੰਤੁ [sétmétu], ਸੰਝਮੰਤ੍

[sétmétr] teachings of Guru Nanak; 2 a

sadhu’s sermon.

ਸੰਤਰਾ [5ਟੈ੮੮8] See ਸੰਗਤਰਾ and ਰੰਗਤਰਾ.
ਸੰਤਰੀ [5ਟੈ੮ਸਂ] E Sentry, a soldier on guard.
ਸੰਤਰੇਣੁ [ਝਰੈਘਿਗ੍ਘ] an ascetic; was a chief priest

ofa saintly group imparting education. Seeing

this group starving for many days, Guru
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Nanak Dev gave them Rs. 20,I brought for

business from home. The place where this

incident occurred is now named as “khara

soda.” See ਚੂਹੜ ਕਾਣਾ. 2 the dust of saint’s feet;

dust of the feet.

ਸੰਤਲਾ [sétla] See ਸੀਤਲਾ.

ਸੰਤਾਉੰਣਾ [sétauna] v to torment, annoy, hurt.

“na tIsu kal séta1.”——sri a m 1. “dut n3 sake

sétai.”-guj a m 1.

ਸੰਤਾਨ [5ਟੈ੮ਪਿੱ1] Skt ਸ੍ਯਯ n progeny, descendants.

2 a mythical wish-fulfilling tree; a desire-

granting tree. “janIye sétan ke saman bane

anban, dani man kamna, na dani mokh gyan

he.”—NP. 3 expansion, extension. 4 arrange-

ment, management. 5 continuous flow of

water.

ਸੰਤਾਨੀ [sétani] adj of the saints. “jInI rakhi an

sétani.”—sar m 5. 2 who has children.

ਸੰਤਾਪ [sétap] Skt n burning sensation, heat,

scorching heat. 2 suffering, agony. 3 fever.

“sabhe dukh sétap jz'i tudho bhulie.”—-var ram

2 m 5. 4 repentance, regret. “thkhIa bhojan

kars sétap.”—Var ram 1 m 1.

ਸੰਤਾਪਨ [sétapan] n tormenting, causing suffering.

ਸੰਤਾਪੀ [sétapi] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਧਿਜ਼੍ਬਯੰ/ who oppresses;
who torments. "

'Many ignorant but cunning writers have shown Santren

as Guru Nanak’s mentor. Guru Nanak himself says

about his Guru in Gurbani— “apréparu parbraham

parmesur nanak 801- mIlIa soi jiu."—sorm I . See about

Santren in Guru Nanak Parkash-

A question by followers of Santrcnu:

“arbala Iaghu bal sucali. gIra vxrag bhaéatl bhal sali.

tom 56 an kin bahu bhau. mrIdul krIpalu VIsal subhau.

bhojan saj an jab base. calan rajaI din tum kese?”

Answer of Santrcn:

“sun mahét bolyo bar bani. Ih k0 parampurakh sokhdani.

kalavan gyani gunkhani. duryo rah: gatI pore na jani.

bhayo asahI mam tej prabhau. yfite dini jan rajau.”-—NP.

puravaradh a 15.
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ਸੰਤੁ [sétu] See ਸੰਤ and ਸੰਤੇ.

ਸੰਤੁਸ਼ਟ [ਝਟੈਪਿਝਕ਼ਿ], ਸੰਤੁਸਟੁ [sétusatu], ਸੰਤੁਸ੍ਵ [sétust]
Skt ਚਚੂਲ਼ਣ adj very happy, highly pleased. See
ਤੁਸ vr. “gursxkha kau harI sétusatu he.”—var

vadm 4. 2 very contented. “yatha labh sstust

’ VIcars.”—GPS. '

ਸੰਤੇ [5ਗੌੲ] to the saint. “séts sétu mIle menu
bIgse.”—nat a m 4.

ਸੰਤੋਸ਼ [5ਟੈ੮੦5], ਸੰਤੋਖ [5ਏਂ1੦1<11],5'/(2ਥਗ਼ੈਧ n patience,

giving up of greed. “manI sétokhu sabadI

gur raje.”—-ramm 5. 2 happiness, bliss. “komal
bani sabh kaU sétokhe.”—gau ਸ਼ੀਸ਼ੀ m 5. See
ਤੁਸ and ਤੋਖ.

ਸੰਤੋਖਸਰ [5ਫੌ੮੦1<115ਰਿ] See ਅਮ੍ਰਿਤਸਰ. 2 a pool of
"contentment. “te nae séthokh gur sara.”—bIIa

m 4.

ਸੰਤੋਖਸਰਿ [5ਚੈ੮੦1<11 sea] a stream ofcontentment.

“te guru sétokh sarI nate.”—gaum 4. 2 in the
pond of contentment.

ਸੰਤੋਖ ਸਿੰਘ [sétokh sigh] Bhai Deva Singh‘
resident of Burhia (district Ambala) was a

religious man. He Ieamt Vedant and Gurbani

in the company of Sant Karam Singh

“Nirmala”. Interest in education motivated

him to come to Amritsar. Bhai Santokh Singh

was born at this place in Sammat 1845.2 He

learnt to compose poetry from an eminent

scholar, Gyani Sant Singh.3 Bhai Santokh

Singh was a perfect scholar and had the

miraculous power ofcomposing poetry. While

staying in Burhia he translated Amarkosh and

in Sammat 1880 wrote Guru Nanak Prakash.

After this he got employment with Maharaja

Karam Singh in Patiala. In Sammat 1882 the

ruler ofKaithal Bhai Udai Singh requisi-tioned

'Elders of Deva Singh belonging to the Chiba caste

adopted Sikhism. ,

2“deva si‘gh pIt te janam kaVI sétokh sigh nam."—NP.
]“

 

5ਚੈ1 sigh guru akkhar data. namo karo tIn pad jaljata.”

~GPS.

 

ਸੰਤੋਖ ਸਿੰਘ

him from the service of Maharaja of Patiala

and kept him there honourably.

While staying in Kaithal, Bhai Sahib

composed Garabganjni, a translation ofJapuji

in Sammat 1886 and with the help of pandits

in the employment of Bhai Udai Singh, he

wrote many books in Hindized Punjabi and

wrote biographies ofthe holy nine Gurus in a

granth named “Gurpartap Suray” completed

in Sammat 1900. In the same year, he passed

away.

Bhai Santokh Singh himselfwrites about

the composition ofthis granth:

purab me $ri nanak katha.

chédan bIkhe raci matI yatha.

rahyo cahto gurun vrItfit.

nah]: payo tIs te pascat.

karam kal te kethal ae.

thIt hve japuji arath banae.

balmikI krIt katha suni jab.

chédan bIkhe raci ham sabh tab.

pun VIdat 1<੦ gréth mahana.

upnIsdan'ko jahI vakhyana.

atam 1<੦ puran sz nam.

sake] banayo so athram.

cahat bhaye ap guru jab-hfi.

bhasécay das guru yas tab hfi.

her umég mohI man ai.

karan lagyo Ih gréth suhai.

purvardh utraradh dOI.

katha bani guru nanak 501.

varni dvadas raSI agari.

navam guru lag katha sudhari.

khat rItu yukat bane yug ayan.

, sri gubid sigh gatha ayan.

bhae prakaran sarab ke bai.

n3 ras te puran sukhdai.

sri guru ki gatha subh géga. !
chéd umég Utég taréga.

rakavar gIrIvar te nIksi.  



 

ਸੰਤੋਖਣਾ

$Ikkhan VIkhe jagat me VIgsi.

sun sun grahI atma sémat' adI pachan.

madhu mas2 satrun kar bha utpat mahan,

pari lut kapI thal3 VIkhE mIle cor vatpar,
ap ap ko bhajcale taj pur sabh Ik bar,

savan mahI Is gréth 1<i bhai samapatI aI,

VIghan vrid te bacrahe $ri kartar sahaI.

—GPS.

The following are other famous books by

Bhai Santokh Singh:

(1) Amarkosh. (2) Guru Nanak Prakash

S'ammat 1880. (3) “Garbganjani tika” of

Japuji Sahib which was completed in Sammat

1886. (4) Translation of Atam Puran.

(5) Translation of Valmiki Ramayan 1891.

(6) Gurupratap Suray (Suraj Prakash) Sammat

1900.
Bhai Sahib had reverence for and devotion

to Gurmat, but he made mistakes at many

places under the influence of pandits. Inspired

by them he wrote the life stories of the Gurus

in the puranic tradition by describing them

as avtars so that his writings were not against

the Shastars which, he believed, in turn would

ensure a larger circulation and greater respect

for his writings. 2 a devout Sikh of Guru

Gobind Singh, who was appointed Jathedar

at the time of the Guru’s departure from this

world at Abichalnagar and ordered to carry

on free kitchen:
“Ik sétokh sigh yut rahIt.

tIs 55g bole karuna sahIt.

IS the] raho deg bartavhu.

sraddha yut so sigh tIkavhu.”—GPS. _

ਸੰਤੌਖਣਾ [5ਟੋ੮੦1<}11.18] v to satisfy, please. 2 xa to
close and wrap the sacred book, especially

Guru Granth Sahib.

'SammatBikrami 1900.

2First month of Bikrami Sammat (cet.).

3Kaithal.
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ਸੰਤੋਖ ਦਾਸ [sétokh das] See ਅਖਾੜਾ, ਪ੍ਰੀਤਮ ਦਾਸ and

ਬ੍ਰਹਮਥੂਟਾ.
ਸੰਤੋਂਖਪੁਰਾ [sétokhpura] There is a gurdwara

related to Guru Gobind Singh in a forest

owned by the government, situated near

Darpur road which is one and a half mile to

the east of Chhachhrauli, in Kalsia state

district Ambala. Previously there was no such

gurdwara. On the 1“ ofNovember 1920, this

place was discovered through the efforts of

Sant Khalsa Hamam Singh ofMastuana. This

gurdwara is situated at a distance of 8 miles

to the east of Jagadhari railway station,

approachable by a metalled road. A fair is

held on the 7th Poh Sudi of the Bikrami

calendar.

ਸੰਤੌਖਮਠ [5ਰੈ੮੦1<}1…ਗਂ;11], ਸੰਤੋਖਮਡ਼ੀ [5ਰੋ੮੦1<11ਗ਼ਗ੍1],

ਸੰਤੌਖਮਾਡ਼ੀ [sétokhmari] a temple ofcontentment;

an abode of satisfaction. 2 a monastery of

satiety. “thkhIa namu sétokhmari.” —var

maru 1 m 3.

ਸੰਤੇਖੀ [8ਟੈ੮੦ਘਿ] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਜ੍ਯੋਕਿਜ੍ਕਯੰ/ content, forbearing;

greed-free.

ਸੰਤੌਥੀੲੀ [5ਰੈ੮੦1<1ਘੋ] by the contented ones. “sev

kiti sétokhii.”—var asa.

ਸੰਤੋਖੁ [sétokho] See ਸੰਤੋਖ.
ਸੰਥਾ [sétha], ਸੰਥਿਆ [séthxa] Skt ਚ'ਜ੍ਯ n stable

living, stillness, serenity. 2 The act of

acquiring knowledge by controlling sense

organs. 3 to die.

ਸੰਦ [55d] Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ n something that breaks; a
tool.

ਸੰਦਉਰਾ [sédaura] See ਸਿੱਦਉਰਾ and ਸੰਧਉਰਾ.

ਸੰਦਲ [ਙਟੈਧੰਗਂ] A Jpn n sandalwood, scent.

ਸੰਦਲੀ [sédli] adj sandal-coloured. “subhe sédli
bajI raji.”—paras. 2 of sandalwood, of

chandan. 2 n long legged scaffold used for

whitewashing and painting houses. 4 See ਫੂਲ

ਸੰਦੜਾ [ਝਰੌਯੋਨੂਥ], ਸੰਦਡ਼ੀ [5ਰੌ61ਸ਼੍ਵਾਣੈ], ਸੰਦਾ [5ਟੋ618] part of

 



 

 

ਸੰਦਿਗਧ

“bIrad suami s§da.”—bIha chétm 5. “karma

sédra khet.”-majh barahmaha. “médar mIti

sédre.”—suhi m 1 kucaji. “kOne hethI jalaie

balan séde thaI.”-—s fan'd. 2 Skt ਸ਼੍ਯ This word

has also been used for ਸਾਂਦ੍ਰ, which means a

dense forest. “khavan sédre sul.”—var gau 2
m 5. ‘eat thorns injungles.’ 3 See ਵਾਊਸੰਦੇ.
ਸੰਦਿਗਧ [sédIgadh] Skt ਥਜਿਂਧਥ adj doubtful,
suspected, alleged.

ਸੱਦੀ [sédi] feminine of ਸੰਦਾਂ; of. “mamas sédi

as.”-—majh barahmaha. 2 ਚਕੀ n a cot, bed.
ਸੰਦੀਂਪਨ [sédipan] Skt n ਸੰ-ਦੀਪਨ lighting up,
blazing, illuminating. 2 a learned Brahman,

father of Sandipan. See ਸਾਂਦੀਪਨਿ ਅਤੇ ਸੰਦੀਂਪਨਿ.
ਸੰਦੀਪਨਿ [sédipanI], ਸੰਦੀਪਨੀ [sédipani] ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਥਜਿ਼ਧਜਿਂ.
a learned Brahamin of Kashi, son of Sandipan,

resident ofAvanti, who taught art ofweaponry

and scriptures to Balram and Krishan. “guru pas

sédipanI ke tab hi dIn thoran me bhale jaI

khale.”—krrsan. ‘Krishan killed Panchjan as

graduation fee to him.’ See ਪਾਂਚਜਨਯ.

ਸੰਦੀਲਾ [5ਰੋਯੱ11੩] a major town of a tehsil in
district Hardoi of ਘ). See ਸੂਰਦਾਸ 2.

ਸੰਦੂਕ [séduk], ਸੰਚੂ'ਖ [sédukh] A guy a box; a
trunk.

ਸੰਦੇਸਰਾ [sédesra], ਸੰਦੇਸਰੌਂ [sédesro], ਸੰਦੇਸੜਾ

[sédesra], ਸੰਦੈਸਾ [5ਟੈ੮1858] (ਸੰ-ਦਿਸ਼) See ਸਦੇਸਾ.

, “sun sajan prem sédesra.”—vargau 1 m 4. 2 a

courier, a messenger, an ambassador.

ਸੰਦੇਹ [5ਟੈਯੱ8}1]ਸ੍ਵਦੇਹ.0ਸ਼8’8 own body. “je je sahI
jatan sédeh.”-—WV. ‘those who bear physical

torture.’ 2 Skt n (ਸੰ-ਦਿਰ੍) uncertainty, doubt.
3 a figure ofspeech in which the true meaning

of a word lies hidden at the deeper level with

doubt persisting at the surface level. In it words

like ਕਿ, ਕ਼ਿਧੌ", ਕੈਧੌ" etc. are often employed.
Example:

Ihu menu gIrhi kI IhU manu udasi?

kI IhU menu avaran sada aVInasi?

kI Ihu manu cécalu kI Ihu menu beragi?
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ISU man kau mamta kIth-hu lagi?

—maIa m 3.

kIdh5 devkénya kIdh5 vasvi he,

kIth jacchani kinri nagni he,

kIdh5 gédhravi detja devta si,

kIdh5 surja suddh sodhi sudha si,

kIdh5 CItr ki putrIka si bani he,

kIdh5 sékhIni CItrIni padmIni he,

kIdh5 rag pure bhari ragmala,

bari ram tese SIya aj bala.—rama v.

ਸੰਦੇਹਾ [sédeha] See ਸੰਦੇਹ. 2 a communication,
a message. “par payan as dIyo sédeha.”

—carItr 356.

ਸੰਚੇ [5ਟੈ61੦] See ਸੰਦਾ.
ਸੰਦੇਹ [sédoh] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਹੈੱਫ਼੍ n ਸੰ-ਦੁਹ. act ofmilching
properly. 2 entire milched milk. 3 adj all,

complete, total. “b5d6 sat sédoh pad.”—NP.
ਸੰਦੋਹਾ [sédora] See ਸੰਧਉਰਾ.

ਸੰਦ੍ਰਾਞ [sédrav] Skt n the act of running away.

2 especially of deserting the battlefield.

ਸੰਧ [5ਟੋਧੀ1] Skt n a get-together. 2 a vow, a

pledge, a promise. See ਸਤ੍ਯਸੰਧ. 3 See ਸੰਧਿ. .
ਸੰਧਉਰਾ [5ਟੈਧੀ1੪ਪਿੰਕ] ਲ਼ਾ/“ਚਚਿਜ੍ਯ sindur, vermilion.‘

“ab tau jare mare SIth paie, lino hathI

sédhaura.”—gau kabir. See ਸਿਧਉਰਾ. 2 sédhuria
rag. See ਸੰਧੂਰੀਆ2. “bajat rag sédhaura.”—saloh
ਸੰਧਕ [sédhak] adj who burgles. “sédhak tohI
sadhu nah]: kahiau.”——br1a kabir. 2 who pierces.

ਸੰਧਾ [8ਰੈ੦1118] Skt n a situation, a state. 2 a vow,
promise. 3 acceptance. 4 wine.

ਸੰਧਾਨ [sédhan] Skt n preservation. 2 focusing

on, taking aim. “sar sédhe agas kau.”—var
majh m 2. 3 a cow-shed.

ਸੰਧਾਨੀਂ [sédhani] struck at, pierced at. See

ਸੰਧਿਆਨੀ. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਯੀ n union. 3 achievement.

4 search, looking for. 5 rearing, bringing up.

ਸੰਧਿ [séth] Skt n reconciliation, compromise.

2 connection. 3 ajoint. 4 grammati'cal term for

'sandhur is called santhrag because women add colour
 

in the parting line ofhair with it.
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combination of words as ਜਗਦੀਸ਼ from ਜਗਤ-ੲੀਸ਼
and ਸੁਰੇੰਦੁ from ਸੁਰ-ਇਂਦ੍ਰ. 5 burglary, breach, break.
“bhajat séth ko taj sadan.”—carItr 104. 6

company. “gurmukhI 5‘3th mIls man mane.”

—gaua m 1. 7 relaxation, rest.“tr11<utI 5:3th

me pekhIa.”—brla kabir. 8 vagina, vulva.

9 sunset, evening. “beret séth soc car.”—sar

m 5 partal. a vow, evening rituals and ablution.

ਸੰਧਿਆ [5ਟੈ61ਲ਼ਿ8] 866ਸੰਧਾਨ and ਸੰਧਾਨੀ. “sar sétha
gavar.”—var kan m 4. ‘shot an arrow.’ 2 Skt

ਸੰਧ੍ਯਾ sunset. “,sétha pratu Isnan karahi.”
—gau kabir. 3 evening rituals; pranayam and

jap etc. religious practices; sunrise and sunset,

according to Dharamshastars. “eha sétha

parvanu he thU harI prabhu mera CItI ave.”

—-var bIha m 3.

ਸੰਧਿਆਨੀ [séthani] See ਸੰਧਾਨ and ਸੰਧਾਨੀਂ. “churi
séthani.”—prabha beai ‘Knife is pierced into.’

ਸੰ'ਧਿਆਬਾਦੰ [séthabadé] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਸੰਧਿਆਵੰਦਨ. n ritual

of salutation to gods at dusk. “par: pustak
séthabadé.”—var asa.

ਸੰਧਿਕ [5ਟੈਧੀ111ਵ੍] 866 ਸੰਧਕ. 2 Sktਗਿ arthritis,
a kind of gout.

ਸੰਧੀ [8ਰੈਧੀਮਂ] 866 ਸੰਧਿ.
ਸੰਧੂ [s‘édhu] a sub-caste ofjats. Bhai Bala was
of this sub-caste.

ਸੰਧੂਰ [sédhur] Skt ਕਿਫ੍ਰਾ 866 ਸਿੰਦੂਚ.
ਸੰਧੂਰਨਾ [5ਰੇੰਧੰਘਿ1'118] v to mark with vermilion.
2 to decorate with vermilion. “apI ap
sédhurae.”—vad ਗੀਤੋਂ! m 1.

ਸੰਧੂਰੀ [sédhuri] adjvennilion coloured, deep red.

ਸੰਧੂਰੀਆ [5ਚੋਵ੍1ਘਿਸਂ8] adj vennilion coloured. 2 n a
musical rag also called ‘sidhura’. It is

considered the son of hfdol rag. It has all the

seven notes; it enhances the feeling ofvalour.

So like Maru rag, it is sung during the war. In

it the second and the seventh notes are soft

and the rest are pure notes. It is sung from

lllh ‘ghari’ to 15‘’1 ‘ghari’ (ghari is a unit of

time equal to 22.5 minutes) after day—break.

62l ਸੰਨਿਅਯੀ

ਸੰਧ੍ਯਾ [5ਟੈ61ਮ੍ਰਿਾ8] Skt ਚਜ੍ਗ਼ n a time proper for
meditation. See ਸੰਧਿਆ. 2 See ਯੁਗ.

ਸੰਧਜਾਂਸ [sédhyas] See ਯੁਗ.
ਸੰਨ [sén] 866 ਸੰਧਾਨ. “ban sacava sénIks.”—var

guj2 m 5. 2 a breach, a break See ਸੰਧਿ and
ਸੰਨਿ and ਸੰਨ੍ਹ. 3 also used in place of ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ.
“japhal satgum sabad kar moh sén kar nas.”

—NP. See ਜਾਫਲ. 4 Skt ਸ੍ਯ adj got destroyed.

5 tired. 6 was drowned.

ਸੰਨ੍ਯਨ [sénhan] Skt ਸੰ-ਨਹ the act of tying
properly; tightening. 2 the act of yoking a

horse with the chariot.

ਸੰਨ੍ਯ [sénat] n a hint, sign, indication. 2 Skt
ਸ੍ਯਰ adjfi (properly) ਠਤ (bent); humble.
ਸੰਨੱਧ [ਡ਼ਰੋਸ਼ਰਧੰਧੰਮਿੰ Skt ਯਜ੍ਯ adj completely tied.

2 who is wearing arms properly and tightly.

ਸੰਨਾਹ [ਙਰੈਸ੍ਯਅ ਲ਼ਾ/ਜ਼ੰਸ੍ਯਰਿੰ“ 866 ਸੰਨਹਨ,ਕਵਚ, ਸੰਜੋਆ,
ਵਰਮ. “gurmatI sil sénaha he.”—mam soIhem

3. “ram kavac das ka s§nahu.”—g5d m 5.

‘Remembrance ofGod is a shield for devotees
ofGod.’

ਸੰਨਾਹਰਿਪੁ [sénahrIpu] n a spear—sanama. 2 all
weapons which pierce the defensive armaments.

ਸੰਨਾਹੁ [5ਟੈਸ੍ਯ110] 866 ਸੰਨਾਹ.

ਸੰਨਿ [sénI] n burglary, breach, break. “manak

moti nam prabhu on: legs nahi s'énI.”—majhi

barahmaha. 2 short form ofਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ. 866 ਸੰਨਿਣ-ਪੰ'ਤ.
ਸੰਨਿਆਸ [5ਰੌਪਿੰਬ5] Skt ਸੰਨ੍ਯਯ n a renunciation.
2 the fourth stage of life according to Hinduism.

“berag kaho sénIas.”—-aka1. 3 also used for

ਸੰਨ੍ਯਯੀ. “jogi jégam aru sén1as.”—bas§tm 9.
ਸੰਜ਼ਿਗ਼ੀ [sénIasi] Skt ਜ੍ਯਾਚਿਜ਼੍ adj who is a
renouncer. 2 who adopts the sanyas ashram.‘

lSee ਚਾਰ ਆਸ਼ਰਮ. According to Anushasan Parv of

Mahabharat there are four kinds of sanyasis -

ਹਰੂਕਿੰਧ! ਸਿਸ਼੍ਯਣ੍ਚੇ ਛੂਟੀਕ੍ਯਾ ਥਵ੍ਦ੍ਲੀਂ! ਛੰਦ:Wm ਧੌਸ੍ਯ ਧਝਜ਼੍ਗ਼ਰ੍ ਚ

ਦਰਜ: | I '

They are Kutichak, Vahudak, Hans and Paramhans. The

last is superior to the first. On this subject. see fourth

chapter ofVishnu Simiriti.
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“sénIasi hOIkE tirathI bhramIo.”—mamm 5.
860ਦਸਨਾਮਸੰਨ੍ਯ'ਸੀ.

ਸੰਨਿਕਰਖ [sénlkarakh] Skt ਚਕਿਕਛਾਯੰ n ਸੰ-ਨਿ-ਕ੍ਰਿਸ.
fascination, attraction, pull. 2 nearness,
closeness. 3 engrossment ofsenses with evils.

ਸੰਨਿਕੋ [5ਟੈ1111<£] after aiming at, targeting. See
ਸੰਨ 1.
ਸੰਨਿਗਧ [sénIgadh] Skt ਯਿਹਂਬ adj greasy, fatty,
oily. “malIk asan SénIgadh m5gava.”—NP.
ਸੰਨਿਧਿ [S5nIth] Skt ਚਢਿਜ੍ਬਿ n nearness.
2 combination of two words for explaining
the meaning of a lesson; a compound word.
3 best treasure.

ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ [5ਰੌ||;੮})81] Skt ਗ਼ੀਭ੍ਰਜ੍ਧ੍ਯਰ n ਸੰ-ਨਿਪਾਤ.
collapse, act of falling flat. 2 meeting,

reunion. 3 secret of a musical rhythm. 4 a

disease. Skt ਚਯਿਸ਼੍ਯ' a disease caused due to

the maligning of body’s three elements vat,

pitt and 1<ਗੰ(ਵਾਤ, ਪਿਤ, ਕਫ). 6M” Brain-fever,
head’s swelling, brain-disease, cerebritis.

It is a very dangerous kind of fever. Its

symptoms are: constipation, high fever, ache

in the forehead, swooning, red face, rough

tongue, uneasiness, fast'heart-beat, acute

thirst, sweating, vomiting etc.

In Ayurvedic system ofmedicine there are

13 kinds of cerebritis whose names and

symptoms are the following:

(a) séthk—joint pain, insomnia.

(b) 5tak-swelling, headache, hiccup,

trembling of hands, raving.

(c) rugdah—stomachache, thirst, nervous-

ness.

(d) an vrbhram—drowsiness, high fever,

giddiness, restlessness.

(e) sitfig—coldness, unconsciousness, fast

breathing.

(i) tédrIk—swoon, drowsiness.

(g) kéth kubaj—blocking of throat, molar-

ache, headache.

ਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ

(h) karnak—swelling in ears, cough, high
temperature;

(i) bhugan netr—squint, fainting, fit.

0) raktsthivi—blood with sputum, pain in
stomach.

(k) pralapak—raving, suffering from high

fever, body-trembling.

(l) jIhvak—prickliness on tongue, stammer,

fast breathing and cough

(m) athnyas—thirsty feeling, dirty teeth,

unconsciousness etc. ‘

The duration ofthese 13 kinds ofcerebritis

in sequence is—

70 days, 10 days, 20 days, 11 days, 15

days, 25 days, 13 days, IO days, 18 days, 10

days, 14 days, 16 days, and 15 days. After

this duration, either the patient is cured or he

dies.

Cerebritis should be treated by a qualified

doctor, vaid or hakim without delay.

Following treatments have proved beneficial- _

putting handkerchiefsoaked in cold water on '

head; washing offeet and legs with medicated

water; sniffing mixture of coriander,

sandalwood poWder, camphor and rose-water

filled in a bottle; doing hukna; snifiing ground

seeds of kandiari and giving lukewarm boiled

water to drink. The following decoction cures

cerebritis :

1<ਗ੍°ਪ, swertia Chiraita, fumaria vaillantii,

spermum grabrum, curcuma reclinata, seeds

ofjhéjan, piper longum, inula racemosa hook,

viola odorata, chamkan moli, cedrus deodara,

zingiber oflicinale, myrobalan, algahicameiorum

fisch, cleodendrum serratum. Take equal

quantity of each of these fifteen medicines,

boil two tolas ofit in halfa seer of,water till

to 8"1 of its volume, sieve and serve it

lukewarm. “chai rog am 55111pat gan.”—carItr
405.   



ਸੰਨਿਵੇਸ਼

ਸੰਨਿਵੇਸ਼ [5ਟੋ11ਗ਼ਾ85] ਰ੍ਉਂ/ਢ਼/ਥਜਿਂਥੇਝਇਿ stability, settling
down, feeling of relief. 2 arrangement,

management. 3 condition, situation. 4 base,

foundation. 5 arena for spectacle. 6 vicinity

ofthe village.

ਸੰਨ੍ਹ [ਝਰੈਘੀ] n burglary, breach, break. 2 body-
joint. 3 See ਸੰਧਿ. 4 See ਸੰਧਾਨ.

ਸੰਨ੍ਹ ਸਾਹਿਬ [5ਰੌਘੀ sath] See ਬਾਸਰ ਕੀ ਗਿੱਲਾਂ.
ਸੰਨ੍ਹਿ [5ਟੈ11}1ਗ਼ੁ],ਸੰਨ੍ਹੀ [sénhi] n burglary, breach,
break. “jam darI badhe mariahI qu sénhi

UparI cor.”—varsarm 3. 2 blacksmith’s tongs
with which he picks hot metal. “man jaIIa

sénhi cit bhai.”—maru m 1. 3 place of body-

joints. 4 fodder prepared by mixing grains,

flour and chaff. Skt fodder meshed with

solution of oil-cake, ground grain and water.

Skt ਜ੍ਯੋ.
ਸੰਨ੍ਯ [sény] This word has been used ਧਿਮਿੰਸੰਨਿਪਾਤ.
“5ਟੈ11)’ bhayo Ih ved ucara.”—carItr 281.

ਸੰਕ੍ਯਾਸ [5ਟੈ1ਲ੍ਹਾਕੈ5], ਸੰਕ੍ਯਾਸੀ [sényasi] See ਸੰਨਿਆਸ
ਅਤੇ ਸੰਗਿਸ਼ਾਸੀ.
ਸੰਪਉ [sépau] Skt ਸੰਪਦਾ n fame, wealth etc.

material. “55an kIse na nalI.”—var sri m 3.
“km: acar bahu 52‘)an séce.”—prabha m 3.

ਸੰਪਟ [sépat] Skth? n a cover. 2 a carton. 3 a
box. 4 a curtain, the feeling ofclosure. “kaka

kIranI kamal mahI pava. $351 bIgas sépat

nahi ava.”—gau bavan kabir. ‘When the lotus-

mind is enlightened, it does not close with an

illusion.’ 5 prefixation and suffixation of a

word to a mantar; recital of sacred text with

prefix and suffix ofa mantar as : “oz"; vahguru
05.” 6 heating the drug, keeping it in two

~ vessels.

ਸੰਪਤ [se‘apat],fi1fis’T [sépata], ਸੰਪਤਿ [5ਚੈ1੭9੮1],ਸੰਪੱਤਿ
[sépattx] Skt ਚ'ਧਥ-ਜ੍ਯਾਰਿ n (ਸੰ-ਪਦ) high status,
luxury. “sépat harkh na apat dukha.”—gaum

5. “sépatI rath dhan raj $10 at: nehu

lagan.”—t115gm 9. 2 ਸ਼ੁਧੀ/ਚਸ੍ਯ has been also

used for ਸਾਂਪ੍ਰਤ, which means correctly, rightly,
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ਸੰਪ੍ਰਕ੍ਯਾਤ
now. “patr bhurjen jharié, nah jarié ped

sépata.”—gatha.

rhffa ਸ਼ਾਸਤ੍ਰ [5ਗ੍ਰੈ੨੩੮੮1 $astr] Skt n economics,
book of learning that provides knowledge to

enhance the economy.

ਸੰਪਦ [sépad], ਸੰਪਦਾ [sépada] See ਸੰਪਤ.

ਸੰਪਰਕ [séparak] Sktfiqfiln (ਸੰ-ਪ੍ਰਿਚ੍) coincidence,
connection, association.

ਸੰਪਾਤ [sépat] Skt n downfall, collapse. 2 fly.
3 leap,jump. 4 pounce, swoop.

ਸੰਪਾਤਿ [sépatI], ਸੰ'ਪਾਤੀ [s'épati] Skt ਸ੍ਯਜੰਰੈਂ )1 son
of Arun, the charioteer of the sun, who was

elder brother ofJatau. He is described having

the look ofa vulture. See ਜਟਾਯੁ. 2 Skt ਜ੍ਯਸ਼ਾਰਿਜ਼੍
adj likely to collapse. 3 flyer.

ਸੰਪਾਦਕ [sépadak] Skt ਚਧ੍ਯਵ੍ਯਾ adj producer.
2 executive, administrator. 3 manufacturer.

4 one who edits a book or newspaper; an editor.

ਸੰਪਾਦਨ [sépadan] Skt n produce. 2 manufacture.
3 execute.

ਸੰਪਾਦਤ [sépady] Skt adj worth producing.
2 worthy of manufacturing. See ਸੰਪਾਦਨ.

ਸੰਪਾਨੀ [sépani] adj delegated, handed over,
dedicated. “bédhap sakhe pache tInahu kau
sépani.”—gau a m 5.

ਸੰਪ੍ਟ [5ਰੈ})ਪਿ] See ਸੰਪਟ. “man séput thU satsarI
navanu.”—suhi m 1. ‘Mind is the throne of

God.’ 2 according to Ayurved, act of heating

drug by keeping it in two vessels.

ਸੰਪੁਟਪਾਠ [séputpath] See ਸੰਪਟ 5. “séput so path
padhte prabin.”—GPS.

ਸੰਪੂਰਣ [5ਗ੍ਰੈ੭ਪਿੰਗ੍1] Skt ਚਧ੍ਰਨੂੰਸੰ adj whole, entire, all
2 complete, full.

ਸੰਪੈ [sape] n wealth, fame. 2 to wealth. “sépe
dekhI n3 harkhie.”—gau kabir.

ਸੰਪੰਨ [5ਗ੍ਰੇ੭ਰੈ11] Skt ਚਸ੍ਯ ਥਧੰ/‘(ਸੰ-ਪਦ੍) very wealthy,
greatly famous. 2 absolute, complete. 3 with,

alongwith, inclusive. 4 rich, wealthy.

ਸੰਪ੍ਰਰ੍ਯ'ਤ [sépragyat] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢਲ਼ਰਂਧ੍ਯਾਰ adjwell known.
2 n according to the practice ofyoga the kind

  



 

 

ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾ

ofcontemplation in which knowledge ofthings

and sensuality remains intact.

ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾ [s'éprada] Skt ਸੰ-ਪੁਦਾ. passing on completely.
2 systematic act of imparting perceptual

learning etc.

ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾਈ [sépradai] See ਸਾਂਪੁਦਾਯਿਕ.
ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾਯ [sépraday] SktWTU adjwho provides.
'See ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾ. 2 n a traditional system ofimparting
learning. 3 a religious practice continuing

from tradition. 4 teacher—pupil tradition. 5 a

religious sect.

ਸੰਬ [5ਰੈ})] Skt ਥਸ੍ਯ n stone. 2 a metallic cap at
the end of a stick.

ਸੰਬਹ [s5bah], ਸੰਬਹਨ [s5b-han] Skt ਰਂਗਜ੍ਯ n a

massage. “nati dhoti séb-hi.”—s farid. ‘bathing

after rubbing paste (prepared with oil, barley

flour and turmeric on the body)’ 2 See ਸੰਵਹਨ.

ਸੰਬਹੀ [séb-hi] See ਸੰਬਹ.

ਸੰਬਤ [sébat], ਸੰੲਤ ਸਰ [sébat sar], ਸੰਬਤਿ [sébatI]
Skt ਜ਼ੰਥਰ੍ and ਚ‘ਥਟਸ਼੍ਯ n a year, annum. “S5batI
saha lIkhIa.”—sohI1a. See ਸੰਵਤ and ਵਰਸ਼

ਸੰਬਰ [sébar] Skt ਸ਼ੰਬਰ and ਸੰਥਰ are both correct.

n water. 2 wealth. 3 a war. 4 a vow. 5 a demon,

also named Dasyu in Rig Ved. He also battled

against king Divodas and Indar. He fought

against Kam fof a long period. When Kam

took birth in Krishan’s home as Praduyman,

he then membered the old enmity, took away

the child and threw him in the sea. Finally he

was killed by Praduyman. Sambar also helped

Hirnyakshipu to finish off Prahilad. “das

dayos ko bal bhayo jab hi, tab sébar det 12mm

gayo he.”——krIsan 6 adj very good. 7 lucky.

8 content; happy.

ਸੰਬਰਅਰਿ [sébar-arI], ਸੰਬਰਾਰਿ [sébararI] n
Praduyman, son of Krisha‘n, who killed

Shambar, the demon. 2 Kamdev, who

continuously fought against Shambar in the

garb of Praduyman. “sébar ke arI ki chabI

1ine.”—aj.

624 ਸੰਬੂਕ

ਸੰਬਰਾਚਿ ਚਖ ਧੁਜ ਅਰਿ [sébrarI cakh dhuj arI],
ਸੰਥਰਾਚਿ ਧੁਜ ਚੱਛ ਅਰਿ [sébrarI dhuj cach an] n
an arrow.-sanama. sign of a male fish in the

flag ofSambar’s enemy Kam, -— the enemy of

its eye. Arjun had married Draupadi by

shooting an arrow in the eye ofthe male fish.

ਸੰਬਲ [5ਗੌ੭81] Skt ਸ਼ਾਕਯ n travelling expense.

“tako sébal péc 58, IS ko pese péc.”—GV 6.

2 jealousy, envy. 3 a shore, coast, beach. 4 a

lineage, dynasty.

ਸੰਬਲਖਾਰ [8ਬੋ1੭811<}…] arsenic. See ਸੰਮੁਲਫਾਰ.

“sébalkhar dar kar syani.”—carItr 350.

ਸੰਬਾਰ [sébah] See ਸੰਬਾਹਨ 2. Skt ਰਂਗਤ n a bazaar.

3 also used for ਸਮੂਹ. “laskar jore kia sébaha.”
——asa m 5. 4 best carriage, best coneyance,

best vehicle. “hevar gevar rath sébahe.”—guj
m 5. 5 morning, dawn. “harI nam japI sébaha

he.”—maru soIhe m 3. 6 See ਸੰਵਹਨ.

ਸੰਬਾਹਨ [5ਗੇਂ੭811ਗ਼ਾ] Skt ਸੰਵਾਰਨ n rubbing of body-
parts, massage. See ਸੰਬਹ. 2 massaging of

muscles. 3 transport. 4 deliver. “SIrI SII‘I

rIjak sébahe thakur.”—sodaru. “dItonU rIjak

sébahI.”—var asa. 5 to provide.

ਸੰਬਾਹਿ’ [sébahI], ਸੰਬਾਹੇ [sébahe] See ਸੰਬਾਹਨ.

ਸੰਬਾਦ [sébad] Skt ਸੰਵਾਦ n a discussion,

conversation: 2 news, information.

ਸੰਬਾਦੀ [sébadi] Skt ਥ'ਗਫਿਜ੍ adj a debater. 2 he
who maintains accord, remains in agreement.

3 concordant note or tone that supports ‘vadi’,

by which the nature of a ‘rag’ becomes

evident. See ਸੰਵਾਦੀ and ਸ੍ਵਰ ਸ਼ਬਦ.
ਸੰਬਿਅਾਲ [55b1a1] a sub-caste of the Rajputs.
See ਬਾਈਧਾਰ.

ਸੰਬੀਝ [55bit] Skt ਸੰਵੀਤ. adj covered. 2 gone by,
past.

ਸੰਬੁਕ [5ਟੈਘਿ1<] .ਉੱ/ਢ਼ਲ਼ਗ੍ਜ੍ਕਤਂ n a sea-shell. 2 an oyster,
shell. “jyo sébuk te mukta carU.”—-NP.

ਸੰਬੂਹ [5ਰੈਘਿਅ all. entire. See ਸਮੂਹ. “ਸ਼ਗ਼ਾਕੀਵ੍ sokh
sébuh saou.”—var guj2 m 5.

ਸੰਬੂਕ [sébuk] See ਸੰਬੁਕ. 2 an untouchable, who
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ਸੰਭਾਵਿਤ

condition or possibility.
. Example:

nanak hukme je ijhe, ta haume kahe na kOI.

—japu.

je jug care arja hor dasuni hOI,

nava khéda VICI janie nalI cale sathkOI,

céga nau rakhaIke jasu kiratI jagI 1eI,

je tIsu nadarI na avai ta vat na puche keI.

—japu.

SIkta mahI te yatan kar tel ju nIksave,

kamath pith par bhfit kIh bahu bal jamave,

sxr par rasabh sase ke ugvaI bIkhana,

t3 dustan ke rIde mahI gun kar-hI mahana.

~GPS.
ja mardane 1<e sadrIs gayan janat koI,

t3 sabh k0 pahan hrIday let mom kar $01.

ਸੰਭਾਵਿਤ [sébhavxt] Skt adj revered. 2 honoured,
respected. 3 famous, eminent. 4 known

through presumption.

ਸੰਭਾਵਤ [sébhavy] Skt adj possible.
ਸੰਤੁ [sébhu] Sktfi‘g’ n Sktfi (welfare, salvation)

ਬੂ (existence); whose existence is for others’

welfare/salvation; the Creator. 2 Brahma.

3 Vishnu. 4 Shiv. 5 mercury. Satguru in

Sikhism.

ਸੰਭੁਸੁਤ [5ਟੋ13ਘਿ50੮], ਸੰਭੁਤਨਯ [sébhutanay] Shiv’s

son, Ganesh and Kartikey.

ਸੰਭੂਭ੍ਰਿਯਾ [sébhutrIya] Shiv’s wife Parvati.
2 Sati.

ਸੰਤੁਤ੍ਰਿਯਾਪਿਤ [sébhutrIya pItl—sanama. Daksh,
father of Shiv’s wife Sati. 2 Himalayas.

ਸੰਤੁਪੁਤ੍ਰ [sébhuputr] See ਸੰਭੁਸੁਤ.

ਸੰਤੂ [sébhu] See ਸੰਕੂ. 2 self existing one; not

brought into being by anyone else; who is born

by himself; the Creator. “sarab jotI nIréjan
sébhu.”—guj a m 1.

ਸੰਭੂਤ [5ਟੋ}੭}1ਖ਼ਿ] Skt adjwas produced, bom. “tIs
atam te nabh sébhut.”—GPS.

ਸੰਭੂਤਿ [sébhutI] Sktn genesis, birth. 2 growth,
increase. 3 glory, wealth.
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ਸੰਮਲਿ

ਸੰਭੋ [5ਟੈ})}1੨] self-existing; who does not require

anyone else to bring him into being. “akal

muratI ajuni sébha man sImrat thédha thivé

jiu.”—majh m 5.

ਸੰਭ੍ਰਮ [sébhram] Skt n an error. 2 a doubt.
uncertainty. 3 a circle, turn. 4 anxiety. 5 See

ਵਿਭ੍ਰਮ.
ਸੰਮ [55m] See ਸੰਥ. 2 dream, sleep. See ਸੰਮਿ-
ਸੰਮਸ [8ਚੈਗ਼95] See ਸਮਸ.
ਸੰਮਕ [5ਚੈਧ1੪1<] See ਸਸ੍ਯਕ.
ਜੰਮਣ [5ਟੈਗ਼੪ਸੁ] See ਸੰਮਨ.

ਸੰਮਤ [sémat] Skt adj honoured. 2 agreed,

consented. “yah sabh sémat mero hoi.”—NP.
3 Indian calendar era, year, annum. In this

book, Sammat is used for Bikrami year. See

ਸੰਵਤ and ਵਰਸ਼.

ਸੰਮਤਿ [sématI], ਸੰਮਤੀ [5ਏਂਗ਼ਗੀ] Skt ਜ੍ਯਕਿ n an
opinion. 2 desire.

ਸੰਮਨ [ਙਰੋਗ਼ਗ਼ਾ] Musan’s father, resident of

Shahbajpur, who was a staunch disciple of

Guru Arjan Dev. He did not waverxjn

accepting God’s will. When Kapur Deo asked \

who was a genuine Sikh, the Guru named

Saman. His name appears in caubolas also.

“séman jau Is prem ki dam kIhu hoti sat.”

—caubole m 5. “séman he sahbajpure k0.”
~GPS. 2 j adj eight. 3 See ਸੰਮਨ ਬੁਰਜ.

ਸੰਮਨਬੁਰਜ [séman burale ਨੂ j‘f" an octagonal

tower. See ਸੰਮਨ 2. “thryo buraj séman ki
bari.”-—GPS.

ਸੰਮਲ [sémal] n care, vigilance. 2 memory,

attention.

ਸੰਮਲ਼ਾ [5ਟੋਧ118] See ਸਮਲਾ. “sahIt sémle SIr par
cira.”—GPS. 2 let me remember. “sahI sahI

tujhu sémla.”—sri m 1.

ਸੰਮਲਿ [sémalI] carefully. 2 after remembering.

“hau sémaII thaki ji oh kade na bole kaura.”

—suhi chét m 5. ‘I am tired of recollecting, I

do not remember a single instance when he

did speak bitterly.’ 3 See ਸੰਮ੍ਹਲਿ.



ਸਮਾ

ਸੰਮਾ [5ਰੈਧ18] Dogar, a resident ofSuniar village
in Malwa, who brought milk for Guru Gobind
Singh when he arrived there.

ਸੰ'ਮਾਉਣਾ [5ਤੌ1118ਘ1‘1], ਸੰਮਾਇਅਾ [sémaIa] See
ਸਮਾਉਣਾ- ਸਮਾਇਆ. “sémaI puran purakh\
karte.”—vad Chét m 5.

ਸੰਮਾਨ [ਝਰੌਗ਼ਗ਼ਾ],m [sémanI] See ਸਮਾਨ. “beri
mit hoe séman.”—bh£r m 5. “teri dubIdha
drIsatI sémanIa.”—maru jsdev. 2 Skt ਰਾਹਜ੍ਯ
respect. See ਸਨਮਾਨ.

ਸੰਮਾਨਿਆ [5ਰੌਧ181118] 866 ਸੰਮਾਨ. 2 See ਸਾਮਾਨ੍ਯ.
ਸੰਮਾਨੇ [ਙਟੈਗ਼ਗ਼ਾੲ] ਸਮ-ਮਾਨੈ. ‘considers equal.’ See
ਮੋਚੈ ਸੰਮਾਨੈ.’ 2 ਸਨਮਾਨੈ honours, respects.
ਸੰਮਾਰਨ [s‘émaran] v to preserve, maintain. 2 to
remember, miss. “jIU barIk mata sémare.”
—majh m 5. “age te na sémara.”—suhi kabir.
ਸੰਮਾਲ [ਙਰੋਗ਼ਗ਼ੀ] 866 ਸੰਭਾਲ. ,
ਸੰਮਾਲਨ [5ਟੋਗ਼ਕ਼1੪11] preserving, maintaining.
2 remembering. “guru duare h0Ik£ sath
sémalehu.”—var bIha m 3. “dukh bhi
sémalIOI.”—var suhi m 2. “seven sai apna

nIt uthI sémalénI.”—\'ar suhi m 3.

ਸੰਮਾਲੈਨ [5ਟੈਧ181611] take care of; recite. “je nIt
uthI sémalen.”—var gau 1 m 4.

ਸੰਮਿ [sémx] See ਸੰਮ. 2 adjafter sleeping. “car:
gavaIa sémI.”—s fetid.

ਸੰਮਿਆ [5ਟੋਸ਼ਾ18] Skt ਸ਼ਮਯਾਂ. n base, support. 2 a
kind of a T-shaped support on which sadhus
rest their arms. “53in jotI hamari sémra.”
—asa m 1.

ਸੰਮੀ [5ਚੈ11ਪਂ] is known as Samir now, and is five
koh from Bhatinda. Bhai Santokh Singh has
stated that Guru Gobind Singh stayed there
after leaving Bhatinda. “Ulégh péth ketak jab
ae, dera sémi gram supae.”—GPS. Now there
is a gurdwara at this place. The Guru arrived

at Damdama after leaving Sammi.

ਸੰਮੁਖ [sémukh] Skt adv face to face, in front
of, facing.

ਸੰਮੁਲਫਾਰ [sémulphar] See ਸੰਖੀਆ.
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ਸੰਸੂ [5ਰੈਧਘ] 866 ਟਾਲ੍ਹੀਆਂ ਫੱਤ੍ਵ ਜੰਮੂ ਥੀ.
ਸੰਮ੍ਹਲਿ [sémhalI] adv carefully, attentively.
“sémhalI buk bhari.”—s farid.

ਸੰਮ੍ਹਲਿਆ [sémhlIa] adj preserved, seized,
occupied. “sémhlIa sacu thanu.”—suhi chét
m 5. '

ਸੰਸ੍ਯਕ [sémyak] Skt ਰਨਧਟਢ਼ adj charming,
beautiful. 2 merged. 3 reality, right.

ਸੰਮ੍ਰਥ [sémrath], ਸੰਮੁਂਬੁ [ਡ਼ਟੈਜਿ਼ਗੀਘ], ਸੰਮ੍ਰਿਥ [sémrI th]
See ਸਮਰਥ. “karhI kahania sémrath két
kiah.”—-sn' m 1. “esa sémrathu harI jiU apI.”
—-ramm 5. “sémrIth purakh apar.”—sava m 5.
ਸੰਯਤ [séyat] Skt adjproperly tied. 2 committed
to religious rules. 3 who has controlled his
mind and senses; moderate.

ਸੰਯਮ [séyam] 866 ਸੰਜਮ.
ਸੰਯਮਨੀ [séyamni] Skt n abode of Dharamraj; a
place where a person is strictly accountable.

ਸੰਯਮਨੀ ਪਤਿ [séyamni pat:] the god ofjustice.
See ਸੰਯਮਨੀ.

ਸੰਯਮੀ [séymi] See ਸੰਜਮੀ.
ਸੰਯੁਕਤ [5ਟੋ}'ਪ1<ਗਂ] Skt ਸੰਯੁਕ੍ਰ adj in the company
of, alongwith. 2 related, attached.

ਸੰਯੁਤ [5ਰੈ)/ਖ਼ਿ] 866 ਸੰਜੁਤ.
ਸੰਯੁਤਾ [séyuta] a metre also named aruha and
prIya. Its characteristics are four lines, each
line comprising IIS, ISI, 15!, 5.

Example :

pun ben raj mahes bhyo,

jIn déd kahun te layo,

jIy bhét bhfit sukhi nara,

atI garb so chutkyo dhara.——ben.

See ਬੋਲੀ ਬਿਦ੍ਮ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ b.
ਸੰਯੋਗ [séyog] sée ਸੰਜੋਗ.

ਸੰਯੋਗੀ [séyogi] See ਸੰਜੋਗੀ.
ਸੰਯੋਜਨ [sféyojan] Skt n the act of connecting
properly.'2 a yoke; yoking of an ox; a horse
etc. with a plough or a cart etc.
ਸੰਲਗਨ [5ਰੌ188811] Skt ਸੰਲਗੂ adj attached, joined.
“sélagan sabh sukh chatr.”—maru a m 5.
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ਸੌਞਹਨ [5ਰੈਪ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਿ11] Skt n the act ofdriving properly.
2 goading. 3 a passenger. 4 a ship.

ਸੰਵਤ [sévat], ਸੰਵਤਸਰ [sévatsar] Skt ਚੰਥਕ੍-ਰਂਥਜ੍ਯ

a year, annum, year of the Christian era,

twelve months.

(a) See ਈਸਵੀ ਸਨ.
(b) See ਸ਼ਕ ਸੰਵਤ. 866 ਸਾਲਿਵਾਹਨ.

(c) See ਹਿਜਰੀ ਸਨ. 866 ਮੁਹੰਮਦ.
(d) See ਵਰਸ਼

(6) 866 ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮੀਂ ਸੰਵਤ. 866 ਵਿਕ੍ਰਮਾਦਿਤ੍ਯ.
ਸੰਵਾਰਨ [sévahan] See ਸੰਬਾਹਨ.

ਸੰਵਾਦ [ਡਟੈਪ੍ਯਾਧੰ] 866 ਸੰਬਾਦ.

_ਸੰਵਾਦੀ [5ਟੈਪ੍ਯਾਧੀ] 866 ਸੰਬਾਦੀ. 2 according to music

a note, which supports a ‘rag’, meaning

thereby the note that supports ‘vadi’

concordant note in clarifying the nature of a

‘rag’, like rIkhabh in bherav is sévadi. See

ਸ੍ਵਰ.
ਸੰਵੇਦ [saved] Skt n knowledge, knowing,

understanding accurately.

ਸੰਵੇਦਨ [sévedan] Skt n the act of knowing
accurately. 2 revelation.

ਸੰਵੇਦਜ [sévedy] See ਸੰਬੇਰ੍ਯ.
ਸੰਵਯਾਨ [sévyan], ਸੰਵਯਾਨਾ [sévyana] Skt ਚ'ਟਧ੍ਯ n

a garment to cover the body; a sheet of cloth.

“tan sévyan sarir ke upar.”—NP. “sévyana

sfidar saje.”-—NP.
ਸੰਵ੍ਰਤ [sévrat] Dg Varun, the god of water.

ਮੁੰਦ [5]<ਟੋ(ਬ੍ਰੂ] 866 ਸਕੰਦ.
ਸੁੱਧ [skédh] See ਸਕੰਧ.
ਜਖਲ [skhal] See ਸਖਲਨ.

ਸੂਨ [stan] See ਅਸਤਨ 1.

ਸ੍ਵਞ [stav] Skt n praise, admiration. 866 ਨ-ਤੁ.

ਸ੍ਵਵਨ [stvan] See ਅਸਤਵਨ.

ਸ੍ਵਾਵਕ [stavak] Skt admirer. See 7-“ਤ੍ਵ.

ਜਤੁ [stu] Skt vr to praise, worship, serve. Words

like ਜਤੁ'ਤਿ ਸੂੰਤ੍ਵ etc. are derived from this root.

ਸ੍ਵਤਿ [stutI] See ਉਸਤਤਿ.
ਜੌਤੁਤਿ ਵਜਾਜ ਨਿੰਦਾ [stutI vayaj nfda] See ਵ੍ਯਯ
ਨਿੰਦਾ.
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ਸਤੂਪ [stup] Skt n a post, pillar, pole.
ਸ੍ਵੈਨ [sten] Skt ਣ੍ਚੇਜ਼੍ਸ਼ਿ to steal, pilfer.
ਸ੍ਵੈਯ [stey] Skt n a theft, stealing. See ਸ੍ਵੈਨ.
ਸ੍ਵੈਯੀ [steyi] Skt ਯੇਧਿਜ੍ਕੈ thief, burglar.
ਸ੍ਵੈਨ੍ਯ [steny] Skt n a theft, burglary.
ਸੂੰਭ੍ਰ [stotr] See ਅਸੋਤਤ੍ਵ.
ਸ਼ੁੱਭ [stébh] See ਅਸਤੰਭ.

ਸ਼ੁੱਭਨ [5ਗਿੰ੭11ਗ਼ਾ] Skt n to stop, halt, stay. 2 a

hindrance, barrier. 3 to petrify. 4 a kind of

sexual passion.

ਸਤ੍ਰੀ [stri] Skt ਣ੍ਰ੍ਵ vr to spread, to cover. 2 See

ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ.
[sm'jatI] four facets ofwomen according

to Kam Shastar. See ਨਾਰੀ.
[strith] See ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਜਿਤ.
[stridhan] Skt. n a dowry or cash,

ornaments and garments etc. received by a
girl at the time of marriage, or those assets

which are particularly given by her father and

husband etc. See ਇਸਤ੍ਰੀ ਧਨ.
[strivrat] Skt n sexual fidelity to one’s

wife as a principle of life.

ਜਥ [stha] Skt adj situate, stable, steady;
suffixed to'words, as in ਕੂਗਭੰ'ਥ, ਗ੍ਰਿਹਸ੍ਯ, ਮਾਰਗਾਥ.

ਸ੍ਯਗ [sthag] Skt ਵ੍ਯਗ੍ vr to cover, shelter, tire,

stay. See ਥਕਣਾ.

ਸਥਲ [sthal] See ਅਸਥਲ.

ਸ੍ਯਵਿਰ [sthavxr] Skt adj fixed, established.
2 aged. 3 n Brahma, Chaturanan.

ਜਥਾ [stha] Skt vr to stay, stand still, stop, climb,

nean

ਜ੍ਯਾਈ [sthai] See ਅਸਥਾਈ.
ਜਥਾਣੁ [sthanu], ਜਥਾਣੂ [sthanu] Skt ਞਣਸਾਧੂ, adj

eternal. 2 n Shiv, the everlasting. 3 immovable

Braham. 4 a tree without branches; unhewn

tree trunk.

ਸਥਾਨ [sthan] See ਅਸਥਾਨ. “durgam sthan

sugmé.”—sahas m 5. ‘

ਜ੍ਯਾਨਰਿਭ੍ਰ [sthanCItr] See ਚਿਤੁ ਅਲੰਕਾਰ ਦਾ ਅੰਗ (b).

ਸਥਾਨੀ [sthani] Skt ਜ੍ਯਰਾਸਿਂਜ਼੍ adj domicle.
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2 resident.

ਸਥਾਪਕ [sthapak] Skt adj who gives shelter, or

establishes, or founder.

W [sthapan] Sktn installation, giving shelter,

establishing, adopting.

ਜ੍ਯਾਯੀ [sthayi] Skt ਞੲਜਧਿਜ਼੍ adj permanent,
established. See ਜ੍ਯਾ.

ਜਥਾਯੀਭਾਞ [sthayibhav] 888 ਅਸਥਾਈ ਭਾਵ and ਭਾਵ
ਸ਼ਬਦ.

ਸਥਾਲ [sthal] See ਥਾਲ.

ਸਯਾਲੀ [sthali] See ਥਾਲੀ.

Pam? ਤੰਡੁਲ ਜ੍ਯਾਯ [sthali tédul nayay] See ਕ੍ਯਾਯ. ‘
ਸ੍ਯ [sthavar] See ਅਸਥਾਵਰ.

ਸਿਥਤ [sthIt] See ਅਸਥਿਤ and ਇਸਥਿਤ.
ਸਿਥਤਿ [sthItI] See ਅਸਥਿਤਿ and ਇਸਥਿਤਿ.

ਸਿਥਰ [sthIr] See ਅਸਥਿਰ and ਇਸਥਿਰ.
ਜਿ਼ਥਰਤਾ [sthIrta] Skt n permanence, stability,
immovability.

ਸਥੂਲ [sthul] See ਅਸਥੂਲ.

ਸਥੰਡਲ [sthédal] See ਥੜਾ.

ਰ੍ਹਾ [sna] vr to bathe, take a bath, to be pure.

ਸ੍ਵਾਨ [snan] See ਇਸਨਾਨ.

ਸ੍ਵਾਯੁ [snayu] Skt n a muscle, vein.

ਸ੍ਵਿਹ [snIh] Skt ਯਿਚ੍ vr to love, befriend, be
sweet. See ਸਨੇਹ.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਧ [snIgadh] See ਸਠਿਗਧ.
ਸੂਖਾ [snukha] Skt‘v‘im n daughter—in-law, son’s
wife.

ਸੂੰਹ [sneh] See ਸਨੇਹ. “dhrIg snehé banIta bIIas
sutah.’’—sahas m 5.

ਸ੍ਵੈਹੀ [snehi] See ਸਨੇਹੀ,

mm“ [spardh] Skt ਗਿ੍ਘ‘ to envy; to be jealous.
171??! [spéd] Skt ਜ੍ਯ vr to jump, shiver, go.

ਸਿ਼ਪ੍ਰਸ਼ [SprI$] Skt ਗ੍ਗ੍ਘਾ to touch, contact.

ਜਿ਼ਪ੍ਰਹ [spth] Skt ਦ੍ਰਾਧੂਡ੍ vr to desire, wish.
ਸਫਟਿਕ [sphatIk] See ਸਫਟਕ.
ਸਫਾਰ [sphar] a golden bubble. 2 bloom, growth.

3 adj broad.
ਜਫੁਟ [sphut] SkthE‘ vr to bloom, trim, to stop

or cut. 2 adj blooming. 3 evident, visible.
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ਜਫੁਰ [sphur] Skt ਬ੍ਯੂਪੋ੍ vr to move. go, spread,
swell.

ਸਫੁਰਣ [5}੭}1ਘ81.1] 888 ਫੁਰਣਾ’.

ਸਮਯ [smay] Skt n pride. 2 surprise, wonder.

ਸ਼ਾਰ [smar] See ਸਮਰ 2.

ਸ੍ਯਰਣ [smaran] See ਸਿਮਰਣ. 2 a figure ofspeech,
in which one is reminded ofa known thing

while seeing another thing resembling it:

' Example:
sri nanak d'arbar me sun mardana tan,

sabh devan samaran kIyo haha huhu gan.

cakh c5dhak capla camak pavas samay nIhar,

yadai dasmes ki teijj tarvar.

ਸਮਰਾਰਿ [smararI] 888 ਸਮਰਾਰਿ.
ਜਮਾਰਤ [smarat] See ਸਮਾਰਤ.

ਜਿਸੁ [smrI] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂ vr to remember; to be alert;
to obey.

ਜਿ਼ਮ੍ਤ [smrIt] Skt ਨ੍ਯੂਜ adj memorized. 2 n
recollected.

ਸਿਸ੍ਤਿ [smrItI] See ਸਿਮ੍ਰਿਤਿ.

ਸ੍ਯਮੰਤਕ [syamétak] a very bright jewel, which

was given by the Sun to Satrajit Yadav. This

jewel produces eight weights' of gold ‘

everyday, driving away fear of theft, fire,

famine. Satrajit gave this jewel to his brother

Presan, fearing that Krishan might snatch it

from him. One day Prasen was killed by'a
lion when he went out for hunting. Jambvan
killed the lion and got back thejewel. Krishan
won thejewel after fighting with Janbvan and
gave it to Satrajit again. When Satrajit was
asleep, Shatdhanva killed him and took away
thejewel. When Krishan and Balram chased
him to take back thejewel, Shatdhanva, after
giving the jewel to Akrur, ran ahead of
Krishan. Krishan captured and killed
Shatdhanva but could not get thejewel. When
Krishan returned without the jewel, Balram
suspected that Krishan had concealed the
'onc bhar is of eight thousand tolas.
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jewel from him and left his home infuriated.

When the jewel was recovered from Akrur.

_ Krishan, Balram and Satyabhama disputed its

ownership. Finally, it was decided that it should
be retained by Akrur.

“.ItI suraj seva kari satrath balvan.
raVI tIh ko tab manI dai ujjal ap saman.”

—I<rIsan.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਹ [syah] See ਸਿਆਹ.
ਸ੍ਯ'ਹਗੋਸ਼ [syahgos] See ਸਿਆਹਗੋਂਸ਼. .
ਸ੍ਯ'ਹਪੇਂਜ਼ [syahpos] P J; ’2’ adjwho is dfessed
in black. 2 n a nihang Singh. 3 a fakir dressed

in black. 4 a constable.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਤ [syat] Skt WELSkt part perhaps. 2 v may

be.

mlsyam15kt‘flm? adjblue, black. 2 h a black

material. In their'compositions the poets treat

the following as ‘syam’ — defamation, iron,

snake, collyrium, conflict, kalyug or age of

darkness, blot, lust, goddess Kali, mud, hair,

thief, darkness, crocodile, sin, cuckoo, moth,

buffalo, wine, musk, demon, night and bear.

3 Krishan is so named because of his black

colour. 4 Many people are of the opinion that

‘syam’ is the pen-name ofGuru Gobind Singh,

while others believe that fsyam’ was a poet.

“jo brIjnayak ko rUCI so kaVI syam bhane

phun jap jape 11ਏਂ.’_’-—krIsan. 5 Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ v we

should be.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਮਸਬਲ [syam sabal] SktW ਧ੍ਯਰ adjdappled,

black and brown. 2 n two dogs of Yamraj by

Sarma.'Their colour is black and brown.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਮ ਸਿੰਘ [syam sigh] See ਸੂਰਜ ਮੱਲ. 2 a keeper
of precious articles and officer incharge of

the armoury ofGuru Gobind Singh. See ਅਟਾਰੀ.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਮਤ੍ਰਿ'ਯਾ [syam trIya] Krishan’s wife Yamuna
-—sanama. 2 Rukmini and other queens of

Krishan.

' ਸਜਾਮ ਤ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਜਾਚਕ ਨਾਥ [syam trIya ja car nath]

Krishan’s wife Yamuna, grass born from her,
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deer who grazed on this, his master; the lion

—sanama.

ਸਜਾਮ ਤ੍ਰਿਯਾ ਪਿਤ [syam trIya pIt] Suraj, father
of Krishan’s wife Yamuna—sanama.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਮ ਦਾਸ [syam das] a Vadhan sub-caste devotee
ofGuru Hargobind resident of Burhanpur, and

a philanthropist and warrior.

ਸਜਾਮ ਬੱਲਭਾ [syam ballbha] Yamuna, beloved

of Syam (Krishan).

ਸ੍ਯਅ ਬੱਲਭਾ ਈਸ [syam ballbha is] God Varun,
master of Krishan’s beloved wife Yamuna

—sanama.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਮ ਬੱਲਭਾ ਈਸ਼ ਅਸਤ੍ਰ [syam ballbha is astr] n

missile of Varun, a noose.—sanama.

ਸਜਾਮਲ [syamal] Sec ਸਿਆਮਲ.
ਸ੍ਯਹਂਮਾ [syama] See ਸਯਾਮਾ 2. 2 pandit of

Sultanpur, who came to Guru Nanak Dev.

Obeying the order of Mul Chand (father—in-

law of Guru Nanak Dev) he told the Guru

about the demerits ofrenouncing home at the

time of his resignation from Modikhana.

ਸ੍ਯ'ਰ [syar] See ਸਿਆਲ.
ਸ੍ਯ1ਰਾ [syara] cold weather, winter season. “bIn

syare sital bhae.”—carItr 175.

ਸ੍ਯ1ਰੀ [syari] Skt ਥਿੰਗਾਲੀ. a female jackal. “jara
nIsa mahI khfisi syari.”—~NP. 2 the name of
equivalent to [I] short vowel ਸਿਆਹੀ [f] of the

Gurmukhi script, See ਮਿਆਰੀ.

m [syal] cold weather, winter season. 2 a

jackal. 3 See ਸਾਲਾ.

ਜ੍ਯੋਨ [syen] Skt ਸ਼ਤੋਨ n kind of a hawk. 2 See
ਦੋਹਰੇ ਦਾ ਭੇਦ 16.

ਜ੍ਯੋਹੈ" [5}’ੲ}1ਏਂ] consume/take, will consume/take.

“je nar salIgram kahi say'éhé.”—carrtr 266.

ਸ੍ਯ"ਦ [syéd] .ਢ਼ਾ/“ਸ੍ਯਆ to go, drip, fall, irrigate,

goad, go fast.

ਸਯੰਦਨ [syédan] Skt adj who walks. 2 n water.
3 a chariot. “syédan turég jor sOdar banaI

r5g.”-GPS. 4 a tree, also named tInIs. “ਧੀ

1<ਚੇਣੁ੪1< syédan sahIkar.”—GPS. L Dalbergia
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Ougeinensis.

ਜ੍ਯੋਦਰੀ [5}/ਰੋ€1||] 866 ਸੇਰੰਧੀ. “drupad sota hve
syédri anpatI narI thg jaI.”—NP.

ਸ੍ਰਉਣ [sraun] 866 ਸ੍ਰਵਣ and ਸੁੰਣ.

ਸ੍ਰਉਣਤ [sraunat] See ਸੂੰਣਤ.

ਸ੍ਰਉਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ [sraunatbidu] See ਸੂੰਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ.
ਸ੍ਰਉਨ [sraun] Skt See ਸੁੰਨ. “sraun pan kali
karyo.”—c5di 1.

ਸੁਕ [srak] n a string of beads, necklace.

ਸ੍ਰਗਿ੍ਣੀਂ [sragvmi] See ਅਚਕੜਾ.
ਸ੍ਰਜ [sraj] Skt n a string of beads. 2 866 ਸ੍ਰਿਜ.
ਸ੍ਰਣਵਤਬੀਜ [sranvat bij] the scribe has used this
word for ਸੁਵਣਤਬੀਜ at many places in Chandi
di Var. See ਸੁੰਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ.

ਸੁੱਧਾ [$raddha] n Skz ਕਗ਼ vr ਸ਼੍ਰਤ. n faith,
determination, trust. 2 According to the
Nirukt, this word implies the adoption oftruth

(ਸ਼੍ਰਤ੍). .
ਸ਼ੁੱਧਾਲੁ [sraddhalU] Skt adj who has faith in
someone, honest.

ਸ਼ੁੱਧੇਯ [sraddhey] Skt adj trustworthy.
ਸ੍ਰਪਨੀ [srapni] See ਸਰਪਨੀਂ. “srapani jiti kaha kare
jamra.”——asa kabir. illusion.

ਸ੍ਰਥ [srab] See ਸਰਬ. “srab sukha man: vuthe.”

—sr1' chét m 5.

ਸ੍ਰਬਮਯ [srabmay] See ਸਰਬਮਯ. “mathora ke
prabhu srabmay arjan guru.”—saveye m 5 ke.

ਸ੍ਰਮ [sram] Skt ਕਸ੍ਮਿ to get weary, put in effort,
undergo penance. 2 n fatigue, weariness. “sram
thaka pae bIsrama.”—maru m 5. 3 a regret.
4 an effort, attempt. “maIa karan sram atI
kars.”—sar namdev. “sram karte dam adh

kau.”-—bIIa m 5. 5 also used in place of ਸ਼ਮ.
“kaho so sram ka $6 kahé, dam ko k'ahé

kahét?”-—aka1. 6 See ਸ੍ਰਮੁ. 7 866 ਸ੍ਰਵਣ 5. “locan
sram-hI buth bal nathi.”——sn’ beni. ‘Water
trickles from the eyes’. 8 SktHchomfort, bliss.
“raja sram mItI nahi jani teri.”—sar1<abir.

ਸ੍ਰ'ਮਸੀਕਰ [sramsikar], ਸੁਮਕਣ [5|9|||}<9|_1], ਸ੍ਰਮਜਲ
[sramjal], ਸ੍ਰਮਾੰਬੰਦੁ [srambfdu], ਸ੍ਰਮਫਾਂਰਿ
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[sramvarI] n beads of sweat. drops of

perspiration. “sramsikar mukhchae.’’.—sanh

ਸ੍ਰਮ'ਰਤ [sramarat] Skr ਕ਼ਾਜੰਰ adjsick ofwearmess
fatigued.

ਸ੍ਰਜਿਤ [sramIt] adjexhausted due to haid work;
weary.

ਸ੍ਰਮੀ [srami] ਕਸਿਂਜ੍ਥਯੰ/ fatigued. 2 upset. 3 hard
working.

ਸ਼੍ਰਮੁਂ [$ramo] See ਸ੍ਰਮ. 2 P r; shyness, modesty.
‘manukh kau jacat sramu paie.”—dhana m 5.

ਸ਼੍ਰਵ [srav] Skt an ear. 2 fame, repute.
ਸ੍ਰਵਣ [sravan] Skt ਸ਼੍ਰਵਣ n an ear. “sravan soe
sunI n1 .”—gaum 5. 2 to hear. 3 Bhai Sravan,
grandson ofBaba Buddha J i. 4 “Sindhu”, son
of Andhak the hermit, killed in the dark by
king Dashrath who thought him to be a wild
animal. “tIs ko putr nam kahI sravan. sravan
sunyo jas jIh sam sravan.”—GPS. ‘Srawan,
son of Bhai Bhane, whose eulogy was heard
like Srawan the seer.’ 5 BENT trickle, drip.

ਸ੍ਰਵਣ ਸ੍ਰੋਤ [sravan srot] ear, the source ofhearing.
2 word, the subject of hearing. See ਸ੍ਰੋਤ 4.
ਸ੍ਰਵਣਤਬੀਜ [sravnatbij] See ਸੁੰਣਤਬੀਜ. “sena sabh
séghari sravnatbij di.”—c5di 3.

ਸ੍ਰਵਣ ਦਰਸ਼ਨ [sravan darsan] See ਦਰਸ਼ਨ.
ਸ੍ਰਵਣਾ [sravna] n a teat, breast; that from which
milk trickles. “bIn sravna khir leaIa,”
—bas§tkab1'r. See ਜੌਇ ਖਸਮ.

ਸ੍ਰਵਨ [sravan] See ਸ੍ਰਵਣ.

ਸ੍ਰਵਨਧ [sravnap] adjwho absorbs through ears.
2 absorbing through the ears. i.e. listening to
a holy discourse through the ears. “sravnap
kar-hI agat, anéd.”—NP. ‘absorb eternal bliss
through the ears.’

ਸ੍ਰਵਨ੍ਵ [sravnu] See ਸ੍ਰਵਣ. “nenu naktu sravnu.”
—maru kabir. 2 sravnédrIy, who lives in the
earscoffer. See ਗੋਲਕ.

ਸ੍ਰਵਨੰਤਰ [5|੩\/11ਰੈਚਿ|] inside the ear, in the ear.
2 after listening.

ਸ਼ਾਂਤ [srét] Skt adj tired. 2 whose mind is at
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peace.

ਕ੍ਰਾਂਤਿ [gran] Skin hard work. 2 fatigue, tiredness.

3 rest, relaxation.

ਸ਼ੁੱਧ [sraddh] See ਸਰਾਧ.

ਸ੍ਰਾਧ [srap], ਸ੍ਰਾਫ [sraph] See ਸਰਾਪ and ਸ਼ਰਾਫ,

ਸ੍ਰਾਵਕ [sravak], ਸ੍ਰਾਵਗ [sravag] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਸ੍ਰਾਵਕਕੈਧੰ/ who

listens; hearer. 2 n a follower of Jainism; a

Jaini. 3 a follower of Buddha; a Buddhist.

The difference between the two is that the

preachers ofJainism and Buddhism are called

yeti and devotees who listen to their
utterances are termed sravak. “sravag suddh

samuh $Idhan ke.”—aka1.

ਸ੍ਰ’ਵਗੇਸ [sravges] ਸ਼੍ਰਹਂਵਕ-ੲੀਸ਼ Jin and Buddha,
Lord of Shravaks. “sravges ko rup dhar det

kupath sabh clar.”—arh5t.

ਸ੍ਰਾਵਣ [sravan] See ਸਾਵਣ.

ਸ੍ਰਾਵਣੀ [sravni] See ਸਾਵਣੀਂ.
ਸ੍ਰਿ [er] Skt ਚੂ vr to go, creep, spread.
ਸ੍ਰਿਅ [era] See ਸ੍ਰਿਜ. “er3 jacch gédharab.”
—aka1. ‘created jacch gédharav.’

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟ [ersat] See ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ. 2 Skt ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵ adj created,

made. 3 sublime, superb. “kavan ersat ko

bhrIsat he.”—aka1.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟਚਾਰ [ersatcar] Skt ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵਾਚਾਰ n conduct of

noble persons. “ersatcar bIcar jete.”—akal.

2 universal moral values, worldly dealings or

behaviour.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟਾ [ersta] Skt ਸ੍ਰਸ੍ਵਾ adjthe Maker, the Creator.

“susta kare su nIhcaU hOI.”—oa'1<ar.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟਿ [5ਫ਼ਾਂ15੪ਣ੍1],ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟੀ [ersti] ,ਵੂ/ਹਿਰ੍ਵਇਿ n creation.

2 universe, world. “susatI sabh Ik baran

hoi.”—dhana m 1. “sz ki ersatI su

karneharu.”—sukhmani.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟੀਜਾ [51'15ਰਸਿਂਬ]ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ-ੲੀਜਯ respected by the.

people; worshipped by the world; one who is

held high in the universe. “dehu dan erstija

he.”-maru solhe m 5. 2 creatures born in the

world; human beings.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸਟੇਸ [erstes] God of the world, lord of the
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ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿਦੀਂਉਤਪੱਤੀ
world, the Creator. 2 the sword-sanama.

ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ [erstI] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਨਿੰਟ n creation. 2 world,

umverse.
ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿ’ ਦੀ ਉਤਪੱਤੀ [ersatI di utpatti], ਸ੍ਰਿਸ੍ਵਿਰਚਨਾ

[erstIracana] According to Shatpath

Brahman, the earth and the sky were created

on the utterance of “bhu“:” and “bhuv":”

respectively by Prajapati.

According to Tetiriay Brahman, Prajapati

went through penances to fulfil the desire of

revealing himself, and his breath gained

power. With his breath he created demons,

then paternal ancestors, after that he thought ‘

for a while, and created human beings. When

he was creating human beings, the day

dawned, then he created gods.

There is a description of the creation of

human beings and the animals in Shatpath

Brahman like this : In the beginning there was

only Prajapati. After producing food grains

he tried to manifest himselfin them. He made

animals from his vital air, people from his

soul, horses from his eyes, oxen from his

breath, buffaloes from his ears and goats from

his voice.

At another place in the same Brahman, it

is written that God was alone. He was unhappy

for this reason. So he desired for the Other

and divided Himself into two parts; one

became man and the other wife. The wife was

intrigued as to how He could copulate with

her after creating her from Himself ! She

thought ofdisappearing, and turned into a cow
and the husband became a bull, then cows

came into being. In this way she became a

mare and he a horse, she thejennet and he a

donkey, she the goat and he the male goat,

she the doe and he the deer. Sciall even

animals like ants came into existence. it is

also written in this Brahman that Prajapati
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brought into being gods from his upper breath
and human beings from lower breath. They
go about in the cycle of birth and death.

Manu has written that with a desire to
create creatures from his own body, Prajapati
first created water and then threw a seed in
it. This seed became a golden egg shining like
the sun. From this he himself emerged as
Brahma, the lord ofthe whole universe. After
remaining for a year in the egg. Brahma
automatically get divided into two parts. from
which grew geological and celestial regions
and his own body became llalflnale and half
female, resulting in the creation ol‘the world.
Several Hindu scholars have calculated that
in 1928 AD one billion. ninety six crore, eight
lacs, fifty three thousand and twenty-eight
years will have passed since the creation of
the world.I

In the Bible, the scripture ofthe Jews and
the Christians, which the Quran also regards
as sacred, the creation of the world is thus
described : In the beginning the spirit ofGod
was moving over water. He said, “Let there
be light”, and light appeared. Then on the
first day God separated light from darkness,
and He named the ‘day’ light and the ‘night’
darkness. On the second day, the ‘sky’ was
created, on the third. day different kinds of
plants were produced, on the fourth day the
sun, moon and stars were created, on the fifth
day the creatures that live in water and birds
were created, on the sixth day animals, large
and small insects and the male and the female
were created. On the seventh day after
'Christians have not lagged behind in calculating the day
 

ofcreation. They have written that the world was created

4004 years BC on 23" October. See ‘A history ofthc

Warfare of Science with Theology in Christendom by

AD. White V”. P. 9.

 

ਬਿੰਗਮਡ਼ੀ

completing His whole work God took rest.
Therefore. Saturday was considered the day
of rest (Sabbath) See Genesis Ch 1 and 2.

The same idea is upheld in the Quran:
“asi akas ate prItthi nu sabh vastua sahIt
chi dInfi vice bana dItta ar thakéva sade nere
nahi aIa.”—surat kaph, ayat 38.

According to lslam all creatures are of
three kinds:

(a) angels are created from the light of God.
(b) devils and ghosts etc. emerged only from
fire.

(c) human beings were made from the soil.
About the creation ofthe universe, there

is reference in Gurmat:“ja karta szrthi kau
saje, apt: jam: soi.”—japu. ‘

“tumra lakha ….) jaI pasara.
kIh bIth saja prItham sésara.”-capai.

ਸ੍ਰਿਕ [erk] Skt ਚੂਕਵ੍ਰ n a lotus flower. 2 blue lotus,
blue water—lily. 3 an arrow. 4 the wind. 5 a
garland. 6 Skt ਚੁਦ੍ਸੇਂ. corners ofthe lips.

ਸ਼ਿੰਕਾ [srika] See ਸੜਕ. _
ਸ੍ਰਿ"ਖਲ [srfkhal], ਸ਼ਿੰਖਲਾ [sri‘khla] Skt ਡ੍ਹੂਛਰੂੰਸ਼੍ਯ -
ਦ੍ਤ੍ਧ੍ਯ n a chain; fetters. “sri guru caransaroj
ki raj srffkhal sam paI. man gayéd k0 rok kar
kahé katha gatIdaI.”—NP. 2 See ਏਕਾਵਲਿ.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗ [er3] Ski ਬ੍ਰੂਧ n a slingshot. 2 a garland. '
See ਸੁਕ and ਸੁਜ. “mrIg drIg 51‘18ਰ੍81‘1ਪ੍ਯਾ var
dhari.”—GPS. ‘with eyes like those ofa deer
and wearing a beautiful garland around the
neckfi

ਬਿੰਗ [sri g] See ਸਿੰਗ. “ese srig sumeru ke sobhat
céclI pracéd.”—C5di 1.

ਥਿੰਗਾਡ਼ੀ [srfgmaril Ski ਬ੍ਯੂਡ੍ਹੇਂਜੈ ਧਠ The main
centre of Shankaracharya on the southern
bank of Tungbhadar river, where monks and
sages live. See ਸ਼ੰਕਰ and ਸ਼ਿੰਗੈਰੀ. “pahIre pat
}')/(~) munI sri’gmari ke.”—1<rIsan. ‘Clothes
soaked with blood look like the yellow-robed
hermit of Sringamari.’
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ਸ਼ਿੰਗਵੇਰ [srigver] Skt ਥੂਧੂਗ੍ਰੇਣ੍ a town situated on

the left bank of river Ganga on the border of

district Partapgarh in the Kaushal region in

U.P.. now known as Singaura. Here used to

live a Bhil named Guhak (Guh), and the king

of Nisads clan who was a friend of Ram

Chandar. Ram Chandar crossed river Ganga

with his help during his exile. 2 ginger, parts

of which look like horns.

ਸ਼ਿੰਗਾਰ [sri‘gar] See ਸਿੰਗਾਰ.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਲ [ergal] Skt ਗ੍ਹਾਸ੍ਯ n ajackal. P Ljufi. E
jackal. 2 another name of Paundrak VasudeV,

who sent a message to Krishan to desist from

calling himselfVasudev as he himselfwas the

real Vasudev. “dut ergal pathyo harI ko

kahI, hS harI 116, tuhI kyé sadvay07.”

—I<rIsan.

ਸ੍ਰਿਗਾਲੀ [ergali] a female jackai.

ਸ਼ਿੰਗਿ [srigIlfifafi [srigi] SktWadjhorned,
havinghorns. 211a mountain with high peaks.

3 a tree. 4 an elephant. 5 sage Sringi. 6 a

musical instrument made of horn. 7 Shiv.

ਥਿੰਗੀ ਰਿਖੀ [srigi rIkhi] See ਸਿੰਗੀ ਰਿਖੀ.
ਥਿੰਗੋਰੀ [srigeri] ਸ਼ਿੰਗ-ਗਿਰੀ. a hill situated in the
Mysore state, wheresage Sringi was born. His

father Vibhandak had meditated at this place.

ਸ਼ਿੰਗੇਰੀਮਠ [srigeri math] the hermitage (founded)

established at Sringmari by Shankaracharya.

See ਸੰਕਰ, ਸ਼ਿੰਗਮੜੀ and ਸ੍ਰਿਗੋਰੀ.
ਸ੍ਰਿਜ [erj] Skt ਬ੍ਰੂਕ੍ vr to give up, give birth,

warn, gather, make.

ਸ੍ਰਿਜ਼ਨ [erjan] Seefii’flv to make, create. “erj5t

ratan janam.”——sahas m 5.

ਸ੍ਰਿਣ [ern], ਸ੍ਰਿਣੁ [ernu] Skt ਸ੍ਵਾਧੂ hear, listen.

“srm ern larka !”—ramav. ‘0 boy ! listen’.

ਸ੍ਰਿਤਿ [ertI] Skt ਰ੍ਵਰਿ n departure. 2 way, path,

track. _

ਸ੍ਰਿਧ [erp] Skt ਰ੍ਵਧ੍ਰਘ‘ to go, move, get aside.
ਸ੍ਰੀ [sri] Skta‘in goddess Lachhmi. 2 glory. “sri

satIgur so prasén.”-—saveye m 4 kc.

ਸ੍ਰੀਕੋਸਦਨ

,3 wealth, magnificence. 4 first ofthe six rags.

See ਸਿਰੀ ਰਾਗ. 5 a sect of Vaishnavites who
worship mainly goddess Lachhmi. The

followers ofthis sect wear a red mark on their

foreheads. Swami Ramanuj was the supreme

preacher of this sect. See ਰਾਮਾਨੁਜ- 6 a metre.

See ਏਕ ਅਛਰੀ ਦਾ ਰੂਪ 1. 7 goddess Sarswati.
8 fame. 9 honorific word used in speech and

writing to show respect and regard. This word

should be used 108 times for a religious

teacher (Acharya) and Maharaja (king), six

times for parents and teacher, five times for

one’s master, four times for the enemy, three

times for the friend, twice for the servant, once

for one’s son and wife. 10 adj beautiful.
11 capable, able. 12 best, superlative.

ਸ੍ਰੀਅ [sria] This word is occasionally used in

place of ਸ਼੍ਰੀ.

ਸ੍ਰੀਸ [sris] ਸ਼੍ਰੀ-ਈਸ਼. husband ofgoddess Lachhmi,
Lord Vishnu. 2 the rich; the wealthy. 3 a

sword. “sris satruarI.”—sanama.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਸਸਿ [sri saSI] Baba Sri Chand.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਸਦਨ [sri sedan] abode of sri (Lacchmi); a

lotus; a white lotus. “sri ko sedan cahO badan

l<o jan he.”—NP. ‘vehicle of Lord Brahama,

who has lotus and four faces (vehicle—swan).’

ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਸਾਹਿਬ [sri sath] a sword; Guru Gobind

Singh gave this name to the ‘sword’,

considering it as the husband of Lachhmi. See

ਮਨਾਮਾ.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਸੰਪ੍ਰਦਾਯ [sri sépraday] See ਸ੍ਰੀ 5 and ਰਾਮਾਨੁਜ਼

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਹਤ [srihat] adj one whose splendour and
wealth have been ruined.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਹਰਿਗੋਬਿੰਦਪੁਰ [sri harIgobfdpur] See ਸ੍ਰੀ
ਗੋਬਿੰਦਪੁਰ.

ਸ੍ਰੀਕ [srik] See ਸ਼ਰੀਕ. “an srik he.”—japu. ‘Akal
(almighty) has no form and shape.’ 2,5/੮2ਸ਼੍ਰੀਕ

beauty, comeliness.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਕੋ ਸਦਨ [sri l<o sadan] white lotus in which

Lachhmi resides. See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਸਦਨ. 2 house of
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splendour.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਖੰਡ [srikhéd] Ski ਕ਼ੀਯਧਤ n sandal wood. which
is a piece of splendour. “kath-hu srikhéd

satIguro kiau.”—-saveye m 4 ke. See ਸਿਰਖੰਡੀ.
ਸ੍ਰੀ ਗੁਰੁ ਸਿੰਘ ਸਭਾ [sri guru sigh sabha] Sec ਸਿੰਘ
ਸਭਾ.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਗੋਬਿੰਦਪੁਰ [sri gobidpur] a town founded by
Guru Arjun Dev in Sammat 1644 on the

northern bank of river Beas in tehsil Batala,

district Gurdaspur which came in the

poscssion ofBhagwan Das Gherar, through a

conspiracy hatched by Chandu. ‘Guru Pratap

Suray’ mentions that this town was founded

by the sixth Guru but it is not so. There is a

note on the leaves of the old Guru Granth

Sahib i.e. Kartarpur Bir that Shri Gobindpur

was founded in Sammat 1644.

Bhagwan Das strongly resisted the sixth

Guru when he visited this place in Sammat

1687, and he and his friends had to pay for

this in the battle at Shri Gobindpur.

The ownership of this place is with the

wealthy Sodhi Sahib of Kartarpur. Sri

Gobindpur (or Hargobindpur) has two

gurdwaras. One is ‘Guru ke Mahal’ which the

Guru built for his own residence and the other

is Damdama Sahib which is halfa mile to the

west ofthe city. This is the place where the

Guru held a Diwan (a royal court) after the

battle. A fair is held on Vaisakhi and Hola.

This town is located 2| miles to the south of

Batala railway station.

According to some writers its name is Shri

Hargobindpur but Guru Arjun Dev had named

it Sri Gobindpur.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਚੰਦਬਾਬਾ [sri céd baba] the older son of Guru

Nanak Dev who was born to Mata Sulakhni

on the ninth day ofthe light halfofthe lunar

month in Bhadon Sammat 1551 at Sultanpur.

He became a great saint‘and preacher of the
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Udasi sect. He settled in village Barath,

situated at a distance of 19 k0 to the northeast

of Dehra Nanak. Yogiraj Sri Chand did not

marry.

To preach the religion oquru Nanak Dev

in the country and abroad, he took Baba

Gurditta as his disciple and sent many

Gursikhs in Udasi garb to various areas to

spread the true message ofthe Divine.

Baba ShriChand passed away on 15 Assu

Sammat 1669. He lived to the age of 118

years. See ਉਦਾਸੀ and ਸਿਲਾ ਸ੍ਰੀ ਚੰਦ ਜੀ ਦੀ.
ਸ਼੍ਰੀਦ [srid], ਸ਼੍ਰੀਦਿਹ [sridIh] Kuber, the giver of

Sri (Lachhmi); wealth. “sridIh sur sasi udu

5tak.”—NP.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਧਰ [erdhar] Skt ਬੀਸ੍ਯ adj bearer of Sri
(Lachhmi); a wealthy person. 2 12 God, who

is the lord ofthe whole creation. “sridhar pae

msgal gae.”—sri chét m 5. See ਸ੍ਰੀਪਤਿ ਸ਼ਬਦ.
3 Vishnu.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਨ੍ਯਰ [sri nagarl' Skt ਸੂਯੰਨ੍ਯਰ the capital of

Kashmir, 5276 feet above the sea level. In

the city, there is a gurdwara ofthe sixth Guru

in the house ofMai Bhag Bhari at Kathi Gate

near Hari Parbat (mountain). Guru Nanak Dev

also consecrated this city with his visit. See

‘Nanak Prakash Uttarardh’ Ch 14. 868ਸੇਵਾਦਾਸ
ਕਸਮੀਰ and ਭਾਗਭਰੀ.

2 a city situated at the bank ofAlakhanda

river in Pauri sub division of Garhwal State,

which was the capital of Fatehshah in Guru

Gobind Singh’s time. The place in the city

relating to Guru Nanak Dev is famous by the

name of Charan Paduka. Guru Nanak Dev

visited this city during his pilgrimage ofBadri

Narayan. The height ofSrinagar is 1706 feet

above the sea level. In .1894 this city was
 

'Empcror Ashok had raised Srinagar in Kashmir which

is three miles away from the modern city ofthis name.

Now it is called ‘Panderi Thanu.’
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washed away due to a breach in the dam of

Gohana lake. Now it is the capital ofGarhwal.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਨਾ'ਥ [srinath]. ਸ਼੍ਰ'ਇਿਞਧ੍ਯ [srinIvas], ਸ਼੍ਰ'ਪਿਤਿ

[sripatI] See ਸ਼੍ਰੀਧਰ. n the Almighty.“srin1vas
adI purakhu sada tuhi.”—saveye m 4 ke.

“braham mahesur bIsanu saci patI ਰੈਣਿ phase

jam phaSI par'ége. je nar sripatI ke pras 11?:

peg te nar per na deh dharége.”—aka1.

2 Vishnu. 3 adj the rich, the wealthy.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀ ਪੰਚਮੀ [sri pécmi] According to the Hindu
mythology. goddess Lachhmi is worshipped

on this day (Magh Sudi 5) That is the reason

its name is Sri Panchmi.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਫਲ [sri phal] Skt adjwhose fruit is beautiful.

2 n mimosaceous tree. 3 the tree of Aegle

Marmelos and its fruit. 4 Many people also

call Naliyer coconut tree by this name but

this is not correct. See ਸਿਰਫਲ. '

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਬਰਣ [sribaran] Skt ਕੀਕਯੰ adj a person having a

fair complexion. 2 a white-coloured horse,

which is killed during the sacrifice ofashvmedh

yag. According to the Purans, a white horse with

black ears and yellow tail is required for this

sacrifice.l Some scribe has mistakenly written

ਸੀ ਬਰਣ instead of ਸ੍ਵੀਬਰਣ. See ਸੀਬਰਣ.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਭਗਵਤੀ [sribhagvati] See ਭਗਵਤੀ.

ਸ਼੍ਰੀਮਤੀ [srimati] feminine gender 0ਪੋੰ`ਸ੍ਰੀ ਮਾਨ.
ਸ਼੍ਰੀਮਾਨ [sriman] Skt ਕ਼ੀਸ੍ਯਜ਼੍ adj graceful.

2 wealthy. 3 a person having a high post.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਮੁਖਬਾਕ [sri mukhbak], ਸ੍ਰੀ ਮੁਖਬਾਰ੍ਯ [sri

mukhbaky], ਸ੍ਰੀ ਮੁਖਵਾਕ [sri mukhvak], ਸੁੱ}

ਮੁਖਵਾਕਤ [sri mukhvaky] sentences uttered

from the lips of graceful persons. 2 divine

words uttered by Guru Gobind Singh as

“savaye sri mukhbaky mahla 5.” and “japu

sri mukhvak patsahi IO.”

ਸ੍ਰੀਮੰਤ [srimét], ਸ੍ਰੀਯੁਤ [sriyut] See ਸ੍ਰੀਮਾਨ.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਰਾਗ [sri rag] See ਸਿਰੀ ਰਾਗ.

ਸ੍ਰੀਰੰਗ [srirég] Skt ਯੀਣ੍ਗ੍ n the Almighty (Kartar)
"ਵਿਰੋਧੀ varan sukaran syam suvaran pucch saman."—gyan.
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who made goddess Lachhmi dance. “name sri

rég bhetal soi.”—bh£r namdev. 2 Vishnu.
3 a colony in the island of river Kaveri, situated

at a distance oftwo miles from Trichinopoly

towards the north in district of Madras. The

temple of Shrirang is situated in this colony.

This temple has seven walls. the outer wall is

1024 yards long and 840 yards wide. The

jewellery and gems ofthis temple are more

precious than ofall the Hindu temples oflndia.

Because of this temple, the colony and the

island are known by the name of Srirang.

Ramanuj, a great devotee of Srirang, died at

this place.

ਸ੍ਰੀਰੰਗਿ [errégI] with Srirang (the Almighty).

in God. “srirégI rate namI mate.”-asa cltét
m 5.

ਸ੍ਰੀ ਰੰਗੁ [sri régu] See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਰੰਗ.

ਸ੍ਰੀਵਤਸ [srivatas] Skt ਥੀਕਜ੍ਯ n beautiful is his

mark; Vishnu. There is a curl ofwhite hair on

the chest of Vishnu which in palmistry is

regarded as a very important mark.

ਸ੍ਰੀਵਰ [srivar] See ਸ੍ਰੀਪਤਿ.
ਸ੍ਰੀਵਰਣ [srivaran] See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਬਰਣ.

ਸ੍ਰੀਵਾਸ [srivas] See ਸ੍ਰੀ ਨਿਵਾਸ. 2 the white lotus
in which resides goddess Lachhmi.

ਸ੍ਵ [sru] Skt ਰੂ, vr to flow, drip. 2 Skt ਕੂ vr to
listen, go, drop. flow.

ਸੁਤ[5ਪਿ[] Skt ਸ੍ਵਤ. adjheard, listened. 2 known,

.famous, ren-owned. 3 who has heard the

sermon. 4 n ear. 5 attitude. See ਸੁਰਤ. “cubhi

rahi srut prabhu carnan mahI.”— VN.

ਸ਼ੂਤਿ [srotI] Skt n ear. 2 Vcds, Veds are called

srutis because in olden times these were not

written. They were learnt only by listening.

“srutI sImrItI gun gath karte.”—suhi Chét

m 5. 3 listening, hearing. 4 a story, a saying.

5 a tale, rumour. 6 (in music) particular

division ofthe octave. a quarter tone or interval

(twehty two of these are enumerated) their
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names are as follows:

tivra. kumudvati. médra and chédovati are 0!`

sadafi

dayavati, réjIni and raktIka are ofrIsabh;

rSdri and krodha are of gadhar;
verka. prasarIni. pritI and marjni are of

madhyam;

ertI, rakta. sédipxni and alapIni are of
pacam; ‘
…8੮15੮1, rohIni and ramya are of dhevat;
ugrn and ksobhxni are of nIsad.

See ਸੁਰਤਿ 7.

ਸੂਤ੍ਯਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ [srutyanupras] See ਅਨੁਪ੍ਰਾਸ (c).

ਸੂਤ੍ਹਾ [smtva] ਲ਼ਾ/ਹਿਸ਼ੂਤ੍ਹਾਘੀਹਿ listening. after hearing.

“tIn te srutva makkhansah.”—-GPS.

ਸੂਞ [sruv], ਸੂਵਾ [sruva] Skt ਰੂਕ n a small hand-

shapcd spoon made up of Khair (acacia

catcchu) wood or pipai (‘ficus religiosa) wood

used for pouring clarified melted butter into

the fire when a sacrifice is performed. See

ਸੂ vr.
ਸੂਯ [sruy] after listening. “prIthi céd ke vak
“k0 sruy viré.”-GI’S. 2 ਸੁਸ੍ਵਯ after listening
carefully. '

ਸ੍ਰੇਸ਼ਟ [sresatlSkt ਸ਼ੁੰਸ੍ਰ adj superior. 2 highly
commendable. “gIanu sresat utam Isnano.”
—sukhmani. 3 n cow’s milk. 4 Kuber. 5 a king.
6 Vishnu. 7 a hermit. 8 a scholar. 9‘ Brahmin
in Hindu faith. 10 Khatri according to law.

ਸ੍ਰੇਸਟਾੲੀ [srestai] n superiority, excellence. 2 a
lady ofthe khatri caste. See ਅਧਮ ਚੰਡਾਲੀਂ.

ਸ੍ਰੋਸ੍ਵ [51'ੲਤੁਣੁ] See ਸ਼੍ਰੇਸਟ.
ਸ੍ਰੇਸ੍ਵਾਚਾਰ [srestacar] See ਸ਼ਿਸ੍ਵਜ੍ਯ. 2 practiceor
conduct of the virtuous people.

ਸ੍ਰੇਣਿ [srenI], ਸ੍ਰੇਣੀ [sreni] Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਣਿ n a line, row.
2 a written line. 3 a series. 4 a ladder. 5 a row
oftroops.

ਸ਼੍ਰੇਯ [srey] Skt ਕੇਧਰ੍/ਲ਼ਾ benediction, blessedness.
2 liberation. salvation. 3 prosperity. wealth.
4 adj auspicious. 5 beautiful, splendid.
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6 superior. `
ਸੂੰਵਣ [srevan]. ਸ੍ਰੋਞਨ [srevan] See ਸਰੇਵਨ. “harI
nam srevah.”—var vad m 4. “jInI harInamu

sunIa menu bhina tIn ham srevah nIt

carne.”—bh£r m 4.

ਸੁੱਣ [sron] Skt a lame person. 2 a handicapped

person. 3 cooked. 4 Skt short form for ਸ਼ੋਣਿਤ.
“huo sron hiné. bhayo 5g chiné.”—c5di 2.

ਸੁੰਣਜ ਨਿਧਿ [sronaj nIth] a red coloured sea;
the Red Sea.—sanama.

ਸੁੰਣਤ [sronat] Skt ਸੋਚਿ blood.

ਸੁੰਣਤਪਾਤ [sronatpat] See ਸੁੰਣਪਾਤ. “ampat aru
sronatpata.”—carrtr 405.

ਸੁੰਣਤਬਿੰਦ [sronatbid], ਸੂੰਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ [sronatbidu],

ਸੂੰਣਤਬੀਜ [sronatbij] Skt ਸ਼ੋ'ਣਿਤਬਿੰਦੂ and ਸ਼ੋਣਿਤਬੀਜ
a demon known by the name of Raktbij who

was a minister of Shumbh and an army

commander. His story is narrated in

Markanday Puran. He fought against goddess

Durga and wherever his blood fell, a new

Raktbij was born. As Durga went on killing

them, they were born in greater numbers. At

last Kali drank his blood and killed the

demons. “cédi kali duhfi m1] kino Ihe near.

115 han hf) ਪਿੰ 51'੭11 pi, arIdal darhi mar.”—C5cji

1. “sronat—bidu ko sObh nIsObh kahyo tum
jahu maha dal leks.”—C5di 1. ਰ੍

ਸੁੱਣਪਾਤ [sronpat] flowing of blood is of many
types. Three types are important —
(a) flowing of blood through the mouth, ears
and nose.

(b) flowing ofblood from the rectum, vagina
and penis.

(c) flowing ofblood through pores ofthe skin.
Treatment should begin on the advice of

a wise physician so that the patient gets relief
from pain. ~

Learned physicians have described main
causes of sronpat as follows - going about in
scorching heat, doing exercise in excess,
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excessive indulgence in sex, excessive use of

chillies. hot food and spices, drinking of

liquor, and eating acidic food. Due to these.

blood gets infected and starts simmering and

develops these infections.

The best medicine to cure this disease is:

Take one tolla each of coriander, emblic

myrobalan (aula) basa. munakka dakh (large

sized dried grapes), and pIt papra, and crush
them to barley size.‘ Soak the mixture in water

overnight. and take the coarsely crushed stuff

with lump sugar.

ਸ੍ਰੋਣਬਿੰਦ [sronbfd], ਸ੍ਰੋਣਬਿੰਦੁ [sronbfdu] See

ਸ੍ਰੇਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ. “ute kopIyé sronbi’dé subiré.”
—C5di 2.

ਸ੍ਰੇਣਬੀਰਜਾਰਦਨੀਂ [sronbirjardani] Durga, the

destroyer of Shonitbindu.

sronbirjardani dhumrhéti.”—c§di 2.

ਸ਼੍ਰੇਣੀ [stoni] Skt n hip; haunches. 2 waist.

ਸ੍ਰੋਤ [srot] a current or fountain. See ਸ੍ਰ vr. “srot

sarIta samudr atam saman he.”—BGK. 2 Skt

ਸ਼ੁੰਤ n ear. See ਸ਼੍ਰ vr “par nida nahI srot

sravané.”—sahas: m 5. “harI ke nam bIn

dhrIg srot.”—1<eda m 5. 3 Skt ਸ਼ੁੰਤ adj related

to Shrutis (the Veds). 4 the subject ofthe ear,

word; sound. “sravan srot raje gurbani.”

—mam soIhem I. ‘Ears were content listening

to the sound of Gurbani.’

ਸ਼੍ਰੋਤਵ੍ਯ [$rotvy] adj audible, worth hearing.
ਸ੍ਰੋਤਾ [srota] Skt ਬੀਰੂ who is a listener.
ਸ੍ਰੋਤਾ ਦੇ ਗੁਣ [srota de gun] l faithful. 2 humble.
3 loving. 4 generous. 5 capable of under-

standing the meaning. 6 active. 7 knowing

the art of questioning. 8 soft—spoken. 9 who

has control over his senses. 10 knowing the

context. 1] sans deceit. 12 fond of rendering

service. 13 without hypocrisy and self praise.

14 given to practising what he has heard.

“namo

 

lCoarsely ground to the size ofa barley grain; not finely

ground.
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ਸ੍ਰੋਤ੍ਰਿ [srotrI], ਸੂੰਤ੍ਰਿਯ [srotrIy], ਸੂੰਤ੍ਰੀ [srotri] Skt
ਸੂੰਤ੍ਰਿਯ adj who has listened. who has heard a

lot. 2 n a pandit. a scholar. 3 one who has

learnt the Veds by heart; one who can recite

and preach the Veds without the help ofthe

text.

ਸ਼੍ਰੋਣ [sron] See ਸ੍ਰੋਣ and ਸੁੰਣਤ. 2 ear. “ghran sahasr
aghran, 3er!) so sron.”——NP. ‘Thousands of

nostrils, yet without nostril is He; without

many ears yet He has ears.’

ਸੁੰਣਤ [sronat] See ਸੁੰਣਤ.
ਸ੍ਰੇਣਤਬਿੰਦ [5ਝਾ3ਧਹਧਿਝੂਧੰ],ਸੂੰਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ [sronatbidu] See

ਸੂੰਣਤਬਿੰਦੁ. “sronatbid so cécj pracéd su juddh
karyo.”-—c5cji 1.

ਸ਼ੁੰਤ [$r3t1.8‘ktadjrelated to the Shrutis (Veds).

2 n deeds mentioned in the Veds. 3 related

with ears; a word.~

ਸ੍ਰੋ'ਨ [sron] blood. “bahI sran samuh dharan

paryo he.”-—c§di 1. 2 See ਸੁੰਣ.
ਸ਼ਲਾਘਾ [slagha] See ਸਲਾਘਾ.

ਸ੍ਵ [sva] Skt n wealth. 2 one’s own self, soul.

3 adj one’s own. 4 Skt ਸ੍ਵ n dog.

ਸ੍ਰਸਤਿ [svasatI] See ਸੁਅਸਤਿ. “svasatI hot tIn

1<o sada.”-—NP. “jas svasatI sukrIt krIté.”

—gujj£dev.

ਸ੍ਰਸਂਤਿਬਿਵਸਥਾ [svasathIvastha] Skt ਸ੍ਵਸ੍ਵਿ ਵ੍ਯਵ੍ਯਾਥਾ
n a tradition of welfare; way of salvation.

“svasathIvastha harI ki seva.”«dhana m 5.

ਸ੍ਵਸਤੈਨ [svasten] ਠੰ/ਢ਼/ਣ੍ਥਜ੍ਯਧ੍ਯ n blessings, which
are the house of good fortune. “bIje chédan
prabhu gavat svastsn ucarat.”—saloh. “kalu

ko svastcn sunayo.”—NP.

ਸ੍ਰਸਥ [svasath], ਸ੍ਵਜਥ [svasth] Skt adj ਸ੍ਰ-ਜ੍ਯ.

being in one’s natural state. 2 healthy. 3 sound

state. “srir svasth khin samae.”—sahas m 5.

ਸ੍ਵ'ਸ੍ਰਿ [svaer] See ਸੁਸਾ.

ਸ੍ਵਕੀਯ [svakiy] See ਸੁਕੀਂਅ.

ਸ੍ਵ'ਕੀਯਾ [svakiya] Skt wife; wedded wife.’
an patI hi ke prem may jfiko man vac kay.

kahIt svakiya tahI ko lajja 5i] subhay.
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kabItt

sobhat svakiy gen gun ganti me, tahfi

tere nam hi ki ek rekha rekthat he,

kahe “padmakar” pagi y5 patIprem hi me

padmanI to si tIya tu hi pekthat he.

suvaran rup jeso teso sil sarabh he

yahi te tIharo tan dhany lekthat he,

sone me sugédh nah: gédh me sunyo na sono

sono 3 sugédh to me dono dekthat he.

—jagat vrnod.

ਸ੍ਵਗਤ [svagat] Skt adj available within one’s
own self. 2 I: what goes on in one’s own mind.
3 See ਤਿੰਨ ਭੇਦ.

ਸ੍ਵਛ [svach] See ਸੁੱਛ. “svach marag harIbhag-
tanah.”-—sahas m 5.

ਸ੍ਵਛੰਦ [svachéd] See ਸੁਛੰਦ.
ਸੁੱਛ [svacch] Sec ਸੁੱਛ.

ਸ੍ਵਜਨ [svajan] one’s own kin, close relatives.
2 See ਸੁਜਨ. “sabad sadhu svajanah.”—sahas

m 5.

ਸ੍ਵਤੰਤ੍ [svatétr] Skt adj): (self) ਤੰਤ੍ਵ (under). a
person who is not under other’s control.

ਸ੍ਰਤ੍ਵ [svatv] Ski n feeling of ownness,
proprietary interest.

ਸ੍ਵਦ [svad] Skt ਣ੍ਥਰ੍ vr to relish, be happy, to
COVCL

ਸ੍ਵਦੇ’ਸ [svades] one’s own country.
ਸ੍ਵਦੇਸੀ [svadesi] adj of one’s own country.
ਸ੍ਵਧਰਮ [svadharam] one’s own religion, one’s
own sect. 2 sense of duty.

ਸ੍ਵਧਾ [svadha] Skt part according to Hindu
practice, this word is uttered while making
sacrificial fire/offerings to the forefathers. In
Braham Vaivart Puran it is written that from
Brahma’s mind, two daughters Swadha and
Swaha took birth. Swadha was offered to the
forefathers and Swaha to the gods.

Forefathers and gods were pleased to
receive offerings made through them. See ਸ੍ਵਾਹਾ.

ਸ੍ਵਨ[5\/811]5/ੴਥਰ੍ਘਾ[੦੫੮੮8੮; mend; make noise
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while eating. 2 n sound, voice. 3 Ski ਸ੍ਵਨ, a
dog.

ਸ੍ਵਪ [svap] Skrmvr to sleep, lie down.

ਸ੍ਵਪਚ [svapac] See ਸੁਪਰ.

ਸ੍ਵਪਨ [svapan] See ਸੁਪਨ.

ਸ੍ਵਪਨਦਰਸ਼ਨ [svapandarsan] See ਦਰਸ਼ਨ.

Hum [svapanphal] In Hindu scriptures the

auspicious and inauspicious results ofdreams

are fully described. See Valmik Ch 2 a 69

and Aitrey, Arnyak, Arnyak 3 Ch 2 Part 4

and Mastya Puran a 242. The results of

dreams are acknowledged in the Bible too.

See Daniel Ch 7. It is also found in the holy
Quran. See Surat Yussouf, verse 36, 37, 102.

However, Sikh faith does not recognize

consequences of dreams. See ਸੁਪਨਾ.

ਸ੍ਵਭਾਵ [svabhav] Sec ਸੁਭਾਉ.
ਸ੍ਵਭਾਵੇ'ਕ੍ਰਿ [svabhavoktI] a figure of speech
dealing with description of the exact nature

ofthings. Its another name is jatI.

Example:

lauki athsathI tirathI nai.

kaurapan tau na jai.—sor1<abir.

cédan lep hot deh kau sukh gardhabh bhasam

ségitI.—-dhana m 5. ~

manmukh man no thjai atI male cIt kathor
sape dudh piaie édarI visu nIkor.——suhi a
m 3.

ਸ੍ਵਭੂ [svabhu] Skt adjself-bom; born from one’s
own self; one who is not other’s creation. See
ਭੂ.

ਸ੍ਵਯੰ [svayé] Ski ਵ੍ਯਧਸ੍ part self.
ਸ੍ਵਯੰ'ਦੂ’ਤਿਕਾ [svayédutlka] in poetics, the heroine
who does the job of a messenger (go-
between).

ਸ੍ਵਯੰਪ੍ਰਕਾਸ਼ [svayéprakasl self-luminous; which
does not get light from another source.

ਸ੍ਵਯੰਥਰ [svayébar] ਲ਼ਾ/ਢ/ਰ੍ਥਧ੍ਯਵ੍ n choice ofhusband
by a princess in a public assembly of suitors.
See ਸੀਤਾ and ਦਮਯੰਤੀ ਦੇ ਸ੍ਵਯੰਬਰ. In India the last
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such function was held by Raja Jai Chand of
Kanoj for his daughter Sanyukta.

ਸ੍ਵਯੰਥਡਾ਼ [svayébra] Skt ਸ੍ਵ'ਯੰਵਰਾ adja damsel who
herself chooses her husband.

ਸ੍ਵਯੰਭੂ [svayébhu] See ਸੈਭੰ. 2 n Brahma.
ਸ੍ਵਰ [svar] Skt ਨ੍ਯਹ੍ part heaven. 2 superior,

excellent. 3 n breathing; inhaling and

exhaling. 4 a sound in recitation.l seven

primary note ofmusical scale which are: saraj,

'rIsabh, gadhar, madhyam, pécam, dhevat

and nIsad.

Scholars ofmusic, deities and rishis, have

taken saraj from the crying of the peacock,

rIsabh. from the notes of a rainbird (some

believe rIsabh to owe its origin to the

bellowing ofa cow), gadhar from the bleating

of sheep and goats, madhyam from the
croaking ofa water fowl, pécam from a koel,

dhevat from the croaking ofa frog, and nIsad

from the trumpet of an elephant.2

Notes on the musicai scale, which rishis

set up while formulating the science ofmusic,

were called pure notes. When high and low

tones were needed for some modes, they made

five VIkrIt svars (modified notes). Out of

these five, four, that is, rIsabh, gadhar,

dhevat, and nIsad become komal (soft), while

madhyam becomes tivr (sharp) after

modification. In this way all notes grow from

12 svars (seven original and five modified)

See ਠਾਟ.

Some untrained persons believe that

rIsabh, gadhar, dhevat and mad are tivr,

madhyam is low and sadaj and pécam are acal
 

lIn musicology, svar is defined as one that is glorious in

itself.

ਣੈਧਤ੍ਕਂਸਂਜ਼੍ਧਕੂਥਰੇਧਾਗੇਕ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਾਯਿਮੋਜ੍ਯਾਬਿਕਚੱਰੂਧ੍ਯਾਲੀਂਕ੍ਧ:

ma ਸਘਾਜ਼ਾਧ੍ਰ! I

ਬੈਥਰਂਫ੍ਰੈਯਰੇ ਥਜਿ਼ mm ਭ੍‘ਛੁਰੇਧ੍ਯ: I ਬ੍ਰੂਢਧਲ਼ਾਧ੍ਯਧਧੇ ਧ੍ਯਰੇ hm: ਥਭੂਯਜਿ

ਧ੍ਯਕਧਬ੍! |-5ਤੌ81'£ rahasya.
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(fixed) but this contention is wrong. In reality,

all these seven notes are called sudh (pure).
According to these ignorant persons sadaj is
fixed, rIsabh is high, gadhar too is high,

madhyam is komal (soft), p’écam is fixed, dhevat
and nIsad are high. According to great

musicologists, these seven notes are sudh

(pure) the remaining five modified notes are

as explained above.

There are 22 shrutis (microtonal intervals)

ofthe seven notes. which we can say are the

components of notes. See ਸ਼੍ਰਤਿ.

Some ignorant pcoplc—undcrstand sth

as murchana but it is not correct, as it is

related to the existence of a sequential and

complete scale of seven primary notes in

ascending and descending orders. sors

(notes) are divided into three saptaks (groups

of seven notes) so there are 2] murchanas

i.e. the 21 notes are necessary for alap (a

particular melody).

In this book, to understand sudh, komal

and tivr the following hint will be helpful :

sudh (pure) —‘sa, re, g3, ma, pa, dha, n9.

(ending with [9])
komal (soft) — ra, ga, dha, na. (ending with

[8])
tivr (sharp) —— mi. (ending with [i]).

While explaining modes ofgrahsvar, vadi,

sévadi, anuvadi and VIvadi words are used.

So one must understand them properly.

grahsvar is that svar in which the alap
concludes.

vadi is that svar which animates a rag.

sévadi svar helps vadi svar to give shape

to a rag.

anuvadi svar helps vadi and sévadi to

_mainfest the complete shape ofa rag.

VIvadi svar is that svar which destroys the _

shape ofa rag. That is why it is called a varth
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or satru svar.‘ 5 a letter which produces sound

by itself, which illuminates itself. ਓ ਅ ੲ are

vowels in Punjabi alphabets.

ਸ੍ਵਰਗ [svarag] Sce ਸੁਰਗ. “nac durlabhé

svaragrajanah.”—sahas m 5.

ਸ੍ਵ'ਰਗਦ੍ਹਾਥੀ [svaragdvari] See ਸੁਰਗਦੁਆਰੀ. “svarag-

dvarifi tare banavahu.”-GPS.

ਸੁਰਗਵਾਸ [svaragvas], ਸੁਰਗਵਾਸੀ [svaragvasi] resi-

. dence in heaven and the resident of heaven.

2 This word is used as a mark of respect for

‘ the people who are no more in this world

(dead) cvcn ifthcir souls have gone to hell.

Such religious feelings impel people to use

words like Kailashvasi, Gurupurnivasi, Golo-

kvasi and Vaikunth nivasi.

ਸ੍ਰਰਣ [5\/91‘ਹ1.1] Skt adj(a person) having a clear

voice. 2 ਸ੍ਵਣੇਂ n gold, whose colour is beautiful.

ਸ੍ਰਰਣਸਠੀਵਿ [svaransathiVI] Skt ਸੁ'ਵਟੰਸ੍ਵੀਵੀ n In

‘BlIagvat Puran’ there is a bird which spits

out gold and keeps on saying “Do not be in a

haste”, but it itselfentcrs the mouth of a lion

when he is yawning and takes away the flesh

out of the lion’s molars. “keval kahIni kahIt

.ho svaransathiv: saman.”—-al§kar sagar

sudha. 2 in Mahabharat, son of king Srinjay
who used to excrete and urinate gold.

ਸ੍ਰਰਣਕਾਰ [svarankar] See ਸੁਨਿਆਰ.
ਸ਼੍ਵਰਣਦੀਪ [svarandip] Sondip, a country situated
below Manipur towards the east ofthe mouth

of river Brahamputar.

ਸ੍ਵਰਣਮਤੀ [svaranmati] Sec ਰਤਨਰਾਯ.

ਸ੍ਵਰਨ [svaran] See ਸ੍ਵਰਣ.

ਸ੍ਰਰਨਪੰਖੀ [svaranpékhi] n arrows with feathers
luminous like gold. “chute svaranpékhi.”

-1<aII<I'. 2 an arrow of Guru Gobind Singh

'hI: Utpadak rag ko réjak bhup saman VIrajat vadi. ath k1
 

bar-hI ko phIr pher rahe smtI médal t3 samvadi.

sevak so pun an sabhe anukul rah: sukh so anwadi. Star

in srutx ek-hi ko tab so sur hot phIsadI v1vadi.—k0var

vzkram sigh.
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which had gold as its ‘shaip point.

ਸ੍ਰਰਭਾਨੁ [svarbhanu] See ਸੁਰਭਾਨੁ.

ਸ੍ਰਰਾਜ [svaraj] self rule. See ਛਾਂਦੋਂਰ੍ਯ ਉਪਨਿਸ਼ਦ;

ਪੁਪਾਨ੍ਯ 7 ਖੰਡ 25. '
ਸ੍ਰਰਾਜਜ [svarajy] independent dominion; one’s
own kingdom; a state without any outside

interference.

ਸ੍ਵਰਿਤ [svarIt] adj uttered, recited. 2 n a sound
between high and low tone; medium tone.

ਸ੍ਵਰੂਪ [svarup] See ਸਰੂਪ and ਸੁਰੂਪ.

ਸ੍ਰਰੂਪੀ [svarupi] adj having one’s own form.

“jotIsvarupi rahIo bharI.”—-saveye m 5 ke.
‘He is watching the illumined self-form’.

ਸ੍ਰਰੋਦਯ [svaroday] See ਸੁਰੋਦਾ.
ਸ੍ਰਲਪ [svalap] See ਸੁਲਪ. '

ਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ [svas] Skt ਗ੍ਰਿਚ੍ਸ਼ਿ to breathe, sigh. 2 ਸ਼੍ਵਾਸ“
endurance, breath, inhaling and exhaling of

breath. 3 asthma. 4 Skt ਵ੍ਕ਼ਾਚ੍ਮਿੳ with a bright

face. 5 a sharp-edged weapon.

ਸ੍ਰਾਸਨ [svasan] Skt adj superb posture. short

form ਘਿਅਾਸ਼੍ਵਾਸਨ. See ਅਾਸਾਸਨ. 3 one ’s (ਸ੍ਵ)own
seat (ਆਸਨ).

ਸ੍ਰ'ਸਬੀਜ [5ਢ881੭1]],ਸ੍ਵਾਸਬੀਰ੍ਯ [svasbiraj] a giant

from whose breath numerous giants took birth,

as demons were born from Rakatbij’s blood.

See ਚਰਿਤ੍ਰ 405. “svasbiraj danav jab maths.”
ਸ੍ਵਾਸਥ [svasath], ਸ੍ਵਾਸਥ [svasth] ,ਵੂ/(ਲ਼ਸ੍ਵਧਾਧ੍ਯ. n being?
in cne’s natural state; health; sound state.

ਸ੍ਰਯਾੰਸ਼੍ਰਤ [svaert] Skt adj ਸ੍ਰ-ਅਾਸ੍ਰਿਤ. self-
sul‘ficient, with one’s own support; without

the help of others.

ਸ੍ਵਾਹਾ [svaha] See ਸੁਧਾ. 2 the wife of Agni.

3 part This word is recited to pay homage to

the deities during sacrifice. “svaha kaho métr

path jabs. aganI ahuti pavo tabe.”—GPS. 4 in

Nirukta svaha means an auspicious utterance.

ਸ੍ਰਾਕੀ [svaki] short form of ਸ੍ਰਕੀਯਾ “parkIy te
svaki hve gai.”—carrtr 290. ਸੁਕਾ also means
ਸ੍ਵਕੀਯਾ.

ਸ੍ਵਗਿ [svég] Skt n ਸ੍ਵ-ਅੰਗ. one’s own body, one’s
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own body part. 2 mimicry, act of imitation.
“anIk svég kache bhekh dhari.”—kan m 5.

kabItt.

matho banyo mfih banyo much bani puch bani
laghav banyo pun bagh samtul ko,

régyo cégo 5g banyo lak banyo péja banyo
krItamm sarir mukh sigh hi ke tul ko,

gfijbe ki ber man gahI bethyo devidas

vesoi subhav kud phéd phal phul ko,

kOjar ke kfibh-hI bIdarbe ki ber kese

kukar pe nIb-hego sve‘xg sardul l<o.

ਸ੍ਵਾਗਤ [svagat] Skt n ਸ੍ਵ-ਆਗਤ. auspicious arrival;

welcome. 2 the act of greeting a guest on his
arrival.

ਸ੍ਵਾਗੀ [5ਪ੍ਯਾਸ਼ਾਂ],ਸ੍ਵਥੰਗੀ [5ਘੀ81] adjWho mimics; who
does mimicry. “nana rup qu svagi dIkhave.”
~sukhmam'. “sVfigi SIU jo man rijhavc.”—bh£r
m 5.

ਸ੍ਵਾਤ [svat] See ਸਵਾਤ 2.
ਸ੍ਵਾ'ਤ [svfit] Skt one’s own end, demise. 2 one’s
own heart, conscience.

ਸ੍ਵਾਤਿ [svatI], ਸ੍ਵਾਤੀ [svati] Sktਗੀ adj living on
one’s own. 2 n name of the star Arcturus as

forming the 15‘h lunar asterism. 3 wife ofthe

sun.

ਸ੍ਵਾਤੀਬੂੰਦ [svatibfid] n rain fallen in svati. It is
written in the Purans that the thirst ofthe rain
bird is quenched with this rain-water only.

When a drop of this rain falls, a pearl gets

formed in the oyster, a banslochan (a colloidal

concretion found in the stems ofbamboos) is

formed in the bamboo, and camphor grows in_

the banana. Astrologers hold that all days of

the light halfof Harh (mid June to mid July)

. and the seventh day of Magh Badi, if it is

lunar asterism, are svatiyog.

ਸ੍ਵਾਦ [Svad] See ਸੁਆਦ. “jIn butha tIsu aIa
svad.”—sukhmam'.

ਸ੍ਵਾਦਨ [svadan] Sktn tasting, relishing. 2 making

something tasty, act ofmaking food delicious.
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ਸ੍ਰਾਦੁ [svadu] Skt adj tasty, juicy, delicious.
ਸ੍ਵਾਧੀ [svadhi] Skt adj thoughtful. 2 desirous.
3 so many poets have confused ‘sadhvi, and
svadhi’ without thinking but these words have
very different meanings. See ਸਾਧੀ.

ਸ੍ਰ'ਧੀਨ [svadhin] Skt adj under one’s own
control; who is not subordinate to the other.

ਸ੍ਵਾਧੀਨਪੜਿਕਾ [svadhinpatIka] Skt n in poetics,
the heroine who enchants her husband with
her fine qualities, as:

“gun kaman karI kétu rijhaIa.

vasI karIlina gurI bharam cukaIa.”

-suh1’ m 5.
ਸ੍ਵਾਧ੍ਯਾਯ [svadyay] Skt n reading on one’s own,
reading what is ordained for one to read.
2 reading one’s own religious texts.

ਸ੍ਵਾਨ [svan] Skt ਸ਼੍ਵਨ and ਸ੍ਵਾਨ n a dog. “svan sxal
kharah.”—sahasm 5. 2 See ਸੁਆਨ. 3 short form

for ਭਾਸ੍ਰਾਨ (sun). “lass: tej eso laje dekh svané.”
—paras.

ਸ੍ਵਾਪ [svap] Skt n sleep. See ਸ੍ਵਪ vr.
ਸ੍ਵਾਪਦ [svapad1Sktn the lion whOse paws are
like those of a dog; a hyena. “jIm kukar
mrIgan par dhave. svapad péth VIkhe bhakh
jave.”—GPS. 2 animals like a lion, whose paws
resemble those of dogs.

ਸ੍ਵ'ਲ਼ਾਭਾਵਿਕ [svabhaVIk] See ਸੁਭਾਇਕ 2.

ਸ੍ਰ’ਮਿਘਾਤਕ [svamIghatak] adj who gets his
master eliminated.
H'fififd‘l [svamIdrohi] adj who carries a
grudge against his master.

ਸ੍ਵ’ਮਿਧਰਮ [svamxdharam] n master’s faith;
behaving with subordinates according to the

principles ofone’s own religion. 2 Somepoets

have used this word for ਸੇਵਕ ਧਰਮ.
ਸ੍ਵਾਸ਼ਿਥ੍ਰੋਹੀ [svamIdhrohi] See ਸ੍ਵਾਮਿਦ੍ਰੋਹੀ.
ਸ੍ਵਾਮਿਨੀ [svamIni] feminine of ਸ੍ਵਾਮੀ.
ਸ੍ਰ'ਮੀਂ [svami] Skt ਜਿ਼ਜ਼੍ adj mastei. 2 rich.
3 honoured (person). 4 n a king. 5 God.

“svami saranI parIo darbare.”-todi m 5.  
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ਸ੍ਰਘੀਦਾ'ਸ [svamidas] Nanda, Vithar and
Swamidas were three business men of
Thanesar. They became the true votaries of
Guru Arjan Dev. The Guru preached them to
be honest in their profession and true to their
word. They acted upon the Guru’s preaching
and became famous as “Ikk sukhnie.”

ਸ੍ਵਾਹ [svar] See ਸਵਾਰ.

ਸ੍ਵਾਰਥ [svarath] See ਸੁਆਰਥ.
ਸ੍ਵਾਰਥੀਂ [svarthi] See ਸੁਆਰਥੀ. 2 Skt ਸਾਰਥੀ a
chariot-driver. “bIsv l<a dipaku svami tace re
svarthi.”——dhana trIIocan.

ਸ੍ਵਿਤ [svxt] Skt ਯਿਰ੍ਮਿ to be bright or white, be
pure.

ਸ੍ਰਿਦ [svrd] Skt ਲ਼ਿਟ੍ਰਲ/ to perspire, be oily, forget.
ਸ੍ਵੀਕਾਰ [svikar] Skt n acceptance. 2 adoption.
3 appropriation of what does not belong to
one.

ਸ੍ਵੈ‘ਛਾ [8ਢ8੮੮11815/ਢ਼/ਣ੍ਥੈਜ੍ਯ n one’s own will.
ਪ੍ਰੈੱਛਾਰਾਰੀ [svecchacari] adjself-willed, (one) who
acts according to his own will.

ਸ੍ਵੈਤ [svet] See ਸੇਤ and ਸ੍ਵਿਦ.
ਸ੍ਵੈਤਕੁਸ੍ਵ [5ਧ੍ਯ8੮1<05ਟ੍ਰੇ],ਸ੍ਵੈਤਕੁਸ੍ਵ’ [svetkusth] Leucodenna.
J4 This disease happens due to impurity of
blood. Some times a child inherits it from his
parents. According to Ayurved it is of two
types: sv1tr and kIlas. The spots ofsv1tr are
white and those of kIlas have reddish hue. If
these spots ooze out blood when pricked with
a needle then the cure may be easy, and if
they ooze out white or yellow discharge then
the cure is very difficult.

The best cures ofleucoderma are as under:
First of all use liquid medicines and do

not let faeces stick in the intestine.
Soak the seeds of babci in cow’s urine,

remove the peel and dry them in shade. Keep
this in a bottle after grinding. Give one masa
powder daily with a deeoction made with modi
buti (gorakh mOcji)
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Apply this powder on white marks. Give

gram-flour bread to the patient.
Take six masas each of bij pavar, babci,

ajmod, majith, sulphurized myrobalan raddish
seeds, varki hartal, seeds ofjamalgota, tutia,
seeds of palas, hira kasis. Grind the mixture
to powder and soak this powder in vinegar
and then make small tablets. Afterwards rub
this tablet in vinegar, make paste and apply
the paste on white marks. Ifthere are blisters
on the skin due to this paste, apply some butter
to them.

Crush the slough ofa cobra in the milk of
cactus and apply this paste on white marks.

Take kath, peel of ahera and root of fig
tree. Boil these in water and prepare a
medicinal deeoction. Give this to the patient
with one masa powder of babci. ~

Rub sixteen tolas of babci seeds of four
tolas ofvarki hartal, one tola each of mansil,
white rattkz‘i, root of chItra in cow urine and
apply this paste on the marks. In this way
leucoderma will be totally cured. “svetkust
ketIn ke bhayo.”—carItr 405.

ਸ਼ੁੰਤਕੇਤੁ [svetketu] son of rishi Uddalak. There
is a story in the Mahabharat that a woman
cannot have marital relation with any other
man except her husband. This norm was
introduced by Shvetketu. Before this, people
used to live like animals. Once Shvetketu’s
mother was taken away by a Brahmin for
mating. Shvetketu was enraged. His father
Uddalak restrained his son from getting
enraged as that was the custom but Shvetketu
said that he could not tolerate this custom and
did not want to see such custom being
practised before his eyes. Shvetketu
introduced many good customs along with
laws concerning women. Chhandog Upnishad
explains thoroughly how Uddalak imparted
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divine knowledge to Shvetketu.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤਗਜ [svetgaj] a white elephant; Eravat‘ the
elephant; Indar’s vehicle.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤਦੀਪ [svetdip], ਸ਼੍ਰੇਤਦ੍ਹੀਧ [svetdvip] according
to the Purans an island, situated to the north

of Kheer ocean where Lachhmi resided with

Vishnu. “svetdip taj lokalok.”—GPS.
ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤਞਾਹ [svetvah] lndar, whose ਵਾਹ (horse) is
133(white). 2 Arjun. 3 the moon.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤਾਂਸ਼ੁ [svetfisu] the moon, ਅੰਸ਼ੁ (rays) of which

are 133(bright). ‘
ਸ੍ਵੈਤਾਸ਼੍ਵ [svetasv] uchesrava, Indar’s white horse.

2 a charriot harnessed with white horses.

3 lndar/Arjun whose horse is white.

4 moon.

ਸ੍ਵੈਤਾਸ਼੍ਰਤਰ [svetasvtar] a rishi, after whom six
chapters in Upnishad are named. This

Upnishad is related to Yajurved. The

principles of Sankhy, Vedant and Yog are
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found in this Upnishad.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤਾਂਥਰ [svetabar] Skt ਸ੍ਵੈਤਾਂਬਰ a white cloth. 2 n
a clan of Jain monks who wear white robes.

3 an incarnation ofthe swan. 4 adjwho wears

white robes.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤੌਦਰ [svetodar] n ਸ਼ੁੰਤ-ਉੰਦਰ. black deer whose
belly is white.

ਸ਼ੇ੍ਤੰਥਰ [svetébar] See ਸੈਤੰਥਰ and ਸ਼੍ਰੋਤਾਂਬਰ.
’ ਸ੍ਵੈਦ [sved] Skt n sweat, perspiration. See E

sweat. 2 dampness, moisture. See ਸ੍ਵਿਦ.

ਸ੍ਰੋਦਜ [5ਸ੍ਯ8ਧੰ9]],866 ਸੇਤਜ.
ਸ੍ਵੈਦਨ [svedan] the act of sweating.
ਸ੍ਵੈ [sve] See ਸ੍ਵ. 2 to sleep, to lie down. “jahz‘i
bir atI sve rahe.”—krIsan. See ਅਤਿਸ੍ਵਾਪ.

ਸ੍ਵੈਯਾ [sveya] See ਸਵੈਯਾ.
ਸ੍ਵੈਰਿਣੀ [sverIni] Skt a woman who acts
according to her own wish; a prostitute.

ਸੁੰਦ [svéd] Skt ਕ੍ਯਾ n one’s own end, death.
“svéd Chéd béd keke chut Ih jat he.”—-krIsan

 






